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Z8000 Z-CIO CounterlTimer and Parallel 110 Unit. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 673
Z8000 Z-FIO FIFO Input/Output Interface Unit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .699
Z8000 FIFO Buffer Unit and Z-FIO Expander. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 731
Z8000 Z-DCP Data Ciphering Processor ............................••.......................... 739
Z8000 FPU Floating-Point Unit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .531
Z8000 Z-UPC Universal Peripheral Controller .. 771
Z-UPC Universal Peripheral Controller, External RAM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . ... 771



Number
Z8100
Z8108
Z8300
Z8320
Z8330
Z8340
Z8400
Z8410
Z8420
Z8430
Z8440
Z8441
Z8442
Z8444
Z8470
Z84COO
Z84C20
Z84C30
Z84C40
Z84C41
Z84C42
Z8516
Z8530
Z8531
Z8536
Z8581
Z8590
Z8594
Z8601
Z8603
Z8611
Z8612
Z8613
Z8671
Z8681
Z8682
Z86L81
Z86L85
Z8800
Z8801
Z8810
Z8811
Z8812
Z8813
Z8820
Z8821
Z8822
Z8823
Z8830
Z8831
Z8832
Z8833
Z80,000

Description
Z800 High Integration MPU, 16-bit Bus Interface. . ..............................•............. 331
Z800 High Integration MPU, 8-bit Bus Interface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331
Z80L Low Power CPU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .. 249
Z80L Low Power Pia Dual Port, ParaliellnpuUOutput Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271
Z80L Low Power CTC Four Channel, Counter Timer Circuit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275
Z80L Low Power SIO Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous, SeriallnpuUOutput Controller. . 279
Z80CPU. . .. 141
Z80 DMA Dual Port, Direct Memory Access Controller. . ..... _. . 171
Z80 Pia Dual Port. ParallellnpuUOutput Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
Z80 CTC Four Channel. CounterlTimer Circuit. . 205
Z80 SIO/O Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous. SeriallnpuUOutput Controller . . . . . . . . . . 217
Z80 S10/1 Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous. SeriallnpuUOutput Controller 217
Z80 S10/2 Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous, SeriallnpuUOutput Controller . 217
Z80 S10/4 Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous, SeriallnpuUOutput Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 217
Z80 DART Dual Channel, Asynchronous ReceiverlTransmitter 235
Z80 CMOS CPU 287
Z80 CMOS Pia Dual Port, ParallellnpuUOutput Controller 317
Z80 CMOS CTC Four Channel, CounterlTimer Circuit 321
Z80 CMOS SIO/O Dual Channel. Synchronous/Asynchronous. SeriallnpuUOutput Controller 325
Z80 CMOS S10/1 Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous. SeriallnpuUOutput Controller 325
Z80 CMOS S10/2 Dual Channel, Synchronous/Asynchronous. SeriallnpuUOutput Controller. . 325
DTC Direct Memory Access Transfer Controller . . 797
SCC Serial Communications Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 839
ASCC Asynchronous Serial Communications Controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 861
cia CounterlTimer and Parallel I/O Unit. . . . . . . . .. . 881
CGC Clock Generator and Controller. . 907
UPC Universal Peripheral Controller. . 771
UPC Universal Peripheral Controller, External RAM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 771
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip MCU, 2K ROM. . ..... 5
Z8 Prototyping Device with 2K External EPROM Interface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 5
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip MCU, 4K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip MCU. 4K External Memory Interface . . . . . . . . . . _ . . 23
Z8 Prototyping Device with 4K External EPROM Interface. . _. . . . . .. 23
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip MCU with BASIC/Debug Interpreter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . .. 41
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip, ROM less MCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63
Z8 8-Bit Single Chip, ROM less MCU . . 63
Z8 Low Power, Power Down, 8-Bit Single Chip ROM less MCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Z8 Low Power, 8-Bit Single Chip ROMless MCU. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Super-8 ROMless MCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 ROMless MCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 4K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109
Super-8 MCU, 4K ROM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109
Super-8 MCU, 4K External ROM/EPROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109
Super-8 MCU, 4K External ROM/EPROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 8K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 8K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 8K External ROM/EPROM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 8K External ROM/EPROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 109
Super-8 MCU, 16K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109
Super-a MCU, 16K ROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Super-8 MCU, 16K External ROM/EPROM 109
Super-8 MCU, 16K External ROM/EPROM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
Z80,000 CPU with 32-bit MMU and 256 Byte Instruction/Data Cache. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477
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The Standard For
Single-Chip Microcomputers

In 1976, Zilog emerged into the
microprocessor world with its Z80
CPU Family. With this industry-
standard classic of 8-bit architecture,
Zilog established its design expertise
and cost-efficient production
capability.

While the Z80 earned and main-
tained strong customer support,
inevitable demands for new
applications-intelligent terminals,
dedicated control and commu-
nication-spawned an accompany-
ing need for a new, lean technology.
With an instinct for simplicity and
elegance, Zilog architects created a
microcomputer with the most sophis-
ticated computing power available
on a single chip: the Z8 Family. In a
bold departure from the standard
A/B accumulator tradition, a fresh,
register-oriented architecture was
devised that challenges the "multi-
chip solution." Z8-based designs
minimize chip-count while offering a
configuration that can be easily
expanded to meet the requirements
of enhancement options and future
improvements.

The Z8 Family encompasses the
whole spectrum of system develop-
ment, from prototyping to full pro-
duction. For prototyping and
preproduction, or where code flexi-
bility is important, the Z8603 and
Z8613 Protopack EPROM-based
parts are the most appropriate. The
ROM-based Z8601 andZ8611
microcomputers are used in high-
volume production applications after
the software has been perfected.
The Z8603 is pin-compatible with
the Z8601, and the Z8613 is com-
patible with the Z8611.

For ROM less applications, two
versions of the Z8 microcomputer
are available: the Z8681 and Z8682
ROMless microcomputers. In addi-
tion, there is a military version of the
Z8611 4K ROM device, a 40-pin
ceramic package.

The newest member of the family,
the Z86L81 /Z86L85, is a Low Power
ROMless microcomputer available
in a 40-pin DIP and a 44-pin PCC.

The Z8671 MCU is a complete
microcomputer pre-programmed
with a BASIClDebug interpreter. This
device, operating with both external
ROM or RAM and on-chip memory
registers, is ideal for most industrial
control applications, or whenever
fast and efficient program develop-
ment is necessary.

Dedicated control is the key word
for Z8 applications. Since speed is a
prime consideration in such applica-
tions, the entire Z8 family is available
in both 8 and 12 MHz versions,
supported by two development
tools: the Z8 DM Development Mod-
ule and the Z-SCAN 8. The DM
provides elementary in-circuit emula-
tion (ICE) capability, and the Z-SCAN
8 module provides full ICE capability
including trace memory. With these
tools, the user is equipped for practi-
cally any type of Z8 microcomputer
development.



Z8 Family of Products
UART Hardware, 128 RAM

Maximum
ROM Programmable Dedicated PCB

Product Number Capacity 110Pins 1/0 Pins Footprint Comments

2KROM Z8601 2K 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Masked ROM part used primarily

Control 44-Pin PCC for high-volume production.

2K Protopack Z8603 0 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Piggyback part used where program

Control plus flexibility is required (prototyping).

24 EPROM

2K Protopack, Z8603 0 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Low-costllow-profile chip-on-board

Low Profile Control plus (C.O.B.)

24 EPROM

4KROM Z8611 4K 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Masked ROM part, used primarily

Control 44-Pin PCC for high-volume production.

4K Development Z8612 0 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 64-Pin DIP ROM less part used primarily in

Part Control plus 68-Pin PCC development systems.

24 External

Memory

4K Proto pack Z8613 0 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Piggyback part used when program

Control plus flexibility is required (prototyping).

24 EPROM

4K Protopack, Z8613 0 32,4 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Low-costllow-profile chip-on-board
Low Profile Control Plus (C.O.B.)

24 EPROM

BASIC/Debug Z8671 2K 24,3 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP High level language applications.

Control 44-Pin PCC

ROMless Z8681/ 0 24,3 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Low-cost ROM less production part
Z8682 Control Plus 44-Pin PCC' with reduced I/O. Program memory

8 External is external.

Memory

ROM less, Z86L81 0 24,3 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Low Power ROM less, 50% of
Low Power Control plus 44-Pin PCC standard current draw.

8 External

Memory

ROM less, Z86L85 0 24,3 Ports 8 Power, 40-Pin DIP Low Power ROM less with Power-
Low Power Control plus 44-Pin PCC down option.

8 External

Memory

•Available only for Z8681.



Z8® Z8601
Z8® Z8603

Zilog
Product
Specification

28601 Single-Chip Microcomputer with 2K ROM
28603 Prototyping Device with EPROM Interlace

• Complete microcomputer, 2K bytes of ROM,
128 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, and up to
62K bytes addressable external space each
for program and data memory.

• 144-byte register file, including 124
general-purpose registers, four I/O port
registers, and 16 status and control
registers.

• Average instruction execution time of
1.5 /LS, maximum of 3 /LS.

• Vectored, priority interrupts for I/O,
counter/timers, and UART.

• Full-duplex UART and two programmable
8-bit counter/timers, each with a 6-bit pro-
grammable prescaler.

• Register Pointer so that short, fast instruc-
tions can access any of nine working
register groups in 1 /LS'

• On-chip oscillator that accepts crystal or ex-
ternal clock drive.

• Single + 5 V power supply-all pins TTL-
compatible.

General
De.crlptlon

The 28601 microcomputer introduces a new
level of sophistication to single-chip architec-
ture. Compared to earlier single-chip micro-
computers, the 28601 offers faster execution;
more efficient use of memory; more sophisti-
cated interrupt, input/output and bit-manipula-
tion capabilities; and easier system expansion.

Under program controL the 28601 can be
tailored to the needs of its user. It can be con-

PORT 0
(NIBBLE

PROGRAMMABLE)
1/0 OR Aa-A15

PORT 1
(BYTE

PROGRAMMABLE)
110 OR AOo-AD7

figured as a stand-alone microcomputer with
2K bytes of internal ROM, a traditional micro-
processor that manages up to 124K bytes of
external memory, or a parallel-processing ele-
ment in a system with other processors and
peripheral controllers linked by the Z-BUS. In
all configurations, a large number of pins
remain available for I/O.

+5V 4O P3,

XTAl2 39 P3,

XTAL1 38 P2,

P3, 37 P2,

P3. 36 P2,
!fErn 3S P2,

RiYl 34 P2,
llS 33 P2,
AS 32 P2,

P3, '0 Z8801 3' P2.
GND 11 MCU 30 P3,

P3, 12 29 P3.

PO. '3 28 P',
PO, 14 27 P1,

PO, 1S 28 P',
PO, 16 2S p'.
PO. 17 24 P',
PO, '8 P',
PO, P',
PO, P1.

Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments

5



Pin
Description

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low).
Address Strobe is pulsed once at the begin-
ning of each machine cycle. Addresses output
via Port 1 for all external program or data
memory transfers are valid at the trailing edge
of AS. Under program control, AS can be
placed in the high-impedance state along with
Ports 0 and 1, Data Strobe and Reacl/Write.

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low). Data
Strobe is activated once for each external
memory transfer.

POo-po.,. P1o-PI7. P2o-P27' P30-P37' I/O Port
Lines (input/outputs, TTL-compatible). These
32 lines are divided into four 8-bit I/O ports
that can be configured under program control

for I/O or external memory interface.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET ini-
tializes the 28601. When RESET is deactivated,
program execution begins from internal pro-
gram location OOOCH.
R/W. Read/Write (output). RliN is Low when
the 28601 is writing to external program or
data memory.

XTALL XTAL2. Crystal], Crystal 2 (time-base
input and output). These pins connect a
parallel-resonant crystal (8 or 12 MHz max-
imum) or an external single-phase clock (8 or
12 MHz maximum) to the on-chip clock
oscillator and buffer.

~ ••• Nfl,
~v q"J() qtl.J'\ .¢'t" .¢'" x~ q":/o 4'>'" qfl,'\ <t/,'O q');~

6 5 4 3 2 1 44 ~ 42 41 40

= 7 3. NC

RtW 8 38 P2,

D!i • 37 P2,

AS 10 3. P2,

P3, 11 35 P2,

GND 12 Z8601
3' P20MCU

P3, 13 33 P3,

POo ,. 32 P3,

PO, 15 31 P',

PO, ,. 30 Pl,

NC 17 2. Pl,



Architecture 28601 architecture is characterized by a
flexible I/O scheme, an efficient register and
address space structure and a number of
ancillary features that are helpful in many
applications.

Microcomputer applications demand power-
ful I/O capabilities. The 28601 fulfills this with
32 pins dedicated to input and output. These
lines are grouped into four ports of eight lines
each and are configurable under software con-
trol to provide timing, status signals, serial or
parallel I/O with or without handshake, and an
address/data bus for interfacing external
memory.

Because the multiplexed address/data bus is
merged with the I/O-oriented ports, the 28601
can assume many different memory and I/O
configurations. These configurations range
from a self-contained microcomputer to a

microprocessor that can address 124Kbytes of
external memory.

Three basic address spaces are available to
support this wide range of configurations: pro-
gram memory (internal and external), data
memory (external) and the register file (Inter-
nal). The 144-byte random-access register file
is composed of 124general-purpose registers,
four I/O port registers, and 16 control and
status registers.

To unburden the program from coping with
real-time problems such as serial data com-
munication and counting/timing, an asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter (UART)and two
counter/timers with a large number of user-
selectable modes are offered on-chip. Hard-
ware support for the UARTis minimized
because one of the on-chip timers supplies the
bit rate.



Address
Spaces

Program Memory. The 16-bit program
counter addresses 64K bytes of program
memory space. Program memory can be
located in two areas: one internal and the
other external (Figure 4). The first 2048 bytes
consist of on-chip mask-programmed ROM. At
addresses 2048 and greater, the 28601
executes external program memory fetches.

The first 12 bytes of program memory are
reserved for the interrupt vectors. These loca-
tions contain six 16-bit vectors that correspond
to the six available interrupts.

Data Memory. The 28601 can address 62K
bytes of external data memory beginning at

LOClllono
II,.tbytl0
In.,rucllon,.,cul"
.11,.,. ••

5535

EXTERNAL.
ROM OR RAM-2047

ON·CHIP, ROM,
I~ ~------------

11 IROS,. IROS

• IRQ4

8 IRQ4

7 IRQ3

, • IRQ3

5 lRQ2

• IRQ2

/, IRQ1, IRQ1

1 IROO

• IRao

IDENTIFIERS

SPL

SPH

RP
FLAGS

'MR

'Ra
'PR
P01M

P'M
P'M
PREO
T.
PRE1
T1

TMR

S,O

location 2048 (Figure 5). External data
memory may be included with or separated
from the external program memory space.
DM, an optional 1/0 function that can be
programmed to appear on pin P34, is used to
distinguish between data and program
memory space.

Register File. The 144-byte register file
includes four 1/0 port registers (RO-R3), 124
general-purpose registers (R4-R127) and 16
control and status registers (R240-R255). These
registers are assigned the address locations
shown in Figure 6.

28601 instructions can access registers

--I
lOCATION

255
25.
m
252
251

'50
24.,..
247
24.

'45
'44

24'
'42
24'
24.

STACK POINTER (BITS 1-0)

STACK POINTER (BITS 15-8)

REGISTER POINTER

PROGRAM CONTROL FLAGS
INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER

INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER
INTERRUPT PRIORITY REGISTER

PORTS 0-1 MODE

PORT 3 MODE
PORT 2 MODE

TO PRESCALER
TIMER/COUNTER 0

11 PRESCAlER
TIMER/COUNTER 1

TIMER MODE
SERIAL 110

NOT
IMPLEMENTED

GENERAL-PURPOSE
REGISTERS

PORT 3

PORT 2

PORT 1
PORTO

12

,
,

SPECIFIEDWORKING· .•.. "REGISTERGROUP
,,,.

15

f----IIOPORTS----- 3

hllowI'
Ibbllol
nefllllllir
lllddri ••
rovldldby
h.lnltructlon
olntl 10 II>.
peellll'd

fllll"lr.



Address
Spaces
(Continued)

directly or indirectly with an 8-bit address
field. The 28601 also allows short 4-bit register
addressing using the Register Pointer (one of
the control registers). In the 4-bit mode, the
register file is divided into nine working-
register groups, each occupying 16 contiguous
locations (Figure 7). The Register Pointer
addresses the starting location of the active
working-register group.

Stacks. Either the internal register file or the
external data memory can be used for the
stack. A 16-bit Stack Pointer (R254 and R255)
is used for the external stack, which can reside
anywhere in data memory between locations
2048 and 65535. An 8-bit Stack Pointer (R255)
is used for the internal stack that resides within
the 124 general-purpose registers (R4-RI27).

Serial
Input/
Output

Port 3 lines P30 and P37 can be programmed
as serial I/O lines for full-duplex serial asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter operation. The
bit rate is controlled by Counter/Timer 0, with
a maximum rate of 62.5K bits/second for 8
MHz and 94.8K bits/second for 12 MHz.

The 28601 automatically adds a start bit and
two stop bits to transmitted data (Figure 8).
Odd parity is also available as an option. Eight
data bits are always transmitted, regardless of

Transmitted Data
(No Parity)

Transmitted Data
(With Parity)

parity selection. If parity is enabled, the eighth
bit is the odd parity bit. An interrupt request
(lRQ4) is generated on all transmitted
characters.

Received data must have a start bit, eight
data bits and at least one stop bit. If parity is
on, bit 7 of the received data is replaced by a
parity error flag. Received characters generate
the IRQ3 interrupt request.

Received Data
(No Parity)

Received Data
(With Parity)

1~lpl~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~1

II
~ LSTARTBIT

~SEYEN DATA BITS

________ PARITy ERROR FLAG

---------ONE STOP BIT

Counter/
Timers

The 28601 contains two 8-bit programmable
counter/timers (To and TI). each driven by its
own 6-bit programmable prescaler. The TI
prescaler can be driven by internal or external
clock sources; however, the To prescaler is
driven by the internal clock only.

The 6-bit pre scalers can divide the input fre-
quency of the clock source by any number
from 1 to 64. Each prescaler drives its counter,
which decrements the value (l to 256) that has
been loaded into th€ counter. When the
counter reaches the end of count, a timer
interrupt request-IRQ4 (To) or IRQs (TI)-is
generated.

The counters can be started, stopped,
restarted to continue, or restarted from the
initial value. The counters can also be pro-
grammed to stop upon reaching zero (single-
pass mode) or to automatically reload the

initial value and continue counting (modulo-n
continuous mode). The counters, but not the
prescalers, can be read any time without
disturbing their value or count mode.

The clock source for TI is user-definable and
can be the internal microprocessor clock
(4 MHz maximum for the 8 MHz device and 6
MHz maximum for the 12 MHz device.) divid-
ed by four, or an external signal input via Port
3. The Timer Mode register configures the ex-
ternal timer input as an external clock (l MHz
maximum). a trigger input that can be retrig-
gerable or non-retriggerable, or as a gate in-
put for the internal clock. The counter/timers
can be programmably cascaded by connecting
the To output to the input of TI. Port 3 line P36
also serves as a timer output (Tour) through
which To, TI or the internal clock can be out-
put.



The 28601 has 32 lines dedicated to input
and output. These lines are grouped into four
ports of eight lines each and are configurable
as input, output or address/data. Under soft-
ware control, the ports can be programmed to

provide address outputs, timing, status signals,
serial 1/0, and parallel 1/0 with or without
handshake. All ports have active pull-ups and
pull-downs compatible with TTL loads.

Port 1 can be programmed as a byte 1/0
port or as an addressldata port for interfacing
external memory. When used as an 1/0 port,
Port 1 may be placed under handshake con-
trol. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P33 and
P34 are used as the handshake controls RDYI
and DAVj (Ready and Data Available).

Memory locations greater than 2048 are
referenced through Port 1. To interface exter-
nal memory, Port 1 must be programmed
for the multiplexed Address/Data mode. If
more than 256 external locations are required,
Port 0 must output the additional lines.

Port 1 can be placed in t~high-im~dance
state along with Port 0, AS, DS and RIW, allow-

ing the 28601 to share common resources in
multiprocessor and DMA applications. Data
transfers can be controlled by assigning P33
as a Bus Acknowledge input and P34 as a Bus
Request output.

Port 0 can be programmed as a nibble 1/0
port, or as an address port for interfacing
external memory. When used as an 1/0 port,
Port 0 may be placed under handshake con-
trol. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P32 and
P3s are used as the handshake controls DAVo
and RDYo. Handshake signal assignment is
dictated by the 1/0 direction of the upper
nibble P04-P07.

For external memory references, Port 0 can
provide address bits As-All (lower nibble) or
As-AIS (lower and upper nibble) depending
on the required address space. If the address
range requires 12 bits or less, the upper nibble
of Port 0 can be programmed independently as

I/O while the lower nibble is used for address-
ing. When Port 0 nibbles are defined as
address bits, they can be set to the high-
impedance state along with Port 1 and the con-
trol signals AS, DS and R/W.

I...···(00 OR A,-A,&>

Port 2 bits can be programmed inde-
pendently as input or output. The port is
always available for 1/0 operations. In addi-
tion, Port 2 can be configured to provide
open-drain outputs.

Like Ports 0 and I, Port 2 may also be
placed under handshake control. In this con-
figuration, Port 3 lines P3j and P36 are used as
the handshake controls lines DAV2 and RDY2.
The handshake signal assignment for Port 3
lines P3j and P36 is dictated by the direction
(input or output) assigned to bit 7 of Port 2.

Port 3 lines can be configured as 1/0 or con-
trollines. In either case, the direction of the
eight lines is fixed as four input (P30-P33) and
four output (P34-P37). For serial I/O, lines P30
and P37 are programmed as serial in and serial
out respectively.

Port 3 can also provide the following control
functions: handshake for Ports 0, 1 and 2
(DAV and RDY); four external interrupt
request signals (IRQo-IRQ3); timer input and
output signals (TIN and TOUT)and Data
Memory Select (DM).



The 28601 allows six different interrupts from
eight sources: the four Port 3 lines P30-P33,
Serial In, Serial Out, and the two counter/
timers. These interrupts are both maskable and
prioritized. The Interrupt Mask register glob-
ally or individually enables or disables the six
interrupt requests. When more than one inter-
rupt is pending, priorities are resolved by a
programmable priority encoder that is con-
trolled by the Interrupt Priority register.

All 28601 interrupts are vectored. When an
interrupt request is granted, an interrupt
machine cycle is entered. This disables all

subsequent interrupts, saves the Program
Counter and status flags, and branches to the
program memory vector location reserved for
that interrupt. This memory location and the
next byte contain the 16-bit address of the
interrupt service routine for that particular
interrupt request.

Polled interrupt systems are also supported.
To accommodate a polled structure, any or all
of the interrupt inputs can be masked and the
Interrupt Request register polled to determine
which of the interrupt requests needs service.

The on-chip oscillator has a high-gain,
parallel-resonant amplifier for connection to a
crystal or to any suitable external clock source
(XTALl = Input, XTAL2 = Output).

The crystal source is connected across
XTALl and XTAL2, using the recommended
capacitors (Cl S 15 pF) from each pin to

ground. The specifications for the crystal are
as follows:

• AT cut, parallel resonant
• Fundamental type, 8/12 MHz maximum
• Series resistance, Rs S 100 {}



Z8603
Protopack
Emulator

The 28603 MPE (Protopack) is used for
prototype development and preproduction of
mask-programmed applications. The Protopack
is a ROMless version of the standard 28601,
housed in a pin-compatible 40-pin package
(Figure 11).

To provide pin compatibility and inter-
changeability with the standard mask-
programmed device, the Protopack carries
(piggy-backs) a 24-pin socket for a direct
interface to program memory (Figure 1). The
24-pin socket is equipped with 11 ROM
address lines, 8 ROM data lines and necessary

control lines for interface to 2716 EPROM for
the first 2K bytes of program memory.

Pin compatibility allows the user to design
the pc board for a final 40-pin mask-
programmed 28601, and, at the same time,
allows the use of the Protopack to build the
prototype and pilot production units. When the
final program is established, the user can then
switch over to the 40-pin mask-programmed
28601 for large volume production. The Proto-
pack is also useful in small volume applica-
tions where masked ROM setup time, mask
charges, etc., are prohibitive and program
llexibili ty is desired.

Compared to the conventional EPROM
versions of the single-chip microcomputers,
the Protopack approach offers two main
advantages:

• Ease of developing various programs during
the prototyping stage. For instance, in
applications where the same hardware
configuration is used with more than one
program, the 28603 Protopack allows
economical program storage in separate
EPROMs (or PROMs), whereas the use of
separate EPROM-based single-chip
microcomputers is more costly.

• Elimination of long lead time in procuring
EPROM-based microcomputers.

Instruction
Set
Notation

Addressing Modes. The folloWingnotation is used
to describe the addressing modes and instruction
operations as shown in the instruction summary.

IRft Indirect register pair or indired working-register
pair address

Irr Indired working-registerpair only
X Indexed address
DA Directaddress
RA Relativeaddress
1M Immediate
R Register or working-register address

Working-registeraddress only
IR Indirect-register or indirect working-register

address
Ir Indirect working-register address only
Rft Register pair or working register pair address

Symbols. The folloWingsymbols are used in
describing the instruction set.
dst Destination location or contents
src Source location or contents
cc Conditioncode (see list)
@ Indirect address prefix
SP Stackpointer (controlregisters254-255)

PC Program counter
FLAGS Flag register (controlregister 252)

RP Registerpointer (controlregister 253)
IMR Interrupt maskregister (controlregister 251)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol
"_". For example,

dst - dst + src
indicates that the source data is added to the
destination data and the result is stored in the
destination location. The notation "addr(n)" is used
to refer to bit "n" of a given location. For example,

dst (7)
refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.

Flags. Control Register R252 contains the folloWing
six flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zeroflag
S Sign flag
V Overflowflag
D Decimal-adjustflag
H Half-carryflag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to zero
I Set to one
• Set or cleared according to operation

Unaffected
X Undefined



Condition
Codes 1000

0111
1111
0110
1110
1101
0101
0100
1100
0110
1110
1001
0001
1010
0010
1111
0111
1011
0011
0000

C
NC

Z
NZ
PL
MI
OV

NOV
EQ
NE
GE
LT
GT
LE

UGE
ULT
UGT
ULE

Always true
Carry
No carry
Zero
Not zero
Plus
Minus
Overflow
No overflow
Equal
Not equal
Greater than or equal
Less than
Greater than
Less than or equal
Unsigned greater than or equal
Unsigned less than
Unsigned. greater than
Unsigned less than or equal
Never true

C = 1
C = a
Z = 1
Z = a
5 = a
5 = 1
V = I
V = a
Z = 1
Z = a
(5 XOR V) = a
(5 XOR V) = I
[Z OR (5 XOR V)j = a
[Z OR (5 XOR V)! = 1
C = a
C = 1
(C = a AND Z = 0)
(C OR Z) = 1

Instruction
Formats ope CCF, 01, EI, IREl, NOP,

ReF, REl, SCF

dlt lope INC r

ope MODE CLR, CPL, OA, DEC,

datlare OR h 1 1 01 dltl.rc I ~~~~'~~~Rl~~:R,POP,
RRC, SRA, SWAP

~O~PCq~M~O~DEq

'"

I OR h 1 1 01 del

OPC MODE ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
OR 1 1 1 0

LD, OR, sec, SUB,

'" OR 1 1 10 '"
TCM, TM, XOR

OPC MODE ADC, ADO, AND, CP,

'" OR 11 1 1 01 dol LO, OR, sec, SUB,

VAlUe
reM, 1M, XQR

MODE OPC LD

'" OR 1110

dol OR 1 1 1 0 '"
MODE ope
dltllrc

ADDRESS

OPC
DA,
DA,



Instruction instruction Addr Mode Opcode Flags Allected Instruction Addr Mode Opcode Flags Allected
Summary and Operation dst

Byte and Operation dst
Byte

src (Hex) CZSVDH arc (Hex) CZSVDH

AOC dst,sre (Note 1) ID • 0 • LDE dst.sre r Irr 82 ------
dst-dst + sre + C dst -- src Irr 92

ADD dst,sre (Note 1) 00 ·• 0 • LDE! dst.sre Ir Irr 83 ------
dst - dst + sre dst - src Irr Ir 93

AND dst,sre (Note 1) 50 0
r - r + 1; rr-rr+l

dst - dst AND sre NOP FF

CALL dst DA D6 ------ OR dst,sre (Note 1) 40 - . • 0SP-SP-2 IRR D4 dst - dst OR sre
@SP - PC; PC - dst

POP dst R 50 ------
CCF EF *----- dst - @SP IR 51
C - NOTC SP - SP +

CLR dst R BO PUSH sre R 70 ------
dst - 0 IR BI SP-SP-I; @SP - sre IR 71

COM dst R 60 - . • 0 RCF CF 0 -----
dst - NOT dst IR 61 C-O

CP dst,sre (Note I) AD RET AF ------
dst - sre PC-@SP; SP-SP+2

DA dst R 40 • X RL dst ~ R 90
dst - DA dst IR 41 IR 91

DEC dst R 00 -***-- RLC dst L8=6J I~ 10
dst-dst-l IR 01 11

DECW dst RR 80 -***-- RR dst
LriJ l6J I~

EO
dst-dst-1 IR 81 EI

RRC dst L!ri=ciJI~ CO
DI CI
IMR (7) - 0 8F ------ SBC dst,sre (Note 1) 3D • I .
DINZ r,dst RA rA

dst - dst - sre- C------
r - r - 1 r=O-F SCF DF 1 - - -
ifr ,. 0 C-I

PC-PC + dst
Range: + 127, -128 SRA dst

LriJ@I~
DO .·• 0DI

EI 9F ------ SRP sre 1m 31IMR (7) - 1 RP - sre
INC dst rE - .··- - SUB dst,sre (Note 1) 20 • 1 .
dst - dst + I r=O-F dst - dst - sre

R 20
IR 21 SWAPdst ~ R FO X ·* X - -

IR FI
INCW dst RR AO - .··- -
dst - dst + IR Al TCM dst,sre (Note 1) 60 - ·• 0
IRET BF

(NOT dst) AND sre

FLAGS - @SP; SP - SP + 1 TM dst, sre (Note 1) 70 • 0
PC - @SP; SP - SP + 2; IMR(7) -1 dst AND sre

IP ee,dst DA eD ------ XOR dst,sre (Note 1) BO '" 0 - -
if cc is true e=O-F dst - dst XOR sre

PC - dst IRR 30

JR ee,dst RA eB ------ Note 1
if cc is true, e=O-F

PC-PC+dst These instructions have an identical set of addressing

Range: + 127, -128 modes, which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode
nibble is found in the instruction sel table above. The

LD dst.sre r 1m rC ------ second nibble is expressed symbolically by a 0 in this
dst - src r R r8 table, dnd its value is found in the folloWing table to the

R r9 left of the applicable addressing mode pair.
r=O-F For example, to determine the opcode of an ADC

r X C7 instruction use the addressing modes r (destination) and

X r D7 Ir (source). The result is 13.

r Ir E3
Ir r F3
R R E4 Addr Mode LowerR IR E5 Opcode NibbleR 1m E6 dst src
IR 1m E7
IR R F5 (lJ

LDC dst,sre r Irr C2 ------ Ir rn
dst - src Irr D2 R R m
LOCI dst,sre Ir Irr C3 ------ R IR rID
dst - src Irr Ir D3 R 1M lIDr - r + 1; rr - rr + 1

IR 1M rn

14 8085·003



R240 SIO
Serlall/O Register
(FOr!; ReadlWrite)

R241 TMR
Timer Mode Register

(FlH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
T...,MODESj llli~o'NO FUNCTION

NOT usED •• 00 ~ 1 '" lOAD To
To OUT· 01 0 •• DISABLE T COUNT
flOUT", 10 0

INTERNAL CLOCK OUT", 11 1 E ENABLE To COUNT
T MODES 0 '" NO FUNCTION

EXTERNAL CLOCK IN~OT = 00 1 '" LOAD T1

GATE INPUT· 01 0 •• DISABLE 1, COUNT
(NON.R~~~~:~:~~:~~ •• 10 1 "" ENABLET, COUNT

TRIGOER INPUT. 11
(RETR100ERABLE)

R242 Tl
Counter Timer 1 Register

(F2H; ReadlWrite)

R243 PREI
Prescaler 1 Register

(F3H; Write Only)

1~!~!~!~IDJI~ID11~1

~L
COUNTMODE

o = 1, SINGLE· PASS
1 '" 1, MODULO·N

CLOCK SOURCE
1 '" 1, INTERNAL
o = T, EXTERNAL TlMINQ INPUT

(TIN) MODE

PRESCALEA MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R244 TO
CounterITlmer 0 Register

(F4H; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I To INITIAL VALUE (WHEN WRITTEN)
----(RANOE: 1-258 DECIMAL01-00 HEX)

To CURRENT VALUE (WHEN AEAD)

R245 PREO
Prescaler 0 Register

(F~; Write Only)

~L
COUNTMODE

o • To SINGLE·PASS
1 '" To MQDULQ·N

RESERVED

PRESCALER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R246 P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H; Write Only)

R247 P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H; Write Only)

E~OPORT' PULL·UPSOPEN DRAIN
1 PORT 2 PULL· UPS ACTIVE

RESERVED

o P32 '" INPUT P35 '" OUTPUT
, P32 '" DAVOJRDYO P35 = RDYOIOAVii

00 P33 '" INPUT P34 '" OUTPUT

~ ~} P33 '" INPUT P34 '" 011

1 1 P33 '" tnV;/RDY1 P34 '" RDY1/i5AV'1

L..... ~ ~~~ : ~;R~'~ ~: : ~~~~~OUTI

L- OP30 '" INPUT P37 = OUTPUT

1 P30 '" SERIAL IN P37 '" SERIAL OUT

o PARITY OFF
, PARITY ON



Registers
(Continued)

R248 POIM
Port 0 and 1 Mode Register

(F8H; Write Only)

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH; ReadIWrite)

",_PO, MOOE:J ~---r- "",-PO,MODEOUTPUT • 00 . L 00 •• OUTPUT
INPUT "" 01 01 •• INPUT

"12-AI5 • tX tX "" ~-AI1
EXTERNAL MEMORYTlMINQ STACK SELECTION

NORMAL • 0 0 _ EXTERNAL
EXTENDED. 1 1 '" INTERNAL

P10-P11 MODE
00 • BYTE OUTPUT
01 - BYTE INPUT
10 - ADo-ADT
11 _ HIGH-IMPEDANCE ADo-ADT.

AS, OS, RiW, At-Au. Au-Au
IF SELECTED

~~~

I LUSERFLAGF1

LUSER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FLAG

DECIMAL ADJUST flAG

OVERFLOW FlAG

SIGN FLAG

ZERO FLAG

CARRY FLAG

8249 IPR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9}j; Write Only)

R253 RP
Register Pointer

(FDH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
._.,:J I?f."-"~.-RESERVED :: 000

IRQ3, IAQS PRIORITY (GROUP A) C :> A :> B c 001
o '" lAOS:> IFlQ3 A :> B :> C :: 010
1 '" IRQ3 :> lAOS A :> C :> B :: 011

8:> C :> A :: 100
IAOO, IAQ2 PRIORITY (GROUP B) C :> B :> A :: 101

o ::: IFlQ2 :> 11'00 B :> A :> C :: 110
1 ::: IRQO :> IAQ2 RESERVED:: 111

IRQt, IROot PRIORITY (GROUP C)
o ::: IRQ1 > IRQ4
1 ::: IRQ4 > IRQ1

R250ffiQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH; ReadIWrite)

R254 SPH
Stack Pointer

(FEH; ReadIWrite)

1~1~1~1~1~I~t~t~1
RESERVED T c= IROO •• P~ INPUT (00 •• IRQO)

IRQ1 •• P33 INPUT
IRQ2 •• P31 INPUT
IRQ3 •• P30 INPUT. SERIAL INPUT
IRQ4 •• To. SERIAL OUTPUT
IRQS •• TI

R25llMR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH; ReadIWrite)

R255 SPL
Stack Pointer

(FFH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~I

I'
c= 1 ENABLES IROO-IRQS

(Do • IROO)

-------RESERVEO

1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~I
I



ZB601
Opcode
Map

4

5

M 8
e
!is
.!

7,.Q
:9
z

i 8l>.
CI

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 12/10,5 12/10,0 6,5 12/10,0 6,5

DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DINZ IR LD JP INC
R, IR, 11,12 H,lla R.,R, IR"R, R"IM IR"IM II,Ra la,RI 1l,RA cC,RA II,IM cC,DA fl

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 -
RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC

R, IR, n,I2 n,Ir2 R"R, IR.,R, R"IM IR"IM -
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
mc INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
R, IR, I1,Ia II, Ira R"R, IR"R, R"IM IR"IM -
8,0 6,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

lP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC
IRR, 1M n,IZ II/Ira R.,R, IR"R, R"IM IR"IM -
8,5 8,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
R, IR, ll,ra Il,Ir2 R"R, IRa,HI R"IM IR"IM -10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

pop pop AND AND AND AND AND AND
R, IR, n,u II, Ira R"R, IRa,HI R"IM IR"IM ~
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM
R, IR, 11,12 Il,Ir2 R.,R, IR.,R, R"IM IR"IM f---

10/12,1 12/14,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

R. IR. 11,Ia Il,lra R.,R, IR.,R, R"IM IR"IM -10,5 10,5 12,0 18,0 6,1DECW DECW LDE LDE! DIRR, IR, n, trra Ir I, trIa f---
6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0

6,1RL RL LDE LDE! E!R, IR, I2,Irn Ir2,Irrl f----
10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 14,0INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RETRR, IR, fl,I2 II, Ira R.z,Rl IR.,R, R"IM IR"IM
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

f---
16,0CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRETR, IR, H,la Il.lr2 R.,R, IR"R, R"IM IR"IM f---

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 10,5
6,5RRC RRC LOC LOCI LD RCFR, IR, 11, trra In,Iu.z II, z, Hz

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 20,0 20,0 -10,5
6,5SM SM LOC LOCI CALL* CALL LD SCFR, IR, la,lnl .Inl IRR, DA la,:It, HI -6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
6,5RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCFR, IR, 11,112 R"R, IR.,R, R"IM IR"IM

8,5 8,5 6,5 10,5 -
6,0SWAP SWAP LD LD NOPR, IR, hI/la R"IR,

v_-----.J I.c...---_v_-----~ I.c~-----_v_-------#__
3 2

Lower
Opcode
Nibble

Execution t Pipeline

Upper CYCI"~o~ 5 Cycl ••

Opcode _ A CP Mnemonic
Nibble R., R,

Flnt Second
Opercmd Operand

Legend,
R = B-BitAddress
r = 4-Bit Address
HI or 11 = Dst Address
Hz or 12 = Src Address

Sequence,
Opcode, First Operand, Second Operand



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins
withrespecttoGND -O.3Vto +7.0V
Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°Cto +l50°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics listed below apply for
the folloWing standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to
GND. Positive current flows into the reference
pin.

Standard conditions are:

o +4.75 V :s Vcc :s +5.25 V

o GND = 0 V
o O°C :S TA :S +70°C

DC Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition
Character-
istics VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.8 Vcc V Driven by External Clock Generator

VCL Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 VCC V

V1L Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VRH Reset Input High Voltage 3.8 VCC V

VRL Reset Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IoH = -250 ~

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IoL = +2.0 mA

IlL Input Leakage -10 10 p.A a V::5 VIN ::5 +5.25 V

IoL Output Leakage -10 10 ~ a V::5 VIN ::5 +5.25 V

lIA Reset Input Current -50 p.A Vee = +5.25 V, VRL = a V

Ice Vee Supply Current 180 mA

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

Ie, = 1S pI MAX

r c, = 1S pI MAX



External 1/0
or Memory
Read and
Write Timing

I TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS I Delay
2 TdAS(A) AS 1 to Address Float Delay
3 TdAS(DR) AS , to Read Data Required Valid
4 TwAS AS Low Width
5 TdAz(DS) Address Float to DS I

6 - TwDSR --- DS (Read) Low Width -----------
7 TwDSW DS (Write) Low Width
8 TdDSR(DR) DS I to Read Data Required Valid
9 ThDR(DS) Read Data to DS , Hold Time

10 TdDS(A) DS I to Address Active Delay
II TdDS(AS) DS I to AS I Delay
12 - TdRIW(AS) -- R!W Valid to AS I Delay ----------
13 TdDS(RIW) DS I to R!W Not Valid
14 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to DS (Write) I Delay
15 TdDS(DW) DS I to Write Data Not Valid Delay
16 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid
17 TdAS(DS) AS I to DS t Delay

Z8601/3-8
Min Max

50
70

360
80

0
250
160

200
0

70
70
50
60
50
70

410
80

II
I:•••

Z8601/3-12 -W
Min Max Notes*tO ••35 2,3 a

45 2,3
220 1,2,3

55 1,2,3
0

185 1,2,3
110 1,2,3

130 1,2,3
0

45 2,3
55 2,3
30 2,3
35 2,3
35 2,3
45 2,3

255 1,2,3
55 2,3

NOTES:
1. When using extended memory timing add 2 TpC.

2. Timing numbers given are for minimum TpC.

3. See clock cycle time dependent characteristics table.

t Test Load l.
o AU timing references use 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

• All units in nanoseconds (ns).



Additional
Timing
Table

Z8601/3-8
Min Max

I TpC Input Clock Period 125 1000
2 TrC,TfC Clock Input Rise And Fall Times 25
3 TwC Input Clock Width 37
4 TwTinL Timer Input Low Width 100
5-TwTinH----Timer Input High Width 3TpC
6 TpTin Timer Input Period 8TpC
7 TrTin, TfTin Timer Input Rise And Fall Times 100
8a TwIL Interrupt Request Input Low Time 100
8b TwIL Interrupt Request Input Low Time 3TpC
9 TwIH Interrupt Request Input High Time 3TpC

Z8601/3-12
Min Max Notes*

83 1000 I
15 I

26 I
70 2

3TpC 2
8TpC 2

100 2
70 2,3

3TpC 2,4

3TpC 2,3

NOTES,
1. Clock tlmmg references uses 3.8 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for

a logic "0".
2. Timing reference uses 2.0 V lor d logic "1" and 0.8 V for

a logic "0",

3. Interrupt request via Port 3 (P31-P33).
4. Interrupt request via Port 3 (P30).
• Units in nanoseconds (ns).

Z8S03
Memory Port
Timing

AO-A,O ~ A_DD_R_E_SS_V_A_L1_D ~

---'T· CD-X' T~k=
Do-D7 DON'T CAIi'E DATA IN VALID--------------'

Z8601/3-8
Min Max

Z8601/3·12
Min Max

TdA(DI)
ThDI(A)

Address Valid to Data Input Delay
Data In Hold Time

NOTES,
1. Test Load 2
2. This is a Clock-Cycle-Dependent parameter. For clock frequen-

cies other than the maximum, use the following formula:
28601/3 = S TpC - 165
2860113-12 = 5 TpC - 95



Handshake
Timing

----~~ ..": ~ ~---
RDY

(OUTPUTI

~ DATA OUT VALID=~_'_O--------<0_51-----~

Figure 20b. Output Handshake III
Z8601/3-8 Z8601/3-12 I

Min Max Min Max Noles*t ...-W
0 0 I230 160

17S 120
17S 120 1,2

0 0 1,3
17S 120 1,2

0 0 1,3
SO 30 1
0 200 0 140 1

• Units in nanoseconds (ns).

1 TsDI(DAV) Data In Setup Time
2 ThDI(DAV) Data In Hold Time
3 TwDAV Data Available Width
4 TdDAVIf(RDY) DAV I Input to RDY I Delay
S-TdDAVOf(RDY)-DAV I Output to RDY I Delay---------
6 TdDAVIr(RDY) DAV 1 Input to RDY 1 Delay
7 TdDAVOrRDY) DAV 1 Output to RDY , Delay
8 TdDO(DAV) Data Out to DAV I Delay
9 TdRDY(DAV) Rdy I Input to f5li.V 1 Delay

NOTES,
1. Test load I
2. Input handshake
3. Output handshake
t All timing references use 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for

a logic "0".

Clock-
Cycle- Time-
Dependent
Characteristics

Z8601/3-8 Z8601/3-12
Symbol Equation Equation

1 TdA(AS) TpC-7S TpC-SO
2 TdAS(A) TpC-SS TpC-40
3 TdAS(DR) 4TpC-140· 4TpC-IIO·
4 TwAS TpC-4S TpC-30
6 --- TwDSR------- 3TpC-12S· ------- 3TpC-6S· ------
7 TwDSW 2TpC-90· 2TpC-SS·
8 TdDSR(DR) 3TpC-17S· 3TpC-120·

10 Td(DS)A TpC-SS TpC-40
II TdDS(AS) TpC-SS TpC-30
12 --- TdRIW(AS) ------TpC-7S ------- TpC-SS ------
13 TdDS(R/W) TpC-6S TpC-SO
14 TdDW(DSW) TpC-7S TpC-SO
15 TdDS(DW) TpC-SS TpC-40
16 TdA(DR) STpC-2IS· STpC-160·
17 TdAS(DS) TpC-4S TpC-30



Z8 MCU, 2K ROM, 8.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z8601 PS Z8601 VSt
Z8601 CS
Z8601 PE
Z8601 CE

Z8 MCU, 2K XROM, 8.0 MHz
40-pin Protopack
Z8603 RS
Z8603 TSt

Z8 MCU, 2K ROM, 12.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z8601-12 PS Z8601-12 VSt
Z8601-12 CS

Z8 MCU, 2K XROM, 12.0 MHz
40-pin Protopack
Z8603-12 RS
Z8603-12 TSt

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°Cto + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8® Z8611
Z8® Z8612
Z8® Z8613

Zilog
Product
Specification

Z8611 Single-Chip Microcomputer with 4K ROM
Z8612 Development Device with Memory Interface
Z8613Prototyping Device with EPROM Interface

• Complete microcomputer, 4K bytes of ROM,
12B bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, and up to
60K bytes addressable external space each
for program and data memory.

• 144-byte register file, including 124
general-purpose registers, four I/O port
registers, and 16 status and control
registers.

• Average instruction execution time of
1.5 I's, maximum of 31's.

• Vectored, priority interrupts for I/O,
counter/timers, and UART.

• Full-duplex UART and two programmable
B-bit counter/timers, each with a 6-bit
programmable prescaler.

• Register Pointer so that short, fast instruc-
tions can access any of nine working-
register groups in II'S.

• On-chip oscillator which accepts crystal or
external clock drive.

• Single + 5 V power supply-all pins TTL-
compatible.

General
Description

The 28611 microcomputer introduces a new
level of sophistication to single-chip architec-
ture. Compared to earlier single-chip micro-
computers, the 28611 offers faster execution;
more efficient use of memory; more sophisti-
cated interrupt, input/output and bit-manipula-
tion capabilities; and easier system expansion.

Under program control, the 28611 can be
tailored to the needs of its user. It can be con-

PORT 0
(NIBBLE

PROGRAMMABLE)
110OR As-A'5

PORT 1
(BYTE

PROGRAMMABLE)
110 OR AOc,-AD,

figured as a stand-alone microcomputer with
4K bytes of internal ROM, a traditional micro-
processor that manages up to 120K bytes of
external memory, or a parallel-processing ele-
ment in a system with other processors and
peripheral controllers linked by the Z-BUS. In
all configurations, a large number of pins
remain available for I/O.

+5V
'-../

'" P3,

XTAl2 39 P3,

XTAl1 39 P',

P3, 31 P"
P3, 3. P',

= " P',
RiW 34 P',~ • 33 P',

AS • 32 ",
P3, 10 28811 31 p'.

OND 11 MCU 3D P3,

P3, 12 29 P3,

Po, "
,. PI,

po, " 27 PI,

po, 15 ,.
P',

po, ,. 2S ",
po, 17 " P',
po, ,. 23 PI,

po, 19 22 PI,
po, 20 21 Pl.

Figure 2a. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP)
Pin Assignments



Pin
Description

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low).
Address Strobe is pulsed once at the begin-
ning of each machine cycle. Addresses output
via Port I for all external program or data
memory transfers are valid at th~ailing edge
of AS. Under program control, AS can be
placed in the high-impedance state along with
Ports 0 and I, Data Strobe, and ReadlWrite.

OS. Dota Strobe (output, active Low). Data
Strobe is activated once for each external
memory transfer.

POo-po,. Pia-PI,. P20-P2,. P30-P3,. I/O Port
Lines (input/outputs, TTL-compatible). These
32 lines are divided into four 8-bit VO ports
that can be configured under program control

for I/O or external memory interface.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET ini-
tializes the 28611. When RESET is deactivated,
program execution begins from internal pro-
gram location OOOCH.
R/W. Read/Write (output). RlW is Low when
the Z8611 is writing to external program or
data memory.

XTALL XTAL2. Crystal], Crystal 2 (time-base
input and output). These pins connect a
parallel-resonant crystal (8 or 12 MHz max-
imum) or an external single-phase clock (8 or
12 MHz maximum) to the on-chip clock
oscillator and buffer.

, "I-

~CJ ~":l~q"'J'\ .¢".~~~ q"'Jb q"'J' qf),'\qf),b q"'''

6 5 4 3 2 1 «43 ~ 41 ~

= 3. HC

RNI 38 P2,

~ 37 P2,

AS 10 36 P2,

P3, 11 35 P2,
Z8611

3. P2.GHD 12 MCU
P3, '3 33 P3,

POo 14 32 P3,

PO, 15 3' P',

PO, 16 30 Pl,

HC 17 2. P1,

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28

qf;)'" qQto. qt>'-' qt:::Jbqt>'\ Q ••••<:;) q ••••••q •••''''q',~q •••••.~CJ



Architecture Z8611 architecture is characterized by a
flexible I/O scheme, an efficient register and
address space structure and a number of
ancillary features that are helpful in many
applications.

Microcomputer applications demand power-
ful I/O capabilities. The Z8611 fulfills this with
32 pins dedicated to input and output. These
lines are grouped into four ports of eight lines
each and are configurable under software con-
trol to provide timing, status signals, serial or
parallel I/O with or without handshake, and an
address/data bus for interfacing external
memory.

Because the multiplexed address/data bus is
merged with the I/O-oriented ports, the Z8611
can assume many different memory and I/O
configurations. These configurations range
from a self-contained microcomputer to a

microprocessor that can address 120K bytes of
external memory (Figure 3).

Three basic address spaces are available to
support this wide range of configurations: pro-
gram memory (internal and external), data
memory (external) and the register file (inter-
nal). The 144-byte random-access register file
is composed of 124 general-purpose registers,
four I/O port registers, and 16 control and
status registers.

To unburden the program from coping with
real-time problems such as serial data com-
munication and counting/timing, an asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter (UART) and two
counter/timers with a large number of user-
selectable modes are offered on-chip. Hard-
ware support for the UART is minimized
because one of the on-chip timers supplies the
bit rate.



Address
Spaces

Program Memory. The 16-bit program
counter addresses 64K bytes of program
memory space. Program memory can be
located in two areas: one internal and the
other external (Figure 4). The first 4096 bytes
consist of on-chip mask-programmed ROM. At
addresses 4096 and greater, the Z8611
executes external program memory fetches.

The first 12 bytes of program memory are
reserved for the interrupt vectors. These loca-
tions contain six 16-bit vectors that correspond
to the six available interrupts.

Data Memory. The 28611 can address 60K
bytes of external data memory beginning at

locai*oI
tnlby'l.ot
inl!ruc:llon

••. tcllte<l
.tt ••. rw••

5535

EXTERNAL
ROM OR RAM

••••...,
ON·CHIP

ROM

Iii,,------------
11 IA05

10 IROS

• IRQ4

• IRQ.

7 IRQ3

I"
IRQ3, IRQ2

• IRQ2/, IRQl

I , IRQl

1 IROo

0 IROO

IDINTIII'II'"
IPL
IP"
RP
I'!.AGa

IMR
IRQ

IPR
P01M
P3M

P'M
PREO
TO

PRE'
T1

TMR

"0

location 4096 (Figure 5). External data memory
may be included with or separated from the
external program memory space.
DM, an optional I/O function that can be
programmed to appear on pin P34, is used
to distinguish between data and program
memory space.
Register File. The l44-byte register file
includes four I/O port registers (RO-R3), 124
general-purpose registers (R4-RI27) and 16
control and status registers (R240-R255). These
registers are assigned the address locations
shown in Figure 6.

Z8611 instructions can access registers

--ILOCATION

•••
3••

•••
212
.11
.10
.41

'41
.41

.41
246
.44
.43
.42

24'
'40

'TACK PCtHTlIII IltTI 7·01
ITACK POINTIR (I'TI 11-1'

RIOIiTER POINTER

'''CO''AM CONTROL ,LAOS
INTI""UPT MASK 'UOllnA

INTERRUPT IIIIQUnT REallTEA

INTIRAUPT 'FUOArlY REOIITER
PoRTI0·1 MODE

POAT 3 MODE

PORT 2 MOCE
TO PRESCALEA

TIMER/COUNTER 0
T1 PAEseALER

TIMER/COUNTER 1

TIMER MODE
SERIAL 110

NOT
IMPLEMENTED

GENERAL·PURPOSE
REGISTERS

PORT 3

PORT 2
PORT 1
PORT 0

Tho_-~••••••• ter
m•• OCI •.•••
IN'owl6lclby
'lwl""truetlon
pofntstolM
lpec::lflM
regl.~.



Address
Spaces
(Continued)

directly or indirectly with an 8-bit address
field. The 28611 also allows short 4-bit register
addressing using the Register Pointer (one of
the control registers). In the 4-bit mode, the
register file is divided into nine working-
register groups, each occupying 16 contiguous
locations (Figure 7). The Register Pointer
addresses the starting location of the active
working-register group.

Stacks. Either the internal register file or the
external data memory can be used for the
stack. A 16-bit Stack Pointer (R254 and R255)
is used for the external stack, which can reside
anywhere in data memory between locations
4096 and 65535. An 8-bit Stack Pointer (R255)
is used for the internal stack that resides within
the 124 general-purpose registers (R4-RI27).

Serial
Input/
Output

Port 3 lines P30 and P3] can be programmed
as serial I/O lines for full-duplex serial asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter operation. The
bit rate is controlled by Counter/Timer 0, with
a maximum rate of 62.5K bits/secondJor 8
MHz and 94.8K bits/second for 12 MHz.

The 28611 automatically adds a start bit and
two stop bits to transmitted data (Figure 8).
Odd parity is also available as an option. Eight
data bits are always transmitted, regardless of

TraDllmltted Data
(No Parity)

TraDllmltted Data
(With Parity)

parity selection. If parity is enabled, the eighth
bit is the odd parity bit. An interrupt request
(IRQ4) is generated on all transmitted
characters.

Received data must have a start bit, eight
data bits and at least one stop bit. If parity is
on, bit 7 of the received data is replaced by a
parity error flag. Received characters generate
the IRQ3 interrupt request.

Received Data
(No Parity)

II LSTART BIT
----- EIGHT DATA BITS

, ONE STOP BIT

Received Data
(With Parity)

1~lpl~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~1

I
~ LSTARTBIT

~SEYEN DATA BITS

- PARITY ERROR FLAG

---------ONE STOP BIT

Counter/
Timers

The 28611 contains two 8-bit programmable
counter/timers (To and TI), each driven by its
own 6-bit programmable prescaler. The TI
prescaler can be driven by internal or external
clock sources; however, the To prescaler is
driven by the internal clock only.

The 6-bit prescalers can divide the input fre-
quency of the clock source by any number
from 1 to 64. Each prescaler drives its counter,
which decrements the value (1 to 256) that has
been loaded into the counter. When the
counter reaches the end of count, a timer
interrupt request-IRQ4 (To) or IRQs (T1)-
is generated.

The counters can be started, stopped,
restarted to continue, or restarted from the
initial value. The counters can also be pro-
grammed to stop upon reaching zero (single-
pass mode) or to automatically reload the

initial value and continue counting (modulo-n
continuous mode). The counters, but not the
prescalers, can be read any time without
disturbing their value or count mode.

The clock source for TI is user-definable and
can be the internal microprocessor clock
(4 MHz maximum for the 8 MHz device and a
6 MHz maximum for the 12 MHz device.)
divided by four, or an external signal input via
Port 3. The Timer Mode register configures the
external timer input as an external clock
(l MHz maximum), a trigger input that can be
retriggerable or non-retriggerable, or as a
gate input for the internal clock. The
counter/timers can be programmably cascaded
by connecting the To output to the input of T1.
Port 3 line P36 also serves as a timer output
(TOUT) through which To, TI or the internal
clock can be output.



The 28611 has 32 lines dedicated to input
and output. These lines are grouped into four
ports of eight lines each and are configurable
as input, output or address/data. Under soft-
ware control, the ports can be programmed to

provide address outputs, timing, status signals,
serial I/O, and parallel I/O with or without
handshake. All ports have active pull-ups and
pull-downs compatible with TTL loads.

Port 1 can be programmed as a byte I/O
port or as an address/data port for interfacing
external memory. When used as an I/O port,
Port I may be placed under handshake con-
trol. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P33 and
P34 are used as the handshake controls RDYI
and DAVI (Ready and Data Available).

Memory locations greater than 4096 are
referenced through Port I. To interface exter-
nal memory, Port I must be programmed
for the multiplexed Address/Data mode. If
more than 256 external locations are required,
Port 0 must output the additional lines.

Port 1 can be placed in the high-impedance
state along with Port 0, AS, DS and RIW,

allowing the 28611 to share common resources
in multiprocessor and DMA applications. Data
transfers can be controlled by assigning P33 as
a Bus Acknowledge input, and P34 as a Bus
Request output.

Port 0 can be programmed as a nibble I/O
port, or as an address port for interfacing
external memory. When used as an I/O port,
Port 0 may be placed under handshake con-
trol. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P32 and
P3s are used as the handshake controls DAVo
and RDYo. Handshake signal assignment is
dictated by the I/O direction of the upper
nibble P04-P07.

For external memory references, Port 0 can
provide address bits As-All (lower nibble) or
As-A1S (lower and upper nibble) depending
on the required address space. If the address
range requires 12 bits or less, the upper nibble
of Port 0 can be programmed independently as

I/O while the lower nibble is used for address-
ing. When Port 0 nibbles are defined as
address bits, they can be set to the high-
impedance state along with Port I and the con-
trol signals AS, DS and R/'W.

lOOOTO
(1/0 OR ••.• -A1~

Port 2 bits can be programmed inde-
pendently as input or output. This port is
always available for I/O operations. In addi-
tion, Port 2 can be configured to provide
open-drain outputs.

Like Ports 0 and 1, Port 2 may also be
placed under handshake control. In this con-
figuration, Port 3 lines P31 and P36 are used as
the handshake controls lines DAV2 and RDY2.
The handshake signal assignment for Port 3
lines P31 and P36 is dictated by the direction
(input or output) assigned to bit 7 of Port 2.

Port 3 lines can be configured as I/O or con-
trol lines. In either case, the direction of the
eight lines is fixed as four input (P30-P33) and
four output (P34-P37). For serial I/O, lines P30
and P37 are programmed as serial in and serial
out respectively.

Port 3 can also provide the following control
functions: handshake for Ports 0, 1 and 2
(DAV and RDY); four external interrupt
request signals (IRQo-IRQ3); timer input and
output signals (TIN and TOUT)and Data
Memory Select (DM).



The 28611 allows six different interrupts from
eight sources: the four Port 3 lines P30-P33,
Serial In, Serial Out, and the two counterl
timers. These interrupts are both maskable and
prioritized. The Interrupt Mask register glob-
ally or individually enables or disables the six
interrupt requests. When more than one inter-
rupt is pending, priorities are resolved by a
programmable priority encoder that is con-
trolled by the Interrupt Priority register.

All 28611 interrupts are vectored. When an
interrupt request is granted, an interrupt
machine cycle is entered. This disables all

subsequent interrupts, saves the Program
Counter and status flags, and branches to the
program memory vector location reserved for
that interrupt. This memory location and the
next byte contain the 16-bit address of the
interrupt service routine for that particular
interrupt request.

Polled interrupt systems are also supported.
To accommodate a polled structure, any or all
of the interrupt inputs can be masked and the
Interrupt Request register polled to determine
which of the interrupt requests needs service.

The on-chip oscillator has a high-gain,
parallel-resonant amplifier for connection to a
crystal or to any suitable external clock source
(XTALl = Input. XTAL2 = Output).

The crystal source is connected across
XTALl and XTAL2, using the recommended
capacitors (Cj ~ 15 pF) from each pin to

ground. The specifications for the crystal are
as follows:

• AT cut, parallel resonant
• Fundamental type, 8/12 MHz maximum
• Series resistance, Rs ~ 100 {2

Z8612
Development
Device

The 28612 is a development version (Figure 10)
of the 40-pin mask-programmed 28611. It allows
the user to prototype the system in hardware with
an actual device and to develop the code that is
eventually mask-programmed into the on-chip
ROM of the 28611.

The 28612 is identical to the 28611 with the
following exceptions:

• The internal ROM has been removed.

• The ROM address lines and data lines are
buffered and brought Qut to external pins.

• Control lines for the new memory have
been added.

Pin Description. The functions of the 28612
I/O lines, AS, DS, R/W, XTALl, XTAL2 and
RESET are identical to those of their 28611
counterparts. The functions of the remaining
24 pins are as follows:

Ao-Au. Program Memory Address (outputs) .
Ao-AJI access the first 4K bytes of program
memory .

Ycc
'-../ •• .3t

><TAL> 83 '3,
XTAll ., P2,

'3, ., •••
'30 5 80 P25

IiEm' • 50 •••
RJW 7 50 '20

~ • " ",
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'3, '0 55 '20

'3, 11 54 '3,
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Figure lOa. 64-pln Dual-In-Line (DIP) Pin Assignments
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Z8612
Development
Device
(Continued)

Do-Do,. Program Data (inputs). Program data
from the first 4K bytes of program memory is
input through pins Do-D7.

lACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (output, active
High). lACK is driven High in response to an
interrupt during the interrupt machine cycle.

MOS. Program Memory Data Strobe (output,
active Low). MDS is Low during an instruction
fetch cycle when the first 4K bytes of program
memory are being accessed.

SCLK. System Clock (output). SCLK is the
internal clock output through a buffer. The
clock rate is equal to one-half the crystal
frequency.

SYNC. Instruction Sync (output, active Low).
This strobe output is forced Low during the
internal clock period preceding an opcode
fetch.

Z8613
Protopack
Emulator

The Z8613 Protopack (R) is used for prototype
development and preproduction of mask-
programmed applications. The Protopack is a
ROM less version of the standard Z8611, housed
in a pin-compatible 40-pin package (Figure II).

To provide pin compatibility and inter-
changeability with the standard mask-
programmed device, the Protopack carries
(piggy-back) a 24-pin socket for a direct inter-
face to program memory (Figure I). The
24-pin socket is equipped with 12 ROM

address lines, 8 ROM data lines and necessary
control lines for interlace to 2732 EPROM for
the first 4K bytes of program memory.

Pin compatibility allows the user to
design the pc board for a final 40-pin mask-
programmed Z8611, and, at the same time,
allows the use of the Protopack to build the
prototype and pilot production units. When the
final program is established, the user can then
switch over to the 40-pin mask-programmed
Z8611 for large volume production. The Proto-
pack is also useful in small volume applications
where masked ROM setup time and mask charges
are prohibitive and program flexibility is desired.

Compared to the conventional EPROM
versions of the single-chip microcomputers,
the Protopack approach offers two main
advantages:

• Ease of developing various programs during
the prototyping stage: For instance, in
applications where the same hardware
configuration is used with more than one
program, the Z8613 Protopack allows
economical program storage in separate
EPROMs (or PROMs). whereas the use of
separate EPROM-based single-chip
microcomputers is more costly .

• Elimination of long lead time in procuring
EPROM-based microcomputers.

Instruction
Set
Notation

Addressing Mode.. The following notation is used
to describe the addressing modes and instruction
operations as shown in the instruction summary.

IRR Indirect register pair or indirect working-register
pair address

In Indirect working-register pair only
X Indexed address
DA Direct address
RA Relative address
1M Immediate
R Register or working-register address

Working-register address only
IR Indirect-register or indirect working-register

address
1r Indirect working-registeraddressonly
RR Register pair or working register pair address

Symbols. The follOWingsymbols are used in
describing the instruction set.
clat Destination location or contents
arc Source location or contents
cc Condition code (see list)
@ Indirect address prefix
SP Stack pointer (control registers 254-255)
PC Program counter
FLAGS Flag register (control register 252)
RP Register pointer (control register 253)
1MB Interrupt mask register (control register 251)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol
"_". For example,

dst - dst + src
indicates that the source data is added to the
destination data and the result is stored in the
destination location. The notation "addr(n)" is used
to refer to bit "n" of a given location. For example,

dst (7)
refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.



Instruction
Set
Notation
(Continued)

Flags. Control Register R252 contains the following
six flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zero flag
S Sign flag
V Overflow flag
D Decimal-adjust flag
H Half-carry flag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to zero
1 Set to one
* Set or cleared according to operation

Unaffected
X Undefined

Condition
Codes

Value Mnemonic Meaning Flags Set

1000 Always true
0111 C Carry C = I
1111 NC No carry C = 0
0110 Z Zero Z = 1
1110 NZ Not zero Z =0
1101 PL Plus S = 0
0101 MI Minus S = I
0100 OV Overflow V = I
1100 NOV No overflow V = 0
0110 EQ Equal Z = 1 I1110 NE Not equal Z = a
1001 GE Greater than or equal (S XOR V) = a
0001 LT Less than (S XOR V) = 1 -1010 GT Greater than (ZOR(SXORVlJ = a --0010 LE Less than or equal [Z OR (S XOR VlJ = 1 -1111 UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O ~
0111 ULT Unsigned less than C = 1 -1011 UGT Unsigned greater than (C = a AND Z = 0) W
0011 ULE Unsigned less than or equal (C OR Z) = 1 I0000 Never true

OPC CCF, 01, EI, IRET, NOP,
ReF, REf, SCF

d., OPC IHer

One·Byte lnstructloDl

Instruction
Formats

ope MODE CLA, CPL, DA, DEC,
dstl,rc OR ~h-'-'-0~1d-.-u.-,,~I~~~~'~~~Rt~~r:R,POP.

RRC, SRA, SWAP

OPC MODE ADC, ADD, AND, CP,

." OR 1 1 1 0 ." LD, OR, SBC, 5U8,

d" OR 1110 d••
TCM, TM, XOR

OPC MODE ADC, ADO, AND, CP,

d" OR 11 1 1 01 do' LO, OR, SBC, SUB,

VALue
reM, TM, XOR

MODE OPC LO

OR 1 1 10

d•• OR 1110 dol

PM~O~D~E+£iDP~cq
dstlsrc

ADDRESS

OPC

DA,
DA,



Instruction Instruction Addr Mode Opcode Flags Aflected Instruction Addr Mode Opcode Flags Affected
Summary and Operation dBt

Byte and Operation dBt
Byte

src (Hex) CZSVDH sre (Hex) CZSVDH

ADC dst,sre (Note I) ID • 0 • LDE dst,sre r Irr 82 ------
dst-dst + sre + C dst - src Irr 92

ADD dst,sre (Note I) 00 ****0· LDE! dst,sre Ir Irr 83 ------
dst - dst + sre dst - src Irr Ir 93

AND dst,sre 50 - '* '* 0
r-r+1; rr-rr+l

(Note I)
dst - dst AND sre NOP FF ------
CALL dst DA D6 ------ OR dst,sre (Note 1) 40 - '* '* 0
SP-SP-2 IRR D4 dst - dst OR sre
@SP - PC; PC - dst POP dst R 50 ------
CCF EF '* - - - - - dst - @SP IR 51
C - NOTC SP-SP+I

CLR dst R BO ------ PUSH sre R 70 ------
dst - 0 IR BI SP - SP - I; @SP-sre IR 71

COM dst R 60 - '* '* 0 RCF CF o - - - - -
dst - NOT dst IR 61 C-O

CP dst,sre (Note I) AD RET AF ------
dst - sre PC-@SP; SP-SP+2

DA dst R 40 X RL dst
~I~

90
dst - DA dst IR 41 91

DEC dst R 00 - ..... -- RLC dst t:EH6)J I~ 10
dst-dst-I IR 01 II

DECW dst RR 80 -***-- RR dst L{i] l{6)J I~ EO
dst-dst-I IR 81 El

RRC dst LEH6}J I~ CO
DI CI
IMR (7) - 0 8F ------ SBC dst,sre (Note 1) 3D '* '* * '* 1 .
D/NZ r,dst RA rA ------ dst- dst-sre-C

r - r - I r=O-F SCF DF I - - -
if r •• 0 C-I

PC-PC+dst
L{i]@I~Range: + 127, -128 SM dst DO '* '* '* 0

DI
E! 9F ------ SRP sre 1m 31IMR(7) - 1 RP - sre
INC dst rE - *.*-- SUB dst,sre (Note I) 20 '* '* '* '* 1 .dst-dst+1 r=O-F dst - dst - sre

R 20
IR 21 SWAPdst~ R FO X **x--

INCW dst RR AO
IR FI

dst - dst + IR Al TCM dst,sre (Note I) 60 - •• 0

IRET BF
(NOT dst) AND sre

FLAGS - @SP; SP - SP + 1 TM dst, sre (Note 1) 70 - •• 0
PC - @SP; SP - SP + 2; IMR (7) - 1 dst AND sre
JP ce,dst DA eD ------ XOR dst,sre (Note I) BO - **0--if cc is true e=O-F dst - dst XOR sre

PC - dst IRR 30

JR ee,dst RA eB ------ Note 1
if cc is true, e=O-F

PC-PC+dst These instructions have an identical set of addressing
Range: + 127, -128 modes, which ore encoded for brevity. The first opcode

nibble is found in the instruction set table above. The
LD dst,sre r 1m rC ------ second nibble is expressed symbolically by a 0 in this
dst - arc r R r8 table, and its value is found In the following table to the

R r9 left of the applicable addressing mode pair.
r=O-F For example, to determine the opcode of an ADC

r X C7 instruction use the addressing modes r (destination) and

X r D7 Ir (source). The result is 13.

r Ir E3
Ir r F3
R R E4

Addr ModeR IR E5 Lower
R 1m E6 dBt sre Opcode Nlbbl.
IR 1m E7
IR R F5 ~

LDC dst,sre r Irr C2 ------ Ir rn
dst - src Irr D2 R R rn
LOCI dst,sre Ir Irr C3 ------ R IR [ID
dst - src Irr Ir D3 rIDr - r + 1; rr - rr + 1 R 1M

IR 1M rn

32 8085-003



R240SI0
Serlall/O Register
(FC1i; ReadlWrite)

R241 TMR
Timer Mode Register

(FIH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~(~I~I~I~I~I
To", MODESj lS~o"NO FUNCTIONNOT USED '" 00 ~ 1", lOAD To

~~g~i: ~~ 0 '" DISABLE To COUNT
INTERNAL CL.OCK DUT :: 11 1 :: ENABLE To COUNT

T MODES 0 :: NO FUNCTION
EXTERNAL CLOCK IN~OT :: 00 1 :: LOAD T,

GATE INPUT = 01 0 = DISABLE T, COUNT

(NON'R~~~~g~:~~:~~ = 10 1 ;; ENABLEI, COUNT
TRIGGER INPUT = 11

(RETRIGGERABLE)

R242 Tl
Counter Timer I Register

(F2H; ReadlWrite)

I~(~I~(~I~I~I~I~I

R243 PREI
Prescaler I Register

(F3H; Write Only)

1~1~lo5ID.I~I~ID11~1

~L
COUNTMODE

o = T1 SINGLE·PASS
1 :: T, MODULO·N

CLOCK SOURce
1 = 1, INTERNAL.
o = 1, EXTERNAL TIMING INPUT

(TIN) MODE

PRESCAlER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R244 TO
Counter/Timer 0 Register

(F4H; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

R245 PRED
Prescaler 0 Register

(F5H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~L
COUNTMODE

o = To SINGLE·PASS
1 = To MODULQ·N

RESERVED

PRESCALER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R246 P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H; Write Only)

R247 P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~IE~OPORT 2 PULL·UPSOPEN DRAIN
1 PORT 2 PULL·UPS ACTIVE

RESERveo

o P32 '" INPUT P35 = OUTPUT
1 P32 = DAVOJROYO P3S = ROYOIDAVO

00 P33 = INPUT P34 "" OUTPUT

~ ~ } P33 "" INPUT P34 = OM

1 1 P33 "" D"AV1IROY1 P34 == ROY11DAV'1

L- ~~~~~~NJ.yJ~~~~: ~~~~~~UT)
L- OP30 = INPUT P31 = OUTPUT

1 P30 = SERIAL IN P31 == SERIAL OUT

o PARITY OFF
1 PARITY ON



Registers
(Continued)

R248 POIM
Port 0 and I Mode Register

(F8H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PO,-PO,MODE:J ~-r '''-PO, MODEOUTPUT :II 00 ~ L 00,. OUTPUT
INPUT"" 01 01 • INPUT

,1,12-""5'" lX lX '"' ,,--.1.'1
EXTERNAL MEMORY TIMING STACK SELECTION

NORMAL •• 0 0 II: EXTERNAL
EXTENDED,.. 1 1 •• INTERNAL

P10·P1, MODE
00 '"' BYTE OUTPUT
01 •• BYTE INPUT
10 :IE ADo-AD,
11 • HIGH·IMPEDANCE ADo-ADf.

AS. 5$, Rfii. A,-Au. An-Au
IF SELECTED

R2491PR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
"~~.:J I?f",,"~'M",~'."RESERVED", 000

IRQ3, lAOS PRIORITY (GROUP A) C > A > B '" 001
o ::: lAOS> IRQ3 A > B > C '" 010
1 = IA03 > IAQ5 A > C > B ::::011

B>C>A::100
IRoo, IRQ2 PRIORITY (GROUP B) C > B > A =. 101

o :: IA02 > fROO B > A > C ::: 110
1 = IRoo > IR02 RESERVED:::111

IRQ1, IRQ4 PRIORITY (GROUP Cl
o ::: lRQ1 > IRQ4
1 ::: IRQ4 > IRQ1

R250IRQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
RESERVED ~ c== fROO - P3:z INPUT (Do _ IRoO)

IRQl - P3a INPUT
IA02 • P31 INPUT
IR03 - P30 INPUT, SERIAL INPUT
IR04 • To. SERIAL OUTPUT
IROS· T1

R2511MR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
II

c== 1 ENABLES IROO-IROS
(Do •• IROO)

-------RESERVEO

~-------1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~~

I LUSER FLAG F.

LUSER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FLAG

DECIMAL ADJUST FLAG

OVERFLOW FLAG

SIGN FLAG

ZERO FLAG

CARRY FLAG

R253 RP
Register Pointer

(FDti; ReadIWrite)

R254 SPH
Stack Pointer

(FEH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

R255 SPL
Stack Pointer

(FFH; ReadIWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I



Opcode
Map

" V' # ..•. ~ "Byte. per V'
Instruction 3

Lower
Opcode
Nibble

Execution ~ Pipeline
Cycl •• Cycl ••

Upper
Opcode-A Mnemonic
Nibble

Flrlt Second
Operand Operand

2

3

4

5

M 6
ee
.!

7,.Q

:9
z
i 6
'"CO

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 12110,5 12110,0 6,5 12110,0 6,5

DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC
HI lRl ll, fa Il,Ira H2,R, lR2,RI RI,IM IR"IM fllRa n,R! fl,RA cC,RA tl,IM cC,DA fl f---
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC
R, IR, II, f2 11, Ira R2,RI lR2,R, R"IM IRI,IM f---
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
R, lRl II, fa n,ha R2,H, IR2,RI RI,IM IRI,IM f---
8,0 6,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
IP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC

IRRI 1M n,ra fl, Ira R2,RI lR2, RI H"IM lRI,IM f---
8,5 8,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
RI lRl fl,ra tl, Ira Ra,RI IRa,HI RI,IM lRI,IM f---

10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND AND
RI lR, fl, fa fl, Ira R2,RI lR2, RI R"IM lRI,IM f---
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM
R, IR, fl, fa fl, Ira R2,RI IR2,R, RI,IM IRI,IM f---

10112,1 12114,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

R2 IR2 fl, f2 Il,lra Ha,Rl 1R2,RI RI,IM IR"IM f---
10,5 10,5 12,0 18,0 6,1DECW DECW LDE LDEJ DI
RRI lRl n.Ina Ill. !rra -
6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0

6,1
RL RL LDE LDEJ EJ
RI lRl fa, hIl Ir2. In! -

10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 14,0INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RET
RRI lRl ll,la l1, Ira R2,RI lR2,RI RI,IM IRI,IM -
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 16,0CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRET
RI IRI II, fa fl, Ira Rz,Rl IR2,RI RdM IRI,IM f---
6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 10,5 6,5RRC RRC LDC LDCI LD RCF
RI IRI fl,Ina hI,Ina n. Sf Hz f---
6,5 6,5 12,0 18, ° 20,0 20,0 10,5 6,5SRA SM LDC LDCI CALL· CALL LD SCF
HI IRI fa, bIl Ir2, hIl lRRI DA 12, x, Rl f---
6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

6,5
RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCF
RI IRI n,Ir2 Ha,Rl IRa.HI RI,IM IRI,IM f---
8,5 8,5 6,5 10,5

6,0SWAP SWAP LD LD NOP
RI lR, hI. fa Ra,IRl

Legend:
R = 8-BitAddress
r = 4· Bit Address
Rl or [I = Dst Address
Hz or fa = Src Address

Sequence:
Opcode, Firsl Operand, Second Operand



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins
withrespecttoGND -O.3Vto +7.0V
Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information
Storage Temperature -65°Cto +150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress tdting only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics listed below apply for
the following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to
GND. Positive current flowsinto the reference
pin.

Standard conditions are:
o +4.75 V s Vcc S +5.25 V
o GND = 0 V
o O°C S TA S +70°C·

The Ordering Information section lists package
temperature ranges and product numbers. Pack-
age drawings are in the Package Information
section in this book. Refer to the Literature List
for additional documentation.

IC,. 15 pI MAX

Figure 16. TTLExtemal Clock Interface Circuit
(Both the clock and its complement are required)

DC Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Condition Notes
Character-
istics VCH Clock Input High Voltage 3.8 Vcc V Driven by External Clock Generator

VCL Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc V

V1L Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VRH Reset Input High Voltage 3.8 Vcc V

VRL Reset Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IoH = -250/LA

VOL. Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IoL = +2.0 mA

IlL Input Leakage -10 10 /LA o Vs V1N s +5.25 V

IoL Output Leakage -10 10 /LA o V s VIN s +5.25 V

IIR Reset Input Current -50 /LA Vcc = +5.25 V, VRL = 0 V

Icc VCC Supply Current 180 mA

I. For AQ-All. MDS, SYNC. SCLK and lACK on the 28612 version. 10H = -loo,.A and 10L = 1.0 rnA.



External I/O
or Memory
Read and
Write Timing

I••••••
Z8611/2/3-12 -•••Mln Max Notes*to ~•••
35 2,3 W
45 2,3 I220 1,2,3
55 2,3
0

185 1,2,3
110 1,2,3

130 1,2,3
0

45 2,3
55 2,3
30 2,3
35 2,3
35 2,3
45 2,3

255 1,2,3
55 2,3

Z8611/2/3-8
Mln Max

I TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS 1 Delay
2 TdAS(A) AS 1 to Address Float Delay
3 TdAS(DR) AS I to Read Data Required Valid
4 TwAS AS Low Width 80
5 TcIAz(DS) Address Float to DS I 0
6 - TwDSR--- DS (Read) Low Width -----------250 -----
7 TwDSW DS (Write) Low Width 160
8 TdDSR(DR) DS I to Read Data Required Valid
9 ThDR(DS) Read Data to DS t Hold Time 0

10 TdDS(A) DS 1 to Address Active Delay 70
II TdDS(AS) DS 1 to AS I Delay 70
12 - TdRIW(AS) -- R!W Valid to AS 1 Delay ---------- 50 ------
13 TdDS(RIW) DS t to RlW Not Valid 60
14 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to DS (Write) I Delay 50
15 TdDS(DW) DS 1 to Write Data Not Valid Delay 70
16 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid
17 TdAS(DS) AS I to OS I Delay

NOTES:
1. When using extended memory timing add 2 TpC.
2. Timing numbers given are for minimum TpC.
3. See clock cycle time dependent characteristics table.

t Test Load I
o All timing references use 2.0Y for a logic "1" and O.BYfor a logic "0".
• All units in nanoseconds (ns).



Additional
Timing
Table

No. Symbol

I TpC Input Clock Period 125 1000 83 1000 I
2 TrC,TfC Clock Input Rise And Fall Times 25 15 I
3 TwC Input Clock Width 37 26 I
4 TwTinL Timer Input LowWidth 100 70 2
5- TwTinH--- Timer Input High Width ----------3TpC -----3TpC ------ 2
6 TpTin Timer Input Period 8TpC 8TpC 2
7 TrTin,TfTin Timer Input Rise And Fall Times 100 100 2
8a TwIL Interrupt Request Input LowTime 100 70 2,3
8b TwIL Interrupt Request Input LowTime 3TpC 3TpC 2,4
9 TwIH Interrupt Request Input High Time 3TpC 3TpC 2,3

NOTES:
I. Clock timing references uses 3.8 V for a logic "}" and 0.8 V for

a logiC "0",
2. Timing reference uses 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for

a logic "0".

3. Interrupt request via Port 3 (P31-P33).
4. Interrupt request via Port 3 <P3Q).
• Units in nanoseconds (os).

Z8612. Z8613
Memory Port
Timing

AO-A,O »- ._D_D_RE_S_S_V._L_ID ~

_---'_i--. _(i)~_>¢, T~k
Do-Dl DON'T CARE DATAIN vALID-------------

Z8611/2/3-8
Mln Max

Z8611/2/3-12
Mln Max

TdA(Dl)
ThDl(A)

Address Valid to Data Input Delay
Data In Hold Time

NOTES:
1. Test Load 2
2. This is a Clock-Cycle-Dependent parameter. For clock frequen-

cies other than the maximum, use the folloWing formula:
286111213 ~ 5 TpC - 165
286111213-12 = 5 TpC - 95



Handshake
Timing

DA~;p~; ~c:~":\ _-----
RDY

(OUTPUn

~ DATA OUT VALID=~_'":::=:::=CD_'-~

Z8611/2/3-8
Min Max

Z8611/2/3-12
Min Max

0
160
120

120
0

120
0

30
0 140

1 TsDl(DAV) Data In Setup Time
2 ThDl(DAV) Data In Hold Time
3 TwDAV Data Available Width
4 TdDAVIf(RDY) DAV I Input to RDYI Delay
S-TdDAVOf(RDY)-DAV I OutputtoRDY I Delay --------0 ------
6 TdDAVlr(RDY) DAV t Input to RDY1 Delay
7 TdDAVOrRDY) DAV 1Output to RDY t Delay
8 TdDO(DAV) Data Out to DAV I Delay
9 TdRDY(DAV) Rdy I Input to DAV t Delay

1,2

------1,3
1,2
1,3
1

1

o
50

o 200

NOTES:
1. Test lood 1
2. Input handshake
3. Output handshake
t All timing references use 2.0 V for a logic" 1" and 0.8 V for

a logic "0".

Clock-
Cycle-Time-
Dependent
Characteristics

Z8611/2/3-8 Z8611/2/3·12
Number Symbol Equation Equation

1 TdA(AS) TpC-7S TpC-SO
2 TdAS(A) TpC-SS TpC-40
3 TdAS(DR) 4TpC-140* 4TpC-II0*
4 TwAS TpC-4S TpC-30
6 ----TwDSR -------3TpC-12S* -------3TpC-6S* ------
7 TwDSW 2TpC-90* 2TpC-SS*
8 TdDSR(DR) 3TpC-17S* 3TpC-120*

10 Td(DS)A TpC-SS TpC-40
11 TdDS(AS) TpC-SS TpC-30
12 ---TdRIW(AS) ------ TpC-7S -------TpC-SS ------
13 TdDS(RIW) TpC-6S TpC-SO
14 TdDW(DSW) TpC-7S TpC-SO
15 TdDS(DW) TpC-SS TpC-40
16 TdA(DR) STpC-21S* STpC-160*
17 TdAS(DS) TpC-4S TpC-30



Z8 MCU, 4K ROM, 8.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z8611 PS Z8611 VSt
Z8611 CS
Z8611 PE
Z8611 CE
Z8611 CM"

Z8 MCU, 4K XROM, 12.0 MHz
54-pin DIP 58-pin PCC
Z8612·12PS Z8612·12VSt

Z8 MCU, 4K ROM, 12.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z8611·12PS Z8611-12VSt
Z8611-12CS

Z8 MCU, 4K XROM, 8.0 MHz
40-pin Proto pack
Z8613 RS
Z8613 RE
Z8613 TSt

Z8 MCU, 4K XROM, 8.0 MHz
54-pin DIP 58-pin PCC
Z8612 PS Z8612VSt
Z8612 CE

Z8 MCU, 4K XROM, 12.0 MHz
40-pin Protopack
Z8613·12 RS
Z8613-12 TSt

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M"= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

"For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8®Z8671 MCU
with BASIC/Debug
Interpreter

Zilog Product
Specification

• The Z8671 MCU is a complete microcomputer
preprogrammed with a BASIClDebug interpreter.
Interaction between the interpreter and its user is
provided through an on-board UART

• BASIClDebug can directly address the Z8671's internal
registers and all external memory. It provides quick
examination and modification of any external memory
location or I/O port.

• The BASIClDebug interpreter can call machine
language subroutines to increase execution speed.

• The Z8671 's auto start-up capability allows a program to
be executed on power-up or Reset without operator
intervention .

• Single + 5V power supply-all I/O pins TIL-compatible.

• 8 MHz

The Z8671 Single-Chip Microcomputer (MCU) is one of a
line of preprogrammed chips-in this case with a
BASIClDebug interpreter in ROM-offered by Zilog. As a
member of the Z8 Family of microcomputers, it offers the
same abundance of resources as the other Z8
microcomputers.

PORT 0
(NIBBLE

PROGRAMMABLE)
If0 or As-A15

RESET

RlW

os
AS XTAL2

PO, P2,

PO, P2,

po, P2,

po, P2,

PO, P2,

po, Z8871 P2,

po, MCU P2,

PO, P2,

P', P30

P', P3,

P', P3,

P', P3,

P', P3,

P', P3,

P', P3,

P', P3,

PORT 3
SERIAL AND
PARALLEL 110
AND CONTROL

Because the BASIClDebug interpreter is already part of the
chip circuit, programming is made much easier. The Z8671
MCU thus offers a combination of software and hardware
that is ideal for many industrial control applications. The
Z8671 MCU allows fast hardware tests and bit-by-bit
examination and modification of memory location, I/O ports,

+sv 40 P3,

XTAl2 3. P3,
XTAl1 38 P2,

P3, 37 P2,
P30 3. P2,

REm 3S P2,
RIW 34 P2,
os 33 P2,
AS 32 P2,
P3, 10 Z8871 3' P2,

GND 11
MCU P3,

P3, P3,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, AD,

PO, ADD

Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual-In-Llne Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments



or registers. It also allows bit manipulation and logical
operations. A self-contained line editor supports interactive
debugging, further speeding up program development.

The BASIClDebug interpreter, a subset of Dartmouth
BASIC, operates with three kinds of memory: on-chip
registers and external ROM or RAM. The BASIClDebug
interpreter is located in the 2K bytes of on-chip ROM.

Additional features of the Z8671 MCU include the ability to
call machine language subroutines to increase execution
speed and the ability to have a program execute on
power-up or Reset, without operator intervention.

Maximum memory addressing capabilities include 62K
bytes of external program memory and 62K bytes of data
memory with program storage beginning at location 800H.
This provides up to 124K bytes of useable memory space.
Very few 8-bit microcomputers can directly access this
amount of memory.

Each Z8671 Microcomputer has 32 I/O lines, a 144-byte
register file, an on-board UART, and two counter/timers.

'!v' '!v"'~
~v q~~q~'\.¢".¢'-.ft)qttJoq"""'q"'\q,,,'oq"'~

6 • • 3 2 1 44 43 42 41 40

= 7 39 HC

RiW 38 P2.

os 37 P2,

AS 10 36 P2,

P3, 11 3. P2,

GND 12 Z8871 3. P2.MCU
P3, 13 33 P3,

PO. ,. 32 P3.

PO, 15 31 P17

PO, 16 30 PI,

NC 17 29 PI,

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

qO') qt::l"qO'" qf:)foqO'\ q"'~q •...•.•q •..."'q •••") q ••.•. ~v

Figure 2b. 44-pln Chip Cerrler,
Pin As81gnments



Z8671 architecture is characterized by a flexible I/O
scheme, an efficient register and address space structure,
and a number of ancillary features that are helpful in many
applications.

Microcomputer applications demand powerful I/O
capabilities. The Z8671 fulfills this with 32 pins dedicated to
input and output. These lines are grouped into four ports of
eight lines each and are configurable under software control
to provide timing, status signals, serial or parallel I/O with or
without handshake, and an address/data bus for interfacing
external memory.

Because the multiplexed address/data bus is merged with
the I/O-oriented ports, the Z8671 can assume many
different memory and I/O configurations. These
configurations range from a self-contained microcomputer

to a microprocessor that can address 124K bytes of external
memory.

Three basic address spaces are available to support this
wide range of configurations: program memory (internal
and external), data memory (external) and the register file
(internal). The 144-byte random-access register file is
composed of 124 general-purpose registers, four I/O port
registers, and 16 control and status registers.

To unburden the program from coping with real-time
problems such as serial data communication and
counting/timing, an asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART) and two counter/timers with a large number of
userselectable modes are offered on-chip. Hardware
support for the UART is minimized because one of the
on-chip timers supplies the bit rate.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low). Address Strobe is
pulsed once at the beginning of each machine cycle.
Addresses output via Port 1 for all external program or data
memory transfers are valid at the trailing edge of AS. Under
program control, AS can be placed in the high-impedance
state along with Ports 0 and 1, Data Strobe, and ReadlWrite.

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low). Data Strobe is
activated once for each external memory transfer.

POO·P07, P10·P17. P20·P27, P30·P37' //0 Port Lines
(inpuUoutputs, TIL-compatible). These 32 lines are divided
into four 8-bit I/O ports that can be configured under

program control for I/O or external memory interface.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET initializes the
Z8671. When RESET is deactivated, program execution
begins from internal program location OOOCH.

R/W. ReadlWrite (output). RiW is Low when the Z8671 is
writing to external program or data memory.

XTAL 1, XTAL2. Crystal 1, Crystal 2 (time-base input and
output). These pins connect a parallel-resonant crystal (8
MHz maximum) or an external single-phase clock (8 MHz
maximum) to the on-chip clock oscillator and buffer.

Program Memory. The Z8671's 16-bit program counter
can address 64K bytes of program memory space.
Program memory consists of 2K bytes of internal ROM and
up to 62K bytes of external ROM, EPROM, or RAM. The first
12 bytes of program memory are reserved for interrupt
vectors (Figure 4). These locations contain six 16-bit vectors
that correspond to the six available interrupts. The
BASIC/Debug interpreter is located in the 2K bytes of
internal ROM. The interpreter begins at address 12 and
extends to 2047.

Location 0
lir.t byte 0

instruction
••• culed

aller re,.

5535

EXTERNAL
ROM OR RAM

2048
2047

ON·CHIP
I ROM
I

I'd;:------------
11 IRQ5

10 IROS

9 IRC ••

8 IRQ ••

I
7 IRQ3

I
6 IRQ3

5 •••• IRQ2

4 " IAQ2

3 IRQ1

2 IRQ1

1 IRQO

0 IRCO

)

BASICI
DEBUG



Data Memory. The Z8671 can address up to 62K bytes of
external data memory beginning at location 2048 (Figure 5).
External data memory may be included with, or separated
from, the external program memory space. OM, an optional
I/O function that can be programmed to appear on pin P34,
is used to distinguish data and program memory space.

Register File. The 144-byte register file may be accessed
by BASIC programs as memory locations 0-127 and
240-255. The register file includes four I/O port registers
(RO-R3), 124 general-purpose registers (R4-R127), and 16
control and status registers (Figure 6).

The BASIClDebug Interpreter uses many of the general-
purpose registers as pointers, scratch workspace, and
internal variables. Consequently, these registers cannot be
used by a machine language subroutine or other user
programs. On power-up/Reset, BASIClDebug searches for
external RAM memory and checks for an auto start-up
program. In a non-destructive method, memory is tested at
relative location XXFOH. When BASIClDebug discovers
RAM in the system, it initializes the pointer registers to mark
the boundaries between areas of memory that are assigned
specific uses. The top page of RAM is allocated for the line
buffer, variable storage, and the GOSUB stack. Figure 7a

illustrates the contents of the general-purpose registers in
the Z8671 system with external RAM. When BASIClDebug
tests memory and finds no RAM, it uses an internal stack
and shares register space with the input line buffer and
variables. Figure 7b illustrates the contents of the
general-purpose registers in the Z8671 system without
external RAM.

Stacks. Either the internal register file or the external data
memory can be used for the stack. A 16-bit Stack Pointer
(R254 and R255) is used for the external stack, which can
reside anywhere in data memory between location 2048
and 65535. An 8-bit Stack Pointer (R255) is used for the
internal stack that resides within the 124 general-purpose
registers (R4-R127).

Register Addressing. Z8671 instructions can directly or
indirectly access registers with an 8-bit address field. The
Z8671 also allows short 4-bit register addressing using the
Register Pointer, which is one of the control registers. In the
4-bit mode, the register file is divided into nine
working-register groups, each group consisting of 16
contiguous registers (Figure 8). The Register Pointer
addresses the starting location of the active working-register
group.

EXTERNAL
DATA

MEMORY

lOCATION

255

254

253
252

251

2511
249

248

247

248

245

244

243
242

241

240

STACK POINTER (BITS 7-0)

STACK POINTER (BITS 15-8)

REGISTER POINTER

PROGRAM CONTROL FLAGS

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER

INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER

INTERRUPT PRIORITY REGISTER

PORTS 0-1 MODE

PORT 3 MODE

PORT 2 MODE

TO PRESCAlER

TIMER/COUNTER 0

T1 PRESCAlER

TIMER/COUNTER 1

TIMER MODE

SERIAL I/O

NOT
IMPLEMENTED

IDENTIFIERS

SPl

SPH

RP

FLAGS

IMR

IRQ

IPR

P01M

P3M

P2M

PREO

TO
PRE1

T1

TMR

SIO



SHARED BY EXPRESSION
STACK AND LINE BUFFER

GOSUB
STACK

SHARED BY GOSUB
AND VARIABLES

VARIABLES

FREE, AVAILABLE
FOR USR ROUTINES

COUNTER

USED INTERNALLY

SCRATCH

POINTER TO
CONSTANT BLOCK

USeD INTERNALLY

LINE NUMBER

ARGUMENT FOR
SUBROUTINE CALL

ARGUMENT/RESULT FOR
SUBROUTINE CALL

SCRATCH

POINTER TO NEXT
CHARACTER

POINTER TO LINE
BUFFER

POINTER TO GOSUB

POINTER TO BASIC
PROGRAM

POINTER TO GaSUS

FREE

110 PORTS

EXPRESSION
EVALUATION

STACK

FREE

COUNTER

USED INTERNALLY

SCRATCH

POINTER TO
CONSTANT BLOCK

USED INTERNALLY

LINE NUMBER

ARGUMENT FOR
SUBROUTINE

ARGUMENT/ROUTINE FOR
SUBROUTINE CALL

SCRATCH

POINTER TO INPUT
LINE BUFFER

POINTER TO END OF
LINE BUFFER

POINTER TO STACK
BOTTOM

ADDRESS OF USER
PROGRAM

POINTER TO GOSUB
STACK

POINTER TO END
OF PROGRAM

110 PORTS

--{
THE UPPER NIBBLE OF THE REGISTER
FILE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE
REGISTER POINTER SPECIFIES THE
ACTIVE WORKING·REGISTER GROUP.

THE LOWER
NIBBLE OF
THE REGISTER
FILE ADDRESS
PROVIDED BY
THE INSTRUCTION
POINTS TO THE
SPECIFIED
REGISTER.



Automatic Start-up. The Z8671 has an automatic start-up
capability which allows a program stored in ROM to be
executed without operator intervention. Automatic
execution occurs on power-on or Reset when the program is
stored at address 1020H.

Execution Modes. The Z8671's BASIC/Debug Interpreter
operates in two execution modes: Run and Immediate.

Programs are edited and interactively debugged in the
Immediate mode. Some BASIClOebug commands are
used almost exclusively in this mode. The Run mode is
entered from the Immediate mode by entering the
command RUN. If there isa program in RAM, it is executed.
The system returns to the Immediate mode when program
execution is complete or interrupted by an error.

Interactive debugging is accomplished with the self-
contained line editor which operates in the Immediate
mode. In addition to changing program lines, the editor can
correct an immediate command before it is executed. It also
allows the correction of typing and other errors as a program
is entered.

BASIC/Debug allows interruptions and changes during a

program run to correct errors and add new instructions
without disturbing the sequential execution of the program.
A program run is interrupted with the use of the escape key.
The run is restarted with a GOTO command, followed by the
appropriate line number, after the desired changes are
entered. The same procedure is used to enter corrections
after BASIC/Debug returns an error.

BASIC/Debug recognizes 15 command keywords. For
detailed instructions of command usage, refer to the
BAS/C/Debug Software Reference Manual (#03-3149-02).

FO The GO command unconditionally branches
to a machine language subroutine. This
statement is similar to the USR function
except that no value is returned by the
assembly language routine.

GOSUB unconditionally branches to a
subroutine at a line number specified by the
user.

GOTO unconditionally changes the se-
quence of program execution (branches to a
line number).

This command is used for conditional
operations and branches.

These commands request information from
the user with the prompt "?", then read the
input values (which must be separated by
commas) from the keyboard, and store them
in the indicated variables. INPUT discards
any values remaining in the buffer from
previous IN, INPUT, or RUN statements, and
requests new data from the operator. IN uses

any values left in the buffer first, then requests
new data.

LET assigns the value of an expression to a
variable or memory location.

This command is used in the interactive mode
to generate a listing of program lines stored in
memory on the terminal device.

The NEW command resets pointer R10-11 to
the beginning of user memory, thereby
marking the space as empty and ready to
store a new program.

PRINT lists its arguments, which may be text
messages or numerical values, on the output
terminal.

This command is used to insert explanatory
messages into the program.

This command returns control to the line
following a GOSUB statement.

RUN initiates sequential execution of all
instructions in the current program.

STOP ends program execution and clears the
GOSUB stack.



BASIC/Debug supports two functions: AND and USA.

The AND function performs a logical AND. It can be used to
mask, turn off, or isolate bits. This function is used in the
following format:

AND (expression, expression)

The two expressions are evaluated, and their bit patterns are
ANDed together. If only one value is included in the
parentheses, it is ANDed with itself. A logical OR can also be
performed by complementing the AND function. This is
accomplished by subtracting each expression from -1. For
example, the function below is equivalent to the OR of A
andB.

The USR function calls a machine language subroutine and
returns a value. This is useful for applications in which a
subroutine can be performed more quickly and efficiently in
machine language than in BASIC/Debug.

The address of the first instruction of the subroutine is the
first argument of the USR function. The address can be
followed by one or two values to be processed by the
subroutine. In the following example, BASIClDebug
executes the subroutine located at address 2000 using
values literal 256 and variable C.

USR(%2000,256,C)

The resulting value is stored in Registers 18-19.

Port 3 lines P30 and P37 can be programmed as serial I/O
lines for full-duplex serial asynchronous receiver/transmitter
operation. The bit rate is controlled by CounterlTimer 0, with
a maximum rate of 62.5K bits/second.

The Z8671 automatically adds a start bit and two stop bits to
transmitted data (Figure 9). Odd parity is also available as an
option. Eight data bits are always transmitted, regardless of

parity selection. If parity is enabled, the eighth data bit is
used as the odd parity bit. An interrupt request (IRQ4) is
generated on all transmitted characters.

Received data must have a start bit, eight data bits, and at
least one stop bit. If parity is on, bit 7 of the received data is
replaced by a parity error flag. Received characters
generate the IRQ3 interrupt request.

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ls~

1 I LSTART BIT

~-----'EIGHT DATABITS

- TWOSTOPBITS

I~I~Ipl~I~I~I~I~I~I~ls~

11 I LSTART BIT

SEVENDATABITS

_.--------000 PARITY

---------TWO STOP BITS

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

I I LSTART BIT

EIGHT DATA BITS

~.---------ONE STOP BIT

II
LSTART BIT

-----SEVEN DATA BITS

---------PARITy ERRORFLAG

ONE STOP BIT



The 28671 has 32 lines dedicated to input and output.
These lines are grouped into four ports of eight lines each
and are configurable as input, output or address/data.
Under software control, the ports can be programmed to
provide address outputs, timing, status signals, serial 1/0,
and parallel 1/0 with or without handshake. All ports have
active pull-ups and pull-downs compatible with TIL loads.

Port 1 can be programmed as a byte 1/0 port or as an
address/data port for interfacing external memory. When
used as an 1/0 port, Port 1 may be placed under handshake
control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P33 and P34 are
used as the handshake controls RDY1 and DAV1 (Ready
and Data Available).

Memory locations greater than 2048 are referenced
through Port 1. To interface external memory, Port 1 must be
programmed for the multiplexed AddresslData mode. If
more than 256 external locations are required, Port 0 must
output the additional lines.

Port 1 can be placed in the high-impedance state along with
Port 0, AS, DS and RtW, allowing the 28671 to share
common resources in multiprocessor and DMA
applications. Data transfers can be controlled by assigning
P33 as a Bus Acknowledge input and P34 as a Bus Request
output.

Port 0 can be programmed as a nibble 1/0 port, or as an
address port for interfacing external memory. When used as
an 1/0 port, Port 0 may be placed under handshake control.
In this configuration, Port 3 lines P32 and P35 are used as
the handshake controls DAVOand RDYO. Handshake signal
assignment is dictated by the 1/0 direction of the upper
nibble P04-P07.

For external memory references, Port 0 can provide address
bits As·A11 (lower nibble) or As-A15 (lower and upper nibble)
depending on the required address space. If the address
range requires 12 bits or less, the upper nibble of Port 0 can
be programmed independently as 1/0 while the lower nibble
is used for addressing. When Port 0 nibbles are defined as
address bits, they can be set to the high-impedance state
along with Port 1 and the control signals AS, DS and RtW.

Port 2 bits can be programmed independently as input or
output. The port is always available for 1/0 operations. In
addition, Port 2 can be configured to provide open-drain
outputs.

Like Ports 0 and 1, Port 2 may also be placed under
handshake control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P31
and P36 are used as the handshake controls lines DAV2 and
RDY2. The handshake signal assignment for Port 3 lines
P31 and P36 is dictated by the direction (input or output)
assigned to bit 7 of Port 2.

Port 3 lines can be configured as 1/0 or control lines. In
either case, the direction of the eight lines is fixed as four
input (P30-P33) and four output (P34-P37)' For serial 1/0,
lines P30 and P37 are programmed as serial in and serial out
respectively.

Port 3 can also provide the following control functions:
handshake for Ports 0, 1 and 2 (DAV and RDY); four external
interrupt request signals (IROO-IR03); timer input and
output signals (TIN and TOUT) and Data Memory Select
(DM).

}

HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAV1 AND ROYl
(P33 AND P3.)

}

PO.-P07 } PORT 0
POO-P03 (110OR As-A,s)

_ } HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAva AND ROVO
(P32 AND P3s)

P27

}
HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAV2 AND RDY2
(P13 AND P3s)



The Z8671 contains two 8-bit programmable counter/timers
(TO and T1), each driven by its own 6-bit programmable
prescaler. The T1 prescaler can be driven by internal or
external clock sources; however, the TO prescaler is driven
by the internal clock only.

The 6-bit prescalers can divide the input frequency of the
clock source by any number from 1 to 64. Each prescaler
drives its counter, which decrements the value (1 to 256) that
has been loaded into the counter. When the counter reaches
the end of count, a timer interrupt request-IRQ4 (To) or
IRQ5 (T1)-is generated.

The counters can be started, stopped, restarted to continue,
or restarted from the initial value. The counters can also be
programmed to stop upon reaching zero (single-pass

mode) or to automatically reload the initial value and
continue counting (modulo-n continuous mode). The
counters, but not the prescalers, can be read any time
without disturbing their value or count mode.

The clock source for T1 is user-definable; it can be either the
internal microprocessor clock (4 MHz maximum) divided by
four, or an external signal input via Port 3. The Timer Mode
register configures the external timer input as an external
clock, a trigger input that can be retriggerable or
nonretriggerable, or as a gate input for the internal clock.
The counter/timers can be programmably cascaded by
connecting the TO output to the input of T1. Port 3 line P36
also serves as a timer output (TOUT)through which TO, T1 or
the internal clock can be output.

The Z8671 allows six different interrupts from eight sources:
the four Port 3 lines P30-P33, Serial In, Serial Out, and the
two counter/timers. These interrupts are both maskable and
prioritized. The Interrupt Mask register globally or
individually enables or disables the six interrupt requests.
When more than one interrupt is pending, priorities are
resolved by a programmable priority encoder that is
controlled by the Interrupt Priority register.

All Z8671 interrupts are vectored; however, the internal
UART operates in a polling fashion. To accommodate a
polled structure, any or all of the interrupt inputs can be
masked and the Interrupt Request register polled to
determine which of the interrupt requests needs service.

The BASIC/Debug Interpreter does not process interrupts.
Interrupts are vectored through locations in internal ROM
which point to addresses 1000-1011 H. To process

interrupts, jump instructions can be entered to the interrupt
handling routines at the appropriate addresses as shown in
Table 1.

Hex
Address

Contains Jump Instruction and
Subroutine Address for:

1000-1002

1003-1005

1006-1008

1009-1008

100C-100E

100F-1011

IRQO
IRQ1

IRQ2

IRQ3

IRQ4

IRQ5



The on-chip oscillator has a high-gain, parallel-resonant
amplifier for connection to a crystal or to any suitable
external clock source (XTAL1 = Input, XTAL2 = Output).

The crystal source is connected across XTAL 1 and XTAL2,
using the recommended capacitance (CL = 15 pf
maximum) from each pin to ground. The specifications for
the crystal are as follows:

• AT cut, parallel resonant

• Fundamental type, 8 maximum

• Series resistance, R .;;;100 Q

• 8 MHz maximum

Addressing Modes. The following notation is used to
describe the addressing modes and instruction operations
as shown in the instruction summary.

IRR Indirect register pair or indirect working-register
pair address

Irr Indirect working-register pair only
X Indexed address
DA Direct address
RA Relative address
1M Immediate
R Register or working-register address
r Working-register address only
IR Indirect-register or indirect working-register

address
Ir Indirect working-register address only
RR Register pair or working register pair address

Symbols. The following symbols are used in describing the
instruction set.

dst
src
cc
@
SP
PC
FLAGS
RP
IMR

Destination location or contents
Source location or contents
Condition code (see list)
Indirect address prefix
Stack pointer (control registers 254-255)
Program counter
Flag register (control register 252)
Register pointer (control register 253)
Interrupt mask register (control register 251)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol "9': For
example,

dst +- dst + src

indicates that the source data is added to the destination
data and the result is stored in the destination location. The
notation "addr(n)" is used to refer to bit "n" of a given
location. For example,

dst(7)

refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.

Flags. Control Register R252 contains the following six
flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zero flag
S Sign flag
V Overflow flag
o Decimal-adjust flag
H Half-carry flag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to zero
1 Set to one

Set or cleared according to operation
Unaffected

X Undefined



CONDITION CODES

Value Mnemonic Meaning Flags Set

1000 Always true

0111 C Carry C = 1

1111 NC No carry C=O

0110 Z Zero Z = 1

1110 NZ Not zero Z=O

1101 PL Plus 5=0
0101 MI Minus 5 = 1

0100 OV Overflow V = 1

1100 NoV No overflow V=O

0110 EO Equal Z = 1

1110 NE Not equal Z=O
N

1001 GE Greater than or equal (5XoRV) = 0 00
0001 LT Less than (5XoRV) = 1 ~Ilo:I
1010 GT Greater than [ZOR (5 XoRV)] = 0 •••
0010 LE Less than or equal [Z OR (5 XoR V)) = 1 •1111 UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O n
0111 ULT Unsigned less than C = 1 c=
1011 UGT Unsigned greater than (C = 0 AND Z = 0) = 1
0011 ULE Unsigned less than or equal (CoRZ) = 1

0000 Never true

CLR, CPL, CA, DEC. OPC MODE Aoe, ADD, AND, CPt

OR " 1 1 0 I dsUsre 1 OECW, INC, INeW, POP, sre OR 1 1 1 0
LD, OR, sac, SUB,

PUSH, RL, RLe, RR, TCM, TM, XOR
RRC, SRA, SWAP ds' OR 1 1 1 0 ds.

OPC I OR I, , , 01
JP, CALL (Indirect)

ds. ds' OPC MODE ACe, ADD, AND, CP,

ds. OR 11 1 1 01 ds'
lD. OR, sec, SUB,
reM, TM, XOR

OPC SRP
VALUE

VALUE

MODE OPC LD

OPC
OR 1 1 1 0

MODE Ace, ADD, AND,
OR

ds'
CP, OR. sec, SUB, ds' 1 1 1 0 ds'
reM. TM, XOR

MODE OPC LD
MODE OPC LO, LOE. LOEI,

dst/src
dst/src srcJdst LOC, LOCI

ADDRESS

dsUsrc OPC LD
OPC JP

sreJdst OR [, , , 01 s<c I DAu
DA,

dst 1 OPC LD

VALUE
OPC CAll
DAu

I dstlCC lope DJNZ, JR DA,

RA

TWO·BYTE INSTRUCTION THREE·BYTE INSTRUCTION



INSTRUCTION SUMMARY

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected'
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

ADCdst.src (Note 1) 10 * * * * 0 * JR cC,dst RA c8 ------

dst - dst + src + C if cc is true, c=O-F

00 0
PC - PC + dst

ADD dst.src (Note 1) * * * * * Range: + 127, -128
dst - dst + src

LD dst,src r 1m rC ------
ANDdst.src (Note 1) 50 -* * 0 dst -src R r8r
dst - dst AND src R r9
CALL dst OA 06 ------ r=O-F

SP - SP - 2 IRR 04 X C7

@SP - PC: PC - dst X r 07
r Ir E3

CCF EF *----- Ir F3
C -NOTC R R E4

CLR dst R 80 ------ R IR E5

dst-O IR 81 R 1M E6
IR 1M E7

COMdst R 60 -* * 0-- IR R F5
dst - NOTdst IR 61

LDCdst,src r Irr C2 ------
CP dst.src (Note 1) AD ****-- dst -src Irr 02
dst - src

LOCI dst,src Ir Irr C3 ------
DAdst R 40 * * * X-- dst -src Irr Ir 03
dst - OAdst IR 41 r-r + 1;rr-rr + 1

DECdst R 00 -* **-- LDE dst,src Irr 82r ------
dst-dst - 1 IR 01 dst-src Irr 92r
DECWdst RR 80 - * * *-- LDEI dst,src Ir Irr 83 ------
dst - dst - 1 IR 81 dst -src Irr Ir 93
01 r-r + 1;rr-rr + 1
IMR(7)-0 8F ------ NOP FF ------

DJNZ r,dst RA rA ------ OR dst,src (Note 1) 40 0--- * *r-r - 1 r = 0 - F dst - dst OR src
,fr*O

PC - PC + dst POPdst R 50 ------
Range: + 127, - 128 dst-@SP; IR 51

EI
SP-SP + 1

9F ------
IMR(7)-1 PUSH src R 70 ------
INCdst

SP - SP - 1; @SP - src IR 71
rE -***--

dst - dst + 1 r = 0 - F RCF CF 0-----
R 20 C-O
IR 21

RET AF ------
INCWdst RR AO -* **-- PC - @SP; SP - SP + 2
dst - dst + 1 IR A1

RLdst
~I~

90 * * * *--
IRET 8F * * * * * * 91
FLAGS - @SP; SP - SP + 1

RLCdst~R 10
PC -@SP;SP-SP + 2; IMR(7)-1 * * **--

C 7 0 IR 11
JP cC,dst OA cD ------

RRdst l@l{6}J I~
EO

If cc IStrue c=O-F * * * *--
PC -dst IRR 30

E1



Instruction
and Operation

RRC dst L0=E:::iJJ R
c 7 • IR

SBC dst,src (Note 1)
dst - dst - src - C

SCF
C-1

SRA dst L€l ~ R
IR

SRPsrc
RP -src

SUBdst,src
dst - dst - src

SWAP dst [7 S? .1 R
t::::=:J IR

TCM dst,src
(NOT dst) AND src

TM dst,src
dstAND src

Opcode
Byte
(Hex)

CO
C1

3D

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

XORdst,src (Note 1) SO - * * 0--
dst - dst XOR src

NOTE: These instructions have an identical set of addressing modes.
which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode nibble is found in
the instruction set table above. The second nibble is expressed
symbolically by a 0 in this table, and its value is found in the
following table to the left of the applicable addressing mode pair.

For example. the opcode of an ADC instruction using the
addressing modes r (destination) and Ir (source) is 13.

AddrMode
Lower N

00
dst src Opcode Nibble ~

IloI

II] •••
:IIr [}] tt

R R 8J ~
R IR [I]
R 1M [§]
IR 1M [2]



R240SI0
Serial 110Register

(FOH: ReadlWrite)

R241 TMR
Time Mode Register

(F1 H: Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
T•• ,MODES :Jllli~o'NO FUNCTION

NOT USED,.. 00 ~ 1 '" lOAD To

~o g~~: ~~ 0 • DISABLE To COUNT
INTERNAL CLOCK OUT. 11 1 •• ENABLE To COUNT

T MODES 0 '" NO FUNCTION
EXTERNAL CLOCK IHP'OT • 00 1 '"' LOAD T,

GATE INPUT. 01 0 •• OISABL.E 1, COUNT
TRIGGER INPUT. 10 1 '"' ENABLE T COUNT

(NON.AETAIQQEAA8lE) I

TRIOGER INPUT. 11
(AETFUQQEAABlE)

R242T1
Counter Timer 1 Register

(F2H: Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
1

R243 PREl
Prescaler 1 Register

(F3H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~L
COUNTMODE

1 •• T, MOOULD·N
o •• 1, SINGlE·PASS

CLOCK SOURce
1 = T, INTERNAL
o = 1, EXTERNAL

TIMING INPUT
(T.,Ij) MODE

PAESCALER MODULO
(RANGE: '·64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R244 TO
Counter/Timer 0 Register

(F4H: Read/Write)

R245PREO
Prescaler 0 Register

(F5H: Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~L
COUNTMODE

o '" To SINGLE·PASS
1 •• To MODULO·N

RESERVED (MUST BE 01

PRESCALEA MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEXI

R246 P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H: Write Only)

R247P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H: Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

lS~LOPORT' PUll·UPSOPEN DRAINL' PORT 2 PULL·UPS ACTive
RESERVED (MUST BE 01

o P32 '" INPUT P35 '" OUTPUT
1 P32 '" DAV'&RDYO P3t, '" RDYOIDAW

00 P33 '" INPUT P~ '" OUTPUT

~ ~} P33 '" INPUT P~ '" D'M
1 1 RESERVED

o P31 '" INPUT (T,,,.) P3e '" OUTPUT (TOUT)
1 P3, '" tiAWRDY2 P3e '" ADY2IOAV}

L- O P30 '" INPUT P37 '" OUTPUT
1 P30 == SEAIAL IN P37 == SERIAL OUT

o PARITY OFF
1 PARITY ON



REGISTERS
(Continued)

R248 P01M
Port 0 Register
(F8H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PO'.PO'MODE~ ~-r PO,· po, MOOEOUTPUT = 00 --1 L 00 = OUTPUT
INPUT = 01 01 ;;. INPUT

A,2-A,5 '" 1X 1X ;; A,.An

EXTERNAL STACK SELECTION
MEMORY TIMING 0 ~ EXTERNAL

NORMAL. 0 1 :: INTERNAL

-EXTENDED. 1

RESERVED (MUST BE 0)

R2491PR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9H: Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
•__ .:oJ l?f-'-",,"RESERVED", 000

IR03, lAOS PRIORITY to ROUP A) C > A :> B '" 001
o '" lAOS> IRQ3 A > B > C = 010
1 = IRQ3 > IROS A> C :> B = 011

IRoo, IAQ2 PRIORITY (GROUP 8) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~
o '" IRQ2 :> IRoO 8 > A > C = 110
1 = IRoO :> IR02 RESERVED", 111

IRQ1, IRQ4 PRIORITY (GROUP C)
o = IRQ1 :> IRQ.
1 '" IRQC :> IRQ1

R250 IRQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH; Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
RESERVED (MUST BE OJ~ c= IROo

IRQ1
IRQ2
IRQ3
IRa.
IROS

P32 INPUT (On"" IROOl
P33lNPUT
P31 INPUT
P30 INPUT, SERIAL. INPUT
To. SERIAL OUTPUT
T,

R2511MR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH: Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
II

c= 1 ENABLES IRaO-IROS
, (Do = IROO)

~------ RESERVED (MUST BE 01

--------1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH: Read/Write)

~~~

I LUSER FLAG F,

LUSER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FLAG

DECIMAL ADJUST FLAG

OVERFLOW FLAG

SIGN FLAG

ZERO FLAG

CARRY FLAG

R253RP
Register Pointer
(FDH: Read/Write)

R254SPH
Stack Pointer

(FEH: Read/Write)

R255SPL
Stack Pointer

(FFH: Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I



Lower Nibble (Hex)

7

6.5 65 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 12/10,5 12/10,0 6,5 12/10,0 6,5
DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC

R, IR, f'''2 f,,lr2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR
"
IM f"R2 f2.R1 fl.RA cC,RA f1,IM cC,DA rl I---

6,5 6.5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC

R, IR, fl.f2 f1,1r2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR"IM
-

6,5 6.5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
R, IR, f',(2 f,.lr2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R

"
IM IR"IM

-
8.0 6,1. 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 '0,5 10,5
JP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC

IRR, 1M fl,f2 f"lr2 R2,R, IR2,R, R,.IM IR"IM
-

8,5 8,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
R, IR, f'''2 f,.lr2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR"IM

-
10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND AND

R, IR, f'''2 f,.lr2 R2,R, IR2,R, R"IM IR"IM
-

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM

R, IR, f,J2 f,,lf2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR"IM

10/12,1 12/14,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5
-

10,5 10,5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

R2 IR2 f,.f2 f1,1r2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R,.IM IR"IM
-

10,5 10.5 12,0 18,0 6.1
DECW DECW LDE LDEI DI

RR, IR, f,,1rr2 Ir,.lrr2

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0
-

6.1
RL RL LDE LDEI EI
R, IR, f2·lrr, Ir2,lrrj

-
10.5 105 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 14.0

INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RET
RR, IR, f,J2 f,.h2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR"IM

6,5
-

6.5 6,5 6,5 '0,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 16,0
CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRET

R, IR, f,.f2 f1,lf2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R,.IM IR"IM

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 10,5 6-s
RRC RRC LDC LOCI LD RCF

R, IR, fl,1rr2 Ir,.lrr2 f"x,R2
-

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 20,0 20,0 10,5 6,5
SRA SRA LDC LOCI CALL· CALL LD SCF

R, IR, f2·lrf, Ir2·tH, IRR, DA f2.X.R,

6.5 6.5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
-

6.5
RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCF
R, IR, f,.IR2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM 1R"IM --
8.5 8,5 6,5 10,5 6,0

SWAP SWAP LD LD NOP
R, IR, Ir'''2 R2,IR,

v~----_J'''----__v~ J .•..~-- ••••• .I~~

3

LOWEROPCODENlrE
Legend:
R == B·bl! address
r = 4·bit address
R, or f, :: Ost address
R2 or f2 = Src address



Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - O.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

The DC characteristics listed below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND. Positive current flows into
the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are:

• + 4.75V" Vcc" + 5.25V

• GND = OV

ICL = '5 pI MAX

ICL = '5plMAX

Figure 15. TTL External Clock Interface Circuit
(Both the clock and Its complement are required)

Symbol

VeH

Vel

VIH

Vil

VRH

VRl

VOH

VOL

III

IOl

IIR

Ice

Clock Input High Voltage

Clock Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Res~ Input High Voltage

Reset Input Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Input Leakage

Output Leakage

Reset Input Current

Vee Supply Current

Min Max Unit

3.8 Vee V

-0.3 0.8 V

20 Vee V

-0.3 0.8 V

38 Vee V

-0.3 0.8 V

2.4 V

0.4 V

-10 10 ••A

-10 10 ••A

-50 ••A

180 mA

Driven by External Clock Generator

Driven by External Clock Generator

IOH = -250 ••A

IOl= +2.0mA

OV" VIN" + 5.25V

OV •• VIN" + 5.25V

Vec = + 525V, VRl = OV



DS
(WRITE)

Figure 16. External 110 or Memory ReadlWrlte

AC CHARACTERISTICS
External 1/0 or Memory ReadlWrite Timing

Z8671-8
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Notn-tO

1 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 50 2,3

2 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Float Delay 70 2,3

3 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 360 1,2,3

4 TwAS AS Low Width 80 2.3

5 TdAz(DS) Address Float to DS ~ 0
6 TwDSR DS (Read) Low Width 250 1,2,3

7 TwDSW DS (Write) Low Width 160 1,2.3

8 TdDSR(DR) DS ~to Read Data Required Valid 200 1,2,3

9 ThDR(DS) Read Data to DS t Hold Time 0

10 TdDS(A) DS t to Address Active Delay 70 2.3
11 TdDS(AS) DS t to AS ~ Delay 70 2.3
12 TdRIW(AS) RiWValid to AS t Delay 50 2.3

13 TdDS(RIW) DS t to RiW Not Valid 60 2.3
14 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to DS (Write) ~ Delay 50 2.3
15 TdDS(DW) DS t to Write Data Not Valid Delay 70 2,3
16 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid 410 1.2,3
17 TdAS(DS) AS t to DS ~Delay 80 2.3

NOTES:
1. When using extended memory timing add 2 TpG.
2. TIming numbers given are for minimum TpG.
3. See clock cycle time dependent characteristics table.

• All units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Test Load 1
o All timing references use 2.0V tor a logic "1" and O.BVfor a logic "O~



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Additional Timing a•IilII

Notes' •••
1 'I1 a
1

2

2

2

2

2,3
2,4

2,3

Number Symbol

1 TpC

2 TrC,TIC

3 TwC

4 TwTinL

5 TwTinH

6 TpTin

7 TrTin, TfTin

8a TwlL

8b TwlL

9 TwlH

Z8671·8
Min Max

Input Clock Period

Clock Input Rise and Fall Times

Input Clock Width

Timer Input Low Width

Timer Input High Width

1000

25

Timer Input Period

Timer Input Rise and Fall Times

Interrupt Request Input Low Time

Interrupt Request Input Low Time

Interrupt Request Input High Time

37
100

3TpC

8TpC

100

3TpC

3TpC

NOTES:
1. Clock timing references use 3.8V for a logic "1" and 0.8Vlor a logic "0':
2. Timing references use 2.0V for a logic "1" and 0.8Vfor a logic "0".
3. Interrupt request via Port 3, P3,-P33.

4. Interrupt request via Port 3, P30'
• Units in nanoseconds (ns).

"0-"'0 ~ A_D_DR_E_S_S_VA_L_'D ~

_----J_T--. -CD~-X' T~k=
Do-D7 DON'T CARE DATA IN VALID--------------

AC CHARACTERISTICS
Memory Port Timing

Z8671·8
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Notes'

1 TdA(DI) Address Valid to Data Input Delay 460 1,2

2 ThDI(A) Data In Hold Time a 1

NOTES:
1. Test Load 2
2. This is a Clock-Cycle-Dependent parameter. For clock frequencies

other than the maximum, use the following formula:
Z86?1 = 5 TpC - 165



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Handshake Timing

Number Symbol

1 TsDI(DAV)

2 ThDI(DAV)

3 TwDAV

4 TdDAVlf(RDY}

5 TdDAVOf(RDY}

6 TdDAVlr(RDY}

7 TdDAVOr(RDY}

8 TdDO(DAV)

9 TdRDY(DAV)

NOTES:
1. Testload 1
2. Input handshake
3. Output handshake

Z8671-8
Parameter Min Max

Data In Setup Time 0
Data In Hold Time 230
Data Available Width 175

DAV ~ Input to RDY ~Delay 175

DAV ~Output to RDY ~ Delay 0
DAV t Input to RDY t Delay 175

DAV t Output to RDY t Delay 0
Data Out to DAV ~Delay 50
Rdy ~ Input to DAV t Delay 0 200

• All timing referencesuse2.0Vfor a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic "0':
Units in nanoseconds(ns).

Number

1
2
3
4
6
7
8

10
11
12

Symbol

TdA(AS}
TdAS(A}
TdAS(DR}
TwAS
TwDSR
TwDSW
TdDSR(DR}
Td(DS)A
TdDS(AS}
TdRIW(AS}

Z8671·8
Equation

TpC - 75
TpC - 55

4TpC - 140*
TpC - 45

3TpC-125*
2TpC - 90*

3TpC - 175*
TpC - 55
TpC - 55
TpC - 75

Number

13
14
15
16
17

Symbol

TdDS(RIW}
TdDW(DSW}
TdDS(DW)
TdA(DR}
TdAS(DS}

Z8671·8
Equation

TpC - 65
TpC - 75
TpC - 55

5TpC-215*
TpC - 45



Z8 MCU with BASIC/Debug Interpreter, 8.0 MHz
40-pln DIP 44-pln PCC
Z8671 PS Z8671 VSt
Z8671 CS
Z8671 PE
Z8671 CE
Z8671 CM-

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M-= -55°Cto +125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

- For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z8® Z8681 182
ROM less Microcomputer

Zilog Product
Specification

• Complete microcomputer, 24 I/O lines, and up to 64K
bytes of addressable external space each for program
and data memory.

• 143-byte register file, including 124 general-purpose
registers, 3 I/O port registers, and 16 status and control
registers.

• Vectored, priority interrupts for I/O, counter/timers, and
UART.

• On-chip oscillator that accepts crystal or external clock
drive.

• Full-duplex UART and two programmable 8-bit
counter/timers, each with a 6-bit programmable
prescaler.

• Register Pointer so that short, fast instructions can
access anyone of the nine working-register groups.

• Single + 5V power supply-alii/a pins TIL compatible.

• 28681/82 available in 8 MHz. 28681 also available in 12
MHz.

The 28681 and 28682 are ROMless versions of the 28
single-chip microcomputer. The 28682 is usually more cost
effective. These products differ only slightly and can be
used interchangeably with proper system design to provide
maximum flexibility in meeting price and delivery needs.

PORT 0
(NIBBLE

PROGRAMMABLE)
1/0 OR A8-Al~

PORT 1
(BYTE

PROGRAMMABLE)
ADo-AD]

RESET +5V

RJW GND

os XTAL1

AS XTAl2

PO, P2,

POI P2,

P02 P22

POa P23

po.. P2.•

POs Z8681/82 P2s
PO, MCU P2,

POt P21

P', P30

P1, P3,
P12 P3:2

P13 P:J,

Pl. P3.
P1s P3s

P16 P3.

P17 P37

PORT 2
(BIT PRO·
GRAMMABlE)
110

PORT 3
SERIAL AND
PARALLEL 110
AND CONTROL

The 28681/82 offers all the outstanding features of the 28
family architecture except an on-chip program ROM. Use of
external memory rather than a preprogrammed ROM
enables this 28 microcomputer to be used in low volume
applications or where code flexibility is required.

+sv 40 P3,

XTAL2 39 P3,
XTAL1 38 P2,

P3, 37 P2,

P30 36 P2,= 3S P2,
Riw 34 P2,
os 33 P2,
AS 32 P2,
P3, '0 Z8881/82 3' P2,

GND 11 MCU 30 P3,
P3, '2 29 P3,

PO, 13 28 P',
PO, 1. 27 Pl,

PO, lS 26 P',
PO, 16 2S Pl,

PO, 17 2. Pl,

PO, P"
PO, P"
PO, P',

Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual-In-Llne Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments

63



The Z8681/82 can provide up to 16 output address lines,
thus permitting an address space of up to 64K bytes of data
or program memory. Eight address outputs (ADo-AD?) are
provided by a multiplexed, 8-bit, AddresslData bus. The
remaining 8 bits can be provided by the software
configuration of Port 0 to output address bits As-A1S.

Available address space can be doubled (up to 128K bytes
for the Z8681 and 124K bytes for the Z8682) by
programming bit 4 of Port 3 (P34) to act as a data memory
select output (DM). The two states of DM together with the
16 address outputs can define separate data and memory
address spaces of up to 64K/62Kbytes each.

There are 143 bytes of RAM located on-chip and organized
as a register file of 124 general-purpose registers, 16 control
and status registers, and three I/O port registers. This
register file can be divided into nine groups of 16 working
registers each. Configuring the register file in this manner
allows the use of short format instructions; in addition, any of
the individual registers can be accessed directly.

The pin functions and the pin assignments of the Z8681 /82
40-pin package are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively.

yo,. -:v",
~v q"J()4';,".¢"'.¢'" J("~ q•.•:lOq"J'ql,'\q ••••foq'J,~

6 5 4 3 2 1 «43 42 41 40
ArrET 7 39 NC

RtW 8 38 P2,

ll!i 9 37 P2,

AS '0 3. P2,

P3, 11 35 P2,

GND 12 Z8681 3. P2.MCU
P3, 13 33 P3,

PO. 1. 32 P3,

PO, 15 31 P',
PO, ,. 30 Pl,

NC 17 29 Pl,

Figure 2b. 44-pin Chip Carrier,
Pin Assignments

ADDRESS OR 1/0
(NIBBLE PROGRAMMABLE),

ADDRESS/DATA OR 110
(BYTE PROGRAMMABLE)

;



Z8681/82 architecture is characterized by a flexible I/O
scheme, an efficient register and address space structure
and a number of ancillary features that are helpful in many
applications.

Microcomputer applications demand powerful I/O
capabilities. The Z8681/82 fulfills this with 24 pins available
for input and output. These lines are grouped into three
ports of eight lines each and are configurable under
software control to provide timing, status signals, serial or
parallel I/O with or without handshake, and an Address bus
for interfacing external memory.

Three basic address spaces are available: program

memory, data memory and the register file (internal). The
143-byte random-access register file is composed of 124
general-purpose registers, three I/O port registers, and 16
control and status registers.

To unburden the program from coping with rear-time
problems such as serial data communication and
counting/timing, an asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART) and two counter/timers with a large number of
user-selectable modes are offered on-chip. Hardware
support for the UART is minimized because one of the
on-chip timers supplies the bit rate. Figure 3 shows the
Z8681/82 block diagram.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low). Address Strobe is
pulsed once at the beginning of each machine cycle.
Addresses output via Port 1 for all external program or data
memory transfers are valid at the trailing edge of AS.

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low). Data Strobe is
activated once for each external memory transfer.

POo·P07, P20·P27, P30·P37' //0 Port Lines (input/outputs,
TTL-compatible). These 24 lines are divided into three 8-bit
I/O ports that can be configured under program control for
I/O or external memory interface (Figure 3).

P10·P17. Address/Data Port (bidirectional). Multiplexed
address (Ao-A7) and data (00-07) lines used to interface with

program and data memory.

RESET . Reset (input, active Low). RESET initializes the
Z8681/82. After RESET the Z8681 is in the extended
memory mode. When RESET. is deactivated, program
execution begins from program location OOOCH for the
Z8681 and 0812H for the Z8682.

R/W. ReadfWrite (output). RIW is Low when the Z8681/82 is
writing to external program or data memory.

XTAL 1, XTAL2. Crystal 1, Crystal 2 (time-base input and
output). These pins connect a parallel-resonant crystal to the
on-chip clock oscillator and buffer.

Address of first instruction executed after Reset 12

Addressable memory space 0-64K

Address of interrupt vectors 0-11

Reset input high voltage TTL levels*
Port0 configuration after Reset Input, float after reset.Can be

programmed as Address bits.

Externalmemory timing start-upconfigurations Extended Timing

Interrupt vectors 2 byte vectors point directly to service
routines.

2066

2K-64K

2048-2065

7.35-8.0V

Output, configured as Address bit
As-A15·

Normal Timing

2 byte vectors In internal ROM point to 3
byteJump instructions, which point to
service routines.



Program Memory". The Z8681/82 addresses 64K162K
bytes of external program memory space (Figure 4).

For the Z8681 , the first 12 bytes of program memory are
reserved for the interrupt vectors. These locations contain
six 16·bit vectors that correspond to the six available
interrupts. Program execution begins at location OOOCH
after a reset.

The Z8682 has six 24·bit interrupt vectors beginning at
address 0800H. The vectors consist of Jump Absolute
instructions. After a reset, program execution begins at
location 0812H for the Z8682.

Data Memory" . The Z8681 182 can address 64K/62K bytes
of external data memory. External data memory may be
included with or separated from the external program
memory space. OM, an optional 1/0 function that can be
programmed to appear on pin P34, is used to distinguish
between data and program memory space.

Register File. The 143-byte register file includes three 1/0

port registers (RO, R2, R3), 124 general-purpose registers
(R4-R127) and 16 control and status registers (R240-R255).
These registers are assigned the address locations shown in
Figure 5.

Z8681/82 instructions can access registers directly or
indirectly with an 8-bit address field. This also allows short
4-bit register addressing usi"ng the Register Pointer (one of
the control registers). In the 4-bit mode, the register file is
divided into nine working-register groups, each occupying
16 contiguous locations (Figure 5). The Register Pointer
addresses the starting location of the active working-register
group (Figure 6).

Stacks. Either the internal register file or the external data
memory can be used for the stack. A 16-bit Stack Pointer
(R254 and R255) is used for the external stack, which can
reside anywhere in data memory. An 8-bit Stack Pointer
(R255) is used for the internal stack that resides within the
124 general-purpose registers (R4-R127).

LOCATION OF FIRST
BYTe OF INSTRUCTION
EXECUTED AFTER
RESET (ZB682)

(812H) 2066
(B"H) 2065

LOCATION OF FIRST NOT
ADDRESSABLEBYTE OF INSTRUCTION ----

EXECUTED AnER
RESET (ZB681) 12

IRQ5
11
10

IRQ4
9

INTERRUPT 8

VECTOR IRQ3 7 2 BYTE
(LOWER BYTE) 6 .,....-INTERRUPT

IR02
5 VECTORS

INTERRUPT •
VECTOR IRQ1 3

(UPPER BYTE) 2

IRQO 1
0



STACK POINTER (BITS 7-0)

STACK POINTER (BITS 15-8)

REGISTER POINTER

PROGRAM CONTROL FLAGS

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER

INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER

INTERRUPT PRIORITY REGISTER

PORTS 0-1 MODE

PORT 3 MODE

PORT 2 MODE

TO PRESCALER

TIMER/COUNTER 0

T1 PRESCALER

TIMER/COUNTER 1

TIMER MODE

SERIAL I/O

NOT
IMPLEMENTED

GENERAL·PURPOSE
REGISTERS

PORT 3

PORT 2

PORT 1

PORT 0

HEX IDENTIFIERS

FF SPL

FE SPH

FD RP

FC FLAGS

FB IMR

FA IRQ

F9 IPR

Fa P01M

FT P3M

Fa P2M

FS PREO

F4 TO

F3 PRE1

F2 T1

F1 TMR

FO SIO

7F

--I
THE UPPER NIBBLE OF THE REGISTER
FILE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE
REGISTER POINTER SPECIFIES THE
ACTIVE WORKING-REGISTER GROUP.

--1
--I
--1
--1

1--1
--1
--1

1

SPECIFIED WORKING· ...
REGISTER GROUP

1

t------------- 3
I/O PORTS

0

THE LOWER
NIBBLE OF
THE REGISTER
FILE ADDRESS
PROVIDED BY
THE INSTRUCTION
POINTS TO THE
SPECIFIED
REGISTER.

Port 3 lines P30 and P37 can be programmed as serial I/O
lines for full-duplex serial asynchronous receiver/transmitter
operation. The bit rate is controlled by CounterlTimer 0, with
a maximum rate of 62.5K bits/second at 8 MHz or 93.75K
bits/second at 12 MHz on the Z8681 .

The Z8681/82 automatically adds a start bit and two stop
bits to transmitted data (Figure 7). Odd parity is also
available as an option. Eight data bits are always

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~lnl

1 I LSTART BIT

------- EIGHT DATA BITS

- TWO STOP BITS

1l'ansmitted Data
(No Parity)

I~I~I pl~I~I~I~I~I~I~lnl

11 I LSTART BIT

SEVEN DATA BITS

----------000 PARITY

----------TWO STOP BITS

Transmitted Data
(With Parity)

transmitted, regardless of parity selection. If parity is
enabled, the eighth data bit is used as the odd parity bit. An
interrupt request (IRQ4) is generated on all transmitted
characters.

Received data must have a start bit, eight data bits, and at
least one stop bit. If parity is on, bit 7 of the received data is
replaced by a parity error flag. Received characters
generate the IRQ3 interrupt request.

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~lnl

I I LSTART BIT

EIGHT DATA BITS

_.----------ONE STOP BIT

Received Data
(No Parity)

ISplpl~I~I~I~I~I~I~lnl

II I L_::~:: ~:TA BITS

---------- PARITY ERROR FLAG

_.----------ONE STOP BIT

Received Data
(With Parity)



The Z8681/82 contains two 8-bit programmable
counter/timers (To and Tl), each driven by its own 6-bit
programmable prescaler. The T1prescaler can be driven by
internal or external clock sources; however, the To prescaler
is driven by the internal clock only.

The 6-bit prescalers can divide the input frequency of the
clock source by any number from 1 to 64. Each prescaler
drives its counter, which decrements the value (1 to 256) that
has been loaded into the counter. When the counter reaches
the end of count, a timer interrupt request-IR04 (To) or
IR05 (Tl)-is generated.

The counters can be started, stopped, restarted to continue,
or restarted from the initial value. The counters can also be
programmed to stop upon reaching zero (single-pass

mode) or to automatically reload the initial value and
continue counting (modulo-n continuous mode). The
counters, but not the prescalers, can be read any time
without disturbing their value or count mode.

The clock source for T1 is user-definable; it can be eitherthe
internal microprocessor clock divided by four, or an external
signal input via Port 3. The Timer Mode register configures
the external timer input as an external clock, a trigger input
that can be retriggerable or nonretriggerable, or as a gate
input for the internal clock. The counter/timers can be
programmably cascaded by connecting the To output to the
input of Tl. Port 3 line P36 also serves as a timer output
(TOUT)through which To, Tl or the internal clock can be
output.

The Z8681/82 has 24 lines available for input and output.
These lines are grouped into three ports of eight lines each
and are configurable as input, output or address. Under
software control, the ports can be programmed to provide

address outputs, timing, status signals, serial I/O, and
parallel I/O with or without handshake. All ports have active
pull-ups and pull-downs compatible with TTL loads.

Port 1 is a dedicated Z-BUS compatible memory interface.
The operations of Port 1 are supported by the Address
Strobe (AS) and Data Strobe (OS) lines, and by the
ReadlWrite (RIW) and Data Memory (OM) control lines. The
low-order program and data memory addresses (Ao-A7) are
output through Port 1 (Figure 8) and are multiplexed with
data in/out (00-07), Instruction fetch and data memory
read/write operations are done through this port.

Port 1 cannot be used as a register nor can a handshake
mode be used with this port.

Both the Z8681 and Z8682 wake up with the 8 bits of Port 1
configured as address outputs for external memory. If more
than eight address lines are required with the Z8681 ,
additional lines can be obtained by programming Port 0 bits
as address bits. The least-significant four bits of Port 0 can

be configured to supply address bits As-All for 4K byte
addressing or both nibbles of Port 0 can be configured to
supply address bits As-A15 for 64K byte addressing.

PORT 1
(110 OR ADO-ADT

TO EXTERNAL
MEMORY

Port O· can be programmed as a nibble I/O port, or as an
address port for interfacing external memory (Figure 9).
When used as an I/O port, Port 0 can be placed under
handshake control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P32
and P35 are used as the handshake controls OAVo and
ROYo. Handshake signal assignment is dictated by the I/O
direction of the upper nibble P04-P07.

For external memory references, Port 0 can provide address
bits As-A11 (lower nibble) or As-A15 (lower and upper
nibbles) depending on the required address space. If the
address range requires 12 bits or less, the upper nibble of
Port 0 can be programmed independently as I/O while the
lower nibble is used for addressing.

/n the Z8681 " Port 0 lines float after reset; their logic state is
unknown until the execution of an initialization routine that
configures Port O.
"ThisfeaturediffersintheZS6SlandZS6S2.

Such an initialization routine must reside within the first 256
bytes of executable code and must be physically mapped
into memory by forcing the Port 0 address lines to a known
state (Figure 10). The proper port initialization sequence is:

1. Write initial address (As-A15) of initialization routine to
Port 0 address lines.

2. Configure Port 0 Mode register to output As-A15 (or
As-A11)·

Topermit the use of slow memory, an automatic wait mode of
two oscillator clock cycles is configured for the bus timing of
the Z8681 after each reset. The initialization routine could
include reconfiguration to eliminate this extended timing
mode.



The following example illustrates the manner in which an
initialization routine can be mapped in a Z8681 system with
4K of memory.

Example. In Figure 10, the initialization routine is mapped to
the first 256 bytes of program memory. Pull-down resistors
maintain the address lines at a logic 0 level when these lines
are floating. The leakage current caused by fanout must be
taken into consideration when selecting the value of the
pulldown resistors. The resistor value must be large enough
to allow the Port 0 output driver to pull the line to a logic 1.
Generally, pulldown resistors are incompatible with TIL
loads. If Port 0 drives into TIL input loads (ILOw = 1.6 mAl
the external resistors should be tied to Vcc and the
initialization routine put in address space FFOOwFFFFH.

In the Z8682*, Port 0 lines are configured as address lines
As-A'5 after a Reset. If one or both nibbles are needed for

110 operation, they must be configured by writing to the Port
o Mode register. The Z8682 is in the fast memory timing
mode after Reset, so the initialization routine must be in fast
memory.

}

P04- POT } PORT 0
POO-P03 (110 OR AS-A15

__ } HANDSHAKE CONTROLS

CAVa AND ROYo
(P3, AND P3~

A ~
PORT1 AOo-AD7

'I r
AS, OS, Riw

,

Z8881182 . PROGRAM
MCU MEMORY

1/2 PORT 0 {

(4K BYTES)

-

Port 2 bits can be programmed independently as input or
output (Figure 11). This port is always available for 110
operations. In addition, Port 2 can be configured to provide
open-drain outputs.

Like Port 0, Port 2 may also be placed under handshake
control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P3, and P36 are
used as the handshake controls lines OAV2 and ROY2. The
handshake signal assignment for Port 3 lines P3, and P36 is
dictated by the direction (input or output) assigned to bit 7 of
Port 2.

Z8881182 :::::MCU __
•..•....•. P27

__ } HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAV2 AND RDY2
(P3, AND P30l

Port 31ines can be configured as 1/0 or control lines (Figure
12). In either case, the direction of the eight lines is fixed as
four input (P30-P33) and four output (P34-P37). For serial I/O,
lines P30 and P37 are programmed as serial in and serial
out, respectively.

Port 3 can also provide the following control functions:
handshake for Ports 0 and 2 (OAV and ROY); four external
interrupt request signals (IRQO-IRQ3); timer input and
output signals (TIN and TOUT) and Data Memory Select
(OM).

......-- PORT 3

Z88B1I82 (110 OR CONTROL)

MCU



The Z8681/82 allows six different interrupts from eight
sources: the four Port 3 lines P30·P33, Serial In, Serial Out,
and the two counter/timers. These interrupts are both
maskable and prioritized. The Interrupt Mask register
globally or individually enables or disables the six interrupt
requests. When more than one interrupt is pending,
priorities are resolved by a programmable priority encoder
that is controlled by the Interrupt Priority register.

All Z8681 and Z8682 interrupts are vectored through
locations in program memory. When an interrupt request is
granted, an interrupt machine cycle is entered. This disables
all subsequent interrupts, saves the Program Counter and
status flags, and accesses the program memory vector
location reserved for that interrupt. In the Z8681 , this
memory location and the next byte contain the 16·bit
address of the interrupt service routine for that particular
interrupt request. The Z8681 takes 26 system clock cycles
to enter an interrupt subroutine.

The Z8682 has a small internal ROM that contains six 2·byte
interrupt vectors pointing to addresses 2048·2065, where
3-byte jump absolute instructions are located (Figure 4 and
Table 1). These jump instructions each contain a 1·byte

opcode and a 2·byte starting address for the interrupt
service routine. The Z8682 takes 36 system clock cycles to
enter an interrupt subroutine.

Hex
Address

Contains Jump Instruction and
Subroutine Address For

800·802

803·805

806-808

809·80B

80C-80E

80F-811

IROO
IR01
IR02
IR03
IR04
IR05

Polled interrupt systems are also supported. To
accommodate a polled structure, any or all of the interrupt
inputs can be masked and the Interrupt Request register
polled to determine which of the interrupt requests needs
service.

The on-chip oscillator has a high·gain, parallel-resonant
amplifier for connection to a crystal or to any suitable
external clock source (XTAL1 = Input, XTAL2 = Output).

The crystal source is connected across XTAL 1 and XTAL2,
using the recommended capacitance (CL = 15 pf
maximum) from each pin to ground. The specifications for
the crystal are as follows:

• AT cut, parallel-resonant

• Fundamental type

• Series resistance, Rs ~ 100Q

• For Z8681 /Z8682, 8 MHz maximum

• ForZ8681-12, 12 MHz maximum

Although the Z8681 and Z8682 have minor differences, a
system can be designed for compatibility with both
ROM less versions. Toachieve interchangeability, the design
must take into account the special requirements of each
device in the external interface, initialization, and memory
mapping.

I--\-------:~:
3.8 V MIN

VRL-----

4 6...-~~~~.••..~r:~-.
MAX MIN

External Interface. The Z8682 requires a 7.5V positive
logic level on the RESET pin for at least 6 clock periods
immediately following reset, as shown in Figure 13. The
Z8681 requires a 3.8V or higher positive logic level, but is
compatible with the Z8682 RESET waveform. Figure 14
shows a simple circuit for generating the 7.5V level.

Z8881
RESET OR

Z8882
OPEN

COLLECTOR
TIL GATE



Initialization. The Z8681 wakes up after reset with Port 0
configured as an input, which means Port 0 lines are floating
in a high-impedance state. Because of this pullup or
pulldown, resistors must be attached to Port 0 lines to force
them to a valid logic level until Port 0 is configured as an
address port.

Port 0 initialization is discussed in the section on ports. An
example of an initialization routine for Z8681/Z8682
compatibility is shown in Table 2. Only the Z8681 need
execute this program.

Address Opcodes Instruction Comments

OOOC E6 00 00 LD POIiOfoOO Set Aa-A15to O.

OOOF E6F896 LD P01M 1/0/096 Configure Port0 as
Aa-A15.Eliminate
extended memory
timing.

0012 8D0812 JPSTART Executeapplication
ADDRESS program.

APPLICATION
PROGRAM

A.P. PROG START ADDRESS

JP IRQS

JP IR04

JP IR03

JP IR02

JPIRQ1

JP IROO

NOT USED

JP %0812

LD P01M "%96

LD PO '%00

IRQ5

IRQ4

IR03

IR02

IRQ1

IROO

812M

28682 VECTORS
JUMP INSTRUCTIONS

800H

7FFH

15H I} 28681
INITIALIZATION

CH •••-•N
28681 •VECTORS

ft
OH

d



Memory Mapping. The Z8681 and Z8682 lower memory
boundaries are located at 0 and 2048, respectively. A single
program ROM can be used with either product if the logical
program memory map shown in Figure 15 is followed. The
Z8681 vectors and initialization routine must be starting at

address 0 and the Z8682 3-byte vectors Uump instructions)
must be at address 2048 and higher. Addresses in the range
21-2047 are not used. Figure 16 shows practical schemes
for implementing this memory map using 4K and 2K ROMs.

6K

APPLICATION -PROGRAM

NOT USED CHIP SELECT = (A12 + A11) . A13 . A

4K

APPLICATION
PROGRAM

Z6682 VECTORS

2K

NOT USED L--.

Z8681 VECTORS
AND INITIALIZATION

0

APPLICATION
PROGRAM CHIP SELECT = A11 . AU . A13 . A14

NOT usee A,O :D---- As TO ROM
As

APPLICATION
PROGRAM -

Z8682 VECTORS I---

NOT useD -
Z8681 VECTORS f-AND INITIALIZATION



Addressing Modes. The following notation is used to
describe the addressing modes and instruction operations
as shown in the instruction summary.

IRR Indirect register pair or indirect working-register
pair address

Irr Indirect working-register pair only
X Indexed address
DA Direct address
RA Relative address
1M Immediate
R Register or working-register address
r Working-register address only
IR Indirect-register or indirect working-register

address
Ir Indirect working-register address only
RR Register pair or working register pair address

Symbols. The following symbols are used in describing the
instruction set.

dst
src
cc
@
SP
PC
FLAGS
RP
IMR

Destination location or contents
Source location or contents
Condition code (see list)
Indirect address prefix
Stack pointer (control registers 254-255)
Program counter
Flag register (control register 252)
Register pointer (control register 253)
Interrupt mask register (control register 251)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol "+-': For
example,

dst +- dst + src

indicates that the source data is added to the destination
data and the result is stored in the destination location. The
notation "addr(n)" is used to refer to bit "n" of a given
location. For example,

dst(7)

refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.

Flags. Control Register R252 contains the following six
flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zero flag
S Sign flag
V Overflow flag
D Decimal-adjust flag
H Half-carry flag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to zero
1 Set to one
* Set or cleared according to operation

Unaffected
X Undefined

Value Mnemonic Meaning Flags Set

1000 Always true

0111 C Carry C = 1
1111 NC No carry C=O
0110 Z Zero Z = 1
1110 NZ Not zero Z=O
1101 PL Plus 8=0
0101 MI Minus 8 = 1
0100 OV Overflow V = 1
1100 NOV No overflow V=O
0110 EO Equal Z = 1
1110 NE Not equal Z=O
1001 GE Greater than or equal (8XORV) = 0
0001 LT Less than (8XORV) = 1
1010 GT Greater than [ZOR (8XORV)] = 0
0010 LE Less than or equal [ZOR (8XORV)] = 1
1111 UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O
0111 ULT Unsigned less than C = 1
1011 UGT Unsigned greater than (C = 0 AND Z = 0) = 1
0011 ULE Unsigned less than or equal (C OR Z) = 1
0000 Never true



I OR I, , , 01 dst ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
LD, OR, SBC, SUB,
TCM, TM, XOR

ope MODE ~_~ __ ~ ClR, CPL, DA, DEC.

dstlsrc OR 11 1 1 0 I dstlsrc I ~~~~' ~~~R~~~:R,POP,
RRC, SRA, SWAP

ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
LD, OR, SBC, SUB,
TCM, TM, XOR

MODE OPC LD

OR

dst OR dst

OPC LD

cc OPC JP

DAu
DAL

OPC CALL

DAu
DA,

Ace, ADD, AND,
CP, OR, SSC, SUB,
reM, TM, XOR

dst 1 OPC

VALUE

I dstlCC 1 OPC
RA

Figure 17. Instruction Formats

INSTRUCTION SUMMARY

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

ADCdsl,src (Note1) 10 * * * * 0 * DECdst R 00 -***--
dst - dst + src + C dst -dst - 1 IR 01

ADDdst,src (Note1) 00 * * * * 0 * DECWdst RR 80 -***--
dst - dst + src dst-dst - 1 IR 81

AND dsl,src (Note1) 50 -**0-- 01
dst - dstAND src IMR(7)-0 8F ------
CALLdst DA 06 ------ DJNZ r,dst RA rA ------
sp -SP - 2 IRR 04 r-r - 1 r = 0 - F
@SP- PC;PC- dst ifri'O

CCF EF PC- PC + dst*----- Range: + 127, -128C -NOTC

CLR dst R BO EI 9F ------------
IMR(7)-1dst-O IR B1

COMdst R 60 -**0--
INCdst rE -***--

dst - NOTdst IR 61 dst -dst + r=O-F
R 20

CP dst,src (Note1) AD ****-- IR 21
dst - src INCWdst RR AO -***--
DAdst R 40 ***x-- dst - dst + 1 IR A1
dst - DAdst IR 41

74 2194-018,019



Instruction
and Operation

IRET
FLAGS - @SP; SP - SP + 1
PC - @SP; SP - SP + 2; IMR (7) - 1

JPcc,dst DA
if cc is true

PC -dst

JR cC,dst
if cc is true,

PC - PC + dst
Range: + 127, -128

LO dst,src
dst -src

LOC dst,src r Irr
dst - src Irr r

LOCI dst,src Ir Irr
dst - src Irr Ir
r-r + l;rr-rr + 1

LOE dst,src r Irr
dst -src Irr

LOEI dst,src Ir Irr
dst - src Irr Ir
r-r + 1,rr-rr + 1

ORdst,src
dst - dst OR src

POPdst R
dst-@SP; IR
SP -SP + 1

PUSH src
SP - SP - 1; @SP - src

RCF
C-O

RET
PC-@SP;SP-SP + 2

Opcode
Byte
(Hex)

BF

cD
c=O-F

30

cB
c=O-F

rC
r8
r9

r = 0 - F
C7
07
E3
F3
E4
ES
E6
E7
FS
C2
02

C3
03

Instruction
and Operation

Addr Mode Opcode
Byte

dst src (Hex)

RLC dst L:{i)O:ciJ Rc 7 0 IR

RR dst L0 lciJ Rc 7 0 IR

RRCdst~R~ IR

SBC dst,src (Note 1)
dst - dst - src-C

SCF
C-1

SRAdst L0 ~ R
IR

SRP src
RP -src

SUBdst,src
dst - dst - src

SWAP dst I 52 R
,7001

1R

TCM dst,src
(NOT dst) AND src

TM dst,src
dstANDsrc

XORdst,src
dst - dst XOR src

NOTE: These instructions have an identical set of addressing modes,
which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode nibble IS found in
the instruction set table above. The second nibble IS expressed
symbolically by a 0 in this table, and its value is found in the
following table to the left of the applicable addressing mode pair.

For example, the opcode of an ADC instruction uSing the
addressing modes r (destination) and Ir (source) IS 13.

AddrMode

dst src
Lower

Opcode Nibble



R240SI0
Serial 110Register

(FOH; ReadlWrite)

R241 TMR
Time Mode Register

(F1 H; Read/Write)

T"" MODES j ~~o. NO FUNCTIONNOT USED. 00 ~ 1 •• LOAD To

~~g~~: ~~ 0 •• DISABLE To COUNT
INTERNAL CLOCK OUT •• 11 1 •• ENABLE To COUNT

T MODES 0 •• NO FUNCTION
EXTERNAl. CLOCK IN~~T •• 00 1 •• LOAD 1,

GATE INPUT •• 01 0 •• DISABLE T, COUNT
(NON.R~~~g~:~::~~ •• 10 1 •• ENABLET, COUNT

TRIGQEA INPUT •• 11
(RETRIOGERABlE)

R242 T1
Counter Timer 1 Register

(F2H; Read/Write)

R243 PRE1
Prescaler 1 Register

(F3H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~L
COUNTMODE

1 = T, MODULO·N
o •• T, SINGLE·PASS

CLOCK SOURCE
1 = 1, INTERNAL
o '" T, EXTERNAL

TIMING INPUT
(TI~) MODe

PRESCALER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R244 TO
Counter/Timer 0 Register

(F4H; ReadlWrite)

R245 PREO
Prescaler 0 Register

(F5H; Write Only)

~L
COUNTMODE

o •• To SINGLE·PASS
1 •• To MODULO·N

RESERVED (MUST BE 0)

PRESCALER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-84 DECIMAl.
01-00 HEX)

R246P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H; Write Only)

R247 P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~IE~OPORT 2 PULL·UPS OPEN DRAIN
1 PORT 2 PULL·UPS ACTIVE

RESERVED (MUST BE 0)

o P32 == INPUT P3s '" OUTPUT
1 P32 '" DAVOJRDYO P3s '" RD't'OIl5AVO

o 0 P33 '" INPUT P34 '" OUTPUT

~~} P33 '" INPUT P34'" OM

1 1 RESERVED

l- '~~~~~ ~N:VU:J~I~~

o P30 '" INPUT
1 PJo '" SERIAL IN

o PARITY OFF
1 PARITY ON

P3s '" OUTPUT (Tou,)
P3, '" RDY2JD"AV2

P31 '" OUTPUT
P31 '" SERIAL OUT



REGISTERS
(Continued)

R248P01M
Port 0 Register
(F8H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
P',-P', MODE:J ~~ Po,-PO,MDDEOUTPUT •• 00 ~ L 00 '" OUTPUT
INPUT", 01 01 "" INPUT

A12-A,s •• lX lX "" A•• A"
EXTERNAL STACK SELECTION

MEMORY TIMING 0 '" EXTERNAL
NORMAL"" 0 1 = INTERNAL

*EXTENDED "" 1

RESERVED (MUST 8E 0)

R2491PR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
••"_.:oJ I~ -." .RESERVED", 000

IR03, IROS PRIORITY (GROUP Al C > A :> B = 001
o = lAOS> IAQ3 A > B > C = 010
1 '" IAQ3 > lAOS A :> C :> B "" 011

IROo, IRCZ PRIORITY (GROUP B) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~
0::IR02>IROO B>A>C;110
1 ::: IROO > IR02 RESERVED = 111

IRQ1, IRac PRIORITY (GROUP C)
o '" IRQ1 > IRQ4
1 = IRQ4 :> IRQ1

R250 IRQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
RESERVED (MUST BE 0) I c== IROO '"' P32 INPUT (00 '" IROO)

IRQ' '" P3, INPUT
IA02 • P3, INPUT
IRQ3 • P30 INPUT, SERIAL INPUT
IRQ4 • To. SERIAL OUTPUT
IRQS. T,

R2511MR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH; ReadlWrite)

II
c== 1 ENABLES IROO-IROS

<Do •• IROO)

-------RESERVEO (MUST BE 0)

1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH; Read/Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~~

I LVSERFLAGF.

LUSER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FLAG

DECIMAL ADJUST FLAG

OVERFLOW FLAG

SIGN FLAG

ZERO FLAG

CARRY FLAG

R253 RP
Register Pointer
(FDH; ReadlWrite)

R254SPH
Stack Pointer

(FEH; ReadlWrite)

R255SPL
Stack Pointer

(FFH; Read/Write)



Lowe' Nibble (Hex)

7

ie.
7

II
:;;.0

Z
! 8
Co
:>

9

A

B

C

0

E

F

6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 12/10,5 12/10.0 6.5 12/10.0 6,5
DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC
R, IR, "·'2 (1,1'2 R2,R, IR2.R, R"IM IR,.IM 'l,R2 '2.R, f,.RA cc.RA (1.IM cc,DA rl

-
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10.5

RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC
R, IR, '1,'2 '1.1'2 R2.R, IR2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM

-
6.5 6,5 6.5 6,5 10.5 10,5 10,5 10.5
INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
R, IR, ""2 ',,1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM IR,.IM

-
8.0 6,' . 6.5 6,5 10.5 10,5 10.5 10.5
JP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC

IRR, 1M "·'2 ",1'2 R2.R, IR2.R, R,.IM 1R"IM
-

8,5 8,5 6.5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
R, IR, '1,(2 (,.1'2 R2.R, IR2.R, R,.IM IR

"
IM

-
10.5 10,5 6.5 6.5 'D,S 10,5 10.5 10,5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND AND
R, IR, ".r2 ".1'2 R2.R, 1R2,R, R,.IM IR

"
IM

-
6,5 6.5 6,5 6.5 '0.5 'D,S 10.5 10.5

COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM
R, IR, "·'2 ".1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R

"
IM IR

"
IM

-
10/12.1 12/14,1 6.5 6,5 10.5 10,5 10.5 10,5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

R2 IR2 ",'2 '1.1'2 R2.R, 1R2,R, R
"
IM IR"IM

-
10.5 10,5 12.0 '8.0 6,1

DECW DECW LDE LDEI 01
RR, IR, '"Ir'2 Ir"lrr2

6,5 6.5 12.0 18.0 ~
RL RL LDE LDEI EI
R, IR, f2·tfr, Ir2·ln,

-
10.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10.5 14.0

INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RET
RR, IR, "·'2 '1.1'2 R2·R, 1R2,R, R,.IM 1R,.IM

-
6,5 6,5 6.5 6.5 10,5 10,5 10.5 10.5 '6,0

CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRET
R, IR, ""2 (,.1'2 R2·R, 1R2.R, R,.IM IR"IM

-
6.5 6.5 12.0 18.0 10.5 6.5

RRC RRC LDC LOCI LD RCF
R, IR, '1,lrr2 Ir,.lrr2 f"x,R2

-
6,5 6.5 12.0 18.0 20.0 20,0 10,5 6,5

SRA SRA LDC LOCI CALL" CALL LD SCF
R, IR, '2·ln, If2·lfr, IRR, DA '2,x.A,

-
6,5 6.5 6,5 10.5 '0.5 10,5 10,5 6,5
RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCF
R, IR, ".tR2 R2·R, 1R2.R, R"IM IR,.IM

-
85 8.5 6.5 10.5 6.0

SWAP SWAP LD LD NOP
R, IR, 1""2 R2·IR, I

LOWER
OPCODE

NIB!LE

Legend:
R = a-bit address
r ::::4-blt address
R1 or r 1 :::: OS! address
R2 or'2 :: Src address



Voltages on all pins except RESET
with respectto GND - O.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

Stressesgreaterthan those listedunder Absolute Maximum Ratingsmay
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics listed below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND. Positive current flows into
the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows;

• +4.75V~Vcc~ +5.25V

• GND = OV

• OOC ~ TA~ + 70°C for S (Standard temperature)

• - 40°C ~ TA~ + 85°C for E (Extended temperature)

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation. Package drawings are in' the
Package Information section .

Max Unit Condition

VCC V Driven by External Clock Generator

0.8 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VCC V

0.8 V

VCC V See Note
0.8 V

V IOH = -250flA
0.4 V IOL= +2.0mA

10 flA OV" VIN ~ + 5.25V
10 ".A OV" VIN ~ + 5.25V

-50 ".A VCC = + 5.25V, VRL = OV
180 mA

Clock Input High Voltage

Clock Input Low Voltage
Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Reset Input High Voltage

Reset Input Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Input Leakage

Output Leakage

Reset Input Current

VCCSupply Current

38
-0.3

2.0

-0.3

3.8

-0.3

2.4

-10
-10



Figure 21. External 110 or Memory ReadlWrite Timing

AC CHARACTERISTICS
External 110 or Memory Read and Write Timing

Z8681 182 Z8681
8MHz 12MHz

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Min Max Notes·tO

1 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 50 35 2,3
2 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Float Delay 70 45 2,3
3 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 360 220 1,2,3
4 TwAS AS Low Width 80 55 2,3
5 TdAz(DS) Address Float to OS ~ 0 0
6 TwDSR OS (Read) Low Width 250 185 1,2,3

7 TwDSW OS (Write) Low Width 160 110 1,2,3
8 TdDSR(DR) OS ~to Read Data Required Valid 200 130 1,2,3
9 ThDR(DS) Read Data to OS t Hold Time 0 0

10 TdDS(A) OS t to Address Active Delay 70 45 2,3
11 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS ~ Delay 70 55 2,3
12 TdRIW(AS) RiW Valid to AS t Delay 50 30 2,3
13 TdDS(RIW) OS t to R/W Not Valid 60 35 2,3
14 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to OS (Write) ~ Delay 50 35 2,3
15 TdDS(DW) OS t to Write Data Not Valid Delay 70 45 2,3
16 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid 410 255 1,2,3
17 TdAS(DS) AS t to OS ~Delay 80 55 2,3

NOTES:
1. When using extended memory timing add 2 TpC.
2. Timing numbers given are for minimum TpC.
3. See clock cycle time dependent characteristics table.

• All units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Test Load 1
o All timing references use 2.0V for a logic "1" and 0.8Vfor a logic "0':



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Additional Timing Table

Number Symbol Parameter

1 TpC Input Clock Period

2 TrC,TIC Clock Input Rise and Fall Times
3 TwC Input Clock Width

4 TwTinL Timer Input Low Width

5 TwTinH Timer Input High Width

6 TpTin Timer Input Period
7 TrTin,TfTin Timer Input Rise and Fall Times
8 TwlL Interrupt Request Input Low Time

9 TwlH Interrupt Request Input High Time

I:
Z8681 182 Z8681 I•••

8MHz 12 MHz -00
Min Max Min Max Notes· N

125 1000 83 1000 1 IIn
25 15 1 ~

37 70 1

100 70 2
3TpC 3TpC 2

8TpC 8TpC 2
100 100 2

100 70 2,3
3TpC 3TpC 2,3

NOTES:
1. Clock timing referencesuse3.8Vfor a logic" 1"and 0.8Vfor a logic "0':
2. Timing referencesuse2.0Vfor a logic "1" and 0.8Vfor a logic "0':
3. Interruptrequestvia Port3.
• Unitsin nanoseconds(ns).



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Handshake Timing

Z8681182 Z8681
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max

1 TsDl(DAV) Data In Setup Time 0 0

2 ThDl(DAV) Data In Hold Time 230 160

3 TwDAV Data Available Width 175 120
4 TdDAVlf(RDY) DAV ~ Input to ROY ~Delay 175 120
5 TdDAVOf(RDY) DAV ~Output to ROY ~Delay 0 0

6 TdDAVlr(RDY) DAV t Input to ROY t Delay 175 120
7 TdDAVOr(RDY) DAV t Output to ROY t Delay 0 0
8 TdDO(DAV) Data Out to DAV ~Delay 50 30
9 TdRDY(DAV) Rdy ~ Input to DAV t Delay 0 200 0 140

NOTES:
1. Testload 1
2. Input handshake
3. Output handshake
t All timing referencesuse2.DV for a logic "1" and D.8V for a logic "0':
• Units in nanoseconds(ns).



Z8681/82 Z8681
8MHz 12 MHz

Number Symbol Equation Equation

1 TdA(AS) TpC-75 TpC-50

2 TdAS(A) TpC-55 TpC-40

3 TdAS(DR) 4TpC-140* 4TpC-110*

4 TwAS TpC-45 TpC-30

6 TwDSR 3TpC-125* 3TpC-65*

7 TwDSW 2TpC-90* 2TpC-55*

8 TdDSR(DR) 3TpC-175* 3TpC-120* N
10 Td(DS)A TpC-55 TpC-40 00

11 TdDS(AS) TpC-55 TpC-30 I:•••
12 TdRIW(AS) TpC-75 TpC-55 -00
13 TdDS(RIW) TpC-65 TpC-50

N
:I

14 TdDW(DSW) TpC-75 TpC-50 n
15 TdDS(DW) TpC-55 TpC-40 c=
16 TdA(DR) 5TpC-215* 5TpC-160*

17 TdAS(DS) TpC-45 TpC-30

* Add 2TpC when using extended memory timing



Z8 ROM less MCU, 8.0 MHz
40-pln DIP 44-pln PCC
Z8681 PS Z8681 VSt
Z8681 CS
Z8681 PE
Z8681 CE
Z8681 CM'

Z8 ROMless MCU, 12.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pln PCC
Z8681-12 PS Z8681-12 VSt
Z8681-12 CS

Z8 ROMless MCU, 8.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8682 PS
Z8682CS
Z8682 PE
Z8682 CE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M'= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
'For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8®LZ86L81/85 Low-Power
ROMless Microcomputer

Zilog
Preliminary
Product
Specificalion

• Complete microcomputer, 24 I/O lines, and up to 64K
bytes of addressable external space each for program
and data memory.

• 143-byte register file, including 124 general-purpose
registers, 3 I/O port registers, and 16 status and control
registers.

• Vectored, priority interrupts for I/O, counter/timers, and
UART.

• On-chip oscillator that accepts crystal or external clock
drive.

• Full-duplex UART and two programmable 8-bit
counter/timers, each with a 6-bit programmable
prescaler.

• Register Pointer so that short, fast instructions can
access anyone of the nine working-register groups.

• Low-power standby option that retains contents of
general-pu rpose registers.

• Single + 5V power supply-all I/O pins TIL compatible.

• 8 MHz

The Z86L81 and Z86L85 are ROMless versions of the Z8
single-chip microcomputer. The Z86L85 has the power-
down option implemented. These products differ only
slightly and can be used interchangeably with proper
system design to provide maximum flexibility in meeting
price and delivery needs. The Z86L81/85 offers all the
outstanding features of the Z8 family architecture except an
on-chip program ROM. Use of external memory, rather than
a preprogrammed ROM, enables this Z8 microcomputer to
be used in low-volume applications or where code flexibility
is required.

The Z86L81 /85 can provide up to 16 output address lines,
thus permitting an address space of up to 64K bytes of data
and/or program memory. Eight address outputs (ADo-AD?)
are provided by a multiplexed, 8-bit, Address/Data bus. The
remaining 8 bits can be provided by the software
configuration of Port 0 to output address bits Aa-A15'

Available address space can be doubled by programming
bit 4 of Port 3 (P34) to act as a data memory select output
(OM). The two states of OM together with the 16 address
outputs can define separate data and memory address
spaces of up to 64K162Kbytes each.

There are 143 bytes of RAM located on-chip and organized
as a register file of 123 general-purpose registers, 16 control
and status registers, and four I/O port registers. This register
file can be divided into nine groups of 16 working registers
each. Configuring the register file in this manner allows the
use of short format instructions; in addition, any of the
individual registers can be accessed directly.

The pin functions and the pin assignments of the Z86L81 /85
40-pin DIP and 44-pin Chip Carrier are illustrated in Figures
1 and 2.
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Figure 2b. 44-Pin Chip C8rrler
Pin Assignments

Z86L81/85 architecture is characterized by a flexible I/O
scheme, an efficient register and address space structure
and a number of ancillary features that are helpful in many
applications.

Microcomputer applications demand powerful I/O
capabilities. The Z86L81/85 fulfills this with 24 pins available
for input and output. These lines are grouped into three
ports of eight lines each and are configurable under
software control to provide timing, status signals, serial or
parallel 110 with or without handshake, and an Address bus
for interfacing external memory.

Three basic address spaces are available: program

memory, data memory and the register file (internal). The
143-byte random-access register file is composed of 124
general-purpose registers, three I/O port registers, and 16
control and status registers.

To unburden the program from coping with real-time
problems such as serial data communication and
counting/timing, an asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(UART) and two counter/timers with a large number of
user-selectable modes are offered on-chip. Hardware
support for the UART is minimized because one f the
on-chip timers supplies the bit rate. Figure 3 shows the
Z86L81/85 block diagram.



VmmCLOCK··

~ ~

ADDRESS OR 1/0
(NIBBLE PROGRAMMABLE)

"
ADDRESS/DATA OR 1/0

(BYTE PROGRAMMABLE)
J

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low). Address Strobe is
pulsed once at the beginning of each machine cycle.
Addresses output via Port 1 for all external program or data
memory transfers are valid at the trailing edge of AS.

CLOCK. Clock, Z86L85. Up to 8 MHz (TTL levels).

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low). Oata Strobe is
activated once for each external memory transfer.

POO·P07.P20·P27. P30·P37' I/O Port Lines (input/outputs,
TIL-compatible). These 24 lines are divided into three 8-bit
1/0 ports that can be configured under program control for
1/0 or external memory interface (Figure 3).

P10·P17. Address/Data Port (bidirectional). Multiplexed
address (Ao-A7) and data (00-07) lines used to interface with
program and data memory.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET initializes the
Z86L81 185. After Reset, the device is in the extended
memory mode. When RESET is deactivated, program
execution begins from program location OOOCH.

RIW. ReadNVrite (output). RIW is Low when the Z86L81 185
is writing to external program or data memory.

Vmm. Z86L85. Register power backup must be maintained
at 3.0 to 5.25V while Vcc is down.

XTAL 1, XTAL2. Crystal 1, Crystal 2, Z86L81 only (time-
base input and output). These pins connect a parallel-
resonant crystal to the on-chip clock oscillator and buffer.

Program Memory. The Z86L81/85 addresses 64K162K
bytes of external program memory space (Figure 4).

The first 12 bytes of program memory are reserved for the
interrupt vectors. These locations contain six 16-bit vectors
that correspond to the six available interrupts. Program
execution begins at location OOOCH after a reset.

Data Memory. The Z86L81 185 can address 64K bytes of
external data memory. External data memory can be
included with, or separated from, the external program
memory space. OM, an optional 110 function that can be
programmed to appear on pin P34, is used to distinguish
between data and program memory space.



Register File. The 143-byte register file includes three I/O
port registers (RO, R2, R3), 124 general-purpose registers
(R4-R127) and 16 control and status registers (R240-R255).
These registers are assigned the address locations shown in
FigureS.

Z86L81/85 instructions can access registers directly or
indirectly with an 8-bit address field. This also allows short
4-bit register addressing using the Register Pointer (one of
the control registers). In the 4-bit mode, the register file is
divided into nine working-register groups, each occupying

16 contiguous locations (Figure 5). The Register Pointer
addresses the starting location of the active working-register
group (Figure 6).

Stacks. Either the internal register file or the external data
memory can be used for the stack. A 16-bit Stack Pointer
(R254 and R255) is used for the external stack, which can
reside anywhere in data memory. An 8-bit Stack Pointer
(R255) is used for the internal stack that resides within the
124 general-purpose registers (R4-R127).

LOCATION OF
fiRST BYTE OF ---------INSTRUCTION

EXECUTED 12
AFTER RESET 11

IRQ5 10

IRQ4
9
8

INTERRUPT 1 2 BYTEVECTOR IRQ3
6 .--'NTERRUPT(LOWER BYTE)
5

IRQ2
VECTORS

INTERRUPT 4
VECTOR IRQ1

3
(UPPER BVTE) 2

IRaQ
1
0

DECIMAL

255

254

253

252

251

250

249

248

241

248
245

244
243

242

241

240

STACK POINTER (BITS 1-.0)

STACK POINTER (BITS 15-8)

REGISTER POINTER

PROGRAM CONTROL FLAGS

INTERRUPT MASK REGISTER

INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER

INTERRUPT PRIORITY REGISTER

PORTS 0-1 MODE

PORT 3 MODE

PORT 2 MODE

TO PRESCALER

COUNTERITIMER 0

T1 PRESCALER

COUNTERITIMER 1
TIMER MODE

SERIAL 1/0

NOT
IMPLEMENTED

GENERAL·PURPOSE
REGISTERS

PORT 3

PORT 2

PORTO

HEX IDENTIFIERS

FF SPL

FE SPH --{ 255

FD RP 253

FC FLAGS

FB IMR
240

THE UPPER NIBBLE OF THE REGISTER
FA IRO FILE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE

F9 IPR REGISTER POINTER SPECIFIES THE
ACTIVE WORKING-REGISTER GROUP.

F8 P01M
127

F1 P3M

F6 P2M -.-
F5 PREO

F4 To

F3 PRE1 -.-
F2 T,

Fl TMR -.-FO SIO

-.- THE LOWER
NIBBLE OF

1F THE REGISTER

SPECifiED WORKING· FILE ADDRESS

REGISTER GROUP PROVIDED BY
THE INSTRUCTION
POINTS TO THE
SPECIFIED-- REGISTER.

04

03 P3

02 P2 15-- -----------00 PO 1/0 PORTS

Figure 6. The Register Pointer

2343-005.006 2194-006



Port 3 lines P30 and P37 can be programmed as serial I/O
lines for full-duplex serial asynchronous receiver/transmitter
operation. The bit rate is controlled by CounterlTimer 0, with
a maximum rate of 62.5K bits/second at 8 MHz.

The Z86L81/85 automatically adds a start bit and two stop
bits to transmitted data (Figure 7). Odd parity is also
available as an option. Eight data bits are always
transmitted, regardless of parity selection. If parity is

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
1 I LSTART BIT

EIGHT DATABITS
___________ TWOSTOP BITS

11 LSTART BIT

-----SEVEN DATABITS

-ODD PARITY

-----------TWO STOP BITS

enabled, the eighth data bit is used as the odd parity bit. An
interrupt request (IR04) is generated on all transmitted
characters.

Received data must have a start bit, eight data bits, and at
least one stop bit. If parity is on, bit 7 of the received data is
replaced by a parity error flag. Received characters
generate the IR03 interrupt request.

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

I I LSTART BIT

EIGHT DATABITS

·-----------ONE STOP BIT

II
LSTART BIT

-----SEVEN DATABITS

----------PARITy ERRORFLAG

. ONE STOP BIT

The Z86L81/85 contains two 8-bit programmable counter/
timers (To and T1), each driven by its own 6-bit
programmable prescaler. The T1 prescaler can be driven by
internal or external clock sources; however, the To prescaler
is driven only by the internal clock.

The 6-bit prescalers can divide the input frequency of the
clock source by any number from 1 to 64. Each prescaler
drives its counter, which decrements the value (1 to 256) that
has been loaded into the counter. When the counter reaches
the end of count, a timer interrupt request, IR04 (To) or IR05
(T1), is generated.

The counters can be started, stopped, restarted to continue,
or restarted from the initial value. The counters can also be
programmed to stop upon reaching zero (single-pass

mode) or to automatically reload the initial value and
continue counting (modulo-n continuous mode). The
counters, but not the· prescalers, can be read any time
without disturbing their value or count mode.

The clock source for T1 is user-definable; it can be either the
internal microprocessor clock divided by four, or an external
signal input via Port 3. The Timer Mode register configures
the external timer input as an external clock, a trigger input
that can be retriggerable or non-retriggerable, or as a gate
input for the internal clock. The counter/timers can be
programmably cascaded by connecting the To output to the
input of T1. Port 3 line P36 also serves as a timer output
(TOUT)through which To, T1 or the internal clock can be
output.

The Z86L81/85 has 24 lines available for input and output.
These lines are grouped into three ports of eight lines each
and are configurable as input, output, or address. Under
software control, the ports can be programmed to provide
address outputs, timing, status signals, serial I/O, and
parallel I/O with or without handshake. All ports have active
pull-ups and pull-downs compatible with TIL loads.

Port 1 is a dedicated Z-BUS-compatible memory interface.
The operations of Port 1 are supported by the Address
Strobe (AS) and Data Strobe (OS) lines, and by the
ReadlWrite (RNi) and Data Memory (OM) control lines. The
low-order program and data memory addresses (Ao-A7) are
output through Port 1 (Figure 8) and are multiplexed with
data in/out (00-07)' Instruction fetch and data memory
read/write operations are done through this port.



Port 1 cannot be used as a register nor can a handshake
mode be used with this port.

Both the Z86L81 and Z86L85 wake up with the 8 bits of Port
1 configured as address outputs for external memory. If
more than eight address line are required, additional lines
can be obtained by programming Port 0 bits as address bits.
The least-significant four bits of Port 0 can be configured to
supply address bits As-All for 4K byte addressing or both
nibbles of Port 0 can be configured to supply address bits
As-A15 for 64K byte addressing.

Port 0 can be programmed as a nibble 1/0 port or as an
address port for interfacing external memory (Figure 9).
When used as an 1/0 port, Port 0 can be placed under
handshake control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P32
and P35 are used as the handshake controls DAVo and
RDYo. Handshake signal assignment is dictated by the 1/0
direction of the upper nibble P04-P07.

For external memory references, Port 0 can provide address
bits As-An (lower nibble) or As-A15 (lower and upper
nibbles) depending on the required address space. If the
address range requires 12 bits or less, the upper nibble of
Port 0 can be programmed independently as 1/0 while the
lower nibble is used for addressing.

Port 0 lines float after reset; their logic state is unknown until
the execution of an initialization routine that configures
Port O.

Such an initialization routine must reside within the first 256
bytes of executable code and must be physically mapped
into memory by forcing the Port 0 address lines to a known
state (Figure 10). The proper port initialization sequence is:

1. Write initial address (As-Ad of initialization routine to Port
o address lines.

2. Configure Port 0 Mode register to output As-A15 (or
As-All)'

Topermit the use of slow memory, an automatic wait mode of
two oscillator clock cycles is configured for the bus timing of
the Z86L81 after each reset. The initialization routine could
include reconfiguration to eliminate this extended timing
mode.

PORT 1
110 OR ADo-AD7

TO EXTERNAL
MEMORY

}

P04-P07 } PORTO
POO-P03 110 OR Aa-A15

}
HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAVo AND RDYo
(P3;, AND P3sl

The following example illustrates the manner in which an
initialization routine can be mapped in a system with 4K of
memory.

Example. In Figure 10, the initialization routine is mapped to
the first 256 bytes of program memory. Pull-down resistors
maintain the address lines at a logic 0 level when these lines
are floating. The leakage current caused by fanout must be
taken into consideration when selecting the value of the
pulldown resistors. The resistor value must be large enough
to allow the Port 0 output driver to pull the line to a logic 1.
Generally, pulldown resistors are incompatible with TIL
loads. If Port 0 drives into TIL input loads (ILOW = 1.6 mA)
the external resistors should be tied to Vcc and the
initialization routine put in address space FFOOwFFFFH.

A •••
PORT 1 ADo-ADr

'1 r
AS. OS. RlW

Z88L81185 PROGRAM

MeU {
MEMORY

14K BYTES)

112 PORT 0



Port 2 bits can be programmed independently as input or
output (Figure 11). This port is always available for 1/0
operations. In addition, Port 2 can be configured to provide
open-drain outputs.

Like Port 0, Port 2 can also be placed under handshake
control. In this configuration, Port 3 lines P31 and P36 are
used as the handshake controls lines OAV2 and ROY2. The
handshake signal assignment for Port 3 lines P31 and P36 is
dictated by the direction (input or output) assigned to bit 7 of
Port 2.

P27

}
HANDSHAKE CONTROLS
DAVz AND RDYz
(P3, AN D P3"l

Port 3 lines can be configured as 1/0 or control lines (Figure
12). In either case, the direction of the eight lines is fixed as
four input (P30-P33) and four output (P34-P37). For serial 110,
lines P30 and P37 are programmed as serial in and serial
out, respectively.

Port 3 can also provide the following control functions:
handshake for Ports 0 and 2 (OAV and ROy); four external
interrupt request signals (IRQO-IRQ3); timer input and
output signals (TIN and TOUT) and Data Memory Select
(OM).

- PORT3
Z86L81/85 110 OR CONTROL

MCU

The Z86L81/85 allows six different interrupts from eight
sources: the four Port 3 lines P30-P33, Serial In, Serial Out,
and the two counter/timers. These interrupts are both
maskable and prioritized. The Interrupt Mask register
globally or individually enables or disables the six interrupt
requests. When more than one interrupt is pending,
priorities are resolved by a programmable priority encoder
that is controlled by the Interrupt Priority register.

All interrupts are vectored through locations in program
memory. When an interrupt request is granted, an interrupt
machine cycle is entered. This disables all subsequent

interrupts, saves the Program Counter and status flags, and
accesses the program memory vector location reserved for
that interrupt. In the Z86L81 185, this memory location and
the next byte contain the 16-bit address of the interrupt
service routine for that particular interrupt request. The
Z86L81/85 takes 26 system clock cycles to enter an
interrupt subroutine.

Polled interrupt systems are also supported. To accom-
modate a polled structure, any or all of the interrupt inputs
can be masked and the Interrupt Request register polled to
determine which of the interrupt requests needs service.

The on-chip oscillator has a high-gain, parallel-resonant
amplifier for connection to a crystal or to any suitable
external clock source (XTAL 1 = Input, XTAL2 = Output).

The crystal source is connected across XTAL 1 and XTAL2,
using the recommended capacitance (CL = 15 pf
maximum) from each pin to ground. The specifications for
the crystal are as follows:

• AT cut, parallel-resonant

• Fundamental type

• Series resistance, Rs ~ 100Q

• 8 MHz maximum



The low-power standby mode allows power to be removed
from the Z86L85 without losing the contents of the 124
general-purpose registers. This mode is available only to the
user as a bonding option whereby pin 2 (normally XTAL2) is
replaced by the VMM (standby) power supply input. This
necessitates the use of an external clock generator (input =
XTAL 1) rather than a crystal source.

The removal of power, whether intended or due to power
failure, must be preceded by a software routine that stores
the appropriate status into the register file. Figure 13 shows
the recommended circuit for a battery back-up supply
system.

TRICKLE
CHARGE(f

Figure 13. Recommended Driver Circuit for
Power-Down Operation of Z86L85

Addressing Modes. The following notation is used to
describe the addressing modes and instruction operations
as shown in the instruction summary.

IRR Indirect register pair or indirect working register pair
address

Irr Indirect working register pair only
X Indexed address
DA Direct address
RA Relative address
1M Immediate
R Register or working register address
r Working register address only
IR Indirect-register or indirect working register

address
Ir Indirect working register address only
RR Register pair or working register pair address

Symbols. The following symbols are used in describing the
instruction set.

dst Destination location or contents
src Source location or contents
cc Condition code
@ Indirect address prefix
SP Stack pointer (control registers 254-255)
PC Program counter
FLAGS Flag register (control register 252)
RP Register pointer (control register 253)

IMR Interrupt mask register (control register 251)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol "+-". For
example,

dst +- dst + src
indicates that the source data is added to the destination
data and the result is stored in the destination location. The
notation "addr(n)" is used 0 refer to bit "n" of a given
location. For example,

dst(7)
refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.

Flags. Control Register R252 contains the following six
flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zero flag
S Sign flag
V Overflow flag
o Decimal-adjust flag
H Half-carry flag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to zero
1 Set to one

Set or cleared according to operation
Unaffected

X Undefined



1000
0111
1111
0110
1110
1101
0101
0100
1100
0110
1110
1001
0001
1010
0010
1111
0111
1011
0011
0000

C
NC

Z
NZ

PL
MI
OV

NOV
EO
NE
GE
LT
GT
LE

UGE

ULT

UGT

ULE

Always true

Carry

No carry

Zero

Not zero

Plus

Minus

Overflow

No overflow

Equal

Not equal

Greater than or equal

Less than

Greater than

Less than or equal

Unsigned greater than or equal

Unsigned less than

Unsigned greater than

Unsigned less than or equal

Never true

C = 1
C=O

Z=O

Z=O

8=0
8 = 1
V = 1
V=O
Z = 1

Z=O

(8XORV) = 0

(8XORV) = 1

[ZOR (8XOR V)] = 0

[ZOR (8XOR V)] = 1

C=O

C = 1
(C = 0 AND Z = 0) = 1

(CORZ) = 1

CLR, CPL, DA, DEC,

OR 11 1 1 0 I dstlsre I ~~~~'~~~R~~~~R,POP,
RRC, SRA, SWAP

I OR 11 1 1 01 dst

OPC
VALUE

ADC, ADD, AND,
CP, OR, SBC, SUB,
TCM, TM, XOR

dst I OPC
VALUE

I dstlCC 1 oPC
RA

ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
LD, OR, SBC, SUB,
TCM, TM, XOR

ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
LD, OR, SBC, SUB,
TCM, TM, XOR



INSTRUCTION SUMMARY

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V D H and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V D H

ADCdsl,src (Nole1) 10 * * * * o * JR cC,dst RA c8 ------
dsl - dsl + src + C if cc is lrue, c=O-F

ADDdsl,src (Note 1) 00 o * PC-PC + dsl* * * * Range: +127, -128
dsl - dsl + src

LD dsl,src r 1m rC ------
ANDdsl,src (Nole1) 50 -** 0-- dsl-src R r8
dsl- dsl AND src

r
R r9

CALLdsl OA 06 ------ r = 0 - F
SP-SP - 2 IRR 04 r X C7
@SP- PC; PC - dsl X r 07

r Ir E3
CCF EF *----- Ir r F3
C-NoTC R R E4
CLRdsl R 80 ------ R IR E5
dsl-O IR 81 R 1M E6

IR 1M E7
COMdsl R 60 -** 0-- IR R F5
dst- NoTdsl IR 61

LDCdsl,src r Irr C2 ------
CPdst,src (Note 1) AD * * **-- dsl-src Irr 02
dsl - src

LDCI dst,src Ir Irr C3 ------
DAdsl R 40 * * *X-- dsl-src Irr Ir 03
dsl- OAdsl IR 41 r-r+ 1;rr-rr+ 1
DECdst R 00 -* **-- LDE dst,src Irr 82
dsl-dsl- 1

r ------
IR 01 dsl-src Irr 92

DECWdsl RR 80 -** *-- LDEI dsl,src Ir Irr 83
dsl-dsl - 1 IR

------
81 dsl-src Irr Ir 93

DI r-r+ 1;rr-rr+ 1
IMR(7)-0 8F ------ NOP FF ------
DJNZr,dsl RA rA ------ ORdsl,src (Nole 1) 40 0---**r-r-1 r=O-F dst - dsl OR src
if r" 0

PC-PC + dsl POPdst R 50 ------
Range: +127, -128 dsl-@SP; IR 51

EI
SP-SP + 1

9F ------
IMR(7)-1 PUSHsrc R 70 ------
INCdsl

SP - SP - 1; @SP- src IR 71
rE -***--

dsl-dsl + 1 r = 0 - F RCF CF 0-----
R 20 C-O
IR 21 RET AF ------

INCWdsl RR AO -** *-- PC-@SP;SP-SP + 2
dsl-dsl + 1 IR A1 RLdst

~I~
90 * * **--

IRET 8F * * * * * * 91
FLAGS- @SP;SP - SP + 1 RLCdsl~R 10PC -@SP; SP -SP + 2; IMR (7)-1 * * * *--

C 7 0 IR 11
JPcc,dsl OA cD ------ RRdst lill L6}J I~

EOifcc is lrue c=O-F * * **--
PC-dst IRR 30 E1



Instruction
and Operation

RRCdst~R
c 7 0 IR

SBC dst,src (Note 1)

dst - dst - src - C

SCF
C-1

SRA dst L@ :;,:r::;J R
~IR

SRPsrc
RP-src

SUBdst,src
dst - dst - src

SWAPdst 52 R
!7DoIIR

TCM dst,src
(NOT dst) AND src

TMdst,src
dstANDsrc

Opcode
Byte
(Hex)

CO
C1

3D

Opcode
Byte
(Hex)

SO

NOTE: These instructions have an identical set of addressing modes,
which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode nibble is found in
the instruction set table above. The second nibble is expressed
symbolically by a 0 in this table, and its value is found in the
following table to the left of the applicable addressing mode pair.

For example, the opcode of an ADC instruction using the
addressing modes r (destination) and lr (source) is 13.

Lower
Opcode Nibble

Instruction
and Operation

XORdst,src
dst - dst XOR src

AddrMode

dst src

R R
R IR

R 1M

IR 1M



R240SI0
Serial 1/0 Register

(FOH; ReadlWrite)

R241 TMR
Time Mode Register

(F1H; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
T"","OD'S j llli~o-NO FUNCTION

NOT USED. 00 ~ 1 • LOAD To

~o g~~: ~~ 0 • DISABLE To COUNT
INTERNAL CLOC~ OUT. 11 1 • EN••.•LE To COUNT

T MODES 0 • NO FUNCTION
EXTERNAL CLOCK INP'Di • 00 1 • LOAD T1

GATEINPUT. 01 0 • DISABLET, COUNT
(NON.R~~~:::'::~~ • 10 1 - ENAILE T1 COUNT

TRIOGER INPUT • 11
(RETRIQQERABLE)

R242T1
Counter Timer 1 Register

(F2H; ReadlWrite)

R243 PRE1
Prescaler 1 Register

(F3H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~L
CDUNT"OD'

1 • T 1 MODUlQ..N
o - T1 SINOlE·PASS

CLOCK SOURCE
1 :: T I INTERNAL
o :: T1 EXTERNAL

TIMING INPUT
{T.,.)MODE

PRESCAlER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-1M DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R244 TO
CounterlTlmer 0 Register

(F4H; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
1 ,iil:~:~~uD~g:;:~~~TTHE~

T. CURRENT VALUE (WHEN READ)

R245PREO
Prescaler 0 Register

(F5H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~!~I~I~I

~L
COUNT"OD'

o • To SINGLE·PASS
1 - To MODULo.H

RESERVED (MUST IE 01

PRESCAlER MODULO
(RANGE: 1-84 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

R246P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H; Write Only)

R247P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

EELoPORT 2 PULL-UPS OPEN DtwN
1 PORT 2 PULL·UPS AC11VE

RESERVED (MUST IE 0)

o PS2::; INPUT PIt ::; OUTPUT
1 P32::; alV&RDYO P3I::; RDYOfalW

o 0 P3a::; INPUT PSt ::; OUTPUT

~~} P3a::; INPUT PSt::; R
11 R£SERYED

o PS, ::; INPUT CTtN> PIt::; OUTPUT (TOUT)
1 P3, ::; DAVttRDY2 P3t::; RDY2IDlW

'--------'~ ~ ~ ~rg.~~L IN ::~ ~ ~~~~~TOUT

o PARITY OFF
1 PARITY ON



REGISTERS
(Continued)

R248P01M
Port 0 Register
(F8H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PO,-PO,MODE:J ~~ POo-PO,MODEOUTPUT • 00 L 00 - OUTPUT
INPUT. 01 01 • INPUT

A12-A15 • 1X tX • At-An

EXTERNAL STACK SELECTION
MEMORY TIMING 0 • EXTERNAL

NORMAL • 0 1 • INTERNAL
-EXTENDED. 1

RESERVED (MUST BE 01

R2491PR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9H; Write Only)

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~I
__ .m:] I?f,"..~_..~.mRESERVED = 000

IRQa, lAOS PRIORITY (GROUP A) C > A > 8 = 001
0=IA05>IR03 A>B>C",010
1 = IRQ3 > IA05 A> C > 8 = 011

IROO, IA02 PRIOAITY (GROUP 8) ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~~
o = IR02 > IRoo 8 > A > C = 110
1 = IROO> IR02 RESERVED= 111

IAQ1, IRQ4 PRIORITY (OROUP Cl
o = IRQ1 > IAQ4
1 = IRQ.4 > IRQ1

R250lRQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~I
RESERVED(MUST8E O)~ c= IROO • P32INPUT (00. IROO)

IRQt - P3J INPUT
IR02 • P31 INPUT
IRQ3 • P30 INPUT, SERIAL INPUT
JACM· To. SERIAL OUTPUT
IAQS.11

R2511MR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~I
II L=:: 1 ENABLES IROO-IAOS

(00 - IROO)

------- 'RESERVED(MUST BE 0)

--------1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH; ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I.I~I~I~I~IllI~ll§'LUSERFLAOF1LUSER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FLAG

DECIMAL ADJUST FLAG

OVERFLOW FLAG

SIGN FLAG

ZERO FLAG

CARRY FLAG

R253 RP
Register Pointer
(FDH; ReadlWrite)

{gJJ

R254SPH
Stack Pointer

(FEH; ReadlWrite)

R255SPL
Stack Pointer

(FFH; Read/Write)

I~I~!~I.!~I~I~I~I
I



Lower Nibble (Hex)

6 7 8 9

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 12110,5 12/10,0 6,5 12/10,0 6,5
DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC

A, lA, "J2 (,,1r2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM f,.R2 r2.R, ",AA cc,AA (1,IM cc,DA ,1

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
I----

RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC
A, lA, (1,(2 (1,lr2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
I----

INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
A, lA, ('.'2 (,.1'2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM

I----
8,0 6,1. 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
JP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC

IAA, 1M (1.'2 (,.1'2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM
I----

8,5 8,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
A, lA, r"'2 (1,1'2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM I----

10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND AND

A, lA, ('.'2 (1,lr2 A2,Al IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5
I----

10,5 10,5
COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM

A, lA, (',(2 (1,1'2 A2,A, 1A2,A, A"IM IA"IM
I----

10112,1 '2/14,1 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

A2 IA2 ('.'2 f,,lr2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM
I----

10,5 10,5 12,0 18,0 6,1
DECW DECW LDE LDEI 01

AA, lA, ("lr'2 1",lrr2

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0
I----

6,1
RL RL LDE LDEI EI
A, lA, (2.lfr, 1'2,lrr,

I----
10,5 10,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 14,0

INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RET
AA, lA, ('.'2 (1,lr2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5
I----

16,0
CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRET

A, lA, (','2 (1,lr2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM '---
6,5 6,5 '2,0 18,0 10,5 6,5

RRC RRC LDC LOCI LD RCF
A, lA, fl,lrr2 Ir"lrr2 (,.x,R2

6,5 6,5 12,0 18,0 20,0 20,0 10,5 -6,5
SRA SRA LDC LDCI CALL" CALL LD SCF

A, lA, r2,lrr, 1'2,lfr, IAA, DA r2,x,R,

6,5
-

6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 6,5
RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCF
A, lA, r"IA2 A2,A, IA2,A, A"IM IA"IM

8,5 8,5 6,5 10,5
-

6,0
SWAP SWAP LD LD NOP

A, lA, Ir',(2 A2,IA,

v.- ....1 .•••-----_v_--- __J •••• v ~t'~~

3

LOWEROPCODE
NIB!LE

Legend:
A = 8·bit address
r "" 4-bit address
A, or (, "" Dst address
A2 or (2 = Src address



Voltages on all pins' with respect
to GND - O.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics listed below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND. Positive current flows into
the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• + 4. 75V ~ Vcc~ + 5.25V

• GND = OV

150pf I

Clock Input High Voltage

Clock Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Reset Input High Voltage

Reset Input Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Input Leakage

Output Leakage

Reset Input Current

Vcc Supply Current

VMM Supply Current

Backup Supply Voltage

3.8

-0.3

2.0

-0.3

3.8

-0.3
2.4

-10
-10

Max Unit

VCC V

0.8 V

Vcc V

0.8 V

VCC V

0.8 V

V

0.4 V

10 ,..A

10 ",A

-50 ",A

90 mA

10 mA

VCC V

Driven by External Clock Generator

Driven by External Clock Generator

IOH = - 250,..A

IOL = +2.0 mA

OV" VIN ~ + 5.25V

OV" VIN ~ + 5.25V

VCC = + 5.25V, VRL = OV

8 M Hz Clock (86L81/85-8L)

Power Down Mode (Z86L85 only)

Power Down (Z86L85 only)



AC CHARACTERISTICS
External 1/0 or Memory Read and Write Timing

DS
(WRITE)

DS
(READ)

Figure 18. External I/O or Memory ReadlWrlte Timing

Z86L81/85-8L
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Notes:t*tO

1 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 50 1,2

2 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Float Delay 70 1,2

3 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 360 1,2,3

4 TwAS AS Low Width 80 1,2

5 TdAz(DS) Address Float to OS • 0

6 TwDSR OS (Read) Low Width 250 1,2,3

7 TwDSW OS (Write) Low Width 160 1,2,3

8 TdDSR(DR) OS. to Read Data Required Valid 200 1,2,3

9 ThDR(DS) Read Data to OS t Hold Time 0

10 TdDS(A) OS t to Address Active Delay 70 1,2

11 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS • Delay 70 1,2

12 TdRIW(AS) RiW Valid to AS t Delay 50 1,2

13 TdDS(RIW) OS t to RiW Not Valid 60 1,2

14 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to OS (Write) • Delay 50 1,2

15 TdDS(DW) OS t to Write Data Not Valid Delay 70 1,2

16 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid 410 1,2,3

17 TdAS(DS) AS t to OS • Delay 80 1,2

NOTES:
1. Timing numbers given are for minimum TpC.
2. Also see clock cycle time dependent characteristics table.
3. When using extended memory timing add 2 TpC.

* All timing references use 2.DV for a logic "1" and D.8V for a logic "D':
• All units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
o Test Load 1



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Additional Timing Table

Number Symbol Parameter

1 TpC Input Clock Period

2 TrC,TfC Clock Input Rise and Fall Times

3 TwC Input Clock Width

4 TwTinL Timer Input Low Width

5 TwTinH Timer Input High Width

6 TpTin Timer Input Period

7 TrTin, TfTin Timer Input Rise and Fall Times

8 TwlL Interrupt Request Input Low Time

9 TwlH Interrupt Request Input High Time

Z86L81/85-8L
Min Max

37
100

3TpC

8TpC

100
3TpC

3TpC

1000

25

Notes·t

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2,3
2,4

2,3

NarES:
1. Clock timing references use 3.8V for a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic "0':
2. Timing references use 2.0Vlor a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic "0':
3. Interrupt request via Port 3, P3,.P33.

4. Interrupt request via Port 3, P3Q.
• All units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



AC CHARACTERISTICS
Handshake Timing

DAY
(INPUT)

DAY
(OUTPUT)

Number Symbol

1 TsDI(DAV)

2 ThDI(DAV)

3 TwDAV

4 TdDAVlf(RDY)

5 TdDAVOf(RDY)

6 TdDAVlr(RDY)

7 TdDAVOr(RDY)

8 TdDO(DAV)

9 TdRDY(DAV)

Z86L81185-8L
Mln Max

Dala In Selup Time

Dala In Hold Time

Dala Available Widlh

DAV + Inpullo ROY + Delay

DiW + Oulpullo ROY + Delay

DAV t Inpul to ROY t Delay

DAV t Oulpullo ROY t Delay

Dala Oullo DAV + Delay

Rdy + Inpul to DAV t Delay

NOTES:
1. Test load 1
2. Input handshake
3. Output handshake

t All timing references use 2.0V for a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic "0':
• All units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



Z86L81/85-8L
8MHz

Number Symbol Equation

1 TdA(AS) TpC-7S

2 TdAS(A) TpC-SS

3 TdAS(DR) 4TpC-140*

4 TwAS TpC-4S

6 TwDSR 3TpC-12S*

7 TwDSW 2TpC-90*

8 TdDSR(DR) 3TpC-17S*
10 Td(DS)A TpC-SS

11 TdDS(AS) TpC-SS

12 TdRIW(AS) TpC-7S

Z86L81/85-8L
8 MHz

Number Symbol Equation

13 TdDS(RIW) TpC-6S

14 TdDW(DSW) TpC-7S

1S TdDS(DW) TpC-SS

16 TdA(DR) STpC-21S*

17 TdAS(DS) TpC-4S

Z8 Low Power ROMless MCU, 8.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z86L81 PS Z86L81 VSt
Z86L81 CS

Codes
First letter is for package; second letter is for temperature.

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military
Electrical Specifications.

tAvailable soon.

Z8 Low Power-Down ROMless MCU, 8.0 MCU
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z86L85 PS Z86L85 VSt
Z86L85 CS

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B
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With the new Super-8 family, Zilog
continues its tradition of powerful
register-based architecture. The
Super-8 makes history as the most
powerful and cost effective 8-bit
controller available. It outperforms
many 16-bit designs and costs less
than many 8-bit designs. Zilog is
using our new, advanced NMOS
process with the Super-8. Z4 is a
double poly NMOS process with a 2
micron silicon gate. With Z4, Zilog
has created a new generation of
single-chip microcomputers that run
with crystal frequencies starting at
20 MHz.

The Super-8 family begins with
the Z8 instruction set and adds many
arithmetic, bit control, and flow con-
trol instructions. The architecture
includes a 338 byte register set,
which can implement a 256-byte
ring buffer with room to spare.

The Super-8 hardware includes a
fast interrupt mode (600 ns for the
20 MHz version); this allows unprec-
edented reaction time for process
control and synchronization. It is
available with 0, 4, 8, or 16 KBytes
of ROM, and a fifth 8-bit port in the
48-pin version. Hardware DMA
permits coprocessing and resource
sharing.

All Super-8 family members have
corresponding EPROM-based pro-
topack parts available for prototyp-
ing and short-run production. The
protopacks work with standard
2732, 2764, or 27128 EPROMs.
In-circuit emulation is provided by
the Super-8 DM, which runs and
traces at full speed, and connects to
any RS232 host for software up!
down loading.





Super-a Family of
Microcomputers

Zilog
Preliminary
Product
Specification

• Improved 28 instruction set includes multiply and divide
instructions, Boolean and BCD operations.

• Additional instructions support threaded-code
languages, such as "Forth."

• 325 byte registers, including 272 general-purpose
registers, and 53 mode and control registers.

I

• From 0 to 16 Kbytes of on-chip ROM with external
addressing up to 128K bytes.

• Two register pointers allow use of short and fast
instructions to access register groups within 600 ns.

• Direct Memory Access controller (DMA).

• Two 16-bit counter/timers.

• Up to 40 bit-programmable I/O lines, with 2 handshake
channels.

• Interrupt structure supports:
o 37 interrupt sources
o 16 interrupt vectors
o 8 interrupt levels
o Servicing in 600 ns. (1 level only)

• Full-duplex UART with special features.

• Optional additional synchronous/asynchronous multi-
protocol serial channel (available 1986).

• Optional low-power standby capability permits saving of
register contents.

• Multiple versions permit design flexibility, efficient
product development, and cost-effective production.

• On-chip oscillator.

• 20 MHz clock.

• Choice of 40- or 48-pin packages.

The 2ilog Super-8 family of single-chip microcomputers
offers a comprehensive selection of MCUs for development
and production. They can be used as 1/0- or
memory-intensive computers, or they can be configured to
address external memory while still supporting many I/O
lines.

The Super-8 is available in several different packages and
configurations. They offer varying amounts of ROM and I/O
ports, and a choice of addressing capabilities. They all
feature a full-duplex universal asynchronous receiver/
transmitter (UAR1) with on-chip baud rate generator, two

programmable counter/timers, a direct memory access
(DMA) controller, and an on-chip oscillator.

The Super-8 is available with 4, 8, or 16 Kbytes of internal
ROM, in 40- or 48-pin packages, and with four or five I/O
ports. A group of similarly packaged protopack Super-8s is
available with a "piggy-back" EPROM interface. ROM less
versions are also available in 40- and 48-pin packages. A
special development chip, designed for emulation, is also
available.



P', 48 PO,

P', 47 PO,

Pl, 46 PO,

P', 45 PO,

P', 40 PO, p'. 44 PO.

P" 3. PO, p" 43 PO.

P" 38 PO, p" 42 PO.

P" 37 PO, P', 4' PO,

p" 36 PO. P2. 40 P3.

p'. 35 PO. P2. 10 3. P3.

p" 34 PO. Vee 11 38 AS Vec C 1 28 VeeSUPER·8
P', 33 PO, VMM/XTAL2 12 37 OS Al2 2 27 Vee

P2. 32 P3. XTAL1 '3 36 P4, A, 26 A13JVCC

P2. '0 3' P3. P4. '4 35 P4, A. 25 A,
SUPER·8

Vee 11 30 AS P4. '5 34 Vss A. 24 A,

VMM/XTAl2 '2 2. OS P4. '6 33 P4, A. 23 A"
XTAL1 '3 28 Vss P4, 17 32 P4, A, P::c~· 22 DE

P2, '4 27 RNi P2, 18 3' R/W A, 8 EPROM 2' AlO

P3, 15 26 RESET P3, 1. 30 RESET A, • SOCKET 20 CE
P3, '6 25 P3. P3, 20 29 P3. A,C 10 " 0,

P2, 17 24 P3, P2, 2' 28 P3, 0, 11 18 D.

P2, 18 23 P2, P2, 22 27 P2, 0, '2 17 D.

P2, ~ ,. 22 P P26 P2, 23 26 P2. 0, 13 16 D.

P3, 20 2' P P30 P3, 24 25 P3, Vss '4 '5 0,

8) 40-pln DIP b) 48-pln DIP c) 28-pln Protopack

Figure 1. Pin Assignments

The Super·8 architecture includes 325 byte-wide internal
registers. 272 of these are available for general purpose
use; the remaining 53 provide control and mode functions.

The instruction set is specially designed to deal with this
large register set. It includes a full complement of 8-bit
arithmetic and logical operations, including multiply and
divide instructions and provisions for BCD operations.
Addresses and counters can be incremented and
decremented as 16-bit quantities. Rotate, shift, and bit
manipulation instructions are provided. Three new
instructions support threaded-code languages.

The UART is a full-function multipurpose asynchronous
serial channel with many premium features. The optional
SIO provides an additional sync/async channel for full
duplex protocols. It is similar in function to the Zilog Z8530
SCC.

The 16-bit counters can operate independently or be
cascaded to perform 32-bit counting and timing operations.
The DMA controller handles transfers to and from the
register file or memory. DMA can use the UART or one of two
ports with handshake capability.

The architecture appears in the block diagram (Figure 2).



I/O
(BIT PROGRAMMABLE)

OR CONTROL

The Super-a connects to external devices via the following
TIL-compatible pins:

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). AS is
pulsed Low once at the beginning of each machine cycle.
The rising edge indicates that addresses RNJ and OM,
when used, are valid. AS can be placed in a high-
impedance state under program control.

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). OS provides
timing for data movement between the address/data bus
and external memory. During write cycles, data output is
valid at the leading edge of OS. During read cycles, data
input must be valid prior to the trailing edge of OS. It can be
placed in a high-impedance state under program control.

POO·P07, P10·P17, P20·P27, P30·P37. Port //0 Lines
(input/output). These 40 lines are divided into five a-bit I/O
ports that can be configured under program control for I/O
or external memory interface.

Port 1 can be assigned under program control to be a
multiplexed address/data port, and Port ° pins can be
assigned as additional address lines. When configured as a
memory interface, Ports ° and 1, along with AS, OS, RiW,
and OM, can be placed in a high-impedance state under
program control.

Ports 2 and 3 can be assigned on a bit-for-bit basis as
general I/O or interrupt lines. They can also be used as
special-purpose I/O lines to support the UART,
counter/timers, or handshake channels.

Port 4 is used for general I/O. In 40-pin configurations it is
present internally but has no connection to external pins.

During reset, all port pins are configured as inputs (high
impedance) except for Port 1 and Port ° in the 40- and
4a-pin ROM less devices. In these, Port 1 is configured as a
multiplexed address/data bus, and Port ° pins POO-P04 are
configured as address out, while pins POS-PO? are
configured as inputs.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). Reset initializes and starts
the Super-a. When it is activated, it halts all processing;
when it is deactivated, the Super-a begins processing at
address 0020H. When held Low, it acts as a register file
protect during power-up and power-down. It is also used to
enable test mode, as described in the Test Mode section.

R/W. ReadlWrite (output, 3-state). RIW determines the
direction of data transfer for external memory transactions. It
is Low when writing to program memory or data memory,
and High for everything else.



XTAL 1. (Crystal oscillator input.) These pins connect a
parallel resonant crystal or an external clock source to the
on-board clock oscillator and buffer.

XTAL2. (Crystal oscillator output.) These pins connect a
parallel resonant crystal or an external clock source to the
on-board clock oscillator and buffer.

The Super-8 contains a 256-byte internal register space.
However, by using the upper 64 bytes of the register space
more than once, a total of 325 registers are available.

Registers from 00 to BF are used only once. They can be
accessed by any register command. Register addresses CO
to FF contain two separate sets of 64 registers. One set,
called control registers, can only be accessed by register
direct commands. The other set can only be addressed by
register indirect, indexed, stack, and DMA commands.

The uppermost 32 register direct registers (EO to FF) are
further divided into two banks (0 and 1), selected by the
Bank Select bit in the Flag register. When a Register Direct
command accesses a register between EOand FF, it looks at
the Bank Select bit in the Flag register to select one of the
banks.

The register space is shown in Figure 3.

BANKO

CONTROL
REGISTERS _

INDIRECT
TYPE
ADDRESSING
ONLY

DIRECT
ADDRESSING
ONLY

GENERAL·
PURPOSE

REGISTERS

Working Register Window

Control registers R214 and R215 are the register pointers,
RPO and RP1. They each define a moveable, 8-register
section of the register space. The registers within these
spaces are called working registers.

Working registers can be accessed using short 4-bit
addresses. The process, shown in section a of Figure 4,
works as follows:

• The high-order bit of the 4-bit address selects one of the
two register pointers (0 selects RPO; 1 selects RP1).

• The five high-order bits in the register pointer select an
8-register (contiguous) slice of the register space.

• The three low-order bits of the 4-bit address select one of
the eight registers in the slice.

The net effect is to concatenate the five bits from the register
pointer to the three bits from the address to form an 8-bit
address. As long as the address in the register pointer
remains unchanged, the three bits from the address will
always point to an address within the same eight registers.

The register pointers can be moved by changing the five
high bits in control registers R214 for RPOand R215 for RP1.
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The working registers can also be accessed by using full
8·bit addressing. When an 8-bit logical address in the range
192 to 207 (CO to CF) is specified, the lower nibble is used
similarly to the 4·bit addressing described above. This is
shown in section b of Figure 4.

Since any direct access to logical addresses 192 to 207
involves the register pointers, the physical registers 192 to

207 can be accessed only when selected by a register
pointer. After a reset, RPO points to R192 and RP1 points to
R200.

Register List

Table 1 lists the Super-8 registers.

Address
Decimal Hexadecimal Mnemonic Function

General-Purpose Registers
000-207 OO-CF General purpose (all address modes)
192-207 OO-CF Working register (direct only)
192-255 CO-FF General purpose (indirect only) •II

Mode and Control Registers 1208 DO PO Port 0 I/O bits
209 D1 P1 Port 1 (I/O only)
210 D2 P2 Port 2 I211 D3 P3 Port 3
212 D4 P4 Port 4
213 05 FLAGS System flags register
214 D6 RPO Register pointer 0
215 D7 RP1 Register pointer 1
216 D8 SPH Stack pointer high by1e
217 09 SPl Stack pointer low by1e
218 OA IPH Instruction pointer high by1e
219 DB IPl Instruction pointer low by1e
220 DC IRQ Interrupt request
221 00 IMR Interrupt mask register
222 OE SYM System mode
224 EO BankO COCT CTR 0 control

Bank 1 COM CTR 0 mode
225 E1 BankO C1CT CTR 1 control

Bank 1 C1M CTR 1 mode
226 E2 BankO COCH CTR 0 capture register, bits 8-15

Bank 1 CTCH CTR 0 timer constant, bits 8-15
227 E3 BankO COCl CTR 0 capture register, bits 0-7

Bank 1 CTCl CTR 0 time constant, bits 0-7
228 E4 BankO C1CH CTR 1 capture register, bits8-15

Bank 1 C1TCH CTR 1 time constant, bits 8-15
229 E5 BankO C1Cl CTR 1 capture register, bits 0-7

Bank 1 CnCl CTR 1 time constant, bits 0-7
235 EB BankO UTC UART transmit control
236 EC BankO URC UART receive control
237 ED BankO UIE UART interrupt enable
239 EF BankO UIO UARTdata
240 FO BankO POM PortO Mode

Bank 1 DCH DMAcount, bits 8-15
241 F1 BankO PM Port mode register

Bank 1 DCl DMA count, bits 0-7
244 F4 BankO HOC Handshake channel 0 control
245 F5 BankO H1C Handshake channel 1 control
246 F6 BankO P4D Port 4 direction
247 F7 BankO P40D Port 4 open drain
248 F8 BankO P2AM Port 2/3 A mode

Bank 1 UBGH UART baud rate generator, bits 8-15
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Mode and Control Registers (Continued)
249 F9 BankO

Bank 1
250 FA BankO

Bank 1
251 FB Bank 0

Bank 1
252 FC BankO
253 FD BankO
254 FE BankO

Bank 1
255 FF BankO

Bank 1

P2BM
UBGL
P2CM
UMA
P2DM
UMB
P2AIP
P2BIP
EMT
WUMCH
IPR
WUMSK

Port 2/3 B mode
UART baud rate generator, bits 0-7
Port 2/3 C mode
UART mode A
Port 2/3 0 mode
UARTmodeB
Port 2/3 A interrupt pending
Port 2/3 B interrupt pending
External memory timing
Wakeup Match register
Interrupt Priority register
Wakeup Mask register

R2'3 (05) FLAGS
SYSTEM FLAGS REGISTER

CARRYFLAG~~ llli' LBANKADDRESS
ZERO FLAG ~ L FAST INTERRUPT STATUS

SIGN FLAG HAlF·CARRY FLAG

OVERFLOW FLAG DECIMAL ADJUST

R217 (09) SPL
STACK POINTER

R214 (06) RPO
REGISTER POINTER 0

(RP3-RP7)~ --CNOTUSED

R21. (DA) IPH
INSTRUCTION POINTER

R215 (07) RP,
REGISTER POINTER 1

(RP3-RP7)~ --CNOlUSED

R219 (DB) ISL
INSTRUCTION POINTER

R216 (08) SPH
STACK POINTER

R220 (DC) IRQ
INTERRUPT REQUEST

LEVEL7~~ ~I LLEVELO
LEVEL 6 ~ L LEVEll

LEVEL 5 lEVEL 2

LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3



R221 (00) IMR
INTERRUPT MASK

lEVEl7guJ I ~I LlEVElO
LEVEL6=-.J LLEVEL1

LEVEL 5 LEVEL 2

LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3

R222 (DE)SYM
SYSTEM MODE

1 = 3·STATE MEMORY ~ TIL1 = GLOBALINTERRUPT ENABLE
INTERFACE

NOT USED 1 = FAST INTERRUPT ENABLE

FAST INTERRUPT SELECT

000 LEVEL 0
001 LEVEL 1
010 LEVEL 2
011 LEVEL3
100 LEVEL 4
101 LEVEL 5
110 LEVEL6
111 LEVEL 7

R224, BANK 0 (EO) COCT
COUNTER 0 CONTROL

o = SINGlECYClE~JJ ~~1 = ENABlECOUNTO1 = CONTINUOUS

1 = RESET ZERO COUNT STATUS
o = COUNT DOWN

1 = LO~D=C:~~::~: : : ::::::~;:~:::::UPT ENABLE

1 = SOFTWARE TRIGGER

R224 BANK 1 (EO) COM
COUNTER 0 MODE

L00 = NO CAPTURE
01 = CAPTURE ON RISING

EDGEOFP27
10 = SI·VALUE LOAD
11 = CAPTURE ON BOTH

EDGESOFP27

o = EXTERNAL
UPIDOWN CONTROL P27

1 = PROGRAMMED
UP/DOWN CONTROL

P26~

110
TRIGGER
110
TRIGGER
CO INPUT
CO INPUT
CO INPUT

07 06 05 D. P27

00001/0
o 0 0 1 1/0
0010GATE
0011GATE
o 1 0 0 1/0
o 1 0 1 TRIGGER
0110GATE
0111GATEI

TRIGGER CO INPUT
CO OUTPUT 1/0
CO OUTPUT TRIGGER
CO OUTPUT GATE
CO OUTPUT GATEITRIGGER
CO OUTPUT CO INPUT
-- UNDEFINED--
-- UNDEFINED--
- CASCADE COUNTERS -

R225 BANK 0 (E1) C1CT
COUNTER 1 CONTROL

------ SAME AS R224 BANK 0
EXCEPT IT CONTROLS
COUNTER/TIMER 1

R225 BANK1 (E1)C1M
COUNTER 1 MODE

SAME AS R224 BANK 1 EXCEPT
IT CONTROLS COUNTERfTlMER 1.
EXCHANGE P2 FOR P3; ALSO
D.THROUGHD7 = 11111S
UNDEFINED

R226 BANK 0 (E2) CaCH
COUNTER 0 CAPTURE

R226 BANK 1 (E2) COTCH
COUNTER 0 TIME CONSTANT



R227 BANK 0 (E3) COCL
COUNTER 0 CAPTURE

R227 BANK 1 (E3) COTCL
COUNTER 0 TIME CONSTANT

R228 BANK 0 (E4) C1CH
COUNTER 1 CAPTURE

R228 BANK 1 (E4) CnCH
COUNTER 1 TIME CONSTANT

R229 BANK 0 (ES) C1CL
COUNTER 0 CAPTURE

R229 BANK 1 (ES) C1TCL
COUNTER 1 TIME CONSTANT

R235 BANK 0 (EB) UTC
UART TRANSMIT CONTROL

1 = TRANSMIT DATA DN P32~~ ~~ 1 = UARTTRANsMITTERDMA ENABLED

1 = SEND BREAK 1 = BUFFER EMPTY

o = 1 STOP BIT; 1 = 2 STOP BITS 1 = BAUD·RATE GENERATOR
-ZERO COUNT

1 = WAKE-UP ENABLED 1 = TRANSMIT ENABLED

R236 BANK 0 (EC) URC
UART RECEIVE CONTROL

1 = WAKE·UP CONDITION VALID JJ~ ~~ 1 = RECEIVE CHARACTERAVAILABLE

1 = ASCII CONTROL CHARACTER 1 = RECEIVER ENABLED
RECEIVED

1 = BREAK SEQUENCE START OR END 1 = PARITY ERROR/BUFFER

1 = FRAMING ERROR IN CURRENT 1 = RECEIVE BUFFER OVERRUN
CHARACTER

R237 BANK 0 (ED) UIE
UART INTERRUPT ENABLES

1 = WAKE.UP~ J I ~I L 1 = RECEIVE DATA AVAILABLE

1 = ASCII CONTROL CHARACTER ~ L 1 = RECEIVE DMA

1 = BREAK SIGNAL 1 = TRANSMIT BUFFER EMPTY

1 = RECEIVE ERROR 1 = ZERO COUNT

R239 BANK 0 (EF) UIO
UART DATA

R24D BANK 0 (FD) PDM
PORTO MODE

PD7MODE~JJ I ~I LPDOMODE

P06 MODE =-.J L PO, MODE

pOs MODE P02 MODE

PO.• MODE P03 MODE

R240 BANK 1 (FO) DCH
DMACOUNT



R241 BANK 0 (Fl) PM
PORT MOOE (WRITE ONLY)

~

I L'=INPUTPORTO

L,= OPEN DRAIN PORT 0

1 = OPEN DRAIN PORT 1

1 = ENABLE OM P3S

NOTUSED~

PORT 1 MODE

00 OUTPUT
01 INPUT
1X ADDRESS/DATA

R241 BANK 1 (Fl) DCL
DMACOUNT

R244 BANK 0 (F4) HOC
HANDSHAKE 0 CONTROL (WRITE ONLY)

==r- ~~' = HANDSHAKE ENABLEDESKEW-COUNTER

(RANGE 1.16) 1 =PORT1;O=PORT4

1 = OMA ENABLE

1 = FULLY INTERLOCKED
0= STROBED

R248 BANK 0 (Fa) P2AM
PORT 2/3 A MODE (WRITE ONLY)

P3,MODETTEp20MODE

P30 MODE ~ P2, MODE

00 INPUT
01 INPUT, INTERRUPT ENABLED
10 OUTPUT, PUSH/PULL
11 OUTPUT. OPEN DRAIN

R248 BANK' (F8) UB6H
UART BAUD RATE GENERATOR

R249 BANK 0 (F9) P2BM
PORT 2/3 8 MODE (WRITE ONLY)

P3,MODET T Ep2'MODE

P32 MODE~ P23MOOE

00 INPUT
01 INPUT, INTERRUPT ENABLED
10 OUTPUT, PUSH/PULL
11 OUTPUT, OPEN DRAIN

R249 BANK' (F9) UBGl
UART BAUD RATE GENERATOR

R250 BANK 0 (FA) P2CM
PORT 2/C C MODE (WRITE ONLY)

~

TLp24MODE
P35MODE ~

P34 MODE P2s MODE

g~ :~~~i.INTERRUPT ENABLED
'0 OUTPUT, PUSH/PUll
11 OUTPUT, OPEN DRAIN

R250 BANK' (FA) UMA
UARTMODEA

ClOCKRATE':}0706
OO=Xl

o 1 = X16
1 0 = X32
1 1 = X64

CHARACTER SIZE

0504
o 0 = 5 BITS
01 =6BITS
1 0 =7BITS
1 1 =8BITS

~

I L TRANSMIT WAKE·UP VALUE

L RECEIVE WAKE·UP VALUE

o = 000 PARITY; 1 = EVEN
PARITY
1 = PARITY ENABLED

R245 BANK 0 (F5) H'C
HANDSHAKE 1 CONTROL (WRITE ONLY)

==r-j ~, = HANDSHAKE ENABLEDDESKEW·COUNTER PORT 0
(RANGE 1·16) NOT USED

1 = FULLY INTERLOCKED
0= STROBED

R246 BANK 0 (F6) P4D
PORT 4 DIRECTION

R247 BANK 0 (F7) P40D
PORT 4 OPEN DRAIN

------P40·P47 OPEN DRAIN
o = PUSH/PULL; 1 = OPEN
DRAIN



R251 BANK 0 (FB) P2DM
PORT 2/3 0 MODE (WRITE ONLY)

P37MODET T T Lp2,MODE

P36MODE~ ~P27MODE

00 INPUT
01 INPUT, INTERRUPT ENABLE
10 OUTPUT, PUSH/PULL
11 OUTPUT, OPEN DRAIN

R251 BANK 1 (FB) MB
UARTMQDEB

_"~,,",,.T III L,.~,~~.~."
0] 06 1 = ENABLE BAUD·RATE GENERATOR

o 0 = P21 DATA
o 1 = SYSTEM CLOCK (XTAU21 BAUD·RATE GENERATOR CLOCK SELECT:
1 0 = BAUD·RATE GENERATOR 0 = P20 (EXTERNAL

OUTPUT 1 = INTERNAL (XTAL/4)
1 1 = TRANSMIT DATA RATE

XMT CLOCK SOURCE SELECT
1 = ENABLE AUTO ECHO 0 = P21

1 = BAUD-RATE GENERATOR OUTPUT
RECEIVE CLOCK SOURCE SELECT:
0= P20
1 = BAUD·RATE GENERATOR

OUTPUT

R252 BANK 0 (Fe) P2AIP
PORT 2/3 A INTERRUPT PENDING

R253 BANK 0 (FD) P2 SIP
PORT 2/3 8 INTERRUPT PENDING



R254 BANK 0 (FE) EMT
EXTERNAL MEMORY TIMING

1 = ENABLEP3. WAlfINPUT~ J ~L DMASELECT,
o = REGISTER FilE

1 = ENABLE SLOW MEMORY TIMING ' = DATA MEMORY

STACK SELECT:
PROGRAM MEMORY AUTOMATIC WAITS: 0 = REGISTER FilE
00 = NO WAITS , = DATA MEMORY
0' =, WAIT
10 = 2 WAITS DATA MEMORY AUTOMATIC WAITS:
11 = 3 WAITS 00 = NO WAITS

01 = 1 WAIT
10::= 2 WAITS
11 = 3 WAITS

R254 BANK 1 (FE) WUMCH
WAKE·UP MATCH REGISTER

R255 BANK 0 (FFIIPR
INTERRUPT PRIORITY REGISTER

L GROUP A
o = IROo> IR01
1 = IR01 > IROO

GROUPB
o = IR02 > (IR03,IR04)
1 = (IR03,IR04) > IR02

SUBGROUPB
o = IR03 > IRQ4
1 = IRQ4 > IRQ3

GROUP PRIORITY

070.0,
o 0 UNDEFINED
o 1 C>B>A
1 0 A>B>C
1 1 S>A>C
o 0 C>A>S
o 1 C>S>A
1 0 A>C>S
1 1 UNDEFINED

GROUPC
o = IR05 > (IRQ6,IR07)
, = (IRQO,IRQ7) > IRQS

SUBGROUPC
o = IRQS > IR07
1 = IRQ7 > IR06

R255 BANK 1 (FF) WUMSK
WAKE·UP MASK REGISTER

I THESE BITS CORRESPOND TO BITS
IN WAKE·UP MATCH REGISTER; Os
MASK CORRESPONDING MATCH BITS



The Super-8 comes in two versions: one version has 32 I/O
lines arranged into four 8-bit ports and the other version has
40 I/O lines arranged into five 8-bit ports. These lines are all
TTL-compatible, and can be configured as inputs or
outputs. Some can also be configured as address/data
lines.

Each port has an input register, an output register, and a
register address. Data coming into the port is stored in the
input register, and data to be written to a port is stored in the
output register. Reading a port's register address returns the
value in the input register; writing a port's register address
loads the value in the output register. If the port is configured
for an output, this value will appear on the external pins.

When the CPU reads the bits configured as outputs, the
data on the external pins is returned. Under normal output
loading, this has the same effect as reading the output
register, unless the bits are configured as open-drain
outputs.

The ports can be configured as shown in Table 2.

o
1

2 and 3

Address outputs and/or general I/O
Multiplexed address/data or general I/O
Control I/O for UART,handshake channels, and
counter/timers; also general I/O and external
interrupts
General I/O

Port 0 can be configured as an I/O port or an output for
addressing external memory, or it can be divided and used
as both. The bits configured as I/O can be either all outputs
or all inputs; they cannot be mixed. If configured for outputs,
they can be push-pull or open-drain type.

Any bits configured for I/O can be accessed via R208. To
write to the port, specify R208 as the destination (dst) of an
instruction; to read the port, specify R208 as the source
(src).

Port 0 bits configured as I/O can be placed under
handshake control of handshake channel 1.

Port 0 bits configured as address outputs cannot be
accessed via the register.

Port 1

Port 1 can be configured as a byte-wide address/data port,
or as a byte I/O port. When configured as an address/data
port. it provides a byte-wide multiplexed address/data path.
Additional address lines can be added by configuring
Port O.

The 54-pin ROM less version of the Super-8 provides
separate address/data lines. Port 1 is then available for I/O.

Port 1's input/output register address is R209. Data is read
from the port by specifying R209 as the source of an
instruction; data is written to the port by specifying R209 as
the destination.

When configured for I/O, Port 1 can be placed under
handshake control.

When configured as an address/data port, Port 1 cannot be
accessed as a register.

Ports 2 and 3

Ports 2 and 3 provide external control inputs and outputs for
the UART, handshake channels, and counter/timers. The
pin assignments appear in Table 3.

Bits not used for control I/O can be configured as
general-purpose I/O lines and/or external interrupt inputs.

Those bits configured for general I/O can be configured
individually for input or output. Those configured for output
can be individually configured for open-drain or push-pull
output.

All Port 2 and 3 input pins are Schmitt-triggered.

The port address for Port 2 is R21 0, and for Port 3 is R211.

Port 2 Port 3
Bit Function Bit Function

0 UARTreceiveclock 0 UARTreceivedata
1 UARTtransmit clock 1 UARTtransmit data
2 SIO receiveclock 2 SIO receivedata
3 SIOtransmit clock 3 SIOtransmit data
4 Handshake 0 input 4 Handshake 1 inputIWAIT
5 Handshake 0 output 5 Handshake 1 output/OM
6 Counter 0 input 6 Counter 1 input
7 Counter 0 I/O 7 Counter 11/0

Port 4

Port 4 can be configured as I/O only. It exists internally in all
versions of the Super-8, but has no connection to external
pins in the 40-pin models. Each bit can be configured
individually as input or output, with either push-pull or
open-drain outputs. All Port 4 inputs are SChmitt-triggered.

Port 4 can be placed under handshake control of
handshake channel O. Its register address is R212.

Ports 1 and 4 use the same handshake line in Port 2. Only
one can use the handshake feature at a given time.



The UART is a full-duplex asynchronous channel. It
transmits and receives independently with 5 to 8 bits per
character, has options for even or odd bit parity, and a
wake-up feature.

Data can be read into or out of the UART via R239, Bank O.
This single address is able to serve a full-duplex channel
because it contains two complete 8-bit registers-one for
the transmitter and the other for the receiver.

Pins

The UART uses the following Port 2 and 3 pins:

Port/Pin

2/0
3/0
2/1
3/1

UART Function

Receive Clock
Receive Data
Transmit Clock
Transmit Data

Transmitter

When the UART's register address is specified as the
destination (dst) of an operation, the data is output on the
UART, which automatically adds the start bit, the
programmed parity bit, and the programmed number of
stop bits. It can also add a wake-up bit if that option is
selected.

If the UART is programmed for a 5-,6-, or 7-bit character, the
extra bits in R239 are ignored.

Serial data is transmitted at a rate equal to 1, 1/16, 1/32 or
1/64 of the transmitter clock rate, depending on the
programmed data rate. All data is sent out on the falling
edge of the clock input.

When the UART has no data to send, it holds the output
marking (High). It may be programmed with the Send Break
command to hold the output Low (Spacing), which it
continues until the command is cleared.

Receiver

The UART begins receive operation when Receive Enable
(URC, bit 0) is set High. After this, a Low on the receive input
pin for longer than half a bit time is interpreted as a start bit.
The UART samples the data on the input pin in the middle of
each clock cycle until a complete byte is assembled. This is
placed in the Receive Data register.

If the 1X clock mode is selected, external bit synch ronization
must be provided, and the input data is sampled on the
rising edge of the clock.

For character lengths of less than eight bits, the UART
inserts ones into the unused bits, and, if parity is enabled,
the parity bit is not stripped. The data bits, extra ones, and
the parity bit are placed in the UART Data register (UIO).

While the UART is assembling a byte in its input shift register,
the CPU has time to service an interrupt and manipulate the
data character in UIO.

Once a complete character is assembled, the UART checks
it and performs the following:

• If it is an ASCII control character, the UART sets the
Control Character status bit.

• It checks the wake-up settings and completes any
indicated action.

• If parity is enabled, the UART checks to see if the
calculated parity matches the programmed parity bit. If
they do not match, it sets the Parity Error bit in URC
(R236 Bank 0), which remains set until reset by software.

• It sets the Framing Error bit (URC, bit 4) if the character is
assembled without any stop bits. This bit remains set until
cleared by software.

Overrun errors occur when characters are received faster
than they are read. That is, when the UART has assembled a
complete character before the CPU has read the current
character, the UART sets the Overrun Error bit (URC, bit 3),
and the character currently in the receive buffer is lost.

The overrun bit remains set until cleared by software.



The Super-8 can access 64K bytes of program memory and
64K bytes of data memory. These spaces can be either
combined or separate. If separate, they are controlled by the
DM line (Port P35), which selects data memory when Low
and program memory when High.

CPU Program Memory

Program memory occupies addresses 0 to 64K. On-chip
ROM always occupies the lowest part of program memory.
Space beyond the on-chip ROM can be accessed by
configuring Ports 0 and 1 as a memory interface. Port 1 can
be used as an 8-bit multiplexed addressldata port; Port 0
can be configured to provide from 0 to 8 additional address
lines.

The address/data lines are controlled by AS, DS and RNV.

The first 32 program memory bytes are reserved for
interrupt vectors; the lowest address available for user
programs is 32 (decimal). This value is automatically loaded
into the program counter after a hardware reset.

In 40- and 48-pin ROMless versions, Port 1 is automatically
configured as a multiplexed address/data port.

Figure 6 shows the system memory space.

OM HIGH

~
64K

INTERNAL ROM
4K, SK, OR 16K

INTERRUPT
VECTORS

CPU Data Memory

The CPU data memory space, if separate from program
memory, is also accessed using Port 1 as ADo-AD?, with DM
Low. Accesses are controlled by AS, DS, and RNV. Port 0
can be configured to provide additional address lines.

The Super-8 instruction set is designed to handle its large
register set. The instruction set provides a full complement
of 8-bit arithmetic and logical operations, including multiply
and divide. It supports BCD operations using a decimal
adjustment of binary values, and it supports incrementing
and decrementing 16-bit quantities for addresses and
counters.

It provides extensive bit manipulation, and rotate and shift
operations, and it requires no special 110 instructions-the
110 ports are mapped into the register file.

Instruction Pointer

A special register called the Instruction Pointer (IP) provides
hardware support for threaded-code languages. It consists
of register-pair R218 and R219, and it contains memory
addresses. The MSB is R218.

Threaded-code languages deal with an imaginary
higher-level machine within the existing hardware machine.
The IP acts like the PC for that machine. The command
NEXT passes control to or from the hardware machine to the
imaginary machine, and the commands ENTER and EXIT
are imaginary machine equivalents of (real machine) CALLS
and RETURNS.

If the commands NEXT, ENTER, and EXIT are not used, the
IP can be used by the fast interrupt processing, as
described in the Interrupts section.

Flag Register

The Flag register (FLAGS) contains eight bits that describe
the current status of the Super-8. Four of these can be tested
and used with conditional jump instructions; two others are
used for BCD arithmetic. FLAGS also contains the Bank
Address bit and the Fast Interrupt Status bit.

The flag bits can be set and reset by instructions.

Do not specify FLAGS as the destination of an
instruction that normally affects the flag bits or the
result will be unspecified.

The following paragraphs describe each flag bit:

Bank Select. This bit is used to select one of the register
banks (0 or 1) between (decimal) addresses 224 and 255. It
is cleared by the SBO instruction and set by the SB1
instruction.

Fast Interrupt Status. This bit is set during a fast interrupt
cycle and reset during the IRETfoliowing interrupt servicing.
When set, this bit inhibits all interrupts and causes the fast
interrupt return to be executed when the IRET instruction is
fetched.



Half-Carry. This bit is set to 1 whenever an addition
generates a carry out of bit 3, or when a subtraction borrows
out of bit 3. This bit is used by the Decimal Adjust (DA)
instruction to convert the binary result of a previous addition
or subtraction into the correct decimal (BCD) result. This
flag, and the Decimal Adjust flag, are not usually accessed
by users.

Decimal Adjust. This bit is used to specify what type of
instruction was executed last during BCD operations, so a
subsequent Decimal Adjust operation can function
correctly. This bit is not usually accessible to programmers,
and cannot be used as a test condition.

Overflow Flag. This flag is set to 1 when the result of a
twos-complement operation was greater than 127 or less
than -128. It is also cleared to 0 during logical operations.

Sign Flag. Following arithmetic, logical, rotate, or shift
operations, this bit identifies the state of the MSB of the
result. A 0 indicates a positive number and a 1 indicates a
negative number.

Zero Flag. For arithmetic and logical operations, this flag is
set to 1 if the result of the operation is zero.

For operations that test bits in a register, the zero bit is set to 1
if the result is zero.

For rotate and shift operations, this bit is set to 1 if the result is
zero.

Carry Flag. Thisflag issetto 1 if the result from an arithmetic
operation generates a carry out of, or a borrow into, bit 7.

After rotate and shift operations, it contains the last value
shifted out of the specified register.

It can be set, cleared, or complemented by instructions.

Condition Codes

The flags C, Z, S, and V are used to control the operation of
conditional jump instructions.

The opcode of a conditional jump contains a 4-bit field
called the condition code (cc). This specifies under which
conditions it is to execute the jump. For example, a
conditional jump with the condition code for "equal" after a
compare operation only jumps if the two operands are
equal.

The condition codes and their meanings are given in
Table 4.

Addressing Modes

All operands except for immediate data and condition
codes are expressed as register addresses, program
memory addresses, or data memory addresses. The
addressing modes and their designations are:

Register (R)
Indirect Register (IR)
Indexed (X)
Direct (DA)
Relative (RA)
Immediate (1M)

0000
1000

0111"

1111"

0110"

1110"

1101

0101

0100

1100

0110"

1110"

1001

0001

1010

0010

1111 "

0111"

1011
0011

C
NC

Z
NZ

PL
MI

OV
NOV

EO
NE
GE
LT
GT
LE
UGE

ULT
UGT

ULE

C=l

C=O

Z=l

z=o
8=0

8=1

V=l

V=O

Z=l

Z=O

(8XORV)=0

(8XORV)=1

(Z OR (8XORV))=0

(Z OR (8 XORV))= 1

C=O

C=1

(C=OANDZ=O)= 1

(CORZ)=l

Always false

Always true

Carry

No carry

Zero

Not zero

Plus

Minus
Overflow

No overflow

Equal

Not equal

Greater than or equal

Less than

Greater than

Less than or equal

Unsigned greater than or equal

Unsigned less than

Unsigned greater than
Unsigned less than or equal

NOTE: Asterisks (") indicate condition codes that relate to two different mnemonics but test the same flags. For example, Z and EO are both Trueif the
Zero flag is set, but after an ADD instruction, Z would probably be used, while after a CP instruction, EO would probably be used.



Registers can be addressed by an 8-bit address in the range
of 0 to 255. Working registers can also be addressed using
4-bit addresses, where five bits contained in a register
pointer (R218 or R219) are concatenated with three bits
from the 4-bit address to form an 8-bit address.

Registers can be used in pairs to generate 16-bit program or
data memory addresses.

Notation and Encoding

The instruction set notations are described in Table 5.

Functional Summary of Commands

Figure 8 shows the commands, and Figure 9 provides a
quick reference guide to the commands.

Notation Meaning Notation Meaning

cc Condition code (see Table 4) DA Direct address (between a and 65535)

Working register (between a and 15) RA Relative address

rb Bit of working register 1M Immediate

ra Bit a of working register IML Immediate long

R Register or working register dst Destination operand

RR Register pair or working register pair (Register pairs src Source operand

always start on an even-number boundary) @ Indirect address prefix

IA Indirect address SP Stack pointer

Ir Indirect working register PC Program counter

IR Indirect register or indirect working register IP Instruction pointer

Irr Indirect working register pair FLAGS Flags register
IfiR Indirect register pair or indirect working register pair RP Register pointer

X Indexed # Immediate operand prefix

XS Indexed, short offset % Hexadecimal number prefix

XL Indexed, long offset OPC Opcode

One·8wtelnatructlons

ope I ~g=:~~i.'s~~.Ti;1,E:6~.I~~rNEXT, NOP,

OPC

OPC

OPC

OPC

OPC

OPC

r lopc

ee lopc

dst lopc

lopc

dst

dst

s.c

ds'

dst

dst

dst

sre

dst



Three-Byte Instructions

____ I ~~~H~~~':G;~u~'igM~:r.t~5~uO,

b I" dst

b 101 dst

dst RA

x 1 s",

x 1 dst

st

dst

Four-Byte Instructions

ope dst !X:Iooorl! LOG, LOE
} FOR Loe. x = EVEN

src Ix*o or 1
FOR LOE, x = ODD

ope dst dst LOG, LDE

ope dst I 0000 Loe

ope I 0000 dst dst Loe

ope dst 1 0001 LOE

ope dst 1 000' dst dst LOE

ope dst src LOW

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) CZSVDH and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V D H

ADCdsl,src (Note 1) 10 * * *- o * BORdsl, src rO rB 07 -*OU--
dst •.• dst + src + C dst •.• dst OR src Rb rO

ADDdst,src (Note 1) 00 * * * * 0 * BTJRF RA rb 37 ------

dst •.• dst + src ifsrc = 0, PC = PC + dst

ANDdst,src (Note 1) 50 -** 0 BTJRT RA rb 37 ------

dst"'dstANDsrc if src = 1, PC = PC + dst

BAND dst,src rO Rb 67 * 0 U BXORdsl, src rO Rb 27 -*OU--
dst •.• dst AND src Rb rO 67 dst •.• dst XORsrc Rb rO 27

BCPdst, src rO Rb 17 -* 0 U CALLdst DA F6 ------
dst - src Sp", SP - 2 IRR F4

BITCdst rb 57 -*OU-- @SP"'PC IA D4

dst"'NOTdst PC"'dst

BITRdst rb 77 CCF EF *-----
------

C = NOTCdst •.•O

BITSdst rb 77 CLRdst R BO ------
------ dst •.•O IR Bl

dst"'1

Figure 8. Command Summary
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INSTRUCTION SUMMARY (Continued)

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

COMdst R 60 -** 0-- INCWdst RR AO -***--
dst-NOTdst IR 61 dst-1 + dst IR A1

CPdst,src (Note 1) AD * * * *-- IRET(Fast) BF Restoredto
dst - src PC-IP before interrupt

CPIJE Ir C2 FLAG -FLAG'------ FIS-O
if dst - sre = O,then

PC-PC + RA IRET (Normal) BF Restoredto
Ir-Ir+ 1 FLAGS- @SP;SP - SP + 1 before interrupt

CPIJNE Ir 02 ------ PC -@SP;SP-SP + 2; SMR (0)-1

if dst - sre = O,then JP ee,dst oA ceO ------
PC-PC + RA if ee is true, (ee=Oto F)
Ir-Ir+ 1 PC-dst IRR 30

OAdst R 40 * * *U-- JRee,dst RA eeB ------
dst- oAdst IR 41 if ee is true, (ee= 0 to F)

OECdst R 00 PC-PC + d
-* **--

dst-dst - 1 IR 01 LO dst,src r 1M rC ------
OECWdst RR 80 dst-sre r R r8

-** *-- R r9dst-dst - 1 IR 81 (r=OtoF)
01 8F ------ r IR C7
SMR(O)-O IR r 07

OIVdst, sre R R E4
R IR E5dst ~ sre RR R 94 ****-- R 1M E6

dst (Upper) - RR IR 95 IR 1M 06Quotient IR R F5
dst (Lower)- RR 1M 96

Remainder r x 87
x 97

OJNZ r,dst RA rA ------ LOB dst, src rO Rb 47 ------r-r-1 (r=O to F) dst-sre Rb rO 47
ifr = 0

PC- PC + dst LOC/LOE r Irr C3 ------

EI 9F
dst-sre Irr 03------ E7SMR(O)-1 r xs

xs r F7
ENTER 1F ------ r x1 A7
SP-SP - 2 x1 r B7
@SP-IP r oA A7
IP-PC oA B7
PC-@IP

LOCO/LOEO dst, sre Irr E2 ------IP-IP + 2
dst-sre

EXIT 2F ------ rr-rr-1
IP-@SP

LOEI/LOCI dst, sre Irr E3 ------SP-SP + 2
PC-@IP dst-sre

IP-IP + 2 rr-rr+ 1

INCdst rE
LOCPO/LOEPO dst,sre

-***-- Irr F2dst-dst + 1 (r=OtoF)
rr-rr-1 ------

R 20 dst-src

IR 21

Figure 8. Command Summary (Continued)
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INSTRUCTION SUMMARY (Continued)

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) CZSVDH and Operation dst src (Hex) CZSVDH

LDCPJlLDEPI dst, src RLCdst R 10 ****--
rr-rr + 1 Irr F3 ------ dst(O)-C IR 11
dst-src C-dst(7)

LDWdst, src RR RR C4 ------ dst (N + 1) - dst (N)

dst-src RR IR C5
N = Ot06

RR IMM C6 RRdst R EO ****--

MULT dst, src RR R 84 *0**--
C -dst(O) IR E1

RR IR 85 dst (7) - dst (0)

RR 1M 86 dst (N) - dst (N + 1)
N = Ot06 rNEXT OF ------

PC-@IP RRCdst R CO ****-- 'IC-dst(O) IR C1IP-IP + 2 dst(7) -C it
NOP FF ------ dst (N) - dst (N + 1) i:ORdst,src (Note 1) 40 -0**--

N = Ot06

dst - dst OR src SBO 4F ------
POPdst R 50

BANK-O ~------

dst-@SP; IR 51 SB1 5F ------
SP-SP + 1 BANK-1

POPUD dst, src R IR 92 ------ SBCdst,src (Note 1) 30 * * * * 1 *
dst-src dst-dst - src - C
IR-IR - 1

SCF DF 1-----
POPUI dst, src R IR 93 ------ C-1
dst-src

SRAdstIR-IR + 1 R DO ***0--
dst (7) - dst (7) IR D1

PUSH src R 70 ------ C -dst(O)
SP - SP - 1; @SP- src IR 71 dst (N) - dst (N + 1)

PUSHUD dst, src IR R 82 N = Ot06------
IR-IR - 1 SRPsrc 1M 31 ------
dst-src RPO-IM

PUSHUI dst. src IR R 83 RP1-IM+8------
IR-IR + 1 SRPO 1M 31 ------
dst-src RPO-IM

RCF CF 0----- SRP1 1M 31 ------
C-O RP1-IM

RET AF ------ SUBdst,src (Note 1) 20 * * * * 1 *
PC-@SP;SP-SP + 2 dst - dst - src

RLdst R 90 ****--
C-dst(7) IR 91
dst (0) - dst (7)
dst (N + 1) - dst (N)
N = Ot06

Figure 8. Command Summary (Continued)



AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) CZSVDH

SWAPdst R FO -** U--
dst (0-3)"dst (4-7) IR F1
TCMdst,src (Note 1) 60 -** 0
(NOT dst) AND src

TMdst,src (Note 1) 70 -**0--
dstANDsrc

WFI 3F ------

XORdst,src (Note 1) SO -**0--
dst +- dst XOR src

NOTE: These instructions have an identical set of addressing modes,
which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode nibble identifies
the command, and is found in the table above. The second nibble,
represented by a 0, defines the addressing mode as follows:

AddrMode Lower
dst src Opcode Nibble

[g]
Ir I]]

R R III
R IR [§]
R 1M [§]
For example, to use an opcode represented as xO with an "RR"
addressing mode, use the opcode "x4."

o = Cleared to Zero
1 = Set to One

= Unaffected
* = Set or reset, depending on result of operation.
U = Undefined



6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 '0,5 '0,5 6,5 6.5 '2110,515 12/10,0 6,5 '2/10,0 6,5 14,0
DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD BOR" LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC NEXT
R, IR, (','2 (1,1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM rO-Rb r"RZ (Z.R, r"RA cC,RA r"IM ccDA r1

-
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 '0,5 10,5 '0,2 20,0
RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC BCP ENTER
R, IR, (',(2 " ,1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM r"b,R2 r----
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 'a,s 10,5 10,5 10,5 22,0
INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB BXOR" EXIT
R, IR, ",(2 (1,1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM rO-Rb f----

10,0 NOTE 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 la,S NOTE 6,0
JP sBC sBC sBC sBC sBC WFI

IRR, C
(1.1'2 R2,R, IR2,R, R,.IM A

(1·'2 f----
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 la,S la,S 10,5 'a,s 6,5
DA DA OR OR OR OR OR LOB" sBO
R, IR, ('.'2 (1,1'2 R2,R, IR2,R, R"IM rO-Rb f------

10,5 '0,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 8,5 6,5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND BITC sBI

R, IR, r',(2 r"I'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM r"b r----
6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 10,5

COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM BAND"
R, IR, ",(2 (,,lrz R2,R, IR2,R, R,.IM ro-Rb f----

10/12,0 12/14,0 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 NOTEPUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM
B

R2 1R2 ('.'2 (,.1'2 R2,R, IR2,R, R"IM r----
10,9 10,9 10,5 10,5 24,5 24,5 24,5 10,5 6,1

DECW DECW UsHUD PUsHUI MULT MULT MULT LD 01
RR, IR, IR"R2 IR"R2 R2,RR, 1R2,RR, IM,RR, (,.x,RZ

f------
6,5 6,5 la,S la,S 28112,510 28112,510 28112,510 la,S 6,1
RL RL POPUD POPUI DIY DIY DIY LD EI
R, IR, IR2,R, IR2,R, R2,RR, 1R2,RR, IM,RR, (z,x,A, r----

10,9 10,9 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 NOTE 14,0
INCW tNCW CP CP CP CP CP 0

RET
RR, IR, r,,'2 (,.1'2 R2,R, 1R2,R, R"IM

6,5 6,5 6,5 6,5 10,5 10,5 10,5 NOTE 116/6,011
CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR E

IRET
R, IR, "·'2 (1,1'2 R2,R, IR2,R, R"IM r----
6,5 6.5 16/'8,5 12,0 la,S la,S 12,5 6,5 6,5

RRC RRC CPIJE LDC" LOW LOW LOW LD . RCF
R, IR, Ir,r2,RA (1.lrrZ RR2,RR, IR2,RR, RR"IML (1,1'2 f------
6,5 6,5 16/'8,5 12,0 20,0 10,5 6,5 6,5

sRA sRA CPIJNE LDC" CALL LD LD sCF
R, IR, If1,fZ,RA (z·lrr, lA, IR"IM 1'1"2 r----
6_5 6,5 16,0 16,0 la,S la,S 10,5 '8,0 6,5
RR RR LOCO" LOCI" LD LD LD LDC" CCF
R, IR, ".lr'2 (,,1r'2 R2,R, IR2.R, R"IM ("Irrz,xs f------
8,7 8.7 16,0 16,0 18,0 10,5 '8,0 '8,0 6,0

SWAP SWAP LDCPD" LDCPI" CALL LD CALL LDC" NOP
R, IR, (2.lr'2 (2,1r'2 IRR, R2,IR, DA, rz,lrr,.xs

Bytes per
Instruction

Legend:
r ~ 4-bil address
R = 8·bit address
b = bit number
R1 or r1 = dst address
Rz or (2 = src address

"Examples:
BOR ro-R2

is BOR r, ,b,R2
or BOR r2,b,R,

LDCr"lrr2
is LDC (1.lrrZ :: program
or LDE (, ,lrrZ :: data



Mnemonic Operands

Load Instructions
CLR dst
LD dst, src
LOB dst, src
LDC dst. src
LDE dst. src
LOCO dst, src

LDED dst, src

LOCI dst. src

LDEI dst. src
LDCPD dst. src

LDEPD dst, src

LDCPI dst, src

LDEPI dst. src

LOW dst, src
POP dst
POPUD dst, src
POPUI dst. src
PUSH src
PUSHUD dst. src
PUSHUI dst. src

Clear
Load
Load bit
Load program memory
Load data memory
Load program memory and
decrement
Load data memory and
decrement
Load program memory and
increment
Load data memory and increment
Load program memory with
pre-decrement
Load data memory with
pre-decrement
Load program memory with
pre-increment
Load data memory with
pre-increment
Load word
Pop stack
Pop user stack (decrement)
Pop user stack (increment)
Push stack
Push user stack (decrement)
Push user stack (increment)

Arithmetic Instructions
ADC dst. src
ADD dst, src
CP dst. src
DA dst
DEC dst
DECW dst
DIV dst. src
INC dst
INCW dst
MULT dst, src
SBC dst.src
SUB dst, src

Add with carry
Add
Compare
Decimal adjust
Decrement
Decrement word
Divide
Increment
Increment word
Multiply
Subtract with carry
Subtract

logical Instructions
AND dst. src
COM dst
OR dst, src
XOR dst. src

Logical AND
Complement
Logical OR
Logical exclusive

BTJRT
BTJRF
CALL
CPIJE

dst, src
dst. src
dst
dst, src

Bit test jump relativeon True
Bit test jump relativeon False
Call procedure
Compare, increment and jump on
equal
Compare, increment and jump on
non-equal
Decrement and jump on non-zero
Enter
Exit
Return from interrupt
Jump
Jump relative
Next
Return
Waitfor interrupt

Bit Manipulation Instructions
BAND dst. src BitAND
BCP dst, src Bit compare
BITC dst Bit complement
BITR dst Bit reset
BITS dst Bit set
BaR dst, src Bit OR
BXOR dst, src Bit exclusiveOR
TCM dst, src Testcomplement under mask
TM dst, src Testunder mask

Rotate and Shift Instructions
RL dst Rotateleft
RLC dst Rotate left through carry
RR dst Rotateright
RRC dst Rotateright through carry
SRA dst Shift right arithmetic
SWAP dst Swap nibbles

CPU Control Instructions
CCF
01
EI
Nap
RCF
SBO
SB1
SCF
SRP src
SRPO src
SRP1 src

Complement carry flag
Disable interrupts
Enable interrupts
Do nothing
Resetcarry flag
Set bank 0
Set bank 1
Setcarry flag
Set register pointers
Set register pointer zero
Set register pointer one

DJNZ
ENTER
EXIT
IRET
JP
JR
NEXT
RET
WFI

cc, dst
cc, dst



The Super-8 interrupt structure contains 8 levels of interrupt,
16 vectors, and 37 sources.

Interrupt priority is assigned by level, controlled by the
Interrupt Priority register (IPR). Each level is masked (or
enabled) according to the bits in the Interrupt Mask register
(IMR), and the entire interrupt structure can be disabled by
clearing a bit in the System Mode register (R222).

The three major components of the interrupt structure are
sources, vectors, and levels. These are shown in Figure 10
and discussed in the following paragraphs.

Sources

A source is anything that generates an interrupt. This can be
internal or external to the Super-8. Internal sources are
hardwired to a particular vector and level, while external
sources can be assigned to various external events.

Vectors

The 16 vectors are divided unequally among the eight
levels. For example, vector 12 belongs to level 2, while level
3 contains vectors 0,2,4, and 6.

The vector number is used to generate the address of a
particular interrupt servicing routine; therefore all interrupts
using the same vector must use the same interrupt handling
routine.

Levels

Levels provide the top level of priority assignment. While the
sources and vectors are hardwired within each level, the
priorities of the levels can be changed by using the Interrupt
Priority register (see Figure 5 for bit details).

If more than one interrupt source is active, the source from
the highest priority level will be serviced first. If both sources
are from the same level, the source with the lowest vector will
have priority. For example, if the UART Receive Data bit and
UART Parity Error bit are both active, the UART Parity Error
bit will be serviced first because it is vector 16, and UART
receive data is vector 20.

The levels are shown in Figure 10.

INTERRUPT SOURCES POLLING VECTORS lEVELS

T --,--
COUNTER 0 ZERO COUNT ! 12 IR02
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P26)

IEXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P27) I
I I

COUNTER 1 ZERO COUNT

i
1" lAOS

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P36) I
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P37) I

I

~;~~~~:~,~~~:~~~i~P24) I
I I

I
128 IR04

EXTERNAL iNTERRUPT (P2s) I
I

~;~~:~:LKI~~~:~~~i~34)I
I I

!
130 IAQ7
I

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P3s)

·SYNC CHAN RECEIVE OVERRUN
·SYNC CHAN FRAMING ERROR
·SYNC CHAN PARITY ERROR
·SYNC CHAN BREAK/ABORT OETECT
·SYNC CHAN SYNC/Cll CHAR DETECT IR03
·SYNC CHAN END OF FRAME
·SYNC CHAN RECEIVE DATA
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P32)

·SYNC CHAN ZERO COUNT
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P22)

'SYNC CHAN TRhNSMIT UNDERRUN

i ~o
IROOEXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P2:J>

'SYNC CHAN TRANSMIT DATA
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P33)

I
UART RECEIVE OVERRUN 116
UART FRAMING ERROR
UART PARITY ERROR I
UART WAKEUP DETECT I 18
UART BREAK DETECT

I IR06
UART CONTROL CHAR DETECT I

UART RECEIVE DATA
I

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P301
I 20

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P20)
, 22

I
UART ZERO COUNT I
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P21)

, 2.
IR01

UART TRANSMIT DATA ! 26 I
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT (P31) I

! I
I

• Not currently available.

Figure 10. Interrupt Levels and Vectors
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Enables

Interrupts can be enabled or disabled as follows:

• Interrupt enable/disable. The entire interrupt structure
can be enabled or disabled by setting bit 0 in the System
Mode register (R222).

• Level enable. Each level can be enabled or disabled by
setting the appropriate bit in the Interrupt Mask register
(R221).

• Level priority. The priority of each level can be controlled
by the values in the Interrupt Priority register (R255, Bank
0).

• Source enable/disable. Each interrupt source can be
enabled or disabled in the sources' Mode and Control
register.

Routine

Before an interrupt request can be granted, a) interrupts
must be enabled, b) the level must be enabled, c) it must be
the highest priority interrupting level, d) it must be enabled at
the interrupting source, and e) it must have the highest
priority within the level.

If all this occurs, an interrupt request is granted.

The Super-8 then enters an interrupt machine cycle that
completes the following sequence:

• It resets the Interrupt Enable bit to disable all subsequent
interru pts.

• It saves the Program Counter and status flags on the
stack.

• It branches to the address contained within the vector
location for the interrupt.

• It passes control to the interrupt servicing routine.

When the interrupt servicing routine has serviced the
interrupt, it should issue an interrupt return (IRET)
instruction. This restores the Program Counter and status
flags and sets the Interrupt Enable bit in the System Mode
register.

Fast Interrupt Processing

The Super-8 provides a feature called fast interrupt
processing, which completes the interrupt servicing in 6
clock periods instead of the usual 22.

Two hardware registers support fast interrupts. The
Instruction Pointer (IP) holds the starting address of the
service routine, and saves the PC value when a fast interrupt
occurs. A dedicated register, FLAG', saves the contents of
the FLAGS register when a fast interrupt occurs.

To use this feature, load the address of the service routine in
the Instruction Pointer, load the level number into the Fast
Interrupt Select field, and turn on the Fast Interrupt Enable
bit in the System Mode register.

When an interrupt occurs in the level selected for fast
interrupt processing, the following occurs:

• The contents of the Instruction Pointer and Program
Counter are swapped.

• The contents of the Flag register are copied into FLAG:

• The Fast Interrupt Status Bit in FLAGS is set.

• The interrupt is serviced.

• When IRET is issued after the interrupt service outline is
completed, the Instruction Pointer and Program Counter
are swapped again.

• The contents of FLAG' are copied back into the Flag
register.

• The Fast Interrupt Status bit in FLAGS is cleared.

The interrupt servicing routine selected for fast processing
should be written so that the location after the IRET
instruction is the entry point the next time the (same) routine
is used.

Level or Edge Triggered

Because internal interrupt requests are levels and interrupt
requests from the outside are (usually) edges, the hardware
for external interrupts uses edge-triggered flip-flops to
convert the edges to levels.

The level-activated system requires that interrupt-serving
software perform some action to remove the interrupting
source. The action involved in serving the interrupt may
remove the source, or the software may have to actually
reset the flip-flops by writing to the corresponding Interrupt
Pending register.



The Super-8 architecture supports stack operations in the
register file or in data memory. Bit 1 in the external Memory
Timing register (R254 bank 0) selects between the two.

Register pair 216-217 forms the Stack Pointer used for all
stack operations. R216 is the MSB and R217 is the LSB.

The Stack Pointer always points to data stored on the top of
the stack. The address is decremented prior to a PUSH and
incremented after a POP.

The stack is also used as a return stack for CALLs and
interrupts. During a CALL, the contents of the PC are saved
on the stack, to be restored later. Interrupts cause the
contents of the PC and FLAGS to be saved on the stack, for
recovery by IRET when the interrupt is finished.

When the Super-S is configured for an internal stack (using
the register file), R217 contains the Stack Pointer. R216 may

be used as a general-purpose register, but its contents will
be changed if an overflow or underflow occurs as the result
of incrementing or decrementing the stack address during
normal stack operations.

User-Defined Stacks

The Super-8 provides for user-defined stacks in both the
register file and program or data memory. These can be
made to increment or decrement on a push by the choice of
opcodes. For example, to implement a stack that grows
from low addresses to high addresses in the register file, use
PUSHUI and POPUD. For a stack that grows from high
addresses to low addresses in data memory, use LDEI for
pop and LDEPD for push.

The Super-8 has two identical independently
programmable 16-bit counter/timers that can be cascaded
to produce a single 32-bit counter. They can be used to
count external events, or they can obtain their input
internally. The internal input is obtained by dividing the
crystal frequency by four.

The counter/timers can be set to count up or down, by
software or external events. They can be set for single or
continuous cycle counting, and they can be set with a
bi-value option, where two preset time constants alternate in
loading the counter each time it reaches zero. This can be
used to produce an output pulse train with a variable duty
cycle.

The counter/timers can also be programmed to capture the
count value at an external event or generate an interrupt
whenever the count reaches zero. They can be turned on
and off in response to external events by using a gate and/or
a trigger option. The gate option enables counts only when
the gate line is Low; the trigger option turns on the counter
after a transient High. The gate and trigger options used
together cause the counter/timer to work in gate mode after
initially being triggered.

The control and status register bits for the counter/timers are
shown in Figure 5.

Voltage on all pins with respect
toground -0.3Vto +7.0V

Ambient Operating
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than these may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device under conditions more
severe than those listed for operating conditions may cause permanent
damage to the device. Exposure to absolute maximum ratings for
extended periods may also cause permanent damage.

Figure 11 shows the setup for standard test conditions. All
voltages are referenced to ground, and positive current
flows into the reference pin.

Standard conditions are:

• +4.75V'" Vcc '" +5.25V

• GND = OV

• O°C",TA'" +70°C

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section in this book. Refer to the
Literature List for additional documentation.
2355-013



DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition

VeH Clock Input High Voltage 3.8 Vee V Driven by ExternalClock Generator
Vel Clock Input LowVoltage -0.3 0.8 V Driven by ExternalClock Generator
VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee V
Vil Input LowVoltage -0.3 0.8 V
VRH Reset Input High Voltage 3.8 Vee V
VRl Reset Input LowVoltage -0.3 0.8 V
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = - 400 !JA
VOL Output LowVoltage 0.4 V IOl = +4.0 mA
III Input Leakage -10 10 IJ.A
IOl Output Leakage -10 10 !JA

IIR Reset Input Current -50 !JA

Ice Vee Supply Current 500 mA
IMM --- Tobe provided ---
VMM --- Tobe provided ---

EXTERNAL MEMORY READ AND
WRITE TIMING

The timing for external memory read and write operations
appears in Figure 12.

The Super-8 has a special test mode designed to facilitate
testing Super-8 devices that have on-board ROM. In
response to a special waveform, the Super-8 accesses a
special ROM circuit mapped into the first 128 memory
locations.

To enter test mode, drive the RESET input to Vee + 2.5V
upon terminating a normal reset cycle. The proper
waveform appears in Figure 13.

After entering test mode. instructions fetched from the test
ROM configure Ports 0 and 1 for external memory

operation, then jump to external memory location 4030H.
There, diagnostic routines designed to verify the
functionality of the Super-8 are invoked by the test program
over the address/data bus.

Because Port 1 must be used in address/data mode while
the tester is supplying instructions, additional routines in the
test ROM verify the Port 1 I/O and handshake modes.

Vectors

The first 32 locations of the test ROM contain interrupt
vectors pointing to 4000H. 4003H, 4006H ... 402DH. This
allows the external program to have a 2- or 3- byte jump
instruction to each service routine.

The Super-8 stays in test mode until a normal reset occurs.



Normal Timing Extended Timing
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Notest·

TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 25 75

2 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Float Delay 35 85

3 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 140 335
4 TwAS AS Low Width 35 85
5 TdA(DS) Address Float to OS + 0 0

6a TwDS(Read) OS (Read) Low Width 125 275

6b TwDS(Write) OS (Write) Low Width 65 165
7 TdDS(DR) OS + to Read Data Required Valid 80 225
8 ThDS(DR) Read Data to OS t Hold Time 0 0
9 TdDS(A) OS t to Address Active Delay 20 70

10 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS + Delay 15 65
11 TdDO(DS) Write Data Valid to OS (Write) + Delay 15 65 fA

II
12 TdAS(W) AS t to Wait Delay 90 335 2 'I
13 ThDS(W) OS t to Wait Hold Time 0 0 ~14 TdRW(AS) RiW Valid to AS t Delay 20 70

[NmES:
1. WAITstatesadd 100 nsta thesetimes. :j: All times are in ns and are for 20 MHz input frequency.
2. Auta-waitstatesadd 100 nsta this time. • Timingsare preliminaryand subject ta change. ~

6
•.•• XTAL CLKS~

MIN

2
~XTAL~

ClKS
MAX

Note the mulmum rlmp for application of
+ 7.5 VDC to R!ID pin. Aft,r I minimum of

e XTAL eLK cycles, the R'E"SEf voltage can be
relaxed to VRH.



Super-S MCU, 4K ROM, 20 MHz
40-pin DIP 4S-pin DIP
Z8811PS Z8810PS

Super-S MCU, 4K XROM, 20 MHz
40-pin Protopack 4S-pin Protopack
Z8813TSt Z8812TSt

Super-S MCU, SK ROM, 20 MHz
40-pin DIP 4S-pin DIP
Z8821 PS Z8820 PS

Super-S MCU, SK XROM, 20 MHz
40-pin Proto pack 4S-pin Protopack
Z8823 TSt Z8822 TSt

Super-S MCU, 16K ROM, 20 MHz
40-pin DIP 4S-pin DIP
Z8831 PS Z8830 PS

Super-S MCU, 16K XROM, 20 MHz
40-pin Protopack 4S-pin Protopack
Z8833 TSt Z8832 TSt

Super-s MCU ROM less, 20 MHz
40-pin DIP 4S-pin DIP
Z8801 PS Z8800 PS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°Cto + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
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Sets the Industry
Standard for 8 Bits

Zilog remains an industry leader,
thanks to continuing innovation in
microcomputer concepts and
integrated design as exemplified in
the Z80 Family microcomputer
products.

At Zilog, innovation means using
proven, sophisticated mainframe
and minicomputer concepts and
translating them into the latest LSI
technologies. Integration means
more than designing an ever-greater
number of functions onto a single
chip. Zilog integrates technologies-
LSI design enhanced by advances
in computer-based system
architecture and system design
tech nologies.

Zilog offers microprocessor
solutions to computing problems:
from components and development
systems to OEM board-level
products and general-purpose
microcomputer systems.

This guide to the Z80 Family of
state-of-the-art microprocessors and
intelligent peripheral controllers
demonstrates Zilog's continued
support for the Z80 microprocessor
and the other members of the Z8D
product family-a family first
introduced in 1976 that continues to
enjoy growing customer support
while family chips are upgraded to
newer and ever-higher standards.

The Z8400 Z80 CPU Central
Processing Unit rapidly established
itself as the most sophisticated, most
powerful, and most versatile 8-bit
microprocessor in the world. It offers
many more features and functions
than its competitor.

In addition to being source-code
compatible with the 8080A
microprocessor, the Z80 offers more
instructions than the 8080A (158 vs.
78) and numerous other features
that simplify hardware requirements
and reduce programming effort
while increasing throuphout. The
dual-register set of the Z80 CPU
allows high-speed context switching
and more efficient interrupt
processing. Two index registers give
additional memory-addressing
flexibility and simplify the task of
programming. Interfacing to
dynamic memory is simplified by
on-chip, programmable refresh
logic. Block moves plus string- and
bit-manipulation instructions reduce
programming effort, program size,
and execution time.

The Z80L Low-Power Family
widens the range of possible Z8D
applications. Products in this family
retain all the functions of the
standard components while
providing dramatic power savings
and increased reliability. Available
now in low-power versions are the
Z80 CPU, Z80 CTC, Z80 PIO, and
Z80S10.

The new Z80C CMOS Family
widens the range of applications.
Products within this family are pin
compatible with, and retain all
functions of, the standard and
Low-Power components while
providing even lower power savings
and increased reliability. The
Z84COO CPU, the Z84C20 PIO, the
Z84C30 CTC, and the Z84C40 SIO
will be available in 2.5 and 4.0 MHz
speed grades for the Z80C CMOS
Family of devices.

The four traditional functions of a
microcomputer system (parallel I/O,
serial I/O, counting/timing, and direct
memory access) are easily
implemented by the Z80 CPU and
the following well-proven family of
Z80 peripheral devices: Z80 PIO,
Z80 SIO, Z80 DART, Z80 CTC, and
Z80 DMA.

The easily programmed,
dual-channel Z8420 Z80 PIO
Parallel Input/Output Controller
offers two 8-bit I/O ports with
individual handshake and pattern
recognition logic. Both I/O ports
operate in either a byte or a bit
mode. In addition, this device can
be programmed to generate
interrupts for various status
conditions.



All common data communications
protocols, asynchronous as well as
synchronous, are remarkably well
handled by the Z8440 Z80 510
Seriallnput!Output Controller.
This dual-channel receiver/
transmitter device offers on-chip
parity and CRC generation/
checking. FIFO buffering and flag-
and frame-detection generation
logic are also offered.

If asynchronous-only applications
are required, the cost-effective

Z8470 Z80 DART Dual
Asynchronous Receiver!
Transmitter can be used in place of
the Z80 SIO. The Z80 DART offers
all Z80 SIO asynchronous features
in two channels.

Timing and event-counting
functions are the forte of the Z8430
Z80 CTC CounterlTlmer
Controller. The CTC provides four
counters, each with individually
programmable prescalers. The CTC
is a convenient source of
programmable clock rates for the
SIO.

With the Z841 0 Z80 DMA Direct
Memory Access Controller, data
can be transferred directly between
any two ports (typically, I/O and
memory). The DMA transfers,
searches, or search/transfers date in
Byte-by-Byte, Burst, or Continuous
modes. This device can achieve an
impressive 2 Mbytes per second
data rate in the Search mode.



Z8400
Z80® CPU Central
Processing Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• The instruction set contains 158 instructions. The 78
instructions of the 8080A are included as a subset;
8080A software compatibility is maintained.

• Eight MHz, 6 MHz, 4 MHz, and 2.5 MHz clocks for the
Z80H, Z80B, Z80A, and Z80 CPU result in rapid
instruction execution with consequent high data
throughput.

• The extensive instruction set includes string, bit, byte,
and word operations. Block searches and block
transfers, together with indexed and relative addressing,
result in the most powerful data handling capabilities in
the microcomputer industry.

• The Z80 microprocessors and associated family of
peripheral controllers are linked by a vectored interrupt

M1 "<J
A,

MREQ A,
IORQ A,
AD ....
ViR A,

....
RFSH A, ADDRESS.... BUS
HALT A,

A"

A"Z8400
A"Z80CPU
A"

A"

A"

CPU {BUS
CONTROL

system. This system may be daisy-chained to allow
implementation of a priority interrupt scheme. Little, if
any, additional logic is required for daisy-chaining.

• Duplicate sets of both general-purpose and flag registers
are provided, easing the design and operation of
system software through single-context switching,
background-foreground programming, and single-level
interrupt processing. In addition, two 16-bit index
registers facilitate program processing of tables and
arrays.

• There are three modes of high speed interrupt
processing: 8080 similar, non-Z80 peripheral device,
and Z80 Family peripheral with or without daisy chain.

• On-chip dynamic memory refresh counter.

A"
\..../

40 A"

A" 39 A,

A" 38 A,

A" 3' A,

A" 38 A,

ClK 35 A,

0, 34 ....
0, 8 33 A,

0, 9 32 A,

0, 10 Z8400 31 A,

+5V 11 Z80CPU 30 Ao

0, 12 29 GND

0, 13 28 RFSH

Do ,. 2' M1

0, 15 26 RESET

iNT 18 25 BUSREQ

NMI 17 24 WAIT

HALT 18 23 BUSACK
MREQ 19 22 WR
IORO 20 21 AD

Figure 2a. 40-Pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP)
Pin Assignments



A,
D. 8 38 A,

D, • 37 A,

D, 10 36 A,

D, 11 35 A,

NC 12
Z8400

3. AoZ80CPU
+5V 13 33 GND

D, 14 32 RFSH

D7 15 31 M1
Do 16 3D RESET

D, 17 2. BUSREO

The zao, zaOA, zaos, and ZaOH CPUs are third-generation
single-chip microprocessors with exceptional computa-
tional power. They offer higher system throughput and more
efficient memory utilization than comparable second- and
third-generation microprocessors. The internal registers
contain 20a bits of read/write memory that are accessible to
the programmer. These registers include two sets of six
general-purpose registers which may be used individually
as either a-bit registers or as 16-bit register pairs. In addition,
there are two sets of accumulator and flag registers. A group
of "Exchange" instructions makes either set of main or
alternate registers accessible to the programmer. The
alternate set allows operation in foreground-background
mode or it may be reserved for very fast interrupt response.

CPU
TIMING

CONTROL

8 SYSTEMS
AND CPU
CONTROL
OUTPUTS

5 CPU
CONTROL

INPUTS

The zao also contains a Stack Pointer, Program Counter, two
index registers, a Refresh register (counter), and an
Interrupt register. The CPU is easy to incorporate into a
system since it requires only a single + 5V power source. All
output signals are fully decoded and timed to control
standard memory or peripheral circuits; the CPU is
supported by an extensive family of peripheral controllers.
The internal block diagram (Figure 3) shows the primary
functions of the zao processors. Subsequent text provides
more detail on the zao I/O controller family, registers,
instruction set, interrupts and daisy chaining, and CPU
timing.



The Zilog Z80 microprocessor is the central element of a
comprehensive microprocessor product family. This family
works together in most applications with minimum
requirements for additional logic, facilitating the design of
efficient and cost-effective microcomputer-based systems.

Zilog has designed five components to provide extensive
support for the Z80 microprocessor. These are:

• The PIO (Parallel Input/Output) operates in both
data-byte I/O transfer mode (with handshaking) and in bit
mode (without handshaking). The PIO may be
configured to interface with standard parallel peripheral
devices such as printers, tape punches, and keyboards.

• The CTC (Counter/Timer Circuit) features four pro-
grammable 8-bit counter/timers, each of which has an

8-bit prescaler. Each. of the four channels may be
configured to operate in either counter or timer mode.

• The DMA (Direct Memory Access) controller provides
dual port data transfer operations and the ability to
terminate data transfer as a result of a pattern match.

• The SIO (Serial Input/Output) controller offers two
channels. It is capable of operating in a variety of
programmable modes for both synchronous and
asynchronous communication, including Bi-Synch and
SDLC.

• The DART (Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter)
device provides low cost asynchronous serial
communication. It has two channels and a full modem
control interface.

Figure 4 shows three groups of registers within the Z80
CPU. The first group consists of duplicate sets of 8-bit
registers: a principal set and an alternate set (designated by
I [prime], e.g., A~. Both sets consist of the Accumulator
Register, the Flag Register, and six general-purpose
registers. Transfer of data between these duplicate sets of
registers is accomplished by use of "Exchange"
instructions. The result is faster response to interrupts and
easy, efficient implementation of such versatile pro-

gramming techniques as background-foreground data
processing. The second set of registers consists of six
registers with assigned functions. These are the I (Interrupt
Register), the R (Refresh Register), the IX and IY (Index
Registers), the SP (Stack Pointer), and the PC (Program
Counter). The third group consists of two interrupt status
flip-flops, plus an additional pair of flip-flops which assists in
identifying the interrupt mode at any particular time. Table 1
provides further information on these registers.

A ACCUMULATOR F FlAG REGISTER A' ACCUMULATOR .. FLAG REGISTER

B GENERAL PURPOSE C GENERAL PURPOSE B' GENERAL PURPOSE C' GENERAL PURPOSE

D GENERAL PURPOSE E GENERAL PURPOSE D' GENERAL PURPOSE E' GENERAL PURPOSE

H GENERAL PURPOSE L GENERAL PURPOSE H' GENERAL PURPOSE L' GENERAL PURPOSE

IX INDEX REGISTER

IY INDEX REGISTER

$P STACK POINTER

PC PROGRAM COUNTER

1 INTERRUPT VECTOR I R MEMORY REFRESH

INTERRUPT FLlp·FlOPS STATUS

G
~ INTERRUPTS DISABLED4~: INTERRUPTS ENABLED

STORES IFF1

DURING NMI

SERVICE

INTERRUPT MODe FlIp·FlOPSc:I:J
INTERRUPT MODE 0
NOT USED
INTERRUPT MODE 1
INTERRUPT MODE 2



Register Size (Bits)

A,A' Accumulator 8

F,F' Flags 8

B,B' General Purpose 8

C,C' General Purpose 8

D,D' General Purpose 8

E, E' General Purpose 8

H,H' General Purpose 8

L, L' General Purpose 8

Interrupt Register 8

R RefreshRegister 8

IX Index Register 16

IY Index Register 16

SP Stack Pointer 16

PC Program Counter 16

IFF1-IFF2 Interrupt Enable Flip-Flops

IMFa-IMFb Interrupt Mode Flip-Flops

Storesan operand or the resultsof an operation.

See Instruction Set.

Can be used separatelyor as a 16-bit registerwith C.

See B, above.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit register with E.

See D, above.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit registerwith L.

See H, above.

Note: The (B,C), (D,E),and (H,L) setsare combined as follows:
B - High byte C - Low byte
D - High byte E - Low byte
H - High byte L - Low byte

Storesupper eight bits of memory address for vectored interrupt
processing.

Providesuser-transparentdynamic memory refresh.Automatically
incremented and placed on the address bus during each
instruction fetch cycle.

Used for indexed addressing.

Used for indexed addressing

Holds address of the top of the stack. See Push or Pop in instruction
set.

Holds address of next instruction.

Set or resetto indicate interrupt status(see Figure 4).

Reflect Interrupt mode (see Figure 4).

The CPU accepts two interrupt input signals: NMI and INT.
The NMI is a non-maskable interrupt and h8.Sthe highest
priority. INT is a lower priority interrupt and it requires that
interrupts be enabled in software in order to operate. INT
can be connected to multiple peripheral devices in a
wired-OR configuration.

The zao has a single response mode for interrupt service for
the non-maskable interrupt. The maskable interrupt, INT,
has three programmable response modes available. These
are:

• Mode 0 - similar to the aoao microprocessor.

• Mode 1 - Peripheral Interrupt service, for use with
non-aOaO/ZaO systems.

• Mode 2 - a vectored interrupt scheme, usually
daisy-chained, for use with zao Family and compatible
peripheral devices.

The CPU services interrupts by sampling the NMI and INT
signals at the rising edge of the last clock of an instruction.
Further interrupt service processing depends upon the type
of interrupt that was detected. Details on interrupt responses
are shown in the CPU Timing Section.

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI). The nonmaskable
interrupt cannot be disabled by program control and
therefore will be accepted at all times by the CPU. NMI is
usually reserved for servicing only the highest priority type
interrupts, such as that for orderly shutdown after power
failure has been detected. After recognition of the NMI
signal (providing BUSREQ is not active), the CPU jumps to
restart location 0066H. Normally, software starting at this
address contains the interrupt service routine.

Maskable Interrupt (INT). Regardless of the interrupt
mode set by the user, the zao response to a maskable
interrupt input follows a common timing cycle. After the



interrupt has been detected by the CPU (provided that
interrupts are enabled and BUSREO is not active) a special
interrupt processing cycle begins. This is a special fetch
(M1) cycle in which IORO becomes active rather than
MREO, as in a normal M1 cycle. In addition, this special M1
cycle is automatically extended by two WAIT states, to allow
for the time required to acknowledge the interrupt request.

Mode 0 Interrupt Operation. This mode is similar to the
8080 microprocessor interrupt service procedures. The
interrupting device places an instruction on the data bus.
This is normally a Restart instruction, which will initiate a call
to the selected one of eight restart locations in page zero of
memory. Unlike the 8080, the Z80 CPU responds to the Call
instruction with only one interrupt acknowledge cycle
followed by two memory read cycles.

Mode 1 Interrupt ~ration. Mode 1 operation is very
similar to that for the NMI. The principal difference is that the
Mode 1 interrupt has only one restart location, 0038H.

Mode 2 Interrupt Operation. This interrupt mode has
been designed to utilize most effectively the capabilities of
the Z80 microprocessor and its associated peripheral
family. The interrupting peripheral device selects the starting
address of the interrupt service routine. It does this by
placing an 8-bit vector on the data bus during the interrupt
acknowledge cycle. The CPU forms a pointer using this byte
as the lower 8 bits and the contents of the I register as the
upper 8 bits. This points to an entry in a table of addresses
for interrupt service routines. The CPU then jumps to the
routine at that address. This flexibility in selecting the
interrupt service routine address allows the peripheral
device to use several different types of service routines.
These routines may be located at any available location in
memory. Since the interrupting device supplies the
low-order byte of the 2-byte vector, bit 0 (Ao) must be a zero.

Interrupt Priority (Daisy Chaining and Nested
Interrupts). The interrupt priority of each peripheral device
is determined by its physical location within a daisy-chain
configuration. Each device in the chain has an interrupt
enable input line (lEI) and an interrupt enable output line
(IEO), which is fed to the next lower priority device. The first
device in the daisy chain has its lEI input hardwired to a High

level. The first device has highest priority, while each
succeeding device has a corresponding lower priority. This
arrangement permits the CPU to select the highest priority
interrupt from several simultaneously interrupting
peripherals.

The interrupting device disables its IEO line to the next lower
priority peripheral until it has been serviced. After servicing,
its IEO line is raised, allowing lower priority peripherals to
demand interrupt servicing.

The Z80 CPU will nest (queue) any pending interrupts or
interrupts received while a selected peripheral is being
serviced.

Interrupt Enable/Disable Operation. Two flip-flops, IFF1
and IFF2' referred to in the register description, are used to
signal the CPU interrupt status. Operation of the two
flip-flops is described in Table 2. For more details, refer to the
Z80 CPU Technical Manual (03-0029-0 1) and Z80 Assembly
Language Programming Manual (03-0002-01).

Action 1FF1 1FF2 Comments

CPU Reset 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

01instruction execution 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

EI instruction execution Maskable interrupt
INTenabled

LO A,I instruction execution IFF2- Parityflag
LO A,R instruction execution IFF2- Parityflag
AcceptNMI 0 IFF1 IFF1-IFF2

(Maskable interrupt
INT disabled)

RETNinstruction execution 1FF2 1FF2- IFF1at
completion of an
NMI service
routine.



The Z80 microprocessr has one of the most powerful and
versatile instruction sets available in any 8-bit micro-
processor. It includes such unique operations as a block
move for fast, efficient data transfers within memory, or
between memory and 1/0. It also allows operations on any
bit in any location in memory.

The following is a summary of the Z80 instruction set which
shows the assembly language mnemonic, the operation,
the flag status, and gives comments on each instruction. For
an explanation of flag notations and symbols for mnemonic
tables, see the Symbolic Notations section which follows
these tables. The zao CPU Technical Manual (03-0029-01),
the Programmer's Reference Guide (03-0012-03), and
Assembly Language Programming Manual (03-0002-01)
contain significantly more details for programming use.

The instructions are divided into the following categories:

o 8-bit loads

o 16-bit loads

o Exchanges, block transfers, and searches

o 8-bit arithmetic and logic operations

o General-purpose arithmetic and CPU control

o 16-bit arithmetic operations

o Rotates and shifts

o Bit set, reset, and test operations

o Jumps

o Calls, returns, and restarts

o Input and output operations

A variety of addressing modes are implemented to permit
efficient and fast data transfer between various registers,
memory locations, and input/output devices. These
addressing modes include:

o Immediate

0 Immediate extended

0 Modified page zero

0 Relative

0 Extended

0 Indexed

0 Register

0 Register indirect

0 Implied

0 Bit

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LOr, r' r-r' · · X · X · 01 r' 1 1 4 r,r' Reg.
LOr, n r-n · · X · X · 00 110 2 2 7 000 B

-n- 001 C
LOr, (HL) r-(HL) · · X · X · 01 110 1 2 7 010 0
LOr, (IX+d) r-(IX+d) · · X · X · 11 011 101 00 3 5 19 011 E

01 110 100 H
-d- 101 L

LOr, (IY+d) r-(IY+d) · · X · X · . . 11 111 101 FO 3 5 19 111 A
01 110

-d-
LD(HL), r (HL)-r · · X · X · 01 110 1 2 7
LO(lX+d), r (IX+d)-r · · X · X · 11 011 101 00 3 5 19

01 110

-d-
LO(IY+d), r (IY+d)-r · · X · X · . . 11 111 101 FD 3 5 19

01 110

-d-
LO(HL), n (HL)-n · · X · X · 00 110 110 36 2 3 10

-n-
LO(IX+d), n (IX+d)-n · · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 4 5 19

00 110 110 36
-d-
-n-
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8-BIT LOAD GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LO(IY+d), n (IY+d)-n · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 4 5 19

00 110 110 36
-d-+

-n-+

LOA, (BC) A-(BC) · X · X · 00 001 010 OA 1 2 7

LOA, (DE) A-(OE) · X · X · 00 011 010 1A 1 2 7

LOA, (nn) A-(nn) · X · X · 00 111 010 3A 3 4 13
-n-+

-n-+

LO(BC), A (BC) •...A • X • X · 00 000 010 02 1 2 7 N
LO(OE), A (OE)-A · X · X · 00 010 010 12 1 2 7 ILO(nn),A (nn)-A · X · X · 00 110 010 32 3 4 13

-n-+ n•-n-+ c:I
LOA,I A-I X 0 X IFF 0 . 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 010 111 57

LOA, R A-R X 0 X IFF 0 . 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 011 111 5F

LOI,A I-A · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 000 111 47

LOR,A R-A · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 001 111 4F

NOTE: IFF,the content of the interrupt enable flip-flop, (IFF2), is copied into the PN flag.

16-BIT LOAD GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No, of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LO dd, nn dd - nn · X · X · 00 ddO 001 3 3 10 dd Pair
-n-+ 00 Be
-n-+ 01 DE

LO IX, nn IX-nn · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 4 4 14 10 HL

00 100 001 21 11 SP
-n-+

-n-+

LO IY, nn IY-nn · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 4 4 14

00 100 001 21
-n-+

-n-+

LO HL, (nn) H •... (nn+1) · X · X · 00 101 010 2A 3 5 16
L-(nn) -n-+

-n-+

LO dd, (nn) ddH-(nn+1) • · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 4 6 20
ddL -(nn) 01 dd1 011

•... n-+

•... n-+

NOTE: (PAIR)H,(PAIR)L refer to high order and low order eight bits of the register pair respectively. e.g., BCL ~ C, AFH ~ A.
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16-811 LOAD GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LD IX, (nn) IXH - (nn+ 1) · · X · X 11 011 101 DD 4 6 20

IXL -(nn) 00 101 010 2A

-n-

-n-

LD IY, (nn) IYH -(nn+ 1) · · X · X · · · 11 111 101 FD 4 6 20

IYL -(nn) 00 101 010 2A
-n-

-n-

LD(nn), HL (nn+ 1) - H · · X · X · · · 00 100 010 22 3 5 16

(nn)-L -n-

-n-

LD (nn), dd (nn+ 1) - ddH · · X · X · · · 11 101 101 ED 4 6 20
(nn) -ddL 01 ddO 011

-n-

-n-

LD (nn), IX (nn+ 1) -IXH · · X · X · · · 11 011 101 DD 4 6 20
(nn) -IXL 00 100 010 22

-n-

-n-
LD (nn), IY (nn+ 1) -IYH · · X · X · · · 11 111 101 FD 4 6 20

(nn) -IYL 00 100 010 22
-n-

-n-

LDSR HL SP-HL · · X · X · · • 11 111 001 F9 1 1 6
LDSR IX ,SP-IX · · X • X • • · 11 011 101 DD 2 2 10

11 111 001 F9
LDSR IY SP-IY · · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 2 2 10

11 111 001 F9 qq Pair
PUSH qq (SP- 2) - qqL • · X · X · • • 11 qqO 101 3 11 00 Be

(SP-l)-qqH 01 DE
SP-SP -2 10 HL

PUSH IX (SP-2)-IXL · · X · X · · · 11 011 101 DD 2 4 15 11 AF
(SP-l) -IXH 11 100 101 E5
SP-SP -2

PUSHIY (SP-2)-IYL · · X · X · · • 11 111 101 FD 2 4 15
(SP-l) -IYH 11 100 101 E5
SP-SP -2

POPqq qqH -(SP+ 1) · · X · X · · · 11 qqO 001 3 10
qqL-(SP)

SP-SP +2

POPIX IXH-(SP+l) · · X · X · · · 11 011 101 DD 2 4 14
IXL -(SP) 11 100 001 El
SP-SP +2

POPIY IYH -(SP+ 1) · · X · X · • · 11 111 101 FD 2 4 14
IYL -(SP) 11 100 001 El
SP-SP +2

NOTE: (PAIR)H,(PAIR)Lrefer to high order and low order eight bits of the register pair respectively, e.g., BCL = C, AFH = A.



EXCHANGE, BLOCK TRANSFER, BLOCK SEARCH GROUPS

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

EX DE, HL DE-HL • • X · X · 11 101 011 EB 4
EXAF, AF' AF-AF' · · X · X · 00 001 000 08 4
EXX BC-BC' • · X · X • 11 011 001 D9 4 Register bank

DE-DE' and auxiliary

HL-HL' register bank

exchange

EX (SP), HL H -(SP+1) · · X · X · 11 100 011 E3 5 19
L-(SP)

EX (SP), IX IXH-(SP+1) · · X · X · • · 11 011 101 DD 2 6 23
IXL -(SP) 11 100 011 E3

N
EX (SP), IY IYH - (SP+ 1) · · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 2 6 23 00

IYL-(SP) 11 100 011 E3 0
CD ~..,

LDI (DE)"" (HL) • • X 0 X : 0 • 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 Load (HL) into CI
DE •... DE+1 10 100 000 AO (DE), increment
HL •...HL+ 1 the pointers and
BC •... BC-1 decrement the

byte counter

® (BC)
LDIR (DE) •... (HL) · · X 0 X 0 0 · 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 If BC,. 0

DE •...DE+1 10 110 000 BO 2 4 16 IfBC = 0
HL •... HL+1

BC •... BC-1

Repeat until

BC = 0

CD
LDD (DE) •... (HL) • • X 0 X : 0 · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16

DE •...DE-1 10 101 000 A8
HL •... HL-1

BC •... BC-1

®
LDDR (DE) •... (HL) · · X 0 X 0 0 • 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 If BC,. 0

DE •... DE-1 10 111 000 B8 2 4 16 IfBC = 0
HL •... HL-1

BC •... BC-1

Repeat until

BC = 0

® CD
CPI A - (HL) : X : X : 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16

HL •...HL+1 10 100 001 A1
BC •... BC-1

NOTE: (j) PN flag is 0 if the result of Be -1 = 0, otherwise PN =. 1.
(2) PN flag is 0 only at completion of instruction.
® Z flag is 1 if A = HL ,otherwise Z = o.



· ._:f- _ •.••••• "" ••• 1I;r "'U.UI I.•U. VI IYI I'liQ. 01 I

Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

@ CD
CPIR A - (HL) * X * X * 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 II BC,. 0 and

A,. (HL)

HL+-HL+1 10 110 001 B1 2 4 16 IIBC =Oor
BC +- BC-1 A = (HL)

Repeat until

A = (HL) or

BC = 0

@ CD
CPD A - (HL) * X * X * 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16

HL+-HL-1 10 101 001 A9
BC +- BC-1

@ CD
CPDR A - (HL) * X * X * 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 II BC,. 0 and

A,. (HL)

HL+-HL-1 10 111 001 B9 2 4 16 IIBC = Oar
BC+- BC-1 'A = (HL)
Repeat until

A=(HL)or

BC = 0

NOTE: <D PNflagisOiftheresultofBC-1 ~ O,otherwisePN = 1.
® PN flag is 0 only at completion of instruction.
@ Z flag is 1 if A = (HL), otherwise Z ~ °

8-BIT ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

ADD A. r A+-A+r X X V 0 10 10001 r 1 1 4 Reg.
ADDA, n A+-A+n X X V 0 11 10001 110 2 2 7 000 B

+-n- 001 C
010 D

ADDA,(HL) A+-A+(HL) X X V 0 10 10001 110 1 2 7 011 E
ADD A, (IX + d) A+-A + (IX + d) X X V 0 11 011 101 DD 3 5 19 100 H

10 10001 110 101 L
+-d- 111 A

ADD A, (IY + d) A+-A + (IY + d) * * X * X V 0 * 11 111 101 FD 3 5 19
10 10001 110

+-d-

ADCA, s A+-A+s+CY * X * X V 0 * 10011 s is any 01 r, n,
SUBs A+-A-s * X * X V 1 * jOlOl (HL), (IX + d),
SBCA, s A +-A-s-CY I X * X V 1 * @IT] (IY +d) as
ANDs A+-A>s * X 1 X P 0 0 11001 shown lor ADD
ORs A+-A>s * X 0 X P 0 0 DJ:QJ instruction. The
XORs A +-AEIls * X 0 X P 0 0 ITQI] indicated bits
CPs A-s I X * X V 1 I [ill] replace the

10001 in the

ADD set above.
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8-BIT ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PlY N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

INCr r +- r+ 1 X X V 0 · 00 11001 4

INC(HL) (HL) +-

(HL)+1 X X V 0 · 00 110 11001 1 3 11

INC(IX+d) (IX+ d) +- X X V 0 · 11 011 101 DO 3 6 23

(IX+d)+1 00 110 11001
+-d-

INC(IY+d) (IY +d) +-
*

X
*

X V 0 · 11 111 101 FD 3 6 23

(IY+d)+1 00 110 11001
+-d-

DECm m+-m-1
*

X
*

X V 1 ITQI] N
m is any of r,(HL), (IX+d), (IY+ d) as shown for INC. DEC same format and states as INC. Replace [}QQ] with o:m in opcode.

00
NOTE: C

n
GENERAL-PURPOSE ARITHMETIC AND CPU CONTROL GROUPS ..,

c:

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PlY N C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

DAA @ X X P . 00 100 111 27 4 Decimal adjust

accumulator,

CPL A+-A · · X X · 00 101 111 2F 4 Complement

accumulator

(one's

complement).

NEG A+-O-A
*

X
*

X V 1 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8 Negateacc.

01 000 100 44 (two's

complement).

CCF CY+-CY • · X X X · 0 00 111 111 3F .1 4 Complement

carry flag.

SCF CY+-1 • • X 0 X • 0 00 110 111 37 1 1 4 Set carry flag.

NOP No operation · · X · X · 00 000 000 00 1 1 4

HALT CPU halted · · X • X · 01 110 110 76 1 1 4

01* IFF +- 0 · · X · X · 11 110 011 F3 1 1 4

EI * IFF +-1 · • X • X · 11 111 011 FB 1 1 4
IMO Set interrupt · · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8

mode 0 01 000 110 46

IM1 Set interrupt • · X • X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8
mode 1 01 010 110 56

1M2 Set interrupt • · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8
mode 2 01 011 110 5E

NOTES: @ converts accumulator content into packed BCD following add or subtract with packed BCD operands.
IFF indicates the interrupt enable flip-flop.
CY indicates the carry flip-flop.* indicates interrupts are not sampled at the end of EI or 01.



16-BIT ARITHMETIC GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

ADD HL, ss HL+-HL+ss · · X X X · 0 00 ssl 001 3 11 ss Reg.

00 BC

ADC HL, ss HL +- 01 DE

HL+ss+CY * X X X V 0 * 11 101 101 ED 2 4 15 10 HL

01 ss1 010 11 SP

SBC HL, ss HL +-

HL-ss-CY X X X V 11 101 101 ED 2 4 15

01 ssO 010

ADD IX, pp IX +-IX+pp · · X X X · 0 11 011 101 DO 2 4 15 pp Reg.

01 pp1 001 00 BC

01 DE

10 IX

11 SP

ADDIY,rr IY +-IY +rr · · X X X · 0 11 111 101 FD 2 4 15 rr Reg.

00 rr1 001 00 BC

INCss ss+-ss+1 · · X · X · . . 00 ssO 011 1 1 6 01 DE

INCIX IX +-IX+ 1 · · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 2 2 10 10 IY

00 100 011 23 11 SP

INCIY IY +-IY + 1 · · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 2 2 10

00 100 011 23

DECss ss+-ss-1 · · X · X · 00 ss1 011 1 1 6

DECIX IX +-IX-1 · · X · X · . • 11 011 101 DO 2 2 10

00 101 011 2B
DECIY IY +-IY-1 · · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 2 2 10

00 101 011 2B

ROTATEAND SHIFT GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

RLCA §]-4i~i}J · · X 0 X · 0 * 00 000 111 07 4 Rotate left
A

circular

accumulator.
RLA L@]=--t§jJ · · X 0 X · 0 * 00 010 111 17 4 Rotate left

A
accumulator.

RRCA ~~ · • X 0 X · 0 * 00 001 111 OF 4 Rotate right
A

circular

L~[ri]J
accumulator.

RRA · · X 0 X · 0 * 00 011 111 1F 4 Rotate right
A

accumulator.



ROTATE AND SHIFT GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

RLCr
*

X 0 X P O' * 11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 Rotatelefl
00 10001 circular

registerr.

RLC(HL)
*

X 0 X P 0
*

11 001 011 CB 2 4 15 r Reg.

~~:J 00 000 110 000 B

001 C
RLC(IX+d)

* *
X 0 X P 0

*
11 011 101 DO 4 6 23 010 0

r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d) 11 001 011 CB 011 E
+-d ...• 001 H

II00 10001 110 101 L

111 A 0
RLC(IY+d)

*
X 0 X P 0

*
11 111 101 FD 4 6 23 n•11 001 011 CB a+-d ...• Instruction

~*
00 10001 110 format and

RLm
*

X 0 X P 0
* 10101 states are as

m = r,(HL,(IX + d),(IY + d) shown for

LEtJl~ RLCs. To form
RRCm

* *
X 0 X P 0

* 10011 newopcode
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d) replace 1000 I

orRLCswith

LEtJ=§J shown code.
RRm

* *
X 0 X P 0

* [QTI]
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SLAm ~~_o*
*

X 0 X P 0
*

11001
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SRAm ~§]
* *

X 0 X P 0
* mIl

m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SRLm o~

* *
X 0 X P 0

* ITITl
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

RLD ~ X 0 X P 0 . 11 101 101 ED 2 5 18 Rotate digit
(HL) 01 101 111 6F lefland

right between

theaccumu-

latorand

~
location (HL).

RRD
*

X 0 X P 0 . 11 101 101 ED 2 5 18 The content
(HL) 01 100 111 67 of the upper

half of the

accumulator

is unaffected.



BIT SET, RESET AND TEST GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

BITb, r Z-rb X X X X 0 · 11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 Reg.

01 b 000 B

BITb, (HL) Z-(HL)b X X X X 0 · 11 001 011 CB 2 3 12 001 C

01 b 110 010 0
BIT b,(IX + d)b Z - (IX + d)b X X X X 0 • 11 011 101 DO 4 5 20 011 E

11 001 011 CB 100 H

-d- 101 L

01 b 110 111 A
b Bit Tested

BIT b, (IY + d)b Z - (IY + d)b X * X 1 X X 0 • 11 111 101 FD 4 5 20 000 0

11 001 011 CB 001 1

-d- 010 2

01 b 110 011 3

SETb,r rb-1 • • X • X · · • 11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 100 4

ITIl b 101 5
SETb, (HL) (HL)b-1 · · X • X · 11 001 011 CB 2 4 15 110 6

ITIl b 110 111 7
SETb, (IX + d) (IX+d)b-1 · • X · X · 11 011 101 DO 4 6 23

11 001 011 CB

-d-

ITIl b 110

SETb, (IY +d) (IY +d)b-1 · • X · X · · · 11 111 101 FD 4 6 23
11 001 011 CB

-d-

ITIl b 110
RESb, m mb-O · · X · X ·· · [IQ] To farm new

m=r, (HL), opcode replace

(IX+d), (lY +d) OJ] of SET b, s
with ITQ]. Flags

and time

states for SET

instruction.

NarE: The notation mb indicates location m. bit b (0 to 7).



JUMP GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

JP nn PC .•...nn ··X · X ··· 11 000 011 C3 3 3 10 cc Condition
.•...n- 000 NZ (non-zero)
.•...n- 001 Z(zero)

JP cc, nn If condition cc ··X · X • · • 11 cc 010 3 3 10 010 NC (non-carry)
is true PC .•...nn, .•...n- 011 C(carry)

otherwise .•...n- 100 PO (parity odd)

continue 101 PE (parity even)

JRe PC .•...PC+e • • X • X • • • 00 011 000 18 2 3 12 110 P (sign positive)
-e-2- 111 M (sign negative)

JRC,e IIC=O, • • X • X • • • 00 111 000 38 2 2 7 If condition not met. 81continue -e-2-
IIC=1, 2 3 12 II condition is met. 0
PC .•...PC+e n•JR NC, e IFC=l, ··X • X · • · 00 110 000 30 2 2 7 If condition not met. c:I
continue -e-2 ...•
IIC=O, 2 3 12 II condition is met.
PC .•...PC+e

JPZ, e IIZ=O ··X · X ··· 00 101 000 28 2 2 7 If condition not met.

continue -e-2-+
IfZ= 1, 2 3 12 II condition is met.
PC .•...PC+e

JR NZ, e IIZ=1, ··X ·X ··· 00 100 000 20 2 2 7 II condition not met.

continue +-e-2-

IIZ=O, 2 3 12 If condition is met.
PC .•...PC+e

JP(HL) PC .•...HL · • X · X · • · 11 101 001 E9 1 1 4
JP(IX) PC"'" IX ·· X · X ·· • 11 011 101 DO 2 2 8

11 101 001 E9
JP(IY) PC .•...IY X ·X ·· • 11 111 101 FD 2 2 8

11 101 001 E9
DJNZ, e 6 .•...6-1 • · X ·X 00 010 000 10 2 2 8 116=0

116=0, •...e-2-

continue
116#0, 2 3 13 116#0.
PC .•...PC+e

NOTES: e represents the extension in the relative addressing mode.
e is a signal two's complement number in the range < - 126, 129 >.
e - 2 in the opcode provides an effective address of pc + e as PC is incremented by 2 prior to the addition of e.



CALL AND RETURN GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

CALLnn (SP-1)-PCH ··X ·X ··· 11 001 101 CO 3 5 17

(SP-2)-PCL -n-+

PC-nn, -n-+

CALL cC,nn If condition • • X • X • • • 11 cc 100 3 3 10 If cc is false.

cc is false -n-+

continue. -n-+ 3 5 17 If cc is true.

otherwise

same as

CALLnn

RET PCL -(SP) • • X • X • • • 11 001 001 C9 3 10

PCH-(SP+l)

RETcc If condition ·· X ·X · 11 cc 000 5 If cc is false.

cc is false

continue, 3 11 If cc is true.

otherwise

sameasRET cc Condition

000 NZ (non-zero)

001 Z(zero)

010 NC (non-carry)

RETI Return from • · X ·X • 11 101 101 ED 2 4 14 011 C(carry)

interrupt 01 001 101 40 100 PO (parity odd)
RETN1 Return from ·· X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 14 101 PE (parity even)

non-maskable 01 000 101 45 110 P (sign positive)

interrupt 111 M (sign negative)

RSTp (SP-l)-PCH ·· X · X ··· 11 111 3 11 t P
(SP-2)-PCL 000 OOH

PCH-O 001 08H

PCL -p 010 10H

011 18H

100 20H

101 28H
110 30H

111 38H

NOTE: 1RETN loads IFF2 -+ IFF1



INPUT AND OUTPUT GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PIVN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

IN A, (n) A •..•(n) · • X • X · 11 011 01 DB 2 3 11 ntoAo"'A7
•..•n ..• !'cc. to As '" A15

IN r, (C) r •..•(C) X X P 0 • 11 101 101 ED 2 3 12 CtoAo"'A7
if r = 110 only 01 000 BtoAs",A15
the flags will

beattected

<D
INI (HL) •..•(C) X

*
X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo '" A7

B •..•B-1 10 100 010 A2 BtoAs"'A15
HL •..•HL+1 ®

iINIR (HL) •..•(C) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo'" A7
B •..•B-1 10 110 010 B2 (If B;IoO) BtoAs",A15
HL •..•HL+1 2 4 16 ~"IRepeat until (lfB=O) ~
B=O

<D
INO (HL) •..•(C) X

*
X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

B •..•B-1 10 101 010 AA BtoAs"'A15
HL •..•HL-1 ®

INOR (HL) •..•(C) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7
B •..•B-1 10 111 010 BA (If B;IoO) BtoAs"'A15
HL •..•HL-1 2 4 16
Repeat until (lfB=O)
B=O

OUT(n),A (n) •..•A · • X • X · 11 010 011 03 2 3 11 ntoAo"'A7
•..•n ..• !'cc. to As '" A15

OUT(C), r (C) •..• r ··X • X • 11 101 101 ED 2 3 12 CtoAo '" A7
01 001 BtoAs",A15

<D
OUTI (C) •..•(HL) X

*
X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

B •..•B-1 10 100 011 A3 BtoAs"'A15
HL •..•HL+1 ®

OTIR (C) •..•(HL) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7
B •..•B-1 10 110 011 B3 (If B;IoO) BtoAs",A15
HL •..•HL+1 2 4 16
Repeat until (lfB=O)
B=O

<D
OUTO (C) •..•(HL) X

*
X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

B •..•B-1 10 101 011 AB BtoAs"'A15
HL •..•HL-1

®
OTOR (C) •..•(HL) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo '" A7

B •..•B-1 10 111 011 (If B;IoO) BtoAs"'A15
HL •...HL-1 2 4 16
Repeat until (lfB=O)
B=O

NffiES: <D If the result of B-1 is zero, the Z flag is set: otherwise it is reset.
GD Z flag is set upon instruction completion only.
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SUMMARY OF FLAG OPERATION

07 DO
Instructions S Z H PN N C Comments

ADD A, s; ADC A, s * X * X V 0 * 8-bit add or add with carry.
SUB s; SBC A, s; CP s; NEG * X * X V 1 * 8-bit subtract, subtract with carry, compare and negate

accumulator.
ANDs X 1 X P 0 0 Logical operation.
OR s, XORs X 0 X P 0 0 Logical operation.
INCs X * X V 0 8-bit increment.
DECs X * X V 1 8-bit decrement.
ADD DO, ss • X X X 0 16-bitadd.
ADC HL, ss X X X V 0 16-bit add with carry.
SBC HL, ss X X X V 1 16-bit subtract with carry.
RLA;RLCA;RRA;RRCA X 0 X 0 Rotateaccumulator.
RL m; RLC m; RRm; X 0 X P 0 Rotateand shift locations.

RRCm;SLAm;
SRAm;SRLm

RLD; RRD X 0 X P 0 Rotatedigit left and right.
OM X * X P Decimal adjust accumulator.
CPL X 1 X 1 Complement accumulator.
SCF X 0 X 0 Setcarry.
CCF X X X 0 Complement carry.
IN r(C) * * X 0 X P 0 Input register indirect.
INI; IND; OUTI; aUTO X * X X X X 1 • Block input and output. Z = 1 if B * 0, otherwise Z = O.
INIR; INDR; OTIR;OTDR X 1 X X X X 1 Block input and output. Z = 1 if B * 0, otherwise Z = O.
LDI; LDD X X X 0 X * 0 Block transfer instructions. PIV = 1 if BC * 0, otherwise PIV = O.
LDIR; LDDR X X X 0 X 0 0 Block transfer instructions. PIV = 1 if BC * 0, otherwise PIV = O.
CPI; CPIR;CPO; CPDR X * X X X * 1 Block search instructions. Z = 1 if A = (HL), otherwise Z = O.

PIV = 1 if BC * 0, otherwise PIV = O.
LOA; I, LOA, R X 0 X IFF 0 IFF,the content of the interrupt enable flip-flop, (IFF2),is copied

into the PIVflag.
BITb,s X X X X 0 The stateof bit b of location s is copied into the Z flag.

SYMBOLIC NOTATION

Symbol

S
Z
PN

Operation

Sign flag. S = 1 if the MSB of the result is 1.
Zero flag. Z = 1 if the result of the operation is 0.
Parity or overflow flag. Parity (P) and overflow (V)
share the same flag. Logical operations affect
this flag with the parity of the result while
arithmetic operations affect this flag with the
overflow of the result. If PN holds parity: PN = 1
if the result of the operation is even; PN = ° if
result is odd. If PN holds overflow, PN = 1 if the
result of the operation produced an overflow. If
PN does not hold overflow, PN = 0.
Half-carry flag. H = 1 if the add or subtract
operation produced a carry into, or borrow from,
bit 4 of the accumulator.
Add/Subtract flag. N = 1 if the previous
operation was a subtract.
Carry/Link flag. C = 1 if the operation produced
a carry from the MSB of the operand or result.

Symbol Operation

The flag is affected according to the result of the
operation.

• The flag is unchanged by the operation.° The flag is reset by the operation.
1 The flag is set by the operation.
X The flag is indeterminate.
V PN flag affected according to the overflow result

of the operation.
P PN flag affected according to the parity result of

the operation.
r Anyone 0 the CPU registers A, B, C, D, E, H, L.
s Any 8-bit location for all the addressing modes

allowed for the particular instruction.
ss Any 16-bit location for all the addressing modes

allowed for that instruction.
ii Anyone of the two index registers IX or 1Y.
R Refresh counter.
n 8-bit value in range < 0, 255 >.
nn 16-bit value in range < 0, 65535 >.

• Hand N flags are used in conjunction with the decimal adjust instruction (DAA) to properly correct the result into packed BCD format following addition or
subtraction usin~ ~pe ands with packed BCD format.



address for memory data bus excnanges (UP to 0'11\ oytes)
and for 1/0 device exchanges.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active Low). Bus
Acknowledge indicates to the requesting device that the
CPU address bus, data bus, and control signals MREO,
10RO, RD, and WR have entered their high-impedance
states. The external circuitry can now control these lines.

BUSREQ. Bus Request ~t, active Low). Bus Request
has a higher priority than NMI and is always recognized at
the end of the current machine cycle. BUSREO forces the
CPU address bus, data bus, and control signals MREO,
10RO, RD, and WR to go to a high-impedance state so that
other devices can control these lines. BUSREO is normally
wired-OR and requires an external pullup for these
applications. Extended BUSREO periods due to extensive
DMA operations can prevent the CPU from properly
refreshing dynamic RAMs.

00.07' Data Bus (input/output, active High, 3-state). 00-07
constitute an 8-bit bidirectional data bus, used for data
exchanges with memory and 1/0.

Halt. Halt State (output, active Low). HALT indicates that the
CPU has executed a Halt instruction and is awaiting either a
nonmaskable or a maskable interrupt (with the mask
enabled) before operation can resume. While halted, the
CPU executes NOPs to maintain memory refresh.

iNf.lnterrupt Request (input, active Low). Interrupt Request
is generated by 1/0 devices. The CPU honors a request at
the end of the current instruction if the internal
software-controlled interrupt enable flip-flop (IFF) is
enabled. INT is normally wired-OR and requires an external
pullup for these applications.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (output, active Low, 3-state).
10RO indicates that the lower half of the address bus holds a
valid 1/0 address for an 1/0 read or write operation. 10RO is
also generated concurrently with M1 during an interrupt
acknowledge cycle to indicate that an interrupt response
vector can be placed on the data bus.

opcoue lete! I CyCle 01 di I Ii ISOactio. i cXCCU~'VII .•. 10 I I ,•.••.~ •..•,' ••..••

with 10RO, indicates an interrupt acknowledge cycle.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state).
MREO indicates that the address bus holds a valid address
for a memory read or memory write operation.

NMI. Non-Maskable Interrupt (input,~~e edge-
triggered). NMI has a higher priority than INT. NMI is always
recognized at the end of the current instruction,
independent of the status of the interrupt enable flip-flop,
and automatically forces the CPU to restart at location
0066H.

RD. Read (output, active Low, 3-state). RD indicates that the t!
CPU wants to read data from memory or an 1/0 device. The 0
addressed 1/0 device or memory should use this signal to ~
gate data onto the CPU data bus. ~

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET initializes the CPU
as follows: it resets the interrupt enable flip-flop, clears the
PC and Registers I and R, and sets the interrupt status to
Mode O. During reset time, the address and data bus go to a
high-impedance state, and all control output signals go to
the inactive state. Note that RESET must be active for a
minimum of three full clock cycles before the reset operation
is complete.

RFSH. Refresh (output, active Low). RFSH, together with
MREO, indicates that the lower seven bits of the system's
address bus can be used as a refresh address to the
system's dynamic memories.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). WAIT indicates to the CPU
that the addressed memory or 1/0 devices are not ready for
a data transfer. The CPU continues to enter a Wait state as
long as this signal is active. Extended WAIT periods can
prevent the CPU from refreshing dynamic memory properly.

WR. Write (output, active Low, 3-state). WR indicates that the
CPU data bus holds valid data to be stored at the addressed
memory or 1/0 location.



The ZaD CPU executes instructions by proceeding through
a specific sequence of operations:

• Memory read or write

• I/O device read or write

• Interrupt acknowledge

The basic clock period is referred to as a T time or cycle, and
three or more T cycles make up a machine cycle (M 1, M2 or
M3 for instance). Machine cycles can be extended either by
the CPU automatically inserting one or more Wait states or
by the insertion of one or more Wait states by the user.

«« ~

Instruction Opcode Fetch. The CPU places the contents
of the Program Counter (PC) on the address bus at the start
of the cycle (Figure 5). Approximately one-half clock cycle
later, MREQ goes active. When active, RD indicates that the
memory data can be enabled onto the CPU data bus.

The CPU samples the WAIT input with the falling edge of
clock state T2. During clock states T3 and T4 of an M 1 cycle,
dynamic RAM refresh can occur while the CPU starts
decoding and executing the instruction. When the Refresh
Control signal becomes active, refreshing of dynamic
memory can take place.



Memory Read or Write Cycles. Figure 6 shows the timing
of memory read or write cycles other than an opcode fetch
(M1) cycle. The MREQ and RD signals function exactly as in
the fetch cycle. In a memory write cycle, MREQ also

becomes active when the address bus is stable. The WR line
is active when the data bus is stable, so that it can be used
directly as an RiW pulse to most semiconductor memories.

READ {
OPERATION

00-07



Input or Output Cycles. Figure 7 shows the timing for an
I/O read or I/O write operation. During I/O operations, the
CPU automatically inserts a single Wait state (Tw~. This

extra Wait state allows sufficient time for an I/O port to
decode the address from the port address lines.

{

RO

OPERA~~~E
00-07

{

WR

WRI~~ ~~®..-
OPERATION ._

00-07 ------



Interrupt Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The CPU
samples the interrupt signal with the rising edge of the last
clock cycle at the end of any instruction (Figure 8). When an
interrupt is accepted, a special M1 cycle is generated.

During this M1 cycle, IORO becomes active (instead of
MREO) to indicate that the interrupting device can place an
8-bit vector on the data bus. The CPU automatically adds
two Wait states to this cycle.

-
--- ~

00-07 ~





Bus Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The CPU samples
BUSREO with the rising edge of the last clock period of any
machine cycle (Figure 10). If BUSREO is active, the CPU
sets its address, data, and MREO, 10RO, RD, and WR lines

to a high-impedance state with the rising edge of the next
clock pulse. At that time, any external device can take
control of these lines, usually to transfer data between
memory and I/O devices.

BUSREQ

~ -® ...
BUSACK Ii

--@ --® "- -. ••c::I
FLOAT

Ao-A15

- --@ -. -@
FLOAT

00-07

- 43 -. -®
MREQ

FLOATRO,WR
IORQ -. ® -



Halt Acknowledge Cycle. When the CPU receives a HALT
instruction, it executes NOP states until either an INT or NMI
input is received. When in the Halt state, the HALT output is

active and remains so until an interrupt is received (Figl)re
11). INT will also force a Halt exit.

___ I-~_' __
MMI U-

Reset Cycle. RESET must be active for at least three clock
cycles for the CPU to properly accept it. As long as RESET
remains active, the address and data buses float, and the
control outputs are inactive. Once RESET goes inactive, two

internal T cycles are consumed before the CPU resumes
normal processing operation. RESET clears the PC register,
so the first opcode fetch will be to location OOOOH
(Figure 12).

------.®~-
Do-D7 ------------------

iiii1 /-------
.!!R~
R~R

IORO,
RFSH.

BUSACK
HALT
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt

Z80CPU Z80ACPU Z80BCPU Z80HCPU
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

1 TeC Clock Cycle Time 400' 250' 165' 125'

2 TwCh Clock Pulse Width (High) 180 2000 110 2000 65. 2000 55 2000

3 TwCI Clock Pulse Width (Low) 180 2000 110 2000 65 2000 55 2000

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30 20 10

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 20 10

6 TdCr(A) Clock t to Address Valid Delay 145 110 90 80

7 TdA(MREQf) Address Valid to MREQ! Delay 125' 65' 35' 20'

8 TdCf(MREQf) Clock! to MREQ! Delay 100 85 70 60

9 TdCr(MREQr) Clock t to MREQ t Delay 100 85 70 60

=10 TwMREQh MREQ Pulse Width (High) 170' 110' 65' 45'

11 TwMREQI MREQ Pulse Width (Low) 360' 220' 135' 100' tt
12 TdCf(MREQr) Clock! to MREQ t Delay 100 85 70 60 •d
13 TdCf(RDf) Clock! to RD ! Delay 130 95 80 70

14 TdCr(RDr) Clock t to RD t Delay 100 85 70 60

15 TsD(Cr) Data Setup Time to Clock t 50 35 30 30

16 ThD(RDr) Data Hold Time to RD t 0 0 0 0

17 TsWAIT(Cf) WAIT Setup Time to Clock! 70 70 60 50

18 ThWAIT(Cf) WAIT Hold Time after Clock! 0 0 0 0

19 TdCr(M1f) Clock t to M1! Delay 130 100 80 70

20 TdCr(M1r) Clock t to M 1 t Delay 130 100 80 70

21 TdCr(RFSHf) Clock t to RFSH ! Delay 180 130 110 95

22 TdCr(RFSHr) Clock t to RFSH t Delay 150 120 100 85

23 TdCf(RDr) Clock! to RD t Delay 110 85 70 60

24 TdCr(RDf) Clock t to RD ! Delay 100 85 70 60

25 TsD(Cf) Data Setup to Clock! during M2. M3. 60 50 40 30

M4. or Ms Cycles

26 TdA(IORQf) Address Stable prior to IORQ! 320' 180' 110' 75'

27 TdCr(IORQf) Clock t to IORQ ! Delay 90 75 65 55

28 TdCf(IORQr) Clock! to IORQ t Delay 110 85 70 60

29 TdD(WRf) Data Stable prior to WR ! 190' 80' 25' 5'

30 TdCf(WRf) Clock! to WR ! Delay 90 80 70 60

31 TwWR WR Pulse Width 360' 220' 135' 100'

32 TdCf(WRr) Clock! to WR t Delay 100 80 70 60

33 TdD(WRf) Data Stable prior to WR ! 20' -10' -55' 55'

34 TdCr(WRf) Clock t to WR ! Delay 80 65 60 55

35 TdWRr(D) Data Stable from WR t 120' 60' 30' 15'

36 TdCf(HALT) Clock!to HAi:Jtor! 300 300 260 225

37 TwNMI NMI Pulse Width 80 80 70 60'

38 TsBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Setup Time to Clock t 80 50 50 40

'For clock periods other than the minimums shown, calculate parameters using the table on the following page. Calculated values above
assumed TrC = TIC = 20 ns.

tUnits in nanoseconds (ns).
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•.••umDer :.ymDol parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

39 ThBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Hold Time after Clock t 0 0 0 0

40 TdCr(BUSACKf) Clock t to BUSACK. Delay 120 100 90 80

41 TdCI(BUSACKr) Clock. to BUSACK t Delay 110 100 90 80

42 TdCr(Dz) Clock t to Data Float Delay 90 90 80 70

43 TdCr(CTz) Clock t to Control Outputs Float Delay 110 80 70 60

(MREQ, loRQ, RD, and WR)

44 TdCr(Az) Clock t to Address Float Delay 110 90 80 70

45 TdCTr(A) MREQ t, loRQ t, RD t, and WR t to 160' 80' 35' 20'

Address Hold Time

46 TsRESET(Cr) RESET to Clock t Setup Time 90 60 60 45

47 ThRESET(Cr) RESET to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0 0

48 TsINTI(Cr) INT to Clock t Setup Time 80 80 70 55

49 ThINTr(Cr) INT to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0 0

50 TdM1f(loRQf) M1 +to loRQ +Delay 920' 565' 365' 270'

51 TdCI(loRQf) Clock. to loRQ • Delay 110 85 70 60

52 TdCI(loRQr) Clock t loRQ t Delay 100 85 70 60

53 TdCI(D) Clock. to Data Valid Delay 230 150 130 115

'For clock periods other than the minimums shown, calculate parameters using the following table. Calculated values above
assumed TrC = TIC = 20 ns.

tUntts in nanoseconds (ns).

FOOTNOTES TO AC CHARACTERISTICS

Number Symbol General Parameter zao zaOA zaOB ZaOH
1 TcC TwCh + TwCI + TrC + TIC

7 TdA(MREQf) TwCh + TIC - 75 - 65 -50 -45

10 TwMREQh TwCh + TIC - 30 - 20 -20 -20

11 TwMREQI TcC - 40 - 30 -30 -25

26 TdA(loRQf) TcC - 80 - 70 -55 -50

29 TdD(WRf) TcC - 210 - 170 -140 -120

31 TwWR TcC - 40 - 30 -30 -25

33 TdD(WRf) TwCI + TrC - 180 - 140 -140 -120

35 TdWRr(D) TwCI + TrC - 80 - 70 -55 -50

45 TdCTr(A) TwCI + TrC - 40 - 50 -50 -45

50 TdM1f(loRQf) 2TcC + TwCh + TIC - 80 - 65 -50 -45

AC TestConditions:
VIH = 2.0V VOH = 1.5V
VIL = 0.8 V VOL = 1.5V
VIHC = VCC - 0.6 V FLOAT = ±0.5 V
VILC ~ 0.45 V



Voltages on all pins with respect to ground ... 0.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient

Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC Characteristics and Capacitance sections below

apply for the following standard test conditions, unless

otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND (OV).

Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto + 70°C, +4.75V~Vcc~ +5.25V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.75V~Vcc~ +5.25V

• M = -55°Cto +125°C, +4.5V~Vcc~ +5.25V

The Ordering Information section lists temperature ranges

and product numbers. Package drawings are in the

Package Information section in this book. Refer to the

Literature List for additional documentation.

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance of 100 pf. Add

15 ns delay for each 50 pf increase in load up to a maximum

of 200 pf for the data bus. AC timing measurements are

referenced to 1.5 volts (except for clock, which is referenced

to the 10% and 90% points).

lOOp' I
DC CHARACTERISTICS
All parameters are tested unless otherwise noted.

Symbol

VILC

VIHC

VIL

VIH

VOL

VOH

Icc
III

ILO

Clock Input Low Voltage

Clock Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Power Supply Current

Input Leakage Current

3-State Output Leakage Current in Float

-0.3

Vcc-·6

-0.3

2.01

Max Unit

0.45 V

Vcc+·3 V

0.8 V

VCC V

0.4 V

V

200 mA

10 ~
102 ~

IOL =2.0mA

IOH= -250~

Note 3

VIN=OtoVcc

VOUT=O.4 to Vcc

1. For military grade parts. refer to the ZaD Military Electrical Specification.
2. A1S,Ao. 01'00. Mlirn, Kml:i, RO, and WR.
3. Measurements made with outputs floating.

CAPACITANCE
Guaranteed by design and characterization.

Symbol

CCLOCK

CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

Min Max Unit

35 pf

5 pf

15 pi

NOTES:
TA = 25°C, f ~ 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



40-pin DIP
Z8400 PS
Z8400CS
Z8400 PE
Z8400CE
Z8400CM*
Z8400CMB*
Z8400 CMJ*

40-pin DIP
Z8400A PS
Z8400ACS
Z8400A PE
Z8400ACE
Z8400ACM*
Z8400ACMB*
Z8400ACMJ*

zao CPU, 2.5 MHz
44-pin LCC 44-pin PCC

Z8400 LM * Z8400 VSt
Z8400 LMB*t

zaOA CPU, 4.0 MHz
44-pin LCC 44-pin PCC

Z8400A LM * Z8400A VSt
Z8400A LMB*t

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M*= - 55°C to + 125°C

* For Military Orders, refer to the Military Section.

tAvailable soon.

zaos CPU, 6.0 MHz
40-pln DIP 44-pln PCC

Z8400B PS Z8400B VSt
Z8400BCS
Z8400B PE

zaOH CPU, a.o MHz
40-pln DIP 44-pln PCC

Z8400H PS Z8400H VSt

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B
J = JAN 38510 Class B



Z8410 Z80® DMA
Direct Memory Access
Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Transfers. searches. and search/transfers in Byte-at-a-
Time. Burst. or Continuous modes. Cycle length and
edge timing can be programmed to match the speed of
any port.

• Dual port addresses (source and destination) generated
for memory-to-I/o. memory-to-memory. or I/o-to-I/o
operations. Addresses may be fixed or automatically
incremented/decremented.

• Next-operation loading without disturbing current
operations via buffered starting-address registers. An
entire previous sequence can be repeated automatically.

• Extensive programmability of functions. CPU can read
complete channel status.

• Standard Z8D Family bus-request and prioritized
interrupt-request daisy chains implemented without
external logic. Sophisticated. internally modifiable
interrupt vectoring.

• Direct interfacing to system buses without external logic.

The Z8D DMA (Direct Memory Access) is a powerful and
versatile device for controlling and processing transfers of
data. Its basic function of managing CPU-independent
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transfers between two ports is augmented by an array of
features that optimize transfer speed and control with little or
no external logic in systems using an 8- or 16-bit data bus
and a 16-bit address bus.
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Figure 2. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments



Transfers can be done between any two ports (source and
destination), including memory-to-I/O, memory-to-memory,
and I/O-to-I/O. Dual port addresses are automatically
generated for each transaction and may be either fixed or
incrementing/decrementing. In addition, bit-maskable byte
searches can be performed either concurrently with
transfers or as an operation in itself.

The Z80 DMA contains direct interfacing to, and
independent control of, system buses, as well as
sophisticated bus and interrupt controls. Many

programmable features, including variable cycle timing and
auto-restart, minimize CPU software overhead. They are
especially useful in adapting this special-purpose transfer
processor to a broad variety of memory, I/O and CPU
environments.

The Z80 DMA is an n-channel silicon-gate depletion-load
device packaged in a 40-pin, plastic or ceramic DIP. It uses a
single + 5V power supply and the standard Z80 Family
single-phase clock.

Classes of Operation. The Z80 DMA has three basic
classes of operation:

• Transfers of data between two ports (memory or I/O
peripheral)

• Searches for a particular 8-bit maskable byte at a single
port in memory or an I/O peripheral

• Combined transfers with simultaneous search between
two ports

Figure 4 illustrates the basic functions served by these
classes of operation.
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During a transfer, the DMA assumes control of the system
address and data buses. Byte by byte, data is read from one
addressable port and written to the other addressable port.
The ports may be programmed to be either system main
memory or peripheral I/O devices. Thus, a block of data
may be written from one peripheral to another, from one
area of main memory to another, or from a peripheral to main
memory and vice versa.

During a search-only operation, data is read from the source
port and compared byte by byte with a DMA-internal register
containing a programmable match byte. This match byte
may optionally be masked so that only certain bits within the
match byte are compared. Search rates up to 1.25M bytes
per second can be obtained with the 2.5 MHz Z80 DMA or
2M bytes per second with the 4 MHz Z80A DMA.

In combined searches and transfers, data is transferred
between two ports while simultaneously searching for a
bit-maskable byte match.

Data transfers or searches can be programmed to stop, or
interrupt, under various conditions. In addition, CPU-
readable status bits can be programmed to reflect the
condition.

Modes of Operation. The Z80 DMA can be programmed
to operate in one of three transfer and/or search modes:

• Byte-at-a- Time: data operations are performed one byte
at a time. Between each byte operation the system buses
are released to the CPU. The buses are requ'ested again
for each succeeding byte operation.

1. S •• rch memory
2. Trlnaf.r memory·fa-memory (optlonel ••• rch)
3. Trln.f.r memory·to-I/O (optional ••• rch)
4. S'lrch I/O
S. Tren.t.r 110·10-1/0 (optional I •• rch)



• Burst: data operations continue until a port's Ready line
to the DMA goes inactive. The DMA then stops and
releases the system buses after completing its current
byte operation.

• Continuous: data operations continue until the end of the
programmed block of data is reached before the system
buses are released. If a port's Ready line goes inactive
before this occurs, the DMA simply pauses until the
Ready line comes active again.

In all modes, once a byte of data is read into the DMA, the
operation on the byte will be completed in an orderly
fashion, regardless of the state of other signals (including a
port's Ready line).

Due to the DMA's high-speed buffered method of reading
data, operations on one byte are not completed until the
next byte is read in. This means that total transfer or search
block lengths must be two or more bytes, and that block
lengths programmed into the DMA must be one byte less
than the desired block length (count is N-1 where N is the
block length).

Commands and Status. The Z80 DMA has several
writable control registers and readable status registers
available to the CPU. Control bytes can be written to the
DMA whenever the DMA is not controlling the system
buses, but the act of writing a control byte to the DMA
disables the DMA until it is again enabled by a specific
command. Status bytes can also be read at any such time,
but writing the Read Status Byte command or the Initiate
Read Sequence command disables the DMA.

Control bytes to the DMA include those which effect
immediate command actions such as enable, disable,
reset, load starting-address buffers, continue, clear
counters, and clear status bits. In addition, many
mode-setting control bytes can be written, including mode
and class of operation, port configuration, starting
addresses, block length, address counting rule, match and
match-mask byte, interrupt conditions, interrupt vector,
status-affects-vector condition, pulse counting, auto restart,
Ready-line and Wait-line rules, and read mask.

Readable status registers include a general status byte
reflecting Ready-line, end-of-block, byte-match, and
interrupt conditions, as well as 2-byte registers for the
current byte count, Port A address, and Port B address.

Variable Cycle. The Z80 DMA has the unique feature of
programmable operation-cycle length. This is valuable in
tailoring the DMA to the particular requirements of other
system components (fast or slow) and maximizes the
data-transfer rate. It also eliminates external logic for signal
conditioning.

There are two aspects to the variable cycle feature. First, the
entire read and write cycles (periods) associated with the
source and destination ports can be independently
programmed as 2, 3, or 4 T-cycles long (more if Wait cycles
are used), thereby increasing or decreasing the speed with
which all DMA signals change (Figure 5).

Second, the four signals in each port specifically associated
with transfers of data (I/O Request, Memory Request, Read
and Write) can each have its active trailing edge terminated
one-half T-cycle early. This adds a further dimension of
flexibility and speed, allowing such things as
shorter-than-normal Read or Write signals that go inactive
before data starts to change.

Address Generation. Two 16-bit addresses are generated
by the Z80 DMA for every transfer operation, one address
for the source port and another for the destination port.
Each address can be either variable or fixed. Variable
addresses can increment or decrement from the
programmed starting address. The fixed-address capability
eliminates the need for separate enabling wires to I/O ports.

Port addresses are multiplexed onto the system address
bus, depending on whether the DMA is reading the source
port or writing to the destination port. Two readable address
counters (2 bytes each) keep the current address of each
port.

Auto Restart. The starting addresses of either port can be
reloaded automatically at the end of a block. This option is
selected by the Auto Restart control bit. The byte counter is
cleared when the addresses are reloaded.

The Auto Restart feature relieves the CPU of software
overhead for repetitive operations such as CRT refresh and
many others. Moreover, when the CPU has access to the
buses during byte-at-a-time or burst transfers, different
starting addresses can be written into buffer registers during
transfers, causing the Auto Restart to begin at a new
location.

Interrupts. The Z80 DMA can be programmed to interrupt
the CPU on four conditions:

• Interrupt on Ready (before requesting bus)

• Interrupt on Match

• Interrupt on End of Block

Any of these interrupts cause an interrupt-pending status bit
to be set, and each of them can optionally alter the DMA's
interrupt vector. Due to the buffered constraint mentioned
under "Modes of Operation," interrupts on Match at End of
Block are caused by matches to the byte just prior to the last
byte in the block.

The DMA shares the Z80 Family's elaborate interrupt
scheme, which provides fast interrupt service in real-time
applications. In a Z80 CPU environment, the DMA passes

E2.CYCLE i~EARLY ENDING

~3·CYCLE ----1~....1 ~. FOR CONTROL SIGNALS

.-4·CYCLE ! "I



its internally modifiable 8:bit interrupt vector to the CPU,
which adds an additional eight bits to form the memory
address of the interrupt-routine table. This table contains the
address of the beginning of the interrupt routine itself. In this
process, CPU control is transferred directly to the interrupt
routine, so that the next instruction executed after an
interrupt acknowledge is the first instruction of the interrupt
routine itself.

Pulse Generation. External devices can keep track of how
many bytes have been transferred by using the DMA's pulse

Ao-A15. System Address Bus (output, 3-state). Addresses
generated by the DMA are sent to both source and
destination ports (main memory or I/O peripherals) on these
lines.

BAl. Bus Acknow/edge /n (input, active Low). Signals that
the system buses have been released for DMA control. In
multiple-DMA configurations, the BAI pin of the highest
priority DMA is normally connected to the Bus Acknowledge
pin of the CPU~wer-priority DMAs have their BAI
connected to the BAO of a higher-priority DMA.

BAO. Bus Acknowledge Out (output, active Low). In a
multiple-DMA configuration, this pin signals that no other
higher-priority DMA has requested the system buses: BAI
and BAO form a daisy chain for multiple-DMA pnonty
resolution over bus control.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (bidirectional, active Low, open
drain). As an output, it sends requests for control of the
system address bus, data bus, and control bus to the CPU.
As an input when multiple DMAs are strung together In a
priority daisy chain via BAI and BAO, it senses when another
DMA has requested the buses and causes this DMA to
refrain from bus requesting until the other DMA is finished.
Because it is a bidirectional pin, there cannot be any buffers
between this DMA and any other DMA. It can, however,
have a buffer between it and the CPU because it is
unidirectional into the CPU. A pull-up resistor is connected
to this pin.

CE/WAIT. Chip Enable and Wait (input, active Low).
Normally this functions only as a CE line, but it can also be
programmed to serve a WAIT function. As a CE line from the
CPU it becomes active when WR or RD and 10RO are
activ~ and the I/O port address on the system address bus is
the DMA's address, thereby allowing a transfer of control,
command bytes from the CPU to the DMA, or status bytes
from the DMA to the CPU. As a WAIT line from memory or
I/O devices, after the DMA has received a bus-request
acknowledge from the CPU, it causes wait states to be
inserted in the DMA's operation cycles thereby slowing the
DMA to a speed that matches the memory or I/O device.

CLK. System Clock (input). Standard Z80 single-phase
clock at 2.5 MHz (Z80 DMA) or 4.0 MHz (Z80A DMA). For
2.5 MHz clocks, a TTL gate with pullup resistor may be
adequate to meet the timing and voltage level specification.
For 4.0 MHz clocks, use a clock driver with an active pullup
to meet the VIH specification and rise-time requirements. In

output, which provides a signal at 256-byte intervals. The
interval sequence may be offset at the beginning by 1 to 255
bytes.

The Interrupt line outputs the pulse signal in a manner that
prevents misinterpretation by the CPU as an Interrupt
request, since it only appears when the Bus Request and
Bus Acknowledge lines are both active.

all cases there should be a resistive pullup to the power
supply of 1OKohms (max) to ensure proper power when the
DMA is reset.

00-07, System Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). Commands
from the CPU, DMA status, and data from memory or I/O
peripherals are transferred on these lines.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). This is used with
IEO to form a priority daisy chain when there is more than
one interrupt-driven device. A High on this line indicates that
no other device of higher priority is being serviced by a CPU
interrupt service routine.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). IEO is High
only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing an interrupt
from this DMA. Thus, this signal blocks lower-pnonty
devices from interrupting while a higher-priority device is
being serviced by its CPU interrupt service routine.

INT/PULSE. Interrupt Request (output, active Low, open
drain). While the CPU is the bus master, this output requests
a CPU interrupt. The CPU acknowledges the interrupt by
pulling its 10RO output Low during an M 1 cycle. It is typically
connected to the INT pin of the CPU with a pullup resistor
and tied to all other INT pins in the system. This pin can also
be used to generate periodic pulses to an external device
when the DMA is bus master (i.e., the CPU's BUSREO and
BUSACK lines are both Low and the CPU cannot see
interrupts). While the DMA is the bus master, this output can
be programmed to pulse each time 256 transfers have
occurred.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (bidirectional, active Low,
3-state). As an input, this indicates that the lower half of the
address bus holds a valid I/O port address for transfer of
control or status bytes from, or IQJhe CPU, respectively; this
DMA is the addressed port if its CE pin and its WR or RD pins
are simultaneously active. As an output, after the DMA has
taken control of the system buses, it indicates that the lower
half ofthe address bus holds a valid port address for another
I/O device involved in a DMA transfer of data. When 10RO
and M1 are both active simultaneously, an interrupt
acknowledge is indicated.

M1. Machine Cycle One (input, active Low). Indicates that
the current CPU machine cycle is an instruction fetch. It is
used by the DMA to decode the return-from-interrupt
instruction (RETI, ED-4D) sent by the CPU. During two-byte
instruction fetches, M1 is active as each opcode byte is



fetched. An interrupt acknowledge is indicated when both
M1 and 10RQ are active.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state). This
indicates that the address bus holds a valid address for a
memory read or write operation. After the DMA has taken
control of the system buses, it indicates a DMA transfer
request from, or to, memory.

RD. Read (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state). As an input,
this indicates that the CPU wants to read status bytes from
the DMA's read registers. As an output, after the DMA has
taken control of the system buses, it indicates a
DMA-controlled read from a memory or 1/0 port address.

ROY. Ready (input, programmable active Low or High). This
is monitored by the DMA to determine when a peripheral
device associated with a DMA port is ready for a read or
write operation. Depending on the mode of DMA operation
(Byte, Burst, or Continuous), the ROY line indirectly controls
DMA activity by causing the BUSREQ line to go Low or
High.

WR. Write (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state). As an input,
this indicates that the CPU wants to write control or
command bytes to the DMA write registers. As an output,
after the DMA has taken control of the system buses, it
indicates a DMA-controlled write to a memory or 1/0 port
address.

The internal structure of the Z80 DMA includes driver and
receiver circuitry for interfacing with an 8·bit system data
bus, a 16-bit system address bus, and system control lines
(Figure 6). In a Z80 CPU environment, the DMA can be tied
directly to the analogous pins on the CPU (Figure 7) with no
additional buffering, except for the CEIWAIT line.

The DMA's internal data bus interfaces with the system data
bus and services all internal logic and registers. Addresses
generated from this logic for Ports A and B (source and
destination) of the DMA's single transfer channel are
multiplexed onto the system address bus.

Specialized logic circuits in the DMA are dedicated to the
various functions of external bus interfacing, internal bus
control, byte matching, byte counting, periodic pulse
generation, CPU interrupts, bus requests, and address
generation. A set of twenty-one writable control registers
and seven readable status registers provides the means by
which the CPU governs and monitors the activities of these
logic circuits. All registers are eight bits wide, with
double-byte information stored in adjacent registers. The
two address counters (two bytes each) for Ports A and Bare
buffered by the two starting addresses.

The 21 writable control registers are organized into seven
base-register groups, most of which have multiple registers.
The base registers in each writable group contain both

SYSTEM
DATA

BUS
(8 BIT)

controllcommand bits and pointer bits that can be set to
address other registers within the group. The seven
readable status registers have no analogous second-level
registers.

The registers are designated as follows, according to their
base-register groups:

WRO-WR6-Write Register groups 0 through 6
(7 base registers plus 14 associated registers)

RRO-RR6-Read Registers 0 through 6

Writing to a register within a write-register group involves first
writing to the base register, with the appropriate pointer bits
set, then writing to one or more of the other registers within
the group. All seven of the readable status registers are
accessed sequentially according to a programmable mask
contained in one of the writable registers. The section
entitled Programming explains this in more detail.

A pipelining scheme is used for reading data in. The
programmed block length is the number of bytes compared
to the byte counter, which increments at the end of each
cycle. In searches, data byte comparisons with the match
byte are made during the read cycle of the next byte.
Matches are, therefore, discovered only after the next byte is
read in.

SYSTEM
ADDRESS
BUS
(18 BIT)



COMMON: 'NT
BUSREQ

M1
'ORQ
MREQ
RJj
WR
ClK
Ao-A15
00-,

BAO BA'

DMA DMA
IEO lEI

ROY ROY

FROM FROM
110 1/0

DEVICE DEVICE

Figure 7. Multlple-DMA Interconnection to the zao CPU

In multiple-DMA configurations, interrupt-request daisy
chains are prioritized by the order in which their lEI and IEO
lines are connected (Zilog Microprocessor Applications
Reference Book, Volume 1, # 00-2145-01, The zao Family
Program Interrupt Structure). The system bus, however, may
not be pre-empted. Any DMA that gains access to the
system buses keeps them until it is finished.

Base register byte

Port A starting address (low byte)
Port A starting address (high byte)

Block length (low byte)

Block length (high byte)

WR1 Base register byte

Port A variable-timing byte

Base register byte

Port B variable-timing byte

Base register byte

Mask byte

Match byte

Base register byte

Port B starting address (low byte)

Port B starting address (high byte)

Interrupt control byte

Pulse control byte

Interrupt vector

WR5 Base register byte

Status byte

Byte counter (low byte)

Byte counter (high byte)

Port A address counter (low byte)

Port A address counter (high byte)

Port B address counter (low byte)

Port B address counter (high byte)

WR6 Base register byte

Read mask



The Z80 DMA has two programmable fundamental states:
(1) an enabled state, in which it can gain control of the
system buses and direct the transfer of data between ports,
and (2) a disabled state, in which it can initiate neither bus
requests nor data transfers. When the DMA is powered up
or reset by any means, it is automatically placed into the
disabled state. Program commands can be written to it by
the CPU in either state, but this automatically puts the DMA
in the disabled state, which is maintained until an enable
command is issued by the CPU. The CPU must program the
DMA in advance of any data search or transfer by
addressing it as an 1/0 port and sending a sequence of
control bytes using an Output instruction (such as OTIR for
the Z80 CPU).

Reading. (Figure 8a) The Read Registers (RRO-RR6) are
read by the CPU by addressing the DMA as an 1/0 port
using an Input instruction (such as INIR for the Z80 CPU).
The readable bytes contain DMA status, byte-counter
values, and port addresses since the last DMA reset. The
registers are always read in a fixed sequence beginning with
RROand ending with RR6. However, the register read in this
sequence is determined by programming the Read Mask in
WR6. The sequence of reading is initialized by writing an
Initiate Read Sequence or Set Read Status command to
WR6. After a Reset DMA, the sequence must be initialized
with the Initiate Read Sequence command or a Read Status
command. The sequence of reading all registers that are not
excluded by the Read Mask register must be completed
before a new Initiate Read Sequence or Read Status
command.

Writing. Control or command bytes are written into one or
more ofthe Write Register groups (WRO-WR6) by first writing
to the base register byte in that group. All groups have base
registers and most groups have additional associated
registers. The associated registers in a group are
sequentially accessed by first writing a byte to the base
register containing register-group identification and pointer
bits (1's) to one or more of that base register's associated
registers.

01 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00

I x I x I I I I x I I I STATUS BYTE

III
I I 1 = DMA TilANSFER HAS OCCURRED

o = READY ACTIVE

----- 0 = INTERRUPT PENDING
------ 0 = MATCH FOUND

o = END OF BLOCK

READ REGISTER 1

I I I I I I

This is illustrated in Figure 8b. In this figure, the sequence in
which associated registers within a group can be written to is
shown by the vertical position of the associated registers.
For example, if a byte written to the DMA contains the bits
that identifyWRO (bits 00,01 and 07), and also contains 1's
in the bit positions that point to the associated "Port A
Starting Address (low byte)" and "Port A Starting Address
(high byte)," then the next two bytes written to the DMA will
be stored in that order in these two registers.

Fixed-Address Programming. A special circumstance
arises when programming a destination port to have a fixed
address. The load command in WR6 only loads a fixed
address to a port selected as the source, not to a port
selected as the destination. Therefore, a fixed destination
address must be loaded by temporarily declaring it a
fixed-source address and subsequently declaring the true
source as such, thereby implicitly making the other a
destination.

The following example illustrates the steps in this procedure,
assuming that transfers are to occur from a variable-address
source (Port A) to a fixed-address destination (Port B):

1. Temporarily declare Port B as source in WRO.

2. Load Port B address with LOAD command to WR6.

3. Declare Port A as a source in WRO.

4. Load Port A address with LOAD command to WR6.

5. Enable DMA in WR6.

Figure 9 illustrates a program to transfer data from memory
(Port A) to a peripheral device (Port B). In this example, the
Port A memory starting address is 1050H and the Port B
peripheral fixed address is 05H. Note that the data flow is
1001 H bytes-one more than specified by the block length.
The table of DMA commands may be stored in consecutive
memory locations and transferred to the DMA with an
output instruction such as the Z80 CPU's OTIR instruction.

READ REGISTER 2

I I I I I I I
READ REGISTER 3

I I I I I I
READ REGISTER 4

I I I I I I I
READ REGISTER 5

READ REGISTER 6

I I I I I I I



0, 0, Os O. 03 O2 01 00

I ° I 1 1 BASE REGISTER BYTE

. I I
o 0 00 NOT USE
o 1 "" TRANSFER
1 O!K SEARCH
1 1 = SEARCHfTRANSFER

0:1:: PORT B _PORT A
1 = PORT A _PORT B

PORT A STARTING ADDRESS
(LOW BYTE)

0, 0, Os D. 0] O2 01 Do

I ° I I I I, 1° I ° I BASE REGISTER Bm

I I l.PORT A IS MEMORY
1 = PORT A IS I/O

o 0 = PORT A ADDRESS DECREMENTS
o 1 = PORT A ADDRESS INCREMENTS

~ ~) = PORT A ADDRESS FIXED

PORT A VARIABLE TIMING BYTE

WR t!!DS V. CYCLE EARLY.! I I I ! !. CYCLE LENGTH· •
RD ENDS 'II CYCLE EARLY = 0 0 1 - CYCLE LENGTH - 3

MREO ENDS V, CYCLE EARLY = 0 1 0 = CYCLE LENGTH = 2
1 1 = DO NOT USE

o "" iORQ ENDS VI CYCLE EARLY

0, O. Os D. 03 O2 01 Do

1° I I ° I ° 10 I BASE REGISTER Bm

I I !.PORT B IS MEMORY
1 "" PORT B IS lIO

o 0 "" PORT B ADDRESS DeCREMENTS
o 1 :I:: PORT B ADDRESS INCREMENTS

~ ~} "" PORT 8 ADDRESS FIXED

WR ENDS V, CYCLEEARLY.! I I
1m ENDS VI CYCLE EARLY ., 0

~ ENDS VI CYCLE EARLY = 0

I I
o 0 "" CYCLE LENGTH - 4
o 1. CYCLE LENGTH z 3
1 o. CYCLE LENGTH •• 2
1 1 00 NOT USE

o = iORQ ENOS V, CYCLE EARLY

01 0, Os D. 03 O2 01 DO

I, 1 1 ° 1 0 I BASE REGISTER BYTE

DMA ENABLE.! I
INTERRUPT ENABLE. 1

1.STOP ON MATCH

0, 0, Os O. 03 O2 01 Do

I, I I 10 I, I BASE REGISTER BYTE

BYTE J 1
CONTINUOUS"" 0 1

BURST :I:: 1 0
00 NOT PROGRAM - 1 1

I I I
I I

VECTOR IS AUTOMATICALLY {O 0
MODIFIED AS SHOWN 0 1

ONLY IF "STATUS 1 0
AFFECTS VECTOR" BIT IS SET 1 1

• INTERRUPT ON ROY
• INTEARUPT ON MATCH
• INTERRUPT ON END OF BLOCK
• INTERRUPT ON MATCH

AND END OF BLOCK

0, 0, Os 0. 03 O2 01 00

I, I ° I 10 I, I ° I BASE REGISTER Bm

I
,

o '"" READY ACTIVE LOW
1 "" READY ACTIVE HIGH

0"" ClONLY
1 ::: CElWAIT MULTIPLEXED

o "" STOP ON END OF BLOCK
1 • AUTO RESTART ON END OF BLOCK

0, 0, Os D. 03 O2 01 Do

I, I 1 I I I I, I, I BASE REGISTER Bm

I I I I I H~X COMMANDNA.~
o "" C3 = RESET
1 = C7 = RESET PORT A TIMING
o = CB :I:: RESET PORT B TIMING

1 ""CF=LOAD
o "" 03 "" CONTINUE

1 = AF = DISABLE INTERRUPTS
o = AB = ENABLE INTERRUPTS
o = A3 :z RESET AND DISABLE INTERRUPTS
1 "" 87 "" ENABLE AFTER RETI

1 "" 8F = READ STATUS BYTE
o '" 88 "" REINITIAlIZE STATUS BYTE

o 1 0 0 1 "" A7 "" INITIATE READ SEQUENCE

r-0'

LlOr I
1 1 0 '" 8B "" READ MASK FOLLOWS

I READ MASK e1 - ENABLE)

II ~I ~ STATUS BYTEL--==: BYTE COUNTER (LOW BYTE)
BYTE COUNTEA (HIGH BYTE)
PORT A ADDRESS (LOW IYTE)
PORT A ADDAESS (HIGH BYTE)
PORT I ADDRESS (LOW BYTE)
PORT B ADORESS (HIGH BYTE)



Comments 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 HEX
WROsets DMA to receive a 1 1 1 1 a a I 1 79
block length, Port A start· Block Length Block Length Port A PortA

B ___ A

ing address and temporaflly Upper Lower Upper Lower Temporary Transfer, No Searchsets Port B as source. Follows Follows Address Address for
Follows Follows Loading B

Address·

Port A address (lower) a 1 a 1 a a a a 50

Port A address (upper) a a a 1 a a a a 10

Block length (lower) a a a a a a a a 00

Block length (upper) a a a 1 a a a 0 10

WRl defines Port A as a 0 0 1 0 1 a 0 14
memory with fixed No Timing Address Address Porf is
incrementing address. Follows Changes Increments Memory

WR2 defines Port B as a a 1 a 1 0 a 0 28
peripheral with fixed No Timing Fixed Port is
address. Follows Address 1/0

WR4 sets mode to Burst, 1 1 a a 0 1 a 1 C5
sets DMA to expect Port B

Burst Mode
No Interrupt No Upper Port BLower

address. Control Byte Address Address
Follows Follows

Port B address (lower) a a a a a 1 a 1 05

WR5 sets Ready active High. 1 0 a a 1 a 1 0 8A
No Auto No Walt RDY
Restart States Active High

WR6 loads Port B address 1 1 a a 1 1 1 1 CF
and resets block counter.·

WROsets Port A as source.· a a a a a 1 0 1 05
No Address or Block

A ___ B
Transfer, No Search

Length Bytes

WR6 loads Port A address 1 1 0 a 1 1 1 1 CF
and resets block counter.

WR6 enables DMA to start 1 a 0 a a 1 1 1 87
operation.



INACTIVE STATE TIMING
(DMA as CPU Peripheral)

In its disabled or inactive state, the DMA is addressed by the
CPU as an 1/0 peripheral for write and read (control and
status) operations. Write timing is illustrated in Figure 10.

Reading of the DMA's status by1e, by1e counter, or port
address counters is illustrated in Figure 11. These

operations require less than three T-cycles. The CE, 10RO,
and RD lines are made active over two rising edges of CLK,
and data appears on the bus approximately one T-cycle
after they become active.

~~r--:::
DO-D7~ --_..

ACTIVE STATE TIMING
(DMA as Bus Controller)

Default Read and Write Cycles. By default, and after
reset, the DMA's timing of read and write operations is
exactly the same as the Z80 CPU's timing of read and write
cycles for memory and 1/0 peripherals, with one exception:
during a read cycle, data is latched on the falling edge of T3
and held on the data bus across the boundary between
read and write cycles, through the end of the following write
cycle.

Figure 12 illustrates the timing for memory-to-I/O port
transfers and Figure 13 illustrates I/O-to-memory transfers.

Memory-to-memory and I/O-to-I/O transfer timings are
simply permutations of these diagrams.

The default timing uses three T-cycles for memory
transactions and four T-cycles for 1/0 transactions, which
include one automatically inserted wait cycle (TWN between
T2 and T3. If the CE/WAIT line is programmed to act as a
WAIT line during the DMA's active state, it is sampled on the
falling edge of T2 for memory transactions and the falling
edge of TWA for 1/0 transactions. If CEIWAIT is Low during
this time another T-cycle is added, during which the

110 WRITE -----.'1
T2 I TWA T31

..-- MEMORY READ ------"1"
1, I T2 I T3 T,

WRITE { IORO

WR

MEMORY

';F,I==



CEIWAIT line will again be sampled. The duration of
transactions can thus be indefinitely extended.

Variable Cycle and Edge Timing. The l80 DMA's default
operation-cycle length for the source (read) port and
destination (write) port can be independently programmed.
This variable-cycle feature allows read or write cycles
consisting of two, three, or four T-cycles (more if Wait cycles
are inserted), thereby increasing or decreasing the speed of
all signals generated by the DMA. In addition, the trailing
edges of the 10RO, MREO, RD, and WR signals can be
independently terminated one-half cycle early. Figure 14
illustrates this.

In the variable-cycle mode, unlike default timing, 10RO
comes active one-half cycle before MREO, RD, and WR.
CEIWAIT can be used to extend only the 3 or 4 T-cycle
variable memory cycles and only the 4-cycle variable I/O
cycle. The CEIWAIT line is sampled at the falling edge of T2
for 3- or 4-cycle memory cycles, and at the falling edge of T3
for 4-cycle I/O cycles.

I
"

T,

During transfers, data is latched on the clock edge causing
the rising edge of RD and held until the end of the write
cycle.

Bus Requests. Figure 15 illustrates the bus request and
acceptance timing. The ROY line, which may be
programmed active High or Low, is sampled on every rising
edge of CLK. If it is found to be active, and if the bus is not in
use by any other device, the following rising edge of CLK
drives BUSREO Low. After receiving BUSREO, the CPU
acknowledges on the BAI input either directly or through a
multiple-DMA daisy chain. When a Low is detected on BAI
for two consecutive rising edges of CLK, the DMA will begin
transferring data on the next rising edge of CLK.

Bus Release Byte-at-a-Time. In Byte-at-a-Time mode,
BUSREO is brought High on the rising edge of CLK prior to
the end of each read cycle (search-only) or write cycle
(transfer and transfer/search) as illustrated in Figure 16. This
is done regardless of the state of ROY.There is no possibility
of confusion when a l80 CPU is used since the CPU cannot

If 0 READ -----.1......-.- MEMORY WRITE -----'1
T, Tw T, T, I T, I T,

-{
-~{:

I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I
CLK~

MJiR ~-r-r -r
Jm,WII t t t

2-CYCLE 3·CYCLE 4-CYCLE
EARLY END EARLY END EARLY END



begin an operation until the following T-cycle. Most other
CPUs are not bothered by this either, although note should
be taken of it. The next bus request for the next byte will
come after both BUSREO and BAI have returned High.

Bus Release at End of Block. In Burst and Continuous
modes, an end of block causes BUSREO to go High usually
on the same rising edge of ClK in which the OMA
completes the transfer of the data block (Figure 17). The last
byte in the block is transferred even if ROY goes inactive
before completion of the last byte transfer.

Bus Release on Not Ready. In Burst mode, when ROY
goes inactive it causes BUSREO to go High on the next
rising edge of ClK after the completion of its current byte
operation (Figure 18). The action on BUSREO is thus
somewhat delayed from action on the ROY line. The OMA
always completes its current byte operation in an orderly
fashion before releasing the bus.

By contrast, BUSREO is not released in Continuous mode
when ROY goes inactive. Instead, the OMA idles after
completing the current byte operation, awaiting an active
ROY again.

Bus Release on Match. If the OMA is programmed to stop
on match in Burst or Continuous modes, a match causes

BUSREO to go inactive on the next OMA operation, i.e., at
the end of the next read in a search or at the end of the
following write in a transfer (Figure 19). Due to the pipelining
scheme, matches are determined while the next DMA read
or write is being performed.

The ROY line can go inactive after the matching operation
begins without affecting this bus-release timing.

Interrupts. Timings for interrupt acknowledge and return
from interrupt are the same as timings for these in other Z80
peripherals. Refer to the Zilog Microprocessor Applications
Reference Book, Volume 1, #00-2145-01, (The ZaD Family
Program Interrupt Structure).

Interrupt on ROY (interrupt before requesting bus) does not
directly affect the BUSREO line. Instead, the interrupt
service routine must handle this by issuing the following
commands to WR6:

1. Enable after Return From Interrupt (RETI)
Command-Hex B7

2. Enable OMA-Hex 87

3. An RETI instruction that resets the Interrupt Under
Service latch in the Z80 OMA.

CLK~

(r-k"..e ---------BUSREQ------J ! J

I
BAI I -------------

___ ---Ie II;~

CLKJLILf

Figure 17. Bus Release at End of Block
(Burst and Continuous Modes)



Figure 18. Bus Release When Not Ready
(Burst Mode)

BYTEn I BYTEn+1
AEADIN----- ...-- READINAND

MATCHFQUND
ON BYTEn

Figure 19. Bus Release on Match
(Burst and Continuous Modes)



AC CHARACTERISTICS
(Inactive State)



AC CHARACTERISTICS
(Inactive State)

Z80DMA Z80ADMA

Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Mln Max Unit

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 4000 250 4000 ns

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2000 110 2000 ns

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 170 2000 110 2000 ns

4 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 ns

5 TIC Clock Fall Time 30 30 ns

6 Th Hold Time for Any Specified Setup Time 0 0 ns

7 TsC(Cr) IORO, WR. CE ~to Clock t Setup 280 145 ns

8 TdDO(RDf) RD ~to Data Output Delay 500 380 ·ns

9 TsDI(Cr) Data In to Clock t Setup (WR or M 1) 50 50 ns ::
10 TdDO(IOf) IORO ~to Data Out Delay (INTA Cycle) 340 160 ns 0

RD t to Data Float Delay (output buffer disable)
~

11 TdRDr(Dz) 160 110 ns II
12 TsIEI(IOROf) lEI to IORO ~Setup (INTA Cycle) 140 140 ns III
13 TdIEOr(IElr) lEI t to IEO t Delay 210 160 ns

14 TdIEOf(IEIf) lEI ~to IEO ~ Delay 190 130 ns

15 TdM1f(IEOf) M1 ~ to IEO ~ Delay (interrupt just prior to M1 ~) 300 190 ns

16 TsM1f(Cr) M 1 Ho Clock t Setup 210 90 ns

17 TsM1r(Cf) M 1 tto Clock Setup 20 -10 ns

18 TsRDf(Cr) RD ~to Clock t Setup (M1 Cycle) 240 115 ns

19 Tdl(INTf) Interrupt Cause to INT ~ Delay (INT generated

only when DMA is inactive) 500 500 ns

20 TdBAlr(BAOr) BAI t to BAO t Delay 200 150 ns

21 TdBAlf(BAOf) BAI ~ to BAO ~ Delay 200 150 ns

22 TsRDY(Cr) RDY Active to Clock t Setup 150 100 ns

NOTE: Negative minimum setup values mean that the first-mentioned event can come after the second-mentioned event.



AC CHARACTERISTICS
(Active State)

f INPUT

Do-DT louTPuT

Number Symbol Parameter

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time

2 TwCh Clock Width (High)

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low)

4 TrC Clock Rise Time

5 TIC Clock Fall Time

Z80DMA°:j:t
Mln(ns) Max(ns)

400
180
180

Z80ADMA°:j:t
Mln(ns) Max(ns)

250

110
110

2000
2000

30
30

2000
2000

30
30

NffiES:
o Numbers in parentheses are other parameter-numbers in this table; their values should be substituted in equations.* All equations imply DMA default (standard) timing.
t Data must be enabled onto data bus when RD is active .
• Parameter is not illustrated in the AC Timing Diagrams.



AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

(Active State)

Z80DMA°:U Z80ADMAo*t
Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Min(ns) Max(ns)

6 TdA Address Output Delay 145 110

7 TdC(Az) Clock t to Address Float Delay 110 90

8 TsA(MREO) Address to MREO ~ Setup (Memory Cycle) (2)+(5)-75 (2)+(5)-75

9 TsA(IRW) Address Stable to 10RO, RD, WR ~Setup

(I/O Cycle) (1)-80 (1)-70

'10 TdRW(A) RD, WR t to Addr. Stable Delay (3)+(4)+40 (3)+(4)-50

'11 TdRW(Az) Rd, WR t to Addr. Float (3)+(4)-60 (3)+(4)-45

12 TdCf(DO) Clock ~to Data Out Delay 230 150

'13 TdCr(Dz) Clock t to Data Float Delay (Write Cycle) 90 90 N
14 TsDI(Cr) Data In to Clock t Setup (Read cycle when

00
0

rising edge ends read) 50 35 "15 TsDI(Cf) Data In to Clock ~Setup (Read cycle when II
falling edge ends read) 60 50 III

'16 TsDO(WfM) Data Out to WR ~Setup (Memory Cycle) (1)-210 (1)-170

17 TsDO(Wfl) Data Out to WR ~Setup (I/O cycle) 100 100

'18 TdWr(DO) WR t to Data Out Delay (3)+(4)-80 (3)+(4)-70

19 Th Hold Time for Any Specified Setup Time 0 0

20 TdCr(Mf) Clock t to MREO ~ Delay 100 85

21 TdCf(Mf) Clock ~ to MREO ~ Delay 100 85

22 TdCr(Mr) Clock t to MREO t Delay 100 85

23 TdCf(Mr) Clock ~to MREO t Delay 100 85

24 TwM1 MREO Low Pulse Width (1)-40 (1)-30

'25 TwMh MREO High Pulse Width (2)+(5)-30 (2)+(5)-20

26 TdCf(lf) Clock ~to 10RO ~ Delay 110 85

27 TdCr(lf) Clock t to 10RO ~ Delay 90 75

28 TdCr(lr) Clock t to 10RO t Delay 100 85

'29 TdCf(lr) Clock ~to 10RO t Delay 110 85

30 TdCr(Rf) Clock t to RD ~ Delay 100 85

31 TdCf(Rf) Clock ~ to RD ~ Delay 130 95

32 TdCr(Rr) Clock t to RD t Delay 100 85

33 TdCf(Rr) Clock ~ to RD t Delay 110 85

34 TdCr(Wf) Clock t to WR ~ Delay 80 65

35 TdCf(Wf) Clock ~ to WR ~ Delay 90 80

36 TdCr(Wr) Clock t to WR t Delay 100 80

37 TdCf(Wr) Clock ~to WR t Delay 100 80

38 TwWI WR Low Pulse Width (1)-40 (1)-30

39 TsWA(Cf) WAIT to Clock ~Setup 70 70

40 TdCr(B) Clock t to BUSREO Delay 150 100

41 TdCr(lz) Clock t to 10RO, MREO, RD, WR Float Delay 100 80

NOTES: o Numbers in parentheses are other parameter-numbers in this table; their values should be substituted in equations.
:j: All equations imply DMA default (standard) timing.
t Data must be enabled onto data bus when RD is active.
, Parameter is not illustrated in the AC Timing Diagrams.
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Voltages on all pins with respect
to ground - 0.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

StressesgreaterthanthoselistedunderAbsoluteMaximumRatingsmay
cause permanentdamageto the device.This is a stressrating only;
operationof the deviceat any conditionabovethose indicatedin the
operationalsectionsof thesespecificationsis not implied.Exposureto
absolutemaximumrating conditionsfor extendedperiodsmay affect
devicereliability.

The DC characteristics and capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following test conditions. unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND (OV).
Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.75V'-Vcc'- +5.25V

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance of 100 pf max.
Timing references between two output signals assume a
load difference of 50 pf max.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature

ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter

VILC Clock Input LowVoltage
VIHC Clock Input High Voltage
VIL Input LowVoltage
VIH Input High Voltage
VOL Output LowVoltage

Mln Max

-0.3 0.45

Vcc-·6 5.5
-0.3 0.8

2.0 5.5
0.4

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4
Icc PowerSupply Current

l80DMA
l80ADMA

III Input Leakage Current
ILa 3-StateOutput Leakage Current in Float
ILD Data Bus Leakage Current in Input Mode

vcc = 5V ± 5% unless otherwise specified, over specified temperature range.

150
200

10
±10
±10

IOL = 3.2mA for BUSREQ
IOL = 2.0 mA for all others
IOH = 250J-lA

VIN = OtoVcc
VOUT= 0.4V to Vcc
0 •• VIN•• Vcc

C Clock Capacitance
CIN Input Capacitance
COUT Output Capacitance

NOTES:Overspecifiedtemperaturerange;f = MHz.
Unmeasuredpinsreturnedtoground.



Z80 DMA, 2.5 MHz
40-pln DIP
Z8410 PS
Z8410 CS

Z80A DMA, 4.0 MHz
40-pln DIP
Z8410A PS
Z8410A CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lOoC
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°C to + 125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders. contact your local 2ilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z8420 Z80® PIO
Parallellnput/Output
Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Provides a direct interface between Z80 microcomputer
systems and peripheral devices.

• Two ports with interrupt-driven handshake for fast
response.

• Four programmable operating modes: Output, Input,
Bidirectional (Port A only), and Bit Control

• Programmable interrupts on peripheral status
conditions.

• Standard Z80 Family bus-request and prioritized
interrupt-request daisy chains implemented without
external logic.

• The eight Port B outputs can drive Darlington transistors
(1.5 mA at 1.5V).

The Z80 Pia Parallel I/O Circuit is a programmable,
dual-port device that provides a TIL-compatible interface
between peripheral devices and the Z80 CPU (Figures 1
and 2). The CPU configures the Z80 Pia to interface with a

DAU{BUS

INTERRUPT {
CONTROL

wide range of peripheral devices with no other external
logic. Typical peripheral devices that are compatible with the
Z80 Pia include most keyboards, paper tape readers and
punches, printers, and PROM programmers.
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Figure 2a. 40-pin Dual-In-Llne Package (DIP).
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Figure 2b. 44-pln Chip Carrier,
Pin Assignments

One characteristic of the zao peripheral controllers that
separates them from other interlace controllers is that all
data transfer between the peripheral device and the CPU is
accomplished under interrupt control. Thus, the interrupt
logic of the Pia permits full use of the efficient interrupt
capabilities of the zao CPU during I/O transfers. All logic
necessary to implement a fully nested interrupt structure is
included in the Pia (Figure 3).

Another feature of the Pia is the ability to interrupt the CPU
upon occurrence of specified status conditions in the
peripheral device. For example, the Pia can be
programmed to interrupt if any specified peripheral alarm
conditions should occur. This interrupt capability reduces
the time the processor must spend in polling peripheral
status.

The zao Pia interlaces to peripherals via two independent
general-purpose I/O ports, designated Port A and Port B.
Each port has eight data bits and two handshake signals,
Ready and Strobe, which control data transfer. The Ready
output indicates to the peripheral that the port is ready for a
data transfer. Strobe is an input from the peripheral that
indicates when a data transfer has occurred.

Operating Modes. The zao Pia ports can be programmed
to operate in four modes: Output (Mode 0), Input (Mode 1),
Bidirectional (Mode 2) and Bit Control (Mode 3).

Either Port A or Port B can be programmed to output data in
Mode O. Both ports have output registers that are
individually addressed by the CPU; data can be written to
either port at any time. When data is written to a port, an
active Ready output indicates to the external device that
data is available at the associated port and is ready for
transfer to the external device. After the data transfer, the
external device responds with an active Strobe input, which
generates an interrupt, if enabled.

A ~
~ r

PIO

iNr

lEI

-

IEO
iNT

• lEI

• RDY

DMA

A ~
\l r

CPU_ T
INT -l-

lEI
ZCITO,

CTC
ZCITO, iNr

IEO

Either Port A or Port B can be programmed to input data in
Mode 1. Each port has an input register addressed by the
CPU. When the CPU reads data from a port, the Pia sets the
Ready signal, which is detected by the external device. The
external device then places data on the I/O lines and strobes
the I/O port, which latches the data into the Port Input
Register, resets Ready, and triggers the Interrupt Request, if
enabled. The CPU can read the input data at any time,
which again sets Ready.

Mode 2 is bidirectional and uses only Port A, plus the
interrupts and handshake signals from both ports. Port B
must be set to Mode 3 and masked off from generating
interrupts. In operation, Port A is used for both data input
and output. Output operation is similar to Mode 0 except
that data is allowed out onto the Port A bus only when ASTB
is Low. For input, operation is similar to Mode 1, except that
the data input uses the Port B handshake signals and the
Port B interrupt, if enabled.



Both ports can be used in Mode 3. In this mode, the
individual bits are defined as either input or output bits. This
provides up to eight separate, indiVidually defined bits for
each port. During operation, Ready and Strobe are not
used. Instead, an interrupt is generated if the condition of
one input changes, or if all inputs change. The requirements
for generating an interrupt are defined during the
programming operation; the active level is specified as
either High or Low, and the logic condition is specified as
either one input active (OR) or all inputs active (AND). For
example, if the port is programmed for active Low inputs and

the logic function isAND, then all inputs at the specified port
must go Low to generate an interrupt.

Data outputs are controlled by the CPU and can be written
or changed at any time.

• Individual bits can be masked off.

• The handshake signals are not used in Mode 3; Ready is
held Low, and Strobe is disabled.

• When using the laO PIO interrupts, the laO CPU
interrupt mode must be set to Mode 2.

The internal structure of the laO PIO consists of a laO CPU
bus interface, internal control logic, Port A I/O logic, Port B
I/O logic, and interrupt control logic (Figure 4). The CPU bus
interface logic allows the laO PIO to interface directly to the
laO CPU with no other external logic. The internal control
logic synchronizes the CPU data bus to the peripheral
device interfaces (Port A and Port B). The two I/O ports (A
and B) are virtually identical and are used to interface
directly to peripheral devices.

Port logic. Each port contains separate input and output
registers, handshake control logic, and the control registers
shown in Figure 5. All data transfers between the peripheral
unit and the CPU use the data input and output registers.
The handshake logic associated with each port controls the
data transfers through the input and the output registers.
The mode control register (two bits) selects one of the four
programmable operating modes.

The Bit Control mode (Mode 3) uses the remaining registers.
The input/output control register specifies which of the eight
data bits in the port are to be outputs and enables these bits;
the remaining bits are inputs. The mask register and the
mask control register govern Mode 3 interrupt conditions.
The mask register specifies which of the bits in the port are
active and which are masked or inactive.

The mask control register specifies two conditions: first,
whether the active state of the input bits is High or Low, and
second, whether an interrupt is generated when anyone 0=
unmasked input bit is active (OR condition) or if the interrupt
is generated when all unmasked input bits are active (AND •
condition). S
Interrupt Control Logic.The interrupt control logic section
handles all CPU interrupt protocol for nested-priority
interrupt structures. Any device's physical location in a
daisy-chain configuration determines its priority. Two lines
(lEI and IEO) are provided in each PIO to form this daisy
chain. The device closest to the CPU has the highest priority.
Within a PIO, Port A interrupts have higher priority than
those of Port B. In the byte input, byte output, or bidirectional
modes, an interrupt can be generated whenever the
peripheral requests a new byte transfer. In the bit control
mode, an interrupt can be generated when the peripheral
status matches a programmed value. The PIO provides for
complete control of nested interrupts. That is, lower priority
devices may not interrupt higher priority devices that have
not had their interrupt service routines completed by the
CPU. Higher priority devices may interrupt the servicing of
lower priority devices.

DATA
OR CONTROL

} HANDSHAKE

DATA
OR CONTROL

}HANDSHAKE



If the CPU (in interrupt Mode 2) accepts an interrupt, the
interrupting device must provide an a-bit interrupt vector for
the CPU. This vector forms a pointer to a location in memory
where the address of the interrupt service routine is located.
The a-bit vector from the interrupting device forms the least
significant eight bits of the indirect pointer while the I
Register in the CPU provides the most significant eight bits
of the pointer. Each port (A and B) has an independent
interrupt vector. The least significant bit of the vector is
automatically set to D within the PIO because the pointer
must point to two adjacent memory locations for a complete
16-bit address.

Unlike the other ZaD peripherals, the PIO does not enable
interrupts immediately after programming. It waits until M1
goes Low (e.g., during an opcode fetch). This condition is
unimportant in the ZaD environment but might not be if
another type of CPU is used.

MODE
CONTROL
REGISTER

(2 BITS)

MASK
CONTROL
REGISTER

(2 BITS)

INTERRUPT
CONTROL

LOGIC

The PIO decodes the RETI (Return From Interrupt)
instruction directly from the CPU data bus so that each PIO
in the system knows at all times whether it is being serviced
by the CPU interrupt service routine. No other
communication with the CPU is required.

CPU Bus I/O logic. The CPU bus interface logic interfaces
the ZaD PIO directly to the ZaD CPU, so no external logic is
necessary. For large systems, however, address decoders
and/or buffers may be necessary.

Internal Control logic. This logic receives the control
words for each port during programming and, in turn,
controls the operating functions of the ZaD PIO. The control
logic synchronizes the port operations, controls the port
mode, port addressing, selects the read/write function, and
issues appropriate commands to the ports and the interrupt
logic. The ZaD PIO does not receive a write input from the
CPU; instead, the RD, CE, C/O and IORO signals internally
generate the write input.

DATA
INPUT

REGISTER
(8 BITS)

HAND·
SHAKE

CONTROL
LOGIC



Mode 0, 1, or 2. (Input, Output, or Bidirectional).
Programming a port for Mode 0, 1, or 2 requires at least one,
and up to three, control words per port. These words are:

Mode Control Word (Figure 6). Selects the port operating
mode. This word is required and may be written at any time.

Interrupt Vector Word (Figure 7). The Z80 PIO is designed
for use with the Z80 CPU in interrupt Mode 2. This word
must be programmed if interrupts are to be used.

Interrupt Control Word (Figure 9) or Interrupt Disable
Word (Figure 11). Controls the enable or disable of the PIO
interrupt function.

Mode 3 (Bit Control). Programming a port for Mode 3
requires at least two, and up to four, control words.

Mode Control Word (Figure 6). Selects the port operating
mode. This word is required and may be written at any time.

I/O Register Control Word (Figure 8). When Mode 3 is
selected, the Mode Control Word must be followed by the
I/O Control Word. This word configures the I/O control
register, which defines which port lines are inputs or outputs.
This word is required.

10,1lle1D,ID.11 11 11 111

11L IDENTIFIES MDDE
CDNTROL WORD

DON'T CARE

------- MODe SELECT

MODEO
MODE1
MODE 2
MODE 3

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

I
L IDENTIFIES INTERRUPT

VECTOR

_____ USER SUPPLIED INTERRUPT
VECTOR

Interrupt Vector Word (Figure 7). The Z80 PIO is designed
for use with the Z80 CPU in interrupt Mode 2. This word
must be programmed if interrupts are to be used.

Interrupt Control Word. In Mode 3, handshake is not
used. Interrupts are generated as a logic function of the
input signal levels. The interrupt control word sets the logic
conditions and the logic levels required for generating an
interrupt. Two logic conditions or functions are available:
ANO (if all input bits change to the active level, an interrupt is
triggered), and OR (if anyone of the input bits changes to the
active level, an interrupt is triggered). Bit Os sets the logic
function, as shown in Figure 9. The active level of the input
bits can be set either High or Low. The active level is
controlled by Bit 05.

Mask Control Word. This word sets the mask control i
register, allowing any unused bits to be masked off. If any bits
are to be masked, then 04 must be set. When 04 is set, the 03
next word written to the port must be a mask control word
(Figure 10).

Interrupt Disable Word. This control word can be used to
enable or disable a port interrupt. It can be used without
changing the rest of the interrupt control word (Figure 11).
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PAo·PA7. Port A Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). This a-bit bus
transfers data, status, or control information between Port A
of the Pia and a peripheral device. PAo is the least
significant bit of the Port A data bus.

AROY. Register A Ready (output, active High). The
meaning of this signal depends on the mode of operation
selected for Port A as follows:

Output Mode. This signal goes active to indicate that the
Port A output register has been loaded and the peripheral
data bus is stable and ready for transfer to the peripheral
device.

Input Mode. This signal is active when the Port A input
register is empty and ready to accept data from the
peripheral device.

Bidirectional Mode. This signal is active when data is
available in the Port A output register for transfer to the
peripheral device. In this mode, data is not placed on the
Port A data bus, unless ASTB is active.

Control Mode. This signal is disabled and forced to a Low
state.

ASTB. Port A Strobe Pulse From Peripheral Device (input,
active Low). The meaning of this signal depends on the
mode of operation selected for Port A as follows:

Output Mode. The positive edge of this strobe is issued by
the peripheral to acknowledge the receipt of data made
available by the Pia.

Input Mode. The strobe is issued by the peripheral to load
data from the peripheral into the Port A input register. Data is
loaded into the Pia when this signal is active.

Bidirectional Mode. When this signal is active, data from
the Port A output register is gated onto the Port A
bidirectional data bus. The positive edge of the strobe
acknowledges the receipt of the data.

Control Mode. The strobe is inhibited internally.

PBo·PB7' Port B Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). This a-bit bus
transfers data, status, or control information between Port B
and a peripheral device. The Port B data bus can supply 1.5
mA at 1.5V to drive Darlington transistors. PBo is the least
significant bit of the bus.

B/A. Port B or A Select (input, High = B). This pin defines
which port is accessed during a data transfer between the
CPU and the Pia. A Low on this pin selects Port A; a High
selects Port B. Often address bit Ao from the CPU is used for
this selection function.

BROY. Register B Ready (output, active High). This signal is
similar to ARDY, except that in the Port A bidirectional mode
this signal.is High when the Port A input register is empty
and ready to accept data from the peripheral device.

BSTB. Port B Strobe Pulse From Peripheral Device (input,
active Low). This signal is similar to ASTB, except that in the
Port A bidirectional mode this signal strobes data from the
peripheral device into the Port A input register.

C/O. Control or Data Select (input, High = C). This pin
defines the type of data transfer to be performed between
the CPU and the Pia. A High on this pin during a CPU write
to the Pia causes the ZaD data bus to be interpreted as a
command for the port selected by the B/A Select line. A Low
on this pin means that the zaD data bus is being used to
transfer data between the CPU and the Pia. Often address
bit A1 from the CPU is used for this function.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). A Low on this pin
enables the Pia to accept command or data inputs from the
CPU during a write cycle or to transmit data to the CPU
during a read cycle. This signal is generally decoded from
four I/O port numbers for Ports A and B, data, and control.

CLK. System Clock (input). The zaD Pia uses the standard
single-phase ZaD system clock.

00.07' ZaD CPU Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). This bus is
used to transfer all data and commands between the ZaD
CPU and the zaD Pia. Do is the least significant bit.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). This signal is
used to form a priority-interrupt daisy chain when more than
one interrupt driven device is being used. A High level on
this pin indicates that no other devices of higher priority are
being serviced by a CPU interrupt service routine.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). The lEa
signal is the other signal required to form a daisy chain
priority scheme. It is High only if lEI is High and the CPU is
not servicing an interrupt. from this Pia. Thus this signal
blocks lower priority devices from interrupting while a higher
priority device is being serviced by its CPU interrupt service
routine.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain, active Low).
When INT is active the zaD Pia is requesting an interrupt
from the ZaD CPU.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (input from ZaD CPU, active
Low). 10RO is used in conjunction with B/A, C/O, CE, and
RD to transfer commands and data between the zaD CPU
and the zaD Pia. When CE, RD, and 10RO are active, the
port addressed by B/A transfers data to the CPU (a read
operation). Conversely, when CE and 10RO are active but
RD is not, the port addressed by B/A is written into from the
CPU with either data or control information, as specified by
C/O. Also, if 10RO and M1 are active simultaneously, the
CPU is acknowledging an interrupt; the interrupting port
automatically places its interrupt vector on the CPU data bus
if it is the highest priority device requesting an interrupt.



M1. Machine Cycle (input from CPU, active Low). This signal
is used as a sync pulse to control several internal PIO
operations. When both the M1 and RD signals are active,
the Z80 CPU is fetching an instruction from memory.
Conversely, when both M1 and 10RO are active, the CPU is
acknowledging an interrupt. In addition, M1 has two other
functions within the Z80 PIO: it synchronizes the PIO

interrupt logic; when M1 occurs without an active RD or
10RO signal, the PIO is reset.

RD. Read Cycle Status (input from Z80 CPU, active Low). If
RD is active, or an I/O operation is in progress, RD is used
with B/A. C/O, CE, and 10RO to transfer data from the Z80
PIO to the Z80 CPU.

The following timing diagrams show typical timing in a Z80
CPU environment. For more precise specifications refer to
the composite ac timing diagram.

Write Cycle. Figure 12 illustrates the timing for
programming the Z80 PIO or for writing data to one of its
ports. The PIO does not receive a specific write signal; it
internally generates its own from the lack of an active RD
signal.

Read Cycle. Figure 13 illustrates the timing for reading the
data input from an external device to one of the Z80 PIO
ports.
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Figure 12. Write Cycle Timing

Output Mode (Mode 0). An output cycle (Figure 14) is
always started by the execution of an output instruction by
the CPU. The WR' pulse from the CPU latches the data from
the CPU data bus into the selected port's output register. The
WR' pulse sets the Ready flag after a Low-going edge of
CLK, indicating data is available. Ready stays active until the
positive edge of the strobe line is received, indicating that I::!
data was taken by the peripheral. The positive edge of the S
strobe pulse generates an INT If the interrupt enable flip-flop •
has been set and if this device has the highest priority. a
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Figure 13. Read Cycle Timing



Input Mode (Mode 1). When STROBE goes from Low to
High, data is latched into the selected port input register
(Figure 15). While STROBE is Low, the input data latches are
transparent. The next rising edge of STROBE activates INT, if
Interrupt Enable is set and this is the highest-priority
requesting device. The following falling edge of CLK resets
Ready to an inactive state, indicating that the input register is
full and cannot accept any more data until the CPU
completes a read. When a read is complete, the positive
edge of RD sets Ready at the next Low-going transition of
CLK. At this time new data can be loaded into the PIO.

Bidirectional Mode (Mode 2). This is a combination of
Modes 0 and 1 using all four handshake lines and the eight
Port A I/O lines (Figure 16). Port B must be set to the bit
mode and its inputs must be masked. The Port A handshake
lines are used for output control and the Port B lines are
used for input control. If interrupts occur, Port A's vector will
be used during port output and Port B's will be used during
port input. Data is allowed out onto the Port A bus only when
ASTB is Low. The rising edge of this strobe can be used to
latch the data into the peripheral.



Bit Control Mode (Mode 3). The bit mode does not utilize
the handshake signals, and a normal port write or port read
can be executed at any time. When writing, the data is
latched into the output registers with the same timing as the
output mode.

When reading (Figure 17) the Pia, the data returned to the
CPU is composed of output register data from those port
data lines assigned as outputs and input register data from
those port data lines assigned as inputs. The input register
contains data that was present immediately prior to the
falling edge of RD. An interrupt is generated if interrupts
from the port are enabled and the data on the port data lines
satisfy the logical equation defined by the 8-bit mask and
2-bit mask control registers. However, if Port A is
programmed in bidirectional mode, Port B does not issue an
interrupt in bit mode and must therefore be polled.

Interrupt Acknowledge Timing. During M1 time,
peripheral controllers are inhibited from changing their
interrupt enable status, permitting the Interrupt Enable
signal to ripple through the daisy chain. The peripheral with
lEI High and lEa Low during INTACK places a
preprogrammed 8-bit interrupt vector on the data bus at this
time (Figure 18). lEa is held Low until a Return From

Interrupt (RETI) instruction is executed by the CPU while lEI
is High. The 2-byte RETI instruction is decoded internally by
the Pia for this purpose.

Return From Interrupt Cycle. If a Z8D peripheral has no
interrupt pending and is not under service, then its lEa =
lEI. If it has an interrupt under service (i.e., it has already
interrupted and received an interrupt acknowledge) then its
lEa is always Low, inhibiting lower priority devices from
interrupting. If it has an interrupt pending which has not yet
been acknowledged, lEa is Low unless an "ED" is decoded
as the first byte of a 2-byte opcode (Figure 19). In this case,
lEa goes High until the next opcode byte is decoded,
whereupon it goes Low again. If the second byte of the
opcode was a "40," then the opcode was an RETI
instruction.

After an "ED" opcode is decoded, only the peripheral
device which has interrupted and is currently under service
has its lEI High and its lEa Low. This device is the
highest-priority device in the daisy chain that has received
an interrupt acknowledge. All other peripherals have lEI =
lEa. lithe next opcode byte decoded is "40," this peripheral
device resets its "interrupt under service" condition.
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Z·80PIO· Z·80APIO· Z·80BPIO·
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Min Max Notes

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 [1] 250 [1] 165 [1J

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2000 105 2000 65 2000

3 TwC1 Clock Width (Low) 170 2000 105 2000 65 2000

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30 20

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 20

6 TsCS(RI) CE, B/A. C/O to RD. laRa ~Setup Time 50 50 50 [6]

7 Th Any Hold Times for Specified Setup Time 0 0 0 0

8 TsRI(C) RD, laRa to Clock t Setup Time' 115 115 70

9 TdRI(DO) RD, laRa ~to Data Out Delay 430 380 300 [2J N
00

10 TdRI(DOs) RD, laRa t to Data Out Float Delay 160 110 70 C..,
11 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 50 50 40 CL = 50 pf III'

0
12 TdIO(DOI) laRa ~to Data Out Delay (INTACK Cycle) 340 160 120 [3J
13 TsM1(Cr) M1 ~to Clock t Setup Time 210 90 70

14 TsM1(Cf) M1 t to Clock> Setup Time (M1 Cycle) 0 0 0 [8J
15 TdM1(1EO) M1 +to lEa ~Delay (Interrupt Immediately

Preceding M1 ~) 300 190 100 [5,7]

16 TsIEI(IO) lEI to laRa ~Setup Time (INTACK Cycle) 140 140 100 [7J
17 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI ~to lEa ~Delay 190 130 120 [5]

CL = 50pf
18 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED Decode) 210 160 150 [5]

19 TcIO(C) laRa t to Clock ~Setup Time (ToActivate
READY on Next Clock Cycle) 220 200 170

20 TdC(RDYr) Clock ~to READY t Delay 200 190 170 [5J
CL = 50 pf

21 TdC(RDYf) Clock ~to READY ~Delay 150 140 120 [5J
22 TwSTB STROBE Pulse Width 150 150 120 [4J
23 TsSTB(C) STROBE t to Clock ~Setup Time (ToActivate

READY on Next Clock Cycle) 220 220 150 [5]
24 TdIO(PD) laRa t to PORT DATAStable Delay (Mode 0) 200 180 160 [5]
25 TsPD(STB) PORT DATAto STROBE t Setup Time (Mode 1) 260 230 190

26 TdSTB(PD) STROBE ~to PORT DATAStable (Mode 2) 230 210 180 [5]
27 TdSTB(PDr) STROBE t to PORT DATAFloat Delay (Mode 2) 200 180 160 CL = 50 pf
28 TdPD(INT) PORT DATA Match to INT ~ Delay (Mode 3) 540 490 430
29 TdSTB(INT) STROBE t to INT ~ Delay 490 440 350

NffiES:
[1JTcC = TwCh + TwCl+ TrC+ TfC. [5] Increasethesevaluesby 2 ns for each 10 pf increasein loading up to
[2JIncrease TdRI(DO) by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in load up to 100 pfmax.

200pfmax. [6] TsCS(Rl)maybe reduced. However,the time subtractedfrom TsCS(RI)
[3JIncreaseTdlO(DOl) by 10 ns for each 50 pf, increasein loading up to will be added to TdRI(DO).

200 pfmax. • iiii1 must be activefor a minimumof two clock cyclesto resetthe PIO.
[4JFor Mode 2: TwSTB> TsPD(STB). t Unitsin nanoseconds(ns).



Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... - O.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics and capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following standard test conditions,
unless otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND
(OV). Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = OOCto +70°C, +4.75V";Vcc"; +5.25V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.75V";Vcc"; +5.25V

• M = -55°Cto +125°C, +4.5V";Vcc"; +5.5V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol

VILC

VIHC

VIL

VIH

VOL

VOH

III

ILa

Icc
IOHD

Clock Input Low Voltage

Clock Input High Voltage
Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Input Leakage Current

3-State Output Leakage Current in Float

Power Supply Current

Darlington Drive Current

PortBOnly

Max Unit

+0.45 V

VCC+0.3 V

+0.8 V

VCC V
+0.4 V

V

±10 !JA

±10 !JA

100 mA

mA

IOL = 2.0mA
IOH = - 250!JA

VIN = OtoVCC
VOUT = O.4V to VCC

VOH = 1.5V

REXT = 390Q

-0.3
VCC-0.6

-0.3
+2.0

C
CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

Over specified temperature range; f = 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



zao PIO, 2.5 MHz
44-plnLCC
Z8420 LM*
Z8420 LMB*t

40-plnDIP
Z8420 PS
Z8420CS
Z8420 PE
Z8420CE
Z8420CM*
Z8420CMB*

zaOA PIO, 4.5 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pln LCC
Z8420A PS Z8420A LM *
Z8420A CS Z8420A LM B * t
Z8420A PE
Z8420ACE
Z8420ACM*
Z8420ACMB*

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°Cto +70°C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

zaoe PIO, 6.0 MHz
40-pln DIP
Z8420B PS
Z8420BCS

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z8430Z80®CTC
Counter/Timer Circuit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Four independently programmable counter/timer
channels, each with a readable downcounter and a
selectable 16 or 256 prescaler. Downcounters are
reloaded automatically at zero count.

• Selectable positive or negative trigger initiates timer
operation.

• Three channels have Zero Count/Timeout outputs
capable of driving Darlington transistors.

• Interfaces directly to the Z80 CPU or-for baud rate
generation-to the Z80 SIO.

• Standard Z80 Family daisy-chain interrupt structure
provides fully vectored, prioritized interrupts without
external logic. The CTC may also be used as an interrupt
controller.
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lORD C 10 19 J cs,
lED 11 18 CSo
iNT '2 17 RESET

lEI 13 16 CE
Mi 14 15 CLK

The Z80 CTC four-channel counter/timer can be
programmed by system software for a broad range of
counting and timing applications. The four independently
programmable channels of the Z80 CTC satisfy common
microcomputer system requirements for event counting,
interrupt and interval timing, and general clock rate
generation.

Do_0,
0,

cpu _ 0,D:~: _ 0,
-Os_0,
-0,

CTC{= ~CONTROL - CS,
"ROM _ M1 RESET

cpu _ lORD

_ AD zaOCTC

DAISY {_ lEI zaOA CTC

INTE~:':;~ lED
CONTROL iNT

i i i

System design is simplified because the CTC connects
directly to both the Z80 CPU and the Z80 SIO with no
additional logic. In larger systems, address decoders and
buffers may be required.

Programming the CTC is straightforward: each channel is
programmed with two bytes; a third is necessary when

Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual·ln·Llne Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments



interrupts are enabled. Once started, the CTC counts down,
automatically reloads its time constant, and resumes
counting. Software timing loops are completely eliminated.
Interrupt processing is simplified because only one vector
need be specified; the CTC internally generates a unique
vector for each channel.

The lSO CTC requires a single + 5V power supply and the
standard lSO single-phase system clock. It is fabricated with
n-channel silicon-gate depletion-load technology, and
packaged in a 2S-pin and a 44-pin chip carrier DIP. (Figures
2aand 2b)
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The lSO CTC has four independent counter/timer channels.
Each channel is individually programmed with two words: a
control word and a time-constant word. The control word
selects the operating mode (counter or timer), enables or
disables the channel interrupt, and selects certain other
operating parameters. If the timing mode is selected, the
control word also sets a prescaler, which divides the system
clock by either 16 or 256. The time-constant word is a value
from 1 to 256.

During operation, the individual counter channel counts
down from the preset time constant value. In counter mode
operation the counter decrements on each of the CLKITRG
input pulses until zero count is reached. Each decrement is
synchronized by the system clock. For counts greater than
256, more than one counter can be cascaded. At zero
count, the down-counter is automatically reset with the time
constant value.

The timer mode determines time intervals as small as 4' /As
(lSOA) or 6.4 /As(lSO) without additional logic or software
timing loops. Time intervals are generated by dividing the
system clock with a prescaler that decrements a preset
down-counter.

Thus, the time interval is an integral multiple of the clock
period, the prescaler value (16 or 256), and the time
constant that is preset in the down-counter. A timer is
triggered automatically when its time constant value is
programmed, or by an external CLKITRG input.

Three channels have two outputs that occur at zero count.
The first output is a zero-count/timeout pulse at the lCITO
output. The fourth channel (Channel 3) does not have a
lC/TO output; interrupt request is the only output available
from Channel 3.

The second output is Interrupt Request (INT), which occurs
ilthe channel has its interrupt enabled during programming.
When the lSO CPU acknowledges Interrupt Request, the
lSO CTC places an interrupt vector on the data bus.

The four channels of the lSO CTC are fully prioritized and fit
into four contiguous slots in a standard lSO daisy-chain
interrupt structure. Channel 0 is the highest priority and
Channel 3 the lowest. Interrupts can be individually enabled
(or disabled) for each of the four channels.

The CTC has four major elements, as shown in Figure 3.

• CPU bus I/O

• Channel control logic

• Interrupt logic

• Counter/timer circuits

CPU Bus I/O. The CPU bus I/O circuit decodes the address
inputs, and interfaces the epu data and control signals to
the eTC for distribution on the internal bus.

Internal Control Logic. The CTC internal control logic
controls overall chip operating functions such as the chip
enable, reset, and read/write logic.

Interrupt Logic. The interrupt control logic ensures that the
eTC interrupts interface properly with the lSO CPU interrupt
system. The logic controls the interrupt priority of the eTe as
a function of the lEI signal. If lEI is High, the eTC has priority.
During interrupt processing, the interrupt logic holds IEO
Low, which inhibits the interrupt operation on lower priority
devices. If the lEI input goes Low, priority is relinquished
and the interrupt logic drives IEO Low.
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If a channel is programmed to request an interrupt, the
interrupt logic drives IEO Low at the zero count, and
generates an INT signal to the zao CPU. When the Z80 CPU
responds with interrupt acknowledge (M1 and IORO), then
the interrupt logic arbitrates the CTC internal priorities, and
the interrupt control logic places a unique interrupt vector on
the data bus.

If an interrupt is pending, the interrupt logic holds IEO Low.
When the zao CPU issues a Return From Interrupt (RETI)
instruction, each peripheral device decodes the first byte
(ED16)' If the device has a pending interrupt, it raises IEO
(High) for one M1 cycle. This ensures that all lower priority
devices can decode the entire RETI instruction and reset
properly.

ClK -IPRESCAlER ~

CounterlTimer Circuits. The CTC has four independent
counter/timer circuits, each containing the logic shown in
Figure 4.

Channel Control Logic. The channel control logic
receives the 8-bit channel control word when the
counter/timer channel is programmed. The channel control
logic decodes the control word and sets the following
operating conditions:

• Interrupt enable (or disable)

• Operating mode (timer or counter)

• Timer mode prescaler factor (16 or 256)

• Active slope for CLKITRG input

• Timer mode trigger (automatic or CLKITRG input)

• Time constant data word to follow

• Software reset

Time Constant Register. When the counter/timer channel
is programmed, the time constant register receives and
stores an 8-bit time constant value, which can be anywhere
from 1 to 256 (0 = 256). This constant is automatically
loaded into the down-counter when the counter/timer
channel is initialized, and subsequently after each zero
count.

Prescaler. The prescaler, which is used only in timer mode,
divides the system clock frequency by a factor of either 16 or
256. The prescaler output clocks the down-counter during
timer operation. The effect of the prescaler on the
down-counter is a multiplication of the system clock period
by 16 or 256. The prescaler factor is programmed by bit 5 of
the channel control word.
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Down-Counter. Prior to each count cycle, the
down-counter is loaded with the time constant register
contents. The counter is then decremented one of two ways,
depending on operating mode:

• By the prescaler output (timer mode)

• By the trigger pulses into the CLKITRG input (counter
mode)

Without disturbing the down-count, the zao CPU can read
the count remaining at any time by performing an I/O read
operation at the port address assigned to the CTC channel.
When the down-counter reaches the zero count, the ZCITO
output generates a positive-going pulse. When the interrupt
is enabled, zero count also triggers an interrupt request
signal (IN1) from the interrupt logic .

Each zao CTC channel must be programmed prior to
operation. Programming consists of writing two words to the
I/O port that corresponds to the desired channel. The first
word is a control word that selects the operating mode and
other parameters; the second word is a time constant, which
is a binary data word with a value from 1 to 256. A time
constant word must be preceded by a channel control word.

After initialization, channels may be reprogrammed at any
time. If updated control and time constant words are written
to a channel during the count operation, the count
continues to zero before the new time constant is loaded into
the counter.

If the interrupt on any zao CTC channel is enabled, the
programming procedure should also include an interrupt
vector. Only one vector is required for all four channels,
because the interrupt logic automatically modifies the vector
for the channel requesting service.

A control word is identified by a 1 in bit O. A 1 in bit 2 indicates
a time constant word is to follow. Interru pt vectors are always
addressed to Channel 0, and identified by a 0 in bit o.
Addressing. During programming, channels are
addressed with the channel select pins CS1 and CS2. A 2-bit
binary code selects the appropriate channel as shown in the
following table.

Channel CS1 CSo

a a a
1 a 1
2 1 a
3 1 1

Reset. The CTC has both hardware and software resets.
The hardware reset terminates all down-counts and disables
all CTC interrupts by resetting the interrupt bits in the control
registers. In addition, the ZCITO and Interrupt outputs go
inactive, IEO reflects lEI, and Do-D7 go to the
high-impedance state. All channels must be completely
reprogrammed after a hardware reset.

The software reset is controlled by bit 1 in the channel
control word. When a channel receives a software reset, it
stops counting. When a software reset is used, the other bits
in the control word also change the contents of the channel
control register. After a software reset a new time constant
word must be written to the same channel.

If the channel control word has both bits D1 and D2 set to 1,
the addressed channel stops operating, pending a new time
constant word. The channel is ready to resume after the new
constant is programmed. In timer mode, if D3 = 0,
operation is triggered automatically when the time constant
word is loaded.

Channel Control Word Programming. The channel
control word is shown in Figure 5. It sets the modes and
parameters described below.

Interrupt Enable. D7 enables the interrupt, so that an
interrupt output (IN1) is generated at zero count. Interrupts
may be programmed in either mode and may be enabled or
disabled at any time.

Mode. D6 selects either timer or counter operating mode.

Prescaler Factor. (Timer Mode Only). D5 selects
factor-either 16 or 256.

INTERRUPT jJ1 ENABLES INTERRUPT
o DISABLES INTERRUPT

MODE
o SELECTS TIMER MODE

1 SElECTS COUNTER MODE

PRES CALER VALUE"
1 = VALUE OF 256
o = VALUE OF 16

CLKITAQ EDGE SELECTION
o SElECTS FALLING EDGE

1 SELECTS RISING EOGe

~

L CONTROL OR VECTOR
o = VECTOR
1 = CONTROL WORD

RESET
o = CONTINUED OPERATION
1 = SOFTWARE RESET

TIME CONSTANT
o = NO TIME CONSTANT FOllOWS
1 = TIME CONSTANT FOLLOWS

L- TIMER TRIQGER"
o = AUTOMATIC TRIGGER WHEN

TIME CONSTANT IS lOADED
1 = CLKlTRG PULSE STARTS TIMER



ClocklT"rigger Edge Selector. D4 selects the active edge or
slope of the CLK/TRG input pulses. Note that
reprogramming the CLKITRG slope during operation is
equivalent to issuing an active edge. If the trigger slope is
changed by a control word update while a channel is
pending operation in timer mode, the result is the same as a
CLKlTRG pulse and the timer starts. Similarly, if the channel
is in counter mode, the counter decrements.

Timer Trigger (Timer Mode Only). D3 selects the trigger
mode for timer operation. When D3 is reset to 0, the timer is
triggered automatically. The time constant word is
programmed during an 1/0 write operation, which takes one
machine cycle. At the end of the write operation there is a
setup delay of one clock period. The timer starts
automatically (decrements) on the rising edge of the second
clock pulse (T2) of the machine cycle following the write
operation. Once started, the timer runs continuously. At zero
count the timer reloads automatically and continues
counting without interruption or delay, until stopped by a
reset.

When D3 is set to 1, the timer is triggered externally through
the CLKlTRG input. The time constant word is programmed
during an 1/0 write operation, which takes one machine
cycle. The timer is ready for operation on the rising edge of
the second clock pulse (T2) of the following machine cycle.
Note that the first timer decrement follows the active edge of
the CLKlTRG pulse by a delay time of one clock cycle if a
minimum setup time to the rising edge of clock is met. If this
minimum is not met, the delay is extended by another clock
period. Consequently, for immediate triggering, the
CLKlTRG input must precede T2 by one clock cycle plus its
minimum setup time. If the minimum time is not met, the
timer will start on the third clock cycle (T3).

Once started the timer operates continuously, without
interruption or delay, until stopped by a reset.

Time Constant. A 1 in D2 indicates that the next word
addressed to the selected channel is a time constant data
word for the time constant register. The time constant word
may be written at any time.

A 0 in D2 indicates no time constant word is to follow. This is
ordinarily used when the channel is already in operation and
the new channel control word is an update. A channel will

:~:~ II ~~:~:
TCS~ L=TC2

TC4 TC3

not operate without a time constant value. The only way to
write a time constant value is to write a control word with D2
set.

Software Reset. Setting D1 to 1 causes a software reset,
which is described in the Reset section.

Control Word. Setting Do to 0 identifies the word as a control
word.

Time Constant Programming. Before a channel can start
counting it must receive a time constant word from the CPU.
During programming or reprogramming, a channel control
word in which bit 2 is set must precede the time constant
word to indicate that the next word is a time constant. The
time constant word can be any value from 1 to 256 (Figure
6). Note that 0016 is interpreted as 256.

In timer mode, the time interval is controlled by three factors:

• The system clock period (~)

• The prescaler factor (P), which multiplies the interval by
either 16 or 256

• The time constant (T), which is programmed into the time
constant register

Consequently, the time interval is the product of ~ x P x 1
The minimum timer resolution is 16x~ (41ls with a 4MHz
clock). The maximum timer interval is 256 x ~ x 256 (16.4
ms with a 4MHz clock). For longer intervals timers may be
cascaded.

Interrupt Vector Programming. If the zao CTC has one or
more interrupts enabled, it can supply interrupt vectors to
the zao CPU. To do so, the zao CTC must be
pre-programmed with the most-significant five bits of the
interrupt vector. Programming consists of writing a vector
word to the I/O port corresponding to the zao CTC Channel
O. Note that Do of the vector word is always zero, to
distinguish the vector from a channel control word. D1 and
D2 are not used in programming the vector word. These bits
are supplied by the interrupt logic to identify the channel
requesting interrupt service with a unique interrupt vector
(Figure 7). Channel 0 has the highest priority.

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
v,-v, ===r-L0 : INTERRUPT VECTOR WORD

SUPPLIED 1 - CONTROL WORD

BY USER
CHANNEl IDENTIFIER
(AUTOMATICAllY INSERTED
8Y CTC)
o 0 = CHANNEL a
o 1 = CHANNEL 1
1 0 = CHANNEL 2
1 1 = CHANNEL 3



CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). When enabled the CTC
accepts control words, interrupt vectors, or time constant
data words from the data bus during an 1/0 write cycle; or
transmits the contents ofthe downcounter to the CPU during
an 1/0 read cycle. In most applications this signal is
decoded from the eight least significant bits of the address
bus for any ofthe four 1/0 port addresses that are mapped to
the four counter-timer channels.

CLK. System Clock (input). Standard single-phase ZaD
system clock.

CLK/TRGo·CLKlTRG3' External ClocklTimer Trigger
(input, user-selectable active High or Low). Four pins
corresponding to the four ZaD CTC channels. In counter
mode, every active edge on this pin decrements the
downcounter. In timer mode, an active edge starts the timer.

CSO·CS1• Channel Select (inputs active High). Two-bit
binary address code selects one of the four CTC channels
for an 1/0 write or read (usually connected to Ao and A1).
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00.07, System Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). Transfers all
data and commands between the ZaD CPU and the ZaD
CTC.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). A High indicates
that no other interrupting devices of higher priority in the
daisy chain are being serviced by the ZaD CPU.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). High only if
lEI is High and the ZaD CPU is not servicing an interrupt
from any ZaD CTC channel. IEO blocks lower priority
devices from interrupting while a higher priority interrupting
device is being serviced.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain, active Low). Low
when any ZaD CTC channel that has been programmed to
enable interrupts as a zero-count condition in its
downcounter.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (input from CPU, active Low).
Used with CE and RD to transfer data and channel control
words between the ZaD CPU and the ZaD CTC. During a
write cycle, 10RO and CE are active and RD inactive. The
ZaD CTC does not receive a specific write signal; rather, it
internally generates is own from the inverse of an active RD
signal. In a read cycle, 10RO, CE, and RD are active; the
contents of the downcounter are read by the ZaD CPU. If
10RO and M1 are both true, the CPU is acknowledging an
interrupt request, and the highest priority interrupting
channel places its interrupt vector on the ZaD data bus.

M1. Machine Cycle One (input from CPU, active Low).
When M1 and 10RO are active, the ZaD CPU is
acknowledging an interrupt. The zaD CTC then places an
interupt vector on the data bus if it has highest priority, and if
a channel has requested an interrupt (INT).

RD. Read Cycle Status (input, active Low). Used in
conjunction with 10RO and CE to transfer data and channel
control words between the ZaD CPU and the ZaD CTC.

RESET. Reset (input active Low). Terminates all
down-counts and disables all interrupts by resetting the
interrupt bits in all control registers; the ZCITO and the
interrupt outputs go inactive; IEO reflects lEI; 00-07 go to the
high-impedance state.

ZC/TOo·ZC/T02. Zero CountlTimeout (output, active
High). Three ZC/TO pins corresponding to zaD CTC
channels 2 through D (Channel 3 has no ZCITO pin). In both
counter and timer modes the output is an active High pulse
when the downcounter decrements to zero.



Read Cycle Timing. Figure 9 shows read cycle timing. This
cycle reads the contents of a down-counter without
disturbing the count. During clock cycle T2' the zaa CPU
initiates a read cycle by driving the following inputs Low: RD.
IORO, and CEo A 2-bit binary code at inputs CS, and CSo
selects the channel to be read. M1 must be High to
distinguish this cycle from an interrupt acknowledge.

CSo, eS1, Ci X CHANNEL ADDRESS x.. _
\_--_/
\_-_/

Write Cycle Timing. Figure 1a shows write cycle timing for
loading control, time constant, or vector words.

The CTC does not have a write signal input. so it generates
one internally when the read (RD) input is High during T,.
During T210RO and CE inputs are Low. M1 must be High to
distinguish a write cycle from an interrupt acknowledge. A
2-bit binary code at inputs CS, and CSo selects the channel
to be addressed, and the word being written is placed on the
zaa data bus. The data word is latched into the appropriate
register with the rising edge of clock cycle T3.

CSO, CS1, Ci X C_HA_N_N_EL_A_D_D_RE_S_S __ X _
\ /_._--

DATA X '_N__ X _

Timer Operation. In the timer mode, a CLKlTRG pulse
input starts the timer (Figure 11) on the second succeeding
rising edge of CLK. The trigger pulse is asynchronous, and
it must have a minimum width. A minimum lead time (21a ns)
is required between the active edge of the CLKlTRG and the
next rising edge of CLK to enable the prescaler on the
following clock edge. If the CLK/TRG edge occurs closer
than this, the initiation of the timer function is delayed one
clock cycle. This corresponds to the start-up timing
discussed in the programming section. The timer can also
be started automatically if so programmed by the channel
control word.

Counter Operation. In the counter mode, the CLK/TRG
pulse input decrements the downcounter. The trigger is
asynchronous, but the count is synchronized with CLK. For
the decrement to occur on the next rising edge of CLK, the
trigger edge must precede CLK by a minimum lead time as
shown in Figure 12.lfthe lead time is less than specified, the
count is delayed by one clock cycle. The trigger pulse must
have a minimum width. and the trigger period must be at
least twice the clock period. If the trigger repetition rate is
faster than '/3 the clock frequency, then TsCTR(Cs), AC
Characteristics Specification 26. must be met.

The ZCITO output occurs immediately after zero count, and
follows the rising CLK edge.



u Ie Ii iCellope pllomy 01 a penpneral IS determined by its
location in a daisy chain. Two lines-lEI and lEO-in the CTC
connect it to the system daisy chain. The device closest to
the + 5V supply has the highest priority (Figure 13). For
additional information on the l8a interrupt structure, refer to
the ZaG CPU Product Specification and the ZaG CPU
Technical Manual.

Within the l8a CTC, interrupt priority is predetermined by
channel number: Channel a has the highest priority, and
Channel 3 the lowest. If a device or channel is being
serviced with an interrupt routine, it cannot be interrupted by
a device or channel with lower priority until service is
complete. Higher priority devices or channels may interrupt
the servicing of lower priority devices or channels.

A l8a CTC channel may be programmed to request an
interrupt every time its downcounter reaches zero. Note that
the CPU must be programmed for interrupt mode 2. Some
time after the interrupt request, the CPU sends an interrupt
acknowledge. The CTC interrupt control logic determines
the highest priority channel that is requesting an interrupt.
Then, if the CTC lEI input is High (indicating that it has
priority within the system daisy chain) it places an 8·bit

\ 1
\ 1

DATA -----------_~~----

programming process; the next two bits are provided by the
CTC interrupt control logic as a binary code that identifies
the highest priority channel requesting an interrupt; the
low-order bit is always zero.

Interrupt Acknowledge Timing. Figure 14 shows
interrupt acknowledge timing. After an interrupt request, the
l8a CPU sends an interrupt acknowledge (M1 and IORO).
All channels are inhibited from changing their interrupt
request status when M1 is active-about two clock cycles
earlier than IORO. RD is High to distinguish this cycle from
an instruction fetch.

The CTC interrupt logic determines the highest priority
channel requesting an interrupt. If the CTC interrupt enable
input (lEI) is High, the highest priority interrupting channel
within the CTC places its interrupt vector on the data bus
when IORO goes Low. Two wait states (TWA) are
automatically inserted at this time to allow the daisy chain to
stabilize. Additional wait states may be added.

Return from Interrupt Timing. At the end of an interrupt
service routine the RETI (Return From Interrupt) instruction
initializes the daisy chain enable lines for proper control of
nested priority interrupt handling. The CTC decodes the
2-byte RETI code internally and determines whether it is
intended for a channel being serviced. Figure 15 shows
RETI timing.

If several l8a peripherals are in the daisy chain, lEI settles
active (High) on the chip currently being serviced when the
opcode ED16 is decoded. If the following opcode is 4D16'
the peripheral being serviced is released and its lEa
becomes active. Additional wait states are allowed.

T. T, T, T, T. T, T, T, T.

eLK

M1\ I \ I
liD \ I \ I

Do-D. ED 40



Voltages on all pins with respect
to ground - O.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°Cto +150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum
Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This
is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics and capacitance section below
apply for the following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND (OV).
Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.75V";Vcc"; +5.25V

• E = -400Cto +85°C, +4,75V";Vcc"; +5.25V

• M = -55°Cto +125°C, +4.5V";Vcc"; +5.5V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the

Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max

VILC Clock Input LowVoltage -0.3 +0.45

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0.6 VCC+0.3
VIL Input LowVoltage -0.3 +0.8
VIH Input High Voltage +2.0 VCC
VOL Output LowVoltage +0.4

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4

Icc PowerSupply Current: +120
III Input leakage Current ±10
ILO 3-StateOutput leakage Current in Float ±10
IOHD Darlington DriveCurrent -1.5

V
V
V
V
V IOL = 2.0mA
V IOH = -250~

mA
~ VIN = 0.4 to VCC
~ VOUT= 0.4 to Vcc
mA VOH = 1.5V

REXT = 390Q

Symbol

ClK
CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance
Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance

TA ~ 25°C, f ~ 1 MHz
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS

Z80CTC Z80ACTC Z80BCTC
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Min Max Notest

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 [1] 250 [1] 165 [1]

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2000 105 2000 65 2000

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 170 2000 105 2000 65 2000

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30 20

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 20

6 Th All Hold Times 0 0 0

7 TsCS(C) CS to Clock t Setup Time 250 160 100

8 TsCE(C) CE to Clock t Setup Time 200 150 100

9 TsIO(C) IORO ~to Clock t Setup

Time 250 115 70 N

10 TsRD(C) RD ~ to Clock t Setup Time 240 115 70 :
W

11 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 240 200 130 [2] 0
n

12 TdC(DOz) Clock ~to Data Out Float
~Delay 230 110 90

13 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup

Time 60 50 40

14 TsM1(C) M1 to Clock t Setup Time 210 90 70

15 TdM1(IEO) M1 ~ to IEO ~ Delay

(Interrupt immediately

preceding M 1) 300 190 130 [3]

16 TdIO(DOI) IORO ~to Data Out Delay

(INTA Cycle) 340 160 110 [2]

17 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI ~to IEO ~ Delay 190 130 100 [3J

18 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to IEO t Delay

(After ED Decode) 220 160 110 [3]

19 TdC(INT) Clock t to INT ~ Delay (1)+200 (1)+140 (1)+120 [4,6]

20 TdCLK(INT) CLKlTRG t to INH

tsCTR(C) satisfied (19)+(26) (19)+(26) (19)+(26) [5,6]
tsCTR(C) not satisfied (1)+(19)+(26) (1)+(19)+(26) (1)+(19)+(26) [5,6]

21 TcCTR CLKlTRG Cycle Time 2TcC 2TcC 2TcC [5]

22 TrCTR CLKlTRG Rise Time 50 5P 40

23 TfCTR CLKlTRG Fall Time 50 50 40

24 TwCTRI CLKlTRG Width (Low) 200 200 120

25 TwCTRh CLKlTRG Width (High) 200 200 120

NffiES:
[1] TcC ~ TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC. [6) Parenthetical numbers reference the table number of a parameter,
[2] Increase delay by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in loading, 200 pI e.g., (1) refers to TcC.

maximum for data lines, and 100 pf for control lines. t 2.5 TcC >(n-2) TDIEI(IEOQ+ TDM1(IEO) + TslEl(lO) + TIL buffer
[3) Increase delay by 2 ns for each 10 pf increase in loading, 100 pf delay, if any. RESETmust be active for a minimum of 3 clock cycles.

maximum. Units are nanoseconds unless otherwise specified.
[4] Timer mode
[5) Counter mode.



Z80CTC Z80ACTC Z80BCTC
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Min Max Mln Max Notest

26 TsCTR(Cs) CLKlTRG t to Clock t Setup
Time for Immediate
Count 300 210 150 [5)

27 TsCTR(Ct) CLKlTRG t to Clock t Setup
Time for enabling of
Prescaleron following
clock t 210 210 150 [4J

28 TdC(ZC/TOr) Clock t to ZCITO t Delay 260 190 140

29 TdC(ZCITOf) Clock ~to ZCITO ~ Delay 190 190 140

NOTES:
(1) TcC = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC.
[2J Increase delay by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in loading, 200 pI

maximum for data lines, and 100 pf for control lines.
(3) Increase delay by 2 ns for each 10 pf increase in loading, 100 pf

maximum.
(4) Timer mode
(5) Counter mode.

(6) Parenthetical numbers reference the table number of a parameter,
e.g., (1) refers to TcC.

t 2.5 TcC >(n-2) TDIEI(IEOf) + TDM1(IEO) + TsIEI(IO) + TIL buffer
delay, if any. RESET must be active for a minimum of 3 clock cycles.
Units are nanoseconds unless otherwise specified.

ZSO CTC, 2.5 MHz
2S-pln DIP 44-pin LCC

Z8430 PS Z8430 LM'
Z8430 CS Z8430 LM S 't
Z8430 PE
Z8430CE
Z8430 CM'
Z8430 CMS'

ZSOA CTC, 4.0 MHz
2S-pin DIP 44-pin LCC

Z8430A PS Z8430A LM'
Z8430A CS Z8430A LM S 't
Z8430A PE
Z8430ACE
Z8430ACM'
Z8430ACMS'

ZS08 CTC, 6.0 MHz
2S-pin DIP

Z8430 PS
Z8430CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -400Cto +85°C
M'= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
S = 883 Class S

tAvailable soon.

'For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z84401 112/4 Z80® SIO
Seriallnput/Output
Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independent full-duplex channels, with separate
control and status lines for modems or other devices.

• Data rates of 0 to 500K bits/second in the x1 clock mode
with a 2.5 MHz clock (Z80 SIO), or 0 to 800K bits/second
with a 4.0 MHz clock (Z80A SIO).

• Asynchronous protocols: everything necessary for
complete messages in 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits/character.
Includes variable stop bits and several clock-rate
multipliers; break generation and detection; parity;
overrun and framing error detection.

• Synchronous protocols: everything necessary for
complete bit- or byte-oriented messages in 5, 6, 7, or 8
bits/character, including IBM Bisync, SDLC, HDLC,
CCITT-X.25 and others. Automatic CRC generation/
checking, sync character and zero insertion/deletion,
abort generation/detection, and flag insertion.

• Receiver data registers quadruply buffered, transmitter
registers doubly buffered.

• Highly sophisticated and flexible daisy-chain interrupt
vectoring for interrupts without external logic.

The zao SIO Serial Input/Output Controller is a dual-channel
data communication interface with extraordinary versatility
and capability. Its basic functions as a serial-to-parallel,
parallel-to-serial converter/controller can be programmed
by a CPU for a broad range of serial communication
applications.

The device supports all common asynchronous and
synchronous protocols, byte- or bit-oriented, and performs
all of the functions traditionally done by UARTs, USARTs,
and synchronous communication controllers combined,
plus additional functions traditionally performed by the CPU.
Moreover, it does this on two fully-independent channels,

with an exceptionally sophisticated interrupt structure that
allows very fast transfers.

Full interfacing is provided for CPU or DMA control. In
addition to data communication, the circuit can handle
virtually all types of serial I/O with fast, or slow, peripheral
devices. While designed primarily as a member of the zao
family, its versatility makes it well suited to many other CPUs.

The zao SIO is an n-channel silicon-gate depletion-load
device packaged in a 40-pin plastic or ceramic DIP. It uses a
single + 5V power supply and the standard zao family
single-phase clock. The Z8444 is packaged in a 44-pin
ceramic LCC.

Figures 1 through 6 illustrate the three 40-pin configurations
(bonding options) available in the SIO. The constraints of a
40-pin package make it impossible to bring out the Receive
Clock (RxC), Transmit Clock (TxC), Data Terminal Ready
(DTR) and Sync (SYNC) signals for both channels.
Therefore, either Channel B lacks a signal or two signals are
bonded together:

• zao S10/2 lacks SYNCB

• Z80 S10/1 lacks DTRB

• zao SIO/O has all four signals, but TxCB and RxCB are
bonded together

The 44-pin package, the Z80 SI0/4, has all options (Figure
7).
The first bonding option above (SI0/2) is the preferred
version for most applications. The pin descriptions are as
follows:

B/A. Channel A or B Select (input, High selects Channel B).
This input defines which channel is accessed during a data
transfer between the CPU and the SIO. Address bit Ao from
the CPU is often used for the selection function.

C/O. Control or Data Select (input, High selects Control).
This input defines the type of information transfer performed
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Figure 2. 40-pln Dusl-ln-Llne Package (DIP),
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Figure 3. Pin Functions
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Figure 5. Pin Functions
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Figure 7. 44-pln Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments

between the CPU and the SIO. A High at this input during a
CPU write to the SIO causes the information on the data bus
to be interpreted as a command for the channel selected by
BiA. A Low at C/O means that the information on the data
bus is data. Address bit A1 is often used for this function.

CEo Chip Enable (Input, active Low). A Low level at this input
enables the SIO to accept command or data input from the
CPU during a write cycle, or to transmit data to the CPU
during a read cycle.

CLK. System Clock (input). The SIO uses the standard l8a
System Clock to synchronize internal signals. This is a
single-phase clock.

CTSA, CTSB. Clear To Send (inputs, active Low). When
programmed as Auto Enables, a Low on these inputs
enables the respective transmitter. If not programmed as
Auto Enables, these inputs may be programmed as
general-purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow-risetime signals. The SIO
detects pulses on these inputs and interrupts the CPU on
both logic level transitions. The Schmitt-trigger buffering
does not guarantee a specified noise-level margin.

00.07. System Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). The system
data bus transfers data and commands between the CPU
and the l8a SIO. Do is the least significant bit.

OCOA, OCOB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs, active Low).
These pins function as receiver enables if the SIO is
programmed for Auto Enables; otherwise they may be used
as general-purpose input pins. Both pins are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow-risetime signals. The SIO
detects pulses on these pins and interrupts the CPU on both
logic level transitions. Schmitt-trigger buffering does not
guarantee a specific noise-level margin.

OTRA, OTRB. Data Terminal Ready (outputs, active Low).
These outputs follow the state programmed into the l8a
SIO. They can also be programmed as general-purpose
outputs.

In the l8a S10/1 bonding option, DTRB is omitted.



lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). This signal is
used with IEO to form a priority daisy chain when there is
more than one interrupt-driven device. A High on this line
indicates that no other device of higher priority is being
serviced by a CPU interrupt service routine.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). IEO is High
only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing an interrupt
from this SIO. Thus, this signal blocks lower priority devices
from interrupting while a higher priority device is being
serviced by its CPU interrupt service routine.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain, active Low).
When the SIO is requesting an interrupt, it pulls INT Low.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (input from CPU, active Low).
10RO is used in conjunction with BIA, ci5, CE, and RD to
transfer commands and data between the CPU and the SIO.
When CE, RD, and 10RO are all active, the channel selected
by B/A transfers data to the CPU (a read operation). When
CE and 10RO are active, but RD is inactive, the channel
selected by Bi'A is written to by the CPU with either data or
control information as ~cified by C/O. As mentioned
previously, if 10RO and M1 are active simultaneously, the
CPU is acknowledging an interrupt and the SIO
automatically places its interrupt vector on the CPU data bus
if it is the highest priority device requesting an interrupt.

M1. Machine Cycle One(input from zao CPU, active Low).
When M1 is active and RD is also active, the zao CPU is
fetching an instruction from memory; when M1 is active
while 10RO is active, the SIO accepts M1 and 10RO as an
interrupt acknowledge if the SIO is the highest priority
device that has interrupted the zao CPU.

RxCA, RxCB. Receiver Clocks (inputs). Receive data is
sampled on the rising edge of RxC. The Receive Clocks
may be 1, 16,32, or 64 times the data rate in asynchronous
modes. These clocks may be driven by the zao CTC
Counter Timer Circuit for programmable baud rate
generation. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger buffered; no
noise level margin is specified.

In the zao SIO/O bonding option, RxCB is bonded together
with TxCB.

RD. Read Cycle Status (input from CPU, active Low). If RD is
active, a me!:!!~or I/O read operation is in progress. RD is
used with B/A, CE, and 10RO to transfer data from the SIO to
theCPU.

RxDA, RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active High). Serial
data at TIL levels.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low RESET disables
both receivers and transmitters, forces TxDA and TxDB
marking, forces the modem controls High, and disables all
interrupts. The control registers must be rewritten after the
SIO is reset and before data is transmitted or received.

RTSA, RTSB. Request To Send (outputs, active Low).
When the RTS bit in Write Register 5 (Figure 14) is set, the
RTS output goes Low. When the RTS bit is reset in the
Asynchronous mode, the output goes High after the
transmitter is empty. In Synchronous modes, the RTS pin
strictly follows the state of the RTS bit. Both pins can be used
as general-purpose outputs.

SYNCA, SYNCB. Synchronization (bidirectional, active
Low). These pins can act either as inputs or outputs. In the
asynchronous receive mode, they are inputs similar to CTS
and DCD. In this mode, the transitions on these lines affect
the state of the Sync/Hunt status bits in Read Register 0
(Figure 13), but have no other function. In the External Sync
mode, these lines also act as inputs. When external
synchronization is achieved, SYNC must be driven Low on
the second rising edge of RxC after that rising edge of RxC
on which the last bit of the sync character was received. In
othrr words, after the sync pattern is detected, the external
logic must wait for two full Receive Clock cycles to activate
the SYNC input. Once SYNC is forced Low, it should be kept
Low until the CPU informs the external synchronization
detect logic that synchronization has been lost or a new
message is about to start. Character assembly begins on
the rising edge of RxC that immediately precedes the falling
edge of SYNC in the External Sync mode.

In the internal synchronization mode (Monosync and
Bisync), these pins act as outputs that are active during the
part of the receive clock (RxC) cycle in which sync
characters are recognized. The sync condition is not
latched, so these outputs are active each time a sync pattern
is recognized, regardless of character boundaries.

In the zao S10/2 bonding option, SYNCB is omitted.

licCA, licCB. Transmitter Clocks (inputs). In asynchronous
modes, the Transmitter Clocks may be 1, 16,32, or 64 times
the data rate; however, the clock multiplier must be the same
for the transmitter and the receiver. The Transmit Clock
inputs are Schmitt-trigger buffered for relaxed rise- and
fall-time requirements; no noise level margin is specified.
Transmitter Clocks may be driven by the zao CTC Counter
Timer Circuit for programmable baud rate generation.

In the zao SIO/O bonding option, TxCB is bonded together
with RxCB.

TxDA, TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, active High). Serial
data at TIL levels. TxD changes from the falling edge of TxC.

W/RDYA, W/RDYB. Wait/Ready (outputs, open drain when
programmed for Wait function; driven High and Low when
programmed for Ready function). These dual-purpose
outputs may be programmed as Ready lines for a DMA
controller or as Wait lines that synchronize the CPU to the
SIO data rate. The reset state is open drain.



The functional capabilities of the ZaD 810 can be described
from two different points of view: as a data communications
device, it transmits and receives serial data in a wide variety
of data-communication protocols; as a ZaD family
peripheral, it interacts with the ZaD CPU and other
peripheral circuits, sharing the data, address and control
buses, as well as being a part of the ZaD interrupt structure.
As a peripheral to other microprocessors, the 810 offers
valuable features such as non-vectored interrupts, polling,
and simple handshake capability. Figure a is a block
diagram.

Figure 9 illustrates the conventional devices that the 810
replaces.

The first part of the following discussion covers 810
data-communication capabilities; the second part
describes interactions between the CPU and the 810.
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The SIO provides two independent full-duplex channels that
can be programmed for use in any common asynchronous,
or synchronous data-communication protocol. Figure 10a
illustrates some of these protocols. The following is a short
description of them. A more detailed explanation of these
modes can be found in the zaD SIO Technical Manual
(03-3033-01) .

Asynchronous Modes. Transmission and reception can
be done independently on each channel with five to eight
bits per character, plus optional even or odd parity. The
transmitters can supply one, one-and-a-half, or two stop bits
per character and can provide a break output at any time.
The receiver break-detection logic interrupts the CPU both
at the start and end of a received break. Reception is
protected from spikes by a transient spike-rejection
mechanism that checks the signal one· half a bit time after a
Low level is detected on the receive data input (RxDA or
RxDB in Figure 5). If the Low does not persist, as in the case
of a transient, the character assembly process is not started.

Framing errors and overrun errors are detected and
buffered together with the partial character on which they
occurred. Vectored interrupts allow fast servicing of error
conditions using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a built-in
checking process avoids interpreting a framing error as a
new start bit: a framing error results in the addition of
one-half a bit time to the point at which the search for the
next start bit is begun.

The SIO does not require symmetric transmit and receive
clock signals, a feature that allows it to be used with a Z80
CTC or many other clock sources. The transmitter and
receiver can handle data at a rate of 1, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of
the clock rate supplied to the receive and transmit clock
inputs.

In asynchronous modes, the SYNC pin may be
programmed as an input that can be used for functions such
as monitoring a ring indicator.

Synchronous Modes. The SIO supports both byte-
oriented and bit-oriented synchronous communication.

Synchronous byte-oriented protocols can be handled in
several modes that allow character synchronization with an
8·bit sync character (Monosync), any 16-bit sync pattern
(Bisync), or with an external sync signal. Leading sync
characters can be removed without interrupting the CPU.

Five-, six-, or seven-bit sync characters are detected with 8-
or 16-bit patterns in the SIO by overlapping the larger
pattern across multiple incoming sync characters, as shown
in Figure 10b.

CRC checking for synchronous byte-oriented modes is
delayed by one character time so the CPU may disable CRC
checking on specific characters. This permits implemen-
tation of protocols such as IBM Bisync.
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Both CRC-16 (X16 + X15 + X2 + 1)andCCITT(X16 + X12
+ X5 + 1) error checking polynomials are supported. In all
non-SDLC modes, the CRC generator is initialized to as; in
SDLC modes, it is initialized to 1s. The SIO can be used for
interfacing to peripherals such as hard-sectored floppy
disks, but it cannot generate or check CRC for
IBM-compatible soft-sectored disks. The SIO also provides
a feature that automatically transmits CRC data when no
other data is available for transmission. This allows very
high-speed transmissions under DMA control with no need
for CPU intervention at the end of a message. When there is
no data or CRC to send in synchronous modes, the
transmitter inserts 8- or 16-bit sync characters regardless of
the programmed character length.

The SIO supports synchronous bit-oriented protocols such
as SDLC and HDLC by performing automatic flag sending,
zero insertion, and CRC generation. A special command
can be used to abort a frame in transmission. At the end of a
message the SIO automatically transmits the CRC and
trailing flag when the transmit buffer becomes empty. If a
transmit underrun occurs in the middle of a message, an
external/status interrupt warns the CPU ofthis status change
so that an abort may be issued. One to eight bits per
character can be sent, which allows reception of a message
with no prior information about the character structure in the
information field of a frame.

The receiver automatically synchronizes on the leading flag
of a frame in SDLC or HDLC, and provides a
synchronization signal on the SYNC pin; an interrupt can
also be programmed. The receiver can be programmed to
search for frames addressed by a single byte to only a
specified user-selected address or to a global broadcast
address. In this mode, frames that do not match either the
user-selected or broadcast address are ignored. The
number of address bytes can be extended under software
control. For transmitting data, an interrupt on the first
received character or on every character can be selected.
The receiver automatically deletes all zeroes inserted by the
transmitter during character assembly. It also calculates and
automatically checks the CRC to validate frame
transmission. At the end of transmission, the status of a
received frame is available in the status registers.

The SIO can be conveniently used under DMA control to
provide high-speed reception or transmission. In reception,
for example, the SIO can interrupt the CPU when the first
character of a message is received. The CPU then enables
the DMA to transfer the message to memory. The SIO then
issues an end-of-frame interrupt and the CPU can check the
status of the received message. Thus, the CPU is freed for
other service while the message is being received.

The SIO offers the choice of polling, vectored or
non-vectored interrupts and block-transfer modes to
transfer data, status, and control information to, and from,
the CPU. The block-transfer mode can also be implemented
under DMA control.

Polling. Two status registers are updated at appropriate
times for each function being performed (for example, CRC
error-status valid at the end of a message). When the CPU is
operated in a polling fashion, one of the SIO's two status
registers is used to indicate whether the SIO has some data
or needs some data. Depending on the contents of this
register, the CPU will either write data, read data, or just go
on. Two bits in the register indicate that a data transfer is
needed. In addition, error and other conditions are
indicated. The second status register (special receive
conditions) does not have to be read in a polling sequence,
until a character has been received. All interrupt modes are
disabled when operating the device in a polled
environment.

Interrupts. The SIO has an elaborate interrupt scheme to
provide fast interrupt service in real-time applications. A
control register and a status register in Channel B contain
the interrupt vector. When programmed to do so, the SIO
can modify three bits of the interrupt vector in the status
register so that it points directly to one of eight interrupt
service routines in memory, thereby servicing conditions in
both channels and eliminating most of the needs for a
status-analysis routine.

Transmit interrupts, receive interrupts, and external/status
interrupts are the main sources of interrupts. Each interrupt

source is enabled under program control, with Channel A
having a higher priority than Channel B, and with receive,
transmit, and external/status interrupts prioritized in that
order within each channel. When the transmit interrupt is
enabled, the CPU is interrupted by the transmit buffer
becoming empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so it can become
empty.) The receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of two
ways:

• Interrupt on first received character

• Interrupt on all received characters

Interrupt-on-first-received-character is typically used with
the block-transfer mode. Interrupt-on-all-received-
characters has the option of modifying the interrupt vector in
the event of a parity error. Both of these interrupt modes will
also interrupt under special receive conditions on a
character or message basis (end-of-frame interrupt in
SDLC, for example). This means that the special-receive
condition can cause an interrupt only if the
interrupt-on-first-received-character or interrupt-on-all-
received-characters mode is selected. In interrupt-on-first-
received-character, an interrupt can occur from
special-receive conditions (except parity error) after the
first-received-character interrupt (example: receive-overrun
interrupt).

The main function of the external/status interrupt is to
monitor the signal transitions of the Clear To Send (CTS),
Data Carrier Detect (DC D), and Synchronization (SYNC)
pins (Figures 1 through 7). In addition, an external/status



interrupt is also caused by a CRC-sending condition, or by
the detection of a break sequence (asynchronous mode) or
abort sequence (SDLC mode) in the data stream. The
interrupt caused by the break/abort sequence allows the
SIO to interrupt when the break/abort sequence is detected
or terminated. This feature facilitates the proper termination
of the current message, correct initialization of the next
message, and the accurate timing of the break/abort
condition in external logic.

In a l80 CPU environment (Figure 11), SIO interrupt
vectoring is "automatic:" the SIO passes its internally-
modifiable 8-bit interrupt vector to the CPU, which adds an
additional 8 bits from its interrupt-vector (I) register to form
the memory address of the interrupt-routine table. This table
contains the address of the beginning of the interrupt routine
itself. The process entails an indirect transfer of CPU control
to the interrupt routine, so that the next instruction executed
after an interrupt acknowledge by the CPU is the first
instruction of the interrupt routine itself.

CPUlDMA Block Transfer. The SIO's block-transfer mode
accommodates both CPU block transfers and DMA
controllers (l80 DMA or other designs). The block-transfer
mode uses the Wait/Ready output signal, which is selected
with three bits in an internal control register. The Wait/Ready
output signal can be programmed as a WAIT line in the CPU
block-transfer mode or as a READY line in the DMA
block-transfer mode.

To a DMA controller, the SIO READY output indicates that
the SIO is ready to transfer data to, or from, memory. To the
CPU, the WAIT output indicates that the SIO is not ready to
transfer data, thereby requesting the CPU to extend the I/O
cycle.
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The internal structure of the device includes a l80 CPU
interface, internal control and interrupt logic, and two
full-duplex channels. Each channel contains its own set of
control and status (write and read) registers, and control and
status logic that provides the interface to modems or other
external devices.

The registers for each channel are designated as follows:

WRO-WR7 - Write Registers 0 through 7
RRO-RR2 - Read Registers 0 through 2

The register group includes five 8-bit control registers, two
sync-character registers and two status registers. The
interrupt vector is written into an additional 8-bit register
(Write Register 2) in Channel 8 that may be read through
another 8-bit register (Read Register 2) in Channel 8. The bit
assignment and functional grouping of each register is
configured to simplify and organize the programming
process. Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each read or
write register.

The logic for both channels provides formats,
synChronization, and validation for data transferred to and
from the channel interface. The modem control inputs, Clear
To Send (CTS) and Data Carrier Detect (DCD), are

RRO Transmit/Receive buffer status, interrupt status and
externalstatus

RR1 Special ReceiveCondition status

RR2 Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)

WRO Register pointers, CRC initialize, and initialization
commands for the various modes.

WR1 Transmit/Receive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition.

WR2 Interrupt vector (Channel B only)

WR3 Receiveparameters and control

WR4 Transmit/Receivemiscellaneous parameters and modes

WR5 Transmitparameters and controls

WR6 Sync character or SOLC address field

WR7 Sync character or SOLe flag



monitored by the external control and status logic under
program control. All external control-and-status-Iogic
signals are general-purpose in nature and can be used for
functions other than modem control.

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path illustrated for
Channel A in Figure 12 is identical for both channels. The
receiver has three 8-bit buffer registers in a FIFO
arrangement. in addition to the 8-bit receive shift register.
This scheme creates additional time for the CPU to service
an interrupt at the beginning of a block of high-speed data.

Incoming data is routed through one of several paths (data
or CRC) depending on the selected mode and-in
asynchronous modes-the character length.

The transmitter has an 8-bit transmit data buffer register that
is loaded from the internal data bus. and a 20-bit transmit
shift register that can be loaded from the sync-character
buffers or from the transmit data register. Depending on the
operational mode, outgoing data is routed through one of
four main paths before it is transmitted from the Transmit
Data output (TxD).

CPU 110

-fi·· I



The system program first issues a series of commands that
initialize the basic mode of operation and then issues other
commands that qualify conditions within the selected mode.
For example, the asynchronous mode, character length,
clock rate, number of stop bits, even or odd parity might be
set first; then the interrupt mode; and finally, receiver or
transmitter enable.

80th channels contain registers that must be programmed
via the system program prior to operation. The channel-
select input (8/A) and the control/data (C/O) are the
command-structure addressing controls, and are normally
controlled by the CPU address bus. Figures 15 and 16
illustrate the timing relationships for programming the write
registers and transferring data and status.

Read Registers. The SIO contains three read registers for
Channel 8 and two read registers for Channel A (RRO-RR2
in Figure 13) that can be read to obtain the status
information; RR2 contains the internally-modifiable interrupt
vector and is only in the Channel 8 register set. The status
information includes error conditions, interrupt vector, and
standard communications-interface signals.

To read the contents of a selected read register other than
RRO, the system program must first write the pointer byte to
WRO in exactly the same way as a write register operation.
Then, by executing a read instruction, the contents of the
addressed read register can be read by the CPU.

The status bits of RRO and RR1 are carefully grouped to
simplify status monitoring. For example, when the interrupt
vector indicates that a Special Receive Condition interrupt
has occurred, all the appropriate error bits can be read from
a single register (RR1).

Write Registers. The SIO contains eight write registers for
Channel 8 and seven write registers for Channel A
r;NRO-WR7 in Figure 14) that are programmed separately to
configure the functional personality of the channels; WR2
contains the interrupt vector for both channels and is only in
the Channel 8 register set. With the exception of WRO,
programming the write registers requires two bytes. The first
byte is to WRO and contains three bits (00-02) that point to
the selected register; the second byte is the actual control
word that is written into the register to configure the SIO.

WRO is a special case in that all of the basic commands can
be written to it with a single byte. Reset (internal or external)
initializes the pointer bits 00-02 to point to WRO. This implies
that a channel reset must not be combined with the pointing
to any register.

READ REGISTER 0

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
III ~I I L- Rx CHARACTER AVAILABLE~ INT PENDING (CH. A ONLY)

~~§~:UE:T EMPTY }

CTS •
Tx UNDERRUN/EOM
BREAK/ABORT

READ REGISTER 1t

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
L-ALLSENT

I FIELD BITS I FIELD BITS IN }
IN PREVIOUS SECOND PREVIOUS

BYTE BYTE
1 0 0 3
000 4
1 0 0 5 *o 1 0 6
1 1 0 7
o 1 0 8
1 1 1 8
o 0 2 8

PARITY ERROR
Rx OVERRUN ERROR
CRC/FRAMING ERROR
END OF FRAME (SDLC)

READ REGISTER 2 (Channel B only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
IIIII1 L'=~,}~~~ INTERRUPT

V4 VECTOR
V5
V6
V7



WRITE REGISTER 0

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I

REGISTER 0
REGISTER 1
REGISTER 2
REGISTER 3
REGISTER 4
REGISTER 5
REGISTER 6
REGISTER 7

SYNC MODES ENABLE
1 STOP BIT/CHARACTER
1 Y, STOP BITs/CHARACTER
2 STOP BITS/CHARACTER

NULL CODE
SEND ABORT (SDLC)
RESET EXT/STATUS INTERRUPTS
CHANNEL RESET
ENABLE INT ON NEXT Rx CHARACTER
RESET TxlNT PENDING
ERROR RESET
RETURN FROM INT (CH·A ONLY)

8 BIT SYNC CHARACTER
16 BIT SYNC CHARACTER
SDLC MODE (01111110 FLAG)
EXTERNAL SYNC MODE

X1 CLOCK MODE
X16 CLOCK MODE
X32 CLOCK MODE
X64 CLOCK MODE

o NULL CODe
o RESET Rx CRC CHECKER
1 RESET Tx CRC GENERATOR
1 RESET Tx UNDERRUN/EOM LATCH

WRITE REGISTER 1

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
III

I L- EXT INT ENABLE
L.==Tx INT ENABLE

~---- STATUS AFFECTS VECTOR
(CH. B ONLY)

Rx INT DISABLE }
Rx INT ON FIRST CHARACTER
INT ON ALL Rx CHARACTERS (PARITY AFFECTS VECTOR) •
INT ON ALL Rx CHARACTERS (PARITY DOES NOT AFFECT
VECTOR)

WAIT/READY ON R1T
WAIT/READY FUNCTION
WAIT/READY ENABLE

WRITE REGISTER 5

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
II I I I ~~;RC ENABLE

·-----SDLC/CRC·16
------Tx ENABLE

~------SEND BREAK

Tx 5 BITS (OR LESSVCHARACTER
Tx 7 BITS/CHARACTER
Tx 6 BITS/CHARACTER
Tx 8 BITs/CHARACTER

WRITE REGISTER 2 (Channel B only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
1II1I1 ~g }INTERRUPTV4 VECTOR

V5
V6
V7

WRITE REGISTER 6

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

IIIII1 ~m~iiH}.SYNC BIT 4
SYNC BIT 5
SYNC BIT 6
SYNC BIT 7

WRITE REGISTER 3

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~IIIII I L-um
,L.==SYNC CHARACTER LOAD INHIBIT

ADDRESS SEARCH MODE (SOLe)
Rx CRC ENABLE
ENTER HUNT PHASE
AUTO ENABLES

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

IIII
I1 l::=m~iiH~}.

·-------SYNC BIT 12
'---------SYNC BIT 13

----------SYNC BIT 14
----------- SYNC BIT 15

Rx 5 BITS/CHARACTER
Rx 7 BITS/CHARACTER
Rx 6 BITS/CHARACTER
Rx 8 BITs/CHARACTER



The 510 must have the same clock as the CPU (same phase
and frequency relationship, not necessarily the same
driver).

Read Cycle. The timing signals generated by a l8a CPU
input instruction to read a data or status byte from the 510
are illustrated in Figure 15.

Write Cycle. Figure 16 illustrates the timing and data
signals generated by a l8a CPU output instruction to write a
data or control byte into the 510.

Interrupt-Acknowledge Cycle. After receiving an
interrupt-request signal from an 510 (INT pulled Low), the
l8a CPU sends an interrupt-acknowledge sequence, M1
Low and 10RO Low, a few cycles later (Figure 17).

The 510 contains an internal daisy-chained interrupt
structure for prioritizing nested interrupts for the various
functions of its two channels, and this structure can be used
within an external user-defined daisy chain that prioritizes
several peripheral circuits.

The lEI of the highest-priority device is terminated High. A
device that has an interrupt pending or under service forces
its IEO Low. For devices with no interrupt pending or under
service, IEO = lEI.

To insure stable conditions in the daisy chain, all interrupt
status signals are prevented from changing while m is Low.
When 10RO is Low, the highest priority interrupt requestor

T, T, Tw T, T,

CLOCK

CE, C/D, ./A

IORQ

RD

iii1

DATA G:Q
Figure 15. Read Cycle

T, T, Tw T, T,

I
I
I
I

DATA X3:X _

(the one with lEI High) places its interrupt vector on the data
bus and sets its internal interrupt-under-service latch.

Return From Interrupt Cycle. Figure 18 illustrates the
return from interrupt cycle. Normally, the l8a CPU issues a
Return From Interrupt (RETI) instruction at the end of an
interrupt service routine. RETI is a 2-byte opcode (EO-40)
that resets the interrupt-under-service latch in the 510 to
terminate the interrupt that has just been processed. This is
accomplished by manipulating the daisy chain in the
following way.

The normal daisy-chain operation can be used to detect a
pending interrupt; however, it cannot distinguish between
an interrupt under service and a pending unacknowledged
interrupt of a higher priority. Whenever EO is decoded, the
daisy chain is modified by forcing High the IEO of any
interrupt that has not yet been acknowledged. Thus the
daisy chain identifies the device presently under service as
the only one with an lEI High and an IEO Low. If the next
opcode byte is 40, the interrupt-under-service latch is reset.

The ripple time of the interrupt daisy chain (both the
High-to-Low and the Low-to-High transitions) limits the
number of devices that can be placed in the daisy chain.
Ripple time can be improved with carry-look-ahead, or by
extending the interrupt-acknowledge cycle. For further
information about techniques for increasing the number of
daisy-chained devices, refer to the laG CPU Product
Specification in this document.

:1
I
II
I
I
I:':::::

DATA ----------8 ..---
Figure 17. Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle



Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND """ ,,",' ,-0,3Vto +7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature ' , , , , , , , .' "See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature, , , , , , , , ,- 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device, This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the

operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability,

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers, Package drawings are in the
Package Information section, Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation,

The DC characteristics and capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following standard test conditions,
unless otherwise noted, All voltages are referenced to GND
(OV), Positive current flows into the referenced pin,

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4,75V";Vcc"; +5,25V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4,75V";Vcc"; +5,25V

• M = -55°Cto +125°C, +4,5V";Vcc"; +5,5V

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Test Condition

VllC Clock Input Low Voltage -0,3 +0.45 V

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0,6 VCC+0,3 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0,3 +0,8 V

VIH Input High Voltage +2,0 VCC V

Val Output Low Voltage +0.4 V IOl = 2,OmA

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4 V IOH = -250~

III Input Leakage Current ±10 IJ.A VIN = OtoVCC

IOl 3-State Output Leakage Current in Float ±10 IJ.A VOUT = O.4V to VCC

IL(SY) SYNC Pin Leakage Current + 101-40 ~ O<VIN<VCC
Icc Power Supply Current 100 mA

Over specified temperature and voltage range,

CAPACITANCE

C
CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

Over specified temperature range; f ~ 1 MHz,
Unmeasured pins returned to ground,





AC CHARACTERISTICS *

Z80SIO Z80ASIO Z80BSIO
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 4000 250 4000 165 4000

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2000 105 2000 70 2000

3 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30 15

4 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 15

5 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 170 2000 105 2000 70 2000

6 TsAD(C) CEo cio, BfA to Clock t Setup Time 160 145 60

7 TsCS(C) laRa. RD to Clock t Setup Time 240 115 60

8 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 240 220 150

9 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup (Write or M1 Cycle) 50 50 30 I10 TdRD(DOz) RD t to Data Out Float Delay 230 110 90

11 TdIO(DOI) laRa +to Data Out Delay (INTACK Cycle) 340 160 120 -12 TsM1(C) M1 to Clock t Setup Time 210 90 75 •••-13 TsIEI(IO) lEI to laRa +Setup Time (INTACK Cycle) 200 140 120 N-14 TdM1(IEO) M1 +to lEa + Delay (interrupt before M'f) 300 190 160 •••
fit

15 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED decode) 150 100 70 •••0
16 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI + to lEa + Delay 150 100 70

17 TdC(IND Clock t to INT + Delay 200 200 150

18 TdIO(W/RWf) laRa +or CE +to W/RDY + Delay (Wait Mode) 300 210 175

19 TdC(W/RRf) Clock t to W/RDY + Delay (Ready Mode) 120 120 100

20 TdC(W/RWz) Clock +to Vi/RDY Float Delay (Wait Mode) 150 130 110

21 Th Any unspecified Hold when Setup is specified 0 0 0

• Units in nanoseconds (ns).
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AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z80SIO Z80ASIO Z80BSIO
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Notes'

1 TwPh Pulse Width (High) 200 200 200 2

2 TwPI Pulse Width (Low) 200 200 200 2
3 TcTxC TxC Cycle Time 400 400 330 2

4 TwTxCI TxC Width (Low) 180 00 180 100 00 2

5 TwTxCh TxC Width (High) 180 00 180 100 2
6 TdTxC(TxD) TxC ~to TxD Delay (x1 Mode) 400 300 220 2

7 TdTxC(W/RRf) TxC ~to W/RDY ~Delay (Ready Mode) 5 9 5 9 5 9
8 TdTxC(INT) TxC ~to INT ~Delay 5 9 5 9 5 9
9 TcRxC RxC Cycle Time 400 00 400 330 2 N

00
10 TwRxCI RxC Width (Low) 180 00 180 100 2 811 TwRxCh RxC Width (High) 180 180 100 00 2

RxD to RxC t Setup Time (x1 Mode) -12 TsRxD(RxC) 0 0 0 2 •••-13 ThRxD(RxC) RxC t to RxD Hold Time (x1 Mode) 140 140 100 2 N-••14 TdRxC(W/RRf) RxC t to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 10 13 10 13 10 13 1 fI)
15 TdRxC(INT) RxC t to INT ~Delay 10 13 10 13 10 13 1 •••0
16 TdRxC(SYNC) RxC t to SYNC ~ Delay (Output Modes) 4 7 4 7 4 7 1
17 TsSYNC(RxC) SYNC ~to RxC t Setup (External Sync Modes) -100 -100 -100 2

• Inall modes,the SystemClock ratemust be at leastfivetimesthe maximumdata rate.RESETmustbe activea minimumof one completeclock cycle.
1. Unitsequalto SystemClock Periods.
2. Units in nanoseconds(ns).



zao SIO/O, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8440 PS Z8444 LM -
Z8440 CS Z8444 LM B - t
Z8440 PE
Z8440CE
Z8440CM-
Z8440CMB-

zaOA SIO/1, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pln LCC
Z8441 A PS Z8444A LM-
Z8441ACS Z8444A LMB-t
Z8441 A PE
Z8441A CE
Z8441ACM-
Z8441ACMB-

zaOA SIO/O, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8440A PS Z8444A LM-
Z8440A CS Z8444A LMB-t
Z8440A PE
Z8440ACE
Z8440ACM-
Z8440ACMB-

zaos SI0/1, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8441 BPS
Z8441 B CS

zaos SIO/O, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8440B PS
Z8440BCS

zao SI0/2, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8442 PS Z8444 LM-
Z8442 CS Z8444 LMB-t
Z8442 PE
Z8442 CE
Z8442 CM-
Z8442CMB-

zao SI0/1, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8441 PS Z8444 LM-
Z8441 CS Z8444 LMB-t
Z8441 PE
Z8441 CE
Z8441 CM-
Z8441 CMB-

zaOA SI0/2, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8442A PS Z8444A LM-
Z8442A CS Z8444A LMB-t
Z8442A PE
Z8442ACE
Z8442ACM-
Z8442ACMB-

zaos SI0/2, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8442B PS
Z8442BCS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = ooC to + lO°C
E = -400Cto +85°C
M-= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

Example: PS is a plastic DIp, aoc to + laoC.

tAvailable soon.

- For Military Orders. contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8470 Z80® DART
Dual Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independent full-duplex channels with separate
modem controls. Modem status can be monitored.

• In x1 clock mode, data rates are 0 to 500K bits/second
with a 2.5 MHz clock, or 0 to aOOKbits/second with a 4.0
MHz clock.

• Receiver data registers are quadruply buffered; the
transmitter is doubly buffered.

• Programmable options include 1, 1'/2, or 2 stop bits;
even, odd, or no parity; and x1, x16, x32, and x64 clock
modes.

• Break generation and detection as well as parity-,
overrun-, and framing-error detection are available.

• Interrupt features include a programmable interrupt
vector, a "status affects vector" mode for fast interrupt
processing, and the standard zao peripheral daisy-
chain interrupt structure that provides automatic interrupt
vectoring with no external logic.

• On-chip logic for ring indication and carrier-detect status.

The zao DART (Dual-Channel Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter) is a dual-channel multifunction peripheral
component that satisfies a wide variety of asynchronous
serial data communications requirements in microcomputer
systems. The zao DART is used as a serial-to-parallel,
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parallel-to-serial converter/controller in asynchronous
applications. In addition, the device also provides modem
controls for both channels. In applications where modem
controls are not needed, these lines can be used for
general-purpose I/O.
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Figure 2. 40-Pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
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Zilog also offers the Z80 SIO, a more versatile device that
provides synchronous (Bisync, HDLC, and SDLC) as well
as asynchronous operation.

The Z80 DART is fabricated with n-channel silicon-gate
depletion-load technology, and is packaged in a 40-pin
plastic or ceramic DIP (Figures 1 and 2).

B/A. Channel A or B Select (input, High selects Channel B).
This input defines which channel is accessed during a data
transfer between the CPU and the Z80 DART

C/O. Control or Data Select (input, High selects Control).
This input specifies the type of information (control or data)
transferred on the data bus between the CPU and the Z80
DART

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). A Low at this input
enables the Z80 DART to accept command or data input
from the CPU during a write cycle, or to transmit data to the
CPU during a read cycle.

CLK. System Clock (input). The Z80 DART uses the
standard Z80 single-phase system clock to synchronize
internal signals.

CTSA, CTSB. Clear To Send (inputs, active Low). When
programmed as Auto Enables, a Low on these inputs
enables the respective transmitter. If not programmed as
Auto Enables, these inputs may be programmed as
general-purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow-risetime signals.

00.07' System Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). This bus
transfers data and commands between the CPU and the
Z80 DART

OCOA, OCOB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs, active Low).
These pins function as receiver enables if the Z80 DART is
programmed for Auto Enables; otherwise they may be used
as general-purpose input pins. Both pins are Schmitt-trigger
buffered.

OTRA, OTRB. Data Terminal Ready (outputs, active Low).
These outputs follow the state programmed into the DTR bit.
They can also be programmed as general-purpose outputs.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). This signal is
used with IEO to form a priority daisy chain when there is
more than one interrupt-driven device. A High on this line
indicates that no other device of higher priority is being
serviced by a CPU interrupt service routine.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). IEO is High
only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing an interrupt
from this Z80 DART Thus, this signal blocks lower priority
devices from interrupting while a higher priority device is
being serviced by its CPU interrupt service routine.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain, active Low).
When the Z80 DART is requesting an interrupt, it pulls INT
Low.

M1. Machine Cycle One (input from Z80 CPU, active Low).
When M1 and RD are both active, the Z80 CPU is fetching

an instruction from memory; when M1 is active while 10RO
is active, the Z80 DART accepts M1 and 10RO as an
interrupt acknowledge if the Z80 DART is the highest priority
device that has interrupted the Z80 CPU.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (input from CPU, active Low).
10RO is used in conjunction with BIA, C/O, CE, and RD to
transfer commands and data between the CPU and the Z80
DART When CE, RD, and 10RO are all active, the channel
selected by B/Atransfers data to the CPU (a read operation).
When CE and 10RO are active, but RD is inactive, the
channel selected by BIA is written to by the CPU with either
data or control information as specified by C/O.

RxCA, RxCB. Receiver Clocks (inputs). Receive data is
sampled on the rising edge of RxC. The Receive Clocks
may be 1, 16,32, or 64 times the data rate.

RD. Read Cycle Status (input from CPU, active Low). If RD is
active, a memory or 1/0 read operation is in progress.

RxOA, RxOB. Receive Data (inputs, active High).

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). Disables both receivers
and transmitters, forces TxDA and TxDB marking, forces the
modem controls High, and disables all interrupts.

RIA, RIB. Ring Indicator (inputs, active Low). These inputs
are similar to CTS and DCD. The Z80 DART detects both
logic level transitions and interrupts the CPU. When not used
in switched-line applications, these inputs can be used as
general-purpose inputs.

RTSA, RTSB. Request to Send (outputs, active Low). When
the RTS bit is set, the RTS output goes Low. When the RTS bit
is reset, the output goes High after the transmitter empties.

TxCA, TxCB. Transmitter Clocks (inputs). TxD changes on
the falling edge of TxC. The Transmitter Clocks may be 1, 16,
32, or 64 times the data rate; however, the clock multiplier for
the transmitter and the receiver must be the same. The
Transmit Clock inputs are Schmitt-trigger buffered. Both the
Receiver and Transmitter Clocks may be driven by the Z80
CTC Counter Time Circuit for programmable baud rate
generation.

TxOA, lXOB. Transmit Data (outputs, active High).

W/ROYA, W/ROYB. Wait/Ready (outputs, open drain when
programmed for Wait function, driven High and Low when
programmed for Ready function). These dual-purpose
outputs may be programmed as Ready lines for a DMA
controller or as Wait lines that synchronize the CPU to the
Z80 DART data rate. The reset state is open drain.



The functional capabilities of the zao DART can be
described from two different points of view: as a data
communications device, it transmits and receives serial
data, and meets the requirements of asynchronous data
communications protocols; as a zao family peripheral, it
interacts with the zao CPU and other zao peripheral
circuits, and shares the data, address, and control buses, as
well as being a part of the zao interrupt structure. As a
peripheral to other microprocessors, the zao DART offers
valuable features such as nonvectored interrupts, polling,
and simple handshake capability.

The first part of the following functional description
introduces zao DART data communications capabilities;
the second part describes the interaction between the CPU
and the zao DART.

The zao DART offers RS-232 serial communications
support by providing device signals for external modem
control. In addition to dual-channel Request To Send, Clear
To Send, and Data Carrier Detect ports, the zao DART also
features a dual channel Ring Indicator (RIA, RIB) input to
facilitate local/remote or station-to-station communication
capability. Figure 3 is a block diagram.

Communications Capabilities. The zao DART provides
two independent full·duplex channels for use as an
asynchronous receiver/transmitter. The following is a short
description of receiver/transmitter capabilities. For more
details, refer to the Asynchronous Mode section of the ZaD
SID Technical Manual (03-3033-01).

The zao DART offers transmission and reception of five to
eight bits per character, plus optional even or odd parity. The
transmitter can supply one, one and a half, or two stop bits
per character and can provide a break output at any time.
The receiver break detection logic interrupts the CPU both
at the start and end of a received break. Reception is
protected from spikes by a transient spike rejection
mechanism that checks the signal one-half a bit time after a
Low level is detected on the Receive Data input. If the Low
does not persist-as in the case of a transient-the
character assembly process is not started.

Framing errors and overrun errors are detected and
buffered together with the character on which they
occurred. Vectored interrupts allow fast servicing of
interrupting conditions using' dedicated routines.
Furthermore, a built-in checking process avoids interpreting
a framing error as a new start bit: a framing error results in
the addition of one-half a bit time to the point at which the
search for the next start bit is begun.

The zao DART does not require symmetric Transmit and
Receive Clock signals, a feature that allows it to be used with
a zao CTC or any other clock source. The transmitter and
receiver can handle data at a rate of 1, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of
the clock rate supplied to the Receive and Transmit Clock
inputs. When using Channel B, the bit rates for transmit and
receive operations must be the same because RxC and TxC
are bonded together (RxTxCB).

I SERIAL DATA

::: I CHANNEL CLOCKS

~

INTERRUPT I
CONTROL

LINES

..-1SERIAL DATA

CHANNEL CLOCK

WAIT/READY

I/O Interface Capabilities. The zao DART offers the
choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored or non-vectored) and
Block Transfer modes to transfer data, status, and control
information to and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA control.

Pollfng. There are no interrupts in the Polled mode. Status
registers RROand RR1 are updated at appropriate times for
each function being performed. All the interrupt modes of
the zao DART must be disabled to operate the device in a
Polled environment.

While in its Polling sequence, the CPU examines the status
contained in RROfor each channel; the RROstatus bits serve
as an acknowledge to the Poll inquiry. The two RRO status
bits Do and D2 indicate that a data transfer is needed. The
status also indicates Error or other special status conditions.
The zao DART Programming section contains more
information. The Special Receive Condition status
contained in RR1 does not have to be read in a Polling
sequence because the status bits in RR1 are accompanied
by a Receive Character Available status in RRO.

Interrupts. The zao DART offers an elaborate interrupt
scheme that provides fast interrupt response in real-time
applications. As a member of the zao family, the zao DART
can be daisy-chained along with other zao peripherals for
peripheral interrupt-priority resolution. In addition, the
internal interrupts of the zao DART are nested to prioritize
the various interrupts generated by Channels A and B.
Channel B registers WR2 and RR2 contain the interrupt
vector that points to an interrupt service routine in the
memory. To eliminate the necessity of writing a status
analysis routine, the zao DART can modify the interrupt
vector in RR2 so it points directly to one of eight interrupt
service routines. This is done under program control by
setting a program bit (WR1, D2) in Channel B called "Status



Affects Vector." When this bit is set, the interrupt vector in
RR2 is modified according to the assigned priority of the
various interrupting conditions.

Transmit interrupts, Receive interrupts, and External/Status
interrupts are the main sources of interrupts. Each interrupt
source is enabled under program control with Channel A
having a higher priority than Channel B, and with Receiver,
Transmit, and External/Status interrupts prioritized in that
order within each channel. When the Transmit interrupt is
enabled, the CPU is interrupted by the transmit buffer
becoming empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so it can become
empty.) When enabled, the receiver can interrupt the CPU in
one of three ways:

• Interrupt on the first received character

• Interrupt on all received characters

• Interrupt on a Special receive condition

Interrupt On First Character is typically used with the Block
Transfer mode. Interrupt On All Received Characters can
optionally modify the interrupt vector in the event of a parity
error. The Special Receive Condition interrupt can occur on
a character basis. The Special Receive Condition can cause
an interrupt can occur on a character basis. The Special
Receive condition can cause an interrupt only if the Interrupt
On First Received Character or Interrupt On All Received
Characters mode is selected. In Interrupt On First Receive

Character, an interrupt can occur from Special Receive
conditions (except Parity Error) after the first Received
character interrupt (example: Receive Overrun interrupt).

The main function of the External/Status interrupt is to
monitor the signal transitions of the CTS, DCD, and Ai pins;
however, an External/Status interrupt is also caused by the
detection of a Break sequence in the data stream. The
interrupt caused by the Break sequence has a special
feature that allows the l80 DARTto interrupt when the Break
sequence is detected or terminated. This feature facilitates
the proper termination of the current message, correct
initialization of the next message, and the accurate timing of
the Break condition.

CPUIDMA Block Transfer. The l80 DART provides a Block
Transfer mode to accommodate CPU block transfer
functions and DMA block transfers (l80 DMA or other
designs). The Block Transfer mode uses the W/RDY output
in conjunction with the Wait/Ready bits of Write Register 1.
The W/RDY output can be defined under software control as
a Wait line in the CPU Block Transfer mode or as a Ready line
in the DMA Block Transfer mode.

To a DMA controller, the l80 DART Ready output indicates
that the l80 DART is ready to transfer data to or from
memory. To the CPU, the Wait output indicates that the l80
DART is not ready to transfer data, thereby requesting the
CPU to extend the I/O cycle.

The device internal structure includes a l80 CPU interface,
internal control and interrupt logic, and two full-duplex
channels. Each channel contains read and write registers,
and discrete control and status logic that provides the
interface to modems or other external devices.

The read and write register group includes five 8-bit control
registers and two status registers. The interrupt vector is
written into an additional 8-bit register (Write Register 2) in
Channel B, that may be read through Read Register 2 in
Channel B. The registers for both channels are designated
as follows:

WRO-WR5 Write Registers 0 through 5
RRO-RR2 Read Registers 0 through 2

The bit assignment and functional grouping of each register
is configured to simplify and organize the programming
process.

The logic for both channels provides formats, bit
synchronization, and validation for data transferred to and
from the channel interface. The modem control inputs Clear
to Send (CTS), Data Carrier Detect (DCD), and Ring

Indicator (Ai) are monitored by the control logic under
program control. All the modem control signals are general
purpose in nature and can be used for functions other than
modem control.

For automatic interrupt vectoring, the interrupt control logic
determines which channel and which device within the
channel has the highest priority. Priority is fixed with
Channel A assigned a higher priority than Channel B;
Receive, Transmit, and External/Status interrupts are
prioritized in that order within each channel.

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path illustrated for
Channel A in Figure 4 is identical for both channels. The
receiver has three 8-bit buffer registers in a FIFO
arrangement in addition to the 8-bit receive shift register.
This scheme creates additional time for the CPU to service a
Receive Character Available interrupt in a high-speed data
transfer.

The transmitter has an 8-bit transmit data register that is
loaded from the internal data bus, and a 9-bit transmit shift
register that is loaded from the transmit data register.
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Read Cycle. The timing signals generated by a zao CPU
input instruction to read a Data or Status byte from the zao
DART are illustrated in Figure 5.

Write Cycle. Figure 6 illustrates the timing and data signals
generated by a zao CPU output instruction to write a Data or
Control byte into the zao DART.

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle. (Figure 7) After receiving
an Interrupt Request signal (INT pulled Low), the zao CPU
sends an Interrupt Acknowledge signal (M 1 and IORO both
Low). The daisy-chained interrupt circuits determine the
highest priority interrupt requestor. The lEI of the highest
priority peripheral is terminated High. For any peripheral

that has no interrupt pending or under service, IEO = lEI.
Any peripheral that does have an interrupt pending or under
service forces its IEO Low.

To insure stable conditions in the daisy chain, all interrupt
status signals are prevented from changing while M 1 is Low.
When IORO is Low, the highest priority interrupt requestor
(the one with lEI High) places its interrupt vector on the data
bus and sets its internal interrupt-under-service latch.

Refer to the Technical Manual (03-3033-01) for additional
details on the interrupt daisy chain and interrupt nesting.
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Figure 5. Read Cycle
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Return From Interrupt Cycle. (Figure 8) Normally, the Z80
CPU issues an RETI (Return From Interrupt) instruction at
the end of an interrupt service routine. RETI is a 2-byte
opcode (ED-4D) that resets the interrupt-under-service latch
to terminate the interrupt that has just been processed.

When used with other CPUs, the Z80 DART allows the user
to return from the interrupt cycle with a special command
called "Return From Interrupt" in Write Register 0 of
Channel A. This command is interpreted by the Z80 DART in
exactly the same way it would interpret an RETI command
on the data bus.

To program the Z80 DART, the system program first issues a
series of commands that initialize the basic mode and then
other commands that qualify conditions within the selected
mode. For example, the character length, clock rate,
number of stop bits, even or odd parity are first set, then the
Interrupt mode and, finally, receiver or transmitter enable.

Both channels contain command registers that must be
programmed via the system program prior to operation. The
Channel Select input (B/A) and the Control/Data input (C/O)
are the command structure addressing controls, and are
normally controlled by the CPU address bus.

Write Registers. The Z80 DART contains six registers
(WRO-WR5) in each channel that are programmed
separately by the system program to configure the
functional personality of the channels (Figure 4). With the
exception of WRO, programming the write registers requires
two bytes. The first byte contains three bits (Do-D2) that point
to the selected register; the second byte is the actual control
word that is written into the register to configure the Z80
DART.

WRO is a special case in that all the basic commands
(CMDo-CMD2) can be accessed with a single byte. Reset
(internal or external) initializes the pointer bits Do-D2 to point
to WRO. This means that a register cannot be pointed to in
the same operation as a channel reset.

Registerpointers, initializationcommands for the various
modes
TransmiUReceive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition
Interrupt vector (Channel B only)
Receiveparameters and control
TransmiUReceivemiscellaneous parametersand modes
Transmitparameters and controls

WR2
WR3

WR4
WR5

Read Registers. The Z80 DART contains three registers
(RRO-RR2) that can be read to obtain the status information
for each channel (except for RR2, which applies to Channel
B only). The status information includes error conditions,
interrupt vector, and standard communications-interface
signals.

To read the contents of a selected read register other than
RRO, the system program must first write the pointer byte to
WRO in exactly the same way as a write register operation.
Then, by executing an input instruction, the contents of the
addressed read register can be read by the CPU.

The status bits of RRO and RR1 are carefully grouped to
simplify status monitoring. For example, when the interrupt
vector indicates that a Special Receive Condition interrupt
has occurred, all the appropriate error bits can be read from
a single register (RR1).

Read Register Functions

TransmiUReceive buffer status, interrupt status and
externalstatus
Special ReceiveCondition status
Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)



READ REGISTER 1•

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I ~~LALLSENT L-NOTUSED

PARITY ERROR

Rx OVERRUN ERROR

FRAMING ERROR

NOT USED

·U~ed With Special Receive Condition Mode.

READ REGISTER 2

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

'---------- V7

•• Variable if "Status Affects Vector"
is Programmed.

WRITE REGISTER 0

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
WRITE REGISTER 1

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

T~L EXT INT ENABLE

L Tx INT ENABLE
STATUS AFFECTS VECTOR
(CH. B ONLY)

o 0 Rx INT DISABLE }o 1 Rx INT ON FIRST CHARACTER OR ON
1 OiNT ON ALL Rx CHARACTERS (PARITY SPECIAL

AFFECTS VECTOR) RECEIVE
INT ON All Rx CHARACTERS (PARITY CONDITION

DOES NOT AFFECT VECTOR)

'----- WAIT/READY ON R/T
WAIT/READY FUNCTION

WAIT/READY ENABLE

REGISTER 0
REGISTER 1
REGISTER 2
REGISTER 3
REGISTER 4
REGISTER 5

NULL CODe
NOT useD
RESET EXT/STATUS INTERRUPTS
CHANNEL RESET
ENABLE INT ON NEXT Rx CHARACTER
RESET hiNT PENDING
ERROR RESET
RETURN FROM INT (CH·A ONLY)

NOT useD

WRITE REGISTER 2 (Channel B only)I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I WRITE REGISTER 3I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

11

~ LRXENABLE

L- NOT USED (MUST BE PROGRAMMED 0)

------- AUTO ENABLES

-------- 0 0 Rx 5 BITs/CHARACTER
o 1 Rx 7 BITs/CHARACTER
1 0 Rx 6 BITs/CHARACTER
1 1 Rx 8 BITs/CHARACTER

WRITE REGISTER 4

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

TIT I L PARITY ENABLE

L PARITY EVEN/QOjj

a 0 NOT USED
o 1 1 STOP BlTfCHARACTER
1 0 1 YI STOP BITs/CHARACTER
1 1 2 STOP SITS/CHARACTER

HOlUSEO

a Xl CLOCK MODE
X16 CLOCK MODE
X32 CLOCK MODE
X64 CLOCK MODE

WRITE REGISTER 5

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

T~I L: :~:USED

~ NOT USED

Tx ENABLE

SEND BREAK

Tx 5 BITS (OR lESS)/CHARACTER
Tx 7 BITS/CHARACTER
Tx 6 BITS/CHARACTER
Tx 8 BITS/CHARACTER

L....----DTR



Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND ""',',' "',','" ,-O,3Vto +7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature, , , , , , , , , . , , , ,See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature, , , , . , , , , , , , , ,- 6SoC to + 1S0°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device, This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied, Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability,

The DC characteristics and capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following standard test conditions,
unless otherwise noted, All voltages are referenced to GND
(OV), Positive current flows into the referenced pin,

Available operating temperature ranges are;

• S = OOCto +70°C, +4,7SV~Vcc~ +S.2SV

• E = -40°Cto +8SoC, +4,7SV~Vcc~ +S,2SV

• M = -SSOCto +12SoC, +4,SV~Vcc~ +S,SV

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers, Package drawings are in the
Package Information section, Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation,

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Condition

VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0,3 +0.45 V

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0,6 +5,5 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0,3 +0,8 V

VIH Input High Voltage +2,0 +5.5 V

VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4 V IOL = 2.0mA

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4 V IOH = - 250,..Po

IL Input/3-StatE: Output Leakage Current -10 +10 IAA 0.4 <VIN < 2.4V

Il(RI) RI Pin Leakage Current -40 +10 ,..Po 0.4 <VIN < 2.4V

ICC Power Supply Current 100 mA

TA ~ OOCt070°C, Vcc = +5V, ±5%,

CAPACITANCE

C
CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

Over specified temperature range; f = 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS

Z80DART Z80ADART Z80B DART·
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 4000 250 4000 165 4000

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2000 105 2000 70 2000

3 TIC Clock Fall Time 30 30 15

4 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 15

5 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 170 2000 105 2000 70 2000

6 TsAD(C) CE, C/O, B/A to Clock t Setup Time 160 145 60

7 TsCS(C) IORO, RD to Clock t Setup Time 240 115 60

8 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 240 220 150

9 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup (Write or M 1 Cycle) 50 50 30

10 TdRD(DOz) RD t to Data Out Float Delay 230 110 90

11 TdIO(DOI) IORO ~to Data Out Delay (INTACK Cycle) 340 160 100

12 TsM1(C) M 1 to Clock t Setup Time 210 90 75

13 TsIEI(IO) lEI to IORO ~Setup Time (INTACK Cycle) 200 140 120

14 TdM1(IEO) M1 ~to IEO ~ Delay (interrupt before M1) 300 190 160

15 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to IEO t Delay (after ED decode) 150 100 70

16 TdIEI(IEOD lEI +to IEO Welay 150 100 70

17 TdC(IN1) Clock t to INT ~ Delay 200 200 150

18 TdIO(W/RWD IORO ~or CE ~to W/RDY melay (Wait Mode) 300 210 175

19 TdC(W/RR) Clock t to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 120 120 100

20 TdC(W/RWz) Clock ~to W/RDY Float Delay (Wait Mode) 150 130 110

• Units in nanoseconds (ns).
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INT

Z80DART Z80ADART Z80BDART
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max Notes·

1 TwPh Pulse Width (High) 200 200 200 2

2 TwPI Pulse Width (Low) 200 200 200 2

3 TcTxC TxC Cycle Time 400 00 400 00 330 00 2

4 TwTxCI TxC Width (Low) 180 180 100 2

5 TwTxCh TxC Width (High) 180 180 100 2

6 TdTxC(TxD) TxC ~ to TxD Delay 400 300 220 2

7 TdTxC(W/RRf) TxC ~ to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 5 9 5 9 5 9 1

8 TdTxC(INT) TxC ~ to INT ~ Delay 5 9 5 9 5 9 1

9 TcRxC RxC Cycle Time 400 400 330 2

10 TwRxCI RxC Width (Low) 180 00 180 00 100 2

11 TwRxCh RxC Width (High) 180 00 180 00 100 2

12 TsRxD(RxC) RxD to RxC t Setup Time (x1 Mode) 0 0 0 2

13 ThRxD(RxC) RxD Hold Time (x1 Mode) 140 140 100 2

14 TdRxC(W/RRf) RxC t to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 10 13 10 13 10 13 1

15 TdRxC(INT) RxC t to INT ~ Delay 10 13 10 13 10 13 1

• In all modes, the System Clock rate must be at least five times the maximum data rate. RESET must be active a minimum of one complete clock cycle.
1. Units equal to System Clock Periods.
2. Units in nanoseconds (ns).

2044·011 245



lao DART, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8470 PS
Z8470 CS
Z8470 PE
Z8470 CE

laoe DART, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8470B PS
Z8470BCS

laOA DART, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8470APS
Z8470ACS
Z8470A PE
Z8470ACE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Proto pack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = OOCto + 70°C
E = -40°C to + 85°C
M*= -55°C to + 125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zil09 Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
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Z8300 Low Power
Z80®LCPU
Central Processing Unit

Product
Specification

• The 280L combines the high perlormance of
the 280 CPU with extremely low power con-
sumption. It has the identical pinout and
instruction set of the 280. The result is
increased reliability and lower system power
requirements. This dramatic power savings
makes the 280L a natural choice for both
hand-held and battery backup applications.

• The 280L CPU is offered in two versions:
28300-1-1.0 MHz clock, 15 mA typical cur-
rent consumption
28300-3-2.5 MHz clock, 25 mA typical cur-
rent consumption

• The extensive instruction set contains 158
instructions, resulting in sophisticated data
handling capabilities. The 78 instructions of
the 8080A are included as a subset; 8080A
and 280 Family software compatibility is
maintained.

Mi ..
A,

MREQ A,......j IORO A,
CONTROL AD A.

We A,..
RFSH A, ADDRESS.. BUS

HALT A,

A"
Au

Z8300
AuZ80LCPU
An

Au

An

CPU {
BUS

CONTROL

• The 280L microprocessors and associated
family of peripheral controllers are linked
by a vectored interrupt system. This system
can be daisy-chained to allow implementa-
tion of a priority interrupt scheme. Little, if
any, additional logic is required for daisy-
chaining.

• Duplicate sets of both general-purpose and
flag registers are provided, easing the
design and operation of system software.
Two 16-bit index registers facilitate program
processing of tables and arrays.

• There are three modes of high-speed inter-
rupt processing: 8080 similar, non-280
peripheral device, and 280 Family
peripheral with or without daisy chain.

• On-chip dynamic memory refresh counter.
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Figure 2. 40-pln Dual-in-Line Package (DIP)
Pin Assignment.
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General
Description

The zaOL CPUs are fourth-generation
microprocessors with exceptional computa-
tional power. They offer high system
throughput and efficient memory utilization
combined with extremely low power consump-
tion. The internal registers contain 208 bits of
read/write memory that ,?re accessible to the
programmer. These registers include two sets
of six general-purpose registers which may be
used individually as either 8-bit registers or as
16-bit register pairs. In addition, there are two
sets of accumulator and flag registers. A group
of "Exchange" instructions makes either set of
main or alternate registers accessible to the
programmer. The alternate set allows operation
in foreground-background mode or it may be
reserved for very fast interrupt response.

The zaOL also contains a Stack Pointer, Pro-
gram Cou;ter, two index registers, a Refresh
register (counter). and an Interrupt register.
The CPU is easy to incorporate into a system
since it requires only a single + 5 V power

source, all output signals are fully decoded
and timed to control standard memory or
peripheral circuits, and it is supported by an
extensive family of peripheral controllers. The
internal block diagram (Figure 3) shows the
primary functions of the zaOL processors.
Subsequent text provides more detail on the
Z80L I/O controller family, registers, instruc-
tion set, interrupts and daisy chaining, CPU
timing, and low power requirements.

Z80L Low Power Feature. The zaOL Family
offers state-of-the-art microprocessor perfor-
mance with extremely low power consumption.
Its low power requirement rivals comparable
CMOS microprocessors. The zaOL Family's
lower power consumption provides the ability
to reduce system power requirements and
enables its use in applications not previously
possible. The zaOL is very well suited to bat-
tery backup applications or to systems
operating primarily on batteries in hand-held
or portable systems.



zaOl Micro-
processor
Family

The Zilog zaOL microprocessor is the central
element of a comprehensive microprocessor
product family. This family works together in
most applications wiih minimum requirements
for additional logic, facilitating the design of
efficient and cost-effective microcomputer-
based systems.

The zao Family components provide exten-
sive support for the zaOL microprocessor.
These are:

• The PIO (Parallel Input/Output) operates in
both data-byte VO transfer mode (with
handshaking) and in bii mode (wiihout
handshaking). The PIO may be config-
ured to interface wiih standard parallel

peripheral devices such as printers,
tape punches, and keyboards.

• The CTC (Counter/Timer Circuit) features
four programmable 8-bit counter/timers,
each of which has an 8-bii prescaler. Each
of the four channels may be configured to
operate in eiiher counter or timer mode.

• The SIO (Serial Input/Output) controller
offers two channels. It is capable of
operating in a variety of programmable
modes for both synchronous and asyn-
chronous communication, including
Bi-Synch and SDLC.

zaOl CPU
Registers

Figure 4 shows three groups of registers
wiihin the zaOL CPU. The first group consists
of duplicate sets of 8-bii registers: a principal
set and an alternate set (designated by ,
[prime], e.g., A'). Both sets consist of the
Accumulator Register, the Flag Register, and
six general-purpose registers. Transfer of data
between these duplicate sets of registers is
accomplished by use of "Exchange" instruc-
tions. The result is faster response to interrupts
and easy, efficient implementation of such ver-
satile programming techniques as background-

foreground data processing. The second set of
registers consists of six registers with assigned
functions. These are the I (Interrupt Register),
the R (Refresh Register), the IX and IY (Index
Registers), the SP (Stack Pointer), and the PC
(Program Counter). The third group consists of
two interrupt status flip-flops, plus an addi-
tional pair of flip-flops which assists in identi-
fying the interrupt mode at any particular
time. Table 1 provides further information on
these registers.

A ACCUMULATOR F FLAG REGISTER A' ACCUMULATOR F" FLAG REGISTER

B GENERAL PURPOSE C GENERAL PURPOSE B' GENERAL PURPOSE C' GENERAL PURPOSE

0 GENERAL PURPOSE E GENERAL PURPOSE 0' GENERAL PUAf>OSE E' GENERAL PURPOSE

H GENERAL PURPOSE L GENERAL PURPOSE H' GENERAL PURPOSE L' GENERAL PURPose

G G
~ INTERRUPTS DISABLED STORES 1FF14~: INTERRUPTS ENABLED DURING NMI

seRVICE

IX INDEX REGISTER

IY INDEX REGISTER

SP STACK POINTER

PC PROGRAM COUNTER

1 INTERRUPT VECTOR I R MEMORY REFRESH

INTERRUPT MODE FLlP·FLOPSc:I:J
INTERRUPT MODE 0
NOT usee
INTERRUPT MODE 1
INTERRUPT MODE 2



ZSOL CPU
Registers
(Continued)

8 Stores an operand or the results of an operation.

S See Instruction Set.

a Can be used separately or as a 16·bit register with C.

a See B, above.
a Can be used separately or as a 16-bit register with E.

a See D, above.
8 Can be used separately or as a 16-bit register with L.

a See H, above.
Note: The (B,C). (D,E), and (H,L) sets are combined as follows:

B - High byte C - Low byte
D - High byte E - Low byte
H - High byte L - Low byte

Stores upper eight bits of memory address for vectored interrupt
processing.

Provides user-transparent dynamic memory refresh. Lower seven
bits are automatically incremented and all eight are placed on
the address bus during each instruction fetch cycle refresh time.

Used for indexed addressing.

Same as IX, above.

Holds address of the top of the stack. See Push or Pop in instruc·
tion set.

Holds address of next instruction.
Set or reset to indicate interrupt status (see Figure 4).

Reflect Interrupt mode (see Figure 4).

A, A'
F, F'

B, B'
C, C-

D, D'

E, E'
H, H'

L, L'

Accumulator
Flags

General Purpose
General Purpose

General Purpose

General Purpose

General Purpose

General Purpose

Interrupt Register a

R Refresh Register a

IX Index Register 16

IY Index Register 16

SP Stack Pointer 16

PC Program Counter 16

IFF!·IFF2 Interrupt Enable Flip·Flops

IMFa·IMFb Interrupt Mode Flip-Flops

Interrupte:
GeDeral
Operation

The CPU accepts two interrupt input signals:
NMI and INT. The NMI is a non-maskable
interrupt and has the highest priority. INT is a
lower priority interrupt and it requires that
interrupts be enabled in software in order to
operate. INT can be connected to multiple
peripheral devices in a wired-OR
configuration.

The 280L has a single response mode for
interrupt service for the non-maskable inter-
rupt. The maskable interrupt, INT, has three
programmable response modes available.
These are:
• Mode 0 - similar to the 8080 micro-

processor.

• Mode I - Peripheral Interrupt service, for
use with non-8080/Z80 systems.

• Mode 2 - a vectored interrupt scheme,
usually daisy-chained, for use with 280
Family and compatible peripheral devices.
The CPU services interrupts by sampling the

NMI and INT signals at the rising edge of the
last clock of an instruction. Further interrupt
service processing depends upon the type of
interrupt that was detected, Details on inter-
rupt responses are shown in the CPU Timing
Section.



Interrupts:
General
Operation
(Continued)

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI). The non-
maskable interrupt cannot be disabled by pro-
gram control and therefore will be accepted all
times by the CPU. NMI is usually reserved for
servicing only the highest priority type inter-
rupts, such as that for orderly shutdown after
power failure has been detected. After
recognition of the NMI signal (providing
BUSREQis not active), the CPU jumps to
restart location 0066H. Normally, software
starting at this address contains the interrupt
service routine.
Maskable Interrupt (INT). Regardless of the
interrupt mode set by the user, the 280L
response to a maskable interrupt input follows
a common timing cycle. After the interrupt has
been detected by the CPU (provided that
interrupts are enabled and BUSREQis not
active) a special interrupt processing cycle
begins. This is a special fetch (M!) cycle in
which IORQ becomes active rather than
MREQ, as in a normal MI cycle. In addition,
this special MI cycle is automatically extended
by two WAITstates, to allow for the time
required to acknowledge the interrupt request
and to place the interrupt vector on the bus.
Mode 0 Interrupt Operation. This mode is
similar to the 8080 microprocessor interrupt
service procedures. The interrupting device
places an instruction on the data bus. This is
normally a Restart instruction, which will in-
itiate a call to the selected one of eight restart
locations in page zero of memory. Unlike the
8080, the Z80 CPU responds to the Call in-
struction with only one interrupt acknowledge
cycle followed by two memory read cycles.
Mode I Interrupt Operation. Mode I oper-
ation is very similar to that for the NMI. The
principal difference is that the Mode I inter-
rupt has a vector address of 0038H only.
Mode 2 Interrupt Operation. This interrupt
mode has been designed to utilize most effec-
tively the capabilities of the 280L microproc-
essor and its associated peripheral family. The
interrupting peripheral device selects the
starting address of the interrupt service
routine. It does this by placing an 8-bit vector
on the data bus during the interrupt
acknowledge cycle. The CPU forms a pointer
using this byte as the lower 8 bits and the con-
tents of the I register as the upper 8 bits. This
points to an entry in a table of addresses for
interrupt service routines. The CPU then calls
the routine at that address. This flexibility in
selecting the interrupt service routine address

allows the peripheral device to use several dif-
ferent types of service routines. These routines
may be located at any available location in
memory. Since the interrupting device sup-
plies the low-order byte of the 2-byte vector,
bit 0 (Ac) must be a zero.
Interrupt Priority (Daisy Chaining and
Nested Interrupts). The interrupt priority of
each peripheral device is determined by its
physical location within a daisy-chain config-
uration. Each device in the chain has an inter-
rupt enable input line (lEI) and an interrupt
enable output line (IEO), which is fed to the
next lower priority device. The first device in
the daisy chain has its lEI input hardwired to a
High level. The first device has highest priori-
ty, while each succeeding device has a cor-
responding lower priority. This arrangement
permits the CPU to select the highest priority
interrupt from several simultaneously interrup-
ting peripherals.

The interrupting device disables its IEO line
to the next lower priority peripheral until it has
been serviced. After servicing, its IEO line is
raised, allowing lower priority peripherals to
demand interrupt servicing.

The 280L CPU will nest (queue) any pending
interrupts or interrupts received while a
selected peripheral is being serviced.
Interrupt Enable/Disable Operation. Two
flip-flops, IFFI and IFF2' referred to in the
register description are used to signal the CPU
interrupt status. Operation of the two flip-flops
is described in Table 2. For more details, refer
to the zeo CPU Technical Manual and zeo
Assembly Language Manual.

Action IFFl IFF2 Comment.

CPU Reset 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

DI instruction 0 0 Maskable interrupt
execution INT disabled

EI instruction Maskable interrupt
execution INT enabled

LD A,I instruction 1FF2 - Parity flag
execution

LD A.R instruction 1FF2 - Parity flag
execution

Accept NMI 0 IFFl IFFj - 1FF2
(Maskable inter-
rupt INT disabled)

RETN instruction 1FF2 IFF2 - 1FFl at
execution ~letionofan

NMI service
routine.

Table 2. Siale 01 flip-Flops



Instruction
Set

The Z80L microprocessor has one of the most
powerful and versatile instruction sets
available in any 8-bit microprocessor and
identical to that of the Z80. It includes such
unique operations as a block move for fast,
efficient data transfers within memory or
between memory and I/O. It also allows opera-
tions on any btt in any location in memory.

The following is a summary of the Z80L
instruction set and shows the assembly
language mnemonic, the operation, the flag
status, and gives comments on each instruc-
tion. The Z80 CPU Technical Manual
(03-0029-XX) and Assembly Language
Programming Manual (03-0002-XX)
contain significantly more details for
programming use.

The instructions in Table 2 are divided into
the following categories:

o 8-bit loads

o 16-bit loads

o Exchanges, block transfers, and searches

o 8-bit arithmetic and logic operations

o General-purpose arithmetic and CPU
control

8-Bit Symbolic Fl •••

Load Ma..momc OperatloD S Z H PIV N C

Group to r,,' r -,' X X
to r, n ,- n X X

to r. (HLl r - (HL) x X
LDr,OX+d) r - (IX+d) X X ·
to r. (lY +d) r - (lY+dl X

LOIHL). , (HL) - r X
LDOX+dl.r (IX+d) - r X

to (lY +d), r (lY+d) - r X · X

to (HL), n (HL) - n X · X ·
LD(lX+d).n (lX+d) - n X · X ·
to (lY +d). n (IY+dl- n . X · X

LO A. (BC) A - IBC) X X
LO A. (DE) A - IDEI X X
to A, (nn) A - (nn) X X

LD (BC). A IBC) - A X
LO IDE). A (DEI- A x
to (nn), A (nn) - A X

LOA. I A - I X 0 X IFF

LOA. R A-R 0 X IFF 0

LOI. A I - A X

LO R. A R - A X

o 16-bit arithmetic operations

o Rotates and shifts

o Bit set, reset, and test operations

o Jumps

o Calls, returns, and restarts

o Input and output operations

A variety of addressing modes are
implemented to permit efficient and fast data
transfer between various registers, memory
locations, and inpuVoutput devices. These
addressing modes include:

o Immediate

o Immediate extended

o Modified page zero

o Relative

o Extended

o Indexed

0 Register

o Register indirect

o Implied

OBit

Opcod. No.of No.of M No.of T
78 543 210 H•• B,..•• CyclH Stcrt •• eo ••.•••ats

01 , " ~
00 , 110 000 B

-n- 001 C
01 , 110 7 010 0
II all 101 DO 19 011 E
01 , 110 100 H

-d- 101 L
II III 101 FD 19 III A
01 , 110

-d-
Ol 110 , 7
II all 101 DO 19
01 110 ,

-d-
II III 101 FD 19
01 110 ,

-d-
00 110 110 36 10

11 Oll 101 DO 19
00 110 110 36

-d-
-n-

Il III 101 FD 19
00 110 110 36

-d-

00 001 010 OA 7
00 011010 IA 7
00 III 010 3A 13

-n-
-n-

00 000 010 02 7
00 010 010 12 7
00 110010 32 13

-n-
-n-

Il 101 101 ED
01 010 III 57
11 101 101 ED
01 011 III 5F
11 101 101 ED
01 000 111 47
11 101 101 ED
01 001 III 4F

NOTES: r, r' means any of the registers A. B. C. D. E. H. L.
IFf the content cllhe Interrupt enable flip-Hop, (IFF) IS

COPied inlO the PIV t1aq.
For olin ellplollnollhon 01 HolIQ nolollt'on olInd .ymbol. for

mnemOnlC tollblel. see Symbolic Nololllion section
follOWing lollbJes.



16-Bit Load Symbolic Flap Opeod. No.oI No.oI M No.of T

Group MawDloDlc OpwatloD II PIV II C .,. so 210 H•• I,.•• Cyeloo Stat •• Co.IDe"ta

to dd. nn dd-nn X · X · 00 ddO 001 3 10 dd Pair
-0- 1iOBC
-0- 01 DE

to IX. nn IX - nn · X · X 11 011 101 DD 14 10 HL
00 100 001 21 II SP

-0-
-o-

LD IY, on IY - nn · X · X · II III 101 FD 14
00 100 001 21

-0-
-o-

LD HL, (on) H - (nn+l) X · X · 00 101 010 2A 16
L - (nn) -0-

-o-
LD dd. (nn) ddH - (on + 1) · X · X 11 101 101 ED 20

ddL - (nn) 01 ddl OIl
-0-
-o-

LD IX, (nn) IXH - (nn+ 1) · X · X · 11 Oil 101 DD 20
IXL - (nn) 00 101 010 2A

-0-
-o-

LD IY, (no) JYH - (nn+ 1) · X · X · 11 III 101 FD 20
1Yl - (nn) 00 101 010 2A

-0-
-0- Ito (nn), HL (nn+l)-H X · X · 00 100 010 22 16

(nn) - L -0-
-o-

LD (nn), dd (nn+ I) - ddH X · 11 101 101 ED 20
(nn) - ddL 01 ddO 011 9-0-

-o-
LD (nn), IX (nn+ 1) - IXH · X · X · 11011 101 DD 20

(nn) - IXL 00 100 010 22
-0-
-o-

LD (nn). IY (nn+l) - IYH · X · X · 11 III 101 FD 20
(nn) - IYL 00 100 010 22

-0-
-o-

LD SP, HL SP - HL · X · X 11 III 001 F9 6
LD SP, IX SP - IX X · X 11011 101 DD 10

II III 001 F9
LD SP, IY SP - IY X · X · 11 III 101 FD 10

11 III 001 F9 ~
PUSH qq (SP-2) - qqL · X X · 11 qqO 101 11 00 BC

(SP-I) - qqH 01 DE
SP-SP-2 10 HL

PUSH IX (SP-2) - IXL X · X · 11 011 101 DD IS 11 AF
(SP-I) - IXH 11 100 101 E5
SP- SP-2

PUSH IY (SP-2) - IYL X · X 11 III 101 FD IS
(SP- I) - lYH II 100 101 £5
SP- SP-2

POP qq qqH - (SP+ 1) X X · 11 qqO 001 10
qqL - (SP)
SP-SP+2

POP IX IXH - (SP. I) · X · X · 11 OIl 101 DD 14
IXL - (51') 11 100 001 EI
SP- SP.2

POPIY IYH - (SP. I) X · X · 11 III 101 FD 14
IYL - ISP) II 100 001 EI
SP-SP+2

NOTES: dd " 4ny 01 the TeQlster pelts Be. DE. HL, SP.
qq is 4ny 01 the register polTS AF. Be. DE, HL.

(P:.~l.~~A~R~. r:~e~l~~:horder ond low order elqhl blt, of the reqiller ptIlr respectively.

Exchange. EX DE, HL DE - HL X X 11 101011 EB

Block EX AF, AF' AF - AF' X X 00 001 000 oe

Transfer.
£xx BC - Be' X X 11 011 001 D9 Reqllter bank and

DE - DE' auxiliary reqllter

Block Search HL - HL' bdnlt exchanQ8
EX ISP), HL H-(SP.I) · X X · 11 100 011 £3 19

Groups L - (SP)
EX (SP), IX IXH - ISP. I) · X . X · 11 011 IOI DD 23

IXL - ISP) 11 100 011 £3
EX (SP), IY IYH - (SP. I) · X . X · 11 III 101 FD 23

IYL - ISP) (j)
11 100 011 £3

LDI (DE) - (HL) · X X I 0 . 11 101 101 ED 16 Load (HL) Into
DE - DE.I 10 100 000 AO (DE), increment
HL - HL.I the pointers and
BC-BC-I decrement the byte

<D counter (Be)
LDIR (DE) - (HL) · X 0 X 0 0 . 11 101 101 ED 21 JlBC •• 0

DE - DE+l 10 110 000 BO 16 JlBC =0
HL - HL.I
BC-BC-I
Repeat until
BC = 0

NOTE: <DPfYllaCiJI.OillhereauhoIBC-l:: O.olherwiMPIV. 1.

2001-001 255



Exchange. SymboUe Flap Opeode Ko.of 110.0111 110.01 T

Block -. OporatIoo S II PlY 11 C 71 M3 110 He. Iyt•• ere'" Stat•• <:ammo ••••

Transfer. (j)

Block Search LDD (DE) - (HL) . X X I 0 · II 101 101 ED 16

Group. DE - DE-I 10 101 000 AS
HL - HL-I

(Continued) BC-BC-I
(2)

LDDR (DE) - (HL) . X 0 X u 0 · 11 101 101 ED 21 UBC •• 0
DE - DE-I 10 III 000 88 16 UBC.O
HL-HL-I
BC-BC-l
Repeat unlll
BC = 0

Q) (j)
CPI A - (HL) I X X II 101 101 ED 16

HL - HL+l 10 100 001 Al
BC-BC-l

Q) <D
CPIR A - (HL) X X I II 101 101 ED 21 IfBC.OIllOO

A •• (HL)
HL - HL+I 10 110001 BI 16 !fBC ..• Oor
BC-BC-I A. (HL)
Repeot untll
A", (HL) or
BC = 0 a> <D

CPD A - (HL) X X I II 101 101 ED 16
HL - HL-1 10 101 001 A9
BC-BC-l Gl <D

CPDR A - (HL) I X X I II 101 101 ED 21 IfBC __Oond
A •• (HL)

HL - HL-I 10 III 001 B9 16 HBC-Oor
BC-BC-I A. (HL)
Repeat until
A ::: (HL) Of

BC = 0

NOTES: CD ?/V UdQ IS 0 if the result of DC -) • O. olherwiMl PN • 1.

<l> PlY Uoq IS 0 at completion 01 instrucllon only.
G> l. flOG! II IliA. (HL). otherwIse Z • o.

8-Bit ADD A, , A - A + r X X V 0 10 I:&l!1J ' ~
Arithmetic ADD A, n A-A+n X X V '0 1I~1I0 000 B

and Logical 001 C
010 D

Group ADDA. (HL) A - A + (HL) X X V 10 lQOOJ 110 7 Oil E
ADD A, (IX+d) A - A + (lX+d) X X V II Oil 101 DD 19 100 H

IOIQ2,iJ 110 101 L
- d - III A

ADD A, (lY +d) A - A + (IY +d) X X V 0 11 III 101 FD 19
101QQQl1l0
- d -

AOCA,a A - A+I+CY X X V 0 mIl lisanyolr,n,

SUB, A -A-. X X V I IDQl
(HL), (lX+d),
(lY + d) .,. mown

SBCA .• A - A-a-CY X X V I l2ITI for ADD Instruction.

AND. A-AA.. X X P 0 llll!lI The indicated bit.

OR. A-AV. X X P 0 IIIQ] replace the U2QJ in
the ADD let above.

XOR 8 A - A •• X X P 0 ami
CPo A-. X X V 1 lITil
INCr r-r+l X X V 0 00 , Irnll 4
INC(HL) (HL) -(HL) + 1 X X V 0 00 110 IiiiliI 11
INC (lX+d) (IX+d) - X X V 0 · 11 011 101 DD 23

(IX+d)+1 00 1I01W1- d -
INC (lY +d) (lY+d) - X X V 11 111 101 FD 23

(IY+d)+l 00 1I0/iQQ)- d
DEC'm m - m-l X X V 1 IIQj) m 18 any of t, (HLl.

(lX+d), (IY +dl
01 shown for INC.
DEe same format
and st",tes a8 lNC.
Replace [QQ] with

[[QIl in opcode.



General- Symbou. FIa •• Opeode No.of No.of M No.of T

Purpose _moDI. Oporatl ••• Z K PIV " C 7& M3 210 Hex Iyt•• eyc_ Stcd•• CoauaeDto

Arithmetic DAA Converts acc. content X X P . 00 100 III TI Decimal adjust
Into packed BCD accumulator.

and following add or

CPU Control lubtract with pack.ed
BCD operand •.

Groups CPL A-A · X X · 00 101 III 2F Complement
accumulator (one'.
complement),

NEG A-O-A X X V II 101 101 ED N8Qate ace. (two'.
01 000 100 « complement).

CCF CY-CY X X · 00 III III 3F Complement carry
f1t!1Q.

SCF CY - I · X 0 X 00110111 rJ Set carry flag'.
NOP No operation · X · X · 00 000 000 00
HALT CPU halted X · X 01 110 110 76m. IFF - 0 · X · X · II 110011 F3
EI. IFF - I · X · X · 11 111011 FB
IMO Set interrupt X · X II 101 101 ED

mode 0 01 000 110 46
1M I Set Interrupt X II 101 101 ED

mode I 01010110 56
1M2 Set interrupt X X · II 101 101 ED

mode 2 01 011 110 5E

NOTES: IFF indicet•• the interrupt enable fllp-llop.

ICY indicates the carry lIip-f1op.
* Indicates interrupt. are not IGmpled at the end of EI or 01.

16-Bit ADD HL .•• HL - HL+u · X X 00 •• I 001 II !!..-l!!2: 9Arithmetic 00 BC
ADC HL, It HL - HL+8S+CY X X X V 0 11 101 101 ED 15 01 DE

Group 01 ssl 010 10 HL
II SP

SBC HL, U HL - HL-u-CY X X X V 11 101 101 ED 15
01 ..0 010

ADD IX, pp JX-IX+pp · X X X · 0 II 011 101 DD 15 ~01 ppl 001
01 DE
10 IX
II SP

ADDIY. rt IY - IY + IT · X X X · II III 101 FD 15 ~
00 rrl 001 00 BC

01 DE
10 IY
II SP

INC SI U - 55 + 1 X 00 ssO 011 6
INCIX IX - IX + 1 X · II 011 101 DD 10

00 100 011 23
INC IY IY -IY + I X · X II III 101 FD 10

00 100 011 23
DEe •• IS - 55-1 · X X 00 511 all 6
DEC IX IX - IX-I X · X · II 011 101 DD 10

00 101 011 2B
DECIY IY -IY-I · X · II III 101 FD 10

00 101 011 2B

NOTES: Q i. ony 01 the regISter pain Be, DE, HL, SP,
pp i. any 01 the reql.ter pain Be, DE, IX, SP.
rr I' ony of the register pair. Be. DE, IY, SP.

Rotate and @]..L[j~fPShift Group RLCA X 0 · 0 00 000 III 07 Rotate left circular

• accumulator.

RLA l§j~ . · X 0 X 00 010 III 17 Rotate left. accumulator .

RRCA LEf}l@] 0 X · 0 00 001 III OF Rotate right circular

• accumulator .

RRA ~@l · X 0 X 00 011 III IF Rotate right. accumulator .

RLC r X II 001 011 CB Rotate left circular

OOm, register r .

RLC (HL) X 0 P 0 11 001 011 CB 15 .~.

00~1I0
000 B
001 C

RLC (IX+d) @]~:::J X II 011 101 DD 23
010 D
011 E

,,(HL),(lX+ d),(IY +d) II 001 011 CB 100 H- d - 101 L
00~1I0 III A

RLC (IY +d) X 0 X P 0 11 III 101 FD 23
11 001 011 CB- d - Instruction format

l§j~ 00~1I0 and states are al
RLm X 0 X P 0 lm]] shown for RLC's.

m_r,(HL),(IX+dUIY + d) To form new

RRCm LEf}l@] X 0 X P 0 llml
opcode replace

m-r,<HL),(1X +d).(IY +d)
~ orRLC'1
With shown code.
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Rotate and SymboUc FlcgI Opcode No.ol No.ol M No.ol T

Shift Group MD..monlc Operation 5 Z H PlY H C 71 543 110 H•• IY'H Cyel •• Stat •• eolllDleat.

(Continued) ~®J IQjJ]RR m X 0 X P 0
m_r,(HL),(IX +d).(IY +dl

SLA m @)~o X 0 X P 0 (j]QJ
m.r.(HLl.(IX +d),(IY + d)

SRA m ~[ill X 0 X P 0 [IQIJ
m_r,(HLUIX +d).{IY +d)

SRL m o~@) X 0 X P 0 [ill]
m_ r.(HLUIX +d),OY +d)

RLD ~ 1
1,£01 I x 0 X P 0 · II 101 101 ED 18 Rolate dll;il lelt and

A (HL) 01 101 III 6F riqht between
the accumulator

17-4IJ~ol 1 7'-TIDO 1
and location (HL).

RRD I X 0 X P 0 · 11 101 101 ED 18 The content 01 the

A IHL) 01 100 III 67 upper half of
the accumulator is
unallecled.

Bit Set. Reset "BITb. r Z - ij, X 1 X 11 001 011 CB ~and Test 01 b ,
BIT b, (HLI Z - (HLlb X 1 X X 0 II 001 011 CB 12 001 C

Group 01 b 110 010 D
BIT b, (lX+dlb Z - (lX+dlb X X 1 X X 11 Oil 101 DD 20 011 E

11 001 011 CB 100 H
- d - 101 L

01 b 110 III A
b Bit Tesled

BIT b, (lY +dlb Z - (lY +dlb X X X X 0 · 11 III 101 FD 20 000 0
11 001 011 CB 001 1- d - 010 2
01 b 110 011 3

100 •101 5
110 6
111 7

SET b. r 'b - I · X · X · 11 001 011 C8
[]J b

SET b, (HLI (HLlb - I · X · X · 11 001 011 CB 15
[]J b 110

SET b, (lX+dl (lndlb- I x x 11011 101 DD 23
II 001 Oil C8
- d -

[]J b 110
SET b, (lY +dl (IY+d)b - 1 · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 23

11 001 011 CB- d -
[]J b 110

RES b. m rnb - 0 · x · x · 1m To form new
m _ r. (HL). opcode replace

(lX+dl, [])oISETb,.
(lY+dl with rn. Fla.;1

and time It4tes lor
SET instruction.

NOTES: The nol4lion mb indlcale. bit b (0 10 7) or loc<!ltion m.

Jump IP nn PC - nn · X · X · 11 000 011 C3 10

Group - n -- n - co Condition
lP ce, nn If condition cc is · X · X 11 co 010 10 000 NZ non-zero

true PC - nn, - n - 001 Z ..'"
otherwiM - n - 010 NC non-carry
continue 011 C cony

100 PO parity odd
101 PE parity even
110 P lion polltlve

JR. PC - PC+e X · X · 00011000 18 12 III M IIQn neq411ve
- e-2 -

IRC, e If C = 0, · X · X · 00 III 000 38 II condition not met.
continue - e-2 -
IfC = I. 12 If condition II met.
PC - PC+e

1ft NC,. IfC - I, · X · X · 00 110 000 30 If condition not met.
continue - e-2 -
IfC = 0, 12 If condition 11 met.
PC - PC+e

IP Z, e IfZ·O · X · X · 00 101 000 28 If condition not met.
continue - e-2 -
If Z - I, 12 II condition II met.
PC - PC+e

1ft NZ,. If Z = I. · X · X · 00 100 000 20 II condition not met.
continue - e-2 -
If Z = 0, 12 If condition II met.
PC - PC?.,

IP(HLI PC - HL · X · X · 11 101 001 E9

IP(lX) PC -IX · X · X · II 011 101 DO
11 101 001 E9
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Jump Group SymboUe nags Opcod. No.of No.of M No.of T

(Continued)
MnemoD.ic Operation S Z H PIV N C 76 M3 210 He. B•••• eyel •• Slot •• Comment.

IP(lY) PC - IY X · X · 11 III 101 FD
II 101 001 E9

DJNZ, e B - B-1 X · 00 010 ()()() 10 /I B : O.
/I B : 0, - e-2 -
continue
II B 'I' O. 13 If B •. O.
PC - PC+e

NOTES: e repreaents the extension In the relatlYe addresslOQ mode.
e" '" "Qned two', complement number In the ranQI!! < -126, 129 >.
e-2 In the opcode prO\'ldes 4n eflec;llve oddrfll 01 pc+e ,n PC IS mcremenle<!

by 2 prior to the addllLOfI01 e

Call and CALL nn (SP-I) - PCH X · X · 11001 101 CD 17

Return Group (SP-21 - PCl - n -
PC - nn - n -

CALL ce. nn II condition . X · X · /I co 100 10 II cc is 1.,lse.
ec is folse - n -
continue, - n - 17 II cc is true.
otherwise same 4S

CALL nn

REr PCl - (SP) X X /I 001 001 C9 10
PCH - (SP. II IRET cc 11 condition X 11 cc ()()() II cc is false.
cc is false
continue, II If cc is true.

9otherwise co Condition
Sdme os 000 NZ non-zeroRET 001 Z ,ero

RErl Return from X · X · /I 101 101 ED 14
OlD NC non-carry
011 C Cd"1'interrupt 01 001 101 4D 100 PO parity oddRErNI Return from X X 11 101 101 ED 14 101 PE parity even

non-maskable 01 ()()() 101 45 110 P slQn positive
interrupt 111M sign neQ",tive

RST p (SP-l1 - PCH . X · X /I I III ·11 L..l!-
(SP-2) - PCl ()()() OOH
PCH-O 001 08H
PeL - p 010 IOH

Oil 18H
100 20H
101 28H
110 JOH
111 38H

NOTE: 'RETN 10000dsIFF2 - IFF]

Input and IN A, (n) A - (n) X X · 11 011 011 DB 11 n toAo - A1
- n - Ace. to As - AlSOutput Group IN r, (C) ,- (C) X X P 0 11 101 101 ED 12 C loAo - A7

if r '" 110 only the 01 , ()()() B to AS - A1S
fl"'Qs will be ",Uected

CD
IN! (Hl) - (C) X I X X X X 11 101 101 ED 16 C to Aa - A1

B - B-1
<6>

10 100 010 A2 BloAa - AI5
HL-HL+l

INIR (Hli - (CI X I X X X II 101 101 ED 5 21 C loAD - A1
B - B-1 10 110010 B2 (11B"O) B to AS - A1S
Hl-Hl.l 4 16
Repeat unlil (11B:O)
B = 0 CD

IND (Hl) - (C) X I X X X X X 11 101 101 ED 16 C to Aa - A1
B - B-1

<6> 10 101 010 AA SIoAS - AlS
Hl - Hl-l

INDR (Hl) - (C) X I X X X X 11 101 101 ED 5 21 C 10 AD - A1
B - B-1 10 III 010 BA (11B"O) B to AS - AIS
Hl - Hl-l 4 16
Repe41 until (11B=O)
B .0

OUT (n), A (n) - A X X · 11 010011 D3 11 n 10 AD - A1
Ace. 10 As - A1S

OUT (C), , (C) -, X X · 11 101 101 ED 12 C loAo - A7
01 , 001 BIoAS - AISCD

OUT! (CI - (Hli X I X ,X X X II 101 101 ED 16 C to AD - A1
B - B-1

<6>
10 100 011 A3 BtoAS - AlS

HL - HL + I
OTIR (C) - (Hl) I X X X X 11 101 101 ED 5 21 C loAo - A7

B - B-1 10 110011 B3 (11B"OI StaAs - AIS
HL - HL + 1 4 16
Repe",t until (11B:OI
B • 0

CD
aUTO (C) - (Hli X X X X X X 11 101 101 ED 16 C loAO - A1

8 - 8-1 10 101 all AS SIoAs - A15
Hl - Hl-l

NOTE: CD Il the result o! B-1 II zero the Z flag is let. otherWIse It il reset.

Q) Z flag 's set upon Instruction completion only.
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Input and Symbolic: Fla;. Opcode No.of No.of M No.of T

Output Group MbemoDie Opeiratlob S Z H P/V N C 76 $43 210 Hex Byt •• Cycl •• Stat •• Comment.

(Continued) OTDR (C) - (HL) x x x X II 101 101 ED 5 21 C 10 AO - A7
8 - 8-) 10 III 011 (II 8*0) StaAs - AlS
HL - HL-I 4 16
Repeal until B = 0 (II 8.0)

Summary of 0, Do

Flag
Instruction S H P/V N C Comment.

Operation ADD A, s; ADC A, S X I X V I a-bit add or ",dd with carry.
SUB s; see A, s; CP s; NEG X I X V I 8-hit subtract. subtract with carry. compare and negate accumulator.
AND. X I X P ~}Logical operahons.OR s, XOR s X ° X P
INC. X I X V a-hit Increment.
DEe. x I X V a-bit decrement.
ADD DD, U X X X 16-bit add.
ADC HL, II X X X V 16-hit add with carry.
sse HL. s. X X X V 16-bit subtract with carry.
RLA, RLCA, RRA; RRCA X ° X Rotate accumulator.
RL m; RLe m; RR m; X ° X Rolale and shill locations.

RRC m; SLA m;
SRA m; SRL m

RLO; RRD X ° X Rot",le diqil left and riQht.
DAA X I X Decimal adjust accumulator.
CPL X I X Complement accumul",tor.
SCF X ° X Set carry.
CCF X X X Complement ClJ.rry.
IN ,(C) I X ° X P Input register Indirect.
INI, IND, OUT!; OUTD X X X X X :} Block. Input .snd output. Z "" 0 If B '* 0 otherwise Z '" O.INIR; INDR; OT!R; OTDR X X X X X
LOI; LOD X X ° X I :} Block tr.snsler instructions. PIV "" 1 II BC '* 0, otherwise PIV '" O.LOIR; LODR X X ° X °CPI; CPIR; CPD; CPDR X X X X I Block se.srch instructions. Z ::c 1 II A • (HLl. otherwise Z ::: O. PlY :: I

if BC '* 0, otherwise PlY = O.
LOA, I, LOA, R I X X IFF The content of the Interrupt enable flip-Hop (IFF) II copied Into the Ptv flag.
BIT b,' X X X X The state of bit b of location s Is copied Into the Z llaQ.

Symbolic
Notation

Opera lion
The flag is affected according to the result of the
operation.
The flag is unchanged by the operation,
The flag is reset by the operation.
The flag is set by the operation.
The flag is indeterminate,
PlY flag affected according to the overflow result
of the operation.
P/V flag affected according to the parity result 01
the operation.
Anyone of the CPU registers A, B, C, D, E, H, L,
Any 8-bit location for all the addressing modes
allowed for the particular instruction,
Any 16-bit location for all the addressing modes
allowed for that instruction.
Anyone of the two index registers IX or IY.
Refresh counter.
8-bit value in range < 0, 255 >,
16-bit value in range < 0, 65535 >,

Symbol
S
Z
P/V

Operallon
Sign flag. S = I if the MSB of the result is I.
Zero flag, Z = 1 if the result of the operation is 0,
Parity or overflow flag, Parity (Pl and overflow
(V) share the same flag, Logical operations affect
this flag with the parity of the result while
arithmetic operations affect this flag with the
overflow of the result, II P/V holds parity, PlY
1 if the result of the operation is even, PlY = ° il
result is odd. II P/V holds overflow, PlY = I if
the result of the operation produced an overflow.
Half-carry flag. H = I il the add or subtract
operation produced a carry into or borrow from
bit 4 01 the accumulator.
Add/Subtract flag. N = 1 if the previous opera-
tion was a subtract.
Hand N flags are used in conjunction with the
decimal adjust instruction (DAA) to properly cor-
rect the result into packed BCD lor mat lollowing
addition or subtraction using operands with
packed BCD format.
CarrylLink flag. C = 1 if the operation produced
a carry Irom the MSB 01 the operand or result.



Pin
Descriptions

Ao-AI5. Address Bus (output, active High,
3-state). Ao-AIS form a l6-bit address bus. The
Address Bus provides the address for memory
data bus exchanges (up to 64K bytes) and for
I/O device exchanges.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active
Low). Bus Acknowledge indicates to the
requesting device that the CPU address bus,
data bus, and control signals MREQ, IORQ,
RD, and WR have entered their high-
impedance states. The external circuitry
can now control these lines.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low).
Bus Request has a higher priority than NMI
and is always recognized at the end of the cur-
rent machine cycle. BUSREQ forces the CPU
address bus, data bus, and control signals
MREQ, IORQ, RD, and WR to go to a high-
impedance state so that other devices can
control these lines. BUSREQ is normally wire-
ORed and requires an external pullup for
these applications. Extended BUSREQ
periods due to extensive DMA operations can
prevent the CPU from properly refreshing
dynamic RAMs.

00-07' Data Bus (input/output, active High,
3-state). Do-D7 constitute an a-bit bidirectional
data bus, used for data exchanges with
memory and I/O.

HALT. Halt State (output, active Low). HALT
indicates that the CPU has executed a Halt
instruction and is awaiting either a non-
maskable or a maskable interrupt (with the
mask enabled) before operation can resume.
While halted, the CPU executes NOPs to
maintain memory refresh.

INT. Interrupt Request (input, active Low).
Interrupt Request is generated by I/O devices.
The CPU honors a request at the end of the
current instruction if the internal software-
controlled interrupt enable flip-flop (IFF) is
enabled. INT is normally wire-ORed and
requires an external pullup for these
applications.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (output, active
Low, 3-state). IORQ indicates that the lower
half of the address bus holds a valid I/O
address for an I/O read or write operation.
IORQ is also generated concurrently with Ml
during an interrupt acknowledge cycle to indi-
cate that an interrupt response vector can be

placed on the data bus.

Ml. Machine Cycle One (output, active Low).
MI, together with MREQ, indicates that the
current machine cycle is the opcode fetch
cycle of an instruction execution. MI, together
with IORQ, indicates an interrupt acknowledge
cycle.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active
Low, 3-state). MREQ indicates that the address
bus holds a valid address for a memory read or
memory write operation.

NMI. Non-Maskable Interrupt (input, negative
edge-triggered). NMI has a higher priority
than INT. NMI is always recognized at the end
of the current instruction, independent of the
status of the interrupt enable flip-flop, and
automatically forces the CPU to restart at
location 0066H.

RD. Read (output, active Low, 3-state). RD in-
dicates that the CPU wants to read data from
memory or an I/O device. The addressed I/O
device or memory should use this signal to
gate data onto the CPU data bus.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET
initializes the CPU as follows: it resets the
interrupt enable flip-flop, clears the PC and
Registers I and R, and sets the interrupt status
to Mode O. During reset time, the address and
data bus go to a high-impedance state, and all
control output signals go to the inactive state.
Note that RESET must be active for a minimum
of three full clock cycles before the reset
operation is complete.

RFSH. Refresh (output, active Low). RFSH,
together with MREQ, indicates that the lower
seven bits of the system's address bus can be
used as a refresh address to the system's
dynamic memories.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). WAIT
indicates to the CPU that the addressed mem-
ory or I/O devices are not ready for a data
transfer. The CPU continues to enter a Wait
state as long as this signal is active. Extended
WAIT periods can prevent the CPU from
refreshing dynamic memory properly.

WR. Write (output, active Low, 3-state). WR
indicates that the CPU data bus holds valid
data to be stored at the addressed memory or
I/O location.



CPU Timing The CPU executes instructions by pro-
ceeding through a specific sequence of opera-
tions:

• Memory read or write

• I/O device read or write

• Interrupt acknowledge

The basic clock period is referred to as a
T time or cycle, and three or more T cycles
make up a machine cycle (Ml, M2 or M3 for
instance). Machine cycles can be extended
either by the CPU automatically inserting one
or more Wait states or by the insertion of one
or more Wait states by the user.

Instruction Opcode Fetch. The CPU places
the contents of the Program Counter (PC) on
the address bus at the start of the cycle (Figure
5). Approximately one-half clock ~le later,
MREQ goes active. When active, RD indicates
that the memory data can be enabled onto the
CPU data bus.

The CPU samples the WAIT input with the
falling edge of clock state T2. During clock
states T3 and T4 of an Ml cycle dynamic RAM
refresh can occur while the CPU starts
decoding and executing the instruction. When
the Refresh Control signal becomes active,
refreshing of dynamic memory can take place.



CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Memory Read or Write Cycles. Figure 6
shows the timing of memory read or write
cycles other than an opcode fetch (Ml) cycle.
The MREQ and RD signals function exactly as
in the fetch cycle. In a memory write cycle,

MREQ also becomes active when the address
bus is stable. The WR line is active when the
data bus is stable, so that it can be used
directly as an RJW pulse to most semiconduc-
tor memories.

lAD

OPERA~~~~

Do-D7



CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Input or Output Cycles. Figure 7 shows the
timing for an I/O read or I/O write operation.
During I/O operations, the CPU automatically

inserts a single Wait state (TWA).This extra Wait
state allows sufficient time for an I/O port to de-
code the address from the port address lines.

I AD

OPERA~~~E

DO-07

1
Wii

WAI~~
OPERATION

00-07 ------

Interrupt Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The
CPU samples the interrupt signal with the ris-
ing edge of the last clock cycle at the end of
any instruction (Figure 8). When an interrupt
is accepted, a special Ml cycle is generated.

During this Ml cycle, IORQ becomes active
(instead of MREQ) to indicate that the inter-
rupting device can place an 8-bit vector on the
data bus. The CPU automatically adds two
Wait states to this cycle.

DO-07 --__ r:------------ ...
T1I = Last state of any instruction cycle.
TWA = Wait cycle automatically inserted by CPU.



CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Non-Maskable Interrupt Request Cycle.
NMI is sampled at the same time as the
maskable interrupt input INT but has higher
priority and cannot be disabled under software
control. The subsequent timing is similar to

that of a normal memory read operation except
that data put on the bus by the memory is
ignored. The CPU instead executes a restart
(RST) operation and jumps to the NMI service
routine located at address 0066H (Figure 9).

* Although NMI is an asynchronous input, to guarantee its being recognized on the following machine cycle, NMI's falling edge must
occur no later than the rising edge of the clock. cycle preceding the last state of any instruction cycle (IU)'

Figure 9. Non-Maskable Interrupt Request Operation

Bus Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The CPU
samples BUSREQ with the rising edge of the
last clock period of any machine cycle (Figure
10). If BUSREQ is active, the CPU sets its
address, data, and MREQ, IORQ, RD, and WR

lines to a high-impedance state with the rising
edge of the next clock pulse. At that time, any
external device can take control of these lines,
usually to transfer data between memory and
I/O devices.



CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Halt Acknowledge Cycle. When the CPU re-
ceives a HALTinstruction, it executes NOP states
until either an INT or NMI input is received.

When in the Halt state, the HALToutput is active
and remains so until an interrupt is processed
(Figure 11). INT will also force a Halt exit.

_______ I-r@.-'-----
MMI ~

* Although NMI is an asynchronous input, to guarantee its being recognized on the following machine cycle. NMl's falling edge must

occur no later than the rising edge of the clock cycle preceding the last state of any instruction cycle (TLl)'

Reset Cycle, RESET must be active for at least
three clock cycles for the CPU to properly accept
it. As long as RESET remains active, the address
and data buses float, and the control outputs are
inactive. Once RESETgoes inactive, two internal

T cycles are consumed before the CPU resumes
normal processing operation. RESET clears the
PC register, so the first opcode fetch will be to
location 0000 (Figure 12).

-
---@.I-

00-07 ~

.!!A!!!JR:: -------1-2-Z-Z~/-Z-/~---iJ'...-----------\ ...------
BUSACK --------

HALT



AC Z8300-1 Z8300-3
Characteristicst (1.0 MHz) (2.5 MHz)

Min Max Min Max
Number Symbol Parameter (ns) (ns) (ns) (ns)

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 1000' 400'

2 TwCh Clock Pulse Width (High) 470 2000 180 2000

3 TwCl Clock Pulse Width (Low) 470 2000 180 2000

4 TIC Clock Fall Time 30 30
S-TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30

6 TdCr(A) Clock t to Address Valid Delay 380 145

7 TdA(MREQI) Address Valid to MREQ 370' 125'
1 Delay

8 TdCf(MREQf) Clock I to MREQ I Delay 260 100

9 TdCr(MREQr) Clock t to MREQt Delay 260 100
10-TwMREQh--MREQ Pulse Width (High) 410' 170'---

11 TwMREQI MREQ Pulse Width (Low) 890' 360' B:
12 TdCf(MREQr) Clock I to MREQ t Delay 260 100 II
13 TdCf(RDI) Clock I to RD I Delay 340 130 ft•14 TdCr(RDr) Clock 1 to RD t Delay 260 100 a
IS-TsD(Cr)---Data Setup Time to Clock t 140 50---

16 ThD(RDr) Data Hold Time to RD t 0 0
17 TsWAlT(CI) WAIT Setup Time to Clock I 190 70
18 ThWA1T(CI) WAIT Hold Time after Clock I 0 0
19 TdCr(Mlf) Clock 1 to Ml I Delay 340 130
20-TdCr(Mlr)--Clock 1 to Ml t Delay 340 130

21 TdCr(RFSHI) Clock f to RFSH I Delay 460 180

22 TdCr(RFSHr) Clock 1 to RFSH t Delay 390 150

23 TdCf(RDr) Clock I to RD f Delay 290 110

24 TdCr(RDI) Clock f to RD I Delay 260 100
2S-TsD(CI)---Data Setup to Clock I during 160 60---

M2, M3, M4 or Ms Cycles

26 TdA(IORQI) Address Stable prior to IORQ 790' 320'
27 TdCr(lORQI) Clock t to IORQ I Delay 240 90
28 TdCf(IORQr) Clock I to IORQ t Delay 290 110
29 TdD(WRI) Data Stable prior to WR I 470' 190'
30-TdCf(WRI)--Clock I to WR I Delay 240 90
31 TwWR WR Pulse Width 890' 360'
32 TdCf(WRr) Clock I to WR t Delay 260 100
33 TdD(WRI) Data Stable prior to WR I -30' 30'
34 TdCr(WRI) Clock t to WR I Delay 210 80
3S-TdWRr(D)--Data Stable from WR t 290' 130'---

36 TdCf(HALT) Clock I to HALT t or 1 760 300
37 TwNMI NMI Pulse Width 210 80
38 TsBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Setup Time to Clock t 210 80

• For clock periods other than the minimums shown in the table, calculate parameters using the expressions in the table on the
follOWing page.

Calculated values above assumed.
TrC = TfC = 20 ns.
tAll timings assume equal loading on pins within 50 pf.



AC
Charac-
teristicst
(Continued)

Z8300-1 Z8300-3
Min Max Min Max
(ns) (ns) (ns) (ns)

0 0
310 120
290 110
240 90
290 110

290 110
400' 160'--

240 90
0 0

210 80
0 0

2300' 920'--
290 110
260 100
290 230

·For clock periods other th~n the minimums shown in the table, calculate parameters
using the Jollowing expressions. Calculated values above assumed IrC = TIC = 20 ns.
t All timings assume equal loading on pins with 50 pF.

39 ThBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Hold Time after Clock t

40 - TdCr(BUSACKf)- Clock t to BUSACK I Delay ---------
41 TdCf(BUSACKr) Clock I to BUSACK t Delay
42 TdCr(Dz) Clock t to Data Float Delay
43 TdCr(CTz) Clock 1 to Control Outputs Float

DelarJ...MREQ,IORQ, RD,
and WR)

44 TdCr(Az) Clock t to Address Float Delay
45-TdCTr(A)--MREQ I, IORQ I, RD t, and------

WR t to Address Hold Time
46 TsRESET(Cr) RESETto Clock t Setup Time
47 ThRESET(Cr) RESETto Clock 1 Hold Time
48 TsINTf(Cr) INT to Clock 1Setup Time
49 ThINTr(Cr) !NT to Clock 1Hold Time
50-TdMlf(IORQf)-Ml j to IORQ I Delay--------
51 TdCf(IORQf) Clock I to IORQ I Delay
52 TdCf(IORQr) Clock 1 to IORQ 1Delay
53 TdCf(D) Clock I to Data Valid Delay

I TeC TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC

7 TdA(MREQf) TwCh + TIC - 200 TwCh + TIC - 75

10 TwMREQh TwCh + TIC - 90 TwCh + TIC - 30

11 TwMREQl TeC - 110 TeC - 30

26 TdA(10RQf) TeC - 210 TeC - 80

29-TdD(WRf)-----TeC - 540---------TeC - 210-----------

31 TwWR TeC - 110 TeC - 40

33 TdD(WRf) TwCl + TrC - 470 TwCl + TrC - 180

35 TdWRr(D) TwCl + TrC - 210 TwCl + TrC - 80

45 TdCTr(A) TwCl + TrC - 110 TwCl + TrC - 40

50 TdMJf(10RQf) 2TeC + TwCh + TIC - 210 2TeC + TwCh + TIC - 80

AC Test Condltlons:
VIH = 2.0 V
VIL = 0.8 V
VIHC = VCC -0.6 V
VILC = 0.40 V
VOH = 2.0 V
VOL = 0.8 V
FLOAT = ±O.o V



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to ground - O.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 6SoC to + ISO°C-

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions listed below apply for the following standard
test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All volt-
ages are referenced to GND (OV). Positive current
flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature is:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.7SV OS; VCC OS;

+S.2SV

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 100 pf. Add 10 ns delay for each SOpf increase
in load up to a maximum of 200 pf for the data
bus and 100 pf for address and control lines.

The Ordering Information section lists package
temperature ranges and product numbers. Pack-
age drawings are in the Package Information
section. Refer to the Literature List for additional
documentation.

DC Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Te.t Condition
Charac-
teristics VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage Vcc-·6 Vcc+ .3 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc V

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.0mA

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IoH = - 250 p.A

III Input Leakage Current 10 p.A VIN = 0 to Vcc
Iw 3-State Output Leakage ± 10' p.A VOUT = 0.4 to Vcc
Icc Power Supply Current

Temperature
O·C 25·C 25·C 70·C

Frequency Max Max Typical Max UDlt

28300-1 (1.0 MHz) 30 25 15 20 mA

28300-3 (2.5 MHz) 45 40 25 35 mA

1. AIS-Ao,07-Do. MREO.fORO.RiS. andWR.

Capacitance Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Note

CCLOCK Clock Capacitance 35 pF
CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF
COUT Output Capacitance 15 pF

TA = 2S0C.f = 1MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



Z80L CPU, 1.0 MHz
40-pinDIP
Z8300-1 PS

Z80L CPU, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8300-3 PS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = OOC to + lOoC
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8320 Low Power
Z80L® PIO
Parallel Input/Output

Zilog

Voltages on all pins with respect
to ground - O.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions. unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin.

Available operating temperature range is:

• S = O°Cto +70oC. +4.75V~Vee~ +5.25V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter Min Max

VILe Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.45

VIHe Clock Input High Voltage Vee-0.6 Vee+0.3

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.8

VIH Input High Voltage +2.0 Vee
VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4

III Input Leakage Current ±10

ILO 3-State Output Leakage Current in Float ±10

Ice Power Supply Current: 30

IOHD Darlington Drive Current, Port B only -1.5

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

V
V
V
V
VIOL = 2.0mA

V IOH = -250flA

,.,A VIN = OtoVee
,.,A VOUT = 0.4 to Vee

mA

mA VOH = 1.5V

REXT = 390Q



Do-Dr Jour
l'N

Number Symbol Parameter

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time

2 TwCh Clock Width (High)

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low)
4 TIC Clock Fall Time

5 TrC Clock Rise Time

Z8320-1
(1.0 MHz)

Min Max

Z8330-3
(2.5 MHz)

Mln Max

1000 400
470 2000 170 2000
470 2000 170 2000

30 30
30 30

NOTES:
[1] TeG = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC.
[2] Increase TdRI(DO) by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in load up to 200

pfmax.
[3) Increase TdIO(DOI) by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in loading up to

200pfmax.
[4) For Mode 2: TwSTB > TsPD(STB).

(5) Increase these values by 2 ns for each 10 pf increase in loading up to
100pfmax.

[6J TsCS(RI) may be reduced. However, the time subtracted from
TsCS(RI) will be added to TdRI(DO).

[7) 2.5TcC>(N-2)TdIEI(IEOf) + TdM1(IEO) + TsIEI(IO) ± TILBuffer
Delay, if any.

[8) M 1 must be active for a minimum of two clock cycles to reset the PIO.
-Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z8320·1 Z8330·3
(1.0 MHz) (2.5 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Notes"

6 TsCS(Rl) CE, B/A, C/O to RD, laRa ~Setup
Time 140 50 [6]

7 Th Any Hold Times for Specified Setup
Time 0 0

8 TsRl(C) RD, laRa to Clock t Setup Time 300 115

9 TdRl(DO) RD, laRa ~to Data Out Delay 1090 430 [2]
10 TdRl(DOs) RD, laRa t to Data Out Float Delay 410 160

11 TsDl(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 140 50 CL = 50pf
12 TdlO(DOl) laRa ~to Data Out Delay

(INTACK Cycle) 860 340 [3J
13 TsM1(Cr) M1 Ho Clock t Setup Time 540 210
14 TsM1(Cf) illt to Clock ~Setup Time (M1 Cycle) 0 0 [8]
15 TdM1(IEO) M1 ~toIEO~Delay(lnterrupt

Immediately Preceding M1 ~) 760 300 [5,7]

16 TslEl(lO) lEI to laRa ~Setup Time (INTACK Cycle) 360 140 [7)

17 TdlEl(lEOf) lEI ~to lEa ~ Delay 480 190 [5]
CL = 50pf

18 TdlEl(lEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED Decode) 540 210 [5]
19 TclO(C) laRa t to Clock ~Setup Time

(ToActivate READY on Next Clock
Cycle) 560 220

20 TdC(RDYr) Clock ~to READY t Delay 510 200 [5]
CL = 50pf

21 TdC(RDYf) Clock ~to READY ~Delay 390 150 [5]
22 TwSTB STROBE Pulse Width 390 150 [4]
23 TsSTB(C) STROBE t to Clock ~Setup Time

(ToActivate READY on Next Clock
Cycle) 560 220 [5)

24 TdlO(PD) laRa t to PORT DATAStable Delay
(Mode 0) 510 200 [51

25 TsPD(STB) PORT DATAto STROBE t Setup Time
(Mode 1) 660 260

26 TdSTB(PD) STROBE ~to PORT DATAStable
(Mode 2) 590 230 [5]

27 TdSTB(PDr) STROBE t to PORT DATAFloat Delay
(Mode 2) 510 200 CL = 50pf

28 TdPD(INl) PORT DATAMatch to INT ~Delay
(Mode 3) 1360 540

29 TdSTB(INl) STROBE tto INT ~Delay 1240 490

NOTES: (5) Increasethesevaluesby2 nsfor each 10 pf increasein loading up to
[1J TeG ~ TwCh+ TwCl+ TrC+ TIC. 100pfmax.
[2J IncreaseTdRI(DO)by 10 ns for each 50 pf increasein load up to 200 [6J TsCS(RI)may be reduced. However,the time subtractedfrom

pfmax. TsCS(RI)will be added to TdRI(DO).
[3J IncreaseTdIO(DOI)by 10 nsfor each 50 pf increasein loading up to [7J 2.5TcC>(N-2)TdIEI(IEOf) + TdM1(IEO)+ TsIEI(IO)± TILBuffer

200pfmax. Delay,if any.
(4) ForMode 2: TwSTB> TsPD(STB). [8J M1 must be activefor a minimumof twoclock cyclesto resetthe PIO.

"Timingsare preliminaryand subjectto change.
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Z80L PIO, 1.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8320-1 PS

Z80L PIO, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8320-3 PS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual·in·Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = OOCto + 70°C
E = -400Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8330 Low Power
Z80L®CTC
Counter/Timer Circuit

Zilog

Voltages on all pins with respect
to ground - O.3V to + 7V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°Cto +150oC

StressesgreaterthanthoselistedunderAbsoluteMaximumRatingsmay
cause permanentdamageto the device.This is a stressrating only;
operationof the deviceat any conditionabovethese indicatedin the
operationalsectionsof thesespecificationsis not implied.Exposureto
absolutemaximumrating conditionsfor extendedperiodsmay affect
devicereliability.

The DC characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin.

Available operating temperature range is;

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.75V~Vee~ +5.25V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max

Vile Clock Input LowVoltage -0.3 +0.45

VIHe Clock Input High Voltage Vee-0.6 Vee+0.3
Vil Input LowVoltage -0.3 +0.8
VIH Input High Voltage +2.0 Vee
VOL Output LowVoltage +0.4

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4

III Input Leakage Current ±10
ILO 3-StateOutput Leakage Current in Float ±10
Ice PowerSupply Current 30
IOHD Darlington DriveCurrent -1.5

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

V
V
V
V
VIOL = 2.0mA
V IOH = -250IJA

IJA VIN = 0 to Vce
IJA VOUT= 0.4 to Vce
mA

mA VOH = 1.5V
REXT = 3902
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AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z8330-1 Z8330-3
(1.0 MHz) (2.5 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Notest*

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 1000 [1] 400 [1]

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 470 170

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 470 2000 170 2000

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30

6 Th All Hold Times 0 0

7 TsCS(C) CS to Clock t Setup Time 640 250

8 TsCE(C) CE to Clock t Setup Time 510 200

9 TsIO(C) laRa ~to Clock t Setup Time 640 250

10 TsRD(C) RD ~to Clock t Setup Time 610 240

11 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 610 240 [2]

12 TdC(DOz) Clock ~to Data Out Float Delay 590 230

13 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 160 60

14 TsM1(C) M1 to Clock t Setup Time 540 210

15 TdM1(IEO) M1 ~ to lEa ~ Delay (Interrupt

immediately preceding M1) 760 300 [3]

16 TdIO(DOI) laRa ~to Data Out Delay (INTA Cycle) 860 340 [2J

17 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI +to lEa ~ Delay 490 190 [3J

18 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (After ED Decode) 560 220 [3]

19 TdC(lNT) Clock t to INT ~ Delay (1)+510 (1)+200 [4,6J

20 TdCLK(INT) CLKlTRG t to INT ~

tsCTR(C) satisfied (19)+(26) (19)+(26) [5,6]

tsCTR(C) not satisfied (1)+(19)+(26) (1)+(10)+(26) [5,6J

21 TcCTR CLKITRG Cycle Time 2TcC 2TcC [5J

22 TrCTR CLKITRG Rise Time 50 50

23 TfCTR CLKlTRG Fall Time 50 50

24 TwCTRI CLKlTRG Width (Low) 510 200

25 TwCTRh CLKlTRG Width (High) 510 200

26 TsCTR(Cs) CLKlTRG t to Clock t Setup Time for

Immediate Count 760 300 [5]

27 TsCTR(Ct) CLKlTRG t to Clock t Setup Time

for enabling of Prescaler on

following clock t 540 210 [4J

28 TdC(lCITOr) Clock t to lC/TO t Delay 660 260

29 TdC(lCITOf Clock ~to lCITO ~Delay 490 190

NOTES:
[1J TcC = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TfC. [5] Counter mode.
[2] Increase delay by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in loading, 200 pf [6] Parenthetical numbers reference the table number of a parameter,

maximum for data lines, and 100 pI for control lines. e.g., (1) refers to TcC.
[31 Increase delay by 2 ns for each 10 pf increase in loading, 100 pf • RESETmust be active for a minimum of 3 clock cycles.

maximum. tUnits are nanoseconds unless otherwise specified.
(41 Timer mode



Z80l CTC, 1.0 MHz
28·pin DIP
Z8330-1 PS

Z80l CTC, 2.5 MHz
28-plnDIP
Z8330-3 PS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°Cto + lO°C
E = -400Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8340 Low Power
Z80®LSIO
Seriallnput/Output

Zilog

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . - O.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature

Storage Temperature.
.See Ordering Information

........ - 65°e to + 1500e

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The De characteristics listed below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature range is;

• S = ooe to + 70oe, + 4.75V"'" Vcc"'" + 5.25V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max

VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.45

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0.6 VCC+0.3

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.8

VIH Input High Voltage +2.0 VCC

VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4

VOH Output High Voltage +2.4

III Input Leakage Current ±10

ILO 3-State Output Leakage

Current in Float ±10

IL(SY) SYNC Pin Leakage Current + 101-40

ICC Power Supply Current 30

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

V

V

V

V

VIOL = 2.0mA

V IOH = -250,..A

,..A VIN = OtoVCC

VOUT = 0.4 to VCC

VIN = OtoVCC





AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z8340-1t Z8340-3t
(1.0 MHz) (2.5 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 1000 4000 400 4000

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 470 2000 170 2000

3 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30

4 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30

5 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 470 2000 170 2000

6 TsAD(C) CE, C/O, B/A to Clock t Setup Time 410 160

7 TsCS(C) laRa. RD to Clock t Setup time 610 240

8 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 610 240

9 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup (Write or M1 Cycle) 140 50

10 TdRD(DOz) RD t to Data Out Float Delay 590 230

11 TdIO(DOI) laRa ~ to Data Out Delay (INTACK Cycle) 860 340

12 TsM1(C) M1 to Clock t Setup Time 540 210

13 TsIEI(IO) lEI to laRa ~Setup Time (INTACK Cycle) 510 200

14 TdM1(IEO) MT ~to lEa ~ Delay (interrupt before M1) 760 300

15 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED decode) 380 150

16 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI ~ to lEa ~ Delay 380 150

17 TdC(INT) Clock t to INT ~ Delay 510 200

18 TdIO(W/RWf) laRa ~or CE ~to W/RDY ~ Delay (Wait Mode) 760 300

19 TdC(W/RR) Clock t to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 310 120

20 TdC(W/RWz) Clock ~to W/RDY Float Delay (Wait Mode) 390 150

21 Th Any unspecified Hold when Setup is specified 0 0

t Units are nanoseconds unless otherwise specified;
timings are preliminary and subject to change.



-

Z8340-1t Z8340-3t
(1.0 MHz) (2.5 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Notes

1 TwPh Pulse Width (High) 500 200

2 TwPI Pulse Width (Low) 500 200

3 TcTxC TxC Cycle Time 1000 400 00

4 TwTxCI TxC Width (Low) 460 180 00

5 TwTxCh TxC Width (High) 460 00 180 00

6 TdTxC(TxD) TxC ~ to TxD Delay (x1 Mode) 1000 400

7 TdTxC(W/RRf) TxC ~ to IN/ROY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 5 9 5 9 Clk Periods·

8 TdTxC(IN1) TxC ~ to INT ~ Delay 5 9 5 9 Clk Periods·

9 TcRxC RxC Cycle Time 1000 400 00

10 TwRxCI RxC Width (Low) 460 180

11 TwRxCh RxC Width (High) 460 180 00

12 TsRxD(RxC) RxD to RxC t Setup Time (x1 Mode) 0 0

13 ThRxD(RxC) RxC t to RxD Hold Time (x1 Mode) 360 140

14 TdRxC(W/RRf) RxC t to W/RDY ~ Delay (Ready Mode) 10 13 10 13 Clk Periods·

15 TdRxC(IN1) RxC t to INT ~ Delay 10 13 10 13 Clk Periods·

16 TdRxC(SYNC) RxC t to SYNC ~ Delay (Output Modes) 4 7 4 7 Clk Periods·

17 TsSYNC(RxC) SYNC ~to RxC t Setup (External Sync
Modes) 100 100

In all modes, the System clock rate must be at least five times the • System Clock
maximum data rate. t Units are nanoseconds unless otherwise specified;
RESETmust be active a minimum of one complete Clock Cycle. timings are preliminary and subject to change.
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zaOL SIO, 1.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8340-1 PS

zaOL SIO, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8340-3 PS

Codes
First letter is for package; second letter is for temperature.

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
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Z84COOCMOS
Z80®CCPU
Central Processing Unit

Zilog
Preliminary
Product
Specification

• The Z80C combines the high performance of the Z80
CPU with extremely low power consumption which
results in increased reliability and very low system power
requirements. This dramatic power savings makes the
Z80C a natural choice for both hand-held and battery
back-up operations.

• Two speed grades:
Z84COO DC to 2.5 MHz.
Z84COO-4 DC to 4.0 MHz.

• Pin compatible with Z80 and Z80L CPUs.

• Software compatible with Z80 and Z80L CPUs. The
extensive instruction set contains 158 instructions,
including the 8080A instruction set as a subset.

• Single 5 volt power supply (± 10%).

ii1 •••
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MREO A,
iOiiQ A3
Rii ,..
ViR As

""RFSii A, ADDRESS•.• BUS

HAlT A.

AlO

A"
Z84COO

A12Z80CCPU
Au

A14

A"

CPU {
BUS

CONTROL

• The Z80C microprocessors and associated family of
peripherals can be linked by a vectored interrupt system.
This system can be daisy-chained to allow implemen-
tation of a priority interrupt scheme.

• Duplicate set of both general-purpose and flag registers.

• Two sixteen bit index registers.

• Three modes of maskable interrupts:
Mode 0-8080A similar;
Mode 1-Non-Z80 environment, location 38H;
Mode 2-Z80 family peripherals, vectored interrupts.

• Low Power Consumption
Z84COO 9 mA typicallcc
Z84COO-4 15 mA typicallcc
Standby currentless than 10 ilA @ 5V

• On-chip dynamic memory refresh counter.
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. 40-pln Dual-In-Llne (DIP), Pin Assignments
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The laDC CPUs are fourth-generation enhanced micro-
processors with exceptional computational power. They
offer higher system throughput and more efficient memory
utilization than comparable second- and third-generation
microprocessors. The internal registers contain 2Da bits of
read/write memory that are accessible to the programmer.
These registers include two sets of six general-purpose
registers which may be used individually as either a-bit
registers or as 16-bit register pairs. In addition, there are two
sets of accumulator and flag registers. A group of
"Exchange" instructions makes either set of main or
alternate registers accessible to the programmer. The
alternate set allows operation in foreground-background
mode or it may be reserved for very fast interrupt response.

The laDC also contains a Stack Pointer, Program Counter,
two index registers, a Refresh register (counter), and an
Interrupt register. The CPU is easy to incorporate into a
system since it requires only a single + 5V power source. All
output signals are fully decoded and timed to control
standard memory or peripheral circuits; the CPU is
supported by an extensive family of peripheral controllers.
The internal block diagram (Figure 3) shows the primary
functions of the laDC processors. Subsequent text provides
more detail on the laDC I/O controller family, registers,
instruction set, interrupts and daisy chaining, and CPU
timing.

The lilog laDC microprocessor is the central element of a
comprehensive microprocessor product family. This family
works together in most applications with minimum
requirements for additional logic, facilitating the design of
efficient and cost-effective microcomputer-based systems.

lilog has designed five components to provide extensive
support for the laDC microprocessor. These are:

• The PIO (Parallel InpuUOutput) operates in both
data-byte I/O transfer mode (with handshaking) and in bit
mode (without handshaking). The PIO may be
configured to interface with standard parallel peripheral
devices such as printers, tape punches, and keyboards.

• The CTC (Counter/Timer Circuit) features four pro-
grammable a-bit counter/timers, each of which has an
a-bit prescaler. Each of the four channels may be
configured to operate in either counter or timer mode.

• The DMA (Direct Memory Access) controller provides
dual port data transfer operations and the ability to
terminate data transfer as a result of a pattern match.

• The SIO (Serial InpuUOutput) controller offers two
channels. It is capable of operating in a variety of
programmable modes for both synchronous and
asynchronous communication, including Bi-Synch and
SDLC .

• The DART (Dual Asynchronous ReceiverlTransmitter)
device provides low cost asynchronous serial communi-
cation. It has two channels and a full modem control
interface .

• The above peripherals are compatible with the laDC
CPU; in addition, the PIO, CTC, and SIO devices will be
available in CMOS versions.



Figure 4 shows three groups of registers within the l80C
CPU. The first group consists of duplicate sets of 8-bit
registers: a principal set and an alternate set [designated by
f (prime), e.g., AT Both sets consist of the Accumulator
register, the Flag register, and six general-purpose registers.
Transfer of data between these duplicate sets of registers is
accomplished by use of "Exchange" instructions. The result
is faster response to interrupts and easy, efficient
implementation of such versatile programming techniques

as background-foreground data processing. The second
set of registers consists of six registers with assigned
functions. These are the I (Interrupt register), the R (Refresh
register), the IX and IY (Index registers), the SP (Stack
Pointer), and the PC (Program Counter). The third group
consists of two interrupt status flip-flops, plus an additional
pair of flip-flops which assists in identifying the interrupt
mode at any particular time. Table 1 provides further
information on these registers.

A ACCUMULATOR F FlAG REGISTER A' ACCUMULATOR F' FLAG REGISTER

B GENERAL PURPOSE C GENERAL PURPOSE B' GENERAL PURPOSE C' GENERAL PURPOSE

0 GENERAL PURPOSE E GENERAL PURPOSE 0' GENERAL PURPOSE E' GENERAL PURPOSE

H GENERAL PURPOSE L GENERAL PURPOSE H' GENERAL PURPOSE L' GENERAL PURPOSE

IX INDEX REGISTER

IV INDEX REGISTER

SP STACK POINTER

PC PROGRAM COUNTER

I INTERRUPT VECTOR I R MEMORY REFRESH

INTERRUPT FLIP-FLOPS STATUS

G
~ INTERRUPTS DISABLED4~: INTERRUPTS ENABLED

STORES IFF1

DURING NMI

SERVICE

INTERRUPT MODE FllP·FlOPSc:I:J
INTERRUPT MODE 0
NOT useD
INTERRUPT MODe 1
INTERRUPT MODE 2

The CPU accepts two interrupt input signals: NMI and INT
The NMI is a non-maskable interrupt and has the highest
priority. INT is a lower priority interrupt and it requires that
interrupts be enabled in software in order to operate. INT
can be connected to multiple peripheral devices in a
wired-OR configuration,

The l80C has a single response mode for interrupt service
for the non-maskable interrupt. The maskable interrupt, INT,
has three programmable response modes available. These
are:

• Mode 0 - similar to the 8080 microprocessor.

• Mode 1 - Peripheral Interrupt service, for use with
non-8080/l80C systems.

• Mode 2 - a vectored interrupt scheme, usually
daisy-chained, for use with l80C Family and compatible
peripheral devices.

The CPU services interrupts by sampling the NMI and INT
signals at the rising edge of the last clock of an instruction.
Further interrupt service processing depends upon the type
of interrupt that was detected. Details on interrupt responses
are shown in the CPU Timing Section.

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI). The nonmaskable
interrupt cannot be disabled by program control and
therefore will be accepted at all times by the CPU, NMI is
usually reserved for servicing only the highest priority type
interrupts, such as that for orderly shutdown after power



Register Size (Bits)

A,A' Accumulator 8

F,F' Flags 8

B, B' General Purpose 8

C,C' General Purpose 8

0,0' General Purpose 8

E, E' General Purpose 8

H,H' General Purpose 8

L, L' General Purpose 8

Interrupt Register 8

R RefreshRegister 8

IX Index Register 16

IY Index Register 16

SP Stack Pointer 16

PC Program Counter 16

IFF1-IFF2 Interrupt Enable Flip-Flops

IMFa-IMFb Interrupt Mode Flip-Flops

Storesan operand or the resultsof an operation.

See Instruction Set.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit registerwith C.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit registerwith C.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit registerwith E.

Can be used separatelyor as a 16-bit registerwith E.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit register with L.

Can be used separately or as a 16-bit registerwith L.

Note: The (B,C), (O,E),and (H,L) setsare combined as follows:
B - High byte C - Low byte
0- High byte E - Low byte
H - High byte L - Low byte

Storesupper eight bits of memory address for vectored interrupt
processing.

Provides user-transparentdynamic memory refresh.Automatically
incremented and placed on the address bus during each
instruction fetch cycle.

Used for indexed addressing.

Used for indexed addressing

Holds address of the top of the stack. See Push or Pop in instruction
set.

Holds address of next instruction.

Set or resetto indicate interrupt status(see Figure 4).

Reflect Interrupt mode (see Figure 4).

failure has been detected. After recognition of the NMI
signal (providing BUSREO is not active), the cpu jumps to
restart location 0066H. Normally, software starting at this
address contains the interrupt service routine.

Maskable Interrupt (INT). Regardless of the interrupt
mode set by the user, the l80C response to a maskable
interrupt input follows a common timing cycle. After the
interrupt has been detected by the cpu (provided that
interrupts are enabled and BUSREO is not active) a special
interrupt processing cycle begins. This is a special fetch
(M1) cycle in which IORO becomes active rather than
MREO, as in a normal M1 cycle. In addition, this special M1
cycle is automatically extended by two WAIT states, to allow
for the time required to acknowledge the interrupt request.

Mode 0 Interrupt Operation. This mode is similar to the
8080 microprocessor interrupt service procedures. The
interrupting device places an instruction on the data bus.
This is normally a Restart instruction, which will initiate a call

to the selected one of eight restart locations in page zero of
memory. Unlike the 8080, the l80C cpu responds to the
Call instruction with only one interrupt acknowledge cycle
followed by two memory read cycles.

Mode 1 Interrupt Operation. Mode 1 operation is very
similar to that for the NM I. The principal difference is thatthe
Mode 1 interrupt has only one restart location, 0038H.

Mode 2 Interrupt Operation. This interrupt mode has
been designed to utilize most effectively the capabilities of
the l80C microprocessor and its associated peripheral
family. The interrupting peripheral device selects the starting
address of the interrupt service routine. It does this by
placing an 8-bit vector on the data bus during the interrupt
acknowledge cycle. The cpu forms a pointer using this byte
as the lower 8 bits and the contents of the I register as the
upper 8 bits. This points to an entry in a table of addresses
for interrupt service routines. The cpu then jumps to the



routine at that address. This flexibility in selecting the
interrupt service routine address allows the peripheral
device to use several different types of service routines.
These routines may be located at any available location in
memory. Since the interrupting device supplies the
low-order byte of the 2-byte vector, bit 0 (Ao) must be a zero.

Interrupt Priority (Daisy Chaining and Nested
Interrupts). The interrupt priority of each peripheral device
is determined by its physical location within a daisy-chain
configuration. Each device in the chain has an interrupt
enable input line (lEI) and an interrupt enable output line
(IEO), which is fed to the next lower priority device. The first
device in the.daisy chain has its lEI input hardwired to a High
level. The first device has highest priority, while each
succeeding device has a corresponding lower priority. This
arrangement permits the CPU to select the highest priority
interrupt from several simultaneously interrupting
peripherals.

The interrupting device disables its IEO line to the next lower
priority peripheral until it has been serviced. After servicing,
its IEO line is raised, allowing lower priority peripherals to
demand interrupt servicing.

The laOC CPU will nest (queue) any pending interrupts or
interrupts received while a selected peripheral is being
serviced.

Interrupt Enable/Disable Operation. Two flip-flops, 1FF1
and IFF2, referred to in the register description, are used to
signal the CPU interrupt status. Operation of the two
flip-flops is described in Table 2. For more details, refer to the
ZaG CPU Technical Manual (03-0029-0 1) and ZaG Assembly
Language Programming Manual (03-0002-01).

Action IFF1 1FF2 Comments

CPU Reset 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

01instruction execution 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

EI instruction execution Maskable interrupt
INTenabled r:

LO A,I instruction execution IFF2....•.Parityflag g
LO A,R instruction execution IFF2....•.Parityflag n
AcceptNMI 0 IFF1 IFF1....•.IFF2 ••(Maskable interrupt d

INT disabled)
RETNinstruction execution 1FF2 IFF2....•.IFF1at

completion of an
NMI service
routine:

The laOC microprocessr has one of the most powerful and
versatile instruction sets available in any a-bit micro-
processor. It includes such unique operations as a block
move for fast, efficient data transfers within memory, or
between memory and 110. It also allows operations on any
bit in any location in memory.

The following is a summary of the laOC instruction set which
shows the assembly language mnemonic, the operation,
the flag status, and gives comments on each instruction. For
an explanation of flag notations and symbols for mnemonic
tables, see the Symbolic Notations section which follows
these tables. The ZaG CPU Technical Manual (03-0029~01),
the Programmer's Reference Guide (03-0012-03), and
Assembly Language Programming Manual (03-0002-01)
contain significantly more details for programming use.

The instructions are divided into the following categories:

o a-bit loads

o 16-bit loads

o Exchanges, block transfers, and searches

o a-bit arithmetic and logic operations

o General-purpose arithmetic and CPU control

o 16-bit arithmetic operations

o Rotates and shifts

o Bit set, reset, and test operations

o Jumps

o Calls, returns, and restarts

o Input and output operations

A variety of addressing modes are implemented to permit
efficient and fast data transfer between various registers,
memory locations, and input/output devices. These
addressing modes include:

o Immediate

o Immediate extended

o Modified page zero

o Relative

o Extended

o Indexed

o Register

o Register indirect

o Implied

oBit



8-BIT LOAD GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LOr,r' r-r' · X · X · 01 r' 1 1 4 r,r' Reg.
LOr, n r +- n • X • X • • 00 110 2 2 7 000 B

+-n- 001 C
LOr, (HL) r+-(HL) • X • X · 01 110 1 2 7 010 0
LO r, (IX+d) r +- (IX+d) · X · X • 11 011 101 DO 3 5 19 011 E

01 110 100 H
+-d- 101 L

LO r, (IY +d) r +-(IY +d) · X · X · 11 111 101 FO 3 5 19 111 A

01 110
+-d-

LO(HL), r (HL)+-r • X • X · • 01 110 1 2 7

LO (IX+d), r (IX+d) +- r · X • X • • 11 011 101 DO 3 5 19

01 110
+-d-

LO(IY +d), r (IY +d) +- r · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 3 5 19

01 110
+-d-

LO(HL), n (HL) +- n • • X • X • 00 110 110 36 2 3 10
+-n-

LO (IX+d), n (IX+d) +- n • • X • X • 11 011 101 DO 4 5 19

00 110 110 36
+-d-

+-n-

LO (IY +d), n (IY +d) +- n · X • X · 11 111 101 FD 4 5 19

00 110 110 36
+-d-

+-n-

LOA, (BC) A +-(BC) • X • X • 00 001 010 OA 1 2 7
LOA. (DE) A+-(OE) · X · X · 00 011 010 1A 1 2 7
LOA,(nn) A +-(nn) · X • X · 00 111 010 3A 3 4 13

+-n-
+-n-

LO(BC), A (BC) +- A • X • X • 00 000 010 02 1 2 7

LO(OE),A (OE)+-A · X • X • • • 00 010 010 12 1 2 7
LO(nn), A (nn) +- A • X • X • 00 110 010 32 3 4 13

+-n-

+-n-

LOA,I A+-I X 0 X IFF 0 • 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 010 111 57
LOA. R A+-R X 0 X IFF 0 · 11 101 101 EO 2 2 9

01 011 111 5F
LOI,A I +-A • • X • X • • 11 101 101 EO 2 2 9

01 000 111 47
LOR,A R+-A • X • X • • 11 101 101 ED 2 2 9

01 001 111 4F

NOTE: IFF" the content of the interrupt enable flip-flop, (IFF,), is copied into the PN flag.



16-811 LOAD GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

LOdd, nn dd .•...nn • X • X • 00 ddO 001 3 3 10 dd Pair
.•...n ..• 00 BC
.•...n ..• 01 DE

LOIX, nn IX .•...nn · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 4 4 14 10 HL

00 100 001 21 11 SP
.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO IY, nn IY .•...nn · X • X · 11 111 101 FD 4 4 14

00 100 001 21
.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

I:LO HL, (nn) H .•...(nn+1) · X · X · · • 00 101 010 2A 3 5 16
L .•...(nn) .•...n ..• g

.•...n ..•

QLO dd, (nn) ddH .•...(nn + 1) • • X • X · 11 101 101 ED 4 6 20
ddl .•...(nn) 01 dd1 011 c:I

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO IX, (nn) IXH .•...(nn+1) · • X • X · 11 011 101 DO 4 6 20
IXl .•...(nn) 00 101 010 2A

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO IY, (nn) IYH .•...(nn+1) • • X • X · • 11 111 101 FD 4 6 20
IYl .•...(nn) 00 101 010 2A

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO(nn), HL (nn+1) .•...H · X • X • 00 100 010 22 3 5 16
(nn) .•...L .•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO (nn), dd (nn+1) .•...ddH • · X • X • 11 101 101 ED 4 6 20
(nn) .•...ddl 01 ddO 011

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO(nn),IX (nn+1) .•...IXH · · X • X • 11 011 101 DO 4 6 20
(nn) .•...\Xl 00 100 010 22

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LO(nn),IY (nn+ 1) .•...IYH • · X · X • • 11 111 101 FD 4 6 20
(nn) .•...IYl 00 100 010 22

.•...n ..•

.•...n ..•

LOSP, HL SP .•...HL • X • X • • 11 111 001 F9 1 1 6
LOSP, IX SP .•...IX • X · X • 11 011 101 DO 2 2 10

11 111 001 F9
LOSP, IY SP .•...IY • X • X · 11 111 101 FO 2 2 10

11 111 001 F9 qq Pair
PUSH qq (SP-2) .•...qql • • X • X • • 11 qqO 101 3 11 00 BC

(SP-1) .•...qqH 01 DE
Sp ..• SP -2 10 HL

PUSH IX (SP-2) .•...'Xl • • X • X • 11 011 101 DO 2 4 15 11 AF

NOTE: (PAIR)H,(PAIR)l refer to high order and low order eight bits of the register pair respectiveiy. e.g., BCl = C, AFH = A.
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16·BIT LOAD GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

(SP -1) +-IXH 11 100 101 E5

SP-SP -2

PUSH IY (SP -2) +-IYL 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 111 101 FD 2 4 15
(SP-1) +-IYH 11 100 101 E5

SP-SP -2

POPqq qqH+-(SP+1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 qqO 001 3 10
qqL +-(SP)

SP-SP +2

POPIX IXH +- (SP+ 1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 011 101 DO 2 4 14
IXL +-(SP) 11 100 001 E1

SP-SP +2

POPIY IYH +- (SP+ 1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 111 101 FD 2 4 14
IYL +-(SP) 11 100 001 E1

SP-SP +2

EXCHANGE, BLOCK TRANSFER, BLOCK SEARCH GROUPS

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

EX DE, HL DE-HL 0 0 X 0 X 0 11 101 011 EB 4

EXAF,AF' AF-AF' 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 00 001 000 08 4

EXX BC-BC' 0 0 X 0 X 0 11 011 001 09 4 Register bank
DE-DE' and auxiliary
HL-HL' register bank

exchange
EX (SP), HL H -(SP+1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 100 011 E3 5 19

L-(SP)
EX (SP), IX IXH-(SP+1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 11 011 101 DO 2 6 23

IXL -(SP) 11 100 011 E3
EX (SP), IY IYH-(SP+1) 0 0 X 0 X 0 11 111 101 FD 2 6 23

IYL-(SP) 11 100 011 E3

<D
LDI (DE) +-(HL) 0 0 X 0 X * 0 0 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 Load (HL) into

DE +-DE+1 10 100 000 AO (DE), increment
HL+-HL+1 the pointers and
BC +- BC-1 decrement the

byte counter

® (BC)
LDIR (DE) +-(HL) X 0 X 0 0 0 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 IfBC •• O

DE+-DE+1 10 110 000 BO 2 4 16 jfBC = 0
HL+-HL+1

BC+- BC-1

Repeat until

BC = 0

NOTE: <D PN flag is 0 if the result of Be- 1 = 0, otherwise PN = 1.
(g) PIV flag is 0 only at completion of instruction.



EXCHANGE, BLOCK TRANSFER, BLOCK SEARCH GROUPS (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

<D
LDD (DE)+-(HL) • • X 0 X * 0 · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16

DE+- DE-1 10 101 000 A8
HL+-HL-1

BC+-BC-1

®
LDDR (DE) +- (HL) . • X 0 X 0 0 · 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 IIBC#O

DE+-DE-1 10 111 000 B8 2 4 16 IIBC = 0
HL+-HL-1

BC+-BC-1

Repeat until IBC = 0

® <D
CPI A - (HL) * X X

*
1 · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 ~"IHL +- HL+ 1 10 100 001 A1 CS

BC +- BC-1

® <D
CPIR A - (HL) * * X X

*
1 · 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 IIBC#Oand

A#(HL)
HL+-HL+1 10 110 001 B1 2 4 16 IIBC =Oor
BC+-BC-1 A = (HL)
Repeat until

A = (HL) or

BC = 0

® <D
CPO A - (HL)

* X X * 1 · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16
HL +- HL-1 10 101 001 A9
BC+-BC-1

® <D
CPDR A - (HL)

* * X X * 1 • 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 II BC # 0 and

A#(HL)
HL+-HL-1 10 111 001 B9 2 4 16 IIBC = Oor
BC+-BC-1 A = (HL)
Repeat until

A = (HL)or

BC = 0

NOTE: <D PN flag is 0 il the result of Be- 1 = 0, otherwise PN = 1.
<2> PN flag is 0 only at completion of instruction.
a> Z flag is 1 if A = HL, otherwise Z = O.



8·BIT ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

ADDA,r A-A+r X X V 0 10 10001 r 1 1 4 Reg.

ADDA, n A-A+n X X V 0 11 10001 110 2 2 7 000 B
-n ...• 001 C

010 0
ADDA,(HL) A-A+(HL) X X V 0 10 10001 110 1 2 7 011 E

ADD A, (IX + d) A-A + (IX + d) X X V 0 11 011 101 DO 3 5 19 100 H

10 10001 110 101 L
-d ...• 111 A

ADD A, (IY +d)A-A+(IY +d) * *
X * X V 0 * 11 111 101 FD 3 5 19

10 10001 110
-d ...•

ADCA,s A-A+s+CY * X * X V 0 * 10011 s is any of r, n,

SUBs A-A-s
* X *

X V 1 * 10101 (HL),(IX+d),

SBCA, s A-A-s-CY * X * X V 1 * lillJJ (IY+d)as

ANDs A-A>s * X 1 X P 0 0 11001 shown for ADD

ORs A-A>s * X 0 X P 0 0 [TIQ] instruction. The

XORs A-Aes * X 0 X P 0 0 [}QIJ indicated bits

CPs A-s
* X *

X V 1
* [ill] replace the

10001 inthe

ADD set above.

INCr r-r+1 X X V 0 · 00 11001 4
INC(HL) (HL)-

(HL)+1 X X V 0 · 00 110 11001 1 3 11

INC(IX+d) (IX+d)- X X V 0 · 11 011 101 DO 3 6 23

(IX+d)+1 00 110 11001
-d ...•

INC(IY+d) (IY+d)- * X
*

X V 0 · 11 111 101 FD 3 6 23

(IY+d)+1 00 110 11001
-d ...•

DECm m-m-1
* X * X V 1 [@]

NOTE: m is any of r,(HL), (IX+ d), (IY + d) as shown for INC. DEC same format and states as INC. Replace [IQQ] with [}QD in opcode.

GENERAL·PURPOSE ARITHMETIC AND CPU CONTROL GROUPS

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

DAA @ X X P . 00 100 111 27 4 Decimal adjust
accumulator.

CPL A-A . . X X . 00 101 111 2F 4 Complement

accumulator

(one's

complement).
NEG A-O-A

* X * X V 1 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8 Negateacc.
01 000 100 44 (two's

complement).

NOTES: @ converts accumulator content into packed BCD following add or subtract with packed BCD operands.
IFF indicates the interrupt enable flip-flop.
CY indicates the carry flip-flop.* indicates interrupts are not sampled at the end of EI or 01.
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GENERAL-PURPOSE ARITHMETIC AND CPU CONTROL GROUPS (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

CCF CY-CY · X X X · 0 00 111 111 3F 4 Complement

carry flag.

SCF CY-1 • X 0 X · 0 00 110 111 37 1 1 4 Set carry flag.

NOP No operation • X • X · • 00 000 000 00 1 1 4

HALT CPU halted · X · X · 01 110 110 76 1 1 4

01* IFF-O · X · X · 11 110 011 F3 1 1 4

EI * IFF-1 · X · X · 11 111 011 FB 1 1 4

IMO Set interrupt · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8
mode 0 01 000 110 46

IM1 Set interrupt • X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8
mode 1 01 010 110 56 N

1M2 Set interrupt · X · X · 11 101 101 ED 2 2 8 g
mode 2 01 011 110 5E n

NOTES: @ converts accumulator content into packed BCD following add or subtract with packed BCD operands.
..,

IFF indicates the interrupt enable flip-flop. d
CY indicates the carry flip-flop.* indicates interrupts are not sampled at the end of EI or 01.

16-BIT ARITHMETIC GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No. ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

ADDHL, ss HL-HL+ss . · X X X · 0 00 ssl 001 3 11 ss Reg.

00 BC

ADC HL, ss HL- 01 DE

HL+ss+CY
*

X X X V 0
*

11 101 101 ED 2 4 15 10 HL

01 ss1 010 11 SP

SBC HL, ss HL-

HL-ss-CY X X X V 11 101 101 ED 2 4 15

01 ssO 010

ADD IX, pp IX-IX+pp • X X X · 0 11 011 101 DO 2 4 15 pp Reg.

01 pp1 001 00 BC

01 DE

10 IX

11 SP

ADD IY, rr IY-IY+rr · X X X · 0 11 111 101 FD 2 4 15 rr Reg.

00 rr1 001 00 BC

INCss ss-ss+1 · X · X · 00 ssO 011 1 1 6 01 DE

INCIX IX-IX+1 · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 2 2 10 10 IY

00 100 011 23 11 SP

INCIY IY-IY+1 · X · X · • 11 111 101 FD 2 2 10

00 100 011 23
DECss ss-ss-1 · X · X · 00 ss1 011 1 1 6

DECIX IX-IX-1 · X · X · 11 011 101 DO 2 2 10

00 101 011 2B
DECIY IY-IY-1 · X · X · 11 111 101 FD 2 2 10

00 101 011 2B



ROTATE AND SHIFT GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex By1es Cycles States Comments

RLCA ~ · • X 0 X · 0 * 00 000 111 07 4 Rotate left• circular

~
accumulator.

RLA · · X 0 X · 0 * 00 010 111 17 4 Rotate left• accumulator.

RRCA ~@] • • X 0 X · 0 * 00 001 111 OF 4 Rotate right• circular

accumulator.

RRA LEi}I§J • · X 0 X · 0 * 00 011 111 1F 4 Rotate right• accumulator.

RLCr * X 0 X P 0 *
11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 Rotate left

00 10001 circular
registerr.

RLC(HL) * X 0 X P 0 *
11 001 011 CB 2 4 15 r Reg.

00 10001 110 000 B~:J 001 C

RLC(IX+d) * * X 0 X P 0 *
11 011 101 DO 4 6 23 010 0

r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d) 11 001 011 CB 011 E
-d-+ 001 H

00 10001 110 101 L
111 A

RLC(IY+d) * X 0 X P 0 * 11 111 101 FD 4 6 23
11 001 011 CB

-d-+ Instruction

~
00 10001 110 format and

RLm * * X 0 X P 0 * 10101 states are as

m = r,(HL,(IX + d),(IY + d) shown for

RLCs, To form

RRCm ~ * *
X 0 X P 0 * 10011 newopcode

m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d) replace I000 I
orRLCswith

LEti=§J
shown code.

RRm
* * X 0 X P 0 * (QITJ

m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SLAm ~_o
* * X 0 X P 0 * 11001

m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SRAm ~ * * X 0 X P 0 * [}QIJ
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)

SRLm o~

* * X 0 X P 0 * [ill]
m = r,(HL),(IX + d),(IY + d)



ROTATE AND SHIFT GROUP (Continued)

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

RLD X 0 X P 0 · 11 101 101 ED 2 5 18 Rotate digit
(HL) 01 101 111 6F lefland

right between

the accumu·

lator and

~
location (HL).

RRD * X 0 X P 0 • 11 101 101 ED 2 5 18 The content
(HL) 01 100 111 67 of the upper

half of the

accumulator N
is unaffected. 00

BIT SET, RESET AND TEST GROUP
g
n•c=

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

BITb, r Z +- rb X X X X 0 • 11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 Reg.

01 b 000 B

BITb, (HL) Z +-(HL)b X X X X 0 · 11 001 011 CB 2 3 12 001 C

01 b 110 010 0
BIT b,(IX + d)b Z +- (IX + d)b X X X X 0 · 11 011 101 DO 4 5 20 011 E

11 001 011 CB 100 H
+-d- 101 L

01 b 110 111 A
b Bit Tested

BIT b, (IY + d)b Z +- (IY + d)b X * X 1 X X 0 · 11 111 101 FD 4 5 20 000 0

11 001 011 CB 001 1
+-d- 010 2

01 b 110 011 3

SETb, r rb +-1 · · X · X · 11 001 011 CB 2 2 8 100 4

[ill b 101 5

SETb, (HL) (HL)b +-1 · · X · X · 11 001 011 CB 2 4 15 110 6

[ill b 110 111 7

SET b, (IX + d) (IX + d)b +- 1 • • X · X · · • 11 011 101 DO 4 6 23

11 001 011 CB
+-d-

[ill b 110

SET b, (IY + d) (IY + d)b +- 1 · · X · X · · · 11 111 101 FD 4 6 23

11 001 011 CB
+-d-

ITIJ b 110

RESb, m mb+-O · · X · X · · · l:m To form new
m=r,(HL), opcode replace

(IX + d), (IY + d) OIl of SET b, s

with ITQJ Flags
and time

states for SET

instruction.

NOTE: The notation mb indicates location m, bit b (0 to 7).
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JUMP GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No. of M No. of T
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

JP nn PC-nn ·· X · X ··· 11 000 011 C3 3 3 10 cc Condition
-n-+ 000 NZ (non-zero)
-n-+ 001 Z(zero)

JP cc, nn II condition cc ··X ·X ·· • 11 cc 010 3 3 10 010 NC (non-carry)

is true PC-nn. -n-+ 011 C(carry)

otherwise -n-+ 100 PO (parity odd)

continue 101 PE (parity even)

JRe PC-PC+e · • X • X • ·· 00 011 000 18 2 3 12 110 P (sign positive)
+-e-2- 111 M (sign negative)

JRC, e IIC=O, X · X 00 111 000 38 2 2 7 II condition not met.

continue ......e-2-

IIC=1, 2 3 12 II condition is met.

PC-PC+e

JR NC. e IFC=1, • ·X • X ··· 00 110 000 30 2 2 7 II condition not met.

continue -e-2-
IIC=O. 2 3 12 II condition is met.

PC-PC+e

JPZ, e IIZ=O ··X ·X ··· 00 101 000 28 2 2 7 II condition not met.

continue +-e-2 ...•.

IIZ=1, 2 3 12 II condition is met.

PC-PC+e

JR NZ, e IIZ=1, · • X • X · • • 00 100 000 20 2 2 7 II condition not met.

continue -e-2-
IIZ=O, 2 3 12 II condition is met.

PC-PC+e

JP(HL) PC-HL ·· X ·X ·· • 11 101 001 E9 1 1 4
JP(IX) PC-IX ·· X ·X • 11 011 101 DD 2 2 8

11 101 001 E9
JP(IY) PC-IY X ·X 11 111 101 FD 2 2 8

11 101 001 E9

DJNZ. e S-S-1 X ·X 00 010 000 10 2 2 8 IIS=O
IIS=O, -e-2-
continue
II S,oO, 2 3 13 II S,oO.

PC-PC+e

NOTES: e represents the extension in the relative addressing mode.
e is a signal two's complement number in the range < - 126, 129 >.
e - 2 in the opcode provides an effective address of pc + e as PC is incremented by 2 prior to the addition of e.



CALL AND RETURN GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

CALLnn (SP-1)-PCH ·· X ·X ··· 11 001 101 CD 3 5 17

(SP-2)-PCl -n ...•.

PC -nn, -n ...•.

CALL cc, nn If condition ··X • X ··· 11 cc 100 3 3 10 If cc is false.

cc is false -n ...•.

continue, -n ...•. 3 5 17 If cc is true.
otherwise

same as

CALL nn

RET PCl -(SP) · • X · X · 11 001 001 C9 3 10
PCH-(SP+1) N

00
RETcc If condition ··X · X · 11 cc 000 5 If cc is false. g

cc is false

continue, 3 11 If cc is true. n..,
otherwise d
sameasRET cc Condition

000 NZ (non-zero)

001 Z(zero)

010 NC (non-carry)
RETI Return from ··X · X · • • 11 101 101 ED 2 4 14 011 C(carry)

interrupt 01 001 101 4D 100 PO (parity odd)
RETN' Return from ·· X • X · 11 101 101 ED 2 4 14 101 PE (parity even)

non-maskable 01 000 101 45 110 P (sign positive)
interrupt 111 M (sign negative)

RSTp (SP-1)-PCH ·· X · X · • · 11 111 3 11 t P
(SP-2)-PCl 000 OOH
PCH-O 001 08H
PCl -p 010 10H

011 18H

100 20H

101 28H

110 30H

111 38H

NOTE: , RETN loads IFFz - IFF,



INPUT AND OUTPUT GROUP

Symbolic Flags Opcode No. of No.ofM No.ofT
Mnemonic Operation S Z H PNN C 76 543 210 Hex Bytes Cycles States Comments

INA,(n) A-(n) • · X • X • • . 11 011 01 D8 2 3 11 ntoAo"'A7
-n-+ Ace. to As '" A15

IN r, (C) r-(C) X X P 0 . 11 101 101 ED 2 3 12 CtoAo"'A7

il r= 110 only 01 000 8toAs",A15

the Ilags will

beaffeeted

CD
INI (HL) -(C) X t X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo '" A7

8-8-1 10 100 010 A2 8toAs"'A15
HL-HL+l @

INIR (HL) -(C) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7
8-8-1 10 110 010 82 (118*0) 8toAs",A15

HL-HL+l 2 4 16

Repeat until (118=0)

8=0

<D
IND (HL) -(C) X t X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

8-8-1 10 101 010 AA 8toAs"'A15
HL-HL-l ®

INDR (HL) - (C) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7
8-8-1 10 111 010 8A (118*0) 8toAs"'A15
HL-HL-l 2 4 16

Repeat until (118=0)

8=0
OUT(n),A (n)-A • · X • X · 11 010 011 D3 2 3 11 ntoAo"'A7

-n-+ Ace. to As '" A15
OUT(C), r (C)-r ·· X • X · 11 101 101 ED 2 3 12 CtoAo"'A7

01 001 8toAs"'A15

<D
OUTI (C) -(HL) X t X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

8-8-1 10 100 011 A3 8toAs",A15
HL-HL+l @

OTIR (C)-(HL) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7
8-8-1 10 110 011 83 (118*0) 8toAs"'A15
HL-HL+l 2 4 16

Repeat until (118=0)

8=0

CD
OUTO (C) -(HL) X t X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 4 16 CtoAo"'A7

8-8-1 10 101 011 A8 8toAs"'A15
HL-HL-l

@
OTDR (C) -(HL) X 1 X X X X 1 X 11 101 101 ED 2 5 21 CtoAo"'A7

8-8-1 10 111 011 (118*0) 8toAs",A15
HL-HL-1 2 4 16
Repeat until (118=0)
8=0

NOTES: CD If the result of B-1 is zero, the Z flag is set; otherwise it is reset.
fJ) Z flag is set upon instruction completion only.
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SUMMARY OF FLAG OPERATION

07 DO
Instructions S Z H PN N C Comments

ADD A, s; AoC A, s * X * X V 0 * B-bitadd or add with carry.
SUB s; SBC A, s; CP s; NEG * X * X V 1 * B-bitsubtract, subtract with carry, compare and negate

accumulator.
ANos X 1 X P 0 0 Logicaloperation.
ORs, XORs X 0 X P 0 0 Logical operation.
INCs X * X V 0 B-bit increment.
oECs X * X V 1 B-bitdecrement.
ADD DO, ss X X X 0 16-bitadd.
AoC HL, ss X X X V 0 16-bit add with carry.
SBC HL, ss X X X V 1 16-bit subtract with carry.
RLA;RLCA;RRA;RRCA X 0 X 0 Rotateaccumulator.
RL m; RLC m; RRm; X 0 X P 0 Rotateand shift locations.

RRCm; SLAm;
NSRAm;SRLm 00

RLo;RRo X 0 X P 0 Rotatedigit left and right. goAA X * X P Decimal adjust accumulatm
CPL X 1 X 1 Complement accumulator. n
SCF X 0 X 0 Set carry. ..,
CCF X X X 0 Complement carry. CI
IN r(C) * * X 0 X P 0 Input register indirect.
INI; INo; OUTI; aUTO X * X X X X 1 Block input and output. Z = 1 if B '" 0, otherwise Z = o.
INIR; INoR; OTIR;OTOR X 1 X X X X 1 Block input and output. Z = 1 if B '" 0, otherwise Z = o.
Lol; Loo X X X 0 X * 0 Block transfer instructions. PN = 1 if BC '" 0, otherwise PN = O.
LoIR; LooR X X X 0 X 0 0 Block transfer instructions. PN = 1 if BC '" 0, otherwise PN = o.
CPI; CPIR; CPO; CPoR X * X X X * 1 Block search instructions. Z = 1 if A = (HL), otherwise Z = o.

PN = 1 if BC '" 0, otherwise PN = O.
LOA; I, LOA, R X 0 X IFF 0 IFF,the content of the interrupt enable flip-flop, (IFF2),is copied

into the PN flag.
BITb,s X X X X 0 The stateof bit b of location s is copied into the Z flag.

SYMBOLIC NOTATION

Symbol

S
Z
PN

Operation

Sign flag. S = 1 if the MSB of the result is 1.
Zero flag. Z = 1 if the result of the operation is 0.
Parity or overflow flag. Parity (P) and overflow M
share the same flag. Logical operations affect
this flag with the parity of the result while
arithmetic operations affect this flag with the
overflow of the result. If PN holds parity: PN = 1
if the result of the operation is even; PN = ° if
result is odd. If PN holds overflow, PN = 1 if the
result of the operation produced an overflow. If
PIV does not hold overflow, PIV = 0.
Half-carry flag. H = 1 if the add or subtract
operation produced a carry into, or borrow from,
bit 4 of the accumulator.
Add/Subtract flag. N = 1 if the previous
operation was a subtract.
Carry/Link flag. C = 1 if the operation produced
a carry from the MSB of the operand or result.

Operation

The flag is affected according to the result of the
operation.
The flag is unchanged by the operation.
The flag is reset by the operation.
The flag is set by the operation.
The flag is indeterminate.
PN flag affected according to the overflow result
of the operation.
PN flag affected according to the parity result of
the operation.
Anyone 0 the CPU registers A, B, C, D, E, H, L.
Any 8-bit location for all the addressing modes
allowed for the particular instruction.
Any 16-bit location for all the addressing modes
allowed for that instruction.
Anyone of the two index registers IX or IY.
Refresh counter.
8-bit value in range < 0,255 >.
16-bit value in range < 0, 65535 >.

* Hand N flags are used in conjunction with the decimal adjust instruction (OM) to properly correct the result into packed BCD format following addition or
subtraction using operands w~h packed BCD format.



Ao-A1S' Address Bus (output, active High, 3-state). Ao-A15
form a 16-bit address bus. The Address Bus provides the
address for memory data bus exchanges (up to 64K bytes)
and for I/O device exchanges.

BUSACK. Bus Acknow/edge (output, active Low). Bus
Acknowledge indicates to the requesting device that the
CPU address bus, data bus, and control signals MREO,
10RO, RD, and WR have entered their high-impedance
states. The external circuitry can now control these lines.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low). Bus Request
has a higher priority than NMI and is always recognized at
the end of the current machine cycle. BUSREO forces the
CPU address bus, data bus, and control signals MREO,
10RO, RD, and WR to go to a high-impedance state so that
other devices can control these lines. BUSREO is normally
wired-OR and requires an external pullup for these
applications. Extended BUSREO periods due to extensive
DMA operations can prevent the CPU from properly
refreshing dynamic RAMs.

00-07' Data Bus (input/output, active High, 3-state). 00-07
constitute an 8-bit bidirectional data bus, used for data
exchanges with memory and·I/O.

HALT. Ha/t State (output, active Low). HALT indicates that
the CPU has executed a Halt instruction and is awaiting
either a nonmaskable or a maskable interrupt (with the mask
enabled) before operation can resume. While halted, the
CPU executes NOPs to maintain memory refresh.

INT. Interrupt Request (input, active Low). Interrupt Request
is generated by I/O devices. The CPU honors a request at
the end of the current instruction if the internal
software-controlled interrupt enable flip-flop (IFF) is
enabled. INT is normally wired-OR and requires an external
pullup for these applications.

IORQ. Input/Output Request (output, active Low, 3-state).
IORO indicates that the lower half of the address bus holds a
valid I/O address for an I/O read or write operation. IORO is
also generated concurrently with M1 during an interrupt
acknowledge cycle to indicate that an interrupt response
vector can be placed on the data bus.

M1. Machine Cycle One (output, active Low). M1, together
with MREO, indicates that the current machine cycle is the
opcode fetch cycle of an instruction execution. M 1, together
with 10RO, indicates an interrupt acknowledge cycle.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state).
MREO indicates that the address bus holds a valid address
for a memory read or memory write operation.

NMI. Non-Maskable Interrupt (input,~~e edge-
triggered). NMI has a higher priority than INT. NMI is always
recognized at the end of the current instruction,
independent of the status of the interrupt enable flip-flop,
and automatically forces the CPU to restart at location
0066H.

RD. Read (output, active Low, 3-state). RD indicates that the
CPU wants to read data from memory or an I/O device. The
addressed I/O device or memory should use this signal to
gate data onto the CPU data bus.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET initializes the CPU
as follows: it resets the interrupt enable flip-flop, clears the
PC and Registers I and R, and sets the interrupt status to
Mode O. During resettime, the address and data bus go to a
high-impedance state, and all control output signals go to
the inactive state. Note that RESET must be active for a
minimum of three full clock cycles before the reset operation
is complete.

RFSH. Refresh (output, active Low). RFSH, together with
MREO, indicates that the lower seven bits of the system's
address bus can be used as a refresh address to the
system's dynamic memories.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). WAIT indicates to the CPU
that the addressed memory or I/O devices are not ready for
a data transfer. The CPU continues to enter a Wait state as
long as this signal is active. Extended WAIT periods can
prevent the CPU from refreshing dynamic memory properly.

WR. Write (output, active Low, 3-state). WR indicates that the
CPU data bus holds valid data to be stored at the addressed
memory or I/O location.



The Z80C CPU executes instructions by proceeding
through a specific sequence of operations:

• Memory read or write

• I/O device read or write

• Interrupt acknowledge

The basic clock period is referred to as a T time or cycle, and
three or more T cycles make up a machine cycle (M 1, M2 or
M3 for instance). Machine cycles can be extended either by
the CPU automatically inserting one or more Wait states or
by the insertion of one or more Wait states by the user.

«« ~

Instruction Opcode Fetch. The CPU places the contents
of the Program Counter (PC) on the address bus at the start
of the cycle (Figure 5). Approximately one-half clock cycle
later, MREQ goes active. When active, RD indicates that the
memory data can be enabled onto the CPU data bus.

The CPU samples the WAIT input with the falling edge of
clock state T2. During clock states T3 and T4 of an M1 cycle,
dynamic RAM refresh can occur while the CPU starts
decoding and executing the instruction. When the Refresh
Control signal becomes active, refreshing of dynamic
memory can take place.



Memory Read or Write Cycles. Figure 6 shows the timing
of memory read or write cycles other than an opcode fetch
(M1) cycle. The MREQ and RD signals function exactly as in
the fetch cycle. In a memory write cycle, MREQ also

becomes active when the address bus is stable. The WR line
is active when the data bus is stable, so that it can be used
directly as an Rmpulse to most semiconductor memories.

{

RD

OPER~~~~

00-07



Input or Output Cycles. Figure 7 shows the timing for an
1/0 read or 1/0 write operation. During 1/0 operations, the
CPU automatically inserts a single Wait state (TWN. This

extra Wait state allows sufficient time for an 1/0 port to
decode the address from the port address lines.

{

Ri5

OPERA~~~~

00-07

{

WR

WRI~~
OPERATION

Do-D7 ------



Interrupt Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The CPU
samples the interrupt signal with the rising edge of the last
clock cycle at the end of any instruction (Figure 8). When an
interrupt is accepted, a special M1 cycle is generated.

During this M1 cycle, IORO becomes active (instead of
MREO) to indicate that the interrupting device can place an
8-bit vector on the data bus. The CPU automatically adds
two Wait states to this cycle.

_ .... ~:
Do-D, _

--------



Non-Maskable Interrupt Request Cycle. NMI is sampled
at the same time asthe maskable interrupt input INT but has
higher priority and cannot be disabled under software
control. The subsequent timing is similar to that of a normal

memory read operation except that data put on the bus by
the memory is ignored. The CPU instead executes a restart
(RST) operation and jumps to the NMI service routine
located at address 0066H (Figure 9).

• Although NMlls an asynchronous Input, to guarantee Its being recognized on the following machine cycle, NMI'. '.lIIng edge must occur no later than the rising edge
of the clock cycle preceding the last state of any Instruction cycle (Tu).



Bus Request/Acknowledge Cycle. The CPU samples
BUSREQ with the rising edge of the last clock period of any
machine cycle (Figure 10). If BUSREO is active, the CPU
sets its address, data, and MREO, 10RO, RD, and WR lines

to a high-impedance state with the rising edge of the next
clock pulse. At that time, any external device can take
control of these lines, usually to transfer data between
memory and 1/0 devices.

MREQ
iffi,WR

IORQ



Halt Acknowledge Cycle. When the CPU receives a HALT
instruction, it executes NOP states until either an INT or NMI
input is received. When in the Halt state, the HALT output is

active and remains so until an interrupt is received (Figure
11). INTwill also force a Halt exit.

--r~ -}~
HALT ,_ .

Halt Instruction ------------------

Received cr'---------------- ..•..:--------------
MMI

Reset Cycle. RESET must be active for at least three clock
cycles for the CPU to properly accept it. As long as RESET
remains active, the address and data buses float, and the
control outputs are inactive. Once RESET goes inactive, two

internal T cycles are consumed before the CPU resumes
normal processing operation. RESET clears the PC register,
so the first opcode fetch will be to location OOOOH
(Figure 12).

___ @J-
DO-07 ~

M1 7
.!!R~R=~-------!-2-7-Z-7~/~7----j)}-----------\-------

BUSACK ••••• -------
HALT



Power-Down Release Cycle. The system clock must be
supplied to the ZaDC CPU to release the power-down state.
When the system clock is supplied to the ClK input, the
ZaDC CPU restarts operations from the point at which the
power-down state was implemented.
The timing diagrams for the release from power-down mode
are shown in Figure 13.

NOTES:
1) When the external oscillator has been stopped to enter the power-down

state, some warm-up time may be required to obtain a stable clock for
the release.

2) When the HALT instruction is executed to enter the power-down state,
the zaoc CPU will also enter the Halt state. An interrupt signal (either
NMI or INT) or a RESET signal must be applied to the zaoc CPU after
the system clock is supplied in order to release the power-down state.

r~
)

\_-----

(~

,
(

;

\_----



Power-Down Acknowledge Cycle. Whentheclockinput
totheZaDe epu isstoppedateitheraHighorLowlevel,the
ZaDe epu stopsits operationand maintainsall registers
andcontrolsignals.However,Icc2(standbysupplycurrent)
is guaranteedonlywhenthe systemclockis stoppedat a

Low level during T4 of the machinecycle followingthe
executionof the HALTinstruction.Thetimingdiagramfor
thepower-downfunction,whenimplementedwiththeHALT
instruction,isshowninFigure14.

T, T. T, T, T, T.

,
J

/ \ / fJ---

\ fF

Figure 14. Power-Down Acknowledge

Z84COO Z84COO-4
Mln Max Mln Max

iii\ .•. _

1 TcC ClockCycleTime 400' DC 250' DC

2 TwCh ClockPulseWidth(High) 180 DC 110 DC
3 TwCI ClockPulseWidth(Low) 180 DC 110 DC

4 TfC ClockFallTime 30 30
--5-TrC -----Clock RiseTime---------------30----------30-

6 TdCr(A) Clockt toAddressValidDelay 145 110
7 TdA(MREQt) AddressValidtoMREQ~Delay
8 TdCf(MREQt) ClockHoMREQ~Delay

9 TdCr(MREQr) Clockt toMREQt Delay

-10-TwMREQh --MREQ PulseWidth(High)------170· --------110· ------

11 TwMREQI MREQPulseWidth(Low) 360' 220'

12 TdCf(MREQr) ClockHoMREQt Delay
13 TdCf(RDt) ClockHoRD~Delay

14 TdCr(RDr) Clocktto RDt Delay
--15-TsD(Cr)---Data SetupTimetoClockt ------50 ---------35-------

16 ThD(RDr) DataHoldTimetoRDt

17 TsWAIT(Ct) WAITSetupTimetoClock~
18 ThWAIT(Ct) WAITHoldTimeafterClock~

19 TdCr(Mlt) ClockttoMl ~Delay 130 100

-20-TdCr(Mlr)--Clocktto Ml t Delay------------130 ---------100-

21 TdCr(RFSHt) ClockttoRFSH~Delay 180 130

22 TdCr(RFSHr) Clocktto RFSHt Delay 150 120
23 TdCf(RDr) ClockHoRDt Delay 110 85

24 TdCr(RDt) Clockt toRDWelay 100 85
--25 -TsD(Ct) DataSetuptoClock~duringM2,M3'--- 60 ---------50-------

M4,orMsCycles
26 TdA(IORQt) AddressStablepriortoIORQ~ 320'

27 TdCr(IORQt) Clockt toIORQ~Delay 90
28 TdCf(IORQr) ClocUtoIORQt Delay 110
29 TdD(WRt) DataStablepriortoWR ~ 190' 80'

• For clock periods other than the minimums shown, calculate parameters using the table on the following page. Calculated values above
assumed TrC ~ TIC = 20 ns.

tUnits In nanoseconds (ns).



AC CHARACTERISTICSt (Continued)
Z84COO Z84COO-4

Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Mln Max

30 TdCf(WRf) Clock + to WR + Delay 90 80

31 TwWR WR PulseWidth 360' 220'

32 TdCf(WRr) Clock + to WR t Delay 100 80

33 TdD(WRf) DataStable prior to WR + 20' -10'

- 34 - TdCr(WRf)-- Clock t to WR + Delay 80 65-

35 TdWRr(D) Data Stable from WR t 120' 60'

36 TdCf(HALT) Clock + to HALTtor + 300 300

37 TwNMI NMI PulseWidth 80 80

38 TsBUSREO(Cr) BUSREOSetup Time to Clock t 80 50

39 ThBUSREO(Cr) BUSREOHold Time afterClock t 20 10

- 40- TdCr(BUSACKf) Clock t to BUSACK+ Delay 120 100-

41 TdCf(BUSACKr) Clock + to BUSACKt Delay 110 100

42 TdCr(Dz) Clock t to Data Float Delay 90 90

43 TdCr(CTz) Clock t to Control Outputs Float Delay 110 80
(MREO, loRO, RD, and WR)

44 TdCr(Az) Clock t to Address Float Delay 110 90

--45 -TdCTr(A) ---MREO t, loRO t, RDt, and WR t to ---160' 80'
Address Hold Time

46 TsRESET(Cr) RESETto Clock t Setup Time 90 60

47 ThRESET(Cr) RESETto Clock t Hold Time 10 10

48 TsINTf(Cr) INT + to Clock t Setup Time 80 80

49 ThINTr(Cr) INT t to Clock t Hold Time 10 10

--50 -TdM1f(loROf)- M1 Ho loRO + Delay 920' 565'

51 TdCf(loROf) Clock + to IORO + Delay 110 85

52 TdCf(IOROr) Clock t to IOROt Delay 100 85

53 TdCf(D) Clock + to DataValid Delay 230 150

• For clock periods other than the minimums shown, calculate parameters using the following table. Calculated values above
assumed TrC ~ TIC ~ 20 ns.

tUnits in nanoseconds (ns).

1 TeC TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC
7 TdA(MREOf) TwCh + TfC - 75 - 65

10 TwMREOh TwCh + TIC - 30 - 20
11 TwMREOI TeC - 40 - 30

26 TdA(loROf) TeC - 80 - 70
---29 ---TdD(WRf)-----TeC -------------- 210------ 170--

31 TwWR TeC - 40 - 30
33 TdD(WRf) TwCI+ TrC - 180 - 140

35 TdWRr(D) TwCI+ TrC - 80 - 70

45 TdCTr(A) TwCI+ TrC - 40 - 50
50 TdMH(IORQf) 2TeC + TwCh + TIC - 80 - 65

AC Test Conditions:
VIH = 2.0V
VIL = 0.8 V

VOH = 1.5V
VOL ~ 1.5V

VIHC = VCC - 0.6 V
VILC = 0.45 V



Voltage on Vcc with respect to Vss - 0.3V to + 7V
Voltages on all inputs with respect

toVss -0.3VtoVcc + 0.3V
Operating Ambient

Temperature See Ordering Information
Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is no.t implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC Characteristics and capacitance sections below
apply for the following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND (OV).
Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto + 70°C

• E = -40°C to +85°C

Voltage Supply Range: + 4.50V .;;;Vcc';;; + 5.50V

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance of 100 pf. Add
10 ns delay for each 50 pf increase in load up to a maximum
of 200 pf for the data bus and 100 pf for address and control
lines. AC timing measurements are referenced to 1.5 volts
(except for clock, which is referenced to the 10% and 90%
points).

The Ordering Information section lists temperature ranges
and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section in this book. Refer to the
Literature List for additional documentation.

Symbol

VILC

VIHC

VIL

VIH

VOL

VOH1

VOH2

ICC1

Clock Input Low Voltage

Clock Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Output High Voltage

Power Supply Current

Input Leakage Current

3-State Output Leakage Current in Float

Mln Max Unit

-0.3 0.45 V

Vcc-·6 Vcc+·3 V

-0.3 0.8 V

2.2 Vcc V

0.4 V

2.4 V

Vcc-0.8 V

25 mA

IOL = 2.0mA

IOH = -1.6mA

IOH = -250iiA

Vcc = 5V
CLK = 4 MHz

VIH = Vcc - 0.2V
VIL = 0.2V

Vcc = 5V
CLK = (0)

VIH = Vcc - 0.2V

VIL = 0.2V

VIN = 0.4 to Vcc

VOUT = 0.4 to Vcc

1. Measurements made with outputs floating.
2. A1s-Ao, DrDo, MREO, IORO, RD, and WR.
3. ICC2standby supply current is guaranteed only when the supplied clock is stopped at a low level during T4 of the machine cycle immediately following

the execution of a HALT instruction.



CCLOCK

CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

TA ~ 25°C, f ~ 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.

Z80C CPU, 2.5 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z84COO PS
Z84COOCS
Z84COO PE
Z84COOCE

Z80C CPU, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP

Z84COO·4 PS
Z84COO-4CS
Z84COO-4 PE
Z84COO-4CE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°Cto + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
8 = 883 Class 8

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z84C20CMOS
Z80®CPIO
Parallellnput/Output

Zilog Advance Information
ACand DCCharacteristics

Voltages on Vcc with respect to Vss ..... - O.3V to + 7.0V
Voltages on all inputs with respect

toVss·
Storage Temperature .

, . - O.3V to Vcc + O,3V
... -65°Cto + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin. Available operating temperature range is:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.50V~Vcc~ +5.50V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.50V~Vcc~5,50V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max 1'rP Unit Test Condition

VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.45 V

VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0,6 VCC+0.3 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage +2.2 VCC V

VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4 V IOL = 2.0mA

VOH1 Output High Voltage +2.4 V IOH = -1.6mA

VOH2 Output High Voltage VCC-0.8 V IOH = - 250 ,..A
lu Input Leakage Current ±10 ,..A VIN = 0.4 to VCC

ILa 3-State Output Leakage Current in Float ±10 ,..A VOUT = 0.4 to VCC

Over specified temperature and voltage range.



DC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Symbol Parameter Min Max Typ Unit Test Condition

1CC1 Power Supply Current 5 2 mA VCC = 5V
ClK = 4MHz

VIH = Vcc - 0.2V
VIL = O.2V

ICC2 Standby Supply Current 10 0.5 J.lA VCC = 5V
ClK = (0)

VIH = Vcc - 0.2V

VIL = 0.2V

IOHD Darlington Drive Current, Port B only -1.5 -5.0 mA VOH = 1.5V

REXT = 1.1KQ

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

AC CHARACTERISTICS

DO-D, f OUT

1,·



AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z84C20 Z84C20-4

Number Symbol Parameter Mln(ns) Max(ns) Mln(ns) Max(ns) Comment

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 [1) 250 [1)

2 TwCh Clock Pulse Width (High) 170 DC 105 DC

3 TwCI Clock Pulse Width (Low) 170 DC 105 DC

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30 30

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30

6 TsCS(Rl) CE, B/A, C/O to RD, laRa.

Setup Time 50 50 [6J

7 Th Any Hold Times for Specified

Setup Time 0 40

I8 TsRl(C) RD, laRa to Clock t Setup Time 115 115

9 TdRI(DO) RD, laRa. to Data Out Delay 430 380 [2J

RD, laRa t to Data Out Float Delay •10 TdRI(DOs) 160 110 •••0
11 TsDl(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 50 50 CL = 50pf

12 TdlO(DOl) laRa. to Data Out Delay

(INTACK Cycle) 340 160 (3)

13 TsM1(Cr) Mi. to Clock t Setup Time 210 90

14 TsM1(Cf) M1 tto Clock. Setup Time (M1 Cycle) 0 0 [8)

15 TdM1(IEO) M1 +to lEa. Delay (Interrupt

Immediately Preceding M1 ') 300 190 [5,7)

16 TslEl(lO) lEI to laRa. Setup Time

(INTACK Cycle) 140 140 [7)

17 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI. to lEa. Delay 190 130 [5)

CL = 50 pf

18 TdlEl(lEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED Decode) 210 160 (5)

19 TclO(C) laRa t to Clock. Setup Time

(To Activate READY

on Next Clock Cycle) 220 200

20 TdC(RDYr) Clock. to READY t Delay 200 190 [5]

CL = 50pf

21 TdC(RDYf) Clock. to READY. Delay 150 140 [5)

22 TwSTB STROBE Pulse Width 150 150 [4)

23 TsSTB(C) STROBE t to Clock. Setup Time

(To Activate READY

on Next Clock Cycle) 220 220 (5)

24 TdIO(PD) laRa t to PORT DATA Stable Delay

(Mode 0) 200 180 [5)

25 TsPD(STB) PORT DATA to STROBE t Setup Time

(Mode 1) 260 230

NOTES:
[1] TcC = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC. [6] TsCS(RI)may be reduced. However, the time subtracted from TsCS(RI)
[2] Increase TdRI(DD) by 10 nslor each 50 pf increase in load upto 200 will be added to TdRI(DO).

pfmax. [7]2.5 TcC > (N-2)TdIEI(IEOf) + TdM1(IEO) + TsIEI(IO) + TIL Buffer
[3] Increase TdIO(DOI) by 10 ns for each 50 pI, increase in loading up to Delay, if any.

2ooplmax. [8] M1 must be active lor a minimum of two clock cycles to reset the PIO.
[4] For Mode 2: TwSTB> TsPD(STB).
[5] Increase these values by 2 ns lor each 10 pf increase in loading up to

100pfmax.
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Number Symbol Parameter

26 TdSTB(PD) STROBE + to PORT DATAStable
(Mode 2)

27 TdSTB(PDr) STROBE t to PORT DATAFloat Delay
(Mode 2)

28 TdPD(lND PORT DATAMatch to INT + Delay
(Mode 3)

29 TdSTB(IND STROBE t to INT + Delay

Z84C20 Z84C20-4
Mln(ns) Max(ns) Mln(ns) Max(ns) Comment

230 210 [5]

200 180 CL = 50pt

540 490

490 440

NOTE:
[5) Increase these values by 2 ns tor each 10 pI increase in loading up to

l00ptmax.



Z84C30CMOS
Z80®CCTC
Counter/Timer Circuit

Zilog Advance Information
ACand DCCharacteristics

Voltages on Vcc with respect to Vss ..... - O.3V to + 7.0V
Voltages on all inputs with respect

to Vss - O.3V to Vcc + O.3V
Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions. unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin. Available operating temperature range is:

• S = O°Cto +70oC. +4.50V~Vcc~ +5.50V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.50V~Vcc~5.50V

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section.

Symbol Parameter Mln Max l\'p Unit

VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.45 V
VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0.6 VCC+0.3 V
VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.8 V
VIH Input High Voltage +2.2 VCC V
VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4 V
VOHl Output High Voltage +2.4 V
VOH2 Output High Voltage VCC-0.8 V
III Input leakage Current ±10 ,.A

ILO 3-State Output leakage Current in Float ±10 ,.A
ICCl Power Supply Current 7 3 mA

ICC2 Standby Supply Current 10 0.5 ,.A

IOHD Darlington Drive Current -1.5 -5.0 mA

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

IOL = 2.0mA
IOH = -1.6mA
IOH = - 250 ,.A
VIN = 0.4 to VCC
VOUT = 0.4 to VCC
VCC = 5V
ClK = 4MHz
VIH = VCC - 0.2V
VIL = 0.2V
VCC = 5V
ClK = (0)
VIH = VCC - 0.2V
VIL = 0.2V
VOH = 1.5V
REXT = 1.1KQ
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AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Z84C30 Z84C30·4
Number Symbol Parameter Mln(ns) Max(ns) Mln(ns) Max(ns) Notes·

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 DC[1] 250 DC[1]

2 TwCh Clock Pulse Width (High) 170 DC 105 DC

3 TwCI Clock Pulse Width (Low) 170 DC 105 DC

4 TIC Clock Fall Time 30 30

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30

6 Th All Hold Times 0 0

7 TsCS(C) CS to Clock t Setup Time 250 160

8 TsCE(C) CE to Clock t Setup Time 200 150

9 TsIO(C) IORO ~to Clock t Setup Time 250 115

10 TsRD(C) RD ~to Clock t Setup Time 240 115 i11 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Delay 240 200 [2J

12 TdC(DOz) Clock ~ to Data Out Float Delay 230 110 ";I
13 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 60 50

14 TsM1(C) M1 to Clock t Setup Time 210 90

15 TdM1(1EO) M1 +to IEO ~ Delay (Interrupt

immediately preceding M1) 300 190 [3]

16 TdIO(DOI) laRa ~to Data Out Delay (INTA Cycle) 340 160 [2J. [6J

17 TdIEI(IEOf) lEI ~ to lEa ~ Delay 190 130 [3]

18 TdIEI(IEOr) lEI t to lEa t Delay (after ED Decode) 220 160 [3]

19 TdC(IN1) Clock t to INT ~ Delay (TcC+200) (TcC+ 140) [4]

20 TdCLK(IN1) CLKfTRG t to INT ~

tsCTR(C) satisfied (19)+(26) (19)+(26) [5]
tsCTR(C) not satisfied (1)+(19)+(26) (1) +(19)+(26) [5]

21 TcCTR CLKfTRG Cycle Time (2TcC) (2TcC) [5J

22 TrCTR CLKlTRG Rise Time 50 50

23 TfCTR CLKfTRG Fall Time 50 50

24 TwCTRI CLKITRG Width (Low) 200 200

25 TwCTRh CLKfTRG Width (High) 200 200

26 TsCTR(Cs) CLKITRG t to Clock t Setup Time for

Immediate Count 300 210 [5]

27 TsCTR(Ct) CLKfTRG t to Clock t Setup Time for

enabling of Prescaler on following

clock t 300 210 [4J

28 TdC(lCITOr) Clock t to lCITO t Delay 260 190

29 TdC(lCITOf) Clock ~to lCITO ~Delay 190 190

'RESET must be active for a minimum of 3 clock cycles. [3] Increase delay by 2 ns for each 10 pf increase in loading, 100 pf

NOTES: maximum.

[1) TcC = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TtC. [4] Timer mode.

[2) Increase delay by 10 ns for each 50 pf increase in loading, 200 pf [5] Counter mode.

maximum for data lines, and 100 pffor control lines. [6J2.5 TcC >(n-2) TdIEI(IEOf) + TdM1(IEO) + TsIEI(IO) + TIL buffer
delay, if any.





Z84C40CMOS
Z80®CSIO
Seriallnput/Output

Zilog Advance Information
ACand DCCharacteristics

Voltages in Vcc with respect to Vss - O.3V to + O.7V
Voltages on all inputs with respect

toVss -O.3VtoVcc+O.3V
Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin. Available operating temperature range is;

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.50V.,.Vcc'" +5.50V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.50V.,.Vcc.,.5.50V

Symbol Parameter Mln Max ~p Unit

VILC Clock Input LowVoltage -0.3 +0.45 V
VIHC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0.6 Vcc+0.3 V
VIL Input low Voltage -0.3 +0.8 V
VIH Input High Voltage +2.2 VCC V
VOL Output LowVoltage +0.4 V
VOH1 Output High Voltage +2.4 V
VOH2 Output High Voltage VCC-0.8 V
III Input leakage Current ±10 ~
ILO 3-StateOutput leakage Current in Float ±10 ~
IL(SY) SYNCPin leakage Current + 101-40 ~
ICC1 PowerSupply Current 15 7 mA

ICC2 Standby Supply Current 10 0.5 IAA

IOL = 2.0mA
IOH = -1.6mA
IOH = -250~
VIN = 0.4 to VCC
VOUT= 0.4 to VCC
VIN = 0.4 to VCC
VCC = 5V
ClK = 4MHz
VIH = VCC - 0.2V
VIL = 0.2V
VCC= 5V
ClK = (0)
VIH = VCC - 0.2V
VIL = 0.2V
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11109 zaOO™ Family

32·Bit Capabilities
16·Bit Architecture
8·Bit Compatibility

Advance Information

The advancing demands of the
marketplace require that micro-
processor-based designs provide a
higher level of performance and
integration, while maintaining com-
patibility with existing investments in
software. With these goals in mind,
the laOO MPU Family was designed
with features found on many 32-bit
machines, yet maintaining object
code compatibility with the laO
microprocessor.

Performance

The laOO MPU features a 16-bit
three-stage pipelined internal archi-
tecture, with its programming model
structured from the register file of the
laO CPU. The internal processor
clock speed starts at 10 MHz, with
up to 25 MHz speeds planned.

To fully benefit from the higher
CPU speeds without making severe
demands on memory access
speeds, a 256 byte instruction/data
cache memory is integrated on-
chip. Burst transactions are also
supported which effectively pre-load
the cache for maximum utilization.

Furthermore, the external bus can
be configured for either the a-bit lao
Bus or the 16-Bit l-BUS interface.
Under software control, the external
bus clock can be scaled, wait states
automatically inserted for both mem-
ory and I/O address spaces, while
still maintaining a faster internal
clock rate. Additional performance
can also be realized by using the
laOO extended addressing modes
and instructions. An Extended Pro-
cessor Unit (EPU) interface is also
supported for such coprocessors as
the laOlO Arithmetic Processing
Unit.

Memory Management

As much as 16M bytes can be
directly addressed by the laOO
MPU. The on-chip Memory Manage-
ment Unit also provides access
protection and dynamic relocation.
The utility of the larger address
spaces is enhanced by the optional
separation of program and data as
well as the implementation of System
and User Modes.

Integration

System cost and board space has
been reduced through the integra-
tion of on-chip peripheral functions.
Four 24-bit DMA channels, three
counter/timers, one UART, a clock
oscillator, and a dynamic memory
refresher controller are all available
on the laOO chip. These functions,
along with the MMU and cache
memory, result in an outstanding
combination of performance and
value integrated onto a single chip.

Support

MPU features can be converted to
system benefits with appropriate
development support tools. lilog
support starts with the UNIX environ-
ment on either a Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX-11 or lilog System
aooo. Cross-software includes an
assembler, C-compiler, linker/loader,
as well as a library of utilities.
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• Enhanced l80'" instruction set that maintains
object-code compatibility with l80 microprocessor.

• On-chip paged Memory Management Unit (MMU).

• Large memory address space: 512K byte and 16M
byte versions.

• On-chip, high-speed local or cache memory.

• High performance 16-bit loBUS interface or 8-bit
l80-compatible bus interface.

• Four on-chip 16-bit counter/timers.

• Four on-chip DMA channels.

• On-chip full duplex UART.

• 10-25 MHz CPU processor clock.

lilog's new l800 family of 8- and 16-bit microprocessors
features high-performance microprocessors designed to
give the end-user a powerful and cost effective solution
to application requirements. The family consists of the
8-bit l80-Bus microprocessors that are packaged in 40-
and 64-pin dual in-line packages, and 16-bit loBUS
microprocessors in 40- and 64-pin packages. The l800
family incorporates advanced architectural features that
allow fast and efficient throughput and increased
memory addressing while maintaining l80 object code
compatibility. l800 microprocessors offer both a contin-
uing growth path for present l80-based designs and a
high-performance microprocessor for future designs.

Central to the l800 microprocessors is an enhanced ver-
sion of the l80 Central Processing Unit (CPU). To assure
system integrity, the l800 microprocessors can operate
in either user or system mode, allowing protection of
system resources from user tasks and programs.
System mode operation is supported by the addition of
the system Stack Pointer to the working register set. The
IX and IY registers have been modified so that in addition
to their regular function as index registers, each register
can be accessed as a 16-bit general purpose register or
as two single-byte registers.

The l80 CPU instruction set has been retained, meaning
that the l800 microprocessors are completely binary-
code compatible with present Z80 code. The basic ad-
dressing modes of the l80 microprocessor have been

augmented with the addition of Indexed mode with full
16-bit displacement, Program Counter Relative with
16-bit displacement, Stack Pointer Relative with 16-bit
displacement, and Base Index mode. The new address-
ing modes are incorporated into many of the old l80
CPU instructions, resulting in greater flexibility and
power. Some additions to the instruction set include
8-and 16-bit signed and unsigned multiply and divide,
8-and 16-bit sign extension, and a test and set instruction
to support mUltiprocessing. The 16-bit instructions have
been expanded to include 16-bit compare, memory in-
crement, memory decrement, negate, add, and subtract,
in addition to the previously mentioned mUltiply and
divide.

A requirement of many of today's microprocessor·based
system designs is to increase the memory address
space beyond the 64K byte range of typical 8-bit
microprocessors. The l800 microprocessors have an
on-chip Memory Management Unit (MMU) that enables
the microprocessors to address either 512K bytes or
16M bytes, depending on the device package. In addition
to enabling the address space to be expanded, the MMU
performs other memory management functions
previously handled by dedicated off-chip memory
management devices.

I/O address' space has been expanded by the addition of
an 1/0 Page register used to select pages of 1/0 ad-
dresses. The 8-bit 1/0 Page register can select one of



256 possible pages of I/O addresses to be active at one
time, allowing a total of 64K I/O addresses to be ac-
cessed.

There are 256 bytes of on-chip memory present on all
members of the Z800 family. This memory can be con-
figured as a high-speed cache or as a fixed address local
memory. When configured as a cache, the memory can
be programmed to be instruction only, data only, or both
data and instruction. The cache memory allows pro-
grams to run significantly faster by reducing the number
of external bus accesses. Operation and update of the
cache is performed automatically and is completely
transparent to the user. When used as a local memory,
the addresses are programmable, allowing "RAMless"
systems to be used.

Many features that have traditionally been handled by
external peripheral devices have been incorporated in
the design of the Z800 microprocessors. The "on-chip
peripherals" reduce system chip count and reduce inter-
connection on the external bus. All members of the Z800
family contain an on-chip clock oscillator. Also present is
a refresh controller that provides 10-bit refresh ad-
dresses for dynamic memories.

The 64-pin versions of the Z800 MPU contain additional
on-chip peripherals to provide system design flexibility.
To support high-bandwidth data transmission four
Direct Memory Access (DMA) channels are incorp~rated
on-chip. Each DMA channel operates using full 24-bit
source and destination addresses with a 16-bit count.
The channels can be programmed to operate in single
transaction, burst, or continuous mode. System event
counting and timing requirements are met with the help
of the four 16-bit counter/timers. The counter/timer func-
tions can be externally controlled with gate and trigger
Inputs, and can be programmed as retriggerable or
nonretriggerable. Also, a full duplex UART, capable of
handling a variety of data and character formats, is pre-
sent to facilitate asynchronous serial communication.

Regardless of whether the 8- or 16-bit bus is used, all
members of the Z800 family feature programmable bus
timing, allowing the user to tailor timing to the individual
system. Upon reset the Z800 microprocessors can be
programmed to have system timing that is one-fourth,
one-half, or equal to the speed of the CPU, with one-half
being the default. In addition to clock scaling, program-
mable wait states can be inserted during various bus
transactions. Without the use of external hardware, one
to three wait states can be inserted into memory, I/O,
and Interrupt acknowledge transactions. Furthermore,
separate memory wait states can be specified for upper
and lower memory areas, facilitating the use of different
speeds of ROMs and RAMs in the same system.

An additional feature of the 16-bit bus interface is the
ability to support "nibble-mode" dynamic RAMs. Using
this feature (known as burst mode), the bus bandwidth of
memory read transactions is essentially doubled. Burst
mode transactions have the further benefit of allowing
the cache to operate more efficiently by guaranteeing a
high probability that the contents of the accessed
memory will be present in the cache.

The Z800 family supports Zilog's Extended Processor Ar-
chitecture (EPA) in a number of ways. All members are
capable of trapping Extended Processor Unit (EPU) in-
structions in order to perform software emulation of the
EPU. The Z8216 directly interfaces with an EPU such as
the Z8070 Floating Point Unit and operates in a manner
that is completeiy transparent to the user and the pro-
gram. The other members of the Z800 family can inter-
face easily with EPUs with the aid of support software.

The pin functions of four versions of the Z800 MPU,
Z8108, Z8208, Z8116, and Z8216, are shown in Figures
1-4, respectively. A block diagram of the Z800 MPU is
shown in Figure 5.

User and System Modes of Operation

The Z800 CPU can operate in either user or system
mode. In user mode, some instructions cannot be ex-
ecuted and some registers of the CPU are inaccessible.
In general, this mode of operation is intended for use by
application programs. In system mode, all of the instruc-
tions can be executed and all of the CPU registers can
be accessed. This mode is intended for use with pro-
grams that perform operating system functions. This
separation of CPU resources promotes the integrity of
the system, since programs operating in user mode can-
not access those aspects of the CPU that deal with
system interface events.

To further support the dual user/system mode, there are
two copies of the Stack Pointer-one for the user stack
and another for the system stack. These two stacks
facilitate the task switching involved when interrupts or
traps occur. To ensure that the user stack is free of
system information, the information saved on the occur-
rence of interrupts or traps is always pushed onto the
system stack before the new program status is loaded.
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Figure 5. Z800 MPU Block Diagram

Address Spaces

The Z800 CPU architecture supports four distinct ad-
dress spaces corresponding to the different types of
locations that can be accessed by the CPU. These four
address spaces are:

• CPU register space

• CPU control and status register space

• Memory address space

• I/O address space

CPU Register Space. The CPU register space consists
of all of the registers in the CPU register file. The CPU
registers are used for data and address manipulation.
Access to these registers is specified in the instruction.
The CPU registers are labeled F, A, B, C, D, E, H, L, F',
A', B', C', D', E', H', L', IX, IY, SSP, USP, PC, I, and R.

CPU Control and Status Register Space. The CPU
control register space consists of all of the control and
status registers found in the CPU control register file.
These registers govern the operation of the CPU and are
accessible only by the privileged Load Control instruc-
tion. The registers in the CPU control file consist of the
Master Status register, Bus Timing and Initialization
register, Bus Timing and Control register, InterruptlTrap
Vector Table Pointer, I/O Page register, System Stack
Limit register, Trap Control register, Interrupt Status
register, Cache Control register, and Local Address
register.

Memory Address Space. Two memory address spaces
are supported by the Z800 CPU; one for user and one for
system mode of operation. They are selected by the
User/System Mode (U/S) bit in the Master Status
register, which governs the selection of page descriptor
registers during address translation.



Each address space can be viewed as a string of 64K
bytes numbered consecutively in ascending order. The
a-bit byte is the basic addressable element in the
memory address spaces. However, there are other ad-
dressable data elements: bits, 2·byte words, byte strings
and multiple-byte EPU operands.

The address of a multiple-byte entity is the address of the
byte with the lowest address. Multiple-byte entities can
be stored beginning at either even or odd memory ad-
dresses.

1/0 Address Space. 1/0 addresses are generated only
by the 1/0 instructions IN, OUT, and the 1/0 block move
instructions. Logical 1/0 addresses are eight bits in
length, augmented by the A register on lines As-A15 in
Direct Address addressing mode and by the B register
on lines Ae-A15 in Indirect Register addressing mode
and for block 1/0 instructions. The 16-bit logical 1/0 ad-
dress is always extended by appending the contents of
the a-bit page register to the augmented 1/0 address.
Thus the complete address generated to address an 1/0
port consists of an 1/0 page number on A23-A16, the con-
tents of the A or B register on As-A15, and the a-bit 1/0
address on h-Ao.
Unlike memory references, in which a 16-bit word store
or fetch can generate two memory references, an 1/0
word store or fetch is always one 1/0 bus transaction,
regardless of bus size or 1/0 port address. Note,
however, that on-Chip peripherals with word registers
are accessed via word 1/0 instructions for those 16-bit
registers, regardless of the external bus size.

Data Types

The CPU can operate on bits, binary-coded decimal
(BCD) digits (4 bits), bytes (a bits), words (16 bits), byte
strings, and word strings. Bits in registers or memory
can be set, cleared, and tested. BCD digits, packed two
to the byte, can be manipulated with the Decimal Adjust
Accumulator instruction in conjunction with binary addi-
tion and subtraction. Bytes are operated on by a-bit load,
arithmetic, logical, and shift and rotate instructions.
Words are operated on in a similar manner by the 16-bit
load and 16-bit arithmetic instructions. Block move and
search operations can manipulate byte strings up to 64K
bytes long. Biock 1/0 word instructions can manipulate
word strings up to 32K words long. To support EPU
operations, byte strings up to 16 bytes in length can be
transferred by the CPU.

CPU Registers

The ZaDD MPU contains 23 programmable registers in
the CPU register address space. These registers are
illustrated in Figure 6.

Primary and Working Register Set. The working
register set is divided into the two a-bit register
fiies-the primary file and alternate (designated by ,
[prime]) file. Each file contains an a-bit accumulator (A),
a Flag register (F), and six general-purpose registers (B,
C, D, E, H, and L). Oniy one file can be active at any
given time. Upon reset, the primary register file is active.
Exchange instructions allow the programmer to ex-
change the active file with the inactive file.

A ACCUMULATOR F FLAG REGISTER A' ACCUMULATOR F' flAG REGISTER

B GENERAL PURPOSE C GENERAL PURPOSE B' GENERAL PURPOSE C' GENERAL PURPOSE

D GENERAL PURPOSE E GENERAL PURPOSE D' GENERAL PURPOSE E' GENERAL PURPOSE

H GENERAL PURPOSE L GENERAL PURPOSE H' GENERAL PURPOSE L' GENERAL PURPOSE

I INTERRUPT VECTOR I R

IX INDEX REGISTER

I

IV INDEX REGISTER

PC PROGRAM COUNTER

SP STACK POI NTER

USER ~

I SYSTEM



The accumulator is tne destination register for 8-bit
arithmetic and logical operations. The six general-
purpose registers can be paired (BC, DE, and HL) to form
three 16-bit general-purpose registers. The HL register
pair serves as a 16-bit accumulator for 16-bit arithmetic
operations.

CPU Flag Register. The Flag register contains six flags
that are set or reset by various CPU operations. This
register is illustrated in Figure 7.
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The flags in this register are:

Carry (C). This flag is set when an add instruction
generates a carry or a subtract instruction generates a
borrow. Certain logical and rotate and shift instructions
affect the Carry flag.

Add/Subtract (N). This flag is used by the Decimal Adjust
Accumulator instruction to distinguish between add and
subtract operations. The flag is set for subtract opera-
tions and cleared for addition operations.

Parity/Overflow (PN). This flag is set or cleared depend-
ing on the operation being performed. During arithmetic
operations it is set to indicate a twos complement
overflow. During iogical and rotate operations, this fiag
is set to indicate even parity of the result, or cleared to
indicate odd parity.

Half Carry (H)..This flag is set if an 8-bit arithmetic opera-
tion generates a carry or borrow between bits 3 and 4, or
if a 16-bit operation generates a carry or borrow between
bits 11 and 12. This bit is used to correct the result of a
packed BCD addition or subtract operation.

Zero (Z). This flag is set if the result of an arithmetic or
logical operation is a zero.

Sign (S). This flag stores the state of the most significant
bit of the accumulator. The Sign flag is also used to in-
dicate the results of a test and set instruction.

Dedicated CPU Registers

Index Registers. The two Index registers, IX and IY,
each hold a 16-bit base address that is used in the Index
addressing mode. The Index registers can also function
as general-purpose registers with the upper and lower
bytes capable of being accessed individually. The high
and low bytes of the IX register are called IXH and IXL.
The high and low bytes of the IY register are called IYH
and IYL.

Interrupt Register. The Interrupt register (I) is used in in-
terrupt mode 2 to generate a 16-bit indirect logical ad-
dress to an interrupt service routine. The Interrupt
register supplies the upper eight bits of the indirect ad-
dress and the interrupting peripheral supplies the lower
eight bits.

Program Countei'. The Program Counter (PC) is used to
sequence through instructions in the currently-executing
program and to generate relative addresses. The Pro-
gram Counter contains the 16-bit logical address of the
current instruction being fetched from memory.

R Register. The R register can be used as a general-
purpose 8-bit read/write register. The R register is not
associated with the refresh address and its contents are
changed only by the user.

Stack Pointers. Two hardware Stack Pointers, the user
Stack Pointer (USP) and the system Stack Pointer (SSP),
support the dual mode of operation of the
microprocessor. The SSP is used for saving information
when an interrupt or trap occurs, and for supporting
subroutine calls and returns in system mode. The USP is
used for supporting subroutine calls and returns in user
mode.

Status and Control Registers. There are ten status and
control registers available to the programmer in the
Z800 MPU. Table 1 shows the addresses occupied by
the registers in the status and control register address-
ing space.

Address
(Hexadecimal)

Bus Timing and Control
Bus Timing and Initialization
Cache Controll
Interrupt Status
InterruptlTrap Vector Table
I/O Page Register
Local Address Register2

Master Status (MSR)
Stack Limit
Trap Control

Control 02
Control FF
Control 12
Control 16
Control 06
Control 08
Control 14
Control 00
Control 04
Control 10

NOTES:
1. see section on on-chip memory for register description.
2. see section on multiprocessing mode of operation for register description.

Bus Timing and Control Register. This 8-bit register
(Figure 8) governs the timing of transactions to high
memory addresses and the daisy-chain timing for inter-
rupt requests, as well as the functionality of requests on
the various Z800 MPU interrupt request lines. On reset,
this register is cleared to all as.
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The fields in this register are:

I/O Wait Insertion (110). This 2-bit field specifies the
number of additional wait states (in addition to the one
automatically inserted for 110) to be inserted by the CPU
in both 110 transactions and vector response timing (00
= none,01 = one, 10 = two, 11 = three).

High Memory Wait Insertion (HM). This 2-bit field
specifies the number of automatic wait states (00 =
none,01 = one, 10 = two, 11 = three) for the CPU to
insert in memory transactions when the MMU is enabled
and there is a 1 in bit 15 of the selected page descriptor
register.

Daisy Chain Timing (DC). This 2-bit fieid determines the
number of additional automatic wait states the CPU in-
serts while the interrupt acknowledge daisy chain is set-
tling (00 = none,01 = one, 10 = two, 11 = three). A
value of 01 in the DC field indicates that one additional
cycle will be added to the four cycles that normally
elapse between interrupt acknowledge, AS and DS
assertions.

Bus Timing and Initialization Register. This a·bit
register (Figure 9) is used to specify the duration of con-
trol signals for the external bus when the MMU is dis-
abled or when the MMU is enabled and there is a 0 in bit
15 of the selected page descriptor register. It also can·
trois the relationship between internal processor clock
rates and bus timing. It can be programmed by external
hardware upon reset.

During reset this register is initialized to one of two set-
tings, depending on the state of the Wait input line on the
rising edge of reset: if the Wait line is not asserted, the
register is set to OOH. If the Wait line is asserted during
reset, then this register is set to the contents of the AD
lines.
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The fields in this register are:

Clock Scaling (CS). This 2-bit field specifies the scaling of
the CPU clock for all bus transactions (00 = one bus
clock cycle is equal to two internal processor clock
cycles. 01 = bus clock cycle is equal to the internal
processor clock cycle, 10 = one bus clock cycle is
equal to four internal processor clock cycles, 11 =
reserved). This field cannot be modified by software.

Low Memory Wait Insertion (LM). This 2-bit field
specifies the number of automatic wait states (00 =
none,01 = one, 10 = two, 11 = three) for the CPU to
insert in memory transactions when the MMU is disabled
or when the MMU is enabled and there is a 0 in bit 15 of
the selected page descriptor register.

Multiprocessor Configuration Enable (MP). This 1-bit field
enables the multiprocessor mode of operation (0 =
disabled, 1 = enabled). (See the multiprocessor mode
section).

Bootstrap Mode Enable (BS). This 1-bit field enables the
bootstrap mode of operation (0 = disabled, 1 = en-
abled). (See the UART section for details about bootstrap
mode.)

Interrupt Status Register. This 16-bit register (Figure
10) indicates which interrupt mode is in effect and which
interrupt sources have interrupt requests pending. It also
contains the bits that specify whether the interrupt in-
puts are to be vectored. Only the interrupt vector enable
bits are writeable; all other bits are read-only.

The fields in this register are:

Interrupt Request Pending (lP). When bit IPn is set to 1,
an interrupt request from sources at level n is pending.
(See the Interrupt and Trap Structure section.)

Interrupt Mode (1M). A value of n in this 2-bit field in-
dicates that interrupt mode n is in effect. This field can
be changed by executing the 1M instruction.

Interrupt Vector Enable (I). These four bits indicate
whether each of the four interrupt inputs are to be vec-
tored. When In is set to 1, interrupts on the Interrupt n
line are vectored when the CPU is in interrupt mode 3;
when cleared to 0, all interrupts on this line use the same
entry in the InterruptfTrap Vector Table. These bits are
ignored except in interrupt mode 3.

Interrupt/Trap Vector Table Pointer. This 16-bit
register (Figure 11) contains the most significant 12 bits
of the physical address at the beginning of the Inter-
ruptfTrap Vector Table; the lower 12 bits of the physical
address are assumed to be O. The four least significant
bits of this register must be O.

110 Page Register. This a-bit register (Figure 12) in-
dicates the bits to be appended to the 16 bits that are
output during 110 transactions during the 110 address
phase.
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Master Status Register. The Master Status register
(Figure 13) is a 16-bit register containing status informa-
tion about the currently-executing program. This register
is cleared to 0 during reset.

The fields in this register are:

Interrupt Request Enable (En). There are seven Interrupt
Enable bits, one for each type of maskable interrupt
source (both external and internal). When bit En is set to
1, interrupt requests from sources at level n are ac-
cepted by the CPU; when this bit is cleared to 0, interrupt
requests at level n are not accepted.

Single-Step (SS). While this bit is set to 1, the CPU is in
single-stepping mode; while this bit is cleared to 0,
automatic single-stepping is disabled. This bit is
automatically cleared when a trap or interrupt is taken.

Single-Step Pending (SSP). While this bit is set to 1, the
CPU generates a trap prior to executing an instruction.
The SS bit is automatically copied into this field at the
completion of each instruction. This bit is automatically
cleared to 0 when a Single-Step, Page Fault, Privileged
Instruction, Break-on-Halt or Division trap is taken so
that the SSP bit in the saved Master Status register is
cleared to O.

Breakpoint-an-Halt Enable (BH). While this bit is set to 1,
the CPU generates a Breakpoint trap whenever a halt in-
struction is encountered; while this bit is cleared to 0, the
halt instruction is executed normally.

User/System Mode (UlS). While this bit is cleared to 0,
the CPU is in the system mode of operation; while it is
set to 1 the CPU is in the user mode of operation.

System Stack Limit Register. This 16-bit register
(Figure 14) indicates when a System Stack Overflow
Warning trap is to be generated. If enabled by setting a
control bit in the Trap Status register, pushes onto the
system stack cause the 12 most significant bits in this
register to be compared to the upper 12 bits of the
system Stack Pointer and a trap is generated if they
match. The low-order four bits of this register must be D.

Trap Control Register. This a-bit register (Figure 15)
enables the maskable traps.
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The bits in this register are:

System Stack Overflow Warning (S). While this bit is set
to 1 the CPU generates a Stack Overflow Warning trap
when the system stack enters the specified region of
memory. Upon reset this register is initialized to all Os.

EPU Enable (E). While this bit is cleared to 0, the CPU
generates a trap whenever an EPA instruction is en-
countered.

Inhibit User I/O (/). While this bit is set to 1, the CPU
generates a Privileged Instruction trap when an 1/0 in-
struction is encountered in user mode.

Cache Control and Local Address Registers. See the
on-chip memory section for information about the Cache
Control register, and the multiprocessor mode section
for information about the Local Address register.

Interrupt and Trap Structure

The laoo MPU provides a very flexible and powerful in-
terrupt and trap structure. Interrupts are external asyn-
chronous events requiring CPU attention, and are
generally triggered by peripherals needing service.
Traps are synchronous events resulting from the execu-
tion of certain instructions.

Interrupts. Two types of interrupt, nonmaskable and
maskable, are supported by the laOO MPU. The non-
maskable interrupt (NMI) cannot be disabled (masked)
by software and is generally reserved for highest priority
external events that require immediate attention.
Maskable interrupts, however, can be selectively dis-
abled by software. Both nonmaskable and maskable in-
terrupts can be programmed to be vectored or nonvec-
tared. The CPU accepts interrupts between instructions
with the exception of the block move, search, and I/O in-
structions, which can be safely interrupted after any
iteration and restarted after the interrupt is serviced.

Interrupt Sources. The laoo MPU accepts non-
maskable interrupts on the NMI pin o~ The laDO MPU
accepts maskabie interrupts on the INT pins, and from
the on-chip counterltimers, DMA channels, and the
UART receiver and transmitter. The 40-pin members of
the laOO family accept maskable interrupts on INTA
only.



Interrupt Lines A, B, and C can be selectively program-
med to support vectored interrupts by setting the ap-
propriate bits in the Interrupt Status register. The exter-
nal interrupts can be programmed to be vectored or
nonvectored in interrupt mode 3.

Interrupt Modes of Operation. The CPU has four
modes of interrupt handling. The first three modes ex-
tend the Z80 interrupt modes to accommodate addi-
tional interrupt input lines in a compatible fashion. The
fourth mode provides more flexibility in handling the in-
terrupts. On-chip peripherals use the fourth mode
regardless of which mode is selected for externally
generated interrupt requests. The interrupt mode is
selected by using the privileged instructions 1M 0, 1M 1,
1M 2, or 1M 3. On reset, the Z800 MPU is automatically
set to interrupt mode O. The current interrupt mode in ef-
fect can be read from the Interrupt Status register.

Mode O. This mode is identical to the 8080 interrupt
response mode. With this mode, the interrupting device
on any of the maskable interrupt lines can place a call or
restart instruction on the data bus and the CPU will ex-
ecute it. As a result, the interrupting device, instead of
the memory, provides the next instruction to be ex-
ecuted.

Mode 1. When this mode is selected, the CPU responds
to a maskable external interrupt by executing a restart to
the logical address 0038H in the system program ad-
dress space.

Mode 2. This mode is a vectored interrupt response
mode. With a single 8-bit byte from the interrupting
device, an indirect call can be made to any memory
location. With this mode the system maintains a table of
16-bit starting addresses for every interrupt service
routine. This table can be located anywhere in the
system mode logical data address space on a 256-byte
boundary. When an interrupt is accepted, a 16-bit pointer
is formed to obtain the desired interrupt service routine
starting address from the table. The upper eight bits of
this pointer are formed from the contents of the I
register. The lower eight bits of the pointer must be sup-
plied by the interrupting device. The 16-bit pointer so
formed is treated as a logical address in the system data
address space, which can be translated by the MMU to a
physical address.

Mode 3. This is the intended mode of operation for
systems that take advantage of the enhancements of the
Z800 microprocessor family (such as single-step and
user/system mode) since the Master Status register is
automatically saved and another loaded for the inter-
rupts. Also, vector tables can be used for the external in-
terrupt sources to provide more interrupt vectors for the
28000™ family, Z80 family, and Z8500 Universal
Peripherals.

When an interrupt request (either maskable or non-
maskable) is accepted, the Master Status register, the
address of the next instruction to be executed, and a
16-bit "reason code" are pushed onto the system stack.
A new Master Status register and Program Counter are

then fetched from the InterruptlTrap Vector Table. The
"reason code" for externally generated interrupts is the
contents of the bus during the interrupt acknowledge se-
quence; for 8-bit data buses, the most significant byte of
the reason code is zero. For interrupts generated by on-
chip peripherals, the reason code identifies which
peripheral generated the interrupt and is identical to the
vector address in the Interrupt/Trap Vector Table. The In-
terruptlTrap Vector Table Pointer is used to reference
the table.

Traps. The Z800 CPU supports eight traps that are
generated internally. The following traps can be dis-
abled: the EPA trap, which allows software to emulate an
EPU; the Stack Warning trap, which is taken at the end of
an instruction causing the trap; the Breakpoint-on-Halt
trap, which is taken when a halt instruction is en-
countered; and the Single-Step trap, which is taken for N
each instruction. In addition, I/O instructions can be 00
specified as privileged instructions. Traps cause the in- 8
struction to be terminated without altering CPU registers ;I
(except for the system Stack Pointer, which is modified :!
when the program status is pushed onto the system _
stack).

The saving of the program status on the system stack
and the fetching of a new program status from the Inter-
ruptlTrap Vector Table is the same in any interrupt mode
of operation.

Traps can only occur if the trap generating features of
the Z800 CPU (such as System Stack Overflow warning)
have been explicitly enabled. Traps cannot occur on in-
structions of the Z80 instruction set unless explicitly
enabled by the operating system using Z800 CPU exten-
sions.

Extended Instruction. This trap occurs when the CPU en-
counters an extended instruction while the Extended
Processing Architecture (EPA) bit in the Trap Control
register is O. Four trap vectors are used by the EPA
trap-one for each type of EPA instruction. This greatly
simplifies trap handlers that use I/O instructions to ac-
cess an EPU or software to emulate an EPU.

Privileged Instruction. This trap occurs whenever an at-
tempt is made to execute a privileged instruction while
the CPU is in user mode (User/System Mode control bit
in the Master Status register is 1).

System Call. This trap occurs whenever a System Call
(SC) instruction is executed.

Access Violation. This trap occurs whenever the MMU's
translation mode is enabled and an address to be
translated is invalid or (for writes) is write-protected.

System Stack Overflow Warning. This trap occurs only
while the Stack Overflow Warning bit in the Trap Control
register is set to 1. For each system stack push opera-
tion, the most significant bits in the Stack Pointer
register are compared with the contents of the Stack
Limit register and a trap is signaled if they match. The
Stack Overflow Warning bit is then automatically cleared
in order to prevent repeated traps.



cases.

Single-Step. This trap occurs before executing an in-
struction if the Single-Step Pending control bit in the
Master Status register is set to 1. Two control bits in the
Master Status register are used for the Single-Step trap.
The Single-Step bit (bit 8), on being set when previously
clear, causes a trap to occur after the execution of the
next instruction. While this bit is set to 1, if an instruction
execution causes a trap, the Single-Step trap occurs
after the execution of the trap-handling routine. The
Single-Step Pending bit (bit 9), is used by the processor
to ensure that only one Single-Step trap occurs for each
instruction executed while the Single-Step bit is set to 1.

Breakpoint-on-Halt. This trap occurs whenever the
Breakpoint-on-Halt control bit in the Master Status
register is 1 and a halt instruction is encountered.

Interrupt and Trap Disabling. Maskable interrupts can
be enabled or disabled independently via software by
setting or clearing the appropriate control bits in the
Master Status register.

A 7-bit mask field in the Master Status register indicates
which of the requested interrupts will be accepted. Inter-
rupt requests are grouped as follows, with each group
controlled by a separate Interrupt Enable control bit. The
list is presented in order of decreasing priority, with
sources within a group listed in order of descending
priority.

• Maskable Interrupt A line (bit 0)

• CounterlTimer 0, DMAO (bit 1)

• Maskable Interrupt B line (bit 2)

• CounterlTimer 1, UART receiver, DMA 1 (bit 3)

• Maskable Interrupt C line (bit 4)

• CounterlTimer 2, UART transmitter, DMA2 (bit 5)

• CounterlTimer 3, DMA3 (bit 6)

When a source of interrupts has been disabled, the CPU
ignores any interrupt request from that source.

The System Stack Overflow Warning trap, 1/0 instruc-
tions in user mode trap (Privileged Instruction trap), or
Extended Instruction trap can be enabled by setting con-
trol bits in the Trap Control register, and the Single-Step
and Breakpolnt-on-Halt trap can be enabled by setting
control bits in the Master Status register; these are the
only traps that can be disabled.

InterruptlTrap Vector Table. The format of the Inter-
ruptlTrap Vector Table consists of pairs of Master Status
register and Program Counter words, one pair for each
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to'red, a v~ct~; t~bl;-;;~nsisting of one Program Counter
word for each of the 128 possible vectors that can be
returned for each input line is used instead of the
dedicated Program Counter word; thus for vectored in-
terrupts, there is only one Master Status register for
each interrupt type.

The format of the InterruptfTrap Vector Table is shown in
Table 2.

Address
(Hexadecimal)

00
04
08
OC
10
14
18

1C
20
24
28
2C
30
34

38
3C
40
44
48
4C
50
54
58
5C
60
64

68-6C
70-16E

Unused
NMI Vector
Interrupt Line A Vector (End of Process)
Interrupt Line B Vector
Interrupt Line C Vector
C-TO
C-T1
C-T2
C-T3
DMAOVector
DMA1 Vector
DMA2 Vector
DMA3 Vector
UART Receiver Vector
UART Transmitter Vector
Single-Step Trap Vector
Breakpoint-on-Halt Trap Vector
Division Exception Trap Vector
Stack Overflow Warning Trap Vector
Page Fault Trap Vector
System Call Trap Vector
Privileged Instruction Trap Vector
EPU - Memory Trap Vector
Memory - EPU Trap Vector
A - EPU Trap Vector
EPU Internal Operation Trap Vector
Reserved
128 Program Counters for NMI and In-
terrupt line A Vectors (MSR from 04 and
08, respectively)
128 Program Counters for Interrupt Line
B Vectors (MSR from OC)
128 Program Counters for Interrupt Line
C Vectors (MSR from 10)



Addressing Modes

Addressing modes (Figure 16) are used by the CPU to
calculate the effective address of an operand needed for
execution of an instruction. Nine addressing modes are
supported by the ZaDD CPU. Of these nine, four are addi·
tions to the ZaD addressing modes (Indexed with 16·bit
displacement, Stack Pointer Relative, Program Counter
Relative, and Base Index) and the remaining five modes
are either existing or extensions to the existing ZaD ad-
dressing modes.

Register. The operand is one of the a·bit registers (A, B,
C, D, E, H, L, IXH, IHL, IYH or IYL); or one of the 16·bit
registers (BC, DE, HL, IX, IY, or SP), or one of the special
byte registers (lor R).

Immediate. The operand is in the instruction itself and
has no effective address.

Register Indirect. The contents of a register specify the
effective address of an operand. The HL register is the
register most often used for memory accesses. The C
register is used for I/O and control register space ac·
cesses.

Direct Address. The effective address of the operand is
the location whose address is contained in the instruc·

tion. Depending on the instruction, the specified operand
is either in I/O or data memory space.

Index. The effective address of the operand is the loca·
tion specified by adding the 16·bit address contained in
the instruction to a twos complement "index" contained
in the HL, IX, or IY register.

Short Index. The effective address of the operand is the
location computed by adding the a-bit twos complement
signed displacement contained in the instruction to the
contents of the IX or IY register. This addressing mode is
equivalent to the ZaD CPU indexed mode.

Relative. An a· or 16-bit displacement contained in the
instruction is added to the Program Counter to generate
the effective address of the operand.

Stack Pointer Relative. The effective address of the
operand is the location computed by adding a 16-bit twos
complement displacement contained in the instruction
to the contents of the Stack Pointer.

Base Index. The effective address of the operand is the
iocation whose address is computed by adding the con·
tents of HL, IX, or IY to the contents of another of these
three registers.

Instruction Set

Notation

Addressing Modes. The following notation is used to
describe the addressing modes and instruction opera·
tions as shown in the instruction set.

BX Base Index
DA Direct Address
1M Immediate constant
IR Indirect Register
X Index
R Single register of the set (A, B, C, D, E, H, L)
RA Relative address
RX A byte in the IX or IY register
SP Current Stack Pointer
SR Stack Relative
SX Short Index
n a·bit constant
nn 16-bit constant

Symbols. The following symbols are used to describe
the instruction set.

dst (Destination location or contents)
src (Source location or contents)
n (An a·bit constant)
nn (A 16-bit constant)
SP (Current Stack Pointer)
p (Interrupt mode)
(C) (I/O port pointed to by C register)
SSP (System Stack Pointer)
USP (User Stack Pointer)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol "_".
For example,

dst - dst + src

indicates that the source data is added to the destination
data and the result is stored in the destination location.
The notation "addr(n)" is used to refer to bit "n" of a
given location. For example,

dst(?)

specifies bit? of the destination.

Flags. The F register contains the following six flags.

C Carry flag
H Half carry fiag
N Add/Subtract flag
PIV Parity/Overflow flag
S Sign flag
Z Zero flag

Condition Codes. The following symbols describe the
condition codes.

Z· Zero
NZ· Not zero
C· Carry
NC· No carry
S Sign
NS No sign
V Overflow
PE Parity even
PO Parity odd
P Positive
M Minus



1REGISTER ADDRESS H OPERAND 1 The content of the
register

Register
Indirect 1REGISTER ADDRESS ~I ADDRESS 1-------.1, OPERAND I The content of the location

whose address is in the
register

Direct
Address ••••• __ A_DD_R_E_SS__ •••••------------4·~,1OPERAND I The content of the location

whose address is in the
instruction

1 OPERAND 1

The content of the location
whose address is the 16·bit
address in the instruction,
offset by the content of
the 16-bit register

REGISTER ADDRESS

DISPLACEMENT I OPERAND 1

The content of the location
whose address is in the 16·bit
register, offset by the a·bit
displacement in the
instruction

1 PCVALUE ~ _

••••• _D_IS_P_LA_C_E_M_E_NT_~-----~"-O-P-ER-A-N-D-I

The content of the location
whose address is the
content of the Program
Counter, offset by the
displacement in the
instruction

'Stack Pointer
Relative

I SP VALUE ~ __ --_

------~ OPERAND

The content of the location
whose address is the
content of the Stack
Pointer, offset by the
displacement in the
instruction

The content of the location
whose address is the
content of a register,
offset by the displacement
in a register



Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

EXA,src src = R,RX,IR,DA,X,SX, • • • • • • Exchange Accumulator
RA,SR,BX A-src

EX H,L • • • • • • Exchange H,L

H-L

LD dst,src src=A • • • • • • Load Accumulator
dst= R,RX,IR,DA,X, dst +- src

SX,RA,SR,BX,
(BC),(DE)

or isrc = R,RX,IM,IR,DA,
X,SX,RA,SR,BX,
(BC),(DE) II

dst=A •CI
LD dst,src dst=R • • • • • • Load Register (Byte)

src = R,RXt,IM,IR,SX dst +- src
or

dst = R,RXt,IR,SX
src= R

LD dst,n dst= R,RX,IR,DA,X, • • • • • • Load Immediate (Byte)
SX,RA,SR,BX dst +- nn

* LDUD dst,src dst=A • * • • Load In User Data
src = IR or SX in user Space (Byte)

space dst +- src
or

dst= IR or SX in user
space

src=A

* LDUP dst,src dst=A • • * • * Load in User Program
src = IR or SX in user Space (Byte)

space dst +- src
or

dst= IR or SX in user
space

src=A

16-Bit Load Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

EX src,HL src = DE,IX,IY • • • • • • Exchange H L with
Addressing Register

src - HL
• Privileged Instruction.
t Accessing bytes of IX or IY precludes use of H or L

343



16-Bit Load Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

EX (SP),dst dst=HL,IX,IY • • • • • • Exchange Addressing
Register with Top
of Stack

(SP) - dst

EXAF,AF' * * * * Exchange Accumulatorl
Flag with
Altemate Bank

AF - AF'

EXX • • • • • • Exchange ByteIWord
Registers with Altemate
Bank

BC-BC'
DE- DE'
HL- HL'

LO(W) dst,src dst= HL,IX,IY • • • • • • Load Addressing
src = IM,DA,X,RA,SR,BX Register

or dst +- src

dst = DA,X,RA,SR,BX
src= HL,IX,IY

LO(W) dst,src dst= BC,DE,HL,SP • • • • • • Load Register Word
src = IM,IR,DA,SX dst +- src

or
dst = IR,DA,SX
src = BC,DE,HL,SP

LOW dst,nn dst = RR,IR,DA,RA • • • • • • Load Immediate Word
dst +- nn

LO(W) dst,nn dst=RR • • • • • • Load Immediate Word
dst +- nn

LO[W] dst,src dst=SP • • • • • • Load Stack Pointer
src = HL,IX,IY,IM,IR,

dst - srcDA,SX
or

dst= IR,DA,SX
src=SP

LOA dst,src dst= HL,IX,IY • • • • • • Load Address
src = X,RA,SR,BX dst - address (src)

POPdst dst= RR*,IR,DA,RA • • • • • • POP

dst - (SP)
SP - SP + 2

PUSH src src = RR*,IM,IR,DA, • • • • • • PUSH
RA

SP - SP - 2
(SP) - src
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Block Transfer and Search Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

CPD * * * • Compare and Decrement

A - (HL)
HL +- HL - 1
BC +- BC - 1

CPDR * * * * • Compare, Decrement
and Repeat

Repeat until BC = 0 or
match:

A - (HL)
HL +- HL - 1 IBC +- BC - 1

CPI * * * * • Compare and Increment :I
A - (HL) •HL +- HL + 1 CI
BC +- BC - 1

CPIR • Compare, Increment
and Repeat

Repeat until BC = 0 or
match:

A - (HL)
HL+-HL + 1
BC +- BC - 1

LDD • • 0 0 • Load and Decrement

(DE) +- (HL)
DE +- DE - 1
HL +- HL - 1
BC +- BC - 1

LDDR • • 0 0 0 • Load, Decrement and
Repeat

Repeat until BC = 0:
(DE) +- (HL)
DE +- DE - 1
HL +- HL - 1
BC +- BC - 1

LDI • • 0 0 • Load and Increment

(DE) +- (HL)
DE +- DE + 1
HL +- HL + 1
BC +- BC - 1

LDIR • • 0 0 0 • Load, Increment and
: Repeat

Repeat until BC = 0:
(DE) +- (HL)
DE +- DE + 1
HL +- HL + 1
BC +- BC - 1
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8·Bit Arithmetic and Logic Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

ADC [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR, * * V 0 * Add With Carry (Byte)
DA,X,SX,RA,

A +-A + src + CSR,8X

ADD [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR, * V 0 Add (Byte)
DA,X,SX,RA,

A+- A + src
SR,8X

AND [A,]src src = R,RX,IM,IR, P 0 0 And
DA,X,SX,RA, A +-AAND src
SR,8X

CP [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR, * V * Compare (Byte)
DA,X,SX,RA, A- src
SR,8X

CPL[A] • • • • Complement
Accumulator

A +- NOT A

DAA[A] P • Decimal Adjust
Accumulator

A +- Decimal Adjust A

DEC dst dst = R,RX,IR,DA,X, V • Decrement (Byte)
SX,RA,SR,8X dst +- dst - 1

DIV [HL,]src src= R,RX,IM,DA,X, * * • * • • Divide (Byte)
SX,RA,SR,8X A+- HL-+-src

L +- remainder

DIVU [HL,]src src = R,RX,IM,DA,X, 0 • • • Divide Unsigned (Byte)
SX,RA,SR,8X A+-HL-+-src

L +- remainder

EXTS[A] • • • • • • Extend Sign (Byte)

L+-A
If A(7) = 0, then H +- 00

else H +- FF

INCdst dst = R,RX,IR,DA,X, V 0 • Increment (Byte)
SX,RA,SR,8X dst +- dst + 1

MULT [A,]src src = R,RX,IM,IR,DA, • 0 • Multiply (Byte)
X,SX,RA,SR,8X HL +- A x src

MULTU [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR,DA, 0 * • 0 • * Multiply Unsigned (Byte)
X,SX,RA,SR,8X HL+-A x src

NEG [A] V * Negate Accumulator

A +- -A
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8·Bit Arithmetic and Logic Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

OR [A,]src src = R,RX,IM,IR,DA, 0 P 0 0 OR
X,SX,RA,SR,BX A +-A OR src

SBC [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR,DA, * * V * Subtract With Carry
X,SX,RA,SR,BX (Byte)

A +- A - src - c

SUB [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR,DA, * * * V Subtract
X,SX,RA,SR,BX A +-A - src

XOR [A,]src src= R,RX,IM,IR,DA, * 0 P 0 0 Exclusive OR r:
X,SX,RA,SR,BX A+- AXOR src 8

II
16-Bit Arithmetic Operations •~

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

ADC dst,src dst= HL * V 0 * Add With Carry (Word)
src = BC,DE,HL,SP dst +- dst + src + c

or

dst=IX
src = BC, DE, IX,SP

or

dst=IY
src= BC,DE,IY,SP

ADD dst,src dst= HL • • • 0 Add (Word)
src= BC,DE,HL,SP dst +- dst + src

or

dst=IX
src = BC,DE,IX,SP

or

dst=IY
src= BC,DE,IY,SP

ADD dst,A dst = HL,IX,IY V 0 Add Accumulator to
Addressing Register

dst +- dst + A

ADDW [HL,]src src = RR*,IM,DA,X,RA V 0 Add Word

HL +- HL + src

CPW [HL,]src src = RR*,IM,DA,X,RA V Compare (Word)

HL - src

DECW dst dst = RR*,IR,DA,X,RA • • • • • • Decrement (Word)

dst +- dst - 1

*lnX addressing mode, (HL + nn)isprecluded.
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Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

DEC[W] dst dst= RR • • • • • • Decrement (Word)

dst +- dst - 1

DIVUW src = RR,IM,DA,X,RA 0 • • • Divide Unsigned (Word)
[DEHL,lsrc HL +- DEHL + src

DE +- remainder

DIVW [DEHL,lsrc src = RR,IM,DA,X,RA * * • • • Divide (Word)

HL +- DEHL+ src
DE +- remainder

EXTS HL • • • • • • Extend Sign (Word)

If H(7)= 0, then DE +- 0000
else DE +- FFFF

INCW dst dst = RR,IR,DA,X·,RA • • • • • • Increment (Word)

dst +- dst + 1

INC[W] dst dst= RR • • • • • • Increment (Word)

dst +- dst + 1

MULTUW [HL,lsrc src = RR,IM,DA,X,RA 0 • 0 • * Multiply Unsigned
(Word)

DEHL +- HL x src

MULTW [HL,lsrc src = RR,IM,DA,X,RA * • 0 • Multiply (Word)

DEHL +- HL x src

NEG HL * * V Negate HL

HL +- -HL

SBC dst,src dst= HL * V * Subtract With Carry
src = BC,DE,HL,SP (Word)

or dst +- dst - src - C
dst=IX
src= BC,DE,IX,SP

or

dst= IY
src = BC,DE,IY,SP

SUBW [HL,lsrc src = RR,IM,DA,X·,RA V * Subtract (Word)

HL +- HL - src

"lnXaddressingmode,(Hl + nn) is precluded.



Bit Manipulation, Rotate and Shift Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

BIT b,dst dst = R,IR,SX • * • 0 • Bit Test

Z - NOT dst(b)

RES b,dst dst = R,IR,SX • • • • • • Reset bit

dst(b) - 0

RL dst dst = R,IR,SX 0 P 0 Rotate Left

tmp - dst
dst(O) - e
e - dst(7)

Idst(n + 1) - tmp(n) for
n = 0 to 6

~
II
•••

dst CI

RLA • • 0 • 0 Rotate Left Accumulator

tmp - A
A(O)-e
e - A(7)
A(n + 1) - tmp(n) for

n = 0 to 6

~
A

RLe dst dst = R,IR,SX 0 P 0 Rotate Left Circular

tmp - dst
e - dst(7)
dst(O) - tmp(7)
dst(n + 1) - tmp(n) for

n = 0 to 6

~
dst

RLCA • • 0 • 0 Rotate Left Circular
(Accumulator)

tmp - A
e-A(7)
A(O) - tmp(7)
A(n + 1) - tmp(n) for

n = 0 to 6

~
A



Bit Manipulation, Rotate and Shift Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

RLD 0 P 0 • Rotate Left Digit

tmp(O:3) +- A(O:3)
A(O:3) +- src(4:7)
src(4:7) +- src(O:3)
src(O:3) +- tmp(O:3)

~
A dst

RR dst dst = R,IR,SX 0 P 0 Rotate Right

tmp +- dst
dst(7) +- C
C +- dst(O)
dst(n) +- tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6

L[6}:@}J
dst

RRA • • 0 • 0 t Rotate Right
(Accumulator)

tmp +- dst
A(7) +- C
C +- A(O)
A(n) +- tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6L[B:@J
A

RRC dst dst = R,IR,SX t t 0 p 0 t Rotate Right Circular

tmp +- dst
C +- dst(O)
dst(7) +- tmp(O)
dst(n) +- tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6

LBl~
dst



Bit Manipulation, Rotate and Shift Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

RRCA • • 0 • 0 Rotate Right Circular
(Accumulator)

tmp -A
C-A(O)
A(7) - tmp(O)
A(n) - tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6

~
ds!

=RRD dst dst = IR * * 0 p 0 • Rotate Right Digit 8
tmp(O:3)- A(O:3) II
A(O:3)- src(O:3) ••src(O:3)- src(4:7) CI
src(4:7) - tmp(O:3)

~
A ds!

SET b,dst dst = R,IR,SX • • • • • • set Bit

dst(b) -1

SLA dst dst = R,IR,SX * * 0 p 0 * Shift Left Arithmetic

tmp - dst
C - dst(7)
dst(O)- 0
dst(n + 1) - tmp(n) for

n = 0 to 6

~o
ds!

SRAdst dst = R,IR,SX 0 P 0 Shift Right Arithmetic

tmp -dst
C -dst(O)
dst(7) - tmp(7)
dst(n) - tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6

~
ds!



Bit Manipulation, Rotate and Shift Group (Continued)

Rags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

SRL dst dst = R,IR,SX 0 0 p 0 Shift Right Logical

tmp - dst
C - dst(O)
dst(7) - 0
dst(n) - tmp(n + 1) for

n = 0 to 6

o~
dst

TSET dst dst = R,IR,SX * • • • • • Test and Set

s - dst(7)
dst - FF

Program Control Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

CALL cC,dst dst = IR,DA,RA • • • • • • CALL

If cc is satisfied then:
SP-SP - 2
(SP)-PC
PC-dst

CALL dst dst = IR,DA,RA • • • • • • CALL

SP -SP - 2
(SP)- PC
PC- dst

CCF • • * • 0 * Complement Carry Flag

C-NOTC

DJNZ dst dst=RA • • • • • • Decrement and Jump If
Non-Zero

8-8-1
If 8*0then PC - dst

JAF dst dst=RA • • • • • • Jump on Auxiliary
Accumulator/Flag

If Auxiliary AF then:
PC-dst

JAR dst dst= RA • • • • • • Jump on Auxiliary
Register File In Use

If Auxiliary File then:
PC-dst

JP cC,dst dst= IR,DA,RA • • • • • • Jump

If cc is satisfied then:
PC -dst
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Program Control Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

JP dst dst= IR,DA,RA • • • • • • Jump

PC - dst

JR cC,dst dst= RA • • • • • • Jump Relative

If cc * is satisfied then:
PC - PC + dst

JR dst dst=RA • • • • • • Jump Relative

PC - PC + dst

RET • • • • • • Return iPC-(SP)
SP -SP - 2 !RET cc • • • • • • Return

If cc is satisfied then:
PC-(SP)
SP -SP + 2

RST dstt dst= DA • • • • • • Restart

SP-SP - 2
(SP) - PC
PC -dst

SC nn • • • • • • System Call

SP-SP - 4
(SP) - PS
SP -SP - 2
(SP) - nn
PS - System Call
Program Status

SCF • • 0 • 0 Set Carry Flag

C-1

Input/Output Instruction Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN ·N C Operation

* IN dst,(C) dst = R,RX,DA,X,RA, 0 P 0 • Input
SR,BX

dst - (C)

* IN A,(n) • • • • • • Input Accumulator

A - (n)
• u... abbreviated eet of c:ondItlonc:odee:.
t dot •.••• t be o. 8. '6. 20. 32. 00. Of 56.* Programrnebleaap<Mleged.



Input/Output Instruction Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

t IN[WJ HL,(C) • • • • • • Input HL

HL - (C)

t IND • • • • Input and Decrement
(Byte)

(HL) - (C)
8-8-1
HL - HL - 1

t INDW • • • • Input and Decrement
(Word)

(HL) - (C)
8-8-1
HL - HL - 2

t INDR • 1 • • • Input, Decrement and
Repeat (Byte)

Repeat until 8 = 0:
HL •... (C)
8 •... 8-1
HL •... HL - 1

t INDRW • 1 • • • Input, Decrement and
Repeat (Word)
Repeat until 8 = 0:

HL •... (C)
8 •... 8-1
HL •... HL - 2

t INI • * • • • Input and Increment
(Byte)
(HL) •... (C)
8 •... 8-1
HL •... HL + 1

t INIW • * • • • Input and Increment
(Word)
(HL) •... (C)
8 •... 8-1
HL •... HL + 2

t INIR • • • • Input, Increment and
Repeat (Byte)

Repeat until 8 = 0:
(HL) •... (C)
HL •... HL + 1
8 •... 8-1

t Programmable 88 privileged.



Input/Output Instruction Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

t INIRW • • • • Input, Increment and
Repeat (Word)
Repeat until 8 = 0:

(HL) +- (C)
HL +- HL - 2
8+-8-1

tOUT (C),src src = R,RX,DA,X,RA, • • • • • • Output
SR,8X (C) +- src

tOUT (n),A • • • • • • Output Accumulator I(n) +-A

t OUTIW] (C),HL • • • • • • Output HL II
•••(C) +- HL CI

t OUTO • • • • Output and Decrement
(Byte)

8+-8-1
(C) +- (HL)
HL +- HL - 1

t OUTDW • * • • • Output and Decrement
(Word)

8+-8-1
(C) +- (HL)
HL +- HL - 2

t OTDR • • • • Output, Decrement and
Repeat (Byte)

Repeat until 8 = 0:
8+-8-1
(C) +- (HL)
HL +- HL - 1

t OTDRW • • • • Output, Decrement and
Repeat (Word)
Repeat until 8 = 0:

8+-8-1
(C) +- (HL)
HL +- HL - 2

t OUTI • • • • Output and Increment
(Byte)

8+-8-1
(C) +- (HL)
HL +- HL + 1

t Programmable as privileged.



Input/Output Instruction Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

t OTIW • * • • • Output and Increment
(Word)

8-8-1
(C) - (HL)
HL - HL + 2

t OTIR • • • • Output, Increment and
Repeat (Byte)

Repeat until 8 = 0:
8-8-1
(C) - (HL)
HL - HL + 1

t OUTIRW • • • • Output, Increment and
Repeat (Word)

Repeat until 8 = 0:
8-8-1
(C) - (HL)
HL - HL + 2

t TSTI (C) 0 P 0 • Test Input

F - test (C)

CPU Control Group

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

* 01 mask mask = Hex value between • • • • • • Disable Interrupt
o and 7F If mask(i) = 1 then:

MSR(i) - 0;
If no mask then:

MSRO _ 6 - 0

* EI mask mask = Hex value between • • • • • • Enable Interrupt
o and 7F If mask(i) = 1 then:

MSR(i) - 1;
If no mask then:

MSRO _ 6 - 1

* HALT • • • • • • Halt

CPU Halts

* 1M P p=0,1,2,3 • • • • • • Interrupt Mode Select

Interrupt Mode - p

* LD dst,src dst=A 0 0 • Load Accumulator from
src=I,R I or R Register

A - src
t Programmlble 8S privileged.
• Privileged Instruction.
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CPU Control Group (Continued)

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

* LD dst,src dst=I,R • • • • • • Load I or R Register
src=A from Accumulator

dst-A

* LDCTL dst,src dst = (C),USP • • • • • • Load Control
src= HL,IX,IY

dst - srcor
dst = HL,IX,IY
src = (C),USP

NOP • • • • • • No Operation

PCACHE • • • • • • Purge Cache IAll cache entries
invalidated II

* RETI • • • • • • Return from Interrupt :I
PC-(SP)
SP -SP + 2

* RETIL • • • • • • Return from Interrupt
Long
PS -(SP)
SP -SP + 4

* RETN • • • • • • Return from
Nonmaskable Interrupt
PC -(SP)
SP -SP + 2
MSR(O-7) -IFF(O-7)

Extended Instruction Group1

Flags
Instruction Addressing Modes S Z H PN N C Operation

EPUM src src = IR,DA,X,RA,SR,BX • • • • • • Load EPU from Memory
EPU - template
EPU - src

MEPU dst dst= IR,DA,X,RA,SR,BX • • • • • • Load Memory from EPU
EPU - template
dst - EPU

EPUF t t 0 P 0 • Load Accumulator
from EPU
EPU - template
A - EPU

EPUI • • • • • • EPU Internal Operation
EPU - template

'Refer to the Z8070 Z8000™ Floating-PointProduct Specification (document number 00-2235-01)for the floating-point
extended instructions.

• PrMl8ged InstructIon.
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EXTENDED PROCESSING
ARCHITECTURE

Features

The lilog Extended Processing Architecture (EPA) pro-
vides an extremely flexible and modular approach to ex-
panding both the hardware and software capabilities of
the leOO CPU. Features of the EPA include:

• Allows leoo CPU instruction set to be extended by
external devices.

• Increases throughput of the system by using up to
four specialized external processors in parallel with
the CPU.

• Used by le070 floating-point EPU.

• Permits modular design of leOO CPU-based
systems.

• Provides easy management of multiple
microprocessor configurations via "single instruc-
tion stream" communication.

• Simple interconnection between EPUs and leOO
MPU requires no additional external supporting
logic.

• Supports debugging of suspect hardware against
proven software.

• EPUs can be added as the system grows and as
EPUs with specialized functions are developed.

General Description

The processing power of the lilog loBUS leOO
microprocessor can be boosted beyond its intrinsic
capability by the Extended Processing Architecture
(EPA). The EPA allows the leOO CPU to accommodate
up to four Extended Processing Units (EPUs), which per-
form specialized functions in parallel with the CPU's
main instruction execution stream.

The EPUs connect directly to the loBUS and continuous-
ly monitor the CPU instruction stream for an instruction
intended for the EPU (template). When a template is
detected, the appropriate EPU responds, obtaining or
placing data or status information on the loBUS by using
the leOO CPU-generated control signals and performing
its function as directed.

The CPU is responsible for instructing the EPU and
delivering operands and data to it. The EPU recognizes
templates intended for it and executes them, using data
supplied with the template and/or data within its internal
registers. There are three classes of EPU instructions:

• Data transfers between main memory and EPU
registers

• Data transfers between CPU registers and EPU
status registers

• EPU internal operations

Six addressing modes can be utilized with transfers be-
tween EPU registers and the CPU and main memory:

• Direct Address

• Indirect Register

• Indexed

• Stack Pointer Relative

• Relative

• Base Index

In addition to the hardware-implemented capabilities of
the EPA, there is an extended instruction trap
mechanism to permit software simulation of EPU func-
tions. An EPU present bit in the leOO MPU Trap Control
register indicates whether actual EPUs are present or
not. If not, when the CPU traps when an extended in-
struction is detected, a software "trap handler" can
emulate the desired EPU function. Thus, the EPA soft-
ware trap routine supports systems not containing an
EPU.

EPA and CPU instruction execution are shown in Figure
17. The CPU begins operation by fetching an instruction
and determining whether or not it is an EPU instruction.
If the instruction is an EPU instruction, the state of the
EPU Enable bit in the Trap Control register is examined.
If the EPU Enable bit is reset (E = 0), the CPU generates
a trap and the EPU instruction can be simulated by an
EPU instruction trap software routine. However, if the
EPU Enable bit is set (E = 1), indicating that an EPU is
present in the system, then the 4-byte EPU template is
fetched from memory. The fetching of the EPU template
is indicated by the status lines STo-ST3' The EPU mean-
while continuously monitors the loBUS and the status
lines for its own templates. After fetching the EPU
template, the CPU, if necessary, transfers appropriate
data between the CPU and memory or between the CPU
and the EPU. These transactions are indicated by unique
encodings of the status lines. If the EPU is free when the
template and the data appear, the EPU template is ex-
ecuted. If the EPU is still processing a previous instruc-
tion, it activates the PAUSE line (le216 only) to halt fur-
ther execution of CPU instructions until execution is
complete. After the execution of the template is com-
plete, the EPU deactivates the PAUSE line and CPU in-
struction execution continues.



Features

• On·chip dynamic address translation

• Permits addressing of large physical memory

o 512K bytes-40-pin devices

o 16M bytes-64-pin devices

• Separate translation facilities for user and system
modes

• Permits instructions and data to reside in separate
memory areas.

• Write protection for individual pages of memory

• Aborts CPU on access violation to support virtual
memory

General Description

The Z800 microprocessor contains an on-chip Memory
Management Unit (MMU), which translates logical ad-
dresses into physical addresses. This allows access to
more than 64K bytes of physical memory and provides
memory protection features typical of those found on
large systems. With the MMU, the CPU can access up to
16M bytes of physical memory, depending on package
size (the 40-pin package devices output only 19 address
bits). The MMU features a sophisticated trapping
mechanism that generates page faults on error condi-

tions. Instructions that are aborted by a page fault can
be restarted in a manner compatible with virtual memory
system requirements. On reset, the MMU features are
not enabled, thus permitting logical addresses to pass to
the physical memory untranslated.

The physical address space is expanded by dividing the
64K byte logical address space (the space manipulated
by the program) into pages. The pages are then mapped
(translated) into the larger physical address space of the
Z800 microprocessor. The mapping process makes the
user software addresses independent of the physical
memory, so the user is freed from specifying where in·
formation is actually stored in physical memory. The ac·
tual size of the page depends on whether the pro·
gram/data separation mode is enabled-if it is enabled,
each page is 8K bytes in length, and if it is not enabled,
the page length is 4K bytes. With the page mapping
technique, 16-bit logical addresses can be translated in·
to 24·bit physical addresses (only the lower 19 bits are
externally available on 40-pin devices). Address transla·
tion can occur both in system and in user mode, with
separate translation facilities available to each mode.
The MMU further allows instruction references to be
separated from data references, which enables pro-
grams of up to 64K bytes in length to manipulate up to
64K bytes of data without operating system intervention.

;22;;;59-<1;;:;:;;1;;7-----------------------------------------



MMU Architecture

The Z800 MMU consists of two sets of sixteen page
descriptor registers (Figure 18) that are used to translate
addresses, a 16-bit control register that governs the
translation facilities, a Page Descriptor Register Pointer,
an I/O write-only port that can be used to invalidate sets
of page descriptors, and two I/O ports for accesses to
the page descriptor registers. One set of page descriptor
registers is dedicated to the system mode of operation
and the other set is dedicated to the user mode of opera-
tion.

While an address is being translated, attributes
associated with the logical page containing that location
are checked. The correct logical page is determined by
the CPU mode (user or system), address space (pro-
gram/data), and the four most significant bits of the
logical address. Pages can be write-protected to prevent
them from being modified by the executing task and can
also be marked as non-cacheable to prevent information
from being copied into the cache for later reference. The
latter capability is useful in multiprocessor systems, to
ensure that the processor always accesses the most
current version of information being shared among multi-
ple devices. The MMU also maintains a bit for each page
that indicates if the page has been modified.

Each page descriptor register contains a Valid bit, which
indicates that the descriptor contains valid information.
Any attempt by the MMU to translate an address using
an invalid descriptor generates a page fault. Valid bits for
groups of page descriptor registers can be reset by
writing to an MMU control port.

o

~

For each mode of CPU operation, the MMU can be con-
figured to separate instruction fetches from data
fetches, and thus separate the program address space
from the data address space. When the program/data
separation mode is in effect, the sixteen page descriptor
registers for the current CPU mode of operation (user or
system) are partitioned into two sets, one for instruction
fetches and one for data fetches. A instruction fetch or
data access using the Program Counter Relative ad-
dressing mode is translated by the MMU registers
associated with the program address space; data ac-
cesses using other addressing modes and accesses to
the Interrupt Vector Table in interrupt mode 2 use the
MMU registers associated with the data address space.
In this mode of MMU operation, the page size is 8192
bytes. There are two control bits in the MMU Master
Control register that independently specify whether the
user and system modes of CPU operation have separate
program and data address spaces.

Each 16-bit page descriptor register consists of a 4-bit
attribute field and a 12-bit page frame address field. The
attribute field consists of the least significant bits of the
descriptor and contains four control and status bits,
listed below.

Modified (M). This bit is automatically set whenever a
write is successfully performed to a logical address in
this page; it can be cleared to ° only by a software
routine that loads the descriptor register. If the Valid bit
is 0, the contents of this bit are undefined.

Cacheab/e (C). While this bit is set to 1, information
fetched from this page can be placed in the cache. While
this bit is cleared to 0, the cache control mechanism is
inhibited from retaining a copy of the information.

Write-Protect (WP). While this bit is set to 1, CPU writes
to logical addresses in this page cause a page fault to be
generated and prevent a write operation from occurring.
While this bit is cleared to 0, all valid accesses are per-
mitted.

Valid (V). While this bit is set to 1, the descriptor contains
valid information. While this bit is cleared to 0, all CPU
accesses to logical addresses in this page cause a page
fault to be generated.

MMU Control Registers and I/O Ports

MMU operation is controlled by one control register and
four dedicated I/O ports. The MMU Master Control
register (Figure 19) determines the program/data ad-
dress space separation in effect in both user and system
modes and whether logical addresses generated in user
and system mode will be translated by the MMU. Page
descriptor registers are accessed indirectly through the
register address contained in the Page Descriptor
Register Pointer. The descriptor select port is used to ac-
cess the page descriptor register that is pointed to by the
Page Descriptor Register Pointer. After this access the
Page Descriptor Register Pointer is left unchanged. The
block move I/O port is used to move blocks of words be-
tween the page descriptor registers and memory; reads
or writes to this I/O port access data pointed to by the
Page Descriptor Register Pointer, then increment the
pointer by one. The Invalidation I/O Port is used to in-
validate blocks of page descriptor registers; writes to
this port cause the Valid bits in selected blocks of page
descriptor registers to be cleared to 0, which indicates
that the descriptors no longer contain valid information.

MMU Master Control RegIster. The MMU Master Con-
trol register controls the operation of the MMU. This
register contains four control bits; all other bits in this



register must be cleared to O. The four control bits of the
MMU Master Control register are described below.

Page Fault Identifier (PFI). This 5·bit field latches infor·
mation that indicates which page descriptor register was
being accessed when the access violation was
detected.

System Mode Program/Data Separation Enable (SPD).
While this bit is set to 1, instruction fetches and data ac·
cesses via the PC Relative addressing mode use the
system mode page descriptor registers 8·15, and data
references that do not use the PC Relative addressing
mode use the system mode page descriptor registers
0·7. While this bit is cleared to 0, system mode page
descriptor registers 0-15 are used to translate instruc-
tion and data references.

System Mode Translate Enable (STE). While this bit is set
to 1, logical addresses generated in the system mode of
operation are translated. While this bit is cleared to 0,
addresses are passed through the MMU extended with
zeros in the most significant bits and no attribute check·
ing or modified bit setting is performed.

User Mode Program/Data Space Separation Enable
(UPD). While this bit is set to 1, instruction fetches and
data accesses via the PC Relative addressing mode use
user mode page descriptor registers 8-15, and data
references that do not use the PC Relative addressing
mode use user mode page descriptor registers 0-7.
While this bit is cleared to 0, user mode page descriptor
registers 0-15 are used to translate instruction and data
references.

User Mode Translated Enable (UTE). While this bit is set
to 1, logical addresses generated in the user mode of
operation are translated. While this bit is cleared to 0
addresses are passed through the MMU extended with
zeros in the most significant bits and no attribute check-
ing or modified bit setting is performed.

Page Descriptor Register Pointer. Moves of data into
and out of the MMU page descriptor registers use the
Page Descriptor Register Pointer. This 8-bit register con-
tains the address of one of the page descriptor registers.
When a word I/O instruction accesses I/O address
FFxxF5 (descriptor select port), this register is used to
access a page descriptor register. When a word 1/0 in-
struction accesses I/O address FFxxF4 (block move I/O
port), this register is also used to access a page descrip-
tor register, but after the access, this register is
automatically incremented by one.

Descriptor Select Port. Moves of one word of data into
and out of a page descriptor register are accomplished
by writing and reading words to or from this dedicated
I/O port at location FFxxF5. Any word I/O instruction can
be used to access a page descriptor register via this
port, provided that the Page Descriptor Register Pointer
is properly initialized.

Block Move 110 Port. Block moves of data into and out
of the page descriptor registers are accomplished by
writing and reading words to or from this dedicated 1/0
port at location FFxxF4. Any word I/O instruction can be
used to access page descriptor registers via this port,
provided that the Page Descriptor Register Pointer is
properly initialized.

Invalidation 110 Port. Valid bits can be cleared (i.e., the
page descriptor registers invalidated) by writing to this
dedicated 8·bit port (Table 3). Individual Valid bits can
subsequently be set by software writing to the page
descriptor registers. Reading this I/O port returns un·
predictable data.

System Page Descriptor Registers 0·7
System Page Descriptor Registers 8-15
System Page Descriptor Registers 0·15
User Page Descriptor Registers 0-7
User Page Descriptor Registers 8·15
User Page Descriptor Registers 8·15
User Page Descriptor Registers 0-15

Translation Mechanism

Address Translation. Address translation is illustrated
in Figure 20. While the ProgramlData Space Separation
bit is cleared to 0, the 16-bit logical address is divided in·
to two fields, a 4·bit index field used to select one of 16
page descriptor registers, and a 12·bit offset field that
forms the lower 12 bits of the physical address. The
physical address is composed of the 12·bit page frame
address supplied by the selected page descriptor
register and the 12-bit offset supplied by the logical ad·
dress.

While the ProgramlData Space Separation bit is set to 1,
the logical address is divided into a 3-bit index field and a
13-bit offset field. The page descriptor register consists
of an 11-bit Page Frame Address field. The physical ad-
dress is a result of concatenating the page frame ad-
dress and the logical offset. The page descriptor register
is chosen by a 4-bit index field, which consists of a Pro·
gramlData Address bit from the CPU and the three Index
bits from the logical address.
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Features

• 256-byte local memory

• Configurable as high-speed cache

• Programmable to cache instructions, data or both

• Permits faster execution by minimizing external bus
accesses

• Operation is transparent to user

• Configurable as local RAM with user-definable ad-
dresses

The zeoo MPU has 256 bytes of on-chip memory, which
can be dedicated to memory locations programmed by

the system or used as a cache for instructions or data.
Its mode of use (dedicated memory or a cache) is pro-
grammable; on reset it is automatically enabled for use
as a cache for instructions only.

On·Chlp Memory Architecture

The on-chip memory is organized as 16 lines of 16 bytes
each. Each line can hold a copy of 16 consecutive bytes
in physical memory locations whose 20 most significant
bits of physical address are identical. Each byte in the
cache has an associated Valid bit that indicates whether
the cache holds a valid copy of the memory contents at
the associated physical memory location. Figure 21 illus-
trates the cache organization.

TAG 0
VALID CACHE DATA
BITS

TAG 1 VALID CACHE DATABITS

TAG 2 VALID CACHE DATABITS

• · •
• • •
• • •

TAG ,. VALID
CACHE DATABITS

Tlg n = the 20 Address bit, assocl,ted with line n
Valid bit, = 16 bit, that Indicate which byt •• In the cache contain valid data
Cache data = 18 byt ••



The on-chip memory has two modes of operation. If the
Memory/Cache bit in the Cache Control register is set to
1, then the 256 bytes of on-chip memory are treated as
physical memory locations. Memory accesses to ad-
dresses covered by the on-chip memory do not generate
bus transactions on the external bus and hence the ac-
cesses are faster. In this mode, the valid bits are ig-
nored.

If the Memory/Cache bit is cleared to 0, then the 256
bytes of on-chip memory are treated as a cache
memory. The lines are allocated using a least-recently
used (LRU) algorithm. When a cache "miss" on a read
occurs (and the MMU does not assert cache inhibit), the
line in the cache that has been least recently accessed
is selected to hold the newly read data. All bytes in the
selected line are marked invalid except for the bytes
containing the newly accessed data. On a cache miss,
one or two bytes, depending on the bus size, are fetched
from main memory. Except for burst mode instruction
fetches, the cache does not pre-fetch beyond the
currently-requested address. A cache miss on a data
write does not cause a line to be allocated to the
memory location accessed.

The cache can hold both instructions and data. Two con-
trol bits in the Cache Control register can be separately
set to enable the cache to hold instructions and to hold
data. If the cache contains data, writes to data at loca-
tions contained in the cache also cause external bus
transactions to update the appropriate memory location.

Both the CPU and the on-chip DMAs access the cache.
For the CPU, if the MMU is enabled, the access can be
either cacheable or non-cacheable, depending on the
value of the Cacheable bit in the page descriptor register
used to translate the logical address. If the MMU is not
enabled, all memory transactions are considered to be
cacheable. Two bits in the Cache Control register, the
Cache Instructions Disable bit and the Cache Data
Disable bit, further determine the operation of the cache
for various situations. These bits enable the cache for in-
structions and for data.

When the on-chip memory is used as fixed memory loca-
tions, neither the Cache Instruction Disable or Cache
Data Disable bits are used, and no distinction is made as
to whether the CPU is accessing data or instructions.

In general, when devices such as on-chip DMAs transfer
data to the memory, the cache data is modified if the

write is to a valid location in the cache but the LRU
mechanism is unaffected. Also, for the EPU to memory
transfer, if the cache contains valid locations that are up-
dated by an EPU transaction, the on-chip cache is also
updated.

Cache Control Register. The operation of the on-chip
memory is controlled by an a-bit Cache Control register
(Figure 22) that is accessed using a load control instruc-
tion. This register contains five control bits; all other bits
must be cleared to 0.
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The bits in this register are:

High Memory Burst Capability (HMB). This 1-bit field
specifies whether a memory burst transaction occurs
when the MMU is enabled and there is a 1 in bit 15 of the
selected page descriptor register (0 = burst mode not
supported, 1 = burst mode supported).

Low Memory Burst Capability (LMB). This 1-bit field
specifies whether a memory burst transaction occurs
when the MMU is disabled or when the MMU is enabled
and there is a zero in bit 15 of the selected page descrip-
tor register (0 = burst mode not supported, 1 = burst
mode supported).

Cache Data Disable (D). While this bit is cleared to 0,
data fetches are copied into the cache if the M/C bit = °
(cache mode). If M/C = 1, the state of this bit is ignored.

Cache Instructions Disable (/). While this bit is cleared to
0, instruction fetches are copied into the cache when the
M/C bit = ° (cache mode). When M/C = 1, the state of
this bit is ignored.

Memory/Cache (M/C). While this bit is set to 1, the on-
chip memory is to be accessed as physical memory;
while it is cleared to 0, the memory is accessed
associatively as a cache.

If the on-chip memory is to be used as fixed memory
locations, the user can programmably select the ranges
of memory addresses for which the on-chip memory
responds.

The zaoo MPU has an on-chip clock oscillatorlgenerator
that can be connected to a crystal or any suitable clock
source. The bus timing clock generated from the on-chip

oscillator is output for use by the rest of the system. The
frequency of the processor clock is one-half that of the
fundamental frequency of the crystal.



The l8aa MPU has an internal mechanism for refreshing
dynamic memory. This mechanism can be activated by
setting the Refresh Enable bit in the Refresh Rate
register to 1. Memory refresh is performed periodically
at a rate specified by the Refresh Rate register. Refresh
transactions are identical to memory transactions ex·
cept that different status signals are used and no data is
transferred. They can be inserted immediately after the
last clock cycle of any bus transaction, including an in·
ternal operation.

While the Refresh Enable bit is set to 1, the value of the
6-bit Rate field in the Refresh Rate register determines
the time between successive refreshes (the refresh
period). When Rate = a, the refresh period is 256 pro·
cessor clock cycles; when Rate = n (n > a) the refresh
period is 4n. The Rate and Refresh Enable control bits
are programmed via an I/O instruction.

The refresh transaction is generated as soon as possible
after the refresh period has elapsed (generally after the
last clock cycle of the current bus transaction). If the
CPU receives an interrupt request, the refresh operation
is performed first. When the l8aa CPU does not have
control of the bus or is in the wait state, internal circuitry
records the number of refresh periods that have elapsed
and refresh cycles cannot be generated. When the CPU
regains control of the bus or the Wait input signal is
deactivated and the bus transaction completes, the
refresh mechanism immediately issues the skipped
refresh cycles. The internal circuitry can record up to
256 such skipped refresh operations.

A la·bit refresh address is generated for each refresh
operation with the refresh address being incremented by
two between refreshes for 16-bit bus versions, and by
one for 8-bit bus versions.

On reset, refresh is enabled, the rate is 32 processor
clock cycles, and the refresh address is not affected.

The Refresh mechanism is controlled by an 8-bit control
register, described below.

Refresh Rate Register. This 8·bit register (Figure 23)
enables the refresh mechanism and specifies the fre·
quency of refresh transactions.
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The fields in this register are:

Refresh (Rate). This field indicates in processor clock
cycles the rate at which refresh transactions are to be
generated; a value of n in this field indicates a refresh
period of 4n, with Rate = a indicating 256 clock cycles.

Refresh Enab/e (E). When this l·bit field is set to 1, the
refresh mechanism is enabled.

The l8aa UART transmits and receives serial data using
any common asynchronous data-communication pro·
tocol.

Transmission and reception can be performed in·
dependently with five, six, seven, or eight bits per
character, plus optional even or odd parity. The transmit·
ter can supply one or two stop bits and can provide a
break output at any time. Reception is protected from
spikes by a "transient spike·rejection" mechanism that
checks the signal one·half a bit time after a Low level is
detected on the receiver data input; if the Low does not
persist-as in the case of a transient-the character
assembly process is not started. Framing errors and
overruns are detected and buffered with the partial
character on which they occur. Furthermore, a built·in
checking process avoids interpreting a framing error as
a new start bit: a framing error results in the addition of
one·half a bit time to the point at which the search for the
next start bit is begun.

The UART uses the same clock frequency for both the
transmitter and the receiver. The input for the UART
clocking circuitry is derived from counter/timer a, either

from its external input line for an external clock or from
the counter/timer output for a bit rate generated from the
internal processor clock. The UART input clock is further
scaled by 1, 16, 32, or 64 for clocking the transmitter and
receiver.

Two of the DMA channels can be used independently to
move characters between memory and the transmitter
or receiver without CPU intervention. Both the transmit·
ter and receiver can interrupt the CPU for processor
assistance.

The UART uses two external pins, Transmit and Receive.
Data that is to be transmitted is placed serially on the
Transmit pin and data that is to be received is read in
from the Receive pin.

Asynchronous Transmission

The Transmitter Data Output line is held marking (High)
when the transmitter has no data to send. Under pro-
gram control, the Send Break command can be issued to
hold the Data Output line Low (spacing) until the com·
mand is cleared.



The UARTautomatically adds the start bit, the program-
med parity bit (odd, even, or no parity), and the program-
med number of stop bits to the data character to be
transmitted. When the character is five, six, or seven
bits, the unused most significant bits in the Transmitter
Data register are automatically ignored by the UART.

Serial data is shifted from the transmitter at a rate equal
to 1, 1/16th, 1/32ndor 1/64th of the clock rate supplied to
the transmitter clock input (as determined by the clock
scale field in the UART Configuration register). Serial
data is shifted out on the falling edge of the clock input.

Asynchronous Reception

An asynchronous receive operation begins when the
Receive Enable bit in the Receiver Control/Status
register is set to 1. A Low (spacing) condition on the
Receive input line indicates a start bit. If this Low per-
sists for at least one-half of a bit time, the start bit is
assumed to be valid and the data input is then sampled
at mid-bit time until the entire character is assembled.
This method of detecting a start bit improves error rejec-
tion when noise spikes exist on an otherwise marking
line. If the x 1 clock mode is selected, bit synchroniza-
tion must be accomplished externally; received data is
sampled on the rising edge of the clock.

A received character can be read from the a-bit Receiver
Data register. The receiver inserts 1s when a character
length of other than eight bits is used. If parity is enabled,
the parity bit is not stripped from the assembled
character for character lengths other than eight bits. For
lengths other than eight bits, the receiver assembles a
character length of the required number of data bits,
plus a parity bit and 1s for any unused bits.

Since the receiver is buffered by one a-bit register in ad-
dition to the receiver shift register, the CPU has enough
time to service an interrupt and to accept the data
character assembled by the UART. The receiver also
has a buffer that stores error flags for each data
character in the receive buffer. These error flags are
loaded at the same time as the data character.

After a character is received, it is checked for the follow-
ing error conditions:

• Parity Error: when the parity bit of the character
does not match the programmed parity.

• Framing Error: if the character is assembled without
any stop bits (i.e., a Low level is detected for a stop
bit).

• Receiver Overrun Error: if the CPU fails to read a
data character when more than one character has
been received.

The Parity Error, Framing Error, and Receiver Overrun
Error cause an interrupt request if the interrupt request
capability is enabled. Since the Parity Error and Receiver
Overrun Error flags are latched, the error status that is

read reflects an error in the current character in the
Receiver Data register plus any Parity or Overrun Errors
detected since the last write to the Receiver Con-
trol/Status register. To keep correspondence between
the state of the error buffers and the contents of the
receiver data buffers, the Receiver Control/Status
register must be read before the data.

Polled Operation

In a polled environment, the Receive Character
Available bit in the Receiver Control/Status register must
be monitored so the CPU can know when to read a
character. This bit is automatically cleared when the
Receiver Data register is read. To prevent overwriting
data in polled operations, the transmitter buffer status
must be checked before writing into the transmitter. The
Transmit Buffer Empty bit in the Transmitter Con-
trol/Status register is set to 1 whenever the transmit buf-
fer is empty.

UART Control and Status Registers

The UART operation Is controlled by three control and
status registers. The UART configuration register
specifies the character size and parity, the clock source
and scaling and loop-back enable. Both the transmitter
and the receiver have their own control/status register.

UART Configuration Register. This a-bit register
(Figure 24) contains control information for both the
transmitter and receiver.
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The control fields for this register are:

Loop Back Enable (LB). The UART is capable of local
loopback. In this mode the internal transmit data line is
tied to the internal receiver line and the external receiver
input is ignored. If this bit is set to 1, loop mode is en-
abled.

Clock Rate (CR). These two bits specify the multiplier
between the clock and data rates (00 = data rate x 1,
01 = data rate x 16, 10 = data rate x 32, 11 = data
rate x 64). The same rate is used for both the receiver
and transmitter. If the x 1 clock rate is selected, bit syn-
chronization must be accomplished externally.

Clock Select (CS).This bit specifies the clock input for
the UART. If the bit is set to 1, the counterltimer 0 output
pulse is used for bit-rate generation; if the bit is cleared
to 0, the input line to counter/timer 0 provides the clock
from an external source.

Parity EvenlOdd (EIO). If parity is specified, this bit deter-
mines whether it is sent and checked as even or odd (1
= even).



Parity (P). If this bit is set to 1, an additional bit position
(in addition to those specified in the bits/character con-
trol field) is added to transmitted data and is expected in
received data. In the Receiver, the parity bit received is
transferred to the CPU as a part of the character, unless
eight bits/character is selected.

Bits/Character (B/C). Together, these two bits determine
the number of bits to form a character. If these bits are
changed during the time that a character is being
assembled, the results are unpredictable (00 = 5
bits/character, 01 = 6 bits/character, 10 = 7 bits/
character, 11 = a bits/character).

Transmitter Control/Status Register. This a·bit
register (Figure 25) specifies the operation of the
transmitter.
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The control bits for this register are:

Transmitter Buffer Empty (BE). This bit is automatically
set to 1 whenever the transmitter buffer becomes empty,
and cleared to 0 when a character is loaded into the
transmit buffer. This bit is in the set condition after a
reset. This bit is controlled by the UART control circuitry,
it can be read by an I/O read but cannot be set to 1 or
cleared to 0 by an I/O write.

Value (VAL). This bit determines the value of the bits
transmitted while the FRC bit is 1 and dummy characters
are loaded into the transmitter buffer. When this bit is 1,
a mark character (all 1s) is sent; when this bit is 0, a
break character (all Os) is sent.

Force Character (FRC). When this bit is set to 1, any
character loaded into the transmitter buffer causes the
transmitter output to be held High or Low (as indicated
by the VAL bit) for the length of time required to transmit
a char)cter; the character itself is not sent until after the
current character is transmitted. This allows a program
to generate a marking signal or a break of multiple-
character duration simply by setting this bit to 1, setting
the VAL bit to 1 or 0, and loading the appropriate number
of dummy characters into the transmitter buffer.

Send Break (BRK). When set to 1, this bit immediately
forces the transmitter output to the spacing condition,
regardless of any data being transmitted. When this bit is
cleared to 0, the transmitter returns to marking.

Stop Bits (SB). This bit determines the number of stop
bits added to each asynchronous character sent. The
receiver always checks for one stop bit. If this bit is set
to 1, two stop bits are automatically appended to the
character (and parity) sent; if this bit is cleared to 0, only
one stop bit is appended.

Transmitter Interrupt Enab/e (IE). When this bit is set to
1, interrupt requests are generated whenever the
transmitter buffer becomes empty; when this bit is
cleared to 0, no requests are made.

Transmitter Enab/e (EN). While this bit is cleared to 0,
data is not transmitted and the transmitter output is held
marking. Data characters in the process of being
transmitted are completely sent if this bit is cleared to 0
after transmission has started.

Receiver Control/Status Register. This a·bit register
(Figure 26) specifies the operation of the receiver. The
control bits are described below.
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Receiver Error (ERR). This bit is the logical OR of the PE,
OVE, and FE bits.

Framing Error (FE). This bit is automatically set to 1 for
the received character in which the framing error occur·
red. Detection of a framing error adds an additional one·
half of a bit time to the character time so the framing er·
ror is not interpreted as a new start bit. The bit is latched,
so once an error occurs it remains set until the bit is
cleared by software writing to this register.

Parity Error (PE). When parity is enabled, this bit is
automatically set to 1 for those characters whose parity
does not match the programmed sense (even/odd). This
bit is latched, so once an error occurs, it remains set un·
til it is cleared by software writing to this register.

Receiver Overrun Error (OVE). This bit is automatically
set to 1 to indicate that more than two characters have
been received without a read from the CPU (or DMA).
Only the most recently received character is flagged
with this error, but when this character is read, the error
condition is latched until cleared by software writing to
this register.

Receiver Character Avai/ab/e (CA). This bit is
automatically set to 1 when at least one character is
available in the receive buffer; it is automatically cleared
to 0 when the Receiver Data register is read. This bit is
controlled by the UART control circuitry; it can be read
by an I/O read but cannot be set or cleared by an I/O
write.

Receiver Interrupt Enab/e (/E). While this bit is set to 1,
interrupt requests are generated whenever the receiver
detects an error or the receiver has a character
available.

Receiver Enab/e (EN). When this bit is set to 1, receiver
operations begin. This bit should be set only after the
parameters in the UART Configuration register are set.



UART Bootstrapping Option

The l800 CPU supports an automatic initialization of
memory via the UART after a reset operation. This
system bootstrapping capability permits ROMless
system configurations: the memory can be initialized by
a serial link before the l800 CPU fetches information
from memory after the reset.

On the rising edge of reset, the AD lines are sensed; if
ADs is being driven High, the l800 CPU automatically
enters a Halt state. The UART is also automatically ini-
tialized to receive 8·bit character data with odd parity at
a x 16 clock rate. An external clock source is assumed.
A minimum of 15 processor clock cycles must elapse
before the transmission can begin.

During the bootstrapping operation, DMA Channel 0 is
used to transfer received characters into the memory.
This channel is initialized as follows:

Transfer Descriptor register-IE, EPS, and TC cleared,
ST-byte transfer, BRP-continuous, TYPE·flowthrough,
DAD-Auto-increment memory address

DMA Master Control register-DOR and EOP set

Count register-0100 (256 bytes to be transferred)

Destination Address register-OOOOOO (starting memory
address = 0)

Source Address register-undefined (not used when
DMAO is linked to UART)

Characters received are placed in memory starting at
physical memory location zero. If an error occurs, the
l800 CPU drives the Transmitter Output line Low. Exter-
nal circuitry monitoring this line can use this signal to
cause the transmitting device to begin the initialization
procedure again, starting with a reset and AD6 asserted
on the rising edge of RESET.

After 256 bytes of data have been transferred, the 2800
CPU automatically begins execution by fetching the first N
instruction from memory location O. 8
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The 2800 MPU has four on-chip Direct Memory Access
(DMA) channels to provide high bandwidth data
transmission capabilities. There are two types of DMA
channels; two support flyby transactions and the other
two do not. The two types of DMA channels otherwise
have identical capabilities, although they have different
priorities with respect to interrupt requests and bus re-
quests.

Each DMA channel is a powerful and versatile device for
controlling and processing transfers of data. Its basic
function of managing CPU·independent transfers be·
tween two ports is augmented by an array of features re-
quiring little or no external logic in systems using an 8- or
16-bit data bus.

Transfers can be performed between any two ports
(source and destination), including memory-to-I/O, IIO-to·
memory, memory-to-memory, and IIO-to-IIO. Except for
flyby, two port addresses are automatically generated
for each transaction and can be either fixed or incre·
mentingldecrementi ng.

During a transfer, a DMA channel assumes controi of
the system address and data bus. Data is read from one
addressable port and written to the other addressable
port, byte-by-byte or word-by-word. The ports can be pro-
grammed to be either system main memory or
peripheral I/O devices.

For both flyby and flowthrough DMA transactions, if the
destination is a memory location that corresponds to an
entry in the on-chip memory (either cache or fixed
memory location), the on-chip memory is updated to
reflect the new contents of the memory location.

Except in flyby mode, two 24-bit addresses are
generated by the DMA for every transfer operation, one
address for the source port and another for the destina-
tion port. Two readable address counters (three bytes
each) keep the current address of each port.

The DMA devices use the same memory and 1/0 timing
as the CPU for bus transactions, as indicated by the ap-
propriate bus timing register.

Modes of Transfer Operation

Each DMA can be programmed to operate in one of
three transfer modes:

• Single Transaction. Data operations are performed
one byte or word at a time.

• Burst. Data operations continue until a port's Ready
line to the DMA goes inactive.

• Continuous. Data operations continue until the end
of the programmed block of data is reached or if an
end of process has been signaled before the system
bus is released.

In all modes, once a byte or word of data is read by the
DMA channel, the operation is completed in an orderly
fashion, regardless of the state of other signals (in-
cluding a port's Ready line).

Pin Descriptions

Each DMA channel has a Ready input line. In addition,
two DMA channeis have a flyby output line to support
high speed data transfers between 110 devices and
memory.



The flyby output is asserted by the DMA channel to
signal a peripheral device associated with the DMA
channel that it should participate in the data transmis-
sion during the current flyby bus transaction.

The Ready line is sampled on the rising edge of each pro-
cessor clock cycle. If Ready is active, the DMA channel
requests control of the external system bus to perform
the DMA transaction. When the external system bus is
available for DMA transfers, the DMA channel with a re-
quest pending and the highest priority assumes bus
mastership. The priority of DMA channels from highest
to lowest is: DMAO, DMA1, DMA2, and DMA3. A DMA
channel in burst mode relinquishes bus mastership to a
higher priority DMA channel only when its Ready line is
deasserted (or EOP is signaled or terminal count is
reached). A DMA channel in continuous mode relin-
quishes bus mastership only when EOP is signaled or
terminal count is reached.

Priority of On-Chip DMA Channels and External
Bus Requesters

The on-chip DMA channels are arranged in a daisy chain
with the external Bus Request input line being the "next
lower bus requester" on this chain. The on-chip DMAs
behave as if they were externai bus requestors with
respect to acquiring the bus, relinquishing the bus, and
priority access to the bus.

End·of·Process

If the end-of-process (EOP) capability is enabled,
transfers by DMA channels can be prematurely ter-
minated by a Low on Interrupt A line during the transfer.
This capability is programmed by a control bit in the
DMA Master Control register. EOP occurs regardless of
the setting of the Interrupt A Enable bit in the Master
Status register. When an EOP is signaled, the EOP
Signaled (EPS) bit in the Transaction Descriptor register
of the active DMA channel is set to 1 and the Enable bit
is cleared to O. If interrupt requests are enabled (IE = 1
in the Transaction Descriptor register), an interrupt re-
quest is generated by the channel that was active when
the EOP was signaled. After an EOP has been signaled,
the DMA relinquishes the bus within 16 cycles of the last
DMA bus transaction.

If the End-Of-Process signal on Interrupt A line is still
asserted when the CPU is bus master, the signal is inter-
preted as an interrupt request; thus both the DMA chan-
nel and the external EOP generating device can request
interrupts simultaneously. Separate mask bits in the
Master Status register enable the CPU to accept inter-
rupts from these two sources.

On a flowthrough transaction, if the EOP signal is re-
ceived while the information is being read into the Z800
MPU, the transfer is aborted and the data is not written
out from the Z800 MPU.

DMA Linking

The DMA devices can be linked together to achieve
DMA transfers to non-contiguous memory locations
(linked operation). Bits in the DMA Master Control
register allow DMA3 to be linked to DMA1 and DMA2 to
be linked to DMAO, when DMAO and DMA1 have flyby
capabilities. If the appropriate bit is set to 1 in the DMA
Master Control register, the master DMA (0 or 1) signals
its linked DMA each time its transfer is complete (count
= 0). This acts as an internal ready input to the linked
DMA that reloads the master DMA control registers.

Words are loaded into the master DMA control registers
in the following order: Destination Address register (two
words), Source Address register (two words), Count (one
word), Transfer Descriptor register (one word). After six
words have been transferred, the master DMA de-
asserts its internal ready line and begins the transfer of
the next block of data. The linked DMA can be program-
med to interrupt the CPU on "count equal 0" (to notify
software that the last block is being transferred) or the
master DMA can be programmed to interrupt the CPU on
"count equais 0" when the last block move is program-
med into the master DMA (to notify software that the en-
tire sequence of transfers is completed). When linking is
enabled, the external Ready line is not asserted by the
master DMA when count equals zero; also, both master
and linked DMAs generate interrupts whenever the pro-
grammed condition arises.

When programming linked DMAs, the last word to be
programmed must be the master DMA's Transaction
Descriptor register. Also, the linked DMA must be pro-
grammed before the master DMA's status register is
programmed.

DMA Master Control Register. This 16-bit register
(Figure 27) specifies the general configuration of the four
on-chip DMA channels: the linking of the DMA channels,
the software ready enables, edge detection enables for
the Ready lines, and EOP enable.

The fields in this register are:

oMAO to Receiver Link (oOR). When this bit is set to 1,
DMA channel 0 is linked to the UART receiver.

oMA 1 to Transmitter Link (01 T). When this bit is set to 1,
DMA channel 1 is linked to the UART transmitter.

oMA2 Link (02L). When this bit is set to 1, DMA channel
2 is linked to DMA channel O.



DMA3 Link (D3L). When this bit is set to 1, DMA channel
3 is linked to DMA channel 1.

End-of-Process (EOP). When this bit is set to 1, the INTA

line is used as an end-of-process signal for the active
DMA channel.

Software Ready for DMAD (SRD). When this bit is set to 1,
DMA channel 0 requests service if enabled.

Software Ready for DMA 1 (SR 1). When this bit is set to 1,
DMA channel 1 requests service if enabled.

Enable Count n (ECn). When bit ECn is set to 1, edge
detection circuitry is enabled on Ready line n.

DMA Channel Control Registers

Transaction Descriptor Registers. These four 16-bit
registers, one for each channel, (Figure 28) describe the
type of DMA transfer to be performed and contain con-
trol and status [nformation.
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The fields in this register are:

End-of-Process Signaled (EPS). This bit is set to 1
automatically when the channel is active and an end-of-
process is signaled on the Interrupt A input line, thus
prematurely terminating the transfer.

Destination Address Descriptor (DAD). The setting of
this 3-bit field indicates the type of location (memory or
110) and how the address is to be manipulated (in-
cremented, decremented or left unchanged), as shown
in Table 4.

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Auto-increment memory location
Auto-decrement memory location
Memory address unmodified by transaction
Reserved
Auto-increment (by 1) I/O location
Auto-decrement (by 1) 1/0 location
1/0 address unmodified by transaction
Reserved

Transfer Complete (TC). This bit is set to 1 automatically
when the count register has reached zero.

Transaction Type (Type). This 2-bit field specifies flyby or
flowthrough type of operation or count option (00 =
flowthrough, 01 = count option, 10 = flyby write, 11 =
flyby read). In flowthrough mode of operation, two bus
transactions occur for each DMA operation-a read
from the source followed by a write to the destination. In
a flyby operation, only one bus transaction occurs for
each DMA operation. In flyby write to memory, the flyby
output pin is pulsed instead of an I/O transaction being
performed and the contents of the Destination Address
register are output to specify the memory location. In
flyby read from memory, the flyby output pin is pulsed in-
stead of an I/O transaction being performed and the con-
tents of the Source Address register are output to
specify the memory location. Only two DMAs have flyby
capability. In the count option type of operation, the DMA
acts as a counter and the SRP field governs the counting
frequency; the "count each" option decrements the
count register once for each High-to-Low transition on
the Ready line while the DMA enable bit is set to 1; the
gate option decrements the count register once for each
eight internal processor clock cycles while the Ready
line is Low and the DMA enable bit is set to 1.

Bus Request Protocol (BRP). The setting of these two
bits indicates the mode of DMA operation (Table 5); their
interpretation depends on whether the channel is pro-
grammed for DMA operations or with the count option.

Encoding DMA CounterfTlmer

0 0 Single Transaction Count each
0 1 Burst Gated count
1 0 Continuous Continuous gated count
1 1 Reserved Reserved

Size of Transfer (ST). This 2-bit field specifies the size of
the entity to be transferred by the DMA channel (Table
6). For word transfers to or from memory locations, the
memory address must be even (least significant bit is 0).
Long word (32-bit) transfers are supported only in flyby
mode, with the cache disabled.

Encoding Size of Number to Incrementl
ST1 STO Transfer Decrement By

0 0 Byte 1
0 1 16·bit word 2
1 0 32-bit longword 4
1 1 Reserved



Interrupt Enab/e (/E). When this bit is set to 1, the DMA
generates an interrupt request at end of count or end of
process. When this bit is a, no interrupt request is
generated.

Source Address Descriptor (SAD). The setting of this
3-bit field indicates the type of location (memory or I/O)
and how the address is to be manipulated (incremented,
decremented or left unchanged), as shown in Table 4.

DMA Enab/e (EN). While this bit is 1, the DMA transfer is
enabled.

Count Register. This 16·bit register is programmed to
contain the number of DMA transfers to be performed.
When the contents of the count register reach zero, fur-
ther requests on the RDY input line are ignored. The
DMA channel can be programmed to generate an inter-
rupt when the count register reaches zero.

Source Address Register and Destination Address
Register. These 24-bit registers contain the 24·bit
physical addresses to be used during the DMA transac-
tion. They are not translated by the MMU. In flyby mode,
only one of these registers is used to supply the address

for the bus transaction as indicated in the Mode field in
the Transfer Descriptor register. The format for these
registers is shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Source and Destination Address

Registers Format

Flyby Transaction Timing

The Transaction Type field in the Transaction Descriptor
register indicates whether the transaction is a read or a
write. For flyby read transactions, the Source Address
Descriptor indicates the transaction is a read from
memory; for write flyby transactions the Destination Ad-
dress Descriptor indicates the transaction is a write to
memory. Additional wait states can be automatically in-
serted if programmed in the appropriate timing register.

The laOO MPU's four counter/timers can be program-
med by system software for a broad range of counting
and timing applications. The four independently pro-
grammable channels satisfy common microcomputer
system requirements for event counting, interrupt and in-
terval timing, and general clock generation.

Three of the four counter/timers can have external input;
the fourth can be used only in the timing mode.

Programming the counter/timers is straightforward:
each channel is programmed with four bytes. Once
started, the channel counts down, and optionally reloads
its time constant automatically and resumes counting.
Software timing loops are completely eliminated. Inter-
rupt processing is simplified because each channel uses
a unique vector from the InterruptlTrap Vector Table.

Each channel is individually programmed with three
registers: a configuration byte, a control byte, and a
time-constant word. The configuration byte selects the
operating mode (counter or timer), enables or disables
the channel interrupt, and selects certain other
operating parameters. In the timing mode, the CPU proc·
essor clock is divided by four for input to the
counter/timers. The time-constant word contains a value
from a to 65,535.

During operation, the individual counter channel counts
down from the present time-constant value. In counter
mode operation, the counter decrements on each of the
input pulses until the count/time output condition is met.
Each decrement is synchronized by the scaled internal
processor clock. For counts greater than 65,536, two of

the counters can be programmably cascaded. When the
count/time output condition is reached, the down counter
is automatically reset with the time constant value, if so
programmed.

The timer mode determines time intervals without addi-
tional logic or software timing loops. Time intervals are
generated by dividing the internal processor clock by
four and decrementing a presettable downcounter.
Thus, the time interval is an integral multiple of the proc-
essor clock period, the prescaler value four, and the
time constant that is preset in the downcounter. A timer
is triggered by setting the software trigger control bit in
the Control/Status register or by an external input.

Three channels can generate an external output when
the count/time output condition is met. The output is high
when the internal presettable downcounter contains all
zeros.

Each channel can be programmed to generate an Inter·
rupt Request, which occurs only if the channel has its In-
terrupt Enable control bit set to 1 by software program-
ming. When the laaa CPU accepts the interrupt request
it automatically vectors through the Interrupt Vector
Table.

The four channels of the laaa MPU are fully prioritized
and fit into four different slots in the laaa internal
peripheral daisy-chain interrupt structure. Channel a has
the highest priority and Channel 3 has the lowest. The
channels have separate interrupt enables and the CPU's
Master Status register has individual control bits that
selectively inhibit interrupts from each channel.



Modes of Operation

Three of the counter/timer channels have two basic
modes of operation: as counters or as timers. As
counters they monitor external input lines and record
Low to High transitions on these lines. In the timer mode,
the processor clock, scaled by four, is used instead of
the external input line. The duration of this counting or
timing can be either continuous from initial enabling (trig-
ger operation) or only during intervals specified by
signals on an input line (gate and gate/trigger operation).
The count can be automatically restarted by program-
ming the Retrigger Enable controi bit in the
counter/timer's Configuration register. Channel number
2 has no external inputs, and thus operates only as a
timer.

Each of the four counter/timers has a software gate and
trigger facility that extends the hardware capabilities of
the counter/timers.

Counting Operation. While the appropriate enabling
conditions are met, the counter/timer monitors its input
line for Low-to-High transitions. When such a transition
occurs, the CountlTime register is decremented by 1.

Timing Operation. While the appropriate enabling con-
ditions are met, the counter/timer monitors the internal
processor clock scaled by four for Low-to-High transi-
tions. When such a transition occurs the Count/Time
register is decremented by 1.
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Gate Operation. A counter/timer can be programmed to
count or time only when a gating condition is met. While
the counter/timer is enabled and the external gate
capability is selected, an external input line is monitored;
only while this line is High are the counting or timing
operations performed. The software gate facility filters
the state of the input line; while the software gate bit in
the Command and Status register is cleared to 0, the
gating condition is not met regardless of the signals on
the gating line. The gate facility is illustrated in Figure 30.

Trigger Operation. A counter/timer can be programmed
to count or time only after a triggering condition occurs.
While the counter/timer is enabled and the external trig-
ger capability is programmed, an external input line is
monitored; only after this line makes a Low-to-High tran-
sition is a counting or timing operation performed. The
software trigger facility causes the triggering condition N
to be met regardless of the activity of this line. The trig- I
ger operation is illustrated in Figure 31. 0
GatelTrigger Operation. One input line can be used for 3
both the gating and the triggering functions. A Low-to- :!
High transition on this line acts as a trigger and subse-
quent High signals on this line function as gate signals. If
non-retriggerable mode is programmed, subsequent
Low-to-High transactions do not cause a trigger.
GatelTrigger Operation is shown in Figure 32.
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The software gate and trigger mechanism can also be
used in this mode of operation. A software gate before a
trigger (hardware or software) has no effect on the
counter/timer. After a hardware or software trigger, the
software gate must be set to 1 for the CountlTime
register to be decremented. A software trigger after a
hardware or software trigger has no effect unless the
Retrigger Enable control bit is set to 1.

CounterlTimer Control and Status Registers

Each counter/timer has two B-bit control registers and
two 16·bit count registers. The Configuration register
and Command and Status register determine the
counter/timers's operation, the CounterlTimer Com-
mand/Status register provides information about the cur-
rent operation, the Time Constant register contains the
initialization value for the counter/timer, and the
CountlTime register contains the current value of the
count in progress.

Counter/Timer Configuration Register. This B·bit
register (Figure 33) specifies the counter/timer's mode
of operation: the pin configuration, whether an interrupt
request is generated, and whether the countdown se-
quence is automatically restarted when the count
reaches zero or when a trigger occurs.
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The fields in this register are:

Input Pin Assignments (/PA). This 4·bit field specifies the
functionality of the input lines associated with the
counter/timer and whether the counter/timer monitors
an external input (counting operation) or uses the scaled
internal processor clock (timing operation). The four bits
in this field can be associated with enabling output
generation (EO), selecting the external signal or internal
clock (C/T) , enabling the gating facility (G), and enabling
the triggering facility (T). The selected options determine
the functions associated with each input line associated
with the counter/timer, as illustrated in Table 7.

CounterlTimer Cascade (CTG). When this bit is set to 1,
counter/timers 0 and 1 and/or counter/timers 2 and 3
form a 32-bit counter. When used as 32·bit counter/
timers, the control and status registers corresponding to
counter/timers 0 and 2 are not used, with the exception

Table 7. Input Pin Functionality

IPA Field Pin Functionality
EO CIT G T CounterlTlmer 1/0 CounterlTlmer Input Notes

0 0 0 0 Unused Unused Timer

0 0 0 1 Unused Trigger Timer

0 0 1 0 Gate Unused Timer

0 0 1 1 Gate Trigger Timer

0 1 0 0 Unused Input Counter

0 1 0 1 Trigger Input Counter

0 1 1 0 Gate Input Counter

0 1 1 1 GatefTrigger Input Counter

1 0 0 0 Output Unused Timer

1 0 0 1 Output Trigger Timer

1 0 1 0 Output Gate Timer
1 0 1 1 Output GatefTrigger Timer
1 1 0 0 Output Input Counter
1 1 0 1 Unused Unused Reserved
1 1 1 0 Unused Unused Reserved
1 1 1 1 Unused Unused Reserved



of the CTC bits in the counter/timer configuration
registers. The CTC bits in the counter/timer configuration
registers of counter/timers 1 and 3 are never used.

Interrupt Enab/e (IE). While this bit is set to 1 the
counter/timer generates an interrupt request when the
count/time output condition is met. While this bit is ° no
interrupt request is generated.

Retrigger Enab/e (RE). While this bit is set to 1, the time
constant value is automatically loaded into the
CountlTime register when a trigger input is received
while the counter/timer is counting down. While this bit is
0, no reloading occurs.

Continuous/Single Cycle (C/S). While this bit is set to 1,
the countdown sequence is automatically restarted
when the count reaches zero by loading the time con-
stant value into the Count/Time register. While this bit is
0, no reloading occurs.

Counter/timer channel 2 can be programmed as a
counter. However, since it has no external inputs to
count, this is not a useful mode of operation .•

Counter/Timer Command/Status Register. This 8-bit
register (Figure 34) provides software control over the
operation of the counter/timer and reflects the current
status of the counter/timer's operation. Control bits in
this register enable the counter/timer's operation and
provide software gate and trigger capabilities. Status
bits indicate whether a count is in progress, the
count/time output condition has been reached, or the
condition has been reached a second time.
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The fields of this register are:

Count Overrun (COR). When this bit is set to 1 the
count/time output condition has been reached and the
CC bit is set to 1, thus indicating a count overrun condi-
tion. While this bit is cleared to 0, the count/time output
condition has not been reached with the CC bit set since
the time the CC bit was cleared by software. This bit can
be read or written (set or cleared) by software I/O in-
structions.

CounVTime Output Condition has been Met (CC). When
this bit is set to 1 the CountlTime register has been
decremented to zero by the counter/timer control cir-
cuitry in single cycle mode, or the CountlTime register
has been reloaded in continuous mode. When this bit is
cleared to ° the count has not reached the count/time
output condition since the bit was cleared by software.
This bit can be read or written (set or cleared) by soft-
ware I/O instructions.

Count in Progress (C/P). While this bit is set to 1 the
counter/timer is operating and the CountlTime register is
non-zero; while this bit is cleared to ° the counter/timer
is not operating. This bit is controlied by the
counter/timer control circuitry; it can be read by an I/O
read but cannot be set or cleared by an I/O write instruc-
tion.

Software Trigger (TG). When this bit is set to 1 (and the
trigger operation of the counter/timer is enabled), if the
Enable bit is also set to 1, the trigger operation is en-
abled on the rising edge of the first processor clock
period following the setting of this bit from a previously
cleared value. That is, if a hardware trigger has not
already occurred, the contents of the Time Constant
register are loaded into the CountlTime register and the
countdown sequence begins. If a hardware trigger has
already occurred, then if Retrigger Enabie is set to 1, the N
counter/timer is retriggered; otherwise, setting this bit 008has no effect. Writing a 1 in this field when the previous
value was 1 has no effect on the operation of the •
counter/timer. When this bit is cleared to zero, this bit !
has no effect on the operation of the counter/timer. •••

Software Gate (GT). When this bit is set to 1 (and the gate
operation of the counter/timer is enabled), if the Enable
bit is also set to 1, operation begins on the rising edge of
the first processor clock period following the setting of
this bit from a previously cleared value. Writing a 1 in this
field when the previous value was 1 has no effect on the
operation of the counter/timer. When this bit is cleared to
0, the countdown sequence is halted.

Enab/e (EN). While this bit is set to 1, the counter/timer is
enabled; operation begins on the rising edge of the first
processor clock period following the setting of this bit
from a previously cleared value. Reset clears this bit.
While this bit is cleared to 0, the value in the Time Con-
stant register is constantly transferred to the CountlTime
register. If the Time Constant register is all zeros, the
output of the counter/timer is one. Thus, when the
counter/timer is not enabled, the counter/timer output in
conjunction with the Time Constant register can be used
as an I/O port. Writing a 1 in this field when the previous
value was 1 has no effect on the operation of the
counter/timer. While this bit is 0, the counter/timer per-
forms no operation during the next (and subsequent)
processor clock periods.

Time-Constant Register. This 16-bit register hoids the
value that is automatically loaded into the CountlTime
register when the counter/timer is enabled, or in the con-
tinuous or retrigger mode when the count reaches zero
or the trigger is asserted, respectively. This register can
be read or written by I/O instructions.

Count/Time Register. This 16-bit register holds the cur-
rent value of the count or timing in progress. It is auto-
matically loaded from the Time-Constant register, and
can be read by software using the I/O read instructions.



Pin Descriptions

Counter/timers 0, 1, and 3 have two external input lines
associated with them. The I/O lines transfer signals be-
tween the counter/timers and external devices. The in-
put lines receive signals from external devices for the

counter/timers. The interpretations of the signals on
these lines is determined by the Input Pin Assignment
field in the Configuration register.

MULTIPROCESSOR MODE OF
OPERATION

Features

• Allows global memory areas for shared resources

• Global memory addresses are user-specified

• Separate requests for local and global buses

• Requesting mechanism is transparent to user

• Easily interfaces to external arbiters

One mode of operation for the Z800 MPU is as an I/O
Processor (lOP); while in this mode, the Z800 MPU also
supports multiprocessor configurations. While operating
as an lOP, the Z800 MPU is able to support both a local
bus (of which the Z800 MPU is the default bus master)
and a global bus (for which the Z800 MPU must request
the bus and receive a bus grant signai before issuing a
bus transaction.)

To accomplish this functionality, two pins previously
used for the counter/timer 0 peripheral are dedicated to
be global bus request and global bus grant lines; thus
this feature is available only in the 54-pin devices. A
register in the Z800 MPU bus interface unit is accessed
for each bus transaction to determine whether the
physical address must be accessed via the global or
iocai bus.

Architecture

Pin Functionality. Two pins are used by the lOP for ob-
taining the global bus: the Global Request line is used to
request the global bus, one which the CPU does not con-
trol by default (counter/timer 0 input/output), and the
Global Acknowledge line receives an acknowledge of a
global bus request (counter/timer 0 input).

Local Address Register. The bus interface unit
distinguishes whether a bus transaction uses the local or
global bus by comparing the four most significant bits of
the physical address of memory (address bits 20 through
23) with a 4-bit Base field in the local Address register
(Figure 35). A mask field in this register specifies which
bits are to be used. If all the corresponding address bits
match the Base field bits (for those bit positions
specified by the mask field), then the bus transaction can
proceed on the local bus without requesting the global
bus; if there is a mismatch in at least one specified bit
position, then the global bus is be requested and the bus
transaction does not proceed until the global bus
acknowledge signal is asserted.
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The bits in the local Address register are:

Base (BnJ. When Bn is 1, address bit An must be 1 for a
local bus transaction to be performed (unless Match
Enable bit MEn is 0); when bit Bn is 0, address bit An must
be 0 for a local bus transaction to be performed.

Match Enab/e (MEnJ. When MEn is 1, address bit An is
compared to base bit Bn to determine if the address re-
quires the use of the global bus. When MEn is 0, then any
values for An and Bn will produce a match. If each MEn is
0, then all bus transactions are performed on the local
bus.

CPU Accesses on the Global Bus

The control of the local bus uses BUSREQ and BUSACK
in the same way as in the non-multiprocessor mode of
operation. The input signal BUSREQ is asynchronous to
the processor clock; the CPU synchronizes BUSREQ in-
ternally. When the CPU acknowledges a local bus re-
quest by driving BUSACK active, then the CPU places all
other output signals, including GREQ, in 3-state. After
reset the CPU acknowledges a request for the local bus
before performing any transactions.

When the CPU has not granted the local bus then it can
request a global bus. A timing diagram for global bus re-
quest is shown in Figure 35. First, on a rising edge of
ClK, the CPU drives the address and status lines valid.
AS is not asserted, however; GREQ serves the function
of indicating that a valid address is on the local bus. On
the next falling edge of ClK the CPU drives GREQ active.
The CPU samples GACK on each falling edge of ClK un-
til the arbiter drives GACK active and leaves BUSREQ in-
active, indicating that the addressed global bus is
available to the CPU. The BUSREQ line is used by the ar-
biter to remove all of the devices that are simultaneously
requesting the global bus, except the one device that is
granted the global bus. The devices that are not granted
the global bus make their GREQ inactive. The input
signal GACK is asynchronous to the processor clock; the
CPU synchronizes GACK internally. The CPU that was
granted the bus performs one or more transactions on
the global bus until the CPU no longer needs the global



bus or the CPU is prepared to acknowledge a local b~S
request. The CPU then drives GREQ inactive and walts
for the arbiter to drive GACK inactive. The CPU relIn-
quishes the global bus upon receipt of a local bus, DMA,
or refresh request or after any transaction except for a
test and set instruction (both data read and write are per-
formed before relinqUishing the bus) and for burst
transfers (the entire sequence of data reads are made).

DMA Accesses on the Global Bus

Each on-chip DMA device can use the global bus to per-
form data transfers. The address generated during each
DMA initiated transfer is compared with the contents of
the Local Address register to determine whether the
global bus is requested; this operation is the same as for
CPU-generated requests.

STO-ST3
R/W
B/W

Figure 36. Multiprocessor Mode Timing

Features

• a-bit data bus

• Multiplexed addressldata lines

• Supports zao Family peripherals

Pin Descriptions

A. Address (output, active High, 3-state). These address
lines carry 1/0 addresses and memory addresses during
bus transactions. Of the 16 lines, only 11 are available
on the 40-pin version.

AD. Address/Data (bidirectional, active High, 3-state).
These eight multiplexed Data and Address lines carry I/O
addresses, memory addresses, and data during bus
transactions.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). The ris-
ing edge of AS indicates the beginning of a transaction
and shows that the address is valid.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active Low). A Low
on this line indicates that the CPU has relinquished con-
trol of the bus in response to a bus request.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low). A Low on this
line indicates that an external bus requester has ob-
tained or is trying to obtain control of the bus.

CLK. Clock Output (output). The frequency of the proc-
essor timing clock is derived from the oscillator input
(external oscillator) or crystal frequency (internal
oscillator) by dividing the crystal or external oscillator in-
put by two. This clock is further divided by one, two, or
four (as programmed), and then output on this line.

HALT. Halt (output, active Low, 3-state). This signal in-
dicates that the CPU has executed a Halt instruction and
is awaiting an interrupt before operation can resume.

INT. Maskable Interrupts (input, active Low). A Low on
one is available on the 40-pin version.



IORQ. InpuVOutput Request (output, active Low,
3-state). This signal indicates that ADo-AD? and A16-A23
of the address bus hold a valid 1/0 address for a I/O read
or write operation. An 10ROsignal is also generated with
an M1 signal when an interrupt is being acknowledged,
to indicate that an interrupt response vector can be
placed on the data bus. Interrupt acknowledge opera-
tions occur during M1 time and 1/0 operations never oc-
cur during M1 time.

M1. Machine Cycle One (output, active Low, 3-state).
This signal indicates that the current transaction is the
opcode fetch cycle of a RETI instruction execution. M1
also occurs with 10RO to indicate an interrupt
acknowledge cycle.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state).
This signal indicates that the address bus holds a valid
address for a memory read or write operation.

NMI. Nonmaskable Interrupt (input, falling-edge ac-
tivated). A High-to-Low transition on this line requests a
nonmaskable interrupt.

RD. Read (output, active Low, 3-state). This signal in-
dicates that the CPU or DMA peripheral is reading data
from memory or an 1/0 device.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on this line
resets the CPU and on-chip peripherals.

RFSH. Refresh (output, active Low, 3-state). This signal
indicates that the lower ten bits of the Address bus con-
tain a refresh address for dynamic memories and the
current MREO signal should be used to perform a
refresh read to all dynamic memories.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). A Low on this line in-
dicates that the responding device needs more time to
complete a transaction.

WR. Write (output, active Low, 3-state). This signal in-
dicates that the bus holds valid data to be stored at the
addressed memory or 1/0 location.

XTALI. Clock/Crystal Input (time-base input). Connects
a series-resonant crystal or an external single phase
clock to the on-chip oscillator.

XTALO. Crystal Output (time-base output). Connects a
series-resonant crystal to the on-chip oscillator.

+ 5 V. Power Supply Voltage. (+ 5 nominal).

GNO. Ground. Ground reference.

The following lines are available only on the 64-pin ver-
sion:

OMASTB. DMA Flyby Strobe (output, active Low).These
lines select peripheral devices for flyby transfers.

CTIN. CounterlTimer Input (input, active High). These
lines receive signals from external devices for the
counter/timers.

CTIO. CounterlTimer I/O (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These 1/0 lines transfer signals between the
counterltimers and external devices.

IE. Input Enable (output, active Low, 3-state). A Low on
this line indicates that the direction of transfer on the Ad-
dressJData lines is toward the CPU.

OE. Output Enable (output, active Low, 3-state). A Low
on this line indicates that the direction of transfer on the
Address/Data lines is away from the CPU.

PAUSE. CPU Pause (input, active Low, Z8216 only).
While this line is Low the CPU refrains from transferring
data to or from on Extended Processing Unit in the
system or from beginning the execution of an instruc-
tion.

RX. UART Receive (input, active High).This line receives
serial data at standard TIL levels.

ROY. DMA Ready (input, active Low). These lines are
monitored by the DMAs to determine when a peripheral
device associated with a DMA port is ready for a read or
write operation. When a DMA port is enabled to operate,
its Ready line indirectly controls DMA activity; the man-
ner in which DMA activity is controlled by the line varies
with the operating mode (single-transaction, burst, or
continuous).

TX. UART Transmit (output, active High). This line
transmits serial data at standard TIL levels.

Bus Operations

Two kinds of operations can occur on the system bus:
transactions and requests. At any given time, one device
(either the CPUor a bus requester) has control of the bus
and is known as the bus master. A transaction is initiated
by the bus master and is responded to by some other
device on the bus. Only one transaction can proceed at a
time; eight kinds of transactions can occur:

DMA Flyby. This transaction is used by the DMA
peripheral to transfer data between an external
peripheral and memory.

Halt. This transaction is used to indicate that the CPU is
executing a halt instruction.

Internal Operation. This type of transaction does not
transfer data; it indicates that the CPU is performing an
operation that does not require data to be transferred on
the bus.

Interrupt Acknowledge. This transaction is used by the
CPU to acknowledge an interrupt and to transfer addi-
tional information from the interrupting device.

I/O. This transaction is used by the CPU or DMA
peripheral to transfer data to or from an external
peripheral.

Memory. This transaction is used by the CPU or DMA
peripheral to transfer data to or from a memory location.



Refresh. This type of transaction performed by the
refresh peripheral does not transfer data; it refreshes
dynamic memory.

RETI. This transaction is generated only by the CPU and
is used in conjunction with the la4DD peripheral's inter·
rupt logic.

Only the bus master can initiate transactions. A request,
however, can be initiated by a component that does not
have control of the bus. Two types of these requests can
occur:

Bus. This request is used by external devices to request
control of the system bus to initiate transactions.

Interrupt. This request is used to request the attention of
the CPU.

When an interrupt or bus request is made, it is answered
by the CPU according to its type. For an interrupt reo
quest, the CPU initiates an interrupt acknowledge trans-
action and for bus requests, the CPU enters bus discon·
nect state, relinquishes the bus, and activates an
Acknowledge signal.

Finally, the laDD MPU itself may not be the system bus
master. See the multiprocessor mode section for a
discussion of this capability.

Transactions

Information transfers (both instructions and data) to and
from the laDD MPU are accomplished through the use of
transactions. All transactions start when AS is being
driven low and then raised High. This signal can be used
to latch laDD MPU addresses to de-multiplex the laDD
AddresslData lines required by laD Family peripherals.
Coincident with AS assertion, the Output Enable line is
also asserted.

If the transaction requires an address, it is valid on the
rising edge of AS. No address is required for Interrupt
Acknowledge.

The Read and Write lines are used to time the actual
data transfer. (Refresh transactions do not transfer any
data and thus do not activate RD.) For write operations,
a low on WR indicates that valid data from the bus
master is on the AD lines. The Output Enable line is also
activated with WR. For read operations, the bus master
makes the AD lines 3-state before driving RD low so that
the addressed device can put its data on the bus. The
bus master samples this data on the falling clock edge
just before raising RD High. The Input Enable line is also
activated with RD.

Wait. The Wait line is sampled on the falling clock edge
when data is to be sampled (i.e. when RD or WR rises). If
the Wait line is low, another cycle is added to the trans-
action before data is sampled (RD or WR rises). In this
added cycle, and all subsequent cycles added due to
WAIT being low, the Wait line is sampled on the falling

edge and, if it is low, another cycle is added to the trans·
action. In this way, the transaction can be extended by
external devices to an arbitrary length to accommodate
(for example) slow memories or I/O devices that are not
yet ready for data transfer.

The WAIT input is synchronous, and must thus meet the
specified setup and hold times in order for the laDD MPU
to function correctly. This requires asynchronously-
generated WAIT signals to be synchronized to the ClK
output before they are input into the laDD MPU.
Automatic wait states can also be generated by pro-
gramming the Bus Timing and Control register and Bus
Timing and Initialization register; these are inserted in
the transaction before an external WAIT signal is sam-
pled.

Memory Transactions. Memory transactions move in·
structions or data to or from memory when the laDD
MPU makes a memory access. Thus, they are generated
during program execution to fetch instructions from
memory and to fetch and store memory data. They are
also generated to store old program status and fetch
new program status during interrupt and trap handling,
and are used by DMA peripherals to transfer informa-
tion. A memory transaction is three bus cycles long
unless extended with wait states, as explained pre-
viously.

During the first bus cycle, AS is asserted to indicate the
beginning of a transaction. The MREQ signal goes active
during the second half of this bus cycle, which indicates
a memory transaction. For a Read operation (Figure 37),
RD is activated during the first half of the second bus cy-
cle; Output Enable is deasserted at the beginning of the
second cycle and Input Enable is asserted during the se-
cond half of the second cycle. The CPU samples infor-
mation from the memory on the Address/Data bus with
the falling edge of the clock during the third bus cycle
and this same edge is used to deassert MREQ, and iE.
Thus the data has already been sampled before RD is
deasserted. For a Write operation (Figure 3a) the WR line
is asserted during the second half of the second cycle.

RETI Transactions. These transactions (Figure 39) are
similar to two memory read transactions except that M1
is asserted throughout each read transaction, falling ear-
ly in the first bus cycle, and that MREQ, M1, RD and iE
are deasserted on the rising edge of the clock following
the third cycle. Each of the read transactions is followed
by a minimum of three bus cycles of inactivity. These
transactions are invoked when an RETI instruction is en-
countered in the instruction stream; they are used during
the re-fetching of the instruction from memory so that in·
terrupt logic within laD peripherals that monitor the bus
for this instruction will function correctly.
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Internal Operations and Halt Transactions. There are
two kinds of bus transactions that do not transfer data:
Internal Operations (Figure 40) and Halt (Figure 41). Both
transactions look like a memory transaction, except that
RD and WR remain High and no data is transferred. For
the Internal Operation transaction, MREO is not
asserted. The Wait line is not sampled during either the
Internal Operation or Halt transactions.

Halt transactions are identical to memory read transac-
tions except that HALT is asserted throughout the trans-
action, falling during the second half of the first bus
cycle, and remains asserted until an interrupt is
acknowledged. This transaction is invoked when a Halt
instruction is encountered in the instruction stream or a
fatal sequence of traps occurs. Although the Halt trans-
action is three cycles, the HALT line remains asserted
until an Interrupt request is acknowledged or a Reset is
received. Refresh (to maintain a minimum frequency of
bus transactions) or DMA transfers may occur while
HALT is asserted; also, the bus can be granted. The ad-
dress put out during the address phase of this cycle is
the address of the Halt instruction.

I/O Transactions. 1/0 transactions move data to (Figure
42) or from (Figure 43) peripherals and are generated
during the execution of 110 instructions.

110 transactions are four clock cycles long at a
minimum, and may be lengthened by the addition of wait
cycles. The extra clock cycle allows for slower
peripheral operation.

The 10RO line indicates that an 110transaction is taking
place. The 110address is found on ADo-AD? and Aa-A23
when AS rises.

The 10RO line and either RD and iE or WR with OE still
asserted, are asserted during the second cycle. Output
data to the peripheral is placed on the bus at this time; in-
put data from the peripheral is read during the fourth
cycle (unless additional wait states are inserted in the
transaction).



* Address of HALT Instruction.*. Z8208 only.
m = 18 lor Z8108, 23 for Z8208 •
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Interrupt Acknowledge Transactions. These transac-
tions (Figure 44) acknowledge an interrupt or trap and
read information from the device that generated the in-
terrupt. The transactions are generated automatically by
the hardware when an interrupt request is detected.

The Interrupt Acknowledge transactions are five cycles
long at a minimum, and have two automatic Wait cycles.
The wait cycles are used to give the interrupt priority
daisy chain (or other priority resolution device) time to
settle before the identifier is read. Additional automatic
wait states can be generated by programming the Bus
Timing and Control register.

The interrupt acknowledge transaction is indicated by an
M1 assertion without MREO during the first cycle. During
this transaction the IORO signal becomes active during
the third cycle to indicate that the interrupting device
can place an 8-bit vector on the bus. It is captured from
the AD lines on the falling clock edge just before IORO is
raised High.

There are two places where the WAIT line is sampled
and, thus, where a wait cycle can be inserted by external
circuitry. The first serves to delay the falling edge of
IORO to allow the daisy chain a longer time to settle, and
the second serves to delay the point at which the vector
is read.

Refresh Transactions. A memory refresh transaction
(Figure 45) is generated by the Z8aa refresh mechanism
and can occur immediately after the final clock cycle of
any other transaction. The memory refresh counter's
1a-bit address is output on ADo-ADg during the normal
time for addresses. The RFSH line is activated with
MREO. This transaction can be used to generate
refreshes for dynamic RAMs.
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·10 least·significant bits are Refresh address. the rest are undefined .
•• Z8208 only.

m = 18 for Z8108. 23 for Z8208.

Requests

There are three kinds of request signals that the 2800
MPU supports. These are:

• Interrupt requests, which another device initiates
and the CPU accepts and acknowledges.

• Bus requests, which an external potential bus
master initiates and the 2800 MPU accepts and
acknowledges.

• Global bus requests, which the CPU or on-chip DMA
initiates to acquire a global System bus.

When a request is made, it is answered according to its
type: for interrupt requests, an interrupt Acknowledge
transaction is initiated; for bus requests, an
Acknowledge signal is sent; for global bus requests, an
Acknowledge signal is received.

Interrupt Requests. The 2800 CPU supports two types
of interrupt, maskable and nonmaskable (NMI). The in-
terrupt Request line of a device that is capable of
generating an interrupt can be tied to the NMI or
maskable interrupt request lines. Several devices can be

connected to one pin with the devices arranged in a
priority daisy chain. However, all 280 family peripherals
should be on the same line (or no nesting of interrupts
among different lines. The CPU uses different protocols
for handling requests on the NMI pin than the protocol
used for maskable interrupt pins. The sequence of
events shown below should be followed:

Any High-to-Low transition on the NMI input is asyn-
chronously edge-detected, and the internal NMI latch is
set. At the beginning of the last clock cycle in the last in-
ternal processor clock cycle of any instruction, the inter-
rupt inputs are sampled along with the state of the inter-
nal NMI latch.

If a maskable interrupt is requested and the Master
Status register indicates that requests on that line are to
be accepted, the next possible bus transaction is the In-
terrupt Acknowledge transaction, which results in infor-
mation from the highest-priority interrupting device be-
ing read off the AD lines. This data is used to initiate the
interrupt service routine. For a nonmaskable interrupt re-
quest, the hexadecimal constant 0066 is used to initiate
the interrupt service routine, except in mode 3.



Bus Requests. To generate transactions on the bus, a
potential bus master (such as the DMA Controller) must
gain control of the bus by making a bus request. A bus
request is initiated by pulling BUSREQ Low. Several bus
requesters may be wire ORed to the BUSREQ pin;
priorities are resolved externally to the CPU, usually by a
priority daisy chain.

The asynchronous BUSREQ signal generates an internal
BUSREQ, which is synchronous. If the external BUSREQ
is Low at the beginning of any machine cycle, the inter-
nal BOSREQ causes the Bus Acknowledge line
(BUSACK) to be asserted after the current machine cy-

cle is completed. (Exceptions are the TSET instruction
where the read-modify-write cycle is atomic and DMA
transfer in burst or continuous mode). The CPU then
enters Bus Disconnect state and gives up control of the
bus. All CPU Output pins, except BUSACK, are 3-stated.

The CPU regains control of the bus after BUSREQ rises.
Any device desiring control of the bus must wait at least
two bus cycles after BUSREQ has risen before pulling it
down again.

The on-chip DMA channels have higher priority than ex-
ternal devices requesting the bus via BUSREQ.

Features

• 16-bit data bus

• Multiplexed addressldata lines

• Supports high-speed burst mode transfers

• Provides EPA interface

Pin Descriptions

A. Address (output, active High,3-state). These address
lines carry I/O addresses and memory addresses during
bus transactions. Of the eight lines, only three are
available on the 40-pin version.

AD. Address/Data (bidirectional, active High, 3-State).
These 16 multiplexed address and data lines carry I/O
addresses, memory addresses, and data during bus
transactions.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). The ris-
ing edge of Address Strobe indicates the beginning of a
transaction and shows that the address, status, RIW and
B/W signals are valid.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active Low). A Low
on this line indicates that the CPU has relinquished con-
trol of the bus in response to a bus request.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low). A Low on this
line indicates that an external bus requester has ob-
tained or is trying to obtain control of the bus.

BIW. Byte/Word (output, Low = Word, 3-state). This
signal indicates whether a byte or a word of data is to be
transmitted during a transaction.

CLK. Clock Output (output). The frequency of the proc-
essor timing clock is derived from the oscillator input
(external oscillator) or crystal frequency (internal
oscillator) by dividing the crystal or external oscillator in-
put by two. This clock is further divided by one, two or
four (as programmed), and then output on this line.

DS. Data Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). This signal
provides timing for data movement to or from the bus
master.

INT. Maskable Interrupts (input, active Low). A Low on
these lines requests an interrupt. Of the three lines, only
one is available on the 40-pin version.

NMI. Nonmaskable Interrupt (input, falling-edge ac-
tivated). A High-to Low transition on this line requests a
Nonmaskable Interrupt.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on this line
resets the CPU.

RIW. Read/Write (output, Low = Write, 3-state). This
signal determines the direction of data transfer for
memory, I/O, or EPU transfer transactions.

ST. Status (output, active High, 3-state). These four lines
indicate the type of transaction occuring on the bus and
give additional information about the transaction.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). A Low on this line in-
dicates that the responding device needs more time to
complete a transaction.

XTALI. Clock/Crystal Input (time-base input). Connects
a series-resonant crystal or an external single-phase
clock to the on-Chip clock oscillator.

XTALO. Crystal Output (time-base output). Connects a
series-resonant crystal to the on-chip clock oscillator.

+ 5 V. Power Supply Voltage. (+ 5 nominal).

GND. Ground. Ground reference.

The following lines are available on the 64-pin device
version only:

DMASTB. DMA Flyby Strobe (output, active Low). These
lines select peripheral devices for DMA flyby transfers.

CTIN. Counter/Timer Input (input, active High). These
lines receive signals from external devices for the
counter-timers.

CTIO. Counter/Timer I/O (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These I/O lines transfer signals between the
counterltimers and external devices.



iE. Input Enable (output, active Low, 3-state). A Low on
this line indicates that the direction of transfer on the Ad-
dresslData lines is toward the CPU.

OE. Output Enable (output, active Low, 3-state). A Low
on this line indicates that the direction of transfer on the
AddresslData lines is away from the MPU.

PAUSE. CPU Pause (input, active Low, l8216 only).
While this line is Low the CPU refrains from transferring
data to or from an Extended Processing Unit in the
system or from beginning the execution of an instruc-
tion.

RX. UART Receive (input, active High). This line receives
serial data at standard TIL levels.

RDY. DMA Ready (input, active Low). These lines are
monitored by the DMA channels to determine when a
peripheral device associated with a DMA channel is
ready for a read or write operation. When a DMA chan-
nel is enabled to operate, its Ready line indirectly con-
trols DMA activity; the manner in which DMA activity is
controlled by the line varies with the operating mode
(single-transaction, burst or continuous).

TX. UART Transmit (output, active High). This line
transmits serial data at standard TIL levels.

Bus Operations

Two kinds of operations can occur on the system bus:
transactions and request. At any given time, one device
(either the CPU or a bus requester) has control of the bus
and is known as the bus master. A transaction is initiated
by the bus master and is responded to by some other
device on the bus. Only one transaction can proceed at a
time; nine kinds of transactions can occur:

Burst Memory. These transactions are used to transfer
four words of instructions from the memory to the CPU.

DMA Flyby. This transaction is used by the DMA
peripheral to transfer data between an external
peripheral and memory.

EPU Transfer. This transaction is used to transfer data
between the CPU and an EPU.

Halt. This transaction is used to indicate that the CPU is
executing the Halt instruction.

Internal Operation. These transactions do not transfer
data.

Interrupt Acknowledge. This transaction is used by the
CPU to acknowledge an external interrupt request and to
transfer additional information from the interrupting
device.

I/O. This transaction is used by the bus master to
transfer data to or from an external peripheral.

Memory. This transaction is used by the bus master to
transfer data to or from a memory location.

Refresh. These transactions by the refresh mechanism
do not transfer data; they refresh dynamic memory.

Only the bus master can initiate transactions. A request,
however, can be initiated by a device that does not have
control of the bus. Two types of requests can occur:

Bus. This request is used to request control of the bus to
initiate transactions.

Interrupt. This request is used to request the servicing by
the CPU.

When an interrupt or bus request is made, it is answered
according to its type: for an externally generated inter-
rupt request, an Interrupt AcknoWledge transaction is in-
itiated by the CPU; for bus requests, the MPU enters Bus
Disconnect state, relinquishes the bus, and activates an
acknowledge signal.

Transactions

Data transfers to and from the l8DD MPU are ac-
complished through the use of transactions.

All transactions start with Address Strobe (AS) being
driven Low and then raised High by the l8DD MPU. On
the rising edge of AS, the Status lines STo-ST 3 are valid;
these lines indicate the type of transaction being in-
itiated (Table 8); seven types of transactions are discuss-
ed in the sections that follow. Associated with the status
lines are two other lines that become valid at this time:
Rm, and BIW.

0000 Internaloperation
0001 Refresh
0010 I/Otransaction
0011 Halt
0100 Interruptacknowledgeline A
0101 Interrupt acknowledge(nonmaskable)
0110 Interrupt acknowledgeline B
0111 Interrupt acknowledgeline C
1000 MemoryReference(cachable)
1001 MemoryReference(non-cachable)
1010 Memory-EPUtransfer
1011 Reserved
1100 EPUInstructionfetch
1101 EPUInstructionfetch (first word)
1110 EPU-CPUtransfer
1111 Test and Set (data transfers)

If the transaction requires an address, it is valid on the
rising edge of AS. No address is required for EPU-CPU
transfer and Internal Operation transactions; the con-
tents of the A and AD lines while AS is asserted are
undefined. If an address is generated, the OE signal is
also activated.



The Z-BUS MPUs use Data Strobe (DS) to time the actual
data transfer. (Note that Refresh, Halt, and Internal
Operation transactions do not transfer any data and thus
do not activate DS.) For write operations (Rm = Low), a
Low on DS indicates that valid data from the bus master
is on the AD lines. The Output Enable continues to be
asserted until DS is deasserted. For read operations
(Rm = High), the bus master makes AD Lines 3-state,
deasserts OE and asserts iE after driving DS Low so that
the addressed device can put its data on the bus. The
bus master samples this data on the falling clock edge
just before raising DS and iE High.

Walt. The Wait line is sampled on the falling clock edge
when data is sampled by the zaoo MPU (Read), or the
falling clock edge before DS rises (Read or Write). If
WAIT is Low, another cycle is added to the transaction
before data is sampled or DS rises. In this added cycle,
and all subsequent cycles added when WAIT is Low,
WAIT is again sampled on the falling clock edge and, if it
is Low, another cycle is added to the transaction. In this
way, the transaction can be extended to an arbitrary
length by external circuitry to accommodate (for exam-
ple) slow memories or I/O devices that are not yet ready
for data transfer. Automatic insertions of wait states by
the CPU or on-chip DMA channels can be programmed
by setting fields in the Bus Timing and Control register
and Bus Timing and Initialization register to indicate the
number to be inserted.

Memory Transactions. Memory transactions move
data to or from memory when a bus master makes a
memory access. Thus, they are generated during pro-
gram execution to fetch instructions from memory and
to fetch and store memory data. They are also generated
to store old program status and fetch new program
status during interrupt and trap handling and after reset.

A memory transaction is three bus cycles long unless ex·
tended when WAIT is asserted, as explained above in the
Wait section. The status pins, besides indicating a
memory transaction, give the following information:

• Whether the memory access is cacheable (1000) or
noncacheable (1001) information.

• Whether the data for the access is supplied (written)
or captured (read) by an Extended Processing Unit
(1010).

• Whether the information being fetched from memory
is an EPA template (1100, 1101).

• Whether the memory access is part of the read-
modify-write operation (Test and Set) (1111).

Bytes transferred to or from odd memory (address bit 0
is 1) locations are always transmitted on lines ADo-AD7 N
(bit 0 on ADo). Bytes transferred to or from even memory =
locations (address bit 0 = 0) are always transmitted on 0
lines ADa-AD1s (bit 0 on ADa). For byte reads (BIW High, II
RIW High), the CPU or on-chip DMA channel uses only diG
the byte whose address it put out on the bus. For byte
writes (Bm High, RIW Low), the memory should store
only the byte whose address was output. During byte
memory writes, the CPU (or on-chip DMA channel in non-
Flyby transactions) places the same byte on both halves
of the bus, and the proper byte must be selected by
testing Ao. For word transfers, (Rm = Low), all 16 bits
are captured by the CPU or DMA channel (Read: RIW =
High) or stored by the memory (Write: RtW = Low). For
these transactions (either memory or I/O) the bytes of
data appear swapped on the bus with the most signifi·
cant byte on ADrADo and the least significant byte on
AD1s-ADa·

Memory transaction timings are shown in Figures 46-50.
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Burst Memory Transactions. Burst memory transac-
tions use multiple Data Strobes associated with a single
Address Strobe. The CPU uses burst transactions to
read four consecutive words in four data transactions.
The address of the first word read during a burst transac-
tion has zeros in the three least significant bits. Control
bits in the Cache Control register indicate whether or not
portions of the memory system can support burst trans-
actions.

The CPU uses burst mode reads only for fetching in-
structions. If an instruction is to be fetched from a loca-
tion within a half of physical memory that supports burst
transactions, the CPU reads the eight bytes that contain
the first byte of the instruction. (EPA template fetches
and the RETI instruction do not use the burst
transaction.)

Timing for the first data transfer during a burst transac-
tion is identical to that for a single memory read, in-
cluding the automatic insertion of wait states, except
there are four T3 states. Subsequent data transfers do
not include automatic wait states. On the first data
transfer, if WAIT is sampled active then it is sampled
again every bus clock cycle until it is inactive, at which
time the data is read from the bus. Burst memory read
timing is shown in Figure 51.

Internal Operation and Halt Transactions. Two types
of bus transactions made by the CPU do not transfer
data: Internal Operations and Halt transactions. These
transactions look like a memory transaction, except that
DS remains High and no data is transferred.

For the Internal Operation transaction (Figure 52), the
Address lines contain arbitrary data when AS goes High.
The RIW line indicates Read (High) and the Status lines
indicate Internal Operation (0000).

A Halt transaction (Figure 53) is generated when the
CPU executes a Halt instruction or when a fatal se-
quence of traps and bus errors occurs. The address
placed on the AD lines is the location of the Halt instruc-
tion or the instruction that initiated the fatal sequence of
traps and errors. The Status lines indicate a Halt trans-
action (0011).

WAIT is not sampled during the Internal Operation or
Halt transaction.
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• Address of Halt Instruction.
··Z8216 only.

m = 18 for Z8116, 23 for Z8216.

110 Transactions. I/O transactions (Figures 54 and 55)
move data to or from peripherals and are generated dur-
ing the execution of I/O instructions. I/O transactions to
on-chip peripheral devices do not generate external bus
transactions.

I/O transactions are four bus cycles long at a minimum,
and they can be lengthened by the addition of wait
cycles either automatically generated as indicated in the
Bus Timing and Control register or generated by an ex-
ternal device. The extra clock cycles allow for slower
peripheral operation.

The status lines indicate that the access is an I/O trans-
action (0010). The I/O address is found on ADo-AD15 and
A1S-A23·

Byte data (BIW = High) is transmitted on ADo-AD? This
allows peripheral devices to attach to only eight of the
AD lines. The AeadlWrite line (AiW) indicates the direc-
tion of the data transfer: peripheral-to-CPU (Aead: AiW
= High) or CPU-to-peripheral (Write: AIW = Low).

Interrupt Acknowledge Transactions. These transac-
tions (Figure 56) acknowledge an interrupt and read an
identifier from the device that generated the interrupt. in-
terrupt Acknowledge transactions are generated
automatically by the hardware when an interrupt is
detected.

These transactions are five cycles long at a minimum,
with at least two automatic wait cycles, although others
can be added by programming the Bus Timing and Con-
trol register. The wait cycles are used to give the inter-
rupt priority daisy chain (or other priority resolution
device) time to settle before the identifier is read.
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• AD, and AD2 lndic.te the type of Interrupt being acknowledged .
•• Z8216 only.

m = 18 forZ8116. 23 forZ8216.

The Status lines identify the type of interrupt that is being
acknowledged. The possibilities are nonmaskable inter-
rupt (0101) and the three external interrupt
acknowledges (0100, 0101 and 0111). No address is
generated; the contents of the bus are undefined when
AS rises. The RIW line indicates Read (High), and the
BIW line indicates Word (Low).

The only item of data transferred is the identifier that is
captured from the AO lines on the falling clock edge just
before OS is raised High. The length of time that OS is
asserted is identical with I/O timing programmed in the
Bus Timing and Control register.

There are two places where WAIT is sampled and thus a
wait cycle can be inserted by external devices. The first
place serves to delay the falling edge of OS to allow the
daisy chain a longer time to settle, and the second place
serves to delay the point at which data is read.

Refresh Transactions. A memory Refresh transaction
(Figure 57) is generated by the refresh mechanism and

can come immediately after the final clock cycle of any
other transaction. The memory refresh counter's 10-bit
address is output on the low order 10 bits of the bus dur-
ing the first cycle of the transaction. The contents of the
rest of the bus are undefined. The Status lines indicate
Refresh (0001). This transaction can be used to generate
refreshes for dynamic RAMs. Refreshes may occur
while the CPU is in the Halt or Fatal state.

CPU-Extended Processing Unit Interaction

The Z800 CPU with a Z-BUS interface and PAUSE input
line (Le., the Z8216) and one or more Extended Process-
ing Units (EPUs) work together like a single CPU compo-
nent, with the CPU providing address, status, and timing
signals and the EPU supplying and capturing data. The
EPU monitors the status and timing signals output by the
CPU so that it knows when to participate in a memory
transaction; for EPU to memory transfers, the CPU puts
its AO lines in 3-state while OS is Low, so that the EPU
can use them.
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*10 lelSl-Slgnificant bils are R.fresh address.
"Z8218 only.

m = 18 tor Z8116, 23 for Z8216.

In order to know which transaction it is to participate in,
the EPU must track the following sequence of events:

• When the CPU fetches the first word of an EPA in-
struction template from memory (ST3-STO = 1101),
the EPU must also capture the instruction returned
by the memory. The template has an 10 field that in·
dicates whether or not the EPU is to execute the in-
struction. Because there is no alignment restriction
on EPA templates, the 10 field can not be in the first
word fetched.

• The next non-refresh transaction by the CPU is the
fetching the second word of the instruction (ST3-STO
= 1100). The EPU must also capture this word. If
the template is not aligned, a third fetch is made
(ST3-STO = 1100).

• If the instruction involves a read or write to memory,
then transfers of data between memory and the EPU
(ST3-STO = 1010) are the next non-refresh transac-
tions performed by the CPU. The EPU must supply
the data (Write: R/W = Low) or capture the data
(Read: R/W = High) for each transaction, just as if it
were part of the CPU. In both cases, the CPU
3-states its AD lines while data is being transferred
(OS Low).

• If the instruction involves a transfer from the EPU to
the Z800 MPU, the next non-refresh transaction is
the CPU transferring data between the EPU and CPU
(ST3-STO = 1110).

In order to follow this sequence, an EPU has to monitor
the status iines to verify that the transaction it is monitor·
ing on the bus was generated by the CPU. In a multipie
EPU system, there is no indication on the bus as to
which EPU is cooperating with the CPU at any given
time. This must be determined by the EPUs from the EPA
tempiates they capture.

When an EPU begins to execute an extended instruction,
the CPU can continue fetching and executing instruc-
tions. If the EPU wishes to halt the CPU from executing
another instruction or bus transaction, the EPU must ac-
tivate the PAUSE line to stop the CPU until the EPU is
ready for subsequent CPU activity. This mechanism is
used to synchronize CPU·EPU activity.

EPU Transfer Transactions. These transactions
(Figures 58·60) move data between the CPU and an EPU,
thus allowing the CPU to transfer data to or from an EPU
or to read or write an EPU's status registers. They are
generated during the execution of the EPA instruction.



EPU·to·Memory transfers are five cycles unless extend-
ed by Wait. Memory to EPU transfers are three cycles
unless extended by WAIT.

EPU·CPU transfer transactions have the same form as
I/O transactions and thus are four clock cycles long,
unless extended by WAIT. Although AS is asserted, no
address is generated and the contents of the bus are
undefined; only one status code is used (1110).

In a multiple EPU system, the EPU that is to participate
in a transaction is selected implicitly by the ID code in
the EPU template, rather than by an address. The
Read/Write line (R/W = High) indicates the direction of
the data transfer into the CPU.

Requests

The Z800 MPU supports three types of request signal.
These are:

• Interrupt requests, which another device initiates
and the CPU accepts and acknowledges.

• Bus requests, which an external potential bus
master initiates and the CPU accepts and
acknowledges.

• Global bus requests, which the CPU or on·chip DMA
initiates to acquire a global system bus.

When a request is made, it is answered according to its
type: for interrupt requests, an Interrupt Acknowledge
transaction is initiated by the CPU; for bus requests, an
acknowiedge signal is sent; for global bus request, an
acknowledge signal is received.

Interrupt Requests. The Z800 MPU supports two types
of external interrupt, maskable and nonmaskable (NMI).
The Interrupt Request line of a device that is capable of
generating an interrupt may be tied to any of the inter·
rupt pins. Several devices can be connected to one pin,
with the devices arranged in a priority daisy chain. The
CPU uses the same protocol for handling requests on
these pins. The sequence of events is given below:

Any High·to-Low transition on the NMI input is asyn·
chronously edge-detected, and the internal NMI latch is
set. At the beginning of the last processor clock cycle of
any instruction, the interrupt inputs are sampled along
with the state of the internal NMI latch.

If a maskable interrupt is requested and the Master
Status register indicates that requests on that line are to
be accepted, or if the NMI latch is set, the next possible
bus transaction is an interrupt acknowledge transaction
that results in an identifier from the highest-priority inter-
rupting device being read off the AD lines. This data is
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used to initiate the interrupt service routine. For a non-
maskable interrupt request in interrupt mode 0, 1, or 2,
an interrupt acknowledge transaction is not generated;
the hexidecimal constant 0066 is used to initiate the in-
terrupt service routine.

Bus Requests. To generate transactions on the bus, a
potential external bus master (such as a DMA Controller)
must gain control of the bus by making a bus request. A
bus request is initiated by pulling BUSREQ Low. Several
bus requesters can be wire ORed to the BUSREQ pin;
priorities are resolved externally to the CPU, usually by a
priority daisy chain.

The asynchronous BUSREQ signal generates an internal
BUSREQ, which is synchronous. If the external BUSREQ
is Low at the beginning of any processor clock cycle, the
internal BUSREQ will cause the bus acknowledge line
(BUSACK) to be asserted after the current bus transac-
tion is completed or after the write transaction of a TSET
instruction. The CPU then enters Bus Disconnect state
and gives up control of the bus. All l800 Output pins ex-
cept BUSACK are 3-stated.

The on-chip DMA channels have higher priority than the
off-chip devices requesting the external bus via
BUSREQ.

A hardware reset puts the l800 MPU into a known state
and optionally initializes the Bus Timing and Initialization
control register of the l800 MPU to a system specifiable
value. A reset begins at the end of any processor clock
cycle if the RESET line is Low. However, if a bus transac-
tion is in progress it is allowed to be completed. A
system reset overrides all other operations of the chip,
including interrupts, traps and bus requests. A reset
should be used to initialize a system as part of the power-
up sequence.

Within 128 processor clock cycles of the RESET line
becoming Low, the Z800 lines assume their reset values.
For either bus, the AD lines are 3-stated, and all control
outputs are forced High. While RESET is asserted, the
clock output is the processor clock frequency scaled by
four. RESET must be held low at least 128 processor
clock cycles.

The Reset line is sampled on the rising edge of the clock
output during reset. When the Reset line is sampled High

(de-asserted), the state of the Wait line is also noted: if
WAIT is asserted, then the contents of the AD lines on
the falling edge of the clock are used to program the con-
tent of the Bus Timing and Initialization register, other-
wise the constant 00 hexadecimal is used. If the hard-
ware programming option is used, ADs is used to enable
the bootstrap via UART option.

After reset, the following control registers are initialized
as follows:

• Program Counter, System Stack Pointer, I, and R
registers initialized to 0

• Master Status register-initialized to 0, e.g., system
mode of operation; single-step mode, Breakpoint-on-
Halt and all maskable interrupts disabled

• 110 Page register-liD page 0 in use

• Stack Limit register cleared

• Refresh register-initialized to 88, e.g., refresh
enabled, rate = 32 clock cycles

• Cache Control register-initialized to 00, e.g. cache
enabled for program only (associative rather than
fixed location); also, all lines invalid

• Memory Management Unit Master Control
register-initialized to 0, e.g., translation disabled

• Trap Control register-initialized to 0, e.g., Stack
Warning disabled, EPA disabled, 110 not privileged

• All peripheral control registers-peripheral disabled
(but see UART bootstrap option)

• Interrupt Status register-Interrupt Mode 0

The following registers are unaffected:

• CPU register file, including user Stack Pointer

• Page Descriptor registers

• InterruptlTrap Vector Table Pointer register

On the rising edge of RESET, if Bus Request is asserted
the l800 MPU will grant the bus before fetching the first
instruction from location O.

After RESET has returned to High, the CPU begins to
operate unless the Bootstrap UART feature is utilized.



The pin assignments of four versions of the Z800 MPU,
the Z8108, Z8208, Z8116 and Z8216 are shown in
Figures 61·64 respectively.
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Figure 62. Z6206 Pin Assignments
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A High-Performance 16-Bit Architecture
With 32-Bit Migration in Mind

A Complete Solution. Continuing
the family concept so successfully
introduced by its 8-bit Z80 CPU,
Zilog devised the Z8000 Family of
16-bit parts. As you would expect
from Zilog, this family provides much
more than an extension of 8-bit archi-
tecture: the Z8000 Family lets you
design advanced concepts from the
mainframe and minicomputer worlds
into microcomputer systems.

And because the Z8000 Family
was built around a unifying set of
protocols and interconnections,
present and future family members
are entirely compatible. Your system
can grow as your applications ma-
ture or expand. A whole range of
functions have been planned for
from the beginning; the growing
family now includes parts to provide
memory management, DMA trans-
fer, and extended processing.

System Flexibility. Even the small-
est Z8000 systems offer high
throughput and easy programming
far superior to any existing micropro-
cessor alternative. In mid-range
applications, Z8000 components
offer very powerful solutions to the
design problems of word process-
ing, intelligent terminals, data com-
munications, instrumentation, and
process control. In a complex net-
work of multiple processors, smart
peripheral components, and a dis-
tributed memory configuration, the
Z8000 Family provides performance
and versatility exceeding that of
much larger-and far more
expensive-minicom puters.

Higher Throughput, Reduced
Cost. The powerful instruction set,
high execution speed, regular archi-
tecture, and numerous special fea-
tures of the Z8000 microprocessors
dramatically increase system
throughput. Intelligent Z8000 periph-
eral controllers and extended pro-
cessing units unburden the CPU
and boost throughput even further.

Simply put, the Z8000 Family
offers more for less money. The
Z8000 microprocessors give mid-
range minicomputer performance at
microprocessor cost. At component
prices, Z8000 peripheral controllers
perform complex system functions
that previously required an entire PC
board.

The Z8000 Family is designed for
multiple-processor operation-an
economical way of greatly increasing
system performance. Many special
features for multiple Z8000 CPUs
facilitate the design of multiple-
processor systems that share access
to a common memory. The Memory
Management Units can dynamically
relocate code and protect memory
areas. The Z8090/4 Z-UPC Universal
Peripheral Controller, a complete
slave microcomputer, can manipu-
late data off-line. Asynchronous
parts of multiple-processor systems
can be joined by the Z8038 Z-FIO
FIFO Interface Unit.

A Z8000-based system can also
include Zilog's Z8070 FPU Floating
Point Unit for high-speed, highly
accurate floating-point processing.

The Z8000's Extended Processing
Architecture (EPA) makes it easy to
add the FPU, and Zilog provides a
software simulation of the FPU for
system development.
An Unmatched CPU. The Z8000
microprocessor is not just a wider
data path, more registers, more data
types, more addressing modes,
more instructions, and more ad-
dressing space. It brings big-
machine concepts to the level of
components. Its general-register
architecture avoids bottlenecks
associated with dedicated or implied
registers. Special features support
parallel processors, operating sys-
tems, compilers, and the implemen-
tation of virtual memory.

The Z8000 CPU is also a very fast
machine. Its throughput is greater
than that of any other 16-bit micro-
processor with comparable clock
speeds. And the Z8000 CPU is
available with speeds ranging from a
moderate 4 MHz clock rate that
allows you the choice of slow-
access, low-cost memories to a
high-speed 10 MHz clock rate for
high-performance systems. From
the four versions of the Z8000 micro-
processors, you can select the one
best suited to your needs: the Z8001
for large memory applications, the
Z8002 for small memory applica-
tions, the Z8003 for virtual memory,
or the Z8004 for multiprocessors
sharing a common, small memory.



How to Manage Your Memory
Better. Trends are increasingly
toward systems with multiple users,
complex programs, security require-
ments, and continuously expanding
memory requirements. These design
problems pose questions not suffi-
ciently answered by other micropro-
cessor families.

Exemplifying the Z-Family commit-
ment to advanced architecture, the
Z8010 Memory Management Unit
(Z-MMU) and the Z8015 Paged
Virtual Memory Management Unit
(Z-PMMU) both provide flexibility in
code segmenter page relocation
and sophistication in memory pro·
tection rarely found in the micropro-
cessor world. These devices
encourage modular software
development-a critical factor as
programs reach new levels of
complexity.

You are free from specifying where
information is actually located in
physical memory because the
Z-MMU and Z-PMMU make software
addresses totally independent from
the actual physical memory address.
While some microprocessor CPUs
do have internal CPU relocation
registers, they are dedicated and
support few segments. These CPUs
also restrict memory protection. Not
true for the Z-MMU or Z-PMMU.
Various configurations of these de-
vices can randomly relocate all 128
segments output by the Z8000 CPU
in any of its available memory
systems.

For even more sophisticated mem-
ory management, the Z8000 micro-
processors include a new member
that supports virtual memory via an
instruction abort mechanism. The
Z8003 Virtual Memory Processing
Unit (Z·VMPU) can implement either
segmented virtual memory that
allows demand swapping of seg-
ments, or a paged virtual memory in
which the unit of memory allocation
is a page within a segment.

But the memory management
units are more than relocation de-
vices. They offer you a host of memo
ory protection features that allow the
system to protect its software from
unwanted uses and users. Segments
or pages can be specified as read-
only to protect them from being
overwritten, as system-only to protect
the operating system from inadver-
tent user access, as execute-only,
and so on. A write warning zone is
especially useful in stack operations
so the operating system can deal
with growing stacks.

Peripheral Problem Solvers.
Z8000 peripheral components are
not dumb I/O circuits. They perform
intelligent, complicated tasks on
their own. They unburden the CPU,
reduce bus traffic, and increase
system throughput. Complex system
tasks that previously required bur-
densome conglomerations of MSI
can now be handled off-line by
Z-BUS peripherals with little CPU
overhead. Multifunction Z-BUS
peripherals are extensively pro-
grammable, so each can be
precisely tailored to its application.

Counting, timing, and parallel I/O
problems seem less tiresome with
the Z8036 Z-CIO Counter and Paral-
lei I/O device. It has three 16-bit
counter/timers, and three I/O ports.
It can even double as a program-
mable interrupt-priority controller.
Data communications are neatly
handled by the Z8030 Z-SCC Serial
Communication Controller and the
Z8033 Z-ASCC Asynchronous Serial
Communications Controller, dual-
channel multi-protocol components
that between them, support all popu-
lar communications formats. Direct
memory access is amply supported
by the Z8016 Z-DTC DMA Transfer
Controller, a fast dual-channel device
that enhances the addressing power
of the Z8000 CPU in stand-alone or
parallel-processor environments.
General-purpose control and data-
manipulation problems are smoothly
solved by the Z8094 Z-UPC Univer-
sal Peripheral Controller, a complete
off-line microcomputer-on-a-chip
with three I/O ports. This processor
executes the same friendly, capable
instruction set as our Z8 Microcom-
puter. Bits and pieces of asynchron·
ous parallel-processing systems are
interconnected by the Z8038 Z-FIO
FIFO Input/Output, a surprisingly
flexible device that can interface any
major microprocessor and most
peripherals to the Z-BUS. Its buffer
depth can be expanded without limit
using the Z8060 Z-FIFO.

If encryption or decryption of data
is necessary, the Z8068 Data Cipher-
ing Processor (Z-DCP) supports
three standard ciphering options
and key parity check. It can also
input, output, and encipher simulta·
neously.



Z800 1/2 Z8000® CPU
Central Processing Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Regular, easy-to-use architecture

• Instruction set more powerful than many minicomputers

• Directly addresses 8 Mbytes

• Eight user-selectable addressing modes

• Seven data types that range from bits to 32-bit long words
and byte and word strings

• System and Normal operating modes

• Separate code, data, and stack spaces

• Sophisticated interrupt structure

• Resource-shaping capabilities for multiprocessing
systems

• Multi-programming support

• Compiler support

• Memory management and protection provided by
Z8010 Memory Management Unit

• 32-bit operations, including signed multiply and divide

• Z-BUS compatible

• 4,6, and 10 MHz clock rate

The Z8000 is an advanced high-end 16-bit microprocessor
that spans a wide variety of applications ranging from simple
stand-alone computers to complex parallel-processing
systems. Essentially a monolithic minicomputer central
processing unit, the Z8000 CPU is characterized by an
instruction set more powerful than many minicomputers;
abundant resources in registers, data types, addressing
modes and addressing range, and a regular architecture
that enhances throughput by avoiding critical bottlenecks
such as implied or dedicated registers.

CPU resources include sixteen 16-bit general-purpose
registers, seven data types that range from bits to 32-bit long
words and byte and word strings, and eight user-selectable
addressing modes. The 110 distinct instruction types can
be combined with the various data types and addressing
modes to form a powerful set of 414 instructions. Moreover,
the instruction set is regular; most instructions can use any
of the five main addressing modes and can operate on byte,
word, and long-word data types.

The CPU can operate in either the system or normal mode.
The distinction between these two modes permits privileged
operations, thereby improving operating system
organization and implementation. Multiprogramming is
supported by the "atomic" Test and Set instruction;
multiprocessing by a combination of instruction and
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hardware features; and compilers by multiple stacks.
special instructions. and addressing modes.

The Z8000 CPU is offered in two versions: the Z8001 48-pin
segmented CPU and the Z8002 40-pin nonsegmented
CPU (Figure 1). The main difference between the two is in
addressing range. The Z8001 can directly address 8
megabytes of memory; the Z8002 directly addresses 64
kilobytes. The two operating modes-system and normal-
and the distinction between code. data. and stack spaces
within each mode allows memory extension up to 48
megabytes for the Z8001 and 384 kilobytes for the Z8002.

To meet the requirements of complex. memory-intensive
applications. a companion memory-management device is

offered for the z8ooi. The Z8010 Memory Management
Unit manages the large address space by providing
features such as segment relocation and memory
protection. The Z8001 can be used with or without the
Z8010. If used by itself. the Z8001 still provides an 8
megabyte direct addressing range. extendable to 48
megabytes.

The Z8001. Z8002. and Z8010 are fabricated with
high-density. high-performance scaled n-channel silicon-
gate depletion-load technology. and are housed in
dual-in-line packages (DIPs) and leadless chip carriers
(LCG).

The Z8000 CPU is a register-oriented machine that offers
sixteen 16-bit general-purpose registers and a set of special
system registers. All general-purpose registers can be used
as accumulators and all but one as index registers or
memory pointers.

Register flexibility is created by grouping and overlapping

multiple registers (Figures 2 and 3). For byte operations. the
first eight 16-bit registers (RO... R7) are treated as sixteen
8-bit registers (RLO. RHO.... RL7 ..RH7). The sixteen 16-bit
registers are grouped in pairs (RRO... RR14) to form 32-bit
long-word registers. Similarly. the register set is grouped in
quadruples (ROO... R012) to form 64-bit registers.
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Figure 2. Z8001 General-Purpose Registers Figure 3. Z8002 General-Purpose Registers



The Z8001 and Z8002 can use stacks located anywhere in
memory. Call and Return instructions as well as interrupts
and traps use implied stacks. The distinction between
normal and system stacks separates system information
from the application program information. Two stack
pointers are available: the system stack pointer and the
normal stack pointer. Because they are part of the
general-purpose register group, the user can manipulate

the stack pointers with any instruction available for register
operations.

In the Z8001, register pair RR14 is the implied stack pointer.
Register R14 contains the 7-bit segment number and R15
contains the 16-bit offset. In the Z8002, register R15 is the
implied 16-bit stack pointer.

The Z8000 CPU contains a counter that can be used to
automatically refresh dynamic memory. The refresh counter
register consists of a 9-bit row counter, a 6-bit rate counter,
and an enable bit (Figure 4). The 9-bit row counter can
address up to 256 rows and is incremented by two each
timethe rate counter reaches end-of-count. The rate counter
determines the time between successive refreshes. It
consists of a programmable 6-bit modulo-n prescaler (n = 1
to 64), driven at one-fourth the CPU clock rate. The refresh

period can be programmed by 1 to 64 j.ls with a 4 MHz
clock. Refresh can be disabled by programming the refresh
enable/disable bit.

This group of status registers contains the program counter,
flags, and control bits. When an interrupt or trap occurs, the
entire group is saved and a new program status group is
loaded. .

Figure 5 illustrates how the program status groups of the
Z8001 and Z8002 differ. In the nonsegmented Z8002, the
program status group consists of two words: the program
counter (PC), and the flag and control word (FCW). In the
segmented Z8001, the program status group consists of
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four words: a two-word program counter, the flag and
control word, and an unused word reserved for future use.
Seven bits of the first PC word designate one of the 128
memory segments. The second word supplies the 16-bit
offset that designates a memory location within the
segment.

With the exception of the segment enable bit in the Z8001
program status group, the flags and control bits are the
same for both CPUs.



The Z8000 provides a very flexible and powerful interrupt
and trap structure. Interrupts are external asynchronous
events requiring CPU attention, and are generally triggered
by peripherals needing service. Traps are synchronous
events resulting from the execution of certain instructions.
Both are processed in a similar manner by the CPU.

The CPU supports three types of interrupts (non-maskable,
vectored, and non-vectored) and four traps [system call,
Extended Process Architecture (EPA) instruction, privileged
instructions, and segmentation trap). The vectored and
non-vectored interrupts are maskable. Of the four traps, the
only external one is the segmentation trap, which is
generated by the Z801 O.

The remaining traps occur when instructions limited to the
system mode are used in the normal mode, or as a result of
the System Call instruction, or for an EPA instruction. The

descending order of priority for traps and interrupts is:
internal traps, nonmaskable interrupt, segmentation trap,
vectored interrupt, and non-vectored interrupt.

When an interrupt or trap occurs, the current program status
is automatically pushed on the system stack. The program
status consists of the processor status (PC and FCW) plus a
16-bit identifier. The identifier contains the reason or source
of the trap or interrupt. For internal traps, the identifier is the
first word of the trapped instruction. For external traps or
interrupts, the identifier is the vector on the data bus read by
the CPU during the interrupt-acknowledge or trap-
acknowledge cycle.

After saving the current program status, the new program
status is automatically loaded from the program status area
in system memory. This area is designated by the program
status area pointer (PSAP).

Z8000 instructions can operate on bits, BCD digits (4 bits),
bytes (8 bits), words (16 bits), long words (32 bits), and byte
strings and word strings (up to 64 kilobytes long). Bits can be
set, reset, and tested; digits are used in BCD arithmetic
operations; bytes are used for characters or small integer
values; words are used for integer values, instructions and
nonsegmented addresses; long words are used for long
integer values and segmented addresses. All data elements

except strings can reside either in registers or memory.
Strings are stored in memory only.

The basic data element is the byte. The number of bytes
used when manipulating a data element is either implied by
the operation or-for strings and multiple register
operations-explicitly specified in the instruction.

SEGMENTATION AND MEMORY
MANAGEMENT

High-level languages, sophisticated operating systems,
large programs and data bases, and decreasing memory
prices are all accelerating the trend toward larger memory
requirements in microcomputer systems. The Z8001 meets
this requirement with an eight megabyte addressing space.
This large address space is directly accessed by the CPU
using a segmented addressing scheme and can be
managed by the Z801 0 Memory Management Unit.

Segmented Addressing

A segmented addressing space-compared with linear
addressing-is closer to the way a programmer uses
memory because each procedure and data space resides
in its own segment. The 8 megabytes of Z8001 addressing
space is divided into 128 relocatable segments up to 64
kilobytes each. A 23-bit segmented address uses a 7-bit
segment address to point to the segment, and a 16-bit offset
to address any location relative to the beginning of the
segment. The two parts of the segmented address may be
manipulated separately. The segmented Z8001 can run any
code written for the nonsegmented Z8002 in anyone of its
128 segments, provided it is set to the nonsegmented
mode.

r;;;~OR;-------
MANAGMENT
UNIT

BASE
ADDRESS
REGISTER

FILE

Figure 6. Logical-to-Physical Address
Translation



In hardware, segmented addresses are contained in a
register pair or long-word memory location. The segment
number and offset can be manipulated separately or
together by all the available word and long-word operations.

When contained in an instruction, a segmented address has
two different representations: long offset and short offset.
The long offset occupies two words, whereas the short offset
requires only one and combines in one word the 7-bit
segment number with an a-bit offset (range 0-256). The
short offset mode allows very dense encoding of addresses
and minimizes the need for long addresses required by
direct accessing of this large address space.

Memory Management

The addresses manipulated by the programmer, used by
instructions and output by the Za001, are called logical
addresses. The Memory Management Unit takes the logical
addresses and transforms them into the physical addresses
required for accessing the memory (Figure 6). This address
transformation process is called relocation. Segment
relocation makes user software addresses independent of
the physical memory so the user is freed from specifying

where information is actually located in the physical
memory.

The relocation process is transparent to user software. A
translation table in the Memory Management Unit
associates the 7-bit segment number with the base address
of the physical memory segment. The 16-bit offset is added
to the physical base address to obtain the actual physical
address. The system may dynamically reload translation
tables as tasks are created, suspended, or changed.

In addition to supporting dynamic segment relocation, the
Memory Management Unit also provides segment
protection and other segment management features. The
protection features prevent illegal uses of segments, such as
writing into a write-protected zone.

Each Memory Management Unit stores 64 segment entries
that consist of the segment base address, its attributes, size,
and status. Segments are variable in size from 256 bytes to
64 kilobytes in increments of 256 bytes. Pairs of
Management Units support the 12a segment numbers
available for each of the six CPU address spaces. Within an
address space, several Management Units can be used to
create multiple translation tables.

The Zilog Extended Processing Architecture (EPA) provides
an extremely flexible and modular approach to expanding
both the hardware and software capabilities of the zaooo
CPU. Features of the EPA include:

• Specialized instructions for external processors or
software traps may be added to CPU instruction set.

• Increases throughput of the system by using up to four
specialized external processors in parallel with the CPU.

• Permits modular design of ZaOOO-based systems.

• Provides easy management of multiple microprocessor
configurations via "single instruction stream"
communication.

• Simple interconnection between extended processing
units and zaooo CPU requires no additional external
supporting logic.

• Supports debugging of suspect hardware against
proven software.

• Standard features on all Zilog zaooo CPUs.

Specific benefits include:

• EPUs can be added as the system grows and as EPUs
with specialized functions are developed.

• Control of EPUs is accomplished via a "single instruction
stream" in the zaooo CPU, eliminating many significant
system software and bus contention management
obstacles that occur in other multiprocessor (e.g.,
master-slave) organization schemes.

The processing power of the Zilog zaooo 16-bit
microprocessor can be boosted beyond its intrinsic
capability by Extended Processing Architecture. Simply
stated, EPA allows the zaooo CPU to accommodate up to
four Extended Processing Units (EPUs), which perform
specialized functions in parallel with the CPU's main
instruction execution stream (Figure 7).

The use of extended processors to boost the main CPU's
performance capability has been proven with large
mainframe computers and minicomputers. In these
systems, specialized functions such as array processing,
special inpuUoutput processing, and data communications
processing are typically assigned to extended processor
hardware. These extended processors are complex
computers in their own right.

The Zilog Extended Processing Architecture combines the
best concepts of these proven performance boosters with
the latest in high-density MOS integrated-circuit design. The
result is an elegant expansion of design capability-a
powerful microprocessor architecture capable of
connecting single-chip EPUs that permits very effective
parallel processing and makes for a smoothly integrated
instruction stream from the zaooo programmer's point of
view. A typical addition to the current zaooo instruction set is
a set of Floating Point Instructions.

The Extended Processing Units connect directly to the
zaooo Bus (Z-BUS) and continuously monitor the CPU
instruction stream. When an extended instruction is
detected, the appropriate EPU responds, obtaining or



placing data or status information on the loBUS using the
l8000-generated control signals and performing its
function as directed.

The l8000 CPU is responsible for instructing the EPU and
delivering operands and data to it. The EPU recognizes
instructions intended for it and executes them, using data
supplied with the instruction and/or data within its internal
registers. There are four classes of EPU instructions:

• Data transfers between main memory and EPU registers

• Data transfers between CPU registers and EPU registers

• EPU internal operations

• Status transfers between the EPUs and the l8000 CPU
Flag and Control Word register (FCW)

Four l8000 addressing modes may be utilized with
transfers between EPU registers and the CPU and main
memory:

• Register

• Indirect Register

• Direct Address

• Index

In addition to the hardware-implemented capabilities of the
Exiended Processing Architecture, there is an extended
instruction trap mechanism to permit software simulation of
EPU functions. A control bit in the l8000 FCW register
indicates whether actual EPUs are present or not. If not,
when an extended instruction is detected, the l8000 traps
on the instruction, so that a software "trap handler" can
emulate the desired EPU function-a very useful

development tool. The EPA software trap routine supports
the debugging of suspect hardware against proven
software. This feature will increase in significance as
designers become familiar with the EPA capability of the
l8000CPU

This software trap mechanism facilitates the design of
systems for later addition of EPUs: initially, the extended
function is executed as a trap subroutine; when the EPU is
finally attached, the trap subroutine is eliminated and the
EPA control bit is set. Application software is unaware of the
change.

Extended Processing Architecture also offers protection
against extended instruction overlapping. Each EPU
connects to the l8000 CPU via the STOP line so that if an
EPU is requested to perform a second extended instruction
function before it has completed the previous one, it can put
the CPU into the Stop/Refresh state until execution of the
previous extended instruction is complete.

EPA and CPU instruction execution are shown in Figure 8.
The CPU begins operation by fetching an instruction and
determining whether it is a CPU or an EPU command. The
EPU meanwhile monitors the loBUS for its own instructions.
If the CPU encounters an EPU command, it checks to see
whether an EPU is present; if not, the EPU may be simulated
by an EPU instruction trap software routine; if an EPU is
present, the necessary data and/or address is placed on the
loBUS. If the EPU is free when the instruction and data for it
appear, the extended instruction is executed. If the EPU is
still processing a previous instruction, it activates the CPU's
STOP line to lock the CPU off at the loBUS until execution is
complete. After the instruction is finished, the EPU
deactivates the STOP line and CPU transactions continue.
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A set of 1/0 instructions performs 8-bit or 16-bit transfers
between the CPU and 1/0 devices. 1/0 devices are
addressed with a 16-bit 1/0 port address. The 1/0 port
address is similar to a memory address; however, 1/0
address space need not be part of the memory address
space. 1/0 port and memory addresses coexist on the same
bus lines and they are distinguished by the status outputs.

Two types of 1/0 instructions are available: standard and
special. Each has its own address space. The 1/0
instructions include a comprehensive set of In, Out, and
Block 1/0 instructions for both bytes and words. Special 1/0
instructions are used for loading and unloading the Memory
Management Unit. The status information distinguishes
between standard and special 110 references.

Multi-microprocessor systems are supported in hardware
and software. A pair of CPU pins is used in conjunction with
certain instructions to coordinate multiple microprocessors.
The Multi-Micro Out pin issues a request for the resource,
while the Multi-Micro In pin is used to recognize the state of
the resource. Thus, any CPU in a multiple microprocessor
system can exclude all other asynchronous CPUs from a
critical shared resource.

Multi-microprocessor systems are supported in software by
the instructions Multi-Micro Request, Test Multi-Micro In, Set
Multi-Micro Out, and Reset Multi-Micro Out. In addition, the
eight megabyte CPU address space is beneficial in multiple
microprocessor systems that have large memory
requirements.



The information included in Z8000 instructions consists of
the function to be performed, the type and size of data
elements to be manipulated, and the location of the data
elements. Locations are designated by register addresses,
memory addresses, or I/O addresses. The addressing
mode of a given instruction defines the address space it
references and the method used to compute the address
itself. Addressing modes are explicitly specified or implied
by the instruction.

Figure 9 illustrates the eight addressing modes: Register
(R), Immediate (1M), Indirect Register (IR), Direct Address
(DA), Index (X), Relative Address (RA), Base Address (BA),
and Base Index (BX). In general, an addressing mode
explicitly specifies either register address space or memory
address space. Program memory address space and I/O
address space are usually implied by the instruction.
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INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY

The zaooo provides the following types of instructions: • Bit Manipulation

• Load and Exchange • Rotate and Shift

• Arithmetic • Block Transfer and String Manipulation

• Logical • Input/Output

• Program Control • CPU Control

LOAD AND EXCHANGE

Clock Cycles·
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes N5 55 5L N5 55 5L Operation

CLR dst R 7 7 7 Clear ICLRB IR 8 8 8 dst-O

DA 11 12 14

X 12 12 15 •••-N
EX R, src R 6 6 6 Exchange ~
EXB IR 12 12 12 R-src •••c::I

DA 15 16 18

X 16 16 19

LO R, src R 3 3 3 5 5 5 Load Into Register
LOB 1M 7 7 7 11 11 11 R-src

LOL 1M 5 (byte only)

IR 7 7 7 11 11 11

DA 9 10 12 12 13 15

X 10 10 13 13 13 16

BA 14 14 14 17 17 17

BX 14 14 14 17 17 17

LO dst, R IR 8 8 8 11 11 11 Load Into Memory (Store)

LOB DA 11 12 14 14 15 17 dst-R

LOL X 12 12 15 15 15 18

BA 14 14 14 17 17 17

BX 14 14 14 17 17 11

LO dst, 1M IR 11 11 11 Load Immediate Into Memory
LOB DA 14 15 17 dst-IM

X 15 15 18

LOA R, src DA 12 13 15 Load Address
X 13 13 16 R - source address

BA 15 15 15

BX 15 15 15

LOAR R, src RA 15 15 15 Load Address Relative

R - source address

LOK R, src 1M 5 5 5 Load Constant
R-n(n = 0 ... 15)

LOM R, src, n IR 11 11 11 + 3n Load Multiple
DA 14 15 17 + 3n R - src (n consecutive words)
X 15 15 18 + 3n (n = 1... 16)

• NS = Non·segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL ~ Segmented Long Offset
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LOAD AND EXCHANGE (Continued)

Clock Cycles·

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Ope •.•tlon

LDM dst, R, n IR 11 11 11 + 3n Load Multiple (Store Multiple)

DA 14 15 17 + 3n dst - R (n consecutive words)

X 15 15 18 + 3n (n = 1... 16)

LOR R, src RA 14 14 14 17 17 17 Load Relative

LDRB R-src

LDRL (range -32768 ... +32767)

LOR dst,R RA 14 14 14 17 17 17 Load Rel.tlve (Store Relative)

LDRB dst •...A

LDRL (range -32768 ... +32767)

POP dst,IR R 8 8 8 12 12 12 Pop

POPL IR 12 12 12 19 19 19 dst •... IA

DA 16 16 18 23 23 25 Autoincrement contents of A

X 16 16 19 23 23 26

PUSH IR, src R 9 9 9 12 12 12 Push
PUSHL 1M 12 12 12 19 19 19 Autodecrement contents of A

IR 13 13 13 20 20 20 IR-src

DA 14 14 16 21 21 23

X 14 14 17 21 21 24

ARITHMETIC
ADC R, src R 5 5 5 Add with C.rry
ADCB R-A + src + carry

ADD R, src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 Add
ADDB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 R-R + src
ADDL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18

X 10 10 13 16 16 19

CP R, src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 COmp ••.• with Register
CPB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 A - src
CPL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18
X 10 10 13 16 16 19

CP dst, 1M IR 11 11 11 COmpa •.• with Immadl.te
CPB DA 14 15 17 dst - 1M

X 15 15 18

DAB dst R 5 5 5 Declm.1 Adjust

DEC dst, n R 4 4 4 Dec •.•mented by n
DECB IR 11 11 11 dst •... dst - n

DA 13 14 16 (n = 1... 16)

X 14 14 17

• NS ~ Non-segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL ~ Segmented Long Offset



ARITHMETIC (Continued)

Clock Cycles·

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

DIV R. src R 107 107 107 744 744 744 Divide (signed)

DIVL 1M 107 107 107 744 744 744 Word: Rn + 1 +- Rn.n + 1 + src

IR 107 107 107 744 744 744 Rn +- remainder

DA 108 109 111 745 746 748 Long Word: Rn+2.n+3+-Rn ... n+3+src
X 109 109 112 746 746 749 Rn.n +2 +- remainder

EXTS dst R 11 11 11 11 11 11 Extend Sign
EXTSB Extend sign of low order half of dst

EXTSL through high order half of dst

INC dst. n R 4 4 4 Increment by n IIIINCB IR 11 11 11 dst +- dst + n

DA 13 14 16 (n = 1... 16) 8
X 14 14 17 •••-

2821 2821 2821
N

MULT R. src R 70 70 70 Multiply (signed) "MULTL 1M 70 70 70 2821 2821 2821 Word: Rn.n + 1 +- Rn + 1 • src •IR 70 70 70 2821 2821 2821 Long Word: Rn... n+3 +- Rn+2.n+3 d
DA 71 72 74 2831 2841 2861 1Plus seven cycles for each 1 in the

X 72 72 75 2841 2841 2871 multiplicand

NEG dst R 7 7 7 Negate
NEGB IR 12 12 12 dst-O - dst

DA 15 16 18

X 16 16 19

SBC R. src R 5 5 5 Subtract with Carry

SBCB R +- R - src - carry

SUB R. src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 Subtract
SUBB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 R +- R - src

SUBL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18

X 10 10 13 16 16 19

LOGICAL
AND R. src R 4 4 4 AND
AN DB 1M 7 7 7 R+-RANDsrc

IR 7 7 7

DA 9 10 12

X 10 10 13

COM dst R 7 7 7 Complement
COMB IR 12 12 12 dst +- NOT dst

DA 15 16 18

X 16 16 19

OR R. src R 4 4 4 OR
ORB 1M 7 7 7 R +- R OR src

IR 7 7 7
DA 9 10 12

X 10 10 13

• NS ~ Non-segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL = Segmented Long Offset
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LOGICAL (Continued)

Clock Cycles·
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

TCC CC, dst R 5 5 5 Test Condition Code
TCCB Set LSB if cc is true

TEST dst R 7 7 7 13 13 13 Test
TESTB IR 8 8 8 13 13 13 dstORO

TESTL DA 11 12 14 16 17 19

X 12 12 15 17 17 20

XOR R, src R 4 4 4 Exclusive OR
XORB 1M 7 7 7 R-RXORsrc

IR 7 7 7

DA 9 10 12

X 10 10 13

PROGRAM CONTROL
CALL dst IR 10 15 15 Call Subroutine

DA 12 18 20 Autodecrement SP

X 13 18 21 @SP-PC

PC-dst

CALR dst RA 10 10 15 Call Relative
Autodecrement SP
@SP-PC

PC-PC + dst (range - 4094 to + 4096)

DJNZ R. dst RA 11 11 11 Decrement and Jump If Non-Zero
DBJNZ R-R-1

If R * 0: PC-PC + dst(range-254 to 9)

IRETt 13 13 16 Interrupt Return
PS-@SP

Autoincrement SP

JP cc. dst IR 10 10 15 (taken) Jump Conditional
IR 7 7 7 (nottaken) If cc is true: PC - dst
DA 7 8 10

X 8 8 11

JR cc, dst RA 6 6 6 Jump Conditional Relative

If cc is true: PC - PC + dst
(range - 256 to + 254)

RET cc 10 10 13 (taken) Return Conditional
7 7 7 (not taken) If cc is true: PC - @ SP

Autoincrement SP

SC src 1M 33 33 39 System Call
Autodecrement SP

@SP-oldPS

Push instruction

PS - System Call PS

•NS ~ Non-segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL ~ Segmented Long Offset
tPrivileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.
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BIT MANIPULATION

Clock Cycles·

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS 55 SL NS 55 SL Operation

BIT dst, b R 4 4 4 Test Bit Static

BITB IR 8 8 8 Z flag - NOT dst bit specified by b

DA 10 11 13

X 11 11 14

BIT dst,R R 10 10 10 Test Bit Dynamic

BITB Z flag - NOT dst bit specified by
contents of R

RES dsl, b R 4 4 4 Reset Bit Static
RESB IR 11 11 11 Reset dst bit specified by b N

DA 13 14 16 8X 14 14 17

•••RES dst, R R 10 10 10 Reset Bit Dynamic -NRESB Reset dst bit specified by contents R n
SET dst, b R 4 4 4 Set Bit Static ••d
SETB IR 11 11 11 Set dst bit specified by b

DA 13 14 16

X 14 14 17

SET dsl, R R 10 10 10 Set Bit Dynamic
SETB Set dst bit specified by contents of R

TSET dst R 7 7 7 Test and Set
TSETB IR 11 11 11 S flag - MSB of dst

DA 14 15 17 dst-al11s

X 15 15 18

ROTATE AND SHIFT
RL dst, n R 6forn=1 Rotate Left
RLB R 7forn=2 by n bits (n = 1, 2)

RLC dst, n R 6forn=1 Rotate Left through Carry
RLCB R 7forn=2 by n bits (n = 1, 2)

RLDB R, src R 9 9 9 Rotate Digit Left

RR dst, n R 6forn=1 Rotate Right
RRB R 7forn=2 by n bits (n = 1, 2)

RRC dsl, n R 6forn=1 Rotate Right through Carry
RRCB R 7forn=2 by n bits (n = 1, 2)

RRDB R, src R 9 9 9 Rotate Digit Right

SDA dst, R R (15 + 3 n) (15 + 3 n) Shift Dynamic Arithmetic
SDAB Shift dstleft or right by

SDAL contents of R

SOL dst, R R (15 + 3 n) (15 + 3 n) Shift Dynamic Logical
SDLB Shift dstleft or right by
SDLL contents of R

• NS = Non-segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL = Segmented Long Offset
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ROTATE AND SHIFT (Continued)

Clock Cycles"
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

SLA dst, n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Left Arithmetic

SLAB by n bits

SLAL

SLL dst, n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Left logical

SLLB by n bits

SLLL

SRA dst, n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Right Arithmetic
SRAB by n bits

SRAL

SRL dsl, n R (13 + 3 n) (13 + 3 n) Shift Right logical
SRLB by n bits

SRLL

BLOCK TRANSFER AND STRING MANIPULATION

CPO Rx,src,Ry,cc IR 20 20 20 Compare and Decrement
CPDB Rx - src

Autodecrement src address
Ry+-Ry - 1

CPDR Rx,src,Ry,cc IR (11 + 9n) Compare, Decrement, and Repeat
CPDRB Rx - src

Autodecrement src address
Ry+-Ry - 1

Repeat until cc is true or Ry = 0

CPI Rx,src,Ry,cc IR 20 20 20 Compare and Increment

CPIB Rx - src
Autoincrement src address

Ry+-Ry-1

CPIR Rx,src,Ry,cc IR (11 + 9 n) Compare, Increment, and Repeat
CPIRB Rx - src

Autoincrement src address
Ry+-Ry-1

Repeat until cc is true or Ry = 0

CPSD dsl,src,R,cc IR 25 25 25 Compare String and Decrement
CPSDB dst - src

Autodecrement dst and src addresses
R+-R-1

CPSDR dst,src,R,cc IR (11 + 14n) Compare String, Decrement, and
CPSDRB Repeat

dst - src

Autodecrement dst and src addresses
R+-R-1

Repeat until cc is true or R = 0



BLOCK TRANSFER AND STRING MANIPULATION (Continued)

Clock Cycles·
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

CPSI dsl,src,R,cc IR 25 25 25 Compare String and Increment

CPSIB dsl - src

Auloincrement dst and src addresses

R-R - 1

CPSIR dst,src,R,cc IR (11 + 14n) Compare String, Increment and
CPSIRB Repeat

dsl - src

Autoincrement dsl and src addresses

R-R-1

Repeat until cc is true or R = 0 I:
LDD dst,src,R IR 20 20 20 Load and Decrement 8
LDDB dst-src •••

Autodecrement dst and src addresses -N
R-R-1 n•LDDR dst,src,R IR (11 + 9 n) Load, Decrement and Repeat ~

LDDRB dst-src

Autodecrement dst and src addresses

R-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

LDI dst,src,R IR 20 20 20 Load and Increment
LDIB dsl-src

Autoincrement dst and src addresses
R-R-1

LDIR dst,src,R IR (11 + 9 n) Load, Increment and Repeat
LDIRB dsl-src

Autoincrement dsl and src addresses
R-R-1

Repeat unlil R = 0

TRDB dst,src,R IR 25 25 25 lhmslate and Decrement

dsl - src (dst)
Autodecremenl dst address

R-R-1

TRDRB dst,src,R IR (11 + 14 n) Translate, Decrement and Repeat

dst - src (dst)
Autodecrement dst address

R-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

TRIB dsl,src,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Increment

dst - src (dsl)
AUloincrement dst address
R-R-1

•NS = Non-segmented SS ~ Segmented Short Offset SL = Segmented Long Offset
•Privileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.



BLOCK TRANSFER AND STRING MANIPULATION (Continued)

Clock Cycles'

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

TRIRB dst,src,R IR (11 + 14n) Translate, Increment and Repeat
dst +- src (dst)

Autoincrement dst address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

TRTDB src1,src2,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Test, Decrement
RH1 +- src2 (src1)

Autodecrement src 1 address
R+-R-1

TRTDRB src1,src2,R IR (11 + 14n) Translate and Test, Decrement, and
Repeat
RH 1 +- src2 (src1)

Autodecrement src1 address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0 or RH 1 = 0

TRTIB src1,src2,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Test, Increment
RH1 +- src2 (src1)

Autoincrement src1 address
R+-R-1

TRTIRB src1,src2,R IR (11 + 14 n) Translate and Test, Increment and
Repeat
RH 1 +- src2 (src1)

Autoincrement src 1 address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0 or RH1 = 0

INPUT/OUTPUT
INt R,src IR 10 10 10 Input
INBt DA 12 12 12 R +- src

INDt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Input and Decrement
INDBt dst +- src

Autodecrement dst address
R+-R-1

INDRt dst,src,R IR (11 + 10 n) Input, Decrement and Repeat
INDRBt dst +- src

Autodecrement dst address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

INlt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Input and Increment
INIBt dst +- src

Autoincrement dst address
R+-R-1

• NS = Non-segmented SS - Segmented Short Offset SL = Segmented Long Offset
tPrivileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.
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INPUT/OUTPUT (Continued)

Clock Cycles·
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

INIRt dst,src,R IR (11 + 10n) Input, Increment and Repeat
INIRBt dst-src

Autoincrement dst address

R-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

OUTt dst,R IR 10 10 10 Output
OUTBt DA 12 12 12 dst-R

OUTDt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Output and Decrement
OUTDBt dst-src N

Autodecrement src address 00
R-R-1 8

OTDRt dst,src,R Output, Decrement and Repeat •••IR (11 + 10n) -OTDRBt dst-src
N
n

Autodecrement src address •R-R-1 ~
Repeat until R = 0

OUTlt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Output and Increment
OUTIBt dst-src

Autoincrement src address

R-R-1

OTIRt dst,src,R IR (11 + 10 n) Output, Increment, and Repeat
OTIRBt dst-src

Autoincrement src address

R-R -1

Repeat until R = 0

SINt R,src DA 12 12 12 Special Input
SINBt R-src

SINDt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Input and Decrement
SINDBt dst-src

Autodecrement dst address
R-R-1

SINDRt dst,src,R IR 11 + 10 n) Special Input, Decrement, and
SINDRBt Repeat

dst-src

Autodecrement dst address

R-R -1

Repeat until R = 0

SINIt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Input and Increment
SINIBt dst-src

Autoincrement dst address

R-R-1

•NS = Non-segmented SS = Segmented Short Offset SL = Segmented Long Offset
tPrivileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.



INPUT/OUTPUT (Continued)

Clock Cycles'
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

SINIRt dst,src,R IR (11 + 10 n) Special Input, Increment, and
SINIRBt Repeat

dst +- src

Autoincrement dst address

R-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

SOUTt dst,src DA 12 12 12 Special Output
SOUTBt dst +- src

SOUTDt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Output and Decrement
SOUTDBt dst +- src

Autodecrement src address
R+-R-1

SOTDRt dst,src,R IR (11 + 10n) Special Output, Decrement, and
SOTDRBt Repeat

dst +- src

Autodecrement src address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

SOUTlt dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Output and Increment
SOUTIBt dst +- src

Autoincrement src address
R+-R-1

SOTIRt dst,src,R R (11 + 10n) Special Output, Increment, and
SOTIRBt Repeat

dst +- src

Autoincrement src address
R+-R-1

Repeat until R = 0

CPUCONTROL
COMFLG flags 7 7 7 Complement Flag

(Any combination of C, Z, S, PN)

Dlt int 7 7 7 Disable Interrupt
(Any combination of NVI, VI)

Elt int 7 7 7 Enable Interrupt
(Any combination of NVI, VI)

HALTt (8 + 3 n) HALT

LDCTLt CTLR,src R 7 7 7 Load into Control Register
CTLR +- src

LDCTLt dst,CTLR R 7 7 7 Load from Control Register
dst +-CTLR

"N5 = Non-segmented 5S ~ Segmented Short Offset SL ~ Segmented Long Offset
tPrivileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.
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CPU CONTROL (Continued)

Clock Cycles'
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS 55 SL NS 55 SL Operation

LDCTLB FLGR,src R 7 7 7 Load into Flag Byte Register
FLGR -src

LDCTLB dst,FLGR R 7 7 7 Load from Flag Byte Register
dst-FLGR

LDPSt src IR 12 16 16 Load Program Status
DA 16 20 22 PS-src

X 17 20 23

MBITt 7 7 7 Test Multi-Micro Bit
Set S if MI is Low; reset S if MI is High I:

MREQt dst R (12 + n) Multi-Micro Request 8-MRESt 5 5 5 Multi-Micro Reset -~
MSETt 5 7 7 Multi-Micro Set n

•••
NOP 7 7 7 No Operation c=
RESFLG flag 7 7 7 Reset Flag

(Any combination of C, Z, S, PN)

SETFLG flag 7 7 7 Set Flag
(Any combination of C, Z, S, PN)

• NS ~ Non-segmented SS ~ Segmented Short Offset SL ~ Segmented Long Offset
tPrivileged instruction. Executed in system mode only.



CONDITION CODES

Code Meaning Flag Settings CCFieid

F Always false 0000

T Always true 1000

Z Zero Z = 1 0110

NZ Not zero Z=O 1110

C Carry C = 1 0111

NC No Carry C=O 1111

PL Plus S=O 1101

MI Minus S = 1 0101

NE Not equal Z=O 1110

EO Equal Z = 1 0110

OV Overflow PN = 1 0100

NOV No overflow PN = 0 1100

PE Parity is even PN = 1 0100
PO Parity is odd PN = 0 1100
GE Greater than or equal (signed) (SXOR PN) = 0 1001

LT Less than (signed) (S XOR PIV) = 1 0001
GT Greater than (signed) [Z OR (S XOR PN)] = 0 1010
LE Less than or equal (signed) [Z OR (S XOR PN)] = 1 0010

UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O 1111

ULT Unsigned less than C = 1 0111
UGT Unsigned greater than [(C = O)AND(Z = 0)] = 1 1011

ULE Unsigned less than or equal (CORZ) = 1 0011

STO·ST3

0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101
1110

1111

Internal operation

Memory refresh

I/O reference

Special I/O reference (e.g., to an MMU)

Segment trap acknowledge

Non-maskable interrupt acknowledge

Non-vectored interrupt acknowledge

Vectored interrupt acknowledge

Data memory request

Stack memory request

Data memory request (EPU)

Stack memory request (EPU)

Program reference, nth word

Instruction fetch, first word

Extension processor transfer

Reserved



AOo-A015. Address/Data (inputs/outputs, active High,
3-state). These multiplexed address and data lines are used
for I/O and to address memory.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). The rising
edge of AS indicates addresses are valid.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output active Low). A Low on
this line indicates the CPU has relinquished control of the
bus.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low). This line must
be driven Low to request the bus from the CPU.

B/W. BytelWord (output, Low = Word, 3-state). This signal
defines the type of memory reference on the 16-bit
address/data bus.

CLK. System Clock (input). CLK is a 5V single-phase
time-base input.

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). This line times
the data in and out of the CPU.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state). A
Low on this line indicates that the address/data bus holds a
memory address.

MI, MO. Multi-Micro In, Multi-Micro Out (input and output,
active Low). These two lines form a resource-request daisy
chain that allows one CPU in a multi-microprocessor system
to access a shared resource.

NMI. Non-Maskable Interrupt (edge triggered, input, active
Low). A high-to-Iow transition on NMI requests a
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Figure 10a. 48-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments

non-maskable interrupt. The NMI interrupt has the highest
priority of the three types of interrupts.

N/S. Normal/System Mode (output, Low = System Mode,
3-state). N/S indicates the CPU is in the normal or system
mode.

NMI. Non-Vectored Interrupt (input, active Low). A Low on
this line requests a non-vectored interrupt.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on this line resets
theCPU

R/W. ReadlWrite (output, Low = Write, 3-state). R/W
indicates that the CPU is reading from or writing to memory
or I/O.

SEGT. Segment Trap (input, active Low). The Memory
Management Unit interrupts the CPU with a Low on this line
when the MMU detects a segmentation trap. Input on
Z80010nly.

SNo-SN6' Segment Number (outputs, active High, 3-state).
These lines provide the l-bit segment number used to
address one of 128 segments by the Z8010 memory
Management Unit. Output by the Z8001 only.

STo-ST3. Status (outputs, active High, 3-state). These lines
specify the CPU status (see Status Code Lines).

STOP. Stop (input, active Low). This input can be used to
single-step instruction execution.

VI. Vectored Interrupt (input, active Low). A Low on this line
requests a vectored interrupt.

WAIT. Wait (input, active Low). This line indicates to the CPU
that the memory or I/O device is not ready for data transfer.
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Figure 11a. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments
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NC 10 60 NC

STOP 11 59 SN.
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Vi 13 33 AS

NVi " 32 RESERVED

NMI 15 31 aNi

RESET 16 30 N/S

MO 17 29 RIW

Figure 11 b. 44-pin Chip Carrier, Pin Assignments

The Z8000 CPU executes instructions by stepping through
sequences of basic machine cycles, such as memory read
or write I/O device read or write, interrupt acknowledge,
and int~rnal execution. Each of these basic cycles requires
three to ten clock cycles to execute. Instructions that require
more clock cycles to execute are broken up into several
machine cycles. Thus no machine cycle is longer than ten
clock cycles and fast response to a Bus Request is
guaranteed.

The instruction opcode is fetched by a normal memory read
operation. A memory refresh cycle can be inserted just after
the completion of any first instruction fetch (IF,) cycle and
can also be inserted while the following instructions are
being executed: MULT, MULTL, DIV, DIVL, HALT, all Shift
instructions. all Block Move instructions, and the Multi-Micro

Request instruction (MREQ).

The following timing diagrams show the relative timing
relationships of all CPU signals during each of the basic
operations. When a machine cycle requires additional clock
cycles for CPU internal operation, one to five clock cycles
are added. Memory and I/O read and write, as well as
interrupt acknowledge cycles, can be extended by
activating the WAIT input. For exact timing information, refer
to the composite timing diagram.

Note that the WAIT input is not synchronized in the Z8000
and that the setup and hold times for WAIT, relative to the
clock, must be met. If asynchronous WAIT signals are
generated, they must be synchronized with the CPU clock
before entering the Z8000.



Memory read and instruction fetch cycles are identical,
except for the status information on the STo-ST3 outputs.
During a memory read cycle, a 16-bit address is placed on
the ADo-AD15 outputs early in the first clock period, as
shown in Figure 12. In the Za001, the 7-bit segment number
is output on SNo-SNe one clock period earlier than the 16-bit
address offset.)

A valid address is indicated by the rising edge of Address
Strobe. Status and mode information become valid early in
the memory access cycle and remain stable throughout.
The state of the WAIT input is sampled in the middle of the
second clock cycle by the falling edge of Clock. If WAIT is

Low, an additional clock period is added between T2 and T3.
WAIT is sampled again in the middle of this wait cycle, and
additional wait states can be inserted: this allows interfacing
slow memories. No control outputs change during wait
states.

Although zaooo memory is word organized, memory is
addressed as bytes. All instructions are word-aligned, using
even addresses. Within a 16-bit word, the most significant
byte (Da-D15l is addressed by the low-order address (Ao =
Low), and the least significant byte (Do-D7) is addressed by
the high-order address (Ao = High).

STATUS
(olW. NI!.

5To-5T31

( DATAlN )



I/O timing is similar to memory read/write timing, except that
one wait state is automatically (TWA) inserted between T2

and T3 (Figure 13). Both the segmented Z8001 and the
nonsegmented Z8002 use 16-bit I/O addresses.

( DAWN) c



INTERRUPT AND SEGMENT TRAP
REQUEST AND ACKNOWLEDGE

The Z8000 CPU recognizes three interrupt inputs
(non-maskable, vectored, and nonvectored) and a
segmentation trap input. Any High-to-Low transition on the
NMI input is asynchronously edge detected and sets the
internal NMllatch. The Vi, NVI, and SEGT inputs, as well as
the state of the internal NM I latch, are sampled at the end of
T2 in the last machine cycle of any instruction.

In response to an interrupt or trap, the subsequent IF1 cycle
is exercised, but ignored. The internal state of the CPU is not
altered and the instruction will be refetched and executed
after the return from the interrupt routine. The program
counter is not updated, but the system stack pointer is
decremented in preparation for pushing starting information
onto the system stack.

The next machine cycle is the interrupt acknowledge cycle.

This cycle has five automatic wait states, with additional wait
states possible, as shown in Figure 14.

After the last wait state, the CPU reads the information on
ADo-AD15 and temporarily stores it, to be saved on the stack
later in the acknowledge sequence. This word identifies the
source of the interrupt or trap. For the nonvectored and
nonmaskable interrupts, al116 bits can represent peripheral
device status information. For the vectored interrupt, the low
byte is the jump vector, and the high byte can be extra user
status. For the segmentation trap, the high byte is the
Memory Management Unit identifier and the low byte is
undefined.

After the acknowledge cycle, the N/S output indicates the
automatic change to system mode.

I
LASTMACHINEI. INSTRUCTlONj ACKNOWlfOGE----'~~i~~UO;T~~y- (~~1c:rrDI ----------- CYCLE

AUTOMATIC !AIT STATES

CLOOK si.JlJU w..··'.

The machine cycles, following the interrupt acknowledge or
segmentation trap acknowledge cycle, push the old status
information on the system stack in the following order: the
16-bit program counter; the l-bit segment number (Z8001

only); the flag control word; and finally the interrupt/trap
identifier. Subsequent machine cycles fetch the new
program status from the program status area, and then
branch to the interrupt/trap service routine.



A Low on the BUSREO input indicates to the CPU that
another device is requesting the AddresslData and control
buses. The asynchronous BUSREO input is synchronized
at the beginning of any machine cycle (Figure 15). BUSREO
takes priority over WAIT. If BUSREO is Low, an internal
synchronous BUSREO signal is generated, which-after
completion of the current machine cycle-causes the
BUSACK output to go Low and all bus outputs to go into the

~ANYMCYCLE

I T, T2

high-impedance state. The requesting device-typically a
DMA-can then control the bus.

When BUSREO is released, it is synchronized with the rising
clock edge; the BUSACK output goes High one clock
period later, indicating that the CPU will again take control of
the bus.

MAEQ, os,
STo-ST3,

B/W, RlW, NIS



The STOP input is sampled by the last falling clock edge
immediately preceding any IF1 cycle (Figure 16) and before
the second word of an EPA instruction is fetched. If STOP is
found Low during the IF1 cycle, a stream of memory refresh
cycles is inserted after T3, again sampling the STOP input on
each falling clock edge in the middle of the T3 states. During
the EPA instruction, both EPA instruction words are fetched
but any data transfer or subsequent instruction fetch is

\_.-T'---T'---T-,-I--T'-'--"-~:-"'-'"--T-~--' -I IF,

\/

\__/

•• 'Q \_-_/\_-_1
STo-ST3 ===>< IF_, X _

postponed until STOP is sampled High. This refresh
operation does not use the refresh prescaler or its
divide-by-four clock prescaler; rather, it double-increments
the refresh counter every three clock cycles. When STOP is
found High again, the next refresh cycle is completed, any
remaining T states of the IF1 cycle are then executed, and
the CPU continues its operation.

J\ _

\_-_/
_ M_'M_O_"y_"_,,_",_," ><=
------><=



Certain extended instructions, such as Multiply and Divide,
and some special instructions need additional time for the
execution of internal operations. In these cases, the CPU
goes through a sequence of internal operation machine

cycles, each of which is three to eight clock cycles long
(Figure 17). This allows fast response to Bus Request and
Refresh Request, because bus request or refresh cycles
can be inserted at the end of any internal machine cycle.

3

- I I I

INTERNAL OPERATION

UNDEFINED 'r-
HIGH

UNDEFINED

SAME AS PREVIOUS CYCLE

T

A HALT instruction executes an unlimited number of 3-cycle
internal operations, interspersed with memory refresh
cycles whenever requested. An interrupt, segmentation
trap, or reset are the only exits from a HALT instruction.

The CPU samples the Vi, NVI, NMI, and SEGT inputs at the
beginning of every T3 cycle. If an input is found active during
two consecutive samples, the subsequent IF, cycle is
exercised, but ignored, and the normal interrupt
acknowledge cycle is started.



When the 6-bit prescaler in the refresh counter has been
decremented to zero, a refresh cycle consisting of three
T-states is started as soon as possible (that is, after the next
IF1 cycle or Internal Operation cycle).

The 9-bit refresh counter value is put on the low-order side of
the address bus (ADo-ADa); ADg-AD15 are undefined
(Figure 18). Since the memory is word-organized, Ao is
always Low during refresh and the refresh counter is always

incremented by two, thus stepping through 256 consecutive
refresh addresses on AD1-ADa. Unless disabled, the
presettable prescaler runs continuously and the delay in
starting a refresh cycle is therefore not cumulative.

While the STOP input is Low, a continuous stream of memory
refreSh cycles, each three T-states long, is executed without
using the refresh prescaler.

REFRESH ADDRESS )-------- -------- -c
R/W. B/W. MIS}

A Low on the RESET input causes the following results within
five clock cycles (Figure 19):

• ADo-AD15 are 3-stated

• AS, DS, MREQ, STo-ST3, BUSACK, and MO are forced
High

• SNo-SNe are forced Low

• Refresh is disabled

• RIW, BIW, and N/S are not affected

When RESET has been High for three clock periods, three
consecutive memory read cycles are executed in the system
mode for the Z8001. The Z8002 has two consecutive read
cycles. In the Z8001, the first cycle reads the flag and control
word from location 0002, the next reads the l-bit program
counter segment number from location 0004, the next
reads the 16-bit PC offset from location 0006, and the
following IF1 cycle starts the program. In the Z8002, the first
cycle reads the flag and control word from location 0002,
the next reads the PC from location 0004, and the following
IF1 cycle starts the program.
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt

Z80011 Z8001AI Z8001BI

Z8002 Z8002A Z8002B
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 165 2000 100 2000

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 105 1895 70 1930 40 1960

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 105 1895 70 1930 40 1960

4 TIC Clock Fall Time 20 10 10

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 15 10

6 TdC(SNv) Clock t to Segment Number Valid (50 pI load) 130 110 90

7 TdC(SNn) Clock t to Segment Number Not Valid 20 10 0

8 TdC(Bz) Clock t to Bus Float 65 55 50

9 TdC(A) Clock t to Address Valid 100 75 55

10 TdC(Az) Clock t to Address Float 65 55 50

11 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid 475" 305" 180"

12 TsDR(C) Read Data to Clock ~Setup time 30 20 10

13 TdDS(A) DS t to Address Active 80" 45" 20"

14 TdC(DW) Clock t to Write Data Valid 100 75 60

15 ThDR(DS) Read Data to DS t Hold Time 0 0 0

16 TdDW(DS) Write Data Valid to DS t Delay 295" 195" 110"

17 TdA(MR) Address Valid to MREQ ~ Delay 55" 35" 20"

18 TdC(MR) Clock ~ to MREQ ~ Delay 80 70 50

19 TwMRh MREQ Width (High) 210" 135" 80"

20 TdMR(A) MREQ ~to Address Not Active 70" 35" 20"

21 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to DS ~(Write) Delay 55" 35" 15"

22 TdMR(DR) MREQ ~to Read Data Required Valid 370" 230" 140"

23 TdC(MR) Clock ~ MREQ t Delay 80 60 50

24 TdC(ASf) Clock t to ;AS~ Delay 80 60 45

25 TdA(AS) Address Valid to;AS t Delay 55" 35" 20"

26 TdC(ASr) Clock ~to AS t Delay 90 80 45

27 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 360" 220" 140"

28 TdDS(AS) DS t to AS ~ Delay 70" 35" 15"

29 TwAS AS Width (Low) 85" 55" 30"

30 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Not Active Delay 70" 45" 20"

31 TdAz(DSR) Address Float to DS (Read) ~ Delay 0 0 0

32 TdAS(DSR) AS t to DS (Read) ~ Delay 80" 55" 30"

33 TdDSR(DR) DS (Read) ~ to Read Data Required Valid 205" 130" 70"

34 TdC(DSr) Clock ~to DS t Delay 70 65 50

35 TdDS(DW) DS t to Write Data Not Valid 75" 45" 25"

36 TdA(DSR) Address Valid to 58 (Read) ~ Delay 180" 110" 65"

37 TdC(DSR) Clock t to DS (Read) ~ Delay 120 85 65

38 TwDSR DS (Read) Width (Low) 275" 185" 110"

39 TdC(DSW) Clock ~to OS (Write) ~ Delay 95 80 65

40 TwDSW DS (Write) Width (Low) 185" 110" 75"

"Clock-cycle time-dependent characteristics. See Footnotes to AC Characteristics.
tUnlts in nanoseconds (ns).
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt (Continued)

Z80011 Z8001AI Z8001BI

Z8002 Z8002A Z8002B
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Min Max

41 TdDSI(DR) DS (1/0) .I to Read Data Required Valid 330' 210' 120'
42 TdC(DSf) Clock .I to DS (1/0) .I Delay 120 90 65
43 TwDS DS (I/O) Width (Low) 410' 255' 160'
44 TdAS(DSA) AS t to DS (Acknowledge) .I Delay 1065' 690' 410'
45 TdC(DSA) Clock t to DS (Acknowledge) .I Delay 120 85 70
46 TdDSA(DR) DS (Acknowledge) .I to Read Data Required

Delay 455' 295' 165'
47 TdC(S) Clock t to Status Valid Delay 110 85 65
48 TdS(AS) Status Valid to AS t Delay 50' 30' 20' M

0049 TsR(C) RESET to Clock t Setup Time 180 70 50 g
50 ThR(C) RESET to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0 •••-51 TwNMI NMI Width (Low) 100 70 50 N

52 TsNMI(C) NMI to Clock t Setup Time 140 70 50 n•53 TsVI(C) Vi, NVI to Clock t Setup Time 110 50 40 CI
54 ThVI(C) Vi, NVI to Clock t Hold Time 20 20 10
55 TsSGT(C) SEGT to Clock t Setup Time 70 55 40
56 ThSGT(C) SEGT to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0
57 TsMI(C) Mi to Clock t Setup Time 180 140 80
58 ThMI(C) Mi to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0
59 TdC(MO) Clock t to MO Delay 120 85 80
60 TsSTP(C) STOPto Clock.l Setup Time 140 100 50
61 ThSTP(C) STOPto Clock.l Hold Time 0 0 0
62 TsW(C) WAIT to Clock.l Setup Time 50 30 20
63 ThW(C) WAIT to Clock .I Hold Time 10 10 5
64 TsBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Setup Time 90 80 60
65 ThBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Hold Time 10 10 5
66 TdC(BAl<r) Clock t to BUSACK t Delay 100 75 65
67 TdC(BAKf) Clock t to BUSACK .I Delay 100 75 65
68 TwA Address Valid Width 150' 95' 50'
69 TdDS(S) DS t to STATUSNot Valid 80' 55' 30'

'Clock-cycle time-dependentcharacteristics.SeeFootnotesto ACCharacteristics.
tUnits in nanoseconds(ns).



FOOTNOTES TO AC CHARACTERISTICS

Z8001/Z8002 Z8001 A/Z8002A Z8001 B/Z8002B

Number Symbol Equation Equation Equation

11 TdA(DR) 2TeC + TwCh - 130 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 95 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 60 ns

13 TdDS(A) TwCI - 25 ns TwCI - 25 ns TwCI - 20ns

16 TdDW(DS) TeC + TwCh - 60 ns TeC + TwCh - 40 ns TeC + TwCh - 30 ns

17 TdA(MR) TwCh - 50ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 20 ns

19 TwMRh TeC - 40 ns TeC - 30 ns TeC - 20 ns

20 TdMR(A) TwCI - 35ns TwCI - 35ns TwCI - 20ns

21 TdDW(DSW) TwCh - 50 ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 25ns

22 TdMR(DR) 2TeC - 130ns 2TeC - 100ns 2TeC - 60 ns

25 TdA(AS) TwCh - 50ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 20 ns

27 TdAS(DR) 2TeC - 140 ns 2TeC - 110ns 2TeC - 60 ns

28 TdDS(AS) TwCI - 35 ns TwCt - 35 ns TwCI - 25ns

29 TwAS TwCh - 20ns TwCh - 15 ns TwCh - 10 ns

30 TdAS(A) TwCI - 35 ns TwCI - 25 ns TwCI - 20 ns

32 TdAS(DSR) TwCI - 25 ns TwCI - 15 ns TwCI - 10 ns

33 TdDSR(DR) TeC + TwCh - 150 ns TeC + TwCh - 105ns TeC + TwCh - 70 ns

35 TdDS(DW) TwCI - 30 ns TwCI - 25 ns TwCI - 15 ns

36 TdA(DSR) TeC - 70 ns TeC - 55 ns TeC - 35 ns

38 TwDSR TeC + TwCh - 80 ns TeC + TwCh - 50 ns TeC + TwCh - 30 ns

40 TwDSW TeC - 65 ns TeC - 55 ns TeC - 25 ns

41 TdDSI(DR) 2TeC - 170 ns 2TeC - 120ns 2TeC - 80 ns

43 TwDS 2TeC - 90 ns 2TeC - 75 ns 2TeC - 40ns

44 TdAS(DSA) 4TeC + TwCI - 40 ns 4TeC + TwCI - 40 ns 4TeC + TwCI - 30 ns

46 TdDSA(DR) 2TeC + TwCh - 150 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 105 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 75 ns

48 TdS(AS) TwCh - 55 ns TwCh - 40 ns TwCh - 30ns

68 TwA TeC-90ns TeC - 70ns TeC - 50 ns

69 TdDS(s) TwCI - 25ns TwCI - 15ns TwCI - 10 ns

AC Timing TestConditions

VOL ~ O.BV
VOH ~ 2.0V
VIL ~ O.BV
VIH = 2AV
VILC ~ OA5V
VIHC = VCC - OAV



Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND .

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature. . ..... - 6S °C to + 1S0 °C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC characteristics below apply for the following test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.7SV~Vee~ +S.2SV

• E = -40°Cto +8SoC, +4.7SV~Vee~ +S.2SV

• L = -SSOCto +110°C, +4.SV~Vee~ +S.SV

All ac parameters assume a total load capacitance
(including parasitic capacitances) or 100 pf max, except for
parameter 6 (SO pf max). Timing references between two
output signals assume a load difference of SOpf max.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition

VeH Clock Input High Voltage Vee-O.4 Vee+0.3 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VeL Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee+0.3 V

VIH RESET Input High Volta(;le on RESET pin 2.4 Vee+0.3 V

VIHNMI Input High Voltage on NMI pin 2.4 Vee+0.3 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = - 250 !JA

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = +2.0mA

IlL Input Leakage ±10 IJA O.4"VIN" + 2.4V

IILSEGT Input Leakage on SEGT pin -100 100 IJA

IOL Output Leakage ±10 IJA O.4"VIN" + 2.4V

Ice Vee Power Supply Current 300 mA 4 MHz and 6 MHz commercial

400 mA Extended temperature range

400 mA 10 MHz speed range



Z8001 Segmented CPU, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8001 PS Z8001 LL·t
Z8001 CS Z8001 LLB·t
Z8001 PE
Z8001 CE
Z8001 CL'
Z8001 CLB'

Z8002 Nonsegmented CPU, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC 44-pin PCC
Z8002 PS Z8002 LL' Z8002 VS
Z8002 CS Z8002 LLB't
Z8002 PE
Z8002CE
Z8002CL'
Z8002 CLB'
Z8002 CLJ'

Z8001 A Segmented CPU, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8001APS Z8001ALL·t
Z8001A CS Z8001A LLB't
Z8001A PE
Z8001ACE
Z8001ACL'
Z8001ACLB'

Z8001 B Segmented CPU, 10.0 MHz
48-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8001 B PS Z8001 B LL'
Z8001 B CS Z8001 B LLB·t
Z8001B PE
Z8001 B CE
Z8001B CL'
Z8001BCLB'

Z8002A Nonsegmented CPU, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pln LCC 44-pin PCC
Z8002A PS Z8002A LL' Z8002A VS
Z8002A CS Z8002A LLB·t
Z8002A PE
Z8002ACE
Z8002A CL'
Z8002A CLB'
Z8002ACLJ'

Z8002B Nonsegmented CPU, 10.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8002B PS Z8002B LL'
Z8002B CS Z8002B LLB' t
Z8002B PE
Z8002BCE
Z8002B CL'
Z8002B CLB'

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-in-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M •= - 55°C to + 125°C
L' = - 55°C to + 110°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B
J = JAN 38510 Class B

tAvailable soon .

• For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8003/4 Z8000® VMPU
Virtual Memory
Processing Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Regular, easy-to-use architecture.

• Instruction set more powerful than many minicomputers.

• Direct addressing capability of up to 8 Mbytes in each
address space.

• Supports implementation of virtual memory systems.

• Eight user-selected addressing modes.

• Wide range of data types including bits, bytes, words,
32-bit long words, and byte and word strings.

• Code-compatible with Z8001 12 CPUs.

• Separate System and Normal operating modes.

• Sophisticated interrupt structure.

• Resource-sharing capabilities for multiprocessing
systems.

• Multi-programming support.

• 32-bit operations, including signed multiply and divide.

• Z-BUS@ compatible.

• Multiple clock rates: 4, 6, or 10 MHz.

The Virtual Memory Microprocessor Units (Z8003 and
Z8004 Z-VMPUs) accommodate applications that range
from the simplest to the most complex.

The Z8003 Z-VMPU uses both segmented and non-
segmented address spaces. It also provides facilities for the
implementation of demand segment swapping or a de-
mand paged virtual memory system.

The Z8004 Z-VMPU uses only nonsegmented address
spaces. It also provides facilities for the implementation of a
demand paged virtual memory system.

Both Z-VMPUs interface with the entire Z8000 Family of sup-
port components. Used alone or with Z8000 Family compo-
nents, the advanced architecture of these LSI Z-VMPUs
permits the implementation of systems that have the flexibil-
ity and the sophisticated features usually associated with
minicomputers or mainframe computers.

The Z8003/4 microprocessors are code compatible with
other Z8000 Family microprocessors. The features that dis-
tinguish these microprocessors from the Z8001 and Z8002
microprocessors are the abort capability and the Test and
Set status.

An abort request function aids in the implementation of vir-
tual memory systems. The abort function is initiated by
memory management circuitry external to the Z-VMPU
when an address issued by the Z-VMPU references infor-
mation (data or instructions) that is not in main memory. After
the abort interrupt function, a service routine must bring the
page or segment containing the addressed data into main
memory. The mainstream program is then restarted at the
point of interruption. An abort interrupt differs from a stand-
ard interrupt in that the executing instruction is stopped im-
mediately upon detection of the interrupt; this prevents the
loss of infor mation needed for a successful restart.



The Test and Set instruction (TSET), in addition to its
semaphore test and set function, causes status code
1111 to be placed onto output lines STo-ST3 during the
data read bus transaction. It can be used by external cir-
cuitry to lock memory to prevent it from being accessed
by any other device during the execution of the current
TSET instruction.

The architectural features of the Z-VMPU combine to
produce a powerful and versatile microprocessor. These
features result in the following benefits:

• High-density code

• Efficient compilation of programs

• Support for typical operating system operations

• Complex data structures

• Large-scale virtual memory systems

The Z-VMPU is designed so that a powerful memory
management system can be used to improve the utiliza-
tion of the main memory either as a standard memory or
as a virtual memory configuration. Zilog produces
Memory Management Units (Z·MMUs) designed for use
with the Z8003 Z-VMPU to implement both virtual and
nonvirtual memory systems.

The architectural resources of the Z·VMPUs include six·
teen 16-bit registers, seven data types (ranging from bits
to 32-bit words, and byte and word strings), eight ad·
dressing modes, and a powerful instruction set.

A general mechanism has been provided for extending
the basic instruction set through the use of external
devices called Extended Processing Units (EPUs). In
general, an EPU is dedicated to performing complex and
time-consuming tasks (such as floating-point arithmetic)
so as to unburden the Z·VMPU. Figure 1 shows a
simplified block diagram of the Z·VMPU.
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General·Purpose Registers

The Z·VMPUis a register·oriented machine that contains
sixteen 16-bit general·purpose registers, All general-
purpose registers can be used as accumulators and all
but one can be used as index registers or memory
pointers.

Register flexibility is created by grouping and overlap·
ping multiple registers (Figure 2). For byte operations,
the first eight 16·bit registers can be treated as sixteen
8-bit registers. The sixteen 16·bit registers can also be
grouped in pairs to form eight 32-bit long-word registers.
Similarly, the register set can be grouped in quadruples
to form four 64-bit registers.

Stacks. Z·VMPUs can use stacks located anywhere in
main memory, Call and Return instructions, as well as in·
terrupts and traps, use an implied stack. Two stack
pointers are available, the System Stack Pointer and the
Normal Stack Pointer. The two stacks separate
operating system (System mode) information from ap-
plication program (Normal mode) information, The user
can manipulate the Stack Pointer with any instruction
available for register operations because the Stack
Pointer is part of the general-purpose register group.

In the Z8003 Z-VMPU, register pair RR14 is the implied
Stack Pointer for segmented operation, Register R14
contains the l-bit segment number and R15contains the
16·bit offset. Register R15 is used as the Stack Pointer
during nonsegmented operation. Since the Z8004 runs
only in the nonsegmented mode, register R15 is used as
the Stack Pointer.

Special· Purpose Registers

The Z·VMPUs also provide 16·bit special-purpose
registers. These registers include Program Status
registers, Program Status Area Pointer register(s), and a
Refresh Counter. The configurations of the special·
purpose registers for the Z8003 and Z8004 Z·VMPUsare
shown in Figure 3.

Program Status Registers. This group of registers con·
sists of the Program Counter (PC) register and the Flag
and Control Word (FCW) register. The PC register con·
tains the address of the next instruction to be loaded into
the CPU, The low'order byte of the FCW register con-
tains the following flags:

C, Carry flag, is used to indicate that a carry was made N
out of the high-order bit position of a register used as an =
accumulator. C

W
Z, Zero flag, is generally used to indicate that the result •
of an operation was zero. -=I
S, Sign flag, is generally used to indicate that the result II
of an operation was negative. :=
P/V, Parity/Overflow flag, is generally used to indicate
either even parity (after logical operations on byte
operands) or an overflow condition (after arithmetic
operations).

D, Dec/mal·AdJust flag, is used in BCD arithmetic to in-
dicate the type of instruction that was executed (addition
or subtraction).

RHO 17 RLO 01

RHI RlI
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RH7 R17
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NORMAL STACK POINTER (OFFSET)



H, Half Carry flag, is used to convert the binary result of
a previous addition or subtraction into the correct
decimal (BCD) result.

The high-order byte of the FCW register contains control
bits which are used to control the Z-VMPU operating
modes and to enable various types of interrupts. The
following control bits are contained in the FCW:

NVIE, Nonvectored Interrupt Enable bit. This bit must
be 1 to enable the Z-VMPU to accept non-vectored inter-
rupts.

VIE, Vectored Interrupt Enable bit. This bit must be 1
to enable the Z-VMPU to accept vectored interrupts.

S/N, System/Normal bit. This bit indicates the current Z-
VMPU operating mode. When 0, SIN specifies Normal
mode; when 1, SIN specifies System mode. The Z-VMPU
output N/S represents the complement of this bit.

EPA, Extended Processor Architecture mode bit. This
bit, when 1, indicates that the system contains an Extended
Processing Unit (EPU) and extended instructions are to be
executed by the appropriate EPU. When 0, this bit specifies
that extended instructions will be trapped for software emu-
lation.

SEG, Segmentation mode bit (Z8003 only). When 1, this
bit specifies that the Z-VMPU is in segmented addressing
mode; when ° it specifies that the Z-VMPU is in the non-
segmented addressing mode.

"10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

I,"OORA.
COUNTER

Program Status Area Pointer (PSAP) Register. A Pro-
gram Status Area (PSA) array in main memory is used to
store new program status information (Le., sets of FCW
and PC values). Each time an interrupt or trap occurs,
the current program status is saved and a new program
status is loaded into the status registers from the Pro-
gram Status Area. The address of the table that contains
new program status values is contained in a Program
Status Area Pointer (PSAP) register (Figure 4). The low-
order byte of the offset address is assumed to be all
zeros; therefore, the Program Status Area must start on
a 256-byte boundary.

Refresh Register. The Z-VMPU contains a program-
mable counter that automatically refreshes dynamic
memory. The Refresh Counter register consists of a 9-bit
row counter, a 6-bit rate counter, and an Enable bit
(Figure 5). The 9-bit row counter can address up to 256
rows and is incremented by two each time the rate
counter reaches end-of-count. The rate counter deter-
mines the time between successive refreshes. It con-
sists of a programmable, 6-bit modulo-n prescaler (n =
1-64), driven at one-fourth the Z-VMPU clock rate.
Refresh can be disabled by programming the refresh
Enable/Disable bit. If this register is not needed for
memory refresh, it can function as an on-board internal
timer.

" 0

101
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lo! o! o! o! 0 ! o! O! 0 I! I !

I UPPER OFFSET
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Figure 4. Program Status Area
Pointer (PSAP) Registers



The Z-VMPUs can run in either System or Normal mode.
In System mode, all instructions can be executed and all
Z-VMPU control registers can be accessed. This mode is
useful in programs that perform operating system func-
tions.

In Normal mode, some instructions, such as the I/O in-
structions, cannot be executed. In addition, the Z-VMPU
control registers cannot be accessed. This mode is in-
tended for use by application (user) programs.

The use of separate Z-VMPU System and Normal modes
promotes the integrity of the system by preventing user
programs from having access to the operating system
and the control registers. The current operating mode is
specified by the SIN bit of the FCW register. The comple-
ment of the state of this bit is output by the Z-VMPU on
line N/S. Output N/S can be used to separate System and
Normal address spaces.

Programs and data can be located in the main memory
of the computer system or in peripheral devices. In
either case, the location of the information must be
specified by an address before that information can be
accessed. A set of these addresses is called an address
space.

The Z-VMPUs support two different types of addresses
and thus two categories of address space:

• Memory addresses, which specify locations in main
memory.

• I/O addresses, which specify the ports through
which peripheral devices are accessed.

Within the two general types of address spaces (memory
and I/O), there are several subcategories. Figure 6
shows the address spaces that are available on both
types of Z-VMPUs.

The difference between the Za003 and the Za004
Z-VMPUs lies not in the number and type of address
spaces, but rather in the organization and size of each
space. For the Za003, the memory address space con-
tains aM bytes of addresses grouped into 12a separate
segments. For the Za004, the memory space is a
homogeneous collection of 64K bytes of addresses. In
both the Za003 and the Za004, each 110 address space
contains 32K byte port addresses and 64K word port ad-
dresses.

When an address is used to access data, the address
spaces can be distinguished by the state of the status
lines (STo-ST3) and by the value of the Normal/System
line (N/S). The states of the four status lines are deter-
mined by the way the address was generated. The value
of the N/S output line is the complement of the SIN con-
trol bit in the FCW register.

The 23-bit segmented addresses are divided into 7-bit
segment identifiers (segment numbers) and 16-bit off-
sets to address locations relative to the beginning of the
specified segment. In hardware, segmented addresses
are contained in a register pair or in a long-word memory
location. The segment number and offset of an address
can be manipulated separately or together by all
available word and long word operations.

In an instruction, a segmented address can have one or two
representations; long-offset or short-offset. A long-offset ad-
dress occupies two words, with the first word containing the
7-bit segment number and the second word containing the
16-bit offset. A short-offset address requires only one word,
which combines the 7-bit segment number with an a-bit off-
set (range 0-256). The short-offset mode allows very dense
encoding of addresses and minimizes the need for long ad-
dresses to directly access each aM byte address space.

Nonsegmented addresses are 16 bits and permit access of
up to 64K of contiguous byte locations.

The za004 operates only in the nonsegmented address
mode. The ZaDD3 can operate in either the segemented or
nonsegmented address mode. When the zaDD3 is in non-
segmented mode, all address representations assume im-
plicitly the segment number contained in the 7-bit segment
number field of the PC.

I/O Addresses

There is a set of I/O instructions that performs a- or 16-bit
transfers between a Z-VMPU and its I/O devices. I/O devices
are addressed with 16-bit I/O port addresses. An I/O port
address is similar to a memory address; however, the I/O ad-
dress space is not part of the memory address space.
Memory-mapped 110 can be implemented by dedicating
memory locations to I/O device registers. Two types of I/O
instruction are available: Standard and Special. Each type
has its own address space. Special I/O instructions are used
for loading and unloading memory management units.

MEMORY ADDRESS SPACES

SYSTEM MODE NORMAL MODE

INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS
DATA DATA

STACK STACK

SYSTEM MODE

STANDARD 110 I SPECIAL 110



The information included in Z-VMPU instructions con-
sists of the function to be performed, the type and size of
data elements to be manipulated, and the locations of
the data elements. Locations are designated by register
addresses, memory addresses, or I/O addresses. The
addressing mode of a given instruction defines the
method used to compute the address. Addressing
modes are explicitly specified or implied by the instruc-
tion. Locations are designated using one of the following
addressing modes:

• Register Mode (R). The data element is located in
one of the 16general-purpose registers or a control
register.

• Immediate Mode (1M). The data element is located
in the instruction.

• Indirect Register Mode (IR). The data element can
be found in the location whose address is given in a
specified register.

• Direct Address Mode (DA). The data element can
be found in the location whose address is given in
the instruction.

• Index Mode (X). The data element can be found in
the location whose address is the sum of the con-
tents of an index value in a specified register and an
address in the instruction.

• Relative Address Mode (RA). The data element
can be found in the location whose address is the
sum of the contents of the Program Counter and a
displacement given in the instruction.

• Base Address Mode (BA). The data element can be
found in the location whose address is the sum of a
base address in a specified register and a displace-
ment given in the instruction.

• Base Index Mode (BX). The data element can be
found in the location whose address is the sum of a
base address in one specified register and an index
value in a second specified register.

Major Groups

The major groups of instructions provided by the
Z-VMPU are described in the following paragraphs. A
detailed summary of the instructions is presented in
Table 3 (located at the back of this document).

Load and Exchange. These instructions move data
among registers or between registers and main memory.

Arithmetic. These instructions perform integer
arithmetic. The basic instructions (e.g., add, subtract,
mUltiply and divide) in this group use standard two's
complement binary format. Support is also provided for
implementing BCD arithmetic.

Logical. These instructions perform logical operations
(Le.,AND, OR,XOR,and complementation) on the bits of
specified operands. The operands can be bytes or
words. The Test Long (TESTL)instruction, however, per-
mits logical operations to be performed on 32-bit quan-
tities.

Program Control. These instructions affect the Pro-
gram Counter, thereby controlling program flow.

Bit Manipulation. These instructions manipulate in-
dividual bits in registers or main memory.

Rotate and Shift. These instructions shift and rotate the
contents of registers.

Block Transfer and String Manipulation. These in-
structions perform string comparisons, string transla-
tions, and block transfer functions.

Input/Output. These instructions transfer bytes, words,
or blocks of data between peripheral devices and the
Z-VMPU registers or main memory.

Z·VMPU Control. These instructions modify Z-VMPU
control and status registers or perform those functions
that do not fit into any of the preceding instruction
groups.

Extended. These instructions perform Extended Pro-
cessor Unit (EPU) internal operations. data transfers be-
tween memory and EPU, data transfers between EPU
and the Z-VMPU, and data transfers between EPU flag
registers and the Z-VMPUFlag And Control Word (FCW).

Processor Flags

The processor flags contained by the program status
registers provide a link between sequentially executed
instructions. The link is provided in the sense that the
result of executing one instruction may alter one or more
flags. The new flag values (states) can then be used to
determine the operation of a subsequent instruction
(typically a conditional jump instruction). The following
six flags are available for use by the programmer and the
processor:

• Carry (C)

• Zero (Z)

• Sign (S)
• Parity/Overflow (PIV)

• Decimal-Adjust (D)

• Half Carry (H)



Table 1. Condition Codes

CC Field
Code Meaning Flag Settings Binary Hex

F Always false 0000 0
T Always true 1000 8
Z Zero Z = 1 0110 6
NZ Not zero Z=O 1110 E
C Carry C = 1 0111 7
NC No carry C=O 1111 F
PL Plus S = 0 1101 D
MI Minus S = 1 0101 5
NE Not equal Z=O 1110 E
EO Equal Z = 1 0110 6
OV Overflow PN = 1 0100 4
NOV No overflow PN = 0 1100 C N

00PE Parity is even PN = 1 0100 4 gPO Parity is odd PN = 0 1100 C
WGE Greater than or equal (signed) (S XOR PN) = 0 1001 9 -LT Less than (signed) (S XOR PN) = 1 0001 1 •CI

GT Greater than (signed) [Z OR (S XOR PN)] = 0 1010 A •LE Less than or equal (signed) [Z OR (S XOR PN)] = 1 0010 2 ..,
UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O 1111 F ClI
ULT Unsigned less than C = 1 0111 7
UGT Unsigned greater than [(C = 0) AND (Z = 0)] = 1 1011 B
ULE Unsigned less than or equal (C OR Z) = 1 0011 3

Condition Codes

Flags C, Z, S, and PN are used to control the operation
of conditional instructions (such as Conditional Jump).
The operations performed by this type of instruction de-
pend on whether or not a specified Boolean condition ex-

ists on the four flags. Sixteen functions of the flag set-
tings found to be frequently used are encoded in a 4-bit
condition code (CC) field, which forms a part of all condi-
tional instructions. These 16 codes are described in
Table 1.

MULTI·MICROPROCESSOR RESOURCE
CONTROL

The Z8003 and Z8004 Z-VMPUs include both hardware
and software support for controlling access to shared
resources in multi-microprocessor systems. Z-VMPU
pins MT (Multi-Micro In) and MO (Multi-Micro Out) and in-
structions MSET (Set MO), MREQ (access request),
MBIT (Test'MI), and MRES (reset MO) can be used to

form a prioritized resource access control system. Such
a system would, for a Z-VMPU, 1) issue requests for ac-
cess to a shared resource, 2) test the access status for
the resource (available/not available) and 3) when ac,
cess is granted, exclude all other Z-VMPUs in the system
from the resource until use of the resource is complete.



The TSET instruction implements synchronization
mechanisms in multiprogramming and multiprocessing
environments. TSET tests and sets semaphores that
control access to shared resources. The testing and set·
ting of a semaphore requires the semaphore to be read
from memory, modified, then written back into the same
memory location. To prevent other processors from re-
questing access to a resource during a test and set pro·
cess, status code 1111 is placed onto status lines
STo-STs during the data read transaction to specify that

an uninterruptable memory operation is taking place.
Status code 1111 is particularly useful in a multiple
microprocessor environment to permit external circuitry
to preclude memory access by another device between
the read transaction and the write transaction of the test
and set operation. Request input BUSREQ is also dis·
abled during a test and set operation to ensure that the
test and set operation is not interrupted; this action is
useful in a single·processor system.

The Z-VMPU has an Extended Processing Architecture
(EPA) facility which extends the basic functions of the
Z-VMPU by using external devices calied Extended Pro-
cessing Units (EPUs). A special set of extended instruc-
tions controls the operations to be performed by each
EPU. When a Z·VMPU encounters an extended instruc-

tion, it either traps the instruction, or it performs the data
transfer portion of the instruction. The data manipulation
portion of the instruction is executed by the involved
EPU. Whether the Z·VMPU traps or transfers data
depends on the setting of an EPA bit in its Flag and Con·
trol Word (FCW) status register.

The Z8003 and Z8004 Z-VMPUs support four types of ex-
ceptions (conditions that alter the normal flow of pro·
gram execution): interrupts, traps, instruction aborts,
and reset.

Interrupt and Trap Structure

The Z8003 and Z8004 Z-VMPUs have a flexible and
powerful interrupt and trap structure. Interrupts are ex·
ternal events requiring Z-VMPU attention and are
generally triggered by peripherals needing service.
Traps are synchronous events resulting from the execu-
tion of certain instructions.

Both Z8003 and Z8004 Z-VMPUs support three inter·
rupts: nonmaskable (NMI), vectored (Vi), and nonvec·
tored (NVI).

Both Z·VMPUs support several types of traps: System
Call, EPU instruction, and privileged instruction. In addi·
tion, the Z8003 supports a Segment/ Address Translation
(SAT) trap. Of the above traps, only the last is initiated by
external events. Such events are normally generated by
a memory management system. The remaining traps oc·
cur when instructions limited to the System mode are
used in the Normal mode, when a System Call instruc-
tion is executed, or when an EPA instruction is en·
countered.

The descending order of priority for traps and interrupts
is: internal traps, nonmaskable interrupts, segment/ad·

dress translation traps, vectored interrupts, and nonvec·
to red interrupts.

When an interrupt or trap occurs, the current program
status information is automatically pushed onto the
System stack. The new program status is then
automatically loaded into the Program Status registers
from the Program Status Area in System program
memory. This area of memory is identified by the Pro-
gram Status Area Pointer (PSAP).

Instruction Abort Function

The Z·VMPU monitors its ABORT input during each bus
transaction it generates. The timing for an Instruction
Abort operation is shown in Figure 7. If the ABORT input
is asserted during clock cycle T2 of a memory access,
the currently executing instruction is automatically
aborted. If no abort is indicated but input WAIT is
asserted, input ABORT is also tested during each wait
cycle (Tw). When an Instruction Abort condition is in-
dicated (ABORT is asserted) the WAIT input must also be
asserted for five cycles to permit the Z·VMPU internal
control mechanism to abort the current instruction.
When the WAIT input is deasserted, the Z·VMPU
acknowledges any pending interrupt request. Therefore,
the memory management circuitry that caused the inter·
rupt to be aborted should also request an interrupt to the
software routine that restores the Z·VMPU registers and
the main memory so that the aborted instruction can be
reissued.
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Yirtual memory systems permit programs to reference
an address space that exceeds the main (physical)
memory. In virtual memory systems, high-speed main
memory is supported by medium- and low-speed storage
devices (secondary memory) such as hard disks or flop-
py disks. When a Z·YMPU in a virtual system issues an
address that references information not in main
memory, a software swap operation must be initiated.
This swap retrieves the block containing the referenced
location, loads it into main memory, and restarts the
aborted mainstream program at the point of interruption.
The swap operation is transparent to the user and to the
executing program; therefore, the system appears to
have a memory that is not constrained by physical size.
The maximum size of a virtual memory is determined by
the address structure used and by the capabilities of the
system memory management hardware and software.

Segmented and Paged Virtual Memories

External circuitry can be used to implement either a
segmented virtual memory or a paged virtual memory. In
a segmented virtual memory, information is transferred
between main memory and secondary storage devices
on a segment-by·segment basis. The Z8003 Z·YMPU
permits use of variable-length segments of up to 64K
bytes.

In a paged virtual memory system, each segment is
divided into fixed-size pages (standard size is 2048
bytes). Main memory is divided into page "frames." In-
formation is then transferred between main memory and
the secondary storage devices on a page-by-page basis.
The Z8003 Z-YMPU can support both segmented or
paged virtual memory systems. The Z8004 supports only
the paged virtual memory approach.

External Hardware Support

The detection of a logical address that references a loca-
tion outside main memory (i.e., an addressing fault) and
the initiation of the required swap operation must be per·
formed by memory management circuitry external to the
Z·YMPU.

A swap operation is started by the initiation of a
Segment/Address Translation (SAT) trap request func·
tion in the Z-YMPU. Since the Z8004 does not have a
SAT input, one of the NMI, VI or NYI inputs must be used
instead. Low levels on Z-YMPU inputs ABORT, SAT and
WAIT initiate SAT requests.

These inputs are sampled at the falling clock of the sec·
ond clock cycle of a bus transaction. Input WAIT must be
asserted for at least five clock cycles. Input ABORT must
be deasserted on or before the rising edge of the WAIT
signal. The same timing can be used for both WAIT and
ABORT. Input SAT should be asserted until the trap
acknowledge bus transaction is indicated by Z8003
Z·YMPU status code 0100.

External circuitry is needed to record the information for
instruction restart. The following assumptions about the
operating system must also be true:

• The fault handler does not generate a fault until all
critical data is saved.

• Accessing the System stack never causes a fault.
(Either the segment is in memory or a memory
management mechanism warns of a potential stack
overflOW.)

• I/O buffers are always in main memory, so I/O in·
structions never cause a fault.



• The Program Status Area is always in main memory.

The following information must be saved by external cir-
cuitry to restart the instruction interrupted by the ad-
dressing fault:

• The value of the Program Counter during the initial
instruction fetch cycle (cycle identified by status
code 1101).

• The address that caused the fault.

• The code that was on the status lines during the
aborted cycle.

• For paged memories, the number of successful data
accesses made by the instruction.

Software Support

The software required for virtual memory operation nor-
mally consists of a fault handler and a restart routine.
The fault handler is started during each Z-VMPU abort
request operation. The fault handler is responsible for
saving information about the aborted instruction and for
the initiation of a request which brings the segment (or
page) containing the referenced location in main

memory. The state of the aborted program (Flag and
Control Word (FCW), Program Counter (PC), and the
register file must be saved and another process dis-
patched while the missing segment (or page) is being
fetched from secondary memory.

When the page or segment containing the referenced
location is loaded into main memory, an instruction
restart routine must be executed. This instruction restart
routine must restore the operating environment that ex-
isted when the instruction/program abort was initiated.
This routine must establish the PC value that points to
the aborted instruction. It must also decode the instruc-
tion's opcode to determine whether or not any of the
Z-VMPU's registers were modified before the instruction
execution cycle in which the abort occurred. If registers
were modified, the instruction restart routine must return
these registers to a state in which the restarted instruc-
tion behaves as if no abort had occurred. The flow chart
in Figure 8 illustrates a possible control sequence for a
software restart routine. The instructions requiring
remodification of system registers and the manner in
which these registers must be modified depend upon the
type (segmented or paged) of virtual memory system im-
plemented.

Status Outputs

The Z-VMPUs provide output that specifies the type of
transaction on the Address/Data bus. Output line RIW
specifies whether a read or write operation is involved.
Output line BIW specifies whether the transaction in-
volves byte or word data. Output line N/S specifies the
mode of operation, Normal or System. In addition to

these lines, output lines STo-ST 3 encode additional
characteristics of the current bus transaction. These
lines can present any of sixteen 4·bit status codes which
define specific characteristics of the current bus trans-
action. The available status codes are listed and defined
in Table 2.

ST3-STO
Binary

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100

Internal Operation
Memory Refresh
1/0 Reference
Special I/O Reference (e.g., to an MMU)
Segment/Address Translation Trap
AcknoWledge
Nonmaskable Interrupt Acknowledge
Nonvectored Interrupt Acknowledge
Vectored Interrupt Acknowledge
Data Memory Request
Stack Memory Request
Data Memory Request (Extended Process-
ing Architecture)
Stack Memory Request, (Extended Process-
ing Architecture)
Instruction Space Access
Instruction Fetch, First Word
Extended Processing Unit-Z-VMPU
Transfer
Bus Lock, Data Memory Request

0101
01 1 0
0111
1000
1001
1010

1100
1101
1 1 1 0



Memory Read and Write

Memory read and instruction fetch cycles are identical,
except for the status code on the STo-ST3 outputs.
Memory write is similar to memory read except for the
RIWstatus and the timing of DS and data valid true. Dur·
ing a memory cycle, a 16-bit offset address is placed on
the ADo-AD15 outputs early in the first clock period
(Figure 9). In the Z8003, a 7-bit segment number is also
output on SNo-SNs one clock period earlier than the
16-bit address offset. Issuing the segment number early
minimizes address translation overhead by enabling the
memory management circuitry to overlap its operations
with the Z·VMPU instruction execution cycle.

A valid address is indicated by the rising edge of Address
Strobe (AS).Status and mode information becomes valid
early in the memory access cycle and remains stable
throughout it. The access cycle can be extended in
length by the addition of wait cycles.

The ReadlWrite line (RIW) indicates the direction of the
data transfer. RIW is High for transfers to the Z·VMPU.
RIW is Low for transfers from the Z·VMPU.

Word data (BIW is Low) to or from the Z·VMPU is
transmitted on lines ADo-AD15.Byte data to the Z·VMPU
is transmitted in AD10-AD7, from odd addresses
(ADo= 1) and in ADB-AD15 from even addresses
(ADo= 0). Byte data from the Z·VMPU is replicated in
ADo-AD7 and ADB-AD15,regardless of address.



1/0 Transactions

1/0 transactions, which are generated by the execution
of 1/0 instructions, move data to or from peripherals or
l·VMPU support devices. As shown in the timing
diagram presented in Figure 10, 1/0 transactions have a
minimum length of four clock cycles; wait cycles can be
added to lengthen transaction periods to meet the needs
of slow peripherals. Status line outputs indicate whether
access is to the Standard 1/0 (0010) or Special 1/0 (0011 )
address spaces.

1/0 transactions are always performed with the l·VMPU
in System mode (N/S = Low). The rising edge of AS in-
dicates that a valid address is present on lines

ADo-AD15. Since the 1/0 address is always 16 bits long,
the segment number lines in le003 are undefined.

For byte transfers (BfIN = High) in Standard 110 space,
addresses must be odd; for byte transfers in Special 110
space, addresses must be even.

Word data (BfIN = Low) to or from the CPU is transmit-
ted on ADo-AD15. Byte data (Bm = High) is transmitted
on ADo-AD15 for Special 1/0. This allows peripheral
devices or CPU support devices to attach to only eight of
the 16 ADo-AD16 lines. The ReadflNrite line (RNJ) in-
dicates the direction of the data transfer: peripheral·to-
CPU (Read: RfIN = High) or CPU-to·peripheral (Write:
RNJ = Low).

c
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Walt Add·On Cycles

As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the WAIT input line is
sampled on a falling edge of ClK one cycle before data
is sampled (OS is low for a read or write operation). If
the WAIT input line is low when sampled, another cycle
is added to the transaction before data is sampled or OS
is deasserted (goes High). During an added wait cycle,
input WAIT is sampled again on the falling clock edge; if
it is low, another wait cycle is added to the transaction.
This use of the WA'ffinput permits transactions to be ex-
tended arbitrarily to accommodate, for example, slow
memories or I/O devices that are not yet ready for data
transfer.

Memory Refresh Timing

When the 6-bit prescaler in the refresh counter has been
decremented to zero, a refresh cycle is started (Figure
11). The 9-bit refresh counter value is put on ADo-ADa;
lines ADg-AD15 are undefined. Unless disabled, the
presettable prescaler runs continuously, therefore any
delay in starting a refresh cycle is not cumulative.

While the STOP input is low, a continous stream of
memory refresh cycles is ,executed without using the
refresh prescaler. The refresh count, however, is in·
cremented.

Internal Operation Timing

Certain instructions, such as multiply arid divide, need
additional time to execute internal operations. In these
cases, the Z·VMPU goes through a sequence of internal
operation machine cycles, each three to eight clock
cycles long (Figu re 12). This allows fast response to bus
and refresh requests because a bus request or a refresh

1tIW.~iiIMJil

cycle can be inserted at the end of any internal machine
cycle.

Although the address outputs during clock cycle T1 are
undefined, Address Strobe (AS) is generated to satisfy
the requirements of Z·BUS·compatible peripherals and
self-refresh dynamic memories.

Reset Function'

A low on the RESET input causes the following results
within five clock cycles (Figure 13):

1. ADo-AD15 are 3·stated. _
2. AS, OS, MREQ, BUSACK, MO, and STo-ST 3 are forced

High.
3. SNo-SNs are forced low.
4. Refresh is disabled.
5. RNV, BNV and N/S are undefined.

When RESET is again High, the Za003 Z·VMPU executes
three memory read cycles in a System mode of opera·
tion. During these three word read cycles, the Z·VMPU
reads, in sequence, the following information from seg-
ment 0:

1. The flag and control word (FCW) from offset location
0002.

2. The Program Counter segment number from location
0004 and offset from location 0006.

In the Za004 Z-VMPU, only two read cycles are per-
formed. During the first cycle, the FCW is read from
location 0002. During the second cycle, the 16·bit PC
value is read from location 0004. The program is started
during the following machine cycle.
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BUS REQUEST, INTERRUPT AND
ACKNOWLEDGE

A Low on the BUSREQ input indicates to the Z-VMPU
that another device is requesting the address/data and
control lines. The asynchronous BUSREQ input is syn-
chronized at the beginning of any machine cycle (Figure
14). If BUSREQ is Low, an internal synchronous
BUSREQsignal is generated, which, after completion of
the current machine cycle, causes the BUSACKoutput
to go Low and all bus outputs to go into the high-
impedance state. The requesting device (typically a
DMA) can then control the bus.

When BUSREQis released, it is synchronized with the
rising clock edge. The BUSACK output goes High one
clock period later to indicate that the Z-VMPU will take
control of the bus.

Interrupt and Segment/Address Translation Trap
Request and Acknowledge

Any High-to-Low transition on the Z-VMPU's NMI input
(Figure 15) is asynchronously edge-detected and sets
the internal NMI latch. The VI, NVI, and SAT inputs, as
well as the state of the internal NMllatch, are sampled at
the beginning of T3.

In response to an interrupt or trap, the subsequent IF1
cycle is exercised. The Program Counter, however, is

not updated, but the System Stack Pointer is
decremented in preparation for storing status informa-
tion on the System stack.

The next machine cycle is the interrupt acknowledge
cycle. This cycle has five automatic wait states, and ad·
ditional wait states are possible.

After the last wait state, the Z-VMPU reads the informa-
tion on ADo-AD15 and stores it temporarily, to be saved
on the stack later in the acknowledge sequence. This
word identifies the source of the interrupt or trap. For in-
ternal traps, the identifier is the first word of the trapped
instruction. For external events, the identifier is the con-
tents of the Data bus as sampled during T3 of the
acknowledge cycle. During nonvectored and non-
maskable interrupts, all 16 bits can represent peripheral
device status information. For the vectored interrupt, the
low byte is the jump vector, and the high byte can be
used for extra status. For a SAT trap (assuming that a
Zilog Z8010 Z-MMU Memory Management Unit is used)
the high byte is the memory management unit identifier
and the low byte is undefined.

After the acknowledge cycle, the N/S output indicates
the automatic change to System mode.
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The la003 l·VMPU is produced in a 4a-pin package; the
la004 l·VMPU is produced in a 40·pin package. The pin
functions of both the la003 and la004 are illustrated in
Figure 16; the pin assignments are illustrated in Figure
17. The signal names assigned to the l·VMPU 1/0 pins
are listed alphabetically and are described in the follow'
ing paragraphs.

ABORT. Abort Request (input, active Low). This input is
used to implement virtual memory. It is asserted by external
circuitry when an address does not correspond to a location
in main memory.

When ABORT is asserted with input SAT in the la003, or
with input NMI, Vi, or NVI in the la004, it initiates an Abort
Interrupt in the l-VMPU.

AOo·A015. Address/Data (inputs/outputs, active High,
3-state). These multiplexed address and data lines are used
both for 1/0 and memory.

AS. Address Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). The rising
edge of AS indicates that addresses are valid.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active Low). A Low on
this line indicates that the Z-VMPU has relinquished control
of the bus.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (input, active Low). This line must
be driven Low to request the bus from the l-VMPU.

B/W. BytelWord (output, Low = Word, 3-state). This line de-
fines the size of the data being transferred.

CLK. System Clock (input). CLK is a + 5V single-phase,
time-base input.

BUS{
TIMING

READIW1OTE"
NORMAUmTnl

BYTElWORD

SEQMEHT·PAQE
or TRANSLATION
TRAP

OS. Data Strobe (output, active Low, 3-state). This line
strobes data in and out of the Z-VMPU.

MI, MO. Multi-Micro In, Multi-Micro Out (input and output,
active Low). These two lines form a resource-request daisy
chain that allows only one Z-VMPU in a multi-
microprocessor system to access a shared resource at the
same time.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low, 3-state). A
Low on this line indicates that a memory reference is in
progress.

NMI. Nonmaskable Interrupt (edge-triggered, input, active
Low). A High-to-Low transition on NMI requests a non-
maskable interrupt.

N/S. Normal/System Mode (output, Low = System mode,
3-state). N/S indicates the current l-VMPU operating mode
(System or Normal).

NVI. Nonvectored Interrupt (input, active Low). A Low on
this line requests a nonvectored interrupt.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on this line resets
theZ-VMPU.

SAT. Segment Address Translation Trap (la003 only, input,
active Low). A Low on this input requests a Segment Ad-
dress Translation trap.

STOP. (Input, active Low). When asserted this line suspends
CPU operation either after the fetch of the first word of an
instruction or during an EPU instruction if the EPU is busy.

BUS{
TIMINQ

READiWR1TE'

NORMALISVST'EM

BYTE/WORD
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The Z8003/04 instruction set is presented in the instruc-
tion set summary. This summary lists the mnemonics,
operands, addressing modes, timing, and operation for
each instruction.

Timing is given as the number of CPU clock cycles re-
quired for instruction execution. Timing requirements
are given for the three possible addressing representa-
tions used in word, byte and long word operations:

• NS nonsegmented addresses

• SS segmented short-offset addresses

• SL segmented long-offset addresses

The SS and SL address representations apply only to
those instructions for which the address of the operand

is contained within the instruction itself. The only instruc-
tions of this type are those using the DA and X address-
ing modes.

With few exceptions, timing requirements are the same
for all instructions in either segmented or nonsegmented
mode, except for those instructions that employ the SS
and SL addresses. The timing for these instructions will
differ since the number of fetches needed to load the ad-
dress, one word or two words, will vary.

Timing values are given in the 55 and SL columns of the instruction sat summary
for all addressing modes, even where the address representation does not apply.
These values are given to Indicete that the time requirements are the same for
both segmented and nonsegmented modes.

The Z8003/4 provides the following types of instructions:

• Load and Exchange

• Arithmetic

• Logical

• Program Control

• Bit Manipulation

• Rotate and Shift

• Block Transfer and String Manipulation

• Input/Output

• CPU Control



Load and Exchange

Clock Cycles
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

CLR dst R 7 7 7 Clear
CLRB IR 8 8 8 dst - 0

DA 11 12 14
X 12 12 15

EX R,src R 6 6 6 Exchange
EXB IR 12 12 12 R - src

DA 15 16 18
X 16 16 19

LO R,src R 3 3 3 5 5 5 Load Into Register
LOB 1M 7 7 7 11 11 11 R - src
LOL 1M 5(byte only}

IR 7 7 7 11 11 11
DA 9 10 12 12 13 15
X 10 10 13 13 13 16
BA 14 14 14 17 17 17
BX 14 14 14 17 17 17

LO dst,R IR 8 8 8 11 11 11 Load Into Memory (Store)
LOB DA 11 12 14 14 15 17 dst - R
LOL X 12 12 15 15 15 18

BA 14 14 14 17 17 17
BX 14 14 14 17 17 17

LO dst, 1M IR 11 11 11 Load Immediate Into Memory
LOB DA 14 15 17 dst - 1M

X 15 15 18

LOA R,src DA 12 13 15 Load Address
X 13 13 16 R - sou rce address
BA 15 15 15
BX 15 15 15

LOAR R,src RA 15 15 15 Load Address Relative
R - source address

LOK R,src 1M 5 5 5 Load Constant
R - n (n = 0 ... 15)

LOM R,src,n IR 11 11 11 Load Multiple
DA 14 15 17 +3n R - src (n consecutive words)
X 15 15 18 (n = 1 ... 16)

LOM dst,R,n IR 11 11 11 Load Multiple (Store Multiple)
DA 14 15 17 +3n dst - R (n consecutive words)
X 15 15 18 (n = 1 ... 16)

LOR R,src RA 14 14 14 17 17 17 Load Relative
LORB R - src
LORL (range -32768 ... +32767)

LOR dst,R RA 14 14 14 17 17 17 Load Relative (Store Relative)
LORB dst - R
LORL (range -32768 ... +32767)

POP dst,lR R 8 8 8 12 12 12 Pop
POPL IR 12 12 12 19 19 19 dst - IR

DA 16 16 18 23 23 25 Autoincrement contents of R
X 16 16 19 23 23 26

PUSH IR,src R 9 9 9 12 12 12 Push
PUSHL 1M 12 12 12 Autodecrement contents of R

IR 13 13 13 20 20 20 IR - src
DA 13 14 16 21 21 23
X 14 14 17 21 21 24

458



Arithmetic

Clock Cycles
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS 55 SL NS 55 SL Operation

ADC R,src R 5 5 5 Add with Carry
ADCB R - R + carry + src

ADD R,src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 Add
ADDB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 R - R + src
ADDL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18
X 10 10 13 16 16 19

CP R,src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 Compare with Register
CPB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 R - src
CPL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18
X 10 10 13 16 16 19 !iii

00
CP dst, 1M IR 11 11 11 Compare with Immediate eeCPB DA 14 15 17 dst - 1M WX 15 15 18 -••
DAB dst R 5 5 5 Decimal Adjust c:

II
DEC dst,n R 4 4 4 Decrement by n ..,
DECB IR 11 11 11 dst - dst - n c=DA 13 14 16 (n = 1 ... 16)

X 14 14 17

DIV R,src R 107 107 107 744 744 744 Divide (si9ned)
DIVL 1M 107 107 107 744 744 744 Word: Rn+ 1 - Rn,n+ 1 + src

IR 107 107 107 744 744 744 Rn - remainder
DA 108 109 111 745 746 748 Long Word: Rn+2,n+3 - Rn... n+3 + src
X 109 109 112 746 746 749 Rn•n+1 - remainder

EXTS dst R 11 11 11 11 11 11 Extend Sign
EXTSB Extend sign of low order half of dst
EXTSL through high order half of dst

INC dst,n R 4 4 4 Increment by n
INCB IR 11 11 11 dst-dst+n

DA 13 14 16 (n = 1 ... 16)
X 14 14 17

MULT R,src R 70 70 70 282" 282" 282" Mulllply (signed)
MULTL 1M 70 70 70 282" 282" 282" Word: Rn,n+ 1 - Rn+ 1 • src

IR 70 70 70 282" 282" 282" Long Word: Rn... n+3 - Rn+2,n+3 • src
DA 71 72 74 283" 284" 286" "Plus seven cycles for each 1 in the
X 72 72 75 284" 284" 287" absolute value of the low order word of

the multiplicand

NEG dst R 7 7 7 Negate
NEGB IR 12 12 12 dst - -dst

DA 15 16 18
X 16 16 19

SBC R,src R 5 5 5 Subtract with Carry
SBCB R - R - src - carry

SUB R,src R 4 4 4 8 8 8 Subtract
SUBB 1M 7 7 7 14 14 14 R - R - src
SUBL IR 7 7 7 14 14 14

DA 9 10 12 15 16 18
X 10 10 13 16 16 19



Logical

Clock Cycle.
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonic. Operand. Mode. NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

AND
AN DB R,src R 4 4 4 And

1M 7 7 7 R - RAND src
IR 7 7 7
DA 9 10 12
X 10 10 13

COM dst R 7 7 7 Complement
COMB IR 12 12 12 dst - NOTdst

DA 15 16 18
X 16 16 19

OR R,src R 4 4 4 OR
ORB 1M 7 7 7 R - R OR src

IR 7 7 7
DA 9 10 12
X 10 10 13

TEST dst R 7 7 7 13 13 13 Test
TESTB IR 8 8 8 13 13 13 dst OR 0
TESTL DA 11 12 14 16 17 19

X 12 12 15 17 17 20

TCC cC,dst R 5 5 5 Test Condition Code
TCCB Set LSB If cc Is true

XOR R,src R 4 4 4 exclusive OR
XORB 1M 7 7 7 R - R XOR src

IR 7 7 7
DA 9 10 12
X 10 10 13

Program Control

Clock Cycle.
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonic. Operand. Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

CALL dst IR 10 15 15 Call Subroutine
DA 12 18 20 Autodecrement SP
X 13 18 21 @ SP - PC

PC - dst

CALR dst RA 10 15 15 Call Reletlve
Autodecrement SP
@ SP - PC
PC - PC + dst
(range -4094 to + 4096)

DJNZ R,dst RA 11 11 11 Decrement and Jump If Non·Zero
DBJNZ R - R-1

If R * 0: PC - PC + dst
(range -254 to 0)

IRET" 13 16 16 Interrupt Return
PS - @ SP
Autoincrement SP

JP cC,dst IR 10 15 15 (taken) Jump Conditional
IR 7 7 7 (not taken) If cc Is true: PC - dst
DA 7 8 10
X 8 8 11

"Privileged instructions; executed in system mode only.
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Program Control (Continued)

Clock Cycles

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

RET cc 10 13 13 (taken) Return Conditional
7 7 7 (not taken) If cc is true: PC - @SP

Autoincrement SP

SC src 1M 33 39 39 System Call
Autoincrement SP
@ SP - Old PS
Push Instruction
PS - System Call PS

BIT dst,b R 4 4 4 Test Bit Static
BITB IR 8 8 8 Z fiag - NOT dst bit specified by b

DA 10 11 13
X 11 11 14 N

00
BIT dst,R R 10 10 10 Test Bit Dynamic 8
BITB Z flag - NOT dst bit specified by W

contents of R -•
Bit Manipulation -=:I..,

Clock Cycles d
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

RES dst,b R 4 4 4 Reset Bit Static
RESB IR 11 11 11 Reset dst bit specified by b

DA 13 14 16
X 14 14 17

RES dst,R R 10 10 10 Reset Bit Dynamic
RESB Reset dst bit specified by contents R

SET dst,b R 4 4 4 Set Bit Static
SETB IR 11 11 11 Set dst bit specified by b

SET dst,R R 10 10 10 Set Bit Dynamic
SETB Set dst bit specified by contents of R

TSET dst R 7 7 7 Test and Set
TSETB IR 11 11 11 S flag - MSB of dst

DA 14 15 17 dst - all1s
X 15 15 18

Rotate and Shift

Clock Cyclea
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operanda Modea NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

RLDB R,src R 9 9 9 Rotate Left Digit

RRDB R,src R 9 9 9 Rotate Right Digit

RL dst,n R 6 for n= 1 Rotate Left
RLB R 7 for n= 2 Rotate dst by n bits (n = 1,2)

RLC dst,n R 6 for n= 1 Rotate Left through Carry
RLCB R 7 for n = 2 Rotate dst by n bits (n = 1,2)

RR dst,n R 6 for n= 1 Rotate Right
RRB R 7 for n = 2 Rotate dst by n bits (n = 1.2)
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Rotate and Shift (Continued)

Clock Cycles
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

RRC dst.n R 6 for n= 1 Rotate Right through Carry
RRCB R 7 for n =2 Rotate dst by n bits (n = 1,2)

SDA dst,R R (15 + 3n) (15 + 3n) Shift Dynamic Arithmetic
SDAB Shift dst left or right by contents of R
SDAL

SDL dst,R R (15 + 3n) (15 + 3n) Shift Dynamic Logical
SDLB Shift dst left or right by contents of R
SDLL

SLA dst,n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Left Arithmetic
SLAB Shift dst left by n bits
SLAL

SLL dst,n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Left Logical
SLLB Shift dst left by n bits
SLLL

SRA dst,n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Right Arithmetic
SRAB Shift dst right by n bits
SRAL

SRL dst,n R (13 + 3n) (13 + 3n) Shift Right Logical
SRLB Shift dst right by n bits
SRLL

Clock Cycles
Word, Byte Long Word

NS 55 SL NS 55 SL Operation

RX,src,
Ry,cC

Compare and Decrement
Rx - src
Autodecrement src address
Ry-Ry-1

Rx,src,
Ry,cc

Compare, Decrement and Repeat
Rx - src
Autodecrement src address
Ry-Ry-1
Repeat until cc is true or Ry = 0

Rx,src,
Ry,cC

Compare, Decrement and Repeat
Rx - src
Autodecrement src address
Ry-Ry-1

Rx,src,
Ry,cc

Compare, Increment and Repeat
Rx - src
Autoincrement src address
Ry-Ry-1
Repeat until cc is true or Ry = 0

Compare String and Decrement
dst - src
Autodecrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1

Compare String, Decrement and Repeat
dst - src
Autodecrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1
Repeat until cc is true or R = 0



Block Transfer and String Manipulation (Continued)

Clock Cycles

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

CPSI dst,src, IR 25 25 25 Compare String and Increment
CPSIB R,cc dst - src

Autoincrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1

CPSIR dst,src, IR (11 + 14n) Compare String, Increment and Repeat
CPSIRB R,cc dst - src

Autoincrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1
Repeat until cc is true or R = 0

LDD dst,src, R IR 20 20 20 Load and Decrement
LDDB dst - src

Autodecrement dst and src addresses N
R - R-1 00

0
LDDR dst,src,R IR (11 + 9n) Load, Decrement and Repeat 0

W
LDDRB dst - src -Autodecrement dst and src addresses •

R - R-1 c:
Repeat until R = 0 iI...,

LDI dst,src,R IR 20 20 20 Load and Increment d
LDIB dst - src

Autoincrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1

LDIR dst,src, R IR (11 + 9n) Load, Increment and Repeat
LDIRB dst - src

Autoincrement dst and src addresses
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

TRDB dst,src,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Decrement
dst - src (dst)
Autodecrement dst address
R - R-1

TRDRB dst,src, R IR (11 + 14n) Translate, Decrement and Repeat
dst - src (dst)
Autodecrement dst address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

TRIB dst,src,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Increment
dst - src (dst)
Autoincrement dst address
R - R-1

TRIRB dst,src,R IR (11 + 14n) Translate, Increment and Repeat
dst - src (dst)
Autoincrement dst address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

TRTDB src1,src2, R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Test, Decrement
RH1 - src 2 (src1)
Autodecrement src1 address
R - R-1

TRTDRB src1, src2, R IR (11 + 14n) Translate and Test, Decrement
and Repeat
RH1 - src2 (src1)
Autodecrement src1 address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0 or RH1 = 0
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Clock Cycles

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

TRTIB src1,src2,R IR 25 25 25 Translate and Test, Increment
RH1 - src2 (src1)
Auloincremenl src1 address
R - R-1

TRTIRB src1, src2, R IR (11 + 14n) Translate and Test, Increment
and Repeat
RH1 - src2 (src1)
Auloincremenl src1 address
R - R-1
Repeat unlil R = 0 or RH1 = 0

Input/Output

Clock Cycles
Addr. Word. Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

IN" R,src IR 10 10 10 Input
INB" DA 12 12 12 R - src

IND" dsl,src,R IR 21 21 21 Input and Decrement
IN DB" dsl - src

Autodecrement dst address
R - R-1

INDR" dsl,src, R IR (11 + 10n) Input. Decrement and Repeat
IN ORB" dst - src

Autodecrement dst address
R - R-1
Repeal unlil R = 0

INI" dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Input and Increment
INIB" dsl - src

AUloincrement dst address
R - R-1

INIR" dsl,src,R IR (11 + 10n) Input, Increment and Repeat
INIRB" dsl - src

Autoincremenl dsl address
R - R-1
Repeal until R = 0

OUT" dsl,R IR 10 10 10 Output
OUTB" DA 12 12 12 dst - R

OUTDo dsl,src,R IR 21 21 21 Output and Decrement
OUTDB" dst - src

Autodecrement src address
R - R-1

OTDR" dst,src, R IR (11 + 10n) Output, Decrement and Repeat
OTDRB" dst - src

Aulodecremenl src address
R - R-1
Repeal unlil R = 0

OUTI" dsl,src,R IR 21 21 21 Output and Increment
OUTIB" dsl - src

Auloincremenl src address
R - R-1

• Privileged instructions; executed in system mode only.
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Input/Output (Continued)

Clock Cycles
Addr. Word, Byte Long Word

Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

OTIR* dst,src,R IR (11 + 10n) Output, Increment and Repeat
OTIRB* dst - src

Autoincrement src address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

SIN" R,src DA 12 12 12 Special Input
SINB" R - src

SINO" dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Input and Oecremant
SINB" dst - src

Autodecrement dst address
R - R-1

N
SINOR" dst,src, R IR (11 + 10n) Special Input, Oecrement and Repeat 00
SINORB" dst - src 8

Autodecrement dst address W
R - R-1 -Repeat until R = 0 •~

SINI" dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Input and Incremant •SINIB" dst - src
..,

Autoincrement dst address CI
R - R-1

SINIR" dst,src, R IR (11 + 10n) Special Input, Increment and Repeat
SINIRB" dst - src

Autoincrement dst address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

SOUTo dst,src DA 12 12 12 Special Output
SOUTB" dst - src

SOUTO" dst,src,R IR 21 21 21 Special Output and Decrement
SOUTOB" dst - src

Autodecrement src address
R - R-1

SOTOR" dst,src, R IR (11 + 10n) Special Output, Oecrement and Repeat
SOT ORB" dst - src

Autodecrement src address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

SOUTI" dst,src, R IR 21 21 21 Special Output and Increment
SOUTIB" dst - src

Autoincrement src address
R - R-1

SOTIR" dst,src, R R (11 + 10n) Special Output, Increment and Repeat
SOTlRB" dst - src

Autoincrement src address
R - R-1
Repeat until R = 0

• Privileged instructions; executed in system mode only.



CPU Control

Clock Cycles

Addr. Word, Byte Long Word
Mnemonics Operands Modes NS SS SL NS SS SL Operation

COMFLG flags 7 7 7 Complement Flag
(Any combination of C,Z,S,PN)

01" int 7 7 7 Olsable Interrupt
(Any combination of NVI, VI)

EI" int 7 7 7 Enable Interrupt
(Any combination of NVI, VI)

HALT" (8 + 3n) HALT

LOCTL" CTLR,src R 7 7 7 Load Into Control Register
CTLR - src

LOCTL" dst,CTLR R 7 7 7 Load from Control Reglater
dst - CTLR

LOCTLB FLGR,src R 7 7 7 Load Into Flag Byte Register
FLGR - src

LOCTLB dstFLGR R 7 7 7 Load from Flag Byte Register
dst - FLGR

LOPS" src IR 12 16 16 Load Program Status
DA 16 20 22 PS - src
X 17 20 23

MBIT" 7 7 7 Test Multl·Mlcro Bit
Set S if MI is Low;
clear S if MI is High

MREQ" dst R (12 + 7n) Multl·Mlcro Request

MRES" 5 5 5 Multl·Mlcro Reset

MSET" 5 5 5 Multl·Mlcro Set

NOP 7 7 7 No Operation

RESFLG flag 7 7 7 Reset Flag
(Any combination of C,Z,S,PN)

SETFLG flag 7 7 7 Set Flag
(Any combination of C,Z,S,PN)

•Priviieged instructions; executed in system mode only.



Clock Cycles

N5 55 5L Operation

(11 + 3n) (11 + 3n) (11 + 3n) Load Memory from EPU
(15 + 3n) (15 + 3n) (18 + 3n) Write n words from EPU into memory
(14 + 3n) (15 + 3n) (17 + 3n)

(11 + 3n) (11 + 3n) (11 + 3n) Load EPU from Memory
(15 + 3n) (15 + 3n) (18 + 3n) Read n words from memory into EPU
(14 + 3n) (15 + 3n) (17 + 3n)

(11 + 4n) (11 + 4n) (11 + 4n) Load VMPU from EPU
Transfer n words from EPU to Z·VMPU registers

(11 + 4n) (11 + 4n) (11 + 4n) Load EPU from VMPU
Transfer n words from Z·VMPU registers to EPU

Load FCW from EPU
Load information from EPU into flags of the
Z·VMPU's Flag and Control Word

Load EPU from FCW
Transfer information from Z·VMPU's Flag and
Control Word to EPU

Internal EPU Operations
Z·VMPU treats this template as a "no-operations";
it is typically used to initiate an internal EPU
operation. The character is a field in the
instruction.



Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND. . .... -0.3Vto +7.0V

Operating Ambient Temperature. . .ooe to + 700e
Storage Temperature. . .... -65°e to + 1500e

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only; opera-
tion of the device at any condition beyond those indicated in the operational
section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum
rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Standard test temperature/operating voltage ranges are
presented below. All voltages are referenced to GND. Posi-
tive current flows into the referenced pin .

• ooe to + 70oe, + 4.75V ~ Vce ~ + 5.25V

• -400eto +85°e, +4.75V~Vee~ +5.25V

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance of 100 pf max,
except for parameter 6, which has a load capacitance of 50
pf max. Timing references between two output signals as-
sume a load difference of 50 pf max.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the

Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition

VeH Clock Input High Voltage Vee-O.4 Vee+0.3 V Driven by External Clock Generator

Vel Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee+0.3 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -250 A

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOl = +2.0mA

III Input Leakage ±10 A 0.4 VIN + 2.4V

IOl Output Leakage ±10 A 0.4 VOUT + 2.4V

Ice Vee Supply Current 300 mA 4 + 6 MHz commercial

400 mA Extended Temp. Range

400 mA 10 MHz Speed Range

AC CHARACTERISTICSt

Z80031Z8004 Z8003A1Z8004A Z8003BIZ8004B
(4 MHz) (6 MHz) (10 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 165 2000 100 2000
2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 105 2000 70 2000 40
3 TwCl Ciock Width (Low) 105 2000 70 2000 40
4 TIC Clock Fall Time 20 10 10
5 TrC Ciock Rise Time 20 15 10
6 TdC(SNv) Clock 1 to Segment Number Valid 130 110 70

(50 pF load)
7 TdC(SNn) Ciock 1 to Segment Number Not Valid 20 10 5
8 TdC(Bz) Clock 1 to Bus Float 65 55 40
9 TdC(A) Clock 1 to Address Valid 100 75 50

10 TdC(Az) Clock 1 to Address Float 65 55 40
11 TdA(DR) Address Valid to Read Data Required Valid 475* 305* 180*
12 TsDR(C) Read Data to Clock I Setup Time 30 20 10
13 TdDS(A) DS 1 to Address Active 80* 45* 20*
14 TdC(DW) Clock 1 to Write Data Valid 100 75 50
15 ThDR(DS) Read Data to DS t Hold Time 0 0 0
16 TdDW(DS) Write Data Valid to DS t Delay 295* 195* 110*

t Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds.
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt (Continued)

Z80031Z8004 Z8003A1Z8004A Z8003BIZ8004B
(4 MHz) (6 MHz) (10 MHz)

Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Mln Max Mln Max

17 TdA(MR) Address Valid to MREQ I Delay 55· 35' 20'
18 TdC(MR) Clock I to MREQ I Delay 80 70 40
19 TwMRh ~Width (High) 210' 135' 80'
20 TdMR(A) MREQ I to Address Not Active 70' 35' 20'
21 TdDW(DSW) Write Data Valid to DS I (Write) Delay 55' 35' 15'
22 TdMR(DR) MREQ I to Read Data Required Valid 370· 230· 140·
23 TdC(MR) Clock I MREQ t Delay 80 60 45
24 TdC(ASf) Clock t to AS I Delay 80 60 40
25 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 55' 35' 20'
26 TdC(ASr) Clock I to AS t Delay 90 80 40
27 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Required Valid 360· 220· 140·
28 TdDS(AS) DS t to AS I Delay 70' 35' 15'
29 TwAS 6§ Width (Low) 85' 55' 30'
30 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Not Active Delay 70' 45' 20' M31 TdAz(DSR) AddresU.!oat to DS (Read) I Delay 0 0 0 0032 TdAS(DSR) AS t to DS (Read) I Delay 80' 55' 30' g33 TdDSR(DR) DS (Read) I to Read Data Required Valid 205· 130· 70·
34 TdC(DSr) Clock I to OS t Delay 70 65 45 W-35 TdDS(DW) DS t to Write Data Not Valid 75' 45' 25' ••36 TdA(DSR) Address Valid to DS (Read) I Delay 180' 110' 65' -=37 TdC(DSR) Clock t to DS (Read) I Delay 120 85 60 II38 TwDSR DS (Read) Width (Low) 275' 185' 110' ..,
39 TdC(DSW) Clock I to DS (Write) I Delay 95 80 60 d40 TwDSW DS (Write) Width (Low) 185' 110' 75'
41 TdDSI(DR) DS (I/O) I 1Q...flead Data Required Vaiid 330' 210' 120'
42 TdC(DSf) Clock I to DS (I/O) I Delay 120 90 60
43 TwDS DS (I/O) Width (Low) 410' 255' 160'
44 TdAS(DSA) AS I to DS~cknowledge) I Delay 1065' 690' 410'
45 TdC(DSA) Clock t to DS (Acknowledge) I Delay 120 85 65
46 TdDSA(DR) DS (Acknowledge) I to Read Data 455' 295' 165'

Required Delay
47 TdC(S) Clock t to StatuLValid Delay 110 85 60
48 TdS(AS) Status Valid to AS t Delay 50' 30' 10'
49 TsR(C) RESET to Clock t Setup Time 180 70 50
50 ThR(C) RESET to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0
51 TwNMI NMI Width (Low) 100 70 50
52 TsNMI(C) !:!..M.L!Q.Clock t Setup Time 140 70 50
53 TsVI(C) ~ NVI to Clock t Setup Time 110 50 40
54 ThVI(C) VI, NVI to Clock t Hold Time 20 20 10
55 TsSGT(C) SAT to Clock t Setup Time 70 55 40
56 ThSGT(C) SAT to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0
57 TsMI(C) MI to Clock t Setup Time 180 110 80
58 ThMI(C) MI to Clock t Hold Time 0 0 0
59 TdC(MO) Clock t to MO Delay 120 85 70
60 TsSTP(C) STOP to Clock I Setup Time 140 80 50
61 ThSTP(C) STOP to Clock I Hold Time 0 0 0
62 TsW(C) WAIT to Clock I Setup Time 50 30 20
63 ThW(C) WAIT to Clock I Hold Time 10 10 5
64 TsBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Setup Time 90 80 60
65 ThBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Hold Time 10 10 5
66 TdC(BAKr) Clock t to BUSACK t Delay 100 75 60
67 TdC(BAKf) Clock t to BUSACK I Delay 100 75 60
68 TwA Address Valid Width 150' 95' 50'
69 TdDS(S) DS t to STATUS Not Valid 80' 55' 30'
70 TsABT(C) ABORT I to Clock t Setup Time 50 30 25
71 ThABT(C) ABORT I to Clock I Hold Time 0 0 0

·Clock-cycle·time-dependent characteristics, see table on
following page.

tTimings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in
nanoseconds{ns).
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CLOCK·CYCLE·TIME·DEPEN DENT CHARACTERISTICS

Z8003 Z8003A Z8003B
Number Symbol Equation Equation Equation

11 TdA(DR) 2TeC + TwCh - 130 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 95 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 60 ns
13 TdDS(A) TwCI- 25 ns TwCI- 25 ns TwCl- 20 ns
16 TdDW(DS) TeC + TwCh - 60 ns TeC + TwCh - 40 ns TeC + TwCh - 30 ns
17 TdA(MR) TwCh - 50 ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 20 ns
19 TwMRh TeC-40 ns TeC-30ns TeC- 20 ns
20 TdMR(A) TwCI- 35 ns TwCI- 35 ns TwCl- 20 ns
21 TdDW(DSW) TwCh - 50 ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 25 ns
22 TdMR(DR) 2TeC - 130 ns 2TeC-100 ns 2TeC-60 ns
25 TdA(AS) TwCh - 50 ns TwCh - 35 ns TwCh - 20 ns
27 TdAS(DR) 2TeC-140 ns 2TeC-110 ns 2TeC - 60 ns N
28 TdDS(AS) TwCI- 35 ns TwCI- 35 ns TwCl- 25 ns i29 TwAS TwCh - 20 ns TwCh -15 ns TwCh -10 ns
30 TdAS(A) TwCl- 35 ns TwCl-25 ns TwCl- 20 ns •32 TdAS(DSR) TwCl- 25 ns TwCl- 15 ns TwCl-10 ns

i33 TdDSR(DR) TeC + TwCh - 150 ns TeC + TwCh - 105 ns TeC + TwCh - 70 ns
35 TdDS(DW) TwCl-30 ns TwCl-25 ns TwCl-15 ns
36 TdA(DSR) TeC-70ns TeC-55ns TeC - 35 ns
38 TwDSR TeC + TwCh - 80 ns TeC + TwCh - 50 ns TeC + TwCh - 30 ns
40 TwDSW TeC-65 ns TeC- 55 ns TeC - 25 ns
41 TdDSI(DR) 2TeC - 170 ns 2TeC-120 ns 2TeC - 80 ns
43 TwDS 2TeC-90 ns 2TeC - 75 ns 2TeC- 40 ns
44 TdAS(DSA) 4TeC + TwCI - 40 ns 4TeC + TwCl - 40 ns 4TeC + TwCl - 30 ns
46 TdDSA(DR) 2TeC + TwCh - 150 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 105 ns 2TeC + TwCh - 75 ns
48 TdS(AS) TwCh- 55 ns TwCh -40 ns TwCh - 30 ns
68 TwA TeC-90 ns TeC-70 ns TeC- 50 ns
69 TdDS(S) TwCI- 25 ns TwCI-15 ns TwCl-10 ns



Z8003 Segmented VMPU, 4.0 MHz
48-pin DIP
Z8003 PS
Z8003CS
Z8003 PE
Z8003CE

Z8004 Nonsegmented VMPU, 4.0 MHz
40-pinDIP
Z8004 PS
Z8004CS
Z8004 PE
Z8004CE

Z8003A Segmented VMPU, 6.0 MHz
48-pin DIP
Z8003A PS
Z8003ACS
Z8003A PE
Z8003ACE

Z8004A Nonsegmented VMPU, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8004A PS
Z8004ACS
Z8004APE
Z8004ACE

Z8003B Segmented VMPU, 10.0 MHz
48-pln DIP
Z8003B PS
Z8003BCS
Z8003B PE
Z8003BCE

Z8004B Nonsegmented VMPU, 10.0 MHz
40-pinDIP
Z8004B PS
Z8004BCS
Z8004B PE
Z8004BCE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M'= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon .

• For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
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Provides 16- and 32-Bil
Microprocessor Solutions

Zilog continues its tradition of
state-of-the-art microprocessor com-
ponents with the introduction of the
32-bit Z80,OOOCPU and the Z80l0
floating-point Arithmetic Processing
Unit (APU). These two devices bring
the performance of super minicom-
puters and mainframe computers
into the realm of microprocessor-
based systems. The advances in
VLSI technology used in these inte-
grated circuits herald a major break-
through in the range of options
available to the systems designer.

The Z80,OOO. The Z80,OOOCPU
provides the flexibility of a 16-bit
CPU. Oriented to applications in
which high throughput is required,
its file of 16 general-purpose regis-
ters handles bytes, words, and long
words with equal facility. The rich
instruction set combines powerful
addressing modes and operations
in a manner that aids assembly-
language coding of time-critical
applications, and still provides the
completeness desirable for efficient
compiler-generated code.

The Z80,OOOCPU can be config-
ured under software control to use
16-bit logical addresses (ideally
suited for high-speed controller
applications) or 32-bit addresses (for
large-system tasks). The 32-bit ad-
dress modes support both a linear
addressing space and an alternative
segmented addressing space,
which are selected by the user ac-
cording to the application's
requirements.

Other system features include
System and Normal modes of opera-
tion, a sophisticated trapping
mechanism, a high-performance
bus structure, and built-in multipro-
cessor support. Finally, the device
has a high-performance interface to
the Z80l0 Arithmetic Processing
Unit so that the two devices can
operate in tandem to execute
floating-point instructions in the
CPU's instruction stream.

An on-chip cache and a memory
management unit (MMU), coupled
with a sophisticated instruction pipe-
line, enable the Z80,OOOto execute
instructions at a rate of up to one
instruction per processor cycle. The
256-byte cache provides an auto-
matic buffering mechanism to hold
the most recently fetched instruc-
tions and data on the chip itself.
Thus, subsequent references to
these items do not require lengthy
memory transactions but instead
can be fetched in a single processor
cycle. The memory management
unit on the chip contains all the infor-
mation needed to translate the most
recently used logical addresses
generated by the CPU into the physi-
cal addresses used by the memory
system. With each address transla-
tion, access attributes are automati-
cally checked to determine whether
or not the access is permitted. The
MMU can be used to implement a
virtual memory or can be disabled
entirely for applications that do not
need memory management.

Peripheral Support. The Z80,OOO
uses Zilog's Z-BUS™, so the entire
Z8000 family of circuits are available
for use with it. Multifunction Z-BUS
peripherals are extensively program-
mable, so each can be precisely
tailored to an application. Counting,
timing, and parallel I/O are tasks
handled by the Z8036 Z-CIO
Counter/Timer and Parallel I/O Unit,
which has three 16-bit counter/timers
and three I/O ports.

Data communications are the
domain of the Z8030 Z-SCC Serial
Communications Controller and the
Z8031 Z-ASCC Asynchronous Serial
Communications Controller, both
dual-channel multi protocol compo-
nents that between them support all
popular communication formats.

Direct memory access compo-
nents are supplied by the Z8016
Z-DTC DMA Transfer Controller, a
fast, dual-channel device that sup-
ports I/O-to-memory data transfers
without CPU intervention. In addi-
tion, the Z-BUS versions of the Z800
can be used as I/O processors, with
their on-chip DMA channels pro-
grammed to transfer data in a
Z80,OOO-based system.



General-purpose control and
data-manipulation problems are
solved by the Z8090 Z-UPC Univer-
sal Peripheral Controller, a complete
microcomputer-on-a-chip that uses
the Z8 instruction set and features
three I/O ports and two 8-bit counter/
timers. The Z8038 Z-FIO FIFO InpuU
Output Interface Unit can be

interconnected with asynchronous
subsystems of a multiprocessor
system to interface any major micro-
processor to the Z-BUS. Its buffer
depth can be expanded using the
Z8060 Z-FIFO Buffer Unit. Another
support peripheral circuit that can
be used with the zeo,ooo is the
Ze068 Z-DCP Data Ciphering
Processor.

The Z8581 CTC Clock Generator
Controller can be used to generate
the clock timing required by the
Z80,OOO.This device uses the same
technology as the Z80,OOOand
provides a power-on reset signal
and auxiliary clocking signals.

Finally, the Z80l0 FPU Arithmetic
Processing Unit provides the
floating-point processing power for
the zeo,ooo CPU.



Zilog
Preliminary
Product
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• Full 32·bit architecture and implementation

• 4G (billion) bytes of directly addressable memory

• Linear or segmented address space

• Virtual memory management integrated with CPU

• On-chip cache memory

• General·purpose register file with sixteen 32·bit
registers

• Nine general addressing modes

• Numerous data types include bit, bit field, logical
value, signed integer, and string

• Extended Processing Architecture supports floating·
point operations

The zao,ooo CPU is an advanced, high·end 32-bit
microprocessor that integrates the architecture of a
mainframe computer into a single chip. While maintain·
ing full compatibility with zaooo family software and
hardware, the zao,ooo CPU offers greater power and
flexibility in both its architecture and interface capability.
Operating systems and compilers are easily developed
in the zao,ooo CPU's high-quality environment, and the
hardware interface provides for connection to a wide
variety of system configurations.

Addresses in the zao,ooo CPU are 32 bits. This allows
direct addressing of 4G bytes in each of four address
spaces: system·mode data, system-mode instruction,
normal-mode data, and normal-mode instruction. The
CPU supports three modes of address representation.
The 16-bit compact addresses are compatible with
zaooo nonsegmented mode. The 32-bit segmented ad-
dresses include both 16-bit offset, which is compatible
with zaooo segmented mode, and 24-bit offset. In addi-
tion a full 32-bit linear address space is provided.

• RegUlar use of operations, addressing modes, and
data types in instruction set

• System and normal modes of operation with
separate stacks

• Sophisticated interrupt and trap handling

• Software is a binary-compatible extension of
zaooo™ software

• Hardware is compatible with other Z·BUSTM com·
ponents

• Mainframe performance

The CPU features a general-purpose register file with
sixteen 32·bit registers and nine operand addressing
modes. The various addressing modes allow encoding
choices for compact representation or for full 32-bit ad·
dressing. The instruction set can operate on bit, bit field,
logical value, signed integer, unsigned integer, address,
string, staCk, and packed decimal byte data types.
Logical and arithmetic instructions operate on bytes (a
bits), words (16 bits) and longwords (32 bits). The Extend·
ed Processing Architecture (EPA) supports floating-point
operations. in addition, the instruction set is highly
reguiar in combining operations, data types, and ad-
dressing modes. High-level language compilation is sup·
ported with instructions for procedure linkage, array in·
dex calculation, and bounds checking. Other instruc·
tions provide operating system functions such as system
call and control of memory management.

There are two main operating modes, system and nor·
mal, supported by separate stacks. User programs
operate in normal mode, while sensitive operating



system functions are performed in system mode. This
protects critical parts of the operating system from user
access. In addition. some instructions are privileged.
and execute only in system mode. Memory management
functions protect both system memory from user pro-
grams. and user memory from other users. Vectored.
nonvectored. and nonmaskable interrupts support real-
time operating systems.

Memory management is fully integrated with the CPU;
no external support circuitry is necessary. A paging ad-
dress translation mechanism is implemented. Registers
in the CPU point to address translation tables located in
memory; the most recently used table entries are kept in
a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) in the CPU. The
CPU performs logical to physical address translation and
access protection for each memory reference. When a
logical memory reference causes a translation or pro-
tection violation. the state of the CPU is automatically
restored to restart the instruction. I/O ports can be
referenced either by dedicated instructions or by the
memory management mechanism mapping logical
memory addresses to I/O port addresses.

Extensive trapping facilities. such as integer overflow.
sub range out of bounds. and subscript out of bounds.
catch common run-time errors. Software debuggers can
use trace and breakpoint traps. Privileged instruction
traps and memory protection violation traps secure the

operating system from user programming errors or
mischief. The overflow stack allows recovery from other-
wise fatal errors.

The CPU has full 32-bit internal address and data paths.
Externally. 32 pins time-multiplex the address and data.
The interface is compatible with the complete line of
Z-BUS peripherals. The hardware interface features
16-bit or 32-bit memory data path and programmable
wait states. Burst transfers and an on-chip cache for in-
structions and data help develop high-performance
systems. The interface supports multiprocessing con-
figurations with interlocked memory references and two
types of bus request protocols. The system designer can
tailor the ZBO.OOO-based system. to cost and perfor-
mance needs.

In summary. the ZBO.OOOCPU meets and surpasses the
requirements of medium and high-end microprocessor
systems for the 19BOs. Software program development
is easily accomplished with the CPU's sophisticated ar-
chitecture. The highly pipelined design. on-Chip cache.
and external interface support systems ranging from
dedicated controllers to mainframe computers. While
Zilog continues to develop support for the ZBO.OOOCPU.
ZBOOOperipherals and development software are fully
compatible with this latest in Zilog's line of high-
performance microprocessors.

The ZBO.OOOCPU is a register-oriented processor offering
sixteen 32-bit general-purpose registers. a 32-bit Program
Counter (PC). a 16-bit Flag and Control Word (FCW). and
nine other special-purpose registers.

The general-purpose register file (Figure 1) contains 64
bytes of storage. The first 16 bytes (RLO.RHO•....RL7.RH7)
can be used as accumulators for byte data. The first 16
words (RO.R1..... R15) can be used as accumulators for
word data. as index registers (except RO).or for memory ad-
dresses in compact mode (except RO).Any longword regis-
ter (RRO.RR2 ....•RR30) can be used as an accumulator for
longword data. an index register in linear or segmented
mode (except RRO). or for memory addresses in linear or
segmented mode (except RRO). Quadword registers
(RQO.RQ4 ..... RQ2B) can be used as accumulators for Multi-
ply. Divide. and Extend Sign instructions. This unique regis-
ter organization allows bytes and words of data to be
manipulated conveniently while leaving most of the register
file free to hold addresses. counters. and any other data.

Two registers are dedicated to the Stack Pointer (SP) and
Frame Pointer (FP) used by Call. Enter. Exit. and Return

instructions. In compact mode. R15 is the Stack Pointer
and R14 ·the Frame Pointer. In linear or segmented
mode. RR14 is the Stack Pointer and RR12 is the Frame
Pointer.

IRROROO
RR2

IRR4
R04

RR6

IRR8
R08

RR10

IRR12
RQ12

RR14

R0161 RR16
RR18

R020 IRR20
RR22

RQ24 IRR24
RR26

IRR28
R028

RR30

7 RHO o 7 RLO o 7 RH1 o 1 RLl 0

7 AH2 o 7 RU o 7 RH3 o 7 RL3 0

7 RH4 o 7 RU o 7 RH5 o 7 RL5 0

7 RH6 o 7 RL8 o 7 RH7 0 7 RL7 0

15 R8 o 15 RI 0

15 R10 o 15 R11 0

15 R12 o 15 R13 0

15 R14 o 15 R15 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

31 0

RO, R1

R2, R3

R4. R5

R8, R7



The PC and FCW form the Program Status (Figure 2),
which is automaticaliy saved for traps and interrupts.
The bits in FCW indicate operating modes, masks for
traps and interrupts, and flags set according to the result

of instructions. The remaining special registers are used
for memory management, system configuration, and
other CPU control (Figure 3).

INTEGER OVERFLOW ENABLE (IV)

HALF CARRY (HI

DECIMAL-ADJUST (D)

PARITY/OVERFLOW (PlY)

SIGN(S)

ZERO (Z)

CARRY(CI

TRACEm

TRACE PENDING (TP)

LINEAR/SEGMENTED MODE (US)

NONVECTORED INTERRUPT ENABLE (NVIE)

VECTORED INTERRUPT ENABLE (VIE)

EXTENDED PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE (EPA)

SYSTEM/NORMAL MODE (siN)
EXTENDED/COMPACT MODE (Eie)

As shown in Figure 4, the CPU has three modes of ad-
dress representation: compact, segmented, and linear.
The mode is selected by two control bits in the Flag and
Control Word register (Table 1). The Extended/Compact
(E/C) bit selects whether compact addresses (16 bits) or
extended addresses (32 bits) are used. For extended ad-
dresses the Linear/Segmented (LiS) bit selects whether
linear or segmented addresses are used.

The Load Address instruction can be used to manipulate
addresses in any mode of representation.

In compact mode, addresses are 16 bits. Address
calculations using compact addresses involve all 16 bits.
Compact mode is more efficient and less program-
consuming for applications requiring less than 64K bytes
of program and less than 64K bytes of data. This efficien-

cy is due to shorter instructions in compact mode, and
the fact that addresses in the register file use word
rather than longword registers. Applications requiring
more than 64K bytes of either program or data should
use segmented or linear modes.

Control Bits in FCW
ElC US

Compact

Reserved

Segmented

Linear
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Figure 4. Address Representations

In segmented mode, addresses are 32 bits. Segmented
addresses are composed of either a 15-bit segment
number and a 16-bit segment offset or a 7-bit segment
number and a 24-bit segment offset. Bit 31 of the ad-
dress selects either of the two types of segmented ad-
dresses. Address calculations using segmented ad-
dresses involve only the segment offset; the segment
number is unaffected. In segmented mode, the address
space allows up to 32,768 segments of 64K-byte max-
imum size and up to 128 segments of 16M-byte max-
imum size. Many applications benefit from the logical
structure of segmentation by allocating individual ob-
jects, such as a program modUle, stack, or large data
structure, to separate segments.

In linear mode, addresses are 32 bits. Address calcula-

tions using linear addresses involve all 32 bits. In linear
mode, the address space of 4G bytes is uniform and
unstructured. Many applications benefit from the flex-
ibility of linear addressing by allocating objects at ar-
bitrary positions in the address space.

Memory is byte addressable by the CPU. The address
used for multiple-byte data is the address of the most-
significant byte. Multiple-byte data can be located at any
byte address with no alignment restrictions.

1/0 ports can be addressed by either dedicated instruc-
tions or by the memory management mechanism map-
ping logical memory addresses to 1/0 ports. 1/0 ports
can be byte, word, or longword in size.

The CPU has two modes of operation, normal and
system, selected by the SIN bit in the Flag and Control
Word register. These modes impact on CPU operation in
three areas: privileged instructions, stack pointers, and
memory management.

Since the most sensitive portions of the operating
system usually execute in system mode, separate stack
pointers are used to isolate the two operating modes.

Some instructions, such as those performing 1/0 opera-
tions or accessing control registers, can only be ex-
ecuted in system mode; in addition, the memory
management mechanism allows access to some
memory locations in system mode only. Programs ex-
ecuting in normal mode can request services from the
operating system using the System Call instruction and
trap.



Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the Z80,000 CPU's inter-
nal organization, including the following major functional
units and data paths:

• The external interface logic controls transactions on the
bus. Addresses and data from the internal memory bus
are transmitted through the interface to the Z-BUS. The
Z-BUS is a time-multiplexed, address/data bus that con-
nects the components of a microprocessor system.

• The cache stores copies of instruction and data memory
locations. Instructions are read from the cache on the in-
struction bus. Data is read from or written to the cache on
the memory bus. The cache also includes a copy of the
physical Program Counter, so that the logical addresses
of instructions are translated only for branches and when
incrementing the Program Counter across a page
boundary.

• The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) translates logical
addresses calculated by the address arithmetic unit to
physical addresses used to access the cache.

• The address arithmetic unit performs all address calcula-
tions. This unit has a path to the register file for reading
base and index registers and another path to the instruc-
tion bus for reading displacements and direct addresses.
The result of the address calculation is transmitted to the
TLB.

• The register file contains the sixteen general-purpose
longword registers, Program Status registers, special-
purpose control registers, and several registers used to
store values temporarily during instruction execution.
The register file has one path to the address arithmetic
unit and two paths to the execution arithmetic and logic
unit.

• The execution arithmetic and logic unit calculates the
results of instruction execution, such as add, exclusive-
OR, and simple load. This unit has two paths to the regis-
ter file on which two operands can be read
simultaneously or one can be written. One of the paths to
the register file is multiplexed with a path from the mem-
ory bus.

• The instruction decoding and control unit decodes in-
structions and controls the operation of the other func-
tional units. This unit has a path from the instruction bus
and two programmable logic arrays for separate micro-
coded control of the two arithmetic units. This unit also
controls exception handling and TLB loading.

All of the functional units and data paths listed above are 32
bits wide.

The operation of the CPU is highly pipelined so that several
instructions are simultaneously in different stages of execu-
tion. Thus, the functional units effectively operate in parallel
with one instruction being fetched while an address is calcu-
lated for another instruction and results are stored for a third
instruction.

Figure 6 shows the six-stage, synchronous pipeline. Instruc-
tions flow through each stage of the pipeline in sequence.
The various pipeline stages can be working simultaneously
on separate instructions or on separate portions of a single
complex instruction. Each pipeline stage operates in one
processor cycle, which is composed of two clock cycles,
called +1 and +2. Thus, a processor cycle is 200 ns with a 10
MHz clock or 80 ns with a 25 MHz clock.

The instruction-fetch stage increments the Program Counter
and initiates instructions fetched from the cache. The
instruction-decoding stage receives and decodes instruc-
tions to set up control of the address-calculation stage.

The address-calculation stage can generally calculate a
memory address in one processor cycle, except for Base In-
dex, Relative, and Relative Index addressing modes, which
require multiple cycles. After the logical effective address
has been calculated, the corresponding physical address is
provided by the TLB. The operand-fetch stage fetches the
data from the cache and latches it into a holding register.

The execution stage performs data manipulations. Byte,
word, and longword results are generally calculated in one
processor cycle, but certain instructions, such as multiply
and block-move operations, require multiple cycles. During
the execution stage, results are stored to registers. Results
are stored to the cache and external memory during the
operand-store stage. The flags are also set during the
operand-store stage.

The cache can handle two references during a processor
cycle. Instruction fetches use the +2 clock cycle for tag com-
parison and +1 for data access. Either an operand fetch or
store can use +1 for tag comparison and +2 for data access.

The pipeline allows single instructions, like register-to-
register load and memory-to-register add, to execute at a
rate of one per processor cycle. Thus, the peak perform-
ance of the CPU is 12.5 million instructions per second
(MIPS) with a 25 MHz clock. In practice, the actual perform-
ance is reduced to approximately one-third of the peak be-
cause of delays due to the execution of multiple-cycle
instructions,. interference between instructions in the pipe-
line, and main memory accesses for cache and TLB misses.
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The CPU and the operating system cooperate in translating
logical to physical addresses and protecting memory for ex-
ecute, read, and write accesses. The CPU implements a
paging translation mechanism similar to that in most main-
frame and super-minicomputers. The operating system cre-
ates translation tables in memory, then initializes pointers to
the tables in control registers. The CPU automatically refer-
ences the tables to perform address translation and access
protection. The CPU enables the operating system to imple-
ment efficient virtual memory by marking pages that have
been referenced or modified and by automatically recover-
ing from address translation faults to allow instruction restart.

The paging translation scheme implemented by the CPU di-
vides the logical address spaces into pages and the physi-
cal address space into frames. The logical pages and
physical frames are each 1K bytes. A logical page, which is
specified by the 22 most-significant bits of the logical ad-

dress, can be mapped into any physical frame, which is
specified by the 22 most-significant bits of the physical ad-
dress. The 10 least-significant bits, which specify the byte
within a page or frame, are not translated. For each memory
reference, the CPU translates the logical address to the cor-
responding physical address and also tests whether access
to the memory location is permitted. For most references
the information needed to perform the translation is stored in
the CPU Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). The TLB (Fig-
ure 7) stores the translation information for the 16 most re-
cently referenced pages in a fully associative memory. Only
when information to translate the page is missing from the
TLB does the CPU reference translation tables in memory.
In the case of a TLB miss, the CPU translates the logical ad-
dress using the procedure described below and the transla-
tion information is loaded into the TLB entry of the least
recently referenced page.

TRANSLATION
LOOKASIDI!
BU~~I!R

LOGICAL PAGE P~~~I~:L
ADDRESS TAGS ADDRESSES

TRANSLATION
LOOKASIDI!
BU~~ER

PHYSICAL
FRAME

ADDRESSES



The address translation mechanism is a three-level paging
scheme. A logical address is partitioned into an 8-bit level-1
field (L 1), an 8-bit level-2 field (L2), a B-bit page number field
(P), and a 1O-bit page offset field (P-OFFSE1). During trans-
lation, the L1, L2, and P fields are used as indexes into ta-
bles in physical memory. The TF field of the Translation Table
Descriptor register can be programmed to selectively skip
the first and secondlevel tables to reduce both the storage
space needed for tables and the number of references nec·
essary to perform translation when the information to trans-
late a page is missing from the on-chip TLB.

To load the TLB (Figure 8), the CPU selects one of four table
descriptor registers according to the address space for the
reference: system instruction, system data, normal instruc-
tion, or normal data. The table descriptor register points to
the beginning of the level-1 table in memory; the L1 field of
the logical address is used as an index into this table to se-
lect the level-1 table entry. Next, the level-1 table entry points
to the beginning of the level-2 table; the L2 field of the logical
address is used as an index into this table to select the level-2
table entry. After this, the level-2 table entry points to the be-
ginning of the page table in memory; the P field of the logical
address is used as an index into this table to select the page
table entry. The page table entry contains the physical ad-
dress of the frame corresponding to the logical address. The
CPU then loads the logical page address and physical
frame address into the TLB.

When bit 31 in the page table entry is 1, the frame is in physi-
cal I/O space. The CPU uses I/O status and timing for the
reference. Thus, the address translation process allows pro-
tected access to memory·mapped I/O devices.

Figures 9 and 10 show the translation and table entry
formats.

Access protection information (Table 2) is encoded in the
4-bit PROT field contained in the Translation Table Descrip-
tor, level-1 table entry, level-2 table entry, or page table entry.
During the translation process, a PROT field is encountered
at each level. The first PROT field with value other than 1000
is selected; the other PROT fields are ignored. The protec-
tion code specifies the types of access (execute, read, and
write) permitted in normal and system modes. A value of
1000 in the page table entry indicates no access.

There are several optional features that allow the number of
levels and the size of tables to be reduced. When memory
address spaces are not separated, two or more of the trans-
lation table descriptor registers can be loaded with the same
value so that tables are held in common. The table descrip-
tor register can specify that either or both of the level-1 and
level-2 tables should be skipped during the translation proc-
ess. Level-1 tables can be skipped when a 24-bit logical ad-
dress space is sufficient, both level-1 and level-2 segment
tables can be skipped for compact addresses, and level-2
tables can be skipped for compatibility with Z8000 seg-
mented addresses. The table size can be reduced by allo-
cating only 256, 512, or 768 bytes for the tables; the
remaining table entries are assumed invalid. The tables can
be allocated efficiently for downward growing stacks by set-
ting the G bit of the translation table descriptor or level-1
table entry.

During execution of an instruction, if an invalid translation ta-
ble entry is encountered or a protection violation is detected,
the CPU traps to the operating system. The CPU automati-
cally saves the state of registers and memory so the instruc-
tion can simply be restarted.
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Table 2. Protection Field Encoding

Encoding System Normal

0000 NA NA
0001 RE NA
0010 RE E
0011 RE RE
0100 E NA
0101 E E
0110 R NA
0111 R R
1000 Next Next
1001 RW NA
1010 RW R
1011 RW RW
1100 RWE NA
1101 RWE E
1110 RWE RE
1111 RWE RWE

NA-no access is permitted
R-read access is permitted
W-write access is permitted
E-execute access is permitted
Next-use the protection field of the next level translation table; for page

table entries, a PROT field of 1000 indicates no access is permitted.

Several instructions are provided to help the operating
system control memory management. The Purge TLB in-
structions are used to purge the TLB of a single entry,
normal mode entries, or all entries. The Load Physical
Address instructions translate logical addresses into
physical addresses, and set the flags to verify access
permission for system call parameters. The Load Nor-
mal Data and Load Normal Instruction instructions allow
system mode programs to reference normal memory
spaces.

The memory management mechanism can be seiective-
Iy enabled for normal and system space references by
using the SX and NX bits of the System Configuration
Control Longword register.



The CPU supports four types of exceptions: reset, bus
error, interrupts, and traps. A reset exception occurs
when the RESET line is activated; this causes the CPU to
be reset to an initialized state. A bus error exception oc-
curs when external hardware indicates an error on a bus
transaction. An interrupt is an asynchronous event that
typically occurs when a peripheral device needs atten-
tion. A trap is a synchronous event that occurs when a
particular condition is detected during execution of an in-
struction.

In responding to a reset exception, the CPU fetches the
program status (FCW and PC) from physical address 2.
In responding to other exceptions, the CPU pushes the
old program status onto the system stack along with in-
formation specific to the type of exception. The CPU
then fetches a new program status from the table
designated by the Program Status Area Pointer control
register.

During exception processing, the mode of address
representation for the system Stack Pointer and Pro-
gram Status Area Pointer is either linear or segmented,
selected by the XUS bit in the System Configuration Cori-
trol Longword register. Three types of interrupts are sup-
ported: vectored, nonvectored, and nonmaskable. The
vectored and nonvectored interrupts have mask bits in
the FCW. All interrupts read an identifier word from the
bus during an interrupt acknowledge transaction and
save the word on the system stack. Vectored interrupts
use the lower byte of this word to select a unique PC
value from the Program Status Area.

The CPU recognizes twelve trap conditions.

• Extended Instruction trap occurs when an Extended
Processing Architecture instruction is executed and
the EPA bit in the FCW is clear.

• Privileged Instruction trap occurs when an attempt is
made to execute a privileged instruction in normal
mode.

• System Call trap occurs when the System Call in-
struction is executed to request service from the
operating system.

• Address Translation trap occurs when an address
translation or access protection violation is
detected.

• Unimplemented Instruction trap occurs when an at-
tempt is made to execute an instruction with a
reserved bit pattern.

• Odd PC trap occurs when an odd-byte address is
loaded into the PC.

• Trace trap occurs after execution of an instruction
when tracing is enabled by setting the T bit in the
FCW.

• Breakpoint trap occurs when the Breakpoint instruc-
tion is executed, usually to invoke a debugging or
monitoring program.

• Conditional trap occurs when the Conditional trap in-
struction is executed and the specified condition
code is satisfied. This trap can allow detection of
user-defined exceptions.

• Integer Arithmetic trap occurs when any of the
following three error conditions is detected:

• Integer Overflow error occurs when overflow is
detected during execution of an integer arithmetic
instruction and the IV bit in the FCW is set.

• Bounds Check error occurs when the Check in-
struction is executed and the source operand is
out of bounds.

• Index error occurs when the Index instruction is
executed and the subscript operand is out of
bounds.

In descending order, the priority of exceptions is: reset,
bus error, trap (other than trace), nonmaskable interrupt,
vectored interrupt, and nonvectored interrupt. Trace
Trap uses two control bits, T and TP, so that when trac-
ing is enabled, exactly one trace trap occurs after each
instruction is executed.

When an Address Translation trap occurs for the system
stack, the CPU cannot save the program status and
other exception information on the system stack. The
system can still recover from this otherwise fatal error
because the CPU saves the information on the overflow
stack designated in physical memory by the Overflow
Stack Pointer control register.

The CPU locates operands (the data manipulated by in-
structions) in registers, memory, I/O ports, or in the instruc-
tion. The location of an operand is specified by one of nine
addressing modes (Figure 11): Register (R), Immediate
(1M), Indirect Register (IR), Direct Address (DA), Index (X),
Base Address (BA), Base Index (BX), Relative Address (RA),
and Relative Index (RX). Most operations can be used with
any addressing mode; however, some operations are re-
stricted. Instruction encoding provides compact represen-
tation for the most frequently used addressing modes.

The term Extended Addressing Modes (EAM) refers to the
following addressing modes that require one or more extra
words to be added to the opcode.

• In compact mode: DA and X (X is equivalent to BA)

• In linear or segmented modes: DA, X, BA, BX, RA, and
RX
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The CPU supports operations on the following data
types.

• Bit
• Bit field-1 to 32 contiguous bits within a longword

• Signed integer-byte, word, longword, and quad·
word

• Unsigned integer-byte, word, longword, and quad·
word

• Logical value-byte, word, and longword

• Address-word or longword

• Packed BCD integer-byte

• Stack-word and longword

• String-dynamic length byte, word, and longword

Arithmetic, logical, and many other instructions affect
the six flag bits (C, Z, S, PIV, D, and H) in the FCW to pro-
vide information about an operation's result. Generally,
C indicates carry or borrow from the result, Z indicates
the result is zero, S indicates whether the result is

negative or positive, and PIV indicates parity or overflow.
D and H are used for decimal arithmetic.

Jump, Test Condition Code, and several other instruc·
tions test the state of the flags. The conditions that can
be tested are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Flags and Condition Codes

Code Meaning Flag Setting Binary

F Always false 0000

T Always true 1000

Z Zero Z = 1 0110

NZ Not zero Z=O 1110

C Carry C = 1 0111

NC No carry C=O 1111

PL Plus S=O 1101

MI Minus S = 1 0101

NE Not equal Z=O 1110

EO Equal Z = 1 0110

OV Overflow V=1 0100

NOV No overflow V=O 1100

PE Parity even P = 1 0100

PO Parity odd P=O 1100

GE Greater than or equal (S XOR V) = 0 1001

LT Less than (S XOR V) = 1 0001

GT Greater than (ZOR (SXOR V)) = 0 1010

LE Less than or equal (ZOR (SXOR V)) = 1 0010

UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O 1111

ULT Unsigned less than C = 1 0111

UGT Unsigned greater than ((C = 0) AND (Z = 0)) = 1 1011

ULE Unsigned less than or equal (C OR Z) = 1 0011

Some of the condition codes correspond to identical flag settings: i.e., Z-EQ, NZ-NE, C-ULT, NC-UGE, PE-OV, and PO-NOV. If no

condition code is specified, the default condition is T (always true).



• Load and Exchange

• Arithmetic

• Logical

• Program Control

• Bit Manipulation

• Bit Field

• Rotate and Shift

• Block Transfer and String Manipulation

• CPU Control

• Extended Instructions

Instructions are encoded in one or more words, located
in memory at even addresses. The generic instruction
mnemonic indicates the instruction operates on words;
addition of a "B" or "L" suffix to the mnemonic in-
dicates operation on bytes or longwords, respectively.
For example: CLR operates on words, CLRB on bytes,
and CLRL on longwords.

CLR
CLRB
CLRL

CVTBW
CVTBL
CVTWB
CVTWL
CVTLB
CVTLW

CVTUBW
CVTUBL
CVTUWB
CVTUWL
CVTULB
CVTULW

EX
EXB
EXL
LO
LOB
LOL

Addressing Modes

dst: R,IR,EAM

dst: R
src: R,IR,EAM

or
dst: IR,EAM
src: R

dst: R
src: R,IR,EAM

or
dst: IR,EAM
src: R

dst: R
src: R,IR,EAM

dst: R
src: R,IM,IR,EAM*

or
dst: IR,EAM*
src: R,IM

Clear

dst - 0

Convert

dst - convert (src)

Convert Unsigned

dst - convert (src)

Exchange

dst - src

dst: R
src: EAM*

Load Address

dst - Address (src)

dst: R
src: RA

Load Address Relative

dst - Address (src)

LOK
LOKL

dst: R
n: 1M

Load Constant

dst - n
(n = 0 ..15)



Load and Exchange (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

LDM dst,src,n dst: R Load Multiple
src: IM,IR,EAM

dst - src (n words)
n: 1M

or
dst: IR,EAM
src: R
n: 1M

LDML mask,src mask: 1M Load Multiple Long
src: IM,IR,EAM

dst (register mask) - src
or or

dst,mask dst: IR,EAM
or

mask: 1M dst - src (register mask)

j
LOR dst,src dst: R Load Relative
LDRB src: RA

dst - src ILDRL or
dst: RA ft

src: R :!
POP dst,src dst: R,IR,EAM Pop
POPL src: IR

dst - src
Autoincrement src address

PUSH dst,src dst: IR Push
PUSHL src: R,IM,IR,EAM Autodecrement dst address

dst - src

Arithmetic

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

ADC dst,src dst: R Add with Carry
ADCB src: R

dst - dst + src + CADCL

ADD dst,src dst: R Add
ADDB src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst - dst + srcADDL

CHK dst,src dst: R Check
CHKB src: IM,IR,EAM compare dst with src bounds
CHKL if out of bounds then trap

CP dst,src dst: R Compare
CPB src: R,IM,IR,EAM dst - src
CPL or

dst: IR,EAM
src: 1M

DAB dst dst: R Decimal Adjust

DEC dst,n dst: R,IR,EAM Decrement
DECB n: 1M

dst - dst - nDECL
(n = 1..16)
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Arithmetic (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

DECI dst,n ds!: IR,EAM Decrement Interlocked
DECIB n: 1M

dst - dst - n
(n = 1..16)

DIV dst,src ds!: R Divide
DIVL src: R,IM,IR,EAM dst (low) - dst DIV src

dst (high) - dst REM src

DIVU dst,src ds!: R Divide Unsigned
DIVUL src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst (low) - dst DIV src
dst (high) - dst REM src

EXTS dst ds!: R Extend Sign
EXTSB dst - sign_extend (dst (low))
EXTSL

INC dst,n ds!: R,IR,EAM Increment
INCB n: 1M

dst - ds! + nINCL (n = 1..16)

INCI dst,n ds!: IR,EAM Increment Interlocked
INCIB n: 1M

dst - dst + n
(n = 1..16)

INDEX dst,sub,src ds!: R Index
INDEXL sub: R calculate array index:

src: IM,IR,EAM check, scale, and accumulate

MULT dst,src ds!: R Multiply
MULTL src: R,IM,IR,EAM dst - dst (low) • src

MULTU dst,src ds!: R Multiply Unsigned
MULTUL src: R,IM,IR,EAM dst - dst (low) • src

NEG dst ds!: R,IR,EAM Negate
NEGB dst - dstNEGL

SBC dst,src ds!: R Subtract with Carry
SBCB src: R

dst - dst - src - CSBCL

SUB dst,src ds!: R Subtract
SUBB src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst - dst - srcSUBL

TESTA dst ds!: R,IR,EAM Test Arithmetic
TESTAB

dst - 0TESTAL



Logical

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

AND dst,src dst: R And
AN DB src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst - dst AND srcANDl

COM dst dst: R,IR,EAM Complement
COMB dst - NOT dstCOMl

OR dst,src dst: R Or
ORB src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst - dst OR srcORl

TCC cC,dst dst: R Test Condition Code IITCCB
TCCl if cc then idst - dst OR 1

TEST dst dst: R,IR,EAM Test "TESTB dst OR 0 :ITESTL

XOR dst,src dst: R Xor
XORB src: R,IM,IR,EAM

dst - dst XOR srcXORl

Program Control

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

BRKPT Breakpoint
(breakpoint trap)
Push PS onto System Stack
Push instruction
PS - Breakpoint PS

CAll dst dst: IR,EAM Call

Autodecrement SP
@SP - PC
PC - Address (dst)

CAlR dst dst: RA Call Relative
Autodecrement SP
@SP - PC
PC - Address (dst)

DJNZ ent,dst ent: R Decrement and Jump If Not Zero
DBJNZ dst: RA

en! - ent - 1DlJNZ
if ent *" 0 then

PC - Address (dst)



Program Control (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

ENTER mask,siz mask: 1M Enter Procedure
siz: 1M Push registers (mask)

Push FP
Push mask
Push 0 (exception handler)
FP -SP
SP - SP + siz
update integer overflow mask

EXIT Exit Procedure

SP - FP
Pop exception handler
Pop mask
Pop FP
Pop registers (mask)
restore integer overflow mask

JP cC,dst dst: IR,EAM Jump

if cc then
PC - Address (dst)

JR cC,dst dst: RA Jump Relative

if cc then
PC - Address (dst)

RET cc Return

if cc then
PC - @SP
Autoincrement SP

SC src src: 1M System Call

(system call trap)
Push PS onto System Stack
Push instruction
PS - System Call PS

TRAP cC,src src: 1M Trap Conditional

if cc then
(condition trap)
Push PS onto System Stack
Push instruction
PS - Conditional Trap PS



Bit Manipulation

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

BIT dst,src dst: R,IR,EAM Test Bit
BITB src: 1M

Z - NOT dst (src)BITL or
dst: R
src: R

RES dst,src dst: R,IR,EAM Reset Bit
RESB src: 1M

dst (src) - 0RESL or
dst: R
src: R

SET dst,src dst: R,IR,EAM Set Bit N
SETB src: 1M

dst (src) - 1
00

SETL or ~
dst: R Isrc: R

n
TSET dst dst: R,IR,EAM Test and Set •CI
TSETB

S - dst (MSB)
dst - -1

Rotate and Shift

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

RL dst,n dst: R Rotate Left
RLB n: 1M

dst - dst rotate left n bitsRLL
(n = 1 or 2)

RLC dst,n dst: R Rotate Left through Carry
RLCB n: 1M

dst,C - dst,C rotate left n bitsRLCL
(n = 1 or 2)

RLDB link,dst link: R Rotate Left Digit
dst: R

dst,link (0:3) - dst,link (0:3)
rotate left 1 digit

RR dst,n dst: R Rotate Right
RRB n: 1M

dst - dst rotate right n bitsRRL
(n = 1 or 2)

RRC dst,n dst: R Rotate Right through Carry
RRCB n: 1M

dst,C - dst,C rotate right n bitsRRCL
(n = 1 or 2)

RRDB link,dst link: R Rotate Right Digit
dst: R

dst,link (0:3) - dst,link (0:3)
rotate right 1 digit

SDA dst,src dst: R Shift Dynamic Arithmetic
SDAB src: R

dst - dst arithmetic shift src bitsSDAL
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Rotate and Shift (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

SDL dst,src dst: R Shift Dynamic Logical
SDLB src: R

dst - dst logical shift src bits
SDLL

SLA dst,n dst: R Shift Left Arithmetic
SLAB n: 1M dst - dst arithmetic shift left n bitsSLAL

SLL dst,n dst: R Shift Left Logical
SLLB n: 1M

dst - dst logical shift left n bitsSLLL

SRA dst,n dst: R Shift Right Arithmetic
SRAB n: 1M

dst - dst arithmetic shift right n bitsSRAL

SRL dst,n dst: R Shift Right Logical
SRLB n: 1M

dst - dst logical shift right n bitsSRLL

CPD
CPDB
CPDL

dst,src,
cnt,cc

dst: R
src: IR
cnt: R

Compare and Decrement

dst - src
Autodecrement src address
cnt - cnt - 1

CPDR
CPDRB
CPDRL

dst,src,
cnt,cc

dst: R
src: IR
cnt: R

Compare, Decrement, and Repeat

Repeat
dst- src
Autodecrement src address
cnt - cnt - 1

Until cc is true or cnt = 0

CPI
CPIB
CPIL

dst,src,
cnt,cc

dst: R
src: IR
cnt: R

Compare and Increment

dst - src
Autoincrement src address
cnt - cnt - 1



Block Transfer and String Manipulation (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

CPIR dst,sre, dst: R Compare, Increment, and Repeat
CPIRB ent,ee sre: IR

Repeat
CPIRL ent: R

dst - sre
Autoinerement sre address
ent - ent - 1

Unit ee is true or ent = 0

CPSD dst,sre, dst: IR Compare String and Decrement
CPSDB ent,ee sre: IR dst - sre
CPSDL ent: R

Autodeerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1

CPSDR dst,sre, dst: IR Compare String, Decrement, Repeat JCPSDRB ent,ee sre: IR
RepeatCPSDRL ent: R

dst - sre I
Autodeerement dst and sre addresses Ient - ent - 1

Until ee is true or ent = 0

CPSI dst,sre, dst: IR Compare String and Increment
CPSIB ent,ee sre: SR dst - sreCPSIL ent: R

Autoinerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1

CPSIR dst,sre, dst: IR Compare String, Increment, Repeat
CPSIRS ent,ee sre: IR

RepeatCPSIRL ent: R
dst - sre
Autoinerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1

Until ee is true or ent=O

LDD dst,sre,ent dst: IR Load and Decrement
LDDB sre: IR

dst - sreLDDL ent: R
Autodeerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1

LDDR dst,sre,ent dst: IR Load, Decrement, and Repeat
LDDRB sre: IR

RepeatLDORL ent: R
dst - sre
Autodeerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1

Unitl ent=O

LDI dst,sre,ent dst: IR Load and Increment
LOIB sre: IR

dst - sreLOlL ent: R
Autoinerement dst and sre addresses
ent - ent - 1



Block Transfer and String Manipulation (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

LDIR dst,src,cnt dst: IR Load, Increment, and Repeat
LDIRB src: IR

Repeat
LDIRL cnt: R

dst - src
Autoincrement dst and src addresses
cnt - cnt - 1

Until cnt=O

TRDB dst,src,cnt dst: IR Translate and Decrement
src: IR

dst - src [dst]cnt: R
Autodecrement dst address
cnt - cnt - 1

TRDRB dst,src,cnt dst: IR Translate, Decrement, and Repeat
src: IR

Repeatcnt: R
dst - src [dst]
Autodecrement dst address
cnt - cnt - 1

Until cnt=O

TRIB dst,src,cnt dst: IR Translate and Increment
src: IR

dst - src [dst]cnt: R
Autoincrement dst address
cnt - cnt - 1

TRIRB dst,src,cnt dst: IR Translate, Increment, and Repeat
src: IR Repeatcnt: R

dst - src [dst]
Autoincrement dst address
cnt - cnt - 1

Until cnt=O

TRTDB src1,src2, src1: IR Translate, Test, and Decrement
cnt src2: IR

RH1 - src2 [src1]cnt: R
Autodecrement src1 address
cnt - cnt - 1

TRTDRB src1,src2, src1: IR Translate, Test, Decrement, Repeat
cnt src2: IR

Repeatcnt: R
RH1 - src2 [src1]
Autodecrement src1 address
cnt - cnt - 1

Until RH1 *0 or cnt=O

TRTIB src1,src2, src1: IR Translate, Test, and Increment
cnt src2: IR

RH1 - src2 [src1]cnt: R
Autoincrement src1 address
cnt - cnt - 1



Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes operation

TRTlRB sre1,sre2, sre1: IR Translate, Test, Increment, Repeat
ent sre2: IR Repeat

ent: R RH1 - sre2 [sre1)
Autoinerement sre1 address
ent - ent - 1

Until RH1 *0 or ent=O

Input/Output

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

IN* dst,sre dst: R Input JINB* sre: IR,DA
INL* dst - sre I
IND* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Input and Decrement (It

INDB* sre: IR
dst - sre :I

INDL* ent: R
Autodeerement dst address
ent - ent - 1

INDR* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Input, Decrement,.and Repeat
INDRB* sre: IR RepeatINDRL* ent: R

dst - sre
Autodeerement dst address
ent - ent - 1

Until ent=O

INI* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Input and Increment
INIB* sre: IR

dst - sreINIL* ent: R
Autoinerement dst address
ent - ent - 1

INIR* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Input, Increment, and Repeat
INIRB* sre: IR

RepeatINIRL* ent: R
dst - sre
Autoinerement dst address
ent - ent - 1

Until ent=O

OTDR* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Output, Decrement, and Repeat
OTDRB* sre: IR

RepeatOTDRL* ent: R
dst - sre
Autodeerement sre address
ent - ent - 1

Until ent=O

OTIR* dst,sre,ent dst: IR Output, Increment, and Repeat
OTIRB* sre: IR

RepeatOTlRL* ent: R
dst - sre
Autoinerement sre address
ent - ent - 1

Until ent=O

• Privileged instruction
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Input/Output (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

OUT· dst,sre dst: IR,DA Output
OUTB· src: R

dst - sreoun·
OUTDo dst,sre,ent dst: IR Output and Decrement
OUTDB· sre: IR

dst - sreOUTDL· ent: R
Autodeerement sre address
ent - ent - 1

OUTI· dst,sre,ent dst: IR Output and Increment
OUTlB· sre: IR

dst - sreOUTIL· ent: R
Autoinerement sre address
ent - ent - 1

CPU Control

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

COMFLG flags flags: 1M Complement Flag

01· ints ints: 1M Disable Interrupt

EI· ints ints: 1M Enable Interrupt

HALT" Halt

IRET· Interrupt Return

PS - @SP
Autoinerement SP

LDCTL· dst,sre dst: CTLR Load Control Register
sre: R

dst - sreor
dst: R
sre: CTLR

LDCTLB dst,sre dst: FLGR Load Flag Byte Register
sre: R

dst - sreor
dst: R
sre: FLGR

LDCTLL· dst,sre dst: CTLRL Load Control Register Long
sre: R

dst - sreor
dst: R
sre: CTLRL

LDND· dst,sre dst: R Load Normal Data Address Space
LON DB· sre: IR,EAM

dst - sreLDNDL· or
dst: IR,EAM
sre: R

·Privileged instruction
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CPU Control (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

LONI* dst,src dst: R Load Normal Instruction Address
LONIB* src: IR,EAM Space
LONIL* er ast - src

dst: IR,EAM
src: R

LOPS* src src: IR,EAM Load Program Status

PS - src

LOPNO* dst,src dst: R Load Physical Address
LOPNI* src: IR,EAM

dst - PhysicaL_Address (src)LOPSO*

JLOPSI*

NOP No Operation I
PCACHE* Purge Cache IPTLB* Purge TLB

PTLBENO* src src: IR,EAM Purge TLB Entry
PTLBENI
PTLBESO*
PTLBESI*

PTLBN* Purge TLB Normal

RESFLG flag flag: 1M Reset Flag

SETFLG flag flag: 1M Set Flag

Bit Field

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

EXTR dsl,src, dst: R Extract Field
pes,siz src: R,IR,EAM

dsl - src (pes,siz)pes: IM,R
siz: IM,R

EXTRU dsl,src, dst: R Extract Unsigned Field
pes,siz src: R,IR,EAM

dsl - src (pes,siz)pes: IM,R
siz: IM,R

INSRT dsl,src, dst: R,IR,EAM Insert Field
pes,siz src: R dst (pes,siz) +- src

pes: IM,R
siz: IM,R

·Privileged instruction.



The l80,OOO CPU supports extended instructions
through the lilog Extended Processing Architecture
(EPA). The EPA facility allows the operations defined in
the l80,OOO architecture to be extended by software or
hardware. In particular, floating-point operations are
supported by the l8070 Arithmetic Processing Unit
(APU) or by a software package that emulates the APU.

Up to four Extended Processing Units (EPUs) can be in-
cluded in a l80,OOO CPU system. The CPU and EPU
cooperate in execution of EPA instructions. When the
CPU encounters an EPA instruction, the instruction is
transmitted across the external bus to the appropriate
EPU. The CPU then performs transactions on the exter-
nal bus to transfer data between the EPU and memory or
the EPU and CPU. Transfers between the EPU and CPU
can involve the CPU general-purpose registers or FCW
flag byte. EPU internal operations do not require any
data transfers. After the data transfers for the EPU in-
struction are completed, the CPU can continue process-
ing while the EPU performs the operation. While the EPU
is processing an instruction, it can drive the EPUBSY
signal to stop the CPU.

The data processing operations performed by the EPU
are transparent to the CPU. The EPU can execute
floating point operations, decimal arithmetic, specialized
operating system functions, signal processing opera-
tions, or any other that the system designer chooses. For
this reason, no mnemonic is listed for the extended in-
structions, as the mnemonic will depend on the type of
EPU. EPUs designed to speed execution of special pur-
pose operations can provide significant performance im-
provements. The operation of the EPU can be over-
lapped with operation of the CPU and other EPUs.

The EPA bit in the Flag and Control Word register in-
dicates whether an EPU is present. If no EPU is present,
the CPU traps EPA instructions for software simulation.
Thus, the EPA faciiity can be used even with no external
support circuitry. This allows software compatibility be-
tween systems, whether or not an EPU is present. The
system designer can choose to include an EPU in high-
performance systems but not in low-cost systems, and
software can be developed using the EPA instructions
before an EPU is available.

Load EPU from memory
dst - src
(n bytes or words)

Load memory from EPU
dst - src
(n bytes or words)

Load EPU from CPU
dst - src
(n words or longwords)

Load CPU from EPU
dst - src
(n words or longwords)

Load EPU from Flags
dst - src

Load Flags from EPU
dst - src

EPU Internal Operation

Operands Addressing Modes

dst, src, n dst: EPU
src: IM,IR,EAM
n: 1M

dst,src, n dst: IR,EAM
src: EPU
n: 1M

dst,src, n dst: EPU
src: R
n: 1M

dst,src, n dst: R
src: EPU
n: 1M

dst,src dst: EPU
src: Flags

dst,src dst: Flags
src: EPU



The CPU implements a cache mechanism to keep on-chip
copies of the most recently referenced memory locations
(Figure 12). The CPU examines the cache on memory
fetches to determine if the addressed data are located in the
cache. If the information is in the cache (a hit), then the CPU
fetches from the cache, and no transaction is necessary on
the external interface. If the information is not in the cache (a
miss), then the CPU performs a memory read transaction to
fetch the missing information.

The cache stores data in blocks of 16 bytes. Each data word
in the cache has an associated validity bit to indicate
whether or not the word is a valid copy of the corresponding
main memory location. The cache contains 16 blocks, pro-
viding 256 bytes of storage.

The cache is fully associative, so that a block currently
needed and missing in the cache can replace any block in
the cache. Moreover, when a block miss occurs, the least

ADDRESS TAG
ASSOCIATIVE
MEMORY
(16 x 28)

MATCH

16 LINES CA';:~~R~TA VAill~~TY 16

(16 x 128) (16 x 8)

lRU
STACK
(16 x4)

TAG
HIT 32

28 4

32

PHYSICAL DATA WORD
ADDRESS HIT

recently used (LRU) block in the cache is replaced. When a
cache miss occurs on an instruction fetch, the CPU fetches
the missing instruction from memory and prefetches the fol-
lowing words in the block using a burst transaction. When a
cache miss occurs on an operand fetch, the CPU fetches
the missing data from memory. (The CPU uses burst trans-
actions only for fetching operands when more than one data
transfer is necessary: longword operands on a 16-bit bus,
unaligned operands, string instructions, Load Multiple in-
structions, and loading Program Status.)

On store references, the data is written to memory (store
through), and if the reference hits in the cache, the data is
also written to the cache. If the store reference misses in the
cache, the cache is unaffected.

Software has some control over the cache. The cache can
be selectively enabled for instruction and data references by
bits Cl and CD in the SCCL control register. The memory
management mechanism allows cacheing to be inhibited
for individual pages. The Pcache instruction can be used to
invalidate all information in the cache.

The cache has an option, controlled by bit CR in SCCL, to
inhibit block replacement on a miss. This option can be
used to lock fixed locations into the cache for fast, onchip
access. To do this, the cache is first enabled for block re-
placement of data references only. Selected blocks are read
into the cache. The block replacement algorithm is then dis-
abled, while the cache is enabled for instruction and data
references.

The CPU has 59 signal lines. Pin functions are shown in
Figure 13.

ADo-AD31. Address/Data (Bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These 32 lines are time-multiplexed to transfer
address and data. At the beginning of each transaction
the lines are driven with the 32-bit address. After the ad-
dress has been driven, the lines are used to transfer one
or more bytes, words, or longwords of data.

AS. Address Strobe (Output, active Low, 3-state). The ris-
ing edge of AS indicates the beginning of a transaction
and shows that the address, STo-ST3, R/W, BUW, BwiC,
N/S, and BRST are valid.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (Input, active Low). A Low on this
line indicates that a bus requestor has obtained or is try-
ing to obtain control of the local bus.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (Output, active Low). A Low
on this line indicates that the CPU has relinquished con-
trol of the local bus in response to a bus request.

BRST. Burst (Output, active Low, 3-state). A Low on this
line indicates that the CPU is performing a burst transfer;
i.e, multiple Data Strobes following a single Address
Strobe.

BRSTA. Burst Acknowledge (Input, active Low). A Low
on this line indicates that the responding device can sup-
port burst transfers.



BUW; BW/L. Byte, Longword/Word; Byte, Word/
Longword (Output, 3-state). These two lines specify the
data transfer size.

High High Byte
Low High Word
High Low Longword
Low Low Reserved

eLK. Clock (Input). This is the clock used to generate all
CPUtiming.

OS. Data Strobe (Output, active Low, 3-state). DS is used for
timing data transfers.

EPUABORT. EPU Abort (Output, active Low). A Low on this
line indicates that the CPU is aborting execution of an EPA
instruction, typically because an Address Translation trap
has occurred.

EPUBSY. EPU Busy (Input, active Low). A Low on this line
indicates that an EPU is busy. This line is used to synchro-
nize the operation of the CPU with an EPU during execution
of an EPA instruction.

GREQ. Global Request (Output, active Low, 3-state). A Low
on this line indicates the CPU has obtained or is trying to ob-
tain control of a global bus.

GACK. Global Acknowledge (Input, active Low). A Low on
this line indicates the CPU has been granted control of a
global bus.

iE. Input Enable (Output, active Low, 3-state). A Low on this
line can be used to enable buffers on the AD lines to drive
toward the CPU.

NMi. Non·Maskable Interrupt (Input, Edge activated). A
High-to-Low transition on this line requests a nonmaskable
interrupt.

NVi. Non-Vectored Interrupt (Input, active Low). A Low on
this line requests a non-vectored interrupt.

N/S. Normal/System Mode (Output, Low = System Mode,
3-state). This line indicates whether the CPU is in normal or
system mode.

OE. Output Enable (Output, active Low, 3-state). A Low on
this line can be used to enable buffers on the AD lines to
drive away from the CPU.

RiW. ReadlWrite (Output, Low = Write, 3-state). This signal
indicates the direction of data transfer.

RESET. Reset (Input, active Low). A Low on this line resets
theCPU.

RSPo·RSP1' Response (Input). These lines encode the re-
sponse to transactions initiated by the CPU. Note that RSPo
and RSP1 can be connected together for Z·BUS WAIT
timing.

RSPo RSP1 Response

High High Ready
Low High Bus Error
High Low Bus Retry
Low Low Wait

ST o·ST 3. Status (Output, active High, 3-state). These lines
specify the kind of transaction occurring on the bus. (See
Table 4.)

Vi. Vectored Interrupt (Input, active Low). A Low on this line
requests a vectored interrupt.

RESET ---. RESET AD 4- ADDRESS/DATA
BUS
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The CPU provides support for interconnection in four types
of multiprocessor configurations (Figure 14): coprocessor,
slave processor, tightly-coupled multiple CPUs, and loosely-
coupled multiple CPUs.

Coprocessors, such as the ZaOlO Arithmetic Processing
Unit, work synchronously with the CPU to execute a single
instruction stream using the Extended Processing Architec-
ture facility. The EPUBSY and EPUABORT signals are dedi-
cated for connection with coprocessors.

Slave processors, such as the Za016 DMA Transfer Control-
ler, perform dedicated functions asynchronously to the
CPU. The CPU and slave processor share a local bus, of
which the CPU is the default master, using the CPU's
BUSREQ and BUSACK lines.

Tightly-coupled, multiple CPUs execute independent in-
struction streams and generally communicate through
shared memory located on a common (global) bus using
the CPU 'sGREQ and GACK lines. Each CPU is default mas-
ter of its local bus, but the global bus master is chosen by an
external arbiter. The CPU also provides status information
about interlocked memory references (for Test and Set, In-
crement Interlocked, and Decrement Interlocked instruc·
tions), which can be used with multiported memories.

Loosely-coupled, multiple CPUs generally communicate
through a multiple-ported peripheral, such as the Za03a
FIO. The zao,ooo CPU's 1/0 and interrupt facilities can sup-
port loosely-coupled multiprocessing.

HARDWARE INTERFACE CONTROL
REGISTER

The Hardware Interface Control register (H ICR) specifies
certain characteristics of the hardware configuration
surrounding the CPU, including bus speed, memory data
path width, and number of automatic wait states. The
physical memory address space is divided into two sec-
tions, Mo and M1, selected by bit 30 of the address. A
typical system would locate slow, 16-bit wide bootstrap
ROM in Mo and faster 32-bit wide dynamic RAM in M1.
The physical 1/0 address space is similarly divided into
two sections, 1/00 and 1/0" selected by bit 30 of the ad-
dress.

Fields in HICR specify the following interface
characteristics (see Figure 3):

Bus speed (8)-The bus clock frequency is either 1/2 or
1/4 the clock frequency.

Memory data path (Mo.DP, Ml.DP)- The data path width
for Mo and M1 are each specified as 16 or 32 bits.

Automatic wait states (Mo. W, MI. W, liDo. W, 1101. W,
lACK. W1, lACK. W2)- The number of Wait states
automatically inserted by the CPU for references to Mo,
M1, 1/00, 1/01, and interrupt acknowledge, are separately
specified.

Global bus protocol control (LAD, GE)- The CPU can ac·
cess a global bus (a bus shared with other CPUs). On
references to the global bus, the CPU must use a re-



Minimum Address Strobe rate (MASR)- This optional
feature ensures that an Address Strobe will be
generated at least once every 16 bus clock cycles. This

IUI I.,,'U ana t:t'U operations. The degree of overlap can
be limited to simplify debugging and recovery from ex-
ceptions, although to do so reduces overall execution
speed.

The CPU performs transactions on the external interface to
transfer data for fetching instructions, fetching and storing
operands, processing exceptions, and performing memory
management. In addition, the CPU performs internal opera-
tion and halt transactions, which do not transfer data. Each
transaction occurs during a sequence of bus clock cycles,
named T1, T2, etc.

The CPU has a single clock line, ClK, used to generate all
timing. Internally, the CPU derives another clock for bus tim-
ing by dividing ClK by 2 or 4. The scale factor for bus timing
(2 or 4) is selected at reset. In the AC timing characteristics
for the CPU (available in a separate data sheet from Zilog),

AD ==x ADDRESS }-------~
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input setup and hold times and output delays are specified
with respect to a rising edge of ClK. When CPU output tran-
sitions occur on different clock edges, the time between the
transitions is specified in terms of a constant delay and a var-
iable number of ClK cycles. The number of ClK cycles de-
pends on the bus timing scale factor, type of transaction,
and number of wait states.

In the logical timing diagrams that follow, the signal transi-
tions on the bus are shown in relation to the bus clock,
BClK. The beginning of a transaction, signified by a falling
edge of AS, always occurs on a rising edge of BClK. The
BClK signal is derived internally to the CPU as described
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above, but is not available on the pins. BClK can also be
derived externally to the CPU by dividing ClK by the se-
lected bus timing scale factor. (The Reset section discusses
synchronization of the internal and external bus clocks.) The
timing diagrams in Figure 15 show example memory read
transactions using the different scale factors.

In the description of bus transactions that follow, the term
"asserted" means an active signal and" negated" means an
inactive signal. A signal is either active when High or when
low, as specified in the pin functions.

All bus transactions begin with Address Strobe (AS)
asserted and then negated. On the rising edge of AS the
lines for status (STo-ST3), Read/Write (R/W), data
transfer size (BW/L, BUW), and Normal/System (N/S) are
valid. The status lines indicate the type of transaction be-
ing initiated (Table 4). The R/W line indicates the direc-
tion of data transfer. The data transfer size indicates
whether a byte, word, or longword of data is being
transferred. The N/S line indicates the CPU's operating
mode. The following sections describe timing for the dif-
ferent transactions.

5T3-5To

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

internal operation
CPU-EPU (data)
1/0
halt
CPU-EPU(instruction)
NMI acknowledge
NVI acknowledge
Vi acknowledge
cacheable CPU-memory (data)
non-cacheable CPU-memory (data)
cacheable EPU-memory
non-cacheable EPU-memory
cacheable CPU-memory (instruction)
non-cacheable CPU-memory (instruction)
reserved
interlocked CPU-memory (data)

On the rising edge of AS, the address on the AD lines is
also valid. Addresses are not required and therefore are
undefined for internal operation, halt, interrupt
acknowledge, and CPU-EPU data transactions.

The CPU uses Data Strobe (DS) to time the data transfer.
(internal operation and halt transactions do not transfer

data, and thus do not assert DS.) For write operations
(R/W = low) the CPU asserts DS when valid data is on
the AD lines. For read operations (R/W = High) the CPU
makes the AD lines 3-state before asserting DS, so the
addressed device can put its data on the bus. The CPU
samples the dati' in the middle of a bus cycle, while
negating DS.

The AD lines can be used to transfer bytes, words, or
longwords. For read transactions, the three cases are
handled as follows:

• Byte transfers use ADo-AD?: ADS-AD31 are ignored
(used only by I/O).

• Word transfers use ADo-AD1S; AD16-AD31 are ignored.

• longword transfers use ADo-AD31.

For write transactions, the three cases are handled as
follows:

• Byte transfers replicate the data on ADo-AD?, ADs-AD1s,
ADwAD23' and AD24-AD31.

• Word transfers replicate the data on ADo-AD1S and
AD16-AD31·

• longword transfers use ADo-AD31.

The Input Enable (iE) and Output Enable (OE) signals can
be used to enable buffers on the bidirectional AD lines. iE is
asserted when the buffers drive toward the CPU; OE is as-
serted when the buffers drive away from the CPU. Whenever
the direction for the AD lines changes, neither iE nor DE is
asserted for at least one ClK cycle.

To transfer more than one data item, the CPU can perform
burst transactions. The data items are transferred in the
same direction, and are equal in size. Data Strobe is used to
time each transfer. The CPU asserts Burst (BRST) to indicate
a burst transfer. The responding device asserts Burst Ac-
knowledge (BRSTA) if it is capable of supporting burst trans-
fers. If BRSTA is not asserted, the CPU transfers only a single
data item.



Any time data is transferred, the responding device
returns a code on the Response lines (RSPo-RSP,) to in-
dicate ready, wait, bus error, or bus retry. The response
is sampled at a time specific to each type of transaction,
generally before the AD lines are sampled or DS is
negated.

Ready indicates the completion of a successful transfer.

Wait indicates that the responding device needs more
time to complete the transaction. The CPU waits one bus
cycle before sampling the response again to accom-
modate slow memory or peripherals.
Bus error indicates that a fatal error has occurred during
the transaction; for example, bus timeout for a nonexis·
tent device. Bus error is treated as an exception by the
CPU.

Bus retry in.dicates that the transaction should be tried
again; for example, a transient parity error is detected.
The CPU tries the transaction again.

The CPU can insert wait states automatically under con·
trol of several fields in the Hardware Interface Control
Register. If an automatic wait state is programmed for a
bus cycle, the CPU ignores the response and wait is
assumed. Thus, wait states can be inserted automat-
ically by the CPU or upon request of the responding
device.

It must be emphasized that the RSPo-RSP, lines are syn·
chronous. Thus, they must meet the specified setup and
hold times for correct operation. A simple system using

.Q!2!Y.....Z·BUS WAIT can be implemented by connecting
WAIT to RSPo and RSP,.

The CPU uses status 1000, 1001,1100,1101, or 1111 to
read from and write to memory. The transactions involve
a single data transfer or multiple, burst data transfers.

Single Memory Read

Figure 16 shows timing for a single memory read transac-
tion with no wait states. AS is asserted during the first half of
T,. The rising edge of AS indicates that the address on AD
and control signals STo-ST3,RIW, BW/[, BLIW, and N/S are
valid. The control signals remain valid for the duration of the
transaction. BRST is negated during the transaction be·
cause only a single data item is being transferred. At the be·
ginning ofT2 the CPU stops driving the address, asserts DS,
and prepares to receive data from memory. In the middle of
T2 R~·RSP, are sampled read~e input data is latched,
and DS is negated. The signal OE is asserted during T,;
however, for this two·cycle read transaction, iE is not as·
serted. iE is unasserted because there is no bus clock transi·
tion between the negation of OE at the end of T, and the
sampling of data in the middle of T2. The two-cycle read
transaction is a compatible extension of the Z·BUS three-
cycle read transaction. Two-cycle read transactions are in·
tended for use with fast memories connected directly to the
CPU pins without buffers, such as an external cache.

For memory read transactions, the data transfer size is
equal to the data path width specified in HICR. The
memory should transfer the aligned longword addressed
by AD2-AD31 (ignoring ADo-AD,) for a 32-bil data path
or the aligned word addressed by AD,-AD31 (ignoring
ADo) for a 16-bit data path. The CPU selects the required
bytes from the transferred word or longword.

The timing for a single memory read transaction with one
wait state is shown in Figure 17. This is not a true wait
state because IE is asserted in the middle of T2 and con-
tinues until the middle of T3. For memory read trans-
actions longer than two bus cycles, either because of
wait states or burst transfers, iE is asserted from the
middle of T2 until the end of data transfer. The signals OE

and iE can be used to control buffers on the AD lines.

The CPU can insert wait states in the middle of T2 if
RSPo-RSP, are sampled wait or if automatic wait states
are programmed in the appropriate field of HICR. The
duration of a wait state is one BCLK cycle.
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Single Memory Write

A single memory write transaction (Figure 18) begins
with AS to indicate that address and control signals are
valid. At the beginning of T2' the CPU stops driving the
address and starts driving the data. In the middle of T2'
DS is asserted. The CPU negates DS in the middle of T3.
OE is asserted beginning at Tl and continues for the
duration of the transaction. The CPU samples
RSPo-RSPl in the middle of T3.

For memory write transactions, the data transfer size is
less than or equal to the data path width specified in
H ICR. Bytes and words can be written to a 16-bit
memory; bytes, words, and longwords can be written to
a 32·bit memory. The CPU writes bytes to any address,
but words and longwords are always written to an
aligned address (I.e., words are always written to an
even address and longwords are always written to an ad·

dress that is a multiple of four). When a program writes a
word or longword to an unaligned address, the CPU per·
forms two or more write transactions to aligned ad-
dresses. For example, if the program writes a word to an
odd address, the CPU first writes the more significant
byte to the odd address, then it writes the less significant
byte to the successive even address.

Single memory read and write timing differ slightly from
Z-BUS specifications. The minimum read transaction is
two bus cycles, and the slave response is sampled at the
end of the data transfer. For the Z-BUS, the minimum
read transaction is three cycles, and the slave response
is sampled one cycle before the end of the data transfer.
For strict Z-BUS compatibility, it is possible to program
one automatic Wait state for memory read and to delay
the slave response with an external flipflop.
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Burst Memory Transactions

Burst memory transactions use multiple Oata Strobes
following a single Address Strobe to transfer data at con-
secutive memory addresses. The signals BRST and
BRSTA control the burst transaction. The CPU uses
burst transactions to prefetch a cache block on an in-
struction fetch cache miss. The CPU also uses burst
transactions to fetch or store operands when more than
one transfer is necessary, as with unaligned operands,
string instructions, Load Multiple instructions, and
loading of program status.

If the memory does not support burst transfers, the burst
transfer protocol described below (Figure 19) allows BRSTA
to be tied High. The CPU then separates the burst transac-
tion into a sequence of single transfers.

At the beginning of a burst transaction, the CPU asserts
BRST along with other control signals. When the CPU
continues to assert BRST at the falling edge of OS, this
indicates to memory that the CPU can support another
data transfer following the. one in process. When the
CPU negates BRST before the falling edge of OS, this in-
dicates to memory that the current transfer is the last in
the transaction.

When BRSTA is asserted at the time the RSPo-RSP1
lines are sampled ready, this indicates to the CPU that
memory can support another data transfer following the
one in process. When BRSTA is negated at the time the
RSPo-RSP1 lines are sampled ready, this indicates to the
CPU that the current data transfer is the last in the trans-
action.

The burst transaction can be terminated by either the
CPU or memory. If memory terminates the transfer by
negating BRSTA, the CPU responds by negating BRST
when OS is negated. (See the example for burst memory
read.) If the CPU terminates the transfer by negating
BRST before the falling edge of OS, memory responds by
negating BRSTA. (See the example for burst memory
write.) The CPU terminates the burst transaction when
all the required data items have been transferred or after
reaching the end of an aligned, 16-byte block.



Burst Memory Read

Figure 20 shows timing for a burst memory read trans-
action with one wait state. In this example, three data
items are transferred, after which memory terminates
the burst. BRST is asserted at the beginning of T1; other-
wise, the timing for the first transfer is identical to a
single memory read. In the middle of T3 the CPU
samples RSPg-RSP, ready, latches the data, and
samples BRSTA active. During T4 the second data item
is transferred, accompanied by OS. The time for the
second and subsequent transfers can be extended with

wait states if RSPg-RSP1 are sampled wait; the CPU
does not insert automatic wait states after the first
transfer.

During T5 the third data item is transferred. At the same
time the RSPg-RSP1 lines are sampled ready, the data is
latched and BRSTA is sampled inactive. Memory ter·
minates the burst transfer, and the CPU responds by
negating BRST.
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Figure 20. Burst Memory Read Timing (1 Wait State)



Burst Memory Write

Figure 21 shows timing for a burst memory write trans-
action with no wait states. In this example, two data
items are transferred, and the CPU terminates the burst.
BRST is asserted at the beginning of T1; otherwise, the
timing for the first transfer is identical to a single
memory write. In the middle of T3 the CPU samples
RSPo-RSP1 ready and BRSTA active. At the beginning of
T4 the CPU negates BRST indicating that one more data

transfer will follow. During T4 the second data item is
transferred, accompanied by OS. The time for the se-
cond and subsequent transfers can be extended with
wait states if RSPo-RSP1 are sampled wait; the CPU
does not insert automatic wait states after the first
transfer. Memory recognizes that the CPU has ter-
minated the burst transfer and responds by negating
BRSTA before the end of T4.
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Interlocked Memory Transactions

In tightly-coupled multiprocessor configurations, the CPU
must at certain times inhibit other bus masters from referring
to shared memory while the CPU performs two or more in-
terlocked transactions. The CPU uses interlock protection
for data references associated with Testand Set, Decrement
Interlocked, and Increment Interlocked instructions. The
CPU also uses interlock protection for references to address
translation table entries when loading the Translation Looka-
side Buffer. The CPU indicates interlocked protection for a

sequence of memory references by using status 1111 for
any of the memory transactions previously described. While
the CPU indicates status 1111, the memory system must
prevent interlocked references to shared memory by other
processors. During a sequence of interlocked memory
transactions, the CPU does not acknowledge local bus re-
quests nor does the CPU generate any bus transactions
with status other than 1111 .



The CPU uses status 0010 to read from and write to I/O
ports. I/O transactions are generated by I/O instructions
and, when address translation is enabled, by data
references to pages with bit 31 of the page tabie entry
set to 1.

The timing for I/O and memory transactions is very
similar. The major difference is that OS falls in the mid-
dle of T2 for I/O read timing, compared to the beginning
of T2 for memory read timing. This allows peripheral

devices more time for address decoding. Another dif-
ference is that the data transfer size (byte, word, or
longword) for I/O transactions is specified by the instruc-
tion, not by HICR. The final difference is that the CPU
does not support burst I/O transactions. Figure 22 shows
timing for an I/O read transaction. Single I/O write timing
is the same as that shown for a single memory write
(Figure 18).
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The CPU and EPU cooperate in the execution of EPA in-
structions (Figure 23). When the CPU encounters an EPA
instruction and the EPA bit in FCW is 1, the CPU broadcasts
the first two words of the instruction to the EPUs in the sys-
tem using the CPU·EPU instruction transfer transaction. All
EPUs in the system recognize the transaction, but only one
of four possible EPUs is selected by bits 16 and 17 of the
EPU instruction. The CPU also transfers the PC value for the
instruction, which the selected EPU saves for use in excep-
tion handling. If data transfers are required to complete the
instruction, the CPU controls the data transfer transactions
while the EPU drives or receives the data.

The EPUBSY signal, output from the EPU, is used to syn-
chronize the CPU and EPU in executing EPA instructions.
(When multiple EPUs are present in a system, the EPUBSY
input to the CPU must be driven by an external AND gate
whose inputs are the EPUBSY signals from the EPUs). The
CPU must sample EPUBSY inactive before initiating an EPU
instruction transfer. If data transfers are required, the CPU
must sample EPUBSY inactive before initiating the first
transfer.

While the CPU samples EPUBSY active, no transactions are
initiated; however, the CPU may grant the local bus.

EPUBSY is also used to control the degree of overlap be-
tween CPU and EPU instruction execution. Ordinarily, the
CPU can continue processing other instructions after per-
forming the data transfers associated with an EPA instruc-
tion and before the EPU has completed executing the
instruction. Tosimplify debugging and recovery from excep-
tions, overlap can be disabled under control of the EPUO bit
in HICR. When overlap is disabled (EPUO = 0), the CPU
samples EPUBSY in the middle of the bus cycle during
which the last data transfer for an EPA instruction occurs. If
EPUBSY is asserted, the CPU ceases processing instruc-
tions or interrupts until EPUBSY is sampled inactive in the
middle of a bus cycle. When overlap is enabled (EPUO =

1), the CPU does not sample EPUBSY after the last data
transfer, but only samples EPUBSY before initiating the next
EPU instruction transfer.

While processing an EPA instruction and after the instruc-
tion has been transferred to the selected EPU, the CPU may
detect an address translation exception. In such an event,
the CPU asserts EPUABORT, informing the selected EPU to
abort execution of the instruction; at all other times, the CPU
negates EPUABORT The CPU then saves the address of

the suspended EPA instruction on the system stack during
exception processing.

When CPU and EPU instruction processing overlap, the
CPU may complete all data transfers for an EPA instruction
(the queued instruction) before the EPU completes execu-
tion of a previous EPA instruction. If the EPU then detects an
exception during execution of the previous instruction, the
EPU does not execute the queued instruction. In such a
case, the address of the queued instruction is in an EPU
control register, and the CPU saves the address of a subse-
quent instruction on the system stack.

To simplify system hardware, the CPU and EPU AD lines
should be wired together with no buffers between them. If
the AD lines are separated by buffers, external circuitry must
generate IE and OE timing for CPU-EPU data and read and
EPU-memory write transactions.



CPU-EPU Instruction Transfer

Figure 24 shows timing for a CPU-EPU instruction transfer
transaction with status 0100. The rising edge of AS indicates
that the AD lines and status are valid. During T1, the AD lines
are used to transfer the opcode, i.e., the firsttwo words ofthe
EPA instruction. At the beginning of T2 the CPU stops driv-
ing the opcode, asserts OS, and starts driving PC on the AD
lines. In the middle of h the CPU samples RSPo-RSP1
ready and negates OS. The data transfer size for the transac-
tion is longword.

The duration of a CPU-EPU instruction or data transfer can
be extended with wait states if RSPo-RSP1 are sampled wait.
The Z8070 APU, however, does not require wait states, nor
does it drive RSPo-RSP1. Systems using the Z8070 APU
must ensure that RSPo-RSP1 are both High, indicating
ready, during CPU-EPU instruction and data transactions.
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CPU-EPU Data Transfer Transactions

Transactions to transfer data between the CPU and EPU use
status 0001. The EPA instruction opcode indicates the num-
ber of words to be transferred. One or more longwords of
data are transferred until all words have been transferred. If
the last transfer contains a single word, the data is on ADo-
AD15' The CPU does not assert BRST and ignores RSPo-
RSP1 and BRSTA.

Figure 25 shows timing for a CPU-EPU data read trans-
action. This example has two data transfers; any number of

data transfers between one and eight is possible. The rising
edge of AS indicates that status and control signals are valid.
The CPU stops driving the AD lines at the end of T1, and the
EPU begins driving the AD lines in the middle of T2. At the
beginning of T3' the CPU asserts DS. In the middle of T3, the
CPU samples the data and negates DS. The second
longword of data is transferred during T4. After the last data
transfer, the CPU inserts an idle bus cycle (T5in the example)
during which neither the CPU nor EPU drive the AD lines.

____ D_A_TA_I_N X DATA IN r------C



Figure 26 shows timing for a CPU-EPU data write trans-
action. This example has three data transfers; any number of
data transfers between one and eight is possible. Timing for

the first transfer is identical to the CPU-EPU instruction trans-
fer transaction. A second longword of data is transferred
during T3• and the third longword is transferred during T4.
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EPU-Memory Transactions

The CPU uses status 1010 or 1011 for the EPU to read from
and write to memory. The timing is identical for EPU-
memory read and CPU-memory read. The EPU monitors
the CPU timing on the bus, and uses the two least-significant
address bits on the first transfer, the data transfer size, and
the length of the operand from the instruction to select the
bytes it needs from the AD lines.

The timing for an EPU-memory write transaction differs
slightly from a CPU-memory write transaction. Two extra bus
cycles are included to pass the AD lines from the CPU to
EPU after the address transfer and from EPU back to CPU
after the last data transfer. Figure 27 shows an example for a
single EPU-memory write transaction with no wait states.

The CPU stops driving the AD lines at the end of T1; the EPU
begins driving them in the middle of T2. OS is asserted in the
middle of T3' one bus cycle later than for CPU-memory write
timing. The CPU negates OS in the middle of T4. The CPU
can insert wait states in the middle of T4. The EPU continues
to drive the AD lines until the end of T4. After the last data
transfer the CPU inserts an idle bus cycle (T5 in this example)
during which neither the CPU nor EPU drive the AD lines.
EPU-memory burst write transactions are similarly extended
by two bus cycles more than with CPU-memory burst write
timing. One cycle is inserted before the first data transfer,
and another after the last data transfer.
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INTERRUPT REQUEST AND
ACKNOWLEDGE

The CPU recognizes vectored, nonvectored, and non-
maskable interrupt requests. The decreasing order of prior-
ity for interrupts is nonmaskable, vectored, and nonvec-
tored. NMI is edge sensitive; when NMI is asserted, an inter-
nallatch is loaded. Vi and NVI are level sensitive.

The CPU samples Vi, NVI, and the internal NMllatch on the
rising edge of CLK. The interrupt request signals can be
asynchronous to CLK; the CPU synchronizes them
internally.

Figure 28 shows timing for an interrupt acknowledge trans-
action, indicated by status 0101, 0110, or q111. The timing

BCLK~

Vi, NVI \ •• _

NMI ~ __ I _

\-----0-

is similar to a single I/O read. Wait states (either programmed
for automatic insertion or externally generated) can be in-
serted before OS falls in the middle of T2and before OS rises
in the middle of T3. Inserting wait states before OS falls allows
for delay in the interrupt priority daisy chain. A word of data is
transferred on AOo-A01S' All of the interrupts save the trans-
ferred word on the system stack for processing the interrupt.
Vectored interrupts use the low-order byte of the word to se-
lect a unique PC value from the Program Status Area.
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INTERNAL OPERATION AND HALT
TRANSACTIONS

Figure 29 shows timing for internal operation (status
0000) and halt (status = 0011) transactions. Unlike other
bus transactions, data is not transferred in these operations.
Nevertheless, the transfer size for these transactions is
longword. The minimum duration for the transaction is two
bus cycles.

The CPU generates an internal operation transaction after a
sequence of interlocked memory transactions to free the
memory system lock when no other transactions need to be
performed. The CPU generates a halt transaction upon en-
tering halt state-when the Halt instruction is executed, or
when memory indicates bus error during a fetch or store of
Program Status for exception processing. The CPU leaves
halt state when an interrupt or reset occurs. When the mini-
mum Address Strobe rate option is enabled (controlled by
bit MASR in HICR), the CPU maintains a minimum rate for
Address Strobes by generating halt transactions in halt state
or internal operation transactions otherwise.

AD =x U_N_D_EF_IN_E_D K
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During any transaction in which data is transferred, the re-
sponding device can indicate bus retry on RSPo-RSP1.
When bus retry is indicated, the CPU terminates thetransac-
tion in progress, negating OS and BRST. If bus retry is indi-
cated during a burst transfer, the retry transaction begins

with the address for the data transfer where bus retry is
indicated.

The CPU does not acknowledge inerrupts or bus requests
between the retry response and the retry transaction.

During any transaction in which data is transferred, the re-
sponding device can indicate a bus error exception on
RSPo-RSP1. When bus error is indicated, the CPU termi-
nates the transaction in progress, negating OS and BRST.A
bus error exception also causes termination of the instruc-

tion in execution. In processing a bus error exception, the
CPU saves the Program Status, physical address for the
transaction, and a word identifying the status and control
signals used for the transaction.



The CPU supports two types of bus request/acknowledge
sequences, local and global. Other bus masters request the
local bus from the CPU using a handshake of BUSREQ and
BUSACK. The CPU requests ~al bus from an external
arbiter using a handshake of GREQ and GACK.

To generate transactions on the local bus, a potential bus
master (such as a DMA controller) must gain control of the
bus by making a bus request (Figure 30). A local bus
request is initiated by asserting BUSREQ. Several bus
requestors may be wired to the BUSREQ signal; priorities
are resolved externally to the CPU, usually by a priority daisy
chain.

The CPU samples BUSREQ on the rising edge of CLK.
BUSREQ can be asynchronous to CLK; the CPU
synchronizes it internally. After BUSREQ is asserted, the
CPU completes any transaction or sequence of interlocked
transactions in progress, including possible retries. Next,
the CPU responds by asserting BOSACR and placing its
other output signals except EPUABORT in 3-state. The
EPUABORT signal remains valid while the CPU has granted
the local bus, and may be asserted if an EPA instruction is in
progress. Later, when BUSREQ is negated, the CPU
negates BUSACK and begins driving all other output
signals.

The CPU can initiate transactions with devices located on a
global bus shared with other CPUs. At any time, only one of
the CPUs can initiate transactions on the global bus. Control
of the global bus is arbitrated by external circuitry. Before
initiating transactions on the global bus, the CPU requests
control of the global bus from the arbiter using the protocol
described below.

The CPU uses two fields of HICR to distinguish between
local and global bus transactions. The GE bit enables use of
the global bus. The 4-bit LAD field specifies one of sixteen
sections of the physical address space used for local
references.

Before every memory and I/O bus transaction (status codes
0010 and 1000 through 1111), the CPU compares the LAD
field with bits 26 to 29 of the physical address. If the
comparison is unequal and GE is 1, then the transaction is a
global bus reference; otherwise the transaction is a local bus
reference. In a tightly-coupled multiprocessor system
(Figure 14-c), each of the local and global memory locations
and peripheral ports can have a unique system address.
Each CPU loads a distinct value into LAD, identifying its
local addresses; the CPUs refer to global addresses and
local addresses of other CPUs using the global bus request
protocol.

\ /,_t -/F
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Figure 31 shows timing for the global bus request/
acknowledge protocol. Before initiating a transaction on the
global bus, the CPU drives the address, STo-ST3, BRST,
RiW, N/S, BLflJ, and BW/L valid at the beginning of a bus
cycle. Then, in the middle of the bus cycle, the CPU asserts
GREQ. When the global bus selected by the address is

available to the CPU, the arbiter asserts GACK. The CPU
samples GACK on the rising edge of CLK. GACK can be
asynchronous to CLK; the CPU synchronizes it internally.
The CPU performs one or more transactions on the global
bus, then negates GREQ. The arbiter responds by negating
GACK, and the CPU can then initiate more transactions.



'Figure32 shows a state diagram forthe local and global bus
request protocols. To prevent deadlock between CPUs
referencing each other's local memories, a CPU can be

preempted while it is waiting for GACK in State 2. If BUSREQ
is asserted before GACK, the CPU relinquishes the global
bus without performing any transactions.

~
STATE 0

--
GREO = H

BUSACK = H

(BUSREO = LI' BUS = 2ST

(GACK = HI
(BUSREO = HI'(GACK = HI'
(NEED_GBUS = HI

A Lj_GACK = l C

STATE 1 ERROR

GREO = 3ST
STATE 2

GREO = L
BUSACK = L BUSACK = H
BUS = 3ST BUS = 2ST

--
(GACK = l) •

° E (GACK = LI.(BUSREO = HI F (BUSREO = LI
BUSREQ = H

STATE 3 STATE 4

GREO = L H GREQ = H
BUSACK = H BUSACK = H

BUS = 2ST (GACK = LI' BUS = 2ST
IIBUSREO = L)
+ (NEED_GBUS = LII

G ~ GACK = H
I GACK = H

NOTES: Interlace signals are HIgh (H), Low (L), High or Low (2ST), or 3·stated (3ST).

NEED_GBUS Is an active High signal Internal to the CPU.

A local bus request occurs.

The global bus arbiter grants control of the
global bus when no global bus request is
pending. This is an error. The CPU remains in
State O.

The CPU controls the local bus and is neither
requesting nor controlling the global bus.
The CPU can perform transactions on the
local bus.

The CPU has granted the local bus.
The CPU cannot perform transactions.

The CPU controls the local bus and is re-
questing the global bus.
The CPU cannot perform transactions.

The CPU controls the local and global buses.
The CPU can perform transactions on the
global bus.

The CPU controls the local bus and is relin-
qUishing control of the global bus.
The CPU cannot perform transactions.

The CPU requests the global bus in response
to the internally generated signal
NEED_GBUS.

The local bus master relinquishes the bus.

The global bus arbiter grants the global bus to
the CPU while no local bus request is pending.

The global bus arbiter grants the global bus to
the CPU while no local bus request is pending.
The CPU is preempted.

The global bus arbiter reclaims the global bus
before the CPU relinquishes the global bus.
This is an error. The CPU's response to this
error is undefined.

H The CPU relinquishes control of the global bus
when it no longer needs the global bus or in
response to a local bus request.

The global bus arbiter reclaims the global bus.



Reset

Figure 33 shows Reset timing. After RESET is asserted, the
CPU responds as follows.

• AD lines are turned to input direction

• AS, BRST, BUSACK, OS, EPUABORT, GREQ, IE, and OE
are negated

• STo-ST3are driven to 1111

• BW/L and BLIW are driven low

• N/S and RIW are undefined

If RESET is asserted while the CPU is asserting BUSACK,
the CPU first negates BUSACK, then the other CPU output
lines are removed from 3-state and driven as described
above. After RESET is asserted, external circuitry can detect
that the CPU has responded to the reset request by sensing
BW/L and BLlW low. At power on, RESET should be
asserted until after power has stabilized.

During reset, bits SX, NX, CI, and CD of the SCCl control
register are cleared, disabling the address translation and
cache mechanisms. Bit GE of HICR is also cleared,
disabling the global bus request protocol.

At the rising edge of RESET, the relationship between bus
timing, memory data path, and number of automatic wait
states is determined. If RSPo is High at the rising edge of
RESET, HICR is initialized with Mo.DP = 1, MoW = 7, and
S = 1. This corresponds to a default configuration of 16-bit
memory path, seven automatic wait states, and bus clock
scale factor 2. If RSPo is low at the rising edge of RESET,
ADo-AD3 and AD11 are latched into the corresponding bits
of HICR, and AD15 must be High.

RESET need not be synchronous with ClK; however, the
CPU assumes that the last rising edge of ClK on which
RESET is asserted corresponds to a rising edge of BClK.
Thus, if RESET is synchronized with the rising edge of the
external bus clock, the internal and external bus clocks will
be in phase with respect to ClK. After RESET is negated,
the CPU reads FCW from memory address 2 and PC from
address 4 using status 1101. If BUSREQ is asserted before
RESET is negated, the CPU acknowledges the bus request
before fetching the Program Status.
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The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section.
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Z·BUS Peripherals
Introduction

The Z-BUS is a high-speed parallel
shared bus that links the Z800,
Z8000, and Z80,OOOmicroproces-
sor families and Extended Process-
ing Units with the peripherals
needed to implement complete
systems. Through a common com-
munications interface, Z-BUS periph-
erals and CPUs support the
following types of transactions:

• Data Transfer. 16 or 32 bits of
data can be moved between bus
controllers (such as a CPU) and
associated peripherals

• Interrupts. Interrupts can be
generated by peripherals and
serviced by CPUs over the bus.

• Resource Control. A daisy
chain priority mechanism sup-
ports distributed management of
shared resources which includes
peripheral devices and the bus
itself.

The heart of the Z-BUS is a set of
multiplexed address/data lines and
the signals that control these lines.
Multiplexing data and address onto
the same lines makes more efficient
use of pins and facilitates expansion
of the number of data and address
bits. Multiplexing also allows straight-
forward addressing of a peripheral's
internal registers, which greatly
simplifies I/O programming.

A daisy-chained priority mecha-
nism resolves interrupt and resource
requests, thus allowing distributed
control of the bus and eliminating
the need for separate priority control-
lers. The resource-control daisy
chain also allows wide physical
separation of components.

Furthermore, Z-BUS is asynchron-
ous in the sense that peripherals
need not be synchronized with the
CPU clock. All timing information is
provided by Z-BUS signals.

As a result of a common hardware
interface and protocol, users can be
assured that adequate system sup-
port for their Z800, Z8000, or
Z80,OOOsystem design is readily
available with the following Z-BUS
peripherals and Extended Process-
ing Units:

• Z8030 Serial Communications
Controller (Z-SCC)

• Z8036 Counter InpuUOutput
Circuit (Z-CIO)

• Z8038 FIFO InpuUOutput Inter-
face Unit (Z-FIO)

• Z8068 Data Ciphering Processor

• Z8090/4 Universal Peripheral
Controller

• Z80l0 Floating Point Unit (FPU
Extended Processor)





Z8070FPU
Floating Point Unit

Zilog
Preliminary
Product
Specification

• Fast and complete implementation of proposed IEEE
Standard P754 Draft 10.0 for Binary Floating-Point
Arithmetic. With a 10 MHz clock, performs a
single-precision multiplication in under three micro-
seconds.

• Supports Single, Double, and Double Extended
floating-point data types, 32- and 54-bit integers; BCD
strings.

• Operations supported include add, subtract, multiply,
divide, square root, remainder, and compare.

• Speed versions offered from 10 MHz to 25 MHz.

• Provides for conversion of binary integer and Binary
Coded Decimal formats to and from floating-point
format.

• Can be interfaced through lilog's Extended Processing
Architecture or a general-purpose interface.

• Frees CPU for performance of other tasks.

The l8070 Floating-Point Processing Unit (FPU) is an
Extended Processing Unit (EPU) designed to perform
floating-point arithmetic functions while operating in parallel
with a CPU. By monitoring the same instruction stream as
the CPU, it is able to identify and execute those instructions
intended for it, thereby freeing the CPU to perform other
activities (Figure 1).

The FPU can use lilog's Extended Processing Architecture
(EPA) for the l800, l8000, and l80000, or using a
general-purpose interface, it can be integrated into systems
based on other popular microprocessors.

The FPU supports several data formats, enabling it to
handle a wide range of business and scientific applications.
These include three binary floating-point formats and four
integer formats, including one for variable length Binary
Coded Decimal (BCD) strings. All of the FPU's internal
numeric manipulations use an 80-bit floating-point format;
however, transfers of data between the FPU's data registers
and CPU registers or memory can use any of the formats
desired, as specified in the floating-point instruction.

EXECUTION OF
FlOATlNG·POINT

INSTRUCTIONS

..• ....

CPU MEMORY
A

..• ,.. ~ CPU ANDFPUEXECUTION OF
CPU INSTRUCTIONS; SYSTEM BUS INSTRUCTIONS

BUS CONTROL 't r AND DATA



Floating-point arithmetic operations are performed
according to the requirements of the proposed IEEE
Standard P754 Draft 10.0. The Z8070 supports:

• Single (32-bit), Double (54-bit), and Extended (80-bit)
Precision floating-point number formats.

• Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, square-
root, remainder, square, reverse division, reverse
subtraction, absolute value, and compare operations.

• Conversions between different floating-point formats.

• Conversions between binary integers and floating-point
numbers.

• Non-numbers (NaNs) and infinity arithmetic.

• Floating-point exceptions and their handling.

Execution speeds are as follows:

Operation

Add/subtract
Multiply
Divide

Number of Cycles
Single Double Double Extended

Overview

The Z8070's contribution to a system is best understood by
examining its structure. Internally, the Z8070 is organized as
two processors: an Interface Processor and a Data
Processor. The two processors have separate clocks,
freeing the Data Processor from interface speed constraints.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the Z8070 FPU.

The Interface Processor fetches and aligns instructions and
data, maintains the internal instruction queue, and executes
certain control and data movement instructions
independently of the Data Processor. By monitoring CPU
status and control signals, the Interface Processor knows
when an instruction fetch is to occur and will watch for an
Extended Instruction template. It will read and align the
instruction and data when the Extended Instruction
template has the correct EPU Identifier (10) number.

The Data Processor, which operates independently of the
Interface Processor, contains eight 80·bit data registers
accessible to the user. It also contains the multiplier array,
ALU, accumulator, shifter, quotient predictor, and temporary
registers required for floating-point processing.

The parts of the Data Processor visible to the user are the
eight 80-bit data registers, specified in floating-point
instructions as source and/or destination registers.

Register Organization

The Z8070 provides the following registers:

• Eight 80-bit data registers (FO-F7)

• Two 32-bit program counters (PC1 and PC2)

• Two 32·bit flags register (FFLAGS)

• A 32·bit system configuration register (SC)

• A 32·bit user control register (USER)

• Two 80·bit operand registers (FOP1 and FOP2)

These are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, 5, 7 and 8.

USER I
SYSTEM

PC'

PC2

F FLAGS

FOP' I
FOP2 I
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All of these are accessible to users except the System
Configuration register; it is reserved for privileged users.

Data Registers. The l8070 has a data register file of eight
80-bit data registers labeled FOto F7.

Program Counter Registers (read only). PC1 holds the
address of the instruction being executed in the Data
Processor or the address of any control instruction being
executed. PC2 holds the address of any queued instruction.

Flags Register. The Flags register (Figure 6) contains
historical information on l8070 operations.

Sticky Flags (0-7). Eight flags are set when the
corresponding arithmetic exception occurs, and remain set
until they are cleared by the programmer. These flags are:

INV (Invalid Operation). Indicates an invalid operation or
result has occurred (e.g., 010).

FOV (Overflow). Indicates that the absolute value of a
floating-point number is too large to be accommodated by
the destination format.

UN (Underflow). Occurs when the absolute value of a
number is too small for the destination format, and further
denormalization would cause a loss of accuracy.

DZ (Divide by Zero). Indicates the division of a non-zero finite
number by zero.

INX (Inexact Result). Indicates when the result is inexact due
to rounding or an untrapped overflow.

DE (Denormalized number). Indicates that an operation was
performed on a denormalized number.

NAN (Signaling NaN). Occurs when a Signaling NaN is
encountered. (NaN stands for "Not-a-Number", and may
be used to force a trap or hold other information.)

IX (Integer Overflow). Occurs when the floating-point
number is too large in magnitude to convert to an integer or

BCD string, or when an attempt is made to convert a NaN to
an integer.

Previous Operation Flags (8-15). The same as the sticky
flags described above, but they reflect the exceptions of the
previous arithmetic operation.

Reserved (16-17). These bits are reserved.

Compare and Remainder Flags (18-23). Set with
comparisons as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison Results

< > Unordered

Fe 1 0 0 0
FZ 0 1 0 0
FS 1 0 0 0
FV 0 0 0 1
FD 1 0 1 0

FOP2E (24-25). Contains the two most significant bits of the
exponent of operand register FOP2.

FOP1 E (26-27). Contains the two most significant bits of the
exponent of operand register FOP1.

R (28). Rounding bit; 1 if most recent result was rounded
up.

Invalid Op (29-31). Contains a code describing the reason
for an invalid operation result as follows:

000 infinity minus infinity
001 zero multiplied by infinity
010 zero divided by zero, or infinity divided by infinity
011 all invalid remainders
100 unordered compare
101 square root of a negative number
110 non-decimal digit on BCD convert
111 conversion of NaN to decimal or integer



System Configuration Register. The System
Configuration register is a 32-bit control register (Figure 7).
In systems that distinguish between System and User
modes of operation, it is restricted to privileged users.

Interrupt Vector (0-7). This field identifies the source and
cause of an interrupt.

SV (9). Set to shift the interrupt vector left one bit, and set the
LSB to zero.

VIS (10). Set when the interrupt vector is to include status
information.

NV (11). Set when there is no interrupt vector (leaves lines
3-stated).

OLC (12). Set to disable interrupts from lower priority
devices on the interrupt daisy chain.

IUS (13). Set when the interrupt is under service.

IP (14). Set to indicate a pending interrupt.

MIE (15). Set to enable interrupts.

INTACK (16-17). Set to indicate which type of interrupt
acknowledge to respond to as follows:

OX = Non-maskable
10 = Non-vectored
11 = Vectored

OVRLP (18-19). Indicates the Overlap mode as follows:

00 = No Overlap, Simple Overlap (Z80,000)
01 = Reserved
10 = Intermediate Overlap
11 = Maximum Overlap (Not available for Z8000)

AC (20). Set to synchronize processors if CLK.I and CLKD
are running at different speeds.

F (21). Set if an interrupt service routine will be unable to
successfully return to the interrupted program. Also set if
two or more floating-point instructions have been fetched
after the EPU requested an interrupt, but before the interrupt
acknowledge.

RPC (22). Set if an interrupt service routine will need to alter
its return address to successfully continue the interrupted
program.

U (23). Set when the Z8070 is used.

IR (24-25). Set to indicate the reason for an interrupt as
follows:

00 = Arithmetic
01 = Invalid opcode
10 = Invalid EPU id
11 = Privilege mode violation

10 (26-27). These (read only) bits hold the 10 of the Z8070
expressed in binary form. Instructions are executed only if
the 10 in the opcode matches these bits.

EPUIOS (28-31). This field contains four bits, one for each
possible EPU 10. An instruction specifying an 10 whose
corresponding bit is a 1 will cause an Invalid EPU 10
interrupt.

User Control Register. The User Control register (Figure
8) is a 32-bit register, accessible to all users. The user
controls rounding modes and enablesldisables traps with
this register.

RM (0-1). Sets the rounding modes as follows:

00 = Round to Nearest
01 = Round toward Zero
10 = Round toward Positive Infinity
11 = Round toward Negative Infinity

Trap Enables (8-15). The setting of these bits enables the
trap associated with each exception listed below.

INV (Invalid)
FOV (Overflow)
UN (Underflow)
OZ (Oivide-by-Zero)
INX (Inexact result)
DE (Oenormalized number)
NAN (Signaling NaN)
IX (Integer Overflow)

Undefined (16-31). These bits are undefined, and reserved
for future use.

Floating Operand Registers (read only). The Z8070
contains two 80-bit Floating Operand registers (Figure 9),
labeled FOP1 and FOP2, which contain the input operand
(FOP1) and the default result (FOP2) for use by trap
handlers.
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Floating-point instructions are contained in the same
program as standard CPU instructions. To the programmer,
instruction execution appears linear, as if a single processor
is executing all the instructions. In many cases however,
CPU and l80l0 processing can occur in parallel, greatly
increasing system throughput.

Parallel processing depends upon the type of FPU
instruction being executed and the Overlap mode set in the
System Configuration register. Instruction overlap is a type of
system organization that allows the FPU to queue
instructions by distributing processing between two
processors.

Interleaving CPU and FPU instructions allows processing to
be overlapped, thereby increasing total system processing
speed by distributing processing between two processors.

Details about the behavior of the l80l0 under each of the
overlap modes can vary according to the particular
interface. The basic idea is explained in Table 2.

NO OVERLAP

Instruction 1 executing
CPU stopped

INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTION OVERLAP
Instruction 1 executing
Instruction 2 queued

MAXIMUM INSTRUCTION OVERLAP
Instruction 1 executing
Instruction 2 queued
Instruction 3 being fetched

Generally, while in No Overlap mode the l80l0 attempts to
stop the CPU whenever the l80l0 is doing any processing.
This mode does not take advantage of the l80l0's overlap
capabilities, but can be useful for debugging purposes.

In Intermediate Overlap mode, the l80l0 allows the CPU to
continue with CPU processing while a floating point
operation is proceeding in the FPU, but attempts to stop the
CPU after a second floating point instruction is transferred.

In Maximum Overlap mode, the l80l0 allows the CPU to
continue processing after a second FPU instruction has
been transferred to the l80l0, and allows a subsequent
third FPU instruction to be fetched. Maximum Overlap
mode, not available for l8000 interface, is used for
applications requiring maximum performance.

Floating point exceptions cause flushing of floating point
instructions queued behind the instruction responsible for
the exception. The use of Intermediate Overlap mode allows
software to recover cleanly from exceptions (such as divide
by zero, or overflow). When Maximum Overlap mode is in
effect, programs that encounter an enabled exception must
restart the program from a known point, such as rerunning
the exception-causing module, or simply exit the program.

Figure 10 illustrates instruction processing with No-Overlap
and with Maximum Overlap. In general, any time lost by
stopping the CPU is negligible, and the interaction of CPU
and FPU is transparent to the user, It is possible, however, to
arrange programs to take advantage of the parallel
processing capabilities inherent in the system.
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An interleaving of CPU and l80l0 instructions enhances
the ability of a system to process in parallel. Without
interleaving, floating-point instructions might be received
faster than they can be processed, forcing the l80l0 to halt
further CPU processing until the current extended
instruction is completed. Also, some instructions take a
relatively long time to process (e.g., FSQR or FREMSNF);
interleaving allows the CPU to process instructions while
these extended instructions are being processed by the
FPU.

Parallel processing is facilitated by interleaving instructions
asin

CLR FO
DOTLOOP:

FLDD F1, @R2
FMULD F1,@R4
INC R2, #8
INC R4, #8
FADD FO, F1
DJNZ R6, DOTLOOP

In this dot product loop, the two CPU commands are placed
directly after the multiply command so the CPU can execute
them while the l80l0 is busy with the (relatively slow)
multiply command.
Programming constructions like the following

FADD
FLD

F1,@R2
@R4,F1

cause the l80l0 to halt the CPU to ensure that valid results
are read from F1 during the subsequent load operation.

Data Types and Formats

This section describes the different data types and formats
that the FPU is able to manipulate. These data types include
binary floating-point and binary and decimal integers, and
can be represented in 32-, 64-, and 80-bit formats.

Binary Floating-Point. All binary floating-point numbers
assume the following format:



where the Sign bit specifies a positive (cleared to 0) or
negative (set to 1) number. The negative or positive
floating-point number is equal to:

Significand x 2(exponent-bias)

The significand portion contains the fraction and the integer
bit (in Single and Double Precision binary, the integer bit is
implicit). The significand then, is the integer bit followed by
the binary point and the fraction. The exponent locates the
actual binary point, and the sign bit specifies a positive or
negative number.

In the following description of the binary floating-point
formats, "s" is the sign, "e" is the exponent, "f" is the
fractional part of the significand, and "j" is the integer part
(possibly implicit) of the significand.

The value (v) of the 32-bit Single Precision Binary format is
determined as follows:

• If e = 255 and f 'f 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 255 and f = 0, then v = (-1)S(infinity).

• If 0 < e < 255, then v = (-1)S2e.127(1.f).

• If e = 0 and f'f 0, then v = (-1)S2e-126(0.f).

• If e = 0 and f = 0, then v = (-1)SQ,(zero).

The value of the 64-bit Double Precision binary format is
determined as follows:

• If e = 2047 and f 'f 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 2047 and f = 0, then v = (-1)S(infinity).

• If 0 < e < 2047 then v = (-1)S2e-1023(1.f).

• Ife = Oandf'fO, then v = (-1)s2e·1022(0.f).

• If e = 0 and f = 0, then v = (-1 )SO,(zero).

For the 80-bit Double Extended Precision Binary format, the
value is determined as follows:

• If e = 32,767 and f 'f 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 32,767 and f = 0, then v = (-1)S(infinity).

• IfO<e<32,767thenv = (-1)s2(e-16,383)G.f).

• If e = 0 and j = f = 0, then v = (-1 )SO,(normal zero).

• If e = 0 and j or f is nonzero, then v = (- 1)s2e-16,383G·f)..

The exponent is always biased to ensure a positive value for
the purpose of comparisons. Numbers of the same format
may then be compared bit by bit from left to right, the first
difference determining the ordering. For Single Precision
Binary the bias is 127, for Double Precision it is 1023, and for
Extended Precision the bias is 16,383 (Table 3).

Single

Double
Extended

127
1023

16383

An exponent of all ones indicates an infinity if the significand
equals zero, or a NaN if the significand is not zero. A
Signaling NaN is indicated by the MSB of the fraction field
being zero, and a Quiet (non-trapping) NaN is indicated by
the MSB of the fraction being one. Single, Double, and
Extended formats are shown in Figure 11.
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5 = Sign bit
e = Exponent field
f = Fraction field
j = Integer bit



Integers. Integer formats are automatically converted to the
80-bit binary floating-point format when they are loaded into
the FPU (instructions FLDIL, FLDIQ, and FLDBCD).

Decimal Integers. The Decimal Integer format is 80 bits,
which includes up to 19 Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) digits
and a Sign bit. The Decimal Integer format is illustrated in
Figure 12.

Binary Integers. The Long Word and Quad Word Integer
formats are shown in Figure 13. These are the only formats
which express negative numbers in two's complement form.

Addressing Modes (Table 4)

Operands are specified in the Z8000 floating-point
instruction with one or more of the following five addressing
modes: Z8070 Register (F), CPU Register (R), Indirect
Register (IR), Direct Address (DA), and Index (X)
addressing.

Addressing Mode ZSOO ZSOOOZSO,OOO Universal

FPU Register (F) x x x x
CPU Register (R) x x x
Immediate (1M) x
Indirect Register (IR) x' x x
Direct Address (DA) x' x x

Indexed (X) x' x x
Relative Address (RA) x'

Slack Pointer Relative (SR) x'

Base Index (BX) x'

'May be used to transfer data between memory and the Z8070.

The Z80,OOO adds the Extended Addressing Mode (EAM)
to the five Z8000 addressing modes listed above. These
include Immediate Addressing (1M), Relative Address (RA),
Base Address (BA), Base Index (BX), and Relative Index
(RX) addressing modes. Refer to the Z80,OOOCPU Manual
for detailed information.

The Z800 encodes the addressing mode in an escape
prefix preceding the template. The template itself indicates
Indirect Register (IR) addressing mode.

The Z800 adds three addressing modes: Relative Address
(RA), Stack Pointer Relative (SR), and Base Index (BX).

The Universal interface addressing mode is F = FPU
register (F).

Assembler Syntax

Floating-point instructions are of the form:

FXXX[S,D] rnd dst,src

The opcode suffix [Single (S), Double (D), or Extended (no
suffix)], refers to the size of the source operand. "rnd" refers
to the precision to which the result of the operation is
rounded. SGL is single precision, DBL is double precision,
and no suffix is extended precision.



The floating-point instruction set provides the following
types of instructions:

• Primary arithmetic operations

• Load and store operations

• Compare and examine operations

• Secondary arithmetic operations

• Control operations

FADD
FADDS
FADDD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FDIV
FDIVS
FDIVD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FMUL
FMULS
FMULD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

dst: F
src: F

Floating Remainder Step and
Transfer Flags to CPU

dst •...dst REM src
CPU •... immediate result flag

FRDlV
FRDIVS
FRDIVD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FRVSUB
FRVSUBS
FRVSUBD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FSQR
FSQRS
FSQRD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FSUB
FSUBS
FSUBD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FLD
FLDS
FLDD

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

or
dst: CPU,M
src: F



Load and Store Operations

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FLDBCD dst,src dst: F Floating Load BCD Integer
src: CPU,M
(aD-bit operand) dst +- Float (BCD-src)

or dst +- BCD (float-src)
dst: CPU,M
(aD-bit operand)
src: F

FLDIL dst,src dst: F Floating Load Binary Integer
src: CPU,M

or dst +- Float (src)
dst: CPU,M dst +- Fix (src)
src: F

FLDIQ dst,src dst: F
src: CPU,M

or
dst: CPU,M
src: F

FLDM dst,src,n dst: F Floating Load Multiple
(obsolete) (n = 1 only) src: CPU,M

or dst +- src
dst: CPU,M
src: F

FLDNF dst,src dst: F Floating Load with No Flags Set
src: F,CPU,M

or dst +- src
dst: CPU,M
src: F

Compare and Examine Operations

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FCP src1,src2 src1: F Floating Compare
FCPS src2: F,CPU,M
FCPD src1 - src2, test results set accordingly

FCPF src1,src2 src1: F Floating Compare and Transfer
src2: F FlagstoCPU

src1 - src2
FCW +- test results

FCPFX src1,src2 src1: F Floating Compare, Transfer Flags
src2: F to CPU, and Raise Exception If

Unordered

src1 - src2
CPU +- test results

FCPX src1,src2 src1: F Floating Compare and Raise
FCPXS src2: F,CPU,M Exception If Unordered
FCPXD

src1 - src2, test results set accordingly
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Compare and Examine Operations (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FCPZ sre1 sre1: F Floating Compare with Zero
and Transfer Flags to CPU

sre1 - Normal Zero
CPU'" test results

FCPZFX sre1 sre1: F Floating Compare with Zero, Transfer
Flags to CPU, and Raise Exception
If Unordered

sre1 - Normal Zero
CPU •.. test results

N
FCPZNF sre1 sre1: F,CPU,M Floating Compare with Zero 00

0
FCPZNFS "'iI
FCPZNFD sre1 - Normal Zero 0

IIJ

FCPZXNF sre1 sre1: F,CPU,M Floating Compare with Zero and
.,.,

FCPZXNFS Raise Exception if Unordered
CI

FCPZXNFD
sre1 - Normal Zero

Control Operations

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FLDCTL dst,sre dst: Fetl Floating Load Control
dst,sre,#eount sre: CPU,M

or dst •.. sre
dst: CPU,M
sre: Fetl

FLDCTLB dst dst: flag group Floating Load Control Byte

FCW •.. test results

FRESFLG sre dst: FFLAGS Floating Reset Flag
sre: flaglist

FFLAGS (flaglist) •.. 0

FRESTRAP sre dst: USER Floating Reset Trap
sre: traplist

USER (traplist) •.. 0

FSETFLG sre dst: FFLAGS Floating Set Flag
sre: flag list

FFLAGS (flaglist) •.. 1

FSETMODE sre dst: USER Floating Set Mode
sre: modelist

USER'" modelist

FSETTRAP src dst: USER Floating Set li'ap
sre: traplist

USER (traplist) •.. 1
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FABS
FABSS
FABSo

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FINT
FINTS
FINTo

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

FNEG
FNEGS
FNEGo

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

dst: CPU,M
src: F

dst: CPU,M
src: F

FPWR2
FPWR2S
FPWR20

dst: F
src: F,CPU,M

This section describes the Z80l0 pin functions that are
common to all interfaces. Signals specific to individual
interfaces are listed within those sections.

BSY. Busy (output, active Low). The BSY signal is used by
the Z80l0 as a Wait signal during stores, and also to
implement overlap functions. BSY is associated with the
Z8000 STOp,the Z800 PAUSE, and the Z80,OOOEPUBSY.

CLK.o. Data Processor Clock (input). CLKD is provided by
the system and runs the data processor portion of the
Z80l0.

CLK.1. Interface Processor Clock (input). Interface
Processor portion of the Z80l0.

100.101, 10 Selects (input, active High). These signals
establish the EPU 10 during reset.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). lEI is used with
lEa to form an interrupt daisy chain when there is more than
one interrupt-driven device sharing a common interrupt
request line to the CPU. A High lEI indicates that no other
higher priority device has an interrupt under service or is
requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High). lEa is High
only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servicing a Z80l0

interrupt and the Z80l0 is not requesting an interrupt
(Interrupt Acknowledge cycle only). lEa is connected to the
next lower priority device's lEI input and thus inhibits
interrupts from lower priority devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain, active Low). This
signal is activated when the Z80l0 requests an interrupt.

N/S. Normal/System (input). High for Normal mode, Low for
System mode.

OPTo·OPT1. CPU Option (input, active High). These
signals establish the CPU option during reset as follows:

OPTo OPT1 CPU Interface

0 0 Universal
0 1 Z80,OOO
1 0 Z800
1 1 Z8000

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). When asserted, RESET
forces a hardware reset to power-on condition.

NOTE: After a reset, all bits in USER, FFLAG, and SYS
registers are set to 0 except the 10 bits in SYS. These store
the value on the 10 pins.



The Z8070 supports four types of external interface; Z800,
Z8000, Z80000, and Universal.

The Z800, Z8000, and Z80000 are Z-BUS type interfaces,
with the CPU and FPU fully interlocked in hardware. These
Z-BUS interfaces require no software polling or wait
instructions to prevent overrunning of the Z8070's
instruction queue.

The universal interface may require additional logic to
implement the interface. In general, EPU-memory
transactions are performed with the same bus cycles as
CPU-memory transactions.

Each of these interface types is described in detail later in
this specification.

Options

The Z8070's external interface can be configured to match a
variety of different conditions. Among the selections are:

Interface type. The OPTa and OPT1 lines select interface
types as described earlier in the signal description section of
this specification.

Overlap mode. The OVRLP bits (0 and 1) determine how
the Z8070 will react to extended instructions before it has
completed the current task. In general, increasing the
overlap makes processing faster but makes exception
recovery difficult. (Overlap behavior may also be affected by
CPU option selections.)

Interrupts. The Z8070 asserts INT when it detects an
exception condition; this signal can be connected to
different interrupt pins if the MIE bit in the Z8070's System
Configuration register is set to 1.

When the Z8070 detects an exception condition, it asserts
INT. The Z800, Z8000, and Z80,000 respond according to
whether INT is connected to its Vi, NVI, or I-.JMIline. The
priority of the interrupt depends on the Z8070's position in
the IEIIIEO daisy chain. The Z-BUS Component
Interconnect Specification in the Zilog Data Book has more
information.

10 field. The Z8070 is designed to be one of up to four
EPUs in a system. Each extended instruction contains a
two-bit 10 field which selects the desired EPU.

Extended Processing Architecture

The Z-BUS CPUs (Z800, Z8000, and Z80000) all support
Extended Processing Architecture. This provides a

mechanism by which the basic instruction set can be
extended via external EPUs such as the Z8070 FPU.

Each of these CPUs contains an Extended Processing
Architecture bit, which, when disabled, causes the CPU to
trap to a software trap handler when it encounters an
extended instruction. This allows the operation of the
extended instruction to be performed by software, and
provides an ideal tool for emulating an EPU during
development of systems intended to later contain an EPU.

If the EPA bit is enabled, it indicates that an EPU is
connected to the CPU. The CPU fetches instructions, and
the EPU monitors the address/data (AD) bus. When an
extended instruction occurs, the EPU captures it, and the
CPU performs any required address calculations. If the
instruction involves data transfers, the CPU generates the
timing signals while the EPU drives or receives the data.

When an extended instruction occurs on the AD bus, all
EPUs and the CPU latch it. Extended instructions contain an
10 code which identifies the particular EPU for whom the
instruction is intended; if that unit is free, it executes the
instruction.

If the extended instruction indicates a data transfer between
the Z8070's internal registers and main memory, the CPU
calculates the memory address and generates the
appropriate timing signals, e.g. AS, OS, or MREQ, but the
data transfer itself is between the Z8070 and memory (over
the AD lines). If a transfer of data between the CPU and the
Z8070 is indicated, the sender places the data on the AD
bus while OS is active.

If the extended instruction indicates an internal operation to
be performed by the Z8070, the Z8070 begins execution of
the task and the CPU is free to continue on to the next
instruction. Processing then proceeds simultaneously in
both the CPU and the Z8070, subject to the restrictions of
the overlap mode in effect.

The Extended Processing Architecture includes a provision
to control the amount of instruction overlapping. Each EPU
connects to the CPU via the STOP line (Z8000), PAUSE
(Z81 00), or EPUBSY (Z80,000), wired to BSY in the Z8070.
When the overlap exceeds the amount allowed by the
overlap mode in effect, the EPU can halt the CPU, giving
itself a chance to catch up.
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The zaooo uses its Z-BUS architecture to support the
ZaOlO. As the zaooo fetches instructions from memory, the
ZaOlO monitors the instruction stream, looking for
templates.

The EPA Enable bit in the zaooo's FCW register must be
High to enable the extended processing architecture. If it
sees a template while the EPA enable bit is Low, it generates
a trap. This facilitates the use of a software emulator in
designs which will use the ZaOlO.

In addition to the pins described earlier for all interfaces, the
zaooo Interface (Figure 14) uses the following ZaOlO pins:

ABORT. Abort (input, active Low). ABORT is asserted to
cause an instruction abort (Za001 and za003 only).

ADo·AD15. Address/Data (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These multiplexed address and data lines are
supplied by the CPU.



AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low). The rising edge of
AS indicates the beginning of a transaction and shows that
the address, status, and control signals are valid.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (input, active Low). When
BUSACK goes Low, the EPU 3-states the AD lines until
BUSACK goes High again and an EPU-to-memory or CPU
transfer is required.

BIW. ByteMord (input). These signals specify the data
transfer size.

OS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). OS provides timing for
data transfers on the bus.

RIW. ReadMrite (input, Low = Write). Tells the Z80l0
whether the CPU is performing a read or write.

SNo·SN6' Segment Number (input, active High). These
lines identify address segments in Z8001 and Z8003 circuits
and contain the segment number portion of a memory
address.

STo·ST3. Status (input, active High). These lines specify the
type of bus transaction as follows:

ST3-STo

0101
0110
0111
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

Type of Transaction

Nonmaskable interrupt acknowledge
Nonvectored interrupt acknowledge
Vectored interrupt acknowledge
EPU to data memory transfer
EPU to stack memory transfer
Instruction fetch after first word
Instruction fetch, first word
CPU to EPU transfer

All Z8000 extended instructions have a two-word opcode,
where the first Hex byte is either OE,OF,4E, 4F, 8E or 8F and
the least significant two bits of the first word are the 10 field.

The Z8000 recognizes four types of extended instruction:

1) data transfers between an EPU and memory
2) data transfers between an EPU and the CPU
3) status transfers between an EPU and the CPU
4) internal EPU operations.

The first three types require data transfers to or from the
EPU. The CPU performs all necessary address calculations,
and generates the required address, status and control
signals. The Z80l0 monitors these transactions, capturing
or supplying the data when OS is active, just as if it were part
of the CPU. Up to 16 words can be transferred as the result
of one extended instruction; this information is imbedded in
the instruction.

The fourth case, internal EPU operations, require no more
activity from the CPU; it can continue with something else,
provided the proper overlap mode is in effect. The Z80l0
uses its BSY (STOP) line to stop the Z8000 according to the
overlap mode in effect and the number of instructions in the
queue.

Z8000-based systems use either No Overlap or
Intermediate Overlap mode.

Instruction Execution Sequence

The Z8000lZ80l0 instruction sequence appears in Figure
15.

When the Z8000 fetches an extended instruction, it
examines its FCW register to ensure that extended
processing is enabled. If it is, the Z8000 fetches the second
word of the extended instruction.

The Z80l0 monitors the instruction stream and the status
bits. When the CPU fetches the first word of an instruction,
the Z80l0 captures it; if it is an extended instruction, it
compares the 10 field with its 10 number and executes the
instruction if they match.

If it is an extended instruction, the CPU's next non-refresh
transaction fetches the second word and sets STo-ST3 to
1100.

The EPU whose 10 bits match the 10 field captures this
word, and based on the opcode, determines the type of
operation to be performed, and (if data transfers are
required) the number of words of data to be transferred.
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CPU activity following the fetch depends on the instruction
type. If the instruction requires a data transfer, the CPU
generates the bus transaction signals and status codes. The
Z8070 monitors this activity to determine when to output or
input data. For transfers between the Z8070 and memory,
the CPU tristates its address/data lines while OS is active.

Internal FPU Operations

If the instructions call for an internal Z8070 operation, the
CPU can proceed with its next instruction, provided it is not
stopped by the BSY from the Z8070.

Z8070 to Memory Data Transfers

If an extended instruction calls for EPU to memory transfers,
the CPU generates extra instruction fetch cycles as required
to obtain the address portion of the instruction. The next 1 to
16 non-refresh CPU-generated transactions transfer the
data.

Figure 16 illustrates the timing. During T1, the CPU outputs
the memory address and bus status information, identified
by status 1010 and 1011; this is guaranteed valid when AS
rises.

For Z8070 to memory transactions, RIW is Low and the
Z8070 places the data on the bus when AS rises. For
memory to Z8070, RIW is High and memory must supply
the data before the falling edge of the clock in the middle of
T3. In both cases, the Z8000 tristates its AD lines while OS is
active.

These times can be extended by activating the CPU 's WAIT
line, adding wait states between T2 and T3.

CPU to Z8070 Data Transfers

CPU to Z8070 data transactions are illustrated in Figure 17.

When an extended instruction calls for a CPU to FPU data
transfer, the next 1 to 16 non-refresh CPU-generated
transactions provide for data transfer.
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The l8100 is the loBUS external interface of the l800
family; it interfaces to the l8070 via the loBUS architecture.
The l81 08 uses the Universal Interface.

Like the other loBUS units, the l8100 is designed to
interface with the l8070 without using external logic. The
CPU is responsible for fetching instructions, performing
address calculations, and generating the timing signals for
bus transactions; however, the l8070 does the actual data
manipulation.

In addition to the pins described earlier for all interfaces, the
l800 Interface (Figure 18) uses the following l8070 pins:

AOo·A023. Address/Data (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These multiplexed address and data lines are
supplied by the CPU.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low). The rising edge of
AS indicates the beginning of a transaction and shows that
the address, status, and control signals are valid.

BL/W, BW/L. Byte, Longword/Word; Byte. Word/
Longword. These signals specify the data transfer size.
BW/L is tied High to program the l8070 for 8116bit date
transfers.

BLNl
1
o

8 (Byte)
16 (Word)

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (input, active Low). When
BUSACK goes Low, the EPU 3-states the AD lines until
BUSACK goes High again and an EPU-to-memory or CPU
transfer is required.

OS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). OS provides timing for
data transfers on the bus.

R/W. ReadlWrite (input, Low = Write). Tells the l8070
whether the CPU is performing a read or write.

ST o·ST 3. Status (input, active High). These lines specify the
type of bus transaction as follows:

STo-ST3

0101
0110
0111
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

Type of Transaction

Nonmaskable interrupt acknowledge
Nonvectored interrupt acknowledge
Vectored interrupt acknowledge
EPU to data memory transfer
EPU to stack memory transfer
Instruction fetch after first word
Instruction fetch, first word
CPU to EPU transfer

The l8100 architecture provides a group of unique
instruction opcodes for EPU instructions. All these fall into
one of four groups:

Load EPU from memory
Load memory from EPU
Load accumulator from EPU
EPU internal operation

These fall into one of the following formats:

ED opcode, 4-byte template
ED opcode, 2-byte displacement, 4-byte template
ED opcode, 2-byte address, 4-byte opcode

The 8100 uses the ED opcode portion as an instruction, to
tell it what type of EPU instruction follows. It handles the
displacement and template as data. The FPU uses the
template to determine what action it is to perform.
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Bus Transactions

As the l8100 fetches and executes instructions, the l80l0
monitors the instruction stream and the status bits (STo-ST3)'
When the l8100 fetches an extended instruction (assuming
the EPA enable bit is set), it sets its status linesto 1101 forthe
first word of the four-byte instruction template and to 1100 for
the second.

Once the l80l0 sees the 1100 status code, it begins to
capture template information and to monitor the address

and timing signals from the CPU. These tell it when to
participate in a data transaction.

For transactions oetween the l80l0 and memory, the
l8100 3-states its address/data lines while DS is active so
the l80l0 can supply data over the bus (Figures 19 and 20).
l80l0 to CPU transactions are four processor cycles long
unless extended by WAIT (Figure 21).

The BSY/PAUSE line halts all CPU activity except responses
to refresh requests, bus requests, and reset.
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EPU Templates

The four-byte template requires two word-fetch cycles if it is
on an even boundary and one byte-fetch followed by two
word-fetches if it is on an odd boundary. In the case of odd
boundaries, it only captures the upper byte from the bus
during the last word-fetch.

The template is always fetched from memory using the
CPU's external interface, regardless of the current state of
the on-chip cache. Even though the opcode and
addressing portion of the EPU instruction may be executed
from the Z8216's on-chip cache, the template is always
fetched from memory.

The CPU activity following the extended instruction fetch
depends on the type of extended instruction. For an EPU
internal operation, no further bus transactions are required;
it fetches the next instruction. For an EPU to CPU transfer,

the next non-refresh transaction after the template fetch will
be the EPU to CPU transfer, a word transaction identified by
status code 1110. During this cycle, the CPU emits the
address of the previous transaction.

For transactions between the EPU and memory, the next
one to 16 transactions after the template fetch will be data
transfer cycles. The amount of data to transfer is encoded in
the instruction template, but the actual number of cycles
also depends on whether the block to be transferred starts
on an even or odd boundary.

The Z81 00lZ8070 interface handles all activity prior to, and
following, the extended instruction template fetch. Zilog's
Z800 Assembler supports the Z8070 by replacing Z8070
source mnemonics with the proper opcode and template
information.

In addition to the pins described earlier for all interfaces, the
Z80,000 Interface (Figure 22) uses the following Z8070 pins:

ABORT. Abort (input, active Low). Aborts current
instruction.

AOO·A031' Address/Data (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). These multiplexed address and data lines are
supplied by the CPU.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low). The rising edge of
AS indicates the beginning of a transaction and shows that
the address, status, and control signals are valid.

BLIW, BW 1[, Byte, LongwordlWord; Byte, Word/Long word
(inputs). These signals specify the data transfer size as
follows:

BLiW
1
o
1

BW/[

1
1
o

8 (Byte)
16 (Word)

32 (Longword)

BRST. Burst (input, active Low). BRST active indicates that
the CPU may generate burst transfers.

BRSTA. Burst Acknowledge (input, active Low). A Low on
BRSTA indicates that the memory can support burst
transfers.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (input, active Low). When
BUSACK goes Low, the EPU 3-states the AD lines until
BUSACK goes High again and an EPU-to-memory or CPU
transfer is required.

OS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). DS provides timing for
data transfers on the bus.

RSPOo·RSP01• Response (bidirectional, active High).
These lines encode the response monitored by the EPU to
transactions initiated by the Z80,000 CPU as follow:

RSPo RSP1 Response

0 0 Wait
0 1 Bus Error
1 0 Retry
1 1 Ready

RJW. ReadlWrite (input, Low High). Tells the Z8070
whether the CPU is performing a read or write.

STo·ST 3. Status (input, active High). These lines specify the
type of bus transaction as follows:

STo-ST3

0101
0110
0111
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

Type of Transaction

Nonmaskable interrupt acknowledge
Nonvectored interrupt acknowledge
Vectored interrupt acknowledge
EPU to data memory transfer
EPU to stack memory transfer
Instruction fetch (after first word)
Instruction fetch, first word
CPU to EPU transfer

The Z8070 and the Z80,000 are designed to serve together
as coprocessors, so the interface between them is
straightforward. The addressldata, bus control, and timing
pins are connected directly, enabling the iE and OE signals
from the Z80,000 to control buffer circuits.

The Z80,000 and Z8070 use EPUABORT and BSY to
control the Z8070. The Z8070 asserts BSY to halt the
Z80,000, and the Z80,000 asserts EPUABORT to
abort Z8070 operation.
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The Z8070's interface clock and the CPU 's clock connect to
a common signal. The Z8070's interface clock must be
synchronous with the CPU's clock, and skew between the
two should be minimal. The Z8070's data processor clock
can be asynchronous.

Instruction Execution

The Z80,000 architecture is designed to enable EPUs
(including the Z8070) to serve as coprocessors, executing
instructions in parallel.

When the CPU, with its EPA bit enabled, encounters an EPA
instruction, it outputs the first two words of the instruction to
the EPUs using a CPU-EPU instruction transfer bus

transaction. The EPUs use bits 16 and 17 of the instruction
longword as an 10 code. The CPU also transmits the logical
Program Counter that points to the instruction; the Z8070,
assuming it is selected, saves this for exception handling.

If the instruction requires data transfers to or from memory,
the CPU controls the bus while the Z8070 drives or receives
the data. If the Z8070 needs time to process or format the
data, it asserts BSY to delay the CPU.

The Z8070 also uses BSY to control the CPU for overlap
modes. It works together with the EPUO bit in the CPU's
Hardware Interface Control Register, as follows:

OVRLP
Overlap Mode ZSOlO

No overlap 00

Simple overlap 00

Intermediateoverlap 10

Maximum overlap 11

EPU
ZSO,OOO

o
Description

The Z8070 executesan EPU instruction before the CPU proceeds.

After the Z8070 has received instruction 1 the CPU proceeds to EPA
instruction 2 then waits for the Z8070 to complete instruction 1.

o When the Z8070 is executing instruction 1 and instruction 2 is in its
queue, the CPU waits for the Z8070 to complete instruction 1.

When the Z8070 is executing instruction 1 and has instruction 2 and 3
in itsqueue, the CPU proceeds to EPAinstruction 4 and waits for the
Z8070 to complete instruction 1 before issuing instruction 4.

General

The Universal Interface option (Figure 23) supports
non-Zilog processors, and the Z80 and Z800 versions not
directly supported by the Z8070.

In general, the Z8070 is treated as an I/O device similar to
Z8500 peripherals (e.g. the Z8530 SCC). Data is transferred
over the data bus (00-031), with the Chip Enable (CE), Read
(RO), and Write (WR) lines controlling the direction. When
CE and WR go Low, instructions are written to the Z8070;
when CE and RO go High, data is read from the Z8070.

Universal Interface is enabled at reset by the Z8070 OPTo
and OPT1 pins.

Signal Descriptions

In addition to the pins described earlier for all interfaces, the
Universal Interface uses the following Z8070 pins:

Ao. Address Line (input, active High). Selects between
status (1) and normal (0) transactions. Permits access to the
contents of the Status register, and initiates read or write
transactions.

ABORT. Abort (input, active Low). Aborts current
instruction.
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BLlY{, BW/L. Byte, LongwordlWord; Byte, Word/
Longword. These signals specify the data transfer size.
BW/L is tied High to program the l8070 for 8116bit data
transfers.

BUW

1
o
1

BW/L

1
1
o

8 (Byte)
16 (Word)
32 (Longword)

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). CE signals the
beginning of a l8070 transaction and is valid only for the
length of a single transaction or machine cycle.

00-031, Data Bus (bidirectional, active High, 3-state). These
are the Data Lines for the Universal Interface.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active Low). This
line indicates to the l8070 that an interrupt acknowledge
cycle is in progress.

RD. Read (input, active Low). This signal indicates a read
operation.

SIP. Sequence in Progress (output, active Low). This signal
is forced Low during the first bus transaction of an
instruction, and is held Low until all data transfers associated
with that transaction are complete.

WAIT. Wait (output, open drain). This signal is activated
when a read or write of floating point instructions or data is
attempted while BSY is asserted. It is released when the data
can be accepted or supplied.

WR. Write (input, active Low). This signal indicates that the
CPU is writing to the l8070.

Z8070 Transfer and Timing

This interface supports four basic cycles:

• Read Cycle

• Write Cycle

• Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle

• Read Status Cycle

A Read cycle is distinguished by CE and RD being pulled
Low. A Write cycle is distinguished by CE and WR being
pulled low. An Interrupt Acknowledge cycle is distinguished
by INTACK being pulled Low. All instruction, data, and status
transfers are based on these basic cycles.

Read Cycle Timing

Figure 24 illustrates read cycle timing. Ao (Low) and the
status on INTACK must remain stable throughout the cycle.
If CE falls after RD falls, or rises before RD rises, the effective
RD is shortened.

CLK.I CLK.I

Ao \ r- Ao I
INTACK (HIGH) INTACK (HIGH)

CE CE ~ I
WA (HIGH)

WA ~ I
Do·D3' Do-D3' --< DATA VALID )

AD \ r- AD (HIGH)

lEI (HIGH)
lEI (HIGH)

IEO \.. IEO (HIGH)

INT "- INT (HIGH)
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after WR falls, or rises before WR rises, the effective WR is
shortened.

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing

Figure 26 illustrates interrupt acknowledge cycle timing.
Between INTACK going low and the falling edge of RD, the
internal and externallEI/IEO daisy chains settle. If there is an
interrupt pending on the l80l0, and lEI is High when RD
falls, the acknowledge cycle was intended for the l80l0. In
this case, the l80l0 may be programmed to respond to RD
Low by placing its interrupt vector on 00-07 and internally
setting the appropriate Interrupt-Under-Service latch.

Read Status Cycle Timing

Read status cycles are like the normal read cycles shown in
Figure 24 exceptthatAo is High; a Read Status Cycle can be
performed at any time. Ao and the status on INTACK must
remain stable throughout the cycle. If CE falls after RD falls,
or rises before RD rises, the effective RD is shortened.

Ready
Sequence-in-Progress
Busy

In Universal Interface, the l80l0 is treated as an I/O device.
After Reset, it is in the Ready state, ready to accept an
instruction via a Write cycle. After the first Write cycle, it
changes to the Sequence-in-Progress state.

During the Sequence-in-Progress state, the SIP line is held
Low. It is asserted until the instruction sequence and all
associated data transfers are complete.

For example, if the l80l0 is programmed to use a 16-bit
bus, and the instruction consists of two 16·bit words, the
l80l0 changes from the Ready state to the
Sequence-in-Progress state after the first word (most
significant word first) is transferred. It waits for the transfer of
the second word of the instruction, then determines if any
data transfers are required. It waits for these as necessary.

Ao\ 1 \_-----
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The Z8070 enters the Busy state when it cannot accept
additional Read or Write cycles, either because the internal
queues are full, or because the requested data is not yet
ready. In the Busy state, the BSY signal is held Low which is a
signal for the CPU to avoid Write or Read cycles. If either a
Write or Read cycle is attempted, the Z8070 will drive the
WAIT line Low. WAIT is released when the Read or Write
cycle can proceed. Note that a Read Status cycle can be
performed at any time, even while WAIT is asserted.

After the instruction transfer and any associated data
transfers are complete, if the internal queues are full, the
Z8070 becomes Busy; otherwise, it becomes Ready.

The Z8070 is always expecting either a Read or a Write
cycle, depending on what state it is in. The use of the BSY
line depends on what overlap option is in effect.

CAUTION; If the Z8070 expects a Read cycle and the
CPU performs a Write cycle, data may be lost. If it
expects a Write cycle and the CPU performs a Read
cycle, spurious data is transferred. Both situations
should be avoided.

ZS070 Status Register

The Status register allows the CPU to read the status of the
Z8070 (Table 5). The Read Status cycle can occur at any
time: during Ready, Sequence-in-Progress, and Busy
states, between bytes of an instruction, and during data
transfers.

Status Register
Bit Name 'lYpe Function

0 BSY Read only 1 if Za070 cannot accept more
data

SIP Read only 1 if instruction sequence is in
progress

2 RiW Read only 1 if the next instruction should
be a Read

o if the next instruction should
be a Write

For example, the Z8070 can be polled at any time to
determine whether it expects a Read cycle or a Write cycle.
Todo this, read the Status register (set Ao to 1 and perform a
Read cycle). Status bit2 on 02 will be 1 if the next operation
should be a Read cycle, or 0 if the next operation should be
a Write cycle.

Status bit 0 replicates the information provided by the BSY
pin; this allows software to determine if the Z8070 is in the
Busy state.

Status bit 1 replicates the information provided by the SIP
pin; this allows software to determine if the Z8070 is in the
SIP state.

Address Modes

In Universal Interface mode, the Z8070 ignores distinctions
between addressing modes such as R, IR, OA, and X that
move data to, or from, external locations. Specifically, the
Z8070 merely places data on, or reads data from, the data
bus 00-031. This is consistent with the universal interface
philosophy of treating the Z8070 as an I/O device.

Data Bus Width

Because of the programmable bus width, the Z8070 acts as
an 8, 16, or 32-bit I/O port. Instructions and data transfers
require multiple Read or Write cycles with the most
significant byte, word, or longword first.

For example, if the single precision number 1234ABCO is to
be transferred over an 8-bit bus, the transactions will occur
as follows:

first byte: 12
second byte: 34
third byte: AB
fourth byte: CO

Interrupts, Traps and Aborts

The CPU should respond to an interrupt request by issuing
the appropriate interrupt acknowledge cycle. The
least-significant 8 bits of the Z8070's System Configuration
register contain the vector value read by the CPU during
interrupt acknowledge. The CPU should use this vector
either to identify the interrupt source as the Z8070 and/or to
select the proper service routine. This is shown in Figure 26.



Exception Handling and Overlap

The choice of overlap mode depends on how the user
recovers from arithmetic exception conditions. The Z8070
can be programmed to cause an interrupt when certain
exceptions occur. When an exception occurs, any
instruction that had been transferred or was in the process of
being transferred to the Z8070, is flushed. In the Universal
Interface mode, the PC1 and PC2 registers cannot be used
for exception recovery because the Z8070 does not monitor
addresses.

Both the No Overlap and Intermediate Overlap modes have
the benefit of allowing only one Z8070 instruction to be
processed at a time. This allows the exception handling
routine to read the Z8070 flags to determine the cause of the
interrupt, take appropriate action, and resume processing.

In the Maximum Overlap mode, the user must allow for
recovery of the instruction that caused the exception, and
any subsequent instruction in the queue. Since the queued
instruction is lost as a result of the exception, the exception

handling routine needs to a) read the Z8070 flags to
determine the cause of the interrupt, b) take any action
required by the exception itself, c) determine if a subsequent
instruction was flushed during the exception (and if so,
re-transfer that instruction), and d) resume processing.

Hardware Interfacing and Description

The Universal Interface is patterned after the interface for the
Zilog 8500 peripherals, which have been interlaced to the
Zilog's Z80 and Motorola's 68000 CPU, among others. Only
a minimal amount of "glue logic" is required.

The reader should consult the following documents in the
Zilog Microprocessors Applications Reference Book,
Volume 2, 00-2320-01; they demonstrate the versatility of
the 8500 peripheral interlace:

"Interlacing Z80 CPUs to the 8500 Peripheral Family," May
1983, pp. 2,29-51.

"Interfacing the 8500 Peripherals to the 68000," October
1982, pp. 4,93-104.



Z80 10 Z8000® MMU
Memory Management Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Dynamic segment relocation makes software
addresses independent of physical memory
addresses.

• Sophisticated memory-management features
include access validation that protects
memory areas from unauthorized or
unintentional access, and a write-warning
indicator that predicts stack overflow.

• For use with both 28001 and 28003 CPU.

• 64 variable-sized segments from 256 to
65,536 bytes can be mapped into a total
physical address space of 16M bytes; all 64
segments are randomly accessible.

• Multiple MMUs can support several transla-
tion tables for each 2800113 address space.

• MMU architecture supports multi-program-
ming systems and virtual memory implemen-
tations.

General
Description

The 280lO Memory Management Unit (MMU)
manages the large 8M byte addressing spaces
of the 2800 I CPU. The MMU provides dynamic
segment relocation as well as numerous
memory protection features.

Dynamic segment relocation makes user soft-
ware addresses independent of the physical
memory addresses, thereby freeing the user
fro:n specifying where information is actually
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located in the physical memory. It also pro-
vides a flexible, efficient method for support-
ing multi-programming systems. The MMU
uses a translation table to transform the 23-bit
logical address output from the 28001 CPU
into a 24-bit address for the physical memory.
(Only logical memory addresses go to an MMU
for translation; 110 addresses and data, in
general, must by pass this component.)
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General
Description
(Continued)

Memory segments are variable in size from
256 bytes to 64K bytes, in increments of 256
bytes. Pairs of MMUs support the 128 segment
numbers available for the various zaool CPU
address spaces. Within an address space, any
number of MMUs can be used to accommodate
multiple translation tables for System and Nor-
mal operating modes, or to support more
sophisticated memory-management systems.

MMU memory-protection features safeguard
memory areas from unauthorized or unin-
tended access by associating special access
restrictions with each segment. A segment is
assigned a number of attributes when its
descriptor is entered into the MMU. When a
memory reference is made, these attributes are
checked against the status information sup-
plied by the zaool/3 CPU. If a mismatch oc-

curs, a trap is generated and the CPU is inter-
rupted. The CPU can then check the status
registers of the MMU to determine the cause.

Segments are protected by modes of permit-
ted use, such as read only, system only,
execute only and CPU-access only. Other seg-
ment management features include a write-
warning zone useful for stack operations and
status flags that record read or write accesses
to each segment.

The MMU is controlled via 22 Special I/O
instructions from the zaooo CPU in System
mode. With these instructions, system software
can assign program segments to arbitrary
memory locations, restrict the use of segments
and monitor whether segments have been read
or written.
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General
Description
(Continued)
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Segmented
Addressing

A segmented addressing space-compared
with linear addressing-is closer to the way a
programmer uses memory because each pro-
cedure and data set can reside in its own
segment.

The 8M byte 28001 addressing spaces are
divided into 128 relocatable segments of up to
64K bytes each. A 23-bit segmented address
uses a 7-bit segment address to point to the
segment, and a 16-bit offset to address any
byte relative to the beginning of the segment.
The two parts of the segmented address may
be manipulated separately.

The MMU divides the physical memory into
256-byte blocks. Segments consist of physically
contiguous blocks. Certain segments may be
designated so that writes into the last block
generate a warning trap. If such a segment is
used as a stack, this warning can be used to
increase the segment size and prevent a stack
overflow error.

The addresses manipulated by the program-
mer, used by instructions and output by the
28001 are called logical addresses. The MMU
takes the logical addresses and transforms
them into the physical addresses required for
accessing the memory (Figure 4). This address
transformation process is called relocation.

The relocation process is transparent to user
software. A translation table in the MMU
associates the 7-bit segment number with the
base address of the physical memory segment.
The 16-bit logical address offset is added to the
physical base address to obtain the actual
physical memory location. Because a base
address always has a low byte equal to zero,

only the high-order 16 bits are stored in the
MMU and used in the addition. Thus the low-
order byte of the physical memory location is
the same as the low-order byte of the logical
address offset. This low-order byte therefore
bypasses the MMU, thus reducing the number
of pins required.
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Memory
Protection

Each memory segment is assigned several
attributes that are used to provide memory
access protection. A memory request from the
2800113 CPU is accompanied by status infor-
mation that indicates the attributes of the
memory request. The MMU compares the
memory request attributes with the segment
attributes and generates a Trap Request
whenever it detects an attribute violation. Trap
Request informs the 2800113 CPU and the
system control program of the violation so that
appropriate action can be taken to recover.
The MMU also generates the Suppress signal
SUP in the event of an access violation. Sup-
press can be used by a memory system to inhi-
bit stores into the memory and thus protect the
contents of the memory from erroneous
changes.

Five attributes can be associated with each
segment. When an attempted access violates
anyone of the attributes associated with a seg-
ment, a Trap Request and a Suppress signal
are generated by the MMU. These attributes
are read only, execute only, system access
only, inhibit CPU accesses and inhibit DMA
accesses.

Segments are speCified by a base address
and a range of legal offsets to this base
address. On each access to a segment, the off-
set is checked against this range to insure that
the access falls within the allowed range. If an
access that lies outside the segment is attemp-
ted, Trap Request and Suppress are generated.

Normally the legal range of offsets within a
segment is from 0 to 256N + 255 bytes, where
0$Ns255. However, a segment may be
speCified so that legal offsets range from 256N
to 65,535 bytes, where Os Ns 255. The later
type of segment is useful for stacks since the
28000 stack manipulation instructions cause
stacks to grow toward lower memory locations.
Thus when a stack grows to the limit of its
allocated segment, additional memory can be
allocated on the correct ~nd of the segment.
As an aid in maintaining stacks, the MMU
detects when a write is performed to the lowest
allocated 256 bytes of these segments and
generates a Trap Request. No Suppress signal
is generated so the write is allowed to proceed.
This write warning can then be used to indi-
cate that more memory should be allocated to
the seqment.



MMU
Register
Organization

The MMU contains three types of registers:
Segment Descriptor, Control and Status. A
set of 64 Segment Descriptor Registers supplies
the information needed to map logical memory
addresses to physical memory locations. The
segment number of a logical address deter-
mines which Segment Descriptor Register is
used in address translation. Each Descriptor
Register also contains the necessary informa-
tion for checking that the segment location
referenced is within the bounds of the segment
and that the type of reference is permitted. It
also indicates whether the segment has been
read or written.

In addition to the Segment Descriptor
Registers, the 28010 MMU contains' three 8-bit
control registers for programming the device
and six 8-bit status registers that record infor-
mation in the event of an access violation.

Segment Descriptor Registers. Each of the 64
Descriptor Registers contains a 16-bit base
address held, an 8-bit limit held and an 8-bit
attribute held (Figure 5). The base address
held is subdivided into high- and low-order
bytes that are loaded one byte at a time when
the descriptor is initialized. The limit held con-
tains a value N that indicates N + 1 blocks of
256 bytes have been allocated to the segment. •

The attribute held contains eight flags
(Figure 6). Five are related to protecting the
segment against certain types of access, one
indicates the special structure of the segment,
and two encode the types of accesses that have
been made to the segment. A flag is set when
its value is 1. The following brief descriptions
indicate how these flags are used.
Read-Only (RD). When this flag is set, the segment is read
only and is protected against any write access.

System-Only (SYS). When this flag IS set, the segment can
be accessed only in System mode, and is protected against
any access in Normal mode.

CPU-Inhibit (CPUl). When this flag is set, the segment is
not accessible to the currently executing process, and is
protected against any memory access by the CPU. The
segment is, however, accessable under DMA.

Execute-Only (EXC). When this flag is set, the segment
can be accessed only during an instruction fetch or access
by the relative addressing mode cycle, and thus is pro-
tected against any access during other cycles.

DMA·lnhibit (DMAI). When this flag is set, the segment
can be accessed only by the CPU, and thus is protected
against any access under DMA.

Direction and Warning (DlRW). When this flag is set, the
segment memory locations are considered to be organized
in descending order and each write to the segment is
checked for access to the last 256-byte block. Such an
access generates a trap to warn of potential segment
overflow, but no Suppress signal is generated.

Changed (CHG). When this flag is set, the segment has
been changed (written). This bit is set automatically during
any write access to this segment if the write access does not
cause any violation.

Referenced (REF). When this flag is set, the segment has
been referenced (either read or written). This bit is set
automatically during any access to the segment if the
access does not cause a violation.

·In the stack mode, segment size is 64K-256N.
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Control Registers. The three user-accessible
8-bit control registers in the MMU direct the
functioning of the MMU (Figure 7). The Mode
Register provides a sophisticated method for
selectively enabling MMUs in multiple-MMU
configurations. The Segment Address Register
(SAR) selects a particular Segment Descriptor
Register to be ac~essed during a control
operation. The Descriptor Selection Counter
Register points to a byte within the Segment
Descriptor Register to be accessed during a
control operation.
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The Mode Register contains a 3-bit iden-
tification field (ID) that distinguishes among
eight enabled MMUs in a multiple-MMU con-
figuration. This field is used during the seg-
ment trap acknowledge sequence (refer to the
section on Segment Trap and Acknowledge).
In addition, the Mode Register contains five
flags.
Multiple Segment Table (MST). This flag indicates whether
multiple segment tables are present in the hardware con·
figuration. When this flag is set, more than one table is
present and the Nis line must be used to determine
whether the MMU contains the appropriate table.

Normal Mode Select (NMS). This flag indicates whether
the MMU is to translate addresses when the NJS line is
High or Low. If the MST flag is set, the N/S line must
match the NMS flag for the MMU to translate segment
addresses, otherwise the MMU Address lines remain
3-stated.
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Upper Range Select (URS). This flag is used to indicate
whether the MMU contains the lower·numbered segment
descriptors or the higher-numbered segment descriptors.
The most significant bit of the segment number must match
the URS flag for the MMU to translate segment addresses,
otherwise the MMU Address lines remain 3-stated.

Translate (TRNS). This flag indicates whether the MMU is
to translate logical program addresses to physical memory
locations or is to pass the logical addresses unchanged to
the memory and without protection checking. In the 000-

translation mode, the most significant byte of the output is
the 7-bit segment number and the most significant bit is O.
When this flag is set, the MMU performs address transla-
tion and attribute checking.

Master Enable (MSEN). This flag enables or disables the
MMU from performing its address translation and memory
protection functions. When this flag is set, the MMU per'
forms these tasks; when the flag is clear the Address lines
o! the MMU remain 3·stated.

The Segment Address Register (SAR) points
to one of the 64 segment descriptors. Control
commands to the MMU that access segment
descriptors implicitly use this pointer to select
one of the descriptors. This register has an
auto-incrementing capability so that multiple
descriptors can be accessed in a block
read/write fashion.

The Descriptor Selection Counter Register
holds a 2-bit counter that indicates which byte
in the descriptor is being accessed during the
reading or writing operation. A value of zero
in this counter indicates the high-order byte of
the base address field is to be accessed, one
indicates the low-order byte of the base
address, two indicates the limit field and three
indicates the attribute field.

Status Registers. Six 8-bit registers contain
information useful in recovering from memory
access violations (Figure 8). The Violation
Type Register describes the conditions that
generated the trap. The Violation Segment
Number and Violation Offset Registers record
the most-significant 15 bits of the logical
address that causes a trap. The Instruction
Segment Number and Offset Registers record
the most-significant 15 bits of the logical
address of the last instruction fetched before
the first accessing violation, These two
registers can be used in conjunction with
external circuitry that records the low-order
offset byte. At the time of the addressing'viola-
tion, the Bus Cycle Status Register records the
bus cycle status (status code, read/write mode
and normal/system mode),

The MMU generates a Trap Request for two
general reasons: either it detects an access

violation, such as an attempt to write into a
read-only segment, or it detects a warning
condition, which is a write into the lowest 256
bytes of a segment with the DIRW flag set.
When a violation or warning condition is
detected, the MMU generates a Trap Request
and automatically sets the appropriate flags.
The eight flags in the Violation Type Register
describe the cause of a trap.
Read-Only Violation (RDV). Set when the CPU attempts to
access a read·only segment and the RJW line is Low.

System Violation (SYSV). Set when the CPU accesses a
system-only segment and the 'N/S line is High.

CPU-Inhibit Violation (CPUIV). Set when the CPU
attempts to access a segment with the CPU-inhibit flag set.

Execute-Only Violation (EXCV). Set when the CPU
attempts to access an execute-only segment in other than
an instruction fetch or load relative instructions cycle.

Segment Length Violation (SLV). Set when an offset falls
outside of the legal range of a segment.

Primary Write Warning (PWW). Set when an access is
made to the lowest 256 bytes of a segment with the D1RW
flag set.

Secondary Write Warning (SWW). Set when the CPU
pushes data into the last 256 bytes of the system stack and
EXCV, CPUIV, SLY, SYSV, RDV or PWW is set. Once this
flag is set, subsequent write warnings for accessing the
system stack do not generate a Segment Trap request.

Fatal Condition (FATL). Set when any other flag in the
Violation Type Register is set and either a violation is
detected or a write warning condition occurs in Normal
mode. This flag is not set during a stack push in System
mode that results in a warning condition. This flag
indicates a memory access error has occurred in the trap
processing routine. Once set, no Trap Request signals are
generated. on subsequent violations. However, Suppress
signals are generated on this and subsequent CPU viola-
tions until the FATL flag has been reset.
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Segment
Trap and
Acknowledge

The 28010 MMU generates a Segment Trap
when it detects an access violation or a
write warning condition. In the case of an
access violation, the MMU also activates Sup-
press, which can be used to inhibit memory
writes and to flag special data to be returned
on a read access. Segment Trap remains Low
until a Trap Acknowledge signal is received. If
a CPU-generated violation occurs, Suppress is
asserted for that cycle and all subsequent CPU
instruction execution cycles until the end of
the instruction. Intervening DMA cycles are
not suppressed, however, unless they generate
a violation. Violations detected during DMA
cycles cause Suppress to be asserted during
that cycle only-no Segment Trap Requests are
ever generated during DMA cycles.

Segment traps to the 28001/3 CPU are han-
dled similarly to other types of interrupts. To
service a segment trap, the CPU issues a seg-
ment trap acknowledge cycle. The acknow-
ledge cycle is always preceded by an instruc-
tion fetch cycle that is ignored (the MMU has
been designed so that this dummy cycle is
ignored). During the acknowledge cycle all
enabled MMUs use the Address/Data lines to
indicate their status. An MMU that has
generated a Segment Trap Request outputs a I
on the AID line associated with the number in
its ID field; an MMU that has not generated a
segment trap request outputs a 0 on its
associated AID line. AID lines for which no
MMlJ is associated remain 3-stated. During a

segment trap acknowledge cycle, an MMU
uses AID line 8 + i if its ID field is i.

Following the acknowledge cycle the CPU
automatically pushes the Program Status onto
the system stack and loads another Program
Status from the Program Status Area. The Seg-
ment Trap line is reset during the segment trap
acknowledge cycle. Suppress is not generated
during the stack push. If the store creates a
write warning condition, a Segment Trap
Request is generated and is serviced at the
end of the Program Status swap. The SWW
flag is also set. Servicing this second Segment
Trap Request also creates a write warning con-
dition, but because the SWW flag is set, no
Segment Trap Request is generated. If a viola-
tion rather than a write warning occurs during
the Program Status swap, the FATL flag is set
rather than the SWW flag. Subsequent viola-
tions cause Suppress to be asserted but not
Segment Trap Request. Without the SWW and
FATL flags, trap processing routines that
generate memory violations would repeatedly
be interrupted and called to process the trap
they created.

The CPU routine to process a trap request
should first check the FATL flag to determine
if a fatal system error has occurred. If not, the
SWW flag should be checked to determine if
more memory is required for the system stack.
Finally, the trap itself should be processed and
the Violation Type Register reset.

Virtual
Memory

Several features of the MMU can be used in
conjunction with external circuitry to support
virtual memory for the 28001/3. Segment Trap
Request can be used to signal the CPU in the
event that a segment is not in primary memory.
The CPU-Inhibit Flag can be used to indicate
whether a segment is in the memory or in

secondary storage. The Changed and Altered
Flags in the attribute field for each segment
can aid in implementing efficient segment
management policies. The Status Registers can
be used in recovering from virtual memory
access faults.

Multiple
MMUs

MMU architecture directly supports two
methods for multiple MMU configurations. The
first approach extends single-MMU capability
for handling 64 segments to a dual-MMU con-
figuration that manages the 128 different
segments the 28001/3 can address. This
scheme uses the URS flag in the Mode Register
in connection with the high-order bit of the
segment number (SN6).

The second approach uses several MMUs to
implement multiple translation tables. Multiple
tables can be used to reduce the time required
to switch tasks by assigning separate tables to
each task. Multiple translation tables for multi-

task environments can use the Master Enable
Flag to enable the appropriate MMUs through
software. Multiple translation tables may also
be used to extend the physical memory size
beyond 16 megabytes by separating system
from normal memory and/or program from
data memory. The MST and NMS flags in the
Mode Register can be used in conjunction with
the Nt's line to select the MMU that contains
the appropriate table. Special external cir-
cuitry that monitors the CPU Status lines can
manipulate the MMU Nis line to perform this
selection.



DMA
Operation

Direct memory access operations may occur
between 28001 instruction cycles and can be
handled through the MMU. The MMU permits
DMA in either the System or Normal mode of
operation. For each memory access, the seg-
ment attributes are checked and if a violation
is detected, Suppress is activated. Unlike a
CPU violation that automatically causes Sup-
press signals to be generated on subsequent
memory accesses until the next instruction,
DMA violations generate a Suppress only on a
per memory access basis.

The DMA device should note the Suppress
signal and record sufficient information to
enable the system to recover from the access
violation. No Segment Trap Request is ever
generated during DMA, hence warning
conditions are not signaled. Trap Requests are
not issued because the CPU cannot
acknowledge such a request.

At the start of a DMA cycle, DMASYNC
must go Low for at least two clock cycles,
indicating to the MMU the beginning of a
DMA cycle. A Low DMASYNC inhibits the
MMU from using an indeterminate segment
number on lines SNo-SN6' When the DMA
logical memory address is valid, the
DMASYNC line must be High before a rising
edge of Clock and the MMU then performs its
address translation and access protection func-
tions. Upon the release of the bus at the ter-
mination of the DMA cycle the DMASYNC line
must again be High. After two clock cycles of
DMASYNC High, the MMUassumes that the
CPU has control of the bus and that subse-
quent memory references are CPU accesses.
The first instruction fetch occurs at least two
cycles after the CPU regains control of the
bus. During CPU cycles, DMASYNC should
always be High.

MMU
Commands

The various registers in the MMU can be
read and written using 28001 CPU special I/O
commands. These commands have machine
cycles that cause the Status lines to indicate an
SIO operation is in progress. During these
machine cycles the MMU enters command
mode. In this mode, the rising edge of the
Address Strobe indicates a command is pres-
ent on the ADs-ADI5. If Chip Select is
asserted and if this command indicates that
data is to be written into one of the MMU
registers, the data is read from ADs-ADI5
while Data Strobe is Low. If the command indi-
cates that data is to be read from one of the
MMU registers, the data is placed on
ADs-ADI5 while Data Strobe is Low.

There are ten commands that read or write
various fields in the Segment Descriptor
Register. The status of the Read/Write line
indicates whether the command is a read or a
write.

The auto-incrementing feature of the Seg-
ment Address Register (SAR) can be used to
block load segment descriptors using the
repeat forms of the Special I/O instructions.
The SAR is autoincremented at the end of the
field. In accessing the base field, first the
high-order byte is selected and then the low-
order byte. The command accessing the entire
Descriptor Register references the fields in the
order of base address, limit and attribute.

Opcode (Hex)
08
09
OA
OB
OC
OD
OE

Instruction
ReadlWrite Base Field
ReadlWrite Limit Field
ReadlWrite Attribute Field
ReadlWrite Descriptor (all fields)
ReadlWrite Base Field; Increment SAR
ReadlWrite Limit Field; Increment SAR
ReadlWrite Attribute Field; Increment
SAR

OF ReadIWrite Descriptor; Increment SAR
15 Set All CPU-Inhibit Attribute Flags
16 Set All DMA-Inhibit Attribute Flags

Three commands are used to read and write
the control registers.

Opcode (Hex) Instruction
00 ReadlWrite Mode Register
01 ReadlWrite Segment Address Register
20 ReadIWriteDescriptor Selector Counter

Register

The Status Registers are read-only registers,
although the Violation Type Register (VTR)
can be reset. Nine instructions access these
registers.

Opcode (Hex)
02
03
04
05
06

Instruction
Read Violation Type Register
Read Violation Segment Number Register
Read Violation Offset (High-byte) Register
Read Bus Status Register
Read Instruction Segment Number

Register
Read Instruction Offset (High-byte)

Register
Reset Violation Type Register
Reset SWW Flag in VTR
Reset FATL Flag in VTR



MMU
Timing

The zaOIO translates addresses and checks
for access violations by stepping through
sequences of basic clock cycles corresponding
to the cycle structure of the zaOOI CPU. The
following timing diagrams show the relative
timing relationships of MMU signals during the
basic operations of memory read/write and
MMU control commands. For exact timing
information, refer to the composite timing
diagram.

Memory Read and Write. Memory read and
instruction fetch cycles are identical, except
for the status information on the STo-ST3
inputs. During a memory read cycle (Figure 9)
the 7-bit segment number is input on SNo-SNs
one clock period earlier than the address off-
set; a High on DMASYNC during T3 indicates
that the segment offset data is valid. The most
significant eight bits of the address offset are
placed on the ADo-AD15 inputs early in the
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first clock period. Valid address offset data is
indicated by the rising edge of Address
Strobe. Status and mode information become
valid early in the memory access cycle and
remain stable throughout. The most significant
16-bits of the address (physical memory loca-
tion) remain valid until the end of T3. Segment
Trap Request and Suppress are asserted in T2.

Segment Trap Request remains Low until Seg-
ment Trap Acknowledge is received. Suppress
is asserted during the current machine cycle
and terminates during T3. Suppress is
repeatedly asserted during CPU instruction
execution cycles until the current instruction
has terminated.
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MMU Command Cycle. During the command
cycle of the MMU (Figure 11), commands are
placed on the Address/Data lines during T1.
The Status lines indicate that a Special I/O
instruction is in progress, and the Chip Select
line enables the appropriate MMU for that
command. Data to be written to a register in
the MMU must be valid on the Address/Data
lines late in T2. Data read from the MMU is

placed on the Address/Data lines late in the
TWAcycle.
Input/Output and Refresh. Input/Output and
Refresh operations are indicated by the status
lines STo-ST3. During these operations, the
MMU refrains from any address translation or
protection checking. The address lines Aa-A23
remain 3-stated.

c
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Reset. The MMU can be reset by either hard
ware or software mechanisms. A hardware
reset occurs on the falling edge of the Reset
signal; a software reset is performed by a
28000 Special VO command. A hardware reset
clears the Mode Register, Violation Type
Register and Descriptor Selection Counter. If
the Chip Select line is Low, the Master Enable
Flag in the Mode Register is set to I. All other
registers are undefined. After reset, the
ADs-ADI5 and As-A23 lines are 3-stated. The
SUP and SEGT open-drain outputs are not
driven. If the Master Enable flag is not set dur-
ing reset, the MMU does not respond to subse-
quent addresses on its AID lines. To enable an
MMU after a hardware reset, an MMU com-
mand must be used in conjunction with the
Chip Select line.

A software reset occurs when the Reset
Vioiation Type Register command is issued.
This command clears the Violation Type
Register and returns the MMU to its initial
state (as if no violations or warnings had
occurred). Note that the hardware and software
resets have different effects.
Segment Trap and Acknowledge. The 28010
MMU generates a segment trap whenever it
detects an access violation or a write into the
lowest block of a segment with the DlRW flag

set. In the case of an access violation, the
MMU also activates Suppress. This Suppress
signal can be used to inhibit memory writes.
The Segment Trap remains Low until a Trap
Acknowledge signal is received. If a violation
occurs, Suppress is asserted for that cycle and
all subsequent CPU cycles until the end of the
instruction; intervening DMA cycles are not
suppressed, however, unless they generate a
violation. Violations detected during DMA
cycles cause Suppress to be asserted during
that cycle only, but no Trap Request is
generated.

When the MMU issues a Segment Trap
Request it awaits a Segment Trap Acknowl-
edge. Subsequent violations occurring before
the Trap Acknowledge is received are still
detected and handled appropriately. During
the Segment Trap Acknowledge cycle, the
MMU drives one of its Address/Data lines
High; the particular line selected is a function
of the identification field of the mode register.
After the Segment Trap has been acknowl-
edged by the 2800113 CPU, the Violation
Status Register should be read via the Special
I/O commands in order to determine the cause
of the trap. The Trap Type Register should also
be reset so that subsequent traps will be
recorded correct! y.
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Pin
Description

As-A23' Address Bus (outputs, active High,
3-state). These address lines are the 16 most-
significant bits of the physical memory
location.

ADs-ADI5' Address/Data Bus (inputs/outputs,
active High, 3-state). These multiplexed
address and data lines are used both for com-
mands and for logical addresses intended for
transla tion.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low). The
rising edge of AS indicates that ADo-AD1S'
STo-ST3, R/W and Nis are valid.

CLK. System Clock (input). CLK is the 5 V
single-phase time-base input used for both the
CPU and MMU.

CS. Chip Select (input, active Low). This line
selects an MMl! for a control command.

DMASYNC. DMA/Segment Number Syn-
chronization Strobe (input, active High). A
Low on this line indicates that the segment
number lines are 3-state; a High indicates that
the segment number is valid. It must always be
High during CPU cycles. If a DMA device
does not use the MMU for address translation,
the BUSACK signal from the CPU may be
used as an input to DMASYNC.

DS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). This line
provides timing for the data transfer between
the MMU and the 2800113 CPU.

Nis. Normal/System Mode (input, Low=
System Mode). Nis indicates the 2800113 CPU
or 28016 DMA is in the Normal or System
Mode. The signal can also be used to switch
between MMUs during different phases of an
instruction.

Reserved. Do not connect.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on
this line resets the MMU.

R/W. Read/Write (input, Low = write). RJW
indicates the 2800113 CPU or 28016 DTC is
reading from or writing to memory or the
MMU.

SEGT. Segment Trap Request (output, active
Low, open drain). The MMU interrupts the
2800113 CPU with a Low on this line when the
MMU detects an access violation or write
warning.

SNo-SNs. Segment Number (inputs, active
High). The SNo-SNs lines are used to address
one of 64 segments in the MMU; SNs is used to
selectively enable the MMU.

STo-ST3' Status (inputs, active High). These
lines specify the 2800113 CPU status.

5T3-5To Deflnition
o 0 0 0 Internal operation
o 0 0 I Memory refresh
o 0 I 0 I/O reference
001 I Special I/O reference (e.g., to an MMU)
o I 0 0 Segment trap acknowledge
o I 0 I Nonmaskable interrupt acknowledge
o 1 1 0 Nonvedored interrupt acknowledge
o I 1 I Vectored interrupt acknowledge
I 0 0 0 Data memory request
I 0 0 I Stack memory request
I 0 I 0 Data memory request (EPU)
I 0 1 I Stack memory request (EPU)
1 1 0 0 Instructionspace access
I I 0 I Instruction felch. first word
1 I 1 0 Extension processor transfer
I I I I Bus Lock, Data Memory Request (28003 only)

SUP. Suppress (output, active Low, open
drain). This signal is asserted during the cur-
rent bus cycle when any access violation
except write warning occurs.
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zaOIO
IOMHz

Min Max

zaOIO
6MHzt

Min Max

zaOIO
4MHz

Min Max

Clock Cycle Time
Clock Width (High)
Clock Width (Low)
Clock Fall Time
Clock Rise Time
DS I (Acknowledge) to Read Data

Valid Delay
DS I (Acknowledge) to Read Data

Float Delay
8 TdDSR(RDv) DS I (Read) to AD Output Driven Delay
9 TdDSR(RDf) DS I (Read) to Read Data Float Delay

10- TdC(WDv) -- CLK I to Write Data Valid Delay
11 ThC(WDn) CLK I to Write Data Not Valid

Hold Time
12 TwAS Address Strobe Width
13 TsOFF(AS) Offset Valid to AS' I Setup Time
14 ThAS(OFFn) AS I to Offset Not Valid Hold Time
15- TdAS(C)--- AS I to CLK t Delay
16 TdDS(AS) DS I to AS I Delay
17 TdAS(DS) AS I to 5S j Delay
18 TsSN(C) SN Data Valid to CLK I Setup Time
19 ThC(SNn) CLK I to SN Data not Valid Hold Time
20 - TdDMAS(C) - DMASYNC Valid to CLK I Delay
21 TdSTNR(AS) Stal!!.s (STo-ST3, N/S, R/W) Valid to

AS t Delay
22 TdC(DMA) CLK I to DMASYNC I Delay
23 TdST(C) Status (STo-ST3) Valid to CLK I Delay
24 TdDS(STn) 5S I to Status Not Valid Delay
25 - TdOFF(Av)-- Offset Valid to Address Output

Valid Delay
Status Valid to Address Output

Driven Delay
27 TdDS(Af) DS t to Address Output Float Delay
28 TdAS(Ad) AS I to Addres Output Driven Delay
29 TdC(Av) CLK I to Address Output Valid Delay
30 - TdAS(SEGT)- AS t to SEGT j Delay
31 TdC(SEGT! CLK 1 to SEGT t Delay
32 TdAS(SUP) AS t to SUP I Delay
33 TdDS(SUP DS t to SUP I Delay
34 TsCS(AS) Chip Select Input Valid to AS I Setup

Time
35 - ThAS(CSn)-- AS t to Chip Select Input Not Valid---60

Hold Time
AS I to CLK I Delay
Chip Select Input Valid to RESET t

Setup Time
RESET I to Chip Select Input Not

Valid Hold Time
39 TwRST RESET Width (Low)
40 - TdC(RDv) -- CLK I to Read Data Valid Delay
41 TdDS(C) DS I to CLK I Delay
42 TdC(DS) CLK I to DS I Delay

I TcC
2 TwCh
3 TwCI
4 TIC
5- TrC
6 TdDSA(RDv)

100 I
40 I

100 I
60--1,2-

100 1,2
55 1,2
60 1,2

TdAS(C)
TsCS(RST)

NarES:
I. SOp!Load.
2. 2.2KPull-up.
t All 6 MHz limings are preliminary.
• Units in nanoseconds (ns).

Timing measurements are made at the foHewing voltages:
High Low
4.0 V 0.8 V
2.0 V 0.8 V
2.0 V 0.8 V
6,v ±0.5 V

Clock
Output
Input
Float



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tion below apply for the following standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75 V :5 Vee :5 +5.25 V

• GND = 0 V
• O°C :5 TA :5 + 70°C

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package

drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

DC Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition

Character- VeH Clock Input High Voltage Vee-O.4 Vee+0.3 V Driven by External Clock Generator
istics

VeL Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee+0.3 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -250 p.A

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = +2.0 mA

IlL Input Leakage ±10 p.A 0.4 s VIN S + 2.4 V

IOL Output Leakage ±10 p.A 0.4 S VIN S + 2.4 V

Ice Vee Supply Current 300 mA

NOTE, The on-chip back-bias voltage generator takes approximately 20 ms to pump the back-bias voltage to -2.5 V ofter the power has
been turned on. The performance of the 28010 Z·MMU is not guaranteed during this period.



Z8010 MMU, 4.0 MHz
48-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8010 PS Z8010 LL*t
Z8010CS
Z8010 CEt

Z801 OA MMU, 6.0 MHz
48-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8010APS Z8010ALL*t
Z8010A CS

Z8010B MMU, 10.0 MHz
48-pin DIP 68-pin LCC
Z8010BPS Z8010BLL*t
Z8010B CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = OOC to + lOoC
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C
L* = - 55°C to + 110°C

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z80 15 Z8000® PMMU
Paged Memory
Management Unit

Product
Specification

• PMMU architecture supports multiprogramming
systems and virtual memory implementations.

• Dynamic page relocation makes software addresses
independent of physical memory addresses.

• Sophisticated memory management features include
access validation that protects memory areas from
unauthorized or unintentional access, and a write-
warning indicator that predicts stack overflow.

• 64 pages, each 2048 bytes in length, can be mapped
into a total physical address space of 16 megabytes; all
64 pages are randomly accessible.

• Pages larger or smaller than 2048 bytes can be easily
implemented.

• The number of accessible pages can be increased by
using multiple PMMUs.

The Z8015 Paged Memory Management Unit (PMMU), a
new member of Zilog's Z8000 Family, is designed to support
a paged virtual memory system for the Z8003 Virtual
Memory Processor Unit (VMPU). Although designed
primarily for the Z8003, the PMMU can also be used to
support other CPUs in the Z8000 Family. The sophisticated
memory management features of the PMMU include
access validation for memory protection, a write-warning

that gives advance warning of possible stack overflow, and
the generation of instruction aborts for accesses to pages
not in main memory. Each PMMU can manage a basic
memory area of sixty-four 2048-byte, fixed-size pages. The
VMPU's 8M byte logical address space is translated by the
PMMU into a 16M byte physical address space. Page size
can be easily changed and multiple PMMUs can be
combined to support more pages.

The Z8015 Paged Memory Management Unit (PMMU)
manages the 8M byte addressing spaces of the Z8003
VMPU. The PMMU provides dynamic page relocation as
well as numerous memory protection features.

Dynamic page relocation makes user software addresses
independent of the physical memory addresses, thereby
freeing the user from specifying where information is
located in the physical memory. It also provides a flexible,
efficient method for supporting multiprogramming systems.

The PMMU uses a content-addressable translation table to
transform each 23-bit logical address output from the VMPU
into a 24-bit address for the physical memory. (Only logical
memory addresses go to a PMMU for translation; I/O
addresses and data bypass this componenl.) The
translation table consists of 64 page descriptors; each
descriptor contains address translation, status, and access
information for one memory page. Each PMMU can then

manage up to 64 pages of memory.

Multiple PMMUs can be used to support more than 64
pages within a given address space. In addition, PMMUs
can be used to accommodate separate translation tables for
System and Normal operating modes.

The PMMU is designed to support a memory page 2048
bytes in length. This basic page length can be increased or
decreased using a minimal amount of external circuitry.

The PMMU is specially designed to operate with a Z8003
VMPU to implement a paged virtual memory system. If the
current PMMU instruction addresses a page not in main
memory (a page fault), the PMMU initiates an Instruction
Abort operation in the VMPU. During an abort, the PMMU
aborts the execution of the current instruction, then saves
the information needed to restart the aborted instruction. On
completion of the abort, the PMMU initiates a trap in the



VM PU to a routine that brings the addressed page into main
memory, updates the descriptor table of the PMMU to allow
address translation to the new page, and restarts the
execution of the interrupted instruction.

The logical address that caused the page fault is available in
three violation address registers of the PMMU. This
information can be used to fetch the required instruction or
data page into main memory and/or to create a page
descriptor entry so that the executing program can access
those instructions or data. The logical address of the
instruction generating the page fault is available in three
instruction address registers of the PMMU. This information
can be used to reset the Program Counter to restart the
instruction. The instruction to be restarted must also be
examined to determine if adjustments must be made to any
VMPU registers to ensure correct execution. Finally, the
ReadlWrite Data Count register can be accessed so that
certain instructions, such as Load Multiple, can be restarted
correctly.

As an aid in implementing efficient paging algorithms, the
PMMU provides Changed and Referenced flags for each
page descriptor register. The Changed flag indicates that a
page has been altered and hence must be copied to
secondary storage before that physical memory can be
overwritten by another page. The Referenced flag can be
used to determine which pages have not been accessed by
an executing program-these are the pages that should first
be removed from memory when room must be made to
bring another page into memory.

PMMU memory protection features safeguard memory

areas from unauthorized or unintended access by
associating special access restrictions with each page. A
page is assigned a number o/attributes when its descriptor
is initially entered into the PMMU. When a memory reference
is made, these attributes are checked against the status
information supplied by the VMPU. If a mismatch occurs,
the instruction is aborted, a Trap Request signal is
generated, and the VMPU is interrupted. The VMPU then
checks the status registers of the PMMU to determine the
cause of the abort.

Pages are protected by modes of permitted use, such as
read only, system only, and execute only. A Valid flag
indicates whether or not a descriptor has been initialized.
Other page management features include a Write Warning
flag useful for stack operations.

The PMMU is controlled by 20 Special I/O instructions,
which can be issued from the VMPU in System mode only.
With these instructions, system software can assign
program pages to arbitrary memory locations, restrict the
use of pages, and monitor whether pages have been read
or written.

The PMMU has two operating modes: an Address
Translation mode in which addresses are translated
automatically as they are received, and a Command mode,
during which specific registers in the PMMU are accessed
using Special I/O commands. Figure 1 shows two simplified
block diagrams that illustrate the internal organization and
data/signal flow within the PM MU. The resources used in the
Translation and the Command modes are shown,
separately, in Figures 1a and 1b.

SEGMENTED ADDRESSING AND
ADDRESS TRANSLATION

Compared with linear addressing, a segmented addressing
space is closer to the way a programmer uses memory
because each procedure and data set can reside in its own
segment.

The 23-bit addresses output by the VM PU divide an 8M byte
addressing space into 128 segments of up to 64K bytes
each. A 23-bit segmented address consists of a 7-bit
segment number and a 16-bit offset used to address any
byte relative to the beginning of the segment. The two parts
of the segmented address (segment number and offset) can
be manipulated separately.

The PMMU divides physical memory into 2048-byte pages.
Pages are assumed to be allocated in memory on 2048-byte
boundaries so that the 11 low-order bits of the starting
location of each page are always equal to zero. Segments in

a virtual memory system can consist of pages that need not
be in physical storage. Those segment pages in main
memory need not be contiguous. Segments can have a
variable number of pages. Certain pages can be
designated so that writes into the last 128 bytes generate a
warning trap without causing an instruction abort. If such a
page is used as the last page of the system stack, the
warning trap can be used to initiate the allocation of another
page to the stack segment to prevent a stack overflow error.

The addresses manipulated by the programmer, used by
instructions, and output by the VMPU are called logical
addresses. The PMMU translates logical addresses into the
physical addresses required for accessing memory; this
process is called relocation.



The translation activity in the PMMU that provides address
relocation is controlled by four internal control flags and six
input lines. The four flags are:

Master Enable (MSEN) Flag. This flag controls when the
PMMU outputs physical addresses on its Address bus (A)
lines. When this bit is clear, the A lines remain 3-stated and
no checking is performed.

Translate (TRNS) Flag. This flag determines whether the
output on the A lines is the logical address as input (with
most significant bit at 0) or a translated address. When
translation is not performed, no checking is done.

Multiple Page Table (MPT) Flag. This flag indicates
whether separate PMMUs are to be used for System and
Normal pages.

Normal Mode Select (NMS) Flag. When the Multiple Page
Table flag is set, this flag indicates whether the PMMU
contains System or Normal page descriptors.

The six input lines used in the control of the PMMU are:

N/S Line. This line is used by the PMMU to distinguish
System mode accesses from Normal mode accesses.
When the Multiple Page Table flag is set, the N/S line acts as
a chip-select mechanism.

Chip Enable (CE) Line. This line acts as a master enable
control line: it must be asserted for any address translation to
occur or for any address to be output by the PMMU.

Status Lines (STo·ST:y. These four lines are used by the
PM MU to determine the type of transaction in progress.



Access violation checking, write warning checking, and
page fault monitoring functions occur only when the PMMU
is enabled for address translation. For example, if Chip
Enable is not asserted, the PMMU does not generate an
Abort Request even if none of its descriptors match the
logical address.

The address translation process is transparent to user
software; a simplified flow diagram of this process is shown
in Figure 2. A content-addressable translation table in the
PMMU compares the 7-bit segment number and five

most-significant bits of the offset with the logical address
field of each descriptor. If a match occurs and that
descriptor's Valid flag is set, the physical address field of that
descriptor is accessed. The 11-bit logical address within the
page is concatenated to this 13-bit physical base address to
obtain the actual physical memory location. Because the
base address of a page always has the low-order 11 bits
equal to zero, only the high-order 13 bits are stored in the
PMMU and used in the translation. The PMMU outputs the
16 most significant bits of the translated address.
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Each memory page is assigned several attributes that are
used to provide memory access protection. A memory
request from the VMPU is accompanied by status
information that indicates the attributes of the memory
request. The PMMU compares the memory request
attributes with the page attributes and generates Instruction
Abort Request, Suppress, and Trap Request signals
whenever it detects an attribute violation.

An Abort Request is used to generate the Abort and Wait
inputs to the VMPU that cause the current instruction to be
aborted. The Suppress input is used by the VMPU to inhibit
stores into the memory and thus protect the contents of the
memory from erroneous changes. A Trap Request informs
the VMPU and the system control program of the violation
so that appropriate action can be taken for recovery.

Three attributes: read only, execute only, and system access
only, can be associated with each page. When an
attempted access violates anyone of the page attributes,
Abort Request, Trap Request, and Suppress signals are
generated by the PMMU.

Each descriptor register has a Valid flag in the attribute field.
When set to 1, this flag indicates that the descriptor contains

valid translation information and its logical address field is to
be used in the associative match process. If Chip Enable is
asserted and no match is found, the PMMU, if enabled,
generates Abort Request, Trap Request, and Suppress
signals. The PMMU is enabled under either of the following
conditions: the MSEN and TRNS flags are both 1 and the
MPT flag is 0; or the MSEN and TANS flags are both 1, the
MPTfiag is 1, and both input N/S and the NMS flag have the
same value.

Normally, the legal range of offsets within a segment goes
from 0 to 65,535 bytes. A stack segment, however, has legal
word offsets ranging downward from 65,534 to 0 bytes; the
stack manipulation instructions cause stacks to grow toward
lower memory locations. When a stack grows to the limit of
its allocated segment, additional memory can be added to
the segment. As an aid in maintaining stacks, the PMMU
detects when a write is performed to the lowest-allocated
128 bytes of a stack page and generates a Trap Request if
the DIRW attribute flag is set in the page descriptor. Since
neither a Suppress nor Abort Request signal is generated,
the write is allowed to proceed. This write warning can then
be used to indicate that more memory (that is, another page)
needs to be allocated to the segment.



The PMMU contains a set of 64 page descriptor registers
that supply the information needed to map logical memory
addresses to physical memory locations. The PMMU also
contains three 8-bit control registers for programming the
PMMU, and nine 8-bit status registers to record information
in the event of an access violation.

Page Descriptor Registers

The segment number and five most-significant bits of a
logical address determine, by associative lookup, which
page descriptor register is used in address translation. Each
register also contains the necessary information to enable
checking to ensure that the type of reference made is
permitted. An indication that the segment has been
previously read or written is also contained in the register.

Each of the 64 page descriptor registers contains a 12-bit
logical address field, a 13-bit physical address field, and a
7-bit attribute field (Figure 3).

The logical address field is used during the associative
search phase of address translation; a match of this field
with the most-significant bits of the logical address indicates
that the descriptor is to be used during physical address
generation. The physical address field supplies the
most-significant bits of the generated physical address.

The attribute field contains seven flags (Figure 4). Three
flags protect the page against certain types of access, one
indicates the special structure of the page, and two encode
the types of accesses that have been made to the page. The
seventh flag is used to indicate whether or not the
information in the descriptor is valid. A flag is set when its
value is 1. During a write to only the attribute field, bit 7 of the
byte is ignored. When an attribute field is read, bit 7 is
undefined. When an entire descriptor is accessed, bit 7 will
be part of the physical address field. The following
descriptions explain how these flags are used.

Valid (VALID). When this flag is set, the descriptor contains
valid page information for the currently executing process.
When this bit is clear, the logical address generated by the
VMPU is not compared against the contents of the logical
address field, so the descriptor is not used for address
translation. Only descriptors that have this flag set are used
during the associative search.
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Read-Only (RD). When this flag is set, the page is read-only
and is protected against any write access.

System-Only (SYS). When this flag is set, the page can be
accessed only in System mode, and is protected against
any access in Normal mode.

Execute-Only (EXC). When this flag is set, the page can be
accessed only during an Instruction Fetch cycle and is thus
protected against access during other cycles.

Direction and Warning (DIRW). When this flag is set, the
page's memory locations are considered to be organized in
descending order and each write to the page is checked for
access to the lowest 128 bytes. Such an access generates a
Trap Request signal to warn of potential stack overflow, but
neither an Abort Request nor a Suppress signal is
generated.

Changed (CHG). When this flag is set, the page has been
changed (written into). This bit is set automatically during
any write access to this page if the write access does not
cause a violation.

Referenced (REF). When this flag is set, the page has been
referenced (either read or written). This bit is set
automatically during any access to the page if the access
does not cause a violation.

The byte format that is required to write into or read from an
attribute field is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Format ot Byte for Reading or Writing
a Descriptor's Attribute

Control Registers

The three user-accessible, 8-bit control registers in the
PMMU direct the functioning of the PMMU (Figure 6). The
Mode register provides a sophisticated method for
selectively enabling PMMUs in multiple-PMMU
configurations. The Descriptor Address (DAR) register
selects the particular page descriptor register to be
accessed during a control operation. The Descriptor
Selection Count (DSC) register points to the byte in the Page
Descriptor register to be accessed during a control
operation.
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Mode Register

The Mode register contains a 3-bit identification (10) field
that can distinguish up to eight enabled PMMUs in a
multiple-PMMU configuration. This field is used during the
Trap Request acknowledge sequence. In addition, the
Mode register contains the following four flags:

Multiple Page Table (MPT). This flag indicates whether
more than one page table is present in the hardware
configuration. When this flag is set, more than one table is
present and the N/S line is used to determine whether the
PM MU contains the appropriate table.

Normal Mode Select (NMS). This flag indicates whether
the PMMU is to translate addresses when the N/S line is
High or Low. If the MPT flag is set, the N/S line must match
the NMS flag for the PMMU to translate addresses;
otherwise, the PMMU address lines remain 3-stated.

Translate (TRNS). This flag indicates whether the PM MU is
to translate logical program addresses to physical memory
locations or is to pass the logical addresses unchanged to
the memory without protection checking. In the
Non-Translation mode, the most-significant output byte is
the 7-bit segment number and the most-significant bit is O.
When TRNS is set, the PMMU performs address translation
and attribute checking.

Master Enable (MSEN). This flag enables or disables the
PM MU from performing its address translation and memory
protection functions. When this flag is set, the PMMU
performs these tasks; when the flag is clear the address lines
of the PMMU remain 3-stated.

Descriptor Address Register (OAR)

This register points to one of the 64 page descriptor
registers. Control commands to the PMMU that access
page descriptors implicitly use this pointer to select one of
the page descriptor registers. The OAR has auto-
incrementing capability so that multiple descriptors can be
accessed in a block read/write fashion.

Descriptor Selection Count (DSC) Register

This register holds a 2-bit counter that indicates which byte
in the descriptor is being accessed during Read or Write
operations. A zero in this counter indicates that the
highest-order byte of the descriptor is to be accessed
(most-significant byte of the logical address field), a one
indicates the next byte of the descriptor, a two indicates the
third byte, and a three indicates the least-significant byte
(containing the attribute field).

Status Registers

The following nine 8-bit status registers contain information
useful in recovering from memory access violations
(Figure 7):
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Trap Type Register. This register describes the conditions
that generate a Trap Request signal.

Violation Segment Number and Violation Offset
Registers. These three registers record the logical address
that caused a Trap Request.

Instruction Address Registers. These three registers
record the logical address of the last instruction fetched
before the first warning, access violation, or page fault.

Bus Cycle Status Register. This register records the bus
cycle status (status code, Read/Write operation and
Normal/System mode).

Read/Write Data Count Register. This register contains a
4-bit counter that counts the number of read and write data
transactions whose addresses have been translated by the
PMMU since the last instruction fetch cycle. This count is



locked when an Abort Request is generated, and indicates
the number of successful data transactions performed by
the aborted instruction.

Violation Type Register (VTR) Flags

The VTR is used by the PMMU to determine the cause of a
Trap Request. The PMMU generates a Trap Request when:
it detects an access violation, such as an attempt to write into
a read-only page; it detects a warning condition, which is a
write into the lowest 128 bytes of a page with the DIRW flag
set; or no entry matches the logical address (a page fault).
The following seven flags are contained by the Violation
Type register (VTR):

Read-Only Violation (RDV). This flag is set when the
VMPU attempts 110 access a read-only page and the RIW
line is Low.

System Violation (SYSV). This flag is set when the VMPU
accesses a system-only page and the N/S line is High.

Execute-Only Violation (EXCV). This flag is set when the
VMPU attempts to access an execute-only page other than
during an instruction fetch cycle.

Page Fault (PGFT). This flag·is set when no logical address
field ofthe valid descriptors in the PMMU matches the upper
12 bits of the logical address.

Primary Write Warning (PWW). This flag is set when an
access is made to the lowest 128 bytes of a page with the
DIRW flag set.

Secondary Write Warning (SWW). This fl1'lgis set when the
VMPU writes data into the last 128 bytes of the system stack
and EXCV, SYSV,PGFT, RDV, or PWW is set. With SWW set,
subsequent write warnings for accessing the system stack
do not generate a Trap Request.

Fatal Condition (FATL). This flag is set when any other flag
in the Trap Type register is set and either a violation is
detected or a write warning condition occurs in Normal
mode. FATL is not set during a stack push in System mode
that results in a warning condition. This flag indicates that a
memory access error has occurred in the trap processing
routine. Once set, no Trap Request or Abort Request signals
are generated on subsequent violations. However, as long
as the PMMU is enabled, Suppress signals are generated
on this and subsequent VMPU violations until the FATL flag
is reset.

ABORT, TRAP REQUEST, AND
ACKNOWLEDGE

The PMMU generates a ·four-clock-cycle Abort Request
(ABORT) when it detects an access violation or a page fault.
This signal on the ABORT (pin 33) and WAIT (pin 28) inputs
of the VM PU inserts a five-cycle abort sequence that causes
the VMPU to terminate instruction execution. A Trap
Request is generated when the PMMU detects an access
violation, page fault, or write warning. This signal on the
translation trap line of the VMPU (SAT, pin 14) causes the
VMPU to generate a trap acknowledge after the instruction
abortion (for an access violation or page fault) or after the
execution of the instruction (for a write warning). In the case
of an access violation or page fault, the PMMU also
activates Suppress (SUP), which can be used by the
memory to inhibit memory writes.

Trap Request remains Low until a trap acknowledge is
received (status = 0100). If a VMPU-generated violation
occurs, Suppress is asserted for that memory reference. (If a
Z8001 or Z8002 CPU generates the violation, any
subsequent CPU memory reference also causes Suppress
to be asserted until the end of the instruction.) Intervening
DMA accesses are not suppressed, however, unless they
generate a violation. Violations detected during DMA
accesses cause Suppress to be asserted for that access
only; no Trap or Abort Requests are generated during DMA
accesses.

Trap Requests to the VMPU are handled'similarly to
interrupts. To service a PMMU trap, the VMPU issues a trap
acknowledge. The acknowledge is usually preceded by a
dummy instruction fetch that is not used by the VMPU (the
PMMU has been designed to ignore this dummy fetch).
During the identifier fetch of the acknowledge cycle, all

enabled PMMUs use the AddressIData (AD) lines to
indicate their status. A PMMU that has generated a Trap
Request outputs a 1 on the AD line associated with the
number in its 10 field; a PMMU that has not generated a trap
request outputs a 0 on its associated AD line. AD lines with
no associated PMMU remain 3-stated. During a trap
acknowledge, a PMMU uses AD line 8 + i if its 10 field is i.

Following the Acknowledge cycle, the VMPU automatically
pushes the program status onto the system stack and loads
another program status from the trap vector at location 20H
in the program status area. The PMMU's trap line is reset
during the trap acknowledge. Suppress is not generated
during the stack push. If the push operation creates a write
warning condition, a Trap Request is generated and
serviced at the end of the context swap. The SWW flag is
also set. Servicing this second Trap Request also creates a
write warning condition, but because the SWW flag is set, no
Trap Request is generated. If a violation or page fault rather
than a write warning occurs during the context swap, the
FATL flag is set rather than the SWW flag. Subsequent
violations or faults cause Suppress but not Trap Request to
be asserted. Without the SWW and FATL flags, trap
processing routines that generate memory violations or
faults would repeatedly be interrupted and called to process
the trap they created.

The VMPU routine to process a Trap Request should first
check the FATL flag to determine if a fatal system error has
occurred. If not, the SWW flag should be checked to
determine if more memory is required for the system stack.
Finally, the trap itself should be processed and the Trap Type
register reset.



Although only one PMMU should be actively translating
addresses at a given time, PMMU architecture directly
supports various methods for multiple PMMU
configurations. The following four examples illustrate
different ways that PMMUs can be used to implement
memory management systems capable of handling more
than 64 pages.

Example 1. The first approach extends the capability of one
PMMU for handling 64 pages to a multiple-PMMU
configuration that manages more than 64 pages. The Chip
Enable line is used to select a particular PMMU to translate a
page address. For example, if one PMMU is assigned only
pages for logical addresses whose bit number 11 is a 0 and
another PMMU is assigned those whose bit number 11 is a
1, then the state of output line AD11 can be used to select the
appropriate PMMU to translate a logical address.

Example 2. Another way of using Chip Enable separates
program pages from data pages. One PM MU is associated

with translating addresses generated during instruction
fetches (status codes 1100 and 1101) and the other with
addresses generated during data fetches (status codes
1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, and 1111). Chip Enable for each
PMMU is obtained from the status code (i.e., status lines
STo-ST3)·

Example 3. Several PMMUs can be used to implement
multiple translation tables. Multiple tables reduce the time
required to switch tasks by assigning separate tables to
each task. Multiple translation tables for multitask
environments can use the Master Enable flag to enable the
appropriate PMMUsthrough software.

Example 4. A final method uses two translation tables to
separate system from normal memory. The MPT and NMS
flags in the Mode register can be used in conjunction with
the N/S line to select the PMMU that contains the
appropriate table.

The PMMU directly supports pages of 2048 bytes in length.
However, the addition of external circuitry enables the
PMMU to support systems with larger or smaller pages. The
following examples illustrate the technique for changing the
supported page size.

Example 1. To implement 4096-byte pages, address bit
ADl1 is not used in the translation process but is used
directly as the most significant bit of the address location
within a selected 4096-byte page. This can be achieved by
doing the following: (1) set the AD11 input to be equal to the
logical OR oftheST3 and AD11 outputiinesoftheVMPU, (2)
require that the least significant bit in the logical address field

of each descriptor register be set to 1, and (3) use the logical
address bit ADl1 output by the VMPU instead of the
physical address A11 output by the PMMU. The ADl1 input
must be 1 during address translation but must equal the
AD11 output by the CPU during command cycles to the
PMMU; ST3 is used to distinguish the two types of
transactions.

Example 2. To implement 1024-byte pages an additional
address bit must be translated. Two PMMUs are used. The
CE input is driven by ADlO for one PMMU and its
complement, ADlO' for the other.

At the start of a DMA cycle, DMASYNC must go Low
whether or not the PMMU is used to translate DMA
addresses, to indicate the beginning of a DMA cycle. When
DMASYNC has been Low for two cycles, the PMMU
assumes that a DMA device has control of the bus. A Low on
DMASYNC inhibits the PMMU from using an indeterminate
segment number on lines SNo-SN6' When the DMA logical
memory address is valid, the DMASYNC line must be High
on a rising edge of the clock and then be Low by the next
falling clock edge. The PMMU then performs its address
translation and access protection functions during the clock
period begun in this DMASYNC pulse. Upon the release of
the bus at the termination of the DMA cycle, the DMASYNC
line must go High. After two clock cycles of DMASYNC
High, the PMMU assumes that the VMPU has control of the
bus and that subsequent memory references are VMPU
accesses. The first memory reference occurs at least two

cycles after the VMPU regains control of the bus. During
VMPU cycles, DMASYNC should remain High. Refer to the
paragraph "Memory Read and Write" and Figure 8 for
further information.

Direct memory access (DMA) operations can occur
between instruction cycles and can be handled through the
PMMU. The PMMU permits DMA in either the System or
Normal mode of operation. For each memory access, the
page attributes are checked, and if a violation is detected,
Suppress is activated. DMA violations generate a Suppress
only on a per-memory-access basis.

The DMA device should note the Suppress signal and
record sufficient information to enable the system to recover
from the access violation. Neither a Trap Request nor an
Abort Request is ever generated during a DMA operation,
therefore warning conditions are not signaled.



1I1eSecommands cause the status lines to indicate that a
special input/output operation is in progress. During these
machine cycles, the PMMU enters the command mode. In
this mode, the rising edge of AS indicates that acommand is
present on lines ADa-AD,5. If this command indicates that
data is to be written into one of the PM MU registers, the data
is read from lines ADa-AD15 while DS is Low. If the
command indicates that data is to be read from one of the
PMMU registers, the data is placed on lines ADa-AD15
while DS is Low.

There are five commands that read or write various fields in
the page descriptor register. The status of the read/write line
indicates whether the command is a read or a write.

The autoincrementing feature of the Descriptor Address
Register (DAR) can be used to block load page descriptors
using the repeat forms of the Special I/O instructions. The
DAR is autoincremented at the end of the field. The
command accessing the entire page descriptor register
references the fields in the order of logical address, physical
address, and attribute; four bytes are written in succession.

Table 1 gives the five commands that are used to write data
into descriptor fields.

Opcode
(Hex) Instruction

OA ReadlWriteAttribute field
OB ReadlWriteDescriptor (all fields)
OE Read/WriteAttribute field; increment OAR
OF Read/WriteDescriptor (all fields); increment OAR
15 Resetall ValidAttribute flags

Opcode
(Hex) Instruction

00 ReadlWriteMode register
01 ReadlWrite Descriptor Address register
20 ReadlWrite Descriptor SelectorCount register

The status registers are read-only registers, although the
Trap Type Register (TTR) can be reset. Twelve instructions,
shown in Table 3, access these registers.

Opcode
(Hex) Instruction

02 Read TrapTyperegister
03 Read Violation Segment Number register
04 Read Violation Offset (high-byte) register
05 Read Bus Statusregister
06 Read Instruction Segment Number register
07 Read Instruction Offset (high-byte) register
11 ResetTrapTyperegister
13 ResetSWWflag in VTR
14 ResetFATLflag in VTR
21 Read Violaiion Offset (low-byte)register
22 Read ReadlWrite Data Counter register
23 Read Instruction Offset (low-byte)register

USE OF THE PMMU WITH OTHER
Z8000 CPUs

The PMMU is designed to operate in conjunction with the
Z8003 VMPU; however, it can also be used with other CPUs
in the Z8000 Family. The following examples suggest simple
system configurations; more sophisticated arrangements
are possible.

The Z8004 VMPU generates nonsegmented 16-bit
addresses only. The PMMU can be used to implement a
paged virtual memory by tying the segment number inputs
of the PMMU to 0 and requiring the most significant seven
bits of the logical address field to be O. Since the Z8004
VMPU lacks a translation trap request input pin, the
nonmaskable (or other interrupt request) pin should be used
instead.

The PMMU extends the physical addressing capability of
the Z8004 without using the segmentation mechanism of
the Z8003. This use is similar to the way in which 16-bit

minicomputers extend their addressing capability.

The Z8001 and Z8002 CPUs do not support the instruction
abort mechanism. A page fault for one of these CPUs is, in
general, non-recoverable, since during an interrupt, the
current instruction runs to completion, possibly overwriting
CPU registers. For the nonsegmented Z8002, this means
that all pages that the CPU can access must be in physical
memory and appropriate information must be in the PMMU
page descriptor registers. For the segmented Z8001, this
means that programs must explicitly request segments
before accessing them and must free segments after use. It
also means that segments are allocated in units of the page
size and that limit protection is performed with this
granularity. Use of the PMMU with the Z8001 and Z8002
CPUs permits a paged allocation of main memory and
extends the physical address capability of the Z8002.



The PMMU translates addresses and checks for access
violations by stepping through sequences of basic clock
cycles corresponding to the cycle structure of the VMPU.
Timing diagrams that show the relative timing relationships
of PMMU signals during the basic operations of memory
readlwrite and PMMU control commands are given in this
section.

Memory Read and Write

Memory read and instruction fetch cycles are identical,
except for the status information on the STo-ST 3 inputs.
During a memory read cycle (Figure 8), the 7-bit segment
number is input on SNo-SN6 one clock period before the
address offset; a High on DMASYNC during T3 indicates
that the segment offset data is valid. The address offsets are
placed on the ADo-AD1S inputs early in the first clock
period. Valid address offset data is indicated by the rising
edge of AS. Status, mode, and chip enable information
becomes valid early in the memory access cycle and must
remain stable throughout. The most significant 16 bits of the
address (physical memory location) remain valid until the
end of T3. Abort Request, Trap Request, and Suppress are
asserted in T2 (Figure 9). Abort Request is asserted for four
clock cycles. Trap Request remains Low until trap
acknowledge (status = 0100) is received. Suppress is
asserted during the current machine cycle and terminates
during T3.

PMMU Command Cycle

During the command cycle of the PMMU (Figure 11),
commands are placed on lines ADe-ADls during T1. The
status lines indicate that a Special 1/0 instruction is in
progress, and the CS line enables the appropriate PMMU
for that command. Data to be written to a register in the
PMMU must be valid on lines ADs-AD1s late in T2. Data
read from the PM MU is placed on lines ADs-AD1slate in the
TWAcycle.

Input/Output and Refresh

Input/output and refresh operations are indicated by codes
on status lines STo-ST3. During these operations, the
PMMU refrains from any address translation or protection
checking. Lines As-A23 remain 3-stated during these
operations.

Reset

The PMMU can be reset by either hardware or software
mechanisms. A hardware reset occurs on the falling edge of
the Reset signal; a software reset is performed by a VMPU
special 1/0 command. A hardware reset clears the Mode
register, Trap Type Register, and Descriptor Selection Count
register. If the CS line is Low, the Master Enable flag in the
Mode register is set to 1. All other registers are undefined.
After reset, lines ADo-AD1s and Ae-A23 are 3-stated. The
SUP and ABORT open-drain outputs are not driven. If the
Master Enable flag is not set during reset, the PMMU does
not respond to subsequent addresses on its AD lines. To
enable a PMMU after a hardware reset, a PMMU command
must be used in conjunction with CS.

A software reset occurs when the Reset Violation Type
Register command is issued. This command clears the Trap
Type Register and returns the PMMU to its initial state (as if
no violations or warnings had occurred). Note that the
hardware and software resets have different effects.

Abort, Trap Request, and Acknowledge

The PMMU generates a Trap Request whenever it fails to
find a page entry corresponding to the logical address (that
is, a page fault), detects an access violation, or detects a
write into the lowest 128-by1e block of a page with the DIRW
flag set (Figure 12). In the case of an access violation or
page fault, the PMMU also activates Suppress and Abort
Request. The Suppress signal is used by memory to inhibit
memory writes. The Trap Request remains Low until a trap
acknowledge signal (status = 0100) is received. Violations
detected during DMA cycles cause Suppress to be asserted
during that cycle only, but no Trap Request is generated.

When the PMMU issues a Trap Request, it awaits the
indication of a trap acknowledge. Subsequent violations
occurring before the trap acknowledge indication is
received are detected and appropriately processed. During
a Trap Acknowledge cycle, the PMMU drives one of its
AddresslData lines; the selection of the line is a function of
the identification field of the Mode register. After the Trap
Request has been acknowledged by the VMPU, the
Violation Status register should be read by a special 1/0
command in order to determine the cause of the trap. The
Trap Type register should be reset so that subsequent traps
are recorded correctly.
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The Z8015 is produced in 64-pin and 68-pin packages; the
functions performed by the device's input and/or output pins
are shown in Figure 13. Pin/signal name assignments are
shown in Figure 14.

As-A23' Address Bus (outputs, active High, 3-state). These
address lines are the 16 most significant bits of the physical
memory location.

ABORT. Abort Request (output, active low, open drain). A
low on this line indicates MMU requests for an instruction
abort. This line is enabled when a page fault or access
violation is detected.

AOo-A015. Address/Data Bus (inputs/outputs, active High,
3-state). ADo-AD? are used for addresses and inputs only.
They carry the low-order byte in the offset of logical
addresses intended for translation. ADa-AD1s are
multiplexed address and data lines that are used both for the
eight most significant bits of the logical address and for
commands.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active low). The rising edge of
AS indicates that lines ADo-AD1S' 8To-8T3' RiW, CE, and
N/S are valid.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active low). This line selects a
PMMU to translate a logical address.

ClK. System Clock (input). ClK is a + 5V single-phase,
time-base input used for both the VMPU and PMMU.

CS. Chip Select (input, active low). This line selects a
PMMU for a control command.

. OMASYNC. DMAISegment Number Synchronization
Strobe (input, active High). A low on this line indicates a
DMA access is occurring; a High indicates the segment
number is valid. It must be High during VMPU cycles and
low when 8N lines are 3-stated.

OS. Data Strobe (input, active low). This line provides
timing for the data transfer between the PMMU and the
Z8003 VMPU.



N/S. Normal/System Mode (input, Low = System mode).
N/S indicates to the PMMU that the VMPU or DMA is in the
Normal or System mode.

Fi'E'SE'T. Reset (input, active Low). A Low on this line resets
the PMMU.

R/W. ReadlWrite (input, Low = write). R/W indicates
whether the VMPU is reading from or writing to either
memory or the PM MU.

SNo-SNs. Segment Number (inputs, active High). These
lines provide the 7·bit segment number of a logical address.

STo-ST 3. Status (inputs, active High). These lines (Table 4)
specify the status of the associated VM PU.

SUP. Suppress (output, active Low, open·drain). This signal
is asserted du ring the cu rrent bus cycle when a page fault or
any access violation, except write warning, occurs.

TRiP. Trap Request (output, active Low, open·drain). The
PMMU interrupts the VMPU with a Low on this line when the
PMMU detects a page fault, access violation, or write
warning.

0000
0001
0010
001 1

Internal operation
Memory refresh
110reference
Special 1/0 reference (for example, to a

PMMU)
Translation trap acknowledge
Nonmaskable interrupt acknowledge
Nonvectored interrupt acknowledge
Vectored interrupt acknowledge
Data memory request
Stack memory request
Data memory request (External Processing

Architecture)
Stack memory request (External Processing

Architecture)
Instruction space access
Instruction fetch, first word
External Processing Unit-CPU transfer
Bus lock, data memory request

0100
01 01
01 1 0
01 1 1
1000
1 001
1 01 0

1 1 00
1 1 01
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

AD15 cs 64 N/S

AD14 OMASYNC 63 R{W

AD" CE 62 AS
A012 TRAP 61 os
ADu

SUP 60 NC
A010 A"
ADo Au

ABORT 59

ADDR •• ., AD, A"
RESET 58

DATA BUI AD, A" NC 57

ADo A" An 56
AD, A" 55
AD, A"

A21 54
AD, A" PHYSICAL
AD, A" ADDRIESS 53

AD, A" 52

ADo A" A" 14 51
Z8015 Au
PMMU Vcc 15 ZB015 50

SN, A" Al1 16 PMMU 49
SN, A"

17 48
SN, A, A16
SN, At A" 18 47

SN, AI< 19 46

SN, SUP A" 20 45

SN, A" 21 44

A" 22 43
TRAP RIIQUI!ST fRAIi

ABORT A" 23 42
.BORT AEQU.ST

GND 24 41

DMA/SEGMENT OMASYNC RiW A, 25 40

HIS A, 26 39

~ ST, RESERVED 27 (DECOUPLE) 38
OS ST,

SN, 28 37
ST,

SNs 29 36
CHIP SELECT OS ST,

eHIPIENAaLE CE SN, 30 35

SN, 31 34

SN, 32 33 SN,

+sv GND RffiT

Figure 14a. 54-pin Dual-In-Line (DIP),
Figure 13. Pin Functions Pin Assignments
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NC 11
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Figure 14b. 68-pin Chip Carrier,
Pin Assignments

60 NC
5. NC
58 ST2

57 ST,

56 AD,
55 AD,
54 ClK
53 GND
52 AD,o

51 ADll

50 AD12

4. AD13

48 AD14

47 AD15

46 AD,
45 vcc
44 NC

Number Symbol Parameters

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time

2 TwCh Clock Width (High)

3 TwCI Clock Width (low)

4 TIC Clock Fall Time

5 TrC Clock Rise Time

6 TdDSA(RDv) OS + (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay

7 TdDSA(RDf) OS t (Acknowledge) to Read Data Float Delay

8 TdDSR(RDv) OS + (Read) to AD Output Driven Delay

9 TdDSR(RDf) OS t (Read) to Read Data Float Delay

10 TdC(WDv) ClK t to Write Data Valid Delay

11 ThC(WDn) ClK + to Write Data Not Valid Hold Time

12 TwAS Address Strobe Width

13 TsOFF(AS) Offset Valid to AS t Setup Time

14 ThAS(OFFn) AS t to Offset Not Valid Hold Time

15 TdAS(C) AS + to ClK t Delay

16 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS melay

17 TdAS(DS) AS t to OS t Delay

18 TsSN(C) SN Data Valid to ClK t Setup Time

NOTES:
t All times given in nanoseconds (ns).
1. 50 pI load.
2. 2.2K pull-up.

594

Mln Max
(4 MHz) (4 MHz) Notes

250
105
105

20
20

100

20 75
100

20 75
160

30
60

45
60

110
50
50

120



AC CHARACTERISTICSt (Continued)

Min Max
Number Symbol Parameters (4 MHz) (4 MHz} Notes

19 ThC(SNn) ClK t to SN Data Not Valid Hold Time 0

20 TdDMAS(C) DMASYNC Valid to ClK t Delay 120

21 TdSTNR(AS) Status (STo-ST 3, N/S, RiW) Valid to AS t Delay 60

22 TdC(DMA) ClK t Delay 20

23 TdST(C) Status (STo-ST 3) Valid to ClK t Setup Time 140

24 TdDS(STn) DS t to Status Not Valid Delay 0

25 TdOFF(Av) Offset Valid to Address Output Valid Delay 200 1

26 TdST(Ad) Status Valid to Address Output Driven Delay 180 1

27 TdDS(Af) DS t to Address Output Float Delay 30 160 1 N
00

28 TdAS(Ad) AS + to Address Output Driven Delay 170 1 e•••29 TdC(Av) ClK + to Address Output Valid Delay 155 1 en
30 TdAS(TRAP) AS t to TRAP + Delay 110 1,2 III

a:
31 TdC(TRAP) ClK t to TRAP t Delay 300 1,2 a:
32 TdAS(SUP) AS t to SUP + Delay 115 1,2 .c=
33 TdDS(SUP) DS t to SUP t Delay 30 155 1,2

34 TsCS(AS) Chip Select Input Valid to AS t Setup Time 10

35 ThAS(CSn) AS t to Chip Select Input Not Valid Hold Time 80

36 TdAS(C) AS t to ClK t Delay 0

37 TsCS(RST) Chip Select Input Valid to RESET t Setup Time 150

38 ThRST(CSn) RESET t to Chip Select Input Not Valid Hold Time 0

39 TwRSTI RESET Width (Low) 2TcC

40 TdC(RDv) ClK t to Read Data Valid Delay 460

41 TdDS(C) DS t to ClK t Delay 30

42 TdC(DS) ClK + to DS t Delay 0 110

43 TdAS(ABORT) AS t to ABORT Delay 110

44 TdC(ABORT) ClK + to ABORT Delay 30 155

45 TdCE(Av) CE + to Address Output Valid Delay 235

46 TsCE(AS) CE ~ to AS t Setup Time 0

47 ThAS(CEn) AS t to Chip Enable Input Not Valid Hold Time 60

NOTES:
t All times given in nanoseconds (ns).
1. 50 pI load.
2. 2.2K pull-up.
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Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND .

Operating Ambient
Temperature .....

Storage Temperature.
... See Ordering Information

.. - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the

operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

The following dc characteristics apply for the given standard
test conditions unless otherwise noted. All voltages are
referenced to GND. Positive current flows into the
referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• + 4.75V •• Vee" + 5.25V

• GND = OV

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Condition

VeH Clock Input High Voltage Vee - 0.4 Vee + 0.3 V Driven by ExternalClock Generator
Vel Clock Input LowVoltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by ExternalClock Generator
VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.3 V
Vil Input LowVoltage -0.3 0.8 V
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -250!-,A
VOL Output LowVoltage 0.4 V IOl = +2.0mA
III Input Leakage ±10 !-,A 0.4 •• VIN" + 2.4V
IOl Output Leakage ±10 !-,A 0.4 •• VIN" + 2.4V
Ice Vee Supply Current 300 mA



Z8015 Z-PMMU, 4.0 MHz
64-pin DIP 68-pin PCC
Z8015 CS Z8015 VSt
Z8015CE Z8015VEt

Z8015A Z-PMMU, 6.0 MHz
64-pin DIP 68-pin PCC
Z8015A CS Z8015A VSt
Z8015ACE Z8015AVEt

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = 0 °C to + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M •= - 55°C to + 125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon .

• For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specitications.



Zilog

• Memory-to-peripheral transfers up to 2.66M bytes per
second at 4 MHz.

• Memory-to-memory transfers up to 1.33M bytes per
second at 4 MHz.

• Two fully independent, multi-function channels.

• Masked data pattern matching for Search and
Transfer-and-Search operations.

• Funneling option that permits mixing of byte and word
data during transfer operations.

The Z8016 DMA Transfer Controller (DTC) is a high per-
formance data transfer device designed to match the
power and addressing capability of the Z8000 CPUs. In
addition to providing block data transfer capability be-
tween memory and peripherals, each of the two DTC
channels can perform peripheral-to-peripheral and
memory-to-memory transfers. A special Search mode of
operation compares data read from memory or
peripherals with the contents of a pattern register. A
search can be performed concurrently with transfers or
as an operation in itself.

In all operations (Search, Transfer, and Transfer-and-
Search), the DTC can operate in either Flowthrough or
Flyby transfer mode. In the Flowthrough mode, data is
stored temporarily within the DTC on its way from source
to destination. In this mode transfers can be made be-
tween a word-oriented memory and a byte-oriented
peripheral through the bidirectional byte/word funneling
option. In Flyby mode, data is transferred in a single step
(from source to destination), thus providing twice the
throughput.

The Z8016 DTC takes full advantage of the Z8000
memory management scheme by interfacing directly to
the Z8010 Memory Management Unit (MMU) or the
Z8015 Paged Memory Management Unit (PMMU). In this
configuration, 8M bytes of logical address range are pro-
Vided for each CPU address space. Alternatively, the

Z8000® Z8016 Z-DTC
Direct Memory Access
Transfer Controller

Product
Specification

April 1985

• Can operate in logical address space with Zilog
Memory Management Units, providing an 8M byte
logical addressing range and 16M byte physical ad-
dressing range.

• Programmable chaining operation provides automatic
loading of control parameters from memory into each
channel.

• Software- or hardware-controlled Wait state insertion.

• Z-BUSTM daisy-chain interrupt hierarchy and bus-
request structure.

Z8016 DTC can operate independently of an MMU
directly addressing up to 16M bytes of physical addres~
space.

In addition to providing a hardware WAIT input to accom-
modate different memory or peripheral speeds, the
Z8016 DTC allows the user to program the automatic in-
sertion of either zero, one, two, or four Wait states for
either source or destination addresses. Alternatively, the
WAIT input pin function can be disabled and these
software-programmed Wait states used exclusively.

The Z8016 DTC minimizes CPU involvement by allowing
each channel to load its control registers from memory
automatically when a DMA operation is complete. By
loading the address of the next block of control
parameters as part of this operation, command chaining
is accomplished. The only action required of the CPU is
to load the address of the control parameter table into
the channel's Chain Address register and then issue a
Start Chain command.

In some DMA applications, data is transferred con-
tinuously between the same two locations. To service
these repetitive DMA operations, base registers are pro-
Vided on each channel to reinitialize the current source
and destination address registers. This re-initialization
eliminates the need for reloading registers from memory
tables.



SNo ADo

SN, AD,
BAI lED

SN2 AD2
BUSREQ INT

SEGMENT SN3 AD3
BADNUMBER lEI

SN. AD.
+SV ClK

SNs ADs
ADo AS

SNs AD.
AD, OS

SN7/MMUSYNC AD7 ADDRESSI
CSIWAITDATA AD2

AD.
AD3 RJW

STo AD.
DACK,AD.

ST, AD,o
ADs DACK2

ST2 Z8016 AD" AD. EOPSTATUS
ST3 DTC AD'2 DREQ2
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AD'3 AD. DREQ,

BJW AD,. AD. BJW
NfS AD,s AD,o ST3

AD" ST2
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AD13 STo
BAD DACK" DACK2 AD,. NfS

EOP AD,s SNo
AS

SN. SN,
OS INT SNs SN7fMMUSYNC

lEI SN. GND
lED SN3 SN2

The Z8016 DTC is directly Z-BUS compatible, and
operates within the Z8000 daisy-chain vectored-priority
interrupt scheme. The Demand Interleave operation
allows the DTC to surrender the bus to the external
system, or to alternate between internal channels. This
capability allows for parallel operations between dual
channels or between a DTC channel and the CPU.

The DTC can be used to provide a central DMA function

for the CPU or to provide dispersed DMA operations in
conjunction with a wide variety of Z8000 Family
peripheral controllers.

The Z8016 DTC is packaged in a 48-pin DIP and uses a
single + 5 V power supply.

The Z8016 DTC pin functions and assignments are
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

Figure 2. 48-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments

ADo-AD15' Address/Data Bus (bidirectional, active
High, 3-state) pins 5-20. These multiplexed Ad-
dress/Data lines are used for all 1/0 and memory trans-
actions.

AS. Address Strobe (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state)
pin 44. When the DTC is bus master the rising edge of AS
(while DS is High) indicates that addresses are valid.
When the DTC is not bus master, the address lines are
sampled on the rising edge of AS. There are no timing re-
quirements between AS as an input and the DTC clock,
because the Z-BUS does not use a bused clock. If AS
and DS are simultaneously Low, the DTC will be reset.

BAI. Bus Acknowledge In (input, active Low) pin 1.
Signals that the bus has been released for DTC control.
In multiple-DTC configurations, the BAI pin of the
highest-priority DTC is normally connected to the Bus
Acknowledge pin of the CPU. Each lower-priority DTC
has its BAI connected to the BAa of the next higher-
priority DTC.

BAO. Bus Acknowledge Out (output, active Low) pin 3. In
a multiple-DMA configuration, this pin signals that no
higher-priority DTC has requested the bus. BAI and BAa
form a daisy chain for multiple-DTC priority resolution.



BUSREQ. Bus Request (bidirectional, active Low, open-
drain) pin 2. BUSREO is used by the OTC to obtain con-
trol of the bus from the CPU. Before driving BUSREO ac-
tive, the OTC samples this line to ensure that another re-
quest is not already being made by another device.
Since the OTC internally synchronizes the sampled
BUSREO signal, transitions on BUSREO can be asyn-
chronous with respect to the OTC clock.

BiW. Byte/Word (output, 3-state) pin 35. This output in-
dicates the type of data transferred on the Address/Oata
(AID) bus. A High on this line indicates a byte (8-bit)
transfer and a Low indicates a word (16-bit) transfer. This
signal is activated when AS goes Low and remains valid
for the duration of the transaction.

CLK. DTC Clock (input) pin 45. The Clock signal controls
internal operations and the rates of data transfer. It is
usually derived from a master system clock or an
associated CPU clock. When the OTC is used with an
MMU, both must be driven from the same clock signal.
While many OTC input signals are asynchronous, transi-
tions for other signals (such as WAIT inputs) must meet
setup and hold requirements relative to the OTC clock.
(See the timing diagrams for details.)

CS/WAIT. Chip Select/Wait (input, active Low) pin 42.
When the OTC is not in control of the system bus, this pin
serves as a Chip Select (CS) input. A CPU or other exter-
nal device uses CS to activate the OTC for reading and
writing the OTC's internal registers. (CS can be held Low
for multiple transfers to and from the OTC, provided that
AS and OS are enabled for each transfer.) There are no
timing requirements between the CS input and the OTC
clock; the CS input timing requirements are only defined
relative to AS.
When the OTC is in control of the system bus, this pin
serves as the WAIT input. Slow memories and peripheral
devices can use WAIT to extend OS during bus transfers.
Unlike the CS input, transitions on the WAIT input must
meet certain timing requirements relative to the OTC
clock (see the Active State timing diagram for details).
The WAIT function can be disabled using a control bit in
the Master Mode register, in which case this input is
treated as a Chip Select only and is ignored when the
OTC is in control of the system bus.

OACK1, OACK2. DMA Acknowledge (output, active Low)
pins 39 and 40. There is one OMA Acknowledge line
associated with each channel. The OACK lines are pro-
grammed in the Channel Mode register to be pUlsed,
held active, or held inactive during OMA transfers. Dur-
ing Flyby operations the OACK line is used for two pur-
poses. It selects the peripheral involved in the transfer,
and it provides timing information on when to access the
bus. During flowthrough operations the OACK line can
be programmed to be active or inactive during a OMA
transfer. OACK is not output during chaining operations.

OREQh OREQ2. DMA Request (input, active Low) pins
36 and 37. There is a OMA Request line associated with
each channel. These lines can make transitions indepen-
dent of the OTC clock. They are used by external logic to
initiate and control OMA operations performed by the
OTC.

OS. Data Strobe (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state) pin
43. A Low on this signal while AS is High indicates that
the AID bus is being used to transfer data. When the CPU
is bus master and is transferring information to or from
the OTC, OS is a timing input used by the OTC to move
data to or from the AID bus.

EOP. End of Process (bidirectional, active Low, open-
drain, asynchronous) pin 38. This line is output when a
Terminal Count (TC) or Match Condition (MC) termination
occurs (see Termination section). An external source
can terminate a OMA operation in progress by driving
EOP Low. EOP always applies to the active channel; if no
channel is active, EOP is ignored. The Suppress output
of the MMU can be connected to EOP to terminate OMA
accesses that violate the MMU protection settings. To
provide full access protection, an external EOP is ac-
cepted even during chaining.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High) pin 46. lEI is
used with lEa to form an interrupt daisy chain when
there is more than one interrupt-driven device. A High
lEI indicates that no other higher-priority device has an
interrupt under service or is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High) pin 48.
lEa is High only if lEI is High and the CPU is not servic-
ing an interrupt from the requesting OTC. lEa is con-
nected to the next lower-priority device's lEI input and
thus inhibits interrupts from lower-priority devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain, active Low)
pin 47. This signal is pulled Low when the OTC requests
an interrupt.

N/S. Normal/System (output, 3-state) pin 30. The N/S
signal is activated when the OTC is bus master. The N/S
signal indicates which memory space is being accessed
by going High for normal memory and Low for system
memory.

R/W. Read/Write (bidirectional, 3-state, Low = write) pin
41. When the OTC is not bus master, R/W is a status in-
put used to indicate whether data is being read from
(High) or written to (Low) the OTC. When the OTC is bus
master, R/W is an output used to indicate whether the
OTC is reading or writing the addressed location. During
Flyby OMA operations, the "Flyby peripheral" (Figure 3)
inverts the R/W signal to determine whether it must read
or write.



SNo-SNs. Segment Number (output, 3·state) pins 21·25
and 28·29. In logical address configuration, these lines
provide the segment number field of a 23-bit segmented
address. The SNo-SN6 I/O address information can be
used to increase the OTC's logical I/O address space
beyond that of the CPU. In physical address configura-
tion, these lines provide bits 23 through 17 of a 24·bit
linear address. The 24th bit (MSB) is output on SN7/MMU
Sync.

SN7 or MMU Sync. Segment Number 7 or MMU Sync
(output, 3-state) pin 27. In a logical address space con-
figuration (with MMU), this line outputs an active High
pulse prior to each machine cycle. The MMU uses this
signal to synchronize access to its translation table and
to differentiate between CPU and OTC control. The MMU
ignores MMUSYNC if the status lines (STo-ST3) indicate

that an I/O transaction is being performed. This output is
Low when the OTC is not bus master and the MM1 bit in
the Master Mode register is set.

In a physical address space configuration (without
MMU), this line outputs SN7, which becomes the 24th
address bit in a linear address space. The 24-bit linear
address configuration allows the OTC to access 16M
bytes of memory. This pin floats to the high impedance
state when the OTC is not bus master and the MM1 bit is
cleared.

STo-ST3. Status (bidirectional, 3·state) pins 31-34.
When the OTC is bus master, these iines are outputs in·
dicating the type of memory or I/O transaction being per-
formed. When the OTC is not bus master, the status lines
are inputs used to detect Interrupt and Segment Trap
Acknowledge cycles (Table 1).

ST3 ST2 ST1 STo Tra nsa ction/Opera tion

0 0 0 0 Internal Operation
0 0 0 1 Memory Refresh
0 0 1 0 I/O Transaction
0 0 1 1 Special I/O Transaction
0 1 0 0 Segment Trap Acknowledge
0 1 0 1 Nonmaskable Interrupt Acknowledge
0 1 1 0 Nonvectored Interrupt Acknowledge
0 1 1 1 Vectored Interrupt Acknowledge
1 0 0 0 Memory Transaction for DatalDTC Chaining
1 0 0 1 Memory Transaction for Stack
1 0 1 0 Reserved
1 0 1 1 Reserved
1 1 0 0 Memory Transaction for Program Fetch (SUbsequent Word)
1 1 0 1 Memory Transaction for Program Fetch (First Word)
1 1 1 0 Reserved
1 1 1 1 Reserved

Status Code
Generated/Decoded

Generated
Generated
Decoded
Decoded
Decoded
Decoded
Generated
Generated

Channel Initialization

The Z8016 OTC operates with a minimum of interaction
with the host CPU. Each channel's operation is deter-
mined by the settings of its own set of control registers.
Each channel is initialized when the OTC loads its con-
trol parameters from memory into its control registers
during the chaining operation. To initiate the chaining
operation, the CPU is required to program the Master
Mode register and each channel's Chain Address
register. Then each channel's control registers are
automatically loaded by the OTC with control
parameters stored in a chain control table in memory,
located at the address pointed to by that channel's Chain
Address register. Once the channel registers are loaded,
the OTC is ready to perform OMA operations.

Initiating DMA Operations. OMA operations can be
initiated in three ways:

• Software Request. The CPU can issue Software Re·
quest commands to start OMA operations on a
specific channel. This channei must then request con·
trol of the bus and perform transfers.

• Hardware Request. OMA operations can be started by
forcing a channel's OREQ input Low, as described in
the Transfer Modes section.

• Starting After Chaining. If the Software Request bit of
the Channel Mode register is loaded with a 1 during
chaining, the channel will perform the programmed
DMA operation at the end of chaining. If the channel is



programmed for Single Operation or Demand mode, it
will perform the operation immediately. The channel
will give up the bus after chaining and before the
operation if the CPU Interleave bit in the Master Mode
register is set. Note that once a channel starts a
chaining operation by fetching a reload word, it re-
tains bus control at least until all of the registers
specified in the reload word have been loaded from
memory.

The Z8016 DTC uses three basic types of operation:
Transfer, Search, and Transfer-and-Search.

During a Transfer operation, the DTC obtains control of
the system AID bus from the CPU. Data is read from one
addressable port (source) and is written to another ad-
dressable port (destination) in words or bytes. This ap-
plies to both Flyby and Flowthrough transfers.

Flyby transfers use a single addressing/transfer cycle, in
which data is transferred directly from the source to the'
destination with no intermediate storage (Figure 3). This
method of transfer provides higher throughput than
Flowthrough transfers but cannot be used for memory-
to-memory transfer.

Flowthrough transfers are used for all combinations of
addressable memory and I/O spaces. These transfers
use independent double Addressing/Transfer cycles, in
which data is stored temporarily in the DTC while being
transferred from source to destination (Figure 4).
Flowthrough transfers can use the funneling option,
which allows mixing of data sizes between source and
destination. For example, a byte-oriented peripheral can
conveniently supply data to a word-oriented memory.
This option requires no added circuitry for either
memory or peripherals.

FLYBY
PERIPHERAL

(e.g., FIO)

PERIPHERAL
OR

MEMORY

Z8016
DTC

TEMPORARY
REGISTER

PERIPHERAL
OR

MEMORY



During a Search operation, data is read from the source
port and compared byte·by·byte with a pattern register
containing a programmable match byte. The Search
operation can be programmed to stop either when the
read data matches (Stop-on· Match) or when it fails to
match the masked pattern (Stop-on· No-Match). For
word reads, the Channel Mode register can be used to
select either 8- or 16-bit compares.

Transfer-and-Search operations combine the transfer
and search functions to facilitate the transfer of variable·
length data blocks. While data is being transferred be-
tween two ports, a simultaneous search is made for a
bit·maskable byte match. Transfer·and-Search can be
performed in either Flowthrough or Flyby mode. A Flyby
Transfer-and·Search can be used to increase
throughput for transfers between peripherais or between
memory and a peripheral; it cannot be used for memory·
to-memory transfers.

Transfer Modes. The Z8016 DTC operates in either of
two transfer modes: Single or Demand. The Demand
mode is further divided into the Demand Dedicated with
Bus Hold, Demand Dedicated with Bus Release, and De·
mand Interleave modes.

The Single mode is used with peripherals that transfer
single bytes or words at irregular intervals. Each Soft·
ware Request command causes the channel to perform
a single DMA operation and each application of a High·
to-Low transition on the DREQ input also initiates a DMA
operation. Each time a Single mode DMA operation
ends, the channel relinquishes the bus unless a new
transition has occurred on DREQ.

In the Demand mode, when the DREQ input is active,
transfer cycles are executed repeatedly until the
transfer is completed. In the Demand Dedicated with
Bus Hold mode, the active channel retains control of the
bus until the transfer is complete, even after the DREQ
input has gone inactive. In the Demand Dedicated with
Bus Release mode, the active channel releases control
of the bus when the DREQ input goes inactive. When the
DREQ input becomes active again, control of the bus is
re·acquired and the transfer operation continues.

The Demand Interleave mode has two options, program-
mable in the Master Mode register bit MM2. If MM2 is
set, the DTC relinquishes and re-requests bus control
after every DMA operation.

This permits the CPU and other devices to gain bus con·
trol. If both channels receive active DREQ inputs, each

channel relinquishes control to the CPU after each
operation. In the second option (MM2 is 0), control can
pass from one channel to the other without requiring the
DTC to release bus control. If both channels receive ac-
tive DREQ inputs, control alternates between channels
and the DTC retains bus control until all channel opera·
tions are complete.

Walt States. The Z8016 DTC can insert Wait cycles in-
to the DMA Transaction cycle under hardware or soft·
ware control. The CS/WAIT input can be multiplexed to
function as a Chip Select for the DTC when it does not
have control of the bus, and as a WAIT input when the
DTC is the bus controller. Multiplexing CS and WAIT reo
quires external logic, but the DTC can be programmed to
insert Wait states automatically without external logic
when accessing either I/O or memory addresses. Either
zero, one, two, or four Wait states can be added. Wait
states can be programmed separately for the Current
Address registers and for the Chain Address register.
Programmable Wait cycle insertion allows memories
and peripherals of different speeds to be associated with
I/O and memory addresses.

Interrupts. On the Z8016 DTC, each channel is an inter-
rupt source and has its own vector register for identify·
ing the source of the interrupt during a CPU/DTC Inter-
rupt Acknowledge transaction. An interrupt can result
from a Match Condition (MC), End-Of-Process (EOP), or
Terminal Count (TC) on either channel. The user selects
the action to be performed by setting bits in the Channel
Mode register.

Three bits in each channel's Status register control inter-
rupts. These are the Channel Interrupt Enable (CIE) bit,
the Interrupt Pending (IP) bit, and the Interrupt Under
Service (IUS) bit.

Devices connected to any of the CPU's three interrupt
inputs resolve priority conflicts with an interrupt daisy
chain, as shown in Figure 5. The daisy chain has two
functions. During an Interrupt Acknowledge transaction,
it determines which interrupt source is being
acknowledged. At all other times, it determines which in·
terrupt sources can initiate an interrupt request.

The Z8016 DTC has an interrupt queuing capability,
which includes a two-deep interrupt queue on each
channel. This allows the DTC to continue normal opera-
tion between the time an interrupt is issued and the time
the Interrupt Acknowledge is received.
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Termination

DMA operations can end in one of the following three
ways:

• A Terminal Count (TC) termination occurs when a
channel's Current Operation Count register goes to O.

• An End-of-Process (EOP) termination occurs when
the DTC'S EOP pin is driven Low by external logic.

• A Match Condition (MC) termination occurs when data
being Searched or Transferred-and-Searched meets
the match condition programmed in the Channel
Mode register.

The DTC can be configured to operate in physical ad·
dress space or logical address space. When the DTC is
operated in logical address space, the segment and off·
set portions of the address registers combine to form
23·bit logical addresses. In conjunction with a CPU, DMA
operations can be handled through the Z8010 MMU or
the Z8015 PMMU. MMUs offer dynamic segment reloca·
tion, segment protection, and other memory manage-
ment features.

In the physical address space configuration, the seg·
ment and offset portions of the DTC's address registers
are combined with the SN7 output to form a single 24·bit
linear address. The extended I/O addressing capability
of the DTC can be used to increase the DTC's physical
I/O address space beyond that of the CPU. Figure 6 il-
lustrates various DTC configuration options with the
Z8000 CPUs and MMUs.
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The internal structure of the l8016 OTC includes driver
and receiver circuitry for interfacing with lilog's loBUS.
The OTC's internal bus interfaces with the loBUS and

services all internal logic and registers, as illustrated in
the OTC block diagram (Figure 7).
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REGISTERS INTERNAL BUS

REGISTERS

MASTER MODE II
0••••COMMAND 'IIa

CHAIN CONTROL
INTERFACE ~

CONTROL LOGIC
TO
PERIPHERALS

TEMPORARY

The OTC contains chip-level control reg'isters as well as
channel-level registers that are duplicated for each
channel. Registers on the OTC that can be read by the
CPU are either fast- or slow-readable. CPU 1/0 instruc-
tions can read fast- readable registers without Wait
states. Slow-readable registers can be read by the CPU
only if Wait states are inserted. This requires external
logic to generate and time the application of Low signals
on the CPUs WAIT input if the slow-readable registers
are to be read.

Control Registers

The four control registers direct the functioning of the
OTC. (Figure 8,)

Master Mode Register. This register selects the way in
which the OTC interfaces to the system. The following
descriptions indicate how the individual bits in the
Master Mode register are used. The Master Mode
register is fast-readabie.

Chip Enable (eE). The setting of this bit enables the OTC
to request the bus, perform OMA operations and reload
registers.

Logical/Physical Address Space (LPA), The setting of
this bit determines how the system will view the segment
and offset portions of the Current ARA and ARB
registers. When LPA is set to 1 (Logical Address Space),
the segment and offset portions of the Current ARA and
ARB registers are treated as separate portions of the ad-
dress. The 16-bit offset portion of the address will ap-
pear on pins AOo-A015 when AS is Low. The 7-bit seg-
ment number appears on pins SNo-SN6 for the duration
of the transaction.

When this bit is set to 0 (Physical Address Space), the
segment and offset portions of the Current ARA and ARB
registers are treated as a single address and all eight
segment bits in the register are used. Both the 1/0 and
the memory addresses in Physical Memory Space are
generated by loading the offset portion of the Current Ad-
dress register onto the AOo-A015 bus and the segment
portion of that register onto the SNo-SN7 bus. (In con-
junction with the nonsegmented l8000 CPUs, either
Logical or Physical Address Space setting may be used.)

Wait Line Enable (WLE). This bit is set to enable sam-
pling of the CS/WAIT line during memory and 110
transactions.



Disable Lower Chain (DLC). This bit is set to inhibit all
lower priority devices on the interrupt daisy chain. While
OLC is 0, the OTC generates Low and High signals on the
IEO output in response to lEI.

No Vector on Interrupt (NVI). This bit determines
whether the OTC channel or a peripheral returns a vec-
tor during Interrupt Acknowledge cycles. While the bit is
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cleared, a channel receiving an Interrupt Acknowledge
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Interrupt Acknowledge Field (two bits). This field is used
to select the type of Interrupt Acknowledge cycle the
DTC is to respond to. The setting of this field must cor·
respond to the IEIIIEO daisy chain on which the DTC is
located. The DTC can respond to Nonmaskable Interrupt
(NMI), Nonvectored Interrupt (NVI), or Segment Trap
Acknowledge cycles.

CPU Interleave Enable. When this bit is set, interleaving
of bus use between the CPU and the DTC is enabied.

Chain Control Register. This 16-bit register specifies
which registers are to be loaded from memory during a
chaining operation. The Chain Control register is loaded
from the memory location pointed to by the Chain Ad-
dress register. The Chain Control register is chain
ioadable only and cannot be accessed by the CPU.

Command Register. The Command register is an B·bit
write-only register written to by the host CPU to execute
commands. The Command register is loaded from the
data on ADrADo; the data on AD1s-ADa is disregarded.

Temporary Register. This 16-bit register is used to
hold data during Flowthrough transfers, Search opera-
tions, and Transfer-and-Search operations. The Tem·
porary register cannot be written or read by the CPU.

Channel· Level Registers

Each of the DTC's two channels has a complete set of
channel-level registers. This set consists of both
General-Purpose and Special-Purpose registers, as il-
lustrated in Figure 9. The General-Purpose registers are
commonly found on DMA devices and can be read or
written by the CPU. The Special-Purpose registers pro·
vide additional features specific to the ZB016 DTC.

General·Purpose Registers. The General-Purpose
register set on each channel consists of the Current Ad-
dress registers A and B, the Base Address registers A
and B, the Base and Current Operation Count registers,
and the Channel Mode register (Figure 10).

Current and Base Address Registers A and B. The
Current Address registers A and B are used to point to
the source and destination for DMA operations. The con-
tents of the Base Address registers A and B are transfer-
red into the Current Address registers A and B at the end
of a DMA operation if the user enables base-to-current
reloading in the Completion field of the Channel Mode
register. The base-to-current reload operation facilitates
repetitive DMA operations without the multiple memory
accesses required by chaining.

Each of the Base and Current Address registers A and B
consist of two words. The first word contains a 7·bit Tag
field and an B·bit Segment Number field. The second
word contains a 16-bit offset. The use of the Tag field is

described below. The use of the Segment Number field
depends upon the setting of the LPA bit in the Master
Mode register. The Base and Current Address registers
are fast-readable and can be loaded by chaining.

Programmable Wait Field. This field allows the insertion
of zero, one, two, or four Wait states into memory or 1/0
accesses addressed by the offset and segment fields.

Address Control Field. At the end of each iteration of a
DMA operation, the address can be incremented,
decremented, or left unchanged. Memory addresses are
changed by one if the address points to a byte operand
or by two if the address points to a word operand.

Address Reference Field. This portion of the Tag field is
used to select whether the address pertains to memory
space or 1/0 space. The N/S output line is always Low
(indicating System) for 1/0 space but can be either High
(Normal) or Low (System) for memory space.

Current and Base Operation Count Registers. The
16-bit Current Operation Count register specifies the
number of words or bytes to be transferred, searched, or
transferred-and-searched. For word-to-word operations
and byte-word funneling, this register must be program-
med with the number of words to be transferred or
searched.

The Base Operation Count register reinitializes the cur-
rent source and destination in the Current Operation
Count register. Each time data is transferred or search·
ed, the Current Operation Count register is decremented
by one. Once all of the data is transferred or searched,
the Current Operation Count register will contain zero. If
the transfer on search stops before the Current Opera-
tion Count register reaches zero, the contents of the
register indicate the number of bytes or words remaining
to be transferred or searched. This allows a channel to
be restarted from where it left off without requiring
reloading of the Current Operation Count register. The
Current and Base Operation Count registers are slow-
readable and can be loaded by chaining.

Channel Mode Register. This register selects the type
of DMA operation the channel is to perform, how the
operation is to be executed, and what action is to be
taken when the operation finishes. The Channel Mode
register is slow-readable and can be loaded by chaining.

Data Operation and Transfer Type Field. These fields
are used to select the type of operation the channel is to
perform along with the operand size. The specific codes
are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The Flip bit is used to select
which of the Current Address Registers A (ARA), or B
(ARB), points to the source and which points to the
destination address.
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Table 2. Data Operation Field

Operand Size Transaction
Code/Operation ARA ARB Type

Transfer

0001 Byte Byte Flowthrough
100X Byte Word Flowthrough
0000 Word Word Flowthrough
0011 Byte Byte Flyby
0010 Word Word Flyby

Transfer·and·Search

0101 Byte Byte Flowthrough
110X Byte Word Flowthrough
0100 Word Word Flowthrough
0111 Byte Byte Flyby
0110 Word Word Flyby

Search

1111 Byte Byte N/A
1110 Word Word N/A

101X Illegal

Completion Fie/d. This field is used to program the ac-
tion taken by the channel at the end of a DMA operation.
When a DMA operation ends, the channel can perform
any combination of the following options:

• Interrupt the CPU (Interrupt Enable field)

• Base-to-Current reload (B to C Reload field)

• Chain reload the next DMA operation (Chain Enable
field)

The options are performed according to the bits set in
the Interrupt Enable, B to C Reload, and Chain Enable
fields for each type of termination that occurs; the NAC
bit in the Status register is automatically set on comple-
tion of a DMA operation.

Match Control Fie/d. This 2-bit field determines whether
matches use an 8-bit or 16-bit pattern and whether the
channel is to Stop-On-Match or Stop·On-No-Match. The
specific codes for the Match Control field are listed in
Table 3.

Code Transfer Type Match Control

00 Single Transfer Stop on No Match
01 Demand Dedicated/Bus Hold Stop on No Match
10 Demand Dedicated/Bus

Release Stop on Word
Match

11 Demand Interleave Stop on Byte Match

Pulse DACK (PD). This bit determines when the DACK
line is active. While cleared, the channel's DACK line is
active whenever the channel is performing a DMA
operation, regardless of the type of transaction. While
the PD bit is set, the DACK pin is inactive during chain-
ing, Flowthrough Transfers, Flowthrough Transfer-and·
Searches, and Searches. DACK is pulsed active during
Flyby Transfers and Flyby Transfer-and-Searches at the
time necessary to strobe data into, or out of, the Flyby
peripheral.

Hardware Request Mask (HRM). If this bit is set, a DMA
operation can be started by applying a Low on the chan-
nel's DREQ input.

Software Request (SR). If this bit is set during chaining,
the channel performs the programmed DMA operation at
the end of the chaining operation.

Special Purpose Registers. The Special-Purpose
registers on each channel are the Pattern and Mask
registers, the Status register, the Interrupt Vector
register, the Interrupt Save registers, and the Chain Ad-
dress register (Figure 11).

Pattern and Mask Registers. These registers are used
in Search and Transfer-and-Search operations. The Pat-
tern register contains the pattern that the read data is
compared to. The Mask register allows the user to ex-
clude or mask selected Temporary register bits from
comparison by setting the corresponding Mask register
bit to 1. The Pattern and Mask registers are slow-
readable and can be loaded by chaining.

Status Register. The Status register on each channel
reports the status of that channel. The functions of the
individual bits are indicated in the following field descrip-
tions. The Status register is fast-readable.

Completion Status Fie/d. Three bits indicate whether the
DMA operation ended as a result of TC, MC, or EOP. The
TC bit is set if the Operation Count (reaching zero) ends
the DMA operation. The MC bit is set if a pattern match
termination occurs. The EOP bit is set when an EOP ter-
mination ends a DMA transfer. The appropriate combina-
tion of the TC, MC, and EOP bits is set if multiple reasons
exist for ending a DMA operation. The Match Condition
High byte (MCH) and Match Condition Low byte (MCL)
bits report the match states of the upper and lower com-
parator bytes of the last word transferred. The MCH and
MCL bits are updated with each transfer.

These bits are set when the associated comparator
bytes are matched, regardless of whether Stop-on-
Match or Stop-on-no-Match is programmed.

Hardware Interface Status Fie/d. The Hardware Re-
quest (HRQ) bit provides a means of monitoring the
channel's DREQ input line. While DREQ is Low, the HRQ
bit is set. While the Hardware Mask (HM) bit is set, the
OTe is prevented from responding to a Low on the DREQ
line. However, the HRQ bit always reports the status of
DREQ regardless of the status of the HM bit.



OTC Status Field. This field reports the current channel
status to the CPU. The "channel initialized and waiting
for request" status is implicitly indicated if bits ST12
through STg are clear.

Second Interrupt Pending (SIP). When a second inter-
rupt is to be issued before the first interrupt is
acknowledged, this bit is set and the channel relin-
quishes the bus until an Acknowledge occurs.

Waiting for Bus (WFB). This bit is set when the channel
is waiting for bus control to perform a OMA operation.

No Auto-Reload or Chaining (NAC). This bit is set under
the following conditions:

• A channel completes a OMA operation and neither
Base-to-Current reloading nor auto-chaining is en-
abled.

• A channel is issued an EOP during chaining.

• A Reset is issued to the OTC.

Chaining Abort (CA). This bit is set when a channel is
issued an EOP during chaining or a Reset is issued to the
OTC. The Chain Abort (CA) bit holds the No Auto-Reload
or Chaining (NAC) bit in the set state until the EOP bit is
cleared. The CA bit is cleared when a new Chain Address
Segment and Tag word or Offset word is loaded into the
channel.

Interrupt Status Field. The Channel Interrupt Enable
(CIE), Interrupt Pending (IP), and Interrupt Under Service
(IUS) bits are used to control the way a channel
generates an interrupt. An interrupt source with its IP bit
set makes an interrupt request if all of the following con-
ditions are met: Interrupts are enabled, (CI E bit = 1),
there is no Interrupt Under Service (IUS bit = 0), no
higher priority interrupt is being serviced, and no Inter-

rupt Acknowledge transaction is in progress. When an
interrupt source has an Interrupt Under Service (IUS
= 1), all lower priority interrupt sources are prevented
from requesting interrupts.

Interrupt Vector and Interrupt Save Registers. The
a-bit Interrupt Vector register contains the vector or
identifier to be output during an Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle. When an interrupt occurs, the contents of the In-
terrupt Vector register and bits STg-ST15 of the Status
register are stored in the 16-bit Interrupt Save register.
Because the vector and status are stored, a new vector
can be loaded during chaining and a new OMA operation
can be performed before an Interrupt Acknowledge cy-
cle occurs. If another interrupt occurs on the channel
before the first is acknowledged, further channel activity
is suspended. When a clear IP command is issued, the
status and vector for the second interrupt are loaded into
the Interrupt Save register and channel operation
resumes. The OTC can retain only two interrupts for
each channel. The Interrupt Save register is fast-
readable.

Chain Address Register. This register points to the
chain control tabie in memory containing data to be load-
ed into the channel's registers. The Chain Address
register consists of two words (Figure 11). The first word
consists of a Segment and Tag field. The second word
contains the 16-bit offset portion of the memory address.
Bit 15 in the Segment field is ignored when the OTC is
configured for logical address space (LPA = 1). The Tag
field contains two bits used to designate the number of
Wait states to be inserted during accesses to the Chain
Control table. The Chain Address register is fast-
readable and is loadable by chaining.

Table 4 provides a list of register addresses.
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Table 4. Register Address Summary

Address
(AD7-ADo) (Hex) Control Registers

X011100X 38 Master Mode
X 01011 1 X 2E Command Channell
X010110X 2C Command Channel 2

General·Purpose Channel Registers

X001101X 1A Current Address Register A-Channell, SegmentlTag
XOO0101X OA Current Address Register A-Channell, Offset
X001100X 18 Current Address Register A-Channel 2, SegmentlTag
XOO0100X 08 Current Address Register A-Channel 2, Offset
X001001X 12 Current Address Register 8-Channel 1, SegmentlTag
XOOOO01X 02 Current Address Register B-Channel 1, Offset
X001000X 10 Current Address Register B-Channel 2, SegmentlTag IXOOOOOOX 00 Current Address Register B-Channel 2, Offset
XO 01 1 1 1 X 1E Base Address Register A-Channell, SegmentlTag ••••XOO0111X OE Base Address Register A-Channell, Offset

iX001110X 1C Base Address Register A-Channel 2, SegmentlTag
XOO0110X OC Base Address Register A-Channel 2, Offset
X001011X 16 Base Address Register B-Channel 1, SegmentlTag
XOOO011X 06 Base Address Register B-Channel 1, Offset
X001010X 14 Base Address Register B-Channel 2, SegmentlTag
XOOO010X 04 Base Address Register B-Channel 2, Offset
X011001X 32 Current Operation Count Channell
X011000X 30 Current Operation Count Channel 2
X 01 101 1 X 36 Base Operation Count Channell
X011010X 34 Base Operation Count Channel 2

Special· Purpose Channel Registers

X100101X 4A Pattern Channell
X100100X 48 Pattern Channel 2
Xl 001 1 1 X 4E Mask Channell
X100110X 4C Mask Channel 2
X 0101 1 1 X 2E Status Channell
X010110X 2C Status Channel 2
X010101X 2A Interrupt Save Channell
X010100X 28 Interrupt Save Channel 2
Xl 0 1 101 X 5A Interrupt Vector Channell
X101100X 58 Interrupt Vector Channel 2
X010011X 26 Chain Address, Channell Segment/Tag
X010001X 22 Chain Address, Channel 4 Offset
X010010X 24 Chain Address, Channel 2 SegmentlTag
X010000X 20 Chain Address, Channel 2 Offset
Xl 0101 1 X 56 Channel Mode Channell High
X101001X 52 Channel Mode Channell Low
X101010X 54 Channel Mode Channel 2 High
X101000X 50 Channel Mode Channel 2 Low

NOTE: X = ignored.



The address generated by the DTC is always a byte ad-
dress, even though the memory is organized as 16-bit
words. All word-sized data is word-aligned and must be
addressed by even addresses (Ao = 0). With byte
transfers, the least significant address bit determines
which half of the NO bus is used for the transfer. An

even address specifies the most significant byte
(ADa-AD15)' and an odd address specifies the least
significant byte (ADo-AD?). This addressing mechanism
applies to memory accesses as well as to 1/0 and
Special 1/0 accesses.

The Z8016 DTC responds to several commands that give
the CPU direct control over operating parameters. The
commands described below are executed immediately
after being written by the CPU into the DTC's Command
register. A summary of the DTC commands is given in
Table 5.

Reset

The Reset command forces the DTC into an idle state, in
which it waits for a Start Chain command. The Start
Chain command initiates a chain operation on either
channel.

Software Request

A channel's Software Request command initiates a
previously programmed transfer. If both channels are
active, Channel 1 has priority.

Set/Clear Hardware Mask

The Set/Clear Hardware Mask command sets or clears
the Hardware Mask bit in the selected channel's Mode
register.

Opcode Bits
Command 7654 3210

Reset OOOX XXXX
Start Chain Channell 101X XXXO
Start Chain Channel 2 101X XXXI

Clear Software Request Channell 010X XXOO
Clear Software Request Channel 2 010X XXOI
Set Software Request Channell 010X XX10
Set Software Request Channel 2 010X XXII

Clear Hardware Mask Channell 100X XXOO
Clear Hardware Mask Channel 2 100X XXOI
Set Hardware Mask Channell 100X XX10
Set Hardware Mask Channel 2 100X XXII

Clear CIE, IUS, IP Channell 001E SPOO
Clear CIE, IUS, IP Channel 2 001E SPOI
Set CIE, IUS, IP Channell 001E SP10
Set CIE, IUS, IP Channel 2 001E SPll

Clear Flip Bit Channell 011X XXOO
Clear Flip Bit Channel 2 011X XXOI
Set Flip Bit Channell 011X XXl0
Set Flip Bit Channel 2 011X XXII

Example
Code
(HEX)

• NOTES: 1. E = Set to 1 to perform seUclear on CIE, Clear to a for no effect on CIE.
2. S = Set to 1 to perform set/clear on IUS, Clear to a for no effect on IUS.
3. P = Set to 1 to perform set/clear on IP, Clear to a for no effect on IP.
4. X = "don't care" bit. This bit is not decoded and may be a or 1.
5. Flip bit = reset to a for ARA = src, ARB = dst. Set to 1 for ARA = dst.

ARB = src.



Set/Clear IP, IUS, and CIE

The Set/Clear IP, IUS, and CIE commands manipulate
the Interrupt Control bits located in each channel's
Status register. These bits implement the interrupt daisy-
chain control. The IP, IUS, and CIE bits for each channel
can be set and cleared individually or in combination.

Set/Clear Flip Bit

The Set/Clear Flip Bit command reverses the source and
destination, thereby reversing the direction of data
transfer without reprogramming the channel.

The following descriptions and timing diagrams refer to
the relative timing relationships of OTC signals during
basic operations. For exact timing information, refer to
the composite timing diagrams.

Bus Request And Acknowledge

Before the OTC can perform a OMA operation, it must
gain control of the system bus. The BUSREQ, BAI, and
BAO interface pins provide connections between the
OTC and the host CPU and other OMA devices to ar-
bitrate which device has control of the system bus.
When the OTC wants to gain bus control, it drives
BUSREQ Low. Bus Request and Acknowledge timing is
shown in Figure 12.

Flowthrough Transactions

Timing for Flowthrough 1/0 and Flowthrough Memory
transactions (Figures 13 and 14, respectively) is iden-
tical. There are two types of 1/0 space on the Z8016: 1/0
and Special 1/0. Status lines STo-ST3 specify when an
1/0 operation is being performed and which of the two
1/0 spaces is being accessed. During an 1/0 transaction,

status signal N/S will be Low to indicate a System Level
operation.

The timing for 1/0 operations is identical to the timing of
Flowthrough memory transactions. An 1/0 cycle consists
of three states: T1, T2' and T3. The TWA state is a Wait
state that can be inserted into the transaction cycle. The
AS output is pulsed Low to mark the beginning of a
T-cycle. The N/S line is set Low (System) and the R/W
and BIW lines select Read or Write operations for bytes
or words. The N/S, R/W and B/W lines become stable
during T1 and remain stable until the end of T3.

1/0 address space is byte-addressed but both 8- and
16-bit data sizes are supported. During I/O transactions,
the B/W output is High for byte transactions and Low for
word transactions.

The R/W output is High during Read operations and Low
during Write operations. OS is driven Low to signal the
peripherals that data can be gated onto, or received
from, the bus. OS is driven High to signal the end of the
1/0 transaction.
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BUSAEQ
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Flyby Transactions

A Flyby operation is performed during three T-states. AS
is pulsed during T1 to signal the output of address infor-
mation. R/W is High if the current ARA specifies source,
and Low if the current ARB specifies destination. OS and

OACK are driven active during T2 to initiate the transfer,
and driven inactive during T3 to conclude the transfer.
Wait states can be inserted between T2 and T3 to extend
the active time to OS and OACK. Flyby transaction tim-
ing is shown in Figure 15.

STO-ST.
B/W,Nil···

(SNo-SN,)"

* :10gg18S for memory access In logical address space only.

*.* ~~~~~~s~~allo~~~~~~n~aOnn~;~t10ns.

(A) Addr ••• Is current ARA
(B) Address Is current ARB



DREQ Timing

The following section describes DREQ timing for various
operations.

A High-to-Low transition of DREQ causes a single itera-
tion of a DMA operation. A new transition can occur after
the Low-to-High AS transition on the first memory or 1/0
access of the DMA iteration. Figure 16 shows the timing
for a new transition to be applied and recognized to
avoid giving up the bus at the end of the current iteration.

In Bus Hold mode, DREQ is sampled when a channel
gains bus control. If DREQ is Low, an iteration of a DMA
operation is performed. If DREQ is High, the channel re-
tains bus control and continues to drive all bus control
signals active or inactive, but performs no DMA
operation.

In Demand mode during DMA operation, DREQ is sam-
pled to determine whether the channel should perform
another cycle or release the bus (Figure 17).

DREQ is sampled after each End of Chaining or Base-to-
Current Reloading operation. If DREQ Is active, the
channel begins performing DMA operations immedi-
ately, without releasing the bus.

DACK Timing

During 1/0 and memory transactions, WAIT is sampled in
the middle of T2. If WAIT is High, and no programmable
Wait states are selected, the DTC proceeds to T3. Other-
wise, one or more Wait states are inserted. WAIT is also
sampled during TWA. If WAIT is High the DTC proceeds
to T3' otherwise, additional Wait states are inserted.
When both hardware and software Wait states are in-
serted, each WAIT time is sampled. A Low causes a
hardware Wait state to be inserted in the next cycle.
Software Wait state insertion is suspended until WAIT is
High. Hardware Wait states can be inserted any time
during the software Wait state sequence. DACK timing is
shown in Figure 18.

EOP Timing

EOP is driven Low when a TC, MC, or EOP termination
occurs. When a DMA operation has terminated, EOP is
sampled on the falling edge of T3 to determine if EOP has
been driven Low. The generation of internal EOPs and
sampling of external EOPs for Transfers-and-Searches
follows the same timing used for Transfers. EOP timing
is shown in Figure 19.
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt
Timing for OTe as Bus Master

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameters Mln Max Mln Max

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 165

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 105 70

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 105 70

4 TtC Clock Fall Time 20 10

5 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 15

6 TdC(SNv) Clock t to Segment Number Valid (50pt Load) Delay'" 110 90

7 TdC(SNn) Clock t to Segment Number Valid Delay 20 10

8 TdC(Bz) Clock t to Bus Float Delay 65 50

9 TdC(A) Clock t to Address Valid Delay 100 90 I10 TdC(Az) Clock t to Address Float Delay 65 50

11 TdA(Dl) Address Valid to Data In Required Valid Delay 400 305 ••••12 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock ~Setup Time 20 15

i13 TdDS(A) OS t to Address Active Delay 80 45

14 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Valid Delay 100 90

15 ThDI(DS) OS t to Data In Hold Time 0 0

16 TdDO(DS) Data Out Valid to OS t Delay 230 200

21 TdDO(SW) Data Out Valid to OS ~(Write) Delay 55 35

24 TdC(ASf) Clock t to AS ~ Delay 70 60
25 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Delay 50 35

26 TdC(ASr) Clock ~to AS t Delay 80 60
27 TdAS(DI) AS t to Data In Required Valid Delay 300 220

28 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS ~ Delay 75 35
29 TwAS AS Width (Low) 80 60

30 TdAS(A) AS t to Address Valid Delay 60 45

31 TdAz(DSR) Address Float to OS (Read) ~ Delay 0 0
32 TdAS(DSR) AS t to OS ~(Read) Delay 75 40

33 TdDSR(DI) OS (Read) ~ to Data In Required Valid Delay 165 155

34 TdC(DSr) Clock ~to OS t Delay 70 65

35 TdDS(DO) OS t to Data Out (Write Only) and Status Valid (Read

and Write) Delay 85 45
36 TdA(DSR) Address Valid OS (Read) ~ Delay 120 110
37 TdC(DSR) Clock t to OS (Read) ~ Delay 60 60
38 TwDSR OS (Read) Width (Low) 275 185
39 TdC(DSW) Clock ~to OS (Write) ~ Delay 60 60
40 TwDSW OS (Write) Width (Low) 160 150
41 TdDSI(DI) OS (Input) ~ to Data In Required Valid Delay 325 210

42 TdC(DSf) Clock ~to OS (I/O) ~ Delay 60 60
43 TwOS OS (I/O) Width (Low) 150' 150
47 TdC(S) Clock t to Status Valid Delay 110 80
48 TdS(AS) Status Valid to AS t Delay 60 35
62 TsWT(C) WAIT to Clock ~ Setup Time 20 20
63 ThWT(C) WAIT to Clock ~ Hold Time 30 30
96 TdC(SNr) Clock t to SN7/MMUSYNC t Delay" 110 110
97 TdC(SNf) Clock t to SN7/MMUSYNC ~ Delay" 20 110 110

NOTES:
'Wait states should be inserted by programming a hardware when accessing slow peripherals. "'130 ns max with Logical Addressing.

, 'Logical Addressing only. tUnits in nanoseconds (ns).

625
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt
Timing for DTC as Bus Slave and CPU-DTC Bus Exchange

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameters Min Max Min Max

64 TwDRQ DREQ Pulse Width (Single Transfer Mode) 20 20

65 TsDRQ(C) DREQ Valid to Clock t Setup Time 60 50

66 ThDRQ(C) Clock t to DREQ Valid Hold Time 20 20

67 TdC(BRQf) Clock t to BUSREQ ~ Delay 150 120

68 TdC(BRQr) Clock ~ to BUSREQ t Delay 165 150

69 TdBRQ(BUSc) BUSREQ t to Control Bus Float Delay 140 110

70 TdBRQ(BUSd) BUSREQ t to AD Bus Float Delay 140 110

71 TdDSA(RDV) DS ~(Acknowledge) to Data Output Valid Delay 135 120 I:
72 TdDSA(RDZ) DS t (Acknowledge) to Data Output Float Delay 80 75 0

DS ~ (lOR) to Data Output Driven Delay -73 TdDSR(DOD) 135 120 •
74 TdDSR(RDZ) OS t (lOR) to Data Output Float Delay 80 75 ••
75 TwAS AS Low Width 70 50 I
76 TsA(AS) Address Valid to AS t Setup Time 30 10

77 ThAS(Av) AS t to Address Valid Hold Time 50 40

78 TdAS(DS) AS t to DS ~ Delay (1/0) 50 40

79 TsCS(AS) CS Valid to AS t Setup Time 0 0

80 ThCS(AS) AS t to CS Valid Hold Time 40 30

81 TwAS(DS) AS and DS Simultaneously Low Time (Reset) 3TcC 3TcC

82 TdBAI(Az) BAI t to SNo-SN7. ADo-AD15 Float Delay (Reset) 135 120

83 TdBAI(ST) BAI t to STo-ST3, R/w'B/W, N/S Float Delay (Reset) 100 80

84 TdBAI(DS) BAI t to OS, AS Float Delay (Reset) 100 85

85 TdDS(Dn) DS t (lOW) to Data Valid Hold Time 40 40

86 TdAC(DRV) Address Valid to Data (lOR) Required Valid Delay 540 345

87 TdAZ(DS) Address Float to OS ~(lOR) Delay 0 0

88 TwDS(IO) DS (10) Low Width 150' 150

89 TsD(DS) Data (lOW) Valid to DS t Setup Time 40 40

90 TrDS(W) DS t (lOW) to OS ~ (lOW) (Write Recovery Time

applies only for issuing Command) 4TcC 4TcC

91 TsBAK(C) BAI Valid to Clock t Setup Time 60 50

92 TdAS(DS) AS t to OS ~ (ACK) Delay 100 100

93 TWDS(AK) OS (ACK) Low Width 150 150

94 TdBRQ(BAI) BUSREQ ~to BAI ~ Required Delay 0 0

95 TsS(AS) Status Valid to AS t Setup Time 40 0

98 TdBAI(BAO) BAI t, ~to BAa t, ~Delay 80 70

99 TdIEI(IEO) lEI t, ~to lEa t, ~Delay 80 60

NOTES:
•2000 ns for reading slow-readable registers (worst case)
tUnlts In nanoseconds (ns).



Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND ..

Operating Ambient
Temperature

Storage Temperature.
.. See Ordering Information

. .. - 65°C to + 150°C

The DC characteristics and capacitance sections below
apply for the following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND.
Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75V~Vcc~ +5.25V

• GND = OV
• TAas specified in Ordering Information

All AC parameters assume a load capacitance of 50 pf max.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

+5V

~

2'2K

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST

150P
!

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit

VCH Clock Input High Voltage Vcc-O.4 Vcc+0.3 V

VCl Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 VCC+0.3 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V

III Input Leakage ±10 p.A

10l Output Leakage ±10 p.A

Icc Vcc Supply Current 350 mA

NOTE: VCC == 5 V ± 5% unless otherwise specified.

CAPACITANCE

10H = -250 ~A

10l = +2.0 mA

0.4 :S VIN :S + Vcc

TA = O·C

Symbol

CCLOCK
CIN

COUT

Clock Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

TA ~ 25°C, f ~ 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



Z8016 Z-DTC, 4.0 MHz
48-pin DIP
Z8016 PS
Z8016 CS
Z8016 PE
Z8016CE

Z8016A Z-DTC, 6.0 MHz
48-pin DIP
Z8016A PS
Z8016ACS
Z8016A PE
Z8016ACE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-in-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lOoC
E = - 40°C to + 85 °C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders. contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z8030 Z8000®
Z-SCCSerial
Communications Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Twoindependent, 0 to 1.5M bit/second, full-
duplex channels, each with a separate crystal
oscillator, baud rate generator, and Digital
Phase- Locked Loop for clock recovery.

• Multi-protocol operation under program
control; programmable for NRZ, NRZI, or
FM data encoding.

• Asynchronous mode with five to eight bits
and one, one and one-half, or two stop bits
per character; programmable clock factor;
break detection and generation; parity,
overrun, and framing error detection.

• Synchronous mode with internal or external
character synchronization on one or two

synchronous characters and CRC genera-
tion and checking with CRC-16 or
CRC-CCITT preset to either Is or Os.

• SDLC/HDLC mode with comprehensive
frame-level control, automatic zero insertion
and deletion, I-field residue handling, abort
generation and detection, CRC generation
and checking, and SDLC Loop mode
operation.

• Local Loopback and Auto Echo modes.
• 1.544M bit/second Tl digital trunk compatible

version available.

General
Description

The Z8030 Z-SCC Serial Communications
Controller is a dual-channel, multi-protocol
data communications peripheral designed for
use with the Zilog Z-Bus. The Z-SCC functions
as a serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial con-
verter/controller. The Z-SCC can be software-
configured to satisfy a wide variety of serial

t t
+5V GND PClK

communications applications. The device con-
tains a variety of new, sophisticated internal
functions including on-chip baud rate
generators, Digital Phase-Locked Loops, and
crystal oscillators that dramatically reduce the
need for external logic.

AD, , \..J •• Ao,

AD, " Ao.

AD, '" AD,

AD, " AD,

iNT 36 os
lED 35 AS
lEI 7 " Rm

iNTiCK • 33 cs;;
+5V 9 32 cs,

W/REOA 10 28030 31 GND

SYNCA "
Z-SCC

30 WIREQ8

RheA " 29 SYNCB

RlIDA 13 28 RTlles

TRICA " " RxDB
lJ.DA 15 " TRxeB

DTR/REOA " 25 TIDB

RTSA 17 " DTRJREQa

CTSA " 23 RTse

oeDA " 22 else
PCLK 3D " oeDB

Figure 2. 40-pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments
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The Z-SCC handles asynchronous formats,
synchronous byte-oriented protocols such as
IBM Bisync, and Synchronous bit-oriented pro-
tocols such as HDLC and IBM SDLC. This ver-
satile device supports virtually any serial data
transfer application (cassette, diskette, tape
drives, etc.).

The device can generate and check CRC
codes in any Synchronous mode and can be
programmed to check data integrity in various
modes. The Z-SCC also has facilities for

IEO 7

lEI 8

INTACK 9

+SV 10

-VJ!AEa"A 11
~12

RTlICA 13

AxDA 14

TRlCA 15

TxOA 16

NC 17

modem controls in both channels. In appli-
cations where these controls are not needed,
the modem controls can be used for
general-purpose va.

The Z-Bus daisy-chain interrupt hierarchy
is also supported-as is standard for Zilog
peripheral components.

The Z8030 Z-SCC is packaged in a 40-pin cer-
amic DIP and 44-pin chip carrier and uses a
single + 5V power supply.

31 R.OB

30~

29 TlIDB

Figure 2a. 44-pin Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments
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Description

The following section describes the pin func-
tions of the Z-SCC. Figures I and 2 detail the
respective pin functions and pin assignments.

ADo-AD7• Address/Data Bus (bidirectional, ac-
tive High, 3-state). These multiplexed lines carry
register addresses to the Z-SCC as well as data or
control information to and from the Z-SCC.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low).
Addresses on ADo-AD? are latched by the rising
edge of this signal.

CSo. Chip Select 0 (input, active Low). This
signal is latched concurrently with the addresses
on ADo-AD? and must be active for the intended
bus transaction to occur.

CS!. Chip Select 1 (input, active High). This
second select signal must also be active before
the intended bus transaction can occur. CSj must
remain active throughout the transaction.

CTSA. CTSB. Clear to Send (inputs, active
Low). If these pins are programmed as Auto En-
ables, a Low on the inputs enables their respec-
tive transmitters. If not programmed as Auto
Enables, they may be used as general-purpose
inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger buffered
to accommodate slow rise-time inputs. The
Z-SCC detects pulses on these inputs and can
interrupt the CPU on both logic level transitions.

DCDA. DCDB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs
active Low). These pins function as receiver en-
ables if they are programmed for Auto Enables;
otherwise they may be used as general-purpose
input pins. Both pins are Schmitt-trigger buffered
to accommodate slow rise-time signals. The
Z-SCC detects pulses on these pins and can inter-
rupt the CPU on both logic level transitions.

DS. Dcta Strobe (input, active Low). This
signal provides timing for the transfer of data into
and out of the Z-SCC. If AS and DS coincide,
this is interpreted as a reset.

DTR/REQA. DTR/REQB. Data Terminal
Ready/Request (outputs, active Low). These
outputs follow the state programmed into the DTR
bit. They can also be used as general-purpose
outputs or as Request lines for a DMA controller.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High). IEI
is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy chain
when there is more than one interrupt-driven
device. A High IEI indicates that no other higher
priority device has an interrupt under service or
is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active High).
IEO is High only if IEI is High and the CPU is not
servicing a Z-SCC interrupt or the Z-SCC is not
requesting an interrupt (Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle only). IEO is connected to the next lower
priority device's IEI input and thus inhibits inter-
rupts from lower priority devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is activated when the
Z-SCC requests an interrupt.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This signal indicates an active Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. During this cycle, the
Z-SCC interrupt daisy chain settles. When DS
becomes active, the Z-SCC places an interrupt
vector on the data bus (if lEI is High). INTACK
is latched by the rising edge of AS.

PCLK. Clock (input). This is the master Z-SCC
clock used to synchronize internal signals. PCLK
is not required to have any phase relationship
with the master system clock, although the fre-
quency of this clock must be at least 90% of the
CPU clock frequency for a Z8000. PCLK is a TTL
level signal.

RxDA. RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active High).
These input signals receive serial data at standard
TTL levels.

RTxCA. RTxCB. Receive/Transmit Clocks
(inputs, active Low). These pins can be pro-
grammed in several different modes of operation.
In each channel, RTxC may supply the receive
clock, the transmit clock, the clock for the baud
rate generator, or the clock of the Digital Phase-
Locked Loop. These pins can also be pro-
grammed for use with the respective SYNC
pins as a crystal oscillator. The receive clock may
be I, 16,32, or 64 times the data rate in Asyn-
chronous modes.

RTSA. RTSB. Request ToSend (outputs,
active Low). When the Request To Send (RTS) bit
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in Write Register 5 (Figure 11) is set, the RTS
signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is reset in the
Asynchronous mode and Auto Enable is on, the
signal goes High after the transmitter is empty. In
Synchronous mode or in Asynchronous mode
with Auto Enable off, the RTS pin strictly follows
the state of the RTS bit. Both pins can be used as
general-purpose outputs.

R/W. Read/Write (input). This signal specifies
whether the operation to be performed is a read
or a write.

SYNCA. SYNCB. Synchronization (inputs or
outputs, active Low). These pins can act either as
inputs, outputs, or part of the crystal oscillator
circuit.

In the Asynchronous Receive mode (crystal
oscillator option not selected). these pins are
inputs similar to CTS and DCD. In this mode.
transitions on these lines affect the state of the
Synchronous/Hunt status bits in Read Register 0
(Figure 10) but have no other function.

In External Synchronization mode with the
crystal oscillator not selected, these lines also act
as inputs. In this mode, SYNC must be driven
Low two receive clock cycles after the last bit in
the synchronous character is received. Character
assembly begins on the rising edge of the receive
clock immediately preceding the activation of
SYNC.

In the Internal Synchronization mode (Mono-
sync and Bisync) with the crystal oscillator not
selected, these pins act as outputs and are active
only during the part of the receive clock cycle in
which synchronous characters are recognized.
The synchronous condition is not latched, so
these outputs are active each time a synchroniza-
tion pattern is recognized (regardless of charac-
ter boundaries). In SDLC mode. these pins act as
outputs and are valid on receipt of a flag.

TxDA. TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, active
High). These output signals transmit serial data
at standard TTL levels.

TRxCA. TRxCA. Transmit/Receive Clocks
(inputs or outputs, active Low). These pins can
be programmed in several different modes of
operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock
or the transmit clock in the input mode or supply
the output of the Digital Phase-Locked Loop, the
crystal oscillator, the baud rate generator, or the
transmit clock in the output mode.

W/REQA. W/REQB. Wait/Request (outputs,
active Low. Open-drain when programmed for a
Wait function; when programmed for a 3-state
Request function). These dual-purpose outputs
may be programmed as Request lines for a DMA
controller or as Wait lines to synchronize the
CPU to the Z-SCC data rate. The reset state is
Wait.

Functional
Description

The functional capabilities of the Z-SCC
can be described from two different points
of view: as a data communications device,
it transmits and receives data in a wide
variety of data communications protocols;
as a 28000 Family peripheral. it interacts
with the 28000 CPU and other peripheral
circuits and is part of the Z-Bus interrupt
structure.

Data Communications Capabilities. The
Z-SCC provides two independent full-duplex
channels programmable for use in any com-
mon Asynchronous or Synchronous data-
communication protocol. Figure 3 and the

following description briefly detail these
protocols.

Asynchronous Modes. Transmission and
reception can be accomplished independently
on each channel with five to eight bits per
character, plus optional even or odd parity.
The transmitters can supply one, one-and-a-
half. or two stop bits per character and can
provide a break output at any time. The
receiver break-detection logic interrupts the
CPU both at the start and at the end of a
received break. Reception is protected from
spikes by a transient spike-rejection
mechanism that checks the signal one-half a

PARITY
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bit time after a Low level is detected on the
receive data input (RxDA or RxDB in
Figure 1). If the Low does not persist (as in the
case of a transient), the character assembly
process does not start.

Framing errors and overrun errors are
detected and buffered together with the partial
character on which they occur. Vectored inter-
rupts allow fast servicing or error conditions
using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a
built-in checking process avoids the interpreta-
tion of a framing error as a new start bit: a
framing error results in the addition of one-half
a bit time to the point at which the search for
the next start bit begins.

The Z-SCC does not require symmetric
transmit and receive clock signals-a feature
allowing use of the wide variety of clock
sources. The transmitter and receiver can
handle data at a rate of I, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64
of the clock rate supplied to the receive and
transmit clock inputs. In Asynchronous modes,
the SYNC pin may be programmed as an input
used for functions such as monitoring a ring
indicator.

Synchronous Modes. The Z-SCC supports both
byte-oriented and bit-oriented synchronous
communication. Synchronous byte-oriented
protocols can be handled in several modes,
allowing character synchronization with a 6-bit
or 8-bit synchronous character (Monosync),
any 12-bit synchronization pattern (Bisync). or
with an external synchronization signal.
Leading synchronous characters can be
removed without interrupting the CPU.

Five- or 7-bit synchronous characters are
detected with 8- or 16-bit patterns in the
Z-SCC by overlapping the larger pattern
across multiple incoming synchronous
characters as shown in Figure 4.

CRC checking for Synchronous byte-
oriented modes is delayed by one character
time so that the CPU may disable CRC check-
ing on specific characters. This permits the
implementation of protocols such as
IBM Bisync.

Both CRC-16 (XI6 + XIS + X2 + 1) and
CCITT (XI6 + XI2 + XS + I) error checking
polynomials are supported. Either polynomial
may be selected in all Synchronous modes.
Users may preset the CRC generator and
checker to all Is or all Os. The Z-SCC also
provides a feature that automatically transmits
CRC data when .no other data is available for

5 BITS~
SYN9 I SYNC DATA

------...-.-...
8

transmission. This allows for high speed
transmissions under DMA control, with no
need for CPU intervention at the end of a
message. When there is no data or CRC to
send in Synchronous modes, the transmitter
inserts 6-,8-, or 16-bit synchronous
characters, regardless of the programmed
character length.

The Z-SCC supports Synchronous bit-
oriented protocols, such as SDLC and HDLC,
by performing automatic flag sending, zero in-
sertion, and CRC generation. A special com-
mand can be used to abort a frame in transmis-
sion. At the end of a message, the Z-SCC
automatically transmits the CRC and trailing
flag when the transmitter underruns. The
transmitter may also be programmed to send
an idle line consisting of continuous flag
characters or a steady marking condition.

If a transmit underrun occurs in the middle
of a message, an external/status interrupt
warns the CPU of this status change so that an
abort may be issued. The Z-SCC may also be
programmed to send an abort itself in case of
an underrun, relieving the CPU of this task.
One to eight bits per character can be sent,
allowing reception of a message with no prior
information about the character structure in
the information field of a frame.

The receiver automatically acquires syn-
chronization on the leading flag of a frame in
SDLC or HDLC and provides a synchroniza-
tion signal on the SYNC pin (an interrupt can
also be programmed). The receiver can be
programmed to search for frames addressed by
a single byte (or four bits within a byte) of a
user-selected address or to a global broadcast
address. In this mode, frames not matching
either the user-selected or broadcast address
are ignored. The number of address bytes can
be extended under software control. For
receiving data, an interrupt on the first
received character, or an interrupt on every
character, or on special condition only (end-
of-frame) can be selected. The receiver
automatically deletes all Os inserted by the
transmitter during character assembly. CRC is
also calculated and is automatically checked to
validate frame transmission. At the end of
transmission, the status of a received frame is
available in the status registers. In SDLC
mode, the Z-SCC must be programmed to use
the SDLC CRC polynomial, but the generator
and checker may be preset to all Is or all Os.
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The CRC is inverted before transmission and
the receiver checks against the bit pattern
0001110100001111.

NRZ, NRZI or FM coding may be used in any
Ix mode. The parity options available in Asyn-
chronous modes are available in Synchronous
modes.

The Z-SCC can be conveniently used under
DMA control to provide high-speed reception
or transmission. In reception, for example, the
Z-SCC can interrupt the CPU when the first
character of a message is received. The CPU
then enables the DMA to transfer the message
to memory. The Z-SCC then issues an end-of-
frame interrupt and the CPU can check the
status of the received message. Thus, the CPU
is freed for other service while the message is
being received. The CPU may also enable the
DMA first and have the Z-SCC interrupt only
on end-of-frame. This procedure allows all
data to be transferred via the DMA.

SDLC Loop Mode. The Z-SCC supports SDLC
Loop mode in addition to normal SDLC. In an
SDLC Loop, there is a primary controller
station that manages the message traffic flow
on the loop and any number of secondary
stations. In SDLC Loop mode, the Z-SCC per-
forms the functions of a secondary station
while a Z-SCC operating in regular SDLC
mode can act as a controller (Figure 5).

A secondary station in an SDLC Loop is
always listening to the messages being sent
around the loop, and in fact must pass these
messages to the rest of the loop by retrans-
mitting them with a one-bit-time delay. The
secondary station can place its own message
on the loop only at specific times. The con-
troller signals that secondary stations may
transmit messages by sending a special
character, called an EOP (End Of Poll),
around the loop. The EOP character is the bit
pattern 11111110. Because of zero insertion
during messages, this bit pattern is unique and
easily recognized.

When a secondary station has a message to
transmit and recognizes an EOP on the line, it

changes the last binary 1 of the EOP to a 0
before transmission. This has the effect of turn-
ing the EOP into a flag sequence. The secon-
dary station now places its message on the loop
and terminates the message with an EOP. Any
secondary stations further down the loop with
messages to transmit can then append their
messages to the message of the first secondary
station by the same process. Any secondary
stations without messages to send merely echo
the incoming messages and are prohibited
from placing messages on the loop (except
upon recognizing an EOP).

SDLC Loop mode is a programmable option
in the Z-SCC. NRZ, NRZI, and FM coding may
all be used in SDLC Loop mode.

Baud Rate Generator. Each channel in the
Z-SCC contains a programmable baud rate
generator. Each generator consists of two B-bit
time constant registers that form a 16-bit time
constant, a 16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop
on the output producing a square wave. On
startup, the flip-flop on the output is set in a
High state, the value in the time constant
register is loaded into the counter, and the
counter starts counting down. The output of
the baud rate generator toggles upon reaching
0, the value in the time constant register is
loaded into the counter, and the process is
repeated. The time constant may be changed
at any time, but the new value does not take
effect until the next load of the counter.

The output of the baud rate generator may
be used as either the transmit clock, the
receive clock, or both. It can also drive the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop (see next section).

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not
programmed to come from the TRxC pin, the
output of the baud rate generator may be
echoed out via the TRxC pin.

The folloWing formula relates the time con-
stant to the baud rate (the baud rate is in
bits/second and the BR clock period is in
seconds):

Digital Phase-Locked Loop. The Z-SCC con-
tains a Digital Phase-Locked Loop (DPLL) to
recover clock information from a data stream
with NRZI or FM encoding. The DPLL is driven
by a clock that is nominally 32 (NRZI) or 16
(FM) times the data rate. The DPLL uses this
clock, along with the data stream, to construct
a clock for the data. This clock may then be
used as the Z-SCC receive clock, the transmit
clock, or both.

For NRZI encoding, the DPLL counts the 32x
clock to create nominal bit times. As the 32x
clock Is counted, the DPLL is searching the
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incoming data stream for edges (either I to 0
or 0 to I). Whenever an edge is detected, the
DPLL makes a count adjustment (during the
next counting cycle), producing a terminal
count closer to the center of the bit cell.

For FM encoding, the DPLL still counts from
o to 31, but with a cycle corresponding to two
bit times. When the DPLL is locked, the clock
edges in the data stream should occur between
counts 15 and 16 and between counts 31 and
O. The DPLL looks for edges only during a
time centered on the 15 to 16 counting
transition.

The 32x clock for the DPLL can be pro-
grammed to come from either the RTxC input
or the output of the baud rate generator. The
DPLL output may be programmed to be
echoed out of the Z-SCC via the TRxC pin (if
this pin is not being used as an input).

Data Encoding The Z-SCC may be pro-
grammed to encode and decode the serial data
in four different ways (Figure 6). In NRZ
encoding, a I is represented by a High level
and a 0 is represented by a Low level. In NRZI
encoding, a I is represented by no change in
level and a 0 is represented by a change in
level. In FMI (more properly, bi-phase mark)
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A I is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell and a 0 is
represented by no additional transition at the
center of the bit cell. In FMO (bi-phase space),
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 0 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell, and a I
is represented by no additional transition at
the center of the bit cell. In addition to these
four methods, the Z-SCC can be used to
decode Manchester (bi-phase level) data by
using the DPLL in the FM mode and program-
ming the receiver for NRZ data. Manchester
encoding always produces a transition at the
center of the bit cell. If the transition is 0 to I,
the bit is a O. If the transition is I to 0 the
bit is a 1.

Auto Echo and Local Loopback. The Z-SCC
is capable of automatically echoing everything
it receives. This feature is useful mainly in
Asynchronous modes, but works in Syn-
chronous and SDLC modes as well. In Auto
Echo mode, TxD is RxD. Auto Echo mode can
be used with NRZI or FM encoding with no
additional delay, because the data stream is
not decoded before retransmission. In Auto
Echo mode, the CTS input is ignored as a
transmitter enable (although transitions on this
input can still cause interrupts if programmed
to do so). In this mode, the transmitter is
actually bypassed and the programmer is
responsible for disabling transmitter interrupts
and WAIT/REQUEST on transmit.

The Z-SCC is also capable of Local Loop-
back. In this mode TxD is RxD, just as in Auto
Echo mode. However, in Local Loopback
mode, the internal transmit data is tied to the
internal receive data and RxD is ignored
(except to be echoed out via TxD). The CTS
and DCD inputs are also ignored as transmit
and receive enables. However, transitions on
these inputs can still cause interrupts. Local
Loopback works in Asynchronous, Syn-
chronous and SDLC modes with NRZ, NRZI or
FM coding of the data stream.

I/O Interface Capabilities. The Z-SCC offers
the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored or
nonvectored), and Block Transfer modes to
transfer data, status, and control information to
and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA
control.

Polling. All interrupts are disabled. Three
status registers in the Z-SCC are automatically
updated whenever any function is performed.
For example, end-of-frame in SDLC mode
sets a bit in one of these status registers. The
idea behind polling is for the CPU to period-
ically read a status register until the register
contents indicate the need for data to be
transferred. Only one register needs to be
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read; depending on its contents, the CPU
either writes data, reads data, or continues.
Two bits in the register indicate the need for
data transfer. An alternative is a poll of the
Interrupt Pending register to determine the
source of an interrupt. The status for both
channels resides in one register.

Interrupts. The Z-SCC interrupt scheme con-
forms to the Z-Bus speci£ication. When a
Z-SCC responds to an Interrupt Acknowledge
signal (INTACK) from the CPU, an interrupt
vector may be placed on the AID bus. This
vector is written in WR2 and may be read in
RR2A or RR2B (Figures 10 and 11).

To speed interrupt response time, the Z-SCC
can modify three bits in this vector to indicate
status. If the vector is read in Channel A,
status is never included; if it is read in
Channel B, status is always included.

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the
Z-SCC (Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus
interrupts in both channels) has three bits
associated with the interrupt source: Interrupt
Pending (IP), Interrupt Under Service (IUS),
and Interrupt Enable (IE). Operation of the IE
bit is straightforward. If the IE bit is set for a
given interrupt source, then that source can
request interrupts. The exception is when the
MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in WR9 is
reset and no interrupts may be requested. The
IE bits are write only.

The other two bits are related to the Z-Bus
interrupt priority chain (Figure 7). As a Z-Bus
peripheral, the Z-SCC may request an
interrupt only when no higher priority device
is requesting one, e.g., when lEI is High. If
the device i~uestion requests an interrupt, it
pulls down INT. The CPU then responds with
INTACK, and the interrupting device places
the vector on the AID bus.

In the Z-SCC, the IP bit signals a need for
interrupt servicing. When an IP bit is 1 and
the lEI input is High, the INT output is pulled
Low, requesting an interrupt. In the Z-SCC, if
the IE bit is not set by enabling interrupts,
then the IP for that souree can never be set.
The IP is set two or three AS cycles after the
interrupt condition occurs. Two or three AS
rising edges are required from the time an in-
terrupt condition occurs until INT is activated.
The IP bits are readable in RR3A.

The IUS bits signal that an interrupt request

is being serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt
sources of lower priority in the Z-SCC and
external to the Z-SCC are prevented from
requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt
sources are inhibited by the state of the inter-
nal daisy chain, while lower priority devices
are inhibited by the IEO output of the Z-SCC
being pulled Low and propagated to subse-
quent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle if there are no
higher priority devices requesting interrupts.

There are three types of interrupts:
Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus. Each
interrupt type is enabled under program con-
trol with Channel A having higher priority
than Channel B, and with Receiver, Transmit,
and External/Status interrupts prioritized in
that order within each channel. When the
Transmit interrupt is enabled, the CPU is
interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so
that it can become empty.) When enabled, the
receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of
three ways:

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on All Receive Characters or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on Special Receive Condition
Only.

Interrupt on First Character or Special Con-
dition and Interrupt on Special Condition Only
are typically used with the Block Transfer
mode. A Special Receive Condition is one of
the following: receiver overrun, framing error
in Asynchronous mode, end-of-frame in SDLC
mode and, optionally, a parity error. The
Special Receive Condition interrupt is different
from an ordinary receive character available
interrupt only in the status placed in the vector
during the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. In
Interrupt on First Receive Character, an inter-
rupt can occur from Special Receive Condi-
tions any time after the £irst receive character
interrupt.

The main function of the External/Status
interrupt is to monitor the signal transitions of
the CTS, DCD, and SYNC pins; however, an
External/Status interrupt is also caused by a
Transmit Underrun condition, or a zero count

Z·BUS
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in the baud rate generator, or by the detection
of a Break (Asynchronous mode), Abort (SDLC
mode) or EOP (SDLC Loop mode) sequence in
the data stream. The interrupt caused by the
Abort or EOP has a special feature allowing
the Z-SCC to interrupt when the Abort or EOP
sequence is detected or terminated. This
feature facilitates the proper termination of the
current message, correct initialization of the
next message, and the accurate timing of the
Abort condition in external logic in SDLC
mode. In SDLC Loop mode, this feature allows
secondary stations to recognize the wishes of
the primary station to regain control of the
loop during a poll sequence.
CPU/DMA Block Transfer. The Z-SCC pro-
vides a Block Transfer mode to accommodate

CPU block transfer functions and DMAcon-
trollers. The Block Transfer mode uses the
WAIT/REQUESToutput in conjunction with the
WaiVReguest bits in WRl. The WAITt
REQUESToutput can be defined under soft-
ware control as a WAITline in the CPU Block
Transfer mode or as a REQUESTline in the
DMA Block Transfer mode.

To a DMAcontroller, the Z-SCC REQUEST
output indicates that the Z-SCC is ready to
transfer data to or from memory. To the CPU,
the WAITline indicates that the Z-SCC is not
ready to transfer data, thereby requesting that
the CPU extend the VO cycle. The DTRI
REQUESTline allows full-duplex operation
under DMAcontrol.

Architecture The Z-SCC internal structure includes two
full-duplex channels, two baud rate
generators, internal control and interrupt
logic, and a bus interface to the Zilog Z-Bus.
Associated with each channel are a number of

ADDRESSl~
DATA~

read and write registers for mode control and
status information, as well as logic necessary to
interface to modems or other external devices
(Figure 8).

The logic for both channels provides
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formats, synchronization, and validation for
data transferred to Qnd from the channel inter-
face. The modem control inputs are monitored
by the control logic under program control.
All of the modem control signals are general-
purpose in nature and can optionally be used
for functions other than modem control.

The register set for each channel includes
ten control (write) registers, two sync
character (write) registers, and four status
(read) registers. In addition, each baud rate
generator has two (read/write) registers for
holding the time constant that determines the
baud rate. Finally, associated with the inter-
rupt logic is a write register for the interrupt
vector accessible through either channel, a
write-only Master Interrupt Control register
and three read registers: one containing the
vector with status infomation (Channel B only),
one containing the vector without status
(Channel A only), and one containing the
Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only).

The registers for each channel are
designated as follows:

WRO-WRI5 - Write Registers 0 through 15.

RRO-RR3, RRIO, RRI2, RRI3, RRl5 - Read
Registers 0 through 3, 10, 12, 13, 15.

Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each
read or write register. The Z-SCC contains
only one WR2 and WR9, but they can be
accessed by either channel. All other registers
are paired (one for each channel).

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path
illustrated in Figure 9 is identical for both
channels. The receiver has three a-bit buffer
registers in an FIFO arrangement, in addition
to the a-bit receive shift register. This scheme
creates additional time far the CPU to service
an interrupt at the beginning of a block of
high speed data. Incoming data is routed
through one of several paths (data or CRC)
depending on the selected mode (the character
length in Asynchronous modes also determines
the data path).

The transmitter has an a-bit Transmit Data

buffer register loaded from the internal data
bus and a 20-bit Transmit Shift register that
can be loaded either from the synchronous
character registers or from the Transmit Data
register. Depending on the operational mode,
outgoing data is routed through one of four
main paths before it is transmitted from the
Transmit Data output (TxD)

RRO TransmiVReceive buffer status and External status

RR1 Special Receive Condition status
RR2 Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)

Unmodified interrupt vector (Channel A only)
RR3 Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only)

RR8 Receive buffer
RR 10 Miscellaneous status
RR12 Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

RR13 Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

RR 15 ExternaVStatus interrupt information

eRe initialize, initialization commands for the
various modes, shift righVshift left command
Transmit/Receive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition

Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel)

Receive parameters and control

TransmiVReceive miscellaneous parameters and
modes

Transmit parameters and controls

Sync characters or SDLC address field
Sync character or SDLC flag
Transmit buffer

Master interrupt control and reset (accessed
through either channel)
Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits

Clock mode control
Lower byte of baud .rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

Miscellaneous control bits

ExternaVStatus interrupt control

WR2
WR3
WR4

WR5
WR6

WR7

WR8
WR9

WRIO
WRII
WR12
WRl3
WR14
WR15

Programming The Z-SCC contains 13 write registers in
each channel that are programmed by the
system separately to configure the functional
personality of the channels. All of the registers
in the Z-SCC are directly addressable. How
the Z-SCC decodes the address placed on the
address/data bus at the beginning of a Read or
Write cycle is controlled by a command issued
in WROB. In the Shift Right mode the channel
select AlB is taken from ADo and the state of
AD5 is ignored. In the Shift Left mode AlB is
taken from AD5 and the state of ADo is

ignored. AD7 and AD6 are always ignored as
address bits and the register address itself
occupies AD4-ADI.

The system program first issues a series of
commands to initialize the basic mode of
operation. This is followed by other commands
to qualify conditions within the selected mode.
For example, the Asynchronous mode,
character length, clock rate, number of stop
bits, even or odd parity might be set first.
Then the Interrupt mode would be set, and
finally, receiver or transmitter enable.



Programming
(Continued)

Read Registers. The Z-SCC contains eight
read registers (actually nine, counting the
receive buffer [RR8]) in each channel. Four of
these may be read to obtain status information
(RRO, RRI, RRIO, and RRI5). Two registers
(RRI2 and RRI3) may be read to learn the
baud rate generator time constant. RR2 con-
tains either the unmodified interrupt vector
(Channel A) or the vector modified by status
information (Channel B). RR3 contains the

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~~

~ R,CHARACTERAVAILABlEL ZERO COUNT

Tx BUFFER EMPTY

DCD

SYNC/HUNT

CTS

Tll UNDERRUNIEOM

BREAK/ABORT

~~~

~AllSENT L RESIDUE CODe 2

RESIDUE CODe 1

RESIDUE CODe 0

PARITY ERROR

Rll OVERRUN ERROR

CRe/FRAMING ERROR

END OF FRAME (SOLei

ID11~1~1~1~ID2IDll~1

~~~

~ CHANNEl B EXT'STATI"L CHANNEL B TIl IP'

CHANNel B Rx IP'

CHANNEL A EXT/STAT IP'

CHANNEL A Tll IP'

CHANNEL A Rx IP'

o
o

'ALWAYS 0 IN B CHANNEL

Interrupt Pending (IP) bits (Channel A).
Figure 10 shows the formats for each read
register.

The status bits of RRO and RRI are carefully
grouped to simplify status monitoring; e.g.,
when the interrupt vector indicates a Special
Receive Condition interrupt, all the appro-
priate error bits can be read from a single
register (RRI).

~~II~~~:)
~TC'

fe, LOWER BYTE OFI~~TIME CONSTANT

~~

llli~::~ECOUNTIE

~ SVNc/HUNT IE

eTS IE

Tll UNDERRUNIEQM IE

BREAK/ABORT IE



Programming
(Continued)

Write Registers. The Z-SCC contains 13 write
registers (14 counting WR8, the transmit
buffer) in each channel. These write registers
are programmed separately to configure the
functional "personality" of the channels. In
addition, there are two registers (WR2 and

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

100 NULL CODE

o 1 NULL CODE

1 0 SELECT SHIFT LEFT MODe·

1 1 :ELECT SHIFT RIGHTMoce'

00 0
o 0 ,

o , 0
o , ,
, 0 0
, 0 ,

, 0, ,

NULL CODe

NULL CODE

REseT EXT/STATUS INTERRUPTS

SEND ABORT

ENABLE INT ON NEXT RlI CHARACTER

RESET Tx INT PENDING

ERROR RESET

RESET HIGHEST IUS

WR9) shared by the two channels that may be
accessed through either of them. WR2 contains
the interrupt vector for both channels, while
WR9 contains the interrupt control bits. Figure
II shows the format of each write register.

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~
L.: R.ENABLE

SYNC CHARACTER LOAD INHIBIT

ADDRESS SEARCH MODE (SOLC)

Rx CRe ENABLE

ENTER HUNT MODE

AUTO ENABLES

o Rll. 5 BITS/CHARACTER

1 Rx 7 BITs/CHARACTER

1 0 Rx 6 BITS/CHARACTER

1 1 Rll. 8 BITs/CHARACTER

ilLPARITY ENABLE

L- PARITY EVEN/ODD

o 0 SYNC MODES ENABLE

o 1 1 STOP BrT/CHARACTER

1 0 1V, STOP BITS/CHARACTER

1 1 2 STOP BITS/CHARACTER

8 BIT SYNC CHARACTER

16 BIT SYNC CHARACTER

o SOle MODE (01111110 FLAG)

EXTERNAL SYNC MODE

o 0 NULL CODE

RESET RI( CRC CHECKER

RESET TI( CRC GENERATOR

1 RESET TI( UNDERRUNIEOM LATCH

~

I L: ::;RC ENABLE

L SDLCICRC.16

TI( ENABLE

SEND BREAK

TI( 5 BITS (OR LESS)/CHARACTER

TI( 7 BITS/CHARACTER

TI( 6 BITs/CHARACTER

TI( 8 BITS/CHARACTER

_

~
L EXT INT ENABLE

~ TI( INT ENABLE

PARITY IS SPECIAL CONDITION

o 0 RI( INT DISABLE

o 1 RI( INT ON FIRST CHARACTER OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 OINT ON All RI( CHARACTERS OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 1 RI( INT ON SPECIAL CONDITION ONLY

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~J~~
SYNC7 SYNCs SYNCs SYNC. SYNC3 SYNC, SYNC,
SYNC1 SYNCo SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC: SYNC,
SYNC7 SYNCs SYNCs SYNC4 SYNC3 SYNC: SYNC,
SYNC3 SYNC: SYNC, SYNCo 1 1 1
ADR7 ADRs ADRs ADR. ADR3 ADR: ADR,
ADR7 ADRs ADRs ADR4 I( I( I(

L- WAITIDMA REQUEST ON RECEIVEJT~

L- WAITIDMA REQUEST FUNCTION

WAIT/OM A REQUEST ENABLE

MONOSVNC,8 BITS
MONOSVNC,6 BITS
BISYNC, 16 BITS
BISYNC, 12 BITS
SDLC
SDLC (ADDRESS RANGE)



Programming
(Continued)

Write Register 7

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

IFPJl~
SYNC]
SYNCs
SYNC15
SYNC"

o

SYNC .•

SYNC2
SYNC12
SYNC.,

SYNCo,
SYNC,
SYNC.

o

MONOSYNC,8 BITS
MONOSYHC, 6 BITS
BISYNC, 16 BITS
BISYNC,12 BITS
SOLe

SYNCz
5YNCo
$YNC,O
SYNC,,

SYNC,,
5YNCg
SYNCs,

SYNCs
SYNC3
SYNC13
SYNC,,

SYNC3
SYNC,
5YNCl1
SYNC1

1

SYNC,
SYNC.
SYNC, .•
SYNC,O,

o NO RESET

1 CHANNEL RESET B

1 0 CHANNEL RESET A

1 1 FORCE HARDWARE RESET

~

I ~ .BITI!llIT SYNC

LLOOPMOOE
ABORTIFm ON UNDERRUN

MARKJ~IOLE

GO ACTIVE ON POll

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

E~~ILTC')L-TC,
TC,o

Tetl UPPER BYTE OF

~~~~ TIME CONSTANT

NRZ

NRZI

FM1 {TRANSITION;; 1)

FMO (TRANSITION", 0)

CRe PRESET I/O 1011 De 10510 .•1031021 0, I 00 I

~~

L BR GENERATOR ENABLE

L- SR GENERATOR SOURCE

OT'AIREQUEST FUNCTION

AUTO ECHO

LOCAL LOOPBACK

ID11~I~j~IDJi~!oli~1

100 ~ OUT· XTAL OUTPUT

o 1 'fRi"e OUT. TRANSMIT CLOCK

1 0 'i'AiC OUT,. BR GENERATOR OUTPUT

1 1 ~ OUT,. DPLL OUTPUT

~olT

TRANSMIT CLOCK'" I!iTie PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK '" TRxC PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK'" BR GENERATOR OUTPUT

TRANSMIT CLOCK'" DPLL OUTPUT

o 0 0

o 0 1
o ,
o ,
1 0 0
, 0

, 1, ,

NULL COMMAND

ENTER SEARCH MODE

RESET MISSING CLOCK

DISABLE DPLL

SET SOURCE", BR GENERATOR

SET SOURCE ;: ~

SET FM MODE

SET NRZI MODE

RECEIVE CLOCK ,. ~ PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK. Tl6'e PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK,. BR GENERATOR OUTPUT

RECEIVE CLOCK,. DPLL OUTPUT

RTxC XTAUNO XTAL



The Z-SCC generates internal control signals
from AS and DS that are related to PCLK.
Since PCLK has no phase relationship with
AS and DS, the circuitry generating these
internal control signals must provide time for
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives
rise to a recovery time related to PCLK. The
recovery time applies only between bus trans-
actions involving the Z-SCC. The recovery
time required for proper operation is specified
from the rising edge of DS in the first transac-
tion involving the Z-SCC to the falling edge of

DS in the second transaction involving the
Z-SCC. This time must be at least 6 PCLK
cycles plus 200 ns.
Read Cycle Timing. Figure 12 illustrates read
cycle timing. The address on ADo-AD7 and
the state of CSo and INTACKare latched by
the rising edge of AS. RliN must be High to
indicate a Read cycle. CSI must also be High
for the Read cycle to occur. The data bus
drivers in the Z-SCC are then enabled while
DS is Low.

7 \
X ADDRESS ) (______ x DATA VALID }---

RIW /----
co, /----

'C
'C

\ r-
Write Cycle Timing. Figure 13 illustrates
Write cycle timing. The address on ADo-AD7
and the state of CSo and INTACKare latched
by the rising edge of AS. RliN must be Lowto

indicate a Write cycle. CSj must be High for
the Write cycle to occur. DS Low strobes the
data into the Z-SCC.

/

\_--------
ADO-AD? ==::x ADDRESS O D_A_TA >c::

C

'C
\ r-

co, /----

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing.
Figure 14 illustrates Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle timing. The address on ADo-AD7and
the state of CSo and INTACKare latched by

the rising edge of AS. However, if INTACKis
Low, the address and CSo are ignored. The
state of the RIW and CSI are also ignored for
the duration of the Interrupt Acknowledge



Timing
(Continued)

cycle. Between the rising edge of AS and the
falling edge of DS, the internal and external
IEI/I EO daisy chains settle. If there is an inter-
rupt pending in the Z-SCC and lEI is High
when DS falls, the Acknowledge cycle was

intended for the Z-SCC. In this case, the
Z-SCC may be programmed to respond to DS
Low by placing its interrupt vector on
ADO-AD? It then sets the appropriate
Interrupt- Under-Service latch internally.

Coo ===x (IGNORED) x:==:.~:----------------
'MTACK ~ r---:..:----------------

ADO-AD7 ===x (IGNORED) )

Voltages on all inputs and outputs
withrespecttoGND -0.3Vto +7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature As Specified in

Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°C to + 150°C

The characteristics below apply for the
following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to
GND. Positive current flows into the refer-
enced pin. Standard conditions are as follows:

Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

• +4.75 V ~ VCC ~ +;>_25 V

• GND = 0 V
• TA as speCified in Ordering Information

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50 pF max.

+,v

~

2'2K

FROM OUTPUT

UNDER TEST

I'0 pi

DC
Charac-
teristics

Max Unit Condition

VcC+0.3 V
0.8 V

V IoH= -250 ~
0.4 V IoL= +2.0 mA

± 10.0 ~ 0.4 :s V1N :s + 2.4V
± 10.0 ~ 0.4 :s VOUT :s + 2.4V
250 mA

Input High Voltage
Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage
Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vcc Supply Current

Capacitance Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Test Condition

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pi Unmeasured Pins
COUT Output Capacitance 15 pi Returned to Ground
CliO Bidirectional Capacitance 20 pi

f = I MHz. over specified temperature range.

646 2016·014 8085-006. 00 1



4MHz 6 MHz
Min Max Min Max

70 50
50 25
0 0

60 40
100 80
55 40
0 0

250 250
100 80
55 40
0 0

60 40
390 250

6TcPC 6TcPC
+200 +130

30 10
50 30
30 20
30 20
0 0
0 0

250 180
520 335

1 TwAS AS LowWidth
2 TdDS(AS) DS t to AS I Delay
3 TsCSO(AS) CSc to AS t Setup Time
4 ThCSO(AS) CSo to AS , Hold Time
5-TsCSl(DS) --CS] to DS I Setup Time-----------
6 ThCSl(DS) CS) to DS 'Jiold Time
7 TsIA(AS) INTACKto AS' Setup Tim<,-
8 ThIA(AS) INTACKto AS , Hold Time
9 TsRWR(DS) RJW(Read) to DS I Setup Time

IO-ThRW(DS)--RJWto DS t Hold Time -----------
11 TsRWW(DS) RJW(Write) to DS I Setup Time
12 TdAS(DS) AS t to DS I Delay
13 TwDSl DS LowWidth
14 TrC Valid Access Recovery Time

1
1

------1-
1

15-TsA(AS)---Address to AS' Setup Time ----------
16 ThA(AS) Address to AS , MoldTime
17 TsDW(DS) Write Data to OS I Setup Time
18 ThDW(DS) Write Data to DS t Hold Time
19 TdDS(DA) DS I to Data Active Delay
20-TdDSr(DR)--OS t to Read Data Not Valid Delay-------
21 TdDSf(DR) 58 I to Read Data Valid Delay
22 TdAS(DR) AS 1 to Read Data Valid Delay

NOTES;
I. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge

transactions.

2

------1-
1

2. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the sec.
*Tjmings are preliminary and subject to change.
tUnits in nanoseconds (ns).



Interrupt
Acknowledge
Timing

Reset
Timing

Cycle
Timing

4 MHz 6 MHz
Mln Max Min Max

70 45
570 420
240 200
240 200

5TcPC 5TcPC
+300 +250
500 500

250 250
390 250

250 180
120 100

0 0
120 100
250 250
500 500

30 15
30 30

250 250
105 2000 70t 1000
105 2000 70t 1000
250 - 4000--165 0 - 2000

20 15
20 10

23 TdDS(DRz) DS t to Read Data Float Delay
24 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read Data Valid Delay
25 TdDS(W) DS I to Wait Valid Delay
26 TdDSf(REQ) DS I to W/REQ Not Valid Delay
27-TdDSr(REQ)--DS t to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay---------

28 TdAS(INT) AS 1 to INT Valid Delay
29 TdAS(DSA) AS t to OS I (Acknowledge) Delay
30 TwDSA DS (Acknowledge) Low Width
31 TdDSA(DR) DS I (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay
32 - TsIEI(DSA)-- lEI to OS I (Acknowledge) Setup Time -----
33 ThIEI(DSA) IEI to 55 t (Acknowledge) Hold Time
34 TdIEI(lEO) lEI to lEa Delay
35 TdAS(lEO) AS t to lEa Delay
36 TdDSA(lNT) DS I (Acknowledge) to INT Inactive Delay
37 - TdDS(ASQ) -- DS t to AS I Delay for No Reset --------
38 TdASQ(DS) AS t to DS I Delay for No Reset
39 TwRES AS and DS Coincident Low for Reset
40 TwPCI PCLK Low Width
41 TwPCh PCLK High Width
42-TcPC ----PCLK Cycle Time -------------
43 TrPC PCLK Rise Time
44 TfPC PCLK Fall Time

NarES;
3. Float delay is defined &5 the time required for a ± 0.5 V change in the output with a maximum de load and minimum de load.
4. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load.
5. Parameter is system dependent. For any Z-SCC in the dtJoisy chain, TdAS(DSA) must be greater than the sum of TdAS(IEO) for the highest priority device in the daisy

chain, TsIEI(DSA) for the z-see, and TdIEIf(lEO) for each device separating them in the daisy chain.
6. Parameter applies only to a Z-SCC pulling IN! Low at the beginning of the Interrupt Ac1c.nowledge transaction.
7. Internal circuitry allows for the reset provided by the Z8 to be recognized as a reset by the Z-SCC .
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. AU timing references assume 2.0 V for a logic "1"and 0.8 V for a logic "0".
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).
t Parameter equals 64 ns for Z8030A SL441 version compatible with Tl operation.
o Parameter equals 153 ns for Z8030A SL441 version compatible with Tl operation.



General
Timing
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4MHz 6MHz
MiD Max MiD Max

250 250
350 350

4 case only) 80 TwPCL 70 TwPCL
0 0

150 150
0 0

150 150
-200 -200

3TcPC 3TcPC
+200 +200

0 0
300 300
300 300
200 200

180 180
180 180
400 400
250 1000 250 1000
180 180
180 180
400 400
200 200
200

1 TdPC(REQ) PCLK I to W/REQ Valid
2 TdPC(W) PCLK I to Wait Inactive Delay
3 TsRXC(PC) RxC I to PCLK 1 Setup Time (PCLK •
4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to RxC I Setup Time (Xl Mode)
5-ThRXD(RXCr)-RxD to RxC I Hold Time (Xl Mode)------
6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Setup Time (Xl Mode)
7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Hold Time (Xl Mode)
8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to RxC 1 Setup Time
9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to RxC 1 Hold Time

1,4

1

------1-

1,5
1,5
1

1
------2,4-

2
2,5

10-TsTXC(PC)--TxC I to PCLK I Setup Time
11 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC I to TxD Delay (Xl Mode)
12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC I to TxD Delay (Xl Mode)
13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay (Send Clock Echo)
14 TwRTXh RTxC High Width
15-TwRTXI---RTxC Low Width-------------

16 TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time
17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period
18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width
19 TwTRXl TRxC Low Width
20-TcTRX----TRxC Cycle Time-------------
21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width
22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width

6

------·6-
6
3
6

6

------6-

NOTES:
1. RxC is RTxC or TRxC. whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30 pf capacitors to the ground

connected to them.
4. Parameter applies only if the d<!lota rate is one-fourth the PCLK

rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between RxC and
PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required.

5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding.
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and

baud rate generator timing requirements afe identical to chip
PCLK requirements.

• Timings cue preliminary tmd subject to cm.nge.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



System
Timing

K

J(
~ --w ,

~

TdRXC(REQ)
TdRXC(W)
TdRXC(SY)
TdRXC(lNT)

TdTXC(W)
TdTXC(DRQ)
TdTXC(INT)

TdSY(INT)
TdEXT(lNT)

RxC I to W/REQ Valid Delay
RxC I to Wait Inactive Delay
RxC I to SYNC Valid Delay
RxC t INT Valid Delay

TxC I to Wait Inactive Delay
TxC I to DTRlREQ Valid Delay
TxC I to INT Valid Delay

SYNC Transition to INT Valid Delay
DCD or CTS Transition to INT Valid Delay

NOTES,
1. Open· drain output. measured with open-drain test load.
2. 1GC is RTxC or TRxC. whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.

4. Units equal to TcPC.
5. Units equal to AS.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



40-pin DIP
Z8030 PS
Z8030CS
Z8030 PE
Z8030CE
Z8030CM*
Z8030CMB*

40-pin DIP
Z8030A PS
Z8030ACS
Z8030A PE
Z8030ACE
Z8030ACM*
Z8030ACMB*

Z8030 Z-SCC, 4.0 MHz
44-pinLCC
Z8030 LM*
Z8030 LMB*t

44-pinPCC
Z8030VS

Z8030A Z-SCC, 6.0 MHz
44-pin LCC
Z8030A LM*
Z8030A LMB*t

44-pinPCC
Z8030AVS

Z8030A Z-SCC, 6.5 MHz- T1 Compatible
40-pin DIP 44-pin PCC
Z8030A PS SL441 Z8030A VS SL441
Z8030A CS SL441

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = OOCto + lOoC
E = -40°C to +85°C
M*= -55°C to + 125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8031 Z8000® Z-ASCC
Async:hronous Serial
Communic:ations Controller

Zilog Produc:t
Spec:ific:ation

• Twoindependent, 0 to 1Mbit/second, full-
duplex channels, each with a separate
crystal oscillator and baud rate generator.

• Programmable for NRZ,NRZI,or FM data
encoding.

• Local Loopback and Auto Echo modes.

• Asynchronous communications with five to
eight bits per character and one, one and
one-half, or two stop bits per character; pro-
grammable clock factor; break detection
and generation; parity, overrun, and fram-
ing error detection.

General
Description

The 28031 Z-ASCC Asynchronous Serial
Communications Controller is a dual-channel
data communications peripheral designed for
use with the Zilog Z-BUS.The Z-ASCC func-
tions as a serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial
converter/controller. The device contains a
variety of new, sophisticated internal functions
including on-chip baud rate generators and
crystal oscillators that dramatically reduce the
need for external logic.

The Z-ASCC has facilities for modem con-
trols in both channels. In applications where
these controls are not needed, the modem con-
trols can be used for general-purpose I/O.

The Z-BUSdaisy-chain interrupt hierarchy
is also supported-as is standard for Zilog
peripheral components.

BUSI
TIMINO

AND A.SET

CONTROL (

INTERRUPT I
ISERIAL

DATA

ICHANNEL
CLOCKS

CHANNEL
CONTROLS
1l0A MODEM,
DMA,OR
OTHER

AD,

AD,

AD,

AD,

iNi
IEO

lei

INTACK
+5V

W/REOA

RiA
RheA

RllDA

TRJtCA

TxDA
OTRJREQA

RTSA

CTSA

DeDA

PCLK

1 \J 40

2 39

3 3.

• 37

5 36, 3S

7 34

• 33

• 32,. Z8031 31

11
Z·ASCC

30
12 29

13 2.

" 27
15 "" 25

17 ",. 23

" 22

20 21

AD,

AD,

AD,

AD,

DS
AS
RiW
CsO
CS,

QND

W/REOB

RiB
RheB

RxDB

TRxCS
TxDB

DTR/REQB

RlSS

Clse

ceDe

Figure 2a. 40-Pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments

~ .".Q'\ ".<:l? •.0'" .".Q' .".<i~',.<::ll- ,.ob. 't-Q'o~ ¢'
6 5 4 3 2 1 «43 42 41 40

IEO 7 3' R'W
lEI , 3. CSO

lNTACK , 37 cs,
.5V ,. 38 NC

WfREQA 11 35 DNO

SYIlCA 12 Z8031
3. W,=Z·ASCC

RTxtA 13 33 SYNCS

RxOA 14 32 RTxCB

TRxCA 15 31 RxOS

ll<OA " 30 YRiCli
NC 17 2' T)(08

Figure 2b. 44-Pin Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments



Pin
Description

The following section describes the pin
functions of the 2-ASCC. Figures 1 and 2
detail the respective pin functions and pin
assignments.

ADo-AD7. Address/Data Bus (bidirectional.
active High, 3-state). These multiplexed lines
carry register addresses to the 2-ASCC as well
as data or control information to and from
the 2-ASCC.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low).
Addresses on ADO-AD? are latched by the ris-
ing edge of this signal.

CSo. Chip Select 0 (input, active Low). This
signal is latched concurrently with the
addresses on ADo-A~ and must be active for
the intended bus transaction to occur.

CS\. Chip Select 1 (input, active High). This
second select signal must also be active before
the intended bus transaction can occur. CSj
must remain active throughout the transaction.

CTSA. CTSB. Clear to Send (inputs, active
Low). If these pins are programmed as Auto
Enables, a Low on the inputs enables their
respective transmitters. If not programmed as
Auto Enables, they may be used as general-
purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time inputs.
The 2-ASCC detects pulses on these inputs
and can interrupt the CPU on both logic level
transitions.

DCDA. DCDB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs,
active Low). These pins function as receiver
enables if they are programmed for Auto
Enables; otherwise they may be used as
general-purpose input pins. Both pins are
Schmitt-trigger buffered to accommodate slow
rise-time signals. The 2-ASCC detects pulses
on these pins and can interrupt the CPU on
both logic level transitions.

DS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). This
signal provides timing for the transfer of data
into and out of the 2-ASCC. If AS and OS
coincide, this is interpreted as a reset.

DTR/REQA. DTR/REQB. Data Terminal
Ready/Request (outputs, active Low). These
outputs follow the state programmed into the
DTR bit. They can also be used as general-
purpose outputs or as Request lines for a DMA
controller.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
IEI is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy
chain when there is more than one interrupt-
driven device. A High IEI indicates that no
other higher priority device has an interrupt
under service or is requesting an interrupt.

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). IEO is High only if IEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing a Z-ASCC interrupt or
the 2-ASCC is not requesting an interrupt
(Interrupt Acknowledge cycle only). IEO is

connected to the next lower priority device's
IEI input and thus inhibits interrupts from
lower priority devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is activated when the
2-ASCC requests an interrupt.

lNTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This signal indicates an active Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. During this cycle, the
2-ASCC interrupt daisy chain settles. When
OS becomes active, the 2-ASCC places an
interrupt vector on the data bus (if lEI is
High). INTACK is latched by the rising edge
of AS.
PCLK. Clock (input). This is the master
2-ASCC clock used to synchronize internal
signals. PCLK is not required to have any
phase relationship with the master system
clock, although the frequency of this clock
must be at least 90% of the CPU clock fre-
quency for a 28000. PCLK is a TTL level
signal.

RxDA. RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active
High). These input signals receive serial data
at standard TTL levels.

RIA. RIB. Ring Indicator (inputs, active Low).
These pins can act either as inputs or as part
of the crystal oscillator circuit.

In normal operation (crystal oscillator option
not selected), these pins are inputs similar to
CTS and DCD. In this mode, transitions on
these lines affect the state of the Ring Indicator
status bits in Read Register 0 (Figure 8) but
have no other function.

RTxCA. RTxCB. Receive/Transmit Clocks
(inputs, active Low). These pins can be pro-
grammed in several different modes of opera-
tion. In each channel, RTxC may supply the
receive clock, the transmit clock, the clock for
the baud rate generator, or the clock of the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop. These pins can
also be programmed for use with the respec-
tive m pins as a crystal oscillator. The receive
clock may be 1, 16, 32, or 64 times the data
rate in Asynchronous modes.

RTSA. RTSB. Request To Send (outputs,
active Low). When the Request To Send (RTS)
bit in Write Register 5 (Figure 9) is set, the
RTS signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is
reset and Auto Enable is on, the signal goes
High after the transmitter is empty. With Auto
Enable off, the RTS pin strictly follows the state
of the RTS bit. Both pins can be used as
general-purpose outputs.

R/W. Read/Write (input). This signal specifies
whether the operation to be performed is a
read or a write.

TxDA. TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, aclive
High). These output signals transmit serial data
at standard TTL levels.
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TRxCA. TRxCB. Transmit/Receive Clocks
(inputs or outputs, active Low). These pins can
be programmed in several different modes of
operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock
or the transmit clock in the input mode or sup-
ply the output of the Digital Phase-Locked
Loop, the crystal oscillator, the baud rate
generator, or the transmit clock in the output
mode.

W/REQA. W/REQB. Wait/Request (outputs,
open-drain when programmed for a Wait func-
tion, driven High or Low when programmed
for a Request function). These dual-purpose
outputs may be programmed as Request lines
for a DMA controller or as Wait lines to
synchronize the CPU to the Z-ASCC data rate.
The reset state is Wait.

Functional
Description

The functional capabilities of the Z-ASCC
can be described from two different points
of view: as a data communications device,
it transmits and receives data in a wide
variety of data communications protocols;
as a Z8000 peripheral, it interacts with the
CPU and other peripheral circuits and is part
of the system interrupt structure.

Data Communications Capabilities. The
Z-ASCC provides two independent full-duplex
channels programmable for use in any com-
mon Asynchronous data communication pro-
tocol. Figure 3 and the following description
briefly detail this protocol.

Asynchronous Modes. Transmission and
reception can be accomplished independently
on each channel with live to eight bits per
character, plus optional even or odd parity.
The transmitters can supply one, one-and-a-
half, or two stop bits per character and can
provide a break output at any time. The
receiver break-detection logic interrupts the
CPU both at the start and at the end of a
received break. Reception is protected from
spikes by a transient spike-rejection
mechanism that checks the signal one-half a
bit time after a Low level is detected on the
receive data input (RxDA or RxDB in
Figure I). If the Low does not persist (as in the
case of a transient), the character assembly
process does not start.

Framing errors and overrun errors are
detected and buffered together with the partial
character on which they occur. Vectored inter-
rupts allow fast servicing of error conditions
using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a
built-in checking process avoids the interpreta-
tion of a framing error as a new start bit: a
framing error results in the addition of one-half
a bit time to the point at which the search for
the next start bit begins.

The Z-ASCC does not require symmetric
transmit and receive clock signals-a feature
allowing use of the wide variety of clock
sources. The transmitter and receiver can

handle data at a rate of 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of
the clock rate supplied to the receive and
transmit clock inputs.

Baud Rate Generator. Each channel in the
Z-ASCC contains a programmable baud rate
generator. Each generator consists of two 8-bit
time constant registers that form a 16-bit time
constant, a 16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop
on the output producing a square wave. On
startup, the flip-flop on the output is set in a
High state, the value in the time constant
register is loaded into the counter, and the
counter starts counting down. The output of
the baud rate generator toggles upon reaching
0, the value in the time constant register is
loaded into the counter, and the process is
repeated. The time constant may be changed
at any time, but the new value does not take
effect until the next load of the counter.

The output of the baud rate generator may
be used as either the transmit clock, the
receive clock, or both. It can also drive the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop (see next section).

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not
programmed to come from the TRxC pin, the
output of the baud rate generator may be
echoed out via the TRxC pin.

The follOWing formula relates the time con-
stant to the baud rate (the baud rate is in
bits/second and the BR clock period is in
seconds):

PCLK
lime constant = 2 (clock factor) (baud) - 2

Digital Phase-Locked Loop. The Z-ASCC
contains a Digital Phase-Locked Loop (DPLL)
to recover clock information from a data
stream with NRZI or FM encoding. The: DPLL is
driven by a clock that is nominally 32 (NRZI)
or 16 (FM) times the data rate. The DPLL uses
this clock, along with the data stream, to con-
struct a clock for the data. This clock may then
be used as the Z-ASCC receive clock, the
transmit clock, or both.

PARITYsr !rp
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For NRZI encoding, the DPLL counts the 32x
clock to create nominal bit times. As the 32x
clock is counted, the DPLL is searching the
incoming data stream for edges (either I to 0
or 0 to I). Whenever an edge is detected, the
DPLL make's a count adjustment (during the
next counting cycle). producing a terminal
count closer to the center of the bit cell.

For FM encoding, the DPLL still counts from
o to 31, but with a cycle corresponding to two
bit times. When the DPLL is locked, the clock
edges in the data stream should occur between
counts 15 and 16 and between counts 31 and
O. The DPLL looks for edges only during a
time centered on the 15 to 16 counting
transition.

The 32x clock for the DPLL can be pro-
grammed to come from either the RTxC input
or the output of the baud rate generator. The
DPLL output may be programmed to be
echoed out of the Z-ASCC via the TRxC pin (if
this pin is not being used as an input).

Data Encoding The Z-ASCC may be pro-
grammed to encode and decode the serial data
in four different ways (Figure 4). In NRZ
encoding, a I is represented by a High level
and a 0 is represented by a Low level. In NRZI
encoding, a I is represented by no change in
level and a 0 is represented by a change in
level. In FMI (more properly, bi-phase mark)
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A I is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell and a 0 is
represented by no additional transition at the
center of the bit cell. In FMO (bi-phase space).
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 0 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit celL and a I
is represented by no additional transition at
the center of the bit cell. In addition to these
four methods, the Z-ASCC can be used to
decode Manchester (bi-phase level) data by
using the DPLL in the FM mode and program-
ming the receiver for NRZ data. Manchester
encoding always produces a transition at the
center of the bit cell. If the transition is 0 to I,

the bit is a O. If the transition is I to 0 the
bit is a 1.

Auto Echo and Local Loopback. The Z-ASCC
is capable of automatically echoing everything
it receives. In Auto Echo mode, RxD is con-
nected to TxD internally. Auto Echo mode can
be used with NRZI or FM encoding with no
additional delay, because the data stream is
not decoded before retransmission. In Auto
Echo mode, the CTS input is ignored as a
transmitter enable (although transitions on this
input can still cause interrupts if programmed
to do so). In this mode, the transmitter is
actually bypassed and the programmer is
responsible for disabling transmitter interrupts
and WAIT/REQUEST on transmit.

The Z-ASCC is also capable of Local Loop-
back. In this mode TxD is connected to RxD
internally, just as in Auto Echo mode.
However, in Local Loopback mode, the inter-
nal transmit data is tied to the internal receive
data and RxD is ignored (except to be echoed
out via TxD). The CTS and DCD inputs are
also ignored as transmit and receive enables.
However, transitions on these inputs can still
cause interrupts. Local Loopback works with
NRZ, NRZI or FM coding of the data stream.

I/O Interface Capabilities. The Z-ASCC
offers the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored
or nonvectored). and Block Transfer modes to
transfer data, status, and control information to
and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA
control.

Polling. All interrupts are disabled. Three
status registers in the Z-ASCC are automat-
ically updated whenever any function is per-
formed. The idea behind polling is for the
CPU to periodically read a status register until
the register contents indicate the need for data
to be transferred. Only one register needs to
be read; depending on its contents, the CPU
either writes data, reads data, or continues.
Two bits in the register indicate the need for
data transfer. An alternative is a poll of the
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Interrupt Pending register to determine the
source of an interrupt. The status for both
channels resides in one register.

Interrupts. The Z-ASCC interrupt scheme
conforms to the Z-BUS specification. When a
Z-ASCC responds to an Interrupt Acknowledge
signal (INTACK) from the CPU, an interrupt
vector may be placed on the A/D bus. This
vector is written in WR2 and may be read in
RR2A or RR2B (Figures 8 and 9).

To speed interrupt response time, the
Z-ASCC can modify three bits in this vector to
indicate status. If the vector is read in Channel
A, status is never included; if it is read in
Channel B, status is always included.

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the
Z-ASCC (Transmit, Receive, and Exter-
nal/Status interrupts in both channels) has
three bits associated with the interrupt source:
Interrupt Pending (IP), Interrupt Under Ser-
vice (IUS), and Interrupt Enable (IE). Opera-
tion of the IE bit is straightforward. If the IE bit
is set for a given interrupt source, then that
source can request interrupts. The exception is
when the MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in
WR9 is reset and no interrupts may be
requested. The IE bits are write only.

The other two bits are related to the Z-BUS
interrupt priority chain (Figure 5). The
Z-ASCC may request an interrupt only when
no higher priority device is requesting one,
e.g., when lEI is High. If the device in ques-
tion requests an interrupt, it pulls down INT.
The CPU then responds with INTACK, and the
interrupting device places the vector on the
AID bus.

In the Z-ASCC, the IP bit signals a need for
interrupt servicing. When an IP bit is I and
the lEI input is High, the !NT output is pulled
Low, requesting an interrupt. In the Z-ASCC,
if the IE bit is not set by enabling interrupts,
then the IP for that source can never be set.
The IP is set two or three AS cycles after the
interrupt condition occurs. Two or three AS
rising edges are required from the time an
interrupt condition occurs until INT is acti-
vated. The IP bits are readable in RR3A.

The IUS bits signal that an interrupt request
is being serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt
sources of lower priority in the Z-ASCC and

external to the Z-ASCC are prevented from
requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt
sources are inhibiied by the state of the inter-
nal daisy chain, while lower priority devices
are inhibited by the IEO output of the Z-ASCC
being pulled Low and propagated to subse-
quent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle if there are no
higher priority devices requesting interrupts.

There are three types of interrupts:
Transmit, Receive, and External/Status. Each
interrupt type is enabled under program con-
trol with Channel A having higher priority
than Channel B, and with Receiver, Transmit,
and External/Status interrupts prioritized in
that order within each channel. When the
Transmit interrupt is enabled, the CPU is
interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so
that it can become empty.) When enabled, the
receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of
three ways:

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on All Receive Characters or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on Special Receive Condition
Only.

Interrupt on First Character or Special Con-
dition and Interrupt on Special Condition Only
are typically used with the Block Transfer
mode. A Special Receive Condition is receiver
overrun, and, optionally, a parity error. The
Special Receive Condition interrupt is difierent
from an ordinary receive character available
interrupt only in the status placed in the vector
during the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. In
Interrupt on First Receive Character, an inter-
rupt can occur from Special Receive Condi-
tions any time after the first receive character
interrupt.

The main function of the External/Status
interrupt is to monitor the signal transitions of
the CTS, DCD, and ill pins; however, an
External/Status interrupt is also caused by a
Transmit Underrun condition, or a zero count
in the baud rate generator, or by the detection
of a Break.

Z·8ua
P.RIPHBRAL

lEI ADo-AD7 fN'i' INTACK IEO

Z·8ua
P.RIPH.RAL

lEI ADo-AD1 fNf INYACK
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CPU/DMA Block Transfer. The Z-ASCC pro-
vides a Block Transfer mode to accommodate
CPU block transfer functions and DMA con-
trollers. The Block Transfer mode uses the
WAIT/REQUEST output in conjunction with the
WaiVRequest bits in WRI. The WAIT/
REQUEST output can be defined under soft-
ware control as a WAIT line in the CPU Block
Transfer mode or as a REQUEST line in the

DMA Block Transfer mode.
To a DMA controller, the Z-ASCC REQUEST

output indicates that the Z-ASCC is ready to
transfer data to or from memory. To the CPU,
the WAIT line indicates that the Z-ASCC is not
ready to transfer data, thereby requesting that
the CPU extend the 1/0 cycle. The DTRI
REQUEST line allows full-duplex operation
under DMA control.

The Z-ASCC internal structure includes
two full-duplex channels, two baud rate
generators, internal control and interrupt
logic, and a bus interface to the Zilog Z-BUS.
Associated with each channel are a number of
read and write registers for mode control and
status information, as well as logic necessary to
interface to modems or other external devices
(Figure 6).

The logic for both channels provides
formats, synchronization, and validation for

data transferred to and from the channel inter-
face. The modem control inputs are monitored
by the control logic under program control.
All of the modem control signals are general-
purpose in nature and can optionally be used
for functions other than modem control.

The register set for each channel includes
ten control (write) registers, and four status
(read) registers. In addition, each baud rate
generator has two (read/write) registers for
holding the time constant that determines the

} SERIAL DATA

..- } CHANNEL CLOCKS

Iii
WAIT/REQUEST

}

MODEM, OMA, OR
OTHER CONTROLS

-}MODEM, OMA, OR
OTHER CONTROLS

} SERIAL DATA

} CHANNEL CLOCKS

Iii
WAIT/REQUEST
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write-only Master Interrupt Control register
and three read registers: one containing the
vector with status infomation (Channel B only).
one containing the vector without status
(Channel A only), and one containing the
Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only).

The registers for each channel are
designated as follows:

WRO-WRI5 - Write Registers 0-5,8-15.

RRO-RR3, RRIO, RRI2, RR13, RR15 - Read
Registers ° through 3, 10, 12, 13, 15.

Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each
read or write register. The Z-ASCC contains
only one WR2 and WR9, but they can be
accessed by either channel. All other registers
are paired (one for each channel).

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path
illustrated in Figure 7 is identical for both
channels. The receiver has three 8-bit buffer
registers in an FIFO arrangement, in addition
to the 8-bit receive shift register. This scheme
creates additional time for the CPU to service
an interrupt at the beginning of a block of
high speed data. Incoming data is routed
through one of several paths depending on the
selected mode (the character length deter-
mines the data path).

The transmitter has an 8-bit Transmit Data
buffer register loaded from the internal data
bus and an II-bit Transmit Shift register that is
loaded from the Transmit Data register.

~peclal tieceive Condition status

Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)
Unmodified interrupt vector (Channel A only)

Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only)

Receive buffer

Miscellaneous status

Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

ExternaVStatus interrupt information

RR3

RR8

RRIO
RR12

RRI3

RR1S

CRC initialize, initialization commands for the
various modes, shift righVshift left command

TransmiVReceive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition

Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel)

Receive parameters and control

TransmiVReceive miscellaneous parameters and
modes

Transmit parameters and controls

Transmit buffer

Master interrupt control and reset (accessed
through either channel)

Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits

Clock mode control

Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

Miscellaneous control bits

ExternaVStatus interrupt control

WR2
WR3
WR4

WRS
WR8

WR9

WRIO
WR1I

WRI2
WRI3
WRI4
WRIS

Programming The Z-ASCC contains 11 write registers in
each channel that are programmed by the
system separately to configure the functional
personality of the channels. All of the registers
in the Z-ASCC are directly addressable. How
the Z-ASCC decodes the address placed on
the address/data bus at the beginning of a
Read or Write cycle is controlled by a com-
mand issued in WROB. In the shift right mode,
the channel select AlB is taken from ADo and
the state of ADs is ignored. In the shift left

mode, AlB is taken from ADs and the state of
ADo is ignored. AD? and AD6 are always
ignored as address bits and the register
address itself occupies AD4 - ADI.

The system program first issues a series of
commands to initialize the basic mode of
operation. For example, the character length,
clock rate, number of stop bits, even or odd
parity might be set first. Then the Interrupt
mode would be set, and finally, receiver or
transmitter enable.



these may be read to obtain status information
(RRO, RRl, RRIO, and RRI5). Two registers
(RRI2 and RRI3) may be read to learn the
baud rate generator time constant. RR2 con-
tains either the unmodified interrupt vector
(Channel A) or the vector modified by status
information (Channel B). RR3 contains the

u~~~R'CHARACTERAVAILASLEL ZERO COUNT
Tx BUFFER EMPTY

DCD

RINO INDICATOR

CTS,
BREAK

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

u~~~CHANNELSEXTISTATIP'L CHANNEL B Tit Ip·

CHANNEL 8 RIt IP'

CHANNEL It. EXT/STAT IP'

CHANNEL A Tit IP'

CHANNEL A Rx IP'
o
o

"ALWAYS 0 IN B CHANNEL

The status bits of RRO and RRI are carefully
grouped to simplify status monitoring; e.g.,
when the interrupt vector indicates a Special
Receive Condition interrupt, all the appro-
priate error bits can be read from a single
register (RRI).

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

U~~
~o CLOCKS MISSING

ONE CLOCK MISSING

U~~~~lTC3 LOWER BYTE OF

~~~ TIME CONSTANT

Read Register 15

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

U~:~·"
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Write Registers. The Z-ASCC contains 11
write registers (12 counting WR8, the transmit
buffer) in each channel. These write registers
are programmed separately to configure the
functional "personality" of the channels. In
addition, there are two registers (WR2 and

~

o 0 NULL CODE

o 1 NULL CODE

1 0 SELECT SHIFT LEFT MODE·

1 1 :ELECT SHIFT RIGHT MODE·

o 0

o 1

1 0

1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 0

1 1

NUll CODE

NULL CODE

RESET EXT/STATUS INTERRUPTS

NULL CODe

ENABLE INT ON NEXT Rx CHARACTER

RESET TaiNT PENDING

ERROR RESET

RESET HIGHEST IUS

WR9) shared by the two channels that may be
accessed through either of them. WR2 contains
the interrupt vector for both channels, while
WR9 contains the interrupt control bits. Figure
9 shows the format of each write register.

o Rx 5 BITs/CHARACTER

1 Rx 7 BITs/CHARACTER

o Rx 6 BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 Rll 8 BITs/CHARACTER

Write Register"

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

ilLPARITY ENABLE

L- PARITY EVEN/ODD

o 0 DO NOT PROGRAM

o 1 1 STOP BIT/CHARACTER

1 0 1Yt STOP BITS/CHARACTER

1 1 2 STOP BITs/CHARACTER

o 0 X 1 CLOCK MODE

o 1 X18 CLOCK MODE
1 0 X32 CLOCK MODE

1 1 X64 CLOCK MODE

o 0 Tx 5 BITS (OR LESS)lCHARACTER

o 1 Tx 7 BITs/CHARACTER

1 0 Tx 6 BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 Tx 8 BITs/CHARACTER

_

~
L EXT INT ENABLE

Tit INT ENABLE

PARITY IS SPECIAL CONDITION

o 0 All INT DISABLE

o 1 Ax INT ON FIRST CHARACTEA OA SPECIAL CONDITION

1 OINT ON All All CHARACTERS OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 1 RII lNT ON SPECIAL CONDITION ONLY

L- WAIT/DMA REQUEST ON RECEIV~

WAif/DMA REQUEST FUNCTION

WAIT/DMA REQUEST ENABLE



Programming Write Register 9
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o NO RESET

1 CHANNEL RESET8

1 0 CHANNEL RESETA

1 1 FORCE HARDWARE RESET

NRZ

NAZI

o FM1 (TRANSITION • f)

FMO (TRANSITION - 0)

~

o 0 fRxC OUT. XTAlOUTPUT

o 1 ~ OUT:: TRANSMIT CLOCK

1 0 fRiC OUT"" 8R GENERATOR OUTPUT

1 1 ~ OUT 0: OPLL OUTPUT

fliiC on
TRANSMIT CLOCK "" R'i'ie PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK:: fRiC PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK:: 8A GENERATOR OUTPUT

TRANSMIT CLOCK •• DPLL OUTPUT

o 0 RECEIVE CLOCK", RTiC PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK '" ~ PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK"" 8R GENERATOR OUTPUT

RECEIVE CLOCK", DPLL OUTPUT

ATiC XTAUNO XTAl

Write Register 12

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

L BR aENERATOR ENABLE

L- 8A GENERATOR SOURCE

DTR/REQUEST FUNCTION

AUTO ECHO

LOCAL LOOP8ACK

o 0 0 NULL COMMAND

o 0 1 ENTER SEARCH MODE

o f RESET MISSING CLOCK

o 1 DISABLEDPLL

o 0 SET SOURCE. 8A GENERATOR

o 1 SET SOURCE •• RTil::

1 SETFM MODE

1 SETNRZIMODE



The Z-ASCC generates internal control
signals from AS and OS that are related to
PCLK. Since PCLK has no phase relationship
with AS and OS, the circuitry generating these
internal control signals must provide time for
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives
rise to a recovery time related to PCLK. The
recovery lime applies only between bus trans-
actions involving the Z-ASCC. The recovery
time required for proper operation is speCified
from the rising edge of OS in the first transac-
tion involving the Z-ASCC to the falling edge

of OS in the second transaction involving the
Z-ASCC. This time must be at least 6 PCLK
cycles plus 200 ns.

Read Cycle Timing. Figure 10 illustrates
Read cycle timing. The address on AOO-A07
and the state of CSo and INTACK are latched
by the rising edge of AS. R!W must be High to
indicate a Read cycle. CSI must also be High
for the Read cycle to occur. The data bus
drivers in the Z-ASCC are then enabled while
OS is Low.

I \
X ADDRESS ) (

I
I

.... x DATA VALID

c
c

\ r-
Write Cycle Timing. Figure 11 illustrates
Write cycle timing. The address on AOO-A07
and the state of CSo and INTACK are latched
by the rising edge of AS. RlW must be Low to

indicate a Write cycle. CSI must be High for
the Write cycle to occur. OS Low strobes the
data into the Z-ASCC.

/
\.•...._-------

ADO-AD7 =:x ADDRESS O O_A_TA ><=
C

cs. /---- c
\ r-

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing.
Figure 12 illustrates Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle timing. The address on AOO-A07 and
the state of CSo and INTACK are latched by

the rising edge of AS. However, if INTACK is
Low, the address and CSo are ignored. The
state of the R!W and CSI are also ignored for
the duration of the Interrupt Acknowledge



Timing
(Continued)

cycle. Between the rising edge of AS and the
falling edge of DS, the internal and external
IEI/lEO daisy chains settle. If there is an inter-
rupt pending in the Z-ASCC and lEI is High
when DS falls, the Acknowledge cycle was

intended for the Z-ASCC. In this case, the
Z-ASCC may be programmed to respond to
DS Low by placing its interrupt vector on
ADo-AD? It then sets the appropriate
Interrupt-Under-Service latch internally.

Clio ==x: (IONOREDj x===:.:----------------
IIITACK~ ~

ADo-AD7 ==x: (IGNORED) )~--- •••:, ••r---...c:x__VE_C_TO_R__ }-

Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltageson all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stressesgreater than those listed under AbsoluteMaxi·
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions below apply for the folloWingstandard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positivecurrent flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75 V s Vcc s +5.25 V
• GND = 0 V
• TAas specified in Ordering Information

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50pfmax.

+.V

~

2.2'

FROM OUTPUT

UNDER TEST

IOOP

'

DC
Charac-
teristics

Min Max Unit Condition

2.0 Vcc+0.3 V
-0.3 0.8 V
2.4 V IOH= -250 p.A

0.4 V Im= + 2.0 rnA
± 10.0 p.A 0.4 :S VlN :S + 2.4V
±10.0 p.A 0.4 :S Your :S +2.4V
250 rnA

Input High Voltage
Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage
Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vcc Supply Current

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
Bidirectional Capacitance

f = I MHz, over specified temperature range.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



Read and
Write
Timing

4 MHz 6MHz
Min Max Min Max

70 50
50 25

0 0
60 40

100 80
55 40

0 0
250 250
100 80
55 40

0 0
60 40

390 250
6TcPC 6TcPC
+200 + 130

30 10
50 30
30 20
30 20

0 0
0 0

250 180
520 335

I TwAS AS Low Width
2 TdDS(AS) DS I to AS 1 Delay
3 TsCSO(AS) C"o to AS t Setup Time
4 ThCSO(AS) CSo to AS t Hold Time
5 - TsCSI(DS) -- CS1 to DS I Setup Time -----------
6 .ThCSl(DS) CS1 to DS tJiold Time
7 TsIA(AS) INTACK to AS I Setup Time
8 ThIA(AS) INTACK to AS t Hold Time
9 TsRWR(DS) PJW (Read) to DS I Setup Time

10 - ThRW(DS)-- PJW to DS I Hold Time -----------
II TsRWW(DS) PJW (Write) to DS I Setup Time
12 TdAS(DS) AS t to DS I Delay
13 TwDSI DS Low Width
14 TrC Valid Access Recovery Time

I
I

------1-
I

15 - TsA(AS) --- Address to AS I Setup Time ----------
16 ThA(AS) Address to AS I Hold Time
17 TsDW(DS) Write Data to DS I Setup Time
18 ThDW(DS) Write Data to DS t Hold Time
19 TdDS(DA) DS I to Data Active Delay
20 -TdDSr(DR) -- DS I to Read Data Not Valid Delay -------
21 TdDSf(DR) DS I to Read Data Valid Delay
22 TdAS(DR) AS t to Read Data Valid Delay

NOTES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge

transactions.
2. Parameter applies only between transactions involving

the Z-ASCC_
·Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



Interrupt
Acknowledge
Timing

Reset
Timing

Cycle
Timing

"MHz 6 MHz
MID Max MID Max

70 45
570 420
240 200
240 200

5TcPC 5TcPC
+300 +250
500 500

390 250
250 180

120 100
0 0

120 100
250 250
500 500

30 15
30 30

250 250
105 2000 70 1000
105 2000 70 1000
250 - 4000--165- 2000

20 15
20 10

23 TdDS(DRz) DS t to Read Data Float Delay
24 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read Data Valid Delay
25 TdDS(W) DS 1 to Wail Valid Delay
26 TdDSf(REQ) DS 1 to WIREQ Not Valid Delay
27-TdDSr(REQ)- DS i to DTRlREQNot Valid Delay---------

28 TdAS(INT) AS t to INT Valid Delay
29 TdAS(DSA) AS t to DS I (Acknowledge) Delay
30 TwDSA DS (Acknowledge) Low Width
31 TdDSA(DR) DS I (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay
32-TsIEI(DSA)-- lEI to DS 1 (Acknowledge) Setup Time-----
33 ThIEI(DSA) lEI to DS t (Acknowledge) Hold Time
34 TdIEI(lEO) lEI to IEO Delay
35 TdAS(lEO) AS I to IEO Delay
36 TdDSA(lNT) DS I (Acknowledge) to INT Inactive Delay
37-TdDS(ASQ)-- DS I to AS I Delay for No Reset --------
38 TdASQ(DS) AS I to DS I Delay for No Reset
39 TwRES AS and DS Coincident Low for Reset
40 TwPCl PCLK Low Width
41 TwPCh PCLK High Width
42 -TcPC ---- PCLK Cycle Time -------------
43 TrPC PCLK Rise Time
44 TIPC PCLK Fall Time

NOTES:
3. Float delay is defined. as the time required for a ± 0.5 V change

in the output with a maximum de load and minimum de load.
4. Open-drain output, measured. with open·drain test load.
5. Parameter is system dependent. For any Z·ASCC in the daisy

chain, TdAS(DSA) must be greater than the sum of TdAS(lEO)
for the highest priority device in the daisy chain, TsIEI(DSA)
for the Z·ASCC, and TdIEIf(IEO) for each device separating
them in the daisy ch"in.

6. Parameter applies only to a Z-ASCC pulling INT Low at the
beginning of the Interrupt Acknowledge transaction.

7. Internal circuitry allows for the reset provided by the Z8 to be
recognized as a reset by the Z-ASCC.

• Timings are preliminllorY and subject to change. All timing refer-
ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "I" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

t Units in nanoseconds (ns).
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4 MHz 6MHz
Min Max Min Max Notes*t

250 250
350 350

80 TwPCI 70 TwPCI l.4

0 0 I
150 150 1-

0 0 1,5
150 150 1,5

0 0 2,4

300 300 2
300 300---2,5-

I TdPC(REQ) PCLK I to W/REQ Valid
2 TdPC(W) PCLK I to Wait Inactive Delay
3 TsRXC(PC) RxC 1 to PCLK I Setup Time (PCLK -;- 4 case only)
4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to RxC I Setup Time (XI Mode)
5 - ThRXD(RXCr) - RxD to RxC I Hold Time (Xl Mode) ------
6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Setup Time (XI Mode)
7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Hold Time (XI Mode)
8 TsTXC(PC) TxC I to PCLK t Setup Time
9 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC I to TxD Delay (XI Mode)

10 - TdTXCr(TXD) - TxC t to TxD Delay (Xl Mode) -----------
II TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay (Send Clock Echo)
12 TwRTXh RTxC High Width 180 180 6
13 TwRTXI RTxC Low Width 180 180 6
14 TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time 400 400 6
15 - TcRTXX --- Crystal Oscillator Period ---------- 250 - 1000 -- 250 - 1000 --- 3-
16 TwTRXh TRxC High Width 180 180 6
17 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width 180 180 6
18 TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time 400 400 6
19 TwEXT DCD or CTS or FIT Pulse Width 200 200

NOTES,
1. RxC is RTxC or TRxC. whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.
3. Both RTxC and Iff have 30 pF capacitors to the ground

connected to them.
4. Parameter applies only if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK

rate. In aU other cases, no phase relationship between RxC and

PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required.
5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding.
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and

baud rate generator timing requirements are identical to chip
PCLK requirements.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to chcmge.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).
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TdRXC(REQ)
TdRXC(W)
TdRXC(INT)

TdTXC(W)
TdTXC(DRQ)
TdTXC(lNT)

RxC 1 to W/REQ Valid Delay
RxC 1 to Wait Inactive Delay
RxC f INT Valid Delay

TxC I to Wait Inactive Delay
TxC I to DTRlREQ Valid Delay
TxC I to INT Valid Delay

NOTES:
1. ~n-drain output, measured with open-drain test load.
2. RxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.

4. Units equc! to TePC.
5. Units equal to AS.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



LB031 p"
Z8031 CS

Z8031A Z-ASCC, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8031 A PS
Z8031ACS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -400Cto +85°C
M*= - 55°C to + 125°C

Z8031 Z-ASCC, 6.0 MHz
44-pinPCC
Z8031A VS

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local 2ilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





Z8036 Z8000® Z-CIO
Counter/Timer and
Parallel I/O Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independent 8-bit, double-buffered,
bidirectional I/O ports plus a 4-bit
special-purpose I/O port. I/O ports
feature programmable polarity,
programmable direction (Bit mode), "pulse
catchers," and programmable open-
drain outputs.

• Four handshake modes, including 3-Wire
(like the IEEE-488).

• REQUEST/WAIT signal for high-speed data
transfer.

• Flexible pattern-recognition logic, program-
mable as a 16-vector interrupt controller.

• Three independent 16-bit counter/timers
with up to four external access lines per
counter/timer (count input, output, gate,
and trigger), and three output duty cycles
(pulsed, one-shot, and square-wave),
programmable as retriggerable or
nonretriggerable.

• Easy to use since all registers are read/write
and directly addressable.

General
Description

The 28036 Z-CIO Counter/Timer and
Parallel I/O element is a general-purpose
peripheral circuit, satisfying most
counter/timer and parallel I/O needs
encountered in system designs. This versatile
device contains three I/O ports and three
counter/timers. Many programmable options
tailor its configuration to specific applications.

The use of the device is Simplified by making
all internal registers (command, status, and
data) readable and (except for status bits)
writable. In addition, each register is given its
own unique address so that it can be
accessed directly-no special sequential
operations are required. The Z-CIO is directly
Z-Bus compatible.

AD, 1 \J •• AD,

AD, 39 AD,

AD, 38 AD,

Ao, 37 ADo

~ 38 cs;;
RJW 35 CS,

GND M AS
PBo 33 PAo

PB, 32 PA,

PB, 10 Z803. " PA,
z-elO

PB, 30 PA,

PB, 12 29 p••

PB, " 28 PA,

PB, " 27 PAo

PB, " 28 PA,

PCLK " 2' INYACK

lEI 17 " iNf
lED 18 23 +.v
PCo 18 22 PC,

PC, 20 " PC,

Figure 2a. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments



Pin
Description

ADo-AD,. Z-Bus Address/Data lines
(bidireclional/3-state). These multiplexed
Address/Data lines are used for transfers
between the CPU and Z-CIO.

AS*. Address Strobe (input, active Low).
Addresses, INTACK, and CSo are sampled
while AS is Low.

CSo and CS!. Chip Select 0 (input, active
Low) and Chip Select 1 (input, active High).
CSo and CS\ must be Low and High, respec-
tively, in order to select a device. CSo is
latched by AS.

DS*. Data Strobe (input, active Low). DS pro-
vides timing for the transfer of data into or out
of the Z-CIO.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
lEI is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy
chain when there is more than one interrupt-
driven device. A High lEI indicates that no
other higher priority device has an interrupt
under service or is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). IEO is High only if IEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from the
requesting Z-CIO or is not requesting an inter-
rupt (Interrupt Acknowledge cycle only). IEO
is connected to the next lower priority device's
lEI input and thus inhibits interrupts from
lower priority devices.
·When AS and OS are detected Low at the same time (normally

an illegal condition). the Z-CIO is reset.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is pulled Low when
the Z-CIO requests an interrupt.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This signal indicates to the Z-CIO that
an Interrupt Acknowledge .9:cle is in progress.
INTACK is sampled while AS is Low.

PAo-PA7' Port A I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These eight I/O lines
transfer information between the Z-CIO's Port
A and external devices.

PBo-PB7' Port B I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These eight I/O lines
transfer information between the Z-CIO's Port
B and external devices. May also be used to
provide external access to Counter/Timers
1 and 2.

PCo-PC3. Port C I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These four I/O lines
are used to provide handshake, WAIT, and
REQUEST lines for Ports A and B or to provide
external access to Counter/Timer 3 or access
to the Z-CIO's Port C.

PCLK. (input, TTL-compatible). This is a
peripheral clock that may be, but is not
necessarily, the CPU clock. It is used with
timers and REQUEST/WAIT logic.

R/V{. Reod/Write (input). RJW indicates that
the CPU is reading from (High) or writing to
(Low) the Z-CIO.

~v -6~,.<:/' ,..o'o.".Q'" ,.Q" .".Q~,.Q'" ,.Q' ••..Q~~()

6 5 4 3 2 1 44 43 42 41 40

A/W 3. CS

NC 3. AS
GND 37 PAD

PBD 10 3. PA,

PB, 11 3. PA,

PB, 12 Z8038 3. PA,
Z-CIO

PB, 13 33 PA.

PB. 14 32 PA,

PB, 15 31 PA,

PB, 16 3. PA,

PB, 17 2. NC

Figure 2b. 44-pln Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments



Architecture The 28036 Z-CIO Counter/Timer and
Parallel VO element (Figure 3) consists of a

•
INTERRUPT
CONTROL

Z-Bus interface, three I/O ports (two general-
purpose 8-bit ports and one special-purpose



the configuration to best suit the specific
application.

The two general-purpose 8-bit I/O ports
(Figure 4) are identical, except that Port Bean
be specified to provide external access to
Counter/Timers 1 and 2. Either port can be
programmed to be a handshake-driven,
double-buffered port (input, output, or bidirec-
tional) or a control-type port with the direction
of each bit individually programmable. Each
port includes pattern-recognition logic, allow-
ing interrupt generation when a specific pat-
tern is detected. The pattern-recognition logic
can be programmed so the port functions like
a priority-interrupt controller. Ports A and B
can also be linked to form a 16-bit I/O port.

To control these capabilities, both ports con-
tain 12 registers. Three of these registers, the

_~ , ~~ __ •••.•.••....•...•.LV •.•.•.O.u.J..LC" lilt: ll.lUUe 01

the port and to specify which handshake, if
any, is to be used. The reference pattern for
the pattern-recognition logic is defined via
three registers: the Pattern Polarity, Pattern
Transition, and Pattern Mask registers. The
detailed characteristics of each bit path (for
example, the direction of data flow or whether
a path is inverting or non inverting) are pro-
grammed using the Data Path Polarity, Data
Direction, and Special I/O Control registers.

The primary control and status bits are
grouped in a single register, the Command
and Status register, so that after the port is ini-
tially configured, only this register must be
accessed frequently. To facilitate initialization,
the port logic is designed so that registers
associated with an unrequired capability are
ignored and do not have to be programmed.

TO COUNTERITIMERS 1 AND 2
(PORT 8 ONLY)~

INPUT
BUFFERI

INVERTERS
AND",

CATCHER



Architecture
(Continued)

The function of the special-purpose 4-bit
port, Port C (Figure 5), depends upon the
roles of Ports A and B. Port C provides the
required handshake lines. Any bits of Port C
not used as handshake lines can be used as
I/O lines or to provide external access for the
third counter/timer.

Since Port C's function is defined primarily
by Ports A and B, only three registers (besides
the Data Input and Output registers) are
needed. These registers specify the details of
each bit path: the Data Path Polarity, Data
Direction, and Special I/O Control registers.

The three counter/timers (Figure 6) are all
identical. Each is comprised of a 16-bit down-
counter, a 16-bit Time Constant register
(which holds the value loaded into the down-
counter), a 16-bit Current Counter register
(used to read the contents of the down-
counter), and two 8-bit registers for control
and status (the Mode Specification and the
Command and Status registers).

The capabilities of the counter/timer are

numerous. Up to four port I/O lines can be
dedicated as external access lines for each
counter/timer: counter input, gate input, trig-
ger input, and counter/timer output. Three dif-
ferent counter/timer output duty cycles are
available: pulse, one-shot, or square-wave.
The operation of the counter/timer can be pro-
grammed as either retriggerable or nonretrig-
gerable. With these and other options, most
counter/timer applications are covered.

The interrupt control logic provides standard
Z-Bus interrupt capabilities. There are five
registers (Master Interrupt Control register,
three Interrupt Vector registers, and the Cur-
rent Vector register) associated with the inter-
rupt logic. In addition, the ports' Command
and Status registers and the counter/timers'
Command and Status registers include bits
associated with the interrupt logic. Each of
these registers contains three bits for interrupt
control and status: Interrupt Pending (IP),
Interrupt Under Service (IUS), and Interrupt
Enable (IE).

INPUT
BUFFERI

INVERTERS
AND,',

CATCHER

)-----~NTERNAl PORT
~_. ~ ~ONTROL LINES



Architecture
(Continued)

CURRENT
COUNT

REGISTER
(MSB'I)

CURRENT
COUNT

REGISTER
(LSB'I)

Functional
Description

The following describes the functions
of the ports, pattern-recognition logic,
counter/timers, and interrupt logic.

1/0 Port Operations. Of the Z-CIO's three
I/O ports, two (Ports A and B) are general-
purpose, and the third (Port C) is a special-
purpose 4-bit port. Ports A and B can be con-
figured as input, output, or bidirectional ports
with handshake. (Four different handshakes
are available.) They can also be linked to form
a single 16-bit port. If they are not used as
ports with handshake, they provide 16 input or
output bits with the data direction pro-
grammable on a bit-by-bit basis. Port B also
provides access for CounterlTimers 1 and 2. In
all configurations, Ports A and B can be pro-
grammed to recognize specific data patterns
and to generate interrupts when the pattern is
encountered.

The four bits of Port C provide the hand-
shake lines for Ports A and B when required.
A REQUESTIWAIT line can also be provided
so that Z-CIO transfers can be synchronized
with DMAs or CPUs. Any Port C bits not used
for handshake or REQUESTIWAIT can be used
as input or output bits (individually data direc-
tion programmable) or external access lines for
Counter/Timer 3. Port C does not contain any
pattern-recognition logic. It is, however,
capable of bit-addressable writes. With this
feature, any combination of bits can be set
and/or cleared while the other bits
remain undisturbed without first reading the
register.

Bit Port Operations. In bit port operations, the

port's Data Direction register specifies the
direction of data flow for each bit. A 1
specifies an input bit, and a 0 specifies an out-
put bit. If bits are used as I/O bits for a
counter/timer, they should be set as input or
output, as required.

The Data Path Polarity register provides the
capability of inverting the data path. A 1
specifies inverting, and a 0 specifies non-
inverting. All discussions of the port opera-
tions assume that the path is noninverting.

The value returned when reading an input
bit reflects the state of the input just prior to
the read. A l's catcher can be inserted into the
input data path by programming a 1 to the
corresponding bit position of the port's Special
I/O Control register. When a 1 is detected at
the l's catcher input, its output is set to a 1
until it is cleared. The 1's catcher is cleared
by writing a 0 to the bit. In all other cases
attempted writes to input bits are ignored.'

When Ports A and B include output bits,
reading the Data register returns the value
being output. Reads of Port C return the state
of the pin. Outputs can be specified as open-
drain by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit of
the port's Special I/O Control register. Port C
has the additional feature of bit-addressable
writes. When writing to Port C, the four most
significant bits are used as a write protect
mask for the least significant bits (0-4, 1-5,
2-6, and 3-7). If the write protect bit is written
with a I, the state of the corresponding output
bit is not changed.



Functional
Description
(Continued)

Ports with Handshake Operation. Ports A and
B can be specified as a-bit input, output, or
bidirectional ports with handshake. The Z-CIO
provides four different handshakes for its
ports: Interlocked, Strobed, Pulsed, and
3-Wire. When specified as a port with hand-
shake, the transfer of data into and out of the
port and interrupt generation is under control
of the handshake logic. Port C provides the
handshake lines as shown in Table 1. Any Port
C lines not used for handshake can be used as
simple I/O lines or as access lines for Counter/
Timer 3.

When Ports A and B are configured as ports
with handshake, they are double-buffered.
This allows for more relaxed interrupt service
routine response time. A second byte can be
input to or output from the port before the
interrupt for the first byte is serviced. Nor-
mally, the Interrupt Pending (IP) bit is set and
an interrupt is generated when data is shifted
into the Input register (input port) or out of the
Output register (output port). For input and
output ports, the IP is automatically cleared
when the data is read or written. In bidirec-
tional ports, IP is cleared only by command.
When the Interrupt on Two Bytes (ITB) control
bit is set to 1, interrupts are generated only
when two bytes of data are available to be read
or written. This allows a minimum of 16 bits of
information to be transferred on each inter-
rupt. With ITB set, the IP is not automatically
cleared until the second byte of data is read or
written.

When the Single Buffer (SB) bit is set to 1,
the port acts as if it is only single-buffered.
This is useful if the handshake line must be
stopped on a byte-by-byte basis.

Ports A and B can be linked to form a 16-bit
port by programming a I in the Port Link Con-
trol (PLC) bit. In this mode, only Port A's
Handshake Specification and Command and
Status registers are used. Port B must be
specified as a bit port. When linked, only Port

A has pattern-match capability. Port B's
pattern-match capability must be disabled.
Also, when the ports are linked, Port B's Data
register must be read or written befor~
Port A's.

When a port is specified as a port with hand-
shake, the type of port it is (input, output, or
bidirectional) determines the direction of data
flow. The data direction for the bidirectional
port is determined by a bit in Port C (Table 1).
In all cases, the contents of the Data Direction
register are ignored. The contents of the
Special I/O Control register apply only to out-
put bits (3-state or open-drain). Inputs may not
have l's catchers; therefore, those bits in the
Special I/O Control register are ignored. Port
C lines used for handshake should be pro-
grammed as inputs. The handshake specifica-
tion overrides Port C's Data Direction register
for bits that must be outputs. The contents of
Port C's Data Path Polarity register still apply.

Interlocked Handshake. In the Interlocked
Handshake mode, the action of the Z-CIO must
be acknowledged by the external device
before the next action can take place. Figure 7
shows timing for Interlocked Handshake. An
output port does not indicate that new data is
available until the external device indicates it
is ready for the data. Similarly, an input port
does not indicate that it is ready for new data
until the data source indicates that the pre-
vious byte of the data is no longer available,
thereby acknowledging the input port's accep-
tance of the last byte. This allows the Z-CIO to
interface directly to the port of a Z8 microcom-
puter, a UPC, an FIO, an FIFO, or to another
Z-CIO port with no external logic.

A 4-bit deskew timer can be inserted in the
Data Available (DAV) output for output ports.
As data is transferred to the Buffer register,
the deskew timer is triggered. After the
number of PCLK cycles specified by the
deskew timer time constant plus one, DAV is

Pori AlB Configuration P~ PC2 PCI !'Co

Ports A and B: Bit Ports Bit I/O Bit I/O Bit I/O Bit I/O
Port A: Input or Output Port RFD or DAV ACKIN REQUESTIWAIT Bit I/O

(Interlocked, Strobed, or Pulsed or Bit I/O
Handshaker

Port B: Input or Output Port REQUESTIWAIT Bit I/O RFD or DAV ACKIN
(Interlocked, Strobed, or Pulsed or Bit I/O
Handshake)'

Port A or B: Input Port (3-Wire RFD (Output) DAV (Input) REQUESTIWAIT DAC (Output)
Handshake) or Bit I/O

Port A or B: Output Port (3-Wire DAV (Output) DAC (Input) REQUESTIWAIT RFD (Input)
Handshake) or Bit I/O

Port A or B: Bidirectional Port RFD or DAV ACKIN REQUESTIWAIT IN/OUT
(Interlocked or Strobed Handshake) or Bit I/O



Functional
Description
(Continued)

allowed to go Low. The deskew timer therefore
guarantees that the output data is valid for a
specified minimum amount of time before DAV
goes Low. Deskew timers are available for out-
put ports independent of the type of handshake
employed.
Strobed Handshake. In the Strobed Hand-
shake mode, data is "strobed" into or out of
the port by the external logic. The falling edge
of the Acknowledge Input (ACKIN)strobes
data into or out of the port. Figure 7 shows
timing for the Strobed Handshake. In contrast
to the Interlocked Handshake, the signal
indicating the port is ready for another data
transfer operates independently of the ACKIN
input. It is up to the external logic to ensure
that data overflowsor underflows do not occur.

3-Wire Handshake. The 3-Wire Handshake is
designed for the situation in which one output
port is communicating with many input ports
simultaneously. It is essentially the same as the
Interlocked Handshake, except that two signals
are used to indicate if an input port is ready
for new data or if it has accepted the present
data. In the 3-Wire Handshake (Figure B), the
rising edge of one status line indicates that the
port is ready for data, and the rising edge of
another status line indicates that the data has
been accepted. With the 3-Wire Handshake,
the output lines of many input ports can be
bussed together with open-drain drivers; the

output port knows when all the ports have
accepted the data and are ready. This is the
same handshake as is used on the IEEE-488
bus. Because this handshake requires three
ines, only one port (either A or B) can be a

3-Wire Handshake port at a time. The 3-Wire
Handshake is not available in the bidirectional
110de.Because the pert's direction can be
"langed under software control, however,

bidirectional IEEE-4BB-typetransfers can be
performed.
Pulsed Handshake. The Pulsed Handshake
(Figure 9) is designed to interface to
mechanical-type devices that require data to
be held for long periods of time and need
relatively wide pulses to gate the data into or
out of the device. The logic is the same as the
Interlocked Handshake mode, except that an
internal counter/timer is linked to the hand-
shake logic. If the pert is specified in the input
mode, the timer is inserted in the ACKINpath.
The external ACKIN input triggers the timer
and its output is used as the Interlocked Hand-
shake's normal acknowledge input. If the pert
is an output port, the timer is placed in the
Data Available (DAV)output path. The timer is
triggered when the normal Interlocked Hand-
shake DAV output goes Lowand the timer out-
put is used as the actual DAVoutput. The
counter/timer maintains all of its normal
capabilities. This handshake is not available to
bidirectional ports.

NEXT BYTE
SHIFTED FROM
OUTPUT REOISTER TO
BUFFER REGISTER

NEXT IYTE
SHIFTED FROM

OUTPUT REGISTER TO
IUFFER REOISTER
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REQUEST/WAIT Line Operation. Port C can
be programmed to provide a status signal out-
put in addition to the normal handshake lines
for either Port A or B when used as a port with
handshake. The additional signal is either a
REQUEST or WAIT signal. The REQUEST
signal indicates when a port is ready to per-
form a data transfer via the Z-Bus. It is
intended for use with a DMA-type device. The
WAIT signal provides synchronization for
transfers with a CPU. Three bits in the Port
Handshake Specification register provide con-
trols for the REQUESTIW AIT logic. Because
the extra Port C line is used, only one port can
be specified as a port with a handshake and a
REQUESTIWAIT line. The other port must be
a bit port.

Operation of the REQUEST line is modified
by the state of the port's Interrupt on Two
Bytes (ITB) control bit. When ITB is 0, the
REQUEST line goes active as soon as the
Z-CIO is ready for a data transfer. If ITB is 1,
REQUEST does not go active until two bytes
can be transferred. REQUEST stays active as
long as a byte is available to be read or
written.

The SPECIAL REQUEST function is reserved
for use with bidirectional ports only. In this
case, the REQUEST line indicates the status of
the register not being used in the data path at
that time. If the IN/OUT line is High, the
REQUEST line is High when the Output
register is empty. If IN/OUT is Low, the
REQUEST line is High when the Input register
is full.

Pattern-Recognition Logic Operation. Both
Ports A and B can be programmed to generate
interrupts when a specific pattern is recog-
nized at the port. The pattern-recognition logic
is independent of the port application, thereby
allowing the port to recognize patterns in all of
its configurations. The pattern can be
independently specified for each bit as 1, 0,
rising edge, falling edge, or any transition.
Individual bits may be masked off. A pattern-
match is defined as the simultaneous satisfac-
tion of all nonmasked bit specifications in the
AND mode or the satisfaction of any non-
masked bit specifications in either of the OR or
OR-Priority Encoded Vector modes.

ACKIN
(INTERNAL)r-.

I._~

The pattern specified in the Pattern Defini-
tion register assumes that the data path is pro-
grammed to be noninverting. If an input bit in
the data path is programmed to be inverting,
the pattern detected is the opposite of the one
specified. Output bits used in the pattern-
match logic are internally sampled before the
invert/noninvert logic.

Bit Port Pattern-Recognition Operations. Dur-
ing bit port operations, pattern-recognition
may be performed on all bits, including those
used as I/O for the counter/timers. The input
to the pattern-recognition logic follows the
value at the pins (through the invert/noninvert
logic) in all cases except for simple inputs with
1's catchers. In this case, the output of the 1's
catcher is used. When operating in the AND
or OR mode, it is the transition from a no-
match to a match state that causes the inter-
rupt. In the "OR" mode, if a second match
occurs before the first match goes away, it
does not cause an interrupt. Since a match
condition only lasts a short time when edges
are specified, care must be taken to avoid
losing a match condition. Bit ports speCified in
the OR-Priority Encoded Vector mode generate
interrupts as long as any match state exists. A
transition from a no-match to a match state is
not required.

The pattern-recognition logic of bit ports
operates in two basic modes: Transparent and
Latched. When the Latch on Pattern Match
(LPM) bit is set to ° (Transparent mode), the
interrupt indicates that a specified pattern has
occurred, but a read of the Data register does
not necessarily indicate the state of the port at
the time the interrupt was generated. In the
Latched mode (LPM = 1), the state of all the
port inputs at the time the interrupt was gener-
ated is latched in the input register and held
until IP is cleared. In all cases, the PMF indi-
cates the state of the port at the time it is read.

If a match occurs while IP is already set, an
error condition exists. If the Interrupt On Error
bit (lOE) is 0, the match is ignored. However,
if IOE is 1, after the first IP is cleared, it is
automatically set to 1 along with the Interrupt
Error (ERR) flag. Matches occurring while ERR
is set are ignored. ERR is cleared when the
corresponding IP is cleared.

When a pattern-match is present in the
OR-Priority Encoded Vector mode, IP is set to
1. The IP cannot be cleared until a match is no
longer present. If the interrupt vector is
allowed to include status, the vector returned
during Interrupt Acknowledge indicates the
highest priority bit matching its specification at
the time of the Acknowledge cycle. Bit 7 is the
highest priority and bit ° is the lowest. The bit
initially causing the interrupt may not be the
one indicated by the vector if a higher priority
bit matches before the Acknowledge. Once the
Acknowledge cycle is initiated. the vector is
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frozen until the corresponding IP is cleared.
Where inputs that cause interrupts might
change before the interrupt is serviced, the l's
catcher can be used to hold the value.
Because a no-match to match transition is not
required, the source of the interrupt must be
cleared before IP is cleared or else a second
interrupt is generated. No error detection is
performed in this mode and the Interrupt On
Error bit should be set to O.

Ports with Handshake Pattern-Recognition
Operation. In this mode, the handshake logic
normally controls the setting of IP and,
therefore, the generation of interrupt requests.
The pattern-match logic controls the Pattern
Match Flag (PMF). The data is compared with
the match pattern when it is shifted from the
Buffer register to the Input register (input port)
or when it is shifted from the Output register to
the Buffer register (output port). The pattern-
match logic can override the handshake logic
in certain situations. If the port is programmed
to interrupt when two bytes of data are
available to be read or written, but the first
byte matches the speCified pattern, the
pattern-recognition logic sets IP and generates
an interrupt. While PMF is set, IP cannot be
cleared by reading or writing the data
registers. IP must be cleared by command.
The input register is not emptied while IP is
set, nor is the output register filled until IP is
cleared.

If the Interrupt on Match Only (IMO) bit is
set, IP is set only when the data matches the
pattern. This is useful in DMA-type applica-
tions when interrupts are required only after a
block of data is transferred.

Counter/Timer Operation. The three
independent 16-bit counter/timers consist of a
presettable 16-bit down counter, a 16-bit Time
Constant register, a l6-bit Current Counter
register, an a-bit Mode Specification register,
an a-bit Command and Status register, and the
associated control logic that links these
registers.

Function CfT. C/T2 C/T3

Counterffimer Output PB 4 PB a pca
Counter Input PB 5 PB I PC I

Trigger Input PB 6 PB 2 PC 2

Gate Input PB 7 PB 3 PC3

The flexibility of the counter/timers is
enhanced by the provision of up to four lines
per counter/timer (counter input, gate input,
trigger input, and counter/timer output) for
direct external control and status. Counter/
Timer l' s external I/O lines are provided by
the four most significant bits of Port B.
Counter/Timer 2's are provided by the four
least significant bits of Port B. Counter/Timer
3's external I/O lines are provided by the four
bits of Port C. The utilization of these lines
(Table 2) is programmable on a bit-by-bit basis
via the Counter/Timer Mode Specification
registers.

When external counter/timer I/O lines are to
be used, the associated port lines must be
vacant and programmed in the proper data
direction. Lines used for counter/timer I/O
have the same characteristics as simple input
lines. They can be speCified as inverting or
noninverting; they can be read and used with
the pattern-recognition logic. They can also
include the l's catcher input.

Counter/Timers 1 and 2 can be linked inter-
nally in three different ways. Counter/Timer
l's output (inverted) can be used as Counter/
Timer 2's trigger, gate, or counter input.
When linked, the counter/timers have the
same capabilities as when used separately. The
only restriction is that when CounterlTimer 1
drives Counter/Timer 2's count input,
Counter/Timer 2 must be programmed with
its external count input disabled.

There are three duty cycles available for the
timer/counter output: pulse, one-shot, and
square-wave. Figure 10 shows the counter/

LJ
I TC I TC·l I TC-l I TC·' I· .. I I ~~I

I'UL" OUTPUT II-----J'~. L-

J'~

.QU •••• WAV. --r--
OUTI'UT

'IRSTHALI'" J',

J'~
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timer waveforms. When the Pulse mode is
specified, the output goes High for one clock
cycle, beginning when the down-counter
leaves the count of 1. In the One-Shot mode,
the output goes High when the counter/timer is
triggered and goes Low when the down-
counter reaches O. When the square-wave out-
put duty cycle is specified, the counter/timer
goes through two full sequences for each
cycle. The initial trigger causes the down-
counter to be loaded and the normal count-
down sequence to begin. If a 1 count is
detected on the down-counter's clocking edge,
the output goes High and the time constant
value is reloaded. On the clocking edge, when
both the down-counter and the output are l's,
the output is pulled back Low.

The Continuous/Single Cycle (C/SC) bit in
the Mode Specification register controls opera-
tion of the down-counter when it reaches ter-
minal count. If C/SC is 0 when a terminal
count is reached, the countdown sequence
stops. If the C/SC bit is 1 each time the count-
down counter reaches 1, the next cycle causes
the time constant value to be reloaded. The
time constant value may be changed by the
CPU, and on reload, the new time constant
value is loaded.

Counter/timer operations require loading the
time constant value in the Time Constant
register and initiating the countdown sequence
by loading the down-counter with the time
constant value. The Time Constant register is
accessed as two 8-bit registers. The registers
are readable as well as writable, and the
access order is irrelevant. A 0 in the Time
Constant register specifies a time constant of
65,536. The down-counter is loaded in one of
three ways: by writing a 1 to the Trigger
Command Bit (TCB) of the Command and
Status register, on the rising edge of the exter-
nal trigger input, or, for Counter/Timer 2 only,
on the rising edge of Counter/Timer l's inter-
nal output if the counters are linked via the
trigger input. The TCB is write-only, and read
always returns O.

Once the down-counter is loaded, the count-
down sequence continues toward terminal
count as long as all the counter/timers' hard-
ware and software gate inputs are High. If any
of the gate inputs goes Low (0), the countdown
halts. It resumes when all gate inputs are 1
again.

The reaction to triggers occurring during a
countdown sequence is determined by the state
of the Retrigger Enable Bit (REB) in the Mode
Specification register. If REB is 0, retriggers
are ignored and the countdown continues nor-
mally. If REB is 1, each trigger causes the
down-counter to be reloaded and the count-
down sequence starts over again. If the output

is programmed in the Square-Wave mode,
retrigger causes the sequence to start over
from the initial load of the time constant.

The rate at which the down-counter counts is
determined by the mode of the counter/timer.
In the Timer mode (the External Count Enable
[ECEJ bit is 0), the down-counter is clocked
internally by a signal that is half the frequency
of the PCLK input to the chip. In the Counter
mode (ECE is 1), the down-counter is
decremented on the rising edge of the counter/
timer's counter input.

Each time the counter reaches terminal
count, its Interrupt Pending (IP) bit is set to 1,
and if interrupts are enabled (IE = 1), an inter-
rupt is generated. If a terminal count occurs
while IP is already set, an internal error flag is
set. As soon as IP is cleared, it is forced to a 1
along with the Interrupt Error (ERR) flag.
Errors that occur after the internal flag is set
are ignored.

The state of the down-counter can be deter-
mined in two ways: by reading the contents of
the down-counter via the Current Count
register or by testing the Count In Progress
(CIP) status bit in the Command and Status
register. The CIP status bit is set when the
down-counter is loaded; it is reset when the
down-counter reaches O. The Current Count
register is a 16-bit register, accessible as two
8-bit registers, which mirrors the contents of
the down-counter. This register can be read
anytime. However, reading the register is
asynchronous to the counter's counting, and
the value returned is valid only if the counter
is stopped. The down-counter can be reliably
read "on the fly" by the first writing of a 1 to
the Read Counter Control (RCC) bit in the
counter/timer's Command and Status register.
This freezes the value in the Current Count
register until a read of the least significant
byte is performed.

Interrupt Logic Operation. The interrupts
generated by the Z-CIO follow the Z-Bus
operation as described more fully in the Zilog
Z-Bus Summary. The Z-CIO has five potential
sources of interrupts: the three counter/timers
and Ports A and B. The priorities of these
sources are fixed in the following order:
Counter/Timer 3, Port A, Counter/Timer 2,
Port B, and Counter/Timer 1. Since the
counter/timers all have equal capabilities and
Ports A and B have equal capabilities, there is
no adverse impact from the relative priorities.

The Z-CIO interrupt priority, relative to
other components within the system, is deter-
mined by an interrupt daisy chain. Two pins,
Interrupt Enable In (IEI) and Interrupt Enable
Out (lEO), provide the input and output
necessary to implement the daisy chain. When
lEI is pulled Low by a higher priority device,
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the Z-CIO cannot request an interrupt of the
CPU. The following discussion assumes that
the lEI line is High.

Each source of interrupt in the Z-CIO con-
tains three bits for the control and status of the
interrupt logic: an Interrupt Pending (IP)
status bit, an Interrupt Under Service (IUS)
status bit, and an Interrupt Enable (IE) control
bit. IP is set when an event requiring CPU
intervention occurs. The setting of IP results in
forcing the Interrupt (INT) output Low, if the
associated IE is 1.

The IUS status bit is set as a result of the
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle by the CPU and
is set only if its IP is of highest priority at the
time the Interrupt Acknowledge commences. It
can also be set directly by the CPU. Its
primary function is to control the interrupt
daisy chain. When set, it disables lower prior-
ity sources in the daisy chain, so that lower
priority interrupt sources do not request ser-
vicing while higher priority devices are being
serviced.

The IE bit provides the CPU with a means of
masking off individual sources of interrupts.
When IE is set to 1, an interrupt is generated
normally. When IE is set to 0, the IP bit is set
when an event occurs that would normally
require service; however, the INT output is not
forced Low.

The Master Interrupt Enable (MIE) bit allows
all sources of interrupts within the Z-CIO to be
disabled without having to individually set
each IE to 0. If MIE is set to 0, all IPs are
masked off and no interrupt can be requested
or acknowledged. The Disable Lower Chain

(DLC) bit is included to allow the CPU to
modify the system daisy chain. When the DLC
bit is set to 1, the Z-CIO's IEO is forced Low,
independent of the state of the Z-CIO or its lEI
input, and all lower priority devices' interrupts
are disabled.

As part of the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle,
the Z-CIO is capable of responding with an
8-bit interrupt vector that specifies the source
of the interrupt. The Z-CIO contains three vec-
tor registers: one for Port A, one for Port B,
and one shared by the three counter/timers.
The vector output is inhibited by setting the No
Vector (NV) control bit to 1. The vector output
can be modified to include status information
to pinpoint more precisely the cause of inter-
rupt. Whether the vector includes status or not
is controlled by a Vector Includes Status (VIS)
control bit. Each base vector has its own VIS
bit and is controlled independently. When
MIE = 1, reading the base vector register
always includes status, independent of the
state of the VIS bit. In this way, all the infor-
mation obtained by the vector, including
status, can be obtained with one additional
instruction when VIS is set to 0. When
MIE = 0, reading the vector register returns
the unmodified base vector so that it can be
verified. Another register, the Current Vector
register, allows use of the Z-CIO in a polled
environment. When read, the data returned is
the same as the interrupt vector that would be
output in an acknowledge, based on the
highest priority IP set. If no unmasked IPs are
set, the value FFH is returned. The Current
Vector register is read-only.

Programming the Z-CIO entails loading con-
trol registers with bits to implement the desired
operation. Individual enable bits are provided
for the various major blocks so that erroneous
operations do not occur while the part is being
initialized. Before the ports are enabled, IPs
cannot be set, REQUEST and WAIT cannot be
asserted, and all outputs remain high-impe-
dance. The handshake lines are ignored until
Port C is enabled. The counter/timers cannot
be triggered until their enable bits are set.

The Z-CIO is reset by forcing AS and DS
Low simultaneously or by writing a 1 to the
Reset bit. Once reset, the only thing that can
be done is to read and write the Reset bit.
Writes to all other bits are ignored and all
reads return Os. In this state, all control bits
are forced to 0. Only after clearing the Reset

bit (by writing to it) can the other command
bits be programmed.
Register Addressing. The Z-CIO allows two
schemes for register addressing. Both schemes
use only six of the eight bits of the address/
data bus. The scheme used is determined by
the Right Justify Address (RJA) bit in the
Master Interrupt Control register. When RJA
equals 0, address bus bits ° and 7 are ignored,
and bits 1 through 6 are decoded for the
register address (Ao from AD). When RJA
equals 1, bits ° through 5 are decoded for the
register address (Ao from ADo). In the follow-
ing register descriptions, only six bits are
shown for addresses and represent address/
data bus bits 0 through 5 or 1 through 6,
depending on the state of the RJA bit.



Registers
Master Interrupt Control Register

Address: ooסס00
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
MASTER INTERRUPT~ JJ

ENABLE (MIE)

DISABLE LOWER CHAIN (DlC)

NO VECTOR (NY)

PORT A VECTOR INCLUDES
STATUS (PA VIS)

~

~RESET

RIGHT JUSTIFIED ADDRESSES
O· SHIFT LEFT 1"0 from ADll
1'" RIGHT JUSTIFY 1"0 from ADo)

CaUNTERlTIMERS VeCTOR
INCLUDES STATUS ICT VIS)

PORT B VECTOR INCLUDES
STATUS (P8 VIS)

Master Configuration Control Register
Address: oo01סס

(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PORTB JJ2JjENABLE (PBE)

COUNTERfTIMER 1
ENABLE (CT1E)

COUNTERfTIMER 2
ENABLE (CT2E)

PORT C AND CaUNTERJ
TIMER 3 ENABLE

(peE AND CT3E)

[

L COUNTERITIMER LINK
CONTROLS (LC)

~ ~o 0 COUN
o 1 CIT ,',
1 0 C1Tn
1 1 CIT1'.

COUNT INPUT

PORT A ENABLE (PAE)

PORT LINK CONTROL (PLC)
Os PORTS A AND B OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY
1"" PORTS A AND B ARE LINKED

S INDEPENDENT
OATES ClT 2
TRIGGERS ClT 2
IS CIT 2',

Port Mode Speclflcatlon Registers
Addresses: 100000 Port A

101000 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PORTTYPE~SELECTS (PT5)

PTSl PT$O.
o 0 BIT PORT
o 1 INPUT PORT
1 0 OUTPUT PORT
1 1 BIDIRECTIONAL

PORT

INTERRUPT ON TWO
BYTES (ITB)

SINGLE BUFFERED
MODE (SB)

L lATCH ON PAnERN MATCH (lPM)
(BIT MODE)
DESKEW TIMER ENABLE (DTE)
(HANDSHAKE MODES)

PAnERN MODE SPECIFICATION
BITS (PMS)

PMS1 PMSO
-0- --0- DISABLE PAnERN MATCH

o 1 "AND"MODE
1 0 "OR" MODE
1 1 "OR·PRIORITY ENCODED

VECTOR" MODE

'----INTERRUPT ON MATCH ONLY (IMO)

Port Handshake Specification Registers
Addresses: 100001 Port A

101001 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
HANDSHAKE TYPE SPECIFICATION J----c DESKEW TIME SPECIFICATION

BITS (HSn BITS

H~T1 H~TO INTERLOCKED HANDSHAKE ~~~~~~I~~~ ~;;:~. Cc:fNSTANT.

o 1 STROBED HANDSHAKE lSB IS FORCED 1.

1 0 PULSED HANDSHAKE
1 1 THREE·WIRE HANDSHAKE

REQUESTIWAIT SPECIFICATION BITS
(RWS)

RWS2 RWS1 RWSO FUNCTION
-0- --0- --0- ~ DISABLED

o 0 1 OUTPUT WAIT
o 1 1 INPUT WAIT
1 0 0 SPECIAL REQUEST
1 0 1 OUTPUT REQUEST
1 1 1 INPUT REQUEST

Port Command and Status Registers
Addresses: 001000 Port A

001001 Port B
(ReadIParlial Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
INTERRUPT UNDER ~jJI

SERVICE (IUS)

INTERRUPT ENABLE (IE) : I

INTERRUPT PENDING (lP) I I

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING
THE FOLLOWING CODE:

NUl.l. CODE 0 0 0

CLEAR IP • IUS

SET IUS

CLEAR IUS 1 1

SET IP 0 0

CLEAR IP 0 1

SET IE 1 1 0

CLEAR IE 1 1 1

~

I L INTERRUPT ON ERROR (IOE)

L PATTERN MATCH FlAG (PMF)
(READ ONLY)

INPUT REQISTER FUll (IRF)
(READ ONLY)

OUTPUT REGISTER EMPTY (ORE)
(READ ONLY)
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Data Path Polarity Registers
Addresses: 100010 Port A

101010 Port B
000101 Port C (4 LSBs only)

(ReacllWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

Data Direction Registers
Addresses: 100011 Port A

101011 Port B
000110 Port C (4 LSBs only)

(ReacllWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

Special 1/0 Control Registers
Addresses: 100100 Port A

101100 Port B
000111 Port°C (4 LSBs only)

(ReacllWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
~--- SPECIAL INPUTIOUTPUT (510)

O_NORMAL INPUT OR OUTPUT
1 • OUTPUT WITH OPEN DRAIN OR

INPUT WITH ", CATCHER

Port Data Registers
Addresses: 001101 Port A

001110 Port B
(ReacllWrite)

Port C Data Register
Address: 001111

(ReacllWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

4M58.
a_WflITING OF CORRESPONDING LUlN"'LlO
1. WIilITIHO OF eOIUIEUOHDlNQ lUINHtllTEO

(READ RETURNS 11

Pattern Polarity Registers IPP)
Addresses: 100101 Port A

101101 Port B
IReacllWrite)

PM PT PP PAnEAN SPECIFICA,TK)No0 X BIT MASKED OFF
o 1 X ANY TRANSrTlON
100ZEAO
1 0 1 ONE
1 1 0 ONE·TO-ZERO TRANSITION (\0)
1 1 1 ZERO-TO'ONE TRANSITION V)

Pattern Transition Registers (PT)
Addresses: 100110 Port A

101110 Port B
(ReacllWrite)

Pattern Mask Registers (PM)
Addresses: 100111 Port A

101111 Port B
(ReacllWrite)
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Counter/Timer Command and Status Registe ••
Addresses: 001010 CounterlTimer 1

001011 CounterlTimer 2
001100 CounterlTimer 3

(ReadIParlial Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE (IUS) jJ I II L:COUNT IN PROGRESS (eIP)I (READ ONLY)

I
INTERRUPT ENABLE (IE) TRIGGER COMMAND BIT (TeB)

I I (WRITE ONLY· READ RETURNS 0)

INTERRUPT PENDING (IP) I I GATE COMMANO BIT (OCB)

IUS, IE, AND I' ARE WRITTEN USING READ COUNTER CONTROL (RCe)
THE FOLLOWING CODE: (READ/SET ONLY-

NULL CODe 0 0 0 CLEARED BY READING eeR LSS)

CLEARI' • IUS 0 1

SET IUS 1 0

CLEAR IUS 0 1 1
SET IP 1 0 0

CLEAR IP 1 0 1

SET IE 1 1 0

CLEAR IE 1 1 1

Counter/Timer Mode Specification Registe ••
Addresses: 011100 Counter/Timer I

011101 Counter/Timer 2
011110 Counter/Timer 3
(ReadlWrite)

CONTINUOUS SJ!!· JJ~ L OUTPUT DUTY CYCLEOLE CYCLEIClSC) SELECTS(DCS)

EXTERNAL OUTPUT D~S1 ~ PULSE OUTPUT
ENABLE(EOE) 0 1 ONE.SHOTOUTPUT

EXTERNAL COUNT 1 0 SQUARE·WAVE OUTPUT
ENABLEIEeE) 1 1 DO NOT SPECIFY

EXTERNAL TRIGGER I I RETRIGGER ENABLE BIT (REB)

ENABLE (ETE) ~ EXTERNAL GATE ENABLE (EGE)

Counter/Timer Current Count Registers
Addresses: 010000 Counter/Timer I's MSB

010001 Counter/Timer I's LSB
010010 Counter/Timer 2's MSB
010011 CounterlTimer 2's LSB
010100 CounterlTimer 3's MSB
010101 Counter/Timer 3's LSB

(Read Only)

Counter/Timer Time Constant Registers
Addresses: 010110 Counter/Timer I's MSB

010111 Counter/Timer I's LSB
011000 Counter/Timer 2's MSB
011001 CounterlTimer 2's LSB
011010 Counter/Timer 3's MSB
011011 Counter/Timer 3's LSB

(ReadlWrite)
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Interrupt Vector Register
Addresses: oo10סס PorI A

oo11סס Port B
000100 Counlerrrimers

(ReadlWrile)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PORT VECTOR STATUS

PRIORITY ENCODED VECTOR MODE:

~ ~ ~ NUMBER OF HIGHEST PRIORITY BIT
WITH "MATCH

ALL OTHER IIOOES:

~ ~ ~
ORE IRF PMF NORMAL

o Q 0 ERROR

COUNTERfTIMEA STATUS

D2 D1o "0 ClT3
o 1 CIT 2
1 0 CIT1
1 1 ERROR

Current Vector Register
Address: 011111

(Read Only)

----- INTERRUPT VECTOR lASED
ON HIQHEST PAIORJTY
UNMASKED IP.
IF NO INTERRUPT PENDING
ALL 1'. OUTPUT.

Register
AddreBB
Summary

Address·
o00ooo
oo1סס0
oo10סס
oo11סס
000100
000101
000110
000111

Main Control Registers
Register Name

Master Interrupt Control
Master Configuration Control
Port A's Interrupt Vector
Port B's Interrupt Vector
CounterlTimer's Interrupt Vector
Port C's Data Path Polarity
Port C's Data Direction
Port C's Special va Control

Address'
001000
001001
001010
001011
001100
001101
001110
001111

Most Olten Accessed Regillte ••
Reqister Name
Port A's Command and Status
Port B's Command and Status
CounterlTimer l's Command and Status
Counterlfimer 2's Command and Status
CounterlTimer 3'g Command and Status
Porl A's Data
Port B's Data
Port C's Data

Address·
ooסס01
010001
010010
010011
010100
010101
010110
010111
011000
011001
011010
011011
011100
011101
011110
011111

Counter/Timer Related Regillte ••
Register Name

CounterlTimer 1's Current Count-MSBs
Counterlfimer 1's Current Count-LSBs
CounterlTimer 2's Current Count-MSBs
CounterlTimer 2's Current Count·LSBs
Counterlfimer 3's Current Count-MSBs
CounterlTimer 3's Current Count·LSBs
Counterlfimer I's Time Constant-MSBs
Counterffimer I's Time Constant·LSBs
CounterlTimer 2'5 Time Constant-MSBs
Counterlfimer 2's Time Constant-LSBs
Counterlfimer 3's Time Constant-MSBs
Counterlfimer 3's Time Constant-LSBs
CounterlTimer 1'5 Mode Specification
CounterlTimer 2'5 Mode Specification
Counterlfimer 3'5 Mode Specification
Current Vector

Address·
ooסס10
oo1סס1
100010
100011
100100
100101
100110
100111

Port A Specification Reglste ••
Register Name
Porl A's Mode Specification
Porl A's Handshake Specification
Port A's Data Path Polarity
Porl A's Data Direction
Porl A's Special va Control
Port A's Pattern Polarity
Port A's Pattern Transition
Porl A's Pattern Mask

Address·
101000
101001
101010
101011
101100
101101
101110
101111

Port B Specification Reglste ••
Register Name
Porl B's Mode Specification
Port B's Handshake Specification
Porl B's Data Path Polarity
Port B's Data Direction
Porl B's Special va Control
Port B's Pattern Polarity
Port B's Pattern Transition
Porl B's Pattern Mask



Read Cycle. The CPU places an address on
the address/data bus. The more significant bits
and status information are combined and
decoded by external logic to provide two Chip
Selects (CSo and CS1). Six bits of the least
significant byte of the address are latched
within the Z-CIO and used to specify a Z-CIO
register. The data from the register specified is
strobed onto the address/data bus when the
CPU issues a Data Strobe (DS). If the register
indicated by the address does not exist, the
Z-CIO remains high-impedance.

Write Cycle. The CPU places an address on
the address/data bus. The more significant bits
and status information are combined and
decoded by external logic to provide two Chip
Selects (CSo and CS1). Six bits of the least
significant byte of the address are latched
within the Z-CIO and used to specify a Z-CIO
register. The CPU places the data on the
address/data bus and strobes it into the Z-CIO
register by issuing a Data Strobe (DS).

c=
iii \'-- ,.,r--

ADg-AD7 ~ W_AIT_E_D_'T_' __ >C

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle. When one of
the IP bits in the Z-CIO goes High and inter-
rupts are enabled, the Z-CIO pulls its INT
output line Low, requesting an interrupt. The
CPU responds with an Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle. When INTACK goes Low with IP set, the
Z-CIO pulls its Interrupt Enable Out (IEO)

Low, disabling all lower priority devices on the
daisy chain. The CPU reads the Z-CIO inter-
rupt vector by issuing a Low DS, thereby
strobing the interrupt vector onto the address/
data bus. The IUS that corresponds to the IP is
also set, which causes IEO to remain Low.



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - O.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability .

Standard
Test
Conditions

• GND = 0 V
• TA as specified in Ordering Information

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of50pfmax.

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions below apply for the following standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:
• +4.75 V ~ Vcc ~ +5.25 V

+sy

FROM OUTPUT d ~2K

UNDER TEST

50pl J
Figure 22. Open-Drain Test Load

DC
Charac-
teristics

Min Max Unit

2.0 Vcc+0.3 V
-0.3 0.8 V
2.4 V

0.4 V
0.5 V

± 10.0 p.A

± 10.0 p.A

200 rnA

IOH = - 250 p.A

IOL= +2.0mA
IoL = + 3.2 rnA
0.4 :S V1N :S + 2.4 V

0.4 :S Vour:S + 2.4 V

Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage

Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vcc Supply Current

Min Max Unit Test Condition

10 pI

15 pI
20 pI

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
Bidirectional Capacitance



CPU
Interface
Timing

Interrupt
Timing

PATT_RN MATCH ~
INPUT(a} PAnERNMATCHESBIT PORT _. @_,, ._, _

ACKIN
NOTE"

Interrupt
Acknowledge
Timing

~2;;;0~14~.0;;:2~2~,0;;:2;:;3~,0:;':2;:;4---------------------------------------------



4MHz
Min Max

70 2000
30
50

130
0

60
60

100
100

0
390
30
0

250
30
0

70
55
55
50

1000

1+800
4+600
1+700
1+700

300

0
250
350

250
390

350
150

100
100

600

1 TwAS AS LowWidth
2 TsA(AS) Address to AS t Setup Time
3 ThA(AS) Address to AS I Hold Time
4 -TsA(DS) ---Address to DS I Setup Time---------
5 TsCSO(AS) CSo to AS t Setup Time
6 ThCSO(AS) CSo to AS 1 Hold Time
7 TdAS(DS) AS 1 to DS I Delay
8-TsCSl(DS)--CSj toDS I Setup Time-----------

9 TsRWR(DS) RlW(Read) to DS I Setup Time
10 TsRWW(DS) RlW(Write) to DS j Setup Time
11 TwDS DS LowWidth
12- TsDW(DSf)-- Write Data to DS j Setup Time---------
13 TdDS(DRV) DS (Read) I to Address Data Bus Driven
14 TdDSf(DR) DS j to Read Data Valid Delay
15 ThDW(DS) Write Data to DS I Hold Time
16- TdDSr(DR)-- DS r to Read Data Not Valid Delay--------
17 TdDS(DRz) DS 1 to Read Data Float Delay
18 ThRW(DS) R/Wto DS I Hold Time
19 ThCSl(DS) CSj to DS I Hold Time
20-TdDS(AS)--DS 1 to AS I Delay------------
21 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time

22 TdPM(INT) Pattern Match to INTDelay (BitPort)
23 TdACK(INT) ACKINto INTDelay (Port with Handshake)
24-TdCI(lNT)--Counter Input to INTDelay (Counter Mode)-------
25 TdPC(lNT) PCLKto INTDelay (Timer Mode)
26 TdAS(INT) AS to 00 Delay

27 TsIA(AS) INTACKto AS I Setup Time
28 ThIA(AS) INTACKto AS I Hold Time
29 TsAS(DSA) AS I to DS (Acknowledge) I Setup Time
30-TdDSA(DR)--DS (Acknowledge) I to Read Data Valid Delay------
31 TwDSA DS (Acknowledge)LowWidth
32 TdAS(lEO) AS t to IEO I Delay (INTACKCycle)
33-TdIEI(lEO)--IEI to IEO Delay---------------
34 TsIEI(DSA) IEO to DS (Acknowledge) I Setup Time
35 ThIEI(DSA) lEI to DS(Acknowledge) I Hold Time
36 TdDSA(lNT) DS (Acknowledge) I to INT I Delay

6 MHz
Min Max

50 2000
10

30
100

0
40
40
80
80
0

250
20
0

180
20
0

45

1

1
--------1--

1
I
I

40
40
25

650 3

1+800 6
4+600 4,6
1+700---6-
1+700 6

0
250
250 5

180
250

250 5
100 6

70 5
70

600

NOTES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge tran-

sactions.
2, Float delay is measured to the time when the output has

changed 0.5 V from steady state with minimum ac load and
maximum de lotld.

3. This is the delay from 55 I alone CIO access to J3S I of
another CIa access.

4. The delay is from DAV I for 3·Wire Input Handshake. The
delay is from DAC I for 3-Wire Output Handshake. One
additional AS cycle is required for ports in the Single Buf-
fered mode.

5. The parameters for the devices in any pcHtlcular daisy
chain must meet the following constraint: the delay from
AS I to 55 I must be greater than the sum of TdAS(lEO)
for the highest priority peripheral. TsIEI(DSA) for the
lowest priority peripheral. and TdIEI(IEO) for each
peripheral separating them in the chain.

6. Units equal to AS cycle + ns.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds(ns), except as noted.



Strobed
Handshake

Interlocked
Handshake

DATA

OUTPUT ACKIN

DAY

3-Wire
Handshake DATA

DAY
INPUT

INPUT

R.D
OUTPUT

DAC
OUTPUT

DATA

DAC
INPUT

OUTPUT

RPD
INPUT

IlIV
OUTPUT

DATA -r DATA VALID X~ _
~~~,r

ACKIII

_____ l ~ ~ _
IIIPD _



4 MHz 6 MHz
No. Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Notes"t

1 TsDl(ACK) Data Input to ACKIN I Setup Time 0 0
2 ThDl(ACK) Data Input to ACKIN 1 Hold Time - Strobed 500

Handshake

3 TdACKf(RFD) ACKIN I to RFD 1 Delay 0 0
4- TwACKl--- ACKIN Low Width - Strobed Handshake 250

5 TwACKh ACKIN High Width - Strobed Handshake 250

6 TdRFDr(ACK) RFD 1 to ACKIN I Delay 0 0

7 TsDO(DAV) Data Out to DAV 1 Setup Time 25 20

8 TdDAVf(ACK) DAV 1 to ACKIN 1 Delay 0 0
9-ThDO(ACK)--Data Out to ACKIN I Hold Time I 1 2-

10 TdACK(DAV) ACKIN I to DAV 1 Delay 1 1 2
11 ThDl(RFD) Data Input to RFD I Hold Time - Interlocked 0 0

Handshake
12 TdRFDf(ACK) RFD I to ACKIN I Delay - Interlocked Handshake 0 0
13-TdACKr(RFD)-ACKIN 1 (DAV t ) to RFD I Delay - Interlocked--O 0

and 3-Wire Handshake
14 TdDAVr(ACK) DAV 1 to ACKIN I (RFD t ) - Interlocked and 0 0

3-Wire Handshake
15 TdACK(DAV) ACKIN t (RFD 1 )to DAV I Delay - Interlocked and 0 0

3-Wire Handshake
16-TdDAVlf(DAC)- DAV I to DAC 1 Delay - Input 3-Wire Handshake --0 0
17 ThDl(DAC) Data Input to DAC 1 Hold Time - 3-Wire 0 0

Handshake
18 TdDACOr(DAV) DAC I to DAV t Delay - Input 3-Wire Handshake 0 0
19 TdDAVIr(DAC) DAV I to DAC I Delay - Input 3-Wire Handshake 0 0
20-TdDAVOf(DAC)-DAV I to DAC 1 Delay - Output 3-Wire Handshake-O 0
21 ThDO(DAC) Data Output to DAC t Hold Time - 3-Wire 1 1 2

Handshake
22 TdDACIr(DAV) DAC t to DAV I Delay - Output 3-Wire Handshake 1 1 2
23 TdDAVOr(DAC) DAV 1 to DAC I Delay - Output 3-Wire Handshake 0 0

NOTES:
1. This time can be extended through the use of the deskew

timers.
2. Units equal to AS cycle.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing
references assume 2.0 V for" logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

t Units in nanoseconds (os), except as noted.



Counter/
Timer
Timing

iw
~

6MHz iMin Max Notes*t

165 4000
70 2000
70 2000

10
15

330
150
150

15
15

2

2

2---

2

2

2---

1 TcPC PCLKCycle Time 250
2 TwPCh PCLKHigh Width 105
3 TwPCl PCLKLowWidth 105
4 TlPC PCLKFall Time
5 TrPC PCLKRise Time
6-TcCI-----Counter Input Cycle Time------500 ---------
7 TClh Counter Input High Width 230
8 TwCIl Counter Input LowWidth 230
9 TICI Counter Input Fall Time

10 TrCI Counter Input Rise Time
II-TsTI(PC)---Trigger Input to PCLK I Setup Time--150 ----------------

(Timer Mode)
12 TsTI(CI) Trigger Input to Counter Input I Setup 150

Time (Counter Mode)
13 TwTI Trigger Input Pulse Width (High or Low) 200
14-TsGI(PC)---Gate Input to PCLK I Setup Time---l00 ---------------

(Timer Mode)
15 TsGI(CI) Gate Input to Counter Input I Setup 100

Time (Counter Mode)
16 ThGI(PC) Gate Input to PCLK I Hold Time (Timer 100

Mode)
17-ThGI(CI)---Gate Input to Counter Input I Hold--lOO ---------------

Time (Counter Mode)
18 TdPC(CO) PCLKto Counter Output Delay (Timer

Mode)
19 TdCI(CO) Counter Input to Counter Output Delay

(Counter Mode)

4000
2000
2000

20
20

NOTES,
1. PCLK is only used with the counter/timers (in Timer mode), the

deskew timers, and the REQUESTIW AIT logic. If these func-
tions are not used. the PCLK input can be held low.

2. These parameters must be met to guarantee that trigger or gate

are valid for the next counter/timer cycle.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-
ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "}" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".
t Units in nanoseconds (os).



REQUEST!
WAIT
Timing

No. Symbol Parameter

1 TdDS(REQ) WI to REQ 1Delay
2 TdDS(WA1T) WI to WAIT I Delay

3 TdPC(REQ) PCLK I to REQ I Delay
4 TdPC(WA1T) PCLK 1to WAIT I Delay
5 TdACK(REQ) ACKIN I to REQ I Delay

500
500
300
300
3+2

+1000
10+600

NOTES:
1. The Delay is from DAV I for the 3-Wire Input Handshake. The

del~y is from DAC I for the 3-Wire Output HandshaKe.
2. Units equal to AS cycles + PCLK cycles + os.

3. Units equal to PCLK cycles + os.
• Timings "re preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-

ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a lOgiC "0".
t Units in nanoseconds (os), except as noted.

Reset
Timing

4MHz 6 MHz
No. Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Notes*t

1 TdDSQ(AS) Delay from DS 1 to AS I for No Reset 40 15
2 TdASQ(DS) Delay from AS I to DS I lor No Reset 50 30
3 TwRES Minimum Width 01 AS and DS both Low lor Reset 250 170

NOTES: _
1. Internal circulry allows for the reset provided by the Z8 (OS

held Low while }3 pulses) to be sufficient.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-
ences assume 2.0 V for a logic" 1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

i Units in nanoseconds (os).



Miscellaneous
Port
Timing

_0-y: -L--
----~~--

DA~:::-------~, ~ k-------
LATCHED TOPATnRN MATCH _ _

No. Symbol

I TrI
2 TfI

3 Twl's
4 TwPM
5 TsPMD
6 ThPMD

6 MHz
Min Max

Any Input Rise Time
Any Input Fall Time
l's Catcher High Width
Pattern Match Input Valid (Bit Port)
Data Latched on Pattern Match Setup Time (Bit Port)
Data Latched on Pattern Match Hold Time (Bit Port)

250
750

o
1000

NOTES,
1. If the input is programmed Inverting, a Low·going pulse of the

same width will be detected.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-

ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0",
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).

Bidirectional
Port
Timing

0>----1 _

INIOUT ~

RfD,DAII ----- =: @ 1-~ ®.....---·t--DATA _

----------

No. Symbol Parameter

1 TdIOr(DAV) 110 I to RFD/DAV High Delay
2 TdIOr(DRZ) 110 I to Data Float Delay
3 TdIOr(ACK) 110 I to ACKIN I Delay
4 TdIOf(RFD) 110 I to RFD/DAV High Delay
5 TdIOf(DAV) 110 I to RFD/DAV I Delay
6 TdOO(lO) 110 I 10 Dala Bus Driven

NOTES, _
1. Units equal to AS cycles.
2. MinImum delay is four AS cycles or one AS cycle after the cor-

responding IP is cleared, whichever is longer.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing
references assume 2.0 V for a logiC "I" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



Z8036 Z-CIO, 4.0 MHz
44-pin LCC
Z8036 LM*
Z8036 LMB*t

44-pinPCC
Z8036 VS

40-pin DIP
Z8036 PS
Z8036CS
Z8036 PE
Z8036CE
Z8036 CM*
Z8036CMB*

Z8036A Z-CIO, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC 44-pin PCC
Z8036A PS Z8036A LM * Z8036A VS
Z8036A CS Z8036A LMB*t
Z8036A PE
Z8036ACE
Z8036ACM*
Z8036ACMB*

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8038 Z8000®
Z-FIO FIFO Input!
Output Interface Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• 128-byte FIFO buffer provides asynchronous
bidirectional CPUlCPU or CPUlperipheral
interface, expandable to any width in byte
increments by use of multiple FIOs.

• Interlocked 2-Wire or 3-Wire Handshake
logic port mode; Z-BUS or non-Z-BUS
interface.

• Pattern-recognition logic stops DMA
transfers and/or interrupts CPU; preset byte
count can initiate variable-length DMA
transfers.

• Seven sources of vectored/nonvectored
interrupt which include pattern-match,
byte count, empty or full buffer status;
a dedicated "mailbox" register with
interrupt capability provides CPUlCPU
communication.

• REQUESTIW AIT lines control high-speed
data transfers.

• All functions are software controlled via
directly addressable read/write registers.

General
Description

The Z8038 FIO provides an asynchronous 128-
byte FIFO buffer between two CPUs or between a
CPU and a peripheral device. This buffer inter-
face expands to a 16-bit or wider data path and
expands in depth to add as many Z8060 FIFOs
(and an additional FIO) as are needed.

The FIO manages data transfers by assuming
Z-BUS, non-Z-BUS microprocessor (a general-
ized microprocessor interface), Interlocked 2-

{

-0
--- [!]

CONTROL =: ~
--- [!]---~

{

-@)
INTERRUPT .....- ~

-0
CON.IOURATION (

I
I
I
I

Z8038
FI,O

Wire Handshake, and 3-Wire Handshake
operating modes. These modes interface dissimi-
lar CPUs or CPUs and peripherals running under
differing speeds or protocols, allowing asyn-
chronous data transactions and improving I/O
overhead by as much as two orders of magnitude.
Figures I and 2 show how the signals controlling
these operating modes are mapped to the FIO
pins.

@ y 40 +5V

lID I 39 @
I£l I 38 lID
~

I
37 1&1

III
6 PORT I PORT::

~
lEI ~
~ 7 1 I 2 34 lEI
IHl 8 SIDE I SIDE 33 ~
II] 9 I 32 IHl
III 10 I

" II]Z8038
0, 11 .,0 30 III
0, " I 29 0,

0, 13 I 28 0,

0, " I 37 0,

O. " I 2. 0,

0, 16 I 25 O.

0, 17 I 2. 0,

0, " I 23 D.

M, "
I 22 0,

GNO 20 I 21 M,
I

Figure 2a. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments
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General
Description
(Continued)

The FIO supports the Z-BUSinterrupt pro-
tocols, generating seven sources of interrupts
upon any of the following events: a write to a
message register, change in data direction,
pattern match, status match, over/underflow
error, buffer full and buffer empty status. Each
interrupt source can be enabled or disabled,
and can also place an interrupt vector on the
port address/data lines.

The data transfer logic of the FIO has been

specially designed to work with DMA(Direct
Memory Access) devices for high-speed
transfers. It provides for data transfers to or
from memory each machine cycle, while the
DMAdevice generates memory address and
control signals. The FIO also supports the
variably sized block length, improving system
throughput when multiple variable length
messages are transferred amongst several
sources.

<) +oCJ v ~ +v •.\ .~ ~ ~ v ()

e 5 " 3 2 1 144 43 42 41 40
IE 7

F •
G •
H I.
I 11

J 12

0, 13

0, ,.
0, 15

0, 1B

O. 17

I
I
I
I
I
!

Z803.
Z·FIO

I
I

PORT 1 I PORT 2ISIDE I SIDE

I
I

3B F

37 G
3.
3'
3. J

33 Do

32 0,

31 0,

30 03

I 29 o.

18 19 20 21 22 23124 25 26 27 28

~v 0" Q~ 0'" +~~oiO 0"" Q" 0" ~v



Functional
Description

Operating Modes. Ports 1 and 2 operate in
any of twelve combinations of operating
modes, listed in Table 2. Port 1 functions in
either the Z-BUSor non-Z-BUSmicroprocessor
modes, while Port 2 functions in Z-BUS,non-
Z-BUS, Interlocked 2-Wire Handshake, and
3-Wire Handshake modes. Table 1 describes
the signals and their corresponding pins in
each of these modes.

The pin diagrams of the FIO are identical,
except for two pins on the Port 1 side, which
select that port's operating mode. Port 2's
operating mode is programmed by two bits in
Port l's Control register O. Table 2 describes
the combinations of operating modes; Table 3
describes the control signals mapped to pins
A-J in the live possible operating modes.

Signal Z-BUS Z·BUS Interlocked 3·Wlre
Pius Low Byte High Byte Non·Z·BUS HS Port" HS Port"

~ REQIWT REQIWT REQIWT RFD/DAV RFD/DAV

[!] DMASTB DMASTB DACK ACKIN DAV/DAC

[£] DS DS RD FULL DACIRFD
@] R/W R/W WR EMPTY EMPTY

0 CS CS CE CLEAR CLEAR

[E] AS AS C/D DATA DIR DATA DIR

@] INTACK AO INTACK INO INO

[ill IEO Al lEO OUT I OUTI

OJ lEI A2 lEI OE OE

OJ INT A3 INT OUT3 OUT3

·2 side only.

Table I. Pin Assignments

Z-BUS Low Byte

Z-BUS Low Byte

Z-BUS Low Byte

Z-BUS Low Byte

Z-BUS High Byte

Z-BUS High Byte

Z·BUS High Byte

Z·BUS High Byte

Non·Z·BUS
Non-Z-BUS

Non-Z-BUS

Non-Z-BUS

Z-BUS Low Byte

Non-Z-BUS

3- Wire Handshake

2-Wire Handshake

Z·BUS Low Byte

Non-Z-BUS

3- Wire Handshake

2-Wire Handshake

Z-BUS High Byte
Non-Z-BUS

3- Wire Handshake
2· Wire Handshake



Functional
Description
(Continued)
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Pins Common Pin Pin Pin Signal
To Both Sides Signals Names Numbers Descriplion

MO MO 21 M1 and MOprogram Port 1
Ml MI 19 side CPU interface

+5 Vdc +5 Vdc 40 DC power source

GND GND 20 DC power ground

Z·BUS Pin Numbers
Low Byte Pin Pin Pori Signal

Mode Signals Names Descrlplion

ADO-ADz DO-D7 11-18 29-22 Multiplexed bidirectional address/data lines, Z-BUS
(Address/Data) compatible.
REQ/WAIT A 39 Output, active Low, REQUEST (ready) line for DMA
(Request/Wait) transfer; WAIT line (open-drain) output for syn-

chronized CPU and FIO data transfers.
DMASTB B 2 38 Input, active Low. Strobes DMA data to and from
(Direct Memory the FIFO buller.
Access Strobe)

DS C 3 37 Input, active Low. Provides timing for data trans- N
(Data Strobe) fer to or from FIO. 00
RJW D 4 36 Input; active High signals CPU read from FIO; 0

W(ReadlWrite) active Low signals CPU write to FIO. 00
CS E 5 35 Input, active LQY!..Enables FIO. Latched on the N(Chip Select) rising edge of AS. •
AS F 6 34 Input, active Low. Addresses, CS and iNi'ACK •••••(Address Strobe) sampled while AS Low. 0
!NTACK G 33 Input, active Low. Acknowled~ an interrupt.
(Interrupt Latched on the rising edge of AS.
Acknowledge)

IEO H 8 32 Output, active High. Sends interrupt enable to
(Interrupt lower priority device lEI pin.
Enable Out)
lEI 9 31 Input, active High. Receives interrupt enable from
(Interrupt higher priority device IEO signal.
Enable In)

INT 10 30 Output. open drain, active Low. Signals FIO inter·
(Interrupt) rupt request to CPU.

Z-BUS Pin Numbers
High Byte Pin Pin Pori Signal

Mode Signals Names I 2 Descrlplion

ADO-AD7 DO-D7 11-18 29-22 Multiplexed bidirectional address/data lines, Z-BUS
(Address/Data) compatible.
REQIWAIT A 39 Output, active Low, REQUEST (ready) line for DMA
(RequestIW ait) transfer; WAIT line (open-drain) output for syn-

chronized CPU and FIO data transfers.

DMASTB B 38 Input. active Low. Strobes DMA data to and from the
(Direct Memory FIFO buller.
Access Strobe)

DS C 3 37 Input, active Low. Provides timing for transfer of data
(Data Strobe) to or from FIO.
RJW D 4 36 Input, active High. Signals CPU read from FIO; active
(ReadlWrite) Low signals CPU write to FIO.

es E 5 35 Input, active Low. Enables FIO. Latched on the
(Chip Select) rising edge of AS.

AS F 6 34 Input. active Low. Addresses, CS and INTACK are
(Address Strobe) sampled while AS is Low.
Ao G 7 33 Input. active High. With AI, A2' and A3. addresses
(Address Bit 0) FIO internal registers.

Al H 8 32 Input, active High. With Ao, A2, and A3. addresses
(Address Bit 1) FIO internal registers.

A2 9 31 Input, active High. With AO. AI. and A3, addresses
(Address Bit 2) FIO internal registers.

A3 10 30 Input, active High. With AO' AI, and A2' addresses
(Address BH 3) FIO internal registers.

Table 3. Signal/Pin Descriptions
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Non-Z-BUS Pin Numbers
Mode Pin Pin Pori Signal

Signals Names 4 Description

Do-Do; Do-Do; 11-18 29-22 Bidirectional data bus.
(Data)

REQIWT A 39 Output. active Low, REQUEST (ready) line for DMA
(RequesVWait) transfer; WAIT line (open-drain) output for syn-

chronized CPU and FIO data transfer.

DACK B 2 38 Input, active Low. DMA acknowledge.
(DMA Acknowledge)

ill C 3 37 Input, active Low. Signals CPU read from FIO.
(Read)

WR D 4 36 Input, active Low. Signals CPU write to FIO.
(Write)

CE E 5 35 Input, active Low. Used to select FIO.
(Chip Select)

cii5 F 6 34 Input. active High. Identifies control byte on Do-Do;;
(ControVData) active Low identifies data byte on Do-D].

INTACK G 7 33 Input, active Low. Acknowledges an interrupt.
(Interrupt
Acknowledge)

IEO H 8 32 Output. active High. Sends interrupt enable to
(Interrupt lower priority device lEI pin.
Enable Out)

lEI 9 31 Input, active High. Receives interrupt enable from
(Interrupt higher priority device IEO signal.
Enable In)

INT 10 30 Output, open drain, active Low. Signals FIO interrupt
(Interrupt) toCPU.

Port 2-1/0 Pin Pin Pin Signal
Port Mode Signal. Namel Numbers Mode Description

Do-Do; Do-Do; 29-22 2-Wire HS· Bidirectional data bus.
(Data) 3-Wire HS
RFD/DAV A 39 2·Wire HS Output, RFD active High2!gnals peripherals that FIO
(Ready for Data/Data 3-Wire HS is ready to receive data. DAV active Low signals
Available) that FIO is ready to send data to peripherals.
ACKIN B 38 2-Wire HS Input, active Low. Signals FIO that output data is
(Acknowledge Input) received by peripherals or that input dattl. is valid.

DAV/DAC B 38 3-Wire HS Input; DAV (active Low) signals that data is valid on
(Data Available/Data bus. DAC (active High) signals that output data is
Accepted) accepted by peripherals.

FULL C 37 2-Wire HS Output, open drain, active High. Signals that FIO
buffer is full.

DAC/RFD C 37 3-Wire HS Direction controlled by internal programming. Both
(Data Accepted/Ready active High. DAC (an output) signals that FIO has
for Data) received data from peripheral; RFD (an input) signals

that the listeners are ready for data.
EMPTY D 36 2-Wire HS Output, open drain, active High. Signals that FIFO

3-Wire HS buffer is empty.
CLEAR E 35 2-Wire HS Programmable input or output, active Low. Clears all

3-Wire HS data from FIFO buffer.
DATA DIR F 34 2-Wire HS Programmable input or output. Active High signals
(Data Direction) 3-Wire HS data input to Port 2; Low signals data output from

Port 2.

INO G 33 2-Wire HS Input line to DOof Control Register 3.
3-Wire HS

OUT I H 32 2-Wire HS Output line from DI of Control Register 3.
3-Wire HS

OE 31 2-Wire HS Input, active Low. When Low, enables bus drivers.
(Output Enable) 3-Wire HS When High, floats bus drivers at high impedance.

OUT3 30 2-Wire HS Output line from D3 of Control register 3.
3-Wire HS

•Handshake
Table 3. Signal/Pin Descriptions (Continued)



The FIO can be reset under either hardware
or software control by one of the following
methods:
• By forcing both AS and DS Low simultane-

ously in Z-BUSmode (normally illegal).
• By forcing RD and WR Low simultaneously

in non-Z-BUSmode.
• By writing a I to the Reset bit in Control

register 0 for software reset.
In the Reset state, all control bits are cleared

to O. Only after clearing the Reset bit (by

writing a 0 to it) can the other command bits
be programmed. This action is true for both
sides of the FIO when programmed as a CPU
interface.

For proper system control, when Port I is
reset, Port 2 is also reset. In addition, all Port
2's outputs are floating and all inputs are
ignored. To initiate the data transfer, Port 2
must be enabled by Port I. The Port 2 CPU
can determine when it is enabled by reading
Control register 0, which reads "floating" data
bus if not enabled and "OIH" if enabled.

CPU
Interfaces

The FIO is designed to work with both
Z-BUS-and non-Z-BUS-typeCPUs on both Port
I and Port 2. The Z-BUSconfiguration inter-
faces CPUs with time-multiplexed address and
data information on the same pins. The Z8001,
Z8002, and Z8 are examples of this type of
CPU. The AS (Address Strobe) pin is used to
latch the address and chip select information
sent out by the CPU. The RlW (Read/Write)
pin and the DS (Data Strobe) pin are used
for timing reads and writes from the CPU to

the FIO (Figures 6 and 7).
The non-Z-BUSconfiguration is used for

CPUs where the address and data buses are
separate. Examples of this type of CPU are the
Z80 and 8080. The RD (Read) and WR (Write)
pins are used to time reads and writes from the
CPU to the FIO (Figures 9 and 10). The C/D
(Control/Data) pin is used to directly access
the FIFO buffer (C/f) =0) and to access the
other registers (C/D = 1). Read and write to all

\ 1

ADo-AD7 --- ••( A~~~fussH....O._TA_'_R_OM_C_P_U __ .-J}--

'-ii-V
Ci \.......J

NW \ c
\ 1



CPU
Interfaces
(Continued)

registers except the FIFO bufferl are two-step
operations, described as follows (Figure 8).
First, write the address (CiiS = 1) of the register
to be accessed into the Pointer Register (State
0); second, read or write (CiD= 1) to the
register pointed at previously (State 1). Con-
tinuous status monitoring can be performed in
State 1 by continuous Control Read operations
(CiD= 1).

DO-D1--------------- ..••( TOCPUr--
\_-----_1

When data is output by the CPU, the
REQIWT (WAIT) pin is active (Low) only when
the FIFO buffer is full, the chip is selected,
and the FIFO buffer is addressed. WAIT goes
inactive when the FIFO buffer is not full.

The FIO supports Zilog's prioritized daisy
chain interrupt protocol for both Z-BUS and
non-Z-BUS operating modes (for more details
refer to the Zilog Z-BUS Summary).

Each side of the FIO has seven sources of
interrupt. The priorities of these devices are
fixed in the folloWing order (highest to lowest):
Mailbox Message, Change in Data Direction,
Pattern Match, Status Match, Overflow/

(

\..... --1

WAIT
Operation

When data is input by the CPU, the
REQ/WT pin becomes active (Low) only when
the FIFO buffer is empty, the chip is selected,
and the FIFO buffer is addressed. WAIT goes
inactive when the FIFO buffer is not empty.

Interrupt
Operation

Underflow Error, Buffer Full, and Buffer
Empty. Each interrupt source has three bits
that control how it generates the interrupt.
These bits are Interrupt Pending (IP),
Interrupt Enable (IE), and Interrupt Under
Service (IUS).

In addition, each side of the FIO has an
interrupt vector and four bits controlling the
FIO interrupt logic. These bits are Vector



Interrupt
Operation
(Continued)

Includes Status (VIS), Master Interrupt Enable
(MIE), Disable Lower Chain (DLC), and No
Vector (NV).

A typical Interrupt Acknowledge cycle for
Z-BUS operation is shown in Figure II and for
non-Z-BUS operation in Figure 12. The only
difference is that in Z-BUS mode, INTACK is
latched by AS, and in non-Z-BUS mode
INTACK is not latched.

When MIE = 1, reading the vector always
includes status, independent of the state of the

VIS bit. In this way, when VIS = 0, all infor-
mation can be obtained with one additional
read, thus conserving vector space. When
MIE = 0, reading the vector register returns
the unmodified base vector so that it can be
verified.

In non-Z-BUS mode, the IPs do not get set
while in State I. Therefore, to minimize inter-
rupt latency, the FIO should be left in State 0.
In Z-BUS mode IPS are set by an AS following
the even!.

ADO~AD7 ~ ( VECTOR ~

\ r-
'E' !

'NT /------

iIiTRK ~ I

'NT /------

CPU to CPU
Operation

DMA Operation. The FIO is particularly well
suited to work with a DMA in both Z-BUS and
non-Z-BUS modes. A data transfer between the
FIO and system memory can take place during
every machine cycle on both sides of the FIO
simultaneously.

In Z-BUS mode, the DMASTB pin (DMA
Strobe) is used to read or write into the FIFO
buffer. The RIW (Read/Write) and DS (Data
Strobe) signals are ignored by the FIO;

however, the CS (Chip Select) signal is not
ignored and therefore must be kept invalid.
Figures 13 and 14 show typical timing.

In Non-Z-BUS mode, the DACK pin (DMA
Acknowledge) is used to tell the FIO that its
DMA request is granted. After DACK goes
Low, every read or write to the FIO goes into
the FIFO buffer. Figures 15 and 16 show
typical timing.



CPU to CPU
Operation
(Continued)
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CPU to CPU
Operation
(Continued)

The FIO provides a special mode to enhance
its DMAtransfer capability. When data is
written into the FIFO buffer, the REQIWT
(REQUEST)pin is active (Low)until the FIFO
buffer is full. It then goes inactive and stays
inactive until the number of bytes in the FIFO
buffer is equal to the value programmed into
the Byte Count Comparison register. Then the
REQUESTsignal goes active and the sequence
starts over again (Figure 17).

When data is read from the FIO, the
REQIWTpin (REQUEST)is inactive until the
number of bytes in the FIFO buffer is equal to
the value programmed in the Byte Count Com-
parison register. The REQUESTsignal then
goes active and stays active until the FIFO buf-
fer is empty. When empty, REQUESTgoes
inactive and the sequence starts over again
(Figure 18).

FJLl
NUMBER IN BYTE COUNT COMPARISON REGISTER

NOTES:
1. FIFO empty.
2. CPUIDMA fill. FIFO buffer from the oppo.ite port.
3. Number of bytes In FIFO buffer is the Sdme as the number

of bytes programmed in the Byte Count Comparison register.
4. REQUEST goe. active.
5. DMA transfers data out of FIFO until it Is empty.

Message Registers. Two CPUs can communi-
cate through a dedicated "mailbox" register
without involving the 128 x 8 bit FIFO buffer
(Figure 19). This mailbox approach is useful
for transferring control parameters between
the interfacing devices on either side of the
FIO without using the FIFO buffer. For
example, when Port 1'5CPU writes to the
Message Out register, Port 2'5 message IP is
set. If interrupts are enabled, Port 2's CPU is

PORT 1
M••• AalOUT

RIGISTIR

NOTES:
1. FIFO empty.
2. REQUEST enabled, FIO reque.t. DMA tron.fer.
3. DMA transfers data into the FIO.
4. FIFO full, REQUEST Inactive.
5. The FIFO empties from the opposite port until the number

of bytes In the FIFO buffer is the &dme 4S the number pro-
grammed in the Byte Count Comparison register.

PORT 1
M••• AaIIN

RIGISTIER

MESSAGE
REGISTER

PORT 2
TO

REGISTER PORT 1
ADDRESS

"8"

interrupted. Port 2's message IP status is
readable from the Port 1 side. When Port 2's
CPU reads the data from its Message In regis-
ter, the Port 2 IP is cleared. Thus, Port 1'5
CPU can read when the message has been
read and can now send another message or
follow whatever protocol that is set up between
the two CPU's. The same transfer can also be
made from Port 2's CPU to Port l's CPU.

MESSAOE
REGISTER

PORT 1
TO

PORT 2 PORT 2
M•••• OIIN

RIO 1ST •••

PO ••T 2
MISSA.OIOUT

"IOISTI"



CPU to CPU
Operation
(Continued)

CLEAR(Empty) FIFO Operation. The CLEAR
FIFO bit (active Low) clears the FIFO buffer of
data. Writing a 0 to this bit empties the FIFO
buffer, inactivates the REQUESTline, and
disables the handshake (if programmed). The
CLEAR bit does not affect any control or data
register. To remove the CLEAR state, write a I
to the CLEARbit.

In CPU/CPU mode, under program control,
only one of the ports can empty the FIFO by
writing to its Control Register 3, bit 6. The
Port I CPU must program bit 7 in Control
Register 3 to determine which port controls the
CLEARFIFO operation (0 = Port I control;
I = Port 2 control).
Direction of Data Transfer Operation. The

Data Direction bit controls the direction of data
transfer in the FIFO buffer. The Data Direction
bit is defined as 0 = output from CPU and
I = input to CPU. This bit reads correctly
when read by either port's CPU. For example,
if Port l's CPU reads a 0 (CPU output) in its
Data Direction bit, then Port 2's CPU reads a I
(input to CPU) in its Data Direction bit.

In CPU/CPU mode, under program control,
only one of the ports can control the direction
of data transfer. The Port I CPU must program
bit 5 in Control Register 3 to determine which
port controls the data direction (0 = Port I
control; I = Port 2 control). Figure 20 shows
FIO data transfer options.

(OMA OR INTERRUPT·
DRIVEN TRANSFERS, AS

FOR PORT 1)

I
I
I

t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TERMINATES ON ANY TERMINATES ON ANY
OF THESECONDITIONS: OF THESECOHomONS:
-OMA BLOCK LENGTH REOISTER 0= 0 ·CPU COMPLETES BUFFER DUMP
-FIO PAnERN MATCH INTERRUPT -FIO PATTERNMATCH INTERRUPT
-BYTE COUNT DISABLES REO -FIO BYTE COUNT INTERRUPT

I -FIO Full I Empty INTERRUPT

I I

l-....,- //)
'........ /'-.... /'

Y
I

TRANSFERS DATA BYTE·
AT·A·TlME UNTIL
FIFO BUFFER IS

Full OR Empty
\ /

Y
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CPU to I/O
Operation

When Port 2 is programmed in the Inter-
locked 2-Wire Handshake mode or the 3-Wire
Handshake mode, and Port A is programmed
in Z-BUS or non-Z-BUS Microprocessor mode,
the FIO interfaces a CPU and a peripheral
device. In the Interlocked 2-Wire Handshake
mode, RFD/DAVand ACKIN strobe data to
and from Port 2. In the 3-Wire Handshake
mode, RFD/DAV, DAVIDAC, and DAC/RFD
signals control data flow.

Interlocked 2-Wire Handshake. In the Inter-
locked Handshake, the action of the FIO must
be acknowledged by the other half of the
handshake before the next action can take
place. In output mode, Port 2 does not indicate
that new data is available until the external
device indicates it is ready for the data.
Similarly, in input mode, Port 2 does not indi-
cate that it is ready for new data until the data
source indicates that the previous byte of the
data is no longer available, thereby acknowl-
edging Port 2's acceptance of the last byte.
This allows the FIO to directly interface to a
Z8's port, a CIa's port, a UPC's port, another
FIO port, or another FIFO Z8060, with no
external logic (Figures 21 and 22).

3-Wire Handshake. The 3-Wire Handshake is
designed for applications in which one output
port is communicating with many input ports
simultaneously. It is essentially the same as the
Interlocked Handshake, except that two signals
are used to indicate that an input port is ready
for new data or that it has accepted the present
data. In the 3-Wire Handshake, the rising
edge of the RFD status line indicates that the
port is ready for data, and the rising edge of
the DAC status line indicates that the data has
been accepted. With 3-Wire Handshake, the
lines of many input ports can be bussed
together with open-drain drivers and the out-

put por't knows when all of the ports are ready
and have accepted the data. This handshake is
the same handshake used in the IEEE-488
Instruments. Since the port's direction can be
changed under software control, bidirectional
IEEE-488-type transfers can be performed.
Figures 23 and 24 show the timings associated
with 3-Wire Handshake communications.

CLEARFIFO Operation. In CPU-to-I/O
operation, the CLEAR FIFO operation can be
performed by the CPU side (Port 1) under soft-
ware control as previously explained. The
CLEAR FIFO operation can also be performed
under hardware control by defining the
CLEAR pin of Port 2 as an input (Control
Register 3, bit 7 = 1). _

For cascading purposes, the CLEAR pin can
also be defined as an output (Control Register
3, bit 7 = 0), which reflects the current state
of the CLEAR FIFO bit. It can then empty
other FIOs or initialize other devices in the
system.

Data Direction Control. In CPU-to-I/O mode,
the direction of data transfer can be controlled
by the CPU side (Port 1) under software con-
trol as previously explained. The data direc-
tion can also be determined by hardware con-
trol by defining the Data Direction pin
of Port 2 as an input (Control Register 3,
bit 5 = 1).

For cascading purposes, the Data Direction
pin can also be defined as an output (Control
Register 3, bit 5 = 0) pin which reflects the
current state of the Data Direction bit. It can
then be used to control the direction of data
transfer for other FIOs or for external logic.

On the Port 2 side, when data direction is 0,
Port 2 is in Output Handshake mode. When
data direction is 1, Port 2 is in Input Hand-
shake mode.



CPU to I/O
Operation
(Continued)
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NonZ·BUS 0.,-D4 D3 D2 DI Do

Z-BUS High ~ A2 Al Ao

Z.BUS Low { RIA=O Ao.,-AD5 AD4 AD3 AD2 ADI
RIA=I Ao.,-AD4 AD3 AD2 ADI ADo

DetlCrlption

Control Register 0 x 0 0 0 0 x
Control Register I x 0 0 0 I x
Interrupt Status Register 0 x 0 0 1 0 x
Interrupt Status Register I x 0 0 I 1 x
Interrupt Status Register 2 x 0 I 0 0 x
Interrupt Status Register 3 x 0 I 0 I x
Interrupt Vector Register x 0 I I 0 x
Byte Count Register x 0 I I 1 x
Byte Count Comparison

Register x 0 0 0 x
Control Register 2* x 0 0 I x
Control Register 3 x 0 I 0 x
Message Out Register x 0 I I x
Message In Register x 1 0 0 x
Pattern Match Register x I 0 I x
Pattern Mask Register x I I 0 x
Data Buffer Register x I I I x

x = Don't Care
* Register is only on Port 1 side

Table 4. FlO Register Address Summary

Programming The programming of the FIO is greatly
simplified by the efficient grouping of the
various operation modes in the control
registers. Since all of the control registers are
read/write, the need for maintaining their
image in system memory is eliminated. Also,
the read/write feature of the registers aids in
system debugging.

Each side of the FIO has 16 registers. All 16
registers are used by the Port 1 side; Control
register 2 is not used on the Port 2 side. All
registers are addressable 0H through FH.

In the Z-BUSLowByte mode, the FIO allows
two methods for register addressing under con-
trol of the Right Iustify Address (RIA) bit in
Control register 0. When RIA = 0, address
bus bits 1-4 are used for register addressing
and bits 1, 5, 6, and 7 are ignored (Table 4).
When RIA = 1, bits 0-3 are used for the
register addresses, and bits 4-7 are ignored.
Control Registers. These four registers specify
FIO operation. The Port 2 side control

registers operate only if the Port 2 device is a
CPU. The Port 2 CPU can control interface
operations, including data direction, only
when enabled by the setting of bit ° in the Port
1 side of Control Register 2. A I in bit I of the
same register enables the handshake logic.
Interrupt Status Registers. These four
registers control and monitor the priority
interrupt functions for the FIO.
Interrupt Vector Register. This register stores
the interrupt service routine address. This vec-
tor is placed on Do-D7when IUS is set by the
Interrupt Acknowledge signal from the CPU.
When bit 4 (Vector Includes Status) is set in
Control Register 0, the reason for the interrupt
is encoded within the vector address in bits I,
2, and 3. If bit 5 is set in Control register 0, no
vector is output by the FIO during an Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. However, IUS is set as
usual.



Programming
(Continued)

Byte Count Compare Register. This register
contains a value compared with the byte count
in the Byte Count register. If the Byte Count
Compare interrupt is enabled, an interrupt will
occur upon compare.

Message Out Register. Either CPU can place
a message in its Message Out register. If the
opposite side Message register interrupt is
enabled, the receiving side CPU will receive
an interrupt request, advising that a message
is present in its Message In register. Bit 5 in
Control Register 1 on the initiating side is set
when a message is written. It is cleared when
the message is read by the receiving CPU.

Message In Register. This register receives a
message placed in the Message Out register by
the opposite side CPU.

Pattern Match Register. This register contains
a bit pattern matched against the byte in the

Data Buffer register. When these patterns
match, a Pattern Match interrupt will be
generated, if previously enabled.

Pattern Mask Register. The Pattern Mask
register may be programmed with a bit pattern
mask that limits comparable bits in the Pattern
Match register to non-masked bits (I = mask).

Data Buffer Register. This register contains
the data to be read from or written to the
FIFO buffer.

Byte Count Register. This is a read-only
register, containing the byte count for the
FIFO buffer. The byte count is derived by sub-
tracting the number of bytes read from the buf-
fer from the number of bytes written into the
buffer. The count is "frozen" for an accurate
reading by setting bit 6 (Freeze Status register)
in Control Register 1. This bit is cleared when
the Byte Count register read is completed.

NOTES:
1. Data from master CPU - Z-FIO Port 2.
2. Z-FIO Port 1 -DCP.
3. DCP -RAM.
4. RAM -Z-SCC.
5. Z-SCC - data corom. line loop.



Control Register 0
Address: 0000
(ReadlWrite)

1

0
.1

0
,1

0
lE'IDc·TD~,. RESET

~ 1 "" RT. JUST ADD
(B,l (Bo1' . RESS (RJA)

~ ~ "" Z·BUS CPU }
~ ~ : ~~~R~BHUSSI~U :ROQRAMS

INTERLOCKEO HS ORT 2 MODE

1 •• VECTOR INCLUDES
1 • NO VECTOR ON I STATUS (VIS)

1 •• DISABLE LOWER ::~:RUPT (NY)

.=~:~~NSILDYEFROM ' • INTERRUPTS YCHAIN(DLC)ENABLED (MIE)

Co~dtrdolRegister I
ress: 0001

(ReadlWrite)

IDg'IDU!'IDllli2'ID~'IDlb;'ID~'IDG:. REOUESTIWAITENABLED
• WAIT

1 •• RECUEST

1 _ START OM'" ON B

1 • STOP OMA ON PA YTE COUNT

1 • MESSAGE TTERN MATCH
MAilBOX: : ~::SAGE MAILBOX:::::~:: UNDERSERVICE·

Elf STATUS FUll"

.READ.ONLVBITS NOTUSED(MUST REGISTERCOUNTBE PROGRAMMED 0)

Control Rem t".s er 2*
Address: 1001
(ReadlWrite)

10.10,10,10 10 I I• J 02 0,100 I
~ ;:PORT 'SIDE ENABLED
. B~~~T , SIDEENABLEHANDSHA
~~I~:~~1~6~RTR,EADS ALL MUST:e ~~6~:~~MED0 <E

SIDE

Control Register 3
Address: 1010
(ReadlWrite)

ID,jD,ID lli§'ID~'ID~'ID~'IDt~L PORT 2 SIDE-INPUT
PORT 2 SIDE_OUTPU~INE' (PIN 33)""

NOT useD (MUST BE p~NE (PIN 32)"

PORT 2 SIDE-OUTPUT UOGRAMMED 01

DATADIRECTlO NE (PIN 30)0.

~~~J~pTu~OC~~IT
0- FROMCPU

_ PORT 1 SIDE co
~: :ORT 2 SIDE Co=~=~t: DATA DIRECTION

LEAR FIFO BUFFER

• O:PORT1SIDE.~~D.ONLY BITS '.PORT' SIDE~=TROLS CLEAR
NLVWHENPORT"S ANI/OPORT TROLS

Figure 26. Contro! ReglBter.

Interrupt Status .Add RegIster 0
ress: 0010

(ReadlWrite)

liT"'!"!' :~'.~.~.....
I I AGE INTERRUPMESSAGE INTER T PENDING (IP)

IUS,IE,ANDIP MESSAGEINTER:~~ ENABLE(IE)
THE FOLLOWIN~RioWRITTEN USING UNDER SERVICE (IUS)

NULL CODE MMANO:

CLEAR IP ,. IUS

SET IUS

CLEAR IUS

SET IP

CLEAR IP

SET IE

CLEAR IE



Registers
(Continued)

Interrupt Status Register 1
Address: 00 II
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
DATA DIRECTION CHANGE INTERRUPT iJ I

UNDER SERVICE (IUS) I

OATA DIRECTION CHANGE INTERRUPT '
ENABLE (IE) I I

DATA DIRECTION CHANGE INTERRUPT I I

PENDING (IP)

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING
THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

NULL CODE

CLEARIP "IUS 0

SET IUS 0 , 0

CLEARIUS 0 1 1

SET IP 1 0 0

CLEAR IP 1 0 1

SET IE 1 1 0

CLEAR IE 1 1 1

llli'L 1 • PATTERN MATCH FLAG·L PATTERN MATCH INTERRUPT PENDING (IP)

1 PATTERN MATCH INTERRUPT ENABLED (IE)

I I PATTERN MATCH INTERRUPT
: :: UNDER SERVICE (IUS)

L-'--'--'--_ NOTUSED
(MUST BE PROGRAMMED 0)

IUS, IE, AND lP ARE WRITTEN USING

THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

o NULL CODE

CLEAR IP " IUS

SET IUS

1 CLEAR IUS

1 0 0 SET IP

CLEAR IP

SET IE

1 1 1 CLEAR IE

Interrupt Status Register 2
Address: 0100
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
BYTE COUNT COMPARE INTERRUPT iJ II1II L ""••_~._-

UNDER SERVICE (IUS) I L ERROR INTERRUPT PENDING (IP)

BYTE COUNT COMPARE INTERRUPT I I ERROR INTERRUPT ENABLED (IE)

BYTE COUNT COMPARE ~:~:~:~~~ :: I:: ERROR INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE (IUS)

PENDING (IP) OVERFLOW ERROR·

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING
THE FOLLOWING COMMAND: THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

NULL CODE 0 0 0 0 0 0 NULL CODE

CLEAR IP & IUS 0 0 CLEAR IP & IUS

SET IUS 1 0 SET IUS

CLEAR IUS 1 0 T CLEAR IUS

SET IP 1 0 1 0 0 SET IP

CLEAR IP 0 1 CLEAR lP

SET IE 1 0 1 SET IE

CLEAR IE 1 1 1 1 1 1 CLEAR IE

Interrupt Status Register 3
Address: OlOl
(ReadlWrite)

FUll INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE IIUSI ~ I I
FULL INTERRUPT ENABLE (IE) ~

FULL INTERRUPT PENDING (IP)

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING
THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

NULL CODE 0

CLEAR IP & IUS

SET IUS

CLEAR IUS

SET IP

CLEAR IP 1

SET IE 1

CLEAR IE 1 1 1

llli~BUFFER EMPTY·

• EMPTY INTERRUPT PENDING (IP)

•• EMPTY INTERRUPT ENABLE (IE)

EMPTY INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE (IUS)

I I. BUFFER FULL.

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING

THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

o 0 0 NULL CODE

o CLEAR IP & IUS

o SET IUS

o 1 1 CLEAR IUS

1 0 SET IP

CLEAR IP

SET IE

1 1 1 CLEAR IE



Registers
(Continued)

Byte Count Register
Address: 0111
(Read Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I I I I I I

REFLECTS NUMBER OF BYTES IN BUFFER

Interrupt Vector Register
Address: 0110
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~II I I I 1..

1

NO INTERRUPTS PENDING

BUFFER EMPTY

BUFFER FULL

OVER/UNDERFLOW ERROR

VECTOR STATUS BYTE COUNT MATCH

PATTERN MATCH

DATA DIRECTION CHANGE

MAILBOX MESSAGE

o 0

o 1

1

1

1 0

1 0 1

Pattern Match Register
Address: II a I
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I I I I I I

STORES BYTE COMPARED WITH
BYTE IN DATA BUFFER REGISTER

Pattern Mask Register
Address: 1110
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I I I II

IF SET, BITS 0-7 MASK BITS 0.7
IN PATTERN MATCH REGISTER.

MATCH OCCURS WHEN ALL
NON· MASKED BITS AGREE.

Data Buffer Register
Address: IIII
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I I I I I I

Byte Count Comparison Register
Address: 1000
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I II I I I II

CONTAINS VALUE COMPARED TO BYTE COUNT
REGISTER TO ISSUE INTERRUPTS ON MATCH

(BIT 7 ALWAYS 0.)

Message Out Register
Address: 1011
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I II I I I

STORES MESSAGE SENT TO MESSAGE

IN REGISTER ON OPPOSITE PORT OF FIO

Message In Register
Address: 1100
(Read Only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I I I I I I I I

STORES MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM MESSAGE

OUT REGISTER ON OPPOSITE PORT OF CPU



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7. OV

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions below apply for the following standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75 V :s Vcc :s +5.25 V

• GND = 0 V
• TA as specified in Ordering Information

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

.5'

~

:L2'

FROM OUTPUT

UNDER TEST

ISOpf

DC
Charac-
teristics Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage

Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Mode Pins Input Leakage
(Pins 19 and 21)

Vcc Supply Current

Min Max Unit

2.0 Vcc+0.3 V
-0.3 0.8 V

2.4 V
0.4 V
0.5 V

-10.0 + 10.0 !LA

-10.0 +10.0 !LA

-100 + 10.0 p.A

200 mA

IoH = - 250 !LA
IoL = +2.0 mA
IoL = +3.2 mA
0.4 :s VIN :s + 2.4V
0.4 :s VOUT :s + 2.4V

O<VIN<Vcc

Capacitance Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Condition

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pi
COUT Output Capacitance 15 pi

CliO Bidirectional Capacitance 20 pi

Unmeasured pins returned to ground.

Inputs tr Any Input Rise Time 100 ns
tf Any Input Fall Time 100 ns

f = 1 MHz, over speCified temperature range.



1 TwAS AS Low Width
2 TsA(AS) Address to AS t Setup Time
3 ThA(AS) Address to AS t Hold Time
4 TsCSO(AS) CS to AS I Setup Time
5- ThCSO(AS) - CS to AS I Hold Time -----------
6 TdAS(DS) AS I to OS I Delay
7 TsA(DS) Address to OS I (with AS I to OS I 60 ns)
8 TsRWR(DS) RJW (Read) to OS I Setup Time
9 TsRWW(DS) RJW (Write) to OS I Setup Time

10 - TwOS ----OS Low Width --------------
11 TsDW(DSf) Write Data to OS I Setup Time
12 TdDS(DRV) OS (Read) I to Address Data Bus Driven
13 TdDSf(DR) OS I to Read Data Valid Delay
14 ThDW(DS) Write Data to OS t Hold Time
15 - TdDSr(DR) -- OS I to Read Data Not Valid Delay --------
16 TdDS(DRz) OS t to Read Data Float Delay
17 ThRW(DS) RJW to OS I Hold Time
18 TdDS(AS) OS t to AS I Delay
19 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time

4 MHz 6 MHz
Min Max Min Max Notes*t

70 50 1
30 10 1
50 30 1

0 0 1
60-- ---40-- 1-
60 40 1

120 100
100 80

0 0
390 250

30 20
0 0 N

250 180 00
30 20 C

W
0 0 00

70 45 2 N•
55 40 I'IJ•••
50 25 0

1000 650 3
NarES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions.

2. Float delay is measured to the time when the output has

changed O.5V from steady state with minimum de load and
maximum de load.

1

ADDRESS

ADo-AD11 PIO
WIIIITE

roo
"lAD

3. This is the delay from OS of one FIO access to i5S of another FIO
access (either read or write) .

• All timing references assume 2.QV for a logic "I" and a.BV for
a logic "0". All timings are preliminary and subject to change.

t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



20 TsIA(AS) INTACK to AS t Setup Time
21 ThIA(AS) INTACK to AS I Hold Time
22 TsDSA(DR) DS (Acknowledge) 1 to Read Data Valid Delay
23 TwDSA DS (Acknowledge) LowWidth
24-TdAS(lEO)--AS 1 toIEO I Delay (INTACKCycle)--------
25 TdIEI(lEO) lEI to IEO Delay
26 TsIEI(DSA) lEI to DS (Acknowledge) I Setup Time
27 ThIEI(DSA) lEI to DS (Acknowledge) I Hold Time
28 TdDS(INT) DS (INTACK Cycle) to INT Delay
29 TdDCST Interrupt Daisy Chain Settle Time

4 MHz 6 MHz
Mln Max Mln Max

0 0

250 250
250 180

390 250
350 250
150 100

100 70
50 30

900 800

---4-

4

NOTES:
4. The p'rameters for the devices in any particultJ;r da!!X. ch~

must meet the following constraint: The delay from AS to OS
must be greater than the sum of TdAS(IEO) for the highest
priority peripheral, TsIEl(DSA) for the lowest priority peripheral

and TdIEI(lEO) for each peripheral. separating them in the
chain.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units In nanoseconds (ns).



30 TdMW(INT) Message Write to !NTDelay
31 TdDC(!NT) Data Direction Change to INTDelay
32 TdPMW(!NT) Pattern Match to INTDelay (Write Case)
33 TdPMR(INT) Pattern Match (Read Case) to INTDelay
34-TdSC(lNT)--Status Compare to INTDelay------------
35 TdER(lNT) Error to INTDelay
36 TdEM(INT) Empty to INTDelay
37 TdFL(INT) Full to INTDelay
38 TdAS(INT) AS to INTDelay

NOTES:
5. Write is from the other side of FIO.
6. Write can be from either side, depending on programming

of FIO.

ME••.•. O. WRITE os'
WRITE MESSAGE

REGISTER
OUT

DATA WRITE os'
DIRECTION CONTROL

CHANOE REQISTER 3

WRITE DATA os
BUFFER
REGISTERK_{

"ATCH
READ DATA os
BUFFER
RE04STER

STATUS WAITE OR READ os'
COMPARE DATA BUFFER

REGISTER

ERROR WRITE OR READ os
DATA BUFFER
REGISTER

•• PTY READ DATA os'
BUFFER
REGISTER

PULL WRITE DATA
BUFFER
REGISTER

Ai

'NT



4MB. 6MB.
Min Max Min Max Notes*t

190 160
1000 1000
1000 1000
350 300
350 300

1000 1000
1000 1000

200 ISO
30 20

ISO 100
a a

70 45

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).

I TdDS(WAIT) AS 1 to WAIT I Delay
2 TdDSl(WAIT) DSI I to WAIT 1 Delay
3 TdACK{WAIT) ACKIN ~WAIT 1 Delay
4-TdDS(REQ)--DS ltoREQ IDelay--------------
5 TdDMA(REQ) DMASTB I to REQ I Delay
6 TdDSI(REQ) DSI 1 to REQ 1 Delay
7 TdACK(REQ) ACKIN 1 to REQ I Delay
8- TdSU(DMA)-- Data Setup Time to DMASTB ---------
9 TdH(DMA) Data Hold Time to DMASTB

10 TdDMA(DR) DMASTB I to Valid Data
II TdDMA(DRH) DMASTB t to Data Not Valid
12 TdDMA(DR2) DMASTB t to Data Bus Float

NOTES:
1. The delay is from DAV for 3-Wire Input Handshake. The delay

is from DAC for 3-Wire Handshake.

=&--, -Di DATA
READIWRITE BUFFER

BY OTHER SIDE REGISTER

011 DATA
WRITE/READ BUFFER

BY OTHER SIDE REQISTER

DATA DATA
FADM BUFFER

Plo REGISTER

WAITE DATA
TO BUFFER

riD REQISTER

6MB.
Min Max

TdDSQ(AS)
TdASQ(DS)
Tw(AS + OS)

Delay from OS I to AS I for No Reset
Delay for AS 1 to OS 1 for No Reset
Minimum Width of AS and OS Both Low for Resel.

NOTES:
1. Internal circuilrl.,211ows for the reset provided by the Z8 (OS

held Low while AS pulses) to be sufficient.



AC Characteristics
4 MHz 6 MHz

No. Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max

1 TsA(RD) Address Setup to RD I 80 80
2 TsA(WR) Address Setup to WR I 80 80
3 ThA(RD) Address Hold Time to RD t 0 0
4 - ThA(WR) --- Address Hold Time to WR 1 0 0
5 TsCEI(RD) CE Low Setup Time to RD 0 0
6 TsCEI(WR) CE Low Setup Time to WR 0 0
7 ThCEl(RD) CE Low Hold Time to RD 0 0
8 - ThCEI(WR) -- CE Low Hold Time to WR 0 0
9 TsCEh(RD) CE High Setup Time to RD 100 70

10 TsCEh(WR) CE High Setup Time to WR 100 70
11 TwRDl RD Low Width 390 250
12 - TdRD(DRA) -- RD I to Read Data Active Delay 0 0
13 TdRDf(DR) RD I to Valid Data Delay 250 180
14 TdRDr(DR) RD t to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0
15 TdRD(DRz) RD t to Data Bus Float 70 45
16 -TwWRI---WR Low Width 390 250
17 TsDW(WR) Data Setup Time to WR 0 0
18 ThDW(WR) Data Hold Time to WR 30 20
19 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 1000 650

NarES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions.

2. Float delay is measured to the time the output has changed.

O.5V from steady state with minimum ae load and maximum de
load.

3. This is the delay from ill ,or WR , of one FIO access to RD I
or WR l of another FIO access.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.

r Units in nanoseconds (ns).

N
00o
W

2 00
tI•••••o



4MH. 6MH.
Min Max Min Max

150 100
350 250

100 70
250 180

390 250
30 20
20 10

900 800
350 250

20 TdIEI(lEO) lEI to IEO Delay
21 Tdl(lEO) INTACK I to IEO I Delay
22 TsIEI(RDA) lEI Setup Time to RD (Acknowledge)
23 TdRD(DR) RD I to Vector Valid Delay
24-TwRDHIA)--Read Low Width (Interrupt Acknowledge)-----
25 ThIA(RD) INTACK 1 to RD t Hold Time
26 ThIEI(RD) lEI Hold Time to RD t
27 TdRD(lNT) RD t to INT I Delay
28 TdDCST Interrupt Daisy Chain Settle Time

NarES:
4. The porameter for the devices in any particular daisy chain

must meet the following constraint: The delay from

INTACK I to Ri5 I must be greater than the sum of

TdWEO) for the highest priority peripheral. TsIE1(RD)

for the lowest priority peripheral, and TdIEI(IEO) for each
peripheral separating them in the chain.

t Units in nanoseconds (ns).
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.



29 TdMW(INT) MessageWrite to INTDelay 5,6
30 TdDC(INT) Data DirectionChange to INTDelay 5,7
31 TdPMW(INT) Pattern Match (Write Case) to INTDelay 5
32-TdPMR(lNT)--Patlern Match (Read Case) to INTDelay---------------------5-
33 TdSC(INT) StatusCompare to INTDelay 5,7
34 TdER(lNT) Error to INTDelay 5,7
35 TdEM(lNT) Emptyto INTDelay 5,7
36 TdFL(lNT) Full to INTDelay 5,7
37 TdSO(lNT) State 0 to INTDelay

NOTES,
5. Delay number is valid for State a only.
6. Write is from other side of FIG.
7. Write can be from either side, depending on programming of

Fla.

MESSAGE WRITE 'NR5,I
WRITE MESSAGE

REGISTER
OUT

DATA WRITE WAS,7

DIRICTION CONTROL

CHANaE REGISTER 3r'~"Wll'
BUFFER
REGISTER

PATTERN
MATCH 1m'READ DATA

BUFFER
REGISTER

STATUS WRITE OR READ WAS,7 OR ~5.7

COMPAA. DATA BUFFER
REGISTER

ERROR WRITE OR READ WJ!j$.1OR RD5,7
DATA BUFFER
REGISTER

EMPTY READ DATA ImS,7
BUFFER
REGISTER

PULL WRITE DATA ViR$.?
BUFFER
REGISTER

ST1-STo \iiAS.1_Al55.7

'NT



4 MHz 6MHz
Min Max Min Max

200 170
1000 1000
1000 1000
350 300

1000 1000
1000 1000

100 80
200

30 20
150 100

0 0
70 45

• Timings <!lire preliminary and subject to change.

t Units in nanoseconds (n8).

1 TdCE(WT) CE I to WAIT Active
2 TdRDl(WT) RDI t or WRI I to WAIT Inactive
3 TdACK(WT) ACKIN I to WAIT Inactive
4-TdRD(REO)--RD I or WR I to REO Inactive -----------
5 TdRDl(REO) RDI 1 or WRI t to REO Active
6 TdACK(REO) ACKIN I to REO Active
7 TdDAC(RD) DACK 1 to RD I or WR I
8-TSU(WR)---Data Setup Time to WR-----------
9 Th(WR) Data Hold Time to WR

10 TdDMA RD I to Valid Data
11 TdDMA(DRH) RD I to Data Not Valid
12 TdDMA(DRZ) RD I to Data Bus Float

NOTES;
1. The delay is from DAV I for 3-Wire Input Handshake. The

delay Is from DAC , for 3- Wire Output Handshake.

2. Only when DACK is active.

jffi'WR
READIWRITE OF DATA

BUFFER REGISTER

WR1/RD1
WAITEIREAD OF DATA

BUFFER REGISTER
BY OTHER SIDE

====rdi========



TdWR(RD)
TdRD(WR)
TwRD + WR

Delay from WR 1 to RD I
Delay from RD 1 to WR I
Width of RD and WR, both Low for Reset

NOTES:
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
r Units in nanoseconds (ns).

I TwCLR
2 TdOE(DO)
3 TdOE(DRZ)

Width of Clear to Reset FIFO
OE I to Data Bus Driven
OE t to Data Bus Float

NOTES:
• Timings are prelimin<!lory and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (os).



I TsDI(ACK) DataInputtoACKINI toSetupTime 50 50
2 TdACKf(RFD)ACKINI toRFD1Delay 0 500 0
3 TdRFDr(ACK)RFD1toACKIN1Delay 0 0
4-TsDO(DAV)--Data OuttoDAVI SetupTime---------50-------25---------
5 TdDAVf(ACK)DAVI toACKINI Delay 0 0
6 ThDO(ACK) DataOuttoACKINHoldTime 50 50
7 TdACK(DAV)ACKIN1toDAVt Delay 0 500 0
8-ThDI(RFD)--Data InputtoRFDI HoldTime---------O-------,O---------
9 TdRFDf(ACK)RFDI toACKIN1Delay 0 0

10 TdACKr(RFD)ACKIN1(DAVt) toRFDt Delay-Interlockedand
3-WireHandshake 0 400 0 400

II TdDAVr(ACK)DAV1toACKIN1(RFDI) 0 0
12-TdACKr(DAV)-ACKINt toDAV1------------0--800---0--800-----
13 TdACKf(Empty)ACKINI toEmpty 0 0
14 TdACKf(Full)ACKIN1toFull 0 0
15 TcACK ACKINCycleTime I I

NOTES:
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (os). except as noted.
1. Units in microseconds.

~,,~m.~,. n
AC:~:-_--u~t~f1----

~---



1 TsDl(DAV) Data Input to DAV I Setup Time
2 TdDAVIf(RFD) DAV I to RFD I Delay
3 TdDAVf(DAC) DAV I to DAC I Delay
4-ThDl(DAC)--Data In to DAC I Hold Time ----------
5 TdDACIr(DAV) DAC I to DAV I Delay
6 TdDAVIr(DAC) DAV I to DAC I Delay
7 TdDAVIr(RFD) DAV I to RFD I Delay
a-TdRFDl(DAV)-RFD I to DAV I Delay-----------
9 TsDO(DAC) Data Out to DAV I

10 TdDAVOf(RFD) DAV I to RFD j Delay
11 TdDAVOf(DAC) DAV I to DAC I Delay
12-ThDO(DAC)--Data Out to DAC t Hold Time ------------------------

13 TdDACOr(DAV) DAC t to DAV t Delay
14 TdDAVOr(DAC) DAV I to DAC I Delay
15 TdDAVOr(RFD) DAV t to RFD I Delay
16 TdRFDO(DAV) RFD t to DAV I Delay

NOTES,
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
r Units in nanoseconds (os).



Z8038 Z-FIO, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8038 PS Z8038 LM * t
Z8038 CS Z8038 LM B * t
Z8038 PE
Z8038CE
Z8038 CM*t
Z8038CMB*t

Z8038 Z-FIO, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP 44-pin LCC
Z8038A PS Z8038A LM*t
Z8038A CS Z8038A LM B * t
Z8038A PE
Z8038ACE
Z8038ACM*t
Z8038ACMB*t

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders. contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8060 Z8000®
FIFO Buffer Unit and
Z-FIO Expander

Zilog Product
Specification

• Bidirectional, asynchronous data transfer capability.

• Large 128-bit-by-8-bit buffer memory.

• Two-wire, interlocked handshake protocol.

• Wire-ORing of empty and full outputs for sensing of
multiple-unit buffers.

• 3-state data outputs.

• Connects any number of FIFOs in series to form buffer of
any desired length.

• Connects any number of FIFOs in parallel to form buffer
of any desired width.

The Z8060 First-In First-Out (FIFO) Buffer Unit consists of a
128-bit-by-8-bit memory, bidirectional data transfer and
handshake logic. The structure of the FIFO unit is similar to
that of other available buffer units. FIFO is a general-purpose
unit; its handshake logic is compatible with that of other
members of Zilog's Z8 and Z8000 Families.

FIFOs can be cascaded end-to-end without limit to form a
parallel 8-bit buffer of any desired length (in 128-byte

increments). Any number of single- or multiple-unit FIFO
serial buffers can be connected in parallel to form buffers of
any desired width (in 8-bit increments).

The FIFO buffer units are available as 28-pin packages.
Figures 1 and 2 show the pin functions and pin
assignments, respectively, of the FIFO device. A block
diagram is shown in Figure 3.

_0, I 0,-I
_0, I 0,-_05 A I B 05- RFDfDAVA I 28 +5V

I 0,_ ACKIN. RFDIOA'l.DATA _0,
I DATA I 27

BUS I 0,_ BUS FULL 2. ACK1Ne

ZB060 0,- A I B 25 CLEAREMPTY
FIFO 0,- OEA I

2. DIR AlB
I

5

Z8~60 23-Do I 00- DOA O£.
{ - ACKIN I ACKIN ___ } D'A

FIFO 22 Do.

CONTROL RFDIDAV : RFDIDAV CONTROL D'A
I

21 0,.
IOUTPUT I OUTPUT D'A I

20 0,.
E~~~.l.~N~~E

0•• 10 19 D'B{- "'"", DSA
I

1B D'B11
ICOMMON FULL D'A 12 17 oSB

CONTROL EMPTY
D'A 13

I ,.
D'B

~ CLEAR
GND

I
D'B

t t



CONTROL
AND

STATUS

DATA
BUFFER

B

CONTROL
AND

STATUS

ACKIN. Acknowledge Input (input, active Low). This line
signals the FIFO that output data has been received by
peripherals or that input data is valid.

CLEAR. Clear Buffer (input, active Low). When set to Low,
this line causes all data to be cleared from the FIFO buffer.

00-07' Data Bus (inputsloutputs, bidirectional). These
bidirectional lines are used by the FIFO to receive and to
transmit data.

OIR A/B. Direction Input AlB (input, two control states). A
High on this line signals that input data is to be received at
Port B. A Low on this line signals that input data is to be
received at Port A.

EMPTY. Buffer Status (output, active High, open-drain). A
High on this line indicates that the FIFO buffer is empty.

FULL. Buffer Status (output, active High, open-drain). A
High on this line indicates that the FIFO buffer is full.

OEA, OEB. Output Enable A, Output Enable B (inputs,
active Low). When Low, OEA enables the bus drivers for Port
A; when High, OEA causes the bus drivers to float to a
high-impedance level. Input OEB controls the bus drivers
for Port B in the same manner as OEA controls those for
PortA.

RFO/OAV. Ready-for-DataiData Available (outputs RFD,
active High; DAV active Low). RFD, when High, signals to
the peripherals involved that the FIFO is ready to receive
data. DAV,when Low, signals to the peripherals involved that
FIFO has data available to send.

Interlocked 2-Wire Handshake. In interlocked 2-wire
handshake operation, the action of FIFO must be
acknowledged by the other half of the handshake before the
next action can occur. In an Output Handshake mode, the
FIFO indicates that new data is available only after the
external device has indicated that it is ready for the data. In
an Input Handshake mode, the FIFO does not indicate that it
is ready for new data until the data source indicates that the
previous byte of the data is no longer available, thereby
acknowledging the acceptance of the last byte. This control
feature allows the FIFO, with no external logic, to directly
interface with the port of any CPU in the Z8 Family-a CIO, a
UPC, an Z·FIO, or another FIFO. The timing for the input
and output handshake operations is shown in Figures 4 and
5, respectively.

Resetting or Clearing the FIFO. The CLEAR input is used
to Initialize and clear the FIFO. A Low level on this input
clears all data from the FIFO, allows the EMPTY output to go
High and forces both outputs RFDIDAVA and RFD/DAVs
High. A High level on CLEAR allows the data to transfer
through the FIFO.

Bidirectional Transfer Control. The FIFO has
bidirectional data transfer capability under control of the DIR
A/B input. When DIR A/B is set Low, Port A becomes input
handshake and Port B becomes output handshake; data
transfers are then made from Port A to Port B. Setting DIR
A/B High reverses the handshake assignments and the
direction of transfer. This bidirectional control is illustrated in
Table 1.

Port A
Handshake

Port B
Handshake

Input
Output

Output
Input

AloS
SloA



The FIFO buffer must be empty before the direction of
transfer is changed; otherwise, the results of the change will
be unpredictable. If FIFO status is unknown when a transfer
direction change is to be made, the recommended
procedure is:

(1) Force and hold CLEAR Low.

(2) Set DIR A/B to the level required for the desired direction.

(3) Force CLEAR High.

Empty and Full Operation. The EMPTY and FULL output
lines can be wire-ORed with the EMPTY and FULL lines of
other FIFOs and Z-FIOs. This capability enables the user to
determine the empty/full status of a buffer consisting of
multiple FIFOs, Z-FIOs, or a combination of both. Table 2
shows the various states of EM PTY and FU LL.

Number of
Bytes In FIFO EMPTY FULL

0 High Low
1-127 Low Low
128 Low High

Interconnection Example. Figure 6 illustrates a simplified
block diagram showing the manner in which FIFOs can be
interconnected to extend a Z-FIO buller.

Output Enable Operation. The FIFO provides a separate
Output Enable (OE) signal for each port of the buffer. An OE
output is valid only when its port is in the Output Handshake
mode. The control of this output function is shown in Table 3.
Signal OE operates with lines DIR A/B. A High on a valid OE
line 3-states its port's data bus but does not affect the
handshake operation. A Low level on a valid OE enables the
data bus outputs if its port is in the Output Handshake mode.
Note that the handshake operation is unaffected by the
Output Enable pin.

Table 3. Output Control Function Table

DIRA/B OEA OEB Function

0 X 0 Disable Port A Output
Enable Port B Output

0 X Disable Port A Output
Disable Port B Output

0 X Enable Port A Output
Disable Port B Output

X Disable Port A Output
Disable Port B Output

DATA IN =::x__ VA_L_'D_D_AT_A __ X X VALID DATA X _
\ 1

\ 1
\_--1

\__ 1

DATA OUT =::x VALID DATA X VALID DATA x=
ACKIN \ 1 \ 1

DAY \ 1 \ 1



+5V +5V

FULL SYSTEM FULL

EMPTY SYSTEM EMPTY

DATA
BUS

PORT2
01

ZB03B Z80BO ZBOBO
RFDJDAV ACKINA RFDIDAVe ACKINA RFDIDAVe }~ ......,

SIGNALS

ACKIN RFD/OAVA ACKINe RFDJOAVA ACKINe •

Voltages on all pins with respect
toGND .

Operating Ambient
Temperature

Storage Temperature.
... See Ordering Information

. ..... - 6SoC to + 1S0oC

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the

operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.

The AC characteristics and capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following standard test conditions,
unless otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND
(OV). Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.7SV~Vcc~ +S.2SV

• GND = OV

• TA as specified in Ordering Information. All AC
parameters assume a load capacitance of SOpf max.

+5V

d2.2K

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST

SOPlr



DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Condition

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee+0.3 V

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -250,..A

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOL = 2.0mA
0.5 V IOL = 3.2mA

IlL Input Leakage ±10 ,..A 0.4 •• VIN •• 2.4V

IOL Output Leakage ±10 ,..A 0.4 •• VOUT" 2.4V

Ice Vee Supply Current 200 mA

CAPACITANCE I:
Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit i

III

CIN Input Capacitance 10 pf •••III

COUT Output Capacitance 15 pf 0
CliO Bidirectional Capacitance 20 pf

Input
tr Any input rise time 100 ns

If Any input fall time 100 ns

Over specified temperature range; f = 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.

Z8060 FIFO, 4.0 MHz
28·pinDIP
Z8060 PS

Z8060CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders. contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
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FIFO 2-Wire Handshake Timing. Timing for 2-wire
interlocked handshake operation is shown in Figure 9. The
symbol, description and values for the numbered
parameters (Figure 9) are given in AC Characteristics.

AC CHARACTERISTICS

Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Units'

1 TsDI(ACK) Data Input to ACKIN • to Setup ime 50 ns

2 TdACKf(RFD) ACKIN • to RFD' Delay 500 ns

3 TdRFDr(ACK) RFD t to ACKIN • Delay 0 ns

4 TsDO(DAV) Data Out to DAV' Setup Time 50 ns

5 TdDAVf(ACK) DAV' to ACKIN. Delay 0 ns

6 Th DO(AC K) Data Out to ACKIN t Hold Time 50 ns N
7 TdACK(DAV) ACKIN • to DAV t Delay 500 ns 00

i8 ThDI(RFD) Data Input to RFD' Hold Time 0 ns 0
9 TdRFDf(ACK) RFD' to ACKIN t Delay 0 ns ••••••••10 TdACKr(RFD) ACKIN t to RFD t Delay 400 ns ••••

11 TdDAVr(ACK) DAV t to ACKIN t 0 0
ns

12 TdACKr(DAV) ACKIN t to DAV' 800 ns

13 TdACKINf(EMPTY) (Input) ACKIN +to EMPTY. Delay

(Output) ACKIN • to EMPTY t Delay 600 ns

14 TdACKINf(FULL) (Input) ACKIN • to FULL t Delay

(Output) ACKIN. to FULL. Delay 600 ns

15 ACKIN Clock Rate (Input or Output) 1.0 MHz

16 TdACKINf(DAVf) (Bubble Time) 1000 ns

17 TwCLR Width of Clear to Reset FIFO 700 ns

18 TdOE(DO) OE • to Data Bus Driven 150 ns

19 TdOE(DRZ) OE t to Data Bus Float 100 ns

•All timing references assume 2.0V for a logic 1 and O.BV for a logic O. Timings are preliminary and subject to change.





Z8068 Z8000® Z-DCP
Data Ciphering Processor

Zilog Product
Specification

• Encrypts and decrypts data using the
National Bureau of Standards encryption
algorithm.

• Supports three standard ciphering modes:
Electronic Code Book, Chain Block and
Cipher Feedback.

• Three separate registers for encryption,
decryption, and master keys improve system

security and throughput by eliminating fre-
quent reloading of keys.

• Three separate programmable ports (master,
slave, and key data) provide hardware
separation of encrypted data, clear data,
and keys.

• Data rates greater than 1M bytes per second
can be handled.

• Key parity check.

General
Description

The 28068 Data Ciphering Processor (DCP)
is an n-channel, silicon-gate LSI device, which
contains the circuitry to encrypt and decrypt
data using National Bureau of Standards
encryption algorithms. It is designed to be
used in a variety of environments, including
dedicated controllers, communication concen-
trators, terminals, and peripheral task pro-
cessors in general processor systems.

The DCP provides a high throughput rate
using Cipher Feedback, Electronic Code
Book, or Cipher Block Chain operating modes.
The provision of separate ports for key input,
clear data, and enciphered data enhances
security.

The host system communicates with the DCP
using commands entered in the master port or
through auxiliary control lines. Once set up,
data can flow through the DCP at high speeds
because input, output and ciphering activities
can be performed concurrently. External DMA
control can easily be used to enhance
throughput in some system configurations.

The 28068 DCP is designed to interface
directly to Zilog's Z-BUSI!>.Device signal/pin
functions are shown in Figure I; actual pin
number assignments are shown in Figure 2.

, 'J ..
MAST'R PORT (

'Po , " ..,
CONTROL \ ..~ .., , " ,P,

PORT '" , " '"IADDA~SSI SP, , " '"DATA)
AU", , " AUX4

SLAVE PORT { "UX1 ,. ""ux.
CONTROL

AUX2 " AU",

AUX, " "UX,

AUXILIARY { AFLG " Z80ee " fill
CONTROL ASTB " OOP '" sa

PiR " " <DI\_ .. c" n " ....•
PORT
(DATAl " " 'MAS

MFLG " " iIli1~-'-l .Po " " ""'PORT .P, H " .P,
.P, " " .P,

CONTROLI KEY .P, .. " .P,
Pilii"fi GND 20 " .P,

Figure 2. 40-pin Dual-In-Line Package
(DIP)Pin Assignments



Pin
Descriptions

AFlG. Auxiliary Port Flag (output, active
Low). This output signal indicates that the DCP
is expecting key data to be entered on pins
AUXo-AUX7. This can occur only when ClK is
Low and a "Load Key Through AUX Port"
command has been entered. AFLG remains
active (Low) during the input of all eight bytes
and will go inactive with the leading edge of
the eighth strobe (ASTB).

ASTB. Auxiliary Port Strobe (input, active
Low). In Multiplexed Control mode (C/K Low),
the rising (trailing) edge of ASTB strobes the
key data on pins AUXo-AUX7 into the
appropriate internal key register. This input is
ignored unless AFLG and CIK are both Low.
One byte of key data is entered on each ASTB
with the most significant byte entered first.

AUXo-AUX7' Auxiliary Port Bus (bidirectional,
active High). When the DCP is operated in
Multiplexed Control mode'(C/K Low), these
eight lines form a key-byte input port, which
can be used to enter the master and session
keys. This port is the only path available for
entering the master key. (Session keys can also
be entered via the master port.) AUXo is the
low-order bit and is considered to be the parity
bit in key bytes. The most significant byte is
entered first.

When the DCP is operated in Direct Control
mode (C/K High), the auxiliary port's key-
entry function is disabled and five of the eight
lines become direct control/status lines for
interfacing to high-speed microprogrammed
controllers. In this case, AUXo, AUXI and
AU}4 have no function, and the other pins are
defined as follows:

AUX2-BSY. Busy (output, active Low). This
status output gives a hardware indication that
the ciphering algorithm is in operation.
AUX2-BSY is driven by the BSY bit in the
Status register such that when the BSY bit is 1
(active), AUX2-BSY is Low.

AU~-CP. Command Pending (output, active
Low). This status output gives a hardware
indication that the DCP is ready to accept the
input of key bytes following a Low-to-High
transition on AUX7-KlD. AUX3-CP is driven
by the CP bit in the Status register such that
when the CP bit is 1 (active), AUX3-CP is
Low.

AUXs-S/S. Start/Stop (input, Low = Stop).
When this pin goes Low (Stop), the DCP
follows the normal Stop command sequence.
When this pin goes High, a sequence
equivalent to a Start Encryption or Start
Decryption command is followed. When
Auxs-s/s goes High, the level on AUXs-E/D
selects either the start encryption or start
decryption operation.

AU~-E/D. Encrypt/Decrypt (input,
Low = Decrypt). When AUXs-S/S goes High,

it initiates a normal data ciphering operation
whose input specifies whether the ciphering
algorithm is to encrypt (EiD High) or decrypt
(E/D Low).

When AUX7-K/D goes High, initiating the
entry of key bytes, the level on AUXs-EiD
specifies whether the bytes are to be written
into the E Key register (E/D High) or the D key
Register (E/D Low).

The AUXs-EiD input is not latched internally
and must be held constant whenever one or
more of AUXs-S/S, AUX7-KlD, AUX2-BSY, or
AUX3-CP are active. Failure to maintain the
proper level on AUXs-EiD during loading or
ciphering operations results in scrambled data
in the internal registers.

AUX7-K/D. Key/Data (input, Low = Data).
When this signal goes High, the DCP initiates
a key-data input sequence as if a Load Clear E
0r D Key Through Master Port command had
been entered. The level on AUXs-EiD deter-
mines whether the subsequently entered clear-
key bytes are written into the E key register
(E/D High) or the D key register (EiD Low)

AUX7-K/D and AUXs-S/S are mutually
exclusive control lines; when one goes active
(High), the other must remain inactive (Low)
until the first returns to an inactive state. In
addition, both lines must be inactive (Low)
whenever a transition occurs on CIK (entering
or exiting Direct Control mode).
C/K. Control/Key Mode Control. (input,
Low = Key). This input determines the
operating characteristics of the DCP. A Low
input on CIK puts the DCP into the Multiplex-
ed Control mode, enabling programmed
access to internal registers through the master
port and enabling input of keys through the
master or auxiliary port. A High input on CIK
specifies operation in Direct Control mode. In
this mode, several of the auxiliary port pins
become direct control status signals which can
be driven/sensed by high-speed controller
logic, and access to internal registers through
the master port is limited to the Input or Out-
put register.

ClK. Clock (input, TTL compatible). An exter-
nal timing source is input via the CLK pin.
The Data Strobe signals (MDS, SDS) must
change synchronously with this clock input, as
must Master Port Address Strobe (MAS) in
Multiplexed Control mode (C/K Low), and also
AUX7-K/D and Auxs-s/s in Direct Control
mode (C/K High). In addition, the Auxiliary,
Master and Slave Port Flag outputs (AFLG,
MFLG, and SFLG) change synchronously with
the clock. When using the DCP with the zaooo
CPU in Multiplexed Control mode, the clock
input must agree in frequency and phase with
the processor clock; however, the DCP does
not require the high voltage levels of the pro-
cessor clock.



Pin
Descriptions
(Continued)

MAS. Master Port Address Strobe (input,
active Low). In Multiplexed Control mode
(C/K Low), an active (Low) signal on this pin
indicates the presence of valid address and
chip select information at the master port. This
information is latched internally on the rising
edge of Master Port Address Strobe (MAS).
When C/K is High (Direct Control mode),
MAS can be High or Low without affecting
DCP operation, except that, regardless of the
state of C/K, if both Master Port Address
Strobe (MAS) and Data Strobe (MDS) are Low
simultaneously, the DCP Mode register will be
reset to ECB mode. The master port is
assigned to clear data, the slave port is
assigned to enable data, and all flags remain
inactive.

MCS. Master Port Chip Select (input, active
High). This signal is used to select the master
port. In Multiplexed Control mode (C/K Low),
the level on MCS is latched internally on the
rising edge of Master Port Address Strobe
(MAS). This latched level is retained as long
as MAS is High; when MAS is Low, the latch
becomes invisible and the internal signal
follows the MCS input. In Direct Control mode
(C/K High), no latching of Master Port Chip
Select occurs; the level on MCS is passed
directly to the internal select circuitry,
regardless of the state of Address Strobe
(MAS).

MOS. Master Port Data Strobe (input, active
Low). When MDS is active and Master Port
Chip Select (MCS) is valid, it indicates that
valid data is present on MPO-MP7 during out-
put. MDS and Master Port Address Strobe
(MAS) are normally mutually exclusive; if both
go Low simultaneously, the DCP is reset to
ECB mode and all flags remain inactive.

MFLG. Master Port Flag (output, active Low).
This flag is used to indicate the need for a data
transfer into or out of the master port during
normal ciphering operation. Depending upon
the control bits written to the Mode register,
the master port is associated with either the
Input register or the Output register.

If data is to be transferred through the
master port to the Input register, the MFLG
reflects the contents of the Input register; after
any start command is entered, MFLG goes ac-
tive (Low) whenever the Input register is not
full. MFLG is forced High by any command
other than a start. Conversely, if the master
port is associated with the Output register,
MFLG reflects the contents of the Output
register (except in single-port configuration).
MFLG goes active (Low) whenever the Output
register is not empty. In single-port configura-
tion, MFLG reflects the contents of the Input
register, while the Slave Port Flag (SFLG) is
associated with the Output register.

MPO-MP7. Master Port Bus (input/output,
active High). These eight bidirectional lines
are used to specify internal register addresses
in Multiplexed Control mode (see C/K) and to
input and output data. The master port pro-
vides software access to the Status, Command
and Mode registers as well as the Input and
Output registers. The 3-state master port out-
puts are enabled only when the master port is
selected by Master Port Chip Select (MCS)
being Low, with Master Port Read/Write
(MRIW) High, and strobed by a Low on the
Master Port Data Strobe (MDS). MPO is the
low-order bit. Data and key information is
entered into this port with most significant byte
input first.

MR/W.Master Port Read/Write (input,
Low = Write). This signal indicates to the
DCP whether the current master port operation
is a read (MRlW is High) or a write (MRlW is
Low), thereby indicating whether data is to be
transferred from or to an internal register.
MR/W is not latched internally and must be
held stable while Master Port Data Strobe
(MDS) is Low.

PAR. Parity (output, active Low). The DCP
checks all key bytes for correct (odd) parity as
they are entered through either the master port
(Multiplexed or Direct Control mode) or the
auxiliary port (Multiplexed Control mode
only). If any key byte contains even parity, the
PAR bit in the Status register is set to 1 and
PAR goes Low. The least significant bit of key
bytes is the parity.

SCS. Slave Port Chip Select (input, active
Low). This signal is logically combined with
Slave Port Data Strobe (SDS) to facilitate slave
port data transfers in a bus environment. SCS
is not latched internally and can be per-
manently tied to Low without impairing slave
port operation.

SDS. Slave Port Data Strobe (input, active
Low). When both SDS and SCS are Low, it
indicates to the DCP either that valid data is
on the SPO-SP7 lines for an input operation, or
that data is to be driven onto the SPO-SP7 lines
for output. The direction of data flow is deter-
mined by the control bits in the Mode register.

SFLG. Slave Port Flag (output, active Low).
This output indicates the status of either the
Input register or the Output register, depen-
ding on the control bits in the Mode register.
In single-port configuration, SFLG goes active
during normal processing whenever the Out-
put register is not empty. In dual-port con-
figuration, SFLG reflects the content of
whichever register is associated with the slave
port. If the input register is assigned to the
slave port, SFLG goes active whenever the
Input register is not full, once any of the start
commands has been entered; SFLG is forced
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inactive if any other command is entered. If
the slave port is assigned to the Output
register, SFLG goes active whenever the Out-
put register is not empty. In this case, SFLG
goes inactive if any command is aborted.

SPO-SP7. Slave Port Bus (bidirectional). The
slave port provides a second data input/output
interface to the DCP, allowing overlapped

input, output, and ciphering operations. The
3-state slave port outputs are driven only when
Slave Port Chip Select (SCS) and Slave Port
Data Strobe (SDS) are both Low, SFLG is 0,
and the internal port control configuration
allows output to the slave port. SPa is the low
order bit. The most significant byte of data
blocks is entered or retrieved through this port
first.

Functional
Description

The overall design of the DCP, as shown
in Figure 3, is optimized to achieve high data
throughput. Data bytes can be transferred
through both the master and slave ports, and
key bytes can be written through both the aux-
iliary and master ports. Three 8-bit buses
(input, output and C bus) carry data and key
bytes between the ports and the internal
registers. Three 56-bit, write-only key registers
are provided for the Master (M) Key, the
Encryption (E) Key and the Decryption (D)
Key. Parity checking is provided on incoming
key bytes. Two 64-bit registers are provided
for initializing vectors (IVE and IVD) that are
required for chained (feedback) ciphering
modes. Three 8-bit registers (Mode, Command
and Status) are accessible through the master
port.

Algorithm Processing. The algorithm pro-
cessing unit of the DCP (Figure 3) is designed
to encrypt and decrypt data according to the
National Bureau of Standards' Data Encryption
Standard (DES), as speCified in Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standards Publication 46.
The DES specifies a method for encrypting
64-bit blocks of clear data ("plain text") into
corresponding 64-bit blocks of "cipher text."

<I,
MUXlDIARCT I CLOCK

CONTROL

The DCP offers three ciphering methods,
selected by the cipher type field of the Mode
register: Electronic Code Book (ECB), Cipher
Block Chain (CBC) and Cipher Feedback
(CFB). These methods are implemented in
accordance with Federal Information Process-
ing Standards, Publication 46.

Electronic Code Book (ECB) is a straightfor-
ward implementation of the DES: 64 bits of
clear data in, 64 bits of cipher text out, with no
cryptographic dependence between blocks.

Cipher Block Chain (CBC) also operates on
blocks of 64 bits, but it includes a feedback
step which chains consecutive blocks so that
repetitive data in the plain text (such as ASCII
blanks) does not yield repetitive cipher text.
CBC also provides an error extension
characteristic which protects against
fraudulent data insertions and deletions.

Cipher Feedback (CFB) is an additive
stream cipher method in which the DES
algorithm generates a pseudorandom binary
stream, which is then exclusive-ORed with the
clear data to form the cipher text. The cipher
text is then fed back to form a portion of the
next DES input block. The DCP implements
8-bit cipher feedback, with data input, output,
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and feedback paths of one byte wide. This
method is useful for low speed, character-at-a-
time, serial communications.

Multiple Key Registers. The DCP provides
the necessary registers to implement a
multiple-key or master-key system. In such an
arrangement, a single master key, stored in
the DCP M key register, is used to encrypt ses-
sion keys for transmission to remote DES
equipment and to decrypt session keys
received from such equipment. The M Key
register may be loaded (with plain text) only
through the auxiliary port, using the Load
Clear Master Key command. In addition to the
M Key register, the DCP contains two session
key registers: the E key register, used to en-
crypt clear text, and the D key register, used
to decrypt cipher text. All three registers are
loaded by writing commands such as Load
Clear E Key, through master port, into the
Command register, and then writing the eight
bytes of key data to the port when the Com-
mand Pending bit in the Status register is 1.

Operating Modes: Multiplexed Control vs.
Direct Control. The DCP can be operated in
either of two basic interfacing modes, deter-
mined by the logic level on the C/K input pin.
In Multiplexed Control mode (C/K Low), the
DCP is configured internally to allow a master
CPU to address five of the internal con-
troVstatus/data registers directly, thereby con-
trolling the device via mode and command
values written to these registers. Also, in this
mode, the auxiliary port is enabled for key-
byte input.

If the logic level on C/K is brought High,
the DCP enters Direct Control mode, and the
auxiliary port pins are converted into direct
hardware status or control signals capable of
instructing the DCP to perform a functionally
complete subset of its cipher processing at
very high throughputs. This operating mode is
particularly well suited for ciphering data for
high-speed peripheral devices such as
magnetic disk or tape.

Data Flow. Bits M2 and M3 of the Mode
register control the flow of data into and out of
the DCP through the master and slave ports.
Three basic configurations are provided: one
single-port and two dual-port.

Single· Port Configuration. The simplest con-
figuration occurs when the Mode register con-

figuration bits are set to master port only
(Figure 4). In this operating configuration, the
encrypt/decrypt bit (~) controls the process-
ing of data. Data to be encrypted or decrypted
is written to the master port Input register
address. To facilitate monitoring of the Input
register status, the MFLG signal goes Low
when the Input register is not full. Data is read
by the master CPU through the master port
Output register address. Pin SFLG goes Low
when the Output register is not empty. MFLG
is then redefined as a master input flag and
SFLG is redefined as a master output flag.

COMMANDS
ENCRYPT AND DECRYPT

KEYS, CLEAR TEXT
CIPHER TeXT

Dual Port. Master Port Clear
Configuration. In the dual-port configura-
tions, both the master and slave ports are used
for data entry and removal (Figures 5a and
5b). In the master port clear configuration,
clear text for encryption can be entered only
through the master port, and clear text
resulting from decryption can be read only
through the master port. Cipher text can be
handled only through the slave port. The
actual direction of data flow is controlled
either by the encrypt/decrypt bit (~) in the
Mode register or by the Start Encryption or
Start Decryption commands. If encryption is
speCified, clear data will flow through the
master port to the Input register, and cipher
data will be available at the slave port when it
is ready to be read from the Output register.
For decryption, the process is reversed, with
cipher data written to the Input register

HOST < > MASTERSYSTEM . PORT

COMMANDS
ENCRYPT AND OeCRYPT

KEYS CLEAR TeXT

Figure 5b. Dual·Port Conllgurallon. Direct Control
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When an encrypted key is entered, the
parity-check logic operates only after the
decrypted key is available. The encrypted data
is not checked for parity. The PAR signal
reflects the state of the decrypted bytes on a
byte-to-byte basis as they are clocked through

the parity-check logic on their way to the key
register. Thus, the time during which PAR
indicates the status of a byte of decrypted key
data may be as short as four clock cycles. The
LPAR bit in the Status register indicates if any
erroneous bytes of key data were entered.

Program-
ming

Hex
Code Command

Initialization. The DCP can be reset in
several ways:

• By the "Software Reset" command.

• By a hardware reset, which occurs
whenever both MAS and MDS go Low
simultaneously.

• By writing to the Mode register.

• By aborting any command.

These sequences initiate the same internal
operations, except that loading the Mode
register or aborting any command does not
subsequently reset the Mode register. Once a
reset process starts, the DCP is unable to
respond to further commands for approximate-
ly five clock cycles. If a power-up hardware
reset is used, the leading edge of the reset
signal should not occur until approximately 1
ms after Vcc has reached normal operating
voltage. This delay time is needed for internal
signals to stabilize.

Registers. The registers in the DCP that can
be addressed directly through the master port
are shown with their addresses in Table 2. A
brief description of these registers and those
not directly accessible follows.

C/K MP2 MPI MR/W MCS Register Addressed

0 X 0 0 0 Input Register
0 X 0 I 0 Output Register
0 0 I 0 0 Command Register
0 0 I I 0 Status Register
0 I I X 0 Mode Register
X X X X I No Register Accessed
I X X 0 0 Input Register
I X X I 0 Output Register

Table 2. Master Port Register Addresses

90 Load Clear M Key Through Auxiliary Port
91 Load Clear E Key Through Auxiliary Port
92 Load Clear D Key Through Auxiliary Port
II Load Clear E Key Through Master Port
12 Load Clear D Key Through Master Port

BI Load Encrypted E Key Through Auxiliary Port
B2 Load Encrypted D Key Through Auxiliary Port
31 Load Encrypted E Key Through Master Port
32 Load Encrypted D Key Through Master Port

85 Load Clear IVE Through Master Port
84 Load Clear IVD Through Master Port
AS Load Encrypted IVE Through Master Port
A4 Load Encrypted IVD Through Master Port

8D Read Clear IVE Through Master Port
8C Read Clear IVD Through Master Port
A9 Read Encrypted IVE Through Master Port
A8 Read Encrypted IVD Through Master Port

39 Encrypt With Master Key
41 Start Encryption
40 Start Decryption
CO Start
EO Stop
00 Software Reset

Command Register. Data written to the 8-bit,
write-only Command register through the
master port is interpreted as an instruction. A
detailed description of each command is given
in the Commands section; the commands
and their hexadecimal representations are
summarized in Table 3. A subset of these
commands can be entered implicitly in Direct
Control mode (C/K High)-even though the
Command register cannot be addressed in that
mode-by transitions on auxiliary lines
AUXs-S/S, AUXti-ElD, and AUX7-KlD. These
implicit commands are summarized in Table 4.

Pins
AUX6-E/D

L
H
X
L
H
X
X

Data

AUXs-S/S
t
I
I
L
L
L
H

Data

Command Initiated

Start Decryption
Start Encryption
Stop
Load D Key Clear through master port
Load E Key Clear through master port
End Load Key command
Not allowed
AUX pins become Key-Byte inputs

AU~-K/D
L
L
L
I
f
I
H

Data
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through the master port. Slave port and clear
text read from the Master port.

In both dual-port configurations, the Master
Port Flag (MFLG) and the Slave Port Flag
(SFLG) are used to indicate the status of the
data register associated with the master port
and slave port, respectively. For example, dur-
ing encryption in the master port clear con-
figuration, MFLG goes Low (active) when the
Input register is not full; SFLG goes Low
(active) when the Output register is not empty.
If cyphering operation changes direction,
MFLG and SFLG switch their register associa-
tion (see Table 1).

Mode Register Bits

Encrypt! Port
Decrypt Configuration
Bit M40 Bit M3 Bit M2

o 0 0
o 0 1
o I 0
I 0 0
I 0 I
I I 0

Input
Register

Flag
MFLG
SFLG
MFLG
SFLG
MFLG
MFLG

Output
Register

Flag
SFLG
MFLG
SFLG
MFLG
SFLG
SFLG

so once the DCP and a particular register
have been selected, any number of reads or
writes of that register can be accomplished
without intervening address cycles. This
feature greatly speeds up the loading of
keys and data, given the necessary transfer
control external to the DCP.

Loading Keys and Initializing Vector (IV)
Registers. Because the key and Initializing
Vector (IV) registers are not directly
addressable through any of the DCP's ports,
keys and vector data must be loaded (and in
the case of vectors, read) via "command data
sequences." Most of the commands recognized
by the DCP are of this type. A load or read
command is written to the Command register
through the master port. The command pro-
cessor responds by asserting the Command
Pending output. The user then either writes
eight bytes of key or vector data through the
master or auxiliary port, as appropriate to the
specific command, or reads eight bytes of vec-
tor data from the master port.

In Direct Control mode, only the E Key and
D Key registers can be loaded; the M Key and
IV registers are inaccessible. Loading the E
and D Key registers is accomplished by plac-
ing the proper state on the AU~-E1D input
(High for E Key, Low for D Key) and then rais-
ing the AUX7-K1D input-indicating that key
loading is required. The command processor
attaches the proper key register to the master
port and asserts the AUX3-CP (Command
Pending) signal (active Low). The eight key
bytes can then be written to the master port. In
the Multiplexed Control mode, all key and
vector registers can be written to and all but
the Master (M) Key register can be loaded with
encrypted, as well as clear, data. If the opera-
tion is a Load Encrypt command, the subse-
quent data written to the master or auxiliary
port (as appropriate) is routed first to the Input
register and decrypted before it is written into
the speCified key or Initializing Vector
register.

Parity Checking of Keys. Key bytes contain
seven bits of key information and one parity
bit. By DES designation, the low-order bit is
the parity bit. The parity-check circuit is
enabled whenever a byte is written to one of
three key registers. The output of the parity-
check circuit is connected to PAR and the
state of this signal is reflected in Status register
bit PAR (S3). Status register bit PAR goes to 1
whenever a byte with even parity (an even
number of Is) is detected. In addition to the
PAR bit, the Status register has a Latched Pari-
ty bit (LPAR, S4) that is set to 1 whenever the
Status register PAR bit goes to 1. Once set, the
LPAR bit is not cleared until a reset occurs or
a new Load Key command is issued.

Table I. Association 01Master Port Flag (MFLGI
and Slave Port Flag (SFLG)
with Input and Output Registers

Dual Port. Slave Port Clear Configuration.
This configuration is identical to the previously
described dual-port, master port clear con-
figuration except that the direction of cipher-
ing is reversed. That is, all data flOWing in or
out of the master port is cipher text, and all
data at the slave port is clear text.

Master Port Read/Write Timing. The master
port of the DCP is designed to operate directly
with a multiplexed address/data bus such as
the Zilog Z-BUS. Several features of the master
port logic are:

• The level on Master Port Chip Select (MCS)
is latched internally on the rising (trailing)
edge of Master Port Address Strobe (MAS).
This action relieves external address decode
circuitry of the responsibility for latching
chip select at address time.

• The levels on MPj and MP2 are also latched
internally on the rising edge of MAS and
are subsequently decoded to enable reading
and writing of the DCP's internal registers
(Mode, Command, Status, Input and Out-
put). This action also eliminates the need for
external address latching and decoding.

• Data transfers through the master port are
controlled by the levels and transitions on
Master Port Data Strobe (MDS) and Master
Port ReadlWrite (MRIW). The former con-
trols the timing and the latter controls the
transfer direction. Data transfers disturb
neither the chip-select nor address latches,
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Status Register. The bit assignments in the
read-only Status register are shown in Figure
6. The PAR, AFLG, SFLG and MFLG bits
indicate the status of the corresponding output
pins, as do the busy and command pending
bits when the DCP is in a Direct Control mode
(C/l( High). In each case, the output signal
will be active Low when the corresponding
status bit is a I. The parity bit indicates the
parity of the most recently entered key byte.
The LPAR bit indicates whether any key byte
with even parity has been encountered since
the last Reset or Load Key command.

The Busy bit is 1 whenever the ciphering
algorithm unit is actively encrypting or
decrypting data, either as a response to a com-
mand such as Load Encrypted Key (in which
case the Command Pending bit is 1) or in the
ciphering of regular text (indicated by the
Start/Stop bit being 1). If the ciphered data
cannot be transferred to the Output register
because that register still contains output from
a previous ciphering cycle, the Busy bit
remains 1 even after the ciphering is complete.
Busy is 0 at all other times, even when cipher-
ing is not possible because data has not been
written to the Input register.

The Command Pending bit is set to I by any
command whose execution requires the
transfer of data to or from a nonaddressable
internal register, such as when writing key
bytes to the E key register or reading bytes
from the IVE register. Thus, the Command
Pending bit is set following all commands ex-

cept the three start commands, the Stop com-
mand and the Software Reset command. The
Command Pending bit returns to 0 after all
eight bytes have been transferred following
Load Clear, Read Clear, or Read Encrypted
commands; and after data has been transfer-
red, decrypted, and loaded into the desired
register following Load Encrypt commands.

The Start/Stop bit is set to I when one of the
start commands is entered and it is reset to 0
whenever a reset occurs or when a new com-
mand other than a Start is entered.

E~MASTER PORT FLAG
o 0= INACTIVE
1 '" ACTIVE

SLAVE PORT FLAG
o '" INACTive
1 '" ACTIVE

AUOXI~IAI~~~~I~~ FLAG

1 = ACTIVE

PARITY (PAR)
o = 000 PARITY
1 = EVEN PARITY

'-----LPAR
o = ALL BYTES HAD

000 PARITY

, = ONE OR MORE BYTES
HAD EVEN PARITY

'------ BUSY
o = NOT BUSY
1 ::: BUSY

COMMAND PENDING
o = INACTIVE
1 = ACTIVE

START/STOP
o = STOP ENTERED
1 = START ENTERED

Mode Register. Bit assignments in this 5-bit
read/write register are shown in Figure 7. The
cipher type bits (Ml and Mo) indicate to the
DCP which ciphering algorithm is to be used.
On reset, the Cipher Type mode defaults to
Electronic Code Book mode.

Configuration bits (M3 and M2) indicate
which data ports are to be associated with the
Input and Output registers and flags. When
these bits are set to the single-port, master-
only configuration (M3 M2 = 10), the slave
port is disabled and no manipulation of Slave
Port Chip Select (SCS) or Slave Data Strobe
(SDS) can result in data movement through the
slave port; all data transfers are accomplished
through the master port, as previously
described in the Functional Description. Both
MFLG and SFLG are used in this configura-
tion; MFLG gives the status of the Input
register and SFLG gives the status of the Out-
put register.

When the configuration bits are set to one of
the dual-port configurations (M3 M2 = 00 or
01), both the master and slave ports are
available for input and output. When M3,
M2 = 01 (the default configuration), the
master port handles clear data while the slave
port handles encrypted data. Configuration

M3, M2 = 00 reverses this assignment. Actual
data direction at any particular moment is con-
trolled by the Encrypt/Decrypt bit.

The Encrypt/Decrypt bit (114) instructs the
DCP algorithm processor to encrypt or decrypt
the data from the Input register using the
ciphering method speCified by the Cipher
Type bits. The Encrypt/Decrypt bit also con-
trols data flow within the DCP. For example,
when the configuration bits are 0,1 (dual-port,
master clear, slave encrypted) and the
Encrypt/Decrypt bit is 1 (encrypt), clear data
will flow into the DCP through the master port
and encrypted data will flow out through the
slave port. When the Encrypt/Decrypt bit is set
to 0 (decrypt), data flow is reversed.

I.I~I-I~I.I.I.I~I---,TL-'''"'''"'RESERVED 00 = ELECTRONIC COOE BOOK (DEFAULT)
01 = CIPHER FEEDBACK
10 = CIPHER BLOCK CHAIN
11 = RESERVEO

PORT CONFIGURATION
00 = DUAL PORT, MASTER

ENCRYPTEO, SLAve CLEAR
01 = DUAL PORT, MASTER CLEAR,

SLAVE ENCRYPTED (DEFAULT)
10 = SINGLE PORT, MASTER ONLY
11 = RESERVED
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Input Register. The 54-bit, write-only Input
register is organized to appear to the user as
eight bytes of pushdown storage. A status cir-
cuit monitors the number of bytes that have
been stored. The register is considered empty
when the data stored in it has been or is being
processed; it is considered full when one byte
of data has been entered in Cipher Feedback
mode or when eight bytes of data have been
entered in Electronic Code Book or Cipher
Block Chain mode. If the user attempts to write
data into the Input register when it is fulL the
Input register disregards the attempt; no data
in the register is destroyed.

Output Register. The 54-bit, read-only Output
register is organized to appear to the user as
eight bytes of pop-up storage. A status circuit
detects the number of bytes stored in the Out-
put register. The register is considered empty
when all the data stored in it has been read by
the master CPU and is considered full if it still
contains one or more bytes of output data. If a
user attempts to read data from the Output
register when it is empty, the buffers driving
the output bus remain in a 3-state condition.

M. E. D Key Registers. The follOWing
multibyte key registers cannot be addressed
directly, but are loaded in response to com-
mands written to the Command register.

There are three 54-bit, write-only key
registers in the DCP: the Master (M) Key
register, the Encrypt (E) key register, and the
Decrypt (D) key register. The Master key
register can be loaded only with clear data
through the auxiliary port. The Encrypt and
Decrypt Key registers can be loaded in any of
four ways: (I) as clear data through the aux-
iliary port, (2) as clear data through the master
port, (3) as encrypted data through the aux-
iliary port, or (4) as encrypted data through
the master port. In the last two cases, the
encrypted data is first routed to the Input
register, decrypted using the M Key, and final-
ly written to the target key register from the
Output register.

Initializing Vector Registers (lVE and
IVD). Two 54-bit registers are provided to
store feedback values for cipher feedback and
chained block ciphering methods. One initia-
lizing vector register (lVE) is used during
encryption, the other (lVD) is used during
decryption. Both registers can be loaded with
either clear or encrypted data through the
master port (in the latter case, the data is
decrypted before being loaded into the IV
register), and both may be read out either
clear or encrypted through the master port.

All operations of the DCP result from com-
mand inputs, which are entered in Multiplexed
Control mode by writing a command byte to
the Command register. Command inputs are
entered in Direct Control mode by raising and
lowering the logic levels on the AUX7-K/D,
AUXt,-E/D, and AUXs-S/S pins. Table 3 shows
all commands that can be given in Multiplexed
Control mode. Table 4 shows a subset of the
implicit commands that can be executed in the
Direct Control mode.

Load Clear M Key Through Auxiliary Port
(90H).
Load Clear E Key Through Auxiliary Port
(9IH).
Load Clear D Key Through Auxiliary Port
(92H).

These commands may be used only for
multiplexed operations; they override the data
flow specifications set in the Mode register and
cause the Master (~ Key, Encrypt (E) Key, or
Decrypt (D) Key register to be loaded with
eight bytes written to the auxiliary port. After
the Load command is written to the Command
register, the Auxiliary Port Flag (AFLG) goes
active (Low) and the corresponding bit in the
Status register (~) becomes I, indicating that
the device is able to accept key bytes at the
ouxiliory port pins. Additionally, the Com-
mand Pending bit (S6) becomes I during the
entire loading process.

Each byte is written to its respective key
register by placing an active Low signal on the
Auxiliary Port Strobe (ASTB) once data has
been set up on the auxiliary port pins. The
actual write process occurs on the rising (trail-
ing) edge of ASTB. (See Switching Character-
istics section for exact setup, strobe width, and
hold times.)

The Auxiliary Port Flag (AFLG) goes inac-
tive immediately after the eighth strobe goes
active (Low). However, the Command Pending
bit (8G) remains I for several more clock
cycles, until the key loading process is com-
pleted. All key bytes are checked for correct
(odd) parity as they are entered.

Load Clear E Key Through Master Port
(l1H).
Load Clear D Key Through Master Port
(12H).

These commands are available in both
Multiplexed Control and Direct Control
modes. They override the data flow specifica-
tions set in the Mode register and attach the
master port inputs to the Encrypt (E) Key or
Decrypt (D) Key register, as appropriate, until
eight key bytes have been written. In
Multiplexed Control mode, the command is
initiated by writing the Load command to the
Command register. In Direct Control mode,
the command is initiated by raising the
AUX7-K/D control input while the AUXs-S/S
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input is Low. In this latter case, the level on
AUXt;-E/iS determines which key register is
written (High = E register).

Once the command has been recognized,
the Command Pending bit (S6 in the Status
register) becomes I. In Direct Control mode,
AUX3-CP goes active (Low), indicating that
key entry may proceed. The host system then
writes exactly eight bytes to the master port (at
the Input register address in Multiplexed Con-
trol mode). When the key register has been
loaded, the Command Pending bit returns to
0. In Direct Control mode, the AU~-CP out-
put goes inactive, indicating that the DCP can
accept the next command.

Load Encrypted E Key Through Auxiliary
Port (BIH).
Load Encrypted D Key Through Auxiliary
Port (B2H).

These commands are used in Multiplexed
Control mode only. Their execution is similar
to that of the Load Clear E (D) Key Through
Auxiliary Port command, except that key bytes
are first decrypted using the electronic code
book algorithm and the Master (M) Key
register. The key bytes are then loaded into
the appropriate key register, after having
passed through the parity-check logic.

The Command Pending bit (S6) is I during
the entire decrypt-and-Ioad operation. In addi-
tion, the Busy bit (S5) is I during the actual
decryption process.

Load Encrypted E Key Through Master Port
(3IH).
Load Encrypted D Key Through Master Port
(32H).

These commands are used in Multiplexed
Control mode only. Their execution is similar
in effect to that of the Load Clear E (D) Key
Through Master Port command. The commands
differ in that key bytes are initially decrypted
using the electronic code book algorithm and
the Master (M) Key register. Once decrypted,
they are loaded byte-by-byte into the target
key register, after having passed through the
parity-check logic.

The command pending bit (S6) is I during
the entire decrypt-and-load operation. In addi-
tion, the busy bit (S5) is I during the actual
decryption process.

Load Clear IVE Register Through
Master Port (8sH)
Load Clear IVD Register Through
Master Port (84H)

These commands are used in Multiplexed
Control mode only. Their execution is virtually
identical to that of the Load Clear E (or D) Key
Through Master Port command. The commands
differ in that the data written to the input
register address is routed to either the Encryp-
tion Initializing Vector (IVE) or Decryption
Initializing Vector (IVD) register instead of a
key register. No parity checking occurs. The

Command Pending bit (S6) is I during the
entire loading process.

Load Encrypted IVE Register Through
Master Port (ASH).
Load Encrypted IVD Register Through
Master Port (A4H).

These commands are analogous to the Load
Encrypted E (or D) Key Through Master Port
command. The data flow specifications set in
the Mode register are overridden and the eight
vector bytes are decrypted using the Decryp-
tion (D) Key register and the electronic code
book algorithm. The resulting clear vector
bytes are loaded into the target Initializing
Vector register. No parity checking occurs.
The Busy bit (S5) does not become 1 during
the decryption process, but the Command
Pending bit (S6) is I during the entire
decryption-and-Ioad operation.

Read Clear IVE Register Through
Master Port (8DH).
Read Clear IVD Register Through
Master Port (8CH).

In the Multiplexed Control mode, these com-
mands override the data flow specifications
set in the Mode register and connect the
appropriate Initializing Vector register to the
master port at the Output register address. In
this state, each IV register appears as eight
bytes of FIFO storage. The first byte of data is
available six clocks after loading the Com-
mand register. The Command Pending bit in
the Status register remains a I until sometime
after the eighth byte is read out. The host
system is responsible for reading exactly eight
bytes.

Read Encrypted IVE Register Through
Master Port (A9H).
Read Encrypted IVD Register Through
Master Port (A8H).

In the Multiplexed Control mode only, these
commands override the specifications set in
the Mode register and encrypt the contents of
the specified Initializing Vector register using
the electronic code book algorithm and the
Encrypt (E) key. The resulting cipher text is
placed in the output register, where it can be
read as eight bytes through the master port.
During the actual encryption process, the Busy
bit (S5) is I. When the Busy bit becomes 0, the
encrypted vector bytes are ready to be read
out. The Command Pending bit (S6) is 1
during the entire encryption and output pro-
cess; it becomes 0 when the eighth byte is read
out. The host system is responsible for reading
exactly eight bytes.

Encrypt with Master (M) Key (39H).
In the Multiplexed Control mode, this com-

mand overrides the data flow specifications set
in the Mode register and causes the DCP to
accept eight bytes from the master port, which
are written to the Input register. When eight
bytes have been received, the DCP encrypts
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the input using the Master (M) Key register.
The encrypted data is loaded into the Output
register, where it can be read out through the
master port. The Command Pending bit (St;)
and the Busy (S5) bit are used as status
indicators in the three phases of this operation.

The Command Pending bit becomes I as
soon as the Input register can accept data.
When exactly eight bytes have been entered,
the Busy bit becomes and remains I until the
encryption process is complete. When Busy
becomes 0, the encrypted data is available to
be read out. The Command Pending bit
returns to ° when the eighth byte has been
read.
Start Encryption (41H)
Start Decryption (40H)
Start (COH).

The three start commands begin normal data
ciphering by setting the Status register's
Start/Stop bit (50]) to 1. The Start Encryption
and Start Decryption commands explicitly
specify the ciphering direction by forcing the
Encrypt or Decrypt bit (~) in the Mode
register to I or 0, respectively. The Start com-
mand, however, uses the current state of the
Encrypt/Decrypt bit, as speCified in a previous
Mode register load.

When a start command has been entered,
the port status flag (MFLG or SFLG) asso-
ciated with the Input register becomes active
(Low), indicating that data may be written to

the Input register to begin ciphering.
In Direct Control mode, the Start command

is issued by raising the level on the AUX5-S/S
input (Table 4). The ciphering direction is
speCified by the level on AUXs-EiD. If
AUXt;-E/D is High when AUXs-S/S goes High,
the command is Start Encryption; if AUXs-EiD
is Low, it is Start Decryption.

Stop (EOH).
The Stop command clears the Start/Stop bit

(S7) in the Status register. This action causes
the input flag (MFLG or SFLG) to become
inactive and inhibits the loading of any further
input into the algorithm unit. If ciphering is in
progress [Busy bit (S5) is I or AUX2-BSY is
active], it is allowed to finish, and any data in
the Output register remains accessible.

In Direct Control mode, the Stop command
is implied when the signal level on the
AUX5-S/S input goes from High to Low
(Table 4).

Software Reset (00).
This command has the same effect as a hard-

ware reset (MAS and MDS Low): it forces the
DCP back to its default configuration, and all
processing flags go into Inactive mode. The
default configuration includes setting the Mode
register to Electronic Code Book ciphering
mode and establishes a dual-port configuration
with master port clear and slave port
encrypted.

Timing
Requirements

The control and/or data signals and the
timing requirements for clock/reset, Direct
Control mode, Multiplexed Control mode
(master port). master (slave) port read/write,
and auxiliary port key entry functions are
illustrated in Figures 8 through 12. The ac
switching characteristics of the signals
involved in the above functions are described
in the AC Characteristics. The specific timing
periods described are identified by numerics
(I through 48). which are referenced in both
the timing diagrams and in the AC
Characteristics.

A two-to-seven character symbol is listed in
AC Characteristics for each period described.
The symbol specifies the signal(s) involved, the
state of each signal, and optionally, the port
associated with a signal. Symbols are encoded
as follows:

General Form: Ta Ab (Cb)

Where:
(I) T is a constant.

(2) a represents anyone of the follOWing sym-
bols:

Symbol Meaning
c Clock
d Delay
f Fall Time

h Hold Time
r Rise Time
s Setup Time
w Width

(3) A,C represent any of the following signal
names:

Symbol
A
B
C
D*

Signal Name
Address Strobe
BSY, Busy
Clock
Data In or the address

at the master port.
E/iS, Enable/Disable
Flag (MFLG, SFLG, or

(AFLG)
Data Strobe (MDS,

SDS, or ASTB)
KID, Key/Data
CIK, Control/Key

Mode
S/5, Start/Stop
PAR, Parity
Data Out (master or

slave port)
CP, Clock Pulse
Chip Select (master or

slave port)
MRlW, Master Port

read/write
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AC
Switching
Character-
istics

(4) b represents anyone of the
following signal state descrip-
tors (symbol).

Symbol State Indicated
h High
I Low
v Valid
x Invalid
z High Impedance

'These signal names may be
modified by the following op-
tional numeric port identifiers:

Identifier Port
I Master Port
2 Slave Port
3 AUX (Key) Port

For example: DI specifies data
in at Master Port; F2 specifies
Slave Port flag-SFLG.

:~ 0 .

I TwCh
2 TwCI
3 TcC

Clock
Clock Width (High)
Clock Width (Low)
Clock Cycle Time

Reset
4 -- TdGll(Glh) - MDS·MASLowto MDS'MAS High --- TC -----------

(Reset Pulse Width)
5 TdC(Glh) Clock High to MDS·MASHigh 0

Direct Control Mode
6 TsNI(Mh) Sis Lowto C/K High (Setup) 2TC
7 -- TsKI(Mh)-- KIDLowto C/K High (Setup) ----- 2TC -----------
8 TdMh(Nh) ClK High to S/S high 4TC
9 TdMh(Kh) C/K High to KID High 4TC

10 TsEv(Kh) ElD Valid to KID High (Setup) 2TC
11-- TdKh(RI)-- KID High to CP Low------------200 ------
12 ThKI(Ex) KIDLowto ElD Invalid (Hold) TC

13 TdCI(Nh) Clock Lowto S/S Valid 20
14 TsEv(Hn) ElD Valid to S/S High (Setup) 2TC
15-- TdNh(Fll) -- S/S High to MFLG (SFLG) Low--------230 ------

(Port Input Flag)
16 TdCh(Fll) Clock High to MFLG (SFLG) Low

(Port Input Flag)

17 TdCh(BI) Clock High to BSYLow 300
18--TdCI(Bh)-- Block Lowto BSYHigh ----------- 220------
19 TdCh(Fll) Clock High to MFLG (SFLG) Low 230

(Port Output Flag)
20 TdNI(Flh) S/S Lowto MFLG (SFLG) High

(Port Input Flag)
Multiplexed Control Mode-Master Port

21 TwAI MASWidth (Low) 80
22 TdWv(Ah) MRIWValid to MAS High 40
23 TsSll(Ah) MCS Lowto MAS High (Setup) 0
24 --ThAh(Slh) -- MAS High to MCS High (Hold)---- 60 ----------
25 TsDlv(Ah) Address-In Valid to MAS High 55

(Address Setup Time)
26 ThAh(Dlx) MAS High to Address-In Invalid 60

(Address Hold Time)



AC Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Notes*t
Switching
Character- Master (Slave) Port Read/Write
istics 27 TdSll(Gll) MCS (SCS) Low to MDS (SDS) Low 70
(Continued) 28 ThG1h(Slh) MDS (SDS) High to MCS (SCS) High 0 3

(Select Hold Time)
29 TsWv(Gll) MRlWValid to MDS Low (Setup) 70
30--ThG1h(Hwx)-MDS High to MRIWInvalid (Hold) 0
31 TwGll(G1h) MDS (SDS) Low to MDS (SDS) High

Width-Write Data Read 125
Width-Status Register Read 155

32-- TdC1(G1h)-- Clock Low to MDS (SDS) High 20 70
33 TdG1 h(HGIl) MDS (SDS) High to MDS (SDS) Low 125

(Data Strobe Recovery Time)
34 TsD1r(H1h) Write-Data Valid to MDS (SDS) High

Setup Time-Key Load 200
Setup Time-Data Write 100
Setup Time-Command/Mode 100 N

Register Write •
35 ThG1h(D1x) MDS (SDS) High to Write-Data 40 IInvalid (Hold T"ime-All Writes)

N36--TdGll(Q1v)-- MDS (SDS) Low to Read-Data Valid •
Read Access Time-Status Register 155 R
Read Access Time-Data 120 •

37 ThG1h(Q1x) MDS (SDS) High to Read-Data Invalid 5 80
(Read Hold Time)

38--TdGll(F1h)-- MDS (SDS) Low to MFLG (SFLG) 125---4--
High (Last Strobe)

39 TdGll(Rh) MDS High to CP High TC + 280
(Last Strobe, Key Load)

40 ThGI(HNl) MDS (SDS) High to S/S Low 3TC
(Hold Time After Last Input Strobe)

41 TdGl(HPv) MDS High to PAR Valid (Key Write) 200

• Notes referenced at end of AC Characteristics table.



AC Number Symbol Parameter Mln
Switching
Character- Auxiliary Port Key Entry
istics 42 TwG3 ASTB Low to ASTB High (Width) 160
(Continued) 43 TdCI(G3h) Clock Low to ASTB High 20

44 TdG3h(G31) ASTB High to Next ASTB Low 125
(Recovery Time)

45 TsD3v(G3h) Write-Data Valid to ASTB High 200
(Data Setup Time)

46 ThG3h(D3x) ASTB High to Write-Data Invalid 40
(Data Hold Time)

47 TdG3h(Pr) ASTB High to PAR Valid
48 TdG3I(F3h) ASTB Low to AFLG High

(Last Strobe)

NOTES:
All transition times are assumed to be s 20 ns.
All units in nanoseconds (ns). All timings are
preliminary and subject to change.

I. Parameter TaCh(Fll) applies to all input blocks ex-
cept the first (when S/S first goes High).

2. When S/S goes inactive (Low) in Direct Controi
mode. the flag associated with the input port turns off.

3. Direct Control mode only.
4. In Cipher Feedback mode, the port flag (MFLG or

SFLG) goes inactive following the leading edge of the
first data strobe (MDS or SDS); in all other modes and
operations, the flags go inactive on the eighth data
strobe.

eLK

iiiD

IRI

MPIAD)

WRITE MAlii

iIIiI

IIPIADI

READ IIR1W
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Z8068 Z-DCP, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8068 PS
Z8068 CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R
T
DIP
LCC
PCC

= Protopack
= Low Profile Protopack
= Dual-In-Line Package
= Leadless Chip Carrier
= Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = - 40°C to + 85 °C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local 2ilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z·BUS®
Component Interconnect

Zilog

• Multiplexed address/data bus shared by memory and
I/O transfers

• 16 or more memory address bits; 16-bit I/O addresses;
8, 16, or 32 data bits

• Daisy chain interrupt structure services interrupts without
a separate priority controller

• Direct addressing of registers within a peripheral
facilitates I/O programming

• Bus signals allow asynchronous CPU and peripheral
clocks

• Daisy-chain bus-request structure supports distributed
control of the bus

• Shared resources can be managed by a general-
purpose, distributed-resource, request mechanism

The Z-BUS is a high-speed parallel shared bus that links
components of the Z800, Z8000 and Z80,OOO
microprocessor families. It provides a common communi-
cations interface that supports the following types of
transactions:

• Data Transfer. Data can be moved between bus
controllers (such as a CPU) and associated peripherals.

• Interrupts. Interrupts can be generated by peripherals
and serviced by CPUs over the bus.

• Resource Control. Distributed management of shared
resources (including the bus itself) is supported by a
daisy-chain priority mechanism.

The heart of the Z-BUS is a set of multiplexed address/data
lines and the signals that control these lines. Multiplexing

data and address onto the same lines makes more efficient
use of pins and facilitates expansion of the number of data
and address bits. Multiplexing also allows straightforward
addressing of a peripheral's internal registers, greatly
simplifying I/O programming.

A daisy-chained priority mechanism resolves interrupt and
resource requests, thus allowing distributed control of the
bus and eliminating the need for separate priority
controllers. The resource-control daisy chain also allows
wide physical separation of components.

The Z-BUS is asynchronous in the sense that peripherals
need not be synchronized with the CPU clock. All timing
information is provided by Z-BUS signals.



A Z-BUS component is one that uses Z-BUS signals and
protocols, and meets the specified ac and dc
characteristics. The four categories of Z-BUS components
are as follows:

CPUs. A Z-BUS system contains one CPU, and this CPU
has default control of the bus and typically initiates most bus
transactions. In addition, the CPU handles interrupt and
bus-control requests. The Z800, Z8000, and Z80,OOO are
Z-BUSCPUs.

Coprocessors. The Z-BUS also supports coprocessors
with the Extended Processing Unit (EPU) architecture. The
EPUs monitor Z-BUS status signals and engage in bus
transactions using CPU timing and control signals. The
Z80l0 Arithmetic Processing Unit is an EPU.

Peripherals. A Z-BUS peripheral is a component capable
of responding to I/O transactions and generating interrupt
requests. The Z8030 Serial Communications Controller
(Z-SCC), Z8036 Counter Input/Output Circuit (Z-CIO),
Z8038 FIFO Input/Output Interface Unit (Z-FIO), the Z8068
Data Ciphering Processor (Z-DCP), and the Z8090/4
Universal Peripheral Controller (Z-UPC) are all Z-BUS
peripherals.

Requestors. A Z-BUS requestor is any component
capable of requesting control of the bus and initiating bus
transactions. A Z-BUS requestor is usually a peripheral. The
Z8016 DMA Transfer Controller (Z-DTC) is both a Z-BUS
requestor and peripheral.

The Z8 Microcomputer, in its microprocessor config-
uration, conforms to Z-BUS timing thus allowing it to use
Z-BUS peripherals; but it is missing a wait input and certain
status output signals.

TheZ8010 Memory Management Unit (Z-MMU) is aZ8000
CPU support component that interfaces with part of the
Z-BUS on the CPU side and provides demultiplexed
addresses on the memory side.

The Z8060 First-In/First-Out Buffer (FIFO) is not a Z-BUS
component. Instead, it is used to expand the buffer depth of
the Z8038 Z-FIO, or to interface the I/O ports of the Z8090/4
Z-UPC, Z8036 Z-CIO, or Z8038 Z-FIO to user equipment.

Likewise, Z80 Family components, while not Z-BUS
compatible, are easily interfaced to Z-BUS CPUs.

Two types of operation occur on the Z-BUS: transactions
and requests. At any given time, one device (either the CPU
or a bus requestor) has control oftheZ-BUSand is known as
the bus master. A transaction is initiated by a bus master with
a corresponding response by another device on the bus.
Four types of transactions occur in Z-BUS systems:

• Memory. Transfers 8, 16, or 32 bits of data to, or from, a
memory location.

• I/O. Transfers 8, 16, or 32 bits of data to, or from, a
peripheral.

• Interrupt Acknowledge. Acknowledges an interrupt
and transfers an identification/status vector from the
interrupting peripheral.

• Null. Does not transfer data. Typically used for refreshing
memory.

Only one transaction can proceed on the bus at a time, and
it must be initiated by the bus master. However, a request
may be initiated by a component that does not have control
of the bus. There are three types of requests:

• Interrupt. Requests the attention of the Z-BUS CPU.

• Bus. Requests control of the Z-BUS to initiate
transactions.

• Resource. Requests control of a particular resource.

When a request is made, it is answered according to its type:
an interrupt acknowledge is initiated for interrupt requests;
an acknowledge signal is sent for bus and resource
requests. In all cases, a daisy chain priority mechanism
provides arbitration between simultaneous requests.



The Z-BUS consists of a set of common signal lines that
interconnect bus components (Figure 1). The signals on
these lines can be grouped into four categories, depending
on how they are used in transactions and requests.

Primary Signals. These signals provide timing, control,
and data transfer for Z-BUS transactions.

Address/Data (active High). These multiplexed address
and data lines carry 1/0 addresses, memory addresses, and
data during Z-BUS transactions. A Z-BUS may have 8, 16,
or 32 bits of data depending on the CPU type. In the case of
an 8-bit Z-BUS transaction, data is transferred on the lower
address bits ADo-AD?

Extended Address (active High). These lines extend the
16-bit Z-BUS address lines ADo to AD15 to support memory
addresses greater than 16 bits. The number of lines and the
type of address information carried is dependent on the
CPU.
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Status (active High). These lines designate the type of
transaction occurring on the bus as well as additional
information about the transaction itself (such as program or
data memory access or System versus Normal operating
modes).

AS Address Strobe (active Low). The rising edge of AS
indicates the beginning of a transaction and that the
Address, Status R/w' and BtW (BLtW and BW/L for the
Z80,OOOCPU) signals are valid.

BLlW; BW/[ Byte, LongwordlWord; WordlLongword
(Output 3-state). These two lines specify the data transfer
size on a 32-bit Z-BUS system.

B/W BytelWord (Low = word). This signal indicates whether
a byte or word of data is to be transmitted on a 16-bit bus.
This signal is not present on an 8-bit bus.

CS Chip Select (active Low). Each peripheral memory
component has a CS line that is decoded from the address
and status lines. A Low on this line indicates that the
peripheral or memory component is being addressed by a
transaction. The Chip Select information is latched on the
rising edge of AS.

OS Data Strobe (active Low). This signal provides timing for
data movement to, or from, the bus master.

RESET (active Low). A Low on this line resets the CPU and
bus users. Peripherals may be reset by RESET or by holding
AS and OS low simultaneously.

RiW ReadlWrite (Low = write). This signal determines the
direction of data transfer for memory or 1/0 transactions.

BL/W BWI[ Size

High High Byte

Low High Word

High Low Longword

Low Low Reserved

WAIT (active Low). A Low on this line indicates that the
responding device needs more time to complete a
transaction.

Bus Request Signals. These signals make bus requests
and establish which component should obtain control of the
bus.

BAI, BAO Bus Acknowledge In, Bus Acknowledge Out
(active Low). These signals tie together peripherals such as
the Z8016 Z-DTC to form the bus-request daisy chain.

BUSACK Bus Acknowledge (active Low). A Low on this line
indicates that the Z-BUS CPU has relinquished control of the
bus in response to a bus request.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (active Low). This line is driven by all
bus requestors. A Low indicates that a bus requestor has, or
is trying to obtain, control of the bus.



Interrupt Signals. These signals are used for interrupt
requests and for determining which interrupting
component is to respond to an acknowledge. To support
more than one type of interrupt, the lines carrying these
signals can be replicated. (The Z8000 CPU supports three
types of interrupts: non-maskable, vectored, and
non-vectored.)

IEI,IEO. Interrupt Enable In, Interrupt Enable Out (active
High). These signals form the interrupt daisy chain.

INT. Interrupt (active Low). This signal can be driven by any
peripheral capable of generating an interrupt. A Low on INT
indicates that an interrupt request is being made.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (active Low). This signal is
decoded from the status lines. A Low indicates an interrupt
acknowledge transaction is in progress. This signal is
latched by the peripheral on the rising edge of AS.

Resource Request Signals. These signals are used for
resource requests. To manage more than one resource, the
lines carrying these signals can be replicated. (The Z8000
supports one set of resource request lines.)

MMAI, MMAO. Multi-Micro Acknowledge In, Multi-Micro
Acknowledge Out (active Low). These lines form the
resource-request daisy chain.

MMRQ. Multi-Micro Request (active Low). This line is driven
by any device that can use the shared resource. A Low
indicates that a request for the resource has been made or
granted.

MMST. Multi-Micro Status (active Low). This pin allows a
device to observe the value of the MMRQ line. An input pin
other than MMRQ facilitates the use of line drivers for
MMRQ

All transactions start with Address Strobe being driven Low
and then raised High by the bus master (Figure 2). The
Status lines are valid on the rising edge of Address Strobe
and indicate the type of transactions being initiated. If the
transaction requires an address, it must also be valid on the
rising edge of Address Strobe.

For all transactions except null transactions, which do
nothing beyond this point, data is then transferred to, or
from, the bus master. The bus master uses Data Strobe to

I
BUS MASTER

SAMPLES WAIT

time the movement of data. For a read (RiW = High), the
bus master makes the AD bus inactive before driving Data
Strobe Low so that the addressed memory or peripheral can
put its data on the bus. The bus master samples this data just
before raising Data Strobe High. For a write (R/W = Low),
the bus master puts the data to be written on the AD bus
before forcing Data Strobe Low.

For an 8-bitZ-BUS, data is transferred on ADo-AD? Address
bits may remain on ADe-AD,5 while OS is Low.

BUS MASTER
SAMPLES

INPUT DATA



Table 1. Z-BUS Component Connections to Signal Lines. This table shows how the various Z-BUS components attach to each signal
line. When a device is both a bus requestor and a peripheral, the attributes in both columns of the table should be combined (e.g., input
combined with output and 3-state becomes bidirectional and 3-state.)

Signal CPU Requestor Peripheral Memory

AOO·A015 Bidirectional2 Bidirectional2 Bidirectional1 Bidirectional2

3-state 3-state 3-state 3-state

Extended Output Output 0 Input

Address8 3-state 3-state

Status Output Output Input10 0
3-state 3-state

RtW Output Output Input Input

3-state 3-state

B/IN9 Output Output Input3 Input

BL/IN, BW/[14 Output Output Input Input

3-state

WAIT Input Input Output8 Output8

Open Drain Open Drain

AS Output Output Input Input

3-state 3-state

OS Output Output Input Input

3-state 3-state

CS4 0 0 Input Input

RESET Input Input13 InputS 0

BUSREQ Input Bidirectional 0 0
Open Drain

BUSACK Output 0 0 0
BAI? 0 Input 0 0
BAO? 0 Output 0 0

INT Input 0 Output 0
Open Drain

INTACK6 0 0 Input11 0
lEI? 0 0 Input 0
IEO? 0 0 Output 0
MMRQ12 Output

Open Drain

MMST12 Input

MMAI?,12 Input

MMAO?,12 Output

NOTES:
1. Only ADO-AD?,unless peripheral is 16-bit.
2. For an 8-bit bus, only ADO-AD?are bidrectional.
3. Only for a 16-bit peripheral.
4. Derived signal, one for each peripheral or memory; decoded from status

and address lines.
5. Optional-peripherals are typically reset by AS and OS being Low

simultaneously; however, they can have a reset input.
6. Derived signal; decoded from status lines.
? Daisy-chain lines.

8. Optional signal(s).
9. For 16-bit data bus only.

10. Optional-usually only input on peripherals that are also requestors.
11 May be omitted if peripheral inputs status lines.
12. Optional signal; any component may attach to the resource request

lines.
13. Optional signal; a bus requestor may also be reset by As and 58 going

Low and SAI being High simultaneously.
14. For 32-bit bus only.
o No Connection



For a memory transaction, the Status lines distinguish
among various address spaces, such as program and data
or system and normal, as well as indicating the type of
transaction. The memory address is put on ADo-AD15 and
on the extended address lines.

For a Z-BUS with 16-bit data, the memory is organized as
two banks of eight bits each (Figure 3). One bank contains

all the upper bytes of all the addressable 16-bit words. The
other bank contains all the lower bytes. When a single byte is
written (R/W = Low, B/W = High), only the bank indicated
by address bit Ao is enabled for writing.

For a Z-BUS with S-bit data, the memory is organized as one
bank which contains all bytes. This bank always inputs and
outputs its data on ADo-AD?

18·BIT Z·BUS DATA PATH

D

LOWER
BYTE
BANK

LOWER
BANK
ENABLE

I/O transactions are similar to memory transactions with two
important differences. The first is that I/O transactions take
an extra clock cycle to allow for slow peripheral operation.
The second is that byte data is always transmitted on

ADo-AD?, regardless of the I/O address. (ADs-AD15 contain
arbitrary data in this case.) For an I/O transaction, the
address indicates a peripheral and a particular register or
function within that peripheral.

The two kinds of null transactions, internal operation and
memory refresh, are distinguished by the Status lines. Both
transactions look like a memory read transaction except that
Data Strobe remains High and no data is transferred.

For an internal operation transaction, the Address lines
contain arbitrary data when Address Strobe goes High. This
transaction is initiated to maintain a minimum transaction
rate when a bus master is doing a long internal operation (to
support memories which generate refresh cycles from
Address Strobe).

For a memory refresh transaction, the Address lines contain
a refresh address when Address Strobe goes High. This
transaction is used to refresh a row of a dynamic memory.

Any memory or I/O transaction can be suppressed
(effectively turning it into a null transaction) by keeping Data
Strobe High throughout the transaction.



A complete interrupt cycle consists of an interrupt request
followed by an interrupt-acknowledge transaction. The
request, which consists of INT pulled Low by a peripheral,
notifies the CPU that an interrupt is pending. The
interrupt-acknowledge transaction, which is initiated by the
CPU as a result of the request, performs two functions: it
selects the peripheral whose interrupt is to be
acknowledged, and it obtains a vector that identifies the
selected device and cause of interrupt.

A peripheral can have one or more sources of interrupt.
Each interrupt source has three bits that control how it
generates interrupts. These bits are an Interrupt Pending bit
(IP), and Interrupt Enable bit (IE), and an Interrupt Under
Service bit (IUS).

A peripheral may also have one or more vectors for
identifying the source of an interrupt during an
interrupt-acknowledge transaction. Each interrupt source is

INTERRUPT
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associated with one interrupt vector and each interrupt
vector can have one interrupt source or more associated
with it. Each vector has a Vector Includes Status bit (VIS)
controlling its use.

Finally, each peripheral has three bits for controlling
interrupt behavior for the whole device. These are a Master
Interrupt Enable bit (MIE), a Disable Lower Chain bit (DLC),
and a No Vector bit (NV).

Peripherals are connected together via an interrupt daisy
chain formed with their lEI and IEO pins (Figure 4). The
interrupt sources within a device are similarly connected into
this chain with the overall effect being a daisy chain
connecting the interrupt sources. The daisy chain has two
functions: during an interrupt-acknowledge transaction, it
determines which interrupt source is being acknowledged;
at all other times it determines which interrupt sources can
initiate an interrupt request.
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Transition Legend

A The peripheral detects an interrupt condition and sets 0
Interrupt Pending.

B All higher priority peripherals finish interrupt service, thus
allowing lEI to go High.

C An interrupt-acknowledge transaction starts, and the IEII 2
IEO daisy chain settles.

0 The interrupt-acknowledge transaction terminates with the
peripheral selected. Interrupt Under Service (IUS) is set to 3
1, and Interrupt Pending (IP) mayor may not be reset.

E The interrupt-acknowledge transaction terminates with a 4
higher priority device having been selected.

F The Interrupt Pending bit in the peripheral is reset by an I/O
operation. S

G A new interrupt condition is detected by the peripheral,
causing IP to be set again.

H Interrupt service is terminated for the peripheral by resetting 6
IUS.

11 IE is reset to 0, causing interrupts to be disabled. 7
J2 IE is set to 1, re-enabling interrupts. 8

State Legend

No interrupts are pending or under service for this
peripheral.

An interrupt is pending, and an interrupt request has been
made by pulling INT Low.
An interrupt is pending, but no interrupt request has been
made because a higher priority peripheral has an interrupt
under service, and this has forced lEI Low.
An interrupt-acknowledge sequence is in progress, and no
higher priority peripheral has a pending interrupt.
An interrupt-acknowledge sequence is in progress, but a
higher priority peripheral has a pending interrupt, forcing
lEI Low.
The peripheral has an interrupt under service. Service may
be temporarily suspended (indicated by lEI going Low) if a
higher priority device generates an interrupt.
This is the same as State 5 except that an interrupt is also
pending in the peripheral.
Interrupts are disabled from this source because IE = 0.
Interrupts are disabled from this source and lower priority
sources because IE = °and IUS = 1.

NOTES:
• This diagram assumes MIE = 1. The effect of MIE ~ 0 is the same as

that of selting IE ~ o.
• The OLe bit does not affect the states of individual interrupt sources. Its

only effect is on the lED output of a whole peripheral.

1. Transition I to state 6 or 7 can occur from any state except 3 or 4 which
only occur during interrupt acknowledge .

2. TransitionJ from state 6 or 7 can be to any state except 3 or 4, depend-
ing on the value of lEI, Ip,and IUS.
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Bus Requestor Legend

Requestor does not want bus and is not pulling BUSREO
Low.
Requestor mayor may not want bus; it is pulling BUSREO
Low in either case.
Requestor is not pulling BUSREO Low; if it wants control of
the bus, it must wait for BUSREO and BAI to rise before
requesting the bus.
Requestor is either using the bus ~ating the Low
on its BAI input. It will stop driving BUSREO when its BAO
output goes Low. If it wants to use the bus, but did not want
to at the time BUSREO and BAI were last High SR~gSREO
went from Low to High, then it must wait for BU and
BAI to rise before requesting and using the bus.
Requestor is not pullin9..§.USREO Low. If it wants to use the
bus, it must wait for its BAI to become High before request-
ing the bus.
Requestor is propagatin~h on its BAI input. If it
wants the bus it will pull BOSREQ Low.
Requestor is propagating the High on its BAI input.
Requestor is not pulling BUSREO Low. If it wanted the bus
at the time BUSREO went from Low to High, it may request
the bus when its BAI input rises; otherwise if it wants the
bus, it must wait for BUSREO to rise.

Bus State Legend

1 The CPU owns the bus and no one is requesting it.
2 A bus requestor has requested the bus by pulling BUSREO

Low, but the CPU has not responded.
3 A Low from the CPU's BUSACK is propagating down the

BAI/BAO daisy chain. Bus requestors are using the bus.
4 The Low from BUSACK has propagated to the end of the

daisy chain causing all bus requestors to release BUSREO,
which floats High. The CPU has not yet acknowledged
return ofthe bus.

S The CPU acknowledges the High on BUSREO with a High
on BUSACK, which has propagated down the BAI/BAO
daisy chain.

6 Some device whose BAI input is High requests the bus by
pulling BUSREO Low. The CPU has not yet responded with
a Low on BUSACK.

7 The CPU has responded to a Low on BUSREO with a Low
on BUSACK. The previous ~ state on BUSACK is still
propagating down the BAI/BAO daisy chain.

Transition Legend

A A bus requestor requests the bus by pulling down on
BUSREQ.



BAl/BAO daisy chain, causing all the bus requestors to
let BUSREQ rise.

o The CPU responds to BUSREQ High by driving
BUSACK High.

E The High from BUSREQ propagates to the end of the
BAI/BAO daisy chain.

Figure 5 is a state diagram for interrupt processing for an
interrupt source (assuming its IE bit is 1). An interrupt source
with an interrupt pending (IP = 1) makes an interrupt
request (by pulling INT Low) under these conditions:

• it is enabled (IE = 1, MIE = 1)

• it does not have an interrupt under service (IUS = 0)

• no higher priority interrupt is being serviced (lEI = High),
and .

• no interrupt-acknowledge transaction is in progress, as
indicated by INTACK at the last rising edge of AS.

IEO is not pulled down by the interrupt source at this time;
IEO continues to follow lEI until an interrupt-acknowledge
transaction occurs.

Some time after INT has been pulled Low, the CPU initiates
an interrupt-acknowledge transaction, indicated by INTACK
Low. Between the rising edge of AS and the falling edge of
OS, the IEIIIEO daisy chain settles. Any interrupt source with
an interrupt pending (IP = 1, IE = 1, MIE = 1) or under
service (IUS = 1) holds its IEO line Low; all other interrupt
sources make IEO follow IEI. When OS falls, only the highest

point it sets its IUS bit to 1, and, if the peripheral's NV bit is 0,
identifies itself by placing the vector on ADo-AD7. If the NV
bit is 1, then the peripheral's ADo-AD7 pins remain floating,
thus allowing external circuitry to supply the vector. All
interrupts, including the Z8000's nonvectored interrupt,
need a vector for identifying the source of an interrupt. If the
vector's VIS bit is 1, the vector will also contain status
information further identifying the source of the interrupt. If
the VIS bit is 0, the vector held in the peripheral will be output
without modification.

While an interrupt source has an interrupt under service
(IUS = 1), it prevents all lower priority interrupt sources from
requesting interrupts by forcing IEO Low. When interrupt
servicing is complete, the CPU must reset the IUS bit and, in
most cases, the IP bit (by means of an 1/0 transaction).

A peripheral's Master Interrupt Enable (MIE) bit and Disable
Lower Chain (DLC) bit can modify the behavior of the
peripheral's interrupt sources in the following way: if the MIE
bit is 0, the effect is as if every Interrupt Enable (IE) bit in the
peripheral were 0; thus all interrupts from the peripheral are
disabled. If the DLC bit is 1, the effect is to force the
peripheral's IEO output Low, thus disabling all lower priority
devices from initiating interrupt requests.

Polling can be done by disabling interrupts (using MIE and
DLC) and by reading peripherals to detect pending
interrupts. Each Z-BUS peripheral has a single directly
addressable register that can be read to determine if there is
an interrupt pending in the device and, if so, the source of
the interrupt.



Figure 7 shows how the bus request lines connect bus
requestors and the CPU on a loBUS. Figure 8 shows the
states of the bus request mechanism as the loBUS is
acquired, used, and released.

To generate transactions on the bus, a bus requestor must
gain control of the bus by making a bus request. This isdone
by pulling down BUSREQ. A bus request can be made in
either of two cases:

• BUSREQ is initially High and BAI is High, indicating that
the bus is controlled by the CPU and no other requestor
is requesting the bus.

• BAI is High and the requestor had wanted to request the
bus at the time of the last Low-to-High transition of
BUSREQ. This insures that a module will not be locked
out indefinitely by a higher priority bus requestor.

After BUSREQ is pulled Low, the loBUS CPU relinquishes
the bus and indicates this condition by making BUSACK
Low. The Low on BUSACK is propagated through the
BAI/BAO daisy chain (Figure 7). BAI follows BAO for

components not requesting the bus, and any component
requesting the bus holds its BAO High, thereby locking out
all lower priority requestors. A bus requestor gains control of
the bus when its BAI input goes Low. When it is ready to
relinquish the bus, it stops pulling BUSREQ Low and allows
BAG to follow BAI. This permits lower priority devices that
made simultaneous requests to gain control of the bus.
When all simultaneously requesting devices have
relinquished the bus, and the Low on BAi/ElAO has
propagated to the lowest priority requestor, BUSREQ goes
High, returning control of the bus to the CPU.

The CPU responds to the High on BUSREQ by driving
BUSACK High. The High on BUSACK is propagated down
the BAI/BAO daisy chain, thus allowing bus requestors to
make new bus requests. Because high priority bus
requestors can pull BUSREQ Low before low priority
devices have a High on BAI, a way is needed for low priority
devices to request the bus when BUSREQ is Low. That is
provided by the rule that a requestor may request the bus if
BAI is High and it had wanted the bus at the time of the last
Low-to-High transition on BUSREQ.

As soon as BUSREQ is pulled Low by any requestor, each of
the other requestors on the bus drives BUSREQ Low and
continues to do so until it drives its BAO output Low. This
provides a handshake between the CPU and the bus
requestors by ensuring that BUSREQ will not go High until
the CPU's acknowledgement of BUSACK has reached
every requestor. Bus requestors can therefore run
asynchronously to the CPU. This rule also allows the
bidirectional BUSREQ line to be buffered using the logic
shown in Figure 8. This logic is similar to the logic inside a
bus requestor that keeps BUSREQ Low when it has initially
been pulled Low by a different requestor.



Resource requests are used to obtain control of a resource
that is shared between several users. The resource can be a
common bus, a common memory, or any other resource.
The requestor can be any component capable of
implementing the request protocol.

Unlike the Z-BUS itself, no component has control of a
general resource by default; every device must acquire the
resource before using it. All devices sharing the general
resource drive the MMRQ line (Figure 9). When Low, the
MMRQ line indicates that the resource is being acquired or
used by some device. The MMST pin allows each device to
observe the state of the MMRQ line.

When MMRQ is High, a device may initiate a resource
request by pulling MMRQ Low (Figure 10). The resulting
Low on MMRQ is propagated through the MMAI/MMAO
daisy chain. If a device is not requesting the resource, its
MMAO output follows its MMAI input. Any device making a
resource request forces its MMAO output High to deny use
of the resource to lower priority devices.

A device gains control of the resource, if its MMAI input is
Low and its MMAO output is High, after a sufficient delay to
let the daisy chain settle. If the device does not obtain the
resource after this short delay, it must stop pulling MMRQ
Low and make another request at some later time when
MMRQ is again High. When a device that has gained
control of a resource is finished, it releases the resource by
allowing MMRQ to go High.

The four unidirectional lines of the resource request chain
allow the use of line drivers, thus facilitating connection for
components separated by some distance. In the case of the
zaooo CPU, the four resource request lines may be
mapped into the CPU Mi and MO pins using the logic
shown in Figure 11. With this configuration, the Multi-Micro
Request Instruction (MREQ) performs a resource request.
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MMST

MMRQ

MMAO

MMAI
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Two Versions Extend
Range of Applications

Zilog's Universal Peripheral Com-
ponents Family is more than a group
of simple I/O circuits- they are intelli-
gent, fully programmable devices
capable of performing complicated
tasks independently. Their capabili-
ties unburden the master CPU,
reduce bus traffic, increase system
throughput, and greatly simplify
overall system hardware design
requirements.

The peripheral components,
where needed, are produced in two
versions to increase their range of
application. One version, identified
by the number Z80xx, is capable of
interfacing with Zilog's multiplexed
Z-BUS only or with both the Z-BUS
and conventional multiplexed buses.
The second version, identified by
the number Z85xx, is capable of
interfacing with conventional non-
multiplexed buses. Many of these
Z85xx peripherals will function with
and add capability to non-Zilog
CPUs. Contact your local Zilog sales
office, local distributor or representa-
tive for additional information and
detailed specifications. This section
of the data book includes only prod-
uct specifications or product briefs
on the Z85xx series of components.
For the specifications or briefs on
the Z80xx components refer to the
Z-BUS peripherals section.

All of the peripheral components
are extensively programmable to
permit each to be tailored to its own
application(s}. All Z-BUS peripherals
share common interrupt and bus-
request structures; they can also be
operated in either a priority-interrupt
or polled environment.

Counting, timing, and parallel I/O
transfer problems are easily solved
using the Z8036/Z8536 CIO
Counter/Timer and I/O Unit. This
component has three 16-bit counter/
timers, three I/O ports, and can
double as a programmable priority-
interrupt controller.

Data communications problems
are neatly handled by the Z8030/
Z8530 SCC Serial Communica-
tions Controller. This device is a
serial, dual-channel, multi-protocol
controller which supports all popular
communications formats. The SCC
supports virtually all serial data trans-
fer applications.

Interface problems with the inter-
connection of major components
within an asynchronous, parallel
processor system can be solved
using the Z8038 Z-FIO FIFO I/O
Interface Unit. This general-
purpose interface unit provides
expandable, bidirectional buffering
between asynchronous CPUs in a
parallel processing network, or
between a CPU and peripheral
circuits and/or devices. The Z-FIO
can be used with systems having
either multiplexed or nonmultiplexed
buses.

General-purpose control and data
manipulation problems are easily
handled by the Z8090/4 and
Z8590/4 UPC Universal Periph-
eral Controller. The UPC is a com-
plete microcomputer designed for
off-line applications. This microcom-
puter executes the same friendly,
capable instruction set as Zilog's Z8
microcomputer, it has three I/O ports,
six levels of priority-interrupt, and 2K
bytes of memory on chip. The UPC
is intended for applications that
require an intelligent peripheral
controller that can assume many of
the tasks normally required of the
masterCPU.

The Z8581 Clock Generator
and Controller (CGC) is a versatile
addition to Zilog's family of universal
microprocessor components. The
selective clock-stretching capabilities
and variety of timing outputs of this
device allow it to meet the timing
design requirements of various mi-
croprocessors easily, including those
of LSI and VLSI peripherals.

The outputs of the Z8581 CGC
directly drive the Z80 and Z8000
microprocessor clock inputs, The
oscillator input frequency reference
sources can be either crystals or
TIL-compatible oscillators.

Two new universal peripherals
have been added to the ever ex-
panding line of Zilog peripherals.
They are the DMA (Direct Memory
Access) Transfer Controller (DTC)
and the Floppy Disk Controller
(FDC).





Z8590/4 Non-Multiplexed Bus
Z8090/4 Z-BUS, Z8®upe
Univenal Peripheral ControUen

Zilog Product
Specification

• Complete slave Z8 microcomputer, for distributed
processing use.

• Unmatched power of Z8 architecture and instruction set.

• Three programmable I/O ports, two with optional 2-Wire
Handshake.

• Six levels of priority interrupts from eight sources: six from
external sources and two from internal sources.

• Two programmable 8-bit counter/timers each with a 6-bit
prescaler. Counter/Timer TO is driven by an internal

source, and CounterlTimer T1 can be driven by internal
or external sources. Both counter/timers are
independent of program execution.

• 256-byte register file, accessible by both the master CPU
and UPC, as allocated in the UPC program.

• za090 and Z8590-2K bytes of on-chip ROM for
efficiency and versatility.

• Z8094 and Z8594-2K bytes of RAM or EPROM for
efficiency and versatility.

The Universal Peripheral Controller (UPC) is an intelligent
peripheral controller for distributed processing applications
(Figure 1). The UPC unburdens the host processor by
assuming tasks traditionally done by the host (or by added
hardware), such as performing arithmetic, translating or
formatting data, and controlling I/O devices. Based on the
Z8 microcomputer architecture and instruction set, the UPC
contains 2K bytes of internal program ROM, a 256-byte
register file, three 8-bit I/O ports, and two counter/timers.

The UPC is offered in two basic configurations: the Z8090/4,
which interfaces to multiplexed address/data CPUs such as
the Z8000, and the Z8590/4, which interfaces with
non-multiplexed CPUs such as the Z80. Both devices have
the same instruction set and I/O port configuration. The
difference in the devices is in the UPC-to-host interface pins
and the sequence of data transfer between the units.

The UPC offers fast execution time, an effective use of
memory, and sophisticated interrupt, I/O and bit
manipulation. Using a powerful and extensive instruction set
combined with an efficient internal addressing scheme, the
UPC speeds program execution and efficiently packs
program code into the on-chip ROM.

An important feature of the UPC is an internal register file
containing I/O port and control registers accessed both by
the UPC program and indirectly by its associated master
CPU. This architecture results in both byte and
programming efficiency, because UPC instructions can
operate directly on I/O data without moving it to and from an
accumulator. Such a structure allows the user to allocate as
many general-purpose registers as the application requires
for data buffers between the CPU and peripheral devices.
All general-purpose registers can be used as address
pointers, index registers, data buffers, or stack space.

The register file is logically divided into 16 groups, each
consisting of 16 working registers. A Register Pointer is used
in conjunction with short format instructions, resulting in
tight, fast code and easy task switching.

Communication between the master CPU and the register
file takes place via one group of 19 interface registers
addressed directly by both the master CPU and the UPC, or
via a block transfer mechanism. Access by the master CPU
is controlled by the UPC to allow independence between the
master CPU and UPC software.



The UPC has 24 pins that can be dedicated to I/O functions.
Grouped logically into three 8-line ports, they can be
programmed in many combinations of input or output lines,
with or without handshake, and with push-pull or open-drain
outputs. Ports 1 and 2 are bit-programmable; Port 3 has four
fixed inputs and four outputs.

To relieve software from coping with real-time counting and
timing problems, the UPC has two 8-bit hardware
counter/timers, each with a fixed divide-by-four, and a 6-bit
programmable prescaler. Various counting modes may be
selected.

INTERFACE
REGISTERS

(PART OF REGISTER
FILE)

In addition to the 40-pin standard ROM configuration, the
UPC is available in a Protopack RAM/ROM version with a
socket for up to 2K bytes of RAM or ROM and with 36 bytes
of internal ROM permitting downloading from the master
CPU

This range of versions and configurations makes the UPC
compatible with most system peripheral device control
considerations.
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AOo·A07. Z-BUS Address/Data Lines (bidirectional). These
multiplexed address and data lines are used to transfer
information between the master CPU and the slave Z-UPC.

AS. Address Strobe (input, active Low). The rising edge of
AS initiates the beginning of a transaction and indicates that
the Address, Status, RiW, and CS signals must be valid.

CS. Chip Select (input, active Low). A Low on this line during
the rising edge of AS enables the Z-UPC to accept address
or data information from the bus during a master CPU write
cycle or to transmit data to the bus during a read cycle.

OS. Data Strobe (input, active Low). OS provides timing for
data movement to the bus master. A simultaneous Low on
AS and OS resets the Z-UPC. It is held in reset as long as OS
is Low. Raising this pin's voltage above Vcc forces the Z-UPC
into test mode.

P1 O·P17, P20·P27, P30·P37'//0 Port Lines (inputs/outputs,
TTL-compatible). These 24 lines are divided into three 8-bit
I/O ports and may be configured in the following ways under
program control:

P1o-P17. Port 1 (input/output-as output it can be push-pull
or open-drain). Bit-programmable Parallel 110.

P2o-P27. Port 2 (input/output-as output, it can be push-pull
or open-drain). Bit-programmable Parallel I/O.

P30-P37. Port 3 (four inputs, four outputs). Parallel 110,
handshake control, timer I/O, or interrupt control.

PCLK. Clock (input). TTL-compatible clock input, 4 MHz
maximum. This signal does not need to be related to the
master CPU clock.

R/W. ReadNVrite (input). This status signal indicates that the
master CPU is executing a Read cycle if High, and a Write
cycle if Low.

WAIT. Wait (bidirectional, active Low, open-drain). When the
CPU accesses the Z-UPC register file, this signal requests
the master CPU to wait until the Z-UPC can complete its part
of the transaction. This signal is an input and held High
during RESET to put the Z-UPC in the shift state.
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AID. Address/Data (input). A Low on this pin defines
information on the data bus as an address. A High defines
the information as data.

CS. Chip Select (input, active Low). A Low enables the UPC
to accept address or data information from the master CPU
during a write cycle or to transmit data to the master CPU
during a read cycle. This line is usually generated from
higher bits of the address lines.

OBo·OB7• Data Bus (bidirectional). This bus is used to
transfer address and data information between the master
CPU and the UPC.

P10·P17' P20·P27' P30·P37. I/O Port Lines (bidirectional,
TIL-compatible). These 24 lines are divided into three 8-bit
110ports and may be configured in the following ways under
program control:

P1o-P17. Port 1 (inpuUoutput-as output it can be push-pull
or open-drain). Bit-programmable Parallel 110.

P20-P27. Port 2 (inpuUoutput-as output, it can be push-pull
or open-drain). Bit-programmable Parallel 110.

P30-P37. Port 3 (four inputs, four outputs). Parallel 1/0,
handshake control, timer 110,or interrupt control.

PCLK. Clock (input). TIL-compatible clock input, 4 MHz
maximum. This signal does not need to be related to the
master CPU clock.

RD. Read (input, active Low). A Low enables the master
CPU to read information from the UPC. Raising the voltage
on this pin above Vcc will force the UPC into test mode.

WAIT. Wait (output, active Low, open-drain). When the CPU
accesses the UPC register file, this signal requests the
master CPU to wait until the UPC can complete its part of the
transaction.

WR. Write (input, active Low). A Low on this pin enables the
master CPU to write information to the UPC. A simultaneous
Low on RD and WR resets the UPC. It is held in reset as long
asWR is Low.
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Address Space. On the 40-pin UPC, all address space is
committed to on-chip memory. There are 2048 bytes of
mask-programmed ROM and 256 bytes of register file. I/O is
memory-mapped to three registers in the register file. Only
the Protopack version of the UPC can access external
program memory. See the section entitled "Special
Configurations" for a complete description of the Protopack
version.

Program Memory Figure 6 is a map of the 2K on-chip
program ROM. Even though the architecture allows
addresses from 0 to 4K, behavior of the device above
program address 2047 (7FFH) is not defined. The first 12
bytes of program memory are reserved forthe UPC interrupt
vectors. In the RAM version, addresses OCH through 2FH
are reserved for on-chip ROM.

Register File. This 256-byte file includes three I/O port
registers (1-3H), 234 general-purpose registers (6-EFH), and
19 control, status and special I/O registers (OH,4H, 5H, and
FO-FFH). The functions and mnemonics assigned to these
register address locations are shown in Figure 7. Of the 256
UPC registers, 19 can be directly accessed by the master
CPU; the others are accessed indirectly via the block
transfer mechanism.

The I/O port and control registers are included in the register
file without differentiation. This allows any UPC instruction to
process I/O or control information, thereby eliminating the
need for special I/O and control instructions. All
general-purpose registers can function as accumulators,
address pointers, or index registers. In instruction
execution, the registers are read when they are defined as
sources and written when defined as destinations.

UPC instructions may access registers directly or indirectly
using an 8-bit address mode or a 4-bit address mode and a
Register Pointer. For the 4-bit addressing mode, the file is
divided into 16 working register groups, each occupying 16
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11 IRQS LOWER BYTE

10 IRQS UPPER BYTE

9 IRQ4 LOWER BYTE

8 IRQ4 UPPER BYTE

7 IRQ3 LOWER BYTE

8 IRQ3 UPPER BYTE

S IRQ2 LOWER BYTE

4 IRQ2 UPPER BYTE

3 IRQ1 LOWER BYTE

2 IRQ1 UPPER BYTE

1 IROO LOWER BYTE

0 IRQO UPPER BYTE

LOCATION OF
FIRST BYTE OF
INSTRUCTION
EXECUTED AFTER
RESET

contiguous locations (Figure 8). The Register Pointer (RP)
addresses the starting point of the active working-register
group, and the 4-bit register designator supplied by the
instruction specifies the register within the group. Any
instruction altering the contents of the register file can also
alter the Register Pointer. The UPC instruction set has a
special Set Register Pointer (SRP) instruction for initializing
or altering the pointer contents.

Stacks. An 8-bit Stack Pointer (SP), register R255, is used for
addressing the stack, residing within the 234
general-purpose registers, address location 6H through
EFH. PUSH and POP instructions can save and restore any
register in the register file on the stack. During CALL
instructions, the Program Counter is automatically saved on
the stack. During UPC interrupt cycles, the Program
Counter and the Flag register are automatically saved on the
stack. The RET and IRET instructions pop the saved values
of the Program Counter and Flag register.

Ports. The UPC has 24 lines dedicated to input and output.
These are grouped into three ports of eight lines each and
can be configured under software control as inputs, outputs,
or special control signals. They can be programmed to
provide Parallel I/O with or without handshake and timing
signals. All outputs can have active pullups and pulldowns,
compatible with TTL loads. In addition, they may be
configured as open-drain outputs.
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PORT 3
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Port 1. Individual bits of Port 1 can be configured as input or
output by programming Port 1 Mode register (P1M) F8H.
This port is accessed by the UPC program as general
register 1H. It is written by specifying address 1H as the
destination of any instruction used to store data in the output
register. The port is read by specifying address 1H as the
source of an instruction.

Port 1 may be placed under handshake control by
programming Port 3 Mode register (P3M) F7H. This
configures Port 3 pins P33 and P34 as handshake control
lines DAV1 and RDY1 for input handshake, or RDY1 and
DAV1for output handshake, as determined by the direction
(input or output) assigned to bit 7 of Port 1. The Port 3 Mode
register also has a bit that programs Port 1 for open-drain
output.

Port 2. Individual bits of Port 2 can be configured as inputs or
outputs by programming Port 2 Mode register (P2M) F6H.
This port is accessed by the UPC program as general
register 2H. and its functions and methods of programming
are the same as those of Port 1. Port 3 pins P31 and P36 are
the handshake lines DAV2 and RDY2, with the direction
(input or output) determined by the state of bit 7 of the port.
The Port 3 Mode register also has a bit used to program Port
2 for open-drain output.

Port 3. This port can be configured as I/O or control lines by
programming the Port 3 Mode register. Port 3 is accessed as
general register 3H. The directions of the eight data lines are
fixed. Four lines, P30 through P33, are inputs, and the other
four. P34 through P37. are outputs. The control functions
performed by Port 3 are listed in Table 1.

Function Line Direction Signal

IP31 In DAV2/RDY2

Handshake P33 In DAV1/RDY1
P34 Out RDY1/DAV1
P36 Out RDY2IDAV2

UPC Interrupt { P30 In IRQ3

Request" P31 In IRQ2
P33 In IRQ1

CounterlTimer { P31 In TIN
P36 Out TOUT

IP3S Out INT

MasterCPU P32 In INTACK
P30 In lEI
P37 Out IEO

TestMode P3S Out NO
"P30,P3" andP33canalwaysbeusedasUPCinterruptrequestinputs,
regardlessoftheconfigurationprogrammed.

Counter/Timers. The UPC contains two 8-bit
programmable counter/timers, each driven by an internal
6-bit programmable prescaler.

The T1 prescaler can be driven by internal or external clock
sources. The TO prescaler is driven by an internal clock
source. Both counter/timers operate independently of the



processor instruction sequence to relieve the program from
time-critical operations like event counting or elapsed-time
calculation. TO Prescaler register (PREO) F5H and T1
Prescaler register (PRE1) F3H can be programmed to divide
the input frequency of the source being counted by any
number from 1 to 64. A Counter register (F2H or F4H) is
loaded with a number from 1 to 256. The corresponding
counter is decremented from this number each time the
prescaler reaches end-of-count. When the count is
complete, the counter issues a timer interrupt request; IRQ4
for TO or IRQ5 for T1. Loading either counter with a number
(n) results in the interruption of the UPC at the nth count.

The counters can be started, stopped, restarted to continue,
or restarted from the initial value. They can be programmed
to stop upon reaching end-of-count (Single-Pass mode) or
to automatically reload the initial value and continue
counting (Modulo-n Continuous mode). The counters and
prescalers can be read at any time without disturbing their
values or changing their counts. The clock sources for both
timers can be defined as anyone of the following:

• UPC internal clock (4 MHz maximum) divided by four.

• External clock input to Counter/Timer T1 via P31 (1 MHz
maximum).

• Retriggerable trigger input for the UPC internal clock
divided by four.

• Nonretriggerable trigger input for the UPC internal clock
divided by four.

• External gate input for the UPC internal clock divided by
four.

TO is driven by the UPC internal clock divided by four.

Interrupts. The UPC allows six interrupts from eight
different sources as follows:

• Port 3 lines P30, P32, and P33.

• The master CPU, three.

• The two counter/timers.

These interrupts can be masked and globally enabled or
disabled using Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) FBH. Interrupt
Priority Register (IPR) F9H specifies the order of their priority.
All UPC interrupts are vectored.

Table 2 lists the UPC's interrupt sources, their types, and
their vector locations in program ROM. Interrupt Request
IRQO is dedicated to master CPU communications.
Interrupt Requests IRQ1, IRQ2, and IRQ3 are generated on
the falling transitions of external inputs P33, P31, and P30.
Interrupt Requests IRQ4 and IRQ5 are generated upon the
timeout of the UPC's two counter/timers. When an interrupt
request is granted, the UPC enters an interrupt machine
cycle. This cycle disables all subsequent interrupts, saves
the Program Counter and Status Flags, and branches to the
program memory vector location reserved for that interrupt.
This memory location and the next byte contain the 16-bit
address of the interrupt service routine for that particular
interrupt request.

The UPC also supports polled systems. To accommodate a
polled structure, any or all of the interrupt inputs can be
masked and the Interrupt Request register polled to
determine which of the interrupt requests needs service.

Following any hardware reset operation, an EI instruction
must be executed to enable the setting of any interrupt
request bit in the IRQ register. Interrupts must be disabled
prior to changing the content of either the IPR (F9H) or the
IMR (FBH). DI is the only instruction that should be used to
globally disable interrupts.

Master CPU Register File Access. There are two ways in
which the master CPU can access the UPC register file:
direct access and block access.

Direct Access. Three UPC registers-the Data Transfer
Control (OH), the Master Interrupt Vector (FOH), and the
Master Interrupt Control (FEH)-are mapped directly into
the master CPU address space. The master CPU accesses
these registers via the addresses shown in Table 3.

The master CPU also has direct access to 16 registers
kflown as the DSC (Data, Status, Command) registers. The
DSC registers are numbered 0 through F (DSCO-DSCF).
These registers can be any 16 contiguous register file
registers beginning on a 16-byte boundary. The base
address of the DSC register group is designated by the IRP
(110 Register Pointer), which is bits D4-D7 of the Data Transfer
Control register (OH)' Figure 9 shows how the register
address is made up of the 4-bit IRP field, concatenated with
the low order 4-bits of the address from the master CPU.

Vector
Location

IRQO

IRQ1

IRQ2

IRQ3

IRQ4

IRQ5

EOM, XERR, LERR

DAV1,IRQ1

DAV2, IRQ2, TIN

IRQ3, lEI

TO
T1

0,1

2,3

4,5

6,7

8,9

10,11

Internal (RO Bits 0, 1, 2)

External (P33) ~ Edge Triggered

External (P31) ~ Edge Triggered

External (P30) ~ Edge Triggered

Internal

Internal



B/ock Access, The master CPU may transmit or receive
blocks of data via address xxx1 01 01. When the master CPU
accesses this address, the UPC register pointed to by the
Data Indirection register is read or written. The Data
Indirection register is incremented, and the Limit Count
register is decremented, for example, when the master CPU
issues a read or write to address xxx1 01 01 while the Data
Indirection register contains the value 33H' The operation
causes register 33H to be read or written and the Data
Indirection register to be incremented to 34H. This scheme is
well suited to Block I/O Instructions and allows the master
CPU to efficiently read or write a block of data to or from the
UPC.

8090/4
8590/4 8090/4

UPCAddress No-Shift Shift

Decimal Hex Identifier Address Address

0 0 OTC xxx11000 xx11000x
5 5 OINO

@5** @5** xxx10101 xx10101x
240 FO MIV xxx10000 xx10000x
254 FE MIC xxx11110 xx11110x

*n OSCO xxxOOOOO xxOOOOOx
n + 1 OSC1 xxxOOOO1 xxOOO01x
n+ 2 OSC2 xxxOO010 xxOOO10x
n + 3 OSC3 xxxOOO11 xxOO011x
n+ 4 OSC4 xxx00100 xx00100x
n+ 5 OSC5 xxxOO101 xxOO101x
n+ 6 OSC6 xxx00110 xx00110x
n+ 7 OSC7 xxx00111 xx00111x
n+ 8 OSC8 xxx01000 xx01000x
n+ 9 OSC9 xxx01001 xx01001x
n + 10 OSCA xxx01010 xx01010x
n + 11 OSCB xxx01011 xx01011x
n + 12 OSCC xxx01100 xx01100x
n + 13 OSCO xxx01101 xx01101x
n + 14 OSCE xxx01110 xx01110x
n + 15 OSCF xxx01111 xx01111x

x = don't care
Onisthe valuein the IRPx 16
° ° MasterCPUaccessesthe registeraddressin Register5.

The Limit Count register (04H) is decremented and is used to
control the number of bytes to be transferred by master CPU
block accesses, If the master CPU attempts a read or write
to the UPC after the Limit Count register reaches 0, the
access is not completed, the LERR bit (01) of the Data
Transfer Control register is set (indicating a limit error), and
the LERR error causes an IROO interrupt request.

The IRP field of the Data Transfer Control register, the Data
Indirection register, and the Limit Count register are not
directly accessible to the master CPU and therefore must be
set by the UPC, This allows the UPC to protect itself from
master CPU errors and frees the master CPU from tracking
the UPC's internal data layout.

DTC REGISTER (OH)
IRP...---....,

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
ADDRESS ~ROM CPUI~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~ NoN·SHIFTED"_l'"''
~IR-7~1R-.~IR-.~IR-.~IR-3~1R-2~I-R,~I-Ro~1

* The shift or no-shift state is set during a hardware reset. If the Wait line is held
High during the hardware reset, the 8090/4 is in the shift stale after the reset. If
WAIT is held Low, it is in the no-shift state. The shift state is maintained until the
next hardware reset. Figure 9 shows one way to interface the 809014 for the use
of no-shift.



The Protopack version of the UPC is identical to the 40-pin
ROM-based UPC with the following exceptions:

• All but 36 bytes of internal ROM are omitted from the
Protopack RAM/ROM version

• The memory address and data lines are buffered and
brought out to the socket on the Protopack. This socket
uses a 2Kx8 RAM or ROM.

The Protopack version of the UPC allows the user to
prototype the system in hardware with an actual UPC device
and to develop the code intended to be mask programmed
into the on-chip ROM of the 40-pin UPC for the production
system. The Protopack version of the UPC is an extremely
versatile part. RAM program memory can be used on the
40-pin Protopack with RAM/ROM for all but 36 bytes of the
UPC's memory space. This memory can then be
downloaded from the master CPU using a bootstrap
program stored in the 36 bytes (C-2F). Figure 10 is a
memory map for the RAM version. This package will also
accept a ROM, provided that the area from C to 2F is not
used for programming.

Using the Z8094/Z8594 with EPROM or RAM. The
Z8094 Z-UPC and the Z8594 UPC can be used with an
EPROM or RAM plugged into the socket on top of the 40-pin
package. Instructions for using a RAM are provided in
Chapter 8 of the UPC Technica/ Manual (document
#00-2055-01). If an EPROM is used, the following design
considerations must be observed for proper operation:

1. The pin-out for the EPROM is 2716-compatible.

2. Programs in the EPROM must begin at 30H' The internal
bootstrap ROM resides in locations OCHto 2FH.

3. The LDE instructions that would attempt a write to the
EPROM cannot be used.

4. The UPC must be taken out of the Download mode by
the host CPU after a reset. This is accomplished by
having the host CPU write two bytes to the UPC. The first
byte must reset the Interrupt Pending bit (05) in the
Master CPU Interrupt Control (MIC) register. The second
byte must set the End of Message bit (DO) in the same
register.

Any static RAM that can be interchangeably used with a
2716 EPROM can be plugged into the Protopack socket.

Protopack Pin Functions. Forty of the pins on the
Protopack versions have functions identical to those of the
40-pin version. The remaining 24 pins have additional
functions described below. (Figure 11 shows the Protopack
versions' pin functions and pin assignments.)

Ao·A10. Program Memory Address Lines (output). These
lines are identical in all RAM/ROM versions in the
Protopack. They are used to address 2K bytes of external
UPC memory.

00-07' Program Data (input/output). Data is read in from the
external memory on these lines. The RAM version also
writes external memory through this bus.

MOS. Memory Data Strobe (output, active Low). This signal
is Low during an instruction fetch or memory write.

MR/W. Memory ReadlWrite (output RAM versions only).
This signal is High when the UPC is fetching an instruction
and Low when it is loading external memory.

Z8D94 Z8594
+5V +5V 1 C 0

PClK PClK 2 [

P37/IEO P37/IEO 3

P3o/iEI P3011EI 4

P3s/iN'f .3s1im' 5
P32/INTACK P32/1NTACK 6

os R07
RIW WR 8

AS AiD 9

cs CS 10 [

GND GND 11

WAIT WAIT 12

AD, oB7 13

AD, DBe 14

ADs DBs 15

AD, OBo4 16

AD, 083 17

AD, 082 18

AD, 08, 19 c:
ADo OBo 20 E

40 P3,

39 P36

38 P27

37 P26

36 P2s

35 P2.

34 P23

33 P22

32 P2,

31 P20

30 P33

29 P34

~L J~28 ."

27 P16

26 P1s

25 Pl.

24 P13

23 P12

22 P1,

21 P10

Z8D94
Z8594

UPC

Socket Pin Definition:
pin 1 AT pin 9 Do
pin 2 A6 pin 10 0,
pin 3 As pin 11 02
pin 4 A4 pin 12 GND
pin 5 A3 pIn 13 03
pin 6 A2 pin 14 O.
pin 7 Al pin 15 06
pin 8 Ao pin 16 06

pin 17 01
pin 18 MDS
Pin 19 A,o
pin 20 OND
pin 21 MRiw
pin 22 Ag
pin 23 As
pin 24 + 5 V



The following notation is used to describe the addressing
modes and instruction operations as shown in the
instruction summary.

IRR Indirect register pair or indirect working-register
pair address

Irr Indirect working-register pair only
X Indexed address
DA Direct address

Relative address
Immediate
Register or working-register address
Working-register address only
Indirect-register or indirect working-register
address
Indirect working-register address only
Register pair or working-register pair address

dst
src
cc
@
SP
PC
FLAGS
RP
IMR

Destination location or contents
Source location or contents
Condition code (see list)
Indirect address prefix
Stack Pointer (control register FFH)
Program Counter
Flag register (control register FCH)
Register Pointer (control register FDH)
Interrupt Mask register (control register FBH)

Assignment of a value is indicated by the symbol "+-". For
example.

dst +- dst + src

indicates that the source data is added to the destination
data and the result is stored in the destination location. The
notation "addr(n)" is used to refer to bit "n" of a given
location. For example.

dst(7)

refers to bit 7 of the destination operand.

Control Register FCH contains the following six flags:

C Carry flag
Z Zero flag
S Sign flag
V Overflow flag
D Decimal-adjust flag
H Half-carry flag

Affected flags are indicated by:

o Cleared to 0
1 Set to 1

Set or cleared according to operation
Unaffected

X Undefined

Value Mnemonic Meaning Flags Set

1000 Always true

0111 C Carry C = 1

1111 NC No carry C=O

0110 Z Zero Z = 1

1110 NZ Not zero Z=O

1101 PL Plus S=O
0101 MI Minus S = 1
0100 OV Overflow V = 1
1100 NOV No overflow V=O

0110 EO Equal Z = 1

1110 NE Not equal Z=O
1001 GE Greater than or equal (SXORV) = 0

0001 LT Less than (S XOR V) = 1
1010 GT Greater than [ZOR(SXORVl] = 0
0010 LE Less than or equal [ZOR (SXOR V)] = 1
1111 UGE Unsigned greater than or equal C=O
0111 ULT Unsigned less than C = 1
1011 UGT Unsigned greater than (C = 0 AND Z = 0) = 1
0011 ULE Unsigned less than or equal (C OR Z) = 1

0000 Never true

780



OPC MODE CLR, CPL, DA, DEC, ADC, ADD, AND, CP,
dstJsrc OR I, , , 01 dsUs<c 1 DECW, INC, INCW, POP, OR 1 1 1 0 LD, OR, SBC, SUB,

PUSH, RL, Rle, RR, reM, TM, XOR
RRC, SRA, SWAP OR 1 1 1 0 dst

OPC I OR I, 1 , 01
JP. CALL (Indirect)

dst dst ACe, ADD, AND, CPt
OR \11 , 01 dst LD, OR, SBC, SUB,

reM, TM, XOR

OPC SRP

VALUE

1:1MODE OPC LD

src OR 1 1 1 0

~

OPC MODE ADC, ADD, AND,
dst OR 1 1 1 a

ds' CP, OR, SBC, SUB, ds.

TCM, TM, XOR

MODe OPC LD •LD, LDE, LDEI, dstlsrc •LDC, LOCI
ADDRESS

Do
dstllrc OPC LD

OPC JP 1:1arc/d,t OR I, 1 1 01 cc
src

DAu
DAL CII

dst 1 OPC LD IVALUE
OPC CALL
DAuI dsUCC R~ OPC DJNZ, JR DAL CI

~
Two-Byte Instructions Three-Byte Instructions



6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 12/10.5 12/10.0 6.5 12/10.0 6.5
DEC DEC ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD LD LD DJNZ JR LD JP INC

R, IR, ,,·(2 (,.1'2 R2.R, IR2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM (1.R2 (2·R, (l·RA cc.RA r1·IM cc,DA rl
-

6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
RLC RLC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC ADC

R, IR, (,.r2 (1,1'2 R2.R, IR2·R, R,.IM IR,.IM
-

6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
INC INC SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB SUB
R, 1R, (',(2 (1,1'2 R2·R, IR2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM

8.0 6.1 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
-

JP SRP SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC SBC
IRR, 1M (1,(2 (1,1'2 R2.R, 1R2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM

8.5 8.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
-

DA DA OR OR OR OR OR OR
R, IR, (1,(2 (1,1'2 R2·R, 1R2·R, R,.IM IR,.IM

-
10.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
POP POP AND AND AND AND AND AND

R, IR, (1,(2 (1,1'2 R2.R, 1R2.R, R,.IM IR"IM
-

6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
COM COM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM TCM

R, IR, ('/2 (,.1'2 R2.R, IR2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM

10/12.1 12/14.1 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
-

10.5
PUSH PUSH TM TM TM TM TM TM

R2 1R2 ('''2 (,.1'2 R2.R, 1R2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM
-

10.5 10.5 12.0 18.0 6.1
DECW DECW LDE LDEI 01

RR, IR, f,.lrr2 Ir1,lrr2

6.5 6.5
-

12.0 18.0 6.1
RL RL LDE LDEI EI
R, IR, (2,lrr, Ir2,1rr,

-
10.5 10.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 14.0

INCW INCW CP CP CP CP CP CP RET
RR, IR, ('·(2 (,.1'2 R2,R, 1R2·R, R,.IM IR,.IM

6.5 6.5 6.5
-

6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 16.0
CLR CLR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR XOR IRET

R, IR, (1·(2 (1,1'2 R2.R, 1R2.R, R,.IM IR,.IM
-

6.5 6.5 12.0 18.0 10.5 6.5
RRC RRC LDC LOCI LD RCF

R, IR, (,.lr'2 Ir,.lrr2 f"x,R2

6.5 6.5 12.0 18.0 20.0
-

20.0 10.5 6.5SRA SRA LDC LOCI CALL" CALL LD SCF
R, IR, (2,lfr, Jr2,lrr, IRR, DA r2·x,R,

-
6.5 6.5 6.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 6.5RR RR LD LD LD LD LD CCF
R, IR, r,.JR2 R2·R, IR2·R, R,.IM IR,.IM

a.5
-

8.5 6.5 10.5 6.0SWAP SWAP LD LD NOP
R, IR, tr1.r2 R2·IR,

6

ie...
~zi- S
a.
::>

9

A

B

C

0

E

F

..........-----.I ~----- ------,; ~ .I~~

3

LOWEROPCODENlrE
Legend:
R - a·bit address
r = 4·bit address
R, or (1 = Ost address
R2 or (2 - Src address



INSTRUCTION SUMMARY

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

AOCdst,src (Note 1) 10 * * * * o * JR cC,dst RA cB ------
dst +- dst + src + C if cc is true, c=O-F

AOOdst,src (Note 1) 00 0
PC +-PC + dst* * * * * Range: + 127, -128

dst +- dst + src

ANOdst,src (Note 1) 50 0--
LO dst,src 1m rC -------** dst +- src R r8

dst +- dst AND src
r
R r9

CALLdst DA D6 ------ r = 0 - F
SP +-SP - 2 IRR D4 r X C7
@SP +- PC; PC +- dst X r D7

CCF
r Ir E3 I:EF *----- Ir F3

C +-NOTC
r

R R E4 !CLRdst R BO ------ R IR E5
dst +- 0 IR B1 R 1M E6

IR 1M E7 lCOMdst R 60 -** 0-- IR R F5
dst +- NOT dst IR 61

LOCdst,src r Irr C2 ------ I:CPdst,src (Note 1) AD * * * *-- dst +- src Irr D2
dst - src ell

LOCI dst,src Ir Irr C3 ------ IOAdst R 40 * * * X-- dst +- src Irr Ir D3
dst +- DA dst IR 41 r +- r + 1; rr +- rr + 1

OECdst R 00 -** *-- d
LOE dst,src r Irr 82 ------

~dst +- dst - 1 IR 01 dst +- src Irr 92
OECWdst RR 80 - * * *-- LOEI dst,src Ir Irr 83
dst +- dst - 1 IR

------
81 dst +- src Irr Ir 93

01 r+-r + 1; rr+-rr + 1
IMR(7)+-0 8F ------ NOP FF ------
OJNZr,dst RA rA ------

OR dst,src (Note 1) 40 0--
r = 0 - F - * *r +- r - 1 dst +- dst OR src

if r" 0
PC +-PC + dst POPdst R 50 ------

Range: + 127, -128 dst+-@SP; IR

EI
SP +-SP + 1

9F ------
IMR(7)+-1 PUSH src R 70 ------
INCdst

SP +- SP - 1; @SP +- src IR 71
rE -***--

dst +- dst + 1 r = 0 - F RCF CF 0-----
R 20 C+-O

IR 21
RET AF ------

INCWdst RR AO -** *-- PC +- @SP; SP +- SP + 2
dst +- dst + 1 IR A1

RLdst
~I~

90 * * **--
IRET BF * * * * * * 91
FLAGS +- @SP; SP +- SP + 1

RLC dst L:{ijO:OciJ R 10
PC +- @SP; SP +- SP + 2; IMR (7) +- 1 ****--

C 7 0 IR 11
JPcc,dst DA cD ------ RRdst l@]LciJ I~

EO
if cc is true c=O-F * * * * --

PC +-dst IRR 30
E1



Opcode
Byte
(Hex)

CO
C1

30

AddrMode Opcode Flags Affected
Instruction Byte
and Operation dst src (Hex) C Z S V 0 H

XORdst,sre (Note 1) Bo -** 0--
dst - dst XOR sre

Instruction
and Operation

RRC dst L:!ri"=6J R
C 7 0 IR

SBC dst,sre (Note 1)
dst -dst -sre-C

NOTE: These instructions have an identical set of addressing modes,
which are encoded for brevity. The first opcode nibble is found in
the instruction set table above. The second nibble is expressed
symbolically by a 0 in this table, and its value is found in the
following table to the left of the applicable addressing mode pair

For example, the opcode of an ADC instruction using the
addressing modes r (destination) and Ir (source) is 13.

SCF
C-1

SRA dst l@] @ R
IR

SRPsre 1m
RP-sre

SUBdst,sre (Note 1)
dst - dst - sre

SWAPdst I 58: R
7 43 01

IR

TCMdst,sre (Note 1)
(NOT dst) AND sre

TMdst,sre (Note 1)
dstANDsre

REGISTERS

AddrMode

dst src
Lower

Opcode Nibble
20 * * * * 1 *

FO X * * X Ir
F1

R R
60 -* * 0 R IR

70 -**0-- R 1M

IR 1M

R248P1M
Port 1 Mode Register

(F8H)

R247P3M
Port 3 Mode Register

(F7H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

III L'::::::::~~:::::::1 PORT 1 PUll UPS ACTIVE

o P35 = OUTPUT
1 P35 = iNT
RESERVED

o P33 = INPUT PM = OUTPUT
1 P33 = DAVlfRDYl PM = RCY1/DAY1

'--- 0 P31 = INPUT (TIN) P36 = OUTPUT (Tour)
1 P:J1 = DAV2IRDY2 P36 = RDY2IDAV2

o P30 = INPUT P31 = OUTPUT
1 P30 = lEI P37 = lED

o P32 = INPUT
1 P32 = INTACK

Pl0-P17 110 DEFINITION
---- 0 DEFINES BIT AS OUTPUT

1 DEFINES BIT AS INPUT

R246P2M
Port 2 Mode Register

(F6H)

P20-P27 110 DEFINITION
---- 0 DEFINES BIT AS OUTPUT

1 DEFINES BIT AS INPUT



REGISTERS (Continued)

R2511MR
Interrupt Mask Register

(FBH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~~

L'ENABLESIROO

L 1 ENABLES IRQ'

1 ENABLES IRQ2

1 ENABLES IRQ3

1 ENABLES IRQ4

1 ENABLES IROS

RESERVED

1 ENABLES INTERRUPTS

R250lRQ
Interrupt Request Register

(FAH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

~ IROo = MASTER CPU COMMUNICATIONS

~ IRQ1 = P33 INPUT

\RQ2 = P31 INPUT

IR03 = P30 INPUT

IRQ4 = To

IROS = T,

RESERVED

R2491PR
Interrupt Priority Register

(F9H. Write Only)

INTERRUPT GROUP PRIORITY
RESERVED = 000

C>A>B = 001
A>B>C = 010
A>C>B = 011
B>C>A = 100
C>B>A = 101
8>A>C = 110

RESERVED = 111

IRQ1, IRQ4 PRIORITY (GROUP C)
a = IRQ1 > IRQ4
1 = IRQ4 > IRQ'

IROO, IRQ2 PRIORITY (GROUP B)
o = IRQ2 > IROO
1 = IRQO>IRQ2

IR03, IROS PRIORITY (GROUP A)
o = IROS > IRQ3
1 = IRQ3 > IROS

R254MIC
Master CPU Interrupt Control Register

(FEH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

LO-
1 END OF MESSAGE

o WAIT ENABLE WHEN WRITE
1 WAIT DISABLE WHEN WRITE

o ENABLE LOWER CHAIN
1 DISABLE LOWER CHAIN

o DISABLE DATA TRANSFER
1 ENABLE DATA TRANSFER

o VECTOR OUTPUT
1 NO VECTOR OUTPUT

'-- 0 NO MASTER CPU INTERRUPT PENDING
1 MASTER CPU INTERRUPT PENDING

o NO INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE
1 INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE

o INTERRUPT REQUEST DISABLED
1 INTERRUPT REQUEST ENABLED

R240MIV
Master CPU Interrupt Vector Register

(FOH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I

R252 FLAGS
Flag Register

(FCH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

I I L USER FLAG F'

~ USER FLAG F2

HALF CARRY FlAG

DECIMAL ADJUST FlAG

OVERFLOW FlAG

SIGN FlAG

ZERO FlAG
L CARRY FlAG

R253 RP
Register Pointer

(FDH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
REGISTER POINTER =:J c= DON'T CARE

(r4-r7)

R255SP
Stack Pointer

(FFH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I STACK POINTER

(SPO-SP7)



REGISTERS (Continued)

RODTC
Data Transfer Control Register

(OOH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
IIEOM) 0

1 END OF MESSAGE

NO LIMIT ERROR
LIMIT ERROR

R4LC
Limit Count Register

(04H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
LIMIT COUNT VALUE

~ (RANGE: 0-255 DECIMAL
OO-FF HEX)

NO TRANSFER ERROR
TRANSFER ERROR

DISABLE DATA TRANSFER
ENABLE DATA TRANSFER

1 If 0 REGISTER POINTER

RSDIND
Data Indirection Register

(OSH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
I INDIRECTION ADDRESS

(Do = lSB)

R241 TMR
Timer Mode Register

(F1H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
RES~o~JE~o~~ ~ II L:0 :::: NO FUNCTIONTo OUT:::: 01 ~ 1 = LOAD To

INTERNAL CLOCT~ ~~~ ~ :~ 0 = DISABLE T. COUNT
1 = ENABLE To COUNT

EXTERNTA! ~~8~~ 0 = NO FUNCTION
INPUT = 00 1 = LOAD T,

TRI8~~::~~~~: ~~ 0 = DISABLE T 1 COUNT
(NON.RETRIGGERABlE) 1 = ENABLE T 1 COUNT

TRIGGER INPUT = 11
(RETRIGGERABLE)

R243 PREl
Prescaler 1 Register

(F3H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~

~C:U~,TS~~~lEEPASS
1 = T, MODULO. N

CLOCK SOURCE
o = EXTERNAL TIMING INPUT

(TIN) MODE
1 = T1 INTERNAL

PRESCAlER MODULO
l------(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL

01-00 HEX)

R242T1
CounterlTimer 1 Register

(F2H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

R244 TO
CounterlTimer 0 Register

(F4H)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
To INITIAL VALUE

~---- (RANGE: 1-256 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)

Tl INITIAL VALUE
-----(RANGE: 1-256 DECIMAL

01-00 HEX)

R24SPREO
Prescaler 0 Register

(FSH)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~

L ~~U~.TS~.?gLEE.PASS
1 ::: To MODULO· N

RESERVED

PRESCALER MOCULO
(RANGE: 1-64 DECIMAL
01-00 HEX)



Table 4. Control Register Reset Conditions

Control Register 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO Comments

OOH X X X X 0 0 0 0 Disable data transfer from

Data Transfer Control Register masterCPU

04H Not Defined

Limit Count Register

05H Not Defined

Data Indirection Register

FOH Not Defined

Interrupt Vector Register

F1H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Stops TO and T1

Timer Mode IF2H Not Defined

TO Register -••F3H X X X X X X 0 0 Single-Pass mode ITO Prescaler Do
F4H Not Defined III
T1 Register en
F5H X X X X X X 0 0 Single-Pass mode External I-T1 Prescaler clock source ••
F6H Port 2 lines defined as inputs

~Port 2 Mode

F7H 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 Ports 1, 2 open drain;

Port 3 Mode P3S = INT; P30, P3" P32,
P33 defined as input; P34,

P36, P37 defined as output.

F8H Port 1 lines defined as inputs

Port 1 Mode

F9H Not Defined

Interrupt Priority

FAH X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 Reset Interrupt Request

Interrupt Request

FBH 0 X X X X X X X Interrupts disabled

Interrupt Mask

FCH Not Defined

Flag Register

FDH Not Defined

Register Pointer

FEH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Master CPU interrupt disabled;

Master CPU Interrupt wait enable when write;

Control Register lower chain enabled

FFH Not Defined

Stack Pointer

NOTE: X means not defined.

787
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Z8590/4 AC CHARACTERISTICS

4MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Mln Max Notes*t

1 TrC Clock Rise Time 20
2 TwCH Clock High Width 105 1855
3 TIC Clock Fall Time 20
4 TwCI Clock Low Width 105 1855
5 TpC Clock Period 250 2000
6 TsND(WR) ND to WR + Setup Time 80
7 TsA/D(RD) AID to RD + Setup Time 80
8 ThND(WR) ND to WR t Hold Time 30
9 ThND(RD) ND to RD t Hold Time 30 II10 TsCSf(WR) CS + to WR + Setup Time 0 I11 TsCSf(RD) CS + to RD + Setup Time 0

12 TsCSr(WR) CS t to WR + Setup Time 60
13 TsCSr(RD) CS t to RD + Setup Time 60 l14 ThCS(WR) CS to WR t Hold Time 0

II15 ThCS(RD) CS to RD t Hold Time 0 en
16 TsDI(WR) Data in to WR + Setup Time 0 I17 Tw(WR) WR Low Width 390
18 Tw(RD) RDLowWidth 390 CI
19 ThWR(DI) Data in to WR t Hold Time 0 •n
20 TdRD(DI) Data Valid from RD + Delay [1,3]
21 ThRD(DI) Data Valid to RD t Hold Time 0 [3]
22 TdRD(DIZ) Data Bus Float Delay from RD t 70 [3J
23 TdRD(DBAl RD + to Read Data Active Delay 0 [3]
24 TdWR(W) WR + to WAIT + Delay 150
25 TdRD(W) RD + to WAIT + Delay 150
26 TdDl(W) Data Valid to WAIT t Delay 0 [3]
27 TsACK(RD) INTACK + to RD + Setup Time 90 [2]
28 TdRD(DI) RD + to Vector Valid Delay 255
29 ThRD(ACK) RD t to INTACK t Hold Time 0
30 ThIEI(RD) lEI to RD t Hold Time 100
31 TwRDI RD (Acknowledge) Low Width 255
32 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to lED Delay 120 [3J
33 TsIEI(RD) lEI to RD + Setup Time 150
34 TdACKf(IEO) INTACK + to lED + Delay 250
35 TdACKr(IEO) INTACK t to lED t Delay 250

NOTES:
[1J This parameter is dependent on the stateof the UPCat the time of • Timings are preliminaryand subject to change. Units in nanoseconds

masterCPU access. (ns).
[2J In case where daisy chain is not used. t The timing characteristicsgiven reference2.av as High and a.BV as
[3J All output ac parametersusetest load 1. Low.
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Z8090/4 AC CHARACTERISTICS

4MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max Notes*t

TrC Clock Rise Time 20
2 TwCh Clock High Width 105 1855
3 TfC Clock Fall Time 20
4 TwCI Clock Low Width 105 1855
5 TpC Clock Period 250 2000

6 TsCS(AS) CS to AS t Setup Time 0 [1J
7 ThCS(AS) CS to AS t Hold Time 60 [1]
8 TsA(AS) Address to AS t Setup Time 30 [1]
9 ThA(AS) Address to AS t Hold Time 50 [1J I:10 TwAS AS Low Width 70 I11 TdDS(DR) DS t to Read Data Not Valid 0

12 TdDS(DRz) DS t to Read Data Float Delay 70 [2J
13 TdAS(DS) AS t to DS • Delay 60 2095 I14 TdDS(AS) DS t AS • Delay 50
15 ThDW(DS) Write Data to DS t Hold Time 30 [1J I:

CI'I
16 TdDS(DR) DS • to Read Data Valid Delay [3J I
17 TdAz(DS) Address Float to DS Delay 0 -•18 TwDS DS Low Width 390 CI
19 TsRWR(DS) Rm (Read) to DS • Setup Time 100 ~
20 TsRWW(DS) R/W (Write) to DS. Setup Time 0

21 TsDW(DSf) Write Data to DS • Setup Time 30
22 TdAS(W) AS t to WAIT. Valid Delay 195
23 ThRW(DS) Rm to DS t Hold Time 60
24 TsDR(W) Read Data Valid to WAIT t 0
25 TsIA(AS) INTACK to AS t Setup Time 0

26 ThIA(AS) INTACK to AS t Hold Time 250
27 TdAS(DSA) AS t to DS. (Acknowledge) Delay 940
28 TdDSA(DR) DS. (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay 360
29 TwDSA DS. (Acknowledge) Low Width 475
30 TdAS(IEO) AS t to lEa Delay 290

31 TdIElf(IEO) lEI to lEa Delay 120
32 TsIEI(DSA) lEI to DS. (Acknowledge) Setup Time 150
33 TdDS(INT) DS +to INT Delay 500
34 ThIEI(DS) lEI to DS t Hold Time 100

NOTES:
[1] Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions. • Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds
[2] The maximum value for TdAS(DS) does not apply to Interrupt (ns).

Acknowledge transactions. t The timing characteristics given reference 2.0V as High and O.8V as
[3] This parameter is dependent on the state of UPC at the time of master Low. All output ac parameters use test load 1.

CPU access.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS
Handshake Timing

Number Symbol Parameter

1 TsDI(DA) Data in Setup Time

2 ThDA(DI) Data in Hold Time

3 TwDA Data Available Width

4 TdDAL(RY) Data Available Low to Ready

Delay Time

5 TdDAH(RY) Data Available High to Ready

Delay Time

6 TdDO(DA) Data Out to Data Available Delay Time

7 TdRY(DA) Ready to Data Available Delay Time

4MHz
Min Max Notes·t

0

230

175 [1,2]

20 175 [1,2]

0 [2,3]

150 [1,2]

0 [2,3]

50 [2]

0 205 [2]

NOTES:
[1) Input Handshake.
[2) Test Load 1.
(3) Output Handshake .
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds

(ns).
t All timing references assume 2.0V for a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic

"0': All output ac parameters use test load 1.



AC CHARACTERISTICS
8090/8094 Reset Timing

1 TdDSQ(AS)

2 TdASQ(DS)

3 TwRES

Parameter

Delay from OS t to AS ~ for No Reset

Delay from AS t to OS ~for No Reset

Minimum Width of AS and OS both Low for Reset

4MHz
Min Max Notes·t

40 [2J

I50 [2]

250 [1,2] -•l
g
CII

I-•d..,
n

4MHz
Min Max Notes·t

40 [2]

50 [2]

250 [1,2]

NOTES:
(1) Internal reset signal is '/2 to 2 clock delays from external reset condition.
[2) 8090, 8094
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds

(ns).
t All timing references assume 2.0V for a logic "1" and 0.8Vlor a logic

"0':

1 TdRDQ(WR)

2 TdWRQ(RD)

3 TwRES

Delay from RD t to WR ~for No Reset

Delay from WR t to RD ~ for No Reset

Minimum Width of WR and RD both Low for Reset

NOTES:
[1] Internal reset signal is '/2 to 2 clock delays from external reset condition.
[2J8590, 8594
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds

(ns).
t All timing references assume 2.0Vlor a logic "1" and 0.8V for a logic

"0':
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AC CHARACTERISTICS
RAM Version Program Memory Timing

4MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min Max

1 TwMAS Memory Address Strobe Width 60

2 TdA(MAS) Address Valid to Memory Address Strobe t Delay 30

3 TdMRIW(MAS) Memory ReadlWrite to Memory Address Strobe t Delay 30

4 TdMDS(A) Memory Data Strobe t to Address Change Delay 60

5 TdMDS(MRIW) Memory Data Strobe t to Memory ReadlWrite Not

Valid Delay 80

6 Tw(MDS) Memory Data Strobe Width (Write Case) 160

7 TdDO(MDS) Data Out Valid to Memory Data Strobe ~ Delay 30

8 TdMDS(DO) Memory Data Strobe t to Data Out Change Delay 30

9 Tw(MDS) Memory Data Strobe Width (Read Case) 230

10 TdMDS(DI) Memory Data Strobe ~to Data In Valid Delay 160

11 TdMAS(DI) Memory Address Strobe t to Data In Valid Delay 280

12 ThMDS(DI) Memory Data Strobe t to Data In Hold Time 0

13 TwSY Instruction Sync Out Width 160

14 TdSY(MDS) Instruction Sync Out to Memory Data Strobe Delay 200

15 Twl Interrupt Request via Port 3 Input Width 100

NOTES:
[1J Delay times are specified for an input clock frequency of 4 MHz. When

operating at a lower frequency, the increase in input clock period must
be added to the specified delay time.

[2J Data strobe width is specified for an input clock frequency of 4 MHz.
When operating at a lower frequency, the increase in three input clock
periods must be added to the specified width. Data strobe width varies
according to the instruction being executed.

[3J Address strobe and data strobe to data in valid delay times represent
memory system acess times and are given for a 4 MHz input
frequency.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. Units in nanoseconds
(ns).

t All timing references assume 2.OV for a logic "1" and o.BVfor a logic
"0': All output ac parameters use test load 2.

The DC characteristics listed below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND. Positive current flows into
the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75V ~ Vcc ~ +5.25V

• Vss = GND = OV

• O°C~ TA~ + 70°C

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.



Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... - 0.5V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature . . . . . . . . See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°Cto + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit

VCH Clock Input High Voltage 2.4 VCC V

VCl Clock Input low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 VCC V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V

IlL Input Leakage -10 10 IJA

IOL Output Leakage -10 10 IJA

Icc Vcc Supply Current 250 mA

1. For Ao·A", Do·D7, and MRiW on the Protopack versions, 10H = 100 ~A and 10L = 1.0 mA.
2. For Protopack versions, ICC = 250 mA plus the current for the memory IC used.

IOH = -250IJA

IOL = +2.0mA

0 •• VIN'" + 5.25V

0 •• VIN'" + 5.25V

UPC Non-Multiplexed Bus, XRAM 4.0 MHz
40-pin Protopack

Z8594 RS

UPC, 2K ROM, 4.0 MHz
40-pln DIP
Z8590 PS
Z8590 CS

Codes
First letter is for package; second letter is for temperature.

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

Z-UPC, XRAM, 4.0 MHz
40-pln Proto pack

Z8094 RS

Z-UPC, 2K ROM, 4.0 MHz
40-pln DIP
Z8090 PS
Z8090CS

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°C to +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.
tAvailable soon.



Z8516 DMATransfer
Controller (DTC)

Product
Specification

• Two independent multi-function channels

• Transfer Modes: single, demand dedicated with bus
hold, demand dedicated with bus release, demand
interleave

• Memory/peripheral transfers up to 2.66 Megabyte/
second at 4MHz and 4 Megabyte/second at 6MHz

• Memory/memory flowthrough transfer up to 1.33
Megabyte/second at 4MHz and 2 Megabyte/second at 6
MHz

• 16 Megabyte physical addressing range in each address
space

• Data types: byte-to-byte, word-to-word, byte/word
funneling

• Automatic loading/reloading of control parameters by
each channel

• Optional automatic chaining of operations

• Masked data pattern matching for search operations

• Vectored interrupts on selected transfer conditions

• Software or hardware wait state insertion

• Address increment, decrement, or hold

• Channel interleave operations

• Interleave operations with system bus

• Base registers for efficient repetitive operations

• Reload word table for efficient channel initialization

• Software DMA request

The Z8516 Universal DMA Transfer Controller (DTC) is a
high performance peripheral interface circuit for non-Z-BUS
CPUs (Figure 1). In addition to providing data block transfer
capability between memory and peripherals, each of the
DTC's two channels can perform peripheral-to-peripheral
and memory-to-memory transfers (Figure 2). A special
Search Mode of Operation compares data read from a
memory or peripheral source with the contents of a pattern
register.

For all DMA operations (search, transfer, and transfer-
and-search), the DTC can operate with either byte or word
data sizes. In some system configurations it may be
necessary to transfer between word-organized memory and
a byte-oriented peripheral. The DTC provides a byte
packing/unpacking capability through its byte-word
funnelling transfer or transfer-and-search option. Some
DMA applications may continuously transfer data between

the same two memory areas; these applications may not
require the flexibility inherent in reloading registers from
memory tables. Toservice these repetitive DMA operations,
base registers, which reinitialize the current source and
destination Address and Operation Count registers, are
provided on each channel. To change the data transfer
direction under CPU control, provision is made for
reassigning the source address as a destination and the
destination as a source, eliminating the need for actual
reloading of these address registers.

DMA devices frequently must interface to slow peripherals
or slow memory. In addition to providing a hardware WAIT
input, the Z8516 DTC allows the user to program the
automatic insertion of either 0, 1,2, or 4 wait states for either
source or destination addresses. The user may even disable
the wait pin function and exclusively use these software-
programmed wait states.



High throughput and powerful transfer options are less
useful if a DMA requires frequent reloading by the host CPU.
The Z8516 minimizes CPU interactions by allowing each
channel to load its control parameters from memory into the
channel's control registers. The only CPU action required is
to load the control parameter table's address into the

channel's Chain Address register and then issue a Start
Chain Command to start the register loading operation. This
reloading operation is called command chaining and the
table is called the Chain Control Table.

The Z8516 DTC is packaged in a 48-pin DIP and uses a
single + 5V power supply.

INTERFACE
TO
PERIPHERALS

ADo-AD15. Address/Data Bus (bidirectional, active High,
3-state). The .ime-multiplexed bus is used for all 1/0 and
memory transactions. ADo is the least significant bit
position; AD15 is the most significant. The presence of
addresses is defined by the timing edge of ALE; the

asserted or requested presence of data is defined by the OS
signal. When the DTC is in control of the system bus, it
dominates the AD Bus; when the DTe is not in control of the
system bus, the CPU or other external devices dominate the
AD Bus.
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A16-A23. Upper Address Bus (output, 3-state). A16-A23 are
activated only when the OTC is controlling the system bus.
Combined with the lower 16 address bits appearing on ADo
through A01s, this 24-bit linear address allows the OTC to
access anywhere within 16 Megabytes of memory.

ALE. Address Latch Enable (output, active High). This
signal is provided by the OTC to latch the address signals
AOo-A01S into the address latch. This pin is never floated.

BAl. Bus Acknowledge In (input, active High). BAI is an
asynchronous signal indicating that the CPU has
relinquished the bus and that no higher priority device has
assummed bus control. Since BAI, before being used, is
internally synchronized by the OTC, transitions on BAI do
not have to be synchronous with the OTC clock. The BAI
input is usually connected to the HLOA line from the CPU or
to the output of a priority decoder.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (output, active High). This signal is
used by the OTC to obtain control of the bus from the CPU.
BUSREQ lines from multiple devices are connected to a
priority encoder.

BtW. ByteNVord (output, 3-state). This output indicates the
size of data transferred on the AOo-A01S bus. High indicates
a byte (8-bit) transfer; Low indicates a word (16-bit) transfer.
This output is activated when ALE is High and remains valid
for the duration of the whole transaction. All word-sized data
is word aligned and must be addressed by even addresses
(Ao = 0). When addressing byte read transactions, the least
significant address bit determines which byte is needed; an

even address specifies the most significant byte (AOa-A01s)
and an odd address specifies the least significant byte
(ADo-AD?). This addressing mechanism applies to memory
accesses as well as 1/0 accesses. When the OTC is a slave, it
ignores the B/W signal and this pin floats to 3-state OFF.

CLK. OTC Clock (input). The clock signal controls the
internal operations and the rates of data transfers. It is
usually derived from a master system clock or the
associated CPU clock. The Clock input requires a high
voltage input signal. Many OTC input signals can make
transitions independent of the OTC clock; these signals can
be asynchronous to the OTC clock. On other signals, such
as WAIT inputs, transitions must meet setup and hold
requirements relative to the OTC clock.

CS. Chip Select (input, active Low). A CPU or other external
device uses CS to activate the OTC for reading and writing of
its internal registers. There are no timing requirements
between the CS input and the OTC clock; the CS input
timing requirements are only defined relative to OS signal
timings. This pin is ignored when the OTC is in control of the
system bus.

DACK1• DACK2' OMA Acknowledge (output, active Low,
one per channel). OACK indicates that the channel is
performing a OMA operation. OACK is pulsed, held active,
or held inactive during OMA operations as programmed in
the Channel Mode register. For Flowthrough operations, the
peripheral is fully addressed using the conventional I/O
addressing protocols and therefore may choose to ignore



OACK. 5ACR is always output as programmed in the
Channel Mode register for a OMA operation, even when the
operation is initiated by a CPU software request command
or as a result of chaining. OACK is not output during the
chaining operations.

OREQ1' OREQ2' DMA Request (input, active Low, one per
channel). OREQ may make transitions independent of the
OTC clock; these lines are used by external logic to initiate
and control OMA operations performed by the OTC.

OS. Data Strobe (bidirectional, active Low). A Low on this
signal indicates that the AOo-A015 bus is being used for
data transfer. When the OTC is not in control of the system
bus and the external system is transferring information to or
from the OTC, OS is a timing input used by the OTC to move
data to or from the AOo-A015 bus. Data is written into the
OTC by the external system on the Low-to-High OS
transition. Data is read from the OTC by the external system
while OS is Low. There are no timing requirements between
OS as an input and the OTC clock; this allows use of the OTC
with a system bus which does not have a bussed clock
(Figure 26). During a OMA operation when the OTC is in
control of the system, OS is an output generated by the OTC
and used by the system to move data to or from the
AOo-A015 bus. When the OTC has bus control, it writes to
the external system by placing data on the AOo-A015 bus
before the High-to-Low OS transition and holding the data
stable until after the Low-to-High OStransition; while reading
from the external system the Low-to-High transition of OS
inputs data from the AOo-A015 bus into the OTC (Figure 27).

EOP. End of Process (bidirectional, active Low, open drain).
EOP must be pulled up with an external resistor of 1.8 ohm
or more. When a TC or MC termination occurs, the OTC
emits an output pulse on EOR An external source may
terminate a OMA operation in progress by driving EOP Low.
EOP always applies to the active channel; if no channel is
active, EOP is ignored.

iN'i'.lnterrupt Request (output, open drain, active Low). INT
is used to interrupt the CPU. It is driven Low whenever the IP
and CIE bits of the Status Register are set. It is cleared by the
OTC after receiving a clear IP command.

iNTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active Low).
INTACK indicates that the request for interrupt has been
granted. The OTC places a vector onto the AD bus if the No
Vector on Interrupt bit (MM3) is reset.

MtiO. Memory/Input-Output (output, 3-state). This signal
specifies the type of transaction. A High on this pin indicates
a memory transaction; a Low indicates an 1/0 transaction. It
floats to a tri-state level when OTC is not in control of the
system bus.

NtS'. Normal/System (output, 3-state). This signal is
activated only when OTC is the master. Normal is indicated
when N/Sis High. This signal supplements the MilO line and
is used to indicate whether memory or 1/0 space is being
accessed.

pli>. Pointer/Data (input). This signal indicates information
on the AOo-A015 bus only when the OTC is the bus slave. A
High on this signal indicates that the information on the AD
bus is an address of the internal register to be accessed. The
data on the AD bus is loaded into the Pointer register of the
OTC. A Low on this signal indicates that a data transfer is
taking place between the bus and the internal register
designated by the Pointer register. Note that if a transaction
is carried out with R/W High and P/D High, the contents of
the Pointer register will be read.

RBEN. Receive Buffer Enable (output, open drain, active
Low). When OTC is in control of the system bus, a Low on this
output indicates that the data is being transferred from the
data bus lines to the OTC through the buffer. The purpose of
this signal is to eliminate bus contention. This pin floats to a
tri-state level when the OTC is not in control of the system
bus.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET disables the OTC
and clears its Master Mode register.

RtW. ReadlWrite (bidirectional, 3-state). Read polarity is
High and write polarity is Low. R/W indicates the data
direction of the current bus transaction, and is stable from
when ALE is High until the bus transaction ends. When the
OTC is not in control of the system bus and the external
system is transferring information to or from the OTC, R/W is
a status input used by the OTC to determine if data is
entering or leaving on the AOo-A015 bus during OS time. In
such a case, Read (High) indicates that the system is
requesting data from the OTC and Write (Low) indicates that
the system is presenting data to the OTC. There are no
timing requirements between Rm as an input and the OTC
clock; transitions on Rm as an input are only defined
relative to OS. When the OTC is in control of the system bus,
R/W is an output generated by the OTC, with Read
indicating that data is being requested from the addressed
location or device, and Write indicating that data is being
presented to the addressed location or device. Flyby OMA
operations are a special case where RIW is valid for the
normally addressed memory or peripheral locations and
must be interpreted in reverse by the Flyby peripheral that
uses it.

T'iiErii. Transmit Buffer Enable (output, open drain, active
Low). When OTC is a bus master, a Low on this output
indicates that the data is being transferred through the buffer
from the OTC to the data bus lines. The purpose ofthis signal
is to eliminate bus contention. When OTC is not in control of
the system bus, these pins float to 3-state OFF.

WAiT. Wait (input, active Low). Slow memories and
peripheral devices may use WAIT to extend OS and RBEN
or TBEN during operation. Unlike the CS input, transitions
on the WAIT input must meet certain timing requirements
relative to the OTC clock. The Wait function may be disabled
using a control bit in the Master Mode register (MM2).



The Z8516 DTC block diagram (Figure 1) illustrates the
internal registers. Table 1 lists each register with its size and
read/write access restrictions. Registers which can be read
by the CPU are either fast (F) or slow (8) readable. Fast
registers can be read by a normal CPU I/O operation without
additional wait states. Reading slow registers requires
multiple wait states. Registers can be written \'N) to by the

host CPU and/or can be loaded by the DMA channel itself
during chaining (C). All reads or writes must be word
accesses since, in slave mode, the DTC ignores the BIW
line. It is the responsibility of the user to supply the
necessary external logic if slow readable registers are to be
read.

Bit Access Port Address
Name Size Number Type CH·1/CH·2

Master Mode Register 4 1 FW 38

PointerRegister 6 1 FW

Chain-Control Register 10 1 C

TemporaryRegister 16 1 0

Command Register 8 1 W 2E/2C"

Current Address Register-A:
Upper-AddresslTagfield 14 2 CFW 1A118
Lower-Addressfield 16 2 CFW OAl08

Current Address Register-B:
Upper-AddresS/Tagfield 14 2 CFW 12/10
Lower-Addressfield 16 2 CFW 02/00

BaseAddress Register-A:
Upper-AddresslTagfield 14 2 CFW 1E/1C
Lower-Addressfield 16 2 CFW OE/OC

BaseAddress Register-B:
Upper-AddresslTagfield 14 2 CFW 16/14
Lower-Addressfield 16 2 CFW 06/04

Current Operation Count 16 2 CFW 32/30

Base Operation Count 16 2 CFW 36/34

PatternRegister 16 2 CSW 4A148

Mask Register 16 2 CSW 4E/4C

StatusRegister 16 2 F 2E/2C

Interrupt SaveRegister 16 2 F 2A128

Interrupt VectorRegister 8 2 CSW 5A158

Channel Mode Register-High 5 2 CS 56/54

Channel Mode Register-Low 16 2 CSW 52/50

Chain Address Register:
Upper-AddresslTagfield 10 2 CFW 26/24
Lower-Addressfield 16 2 CFW 22/20

Access Codes: C = Chain Loadable S = Slow Readable
0 = Accessible by OTCchannel W = Writeable by CPU
F = FastReadable

NOTE: The address of the register to be accessed is stored in the Pointer register.
"The port addresses of the Command register can be used alternately for both channels except when issuing a SeUClear fP command.



The internal registers are read or written in two steps. When
the P/D input is High, the address of the register to be
accessed is written to the Pointer register. When P/D input is
Low, the data is read from or written into the desired register
which is indicated by the Pointer register. Note that a read
with P/D High causes the contents of the Pointer register to
be read on AD1 through ADa·

The DTC registers can be categorized into chip-level
registers and channel-level registers.

Chip-Level Registers

Chip-level registers are duplicated for each channel and
control the overall operation and configuration of the DTC.

The five chip-level registers are:

• Master Mode
selects the way the DTC chip interfaces to the system

• Pointer
written to by the host CPU when the P/D input is High.
The data in the Pointer register is the address of the
internal register to be accessed

• Chain Control
used by a channel while it is reloading its channel-level
registers from memory

• Temporary
used to hold data for Flowthrough TransferlTransfer-and-
Searches

• Command
written to by the host CPU to initiate certain operations
within the DTC chip, such as resetting the unit

Master Mode Register. The 4-bit Master Mode register
(Figure 5) controls the chip-level interfaces. It can be read
from and written to by the host CPU through pins ADo-AD3
without wait states, but it is not load able by chaining. On a
reset, the Master Mode register is cleared to all zeroes.

I I I L.- CHIP ENABLE

~-- CPU INTERLEAVE ENABLE

----- WAIT LINE ENABLE

------- NO VECTOR ON INTERRUPT

The Chip Enable bit, when set to 1, enables the DTC to
request the bus. When enabled, the DTC can perform DMA
Operations and reload registers. It can always issue
interrupts and respond to interrupt acknowledges. When
the Chip Enable bit is cleared to 0, the DTC is inhibited from
requesting control of the system bus and, therefore,
inhibited from performing chaining or DMA operations.

The CPU Interleave bit enables interleaving between the
CPU and the DTC.

The Wait Line Enable bit enables sampling of the WAIT line
during Memory and 1/0 transactions. Because the DTC
provides the ability to insert software programmable wait
states, users may disable sampling of the WAIT pin to
eliminate the logic driving this pin. The Wait Line Enable bit
provides this flexibility. The Wait States section of this
document includes details on wait state insertion.

The No Vector on Interrupt bit selects whether the DTC
channel or a peripheral returns a vector during interrupt
acknowledge cycles. When this bit is cleared, a channel
receiving an interrupt acknowledge drives the contents of its
Interrupt Save register onto the ADO-AD15 data bus while
INTACK is Low. If this bit is set, interrupts are serviced in an
identical manner, but the ADo-AD15 data bus remains in a
high impedance state throughout the acknowledge cycle.

Pointer Register. The Pointer register contains the address
of the internal register to be accessed. It can be read or
written by the CPU when the P/Dline is High.

Chain Control Register. When a channel starts a chaining
operation, it fetches a Reload word from the memory
location pointed to by the Chain Address register (Figure
11). This word is then stored in the Chain Control register.
The CPU cannot read to or write from the Chain Control
register. Once a channel starts a chain operation, the
channel will not relinquish bus control until all registers
specified in the Reload word are reloaded unless an EOP
signal is issued to the chip. Issuing an EOP to a channel
during chaining prevents the chain operation from resuming
and allows the contents of the Reload Word register to be
discarded.

Temporary Register. The Temporary register is used to
store data during Flowthrough transfers and to hold data
being compared during a Search or a Transfer-and-Search.
The CPU cannot read to or write from the Temporary
register. In byte-word funnelling, data may be loaded into or
out of the Temporary register on a byte-by-byte basis, with
bytes moving between the low byte of the data bus and the
high byte of the Temporary register. The Transfer section
carries further details.

Command Register. The DTC Command register (Figure
25) is an a-bit write-only register written to by the host CPU.
The Command register is loaded from the data on ADrADo;
the data on AD15-ADa is disregarded. A complete
discussion of the commands is given in the Command
Descriptions section.

Channel-Level Registers

Each of the DTC's two channels has a complete set of
channel-level registers (Figure 6), which can be divided into
two subcategories: General Purpose and Special Purpose.



---1 STATUS
REGISTER--

General Purpose Registers

The general purpose registers are:

• Current Address Register A (ARA)

• Current Address Register B (ARB)

• Base Address Register A (ARA)

• Base Address Register B (ARB)

• Current Operation Count

• Base Operation Count

• Channel Mode

Current and Base Address Registers A and B. The
Current Address registers A and B (Current ARA and ARB)
are used to point to the source and destination addresses for
DMA operations. The contents of the Base Address
registers A and B (Base ARA and ARB) are loaded into the

Current ARA and ARB registers at the end of a DMA
operation if the user enables Base-to-Current reloading in
the Completion Field of the Channel Mode register. This
facilitates DMA operations without reloading of the Current
registers. The ARA and ARB registers can be loaded during
chaining, can be written to by the host CPU without wait
states, and can be read by the CPU.

Each of the Base and Current ARA and ARB registers
consists of two words organized as a 6-bit Tag Field and an
8-bit Upper Address in one word and a 16-bit Lower
Address in the other (Figure 7). The Tag Field selects
whether the address is to be incremented, decremented, or
left unchanged, as well as the status codes associated with
the address. The Tag Field also allows the user to insert 0, 1,
2, or 4 wait states into memory or I/O accesses addressed
by the offset and segment fields.



ADDRESS REFERENCE FIELD
00 = SYSTEM 1/0
01 = SYSTEM MEMORY
10 = NORMAL 1/0
11 = NORMAL MEMORY

....----- ADDRESS CONTROL FIELD
00 = INCREMENT ADDRESS
01 = DECREMENT ADDRESS
1X = HOLD ADDRESS

I
WAIT CONTROL FIELD
00 = 0 WAIT STATES
01 = 1 WAtT STATES
10 = 2 WAIT STATES
11 = 4 WAIT STATES-- ----764321

_0410,10,1011001
I II I L ~""""'",,,''CO •• ,."
I PULSED oACK (CM18)

I HARDWARE REQUEST MASK (CM19)

I SOFTWARE REQUEST ICM20)

I.:~::'~~1.::~ I I I
BTOC{ TC~:~~c:.~~MC

(CM10.12) EQP

INTERRUPT { TC --------'

ENABLE MC
(CM7·1I1 EQP

The Address Reference Select Field in the Tag Field selects
whether the address pertains to memory space or 1/0
space. Note that the N/S output pin may be either High
(indicating Normal) or Low (indicating System). At the end of
each iteration of a DMA Operation, the user selects to
increment, decrement, or leave the address unchanged. 1/0
addresses, if changed, are always incrementedl
decremented by 2. Memory addresses are changed by 1 if
the address points to a by1eoperand (as programmed in the
Channel Mode register's Operation field) and by 2 if the
address points to a word operand. For word operands, the
address must be even to avoid unpredictable results. An
even or odd address may be used to point to a byte
operand. Since memory byte operand addresses
increment/decrement by 1, they toggle between even and
odd values. Since 1/0 byte operand addresses
increment/decrement by 2, once programmed to an even or
an odd value, they remain even or odd, allowing
consecutive 1/0 operations to access the same half of the
data bus. High bus is for even address; low bus is for odd.

Current and Base Operation Count Registers. Both the
Current and Base Operation Count registers may be loaded
during chaining, and may be written to, and read from, by
the host CPU.

The 16·bit Current Operation Count register is used to
specify the number of words or by1es to be transferred-
and-searched. For word-to-word operations and by1e-word

funnelling, the Current Operation Count register must be
programmed with the number of words to be transferred or
searched.

Each time data is transferred or searched, the Operation
Count register is decremented by 1. Once all of the data is
transferred or searched: the transfer or search operation
stops, the Current Operation Count register contains all
zeroes, and the TC bit in the Status register is 1. If the transfer
or search stops before the Current Operation Count register
reaches 0, the contents of the register indicate the number of
by1esor words remaining to be transferred or searched. This
allows a prematurely stopped channel to be restarted where
it left off without requiring reloading of the Current Operation
Count register.

For by1e-to-byte operations, the Current Operation Count
register should specify the number of by1esto be transferred
or searched. Setting the Current Operation Count register to
0000 allows the maximum number of 64K by1es to be
specified.

Channel Mode Registers. The Channel Mode registers
are two words wide. There are 21 bits defined in each
Channel Mode register; the other 11 bits are unused.
(Figure 8). The Channel Mode registers may be loaded
during chaining and may be read by the host CPU. CPU
reads of the Channel Mode register are slow reads and
require insertion of multiple wait states. The Channel Mode



low word (bits 0-15) may be written to directly by the host
CPU. The Channel Mode register selects what type of DMA
operation the channel is to perform, how the operation is to
be executed, and what action, if any, is to be taken when the
channel finishes.

The Data Operation Field and the Transfer Field select the
type of operation the channel is to perform and the operand
size of bytes or words. The possible bit combinations and
their interpretation are given in Table 2. The Flip bit is used to
select whether the Cu rrent ARA points to the sou rce and the
Current ARB points to the destination, or vice-versa. The
types of operations are described in detail in the DMA
operations section.

Data Operation Field

Operand Size Transaction
Code ARA ARB 'TYpe

Transfer
0001 Byte Byte Flowthrough
100X Byte Word Flowthrough
0000 Word Word Flowthrough
0011 Byte Byte Flyby
0010 Word Word Flyby

Transfer-and-Search
0101 Byte Byte Flowthrough
110X Byte Word Flowthrough
0100 Word Word Flowthrough
0111 Byte Byte Flyby
0110 Word Word Flyby

Search
1111 Byte Byte N/A
1110 Word Word N/A
101X Illegal

Match Control Field/Transfer Type

Code Match Control Transfer 'TYpe

00 Stop on No Match Single Transfer
01 Stop on No Match Demand (Bus Hold)
10 Stop on Word Match Demand (Bus Release)
11 Stop on Byte Match Demand Interleave

The Completion Field defines the action taken by the
channel at the end of a DMA operation. This field is
discussed in the Completion Options section.

The 2-bit Match Control Field selects whether matches use
an 8-bit or 16-bit pattern and whether the channel is to
Stop-On-Match or Stop-On-No-Match. See Table 2 and the
Search section for details.

The Software Request bit and Hardware Mask bit can be set
and cleared by software command by loading the Channel
Mode register. These bits are described in detail in the
Initiating DMA Operations section.

The DACK Control bit is used to specify when the DACK pin
is driven active. When this bit is cleared, the channel's DACK
pin is active whenever the channel is performing a DMA
Operation, regardless of the type of transaction. If this bit is
set, the DACK pin is inactive during chaining, Flowthrough
Transfers, Flowthrough Transfer-and-Searches, and
Searches. It is pulsed active during Flyby Transfers and
Flyby Transfers-and-Searches when necessary to strobe
data into or out of the Flyby peripheral. Flyby operations are
discussed in detail in the Flyby Transactions section.

Special Purpose Registers

The special-purpose registers are:

• Pattern and Mask

• Status

• Interrupt Save

• Interrupt Vector

• Chain Address

Pattern and Mask Registers. The 16-bit Pattern and Mask
registers are used in Search and Transfer-and-Search
operations. Both the Pattern and Mask registers may be
loaded by chaining, and may be written to, and read from,
by the host CPU (provided wait states are inserted since
these registers are slow readable). The Pattern register
contains the pattern which is compared to the read data.
Setting a Mask register bit to 1 specifies that the bit always
matches. The Search and Transfer-and-Search sections
include further details.

Status Register. The two 16-bit Status registers, depicted
in Figure 9, are read-only registers which the CPU can read
without wait states. Each of these registers reports on the
status of its associated channel.
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The Interrupt Status Field contains the Channel Interrupt
Enable (CIE) and Interrupt Pending (IP) bits. These bits are
described in detail in the Interrupt section of this document.

The DTC Status Field's four bits are the Second Interrupt
Pending (SIP), Waiting For Bus (WFB), No Auto-Reload or
Chain (NAC), and Chain Abort (CA) bits. These bits reflect
the current channel state and are accessible to the CPU.

When the channel has been properly initialized and is
waiting for a command from the host CPU, all four of these
bits are set to O. If the channel requires access to the bus to
carry out a DMA operation, it sets the WFB bit. Whether the
channel also sets BUSREQ Low depends on the setting of
MMO, the Chip Enable bit, and the current status of the bus.

If a channel completes a DMA operation and neither
base-to-current reloading nor auto-chaining was enabled,
the NAC is set. This bit is reset if the channel receives a Start
Chain command.

When two interrupts are queued in the channel, the SIP bit is
set, which prohibits any further activity until an Interrupt
Acknowledge clears this bit.

Both CA and NAC bits are set by an EOP signal during
chaining or if a Reset command is issued to the DTC. The CA
bit is cleared when a new Chain Address SegmentlTag word
or Offset word is loaded into the Channel's Address
registers. NAC cannot be cleared until CA is cleared.

The Hardware Interface Field's Hardware Request (HRQ) bit
monitors the channel's DREQ input pin. When the DREQ pin
is Low, the HRQ bit is set to 1; when the DREQ pin is High,
the HRQ pin is cleared to O. The Hardware Mask (HM) bit,
when set, prevents the DTC from responding to a Low on
DREQ. Note, however, thatthe Hardware Request bit always
reports the true (unmasked) status of DREQ regardless of
the setting of the HM bit.

The Completion Field indicates why the most recent DMA
operation ended. New data is loaded into these bits
overwriting, and thereby erasing, the old setting. Three bits
indicate whether the DMA operation ended as a result of a
terminal count (TC), match condition (MC), or
end-of-process (EOP) termination. If the DMA operation
ended as a result of the Operation Count reaching 0, this is a

TC termination and STO, the TC bit, is set to 1. The MC bit is
set to 1 if an MC termination occurred because the match
condition has been met, regardless of whether
Stop-On-Match or Stop-On-No-Match was selected. The
EOP bit is set to 1 only when an external EOP ends a DMA
transfer; it is not set to 1 for an EOP issued during chaining.
Note that two, or even all three bits, may be set if multiple
reasons exist for ending the DMA operation. The MCH and
MCL bits report on the match state of the upper and lower
comparator bytes respectively. These bits are set to 1 when
the associated comparator byte has a match and are reset
otherwise, regardless of whether Stop-On-Match or
Stop-On-No-Match is programmed. Regardless of the DMA
operation performed, these bits determine which byte
matched or did not match when using B-bit matches with
word searches and transfer-and-searches.

The three reserved bits return Osduring reads.

Interrupt Vector and Interrupt Save Registers. Each
channel has an Interrupt Vector register and an Interrupt
Save register. The Interrupt Vector is B bits wide and is written
to, and read from, on ADo-AD? The Interrupt Vector register
contains the vector or identifier to be output during an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. When an interrupt occurs
(IP = 1) either because a DMA operation terminated or
because EOP was driven Low during chaining, the contents
ofthe Interrupt Vector register and part ofthe Channel Status
register are stored in the 16-bit Interrupt Save register
(Figure 10). The Interrupt Save register is read without wait
states by the CPU.

With the vector and status safely stored, a new vector can be
loaded into the Interrupt Vector register during chaining and
a new DMA operation can be performed before an interrupt
acknowledge cycle occurs. A second interrupt suspends
activity in the channel until one of the bits is cleared.

As soon as the first clear IP command is issued, the status
and vector for the second interrupt are loaded into the
Interrupt Save register and channel operation resumes. The
DTC can retain only two interrupts for each channel; a third
operation cannot be initiated until the first interrupt has been
cleared. The Interrupt section has further details.
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Chain Address Register. Each channel has a Chain
Address register which points to the chain control table in
memory containing data to be loaded into the channel's
registers. The Chain Address register, as shown in Figure
11, is two words long. The first word consists of an Upper
Address and Tag field. The second word contains the 16-bit
Lower Address portion of the memory address. The Tag field
contains 2 bits used to designate the number of wait states to
be inserted during accesses to the Chain Control Table.

The Chain Address register may be loaded during chaining
and the host CPU, without wait states, may read from and
write to it. During chaining, if an EOP is issued to the OTC,
the Chain Address register holds the old address. This is
true even if the access failure occurred while new Chain
Address data was being loaded, since, unless both words of

the new data are successfully read, the old data is restored.
EOPs that occur, when chaining and while loading a new
Chain Address, cause the new data to be lost.
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Any OMA operation, transfer, search, or transfer-and-
search, consists of three phases:

• The channel's registers are initialized to specify and
control the desired OMA operation.

• The OMA operation is started and performed.

• The OMA operation is terminated and actions selected to
occur on termination are performed.

Reset

Either hardware or software can reset the OTC. The software
reset command is described in the Commands section.
Hardware resets are applied by pulling RESET Low. The
OTC may be in control of the bus when a reset is applied. BAI
is removed internally causing the outputs to go 3-state. If BAI
remains High after reset, the OTC does not drive the bus
unless BUSREQ is active. As soon as BAI goes inactive, the
OTC places the AOo-A01s, A016-A023, Rtw, OS, NtS', MilO,
Btw, TBEN and RBEN signals in the high impedance state.

Both software and hardware resets clear the Master Mode
register to all as, clear the CIE, Ip, and SIP bits to 0, and set
the CA and NAC bits to 1 in each Channel's Status register.
The contents of all other OTC registers will be unchanged by
a software reset. Since a hardware reset may have been
applied during a OMA operation being performed by the
OTC channel, the channel's registers may contain
indeterminate data following a hardware reset.

The Master Mode register contains aliOs after a reset. The
OTC is disabled and the CPU interleave and hardware wait
are inhibited.

Because the CA and NAC bits in the Status register are set to
1 by a reset, the channel is prevented from starting a OMA
operation until its Chain Address register's Segment Tag and
Offset fields are programmed and the channel is issued a
Start Chain Command.

Channel Initialization

The Z8516 OTC operates with a minimum of interaction with
the host CPU. This goal is achieved by having the OTC load
its own control parameters from memory into each channel.
The CPU has to program only the Master Mode register and
each Channel's Chain Address register. All other registers
are loaded by the channels themselves from a table located
in the System memory space and pointed to by the Chain
Address register. This reloading operation is called chaining
and the table is called the Chain Control Table (Figure 12).
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The Upper and Lower Address fields of the Chain Address
Register form a 24-bit address which points to a location in
system memory space. Chaining is performed by
repetitively reading words from memory. Note that the Chain
Address register should always be loaded with an even
Address; loading an odd Address causes unpredictable
results. The 2-bit Tag field facilitates interfacing to slow
memory by allowing the user to select 0, 1, 2, or 4
programmable wait states. During chaining, the OTC
automatically inserts the programmed number of wait states
in each memory access.

The Chain Address register points to the Reload Word, the

first word in the Chain Control Table. The purpose of the
Reload Word is to specify which registers in the channel are
to be reloaded. Reload Word bits 10-15 are undefined and
may be 0 or 1. Reload Word bits 0 through 9 correspond to
either one or two registers in the channel (Figure 13). When
a Reload Word bit is 1, the register(s) corresponding to that
bit are to be reloaded; if 0, the register(s) corresponding to
that bit are not to be reloaded. The data to be loaded into the
selected register(s) follow(s) the Reload Word in memory
(i.e., the data is stored at successively larger memory
addresses). The Chain Control Table is a variable length
table; the data is packed together.
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When the channel is to reload itself, it first uses the Chain
Address register's contents to load the Reload Word into the
OTC's Chain Control register. Next, the Chain Address
register's contents are incremented by two to point to the
next word in memory. The channel then scans the Reload
Word register from bit 9 down to bit 0 to see which registers
are to be reloaded. If no registers are specified (bits 9-0 are
all 0), no registers are reloaded. If at least one of bits 9-0 are
set to 1, the register(s) corresponding to the set bit are
reloaded, the bit is cleared, and the Chain Address register
is incremented by 2. The channel continues this operation of
scanning the bits from the most significant to least significant
bit position, clearing each set bit after reloading its
associated registers, and incrementing the Chain Address
register by 2. If all of bits 9 to 0 are set, all the registers will be
reloaded in order beginning with Current ARA and ending
with Chain Address. Figure 14 shows examples of Chain
Control Tables. Example 14a shows the ordering of data
when all registers are to be reloaded. In example 14b, only
some registers are reloaded. Once the channel is reloaded,
it is ready to perform a OMA operation. When loading
address registers, the Upper Address and Tag word are
loaded before the Lower Address word.
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Initiating DMA Operations. DMA operations can be
initiated by:

• Software request

• Hardware request

• Starting after chaining

Software Requests. The CPU can issue Software Request
commands to start DMA Operations on a channel. The
channel must then request control of the bus and perform

transfers. See the description of the Software Request
command for details.

Hardware Requests. DMA operations can be started by
forcing a channel's DREO input Low. The Channel
Response describes when the Low DREO signals are
sampled and when the DREO requests can be applied to
start the next DMA operation after chaining (Figures 15 and
16).

I
READ OR FLVBY DMA ITERATION I I LAST ACCESS OF DMA ITERATION I

......-- T 1 ~....-- T2 ---II-- TWA or T2---.1.....-- T3 ~....--- T,p· ---+-

CLOCK~

NOTES: 1. HIGH-la-LOW CREQ transitions will only be recognized after the HIGH-Ie-LOW
transition of the clock during T, of a read or flyby OMA iteration.

2. A HIGH·la-LOW OREa transition must meet the conditions In Note 1 and TsORQ(c)
must occur before stale T3 of the last access of the DMA iteration if the channel is to
retain bus control and immediately start the next iteration. CREQ may go HIGH
before TsDRQ(c) if it has met the TwDRQ parameter.

3. Flyby and Search transactions have only a single access; parameter TsDRQ(cl
should be referenced to the start of TJ of the access. All other operations will always
have two or three accesses per Iteration.

See Appendix 0 for timing parameters

Starting After Chaining. If the software request bit of the
Channel Mode register is loaded with a 1 during chaining,
the channel performs the programmed DMA operation at
the end of chaining. If the channel is programmed for Single
Operation or Demand mode, it performs the operation
immediately. The channel gives up the bus after chaining
and before the operation if the CPU interleave bit in the
Master Mode register is set. See the Channel Response
section for details. Note that once a channel starts a
chaining operation by fetching a Reload Word, it retains bus
control at least until all of the registers specified in the Reload
Word have been loaded from memory.

Bus Request/Grant

Before the DTC can perform a DMA Operation, it must gain
control of the system bus. The BUSREO and BAI interface
pins provide connections between the DTC and the host
CPU and other devices, if present, to arbitrate which device
has control of the system bus. When the DTC wants to gain
bus control, it drives BUSREO High.

After the DTC drives BUSREO High, the CPU relinquishes
bus control and drives its bus acknowledge signal Low.
When the DTC's BAI input goes High, it may begin

performing operations on the system bus. When the DTC
finishes its operation, it stops driving BUSREO High.

When more than one device is used, a priority encoder/
decoder or hardware daisy-chain encoder and a priority
decoder are used to decide the bus grant priority.

DMA Operations

There are three types of DMA operations: Transfer, Search,
and Transfer-and-Search. Transfers move data from a
source location to a destination location. Two types of
transfers are provided: Flowthrough and Flyby. Searches
read data from a source and compare the read data to the
contents of the Pattern register. A Mask register allows the
user to declare "don't care" bits.

The user can program the search to stop either when the
read data matches the masked pattern (Stop-On-Match) or
when the read data fails to match the masked pattern
(Stop-On-No-Match). Transfer-and-Search combines the
two functions to facilitate the transferring of variable length
data blocks. Like Transfer, Transfer-and-Search can be
performed in either Flowthrough or Flyby mode.
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NOTES: 1. DREa must be LOW from the start 01 T,ORa(e) to the end of ThDRQ(c) to ensure that the request is recognized. Failure to meet this setup time will result
in the channel releasing the bus.

2. Ts is a setup state, generated before entering DMA operation cycle.
3. TAU2, lAU3, and TAU4are auto-reload states, followed by TeD (chain decision) state.

Transfers. The transfer operation uses four channel
registers:

• Current ARA

• Current ARB

• Current Operation Count

• Channel Mode

Channel Mode register bit CM4 is called the Flip bit and is
used to select whether Current ARA is to point to the source
and Current ARB is to point to the destination or whether
Current ARA isto pointto the destination and Current ARB is

to point to the source. The Current Operation register
specifies the number of words or bytes to be transferred.

Bits CM3-CMO in the Channel Mode register program
whether a Flowthrough or Flyby transfer is to be performed
in either two or three steps. First, the channel outputs the
address of the source and reads the source data into the
DTC's Temporary register. In two-step Flowthrough Transfer.
the channel then addresses the destination and writes the
Temporary register data to the destination location. The
three-step Flowthrough operation (i.e. the byte-word
funnelling) is described later in this section. The source and
destination for Flowthrough Transfers can be memory



locations, peripheral devices, or a memory location and a
peripheral device. The DACK output for the transferring
channel may be programmed to be inactive or active during
the transfer. This is controlled by bit CM'8 in the Channel
Mode register.

Flyby transfers provide improved transfer throughput over
Flowthrough but are restricted to transfers between memory
and peripherals or between two peripherals. Flyby
operations are described in detail in the Flyby Transactions
section.

Transfers can use both byte- and word-sized data.
Flowthrough byte-to-byte transfers are performed by
reading a byte from the source and writing a byte to the
destination. The Current Operation Count register must be
loaded with the number of bytes to be transferred. Both the
Current ARA and ARB registers, if programmed to
increment/decrement, will change by 1 if the register points
to a memory space (TG6 = 2) and by 2 if the register points
to an I/O space (TG6 = 0).

Flowthrough word-to-word transfers require that the Current
Operation Count specify the number of words to be
transferred. Both the Current ARA and ARB registers, if
programmed to increment/decrement, will change by 2
regardless of whether the register points to a memory or an
I/O space.

Byte-word funnelling provides packing and unpacking of
byte data to facilitate high speed transfers between byte and
word peripherals and/or memory. This funnelling option can
only be used in Flowthrough mode. Funnelled Flowthrough
transfers are performed in three steps. For transfers from a
byte source to a word destination, two consecutive byte
reads are performed from the source address. The data
read is assembled into the DTC's Temporary register. In the
third step, the Temporary register data is written to the
destination address in a word transfer. Funnelled transfers
from a word source to a byte destination are performed by
first loading a word from the source into the DTC's
Temporary register. The word is then written out to the
destination in two byte writes. For funnel operations, the
byte-oriented address must be in the Current ARA register
and the word-oriented address must be in the Current ARB
register. The Flip bit (CM4) in the Channel Mode register is

used to specify which address is the source and which is the
destination. When the byte address is to be incremented or
decremented, the increment/decrement operation occurs
after each of the two reads or writes. The Current Operation
Count Register must be loaded with the number of words to
be transferred.

In byte-to-word funnelling operations it is necessary to
specify which half of the Temporary register is written out
first. Table 3 summarizes these characteristics for both
byte-to-word and word-to-byte funnelling operations. The
criteria to determine the packing/unpacking order is based
on whether the Current ARB register is programmed for
incrementing or decrementing of the address. Note that if
the address is to remain unchanged (i.e. if bit TG4 on the Tag
Field of the Current ARB register is 1), the increment/
decrement bit (bit TG3) still specifies the packing order.

Search. Searches use five of the Channel registers:

• Current ARA

• Current ARB

• Operation Count

• Pattern and Mask

• Channel Mode

Channel Mode register bit CM4 is called the Flip bit and is
used to select either Current ARA or Current ARB as the
register specifying the source for the search. Only one of the
Current Address registers is used for search operations
since there is no destination address required. The Current
Operation Count register specifies the maximum number of
words or bytes to be searched.

Search operations involve repetitive reads from the
peripheral or memory until the specified match condition is
met. The search then stops. This is called a Match Condition
or MC termination. Each time a read is performed, the
Source address, if so programmed, is incremented or
decremented by 1. If the match condition has not been met
by the time the Operation Count reaches 0, the ° value
forces a TC termination, ending the search. Searches can
also stop due to a Low being applied to the EOP interface
pin. During a search operation, the channel's DACK output

Funneling Current ARB Increment/Decrement and
Direction Tag Field Packing/Unpacking Rules

TG4 TG3

Word-to-Byte 0 0 Incremnt ARB, WriteHigh Byte First
(Flip Bit = 1) 0 1 Decrement ARB, WriteLow Byte First

1 0 Hold ARB, Write High Byte First
1 1 Hold ARB, Write Low Byte First

Byte-to-Word 0 0 Increment ARB, Read High Half of Word First
(Flip Bit = 0) 0 1 Decrement ARB, Read Low Half of Word First

1 0 Hold ARB, Read High Half of Word WrittenFirst
1 1 Hold ARB, Read Low Half of Word Written First



will be either inactive or active throughout the search. This is
controlled by bit CM1s in the Channel Mode register. The
peripheral or memory reads performed during search follow
the timing sequences described in the Flowthrough
Transactions sections.

On each read during a Search operation, the DTC's
Temporary register is loaded with data and compared to the
Pattern register. The user can select whether the search is to
stop when the Pattern and Temporary register contents
match or when they do not match. This Stop-On-Match/
Stop-On-No-Match feature is programmed in bit CM1? of the
Channel Mode register. CM2 is an enable for the output of
the comparator and allows the MC signal to be generated. A
Mask register allows the user to exclude, or mask, selected
Temporary register bits from the comparison by setting the
corresponding Mask register bit to 1. The masked bits
always are defined to match. Thus, in Stop-On-Match,
successful matching of the unmasked bits, in conjunction
with the always-matched masked bits, causes the search to
stop. For Stop-On-No-Match, the always-matched masked
bits are, by definition, excluded from not matching and
therefore excluded from stopping the search.

For word reads the user may select either B-bit or 16-bit
compares through Channel Mode register bit CM16. In an
B-blt, Stop-On-Match, word-read operation, successful
matching of either the upper or lower byte of unmasked
Pattern and Temporary registers bits stops the search. Both
types do not have to match. In 16-bit Stop-On-Match with
word reads, all unmasked Pattern and Temporary register
bits must match to stop the search. In an B-bit or 16-bit
Stop-On-No-Match, word-read Search operation, failure 01
any bit to match terminates the Search operation.

In an B-bit Stop-On-Match with byte-reads, the Search stops
if either the upper or lower byte of unmasked Pattern and
Temporary register bits match. For an B-bit Stop-On-No-
Match with byte reads, failure of matching in any unmasked
Pattern and Temporary register bit causes the search to
stop. For B-bit searches, the upper and lower bytes of the
Pattern and Mask register should usually be programmed
with the same data. Failure to set the upper and lower bytes
of the Pattern and Mask registers to identical values results in
different comparison criteria being used for the upper and
lower bytes of the Temporary register. Users failing to
program identical values for the upper and lower bytes can
predict the results by recognizing that in B-bit
Stop-On-Match, the search ends if all the unmasked bits in
either the upper or lower byte match, and for B-bit
Stop-On-No-Match, the failure of any unmasked bit to match
ends the search. For word reads the Temporary register
high and low bytes are loaded from ADs-AD15 and ADo-AD?
respectively. In byte reads, except in funnelling, the read
byte is duplicated in both halves of the Temporary register.

Transfer-and-Search. Transfer-and-Search combines the
operations of the Transfer and the Search functions. The
registers which control Transfer-and-Searches are:

• Current ARA

• Current ARB

• Operation Count

• Pattern and Mask

• Channel Mode

A Transfer-and-Search operation ends when the data
transferred meets the match condition specified in Channel
Mode register bits CM17-CM16. The Mask and Pattern
registers indicate those bits being compared with the
Temporary register contents. Like Transfers and Searches,
Transfers-and-Searches are also terminated if the operation
count goes to 0 or if a Low is applied to the EOP pin.
Regardless of whether Transfer-and-Search stops because
of .a TC, MC, or EOP, it always completes the iteration by
writing to the destination address before ending (writing
tWice for word-to-byte funnelling).

In Flowthrough mode, the Transfer-and-Search timing is
Identical to Flowthrough Transfer. While the data is in the
Temporary register, it is masked by the Mask register and
compared to the Pattern register. For word Transfer and
Transfer-and-Search, the high and low bytes of the
Temporary register are always written to, and read from,
ADs-AD15 and ADo-AD? respectively. For byte Transfer and
Transfer-and-Search, the byte read is always loaded into
both halves of the Temporary register and the entire register
is driven directly out onto the ADo-AD15 bus.
Transfer-and-Search can also be used with byte word
funnelling. In funnelling, the match is an B-bit match as
determined by the setting of the bit CM16.

Flyby Transfer-and-Search can be used to increase
throughput for transfer between two peripherals or between
memory and a peripheral. Memory-to-Memory Flyby is not
supported. Also, in Flyby, the operand sizes of the source
and destination must be the same; funnelling is not
supported. A complete discussion of Flyby timing is given in
the Flyby Transactions section. During a Flyby
Transfer-and-Search, data is loaded into the Temporary
register to facilitate the comparison operation and, at the
same time, data is transferred from the source to the
destination. When byte operands are used data is loaded
into both bytes of the Temporary register, fro~ the ADs-AD15
bus If the Current ARA register is even, and from ADo-AD?
line If the Current ARA register is odd. This alternates for
memory bytes so the user must drive both halves of the bus
to use the search. When word operands are used, data is
loaded directly from ADs-AD15 and ADo-AD? into the
Temporary register's high and low bytes respectively.



Channel Response
Channel Mode register bits CM6-CM5 select the channel's
response to the request to start a DMA operation, The
response falls into either of two types: Single Operation or
Demand, There are three subtypes for Demand operations:
Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold, Demand Dedicated with
Bus Release, and Demand Interleave, For Search
operations, one iteration consists of a single read operation
and a comparison of the read data to the unmasked Pattern
register bits, The Operation Count is decremented by 1 and
the Current Address register, if so programmed, is
incremented or decremented, For Transfer and Transfer-
and-Search operations, a single iteration comprises reading
data from the source, writing it to the destination, comparing
the read data to the unmasked Pattern register bits
(Transfer-and-Search only), decrementing the Operation
Count by 1, and incrementing/decrementing the Current
ARA amd ARB registers if so programmed, In byte-word
funnelling, a single iteration consists of two reads followed by
a write (Byte-to-Word funnelling) or one read followed by two
writes (Word-to-Byte funnelling), In all Transfer and
Transfer-and-Search cases the iteration does not stop until
the data in the Temporary register is written to the
destination, (Appendix B),

Single Operation. The Single Operation response is used
with peripherals which transfer single bytes or words at
irregular intervals, Each Software Request command
causes the channel to perform a single iteration of the DMA
operation, Similarly, if the Software Request bit is set by
chaining, the channel performs a single iteration of the DMA
operation at the end of chaining, Each application of a
High-to-Low transition on the DREQ input also causes a
single iteration of the DMA operation, If the hardware mask
bit is set when the High to Low transition is made, the
iteration is performed when the mask is cleared, providing
the DMA operation has not terminated, See the Set/Clear
Hardware Mask bit command in the Command section for
details, Each time a Single Operation ends, the channel
gives up control of the bus unless a new transition has
occurred on DREQ, The new transition can occur anytime
after the High-to-Low ALE transition of a read or Flyby
memory or I/O access of the DMA iteration, Figure 15 shows
the times after which a new transition can be applied and
recognized to avoid giving up the bus at the end of the
current iteration,

Demand Dedicated With Bus Hold. In Demand
Dedicated with Bus Hold (abbreviated Bus Hold), the
application of a Software Request command, the setting
during chaining of the software request bit, or applying a
Low level on the DREQ input, causes the channel to acquire
bus control.

If DACK is programmed as a level output (CM18 = 0), DACK
is active while the channel controls the bus, A Software
Request causes the channel to request the bus and perform
the DMA operations until rc, MC, or EOP occurs,

Once the channel gains bus control due to a Low DREQ
level, it samples DREQ as shown in Figure 16, If DREQ is
Low, an iteration of the DMA operation is performed, If
DREQ is High, the channel retains bus control and
continues to drive all bus control signals active or inactive,
but performs no DMA operation, Thus the user can start, or
stop, execution of DMA operations by modulating DREQ,
Once TC, MC, or EOP occurs, the channel releases the bus,
or, if chaining or Base-to-Current reloading is to occur,
performs the desired operation, After chaining or
Base-to-Current reloading, if the channel is still in Bus Hold
mode and does not have a set Software Request bit (set
either by chaining or command), the channel relinquishes
bus control unless a Low DREQ level occurs within the time
limits,

Demand Dedicated With Bus Release. In Demand
Dedicated with Bus Release (abbreviated Bus Release), a
Software Request command causes the channel to request
the bus and performs the programmed DMA operation until
TC, MC, or EOP occurs, If the channel was programmed for
Bus Release and the Software Request bit was set during
chaining, the channel starts the DMA operation as soon as
chaining ends, without releasing the bus, and continues
performing the operation until TC, MC, or EOP occurs,

When an active Low DREQ is applied to a channel
programmed for Bus Release, the channel acquires the bus
and performs DMA operations until TC, MC, or EOP occurs
or until DREQ goes inactive, Figure 16 shows when DREQ is
sampled to determine if the channel should perform another
cycle or release the bus, Note that this sampling also occurs
on the last cycle of a chaining operation, If a channel has an
active DREQ at the end of chaining, it performs DMA
operations immediately, without releasing the bus, When a
TC, MC, or EOP occurs terminating a Bus Release mode
operation, the channel, if enabled for chaining and/or
Base-to-Current Reloading, performs chaining and/or
reloading (assuming the Status register's SIP bit is clear)
without releasing the bus,

If the SIP bit of Channel Mode register is set when a DMA
termination occurs, the channel reliquishes the bus control
until an Interrupt Acknowledge is received and the SIP bit is
cleared. After an interrupt is serviced, the channel, if
enabled for the termination, performs the Base-to-Current
reloading and/or chaining,

If an active request is not applied and the channel is in
Demand Dedicated with Bus Hold, the channel goes into
state THLD (Figure 16a), If an active request is not applied
and the channel is in Demand Dedicated with Bus Release
or Demand Interleave mode, it releases the bus, Note that
even if an active request is applied in Demand Interleave,
the channel may still release the bus, The request for
Demand Interleave should continue to be applied to ensure
that the channel eventually responds to the request by
acquiring the bus (i,e, the request is not latched by the
channel),



Demand Interleave. Demand Interleave behaves in
different ways depending on the setting of Master Mode
register bit MM2. If MM2 is set, the DTC always reliquishes
bus control and then again requests it after each DMA
iteration. This permits the CPU and other devices to gain
access to the bus in the following execution control
sequence: Channel 1, CPU, Channel 2, CPU, Channel 1,
CPU. The CPU could be some other external device.

When MM2 is clear and both channels have active requests
and are in Demand Interleave mode, control toggles
between the channels after each DMA operation iteration
and the DTC retains bus control until both channels are
finished with the bus. Appendix B's, Figure B.2 is a flowchart
of the Demand Interleave operation.

A software or hardware request causes a channel
programmed for Demand Interleave to perform interleaved
DMA operations until TC, MC, or EOP If the Software
Request bit is set during chaining, the channel retains the

PULSED
DACK

(FLYBY)

bus after chaining and immediately starts performing DMA
iterations interleaving after the first operation. If DREQ is Low
on the last cycle during chaining, the channel performs a
single iteration immediately after chaining and interleaves
thereafter until TC, MC, or EOP occurs or DREQ goes High.
If the latter occurs, the channel relinquishes the bus
interleaved operations. If a TC, MC, or EOP occurs, the
channel first performs chaining and/or Base-to-Current
reloading (assuming SIP is cleared) before interleaving.

The waveform of DACK is programmed in Channel Mode
register (CM18). The Pulsed DACK is only for Flyby
transactions. Figure 17 shows the timing for a single Search
or Flyby operation. State TWA is optionally inserted if
programmed. For more than one iteration, the level DACK
output stays active during the time the channel has bus
.control. When CM18 is set, the DACK output is inactive
during Flowthrough modes.

NOTES: 1. State T,p is a pseudo·T1 state, without active AS generated following termInation of any DMA operation.
2. State TAU1, Is an auto-initialization state generated following the Te, Me, or EOP termination.
3. level DACK Rising Edge occurs as shown if aulo-reloading is not programmed, otherwise it stays Low for three additional clock cycles.

Wait States

The number of wait states to be added to the memory or I/O
transfer can be programmed by the user as 0, 1, 2, or 4; it
can be programmed separately for the Current Address
registers A and B and for the Chain Address register. This
allows different speed memories and peripherals to be
associated with each of these addresses. The Base Address
registers A and B also have a Tag Field which is loaded into
the Current ARA and ARB registers during Base-to-Current
reloading. Because many users utilizing the software
programmable wait states do not need the ability to

generate hardware wait states through the WAIT pin, the wait
function can be disabled by clearing the Wait Line Enable bit
(MM2) in the Master Mode register.

During DMA transactions, the WAIT input is sampled in the
middle of the T2 state. If WAIT is High, and if no
programmable wait states are selected, the DTC proceeds
to state T3. Otherwise, at least one wait state is inserted. The
WAIT line is then sampled in the middle of state TWA. If WAIT
is High the DTC proceeds to state T3. Otherwise additional
wait states are inserted (Figure 18).



In a transaction when both hardware and software wait
states are inserted, each time the WAIT line is sampled Low,
a hardware wait state is inserted in the next cycle, The
software wait state insertion is suspended until WAIT is
sampled and is High, The hardware wait states may be
inserted anytime during the software wait state sequence,
Hardware wait states are served consecutively rather than
concurrently with software wait states, For example, assume
for a Flowthrough 110 Transaction that a user has
programmed four software wait states, Driving a Low on the
WAIT input during T2 for two cycles would Insert two
hardware wait states, Driving WAIT High for three cycles
would allow insertion of three of the four software wait states,
Driving WAIT Low for two more cycles would insert two more
hardware wait states, Finally, driving WAIT High would allow
the final software wait state to be inserted, During this last
software wait state, the WAIT pin would be sampled for the
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last time, If it is High, the channel proceeds to state T3' If the
pin is Low, the channel inserts hardware wait states until the
pin goes High and the channel then enters state T3 to
complete the I/O transaction,

DMA Transactions

There are three types of transactions performed by the
Z8516 DTC: Flowthrough, Flyby, and Search,

Flowthrough Transactions. A Flowthrough Transaction
(Figure 19) consists of three states: T1, T2' and T3 as shown
in Figure 20, The user may insert software walt states
through the Tag fields of the Current ARA and ARB registers,
In addition, if Master Mode register bit MM2 = 1, hardware
wait states may be inserted by driving a Low signal on the
WAIT pin,
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Figure 19. Flowthrough Transaction

The M/iO and N/S lines reflect the appropriate level for the
current cycle early in T1,The TGBand TG7 bits of the current
ARA and ARB registers should be programmed properly.
The ALE output is pulsed High to mark the beginning of the
cycle, The offset portion of the address for the ac~ssed
peripheral appears on ADo-AD15 during T1, The RIW and
BiW lines select a read or write operation for bytes or words,
The RiW, N/S, M/iO, and BiW lines become stable during T1
and remain stable until after T3,

110 address space is byte-addressed but both 8- and 16-~
data sizes are supported, During I/O transactions the BIW
output is High for byte transactions and Low for word
transactions, For I/O transactions, both even and odd
addresses can be output, hence the address bit output on
ADo may be °or 1,

The channel can perform both I/O read and write
operations; the M/iO line is Low, During an I/O read, the
ADo-AD15 bus is placed in the high impedence state by the
DTC during T2, The DTC drives the DS output Low to Signal
the peripheral that data can be gated onto the bus, The DTC
strobes the data into its Temporary register during T3, DS is
driven High to signal the end of the I/O transaction, During
I/O write, the DTC drives the contents of the Temporary
register onto the ADo-AD15 bus and shortly after drives the
DS output Low until T3, Peripherals may strobe the data on
the AD bus into their internal registers on either the clock's
falling or rising edge, If the peripheral is also to be accessed

in a Flyby transaction, data should be written only on the
rising edge of DS,

For byte I/O writes, the channel drives the same data on data
bus lines ADo-AD7 and ADs-AD15' During byte I/O reads,
when the address bit on ADo is 0, the DTC strobes data in
from data lines ADs-AD15, During byte I/O reads, when the
address bit on ADo is 1, the DTC strobes data in from data
lines ADo-AD7, Thus, when an 8-bit peripheral is connected
to the bus, its internal registers typically are mapped at either
all even or all odd addresses, To simplify accesses to 8-bit
peripherals, byte oriented I/O addresses are incremented/
decremented by 2,

The channel can perform the I/O read and memory write
operation, the memory read and I/O write operation, and the
memory read and memory write operation, The timing for all
Flowthrough transactions is the same,

During chaining operations the DTC reads words from an
address in System memory pointed to by the active
channel's Chain Address register, Those chaining
operations are performed identically to the Flowthrough
memory read transactions, except that the data is loaded
into an internal DTC Channel register rather than the
Temporary register. Chaining never causes a write or a byte
read; thus all memory writes or all byte accesses are due to
DMA operations, A typical memory operation consists of
three states: T1, T2, and T3, as shown in Figure 20, The user
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may select to insert 1, 2, or 4 software wait states between T2
and T3 by programming the Tag field of the Current Address
register or the Chain Address register. If the Wait Line Enable
bit in the Master Mode register is set, the user may also insert
hardware wait states between T2 and T3 by driving a Low on
the WAIT line. The operation of Flow1hrough memory
transactions is identical to Flow1hrough 1/0 transactions.

Flyby Transactions. Flyby transfer and Flyby transfer-
and-search operations are performed in a single cycle,
providing a transfer rate significantly faster than
Flow1hrough. In transfers, Flyby mode operations can only
be performed between memory and peripheral or between

peripheral and peripheral. Memory-to-memory operations
cannot be performed in Flyby mode (Figure 21).

The Flyby Transaction can be used only with peripherals
having a special Flyby signal input or with external logic.
This Flyby input is connected to the channel's DACK output.
For memory-peripheral Flyby, the address of the source
memory location must be programmed in the Current ARA
register. The Current ARB register must be programmed
with the destination memory location for peripheral-memory
Flyby. For Flyby peripheral-to-peripheral transaction. if both
peripherals have a Flyby input. only one (the Flyby
peripheral) should be connected to DACK; the other

FLYBY
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(e.g., FIO)



(Non-Flyby) peripheral's Flyby input should be held High
during the Flyby operation. When the Non-Flyby peripheral
is a destination and not connected to the channel's DACK
output, its address should be programmed in the current
ARB register. When the Non-Flyby peripheral is a source, its
address should be programmed in the current ARA register.
Table 4 explains that a set Flip bit (CM4 = 1) is for Flyby
peripheral to Non-Flyby peripheral or Memory Write
transaction (From Flyby Transaction) and a clear Flip bit
(CM4 = 0) is for the Memory or Non-Flyby peripheral read to
Flyby peripheral transaction (To Flyby Transaction).

A Flyby operation requires three states: T1, T2, and T3·

During T1 the channel pulses ALE and outputs. The Rtw
line is High for To-Flyby Transaction and Low for From-Flyby
Transaction (Figure 22).

Address of Memory
or Non-Flyby

Transaction CM4 RIW Peripheral

To Flyby 0 HIGH ARA
From Flyby 1 LOW ARB

STo-ST.,
M/iO, BtW, HIS,

A'G-A ••

(TO FLYBY)----j------
(FROM FLYBYI

*Toggles for memory access in logical address space only .

• :: ~~~ ~~~s~~allo~d~~:~~n~aOnn~:~tions.



The channel's M/IO and N/S lines are coded as specified by
the Current ARA or ARB Tag field. The BtW line indicates the
operand size programmed in the Channel Mode register
Operation field. During T1 the channel drives RtW to indicate
the transaction direction; during T2 the channel drives both
OS and DACK active. The Flyby Peripheral connected to
DACK inverts the RtW signal to determine whether it is being
read from or written to (Figure 23).

The pulsed DACK input serves two purposes: To select the
peripheral for the Read/Write, and to provide timing
information on when to drive data onto, or input data from,
the ADo-AD1S bus. Because the Flyby Peripheral never is
explicitly addressed by ADo-AD1S' it must know which
internal register is to be loaded from, or driven onto, the

RiVi R/W'
A, V,

B,
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os A,

DACK
OS'

B, V,
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RIW' = SAI • RIW + SAI • R/W
OS' = BAI-OACK + m-os
Ri5 = DACK • R/W • SAI + OS • R/W • SAI
WR = DACK-R/W-BAI + 5S-R/W.BA1

ADo-AD1S bus. On state T3' the OS and DACK lines are
driven inactive to conclude the transfer. In Transfer-
and-Search mode, data is loaded into the DTC's Temporary
register on the Low-to-High OS transition in order to perform
the search function.

To provide adequate data setup time, the rising edge of OS
or DACK should be used to perform the write to the transfer
destination. To extend the active time of OS and DACK, wait
states can be inserted between T2 and T3. Software wait
states can be inserted by programming the appropriate
code in the Tag field of the Current ARA or ARB registers.
Hardware wait states can be inserted by pulling WAIT Low if
the Wait Line Enable bit in the Master Mode register is set.
The WAIT line is sampled in the middle of the T2 or TWA state.

I CHANNEL HOLDS BUS I CHANNel RELEASES BUS

~THLD-- THLD~TIDLE'-'-'

Notes:
1. The diagram lists state names for both I/O and memory accesses. Sampling of EOP will occur on the falling edge of state T3_

2. State T,p is a pseudo·T, state, without active AS generated following termination of any DMA operation.

3. State TAU, is an auto-initialization state generated following the Te. Me, or EOP termination.



Termination

There are three ways a Transfer-and-Search or Search
operation can end and two ways a Transfer operation can
end. When a channel's Current Operation Count goes to 0,
the DMA operation ends; this is called a Terminal Count (TC)
termination. A DMA operation can also be stopped by
driving the EOP pin Low with external logic; this is called an
EOP termination. Match Condition (MC) is the last method of
termination which occurs when the data being
Transferred-and-Searched or Searched meets the match
condition programmed in Channel Mode register bits
CM 1rCM16. These bits allow the user to stop when a match
occurs between the unmasked Pattern register bits and the
data read from the source, or when a no-match occurs. Both
byte and word matches are supported. MC terminations do
not apply to Transfer operations since the pattern matching
logic is disabled in Transfer mode.

End of Process

The End-of-Process (EOP) interface pin is a bidirectional
signal. Whenever a TC, MC, or EOP termination occurs, the
DTC drives the EOP pin Low. During DMA operations, the
EOP pin is sampled by the DTC to determine if EOP is being
driven Low by external logic. Figure 24 shows when internal
EOPs are generated marking termination of all Transfers and
when the EOP pin is sampled during the DMA iteration. The
generation of internal EOPs and sampling of external EOPs
for Transfer-and-Searches follows the same timing used for
Transfers. Since there is a single EOP pin for both channels,
EOPs should only be driven Low by a channel while that
channel is being serviced. This can be accomplished by
selecting a level DACK output (CMR18 = 0) and gating each
channel's EOP request with DACK, as shown in Figure 25.

Notes:
1. EKternal EQP stops channel.
2. Ole drives EOP Active on TC and Me.
3. Channel should apply ~ only it Its ~ is active.

If an EOP is detected while the channel is trying to reload the
Chain Address register, the new Chain Address Offset and
Segment are discarded and the old address + 2 is
preserved to allow inspection of the erroneous address.

Programming Completion Options. When a channel
ends a DMA operation, the reason for ending is stored in the
Completion Status Field of the channel's Status register
(Figure 7). This information is retained until the next DMA
operation ends at which time the Status register is updated
to reflect the reason(s) for the latest termination. More than
one bit in the Completion Field could be set to 1 . All three of
the channel's Status register completion bits would be set to
1 under the following conditions: If a channel decremented
its Current Operation Count to 0 causing a TC termination,
input data from the source generated a match causing an
MC termination, and a Low on the EOP pin resulted in an
EOP termination.

When a DMA operation ends, the channel can:

(a) Issue an Interrupt request (i.e., setting the IP or SIP bit of
the channel's Status register)

(b) Perform Base-to-Current reloading

(c) Chain reload the next DMA operation

(d) Perform any combination of the above or

(e) None of the above

The user selects the action to be performed by the channel
in the Completion option field of the Channel Mode register.
For each type of termination (TC, MC or EOP) the user can
choose which action or actions are to be taken. If no
reloading is selected for the type of termination that
occurred, the NAC bit in the Status register is set.

More than one action can occur when a DMA operation
ends. This may arise because more than one action was
programmed for the applicable termination. The priorities of
those actions are Interrupt request, Base-to-Current
reloading, and chaining. The Interrupt cannot be serviced
unless the DTC has relinquished the bus.

Interrupts

To permit the DTC to begin a new DMA operation after
issuing an interrupt but before the CPU acknowledges that
interrupt, a two-deep interrupt queue is provided on each
channel of the DTC. Interrupt handling by the Z8000
microprocessor is summarized in this section, followed by a
brief discussion of the DTC's queueing capability and its
implications for the system.

A complete Interrupt cycle on the Z8000 CPU consists of an
Interrupt Request followed by an Interrupt Acknowledge
transaction. The request, which consists of the CPU's
Interrupt pin being pulled Low by a peripheral, notifies the
processor that an interrupt is pending. The Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle, initiated by the CPU as a result of the
interrupt request, performs two functions: it selects the
peripheral whose interrupt is to be acknowledged and it
obtains a vector that identifies the device involved and the
reason for the interrupt.



The DTC has two sources of interrupt. Each source has
three bits that control its interrupt generation. These bits are
the Channel Interrupt Enable (CIE), Interrupt Pending (IP),
and Interrupt Under Service (IUS) bits. Since each channel
on the DTC contains all three of these bits (bits CM 1S-CM 13)'
they are seen by the CPU as two separate interrupt sources.
Each channel also has its own vector register for identifying
the source of the interrupt during an Interrupt Acknowledge
interchange with the CPU. The Disable Lower Chain (DLC)
and No Vector (NV) bits in the DTC's Master Mode register
control this behavior for the entire chip.

Once a channel issues an interrupt, it is desirable to allow the
channel to proceed with the next DMA operation before the
interrupt is acknowledged. This could lead to problems if the
DTC channel attempted to chain reload the Vector register
contents. In such a situation, it may not be clear whether
the old or new vector would be returned during the
acknowledge. This dilemma is resolved in the DTC by
providing each channel with an Interrupt Save register.
When the channel sets IP as part of the procedure followed
to issue an interrupt, the contents of the vector register and
some of the Status register bits are saved in an Interrupt Save
register (Figure 9). When an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle is
performed, the contents of the Interrupt Save register are
driven onto the bus. Although the use of an Interrupt Save
register allows the channel to proceed with a new task,
problems can still arise if a second interrupt is to be issued
by the channel before the first interrupt is acknowledged. To
avoid conflicts between the first and second interrupt, each
channel has a Second Interrupt Pending (SIP) bit in its Status
register. When a second interrupt is issued before the first
interrupt is acknowledged, the SIP bit is set and the channel
relinquishes the bus until an acknowledge occurs. For
compatibility with polled interrupt schemes, the Interrupt
Save register can be read without wait states by the host
CPU. As an aid to debugging a system's interrupt logic,
whenever IP is set, the Interrupt Save register is loaded from
the Vector and Status registe.rs.

Note that the SIP bit is transferred to the IP bit when IP is
cleared by the host CPU. Whenever CIE is set, INT goes Low
when IP is set.

Base·to·Current Reloading. When a channel finishes a
DMA operation, the user may select to perform a

Base-to-Current Reload. (Base-to-Current reloading is also
referred to as Auto-reloading in this document.) In this type
of reload, the Current Address registers A and B are loaded
with the data in the Base Address registers A and B
respectively, and the Current Operation Count register is
loaded with the data in the Base Operation Count. The
Base-to-Current reload operation facilitates repetitive DMA
operations without the multiple memory accesses required
by chaining. Although the channel must have bus control to
perform Base-to-Current reloading, the complete reloading
operation occurs in four clock cycles (TAU1 through TAU4). If
the channel has to relinquish the bus because two
unacknowledged interrupts are queued, it has to regain bus
control to perform any Base-to-Current reloading (or
chaining). In this case it acquires the system bus once an
interrupt acknowledge is received, even if it immediately
afterward relinquishes the bus because no hardware or
software request is present.

Chaining. If the channel is programmed to chain at the end
of a DMA operation, it uses the Chain Address register to
point to a Chain Control Table in memory. The first word in
the table is a Reload word, specifying the register(s) to be
loaded. Following the Reload word are the data values to be
transferred into the register(s). Chaining is described in
detail in the Channel Initialization section.

Because chaining occurs after Base-to-Current reloading, it
is possible to reset the Current Address registers A and B
and the Current Operation Count register to the values used
for previous DMA operations and then chain reload one or
two of these registers to some special value. If the Base
values are not reloaded during chaining, the channel can
revert back to the Base values at a later cycle.

If an all zero Reload word is fetched during chaining, the
chain operation does not reload any registers but performs
like any other chaining operation. Thus, the Chain Address
is incremented by 2 to point to the next word in memory and,
at the end of the all Zero-Reload word chain operation, the
channel is ready to perform a DMA operation. All zero
Reload words are useful as "Stubs" to start or terminate
linked lists of DMA operations traversed by chaining. Care
must be taken in their use since the channel may perform an
erroneous operation if it is unintentionally started after the
chaining operation.



Table 5 shows a list of OTC commands. The commands are
executed immediately after the host CPU writes them into

the OTC's Command register (Figure 26). A description of
each command follows.

Opcode Bits
Example

Command 7654 3210 Code HEX

Reset OOOX XXXX 00
Start Chain Channel 1 101X XXXO AO
Start Chain Channel 2 101X XXX1 A1

Set Software Request Channel 1 010X XX10 42
Set Software Request Channel 2 010X XX11 43
Clear Software Request Channel 1 010X XXOO 40

Clear Software Request Channel 2 010X XX01 41

Set Hardware Mask Channel 1 100X XX10 82
Set Hardware Mask Channel 2 100X XX11 83
Clear Hardware Mask Channel 1 100X XXOO 80
Clear Hardware Mask Channel 2 100X XX01 81

Set CIE, or IP Channel 1 001E XP10 32
Set CIE, or IP Channel 2 001E XP11 33
Clear CIE, or IP Channel 1 001E XPOO 30
Clear CIE, or IP Channel 2 001E XP01 31

Set Flip Bit Channel 1 011X XX10 62
Set Flip Bit Channel 2 011X XX11 63
Clear Flip Bit Channel 1 011X XXOO 60
Clear Flip Bit Channel 2 011X XX01 61

NOTES: E = Set to 1 to perform seVclear on CIE; clear to 0 for no effect on CIE
P = Set to 1 to perform seVclear on IP; clear to 0 for no effect on IP
X = "dont't care" bit. This bit is not decoded and may be 0 or 1

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
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L CHANNEL2ICHANNEL1

~SETI~

INTERRUPT PENDING

DON'T CARE

CHANNEL INTERRUPT ENABLE

Reset (00)

This command causes the OTC to be set to the same state as
a hardware reset. The Master Mode register is cleared to all
as, the CIE, Ip, and SIP bits are cleared toO, the NAC and CA
bits in each channel's Status register are set to 1, and the
channel activity is forbidden. The Chain Address must be
programmed since its state may be indeterminate after a
Reset, The lockout preventing channel activity is cleared by
issuing a Start Chain command.

RESET

INTERRUPT CONTROL

SOFTWARE REQUEST

1 FLIP BIT

o HARDWARE MASK

1 START CHAIN

NOT RECOGNIZED

NOT RECOGNIZED



Start Chain Channel1/Channel2 (Ao/A1)

This command causes the selected channel to clear the No
Auto-Reload or Chain (NAG) bit in the channel's Status
register, and to start a chain reload operation of the
channel's registers, as described in the Channel
Initialization section. These effects take place even if the
fetched Reload word is all zeros. This command is only
honored if the Chain Abort (CA) bit and the Second Interrupt
Pending (SIP) bit in the Channel's Status register are clear. If
either the CA or SIP bit is set, this command is disregarded.

When the Waiting For Bus (WFB) bit of the Status Register is
set, if the "Start Chain" command is issued, the channel
honors the command after one DMA iteration. It is nearly
impossible for the CPU to issue a command when WFB = 1
and the DTC is enabled.

Software Request Channel1/Channel2
(Set: 42/43, Clear: 40/41)

This command sets or clears the Software Request bit in the
selected channel's Mode register. If the Second Interrupt
Pending (SIP) bit and No Auto-Reload or Chain (NAG) bit in
the channel's Status register are both cleared, the channel
begins executing the programmed DMA operation. If either
the SIP or NAC bit is set, the channel does not start
executing a DMA operation. The SIP bit clears when the
channel receives an interrupt acknowledge. One way to
clear the NAC bit is to issue a Start Chain command to the
channel. If the fetched Reload Word is all zeros, the
channel's registers remain unchanged and the software
request bit, if set earlier by command, causes the
programmed DMA operation to start immediately. If during
chaining, new information is loaded into the Channel Mode
register, this new information overwrites the software request
bit.

Set/Clear Hardware Mask 1/Mask 2
(Set: 82/83; Clear: 80/81)

This command sets or clears the Hardware Mask in the
selected channel's Mode register. This command always
takes effect. The Hardware Mask bit inhibits recognition of
an active signal on the channel's DREQ input; this bit does

not affect recognition of a software request. If the channel is
in single transfer mode, it performs DMA operations upon
receipt of a transition on DREQ rather than in response to a
DREQ level. Transitions, occurring while the Hardware mask
bit is set, are stored and serviced when the Hardware Mask
is cleared, assuming the Channel has not chained. The DTC
requests the system bus one and one half to two clock
cycles after the receipt of any DREQ, after which a minimum
of one DMA iteration is unavoidable. DREQ transitions are
stored only for the current DMA operation. If the channel
performs a chain operation of single transfer mode, any
DREQ transition stored for later service is cleared.

Figures 15 and 16 show the minimum times when a new
DREQ can be applied if it is to be serviced by the new DMA
operation. First iteration and Last iteration in Figure 15
mean, for example, that DREQ may be asserted during the
write cycle T1 of a Flowthrough transaction, but may never
be asserted during T1 of a Flyby transaction since Flyby is
done in one iteration.

Set/Clear CIE, and IP Channel1/Channel2 (Table 5)

This command allows the user to set or clear any
combination of the CIE and IP bits in the selected channel's
Status register. These bits control the operation of the
channel's interrupt structure and are described in the
Interrupts section. Setting the IP bit causes the Interrupt
Save register to be loaded with the current vector and status.
The IP bit is cleared to facilitate an efficient conclusion to the
processing of an interrupt.

Set/Clear Flip Bit Channel1/Channel2
(Set: 62/63; Clear 60/61)

The Flip Bit in the selected channel's Mode register can be
cleared and set by this command. This allows the user to
reverse the source and destination and thereby reverse the
data transfer direction without reprogramming the channel.
This command is useful when repetitive DMA operations are
performed by the channel, using this command to control
the direction of transfer. Chaining new information into the
Channel Mode register overwrites the Flip bit.
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PULSED
DACK

(FLYBY)

NOTES: 1. State T1P is a pseudo·T1 state, without active AS generated following termination of any OMA operation.
2. State TAU1. is an aulo-initialization state generated following the Te, Me, or EOP termination.
3. Level DACK Rising Edge occurs as shown if aulo-reloading is not programmed, otherwise It stays Low for three additional clock cycles.

\__ 1

I CHANNEL HOLDS BUS ICHANNEL RELEASES BUS

~THLD-----'l""'I--_THLD~TIOLE~

~_Oi~S~ diagram lists state names for both If 0 and memory accesses. Sampling of EOP will occur on the falling edge of stale 13.

2. State T,p Is a pseudo·T, state, without active AS generated following termination of any DMA operatIon.

3. State TAU, is an auto-initialization state generated following the TC, MC, or EOP termination.



Voltages on all pins with respect to GND . -0.3 Vto + 7.0 V
Operating Ambient

Temperature ..........•.... See ordering information
Storage Temperature -6SoC to + 1S0°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above those indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The DC Characteristics and Capacitance sections listed
below apply for the following standard test conditions,
unless otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to GND.
Positive current flows into the referenced pin.

Standard condtions are as follows;

• +4.7SV ~ Vcc ~ +S.2SV

• GND = OV

• TA as specified in Ordering Information

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance of SO pf
maximum.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section in this book. Refer to the
Literature List for additional documentation.

+5V

~

2'2K

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST

r
Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Test Condition

VCH Clock Input High Voltage VCc-O.4 VCC+0.3 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VCl Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc+0.3 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -250 J.<A

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOl= +2.0mA

III Input Leakage ±10 ",A 0.4 •• VIN •• VCC

IOl Output Leakage ±10 J.<A 0.4 •• VIN" + VCC

Icc Vcc Supply Current 350 mA TA = O°C

NOTE: vcc = 5V ± 5% unless otherwise specified.

Symbol

CClOCK
CIN

COUT

Clock

Input

Output

NOTES:
TA = 25°C, f = 1 MHz.
Unmeasured pins returned to ground.



AC CHARACTERISTICSt
OTe AS BUS MASTER

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Min(ns) Max(ns)

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 250 2000 200 2000
2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 105 70'
3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 105 70'
4 TIC Clock Time 20 10
5 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 15
6 TdC(AUv) Clock t to Upper Address (A16-A23)

Valid Delay 90 80
7 ThC(AUv) Clock t to Upper Address Valid

Hold Time 20 10
8 TdC(ST) Clock t to RiW and B/W Valid Delay 110 90
9 TdC(A) Clock t to Lower Address (Ao-A15)

Valid Delay 90 90
10 TdC(Az) Clock t to Lower Address (Ao-A15)

Float Delay 60 60
11 TdC(Alr) Clock t to ALE t Delay 70 60
12 TdC(AL) Clock. to ALE. Delay 70 60
13 TdC(DS) Clock t to DS (Read) • Delay 60 60
14 TdC(DSf) Clock. to DS (Write). Delay 60 60
15 TdC(DSr) Clock. to DS t Delay 60 60
16 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Valid Delay 90 90
17 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock. Setup Time 20 15
18 TdA(AL) Address Valid to ALE. Delay 50 35
19 ThAL(A) ALE. to Lower Address Valid

Hold Time 60 40
20 TwAL ALE Width (High) 80 60
21 TdAz(DS) Lower Address Float to DS. Delay 0 0
22 TdAL(DS) ALE. to DS (Read) • Delay 75 35
23 TdAL(DI) ALE. to Data In Required Valid Delay 300 215
24 TdA(DI) Address Valid to Data In Required

Valid Delay 410 305
25 TdDS(A) DS t to Address Active Delay 80 45
26 TdDS(AL) DS t to ALE t Delay 75 40
27 TdA(DS) Address Valid to DS (Read) • Delay 160 110

'These must notoccur simultaneously.
tUnits in nanoseconds.



AC CHARACTERISTICSt
OTC AS BUS MASTER (Continued)

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Min(ns) Max(ns)

28 TdDO(DSr) Data Out Valid to OS t Delay 230 200
29 TdDO(DSf) Data Out Valid to OS ~Delay 55 35
30 ThDS(DO) OS t to Data Out Valid Hold Time 85 45
31 TdDS(DI) OS (Read) ~to Data In Required

Valid Delay 205 155
33 ThDI(DS) OS t to Data In Hold Time 0 0
34 TwDSmw OS (Write) Width (Low) 185 110
35 TwDSmr OS (Read) Width (Low) 275 220
36 TdC(RBr) Clock ~to RBEN t Delay:j: 70 65
37 ThDS(ST) OS t to BNV, N/S, RNV and M/iO Valid till

Hold Time 75 45 CII•••38 TdC(TRf) Clock t to TBEN or RBEN ~ Delay 60 60 G'
39 TdC(TRr) Clock t to TBEN t Delay 60 60 a
40 TdC(ST) Clock t to M/iO and Ni§" Valid Delay 90 75 ~
41 TdS(AL) Riw, M/iO, BNV and NiSVaiid to

ALE ~Delay 60 35
42 TsWT(C) WAIT to Clock ~Setup Time 20 20
43 ThWT(C) WAIT to Clock ~ Hold Time 20 20
44 TwDRQ DREQ Pulse Width (Single Transfer

Mode) 20 20
45 TsDRQ(C) DREQ Valid to Clock t Setup Time 50 50
46 ThDRQ(C) Clock t to DREQ Valid Hold Time 20 20
47 TdC(INTf) Clock ~to INT ~ Delay 150 150

tUnits in nanoseconds.
:j:Parameter36 isslowerthan parameter15.

AC CHARACTERISTICSt
OTC AS BUS SLAVE BUS EXCHANGE

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Mln(ns) Max(ns)

61 TdIN(DO) INTACK ~to Data Output Valid Delay 135 135
62 TdIN(DOz) INTACK t to Data Output Float Delay 75 80
63 TdDS(DO) OS ~(lOR) to Data Output Driven

Delay 135' 135"
64 TdDS(DOz) OS t (lOR) to Data Output Float Delay 75 80
65 TsDI(DS) Data Valid to OS t (lOW) Setup Time 40 40
66 ThDS(DI) OS t (lOW) toData Valid Hold Time 30 30
67 TwOS OS Low Width 150" 150'
68 TwiN INTACK Low Width 150 150
69 ThDS(CS) OS t to CS Valid Hold Time 20 20
70 ThDS(PD) OS t to PID Valid Hold Time 20 20

71 TsPD(DS) PID Valid to OS ~Setup Time (lOR) 10 10
PID Valid to OS ~Setup Time (lOW) 50 50

'2000ns for slow readable registers(worstcase)
tUnits in nanoseconds.
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AC CHARACTERISTICSt
OTC AS BUS SLAVE BUS EXCHANGE (Continued)

4MHz 6MHz

Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Min(ns) Max(ns)

72 TsCS(DS) CS Valid to OS. Setup Time 30 30

73 TrDS OS t to OS • Recovery Time (for

Commands Only) 4TcC 4TcC

74 TwRST RESET Low Width 3TcC 3TcC

75 TdC(BRQf) Clock t to BREQ t Delay 150 150

76 TdC(BRQr) Clock. to BREQ + Delay 150 150

77 TdBRQ(CTRz) BUSREQ • to Control Bus Float Delay 140 140

78 TdBRQ(ADz) BUSREQ • to AD Bus Float Delay 140 140

79 TdBRQ(BAI) BUSREQ t to BAI t Required Delay 0 0

80 TsBAI(C) BAI Valid to Clock t Setup Time 40 45

81 TdBAI(ADz) BAl. to A and AD Buses Float

Delay (Reset) 135 135

82 TdBAI(CTRz) BAl. to Control Bus Float Delay

(Reset) 100 100

83 TdBAI(DSz) BAl. to OS Float Delay (Reset) 80 90

84 TsRW(DS) RtW Valid to OS • Setup Time (lOW) 2 2

85 ThDS(RW) OS t to RtW Valid Hold Time (lOW) -10 -10

86 TsRW(DS) R/Iii Valid to OS • Setup Time (lOR) 20 20

87 ThDS(RW) OS t to R/Iii Valid Hold Time (lOR) 20 20

• 2000ns for slow readable registers (worst case)
tUnits in nanoseconds.

AC CHARACTERISTICSt
OTC-PERIPHERAL INTERFACE

4MHz 6MHz
Number Symbol Parameter Min(ns) Max(ns) Min(ns) Max(ns)

90 TCHDL Clock t to Pulsed DACK + Delay

(Flyby Transactions Only) 100 85

91 TCHDH Clock t to Pulsed DACK t Delay

(To Flyby Transactions Only) 100 85

92 TOSK OS t to Pulsed DACK t Delay

(From Flyby Transactions Only) 30 20

93 TOAD Clock t To Level DACK Valid Delay 100 85

94 TOAH Clock. to Level DACK Valid

Hold Time 100 85

95 TEIDL Clock. to Internal EOP Low Delay 100 90

96 TEIDH Clock. to Internal EOP t Delay 100 90

97 TES External EOP Valid to Clock. Setup

Time During Operation 10 10

98 TEW External EOP Pulse Width Required

During Operation 20 20

99 TES(BH) External EOP Valid to Clock. Setup

Time During Bus Hold 10 10

100 TEW(BH) External EOP Pulse Width Required

During Bus Hold 20 20

tUnits in nanoseconds.
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Z8516 DTC, 4.0 MHz
48-pin DIP
Z8516 PS
Z8516CS
Z8516 PE
Z8516CE

Z8516A DTC, 6.0 MHz
4S-pinDIP
Z8516A PS
Z8516A CS
Z8516A PE
Z8516A CE

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic 01P
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°C to + 85°C
M*= -55°C to + 125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders. contact your local Zil09 Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Fast Readable

Writeable

~ MM3l MM21 MM1 I MMO I

I I I L- CHIP ENABLE

CPU INTERLEAVE ENABLE

.------ WAIT LINE ENABLE

-------- NO VECTOR ON INTERRUPT

x a 1 1 a a 1 x
X a 1 1 a a a x
x a 1 1 a 1 1 X

X a 1 1 a 1 a x
x 1 a a 1 a 1 x
X 1 a a 1 a a x
x 1 a a 1 1 1 X

X 1 a a 1 1 a x

Current Operation Count CH1

Current Operation Count CH2

Base Operation Count CH1

Base Operation Count CH2

Pattern CH1

Pattern CH2

Mask CH1

Mask CH2

Chain Loadable

Writeable

Pattern and Mask-Slow Readable

Operation Count-Fast Readable



l ~" J' J 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,\ Os I0,1 0,1 021 D, IDo I

ll§~1L CHAIN ADDRESS (2 WORDS)

L- CHANNEL MODE (2 WORDS)

INTERRUPT VECTOR (1 WORD)

PATTERN AND MASK (2 WORDS)

BASE Op·COUNT (1 WORD)

BASE ARB (2 WORDS)

L BASE ARA (2 WORDS)

CURRENT OP·COUNT (1 WORD)

CURRENT ARB (2 WORDS)

CURRENT ARA (2 WORDS)

A7

Address !_X__ o o X_

WriteableOnly X ° ° ° X--------------------
I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

L CHANNEL 2JCHANNEL 1L..= SET/CLEAR

INTERRUPT PENDING

DON'T CARE

CHANNEL INTERRUPT ENABLE

o 0 RESET

o 1 INTERRUPT CONTROL

o 1 0 SOFTWARE REQUEST

o 1 FLIP BIT

o HARDWARE MASK

o 1 START CHAIN

NOT RECOGNIZED

NOT RECOGNIZED

INTERRUPT {RESERVC~:
STATUS

IP

DTC { N~~
STATUS WFB

SIP

RESERVED

TC 1EOP
COMPLETION

MC STATUS
MCL
MCH
HRQ HARDWARE

INTERFACEHM STATUS
RESERVED



----- VECTOR
CHANNEL NUMBER
0= CHI
• = CH2

----------- TC

------------ EOP

MC
CHAIN ABORTEO

MCL

MCH

HARDWARE REQUEST

X 1 0 1 0 1 1 X

X 1 0 1 0 1 0 X

X 1 0 1 0 0 1 X

X 1 0 1 0 0 0 X

High CH1

HighCH2

LowCH1

Chain Loadable
Writeable (Lower 16 bits)

Slow Readable

_0.10,10210,1001
I II I L ~~"~.~'"'"<."-,,
I PULSED oACK (CM'8)

I HARDWARE REQUEST MASK (CM19)

I SOFTWARE REQUEST (CM20)

,<:::~(.::===u I I I
BTOC{ TC~

:~~~~~ MC
(CM10.U) roP

INTERRUPT { TC ---------'

ENABLE MC

ICM7·1I) EOP



x 0 1 0 0 1 1 X

X 0 1 0 0 1 0 X

X 0 1 0 0 0 1 X

X 0 1 0 0 0 0 X

Up-AddrCH1

Up-AddrCH2

Low-Addr CH1

o WAIT STATES '0
1 WAIT STATES 0 1

2 WAIT STATES 1 0

4 WAIT STATES 1 1

87 3210

SEGMENT ~ T~G ~

LOWER ADDRESS

x 0 0 1 1 0 1 X

X 0 0 1 1 0 0 X

X 0 0 0 1 0 1 X

X 0 0 0 1 0 0 X

X 0 0 1 0 0 1 X

X 0 0 1 0 0 0 X

X 0 0 0 0 0 1 X

X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X

X 0 0 1 1 1 1 X

X 0 0 1 1 1 0 X

X 0 0 0 1 1 1 X

X 0 0 0 1 1 0 X

X 0 0 1 0 1 1 X

X 0 0 1 0 1 0 X

X 0 0 0 0 1 1 X

X 0 0 0 0 1 0 X

Chain Loadable

Fast Readable and Writeable

ADDRESS REFERENCE FIELD
00 = SYSTEM 110
01 = SYSTEM MEMORY
10 = NORMAL I/O
11 = NORMAL MEMORY

Current Address Register A Up-AddrlTab CH1

Current Address Register A Up-Addr/Tag CH2

Current Address Register A Low-Addr CH1 III
CII

Current Address Register A Low-Addr CH2 •••~
Current Address Register B Up-AddrlTag CH1 tI

Current Address Register B Up-AddrlTab CH2
c:I

Current Address Register B Low-Addr CH1

Current Address Register B Low-Addr CH2

Base Address Register A Up-AddrlTag CH1

Base Address Register A Up-AddrlTag CH2

Base Address Register A Low-Addr CH1

Base Address Register A Low-Addr CH2

Base Address Register B Up-Addr/Tag CH1

Base Address Register B Up-AddrlTag CH2

Base Address Register B Low-Addr CH1

Base Address Register B Low-Addr CH2

r------ ADDRESS CONTROL FIELD
00 = INCREMENT ADDRESS
01 = DeCREMENT ADDRESS
1 X = HOLD ADDRESS

I
WAIT CONTROL FIELD
00 = 0 WAIT STATES
01 = 1 WAIT STATES
10 = 2 WAIT STATES
11 = 4 WAIT STATES





CH 2

~'" ....

¢OREQ2

2 ACTIVE

¢2

CH 29""....,
C?CH 1

~'" ....

CH 1: DEMAND INTERLEAVE

CH 2: DEMAND/BUS HOLD OR BUS RELEASE

CPU: INTERLEAVE

DREa, !'~$
9

DAEQ~ACTlV9



TAU,::-e---e 10TAU,

ACKNOWLEDGE

1.......- UPPER ADDRESS UPDATING ~I~ TRANSFERISEARCH ~I~SETUP~I~I~ IDLE .••.. 1

1. "Start Chain" command issued or start updating
routine, including base-to-current auto-reloading and
chaining, after an interrupt has been served.

2. Normal DMA operation.
3. Demand with Bus hold while DREQ is inactive.
4. DREQ is active while bus held.
5. Single transfer, CPU interleave enabled, or demand

with bus release while current DREQ is inactive and no
DMA request is pending.

6. Single Transfer or Demand/Bus release while current
DREQ is inactive, but the other DMA request is
pending.

7. TC, MC, or EOP termination occurs.

NOTE: When a second interrupt is issued before the first interrupt is
acknowledged, the Status register's SIP bit is set and the channel
relinquishes the bus until the first interrupt is serviced. If the channel
performs the updating routine, once the SIP bit is cleared, the OTC
reacquires the bus and performs the operation.

8. On DMA or chain transaction is done and the upper
address is not changed.

9. One DMA or chain transaction is done and the upper
address is changed.

10. Base-to-current auto-reloading is enabled.
11. Base-to-current auto-reloading is disabled.
12. Chaining is enabled.
13. Chaining is disabled and another DMA request is

pending.
14. Chaining is disabled and no DMA request is pending.
15. Chaining ends and another DMA request is pending.
16. Chaining ends and no DMA request is pending.
17. EOP termination of Bus Hold.



Z8530 SCCSerial
Communications
Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Twoindependent, 0 to 1.5M bit/second, full-
duplex channels, each with a separate crystal
oscillator, baud rate generator, and Digital
Phase-Locked Loop for clock recovery.

• Multi-protocol operation under program
control; programmable for NRZ, NRZI, or
FM data encoding.

• Asynchronous mode with five to eight bits
and one, one and one-half, or two stop bits
per character; programmable clock factor;
break detection and generation; parity,
overrun, and framing error detection.

• Synchronous mode with internal or external
character synchronization on one or two

synchronous characters and CRC genera-
tion and checking with CRC-16 or
CRC-CCITT preset to either Is or Os.

• SDLC/HDLC mode with comprehensive
frame-level control, automatic zero insertion
and deletion, I-field residue handling, abort
generation and detection, CRC generation
and checking, and SDLC Loop mode
operation.

• Local Loopback and Auto Echo modes.

• 1.544M bit/second Tl digital trunk compatible
version available.

General
Description

The 28530 SCC Serial Communications
Controller is a dual-channel, multi-protocol
data communications peripheral designed for
use with conventional non-multiplexed buses.
The sec functions as a serial-to-parallel,
parallel-to-serial converter/controller. The
SCC can be software-configured to satisfy a

0, T.CA

D. RxDA

D. TRxCA

D. RT.CA
DATA BUS 0,

eH·A0,
_0,
_Do

BUS {--. RD CTSA
TIMING - oeOA

AND RESET I=: :~ hOB

CONTROL ----.. ~ RllDB

ole TRxesI M
Rllles

~ INYACK SYNCB
INTERRUPT ----.. lEI W/RECS CHANNEL CH·B

lED OTR/REOB CONTROLS

RTse
FOR MODEM,
DMA,OR

Z8530 else ......-- OTHER
see cece ......-

wide variety of serial communications applica-
tions. The device contains a variety of new,
sophisticated internal functions including
on-chip baud rate generators, Digital Phase-
Locked Loops, and crystal oscillators that
dramatically reduce the need for external
logic.
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iNi
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+5V
WIREQA
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RTllCA
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40 Do
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39 D.

31 D.

30 RO
35 WR
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33 CE

" Ole
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" Rhea
27 Rxoe
26 TRIce
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23 RTse
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16

17

16

19
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Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments



General
Description
(Continued)

The SCC handles asynchronous formats,
Synchronous byte-oriented protocols such as
IBM Bisync, and Synchronous bit-oriented pro-
tocols such as HDLC and IBM SDLC. This ver-
satile device supports virtually any serial data
transfer application (cassette, diskette, tape
drives, etc.).

The device can generate and check CRC
codes in any Synchronous mode and can be
programmed to check data integrity in various
modes. The SCC also has facilities for

modem controls in both channels. In appli-
cations where these controls are not needed,
the modem controls can be used for
general-purpose VQ.

The Z-Bus daisy-chain interrupt hierarchy is
also supported-as is standard for Zilog
peripheral components.

The 28530 SCC is packaged in a 40-pin cer-
amic DIP and a 44-pin chip carrier.

4' Q' Q' Q~Q' Q" Q' Q' Q' ~ ~~

6 5 4 3 2 1 44 43 42 41 40

lED 7 3. A/S

lEI • 3• CE
INTACK • 37 ole

+5V ,. 3. NC

w/= 11 35 GNO

SYNCA 12
Z8530

3' W/REQasee
R'fXCi 13 33 SYNCS

RlCOA ,. 32 FiTiCCB
fRxCA 15 31 RxOS

TxDA ,. 3. fRiCB

NC 17 2. TxDB

Figure 2b. 44-pln ChIp Carrier.
Pin Assignment.



Pin
Description

The following section describes the pin
functions of the SCC. Figures I and 2 detail
the respective pin functions and pin
assignments.

A/B. Channel A/Channel B Select (input).
This signal selects the channel in which the
read or write operation occurs.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). This
signal selects the SCC for a read or write
operation.

CTSA. CTSB. Clear To Send (inputs, active
Low). If these pins are programmed as Auto
Enables, a Low on the inputs enables the
respective transmitters. If not programmed as
Auto Enables, they may be used as general-
purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time inputs.
The SCC detects pulses on these inputs and
can interrupt the CPU on both logic level
transitions.

Die. Data/Control Select (input). This signal
defines the type of information transferred to
or from the SCC. A High means data is
transferred; a Low indicates a command.

DCDA. DCDB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs,
active Low). These pins function as receiver
enables if they are programmed for Auto
Enables; otherwise they may be used as
general-purpose input pins. Both pins are
Schmitt-trigger buffered to accomodate slow
rise-time signals. The SCC detects pulses on
these pins and can interrupt the CPU on both
logic level transitions.

Do-~. Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). These
lines carry data and commands to and from
the SCC.

DTR/REQA. DTR/REQB. Data Terminal
Ready/Request (outputs, active Low). These
outputs follow the state programmed into the
DTR bit. They can also be used as general-
purpose outputs or as Request lines for a DMA
controller.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
lEI is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy
chain when there is more than one interrupt-
driven device. A High lEI indicates that no
other higher priority device has an interrupt
under service or is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). lEa is High only if lEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an SCC interrupt or the
SCC is not requesting an interrupt (Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle only). lEa is connected to
the next lower priority device's IEI input and
thus inhibits interrupts from lower priority
devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is activated when the
SCC requests an interrupt.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This signal indicates an active Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. During this cycle, the
SCC interrupt daisy chain settles. When RD
becomes active, the SCC places an interrupt
vector on the data bus (if lEI is High).
INTACK is latched by the rising edge
of PCLK.

PCLK. Clock (input). This is the master SCC
clock used to synchronize internal signals
PCLK is a TTL level signal.

RD. Read (input, active Low). This signal indi-
cates a read operation and when the SCC is
selected, enables the SCC's bus drivers. Dur-
ing the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle, this
signal gates the interrupt vector onto the bus
if the SCC is the highest priority device
requesting an interrupt.

RxDA. RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active
High). These input signals receive serial data
at standard TTL levels.

RTxCA. RTxCB. Receive/Transmit Clocks
(inputs, active Low). These pins can be pro-
grammed in several different modes of opera-
tion. In each channel, RTxC may supply the
receive clock, the transmit clock, the clock for
the baud rate generator, or the clock for the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop. These pins can
also be programmed for use with the respec-
tive SYNC pins as a crystal oscillator. The
receive clock may be I, 16, 32, or 64 times the
data rate in Asynchronous modes.

RTSA. RTSB. Request To Send (outputs,
active Low). When the Request To Send (RTS)
bit in Write Register 5 (Figure II) is set, the
RTS signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is
reset in the Asynchronous mode and Auto
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Enable is on, the signal goes High after the
transmitter is empty. In Synchronous mode or
in Asynchronous mode with Auto Enable off,
the RTS pin strictly follows the state of the RTS
bit. Both pins can be used as general-purpose
outputs.

SYNCA. SYNCB. Synchronization (inputs or
outputs, active Low). These pins can act either
as inputs, outputs, or part of the crystal
oscillator circuit. In the Asynchronous Receive
mode (crystal oscillator option not selected),
these pins are inputs similar to CTS and DCD.
In this mode, transitions on these lines affect
the state of the Synchronous/Hunt status bits in
Read Register 0 (Figure 10) but have no other
function.

In External Synchronization mode with the
crystal oscillator not selected, these lines also
act as inputs. In this mode, SYNC must be
driven Low two receive clock cycles after the
last bit in the synchronous character is
received. Character assembly begins on the
rising edge of the receive clock immediately
preceding the activation of SYNC.

In the Internal Synchronization mode
(Monosync and Bisync) with the crystal
oscillator not selected, these pins act as out-
puts and are active only during the part of the
receive clock cycle in which synchronous
characters are recognized. The synchronous

condition is not latched, so these outputs are
active each time a synchronization pattern is
recognized (regardless of character bound-
aries). In SDLC mode, these pins act as
outputs and are valid on receipt of a flag.

TxDA. TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, active
High). These output signals transmit serial data
at standard TTL levels.--- ---
THxCA. THxCB. Transmit/Receive Clocks
(inputs or outputs, active Low). These pins can
be programmed in several different modes of
operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock
or the transmit clock in the input mode or sup-
ply the output of the Digital Phase-Locked
Loop, the crystal oscillator, the baud rate
generator, or the transmit clock in the output
mode.

WH. Write (input, active Low). When the SCC
is selected, this signal indicates a write
operation. The coincidence of RD and WR is
interpreted as a reset.

W/HEQA. W/HEQB. Wait/Request (outputs,
open-drain when programmed for a Wait func-
tion, driven High or Low when programmed
for a Request function). These dual-purpose
outputs may be programmed as Request lines
for a DMA controller or as Wait lines to syn-
chronize the CPU to the SCC data rate. The
reset state is Wait.

Functional
Description

The functional capabilities of the SCC
can be described from two different points
of view: as a data communications device,
it transmits and receives data in a wide
variety of data communications protocols; as a
microprocessor peripheral, the SCC offers
valuable features such as vectored interrupts,
polling, and simple handshake capability.

Data Communications Capabilities. The
SCC provides two independent full-duplex
channels programmable for use in any com-
mon Asynchronous or Synchronous data-
communication protocol. Figure 3 and the

folloWing description briefly 'detail these
protocols.
Asynchronous Modes. Transmission and
reception can be accomplished independently
on each channel with five to eight bits per
character, plus optional even or odd parity.
The transmitters can supply one, one-and-a-
half, or two stop bits per character and can
provide a break output at any time. The
receiver break-detection logic interrupts the
CPU both at the start and at the end of a
received break. Reception is protected from
spikes by a transient spike-rejection
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mechanism that checks the signal one-half a
bit time after a Low level is detected on the
receive data input (RxDA or RxDB in
Figure I). If the Low does not persist (as in the
case of a transient), the character assembly
process does not start.

Framing errors and overrun errors are
detected and buffered together with the partial
character on which they occur. Vectored inter-
rupts allow fast servicing or error conditions
using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a
built-in checking process avoids the interpreta-
tion of a framing error as a new start bit: a
framing error results in the addition of one-half
a bit time to the point at which the search for
the next start bit begins.

The SCC does not require symmetric
transmit and receive clock signals-a feature
allowing use of the wide variety of clock
sources. The transmitter and receiver can
handle data at a rate of I, 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64
of the clock rate supplied to the receive and
transmit clock inputs. In Asynchronous modes,
the SYNC pin may be programmed as an input
used for functions such as monitoring a ring
indicator.
Synchronous Modes. The SCC supports both
byte-oriented and bit-oriented synchronous
communication. Synchronous byte-oriented
protocols can be handled in several modes,
allowing character synchronization with a 6-bit
or 8-bit synchronous character (Monosync),
any 12-bit synchronization pattern (Bisync), or
with an external synchronous signal. Leading
sync characters can be removed without inter-
rupting the CPU.

Five- or 7-bit synchronous characters are
detected with 8- or 16-bit patterns in the SCC
by overlapping the larger pattern across multi-
ple incoming synchronous characters as shown
in Figure 4.

CRC checking for Synchronous byte-
oriented modes is delayed by one character
time so that the CPU may disable CRC check-
ing on specific characters. This permits the
implementation of protocols such as
IBM Bisync.

Both CRC-16 (X16 + XIS + X2 + I) and
CCITT (X16 + XI2 + XS + I) error checking
polynomials are supported. Either polynomial
may be selected in all Synchronous modes.
Users may preset the CRC generator and
checker to all Is or all as. The SCC also pro-
vides a feature that automatically transmits
CRC data when no other data is available for

5 BITS~
SYN9 I SYNC DATA

~ •

transmission. This allows for high speed
transmissions under DMA control, with no
need for CPU intervention at the end of a
message. When there is no data or CRC to
send in Synchronous modes, the transmitter
inserts 6-, 8-, or 16-bit synchronous
characters, regardless of the programmed
character length.

The SCC supports Synchronous bit-oriented
protocols, such as SDLC and HDLC, by per-
forming automatic flag sending, zero insertion,
and CRC generation. A special command can
be used to abort a frame in transmission. At
the end of a message, the SCC automatically
transmits the CRC and trailing flag when the
transmitter underruns. The transmitter may
also be programmed to send an idle line con-
sisting of continuous flag characters or a
steady marking condition.

If a transmit underrun occurs in the middle
of a message, an external/status interrupt
warns the CPU of this status change so that an
abort may be issued. The SCC may also be
programmed to send an abort itself in case of
an underrun, relieving the CPU of this task.
One to eight bits per character can be sent,
allowing reception of a message with no prior
information about the character structure in
the information field of a frame.

The receiver automatically acquires syn-
chronization on the leading flag of a frame in
SDLC or HDLC and provides a synchroniza-
tion signal on the SYNC pin (an interrupt can
also be programmed). The receiver can be
programmed to search for frames addressed by
a single byte (or four bits within a byte) of a
user-selected address or to a global broadcast
address. In this mode, frames not matching
either the user-selected or broadcast address
are ignored. The number of address bytes can
be extended under software control. For
receiving data, an interrupt on the first
received character, or an interrupt on every
character, or on special condition only (end-
of-frame) can be selected. The receiver
automatically deletes all as inserted by the
transmitter during character assembly. CRC is
also calculated and is automatically checked to
validate frame transmission. At the end of
transmission, the status of a received frame is
available in the status registers. In SDLC
mode, the SCC must be programmed to use
the SDLC CRC polynomial, but the generator
and checker may be preset to all Is or all as.
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The CRC is inverted before transmission and
the receiver checks against the bit pattern
0001110100001111.

NRZ, NRZI or FM coding may be used in any
Ix mode. The parity options available in Asyn-
chronous modes are available in Synchronous
modes.

The SCC can be conveniently used under
DMA control to provide high speed reception
or transmission. In reception, for example, the
SCC can interrupt the CPU when the first
character of a message is received. The CPU
then enables the DMA to transfer the message
to memory. The SCC then issues an end-of-
frame interrupt and the CPU can check the
status of the received message. Thus, the CPU
is freed for other service while the message is
being received. The CPU may also enable the
DMA first and have the SCC interrupt only on
end-of-frame. This procedure allows all data to
be transferred via the DMA.

SDLe Loop Mode. The SCC supports SDLC
Loop mode in addition to normal SDLC. In an
SDLC Loop, there is a primary controller
station that manages the message traffic flow
on the loop and any number of secondary
stations. In SDLC Loop mode, the SCC per-
forms the functions of a secondary station
while an SCC operating in regular SDLC
mode can act as a controller (Figure 5).

A secondary station in an SDLC Loop is
always listening to the messages being sent
around the loop, and in fact must pass these
messages to the rest of the loop by retrans-
mitting them with a one-bit-time delay. The
secondary station can place its own message
on the loop only at specific times. The con-
troller signals that secondary stations may
transmit messages by sending a special
character, called an EOP (End Of Poll),
around the loop. The EOP character is the bit
pattern 11111110. Because of zero insertion
during messages, this bit pattern is unique and
easily recognized.

When a secondary station has a message to
transmit and recognizes an EOP on the line, it

changes the last binary 1 of the EOP to a 0
before transmission. This has the effect of turn-
ing the EOP into a flag sequence. The secon-
dary station now places its message on the loop
and terminates the message with an EOP. Any
secondary stations further down the loop with
messages to transmit can then append their
messages to the message of the first secondary
station by the same process. Any secondary
stations without messages to send merely echo
the incoming messages and are prohibited
from placing messages on the loop (except
upon recognizing an EOP).

SDLC Loop mode is a programmable option
in the SCC. NRZ, NRZI, and FM coding may
all be used in SDLC Loop mode.

Baud Rate Generator. Each channel in the
SCC contains a programmable baud rate
generator. Each generator consists of two 8-bit
time constant registers that form a 16-bit time
constant, a 16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop
on the output producing a square wave. On
startup, the flip-flop on the output is set in a
High state, the value in the time constant
register is loaded into the counter, and the
counter starts counting down. The output of
the baud rate generator toggles upon reaching
0, the value in the time constant register is
loaded into the counter, and the process is
repeated. The time constant may be changed
at any time, but the new value does not take
effect until the next load of the counter.

The output of the baud rate generator may
be used as either the transmit clock, the
receive clock, or both. It can also drive the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop (see next section).

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not
programmed to come from the TRxC pin, the
output of the baud rate generator may be
echoed out via the TRxC pin.

The follOWing formula relates the time con-
stant to the baud rate (the baud rate is in
bits/second and the BR clock period is in
seconds):

I
2 (time constant + 2) X (BR clock period)

Digital Phase-Locked Loop. The SCC con-
tains a Digital Phase-Locked-Loop (DPLL) to
recover clock information from a data stream
with NRZI or FM encoding. The DPLL is driven
by a clock that is nominally 32 (NRZI) or 16
(FM) times the data rate. The DPLL uses this
clock, along with the data stream, to construct
a clock for the data. This clock may then be
used as the SCC receive clock, the transmit
clock, or both.

For NRZI encoding, the DPLL counts the 32x
clock to create nominal bit times. As the 32x
clock is counted, the DPLL is searching the
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NRZ \ / \
NRZI \ / \
FMl

FMO

incoming data stream for edges (either 1 to 0
or 0 to 1). Whenever an edge is detected, the
DPLL makes a count adjustment (during the
next counting cyde), producing a terminal
count closer to the center of the bit cell.

For FM encoding, the DPLL still counts from
o to 31, but with a cycle corresponding to two
bit times. When the DPLL is locked, the clock
edges in the data stream should occur between
counts 15 and 16 and between counts 31 and
O. The DPLL looks for edges only during a
time centered on the 15 to 16 counting
transition.

The 32x clock for the DPLL can be pro-
grammed to come from either the RTxC input
or the output of the baud rate generator. The
DPLL output may be programmed to be
echoed out of the SCC via the TRxC pin (if
this pin is not being used as an input).

Data Encoding. The SCC may be pro-
grammed to encode and decode the serial data
in four different ways (Figure 6). In NRZ
encoding, a 1 is represented by a High level
and a 0 is represented by a Low level. In NRZI
encoding, a 1 is represented by no change in
level and a 0 is represented by a change in
level. In FMl (more properly, bi-phase mark),
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 1 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell and a 0 is
represented by no additional transition at the
center of the bit cell. In FMO (bi-phase space),
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 0 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell, and a 1
is represented by no additional transition at
the center of the bit cell. In addition to these
four methods, the SCC can be used to decode
Manchester (bi-phase level) data by using the
DPLL in the FM mode and programming the
receiver for NRZ data. Manchester encoding
always produces a transition at the center of
the bit cell. If the transition is 0 to 1, the bit is
a O. If the transition is 1 to 0, the bit is a 1.

Auto Echo and Local Loopback. The SCC is
capable of automatically echoing everything it
receives. This feature is useful mainly in
Asynchronous modes, but works in Syn-
chronous and SDLC modes as well. In Auto
Echo mode, TxD is RxD. Auto Echo mode can
be used with NRZI or FM encoding with no
additional delay, because the data stream is
not decoded before retransmission. In Auto
Echo mode, the CTS input is ignored as a
transmitter enable (although transitions on this
input can still cause interrupts if programmed
to do so). In this mode, the transmitter is
actually bypassed and the programmer is
responsible for disabling transmitter interrupts
and WAIT/REQUEST on transmit.

The SCC is also capable of local loopback.
In this mode TxD is RxD, just as in Auto Echo
mode. However, in Local Loopback mode, the
internal transmit data is tied to the internal
receive data and RxD is ignored (except to be
echoed out via TxD). The CTS and DCD
inputs are also ignored as transmit and receive
enables. However, transitions on these inputs
can still cause interrupts. Local Loopback
works in Asynchronous, Synchronous and
SDLC modes with NRZ, NRZI or FM coding of
the data stream.
I/O Interface Capabilities. The SCC offers
the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored or
nonvectored), and Block Transfer modes to
transfer data, status, and control information to
and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA
control.

Polling. All interrupts are disabled. Three
status registers in the SCC are automatically
updated whenever any function is performed.
For example, end-of-frame in SDLC mode
sets a bit in one of these status registers. The
idea behind polling is for the CPU to
periodically read a status register until the
register contents indicate the need for data to
be transferred. Only one register needs to be



read; depending on its contents, the CPU
either writes data, reads data, or continues.
Two bits in the register indicate the need for
data transfer. An alternative is a poll of the
Interrupt Pending register to determine the
source of an interrupt. The status for both
channels resides in one register.

Interrupts. When an SCC responds to an
Interrupt Acknowledge signal (INTACK) from
the CPU, an interrupt vector may be placed on
the data bus. This vector is written in WR2 and
may be read in RR2A or RR2B (Figures 10
and 11).

To speed interrupt response time, the SCC
can modify three bits in this vector to indicate
status. If the vector is read in Channel A,
status is never included; if it is read in
Channel B, status is always included.

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the
SCC (Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus
interrupts in both channels) has three bits
associated with the interrupt source: Interrupt
Pending (IP), Interrupt Under Service (IUS),
and Interrupt Enable (IE). Operation of the IE
bit is straightforward. If the IE bit is set for a
given interrupt source, then that source can
request interrupts. The exception is when the
MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in WR9 is
reset and no interrupts may be requested. The
IE bits are write only.

The other two bits are related to the inter-
rupt priority chain (Figure 7). As a
microprocessor peripheral, the SCC may
request an interrupt only when no higher
priority device is requesting one, e.g., when
lEI is High. If the device in question requests
an interrupt, it pulls down INT. The CPU then
responds wi~h INTACK, and the interrupting
device places the vector on the data bus.

In the SCC, the IP bit signals a need for
interrupt servicing. When an IP bit is I and
the IEI input is High, the INT output is pulled
Low, requesting an interrupt. In the SCC, if
the IE bit is not set by enabling interrupts,
then the IP for that source can never be set.
The IP bits are readable in RR3A.

The IUS bits signal that an interrupt request
is being serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt
sources of lower priority in the SCC and

external to the SCC are prevented from
requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt
sources are inhibited by the state of the inter-
nal daisy chain, while lower priority devices
are inhibited by the IEO output of the SCC
being pulled Low and propagated to subse-
quent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle if there are no
higher priority devices requesting interrupts.

There are three types of interrupts:
Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus. Each
interrupt type is enabled under program con-
trol with Channel A having higher priority
than Channel B, and with Receiver, Transmit,
and ExternaVStatus interrupts prioritized in
that order within each channel. When the
Transmit interrupt is enabled, the CPU is
interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so
that it can become empty.) When enabled, the
receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of three
ways:

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on All Receive Characters or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on Special Receive Condition
Only.

Interrupt on First Character or Special Con-
dition and Interrupt on Special Condition Only
are typically used with the Block Transfer
mode. A Special Receive Condition is one of
the following: receiver overrun, framing error
in Asynchronous mode, end-of-frame in SDLC
mode and, optionally, a parity error. The
Special Receive Condition interrupt is different
from an ordinary receive character available
interrupt only in the status placed in the vector
during the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle. In
Interrupt on First Receive Character, an inter-
rupt can occur from Special Receive Condi-
tions any time after the first receive character
interrupt.

The main function of the External/Status
interrupt is to monitor the signal transitions of
the CTS, DCD, and SYNC pins; however, an
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ExternaVStatus interrupt is also caused by a
Transmit Underrun condition, or a zero count
in the baud rate generator, or by the detection
of a Break (Asynchronous mode), Abort (SOLC
mode) or EOP (SOLC Loop mode) sequence in
the data stream. The interrupt caused by the
Abort or EOP has a special feature allowing
the SCC to interrupt when the Abort or EOP
sequence is detected or terminated. This
feature facilitates the proper termination of the
current message, correct initialization of the
next message, and the accurate timing of the
Abort condition in external logic in SOLC
mode. In SOLC Loop mode, this feature allows
secondary stations to recognize the wishes of
the primary station to regain control of the
loop during a poll sequence.

CPU/DMA Block Transfer. The sce provides
a Block Transfer mode to accommodate CPU
block transfer functions and OMA controllers.
The Block Transfer mode uses the WAITI
REQUEST output in conjunction with the
WaiVRequest bits in WRI. The WAITI
REQUEST output can be defined under soft-
ware control as a WAIT line in the epu Block
Transfer mode or as a REQUEST line in the
OMA Block Transfer mode.

To a OMA controller, the see REQUEST
output indicates that the see is ready to
transfer data to or from memory. To the epu,
the WAIT line indicates that the sce is not
ready to transfer data, thereby requesting that
the epu extend the 1/0 cycle. The OTRI
REQUEST line allows full-duplex operation
under OMA control.

by the control logic under program control.
All of the modem control signals are general-
purpose in nature and can optionally be used
for functions other than modem control.

The register set for each channel includes
ten control (write) registers, two sync-
character (write) registers, and four status
(read) registers. In addition, each baud rate
generator has two (read/write) registers for
holding the time constant that determines the
baud rate. Finally, associated with the inter-
rupt logic is a write register for the interrupt
vector accessible through either channel, a

Architecture The see internal structure includes two full-
duplex channels, two baud rate generators,
internal control and interrupt logic, and a bus
interface to a nonmultiplexed bus. Associated
with each channel are a number of read and
write registers for mode control and status
information, as well as logic necessary to inter-
face to modems or other external devices
(Figure 8).

The logic for both channels provides
formats, synchronization, and validation for
data transferred to and from the channel inter-
face. The modem control inputs are monitored

_ } MODEM, OMA, OR
OTHER CONTROLS

-}MODEM, OMA, OR
OTHER CONTROLS
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write only Master Interrupt Control register
and three read registers: one containing the
vector with status infomation (Channel B only).
one containing the vector without status
(Channel A only), and one containing the
Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only).

The registers for each channel are
designated as follows:

WRO-WRI5 - Write Registers 0 through 15.

RRO-RR3, RRIO, RRI2, RRI3, RRI5 - Read
Registers 0 through 3, 10, 12, 13, 15.

Table I lists the functions assigned to each
read or write register. The SCC contains only
one WR2 and WR9, but they can be accessed
by either channel. All other registers are
paired (one for each channel).

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path
illustrated in Figure 9 is identical for both
channels. The receiver has three 8-bit buffer
registers in an FIFO arrangement, in addition
to the 8-bit receive shift register. This scheme
creates additional time for the CPU to service
an interrupt at the beginning of a block of
high speed data. Incoming data is routed
through one of several paths (data or CRC)
depending on the selected mode (the character
length in Asynchronous modes also determines
the data path).

the transmitter has an 8-bit Transmit Data
buffer register loaded from the internal data
bus and a 20-bit Transmit Shift register that
can be loaded either from the synchronous
character registers or from the Transmit Data
register. Depending on the operational mode,
outgoing data is routed through one of four
main paths before it is transmitted from the
Transmit Data output (TxD)

Transmit/Receive buffer status and External status

Special Receive Condition status
Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)
Unmodified interrupt vector (Channel A only)
Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only)
Receive buffer
Miscellaneous status
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

External/Status interrupt information

RR3
RR8
RRIO
RRl2
RRI3
RRl5

eRe initialize, initialization commands for the
various modes, Register Pointers
TransmiVReceive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition

Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel)
Receive parameters and control

TransmiVReceive miscellaneous parameters and
modes
Transmit parameters and controls

Sync characters or SDLC address field
Sync character or SDLC flag

Transmit buffer
Master interrupt control and reset (accessed
through either channel)
Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits

Clock mode control
Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

Miscellaneous control bits

External/Status interrupt control

WR2
WR3
WR4

WR5
WR6

WR7

WR8
WR9

WRIO
WRII
WR12
WR13
WRI4
WR15

Programming The SCC contains 13 write registers in each
channel that are programmed by the system
separately to configure the functional per-
sonality of the channels.

In the SCC, register addressing is direct for
the data registers only, which are selected by
a High on the Die pin. In all other cases (With
the exception of WRO and RRO), programming
the write registers requires two write opera-
tions and reading the read registers requires
both a write and a read operation. The first
write is to WRO and contains three bits that
point to the selected register. The second write
is the actual control word for the selected
register, and if the second operation is read,

the selected read register is accessed. All of
the registers in the SCC, including the data
registers, may be accessed in this fashion. The
pointer bits are automatically cleared after the
read or write operation so that WRO (or RRO) is
addressed again.

The system program first issues a series of
commands to initialize the basic mode of
operation. This is followed by other commands
to qualify conditions within the selected mode.
For example, the Asynchronous mode,
character length, clock rate, number of stop
bits, even or odd parity might be set first.
Then the interrupt mode would be set, and
finally, receiver or transmitter enable.



Read Registers. The SCC contains eight read
registers (actually nine, counting the receive
buffer (RR8) in each channel). Four of these
may be read to obtain status information (RRO,
RRl, RRIO, and RRI5). Two registers (RRI2
and RRI3) may be read to learn the baud rate
generator time constant. RR2 contains either
the unmodified interrupt vector (Channel A) or
the vector modified by status information

~~~

l-'= R,CHARACTERAVAILABLE

~ ZERO COUNT

Tx BUFFER EMPTY

DCD

SYNC/HUNT

CTS

Tx UNDERRUNIEOM

BREAK/ABORT

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~~

l-'=ALLSENT

RESIDue COOE 2

RESIDue CODE 1

RESIDUE CODE 0

PARITY ERROR

Rx OVERRUN ERROR

CRC/FRAMING ERROR

END OF FRAME (SOLC)

~~~

l-'= CHANNEL B EXTISTATI"

~ CHANNel B Tx IP'

CHANNel B RlIP'

CHANNEL A EXT/STAT IP'

CHANNEL A Tx IP'

CHANNel A Rx IP'

o
o

(Channel B). RR3 contains the Interrupt Pen-
ding (IP) bits (Channel A). Figure 10 shows
the formats for each read register.

The status bits of RRO and RRI are carefully
grouped to simplify status monitoring; e.g.,
when the interrupt vector indicates a Special
Receive Condition interrupt, all the appro-
priate error bits can be read from a single
register (RRl).

~~
TC,



Programming
(Continued)

Write Registers. The SCC contains 13 write
registers (14 counting WR8, the transmit
buffer) in each channel. These write registers
are programmed separately to configure the
functional "personality" of the channels. In
addition, there are two registers (WR2 and

REOISTER 0

REGISTER 1

REOISTER 2

REOISTER 3

o REGISTER 4

REGISTER 5

REGISTER 8
REGISTER 7

1 :::::~:::. )

1 REGISTER 11

o REOISTER 12

o 1 REOISTER 13

1 REGISTER 14

1 REQISTER 15

o NUl.l. coDe
o POINT HIGH

o RESET EXT/STAT INTERRUPTS

o 1 1 SEND ABORT (SOLC)

1 ENABLE INT ON NEXT Ax CHARACTER

1 RESET TAINT PENDING

1 1 ERROR RESET

1 1 RESET HIGHEST IUS

NULL coDe

RESET Ax CRe CHECKER

RESET T.: CRe GENERATOR

RESET Tx UNDERRUN/EOM LATCH

WR9) shared by the two channels that may be
accessed through either of them. WR2 contains
the interrupt vector for both channels, while
WR9 contains the interrupt control bits. Figure
11 shows the format of each write register.

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

L.:R'ENABLE

SYNC CHARACTER LOAD INHIBIT

ADDRESS SEARCH MODE (SOLC)

Rx CAe ENABLE

ENTER HUNT MODE
AUTO ENABLES

o 0 R.5 BITs/CHARACTER

o 1 RII 7 BITs/CHARACTER

1 0 Ax 6 BITS/CHARACTER

1 1 RlI 8 BITS/CHARACTER

_

~
L EXTINT ENABLE

Tx INT ENABLE

PARITY IS SPECIAL CONDITION

o 0 Rio INT DISABLE

o 1 Rio INT ON FIRST CHARACTER OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 OINT ON All Rio CHARACTERS OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 1 Rio tNT ON SPECIAL CONDITION ONLY

'------ WAIT/OMA REQUEST ON RECEIV~

WAIT/OMA REQUEST FUNCTION

WAITIDMA REQUEST ENABLE

IIL PARITY ENABLE

L- PARITY EVEN/ODD

o 0 SYNC MODES ENABLE

o 1 1 STOP BIT/CHARACTER

1 0 1'It STOP BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 2 STOP BITs/CHARACTER

8 BIT SYNC CHARACTER

16 BIT SYNC CHARACTER

SDLC MODE (01111110 FLAG)

EXTERNAL SYNC MODE

~

~ :~:RC ENABLE

SDLC/CRC·16

Tx ENABLE

SEND BREAK

Tll 5 BITS (OR LESS)lCHARACTER

Tx 7 BITS/CHARACTER

Tll 6 BITs/CHARACTER

Tll 8 BITS/CHARACTER

MONOSYNC.8 BITS
MONOSYNC.6 BITS
BISYNC, 16 BITS
BISYNC, 12 BITS
SOLC
SOle

(ADDRESS RANGE)



Programming
(Continued)

Write Register 7

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~Jl~
SYNC,

SYNCs
SYNC15
SYNC",

SYNC,
SYNC.
SYNC14
SYNC10

1

SYNCs
$YNC3
SYNC13
SYNC,,

SVNC4
SYNC2
SYNC12
SYNC,,

$YNC3
SYNCt
SVNCI1
SYNC7

1

SYNC2
SYNCo
SYNCIO
SYNC,

1

SVNCl.
SYNC,
SYNCs

1

SYNCo.
SYNC.
SYNC.,

MONOSYNC,8 BITS
MQNOSYNC,6 BITS
BISYNC, 16 BITS
BISYNC, 12 BITS
SOLe

o NO RESET

1 CHANNel RESET B

1 0 CHANNEL RESET A

1 1 FORCE HARDWARE REseT

NRZ

NAZI

FMl (TRANSITION. 1)

FMO (TRANSITION. OJ

CRe PRESET 110

1~1~!D5~1~!02!~!~1

~
I ~ ::~::::YNC

~ ABORTIrm! ON UNOERRUN

MARK/run IDLE

GO ACTIVE ON POll

I~!~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

L BR aENERATOR ENABLE

L- SR QENERATOR SOURCE

O'TRJREQueST FUNCTION

AUTO ECHO

LOCAL 1.00PBACK
I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

I,,fRiC OUT· XTAL OUTPUT

o 1 'fRi'e OUT", TRANSMIT CLOCK

1 0 fRiC OUT •• SR GENERATOR OUTPUT

1 1 ~ OUT", DPllOUTPUT

TRKe 0/;

TRANSMIT CLOCK • ~ PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK '" TRxC PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK ~ BR GENERATOR OUTPUT

TRANSMIT CLOCK. DPLL OUTPUT

, ,
, 1

1, ,, ,
, 1

1 1

1 1

NULL COMMAND

ENTER SEARCH MODE

RESET MISSING CLOCK

DISABLE DPLL

SET SOURCE'" BR GENERATOR

SET SOURCE '" ~

SET FM MODE

SET NRZI MODE

RECEIVE CLOCK .• R'fiC PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK", fibC PIN

1 0 RECEIVE CLOCK = BR GENERATOR OUTPUT

RECEIVE CLOCK'" DPLL OUTPUT



TheSCC generates internal control signals
from WR and RD that are related to PCLK.
Since PCLK has no phase relationship with
WR and RD, the circuitry generating these
internal control signals must provide time for
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives
rise to a recovery time related to PCLK. The
recovery time applies only between bus trans-
actions involving the SCC. The recovery time
required for proper operation is speCified from
the rising edge of WR or RD in the first trans-

X ADDRESS VALID V--________________________A--

\_--

action involving the SCC to the falling edge of
WR or RD in the second transaction involving
the SCC. This time must be at least 6 PCLK
cycles plus 200 ns.

Read Cycle Timing. Figure 12 illustrates
Read cycle timing. Addresses on AlB and Die
and the status on INTACK must remain stable
throughout the cycle. If CE falls after RD falls
or if it rises before RD rises, the effective RD is
shortened.

DO-D7 -----------( ••• ""X OATAVALtO ) •.••• ----

Write Cycle Timing. Figure 13 illustrates
Write cycle timing. Addresses on AlB and Die
and the status on INTACK must remain stable

throughout the cycle. If CE falls after WR falls
or if it rises before WR rises, the effective WR
is shortened.

X AODRESS VALID V-------..---- A--
\_-
1

\ ------1
DO-D7 •••.•(

InterruptAcknowledge Cycle Timing. Figure
14 illustrates Interrupt Acknowledge cycle
timing. Between the time INTACK goes Low
and the falling edge of RD, the internal and
external IEIIIEO daisy chains settle. If there is
an interrupt pending in the SCC and IEI is

---'~iiD J \

.•..._-------""

High when RD falls, the Acknowledge cycle is
intended for the SCC. In this case, the SCC
may be programmed to respond to RD Low by
placing its interrupt vector on Do-D7 and it
then sets the appropriate Interrupt-Under-
Service latch internally.



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi+
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tion below apply for the folloWing standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75 V :s Vcc :s +5.25 V

• GND = 0 V
• TA as speCified in Ordering Information

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package'Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50pfmax.

.5V

i2.2K

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST r 50p'

DC
Charac-
teristics

Max Unit Condition

Vcc+0.3 V
0.8 V

V IcH= -250~
0.4 V IOL= +2.0 mA

±10.0 ~ 0.4 s V1NS +2.4V
:±.10.0 ~ 0.4 S VOUTS +2.4V
250 mA

Input High Voltage
Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage
Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vcc Supply Current

C1N

COUT

Cuo

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
Bidirectional Capacitance



Read and
Write PCLK

Timing

A/B, Ole

INTACK

CE

AD

Do-D7
READ

N
WR 00en

w
0

Do-D7 fI)WRITE nn
WIREQ

WAIT

W/REQ
RECUEST

DTR/REQ
REQUeST

'NT

J1

4MHz 6 MHz
Min Max Min Max Notes*t

105 2000 70t 1000
105 2000 70t 1000

20 10
20 15

250 - 4000 -- 1650
- 2000

80 80
0 0

80 80
0 0
0 0

200 160
0 0

200 160
0 0

100 100
0 0
0 0

100 70
0 0 1
0 0 1-

100 70 1
390 250 1

0 0
0 0

250 180
70 45 2

No. Symbol Parameter

1 TwPCl PCLK Low Width
2 TwPCh PCLK High Width
3 TIPC PCLK Fall Time
4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time
5-TcPC----PCLK Cycle Time -------------
6 TsA(WR) Address to WR j Setup Time
7 ThA(WR) Address to WR t Hold Time
8 TsA(RD) Address to RD I Setup Time
9 ThA(RD) Address to RD t Hold Time

10 - TsIA(PC) -- INTACK to PCLK I Setup Time --------
II TsIAi(WR) INTACK to WR j Setup Time
12 ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR t Hold Time
13 TsIAi(RD) INTACK to RD I Setup Time
14 ThIA(RD) INTACK to RD t Hold Time
15-ThIA(PC)--INTACK toPCLK t Hold Time--------
16 TsCEl(WR) CE Low to WR j Setup Time
17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR t Hold Time
18 TsCEh(WR) CE High to WR I Setup Time
19 TsCEl(RD) CE Low to RD I Setup Time
20 - ThCE(RD)-- CE to RD t Hold Time -----------
21 TsCEh(RD) CE High to RD I Setup Time
22 TwRDl RD Low Width
23 TdRD(DRA) RD j to Read Data Active Delay
24 TdRDr(DR) RD I to Read Data Not Valid Delay
25 TdRDI(DR) RD I to Read Data Valid Delay
26 TdRD(DRz) Ri5 t to Read Data Float Delay

NOTES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge transactions.
2. Float delay is defined as the time required for a ± 0.5 V change

in the output with a maximum de load and minimum ae load.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (os).
t Parameter equals 64 os for Z8530A 8L436 version compatible with 11 operation.
o Parameter equals 153 os for Z8530A 8L436 version compatible with TI operation.



Interrupt
Acknowledge
Timing

Reset
Timing

Cycle
Timing

CE I--------------U~-----~

~

• ®
r-C

AD or WR ------\~ ••••!)

4 MHz
Min Max

590
390

0
0

240
240
240
240

5TcPC
+300

5TcPC
+300
500

250
285

190
120

0
120
250
500

30
30

250
6TcPC
+200

27 TeIA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read Data Valid Delay
28 TwWRl WR Low Width
29 TsDW(WR) Write Data to WR I Setup Time
30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR t Hold Time
3l-TdWR(W)--WR I to Wail Valid Delay-------------
32 TdRD(W) RD I to Wait Valid Delay
33 TdWRf(REQ) WR I to W/REQ Not Valid Delay
34 TdRDf(REQ) RD I to WIREQ Not Valid Delay
35 TdWRr(REQ) WR t to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay

36- TdRDr(REQ)- RD t to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay ---------

37 TdPC(lNT) PCLK I to lNT Valid Delay
38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD I (Acknowledge) Delay
39 TwRDA RD (Acknowledge) Width
40-TdRDA(DR)-- RD I (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay------
41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD I (Acknowledge) Setup Time
42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD t (Acknowledge) Hold Time
43 TdIEI(lEO) lEI to IEO Delay Time
44 TdPC(IEO) PCLK t to IEO Delay
45 - TdRDA(lNT)- RD I to INT Inactive Delay -------------
46 TdRD(WRQ) RD t to WR I Delay for No Reset
47 TdWRQ(RD) WR t to RD I Delay for No Reset
48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for Reset
49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time

NOTES:
3. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the sec.
4. ()pen-cirellin output, measured with open-drain test load.
5. Parameter is system dependent. For any see in the daisy

chain. TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum 01 TdPC(lEO)
lor the highest priority device in the daisy chain. TsIEI(RDA)

for the sec, and TdIEIf(lEO) for each device separating them
in the daisy chain.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (os).



General
Timing

T'D_~_:===XI] _)<~====__
TiiiCOUTPUT '- _

\~CI3
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INPUT r ~ ~
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4 MHz 6 MHz
No. Symbol Parameter MID Max MID Max

I TdPC(REQ) PCLK 1 to WIREQ Valid Delay 250 250
2 TdPC(W) PCLK I to Wail Inactive Delay 350 350
3 TsRXC(PC) RxC t to PCLK t Setup Time (PCLK 4 case only) 80 TwPCI 70 TwPCI
4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxD to RxC t Setup Time (XI Mode) 0 0
5 - ThRXD(RXCr) - RxD to RxC t Hold Time (XI Mode) 150 150
6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Setup Time (XI Mode) 0 0
7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxD to RxC I Hold Time (XI Mode) 150 150
8 TsSY(RXC) SYNC to RxC t Setup Time -200 -200
9 ThSY(RXC) SYNC to RxC t Hold Time 3TcPC 3TcPC

+200 +200
10 - TsTXC(PC) -- TxC I to PCLK t Setup Time 0 0
II TdTXCf(TXD) TxC I to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 230
12 TdTXCr(TXD) TxC t to TxD Delay (XI Mode) 300 230
13 TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxC Delay (Send Clock Echo) 200 200
14 TwRTXh RTxC High Width 180 180
15 - TwRTXI--- RTxC Low Width 180 180
16 TcRTX RTxC Cycle Time 400 400
17 TcRTXX Crystal Oscillator Period 250 1000 250 1000
18 TwTRXh TRxC High Width 180 180
19 TwTRXI TRxC Low Width 180 180
20-TcTRX TRxC Cycle Time 400 400
21 TwEXT DCD or CTS Pulse Width 200 200
22 TwSY SYNC Pulse Width 200 200

1,4

I
------1

1,5
1,5
I

I
-----2,4-

2
2,5

6
-----6-

6

3
6

6

6-

NOTES:
1. RxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
2. TXC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.
3. Both RTxC and SYNC have 30 pF capacitors to ground con-

nected to them.
4. Parameter applies only if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK

rale. In a!!...2...thercases, no phase relationship between RxC and
PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required.

S. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/deccx:Hng.
6. ParClimeter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and

baud rale generator timing reqUirements are identical to chip
PCLK requirements.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



System
Timing

](
I ,

•

1 TdRXC(REQ) RxC f to 'iN/REQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 2
2 TdRXC(W) RxC I to Wait Inactive Delay 8 12 8 12 1,2
3 TdRXC(SY) RxC I to SYNC Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 2
4 TdRXC(lNT) RxC f to INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 1,2
5- TdTXC(REQ) -TxC I to 'iN/REQ Valid Delay ---------5 -- 8 --- 5-- 8 ----3-
6 TdTXC(W) TxC 1 to Wail Inactive Delay 5 8 5 8 1,3
7 TdTXC(DRQ) TxC 1 to DTR/REQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 3
8 TdTXC(lNT) TxC 1 to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 1,3
9 TdSY(lNT) SYNC Transition to INT Valid Delay 2 6 2 6 1

10 TdEXT(INT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT Valid Delay 2 6 2 6 1

NOTES,
1. ~n-drdLO output, measured with open-drain test load.
2. RxC is R'Ti'C or T'RX'C, whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
3. i"XCis TRxC or RTxC. whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.



40-pln DIP
Z8530 PS
Z8530CS
Z8530 PE
Z8530 CE
Z8530CM*
Z8530CMB*

40-pln DIP
Z8530A PS
Z8530ACS
Z8530A PE
Z8530ACE
Z8530ACM*
Z8530ACMB*

Z8530 SCC, 4.0 MHz
44-pln LCC
Z8530 LM*
Z8530 LMB*t

44-plnPCC
Z8530VS

Z8530A SCC, 6.0 MHz
44-pln LCC
Z8530A LM*
Z8530A LMB*t

44-pln PCC
Z8530AVS

Z8530A SCC, 6.5 MHz- T1 Compatible
40-pln DIP 44-pln PCC
Z8530A PS SL436 Z8530A VS SL436
Z8530A CS SL436

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°Cto +125°C

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.
* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8531 ASCC
Asynchronous Serial
Communications Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independei.t, 0 to 1M bit/second, full-
duplex channels, each with a separate
crystal oscillator and baud rate generator.

• Programmable for NRZ, NRZI, or FM data
encoding.

• Local Loopback and Auto Echo modes.

• Asynchronous communications with five to
eight bits per character and one, one and
one-half, or two stop bits per character; pro-
grammable clock factor; break detection
and generation; parity, overrun, and
framing error detection.

General
Description

The 28531 ASCC Asynchronous Serial
Communications Controller is a dual-channel,
multi-protocol data communications peripheral
designed for use with conventional non-
multiplexed buses. The ASCC functions as a
serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial con-
verter/controller. The device contains a variety
of new, sophisticated internal functions in-
cluding on-chip baud rate generators and
crystal oscillators that dramatically reduce the
need for external logic.

The ASCC also has facilities for modem con-
trols in both channels. In applications where
these controls are not needed, the modem con-
trols can be used for general-purpose I/O.

The Z-BUS daisy-chain interrupt hierarchy is
also supported-as is standard for Zilog
peripheral components.

BUBl
TIMING

"NDRBan

CONTROL (

INTERRUPT I

CHANNaL
CONTROLS
IIOR MOD •• ,
DMA,OR
OTHBR

D,

D,

D,

D,

iNT
lED

lEI

INTACK
+IV

WiREQi
Aii

RfiCi.
AxDA

fRiCi
T_D'"

D't'MiiQA
Affi
ffii
DCDi
PCLK

, '-./ ••
2 "3 38

• 37

5 38

• 35

7 ••• 33

• 32

10 Z8.31 31.•acc
" 3D

" "13 "" 27

11 "11 "17 ••
11 23

11 22

20 21

Do

D,

D.
D.
;;0
w-
A/i

CE
ole
.ND

WIREQI

jijj

ATace

RxDI

TRite.
T•.O.

6TMiiQi
RTIII

em
6C6i

Figure 2a. 40-Pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP).
Pin Assignments

4'" Q'\ Q" <:)"1 Q'" ~l:' Q"- Q" Q" ~ 4t'
S 5 4 3 2 1 «43 42 41 ~

lED 31 Alii"
lEI 38 CE

iN"fAC'K 37 Die

.5V 10 38 NC

Wf~ " 35 .ND

SYNa " Z8531 •• W/REQ8.•acc
IifiCA 13 33 SYNCS

RxDA " 32 IfIIiCli= 15 31 Rxoa
TilDA 11 30 =NC 17 2. "'DB

Figure 2b. 44·Pin Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments

CH"NNB.
CONTROLS
PoAMOO •• ,
DMA,OR
GTM_R



Pin
Description

The following section describes the pin
functions of the ASCC. Figures 1 and 2 detail
the respective pin functions and pin
assignments.

A/B. Channel A/Channel B Select (input).
This signal selects the channel in which the
read or write operation occurs.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). This
signal selects the ASCC for a read or write
operation.

CTSA. CTSB. Clear To Send (inputs, active
Low). If these pins are programmed as Auto
Enables, a Low on the inputs enables the
respective transmitters. If not programmed as
Auto Enables, they may be used as general-
purpose inputs. Both inputs are Schmitt-trigger
buffered to accommodate slow rise-time inputs.
The ASCC detects pulses on these inputs and
can interrupt the CPU on both logic level
transitions.

Die. Data/Control Select (input). This signal
defines the type of information transferred to
or from the ASCC. A High means data is
transferred; a Low indicates a command.

DCDA. DCDB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs,
active Low). These pins function as receiver
enables if they are programmed for Auto
Enables; otherwise they may be used as
general-purpose input pins. Both pins are
Schmitt-trigger buffered to accomodate slow
rise-time signals. The ASCC detects pulses on
these pins and can interrupt the CPU on both
logic level transitions.

Do-~. Data Bus (bidirectional, 3-state). These
lines carry data and commands to and from
the ASCC.

DTR/REQA. DTR/REQB. Data Terminal
Ready/Request (outputs, active Low). These
outputs follow the state programmed into the
DTR bit. They can also be used as general-
purpose outputs or as Request lines for a DMA
controller.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
lEI is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy
chain when there is more than one interrupt-
driven device. A High lEI indicates that no
other higher priority device has an interrupt
under service or is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). IEO is High only if IEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an ASCC interrupt or the
ASCC is not requesting an interrupt (Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle only). IEO is connected to
the next lower priority device's IEI input and
thus inhibits interrupts from lower priority
devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is activated when the
ASCC requests an interrupt.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This signal indicates an active Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. During this cycle, the
ASCC interrupt daisy chain settles. When RD
becomes active, the ASCC places an interrupt
vector on the data bus (if lEI is High).
INTACK is latched by the rising edge
of PCLK.

PCLK. Clock (input). This is the master ASCC
clock used to synchronize iLlternal signals;
PCLK is a TTL level signal.

RD. Read (input, active Low). This signal indi-
cates a read operation and when the ASCC is
selected, enables the ASCC's bus drivers.
During the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle, this
signal gates the interrupt vector onto the bus
if the ASCC is the highest priority device
requesting an interrupt.

RxDA, RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active
High). These input signals receive serial data
at standard TTL levels.

RIA. RIB. Ring Indicator (inputs, active Low).
These pins can act either as inputs, or part of
the crystal oscillator circuit. In normal mode
(crystal oscillator option not selected), these
pins are inputs similar to CTS and DCD. In
this mode, transitions on these lines affect the
state of the Ring Indicator status bits in Read
Register 0 (Figure 8) but have no other func-
tion.

RTxCA. RTxCB. Receive/Transmit Clocks
(inputs, active Low). These pins can be pro-
grammed in several different modes of opera-
tion. In each channel, RTxC may supply the
receive clock, the transmit clock, the clock for
the baud rate generator, or the clock for the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop. These pins can
also be programmed for use with the respec-
tive RI pins as a crystal oscillator. The receive
clock may be 1, 16, 32, or 64 times the data
rate in Asynchronous modes.

RTSA. RTSB. Request To Send (outputs,
active Low). When the Request To Send (RTS)
bit in Write Register 5 (Figure 9) is set. the
RTS signal goes Low. When the RTS bit is
reset in the Asynchronous mode and Auto
Enable is on, the signal goes High after the
transmitter is empty. With Auto Enable off, the
RTS pin strictly follows the state of the RTS bit.
Both pins can be used as general-purpose
outputs.
TxDA. TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, active
High). These output signals transmit serial data
at standard TTL levels.

TRxCA. TRxCB. Transmit/Receive Clocks
(inputs or outputs, active Low). These pins can
be programmed in several different modes of
operation. TRxC may supply the receive clock
or the transmit clock in the input mode or sup-



Pin
Description
(Continued)

ply the output of the Digital Phase-Locked
Loop, the crystal oscillator, the baud rate
generator, or the transmit clock in the output
mode.

WR. Write (input, active Low). When the
ASCC is selected, this signal indicates a write
operation. The coincidence of RD and WR is
interpreted as a reset.

W/REQA, W/REQB. Wait/Request (outputs,
open-drain when programmed for a Wait func-
tion, driven High or Low when programmed
for a Request function). These dual-purpose
outputs may be programmed as Request lines
for a DMA controller or as Wait lines to syn-
chronize the CPU to the ASCC data rate. The
reset state is Wait.

Functional
Description

The functional capabilities of the ASCC
can be described from two different points
of view: as a data communications device,
it transmits and receives data in a wide
variety of data communications protocols; as a
microprocessor peripheral, the ASCC offers
valuable features such as vectored interrupts,
polling, and simple handshake capability.

Data Communications Capabilities. The
ASCC provides two independent full-duplex
channels programmable for use in any com-
mon Asynchronous data communication pro-
tocol. Figure 3 and the follOWing description
briefly detail this protocol.
Asynchronous Modes. Transmission and
reception can be accomplished independently
on each channel with five to eight bits per
character, plus optional even or odd parity.
The transmitters can supply one, one-and-a-
half, or two stop bits per character and can
provide a break output at any time. The
receiver break-detection logic interrupts the
CPU both at the start and at the end of a
received break. Reception is protected from
spikes by a transient spike-rejection
mechanism that checks the signal one-half a
bit time after a Low level is detected on the
receive data input (RxDA or RxDB in
Figure 1). If the Low does not persist (as in the
case of a transient), the character assembly
process does not start.

Framing errors and overrun errors are
detected and buffered together with the partial
character on which they occur. Vectored inter-
rupts allow fast servicing of error conditions
using dedicated routines. Furthermore, a
built-in checking process avoids the interpreta-
tion of a framing error as a new start bit: a
framing error results in the addition of one-half
a bit time to the point at which the search for
the next start bit begins.

The ASCC does not require symmetric
transmit and receive clock signals-a feature
allowing use of the wide variety of clock
sources. The transmitter and receiver can

handle data at a rate of 1/16, 1/32, or 1/64 of
the clock rate supplied to the receive and
transmit clock inputs.

Baud Rate Generator. Each channel in the
ASCC contains a programmable baud rate
generator. Each generator consists of two a-bit
time constant registers that form a 16-bit time
constant, a 16-bit down counter, and a flip-flop
on the output producing a square wave. On
startup, the flip-flop on the output is set in a
High state, the value in the time constant
register is loaded into the counter, and the
counter starts counting down. The output of
the baud rate generator toggles upon reaching
0, the value in the time constant register is
loaded into the counter, and the process is
repeated. The time constant may be changed
at any time, but the new value does not take
effect until the next load of the counter.

The output of the baud rate generator may
be used as either the transmit clock, the
receive clock, or both. It can also drive the
Digital Phase-Locked Loop (see next section).

If the receive clock or transmit clock is not
programmed to come from the TRxC pin, the
output of the baud rate generator may be
echoed out via the TRxC pin.

The following formula relates the time con-
stant to the baud rate (the baud rate is in
bits/second and the BR clock period is in
seconds):

. PCLK
lime constant = 2 (clock fador) (baud) -2

Digital Phase-Locked Loop. The ASCC con-
tains a Digital Phase-Locked-Loop (DPLL) to
recover clock information from a data stream
with NRZI or FM encoding. The DPLL is driven
by a clock that is nominally 32 (NRZI) or 16
(FM) times the data rate. The DPLL uses this
clock, along with the data stream, to construct
a clock for the data. This clock may then be
used as the ASCC receive clock, the transmit
clock, or both.

PARITYsr !Sr
-MA-R-"-Na-L'N-E--II DATA II' I -I-DA-T-A-I-I-'-II DATA II' , MAR"Na L'NE

aSYNCHRONOUS
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For NRZI encoding, the DPLL counts the 32x
clock to create nominal bit times. As the 32x
clock is counted, the DPLL is searching the
incoming data stream for edges (either I to 0
or 0 to I). Whenever an edge is detected, the
DPLL makes a count adjustment (during the
next counting cycle), producing a terminal
count closer to the center of the bit cell.

For FM encoding, the DPLL still counts from
o to 31, but with a cycle corresponding to two
bit times. When the DPLL is locked, the clock
edges in the data stream should occur between
counts 15 and 16 and between counts 31 and
o. The DPLL looks for edges only during a
time centered on the 15 to 16 counting
transition.

The 32x clock for the DPLL can be pro-
grammed to come from either the RTxC input
or the output of the baud rate generator. The
DPLL output may be programmed to be
echoed out of the ASCC via the TRxC pin (if
this pin is not being used as an input).

Data Encoding. The ASCC may be pro-
grammed to encode and decode the serial data
in four different ways (Figure 4). In NRZ
encoding, a I is represented by a High level
and a 0 is represented by a Low level. In NRZI
encoding, a 1 is represented by no change in
level and a 0 is represented by a change in
level. In FMl (more properly, bi-phase mark),
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 1 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell and a 0 is
represented by no additional transition at the
center of the bit cell. In FMO (bi-phase space),
a transition occurs at the beginning of every
bit cell. A 0 is represented by an additional
transition at the center of the bit cell, and a I
is represented by no additional transition at
the center of the bit cell. In addition to these
four methods, the ASCC can be used to
decode Manchester (bi-phase level) data by
using the DPLL in the FM mode and program-
ming the receiver for NRZ data. Manchester
encoding always produces a transition at the
center of the bit cell. If the transition is 0 to 1,

the bit is a O. If the transition is 1 to 0, the bit
is a I.
Auto Echo and Local Loopback. The ASCC is
capable of automatically echoing everything it
receives. In Auto Echo mode, RxD is con-
nected to TxD internally. Auto Echo mode can
be used with NRZI or FM encoding with no
additional delay, because the data stream is
not decoded before retransmission. In Auto
Echo mode, the CTS input is ignored as a
transmitter enable (although transitions on this
input can still cause interrupts if programmed
to do so). In this mode, the transmitter is
actually bypassed and the programmer is
responsible for disabling transmitter interrupts
and WAIT/REQUEST on transmit.

The ASCC is also capable of local loopback.
In this mode TxD is connected to RxD intern-
ally, just as in Auto Echo mode. However, in
Local Loopback mode, the internal transmit
data is tied to the internal receive data and
RxD is ignored (except to be echoed out via
TxD). The CTS and DCD
inputs are also ignored as transmit and receive
enables. However, transitions on these inputs
can still cause interrupts. Local Loopback
works with NRZ, NRZI or FM coding of the data
stream.

I/O Interface Capabilities. The ASCC offers
the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored or
nonvectored), and Block Transfer modes to
transfer data, status, and control information to
and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA
control.

Polling. All interrupts are disabled. Three
status registers in the ASCC are automatically
updated whenever any function is performed.
The idea behind polling is for the CPU to
periodically read a status register until the
register contents indicate the need for data to
be transferred. Only one register needs to be
read; depending on its contents, the CPU
either writes data, reads data, or continues.
Two bits in the register indicate the need for
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data transfer. An alternative is a poll of the
Interrupt Pending register to determine the
source of an interrupt. The status for both
channels resides in one register.

Interrupts. When an ASCC responds to an
Interrupt Acknowledge signal (lNTACK) from
the CPU, an interrupt vector may be placed on
the data bus. This vector is written in WR2 and
may be read in RR2A or RR2B (Figures 8
and 9).

To speed interrupt response time, the ASCC
can modify three bits in this vector to indicate
status. If the vector is read in Channel A,
status is never included; if it is read in
Channel B, status is always included.

Each of the six sources of interrupts in the
ASCC (Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus
interrupts in both channels) has three bits
associated with the interrupt source: Interrupt
Pending (lP), Interrupt Under Service (IUS),
and Interrupt Enable (IE). Operation of the IE
bit is straightforward. If the IE bit is set for a
given interrupt source, then that source can
request interrupts. The exception is when the
MIE (Master Interrupt Enable) bit in WR9 is
reset and no interrupts may be requested. The
IE bits are write only.

The other two bits are related to the inter-
rupt priority chain (Figure 5). As a
microprocessor peripheral, the ASCC may
request an interrupt only when no higher
priority device is requesting one, e.g., when
lEI is High. If the device in question requests
an interrupt, it pulls down INT. The CPU then
responds with INTACK, and the interrupting
device places the vector on the data bus.

In the ASCC, the IP bit signals a need for
interrupt servicing. When an IP bit is I and
the lEI input is High, the INT output is pulled
Low, requesting an interrupt. In the ASCC, If
the IE bit is not set by enabling interrupts,
then the IP for that source can never be set.
The IP bits are readable in RR3A.

The IUS bits signal that an interrupt request
is being serviced. If an IUS is set, all interrupt
sources of lower priority in the ASCC and
external to the ASCC are prevented from
requesting interrupts. The internal interrupt

sources are inhibited by the state of the inter-
nal daisy chain, while lower priority devices
are inhibited by the IEO output of the ASCC
being pulled Low and propagated to subse-
quent peripherals. An IUS bit is set during an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle if there are no
higher priority devices requesting interrupts.

There are three types of interrupts:
Transmit, Receive, and ExternaVStatus. Each
interrupt type is enabled under program con-
trol with Channel A having higher priority
than Channel B, and with Receiver, Transmit,
and ExternaVStatus interrupts prioritized in
that order within each channel. When the
Transmit interrupt is enabled, the CPU is
interrupted when the transmit buffer becomes
empty. (This implies that the transmitter must
have had a data character written into it so
that it can become empty.) When enabled, the
receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of three
ways:

• Interrupt on First Receive Character or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on All Receive Characters or
Special Receive Condition.

• Interrupt on Special Receive Condition
Only.

Interrupt on First Character or Special Con-
dition and Interrupt on Special Condition Only
are typically used with the Block Transfer
mode. A Special Receive Condition is a
receiver overrun, and, optionally, a parity
error. The Special Receive Condition interrupt
is different from an ordinary receive character
available interrupt only in the status placed in
the vector during the Interrupt Acknowledge
cycle. In Interrupt on First Receive Character,
an interrupt can occur from Special Receive
Conditions any time after the first receive
character interrupt.

The main function of the ExternaVStatus
interrupt is to monitor the signal transitions of
the CTS, DCD, and ill pins; however, an
ExternaVStatus interrupt is also caused by a
Transmit Underrun condition, or a zero count
in the baud rate generator, or by the detection
of a Break.
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CPU/DMA Block Transfer. The ASCC pro-
vides a Block Transfer mode to accommodate
CPU block transfer functions and DMAcon-
trollers. The Block Transfer mode uses the
WAIT/ REQUESToutput in conjunction with
the Wail/Request bits in WRl. The WAIT/
REQUESToutput can be defined under soft-
ware control as a WAITline in the CPU Block
Transfer mode or as a REQUESTline in the

DMABlock Transfer mode.
To a DMAcontroller, the ASCC REQUEST

output indicates that the ASCC is ready to
transfer data to or from memory. To the CPU,
the WAITline indicates that the ASCC is not
ready to transfer data, thereby requesting that
the CPU extend the I/O cycle. The DTRI
REQUESTline allows full-duplex operation
under DMAcontrol.

The ASCC internal structure includes
two full-duplex channels, two baud rate
generators, internal control and interrupt
logic, and a bus interface to a nonmultiplexed
bus. Associated with each channel are a
number of read and write registers for mode
control and status information, as well as logic
necessary to interface to modems or other
external devices (Figure 6).

The logic for both channels provides
formats, synchronization, and validation for

data transferred to and from the channel inter-
face. The modem control inputs are monitored
by the control logic under program control.
All of the modem control signals are general-
purpose in nature and can optionally be used
for functions other than modem control.

The register set for each channel includes
ten control (write) registers, and four status
(read) registers. In addition, each baud rate
generator has two (read/write) registers for
holding the time constant that determines the

} SERIAL DATA

.....- } CHANNEL CLOCKS

Ji1
WAIT/REQUEST

}

MODEM, OMA. OR
OTHER CONTROLS

}
MODEM, OMA, OR
OTHER CONTAOlS

} SERIAL DATA

} CHANNEL CLOCKS
.Ji1
WAIT/REQUEST
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baud rate. Finally, associated with the inter-
rupt logic is a write register for the interrupt
vector accessible through either channel, a
write only Master Interrupt Control register
and three read registers: one containing the
vector with status infomation (Channel B only),
one containing the vector without status
(Channel A only), and one containing the
Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only).

The registers for each channel are
designated as follows:

WRO-WR15 - Write Registers 0-5, 8-15.

RRO-RR3, RRlO, RR12, RR13, RR15 - Read
Registers 0 through 3, 10, 12, 13, 15.

Table 1 lists the functions assigned to each
read or write register. The ASCC contains on-
ly one WR2 and WR9, but they can be access-
ed by either channel. All other registers are
paired (one for each channel).

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path
illustrated in Figure 7 is identical for both
channels. The receiver has three 8-bit buffer
registers in an FIFO arrangement, in addition
to the 8-bit receive shift register. This scheme
creates additional time for the CPU to service
an interrupt at the beginning of a block of
high speed data. Incoming data is routed
through one of several paths depending on the
selected mode (the character length also deter-
mines the data path).

The transmitter has an 8-bit Transmit Data
buffer register loaded from the internal data
bus and an II-bit Transmit Shift register that
can be loaded from the Transmit Data register.

Transmit/Receive buffer status and External status

Special Receive Condition status

Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)
Unmodified interrupt vector (Channel A only)

Interrupt Pending bits (Channel A only)

Receive buffer

Miscellaneous status

Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant

Upper byte of baud rate generator time constant

External/Status interrupt information

RR3

RR8

RRlO

RRI2

RRl3

RRI5

eRe initialize, initialization commands for the
various modes, Register Pointers.

Transmit/Receive interrupt and data transfer mode
definition

Interrupt vector (accessed through either channel)

Receive parameters and control

TransmitIReceive miscellaneous parameters and
modes
Transmit parameters and controls

Transmit buffer
Master interrupt control and reset (accessed
through either channel)

Miscellaneous transmitter/receiver control bits

Clock mode control

Lower byte of baud rate generator time constant
Upper byte of baud rate generator time consto.nt

Miscellaneous control bits

External/Status interrupt control

WR2

WR3

WR4

WR5

WR8

WR9

WRlO

WRII

WRl2

WRl3

WR14
WRI5

Programming The ASCC contains 11 write registers in
each channel that are programmed by the
system separately to configure the functional
personality of the channels.

In the ASCC, register addressing is direct
for the data registers only, which are selected
by a High on the DIG pin. In all other cases
(with the exception of WRO and RRO), pro-
gramming the write registers requires two
write operations and reading the read registers
requires both a write and a read operation.
The first write is to WRO and contains three
bits that point to the selected register. The se-
cond write is the actual control word for the

selected register, and if the second operation
is read, the selected read register is accessed.
All of the registers in the ASCC, including the
data registers, may be accessed in this fashion.
The pointer bits are automatically cleared after
the read or write operation so that WRO (or
RRO) is addressed again.

The system program first issues a series of
commands to initialize the basic mode of
operation. For example, the character length,
clock rate, number of stop bits, even or odd
parity might be set first. Then the interrupt
mode would be set, and finally, receiver or
transmitter enable.



(RRO, RRl, RRIO, and RR15). Two registers
(RR12 and RR13) may be read to learn the
baud rate generator time constant. RR2 con-
tains either the unmodified interrupt vector
(Channel A) or the vector modified by status
information (Channel B). RR3 contains the

Read Register 0

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~l§
'L••CHARACTER AVAILABLE

~ ZERO COUNT

Tx BUFFER EMPTY

DCD

RING INDICATOR

CTS,
BREAK

Read Register 1

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

Read Register 2

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

Read Register 3

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

I ~~:::::~:~::'TATIP'

~ CHANNEL B Axlp·

CHANNEL A EXT/STAT Ip·

CHANNEL A Tx Ip·

CHANNEL A Ax Ip·

o
o

"ALWAYS 0 IN B CHANNEl.

grouped to simplify status monitoring; e.g.,
when the interrupt vector indicates a Special
Receive Condition interrupt, all the appro-
priate error bits can be read from a single
register (RRl).

Read Register 10

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~j
~wo CLOCKS MISSING

ONE CLOCK MISSING

Read Register 12

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~
TC,

Read Register 13

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

II11 ~ ~f:)UPPER BYTE OFu§~:".~"..
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Write Registers. The ASCC contains 11 write
registers (12 counting WR8, the transmit
buffer) in each channel. These write registers
are programmed separately to configure the
functional "personality" of the channels. In
addition, there are two registers (WR2 and

Write Register 0

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
o REOISTER 0

1 REGISTER 1

REOISTER 2

REGISTER S

REGISTER 4

REGISTER Ii

NULL CODE

NUll CODE

REGISTER. ]
REOISTER I
REOISTER 10

REOISTER 11

REQISTER 12

REOISTER 13

REGISTER ,.

REOISTER 16

WR9) shared by the two channels that may be
accessed through either of them. WR2 contains
the interrupt vector for both channels, while
WR9 contains the interrupt control bits.
Figure 9 shows the format of each write
register.

Write Register 3

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

o Rx 5 BITs/CHARACTER

1 Ax 7 BITSICHARACTEA

o AI 5 BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 Ax 8 BITS/CHARACTER

Write Register 4

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

_

I L PARITY ENABLE

L- PARITY EVENJODD

o 0 DO NOT PROORAM
o 1 1 STOP BIT/CHARACTER

1 0 1V, STOP BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 2 STOP BfTSlCHARACTER

X 1 CLOCK MODE

X1S CLOCK MODE
X32 CLOCK MODE

XM CLOCK MODE

Write Register 5

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

o 0 Tx 5 BITSlOR LESS~CHARACTEA

o 1 r. 7 BITs/CHARACTER

1 0 fa: 6 BITs/CHARACTER

1 1 Tx 8 BITSICHARACTER

o
o
1

1 1

o 0

o
1

1

o
o 1

1

1

NULL CODE

POINT HIOH

RESET EXTISTAT INTERRUPTS

1 NULL CODE

ENABLE INT ON NEXT Rx CHARACTER

RESET TxlNT PENDING

ERROR RESET

RESET HIGHEST IUS

I071~1~!~I~I~IDII~1

_

I ~ EXT INT ENABLEL Tx INT ENABLE
PARITY IS SPECIAL CONDITION

o 0 Rx INT DISABLE

o 1 Rx INT ON FIRST CHARACTER OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 OINT ON ALL Rx CHARACTERS OR SPECIAL CONDITION

1 1 fb INT ON SPECIAL CONDITION ONLY

'------ WAITIOMA REQUEST ON RECEIVEJTRllillJim

WAIT/OMA REQUEST FUNCTION

WAITJDMA REQUEST ENABLE



Programming Write Register 9
(Continued) I~I~I~I~!~!~I~I~I

~~

~:~LOLC

MIE

:T"rU5 HIGH/~

o NO RESET

1 CHANNEL RESET B

1 0 CHANNEL RESETA

1 ., FORCE HARDWARE RESET

Write Register 10

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~i
HRZ

NRZI

FM1 (TRANSITION - 1)

FMO (TRANSITION • 0)

Write Register 12

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

G~

1~1~1~1~1~1~ID,!~1

100 ~ OUT. XTAL OUTPUT

o 1 TRie OUT"" TRANSMIT CLOCK

1 0 ~ OUT •. SR GENERATOR OUTPUT

1 1 TRie OUT'" DPlL OUTPUT

~o/l

TRANSMIT CLOCK "" ~ PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK •. fRiC PIN

TRANSMIT CLOCK"" 8A GENERATOR OUTPUT

TRANSMIT CLOCK'"' OPLlOUTPUT

o RECEIVE CLOCK _ J!iTiC PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK. nrxe PIN

RECEIVE CLOCK •• SA GENERATOR OUTPUT

RECEIVE CLOCK'" DPLlOUTPUT

RfiC XTAUNQ XUL

Write Register 13

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

G~
Write Register 14

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~~

L BR aEHERATOR EHABLE

L- 8A GENERATOR SOURCE

I5TRIREQUEST FUNcnON

AlITO ECHO

LOCAL lOOPBACK

o 0

o 0

o 1

o 1 1

o 0

o t

1

1

NULL COMMAND

ENTER SEARCH MODE

RESET MISSING CLOCK

DISABLE DPLL

SET SOURCE - SA GENERATOR

SET SOURCE - RTie

SET FM MOO£

SET NAZI MODE

Write Register 15

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

G~~"



The ASCC generates internal control signals
from WR and RD that are related to PCLK.
Since PLCK has no phase relationship with
WR and RD, the circuitry generating these in-
ternal control signals must provide time for
metastable conditions to disappear. This gives
rise to a recovery time related to PCLK. The
recovery time applies only between bus tran-
sactions involving the ASCC. The recovery
time required for proper operation is specified
from the rising edge of WR or RD in the first

X ADDRESS VALID V------- "'-----------------_ ..."--

transaction involving the ASCC to the falling
edge of WR or RD in the second transaction
involving the ASCC. This time must be at least
6 PLCK cycles plus 200 ns.

Read Cycle Timing. Figure 10 illustrates read
cycle timing, Addresses on AlB and D/C and
the status on lNTACKmust remain stable
throughout the cycle. If CE falls after RD
falls,or rises before RD rises, the effective RD
is shortened.

\_--
1

' 1
<"' x DATA VALID ) •• -----

Write Cycle Timing. Figure II illustrates
write cycle timing. Addresses on AlB and D/C
and the status on INTACKmust remain stable

throughout the cycle. If CE falls after WR falls
or rises before WR rises, the effective WR is
shortened.

AJi, DIe X A_D_D_AE_SS_V_A_L1_D ><==
\_-
I

' 1
)--Dg-D7 (

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing. Figure
12 illustrates interrupt acknowledge cycle tim-
ing. Between the time INTACKgoes low and
the falling edge of RD, the internal and exter-
nal IEVIEOdaisy chains settle. If there is an
interrupt pending the ASCC and lEI is High

when RD falls, the acknowledge cycle was in-
tended for the ASCC. In this case, the ASCC
may be programmed to respond to RD Low by
placing its interrupt vector on Do-D7 and sets
the appropriate Interrupt- Under-Service latch
internally.

'"TACK \."' --- _
n

<---



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65 °C to + 150 °C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi-
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated. in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions below apply for the following standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows:

• +4.75 V S Vee S +5.25 V

• GND = 0 V
• TA as specified in Ordering Information

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50pfmax.

+.v

iUK

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST

fOP'

DC
Charac-
teristics

Symbol

VIH
V1L

VOH

VOL

IlL

1m
Ice

Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage
Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vee Supply Current

Min Max Unit

2.0 Vee+0.3 V
-0.3 0.8 V
2.4 V

0.4 V
± 10.0 p.A

±IO.O p.A

250 mA

IoH= - 250 p.A
IoL= +2.0 mA
0.4 ,; VIN ,; + 2.4V

0.4 :s Your ,; +2.4V

Max Unit Test Condition

10 pI
15 pI
20 pI

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
Bidirectional Capacitance



Read and
Write PCLK

Timing

WA

Do-D7
WRITE

WIRIQ
WAIT

WIRIQ
REQUEST

DTRlRIQ "
REQUEST

'NT

1 TwPCl PCLKLowWidth 105 2000 70 1000
2 TwPCh PCLKHigh Width 105 2000 70 1000
3 TIPC PCLKFall Time 20 10
4 TrPC PCLKRise Time 20 15
5-TcPC PCLKCycle Time------------- 250--4000 ---165 -2000 ------
6 TsA(WR) Address to WR I Setup Time 80 80
7 ThA(WR) Address to WR I Hold Time 0 0
8 TsA(RD) Address to RD I Setup Time 80 80
9 ThA(RD) Address to RD I Hold Time 0 0

10-TsIA(PC)---INTACK to PCLK t Setup Time---------O-------O ---------
11 TsIAi(WR) INTACKto WR I Setup Time 200 200
12 ThIA(WR) INTACKto WR 1 Hold Time 0 0
13 TsIAi(RD) INTACKto RD I Setup Time 200 200
14 ThIA(RD) INTACKto RD I Hold Time 0 0
15-ThIA(PC)--INTACK to PCLK I Hold Time--------lOO------lOO--------
16 TsCEl(WR) CE Lowto WR I Setup Time 0 0
17 ThCE(WR) CE to WR I Hold Time 0 0
18 TsCEh(WR) CE High to WR I Setup Time 100 70
19 TsCEl(RD) CE Lowto RD I Setup Time 0 0 1
20 ThCE(RD) CE to RD I Hold Time 0 0 1
21-TsCEh(RD)--CE High to RD I Setup Time---------100------70-------1-
22 TwRDl RDLowWidth 390 250 1
23 TdRD(DRA) RD I to Read Data Active Delay 0 0
24 TdRDr(DR) RD I to Read Data NotValid Delay 0 0
25 TdRDf(DR) RD I to Read Data Valid Delay 250
26 TdRD<DRz) RD t to Read Data Float Delay 70

NOTES,
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge

transactions.

2. Float delay is defined as the time required for a ±O.5 V change
in the output with a maximum de load and minimum de lOOId.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



Interrupt
Acknowledge ~CLK

Timing

Reset
Timing

Cycle
Timing

~
. ®

r-Ciiii or ••• -----""\ 1)

Ci /~-------------f.,,~'------

27 TdA(DR) Address Required Valid to Read Data Valid Delay
28 TwWRI WR Low Width
29 TsDW(WR) Write Data to WR I Setup Time
30 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR I Hold Time
31 -TdWR(Wl---WR I to Wait Valid Delay -------------
32 TdRD(W) RD I to Wait Valid Delay
33 TdWRf(REQ) WR I to W/REQ Not Valid Delay
34 TdRDf(REQ) RD I to W/REQ Not Valid Delay
35 TdWRr(REQ) WR 1 to DTR/REQ"Not Valid Delay

36 -TdRDr(REQ)--RD 1 to DTRlREQ Not Valid Delay ---------

37 TdPC(lNT) PCLK I to INT Valid Delay
38 TdIAi(RD) INTACK to RD I (Acknowledge) Delay
39 TwRDA RD (Acknowledge) Width
40 -TdRDA(DR)--RD I (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay------
41 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD I (Acknowledge) Setup Time
42 ThIEI(RDA) lEI to RD t (Acknowledge) Hold Time
43 TdIEI(IEO) lEI to IEO Delay Time
44 TdPC(lEO) PCLK I to IEO Delay
45 -TdRDA(lNTl --RD I to INT Inactive Delay -------------
46 TdRD(WRQ) RD I to WR I Delay for No Reset
47 TdWRQ(RD) WR t to RD I Delay for No Reset
48 TwRES WR and RD Coincident Low for Reset
49 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time

4MHz
Min Max

590
390

0
0

240
240
240
240

5TcPC
+300

5TcPC
+300

500

285
190

120
0

120
250
500

30
30

250
6TcPC
+200

NOTES,
3. Parameter applies only between transactions involving the

ASCC.
4. Open-drain output, measured with open-drain test load.
S. Parameter is system dependent. For any ASCC in the daisy

chain, TdIAi(RD) must be greater than the sum of TdPC(lEO)

for the highest priority device in the daisy cham. TsJEHRDA)
for the ASCC, dnd TdIElf(lEO) for each device separating them
in the daisy chain.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (os).
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4MHz 6MHz
Min Max Min Max

250 250
350 350

80 TwPCl 70 TwPCI
0 0

150 150
0 0

150 150
0 0

300 300
300 dQQ

I TdPC(REQ) PCLK I to W/REQ Valid Delay
2 TdPC(W) PCLK I to Wail Inactive Delay
3 TsRXC(PC) RxC I to PCLK I Setup Time (PCLK .•. 4 case only)
4 TsRXD(RXCr) RxDto RxC I Setup Time (XI Mode)
5-ThRXD(RXCr)-RxD to RxC I Hold Time (XI Mode)-------
6 TsRXD(RXCf) RxDto RxC I Setup Time (Xl Mode)
7 ThRXD(RXCf) RxDto RxC I Hold Time (XI Mode)
8 TsTXC(PC) TxC I to PCLK I Setup Time
9 TdTXCf(TXD) TxC I to TxDDelay (XI Mode)

10-TdTXCr(TXD)-TxC I to TxDDelay (XI Mode)-----------
II TdTXD(TRX) TxD to TRxCDelay (Send Clock Echo)
12 TwRTXh RTxC High Width 180 180
13 TwRTXI RTxC LowWidth 180 180
14 TcRTX RTxCCycle Time 400 400
15-TcRTXX---Crystal Oscillator Period-----------250-IOOO---250-lOoo---
16 TwTRXh TRxCHigh Width 180 180
17 TwTRXI TRxCLowWidth 180 180
18 TcTRX TRxCCycle Time 400 400
19 TwEXT DCD or CTS or RI Pulse Width 200 200

1,4

I

1-
1,5
1,5
2,4

2
2,5-

6
6 B:6 CII
3- W
6 -=-6 fft
6 nn

NOTES:
1. RxC is RTxC or TRxC, whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
2. TxC is TRxC or RTxC, whichever is supplying the tr~nsmit

clock.
3. Both RTxC and Hi have 30 pF capocitors to ground con-

nected to them.

4. Parameter applies only if the data rate is one-fourth the PCLK
rate. In all other cases, no phase relationship between RxC and
PCLK or TxC and PCLK is required.

5. Parameter applies only to FM encoding/decoding.
6. Parameter applies only for transmitter and receiver; DPLL and

baud rate generator timing requirements are identical to chip
PCLK requirements .

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change.
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



-0~~--

1 TdRXC(REQ) RxC t to WIREQ Valid Delay 8 12 8 12 2
2 TdRXCCW) RxC t to Wait Inactive Delay 8 12 8 12 1,2
3 TdRXC(INT) RxC t to INT Valid Delay 10 16 10 16 1,2
4 -TdTXC(REQ)-TxC I to WIREQ Valid Delay ---------5 -- 8--- 5-- 8----3-
5 TdTXC(W) TxC I to Wait Inactive Delay 5 8 5 8 1,3
6 TdTXC(DRQ) TxC I to DTRlREQ Valid Delay 4 7 4 7 3
7 TdTXC(!NT) TxC 1 to INT Valid Delay 6 10 6 10 1,3
8 TdEXT(!NT) DCD or CTS Transition to INT Valid Delay 2 6 2 6 1

NOTES;
1. Open·dr~in output, measured with open-drain test lood.
2. RXC is RTxC or TRxC. whichever is supplying the receive

clock.
3. TxC is TRxC or RTxC. whichever is supplying the transmit

clock.



Z8531 ASee, 4.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8531 PS
Z8531 CS

Z8531 A ASee, 6.0 MHz
40-pin DIP
Z8531A PS
Z8531 A CS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M"= -55°Cto +125°C

Z8531 ASee, 4.0 MHz
44-pin pee

Z8531 VS

Z8531 Asee, 6.0 MHz
44-pin pee
Z8531A VS

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

"For Military Orders, contact your local Zil09 Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.





18536 CIO
Counter/Timer and
Parallel I/O Unit

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independent 8-bit, double-buffered,
bidirectional I/O ports plus a 4-bit
special-purpose I/O port. I/O ports
feature programmable polarity,
programmable direction (Bit mode), "pulse
catchers," and programmable open-
drain outputs.

• Four handshake modes, including 3-Wire
(like the IEEE-488).

• REQUESTIWAIT signal for high-speed data
transfer.

• Flexible pattern-recognition logic, program-
mable as a 16-vector interrupt controller.

• Three independent 16-bit counter/timers
with up to four external access lines per
counter/timer (count input, output, gate,
and trigger), and three output duty cycles
(pulsed, one-shot, and square-wave),
programmable as retriggerable or
nonretriggerable.

• Easy to use since all registers are
read/write.

General
Description

The 28536 CIa Counter/Timer and
Parallel I/O element is a general-purpose
peripheral circuit, satisfying most counter/
timer and parallel I/O needs encountered in
system designs. This versatile device contains
three I/O ports and three counter/timers. Many
programmable options tailor its configuration
to specific applications. The use of the device
is Simplified by making all internal registers

(command, status, and data) readable and
(except for status bits) writable. In addition,
each register is given its own unique internal
address, so that any register can be accessed
in two operations. All data registers can be
directly accessed in a single operation. The
CIa is easily interfaced to all popular
microprocessors.
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Figure 2a. 40-pln Dual-In-Line Package (DIP),
Pin Assignments
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Figure 2b. «-pin Chip Carrier.
Pin Assignments

Pin
Description

Ao-Al. Address Lines (input). These two lines
are used to select the register involved in the
CPU transaction: Port A's Data register, Port
B's Data register, Port C's Data register, or a
control register.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). A Low
level on this input enables the CIO to be read
from or written to.

Do-Do,. Data Bus (bidirectional 3-state). These
eight data lines are used for transfers between
the CPU and the CIO.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
lEI is used with IEO to form an interrupt daisy
chain when there is more than one interrupt-
driven device. A High lEI indicates that no
other higher priority device has an interrupt
under service or is requesting an interrupt.

IEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). IEO is High only if lEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from the
requesting CIO or is not requesting an inter-
rupt (Interrupt Acknowledge cycle only). IEO
is connected to the next lower priority device's
lEI input and thus inhibits interrupts from
lower priority devices.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open-drain,
active Low). This signal is pulled Low when
the CIO requests an interrupt.

INTACK. Interrupt Acknowledge (input, active
Low). This input indicates to the CIO that an
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle is in progress.
INTACK must be synchronized to PCLK, and

it must be stable throughout the Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle.

PAo-PA7. Port A I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These eight I/O lines
transfer information between the CIO's Port A
and external devices.

PJIo-PB,. Port B I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These eight I/O lines
transfer information between the CIO's Port B
and external devices. May also be used to
provide external access to Counter/Timers
I and 2.

PCo-P{4. Port C I/O lines (bidirectional,
3-state, or open-drain). These four I/O lines
are used to provide handshake, WAIT, and
REQUEST lines for Ports A and B or to provide
external access to Counter/Timer 3 or access
to the CIO's Port C.

PCLK. Peripheral Clock (input, TTL-
compatible). This is the clock used by the
internal control logic and the counter/timers
in timer mode. It does not have to be the
CPU clock.

RD*. Read (input, active Low). This signal
indicates that a CPU is reading from the CIO.
During an Interrupt Acknowledge cycle, this
signal gates the interrupt vector onto the data
bus if the CIO is the highest priority device
requesting an interrupt.

WR*. Write (input, active Low). This signal
indicates a CPU write to the CIO.
·When RD ~nd WR ~re detected Low ~t the Sdme time (normally
~n illegal condition). the CIO is reset.



Architecture The CIO Counter/Timer and Parallel I/O
element (Figure 3) consists of a CPU interface,
three I/O ports (two general-purpose 8-bit
ports and one special-purpose 4-bit port),
three 16-bit counter/timers, an interrupt-

control logic block, and the internal-control
logic block. An extensive number of program-
mable options allow the user to tailor the con-
figuration to best suit the specific application.

8

PORT B
110



Architecture
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The two general-purpose a-bit I/O ports
(Figure 4) are identical, except that Port B can
be specified to provide external access to
Counter/Timers 1 and 2, Either port can be
programmed to be a handshake-driven,
double-buffered port (input, output, or bidirec-
tional) or a control-type port with the direction
of each bit individually programmable, Each
port includes pattern-recognition logic, allow-
ing interrupt generation when a specific pat-
tern is detected, The pattern-recognition logic
can be programmed so the port functions like
a priority-interrupt controller, Ports A and B
can also be linked to form a 16-bit VO port.

To control these capabllities, both ports con-
tain 12 registers, Three of these registers, the
Input, Output, and Buffer registers, comprise
the data path registers, Two registers, the
Mode Specification and Handshake Specifica-
tion registers, are used to define the mode of
the port and to specify which handshake, if
any, is to be used, The reference pattern for
the pattern-recognition logic is defined via
three registers: the Pattern Polarity, Pattern
Transition, and Pattern Mask registers, The
detalled characteristics of each bit path (for

example, the direction of data flow or whether
a path is inverting or noninverting) are pro-
grammed using the Data Path Polarity, Data
Direction, and Special I/O Control registers,

The primary control and status bits are
grouped in a single register, the Command
and Status register, so that after the port is ini-
tially configured, only this register must be ac-
cessed frequently, To facilitate initialization,
the port logic is designed so that registers
associated with an unrequired capability are
ignored and do not have to be programmed,

The function of the special-purpose 4-bit
port, Port C (Figure 5), depends upon the
roles of Ports A and B, Port C provides the
required handshake lines. Any bits of Port C
not used as handshake lines can be used as
I/O lines or to provide external access for the
third counter/timer,

Since Port C's function is defined primarily
by Ports A and B, only three registers (besides
the Data Input and Output registers) are
needed, These registers specify the details of
each bit path: the Data Path Polarity, Data
Direction, and Special I/O Control registers,
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The three counter/timers (Figure 6) are all
identical. Each is comprised of a l6-bit down-
counter, a l6-bit Time Constant register
(which holds the value loaded into the down-
counter), a l6-bit Current Count register (used
to read the contents of the down-counter). and
two a-bit registers for control and status (the
Mode Specification and the Command and
Status registers).

The capabilities of the counter/timer are
numerous. Up to four port I/O lines can be
dedicated as external access lines for each
counter/timer: counter input, gate input, trig-
ger input, and counter/timer output. Three dif-
ferent counter/timer output duty cycles are
available: pulse, one-shot, or square-wave.

The operation of the counter/timer can be pro-
grammed as either retriggerable or nonretrig-
gerable. With these and other options, most
counter/timer applications are covered.

There are five registers (Master Interrupt
Control register, three Interrupt Vector
registers, and the Current Vector register)
associated with the interrupt logic. In addition,
the ports' Command and Status registers and
the counter/timers' Command and Status
registers include bits associated with the inter-
rupt logic. Each of these registers contains
three bits for interrupt control and status:
Interrupt Pending (IP). Interrupt Under Ser-
vice (IUS), and Interrupt Enable (IE).
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Functional
Description

The following describes the functions
of the ports, pattern-recognition logic,
counter/timers, and interrupt logic.

I/O Port Operations. Of the CIO's three I/O
ports, two (Ports A and B) are general-
purpose, and the third (Port C) is a special-
purpose 4-bit port. Ports A and B can be con-
figured as input, output, or bidirectional ports
with handshake. (Four different handshakes
are available.) They can also be linked to form
a single 16-bit port. If they are not used as
ports with handshake, they provide 16 input or
output bits with the data direction program-
mable on a bit-by-bit basis. Port B also pro-
vides access for Counter/Timers 1 and 2. In all
configurations, Ports A and B can be pro-
grammed to recognize specific data patterns
and to generate interrupts when the pattern is
encountered.

The four bits of Port C provide the hand-
shake lines for Ports A and B when required.
A REQUESTIWAIT line can also be provided
so that CIO transfers can be synchronized with
DMAs or CPUs. Any Port C bits not used for
handshake or REQUESTIWAIT can be used as
input or output bits (individually data-direction
programmable) or external access lines for
Counter/Timer 3. Port C does not contain any
pattern-recognition logic. It is, however,
capable of bit-addressable writes. With this
feature, any combination of bits can be set
and/or cleared while the other bits remain
undisturbed without first reading the register.

Bit Port Operations. In bit port operations, the

port's Data Direction register specifies the
direction of data flow for each bit. A 1
specifies an input bit, and a 0 specifies an out-
put bit. If bits are used as I/O bits for a
counter/timer, they should be set as input or
output, as required.

The Data Path Polarity register provides the
capability of inverting the data path. A 1
specifies inverting, and a 0 specifies non-
inverting. All discussions of the port opera-
tions assume that the path is noninverting.

The value returned when reading an input
bit reflects the state of the input just prior to
the read. A l's catcher can be inserted into the
input data path by programming a 1 to the
corresponding bit position of the port's Special
I/O Control register. When a 1 is detected at
the 1's catcher input, its output is set to 1 until
it is cleared. The l's catcher is cleared
by writing a 0 to the bit. In all other cases,
attempted writes to input bits are ignored.

When Ports A and B include output bits,
reading the Data register returns the value
being output. Reads of Port C return the state
of the pin. Outputs can be specified as open-
drain by writing a 1 to the corresponding bit of
the port's Special I/O Control register. Port C
has the additional feature of bit-addressable
writes. When writing to Port C, the four most
significant bits are used as a write protect
mask for the least significant bits (0-4, 1-5,
2-6, and 3-7). If the write protect bit is written
with aI, the state of the corresponding output
bit is not changed.
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Ports with Handshake Operation. Ports A and
B can be specified as 8-bit input, output, or
bidirectional ports with handshake. The CIO
provides four different handshakes for its
ports: Interlocked, Strobed, Pulsed, and
3-Wire. When specified as a port with hand-
shake, the transfer of data into and out of the
port and interrupt generation is under control
of the handshake logic. Port C provides the
handshake lines as shown in Table 1. Any Port
C lines not used for handshake can be used as
simple I/O lines or as access lines for
CounterlTimer 3.

When Ports A and B are configured as ports
with handshake, they are double-buffered.
This allows for more relaxed interrupt service
routine response time. A second byte can be
input to or output from the port before the
interrupt for the first byte is serviced. Nor-
mally, the Interrupt Pending (IP) bit is set and
an interrupt is generated when data is shifted
into the Input register (input port) or out of the
Output register (output port). For input and
output ports, the IP is automatically cleared
when the data is read or written. In bidirec-
tional ports, IP is cleared only by command.
When the Interrupt on Two Bytes (ITB) control
bit is set to I, interrupts are generated only
when two bytes of data are available to be read
or written. This allows a minimum of 16 bits of
information to be transferred on each inter-
rupt. With ITB set, the IP is not automatically
cleared until the second byte of data is read
or written.

When the Single Buffer (SB) bit is set to 1,
the port acts as if it is only Single-buffered.
This is useful if the handshake line must be
stopped on a byte-by-byte basis.

Ports A and B can be linked to form a l6-bit
port by programming a 1 in the Port Link Con-
trol (PLC) bit. In this mode, only Port A's
Handshake Specification and Command and
Status registers are used. Port B must be
specified as a bit port. When linked, only Port
A has pattern-match capability. Port B's

pattern-match capability must be disabled.
Also, when the ports are linked, Port B's Data
register must be read or written before
Port A's.

When a port is speCified as a port with hand-
shake, the type of port it is (input, output, or
bidirectional) determines the direction of data
flow. The data direction for the bidirectional
port is determined by a bit in Port C (Table 1).
In all cases, the contents of the Data Direction
register are ignored. The contents of the
Special I/O Control register apply only to out-
put bits (3-state or open-drain). Inputs may not
have l's catchers; therefore, those bits in the
Special I/O Control register are ignored. Port
C lines used for handshake should be pro-
grammed as inputs. The handshake specifica-
tion overrides Port C's Data Direction register
for bits that must be outputs. The contents of
Port C's Data Path Polarity register still apply.

Interlocked Handshake. In the Interlocked
Handshake mode, the action of the CIO must
be acknowledged by the external device
before the next action can take place. Figure 7
shows timing for Interlocked Handshake. An
output port does not indicate that new data is
available until the external device indicates it
is ready for the data. Similarly, an input port
does not indicate that it is ready for new data
until the data source indicates that the
previous byte of the data is no longer
available, thereby acknowledging the input
port's acceptance of the last byte. This allows
the CIO to interface directly to the port of a Z8
microcomputer, a UPC, an FIO, an FIFO, or
to another CIO port with no external logic.

A 4-bit deskew timer can be inserted in the
Data Available (DAV) output for output ports.
As data is transferred to the Buffer register,
the deskew timer is triggered. After the
number of PCLK cycles speCified by the
deskew timer time constant plus one, DAV is
allowed to go Low. The deskew timer therefore
guarantees that the output data is valid for a
speCified minimum amount of time before DAV

Port AlB Configuration Pc:, PC:! PCI PCo

Ports A and B: Bit Ports Bil I/O Bit I/O Bil I/O Bit I/O

PortA: Input or Output Port RFD or DAY ACKIN REQUESTIWAIT Bil I/O
(Interlocked, Strobed, or Pulsed or Bil I/O
Handshake)·

Port B: Input or Output Port REQUESTIWAIT Bit I/O RFD or DAY ACKIN
(Interlocked, Strobed, or Pulsed or Bit I/O
Handshake)·

Port A or B: Input Port (3-Wire RFD (Output) DAY (Input) REQUEST IW AIT DAC (Output)
Handshake) or Bit I/O

Port A or B: Output Port (3-Wire DAY (Output) DAC (Input) REQUESTIWAIT RFD (Input)
Handshake) or Bil I/O

Port A or B: Bidirectional Port RFD or DAY ACKIN REQUESTIWAIT IN/OUT
(Interlocked or Strobed Handshake) or Bit I/O
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goes Low. Deskew timers are available for out-
put ports independent of the type of handshake
employed.

Strobed Handshake. In the Strobed Hand-
shake mode, data is "strobed" into or out of
the port by the external logic. The falling edge
of the Acknowledge Input (ACKIN) strobes
data into or out of the port. Figure 7 shows
timing for the Strobed Handshake. In contrast
to the Interlocked handshake, the signal
indicating the port is ready for another data
transfer operates independently of the ACKIN
input. It is up to the external logic to ensure
that data overflows or underflows do not occur.

3- Wire Handshake. The 3-Wire Handshake is
designed for the situation in which one output
pott is communicating with many input ports
simultaneously. It is essentially the same as the
Interlocked Handshake, except that two signals
are used to indicate if an input port is ready
for new data or if it has accepted the present
data. In the 3-Wire Handshake (Figure B), the
rising edge of one status line indicates that the
port is ready for data, and the rising edge of
another status line indicates that the data has
been accepted. With the 3-Wire Handshake,
the output lines of many input ports can be
bussed together with open-drain drivers; the
output port knows when all the ports have
accepted the data and are ready. This is the

same handshake as is used on the IEEE-488
bus. Because this handshake requires three
lines, only one port (either A or B) can be a
3-Wire Handshake port at a time. The 3-Wire
Handshake is not available in the bidirectional
mode. Because the port's direction can be
changed under software control, however,
bidirectional IEEE-4BB-type transfers can be
performed.

Pulsed Handshake. The Pulsed Handshake
(Figure 9) is designed to interface to
mechanical-type devices that require data to
be held for long periods of time and need
relatively wide pulses to gate the data into or
out of the device. The logic is the same as the
Interlocked Handshake mode, except that an
internal counter/timer is linked to the hand-
shake logic. If the port is specified in the input
mode, the timer is inserted in the ACKIN path.
The external ACKIN input triggers the timer
and its output is used as the Interlocked Hand-
shake's normal acknowledge input. If the port
is an output port, the timer is placed in the
Data Available (DAV) output path. The timer is
triggered when the normal Interlocked Hand-
shake DAV output goes Low and the timer out-
put is used as the actual DAV output. The
counter/timer maintains all of its normal
capabilities. This handshake is not available to
bidirectional ports.

NEXT BYTE
SHIFTED FROM
OUTPUT REGISTER TO
BUFFER REGISTER

NEXT eYTE
SHIFTED FROM

OUTPUT REOISTER TO
BUFFER REGISTER
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REQUEST/WAIT Line Operation. Port C can
be programmed to provide a status signal out-
put in addition to the normal handshake lines
for either Port A or B when used as a port with
handshake. The additional signal is either a
REQUEST or WAIT signal. The REQUEST
signal indicates when a port is ready to per-
form a data transfer via the CPU interface. It is
intended for use with a DMA-type device. The
WAIT signal provides synchronization for
transfers with a CPU. Three bits in the Port
Handshake Specification register provide con-
trols for the REQUESTIWAIT logic. Because
the extra Port C line is used, only one port can
be specified as a port with a handshake and a
REQUEST/WAIT line. The other port must be
a bit port.

Operation of the REQUEST line is modified
by the state of the port's Interrupt on Two
Bytes (ITB) control bit. When ITB is 0, the
REQUEST line goes active as soon as the CIO
is ready for a data transfer. If ITB is I,
REQUEST does not go active until two bytes
can be transferred. REQUEST stays active as
long as a byte is available to be read or
written.

The SPECIAL REQUEST function is reserved
for use with bidirectional ports only. In this
case, the REQUEST line indicates the status of
the register not being used in the data path at
that time. If the IN/OUT line is High, the
REQUEST line is High when the Output
register is empty. If IN/OUT is Low, the
REQUEST line is High when the Input register
is full.
Pattern-Recognition Logic Operation. Both
Ports A and B can be programmed to generate
interrupts when a specific pattern is recog-
nized at the port. The pattern-recognition logic
is independent of the port application, thereby
allowing the port to recognize patterns in all of
its configurations. The pattern can be indepen-
dently speCified for each bit as 1, 0, rising
edge, falling edge, or any transition. Indi-
vidual bits may be masked off. A pattern-
match is defined as the simultaneous satisfac-
tion of all nonmasked bit specifications in the
AND mode or the satisfaction of any non-
masked bit specifications in either of the OR or
OR-Priority Encoded Vector modes.

The pattern speCified in the Pattern Defini-
tion register assumes that the data path is pro-
grammed to be noninverting. If an input bit in
the data path is programmed to be inverting,
the pattern detected is the opposite of the one
speCified. Output bits used in the pattern-
match logic are internally sampled before the
invert/noninvert logic.

Bit Port Pattern-Recognition Operations. Dur-
ing bit port operations, pattern-recognition
may be performed on all bits, including those
used as I/O for the counter/timers. The input
to the pattern-recognition logic follows the
value at the pins (through the invert/noninvert
logic) in all cases except for simple inputs with
I's catchers. In this case, the output of the I's
catcher is used. When operating in the AND
or OR mode, it is the transition from a no-
match to a match state that causes the inter-
rupt. In the "OR" mode, if a second match
occurs before the first match goes away, it
does not cause an interrupt. Since a match
condition only lasts a short time when edges
are speCified, care must be taken to avoid
losing a match condition. Bit ports specified in
the OR-Priority Encoded Vector mode generate
interrupts as long as any match state exists. A
transition from a no-match to a match state is
not required.

The pattern-recognition logic of bit ports
operates in two basic modes: transparent and
latched. When the Latch on Pattern Match
(LPM) bit is set to ° (Transparent mode), the
interrupt indicates that a specified pattern has
occurred, but a read of the Data register does
not necessarily indicate the state of the port at
the time the interrupt was generated. In the
Latched mode (LPM = I), the state of all the
port inputs at the time the interrupt was
generated is latched in the input register and
held until IP is cleared. In all cases, the PMF
indicates the state of the port at the time it is
read.

If a match occurs while IP is already set, an
error condition exists. If the Interrupt On Error
bit (IOE) is 0, the match is ignored. However,
if IOE is 1 after the first IP is cleared, it is
automatically set to I along with the Interrupt
Error (ERR) flag. Matches occurring while ERR
is set are ignored. ERR is cleared when the
corresponding IP is cleared.

When a pattern-match is present in the OR-
Priority Encoded Vector mode, IP is set to I.
The IP cannot be cleared until a match is no
longer present. If the interrupt vector is allow-
ed to include status, the vector returned dur-
ing Interrupt Acknowledge indicates the
highest priority bit matching its specification at
the time of the Acknowledge cycle. Bit 7 is the
highest priority and bit ° is the lowest. The bit
initially causing the interrupt may not be the
one indicated by the vector if a higher priority
bit matches before the Acknowledge. Once the
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Acknowledge cycle is initiated, the vector is
frozen until the corresponding IP is cleared.
Where inputs that cause interrupts might
change before the interrupt is serviced, the l's
catcher can be used to hold the value.
Because a no-match to match transition is not
required, the source of the interrupt must be
cleared before IP is cleared or else a second
interrupt is generated. No error detection is
performed in this mode, and the Interrupt On
Error bit should be set to O.
Ports with Handshake Pattern-Recognition
Operation. In this mode, the handshake logic
normally controls the setting of IP and,
therefore, the generation of interrupt requests.
The pattern-match logic controls the Pattern-
Match Flag (PMF). The data is compared with
the match pattern when it is shifted from the
Buffer register to the Input register (input port)
or when it is shifted from the Output register to
the Buffer register (output port). The pattern
match logic can override the handshake logic
in certain situations. If the port is programmed
to interrupt when two bytes of data are
available to be read or written, but the first
byte matches the speCified pattern, the
pattern-recognition logic sets IP and generates
an interrupt. While PMF is set, IP cannot be
cleared by reading or writing the data
registers. IP must be cleared by command.
The input register is not emptied while IP is
set, nor is the output register filled until IP is
cleared.

If the Interrupt on Match Only (IMO) bit is
set, IP is set only when the data matches the
pattern. This is useful in DMA-type application
when interrupts are required only after a block
of data is transferred.

Counter/Timer Operatlon. The three
independent 16-bit counter/timers consist of a
presettable 16-bit down counter, a 16-bit Time
Constant register, a 16-bit Current Counter
register, an a-bit Mode Specification register,
an a-bit Command and Status register, and the
associated control logic that links these registers.

Function CfTI CfT2 CfT3

CounterlTimer Output PB 4 PB 0 PCO

Counter Input PB 5 PB I PC I

Trigger Input PB6 PB 2 PC2

Gate Input PB 7 PB 3 PC 3

The flexibility of the counter/timers is
enhanced by the provision of up to four lines
per counter/timer (counter input, gate input,
trigger input, and counter/timer output) for
direct external control and status. Counter/
Timer l's external I/O lines are provided by
the four most significant bits of Port B.
Counter/Timer 2's are provided by the four
least significant bits of Port B. Counter/Timer
3's external I/O lines are provided by the four
bits of Port C. The utilization of these lines
(Table 2) is programmable on a bit-by-bit basis
via the Counter/Timer Mode Specification
registers.

When external counter/timer I/O lines are
to be used, the associated port lines must be
vacant and programmed in the proper data
direction. Lines used for counter/timer I/O
have the same characteristics as simple input
lines. They can be speCified as inverting or
noninverting; they can be read and used with
the pattern-recognition logic. They can also
include the l's catcher input.

CounterlTimers 1 and 2 can be linked inter-
nally in three different ways. Counter/Timer
l's output (inverted) can be used as Counter/
Timer 2's trigger, gate, or counter input.
When linked, the counter/timers have the
same capabilities as when used separately. The
only restriction is that when CounterlTimer 1
drives Counter/Timer 2's count input,
Counter/Timer 2 must be programmed with
its external count input disabled.

There are three duty cycles available for the
timer/counter output: pulse, one-shot, and
square-wave. Figure 10 shows the counter/
timer waveforms. When the Pulse mode

1 TC 1 TC-. I TC·' I TC·' I 0 0 01 1 ~~ I
PULa. OUTPUT I~

o~~:~~ I~

SQU"".WAVIE ~
OUTPUT

FlRSTHAlF r

aQUA••EWAVIE r..c-------,

OUTPUT L--
SECOND KALF
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is specified, the output goes High for one
clock cycle, beginning when the down-counter
leaves the count of I. In the One-Shot mode,
the output goes High when the counter/timer is
triggered and goes Low when the down-
counter reaches O. When the square-wave out-
put duty cycle is specified, the counter/timer
goes through two full sequences for each
cycle. The initial trigger causes the down-
counter to be loade.:' and the normal count-
down sequence to begin. If a 1 count is
detected on the down-counter's clocking edge,
the output goes High and the time constant
value is reloaded. On the clocking edge, when
both the down-counter and the output are I's,
the output is pulled back Low.

The Continuous/Single Cycle (C/SC) bit in
the Mode Specification register controls opera-
tion of the down-counter when it reaches ter-
minal count. If C/SC is 0 when a terminal
count is reached, the countdown sequence
stops. If the C/SC bit is 1 each time the count-
down counter reaches I, the next cycle causes
the time constant value to be reloaded. The
time constant value may be changed by the
CPU, and on reload, the new time constant
value is loaded.

Counter/timer operations require loading the
time constant value in the Time Constant
register and initiating the countdown sequence
by loading the down-counter with the time
constant value. The Time Constant register is
accessed as two 8-bit registers. The registers
are readable as well as writable, and the
access order is irrelevant. A 0 in the Time
Constant register specifies a time constant of
65,536. The down-counter is loaded in one of
three ways: by writing a 1 to the Trigger Com-
mand Bit (TCB) of the Command and Status
register, on the rising edge of the external
trigger input, or, for CounterlTimer 2 only, on
the rising edge of Counter/Timer l's internal
output if the counters are linked via the trigger
input. The TCB is write-only, and read always
returns O.

Once the down-counter is loaded, the count-
down sequence continues toward terminal
count as long as all the counter/timers' hard-
ware and software gate inputs are High. If any
of the gate inputs goes Low (0), the countdown
halts. It resumes when all gate inputs are 1
again.

The reaction to triggers occurring during a
countdown sequence is determined by the state
of the Retrigger Enable Bit (REB) in the Mode
Specification register. If REB is 0, retriggers
are ignored and the countdown continues nor-
mally. If REB is 1, each trigger causes the
down-counter to be reloaded and the count-
down sequence starts over again. If the output
is programmed in the Square- Wave mode,
retrigger causes the sequence to start over
from the initial load of the time constant.

The rate at which the down-counter counts is
determined by the mode of the counter/timer.
In the Timer mode (the External Count Enable
[ECEj bit is 0), the down-counter is clocked
internally by a signal that is half the frequency
of the PCLK input to the chip. In the Counter
mode (ECE is 1), the down-counter is decre-
mented on the rising edge of the counter/
timer's counter input.

Each time the counter reaches terminal
count, its Interrupt Pending (IP) bit is set to 1,
and if interrupts are enabled (IE = I), an inter-
rupt is generated. If a terminal count occurs
while IP is already set, an internal error flag is
set. As soon as IP is cleared, it is forced to 1
along with the Interrupt Error (ERR) flag.
Errors that occur after the internal flag is set
are ignored.

The state of the down-counter can be deter-
mined in two ways: by reading the contents of
the down-counter via the Current Count
register or by testing the Count In Progress
(CIP) status bit in the Command and Status
register. The CIP status bit is set when the
down-counter is loaded; it is reset when the
down-counter reaches O. The Current Count
register is a 16-bit register, accessible as two
8-bit registers, which mirrors the contents of
the down-counter. This register can be read
anytime. However, reading the register is
asynchronous to the counter's counting, and
the value returned is valid only if the counter
is stopped. The down-counter can be reliably
read "on the fly" by the first writing of a 1 to
the Read Counter Control (RCC) bit in the
counter/timer's Command and Status register.
This freezes the value in the Current Count
register until a read of the least significant
byte is performed.
Interrupt Logic Operation. The CIa has five
potential sources of interrupts: the three
counter/timers and Ports A and B. The
priorities of these sources are fixed in the
follOWing order: Counter/Timer 3, Port A,
Counter/Timer 2, Port B, and CounterlTimer
1. Since the counter/timers all have equal
capabilities and Ports A and B have equal
capabilities, there is no adverse impact from
the relative priorities.

The CIa interrupt priority, relative to other
components within the system, is determined
by an interrupt daisy chain. Two pins, Inter-
rupt Enable In (lEI) and Interrupt Enable Out
(lEa), provide the input and output necessary
to implement the daisy chain. When lEI is
pulled Low by a higher priority device, the
CIa cannot request an interrupt of the CPU.
The follOWing discussion assumes that the lEI
line is High.

Each source of interrupt in the CIa contains
three bits for the control and status of the
interrupt logic: an Interrupt Pending (IP)
status bit, an Interrupt Under Service (IUS)
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status bit, and an Interrupt Enable (IE) control
bit. IP is set when an event requiring CPU
intervention occurs. The setting of IP results in
forcing the Interrupt (lNT) output Low, if the
associated IE is 1.

The IUS status bit is set as a result of the
Interrupt Acknowledge cycle by the CPU and
is set only if its IP is of highest priority at the
time the Interrupt Acknowledge commences.
It can also be set directly by the CPU. Its
primary function is to control the interrupt
daisy chain. When set, it disables lower prior-
ity sources in the daisy chain, so that lower
priority interrupt sources do not request ser-
vicing while higher priority devices are being
serviced.

The IE bit provides the CPU with a means of
masking off individual sources of interrupts.
When IE is set to 1, interrupt is generated nor-
mally. When IE is set to 0, the IP bit is set
when an event occurs that would normally
require service; however, the INT output is not
forced Low.

The Master Interrupt Enable (MIE)bit allows
all sources of interrupts within the cIa to be
disabled without having to individually set
each IE to O. If MIE is set to 0, all IPs are
masked off and no interrupt can be requested
or acknowledged. The Disable Lower Chain
(DLC) bit is included to allow the CPU to
modify the system daisy chain. When the DLC
bit is set to 1, the CIa's lEa is forced Low,
independent of the state of the cIa or its lEI

input, and all lower priority devices' interrupts
are disabled.

As part of the Interrupt Acknowledge cycle,
the cIa is capable of responding with an 8-bit
interrupt vector that specifies the source of the
interrupt. The cIa contains three vector
registers: one for Port A, one for Port B, and
one shared by the three counter/timers. The
vector output is inhibited by setting the No
Vector (NV)control bit to 1. The vector output
can be modified to include status information
to pinpoint more precisely the cause of inter-
rupt. Whether the vector includes status or not
is controlled by a Vector Includes Status (VIS)
control bit. Each base vector has its own VIS
bit and is controlled independently. When
MIE = I, reading the base vector register
always includes status, independent of the
state of the VIS bit. In this way, all the infor-
mation obtained by the vector, including
statu's, can be obtained with one additional
instruction when VIS is set to O.When
MIE = 0, reading the vector register returns
the unmodified base vector so that it can be
verified. Another register, the Current Vector
register, allows use of the cIa in a polled en-
vironment. When read, the data returned is
the same as the interrupt vector that would be
output in an acknowledge, based on the
highest priority IP set. If no unmasked IPs are
set, the value FFHis returned. The Current
Vector register is read-only.

The data registers within the cIa are
directly accessed by address lines Ao and Al
(Table 3). All other internal registers are
accessed by the follOWingtwo-step sequence,
with the address lines specifying a control
operation. First, write the address of the target
register to an internal 6-bit Pointer Register;
then read from or write to the target register.
The Data registers can also be accessed by
this method.

An internal state machine determines if
accesses with Ao and Al equalling 1 are to the
Pointer Register or to an internal control
register (Figure Il). Following any control
read operation, the state machine is in State 0
(the next control access is to the Pointer
Register). This can be used to force the state
machine into a known state. Control reads in
State 0 return the contents of the last register

Al Ao

o 0

o I

I 0
I I

Port C's Data Register
Port B's Data R.;.gister

Port A's Data Register

Control Registers

pointed to. Therefore, a register can be read
continuously without writing to the Pointer.
While the cIa is in State I (next control
access is to the register pointed to), many
internal operations are suspended-no IPs are
set and internal status is frozen. Therefore, to
minimize interrupt latency and to allow con-
tinuous status updates, the cIa should not be
left in State 1.

The cIa is reset by forcing RD and WR Low
simultaneously (normally an illegal condition)
or by writing a I to the Reset bit. Reset
disables all functions except a read from or
write to the Reset bit; writes to all other bits
are ignored, and all reads return OIH. In this
state, all control bits are forced to 0 and may
be programmed only after clearing the Reset
bit (by writing a 0 to it).

HARDWAR.
SOP:';AR. ----..
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Registers
Master Intenupt Control Register

Address: 000000
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
MASTER INTERRUPT~ JJ

ENABLE (MIE)

DISABLE LOWER CHAIN (OLe)

NO VECTOR (NY)

PORT A VECTOR INCLUDES
STATUS (PA VIS)

~

~RESET

.

RIGHT JUSTIFIED ADDRESSES
O· SHIFT lEFT ("0 from AD,)
1'" RIGHT JUSTIFY lAo trom ADo)

COUNTERfTlMERS VECTOR
INCLUDES STATUS (CT VIS)

PORT B VECTOR INCLUDES
STATUS (PH VIS)

Master Configuration Control Register
Address: 000001

(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
PORTBJJ~ENABLE (PSE)

COUNTERITIMER 1
ENABLE (eT1E)

COUNTERfT1MER 2
ENABLE (CT2E)

PORT C AND COUNTERI
TIMER 3 ENABLE
(peE AHD cnE)

[

L COUNTERITIMER LINK
CONTROLS (LC)

LC1 LCO
-0 --0 COUN

o 1 e/T 1'.
1 0 elT 1'.
1 1 Cll1'.

COUNT INPUT

PORT A ENABLE (PAE)

PORT LINK CONTROL (PLC)
0- PORlS A AND B OPEFIATE INDEPENDENTLY
1. PORTS A AND B ARE LINKED

S INDEPENDENT
QATES elT 2
TRIGGERS elT 2
IS elT 2'.

Port Mode Specification Registers
Addresses: 100000 Port A

101000 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

PORTTYPE~SELECTS (PTS)

PTS' PlSO.
OOBITPORT

o , INPUT PORT
, 0 OUTPUT PORT
, , BIDIRECTIONAl.

PORT

INTERRUPT ON TWO
BYTES (ITB)

SINGl.E BUFFERED
MODE (SB)

Ll.ATCH ON PATTERN MATCH (l.PM)
(BIT MODE)
DESKEW TIMER ENABl.E (DTE)
(HANDSHAKE MODES)

PATTERN MODE SPECIFICATION
BITS (PMS)
PMS' PMSO
-0- --0- DISABl.E PATTERN MATCH

o , "AND"MODE
, 0 "OR" MODE
, , "oR·PRIORITY ENCODED

VECTOR" MODE

L----INTERRUPT ON MATCH ONl.Y (IMO)

Port Handshake Speclllcation Registers
Addresses: 100001 Port A

101001 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
HANDSHAKE TYPE SPECIFICATIONJ----c DESKEW TIME SPECIFICATION

BITS (HTS) BITS
HTS1 HTSO SPECIFIES THE MSB'. OFT T ~~1~R';~;~~~~:~f:~AKE ~::~:~OT~~:~ JIME CONSTANT.

1 0 PUl.SED HANDSHAKE
1 1 THREE·WIRE HANDSHAKE

REQUEST!WAIT SPECIFICATION BITS
(RWS)

RWS2 RWS' RWSO FUNCTION
-0- --0- --0- ~ DISABl.ED

o 0 1 OUTPUT WAIT
o 1 1 INPUT WAIT
1 0 0 SPECIAl. REQUEST
1 0 , OUTPUT REQUEST
1 , , INPUT REQUEST

Port Command and Status Registers
Addresses: 001000 Port A

001001 Port B
(Read/Parlial Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
INTERRUPT UNDER iiJjJ E~INTERRUPT ON ERROR (IOE)SERVICE (IUS) I

INTERRUPT ENABl.E (IE) I I PATTERN MATCH FLAG (PMF)

INTERRUPT PENDING (IP) I I (READ ONl.Y)
INPUT REGISTER FUl.l. (IRF)

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WRITTEN USING (READ oNl.Y)
THE Fol.l.OWING CODE:

OUTPUT REGISTER EMPTY (ORE)
(READ oNl.Y)NUl.l. CODE

Cl.EAR IP & IUS

SET IUS

CLEAR IUS

SET IP

Cl.EAR IP

SET IE

Cl.EAR IE

o
o
o 1

011

1 0

10



Registers
(Continued)

Data Path Polarity Registers
Addresses: 100010 Port A

101010 Port B
000101 Port C (4 LSBs only)

(ReadlWrile)

Data Direction Registers
Addresses: 100011 Port A

101011 Port B
000110 Port C (4 LSBs only)

(ReadlWrile)

Special I/O Control Registers
Addresses: 100100 Port A

101100 Port fl
000111 Port C (4 LSBs only)

(ReadlWrile) -

~--- SPECIAL INPUT/OUTPUT (SIO)
0 •• NORMAL INPUT OR OUTPUT
1", OUTPUT WITH OPEN DRAIN OR

INPUT WITH 1'. CATCHER

Port Data Registers
Addresses: 001101 Port A·

001110 Port B·
(ReadlWrite)

Port C Data Register
Address: 001111·

(ReadlWrite)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

W
4 MSBI

O· WAITINQ OF CORRESPONDING LIB ENA8LED
1_WAITINO OF CORRESPONDING lie INHlItTlEO

lAUD AIETUAHS 1)

Pattern Polarity Registers (PP)
Addresses: 100101 Port A

101101 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

Pattern Transition Registers (PT)
Addresses: 100110 Port A

101110 Port B
(ReadlWrite)

PM PT PP PATTERN SPECIFICATION
0- 0 X arr MASKED OFF
o 1 X ANY TRANSITION
1002£RO
1 0 1 ONE
1 1 0 ONE TO ZERO TRANSITION (\)
1 1 1 ZERo·rQ<ONE TRANSITION V)

Pattern Mask Registers (PM)
Addresses: 100111 Port A

101111 Port B
(ReadlWrite)



Registers
(Continued)

Counter/Timer Command and Status Registers
Addresses: 001010 CounterlTimer 1

001011 CounlerlTimer 2
001100 Counter/Timer 3

(ReadIPartial Write)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
INTERRUPT UNDER SERVICE (IUS) jJ I II L:COUNT IN PROGRESS (eIP)I (READ ONLY)

INTERRUPT ENABLE (tE) I TRIGGER COMMAND BIT (Teel
I I (WAITE ONLY· READ RETURNS 0)

INTERRUPT PENDING (IP) I I GATE COMMAND BIT (OCB)

IUS, IE, AND IP ARE WfunEN USING READ COUNTER CONTROL (RCel
THE FOLLOWING CODE: (READ/SET ONLY -

NULL CODE 0 0 CLEARED BY READING eeR lSBl

CLEAR IP II IUS 0 1

SET IUS 1

CLEAR IUS 1
SETIP 1 0

CLEAR IP 1 0 1

SETIE 1 1 0

CLEAR IE 1 1 1

Counter/Timer Mode Specillcatlon Registers
Addresses: 0 III 00 Counter/Timer 1

011101 CounterlTimer 2
011110 CounlerlTimer 3
(ReadIWrite)

CONTINUOUS '!!!I.~ JJ [LOUTPUT DUTYCYCLEalE CYCLE (ClSC) SELECTS (DCS)

EXTERNAL OUTPUT ~S1 ¥ PULSE OUTPUT
ENABLE (EOE) 0 1 ONE.SHOT OUTPUT

EXTERNAL COUNT 1 0 SQUARE·WAVE OUTPUT
ENABLE (EeE) 1 1 DO NOT SPECIFY

EXTERNAL TRIGGER RETRIQOER ENABLE BIT (RES)

ENABLE (ETE) EXTERNAL GATE ENABLE (EGE)

CounterlTimer Current Count Registers
Addresses: ooסס01 CounterlTirner I's MSB

010001 CounterlTimer I's LSB
010010 CounlerlTimer 2's MSB
010011 CounterlTimer 2's LSB
010100 CounlerlTimer 3's MSB
010101 CounterlTimer 3's LSB

(Read Only)

Counter/Timer Time ColUltant Registers
Addresses: 010110 Counter/Timer l's MSB

010111 CounlerlTimer l's LSB
011000 CounterlTimer 2's MSB
011001 CounterlTimer 2's LSB
011010 CounterlTimer 3's MSB
011011 CounlerlTimer 3's LSB

(ReadIWrite)
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Interrupt Vector Register
Addresses: 000010 Port A

000011 Port B
000100 CounterlTimers

(ReadlWrite)

PORT VECTOR STATUS

PRIORITY ENCODED VECTOR MODE:

~ ~ ~ NUMBER OF HIGHEST PRIORITY BIT
WITH A MATCH

Al.L OTHER MODES:
0, 02 0,

ORe i'RF PMF NORMAL
o 0 0 ERROR

COUNTERITIMEA STATUS

Da 01
'0 '0 ClT3
o 1 CIT 2
1 0 CIT 1
1 1 ERROR

Current Vector Register
Address: 011111

(Read only)

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I
~--- INTERRUPT VECTOR BAseD

ON HIGHEST PRIORITY
UNMASKED IP.
IF NO INTERRUPT PENDING
ALL 1'. OUTPUT.

Register
Address
Summary

Address
o00ooo
oo1סס0
()()()()IO

()()()()II

000100
000101
000110
000111

Main Control Registers
Register Name

Master Interrupt Control
Master Configuration Control
Port A's Interrupt Vector
Port B's Interrupt Vector
Counlerffimer's Interrupt Vector
Port C's Data Path Polarity
Port C's Data Direction
Port Cs Special va Control

Address
001000
001001
001010
001011
001100
001101
001110
001111

Most Olten Accessed Registers
Register Name
Port A's Command and Status
Port B's Command and Status
Counterffimer l's Command and Status
Counterffimer 2'5 Command and Status
Counterffimer 3'5 Command and Status
Port A's Data (can be accessed directly)
Port B's Data (can be accessed directly)
Port C's Data (can be accessed directly)

Address
Ol()()()()

010001
010010
010011
010100
010101
010110
010111
011000
011001
011010
011011
011100
011101
011110
011111

Counter/Timer Related Registers
Register Name
Counterlfimer l's Current Count·MSBs
CounterfTimer I's Current Count-LSBs
CounterfTimer 2's Current Count-MSBs
Counterffimer 2'5 Current Count-LSBs
CounterfTimer 3's Current Count-MSBs
CounterfTimer 3's Current Count-LSBs
Counterffimer l's Time Constant-MSBs
Counterffimer 1's Time Constant-LSBs
CounterfTimer 2's Time Constant-MSBs
CounterfI'imer 2'5 Time Constanl-LSBs
Counterffimer 3's Time Constant-MSBs
CounterlTimer 3's Time Constant·LSBs
Counterffimer l's Mode Specification
CounterlTimer 2'5 Mode Specification
CounterfI'imer 3'g Mode Specification
Current Vector

Address
ooסס10
I()()()()I

100010
100011
100100
100101
100110
100111

Port A Specillcatlon Registers
Register Name
Port A's Mode Specification
Port A's Handshake Specilication
Port A's Data Path Polarity
Port A's Data Direction
Port A's Special va Control
Port A's Pattern Polarity
Port A's Pattern Transition
Port A's Pattern Mask

Address
101000
101001
101010
101011
101100
101101
101110
101111

Port B Specllicatlon Registers
Register Name
Port B's Mode Specification
Port B's Handshake Specification
Port B's Data Path Polarity
Port B's Data Direction
Port B's Special I/O Control
Port B's Pattern Polarity
Port B's Pattern Transition
Port B's Pattern Mask



Read Cycle. At the beginning of a read cycle,
the CPU places an address on the address bus.
Bits Ao and Al specify a CIO register; the
remaining address bits and status information
are combined and decoded to generate a Chip
Enable (CE) signal that selects the CIO. When
Read (RD) goes Low, data from the speCified
register is gated onto the data bus.

Write Cycle. At the beginning of a write
cycle, the CPU places an address on the data
bus. Bits Ao and Al specify a CIO register; the
remaining address bits and status information
are combined and decoded to generate a Chip
Enable (CE) signal that selects the CIO. When
WR goes Low, data placed on the bus by the
CPU is strobed into the specified CIO register.

Ao-A1 ==x ADDRESS VALID x= Ao-A1 ==x ADDRESS VALID x=
Ci \ / Ci \ /
liD \ / Viii \ /

Do-D7 ( READ DATA }-- Do-D7 ( WRITE DATA }--

Interrupt Acknowl~e. The CIO pulls its
Interrupt Request (INT) line Low, requesting
interrupt service from the CPU, if an Interrupt
Pending (IP) bit is set and interrupts are
enabled. The CPU responds with an Interrupt
Acknowledge cycle. When Interrupt Acknowl-
edge (INTACK) goes true and the IP is set, the

CIO forces Interrupt Enable Out (IEO) Low,
disabling all lower priority devices in the inter-
rupt daisy chain. If the CIO is the highest
priority device requesting service (IEI is
High), it places its interrupt vector on the data
bus and sets the Interrupt Under Service (IUS)
bit when Read (RD) goes Low.

'-' ----'-fj
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Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on all pins with respect
to GND - 0.3V to + 7.0V

Operating Ambient
Temperature See Ordering Information

Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi·
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is a stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Standard
Test
Conditions

The DC characteristics and capacitance sec-
tions below apply for the following standard test
conditions, unless otherwise noted. All voltages
are referenced to GND. Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Standard conditions are as follows;

• +4.75 V :s Vcc :s +5.25 V
• GND = 0 V
• TA as speCified in Ordering Information

The Ordering Information section lists temper-
ature ranges and product numbers. Package
drawings are in the Package Information section
in this book. Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50 pf max.

+.v

J2.2K

FROM OUTPUT
UNDER TEST

S.P'I

DC
Charac-
teristics

Mln Max Umt

2.0 Vcc+0.3 V
-0.3 0.8 V
2.4 V

0.4 V
0.5 V

±10.0 p.A

±10.0 p.A

200 mA

IoH = - 250 p.A

IoL = +2.0 mA
IoL = +3.2 mA
0.4 :s VIN :s + 2.4 V

0.4 S Your S +2.4 V

Input High Voltage

Input Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Output Low Voltage

Capacitance Symbol

CrN

Cour
Cvo

Input Leakage
Output Leakage
Vcc Supply Current

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance
Bidirectional Capacitance



CPU
Interface
Timing

Interrupt
Timing
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BITPOAT ~---------------------, ®

Interrupt
Acknowledge
Timing
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4 MHz 6 MHz
No. Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Notes*t

1 TcPC PCLK Cycle time 250 4000 165 4000

2 TwPCh PCLK Width (High) 105 2000 70 2000

3 TwPCI PCLK Width (Low) 105 2000 70 2000

4 TrPC PCLK Rise Time 20 10

5-TfPC PCLK Fall Time 20 15

6 TsIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK I Setup Time 100 100

7 ThIA(PC) INTACK to PCLK t Hold Time 0 0

8 TsIA(RD) INTACK to RD I Setup Time 200 200

9 ThIA(RD) INTACK to lID I Hold Time 0 0
10 - TsIA(WR) -- INTACK to WR I Setup Time 200 200

II ThIA(WR) INTACK to WR I Hold Time 0 0

12 TsA(RD) Address to lID I Setup Time 80 80

13 ThA(RD) Address to RD t Hold Time 0 0

14 TsA(WR) Address to WR I Setup Time 80 80
15 - ThA(WR) -- Address to WR I Hold Time 0 0

16 TsCEl(RD) CE Low to lID I Setup Time 0 0

17 TsCEh(RD) CE High to lID I Setup Time 100 70

18 ThCE(RD) CE to RD f Hold Time 0 0

19 TsCEI(WR) CE Low to WR I Setup Time 0 0
20 - TsCEh(WR) -- CE High to WR I Setup Time 100 70

21 ThCE(WR) CE to WR t Hold Time 0 0

22 TwRDl RD Low Width 390 250

23 TdRD(DRA) lID I to Read Data Active Delay 0 0

24 TdRDf(DR) RD I to Read Data Valid Delay 255 180
25- TdRDr(DR)-- lID t to Read Data Not Valid Delay 0 0

26 TdRD(DRz) lID I to Read Data Float Delay 70 45 2

27 TwWRI WR Low Width 390 250
28 TsDW(WR) Write Data to WR I Setup Time 0 0
29 ThDW(WR) Write Data to WR f Hold Time 0 0

30 Trc Valid Access Recovery Time 1000' 650 3

31 TdPM(INT) Pattern Match to !NT Delay (Bit Port) 2+800 2 6
32 TdACK(INT) ACK!N to INT Delay (Port with Handshake) 10+600 10 4,6

33 TdC!(INT) Counter Input to INT Delay (Counter Mode) 2+700 2 6
34 TdPC(INT) PCLK to INT Delay (Timer Mode) 3+700 3 6

35 TsIA(RDA) INTACK to RD I (Acknowledge) Setup Time 350 250 5
36 TwRDA RD(Acknowledge) Width 350 250
37 TdRDA(DR) RDI (Acknowledge) to Read Data Valid Delay 250 180
38 TdIA(IEO) INTACK I to IEO I Delay 350 250 5
39-TdIEI(!EO)--IEI to IEO Delay 150 100 5-
40 TsIEI(RDA) lEI to RD I (Acknowledge) Setup Time 100 70 5
41 ThIE!(RDA) lEI to RDI (Acknowledge) Hold Time 100 70
42 TdRDA(!NT) RD I (Acknowledge) to INT t Delay 600 600

NOTES:
1. Parameter does not apply to Interrupt Acknowledge trans· to RD I must be greater than the sum of TdIA(1EO) for the

actions. highest priority peripheral. TsIEI(RDA) for the lowest priority
2. Float delay is measured to the lime when the output has peripheral, and TdIE1(1EO) Jor each peripheral separating them

changed 0.5 V with minimum ac load and maximum de load. in the chain.
3. Tre Is the specified number or 3 TcPC, whichever is longer. 6. Units are equal to TcPC plus ~s.
4. The delay is from DAV I for 3- Wire Input Handshake. The * Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-

delay is from DAC I lor 3-Wire Output Handshake. ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".
5. The parameters lor the devices in any particular daisy chain t Units in nanoseconds (n5), except as noted.

must meet the following constraint: The delay from INTACK 1

900
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Data Input to ACKIN 1 Setup Time
Data Input to ACKIN 1 Hold Time-
Strobed Handshake

3 TdACKf(RFD) ACKIN I to RFD 1 Delay 0
4 TwACKI ACKIN Low Width-Strobed Handshake 250
5 - TwACKh--- ACKIN High Width-Strobed Handshake ----250----------------
6 TdRFDr(ACK) RFD t to ACKIN 1 Delay 0 0
7 TsDO(DAV) Data Out to DAVI Setup Time 25 20
8 TdDAVf(ACK) DAV I to ACKIN 1 Delay 0 0
9 ThDO(ACK) Data Out to ACKIN 1 Hold Time 2 2 2

10 - TdACK(DAV)- ACKIN I to DAV t Delay -~------- 2 ------ 2 ------ 2-
II THDI(RFD) Data Input to RFD 1 Hold Time-Interlocked

Handshake

TsDI(ACK)
ThDI(ACK)

TdRFDf(ACK)
TdACKr(RFD)

RFD 1 to ACKIN t Delay Interlocked Handshake
ACKIN t (DAV t) to RFD t Delay-Interlocked and
3-Wire Handwshake

DAV t to ACKIN t (RFD f)-Interlocked and 3-Wire
Handshake

15 - TdACK(DAV)- ACKIN t (RFD f) to DAV I Delay-Interlocked and -----------------
3-Wire Handshake 0 0

16 TdDAVlf(DAC) DAV I to DAC t Delay-Input 3-Wire Handshake 0 0
17 ThDI(DAC) Data Input to DAC t Hold Time-3-Wire Handshake 0 0
18 TdDACOr(DAV) DAC t to DAV t Delay-Input 3-Wire Handshake 0 0
19 TdDAVIr(DAC) DAV t to DAC I Delay-Input 3-Wire Handshake 0 0
20-TdDAVOf(DAC) DAV) toDAC t Delay-Output3-WireHandshake -0-------0---------
21 ThDO(DAC) Data Output to DAC t Hold Time-3-Wire

Handshake
22 TdDACIr(DAV) DAC t to DAV t Delay-Output 3-Wire Handshake
23 TdDAVOr(DAC) DAV t to DAC ) Delay-Output 3-Wire Handshake

NOTES;
1. This time ca.n be extended through the use of deskew timers.
2. Units equal to TcPC.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer·
ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".

t Units in nanoseconds (os). except as noted.



Counter/
Timer
Timing

I TeCI Counter Input Cycle Time
2 TClh Counter Input High Width
3 TWCIl Counter Input Low Width
4 TICI Counter Input Fall Time 20 15
5 - TrCI ----- Counter Input Rise Time ---------------. 20 -------15 ------
6 TsTI(PC) Trigger Input to PCLK I Setup Time (Timer Mode)
7 TsTI(CI) Trigger Input to Counter Input I Setup Time

(Counter Mode)
8 TwTI Trigger Input Pulse Width (High or Low) 200
9 TsGI(PC) Gate Input to PCLK I Setup Time (Timer Mode) 100

10- TsGI(CI) --- Gate Input to Counter Input I Setup Time ---- 100 -----------------
(Counter Mode)

Gate Input to PCLK j Hold Time (Timer Mode)
Gate Input to Counter Input j Hold Time
(Counter Mode)

PCLK to Counter Output Delay (Timer Mode)
Counter Input to Counter Output Delay
(Counter Mode)

ThGI(PC)
ThGI(CI)

TdPC(CO)
TdCI(CO)

NOTES;
1. These parameters must be met to guarantee trigger or gate

are valid for the next counter/timer cycle.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-

ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "I" and 0.8 V for a logic "0".
t Units in nanoseconds (ns).



REQUEST!
WAIT
Timing

I TdRD(REQ) RD I to REQ I Delay 500
2 TdRD(WAIT) RD I to WAIT I Delay 500
3 TdWR(REQ) WR I to REQ I Delay 500
4 TdWR(WAIT) WR I to WAIT I Delay 500
5-TdPC(REQ)--PCLK I to REQ 1 Delay-------------300------------

6 TdPC(WAIT) PCLK I to WAIT t Delay 300
7 TdACK(REQ) ACKIN I to REQ t Delay 8+ 1000
8 TdACK(WAIT) ACKIN I to WAIT 1 Delay 10+600

NOTES:
1. The delay is fronm DAV I for 3-Wire Input Handshake. The

delay is from DAC I for 3-Wire Output Handshak.e.
2. Units equal to TcPC + ns.

• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing refer-
ences assume 2.0 V for a logic "I" and 0.8 V for a logic "0",

t Units in nanoseconds (os), except as noted.

Reset
Timing

_______ -----Ir
4 MHz 6 MHz

No. Symbol Parameter Min Max Min Max Notes"t

I TdRD(WR) Delay from RD 1 to WR I for No Reset 50 50
2 TdWR(RD) Delay from WR t to RD I for No Reset 50 50
3 TwRES MinimumWidth of RD and WR both Lowfor Reset 250 250



Miscellaneous
Port
Timing _0-r iC--

~~--
PATTERN

MATCH
INPUTI_)

DATA TO ••
LATCHaD TO

PATTa.,N MATCH

No. Symbol

I TrI
2 TlI
3 Twl's
4 TwPM
5 TsPMD
6 ThPMD

6 MHz
Min Max

Any Input Rise Time
Any Input Fall Time
l's Catcher High Width
Pattern Match Input Valid (Bit Port)
Data Latched on Pattern Match Setup Time (Bit Port)
Data Latched on Pattern Match Hold Time (Bit Port)

250

750
o

1000

NOTES:
1. If the input is programmed inverting, a Low-going pulse of the

same width will be detected.
• Timings are preliminary and subject to change. All timing

references assume 2.0 V for a logic "1" and 0.8 V for a logig "0",
t Units in nanoseconds (os),



40-pin DIP
Z8536 PS
Z8536CS
Z8536 PE
Z8536CE
Z8536 CM*
Z8536CMB*

Z8536 CIO, 4.0 MHz
44-pin LCC
Z8536 LM*
Z8536 LMB*t

44-pin PCC
Z8536VS

40-pin DIP
Z8536A PS
Z8536ACS
Z8536A PE
Z8536ACE
Z8536ACM*
Z8536ACMB*

Z8536A CIO, 6.0 MHz
44-pin LCC
Z8536A LM*
Z8536A LMB*t

44-pin PCC
Z8536AVS

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Proto pack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = DoC to + lO°C
E = -40°Cto +85°C
M*= -55°C to + 125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

*For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z8581 Clock Generator
and Controller

Zilog Product
Specification

• Two independent 20 MHz oscillators generate two 10
MHz clock outputs and one 20 MHz clock output.

• Oscillator input frequency sources can be either crystals
or external oscillators.

• Outputs directly drive the Z80, Z8000, 8086, 8088, and
68000 microprocessor clock inputs.

• Can be used as a general-purpose clock generator.

• 18-pin slimline package used; single + 5V dc power
required.

• Provides ability to stretch High and/or Low phase of clock
signal under external control.
DOn-chip 2-bit counter can be used to selectively

stretch clock cycles.

• On-chip reset logic
o Reset output is synchronized with System Clock

output.
o Power-up reset period is maintained for a minimum of

30ms.
o External input initiates system reset.

The Z8581 Clock Generator and Controller is a versatile
addition to Zilog's family of Universal microprocessor
components. The selective clock-stretching capabilities and
variety of timing outputs produced by this device allow it to
easily meet the timing design requirements of systems with
microprocessors and LSI peripherals. The clock output
drivers of the Z8581 also meet the non-TIL voltage
requirements for driving NMOS clock inputs with no

}
REF. FREQ. SOURCE
FOR SVS. CLOCK OSC.

additional external components. The Z8581 provides an
elegant, single-chip solution to the design of system clocks
for microprocessor-based products.

The Z8581 oscillators are referenced as the system clock
oscillator and the general-purpose clock oscillator. Both
oscillators are driven by external crystals or other frequency
sources.

XTL1A '-' 18 Am
XTL1B 17 ASfO
snm 18 OSC

INH 15 ZCLK

+5V Z8581 14 OND

ADD1 13 TCLK

ADil2 12 XTL2A

SfRf 11 XTL2B

CO 10 C1

START COUNT

NO. OF RISING {
EDGES COUNTED

}

REF. FREQ. SOURCE
FOR GEN. PURPOSE OSC.



Figures 1 and 2, respectively, show the pin functions and
assignments of the Z8581 , Tie unused inputs High through
a resistor,

ADD1, ADD2. Add Delay 1 (input, active Low) and Add
Delay 2 (input, active Low), These signals control the
addition of one, two, or three delay periods to a selected
half-cycle of the ZCLK output.

CO, C1. ZCLK Count 0 (output, active High) and ZCLK
Count 1 (output, active High), These signals indicate, in
binary, the number or rising edges of ZCLK that have
occurred after the assertion of the STRT input.

INH. Inhibit Delay (input, active Low), When asserted, this
signal inhibits the functions of inputs ADD1 and ADD2.

OSC. Time Base Clock (output, active High). This signal
provides a TTL-compatible clock output at the same
frequency as the system clock frequency source.

RSTI. Reset In (input, active Low). When asserted, this
signal indicates a reset condition and initiates the assertion
of RSTO synchronized with ZCLK.

RSTO. Reset Out (output, active Low), When asserted, this
signal indicates that a system reset condition is required,
either by RSTI going Low or by a system powerup condition.

STAT. Start Count (input, negative edge-triggered). When
asserted, this signal resets a two-bit binary counter and then
enables the counter to count the rising edges of the ZCLK
output.

STRH. Delay ZCLK (input, active Low). When asserted, this
signal causes the current half-cycle of the ZCLK output to be
delayed (stretched) for as long as STRH is held Low. This
control input overrides the ADD1, ADD2, and INH
functions.

TClK. General-Purpose Clock (output, MOS-compatible,
active High), This signal is the timing output of the
general-purpose oscillator. TCLK's frequency is half that of
the external oscillator used to drive the general purpose
oscillator,

XTAl1 A, XTAl1 B. System Clock Frequency Source A
(input, active High) and System Clock Frequency Source B
(output, active High). These signals are used by the external
oscillator to drive the internal system clock oscillator and the
OSCoutput.

XTAl2A, XTAl2B. General-Purpose Clock Frequency
Source A (input, active High) and General-Purpose Clock
Frequency Source B (output, active High). These signals are
used by the external oscillator to drive the internal
general-purpose clock oscillator.

ZClK. System Clock (output, MOS-compatible, active
High). This signal is the timing output of the system clock
oscillator. This clock can be modified by the delay (stretch)
control inputs. Its frequency, when unmodified, is half that of
the external system clock frequency source,

_____ I-ONE OSCCLOCKPERIODADDED

TWOOSCCLOCKPERIODSADDED_I •• I



System Clock Oscillator

The timing outputs provided by this oscillator consist of a
Time Base output (OSC), at the frequency of the reference
source, and a stretchable System Clock output (ZClK), at a
frequency determined by the stretch control inputs. An
on-chip TIl driver at OSC and an NMOS driver at ZClK
eliminate the need for external buffers or drivers. The NMOS
drivers can drive 200 pf loads with output rise and fall times
of 10 ns maximum.

ZClK can be stretched under program or hardwired control
by selectively adding periods equivalent to a full OSC cycle
to either the High or low portion of a clock cycle. One, two,
or three periods can be added to double, triple, or
quadruple the duration of the selected ZClK half-cycle.
Adding periods to ZClK is a function of the ADD1and
ADD2 inputs. These active low' inputs are sampled prior to
the rising edge of signal OSC; their sampled status
represents the number of periods to ,be added to ZClK.

Two additional control inputs, TNH and STRH, affect the
stretch function. Input TNH, when asserted, inhibits the
function of ADD1 and ADD2. Input STRH stretches the
ZClK output for as long as it is asserted (low); it overrides all
other stretch control inputs.

Table 1 summarizes the functions performed by the stretch
control inputs.

The system clock oscillator also contains a 2-bit ZClK
counter. This counter, when initialized by the assertion of
STRT,counts the next four rising edges of the ZClK output.
The current count is presented on outputs CO and C1 , This
counter and its outputs enable the user to determine the
occurrence (rising edge) of each of four clocks after a
specific event (STRT is asserted). This facility can, for
example, be used to determine when a delay is to be
inserted into a CPU machine cycle when STRT is triggered
by either an M1 (ZaO) or an AS (ZaOOO)input signal.

The clock stretch capability allows systems to run at the
nominal high speed of ZClK, except during cycles that

STRH INH A002 A001 Periods Added

0 X X X Unlimited
1 0 X X 0
1 1 0 0 3
1 1 0 1 2
1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 0

NOTES: X = Don't Care, 1 = High, 0 = Low

require more time than usual to complete a transaction. For
example, extended access time may be required in
accessing certain areas of memory, in accessing 1/0
devices, or in other CPU/Peripheral transactions. Figures 3
and 4 illustrate, respectively, the circuit configuration and
timing required to stretch the zaooo Address Strobe (AS)
and Data Strobe (OS) to allow more time for address
functions and to enable the CPU to operate with memories
that have a relatively long access time.

In addition, the ZClK stretch control logic can be hardwired
to meet various duty cycle requirements. For example, a
simple hardwired connection can cause every other ZClK
cycle to be stretched to produce a ZClK output with a 33%
duty cycle.

The system clock oscillator also provides a system reset
output (RSTO)that is synchronized with ZClK. This output is
controlled by a system reset input (RSTI) during normal
system reset operations and by delay circuitry in the system
clock oscillator during power-up operations. During a
normal system reset operation, a low on RSTI causes RSTO
to be asserted (low) on the next rising edge of ZClK. Output
RSTO is held low for a period of 16 ZClK clock cycles (the
required reset time for both the zao and zaooo CPU system
reset functions). During a power-up operation, RSTO is
asserted for a minimum of 30 ms after power is turned on
(the time required for both the zao and zaooo power-up
functions).

General-Purpose Oscillator

This oscillator provides a fixed frequency General-Purpose
Clock output (TClK) at half its source frequency. This output
is useful for system timing functions such as controlling a
baud rate generator. Output TClK can also be used as the
frequency reference source for the system clock oscillator.

+5V- STRH
+5V- INH

OSC

ZCLK
OSC

ZCLK

AS~ SfRf
L... ADD1

ADIl2

Figure 4. Configuration for Stretching zaooo
Address (AS) and Data (OS) Strobes



RSTI

Vcc RSTO

OSC

ZCLK

CO
STRT

Cl

SfiiH
INH -.

Aljj)j

AD02 -..

STRETCH
CONTROL

LOGIC +-(]

XTAL2A ~ OSC >------.~II f2
XTAL2B ----

Due to the fast rise and fall times produced by the Z8581 ,
transmission line concepts must be applied in order to avoid
ringing and reflections on the clock outputs. More
specifically, the interconnections between the clock outputs
and the loads they are driving must be treated as
transmission lines, and it is necessary to match the source
impedance of the clock outputs to the characteristic
impedances of these transmission lines. In most cases the
impedances can be matched by placing termination
resistors in series with the clock outputs. These resistors
range in value from 22 to 220 ohms, with the value chosen to
optimize the clock risetime at the load. (See example below.)
It is important to control the impedance seen by the clock
output by keeping leads short and avoiding stray
inductances wherever possible.

Another important consideration is the bypass capacitor. To
avoid distortion of the power supply, the Z8581 requires a
high frequency 0.01 ,..F ceramic. capacitor between Vcc and
ground, and the leads connecting this capacitor to the pins
should be kept as short as possible.

33pfr



Voltages on all inputs and outputs
with respecttoGND -0.3Vto + 7.0V
Operating Ambient
Temperature See ordering information
Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum
Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This
is a stress rating only: operation of the device at any

condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

The Ordering Information section lists package temperature
ranges and product numbers. Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation. Package drawings are in the
Package Information section.

The DC characteristics below apply for the following
standard test conditions, unless otherwise noted. All
voltages are referenced to GND (OV). Positive current flows
into the referenced pin.

Available operating temperature ranges are:

• S = O°Cto +70°C, +4.75V~Vec~ +5.25V

• E = -40°Cto +85°C, +4.5V~Vee~ +5.25V

• M = -55°Cto +125°C, +4.5V~Vee~ +5.5V

All ac parameters assume a total load capacitance (C),
including parasitic capacitances, of 100 pf max, except for
parameters 8, 9, 21, and 22 which are 200 pf max. Timing

references between two output signals assume a load
difference of 50 pf max.

DC CHARACTERISTICS

Symbol Parameter Mln Max Unit Condition

VeH Clock Input High Voltage Vee -0.4 Vec + 0.3 V Driven by External Clock Generator

Vel Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.45 V Driven by External Clock Generator

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.3 V

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.3 0.8 V

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -25OI'A

VOH Output High Voltage Vee - 0.3 V IOH = - 250 ~ tested at 51's after
(ZCLK, ZCLK or TCLK rises High

TCLK) 2.4 V IOH = -250~

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.4 V IOl = = +2.0mA

III Input Leakage ±10 I'A 0.4 '" VIN '" + 2.4V

Ice Vee Supply Current 150 mA



Z8581 Z8581·10
6MHz 10MHz

Number Symbol Parameter Min. Max. Mln Max Units Notes1

1 TwCH Clock Input High Width 31 18 ns 2

2 TwCL Clock Input Low Width 31 18 ns 2

3 TpC Clock Input Cycle Time 82 50 ns 2

4 TIC Clock Input Fall Time 10 7 ns 2

5-TrC Clock Input Rise Time 10 7--ns--2-

6 TdOSC Clock Input to OSC Delay 30 20 ns

7 TdZC OSC to ZCLK Delay 20 15 ns

8 TIZC ZCLK Fall Time 10 10 ns

9 TrZC ZCLK Rise Time 10 10 ns

--10-TsSC Stretch Controls to OSC t Setup 35 20 ns

11 ThSC Stretch Controls to OSC t Hold 20 10 ns

12 Td(ST/CR) STRT ~to 2-bit Counter Reset Delay 35 25 ns

13 Td(OSC/CC) OSC t to 2-bit Counter-Change 20 17 ns 3

14 Tw(STRD STAT Low Width 50 30 ns

- 15 - Td(RSTO) -- ZCLK t to RSTO ~ Delay 30 20--ns

16 Ts(RSTI) RSTI ~ to ZCLK t Setup 30 20 ns

17 Th(RSTI) RSTI ~ to ZCLK t Hold 30 20 ns

18 Tw(RSTO) RSTO Low Width 16 16 cycles

19 Ts(ST/ZC) STRT ~to ZCLK t Setup to include ZCLK edge 40 30 ns

20-TdTC Clock Input to TCLK Delay 40 30-- ns

21 TrTC TCLK Rise Time 10 10 ns

22 TfTC TCLK Fall Time 10 10 ns

NOTES: 1. All timings are preliminery and subject to change.
2. Clock input other than a crystal oscillator.
3. Assuming ZCLK rising.



High Low

zelK, TClK 4.0V O.8V
Output 2.0V O.8V
Input 2.0V O.8V



Clock Generator and Controller, 6.0 MHz
18-pin DIP
Z8581 PS
Z8581 CS
Z8581 PE
Z8581 CE
Z8581 CM*
Z8581 CMB*t

Clock Generator and Controller, 10.0 MHz
18-pin DIP

Z8581-10 PS
Z8581-10CS
Z8581-10 PE
Z8581-10CE
Z8581-10 CM*
Z8581-10 CMB*t

Codes
First letter is for package; second letter is for temperature.

C = Ceramic DIP
P = Plastic DIP
L = Ceramic LCC
V = Plastic PCC

R = Protopack
T = Low Profile Protopack
DIP = Dual-In-Line Package
LCC = Leadless Chip Carrier
PCC = Plastic Chip Carrier (Leaded)

TEMPERATURE
S = O°C to + 70°C
E = -40°C to + 85°C
M *= -55°C to + 125°C

FLOW
B = 883 Class B

tAvailable soon.

* For Military Orders, contact your local Zilog Sales Office for Military Electrical Specifications.



Z765AFDC
Floppy Disk Controller

Zilog
Advance Information
Product
Specification

Address Mark detection circuitry internal to the FDC
simplifies the phase locked loop and read electronics. The
track stepping rate, head load time, and head unload time
are user-programmable.

Z765A features are:

• IBM-compatible format, Single and Double Density

• Multisector and multitrack transfer capability

• Data scan capability-scans a single sector or an entire
cylinder comparing byte-for-byte host memory and disk
data

• Drives up to 4 floppy-disk drives (FDD)

• Data transfers in DMA or non-DMA mode

• Parallel seek operations on up to four drives

• Compatible with most general-purpose microprocessors

• Single phase a MHz clock

• +5VOnly

• 40-Pin Dual-in-Line (DIP) package

The Z765A is an LSI Floppy Disk Controller (FOG) chip
which contains the circuitry and control functions for
interfacing a processor to four floppy-disk drives. It supports
IBM System 3740 Single Density format (FM) and IBM
System 34 Double Density format (MFM) including
double-sided recording. The Z765A provides control
signals which simplify the design of an external phase
locked loop and write precompensation circuitry. The FDC
simplifies and handles most of the burdens associated with
implementing a floppy-disk interface. (Figure 1).

Handshaking signals make DMA operation easily
incorporated with the aid of an external DMA Controller
chip, such as the zao DMA ..The FDC operates in either the
DMA or non-DMA mode. In the non-DMA mode the FDC
generates interrupts to the processor every time a data byte
is to be transferred. In the DMA mode, the processor need
only load the command into the FDC and all data transfers
occur under control of the FDC and DMA controllers.

The Z765A executes 15 commands; each command
requires multiple a-bit bytes to fully specify the operation
which the processor wishes the FDC to perform. The
commands are:

• READ DATA

• WRITE DATA

• WRITE DELETED DATA

• READ DELETED DATA

• READ TRACK

• READID

• FORMAT TRACK

• SCAN EQUAL

• SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL

• SCAN LOW OR EQUAL

• SEEK

• RECALIBRATE

• SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS

• SPECIFY

• S~NSE DRIVE STATUS
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CLK. Clock (input). Single phase 8MHz square wave clock.

CS. Chip Select (input). IC selected when 0 (Low), allowing
liIT and WR to be enabled.

°0-07' Data Bus. Bidirectional 8-bit Data Bus. Disabled
when CS = 1.

OACK. DMA Acknowledge (input). DMA cycle is active
when 0, and controller is performing DMA transfer.

ORO. Data DMA Request (output). DMA Request is being
made by FOC when DRO = 1.

O/S. Data/Status Register Select (input). Selects Data
Register (D/8 = 1) or Status Register (D/8 = 0) contents of
the FDC to be sent to Data Bus. Disabled when CS = 1.

FR/STP. Fault Reset/Step (output). Resets fault FF in FDD in
ReadlWrite mode, contains step pulses to move head to
another cylinder in Seek mode.

FLT/TRo. FaultlTrack 0 (input). Senses FOD fault condition
in ReadlWrite mode and Track 0 condition in Seek mode.

HO. Head Select (output). Head 1 selected when 1 (High);
Head 0 selected when 0 (Low).

HOL. Head Load (output). Command which causes
readlwrite head in FDD to contact diskette.

lOX. Index (input). Indicates the beginning of a disk track.

INT. Interrupt (output). Interrupt Request generated by
FOC.

LCT/OIR. Low Current/Direction (output). Lowers Write
current on inner tracks in ReadlWrite mode; determines
direction head will step in Seek mode. A fault reset pulse is
issued at the beginning of each Read or Write command
prior to the occurrence of the Head Load signal.

MFM. MFM Mode (output). MFM mode when 1; FM mode
when O.

PS" PSo. Precompensation (preshift) (output). Write
precompensation status during MFM mode. Determines
early, late, and normal times.

RO. Read (input). When 0, control signal for transfer of data
from FDC to Data Bus. Disabled when CS = 1.

ROO. Read Data (input). Read data from FOD, containing
clock and data bits.

ROW. Read Data Window (input). Generated by PLL, and
used to sample data from FDD.

ROY. Ready (input). Indicates FOD is ready to send or
receive data.

RESET. Reset (input). Places FOC in idle state. Resets
output lines to FDD to O. Does not affect SRT, HUT or HLT in
Specify command. If RDY pin is held High during Reset,
FDC generates an interrupt within 1.024 msec. To clear this
interrupt use Sense Interrupt Status command.

RW/SEEK. Read Write/Seek (output). When 1 (High) Seek
mode selected; when 0 (Low) ReadlWrite mode selected.

TC. Terminal Count (input). Indicates the termination of a
DMA transfer when 1 (High). It terminates data transfer
during ReadlWrite/Scan command in DMA or Interrupt
mode.

US1, USo. Unit Select (output). FDD Unit selected.

VCO/SYNC. (output). Inhibits VCO in PLL when 0 (Low);
enables VCO when 1.

WCK. Write Clock (input). Write data rate to FDD. FM = 500
KHz, MFM = 1 MHz with a pulse width of 250 ns for both
FM and MFM.

WOA. WriteData (output). Serial clock and data bits to FDD.

WE. Write Enable (output). Enables write data into FDD.

WP/TS. Write ProtectlTwo Side (input). Senses Write Protect
status in ReadlWrite mode and Two-Side Media in Seek
mode.

WR. Write (input). When 0, control signal for transfer of data
to FDC via Data Bus. Disabled when CS = 1.



No. Name Symbol Description

Do FDD 0 Busy DaB FDD number 0 is in the Seek mode. Ifany bit is set, FOGwill not accept read
or write command.

01 FDD 1 Busy D1B FDD number 1 is in the Seek mode. If any bit is set, FOGwill not accept read
or write command.

02 FOD2 Busy D2B FDD number 2 is in the Seek mode. If any bit is set, FOGwill not accept read
or write command.

03 FOD3 Busy D3B FDD number 3 is in the Seek mode. If any bit is set, FOGwill not accept read
or write command.

04 FOGBusy GB A read or write command is in process. FOGwill not accept any other
command.

05 Execution Mode EXM This bit is set only during execution phase in non-OMA mode. When 05
goes low,execution phase has ended and result phase has started. It
operates only during non-DMA mode of operation.

Os Data Input/Output 010 Indicates direction of data transfer between FOGand Data Register.If 010 =

1, then transfer is from Data Registerto the processor. If 010 = 0, transfer is
from the processor to Data Register.

07 Request for Master ROM Indicates Data Register is ready to send or receivedata to or from the
processor.Both bits 010 and ROM should be used to perform the
handshaking functions of "ready" and "direction" to the processor.

The Z765A contains two registers which may be accessed
by the main system processor: a Status register and a Data
register. The 8-bit Main Status register (Table 1) contains the
FDG status information and may be accessed at any time.
The 8-bit Data register is several registers in a stack; one
register at a time is presented to the data bus. The Data
register stores data, commands, parameters, and FDD
status information. Data bytes are read out of, or written into,
the Data register in order to program or obtain the results
after a particular command. Only the Status register may be
read and used to facilitate the transfer of data between the
processor and Z765A.

The relationship between the StatuslData registers and the
signals RD, WR, and Dis is shown in Table 2.

The Data Input/Output (DIO) and Request for Master (ROM)
bits in the Status register indicate when data is ready and the
direction transfer on the data bus (Figure 4). The maximum
time between the last RD or WR during a command or result

phase and the set or reset DIO and ROM is 12fAs; every time
the Main Status register is read the GPU should wait 12fAs.
The maximum time from the trailing edge of the last RD in
the result phase to when D4 (FDG busy) goes Low is 12fAs.

Table 2. Relationships Between Status/Data Registers
and RD, WR, and D/S

D/S RD WR Function

0 0 Read Main StatusRegister

0 0 Illegal

0 0 0 Illegal

0 0 Illegal

0 Read from Data Register

0 Write into Data Register



D7 = 0 and D6 = 0

Normal Termination of command, (NT). Command was completed and

properly executed.

D7 = 0 and D6 = 1
Abnormal Termination of command, (AT). Execution of command was started

but was not successfully completed.

D7 = 1 and D6 = 0
Invalid Command issue, (IC). Command which was issued was never started.

DS Seek End

D4 Equipment Check

D3 Not Ready

D2 Head Address

D1 Unit Select 1

Do Unit Select 0

D7 = 1 and D6 = 1
Abnormal Termination because during command execution the ready signal

from FDD changed state.

When the FDC completes the SEEK command, this flag is set to 1 (High).

EC If a fault signal is received from the FDD, or if the Track 0 signal fails to occur

after 77 step pulses (Recalibrate Command) then this flag is set.

NR When the FDD is in the not-ready state and a read or write command is issued,

this flag is set. If a read or write command is issued to Side 1 of a single-sided

drive, then this flag is set.

HD This flag is used to indicate the state of the head at Interrupt.

US1 This flag is used to indicate a Drive Unit Number at Interrupt.

USa This flag is used to indicate a Drive Unit Number at Interrupt.

Status Register 1

When the FDC tries to access a sector beyond the final sector of a cylinder,
this flag is set.

Not used. This bit is always 0 (Low).

When the FDC detects a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error in either the

ID field or the data field, this flag is set.

If the FDC is not serviced by the host system during data transfers within a

certain time interval, this flag is set.

Not used. This bit always 0 (Low).

During execution of READ DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA or SCAN command,

if the FDC cannot find the sector specified in the Internal Data Register (IDR),
this flag is set.

During execution of the READ ID command, if the FDC cannot read the ID

field without an error, then this flag is set.

During execution of the READ A cylinder command, if the starting sector

cannot be found, then this flag is set.



No. Name Symbol Description

Status Register 1 (Continued)

01 Not Writeable NW During execution of WRITE DATA, WRITE DELETED DATA or Format A

cylinder command, if the FDC detects a write protect signal from the FDD,

then this flag is set.

If the FDC cannot detect the 10 Address Mark after encountering the index

hole twice, then this flag is set.

Do Missing Address Mark MA If the FDC cannot detect the Data Address Mark or Deleted Data Address

Mark, this flag is set. Also at the same time, the MD (Missing Address Mark in

data field) of Status register 2 is set.

Status Register 2

07 Not used. This bit is always 0 (Low).

06 Control Mark CM During execution of the READ DATA or SCAN command, if the FDC

encounters a sector which contains a Deleted Data Address Mark, this flag is
set.

05 Data Error in Data Field DO If the FDC detects a CRC error in the data field then this flag is set.

04 Wrong Cylinder WC This bit is related to the NO bit, and when the contents of Cylinder (C) on the

medium is different from that stored in lOR, this flag is set.

03 Scan Equal Hit SH During execution of the SCAN command, if the condition of "equal" is

satisfied, this flag is set.

02 Scan Not Satisfied SN During execution of the SCAN command, if the FDC cannot find a sector on

the cylinder which meets the condition, then this flag is set.

01 Bad Cylinder BC This bit is related to the NO bit, and when the contents of C on the medium is

different from that stored in the lOR and the contents of C is FFH, then this flag
is set.

Do Missing Address Mark in MD When data is read from the medium, if the FDC cannot find a Data Address

Data Field Mark or Deleted Data Address Mark, then this flag is set.

Status Register 3

07 Fault FT This bit is used to indicate the status of the Fault signal from the FDD.

06 Write Protected WP This bit is used to indicate the status of the Write Protected signal from the

FDD.

05 Ready RY This bit is used to indicate the status of the Ready signal from the FDD.
I

04 Track 0 TO This bit is used to indicate the status of the Track 0 signal from the FDD.

03 Two Side TS This bit is used to indicate the status of the Two Side signal from the FDD.

02 Head Address HD This bit is used to indicate the status of the Side Select signal to the FDD.

01 Unit Select 1 US1 This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unt Select 1 signal to the FDD.

Do Unit Select 0 USo This bit is used to indicate the status of the Unit Select 0 signal to the FDD.



OUT FoC AND INTO PROCESSOR
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Nores: 1Al- Data regllter ready to be written Into by processor
00 - Data reglater not ready to be written Into by processor
@] - o.ta regllter ready 10r next data byte to be read by processor
[Q] - Data regllter not ready to be read by processor

The Z765A is capable of performing 15 different
commands. Each command is initiated by a multi byte
transfer from the processor; the result after execution of the
command may also be a multi byte transfer back to the
processor. Because of this multibyte interchange of
information between the Z765A and the processor, each
command consists of three phases:

Command Phase. The FDC receives all information
required to perform a particular operation form the
processor.

Execution Phase. The FDC performs the operation it was
instructed to do.

Result Phase. After completion of the operation, status and
other housekeeping information are made available to the
processor.

The Instruction set shows the required preset parameters
and results for each command. Most commands require 9
command bytes and return 7 bytes during the result phase.
The W to the left of each byte indicates a command phase
byte to be written; an R indicates a result byte.

During Command or Result phases the Main Status register
must be read by the processor before each byte of
information is written into, or read from, the Data register.
Then the CPU should wait for 12,..sbefore reading the Main
Status register. Bits 06 and 07 in the Main Status register
must be in a 0 and 1 state, respectively, before each byte of
the command word may be written into the Z765A. Many of
the commands require multiple bytes and, as a result, the
Main Status register must be read prior to each byte transfer
to the Z765A. During the Result phase, 06 and 07 in the
Main Status register must both be 1's before reading each
byte from the Data Register. Reading the Main Status
register before each byte transfer to the Z765A is required
only in the Command and Result phases, not during the
Execution phase.

If the Z765A is in the non-DMA mode and reading data from
FDD, then the receipt of each data byte is indicated by an
interrupt signal on pin 18(INT = 1). The generation of a Read
signal (RD = 0) or Write signal (WR = 0) will clear the
interrupt and output the data onto the data bus. If the
processor cannot handle interrupts fast enough (every 13,..s
for the MFM mode and 27,..s for the FM mode), then it may
poll the Main Status register and bit 07 (ROM) functions as
the interrupt signal. If a Write command is in process, the
WR signal negates the reset to the interrupt signal.

In the non-DMA mode it is necessary to examine the Main
Status register to determine the cause of the interrupt, since
it could be a data interrupt or a command termination
interrupt, either normal or abnormal. If the Z765A is in the



Symbol Name

D/S Data/Status Select

C Cylinder Number

0 Data

Dr Do Data Bus

DTL Data Length

EOT End of Track

GPL Gap Length

H Head Address

HD Head

HLT Head Load Time

HUT Head Unload Time

MF FM or MFM Mode

MT Multitrack

N Number

NCN New Cylinder Number

NO Non-DMA Mode

PCN Present Cylinder Number

R Record

RIW ReadlWrite

SC Sector

SK Skip

SRT Step Rate Time

STO Status 0
ST1 Status 1
ST2 Status 2
ST3 Status 3

STP Step

USo, US1 Unit Select

Description

D/S controls selection of Main Status register (D/S = 0) or Data register (D/S = 1)

C stands for the current/selected cylinder (track) numbers 0 through 76 of the medium.

o stands for the data pattern which is going to be written into a sector.

S-bit Data Bus, where 07 stands for a most significant bit, and Do stands for a least
significant bit.

When N is defined as 00, DTL stands for the data length which users are going to read
out or write into the sector.

EOT stands for the final sector number on a cylinder. During Read or Write operations,
FDC will stop data transfer after a sector number equal to EOT

GPL stands for the length of Gap 3. During ReadlWrite commands this value
determines the number of by1es that VCO/SYNC will stay low after two CRC by1es.
During Format command it determines the size of Gap 3.

H stands for head number 0 or 1, as specified in 10 field.

HD stands for a selected head number 0 or 1 and controls the polarity of pin 27. (H =

HD in all command words.)

HLT stands for the head load time in the FDD (2 to 254 ms in 2 ms increments).

HUT stands for the head unload time after a Read or Write operation has occurred (16
to 240 ms in 16 ms increments).

If MF is Low, FM mode is selected, and if it is High. MFM mode is selected.

If MT is high, a Multitrack operation is performed. If MT = 1 after finishing ReadlWrite
operation on side 0, FDC automatically starts searching for sector 1 on side 1.

N stands for the Number of data by1es written in a sector.

NCN stands for a New Cylinder Number or desired position of head which is going to
be reached as a result of the Seek operation.

NO stands for operation in the Non-DMA mode.

PCN stands for the cylinder number or present position of Head at the completion of
Sense Interrupt Status command.

R stands for the sector number which will be read or written.

RIW stands for either Read (R) or Write (W) signal.

SC indicates the number of Sectors per Cylinder.

SK stands for Skip Deleted Data Address mark.

SRT stands for the Stepping Rate for the FDD (1 to 16 ms in 1 ms increments). Stepping
Rate applies to all drives (F(16) = 1 ms, E(16) = 2 ms, 0(16) = 3 ms, ... ).

STO-3 stands for one of four registers which store the status information after a
command has been executed. This information is available during the result phase after
command execution. These registers should not be confused with the main status
register (selected by D/S = 0). STO-3 may be read only after a command has been
executed and contains information relevant to that particular command.

During a Scan operation, if STP = 1, the data in contiguous sectors is compared by1e
by by1e with data sent from the processor (or DMA); if STP = 2, then alternate sectors
are read and compared.

Used to select between drives 0-3.



INSTRUCTION SET1, 2

Data Bus

Phase RIW 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks

Read Data

Command W MT MF SK 0 0 1 1 0 Command Codes

W X X X X X HD US1 USa See Note 3

W C Sector 10 information prior to

W H command execution. The 4 bytes

W R are commanded against header

W N on Floppy disk.

W EOT

W GPL
W DTL

N
Execution Data transfer between the FDD IooiI

and main system ~
CII

Result R STO Status information after command
III

R ST1 execution
IIJ

R ST2 ~
R C Sector 10 information after

R H command execution

R R

R N

Read Deleted Data

Command W MT MF SK 0 1 1 0 0 Command Codes

W X X X X X HD US1 USa
w C Sector 10 information prior to

W H command execution. The 4 bytes

W R are commanded against header

W N on Floppy Disk.

W EOT

W GPL

W DTL

Execution Data transfer between the FDD

and main system

Result R STO Status information after command

R ST1 execution

R ST2

R C Sector 10 information after

R H command execution

R R

R N

NOTES: 1. Symbols used in this table are described at the end of this section.
2. DIS should equal binary 1 for all operations.
3. X = Don't care, usually made to equal binary a.



INSTRUCTION SET1, 2 (Continued)

Data Bus

Phase RIW 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks

Write Data

Command W MT MF 0 0 0 1 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
w C Sector IC information prior to
W H command execution. The 4 bytes
W R are commanded against header
W N on Floppy Disk.
W EOT
W GPL
W DTL

Execution Data transfer between the main
system and FDD

Result R STO Status information after command
R ST1 execution
R ST2
R C Sector 10 information after
R H command execution.
R R
R N

Write Deleted Data

Command W MT MF 0 0 1 0 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
W C Sector 10 information prior to
W H command execution. The 4 bytes
W R are commanded against header
W N on Floppy disk.
W EOT
W GPL
W DTL

Execution Data transfer between the FDD
and main system

Result R STO Status information after command
R ST1 execution
R ST2
R C Sector 10 information after
R H command execution
R R
R N

NOTES: 1. Symbols used in this table are described at the end of this section.
2. D/S should equal binary 1 for all operations.
3. X = Don't care. usuallymade to equal binary a.



INSTRUCTION SET1, 2 (Continued)

Data Bus

Phase RIW 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks

Read A Track

Command W 0 MF SK 0 0 0 1 0 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
W C Sector ID information prior to
W H command execution
W R
W N
W EOT
W GPL
W DTL N..:I

Execution Data transfer between the FDD ~
CII

and main system. FDC reads all III
data fields from index hole to EOT lIS

Result R STO Status information after command
a
"R ST1 execution

R ST2
R C Sector ID information after
R H command execution
R R
R N

Read 10

Command W 0 MF 0 0 1 0 1 0 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa

Execution The first correct ID information on
the cylinder is stored in Data
Register.

Result R STO Status information after command
R ST1 execution
R ST2
R C Sector ID information read during
R H Execution phase from Floppy
R R Disk.
R N

NOTES: 1. Symbolsused in this table are described at the end of this section.
2. D/Sshould equal binary 1 for all operations.
3. X = Don't care, usuallymade to equal binary O.



INSTRUCTION SET1, 2 (Continued)

Oata Bus

Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 Remarks

Format A Track

Command W 0 MF 0 0 1 1 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
w N Bytes Sector
W SC SectorsfTrack
W GPL Gap3
W D Filler byte

Execution FDC formats an entire track.

Result R STO Status information after command
R STl execution
R ST2
R C In this case, the ID information
R H has no meaning.
R R
R N

Scan Equal

Command W MT MF SK 1 0 0 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
w C Sector ID information prior to
W H command execution
W R
W N

W EOT
W GPL
W DTL

Execution Data compared between the FDD
and the main system.

Result R STO Status information after command
R STl execution
R ST2
R C Sector ID information after
R H command execution
R R
R N

NOTES: 1. Symbolsused in this table aredescribed atthe end of thissection.
2. D/S shouldequal binary 1for all operations.
3. X = Don't care, usuallymade to equal binarya.



INSTRUCTION SET1, 2 (Continued)

OataBus

Phase RIW 07 06 Os 04 03 02 01 00 Remarks

Scan Low or Equal

Command W MT MF SK 1 1 0 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
w C Sector10informationprior to
W H command execution
W R
W N
W Em
w GPL
W STP N

~
Execution Data compared between the FDD ~enand main system ;II
Result R STO Status information after command 'IJaR ST1 execution n

R ST2
R C Sector 10 information after
R H command execution
R R
R N

Scan High or Equal

Command W MT MF SK 1 1 1 0 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X HD US1 USa
W C Sector 10 information prior to
W H command execution.
W R
W N
W EOT
W GPL
W STP

Execution Data compared between the FDD
and main system.

Result R STO Status information after command
R ST1 execution
R ST2
R C Sector 10 information after
R H command execution.
R R
R N

Recallbrate

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Command Codes
W X X X X X 0 US1 USa

Execution Head retracted to Track 0

NmES: 1. Symbolsused in this table aredescribed atthe end ofthis section.
2. D/S shouldequal binary 1for all operations.
3. X ~ Don'tcare, usuallymade to equal binary a.
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INSTRUCTION SET1, 2 (Continued)

Data Bus

Phase R/W 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO Remarks

Sense Interrupt Status

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Command Codes

Result R STO Status information about the FOC

R PCN at the end of seek operation

Specify

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Command Codes

W -SRT HUT-

W HLT NO

Sense Drive Status

Command W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Command Codes

W X X X X X 0 US1 USa

Result R ST3 Status information about FOO

Seek

Command W 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 Command Codes

W X X X X X HO US1 USa
W NCN

Execution Head is positioned over proper

cylinder on diskette.

Invalid

Command W Invalid Codes Invalid Command Codes

(NoOp-FOC goes into Standby

state.)

Result R STO STO = 80(H)

NffiES: 1. Symbols used in this table are described at the end of this section.
2. D/S should equal binary 1 for all operations.
3. X = Don't care, usually made to equal binary a.



DMA mode, no interrupts are generated during the
Execution phase. The Z765A generates DROs (DMA
Requests) when each byte of data is available. The DMA
Controller responds to this request with both a DACK (DMA
Acknowledge) = 0 and an RD (Read signal) = O.When the
DMA Acknowledge signal goes Low (DACK = 0), then the
DMA request is cleared (ORO = 0). If a Write command has
been issued, a WR signal appears instead of RD. After the
Execution phase has been completed [Terminal Count (TC)
has occurred] or the last sector on the cylinder (EOT)
read/written, then an interrupt occurs (INT = 1) which
signifies the beginning of the Result phase. When the first
byte of data is read during the Result phase, the interrupt is
automatically cleared (INT = 0).

The RD or WR signals should be asserted while DACK is
true. The CS signal is used in conjunction with RD and WR
as a gating function during programmed I/O operations. CS
has no effect during DMA operations. If the non-DMA mode
is chosen, the DACK signal should be pulled up to Vcc.

During the Result phase all bytes shown in the Command
Table must be read. For example, the Read Data command

has seven bytes of data in the Result phase; all seven bytes
must be read to successfully complete the Read Data
command and allow the Z765A to accept a new command.

The Z765A contains five Status registers. The Main Status
register can be read at any time by the processor. The other
four Status registers (STO,ST1, ST2, and ST3) are available
only during the Result phase and can be read only after
completing a command. The particular command that has
been executed determines how many of the Status registers
are read.

The bytes of data which are sent to the Z765A to form the
Command phase and are read out of the Z765A in the
Result phase must occur in the order shown in the
Command Table. That is, the Command Code must be sent
first and the other bytes sent in the prescribed sequence. No
foreshortening of the Command or Result phases is allowed.
After the last byte of data in the Command phase is sent to
the Z765A, the Execution phase automatically starts. In a
similar fashion, when the last byte of data is read out in the
Result phase, the command is automatically ended and the
Z765A is ready for a new command.

After Reset is sent to the Z765A, the Unit Select lines USa
and US, automatically go into a polling mode (Figure 5).
Between commands (and between step pulses in the Seek
command) the Z765A polls all four FDDs looking for a
change in the Ready line from any of the drives. If the Ready
line changes state (usually due to a door opening or
closing), then the Z765A generates an interrupt. When
Status register 0 (STO) is read (after Sense Interrupt Status is

issued), Not Ready (NR) is indicated. The polling of the
Ready line by the Z765A occurs continuously between
commands, thus notifying the processor which drives are
on or off line. Each drive is polled every 1.024 ms except
during the ReadlWrite commands. When used with a 4 MHz
clock for interfacing to minifloppies, the polling rate is 2.048
ms.



Read Data

A set of nine (9) byte words are required to place the FDC
into the Read Data Mode. After the Read Data command is
issued, the FDC loads the head (if it is in the unloaded state),
waits the specified head settling time (defined in the Specify
command), and begins reading 10 Address Marks and 10
fields. When the current sector number (R) stored in the 10
Register (lOR) compares with the sector number read off the
diskette, then the FDC, via the data bus, outputs data
byte-to-byte from the data field to the main system.

After completion of the read operation from the current
sector, the Sector Number is incremented by one, and the

data from the next sector is read and output on the data bus.
This continuous read function is called a Multi-Sector Read
Operation. The Read Data command can be terminated by
the receipt of a TC signal which should be issued when the
OACK for the last byte of data is sent. Upon receipt of this
signal, the FDC stops outputting data to the processor, but
continues to read data from the current sector, checks
Cyclic Redundancy Count (CRG), and at the end of the
sector, terminates the Read Data command. The amount of
data which can be handled with a single command to the
FDC depends upon multitrack (MT), MFM/FM (MF), and
Number of Bytes/Sector (N). Table 3 shows the Transfer
Capacity.

Maximum ll'ansfer Capacity Final Sector

MFM/FM Bytes/Sector (Bytes/Sector) Read from
MF N (Number of Sectors) Diskettes

0 00 (128) (26) 3,328 26atSideO
1 01 (256) (26) 6,656 or 26 at Side 1

0 00 (128) (52) 6,656 26 at Side 1
1 01 (256) (52) 13,312

0 01 (256) (15) 3,840 15atSideO
1 02 (512) (15) 7,680 or 15 at Side 1

0 01 (256) (30) 7,680
15 at Side 1

1 02 (512) (30) 15,360

0 02 (512) (8) 4,096 8atSideO
1 03 (1024) (8) 8,192 or8atSide1

0 02 (512) (16) 8,192 8 at Side 1
1 03 (1024) (16) 16,384

Multi- Track
MT
o
o

MT allows the FOC to read data from both sides of the
diskette. For a particular cylinder, data is transferred starting
at Sector 1, Side ° and completing at the last sector, Sector
L, Side 1. This function pertains to only one cylinder (the
same track) on each side of the diskette.

When N = 0, then DTL defines the data length which the
FDC must treat as a sector. If DTL is smaller than the actual
data length in a Sector, the data beyond DTL in the Sector is
not sent to the Data Bus. The FOC internally reads the
complete sector performing the CRC check and,
depending upon the manner of command termination, may
perform a Multi-Sector Read Operation. When N is
non-zero, then OTL has no meaning and should be set to
FFH·

At the completion of the Read Data Command the head is
unloaded, after the Head Unload Time Interval specified in
the Specify Command has elapsed. If the processor issues
another command before the head unloads, there is no
head settling time between subsequent reads. This time
saved is particularly valuable when a diskette is copied.

If the FOC twice detects the index hole without finding the
right sector (R), then the FDC sets Status register 1's No Data
(NO) flag to 1, and terminates the Read Data command.
(Status register ° also has bits 7 and 6 set to ° and 1
respectively.)

After reading the 10 and Data fields in each sector, the FDC
checks the CRC bytes. If a read error is detected indicating
incorrect CRC in the 10 field, the FDC sets Status register 1's
Data Error (DE) flag to 1, and if a CRC error occurs in the
Data Field, the FDC also sets Status register 2's Data Error in
Data Field (DO) flag to 1, and terminates the Read Data
command. (Status register 0, bit 7 = 0, bit 6 = 1.)

If the FDC reads a Deleted Data Address Mark off the
diskette, and the SK bit 0 in the first Command Word = 0,
then the FDC sets Status register 2's Control Mark (CM) flag
to 1, and after reading all the data in the sector, terminates
the Read Data command. If SK = 1, the FDC skips the
sector with the Deleted Data Address Mark and reads the
next sector. When SK = 1, the CRC bits in the deleted data
field are not checked.



During disk data transfers between the FDC and the
processor, via the data bus, the FDC must be serviced by
the processor every 271's in the FM Mode, and every 131's in
the MFM Mode, or the FDC sets Status register 1's Overrun
(OR) flag to 1, and terminates the Read Data command.

If the processor terminates a read or write operation in the
FDC, then the ID information in the Result Phase is
dependent upon the state of the MT bit and EOT byte. Table
4 shows the values for C, H, R, and N when the processor
terminates the command.

Final Sector Transferred 10 Information at Result Phase

to Processor C H R N

Lessthan EOT NC NC R+1 NC

Equal to EOT C + 1 NC R = 01 NC

Lessthan EOT NC NC R + 1 NC

Equal to EOT C + 1 NC R = 01 NC N
Lessthan EOT NC NC R + 1 NC ~

~
CII

Equal to EOT NC LSB R = 01 NC III

Lessthan EOT NC NC R + 1 NC
IlIJ

a
EqualtoEOT C + 1 LSB R = 01 NC n

NOTES: NC (No Change): The same value as the one at the beginning of command execution.
LSB (LeastSignificant Bit):The least significant bit of H iscomplemented.

Write Data

A set of nine (9) bytes is required to set the FDC in the Write
Data mode. After the Write Data command is issued, the
FDC loads the head, waits the specified head setting time,
and begins reading ID fields. When all four bytes (C, H, R,
and N) loaded during the command match the four bytes of
the ID field from the diskette, the FDC takes data from the
processor byte-by-byte via the data bus and outputs it to the
FDD.

After writing data into the current sector, the sector number
stored in the R register is incremented by one, and new data
is written into the next data field. The FDC continues this
Multisector Write Operation until a Terminal Count signal is
issued. If a Terminal Count signal is sent to the FDC, it
continues writing into the current sector to complete the data
field. If the Terminal Count signal is received while a data
field is being written, the remainder of the data field is filled
with zeros.

The FDC reads the ID field of each sector and checks the
CRC bytes. If the FDC detects a read error (CRC error) in
one of the ID fields, it sets Status register 1's DE flag to 1, and
terminates the Write Data command. (Status register 0, bit
7=0,bit6=1.)

The Write command operates in the same manner as the
Read command for the following items:

• Transfer capacity

• End of cylinder (EN) flag

• No data (ND) flag

• Head unload time interval

• ID information when the processor terminates command

• Definition of DTL when N = °and when N f. °
Refer to the Read Data command for details.

In the Write Data mode, data transfers between the
processor and FDC via the data bus, must occur every 271's
in the FM mode and every 131's in the MFM mode. If the time
interval between data transfers is longer, then the FDC sets
Status register 1's Overrun (OR) flag to 1, and terminates the
Write Data command. (Status register 0, bit 7 = 0, bit 6 = 1.)

Write Deleted Data

This command is the same as the Write Data command
except a Deleted Data Address mark, instead of the normal
Data Address mark, is written at the beginning of the data
field.

Read Deleted Data

This command is the same as the Read Data command
except that when the FDC detects a Data Address mark at
the beginning of a data field and SK = 0, the FDC reads all
the data in the sector and sets Status register 2's CM flag to
1, and terminates the command. If SK = 1, then the FDC
skips the sector with the Data Address mark and reads the
next sector.

Read Track

This command is similar to the Read Data command except
that this is a continuous Read operation where the entire
data field from each of the sectors is read. Immediately after



sensing the index hole, the FDC starts reading all data fields and terminates the command after setting Status register 0,
on the track as continuous blocks of data. lithe FDC finds an bit 7 to °and bit 6 to 1. Also the loss of a Ready signal at the
error in the 10 or Data CRC check bytes, it continues to read beginning of a command execution phase causes Status
data from the track. The FDC compares the 10 information register 0, bit 7 and 6 to be set to °and 1 respectively.
read from each sector with the value stored in the lOR and, if

Table 5 shows the sector size relationship between N, SC,
there is no comparison, sets Status register 1's NO flag to 1.
Multitrack or skip operations are not allowed with this

and GPL.

command.
Table 5. Functional Description of Commands

This command terminates when the number of sectors read
is equal to EaT. If the FDC does not find an 10 Address mark Format Sector Size N SC GPLl GPL2,3

on the diskette after it senses the index hole for the second
8" Standard Floppy

time, it sets Status register 1's Missing Address mark (MA)
flag to 1 and terminates the command. (Status Register 0, bit 128 bytes sector 00 1A 07 18
7 = 0, bit 6 = 1.)

256 01 OF OE 2A

Read 10 512 02 08 18 3A
FM Mode

The Read 10 command gives the present position of the 1024 03 04 47 8A
recording head. The FDC stores the values from the first 10
field it can read. If no proper 10 Address mark is found on the 2048 04 02 C8 FF
diskette before the index hole is encountered for the second 4096 05 01 C8 FF
time, Status register 1's MA flag is set to 1; if no data is found,
Status register 1's No Data (N D) flag is set to 1. The 256 01 1A OE 36
command is then terminated with STa bit 7 = ° and bit
6 = 1. During this command, data transfer between FDC 512 02 OF 18 54

and the CPU occurs only during the result phase.
MFM 1024 03 08 35 74

Format Track Mode4
2048 04 04 99 FF

The Format command allows an entire track to be formatted. 4096 05 02 C8 FF
After the index hole is detected, data is written on the

8192 06 C8 FFdiskette; Gaps, Address marks, 10 fields and data fields, all 01

per the IBM 3740 Single Density format or IBM System 34 5'/4" Minifloppy
Double Density format, are recorded. The processor, during
the command phase, supplies values i.e., Number of 128 bytes/sector 00 12 07 09
bytes/sector (N), Sectors Cylinder (SC), Gap Length (GPL), 128 00 10 10 19
and Data Pattern (D) which determine the particular format
to be written. 256 01 08 18 30

FM Mode
The data field is filled with the byte of data stored in D. The 10 512 02 04 46 87
field for each sector is supplied by the processor; that is, four

1024 03 02 C8 FFdata requests per sector are made by the FDC for Cylinder
number (C), Head number (H), Sector number (R), and 2048 04 01 C8 FF
Number of bytes/sector (N). This allows diskette formatting
with nonsequential sector numbers. 256 01 12 OA OC

The processor must send new values for C, H, R, and N to 256 01 10 20 32

the Z765A for each sector on the track. If FDC is set for the 512 02 08 2A 50
DMA mode, it issues four DMA requests per sector. If it is set MFM

for the Interrupt mode, it issues four interrupts per sector and Mode4
1024 03 04 80 FO

the processor must supply C, H, R, and N loads for each 2048 04 02 C8 FF
sector. The contents of the R register are incremented by 1
after each sector is formatted: thus, the R register contains a 4096 05 01 C8 FF
value of R when it is read during the Result phase. This NOTES:1.SuggestedvaluesofGPL in ReadorWritecommandsto
incrementing and formatting continues for the whole track avoidsplicepointbetweendatafieldand10 fieldofcontiguous
until the FDC detects the index hole for the second time, sections.
whereupon it terminates the command. 2. SuggestedvaluesofGPL informatcommand.

3. Allvaluesexceptsectorsizearehexidecimal.
If the Fault signal is received from the FDD at the end of a 4. In MFM modeFOG cannotperforma ReadlWriteformat
Write operation, the FDC sets Status register o's EC flag to 1 operationwith128bytessector.(N = 00)



Scan Commands

The Scan commands allow comparison of data read from
the diskette and data supplied from the main system. The
FOC compares the data on a byte-by-byte basis and looks
for a sector of data which meets the conditions of 0FDD =

0Processor,0FDD .,;;;Dprocessor,or DFDD ;;. Dprocessor·The
hexadecimal byte of FF from memory or from FOO can be
used as a mask byte because it always meets the condition
of the comparison. One's complement arithmetic is used for
comparison (FF = largest number, 00 = smallest number).
After a whole sector of data is compared, if the conditions
are not met, the sector number is incremented (R + STP-'
R) and the scan operation continues until one of the
following conditions occur: the conditions for scan are met
(equal, low, or high), the last sector on the track is reached
(EOT), or the terminal count (TC) signal is received.

If the conditions for scan are met, the FDC sets the Status
register 2's Scan Hit (SH) flag to 1 and terminates the Scan
command. If the conditions for scan are not met between
the starting sector number (R) and the last sector on the
cylinder (EOT), then the FOC sets Status register 2's Scan
Not Satisfied (SN) flag to 1, and terminates the Scan
command. During the scan operation, the receipt of a signal
from the processor or OMA controller causes the Foe to
complete the comparison of the particular byte in process
and then to terminate the command. Table 6 shows the
status of bits SH and SN under various conditions of Scan.

Table 6.

Status Register 2

Command Blt2 = SN Blt3 = SH Comments

0 DFDD= Dprocessor
Scan Equal

0 DFDD* Dprocessor

0 DFDD= Dprocessor
Scan Low
or Equal 0 0 DFDD< Dprocessor

0 DFDD> DProcessor

0 DFDD= DprocessorScan High
or Equal 0 0 DFDD> DProcessor

0 DFDD< DProcessor

If the FOC encounters a Deleted Data Address mark on one
of the sectors and SK = 0, then it regards the sector as the
last sector on the cylinder, sets Status register 2's Control
Mark (CM) flag to 1 and terminates the command. If SK = 1,
the FDC skips the sector with the Deleted Address mark,
reads the next sector, and sets Status register 2's Control
Mark (CM) flag to 1 to show that a Deleted sector has been
encountered.

When either the Step (STP) (contiguous sectors = 01 or
alternate sectors = 02) sectors are read or the Multitrack

(MT) is programmed, the last sector on the track must be
read. For example, if STP = 02, MT = 0, the sectors are
numbered sequentially 1 through 26 and the Scan
command is started at sector 21, the following happens.
Sectors 21, 23, and 25 are read, then the next sector, 26, is
skipped and the index hole is encountered before the EOT
value of 26 can be read resulting in an abnormal termination
of the command. If the EOT had been set at 25 or the
scanning started at sector 20, then the Scan command
would be completed in a normal manner.

During the Scan command, data is supplied by either the
processor or OMA Controller for comparison against the
data read from the diskette. In order to avoid having Status
register 1's Overrun (OR) flag set, it is necessary to have the
data available in less than 27J.is (FM mode) or 13J.is (MFM
mode). If an Overrun occurs, the FOC ends the command
with Status register 0, bit 7 cleared to °and bit 6 set to 1.

Seek

The Read/Write head within the FOO is moved from cylinder
to cylinder under control of the Seek command. The FOC
has four independent Present Cylinder registers for each
drive which are cleared only after the Recalibrate command.
The FOC compares the Present Cylinder Number (PCN)
which is the current head position with the New Cylinder
Number (NCN), and if there is a difference, performs the
following operations:

PCN < NCN: Direction signal to FDO set to 1, and Step
Pulses are issued. (Step In)

PCN > NCN: Direction signal to FOO cleared to 0, and Step
Pulses are issued. (Step Out)

The rate at which Step pulses are issued is controlled by
Stepping Rate Time (SRT) in the Specify command. After
each Step pulse is issued NCN is compared against PCN,
and when NCN = PCN, Status register D's Seek End (SE)
flag is set to 1, and the command is terminated. At this point
FOC interrupt goes High. Bits 00-03 in the Main Status
register are set during the Seek operation and are cleared
by the Sense Interrupt Status command.

During the command phase of the Seek operation the FOC
is in the FOC Busy state, but during the execution phase it is
in the Nonbusy state. While the FOC is in the Nonbusy state,
another Seek command may be issued, and in this manner
parallel Seek operations may be done on up to four drives at
once. No other command can be issued for as long as the
FOC is in the process of sending step pulses to any drive.

If an FDO is in a Not Ready state at the beginning of the
command execution phase or during the Seek operation,
then Status register D's Not Ready (NR) flag is set to 1, and
the command is terminated after bit7 is set to 1 and bit6toO.

If writing three bytes of Seek command exceeds 150J.is, the
timing between the first two step pulses may be 1ms shorter
than that set in the Specify command.



Recalibrate

The function of this command is to retract the ReadlWrite
head within the FDD to the Track 0 position. The FDC clears
the contents of the PCN counter and checks the status of the
Track 0 signal from the FDD. As long as the Track 0 signal is
Low, the Direction signal remains 0 and step pulses are
issued. When the Track 0 signal goes High, the Status
register O's SE flag is set to 1 and the command is
terminated. If the Track 0 signal is still Low after 77 step
pulses have been issued, the FDC sets Status register O'sSE
and Equipment Check (EC) flags to 1s and terminates the
command after Status register 0, bit 7 is cleared to 0 and bit
6 is set to 1.

The ability to do overlap Recalibrate commands to multiple
FDDs and the loss of the Ready signal, as described in the
Seek command, also applies to the Recalibrate command.
If the Diskette has more than 77 tracks, the Recalibrate
command should be issued twice, in order to position the
ReadlWrite head to Track O.

Sense Interrupt Status

An interrupt signal is generated by the FDC for one of the
following reasons:

1. Upon entering the Result phase of command:
o Read Data 0 Read Track
o Write Data 0 Read ID
o Write Deleted Data 0 Format Track
o Read Deleted Data 0 Scan

2. Ready Line of FDD changes state

3. End of Seek or Recalibrate command

4. During Execution phase in the non-DMA mode

Interrupts caused by reasons 1 and 4 occur during normal
command operations and are easily discernible by the
processor. During an execution phase in non-DMA mode,
Ds in the Main Status Register is High. Upon entering the
Result phase this bit is cleared. Reasons 1 and 4 do not
require Sense Interrupt Status commands. The interrupt is
cleared by ReadinglWriting data to the FDC. Interrupts
caused by reasons 2 and 3 may be uniquely identified with
the aid of the Sense Interrupt Status command which resets
the Interrupt signal and, via bits 5,6, and 7 of Status register
0, identifies the cause of the interrupt (Table 7).

Seek End
Bit 5

o

Table 7. Interrupt Identification

Interrupt Code

Ready Line changed state,
either polarity

Normal Terminationof Seek
or Recalibratecommand

o Abnormal Terminationof
Seekor Recalibrate
command

The Sense Interrupt Status command is used in conjunction
with the Seek and Recalibrate commands which have no
result phase. When the disk has reached the desired head
position, the Z765A sets the interrupt line true. The host CPU
must then issue a Sense Interrupt Status command to
determine the actual cause of the interrupt, which could be
Seek End or a change in ready status from one of the drives.
Figure 6 is a graphic example.

Specify

The Specify command sets the initial values for each of the
three internal timers. The Head Unload Time (HUT) defines
the time from the end of the execution phase of one of the
ReadlWrite commands to the head unload state. This timer
is programmable from 16 to 240ms in increments of 16ms
(01 = 16ms, 02 = 32ms ...OF16 = 240ms). The Step Rate
Time (SRT) defines the time interval between adjacent step
pulses. This timer is programmable from 1 to 16ms in
increments of 1ms (F = 1ms, E = 2ms, and D = 3ms). The
Head Load Time (HLT) defines the time between the Head
Load signal's going High and the start of the ReadlWrite
operation. This timer is programmable from 2 to 254ms in
incrementsof2ms(01 = 2ms,02 = 4ms, 03 = 6ms ...7F =
254ms).

The time intervals mentioned are a direct function of the
8MHz clock; if the clock were reduced to 4MHz (minifloppy
application), all time intervals would be increased by a factor
of2.

The choice of a DMA or non-DMA operation is made by the
Non-DMA (ND) bit. When this bit is High (ND = 1), the
Non-DMA mode is selected; when ND = 0, the DMA mode
is selected.

Sense Drive Status

The processor uses this command to obtain the status of the
FDDs. Status register 3 contains the Drive Status information
stored internally in FDC registers.

Invalid

If an Invalid command (not defined above) is sent to the
FDC, then the FDC terminates the command after Status
Register 0 bit 7 is set to 1 and bit 6 to O. No interrupt is
generated by the Z765A during this condition. Bits 6 and 7
(DIO and ROM) in the Main Status register are both High,
indicating to the processor that the Z765A is in the Result
phase and the contents of Status register 0 (STO) must be
read. When the processor reads Status register 0, it finds an
80H indicating the receipt of an Invalid command.

A Sense Interrupt Status command must be sent after a
Seek or Recalibrate Interrupt, otherwise the FDC considers
the next command as an Invalid command.

This command may be used as a No-Op command to place
the FDC in a standby or No Operation state.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS
TA = -10°C to + lO°C; vcc = + 5V ± 5% unless otherwise specified.

Number Symbol Parameter Mln lYp1 Max Unit Test Condition

120 125 500 ns
TcC Clock Cycle Time 125 ns 8" FDD

250 ns 5'/4" FDD

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 40 ns

3 TrC Clock Rise Time 20 ns

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 20 ns

5 TsAR D/S. CS. DACK to RD ~Setup Time 0 ns

6 ThRA D/S. CS. DACK from RD t Hold Time 0 ns

7 TwRD RDWidth 250 ns

8 TdRDf(Do) RD ~to Data Output Delay 200 ns CL = 100pf

9 TdRDr(Dz) RD t to Data Float Delay 20 100 ns CL = 100pf

10 TsCS(WRf) Control Signal (D/S. CS. DACK) to
WR ~Setup Time 0 ns

11 ThCS(WRr) Control Signal (D/8. CS. DACK) from
WR t Hold Time 0 ns

12 TwWR WRWidth 250 ns

13 TsD(WRr) Data to WR t Setup Time 150 ns

14 ThD(WRr) Data from WR t Hold Time 5 ns

15 TdRDr(INT) RD t to INT Delay Time 500 ns

16 TdWRr(INT) WR t to INT Delay Time 500 ns

17 TcDRQ DRQ Cycle Time 13 /'S
18 TdDRQ(DACK) DACK ~to DRQ ~ Delay 200 ns

19 TdDACK(DRQ) DRQ t to DACK ~ Delay 200 ns TcC = 125 ns

20 TwDACK DACKWidth 2 TcC

21 TwTC TCWidth 1 TcC

22 TwRST Reset Width 14 TcC

4 /,S MFM = 0 5'/4"

23 TcWCK WCK Cycle Time
2 /,S MFM = 1 5'/4"
2 /,S MFM = 08"
1 /,S MFM = 1 8"

24 TwWCKh WCK Width (High) 80 250 350 ns

25 TrWCK WCK Rise Time 20 ns

26 TfWCK WCK Fall Time 20 ns

27 TdWCKr(PS) WCK t to Preshift Delay Time 20 100 ns

28 TdWCKr(WEr) WCK t to WE t Delay Time 20 100 ns

29 TdWCKr(WDA) WCK t to WDA Delay Time 20 100 ns

30 TwRDDh RDD Width (High) 40 ns

4 /,S MFM = 0 5'/4"

31 TWCY Window Cycle Time
2 /,S MFM = 1 5'/4"
2 /'S MFM = 08"
1 /,S MFM = 1 8"

32 TsW(RDDh) Window to RDD t Setup Time 15 ns
ThW(RDDI) Window from RDD ~ Hold Time

33 TsUS(RWh) Unit Select to RW/SEEK t Setup Time 12 /,S

34 TsRWr(DIR) RW/SEEK t to LCT/DIR Setup Time 7 /,S

35 TsDIR(STEPr) LCTIDIR to STEP t Setup Time 1 /,S

36 ThUS(STEPI) Unit Select from STEP ~ Hold Time 5 /,S

NffiES: 1. Typical values for TA = 25°C and nominal supply voltage.
2. Under software control. the range is from 1 ms to 16 ms at 8 MHz clock period.
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AC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)
TA = -10°Cto + 70°C;Vcc = +5V ± 5% unless otherwise specified.

Number Symbol Parameter Mln lYp1 Max Unit Test Condition

37 TwSTEPh STEP Width (High) 6 7 8 f's
38 TcSTEP STEP Cycle Time 16 Note 2 Note 2 f's
39 TwFRh FAULT RESET Width (High) 8 10 f'
40 TwWDAh Write Data (WDA) Width (High) To-50 ns
41 ThUS(SEEKf) Unit Select from RW/SEEK + Hold Time 15 f's
42 ThSEEK(DIR) RW/SEEK from LCTIDIR Hold Time 30 f's
43 ThDIR(STEPf) LCTIDIR from STEP + Hold Time 24 f's
44 TwlDX INDEX Width (High and Low) 10 TcC
45 TdDROh(RDI) ORO t to RD + Delay Time 800 f's
46 TdDROh(WRI) ORO t to WR + Delay Time 250 f's
47 TdDROh(RWh) ORO t to RD t or WR t Delay Time 12 f's

NOTES: 1. Typicalvaluesfor TA= 25°C and nominalsupply voltage.
2. Under softwarecontrol, the range isfrom 1 msto 16 msat 8 MHzclock period.
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
TA = 25°C

Operating Temperature O°C to + 70°C

Storage Temperature .........•.... - 65°C to + 150°C

All Output Voltages ........•........... - .3V to + 7V

All Input Voltages - .3V to + 7V

Supply Voltage Vcc ............•....... - .3V to + 7V

Power Dissipation 1W

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may
cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only;
operation of the device at any condition above these indicated in the
operational sections of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

DC CHARACTERISTICS
TA = O°C to + 70°C; Vcc = + 5V ± 5% unless otherwise specified.

Symbol

VIL

VIH

VOL

VOH

VILC

VIHC

Icc

Input Low Voltage

Input High Voltage

Output Low Voltage

Output High Voltage

Input Low Voltage (CLK + WR Clock)

Input High Voltage (CLK + WR Clock)

Vcc Supply Current

Input Load Current

(All Input Pins)

High Level Output Leakage Current

Low Level Output Leakage Current

Mln lYp. Max Unit

-0.3 0.8 V

2.0 Vcc V
0.40 V

2.4 Vcc V

-0.3 0.45 V
2.4 Vcc + 0.3 V

150 mA

10 IAA

-10 ~
10 ~

-10 IAA

IOL = 2.0mA

IOH = -200~

VIN = Vcc

VIN = OV

VOUT = Vcc

VOUT = + 0.40V

CAPACITANCE
TA = 25°C; fc = 1 MHz; Vcc = OV

Symbol

CCLOCK

CIN

COUT

Clock Input Capacitance

Input Capacitance

Output Capacitance

All pins except pin under

test tied to AC Ground

Ordering information is available from your local Zilog Sales
Office.

Package drawings are in the Package Information section in
this book.

Refer to the Literature List for additional documentation.
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Zilog offers high reliability versions
of many of our Z8000, Z80, and Z8
logic circuits. Zilog military microcir-
cuits are fabricated, assembled, and
tested in accordance with the latest
requirements of MIL-STD-883 using
the highest quality and reliability
standards.

Zilog's multi-million dollar fabrica-
tion facility in Nampa, Idaho incorpo-
rates the highest quality and latest
technological equipment available
for semiconductor wafer processing.
Our Nampa wafer fabrication line is
JAN Mil-M-38510 certified and
meets stringent government require-
ment for process control, facility
cleanliness, documentation, and
equipment calibration.

Zilog has implemented at our
Campbell, California military testing
(operations) facility the latest test
procedures to ensure maximum
performance and reliability in addi-
tion to full compliance with the mili-
tary specifications.

Zilog has extensive operator train-
ing programs, carefully monitored
internal process specification con-
trols, strict equipment maintenance
procedures, ongoing research and
development, and continuous data
management to ensure that Zilog
military products represent the in-
dustry standard for excellence.

Ada

Ada, a high-level programming
language developed and specified
by the U.S. Department of Defense,
is designed for use in imbedded
applications.

Zilog currently has an Ada Com-
piler available which implements
90% of the ANSI/Mil-STD-1815A
requirements. This Compiler, devel-
oped by Irvine Computer Science
Corporation (ICSC), features high
compile speed and efficient code

generation. The compiler generates
Z8001 segmented memory or
Z8002 nonsegmented memory
object code. Full implementation
and validation is planned for the
Spring of 1985.

Zilog Military Products has a clear
and ongoing commitment to the
qualification and production of high-
reliability JAN Mil-M-3851 0 QPL
components.

Zilog's strong JAN commitment is
exemplified by the qualification of
our Z8002, Z8002A, Z8400 and
Z8400A Military microprocessors.
To meet the industry needs for a
strong support network, our goal is
the qualification of many of our
Z8000 peripheral products.

Zilog Military Products has proven
its ongoing involvement in the mili-
tary community and will continue to
dedicate resources toward that goal.



• Mil-Std-883 establishes uniform methods and proce-
dures for testing microelectronic devices to insure the
electrical, mechanical, and environmental integrity and
reliability that is required for military applications.

• Mil-Std-883 Class B is the industry standard product
assurance level for military ground and aircraft
application.

• The total reliability of a system depends upon tests that
are designed to stress specific quality and reliability
concerns that affect microelectronic products.

• The following tables detail the 100% screening and elec-
trical tests, sample electrical tests, and Qualification!
Quality Conformance testing required.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING
• STABILIZATION BAKE
• TEMPERATURE CYCLE
• CENTRIFUGE
• FINE lEAK
• GROSS LEAK

eM
lM

PARTS



Military Product Cross Reference
Products Are Available in MIL-STD-883 Class B Flow

Unless Otherwise Noted (t).

Package JAN
Device Speed in MHz C(DIP) L(LCC) MIL-M-

2.5 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 Pins Pins 38510 Description

·Z8001 X 48 (@}68 F Z8000 SEG CPU

·Z8001A X 48 (@}68 F Z8000 SEG CPU

·Z8001B X 48 (@}68 F Z8000 SEG CPU

·Z8002 X 40 (t) 44 Q Z8000 NON-SEG CPU

·Z8002A X 40 (t) 44 Q Z8000 NON-SEG CPU

·Z8002B X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 NON-SEG CPU

·Z8010 X (t) 48 (@)68 Z8000 Z-MMU Z-BUS
·Z8010A X (t) 48 (@}68 Z8000 Z-MMU Z-BUS
·Z8010B X (t)48 (@}68 Z8000 Z-MMU Z-BUS •
Z8030 X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 Z-SCC Z-BUS ==Z8030A X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 Z-SCC Z-BUS

~Z8530 X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 SCC Mulli Bus

Z8530A X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 SCC Mulli Bus ••aZ8036 X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 Z-CIO Z-BUS tZ8036A X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 Z-CIO Z-BUS

Z8536 X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 CIO Mulli Bus &
Z8536A X 40 (t) 44 F Z8000 CIO Mulli Bus

Z8038 X (@)40 (@}44 F Z8000 Z-FIO Z-BUS

Z8038A X (@)40 (@}44 F Z8000 Z-FIO Z-BUS

Z8581 X (t) 18 (TBD) 44 F Z8000CGC
Z8581-10 X (t) 18 (TBD) 44 F Z8000CGC

Z8400 X 40 (t) 44 Q Z80CPU

Z8400A X 40 (t) 44 Q Z80CPU

Z8420 X 40 (t) 44 Z80 PIO

Z8420A X 40 (t) 44 Z80PI0

Z8430 X 28 (t) 44 Z80CTC
Z8430A X 28 (t) 44 Z80CTC

Z8440 X 40 Z80SI010
Z8440A X 40 Z80SI010
Z8441 X 40 Z80SI0/1
Z8441A X 40 Z80SI0/1
Z8442 X 40 Z80SI012
Z8442A X 40 Z80SI012
Z8444 X (t) 44 Z80 SIOIO, 1.2
Z8444A X (t) 44 Z80 SIOIO, 1,2

Z8611 X (t)40 (TBD) 44 Z8MCU
Z8671 X (t) 40 (TBD) 44 Z8 MCU BASIC Debug
Z8681 X (t)40 (TBD) 44 Z8ROMIess

•Available in -55°C to + 110°C temperature range.

@ Future Package, contact your local sales representative for current availability.
t Device/Package currently available in military temperature range only. Contact your local sales representative for current Class B flow availability.
Q JAN qualifiedldual-in-line package only.
F Future proposed JAN producUdual-in-line package only.
TBD Tobe determined.



Table I
MIL-STD-883 Class B Screening Requirements

Method 5004

Mil-Std-883
Method

ConditionC

Condition E or D(Note 1),Y1 Axis Only

Zilog Military Electrical Specification

StaticlDC TC = + 25°C

Condition D(Note 2), 160 hours,

TA= +125°C

Zilog Military Electrical Specification

StaticlDC TC = + 25°C

PDA = 5%

Zilog Military Electrical Specification
StaticlDC TC = + 125°C, - 55 °C(Note 3)

Functional,Switching/ACTC = +25°C

Quality Conformance Inspection (QCI)

Group A Each Inspection Lot

Group B Every 6 Weeks

Group C Every 12 Months

Group D Every 12 Months

5005
5005

5005

5005

(See Table II)

(See Table III)

(See Table IV)

(See Table V)

QA-Ship

NOTES:
1. Applies to larger packages which have an inner seal or cavity perimeter of two inches or more in total length or have a package

mass of ~5 grams.
2. In process of fully implementing of Condition 0 Burn-In Circuits. Contact factory for copy of specific burn-in circuit available.
3. Tc ~ - 55°C to + 125°C unless otherwise specified on individual device electrical specification.

Sample

Sample

Sample

Sample

100%



Table II Group A
Sample Electrical Tests

MIL-STD-883 Method 5005

LTPD
SUbgroup Tests Temperature (Tcl Max Accept = 2

Subgroup 1 Static/DC +25°C 2

Subgroup 2 StaticlDC +125°C 3

SUbgroup 3 Static/DC -55°C 5

Subgroup 7 Functional +25°C 2

SUbgroup 8 Functional -55°C and + 125°C 5

SUbgroup 9 Switching/AC +25°C 2

SUbgroup 10 Switching/AC +125°C 3

Subgroup 11 Switching/AC -55°C 5

NOTES:
• The specific parameters to be included for tests in each subgroup shall be as specified in the applicable detail electrical specification. Where no

parameters have been identified in a particular subgroup or test within a subgroup, no Group A testing is required for that subgroup or test.
• A single sample may be used for all subgroup testing. Where required size exceeds the lot size, 100% inspection shall be allowed.
• Group A testing by subgroup or within subgroups may be performed in any sequence unless otherwise specified.
• Te ~ - 55°C to + 125°C unless otherwise specified on individual device electrical specification.



Table III Group B
Sample Test Performed Every 6 Weeks to

Test Construction and Insure Integrity of Assembly Process.
MIL·STD·883 Method 5005

SUbgroup

Subgroup 1

Physical Dimensions

MiI·Std·883
Method

Quantity or
LTPD/Max Accept

Subgroup 2
Resistance to Solvents

Subgroup 3
Solderability Solder Temperature

+245°C ± 5°C

Subgroup 4
Internal Visual and Mechanical

SUbgroupS
Bond Strength

Subgroup 6(Note 3)

Internal Water Vapor Content 1000ppm.

maximum at + 100°C

Subgroup 7(Note 4)

Seal

7a) Fine Leak

7b) Gross Leak

Subgroup 8(Note 5)

Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity

7a) A2
7b) C

Zilog Military Electrical

Specification

StaticlDCTc= +25°C
A = 20-2000V
B = >2000V

Zilog Military Electrical

Specification

StaticlDCTC= +25°C

NOTES:
1. Number of leads inspected selected from a minimum of 3 devices.
2. Number of bond pulls selected from a minimum of 4 devices.
3. Testapplicable only if the package contains a dessicant.
4. Testnot required if either 1000/0 or sample seal test is performed between final electrical tests and external visual during Class B screening.
5. Testrequired for initial qualification and product redesign.



Table IV Group C
Sample Test Performed Periodically Every

12 Months to Verify Integrity of the Die.
MIL-STD-883 Method 5005

Subgroup

Subgroup 1
Steady State Operating Life

Mil-Std-883

Method

Quantity or
LTPD/Max Accept

Subgroup 2
Temperature Cycle

Constant Acceleration (Centrifuge)

Seal

2a) Fine Leak

2b) Gross Leak

1010

2001

1014

Condition D(Note 1). 1000 hours at

+ 125°C

Zilog Military Electrical Specification
Tc = +25°C. +125°C. _55°C(Note3)

ConditionC

Condition E or D(Note 2). y 1 Axis Only

2a) Condition A2

2b) Condition C

Zilog Military Electrical Specification
TC = +25°C. +125°C. _55°C(Note3)

NOTE:
1. In process of fully implementing Condition D Burn-In Circuits. Contact factory for copy of specific burn-in circuit available.
2. Applies to larger packages which have an inner seal or cavity perimeter of two inches or more in total length or have a package

mass of ••5 grams.
3. Tc = -55°C to + 125°C unless otherwise specified on individual device electrical specification.



Table V Group 0
Sample Test Performed Periodically Every 12 Months to Insure Integrity of the Package.

MIL·STD·883 Method 5005

SUbgroup

SUbgroup 1
Physical Dimensions

MII·Std·SS3
Method

Quantity or
LTPD/Max Accept

Subgroup 2
Lead Integrity

Seal
2a) Fine Leak
2b) Gross Leak

SUbgroup 3
Thermal Shock

Temperature Cycling

Moisture Resistance

Seal
3a) Fine Leak
3b) Gross Leak

Visual Examination

End Point Electrical Tests

2004

1014

1010

1004

1014

2a) Condition A2
2b) Condition C

Condition B minimum,
15 cycles minimum

Condition C, 100 cycles minimum

3a) Condition A2
3b) Condition C

Zilog Military Electrical Specification
Tc = +25°C, +125°C, _55°C(Note6)

SUbgroup 4
Mechanical Shock

Vibration Variable Frequency

Constant Acceleration (Centrifuge)

Seal
4a) Fine Leak
4b) Gross Leak

Visual Examination

End Point Electrical Tests

2002

2007

2001

1014

Condition B minimum

Condition A minimum

Condition E or D(Note 2), Y1 Axis Only

4a) Condition A2
4b) Condition C

Zilog Military Electrical Specification
Tc = +25°C, +125°C, _55°C(Note6)

SubgroupS
Salt Atmosphere

Seal
Sa) Fine Leak
5b) Gross Leak

Visual Examination

1009

1014
Sa) Condition A2
5b) Condition C

SUbgroup 6
Internal Water Vapor Content 5,000 ppm. maximum water

content at + 100°C

Subgroup 7<Note3)

Adhesion of Lead Finish

SUbgroup S(Note 5)

Lid Torque

NOTES:
1. Lead Integrity Condition 0 for leadless chip carriers.
2. Applies to larger packages which have an inner seal or cavity

perimeter of two inches or more in total length or have a package
mass of ~5 grams.

3. Not applicable to leadless chip carriers.
4. LTPDbased on number of leads.
5. Not applicable for solder seal packages.
6. Tc - 55°C to + 125°C unless otherwise specified on individual

device electrical specification.
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Comprehensive
Development Environments
for All Zilog Microprocessors

Zilog's development system prod-
ucts feature ideal environments for
software development for the Z8 and
Z8000 microprocessors. The modu-
larized design approach of the Zilog
development systems allows the
user a choice of hardware and soft-
ware modules to meet current
needs, while providing the neces-
sary upgrade possibilities for future
requirements.

The System 8000 concept parti-
tions software and hardware devel-
opment tools into specially tailored
devices. Software and hardware
checkout are handled by separate
yet compatible products. Software
can be developed on both Zilog and
non-Zilog hosts using available com-
pilers and crJss-compilers. In either
case, compatible hardware emula-
tion systems are available at several
levels of complexity. Standard
RS-232 links provide for uploading
and downloading of programs
between hosts and emulators.

System 8000, a high-performance,
multiuser, multitasking software
development host, combines the
commercial system's function and
the development system concept.
The Z8000-based System 8000
hardware incorporates a high-
performance Winchester disk, as
well as intelligent disk and tape con-
trollers, to further improve perform-
ance. The UNIX-based operating
system is specifically designed for
software development and test pro-
cessing. Numerous development
tools are available including a sym-
bolic debugger, various libraries,
and the programming languages C,
Ada, FORTRAN, and Pascal.
Because the operating system treats
emulators as System 8000 periph-
erals, the system works with EMS
8000, Z-UPC, Z-SCAN 8, 80, 8000
or non-Zilog emulators to provide
total product development support
for multiple microprocessors.

Zilog has an emulation device
called Z-SCAN (Zilog Stand-Alone
Analyzer) and a high-level emulation
device called EMS 8000. The basic
idea behind Zilog development
systems is to allow hardware and
software to be developed simultane-
ously from the beginning of the pro-
ject. Along with Zilog's System 8000
host, or other UNIX hosts such as
VAX, a multiuser development envi-
ronment can be created in conjunc-
tion with the Z-SCAN family and the
EMS 8000.

Z-SCAN is easy to master and so
low-cost that every engineer can
afford one. The Z-SCAN family in-
cludes emulators for the Z8, Z80,
and Z8000 family of microproces-
sors. The features of the Z-SCAN
family include hardware breakpoints,
real-time trace, and real-time emula-
tion from mapped memory. The
menu-oriented user interface pro-
vides a short learning time for the
first time user, as well as advanced
debug capabilities for the experi-
enced engineer.

EMS 8000 is a sophisticated emu-
lation management system that aids
in the development of Z8000 MPU
implementations. By providing logic
state analysis, high-speed emula-
tions, complex triggering, a large
real-time trace buffer, and large
mappable memory, EMS 8000
makes emulation and debugging
both easier and faster. EMS 8000
also provides in-circuit emulation for
Z8001, Z8002, and Z8003 micropro-
cessors.

The Z8 and Z8000 Development
Modules are single-board microcom-
puters that permit the development
of code for the Z8, Z8001 , and
Z8002. They facilitate prototyping
with large wire-wrap areas and are
totally transparent to the host CPU
systems.





ISI!) Development
Module

Zilog Product
Description

• Two 4K zas are used on the board:
one as board manager and one for
emulation (without real-time trace)
or other user-defined configuration.

• 4096 bytes of static RAM allow con-
venient creation and debugging of
user code.

• On-board socket tests user code in a
2716 or 2732 EPROM.

• Up to 4096 hardware breakpoints on
address compare cover the entire
internal ROM space.

• Versatile monitor software allows
debugging, with register/memory
examination and manipulation, and
file upload and download.

• "Transparent" operation allows
terminal-to-host communication
without disconnecting the Develop-
ment Module.

• Wire-wrap area for prototyping.
• za board management is operated at

7.3728 MHz for baud rate purposes.
The User za has switch-selectable 8
or 12 MHz crystals.

OVERVIEW
The za Development Module is a

single-board microcomputer system
specifically designed to assist in the
development and evaluation of hard-
ware and software designs based on the
za microcomputer family. It allows the
user to build a prototype using the za
prototyping device, thereby developing
code that will eventually be mask-
programmed into the za on-chip ROM.

Two za devices exist on the za
Development Module: the Monitor za
serves as a board controller, while the
User za is user-definable. All user
ports on the User za are uncommitted
and can be configured to suit any ap-
plication.

Up to 4096 bytes of high-speed static
RAM are available to simulate internal
ROM. Also, an on-board EPROM
socket allows the user to substitute
EPROM for the ROM. This enables the
user to store the software without
building special hardware.

The EPROM-resident monitor soft-
ware ollers register and memory
manipulation, as well as a convenient
means to upload and download soft-
ware between the host and user RAM
space.

The Development Module connects
to the CRT terminal and host system
via two on-board RS-232-C serial ports;
this places the Development Module

between the CRT and host. A simple
command makes the Development
Module transparent in the serial path,
which allows software to be developed
on the host-resident assembler without
disconnecting the Development Module
from the CRT and host.

The Development Module can
operate stand-alone for simple debug-
ging operations, or it can interface
directly to a host system such as the
Zilog System 8000 for software develop-
ment and file storage.

Fourteen square inches of wire-wrap
area with 5 V and ground points are
provided near the User za for proto-
typing.



Hardware. The two Z8 microcomputer
units (Monitor MCU and User MCU)
are at the heart of the Z8 Development
Module. The Monitor MCU controls
operation of the User MCU using the
monitor/debug software, which resides
in 4K bytes of EPROM. Hardware
breakpoint logic provides a maximum
of 4096 breakpoints. Single-stepping
with software trace capabilities is also
available.

The User MCU is controlled by the
Monitor MeU via internal address/data
and control lines brought out to exter-

nal pins. This effectively leaves all
ports on the User MCU unconfigured
and available for the user. The 4K
bytes of static RAM on the internal bus
are reserved for code that is executed
by the User MCU. Execution is done in
real time at full processor speed.

In addition to the Wire-wrap area, a
40-pin header (3M type 2395-1002) for
the User Z8 can connect to a ribbon
cable with a 40-pin plug, which will
then plug into a target system. Two
switches, Mode and Reset, provide a
means to re-enter the Monitor and to

reinitialize the system, respectively.
The baud rate, from 110 to 19200, is
the same baud rate used for the ter-
minal and host and is selected with an
on-board, four-element DIP switch.

Software. The monitor/debug program
includes debug, disassembly, inpuV
output, control, and host interface com-
mands. These commands are grouped
into four major functional blocks:
monitor, debug, manipulation, and file
commands (see the follOWingcommand
list).

Monltor Commands. This group of commands controls
execution of the User MCU, monitors user interrupts and
transfers control from the monitor to the host system.

GO <ADDRESS> Causes User MCU to execute its
program and disallows further
debugging until a BREAKor
HALT command is encountered.
Halts program execution of the
User MCU.
Returns control to the host system
and enters the "transparent" mode.

Enables or disables all user-
generated interrupts. Note: All
user interrupts are automatically
disabled when a breakpoint is
encountered. It is necessary to
reenable such interrupts with this
command.

Debug Commands. This group of commands allows the user
to debug code by tracing through code and setting break-
points and jumps to specified locations within the "internal"
ROM space, which is simulated in 4K bytes of RAM.
BREAK <ADDRESS> Sets a breakpoint at the specified

address.
Clears the breakpoint at the
specified address.

Allows the User MCU to jump to a
speCified address anywhere within
the internal ROM space by chang-
ing the value of the Program
Counter.
Causes execution of n instructions
of the User MCU and then halts
the User MCU.
Causes single-step execution of the
User MCU. Every instruction
executed is output to the console.



USER

DATA
MUX

DATA
BUS

PORT

USER
Meu

BUS

USER IADDR
MUX S'ADDR

BUS ~•I•
Manipulation Commands. The manipulation commands
display and alter registers and memory. This group can be
subdivided into two categories: register manipulation and
memory manipulation.
Register Manipulation

REGISTER [< REG
NUMBER>] [< NEW
REG VALUE>]
WORKING REGISTER~ Displays contents of the current 16

working registers.
PHILL <STARTING
REGISTER> <NUMBER
OF REGISTERS>
[<DATA BYTES>]

Memory Manipulation
DISPLAY [<STARTING
ADDRESS> [<n>]]

SET < ADDRESS>
<LENGTH>
[<DATA BYTES>]

FILL <STARTING
ADDRESS>
<LENGTH>
[<DATA BYTES>]

MOVE <SOURCE
ADDRESS>
<DESTINATION
ADDRESS> [<n>]

Allows examination and modifica-
tion of the Z8 internal registers.

Stores the sequence of DATA
BYTES into User MCU registers
beginning at the STARTING
REGISTER and continues for the
NUMBER OF REGISTERS
specified.

Allows display and modification of
user memory contents for n
number of bytes.
Allows a sequence of data bytes
beginning at the ADDRESS speci-
fied to be written into user
memory.
Stores the sequence of DATA
BYTES into user memory begin-
ning at the starting ADDRESS and
continues for the LENGTH
specified.
Moves contents of a user memory
block from a source address to a
destination address for a length
of n bytes.

COMPARE
<ADDRESS 1>
<ADDRESS 2>[ <n>]

Compares two blocks of user
memory data, one beginning at
ADDRESS 1 and the other at
ADDRESS 2 for n bytes.
Disassembles and displays code at
a speC'ified starting address for a
specified number of bytes.

ZAP[<STARTING
ADDRESS> [<n> l]

Fll. Commands. The file group enables the user to upload
and download programs to and from the host system.
LOAD Downloads a file to user memory
<FILE NAME> starting at the low address of the

file and continuing until the entire
file is transferred.

UPLOAD
<FILE NAME>
<ADDRESS 1>
<NUMBER OF BYTES>
[< ENTRY ADDRESS>]

Creates a RIO file image of user
memory, beginning at ADDRESS
1, creating default length records,
and imaging memory for the
specified number of bytes.

Note: The folloWing notation is used in the command descrip-
tion.
< > Enclose descriptive names for the

quantities to be entered, and are not
actually entered as part of the
command.

[] Denote optional entries in the com-
mand syntax.
Denotes "or."



Processor:
Two 64-pin DIP ZBs
Pin spacing is 0.070
Row spacing is 0.75

CPU Clock Frequency:
7.37 MHz for Monitor
8/12 MHz for User

Memory:
Monitor Z8
Scratch Pad RAM
RAM memory size: IK bytes
RAM addressing: %2000 to %23FF
Minimum speed: 300 ns

EPROM
Word size: 8 bits
Memory size: 8K bytes
Addressing: 0 to %FFF internal

% 1000 to % IFFF external
Minimum speed: 350 ns

User Z8
RAM (EPROM equivalent)
Word size: 8 bits
Memory size: 4K bytes
Addressing: 0 to %FFF (relative to

User)
%9000 to %9FFF (relative
to Monitor)

Minimum speed: 350 ns

Baud rate: Programmable to 110, ISO,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800,
19200 bps

Emulator cable length: 12 inches max.

Input/Output:
Monitor Z8

Baud rates: Programmable to 110, ISO,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800,
9600, 19200 bps

Connector typa: Two 25-pin DB-25S
connectors

User Z8
Parallel interface: 32 I/O lines undefined
Connector type: 40-pin PC edge

connector

Dimensions (LxW):
29.94 cm (11 in.) x 35.56 cm (l4V, in.)

Power Requirements:
1.4 A at +5 V dc ±5%

Environmental:
o to sooC (+32° to + 122°F)
Up to 90% humidity without condensation

Ordering Information is available ai
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.



Z8000®
Development Module

Zilog Product
Description

• ZSOOl/Z8002CPU Evaluation and
Debug Support

• 16K Words Dynamic RAM
(Expandable to 32K for User Code
Execution and Debug

• 32 Programmable I/O Lines
• EPROM Monitor and Debugger
• Transparent Operation Allows

Software Development without
Disconnection from CRT and Host
System

• RS-232C Standard Serial Interfaces
Compatible with Most CRT Ter-
minals and Development Hosts

• Wire-wrap Area for Prototyplng

OVERVIEW
The zaooo Development Module is a

complete, single-board microcomputer
that is used as a tool for the evaluation
and debug of zaOOO-basedmicro-
processor systems. The Development
Module is used in the first stages of the
design and development process, not
only as a tool for evaluating zaooo
microprocessor capabilities, but also as
an environment in which code can be
executed and debugged.
Evaluation. The Development Module
provides a ready-made environment in
which the user can execute software
unique to his zaOOO-basedapplication,

evaluate the CPU's performance, and
then reach a realistic decision about its
suitability for a specific applicatiort.
Software Debug. In addition to use as
an evaluation tool, the zaooo Develop-
ment Module can be used to debug
and modify user code. For the software
designer, the Development Module is a
real zaooo environment in which he
can execute code and carry out fairly
extensive debugging. For the hardware
designer, the Development Module is
an example of zaooo hardware design
which provides special hooks and wire-
wrap facilities to strap on additional
logic.



FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
ZBooO code developed on a software

host may be downloaded serially to the
Development Module RAM area via a
serial port, and executed and debugg-
ed under EPROM monitor control.
Once the system is connected, no fur-
ther disconnection is necessary as the
module has two serial ports (one con-
nected to a host and the other con-
nected to a CRT terminal). A simple
software command makes the develop-
ment process transparent in the serial
path, thereby allowing direct communi-
cation between the host and terminal.
The serial RS-232C interfaces allow vir-
tually any software development host
and CRT terminal to be used. For
PROM-based code testing, the devel-
opment module is self-contained and
can operate stand-alone with a CRT
terminal, since the host is only
required for storage of user code
on disk.

A variety of jumper areas and
switches permit the selection of clock
rates ranging from 2.5 to 3.9 MHz; the
use of 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROMs;
the use of 4K or 16KRAMS; serial
interface to modem, terminal, or tele-
type; va port addressing; and baud-
rate selection from 110 to 19200 baud.

Hardware. The ZBOOO Development
Module is available in two versions:
one supports the segmented Z8001
microprocessor; the other supports the
non-segmented Z8002 microprocessor.
ZSOOIDevelopment Module. The
Z8001 Development Module consists of
a Z8oo1 CPU, 16K words of dynamic
RAM (expandable to 32K words). 4K
words of EPROM monitor (user-
expandable to 8K words). a Z80A SIO
providing dual serial ports, a Z80A
CTC peripheral chip providing four
counter/timer channels, two ZBOAPIa
devices providing 32 programmable
va lines, and wire-wrap area for pro-
totyping hardware.
ZSOO2Development Module. The
Z8002 Development Module consists of
a Z8002 CPU, 16Kwords of dynamic
RAM (expandable to 24K words). 2K
words of EPROM monitor (user-
expandable to 8K words). a Z80A SIO
device providing dual serial ports, a
ZBOACTC peripheral device providing
four counter/timer channels, two Z80A
PIa devices providing 32 program-
mable va lines, and wire-wrap area
for prototyping.

Software. The monitor software
(Figure 1) contained in EPROM (4K
words for the Z8oo1 and 2K words for
the Z8oo2) provides debugging com-
mands, va control and host interface.
It consists of a terminal handler, com-
mand interpreter, debugger and
upload/download handler.

Terminol Handler. A Terminal Handler
provides interface to the console
device to facilitate output to a display
or printing mechanism and input from
a standard ASCII keyboard.
Debugger. The Debugger provides a
basic set of debug commands to allow
the user to start and stop program exe-
cution, display and alter CPU
registers, flags or memory, and trap
instruction sequences.

Commond Interpreter. The Command
Interpreter scans console inputs,

ensures command validity and passes
them to other software modules in the
monitor.

Uplood/Downlood Handler. The
UploadIDownload Handler provides an
interface between the serial connection
and the host computer, the command
interpreter and the memory resources
of the Z8002 Development Module. It
formats and interprets asynchronous
data streams to and from the host and
provides error checking and recovery
for the serial interface (see Figure 2).
Memory Organization. Tables 1and 2
show the memory maps for the two ver-
sions of the Development Module. The
organization of ROM and RAM in both
the segmented and nonsegmented
modes is indicated.

/ ADDRESS



Segment 0

Address (Hex) Memory

ooסס
OFFF
1000
3FFF
4000
BFFF
COOO
FFFF

0000
IFFF
2000
3FFFF
4000
49FF

4AOO
BFFF
COOO
FFFF

Monitor
EPROM

User EPROM
(User Installed)

Standard
RAM
Expansion RAM
(User Installed)

Monitor
EPROM

User EPROM
(User Installed)

Monitor RAM
(Scratchpad Area)

Standard RAM

Segment 1

Address (Hex) Memory

0000
3FFF
4000
FFFF

Expansion RAM
(User Installed)
Unused

The following notation is used in the
command description:

< > Enclose descriptive names for the
quantities to be entered, and are
not actually entered as part of the
command.

() Denote optional entries in the com-
mand syntax.

Denotes "OR", ego WIB denotes that
either W or B may be used but not
simultaneously.

< Prompt sign for the nonsegmented
zao02 monitor.
Prompt sign for the segmented
2800I monitor.

The following commands apply when
the Z8OO1monitor is used. All com-
mands listed remain the same except
those that permit reference to seg-
mented addresses as follows:
<address> =

[< segment number> 1
address>

< segment number> =
"<"<hex number in
7-bit range>">"

BREAK< address>
«n>]

Sets and clears a breakpoint at a
given memory address. The option
<n> allows specification of the
number of occurrences, where n is
from 1 to 128. The default is one.
Compares two blocks of memory
data beginning with the addresses
specified for <n> bytes, where n
is from I to 128. Errors are
reported on the console device.
Displays and modifies memory for
<n> number of words or bytes.
The optional entry allows data to
be handled as bytes, words, or
long words. The default is words.
Stores the < word> from memory
address 1 to and including
address 2.

COMPARE
<address 1>
<address 2> <n>

DISPLAY< address>
<n>(LIWIBl

FILL< address 1>
< address 2> < word>

IOPORT<address>
[WIBj

MOVE< address 1>
<address 2> <n>

PUNCH<address 1>
<address 2>

REGISTER
[< register name> ]

Begins program execution at the
address contained in the current
PC; execution is resumed where it
was last interrupted. All registers
are restored prior to execution.
Allows direct communications from
the console to a selected VO port.
A word (W) or a byte (B) may be
read from the selected port and a
word or byte may be sent to the
selected port; default is byte.

Unconditional branch to the speci-
fied address. All registers are
restored prior to execution.
Moves contents of a memory block
from source address < address 1>
to destination address
<address 2> for <n> bytes.
Executes the next < n > machine
instructions. <n> may be from
1 to 128. If n is omitted, 1 is
assumed.
Punches a copy of memory from
address 1 to address 2 on paper
tape on the console device. Auto-
matically turns on punch and a
null leader is created.
Upload/Download section
describes the tape format used.

Places serial channels into trans-
parent mode. The Z8000 Develop-
ment Module must be connected to
both the Zilog host and the console
device, and the Development
Module acts as a message
switcher.
Allows examination and modifica-
tion of 28000 registers. 8-bit, 16-bit
or 32-bit quantities may be
selected by the appropriate
register-naming conventions.
Loads memory from paper tape via
the console device. The
Upload/Download section
describes the tape format used.



ROM: 2K or 4K Words (Expandable
to 8K Words)

RAM: 16K Words (Expandable
to 32K Words)

Note
The user has access to all bus signals to allow
custom system expansion IOtO the wire-wrap area
oll-board.

Interrupts
Maskable Vectored (256). Maskable
Non-vectored, Non-maskable,
Segmentation Trap

Width
Depth
Weight

1.75 in. (4.5 em) Inclusive of
Standoffs
14.0 in. (35.6 em)
11.0 in. (27.9 em)
Approx. 30 oz. (850 gm)

Ordering Information is available at
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.



Z-UPCDM
Universal Peripheral Controller
Development Module

Zilog Product
Brief

• Development Module (OM) for
Zilog's Universal Peripheral Con-
troller (UPC).

• Emulates four versions of the
UPC: Z8090,Z8094,Z8590, and
Z8594.

• Connects to the host and terminal
via standard RS-232-C interface.

• Emulates Z-BUS and non-Z-BUS
UPCs with either masked ROM
or protopack with RAM/EPROM.

• Single-step trace capability.

• Monitor software allows file up-
load and download, register and
memory manipulation.

The Z-UPC is a simple and cost-
effective development tool that emu-
lates four versions of Zilog's
Universal Peripheral Controller
(UPC). As a Development Module,
the Z-UPC is an ideal tool for system
development from design through
manufacturing.

Both Z-Bus compatible and non-Z-
BUS compatible types of UPC are
emulated by the Z-UPC. The Z-BUS
compatible Z-UPCs that are emu-
lated are the Z8090 and Z8094. The
non-Z-BUS compatible UPCs that
are emulated are the Z8590 and the
Z8594. Connection with the host

and a terminal is accomplished via
two RS-232-C interfaces.

By supporting eight popular terminal
types and a wide variety of hosts,
the Z-UPC is easily integrated into
most operating environments.



FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION

The Z-UPC is physically located
between the host system and the
user's terminal, connected via the
RS-232-C interface. The target cable
connects directly to the front for
safety and convenience. The Z-UPC
can operate in stand-alone mode for
simple debugging operations, or it
can be placed in transparent mode
to allow software development with
the host.

Hardware

The Z-UPC contains both a Z8 MCU
and a UPC. The Z8 MCU controls
monitor functioning, including opera-
tional commands and debug soft-
ware. The UPC itself features a
256-byte register file including three
I/O port registers, 234 general-
purpose registers, and 19 control,
status, and special I/O registers.

Twenty-four pins can be dedicated
to I/O functions. These pins are
grouped logically into three eight-
line ports, which can be configured
in various combinations as input or
output, with or without handshake,
and with push-pull or open-drain
outputs.

Software

The monitor/debug program resides
in 4096 bytes of PROM and contains
debug, I/O, control, and host inter-
face commands. This software is
divided into four functional groups:

• Monitor commands control the
Z8 MCU to monitor interrupts
and transfer control from the
monitor to the host system.

• Debug commands allow tracing
and jumps to user-specified
PROM locations.

• Manipulation commands permit
display and alteration of registers
and memory.

• File commands enable the user
to upload and download to and
from the host system.

Z-UPC OM (05-0207-00)

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.



EMS 8000
Emulator

Zilog Product
Description

• Snapshot feature permits partitioning of a large real-
time trace module into many small trace memories.

• Up to 126K bytes of high-speed, static, mappable
memory can be accessed by the target system.

• Pulse output feature permits use of a high-end logic
analyzer.

• Network debugging is supported.

• Full access to the target microprocessor's registers,
memory, and I/O space is permitted.

• Transparent mode allows the same terminal to be
used for host and EMS user interface.

• Emulates Z8001/3 or Z8002 CPUs at 6 MHz clock
rates.

• Complex triggering.

• Large real-time trace buffer.

• Large mappable memory space.

• Real-time partitionable trace module for multiple re-
cordings of program execution.

• Three parallel event comparators which can be
allocated for trigger, trace, breakpoint recognition,
and enable/disable functions.

• General-Purpose counter for benchmarking critical
software routines.



The Emulator System 8000 (EMS), shown in self-test con-
figuration in Figure 1, is a state-of-the-art in-circuit sub-
system. The EMS supports the software/hardware
engineer in developing products using the Zilog Z8000
family of microprocessors and peripheral components.
Combined with Zilog's enhanced UNIX System (ZEUS),
EMS 8000 provides the designer with a complete and
powerful set of tools for speeding up the product
development cycle.

The EMS links the application software developed on a
host system and the target system, and aids in the in-
tegration of the software into the target system by ex-
ecuting in a real-time environment. The EMS uses the full
capability of the target microprocessor and can start or
stop program execution or perform single-step execu-
tion. The user has full access to the target micro-
processor's registers, memory, and I/O space.

The EMS is modular in design with a friendly, screen-
oriented, self-prompting user interface. High perfor-
mance is gained with a 1024 entry, real-time trace that is
qualifiable and triggerable, and can be enabled with
multilevel event recognition. Also, newly developed pro-
grams can be loaded into the development (target) hard-
ware and executed in a real-time environment. The EMS
can be networked into eight distinct Z8000 microproc-
essors that start and stop simultaneously.

Individual emulator systems can be defined as being
either in or out of a break group. Systems which are out-
side of a break group can function as independent
emulators with all of the EMS 8000 capabilities and full
use of host resources. Systems which are in the break
group are used to debug mUltiple processor systems.

The EMS is an interactive operating system that provides
self-prompting commands and a set of powerful tools for
complex debugging. The EMS command entry is organ-
ized into a set of pages called screens. Each screen is
dedicated to a particular function and contains the com-
mands and data fields necessary to accomplish specific
functions. The screens are designed to fit on a standard
display terminal, 80 columns wide by 24 lines long.

The user communicates with EMS through five com-
mand (menu-driven) screens and two support screens.
The command screens are entered by typing the first let-
ter of the screen name (e.g., A for allocation). Screens
can be changed by sequentially typing <TAB> and the
first letter of the screen name. Table 1 explains the
screens and their functions.

Allocation

Configuration

Pattern
Mapping

Debug

Command (Menu-Driven) Screens

Assigns EMS resources to specific tasks such as tracing and breakpoints.
Allows various hardware controls to configure global features of EMS.

Allows entry of recognized patterns.

Substitutes EMS mappable memory for target memory.

Examines and edits memory/registers, 110, displays trace results, begins emulation, sets
software breakpoints, turns watch area on and off, uploads and downloads files to and
from the host computer, single/multiple steps through program execution.

Support Screens

Lists global command controls and helpful reminders not listed in the above menu
screens. It can be displayed on all other screens by typing a <?>.

This is the intermediate step between two command screens and is entered by typing a
<tab>.



The EMS is a full-featured emulation peripheral. The
heart of the EMS is a Central Controller Unit (CCU) with a
4 MHz Z80, 256K of dynamic memory, and 16K of ROM.
The CCU contains the monitor program that provides a
screen-oriented user interface, and operates con-
tinuously to allow the user to monitor the progress of
emulation and breakpoints in real-time. The other EMS
modules include a two-board Trigger module, a real-time
Trace module, an External Probe interface module, a
Mappable Memory module, and a microprocessor Per-
sonality module with a CPU Pod (Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows a fully configured EMS system with the
following units:

• EMS 8000
• CPU Pod/cable assembly. The CPU Pod contains the

processor chip to be emulated plus the required inter-
face circuitry. Pods are available for the Z8001/3 and
Z8002.

• 64K mappable memory (standard).
62K mappable memory addition (optional).

• Host computer and user CRT terminal (required).

• External probes (optional).

• Target (the system being emulated).

CENTRAL CONTROLLER

}

SERIAL UNIT

COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNELS

RESOURCE A
RESOURCE B
RESOURCE C

GENERAL PURPOSE
COUNTER

The EMS uses dual-processor architecture to unburden
the emulating processor from the configuration chores
of the emulation system. (The Z80 CPU is used for EMS
configuration and monitor functions and the Z8000 CPU
for actual emulation.) This independence allows for im-
proved debugging when unreliable target operation
occurs.

A 10 MHz Z8000 CPU is used to emulate the 6 MHz
maximum clock rate of the EMS to compensate for tim-
ing delays caused by buffering. The buffering provides
better emulation control in problem targets and allows
mappable memory to override existing target memory.
Fast (90 ns) mapped memory allows emulation at 6 MHz
with no Wait states. (Wait states can be forced if desired
for compatibility with target memory.) Multilevel pattern
recognition resources can be allocated in complex se-
quential, logical, and enable/disable combinations to the
functions of trace qualifying and triggering, event coun-
ting, and timer modes. The counter/timer modes support
a long count of 48 bits (40 when time is displayed in
microseconds). This ensures adequate count capability
for analysis of human-related events in real time.

TARGET SYSTEM
GENERATES CLOCK
(EMULATED PROCESSOR ENVIRONMENn



The EMS can use ZEUS (UNIX) when the System 8000 is
the host computer. This total system provides a complex
hierarchical file structure that includes C, a Z8000
assembler, a compiler writing system, and a general-
purpose microprocessor. Because the EMS interfaces with
Zilog computer systems, the user has access to powerful
development tools for speeding up the product
development cycle. Software downloads to the ZEUS UNIX
operating system.

EMS software is friendly and easy to use. The menu prompt
for each EMS screen reminds the user aboutthe type of data
that is available or the options that are permitted. Error
checking prevents the user from entering illegal states and
allows graceful recovery from emulation target problems
(e.g., bad clock or power failure). Global command keys
allow the user to control the starting and stopping of
emulation, execution of command scripts, and entering
Transparent mode independently of the command screens.
A Help screen, which summarizes global commands and
command entry, is available to help the user gain familiarity
with EMS.

TERMINAL
(ADM 31, CITQH,

Televldeo 920, VT 100,
VTZ 2J10)

The EMS operating system is downloaded from a host
computer, allowing easy implementation of future upgrades
to improve its effectiveness and applicability. The hosts that
can be configured with the EMS are:

• Zilog System 8000

• Vax UNIX

• PDP 11 UNIX

The terminals that can be configured with EMS 8000 are:

• ADM31

• CITOH

• Televideo 920

• VT100

• VTZ2/10

HOST
(POP 11 UNIX, Vax UNIX,

Zilog System 8000)

Ordering Information is available at your local Zilog Sales
Office.

Refer to the Literature List for additional documentation.



Z-SCAN 8
Z8@Emulator

Zilog Product
Description

• Provides real-time emulation
capability for the family of Z8
Microcomputers.

• Operates with Zilog systems
and other hosts; Z-SCAN 8
uses standard RS-232 links and
is compatible with many stan-
dard CRTs and software hosts.
This includes Zilog's S8000
systems, and others with user-

supplied load/save routines and
cross-software support.

• Hardware/software debugging
is fast and convenient. Two
screens display the status of
the Z-SCAN 8 monitor and Z8
target resources. Target mem-
ory can be displayed and mod-
ified in a scrollable window.

• Fulfills the user's essential
real-time debugging needs with
its real-time trace, two com-
plex breakpoints, single-step
capability, and four blocks of
mappable memory.

• Interactive and easy to use.
Commands are selected from
menus; command arguments
are self-prompting.

The Z-SCAN 8 Emulator is a com-
bination of hardware and software
that allows efficient, interactive
emulation of the Z8 Microcom-
puter. By the simple exchange of
target devices, the selected Z8
MCU can be emulated in a realistic
mode that allows user inspection
and control over the environment

being tested. Real-time trace, two
breakpoints, single-step capability,
and extensive mappable memory
ensure the user a tool that ac-
curately simulates the anticipated
Z8 operating environment.

Z-SCAN 8 is an in-circuit emulator
designed specifically for Zilog's

Z8601 (2K), Z8611 (4K), and
Z8681/82 (ROM less) Microcom-
puters. Z-SCAN 8 works with
Zilog's family of development
hosts, interfacing via two RS-232
serial ports to the host and a CRT
terminal. A list of compatible CRT
terminals is provided in Table 1.



Table 1. Terminals Supported by the
Z·SCAN 8 Monitor

Manufacturer Model

Lear Siegler ADM31

Televideo TVI 912
TVI 920

Zentec Zephyr

Soroc 10120
10135

Beehive Bee 100
Bee 107
Micro-B 1

DEC (any) VT52
VT100
ANSI A3.64 or
ISO DP 6429
compatible

General Terminals, 1-200
Inc. 1-400

Hazeltine 1420
1500
Exec 80

Hewlett Packard 2620
2640

IBM 3101

ZlIog
1315 Dell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 370-8000

Third Party
Allen Ashley
395 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, CA 91107
(213) 793-5748

Avocet Systems, Inc.
804 South State St.
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 734-0151

Microtec
P.O. Box 60337
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
(408) 733-2919

Relational Memory
Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 6719
San Jose, CA 95150

System 8000". Cross-assembler for Z8 and
Z8-UPC microcomputers.

ASMB-Z8". Cross-assembler; operates with any
standard CP/M-based system.
System-Z8". Cross-assembler; includes ASMB-
Z8 and text editor, operates with any standard
CP/M-Z80-based system.

Z8 Cross-assembler (XASMZ8); operates with
CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and MDOS.

ASM Z8. Cross-assembler; operates with any
general-purpose mainframe (DEC, IBM, DG,
etc.) in FORTRAN.

ASM Z8". Relocatable macro cross-assembler;
operates with Intel Intellec 800 and Series II
microcomputer development systems.

Because it uses a standard serial
interface, Z-SCAN a can also be
used with virtually any software
host system that runs a cross-
assembler or cross-compiler
capable of generating za code (see
Table 2). This means software can
be developed on many general-

purpose computers. Only a simple
upload and download utility is
needed for operation since com-
munication between the host
system and Z-SCAN a is through a
standard serial port using Tektronix
hex format. Once software has
been downloaded into the target,

Z-SCAN a can be disconnected
from the host and operated stand
alone. Transparent operation
allows the terminal to be used with
the host in such a way that
Z-SCAN a effectively disappears
from the terminal-to-host link,
without any physical re-cabling.

FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION

The Z-SCAN a emulator is a com-
pact, portable device that can be
used in a wide variety of functional
configurations and applications. It
has been designed to ease debug-
ging of both hardware and soft-
ware, to integrate hardware and
software in Za-based systems, and
to provide the user with a powerful
and versatile tool for the develop-
ment of new systems and new ap-
plications for old systems.

The Z-SCAN a can be substituted
for a za microprocessor in any of
its configurations or operational
modes and can perform all the
functions of the processor. Addi-
tionally, the Z-SCAN a allows the
user to

• Control any function or opera-
tion of the processor and its in-
ternal (and in some cases, ex-
ternal) hardware.

• Inspect and display the condi-
tion or status of internal
registers and CPU pins for up
to 1,024 machine cycles
preceding the breakpoint.

• Execute a program or any
number of instructions in single
step mode.

• Substitute up to aK bytes of
RAM for external program or
data memory.
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used for a specific emulation. It is
comprised of five submenus:

• Host

• Load

• Save

• Map

• Target

These submenus allow the user to

• Set the host serial-link baud
rate.

• Connect the user directly to
the host system, in effect, mak-
ing the Z-SCAN 8 transparent.

• Download programs or data
from a host file.

• Allocate mappable memory in
the Z-SCAN 8.

• Inform the Z-SCAN 8 of target
configuration.

EMULATOR
CABLE TEST

......--.... SYSTEM

MAPPABLE
MEMORY

4x2K
BLOCK

User Interface, Z-SCAN 8 Com-
mand Screens

All communication between the
user and Z-SCAN 8 takes place
through the terminal. The format
consists of two selectable screen
menus: the Configuration menu
and the Debug menu. The operator
can manipulate each of these
primary menus to enable variations
for which the user can select a
particular set of conditions, such
as parameters and other variables,
for user control during emulation.

Z-SCAN 8 executes two types of
commands: screen commands and
manipulation commands. The latter
are used to control the display on
the monitor and are normally exe-
cuted by a control character or an
arrow key. Screen commands are
those used to define and control
the conditions of an emulation.

The Configuration Screen

The Configuration screen is pri-
marily used to inform the Z-SCAN
8 of certain default values to be

In practice, the Configuration
screen is seldom changed after ini-
tial setup until some other type of
test or exercise is contemplated.

The Debug Screen

Because it controls those condi-
tions most often changed, the
Debug screen is the screen most
frequently entered during a series
of tests or emulations. The Debug
screen is comprised of five
submenus:

• Memory

• Break

• Xecute

• Display

The Watch command allows the
user to designate up to twelve
16-byte lines of memory for
display. This display is automat-
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ically updated to show any change
occurring in the section of memory
specified.

The Memory command is used to
compare two blocks of memory, fill
a block of memory with a hexa-
decimal string, or move a block of
memory to another range of ad-
dresses.

The Break command is used to
define two complex breakpoints,
which operate independently.

The Display command allows the
user to specify what portion or
range of program, data, or register
memory is to be displayed on the
screen.

Breakpoints

Two complex breakpoints are
available in the Z-SCAN 8. Each
breakpoint can be programmed in-
dependently to stop all processor
activity at some arbitrarily selected
point and save the state of the
system in the trace memory for
later analysis. The breakpoints may
specify a stop on address, on data,
or on a status such as an interrupt
acknowledge. Or the breakpoint
may specify that a pulse be
generated and sent to the BNC
connector at the back of the
machine rather than stopping the
emulation.

Trace Memory

The trace memory of the Z-SCAN 8
consists of a 48-bit by 1K block of
RAM that can be used by the
operator to record the condition
and status of certain elements of
the processor's environment for up
to 1,024 machine cycles. The trace
memory can then be displayed and
the display used to analyze an en-
tire series of steps in a routine.
The bit significance of the 48-bit
trace memory word is shown in
Figure 2.

Mappable Memory

Mappable memory in the Z-SCAN 8
consists of four 2K blocks of high-
speed static RAM. Each of the
blocks can be assigned in-
dependently to replace a section or
block of the target system's
memory. The block can be as-
signed anyWhere in the Z8's
memory space and can be
specified to respond to program or
data memory or both. Mapping
must be done on 2K word bound-
aries only, and the entire block can
be write-protected. When a break
results from a write-protect viola-
tion, an error message appears on
the CRT.

INTERFACE TO NON·
ZILOG HOSTS

Load/save communication between
a Zilog (or other) host system and
the Z-SCAN 8 monitor is ac-
complished by exchanging
messages containing printable
ASCII characters. Message types
are:

• Single-character, data-block
acknowledgment

• Error text

• Data block

All messages exchanged during a
Load or Save command are text
lines, each ending in RETURN (car-
riage return). Memory and other

data are converted into hexa-
decimal numerals for transmission,
and the resultant message is
readable left-to-right, high-order
digit first, as it is transmitted over
the RS-232 link.



Processor:
40-pin, 2K and 4K Z8 CPU

Emulation Frequency:
Up to 12 MHz

110:
Two RS·232·Cserial ports for ter·
minal and host

CRT Terminal:
Any standard CRT system, including
Zilog's S8000 systems.

Baud Rate:
Terminal:

9600
Host

Determined by user selection from
300 to 38,000

Mappable Memory:
8K high·speed, static RAM assign-
able in 2K blocks

Breakpoints:
Two compies breakpoints; breakable
on data, address, or interrupt
acknowledge

Emulator Cable:
24 inches

Front Panel:
TARGET RESETand MONITOR RE·
SET switches, POWERON indicator,
40·pin connector type.

Rear Panel:
BNC connector for pulse output,
standard LS·TIL level 2 x 25 pin con·
nectors, 3M type 3483 (terminal and

host), 3·pin power connector,
1'.4 in., fuseholder (screwdriver re-
lease type), POWERON switch
rocker type), 115/220 voltage selec·
tion switch (sliding type)

Power:
180·264 volts ac or 90-130 volts ac,
switch selectable; 47·63 Hz; 2 amp
maximum

Dimensions:
4 inches x 17.5 inches x 14.5 inches
(HWD); 10.2 centimeters x 44.5 cen·
timeters x 36.8 centimeters

Environment:
10·C to 50·C (operating)

Unit Weight
25 pounds

Ordering Information is available at
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.





Z·SCAN80®
Emulator

Zilog Product
Description

• Real-time emulation for the Z80 microprocessor

• Two complex breakpoints

• 4K x 32 bits of real-time trace

• 32 1K-byte blocks of mappable memory

• Disassembly from trace and user memory

• Screen-oriented, user-friendly software

• Line assembler

• Standard RS-232-C links; compatible with standard
CRTs and software development systems (hosts)

• Can be used stand-alone or in combination with virtually
any host computer

• Transparent operation for direct communication between
CRT and host computer

The Z-SCAN 80 Emulator combines hardware and software
to provide efficient, interactive emulation of the Z80 CPU.
Running at up to 8 MHz, the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator closely
matches the Z80H chip in high-speed operations and
efficiency. This screen-oriented development system is
designed to give even a first-time user an easy-to-use
window into the target system.

Based on the Z8001 ™CPU, the emulator interfaces via two
RS-232-C serial ports to the host computer and CRT
terminal. This standard interface allows the Z-SCAN 80
Emulator to be used with virtually any software development
host system that runs a cross-assembler or crosscompiler
capable of generating Z80 code. Such hosts include the
VAX' and Zilog's System 8000™ (running the UNIX"
operating system). Only a simple upload and download
utility is needed for operation, since communication
between the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator and the host is through a

standard serial port using Tektronix or Intel hex format. A list
of terminals compatible with the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is
shown in Table 1.

Lear Siegler
Televideo
Hewlett Packard
Digital Equipment
Qume
Zentec

ADM31

920
2621
VT100

102
1051



The Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is a versatile development system,
able to perform in a number of scenarios. With Zilog's
System 8000 or another host, the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator
becomes a complete hardware and software station for
developing high-level applications programs. In stand-alone
mode, the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is useful in manufacturing
environments for simple testing and debugging of
PROM-based target systems. Figure 1 shows the Z-SCAN
80 Emulator both as a stand-alone system and with a host.

One accomplishment of the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is
transparent operation, which allows the terminal to be used
with a host in such a way that the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator
effectively disappears from the terminal-host link, without
physical recabling. The designer can focus entirely on
applications program development, while the Z-SCAN 80
Emulator takes care of communications between CRT, host,

and target. Once software has been downloaded into the
target, the emulator can be disconnected from the host and
operated stand-alone. With the use of mappable memory,
the designer can develop programs without a target system.

Software for the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is user-friendly and
screen-oriented; a first-time user can easily learn the
Z-SCAN 80 Emulator in a few hours by working with the
terminal display. The user can manipulate the screen to
display any combination of target resources, for configuring
mappable memory and for debugging and program
development tasks. Memory and registers can be changed
via the terminal screen. Real-time trace, two sophisticated
hardware breakpoints, single-step capability, and a large
mappable memory complete the toolbox necessary to
construct the Z80 operating environment.

D



The Z-SCAN 80 Emulator is made up of two boards of
hardware and firmware components that provide emulation
of the Z80 CPU and monitoring of the development process.
A Z80H chip, running at up to 8 MHz, is contained in a pod
located near the target on the emulator cable. This
arrangement shortens the time delay that would result if the
Z80H device were located inside the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator,
and ensures real-time emulation of the Z80 CPU.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator
system.

Mappable Memory

Thirty-two 1K-byte blocks of high-speed static RAM allow
the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator to emulate a portion of the target
memory space. Any block can be mapped on any 1K-byte
boundary of the physical address space; each block can be
individually protected against writes during target
execution.

r::lL..::.JMONITOR
PROGRAM
(EPROM)

TRACE
MEMORY
4K )( 32

BITS

Mappable memory can be configured as a surrogate for
target memory, or as an addition to existing memory in the
target system.

Trace Memory

A 4K x 32-bit block of RAM is provided to trace address,
data, and control signals. Up to 4096 trace cycles can be
handled by the trace facility.

Hardware Breakpoints

Two sophisticated breakpoints are provided, each with a
pass count of 1 to 255, for detection of address, data, and
control signal states. The breakpoints allow for a break in
program execution on any combination of program
conditions.

MAPPABLE
MEMORY

321K·BYTE
BLOCKS

Host-resident software for the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator consists
of load and send routines for upload and download
between the host computer and the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator,
and the corresponding Z-SCAN firmware routines.

The load and send modules perform upload and download
using Tektronix (Tek) hex or Intel hex. Print and Do
commands use ASCII format. Table 2 shows upload and
download protocols for the various operating systems.

The monitor software provides an interface between the
emulator hardware, the host load and send programs, and

the user. Most of the software is dedicated to the user
interface, i.e., the screens and commands.

Table 2. Upload/Download Protocols

VAX, UNIX III

S8000, ZEUS
CP/M

Intel MOS, Intellec

Tek Hex

Tek Hex
Intel or Tek Hex

Intel Hex



The main functions of the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator software are
as follows:

• Accepts commands to initiate upload and download
between host and target

• Displays and edits target registers, ports, and memory

• Starts, single-steps and halts target system execution

• Substitutes Z-SCAN mappable memory for target
memory

• Displays trace memory

• Allows Z-SCAN terminal to be used as host terminal
(transparent mode)

• Selects host baud rate

• Block memory moves, compares, and fills on target
memory

• Tailors screen configuration to desired display (e.g.
simultaneous display of specific registers and ports)

• Self-tests hardware

The Z-SCAN screens give the user access to a constant flow
of debugging and program development information. A
Z-SCAN screen consists of a command window, up to five
roll windows, and a scroll window.

Command Window

The Z-SCAN command window (the first three lines), is
manipulated by the user with a set of commands and
subcommands to perform debugging tasks. It is used for
the following functions:

• Menu-displays menu of commands

• Command history-displays the last two commands
executed

• Status-displays status information on target emulation
and the last Load and Save commands

• Subcommand input (interactive editor commands)-
displays subcommands

Table 3 summarizes the Z-SCAN 80 Emulator commands.

Roll and Scroll Windows

Below the command window, the rest of the screen is
divided between roll windows and a scroll window. A roll
window is used for displaying parameter values (registers,
breakpoints. etc.) and their labels both immediately before
and after the most recent emulation. A scroll window
displays a continuous listing of values and addresses
specified by the user; for example, target memory
disassembly.

The Edit command initiates interactive editing of either a roll
or scroll window; the Watch and Unwatch commands
determine which roll or scroll windows appear onscreen.

Roll windows consist of the following parameters and labels:

• Target CPU registers

• Watched target memory

• Complex breakpoints

• Mappable memory

• Host protocol options

Scroll windows consist of the following displays:

• Target memory

• Disassembled target memory

• Traced target cycles

• Help descriptions

Abort
Asm
Break
Check

Compare
Do
Edit
Fill
Go

Halt
Load
Map
Mem

Move
Pause

Print
Read
Reg
Reset
Save
Step
Test
Unwatch

Watch
Write

Re-initializehost link
Assemble instruction and store in memory
Set breakpoint
Compare hex string against a block of target

memory
Compare two blocks of target memory
Interpretcommands from host file
Enterwindow for interactiveediting
Writehex string into block of target memory
Starttarget execution
Stop target execution
Load block of target memory from host file
Set memory map
Set memory values
Movea block of target memory
Conditionally wait for keyboard character to

continue interpreting commands from
host file

Send screen image to host file
Readtarget 110 port
Set registervalues
Resettarget system
Store block of target memory in host file
Executea certain number of instructions
Testemulator hardware
Unassign window and enlarge adjacent

display
Assign and display window
Writetarget I/O port



The Z-SCAN 80 Emulator monitor software performs an
automatic self-test on power-up and reset. It also performs
confidence and diagnostic tests by user command. The
automatic self-test operates without disturbing the contents
of the target memory or registers. The Z-SCAN 80 Emulator
displays the results of the test via the terminal.

Systematic confidence tests of the emulator hardware can
be instituted by the user with the Testcommand. These tests
allows the user to distinguish target errors from Z-SCAN
errors. Diagnostic tests can also be run using command
scripts downloaded from the host file.

PROCESSOR EMULATED:

Z80,Z80A,Z80B,Z80H

EMULATION FREQUENCY:

Upt08 MHz

Terminal: 9600 bits/second
Host: Determined by user selection from 110 to 19,200
bits/second

TRACE MEMORY:

4K x 32 bits

32K high-speed static RAM assignable in 1K-byte blocks
with individual write protect

2 complex breakpoints (breakable on address, data, and
status)

One cable from emulator to pod, 48", 40-pin (part number
59-0278-00)

One cable from emulator to poet, 48", 50-pin (part number
59-0279-00)
One cable from pod to target, approximately 8" (part
number 59-0277-00)

Power-on indicator and reset switch
40-pin and 50-pin connectors

Power-on switch
BNC connectors for Break pulse output and input
Two 25-pin D subminiature connectors
A 3-pin power connector
A 1 1/4" fuseholder (screwdriver-release type)

187-264 volts ac at 3 amps maximum-50 Hz version
105-130 volts ac at 3 amps maximum-60 Hz version

4" X 17.5" X 14.5" (HWD)
10.2cm x 44.5cm x 36.8cm

UNIT WEIGHT:

25 pounds

DESCRIPTION:

Z-SCAN 80 Emulator, 115V (part number 05-6223-00)
Z-SCAN 80 Emulator, 230V (part number 05-6223-01)

Ordering Information is available at your local Zilog Sales
Office.

Refer to the Literature List for additional documentation.





Z-SCAN 8000®
Emulator

Zilog Product
Description

• Provid •• Real Time Emulation up
to 4 MHz of the zaOOI and Z8002
CPUs.

• Two RS·232C Serial Ports Make It
a Peripheral Usable with Most
Standard CRTs and Software
Hosts.

• Transparent Operation Permits
Direct Communication Between
CRT and Host without Physical
Disconnect.

• Highly Interactive. Screen-
Oriented User Interface Makes
Z-SCAN Easy To Use.

• Shadow Monitor Removes All
Restrictions on Target System
Memory Space. Making It Fully
Available To the User.

• High-Speed Mappable Memory
(no walt states) Is Available to
Simulate Target System
RAM/ROM.

OVERVIEW
The Z-SCAN 8000 Emulator is an in-

circuit emulator that has been designed
as a peripheral unit for Zilog's 28001
and 28002 16-bit microprocessors.
Interfacing via two RS-232C Serial
ports to host and CRT terminal,
Z-SCAN 8000 can work with Zilog's
family of development hosts.

Because it employs a standard serial
interface, Z-SCAN 8000 can also be
used with virtually any software host
system that runs a cross assembler or
cross compiler cO-pobleof generoting
28000 code. Communication between
the host system and Z-SCAN 8000 is
with a standard serial format requiring

only a simple upload and download
utility to operate. For PROM-based
target systems, Z-SCAN can operate
stand-alone with a CRT terminal
because the monitor and debug soft-
ware is EPROM-resident.

In keeping with Zilog's design
philosophy of separating a develop-
ment system into two identifiable units
(the software host and an emulation
peripheral), Z-SCAN 8000 fits into
three scenarios, making it a highly ver-
satile unit:

• As a peripheral to Zilog's PDS 8000,
ZDS-I, or System 8000, Z-SCAN
8000 completes the development

support package for the 28001 and
Z8002 microprocessors available
from Zilog.

• As a peripheral to any development
host with the capability of compiling
or assembling 28000 code, Z-SCAN
8000 allows a low-cost emulation
capability which precludes substan-
tial reinvestment in a software host
system.

• As a stand-alone in-circuit emulator
that can operate with most CRT
terminals, Z-SCAN 8000 provides
simple testing and debugging
capability for PROM-based target
systems.



SYSTEM FEATURES
User Interface. Z-SCAN8000 incor-
porates the use of a two-dimensional
screen-oriented user interface which
makes it easy to use. Because it is
general-purpose in nature, the user
interface does not require a customized
CRT terminal to operate. The only
requirements are that the CRT terminal
have screen erase, line erase, and cur-
sor addressing capability.

The objective of the user interface is
to provide a screen format with a
menu-like approach, which directs the
user through the operation of the emu-
lator. The user is aware at all limes of
where he/she is in the debug process
because Z-SCAN8000 provides the
CRT information about system para-
meters, system resources, current
execution, and error messages. When
the system is turned on, a bootstrap
routine produces a display informing
the user of the unit's configuration and
requesting the user to define set-up
parameters. A menu of display choices
shows the user the different capabilities
of the system:
• The Memory/VO command display

shows the various memory and I/O
manipulation commands which
access the target system.

• The Resources display presents the
user with the full complement of
arguments applicable to emulation
of the target system.

• The Execution display shows all the
commands and parameters neces-
sary to cause emulation to take
place.

At all times, execution of specific
Monitor commands is possible, and
information on other relevant system
parameters and resources is always dis-
played. This highly interactive user
interface makes it possible to use
Z-SCAN8000 without frequent
reference to the operating manual.

Shadow Memory. Z-SCAN8000 is a
single, CPU-based systemthat can be
configured to emulate either the 28001
or 28002by moving jumpers to select the
alternate screen monitor, and by chang-
ing the emulator cable.

Although the system uses a single
CPU for both monitor and emulation
functions, no restrictions are placed on
the target system memory size. This is
because the entire monitor resides in
shadow memory and, therefore, does
not appear in the target system memory
space. This feature also provides the
benefit of making future system expan-
sion possible without any hardware
redesign.

ADDRESS/DATA
BUS

COMPARE
VALUE

Hardware Trigger. Z-SCAN8000
offers the capability of setting break-
points in three different fields or in a
combination of these fields. These are
the Address/Data Field, the Segment
Field, and the Control/Status Field. A
Pass Counter can be set up to a max-
imum of 255 counts to allow multiple
pass triggering. In addition, Z-SCAN
8000 may also be set to break on
instruction fetches only (single-step
execution), or, by using a Pass
Counter, may be set up to a maximum
of 247 counts to allow triggering on
multiple instruction fetches (multi-step
execution).

With these two capabilities, a break-
point argument can be set up which is
on ORed condition allowing for either
a break-on-field (or combination of
fields) argument or for un" instruction
fetches, whichever occurs first. This
ORed situation is convenient when
tracing through a program in search of
a specific occurrence. A pulse ouiput,
providing a trigger pulse on break-
point match condition is available on
the rear panel to trigger auxiliary test
instrumentation.

Mappable Memory. Z-SCAN8000
offers a 4K work block of high-speed
static RAM. This block is available to
the user to simulate a target system

memory block which would typically
be ROM. No Wait states are required
at 4 MHz. This block is mappable
anywhere in the 28001 and 28002
address space and can be specified to
be Normal Code, Normal Data, Normal
Stack, System Code, System Data,
System Stack, or Space Independent.
Mapping must be done on 4K word
boundaries only, and the entire block
can be write protected against illegal
writes to cause system emulation either
to break on such occurrences or con-
tinue emulation. An error message
appears on the CRT display informing
the user of an illegal write.
Software Trace. Z-SCAN8000 offers a
software trace feature which provides
insight into target system activity and
CPU resources. In the Trace Mode, the
system displays the address of the
instruction being executed and the
contents of the CPU registers (both
general-purpose and control) con-
secutively, covering one full screen
format.

For example, displaying the CPU
registers associated with every instruc-
tion executed just prior to executing a
Break is tremendously useful to the
user during debug of target system
activity.



CPU
ZSOOIor ZS002per configuration

Clock Rate
500kHz-4.0MHz(external)

I/O
TwoRS-232CSerialPortsfor CRTand
host

Baud Rate
Automaticallyselectedfrom50 to 19.2K

Breakpoint
Address,Data,Segmentand Address,
Control,Addressand Control,Dataand
Control,Segmentand Addressand
Control,InstructionFetch,ORcombina-
tionof InstructionFetchand any Field
argument

Mappable Memory
4096 x 16StaticRAM(noWaitstatesat
4 MHzwhileoperatingoffUserclock)

Inputs
One standardLS-TTLloadplus 30pF
maximum

Outputs
Capableofdrivingone standardLS-TTL
loadplus 30pF preload

Rear Panel Output
BNCconnectorforpulseoutput,standard
LS-TTL

Front Panel
TargeVMonitor,Reset,and NMItoggle
switches

Power
110/220Vac,50/60 Hzswitchselectable,
60 VA maximum

Dimensions
4 in. (10.2em)(H) x 14V,in. (36.8em)
(W) x 18 in. (45.7 em) (D)

Emulator Cable
12inches

Number
Symbol Parameter

I TcC Clock Cycle Time
2 TwCh Clock Width (High)
3 TwCI Clock Width (Low)
4 TIC Clock Fall Time
5- TrC-----Clock Rise Time--------------------
6 TdC(SNv) Clock t to Segment Number Valid (50 pF load)
7 TdC(SNn) Clock t to Segment Number Not Valid
8 TdC(Bz) Clock I to Bus Float
9 TdC(A) Clock I to Address Valid

10- TdC(Az)--- Clock I to Address Float ----------------
11 TdA(DI) Address Valid to Data In Required Valid
12 TsDI(C) Data In to Clock I Setup Time
13 TdDS(A) DS I to Address Active
14 TdC(DO) Clock t to Data Out Valid
15-ThDI(DS)---Data In to DS I Hold Time-----------
16 TdDO(DS) Data Out Valid to DS I Delay
17 TdA(MR) Address Valid to MREQ I Delay
18 TdC(MR) Clock I to MREQ I Delay
19a TwMRh MREQWidth (High)
19b-TwMRh---- MREQWidth (High) During Monitor Operation-------------
20 TdMR(A) MREQ I to Address Not Active
21 TdDO(DSW) Data Out Valid to DS I (Write) Delay
22 TdMR(DI) MREQ I to Data In Required Valid
23 TdC(MR) Clock I MREQ t Delay
24-TdC(ASf)--Clock I to AS I Delay----------------
25 TdA(AS) Address Valid to AS I Delay
26 TdC(ASr) Clock I to AS t Delay
27 TdAS(DI) AS t to Data In Required Valid
28 TdDS(A:S) DS I to AS I Delay
29-TwAS----AS Width (Low)--------------
30 TdAS(A) AS I to Address Not Active Delay
31 TdAz(DSR) Address Float to DS (Read) I Delay

'tI
ZSOOI/2 Z-SCAN ~

III
Mln(ns) Max(ns) Mln(ns) Max(ns) :II

250 2000 250 2000 00
105 2000 105 2000 §105 2000 105 2000

20 20
20 20-

130 175
20 35

65 165
100 163
65 154-

455 383
50 76
80 -4

100 163
0 -20

295 269
55 29

80 143
210 193

184
70 53
55 59

350 287
80 134
80 134-

55 29
90 144

340 277
70 53
70 53
60 43
0 -41 4



ZSOOl/2
Min (ns) Max(ns)

Number
Symbol Parameter

32 TdAS(DSR) AS t to DS (Read) I Delay
33 TdDSR(DI) DS (Read) I to Data In Required Valid
34 TdC(DSr) Clock I to DS t Delay
35 TdDS(DO) DS t to Data Out and STATUS Not Valid
36-TdA(DSR) -- Address Valid to DS (Read) I Delay
37 TdC(DSR) Clock t to DS (Read) I Delay
38 TwDSR DS (Read) Width (Low)
39 TdC(DSW) Clock I to DS (Write) I Delay
40 TwDSW DS (Write) Width (Low)
4l-TdDSI(DI)-- DS (Input) I to Data In Required Valid
42 TdC(DSf) Clock I to DS (VO) I D';lay
43 TwDS DS (VO) Width (Low)
44 TdAS(DSA) AS t to DS (Acknowledge) 1 Delay
45 TdC(DSA) Clock t to DS (Acknowledge) I Delay
46-TdDSA(DI)--DS (Acknowledge) I to Data In Required Delay---435
47 TdC(S) Clock t to Status Valid Delay
48 TdS(AS) Status Valid to AS t Delay
49 TsR(C) RESET to Clock t Setup Time
50 ThR(e) RESET to Clock t Hold Time
5l-TwNMI--- NMI Width (Low)
52 TsNMI(C) NMI to Clock t Setup Time
53 TsVI(C) VI, NVI to Clock t Setup Time
54 ThVI(C) VI, NVI to Clock t Hold Time
55 TsSGT(C) SEGT to Clock t Setup Time
56-ThSGT(C)-- SEGT to Clock t Hold Time
57 TsMI(C) MI to Clock t Setup Time
58 ThMI(C) MI to Clock t Hold Time
59 TdC(MO) Clock t to MO Delay
60 TsSTP(C) STOP to Clock I Setup Time
6l-ThSTP(C)-- STOP to Clock I Hold Time
62 TsWT(C) WAIT to Clock 1 Setup Time
63 ThWT(C) WAIT to Clock I Hold Time
64 TsBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Setup Time.
65 ThBRQ(C) BUSREQ to Clock t Hold Time
66-TdC(BAKr)--Clock t to BUSACK t Delay
67 TdC(BAKf) Clock t to BUSACK I Delay

410
1065

Ordering Information is available at
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.

Z-SCAN
Min (ns) Max(ns)

53
122

393
1048



System 8000
Series Two: Model 12

Zilog Product
Brief

• UNIX operating system with en-
hancements, including the full
screen vi editor, record locking,
andC-ISAM.

• 11.1 MHz CPU with 32 KB cache
memory.

• Up to twice the operating speed of
original System 8000 family
members.

• Software compatibility with com-
plete System 8000 family.

• Up to sixteen users.

• Up to two integral 52 MB disks.

• Up to 2 MB of memory.

• Integral 21.3 MB cartridge tape
drive for disk backup.

• Optional Intelligent Communica-
tions Processor which supports
popular protocols.

• Support of multiple industry-
standard languages.

The System 8000 Series Two Model
12 is a high performance, multi-user,
UNIX supermicro computer system
designed for today's demanding
business applications. Up to sixteen
users-from novices to sophisticated
programmers-can work on the same
system with each user simultaneously
performing a different task. Sharing
files and transmitting messages is
easy.

Model 12 is one of the fastest and
most efficient members of Zilog's
System 8000 family, which has en-
joyed years of trou ble-free operation
by thousands of satisfied users. Pro-
grams developed on any System
8000 model can be transferred to,
and executed by, Model 12 and all
the other models. An extensive selec-
tion of excellent software tools, serv-
ice, and support programs
accompanies the System 8000 family
of products.

Configurations

The UNIX operating system, with
Zilog and UC Berkeley enhancements
including the full screen vi editor,
record locking, and C-ISAM from
Relational Database Systems, Inc., is
standard on all System 8000 super-
micros.

Memory configurations (RAM) from
512 KB to 2 MB are available.



A sealed, 5'/4-inch high-performance
Winchester hard disk provides eco-
nomical and highly reliable on-line
data storage. This disk has an excep-
tionally fast 30msec access time and
offers 52 MB of total storage space. A
second disk can be added, making
available 104 MB of storage.

A cartridge tape drive, which stores
up to 21.3 MB, is used for disk
backup. These cartridges provide
virtually unlimited offline storage of
data.

Up to eighteen serial ports and two
parallel ports are available. These
ports are used to connect the system
with inpuUoutput devices such
as CRT terminals, printers, and com-
munication modems. Up to sixteen
users are supported by the system.
Communications protocols such as
IBM 2780/3780 bisync and X.25 can
be implemented with the optional
Intelligent Communications Processor
(ICP 8/02) board.

System Architecture

Model 12 uses field-proven, state-of-
the-art VLSI components. Foremost
among them are Zilog's 11.1 MHz
Z8001 16-bit High-Performance CPU
(HPCPU) board, with 32 KB cache
memory, and three high-performance
Z8010 Memory Management Units.
These high-performance components
are specially selected for their superior
speed.

Intelligent controllers, for the Winches-
ter disk and the cartridge tape, free
the operating system from low-level
device handling functions. The Win-
chester disk controller contains a
dedicated Z8001 CPU with 16K bytes
of local memory which substantially
increases system performance.

The optionallCP 8/02 Intelligent Com-
munications Processor contains a
Z8002 CPU with 128K bytes of dual-
ported memory and DMA-supported

I/O ports that allow communication
over both asynchronous and synchro-
nous lines, such as IBM 2780-3780
bisync and X.25 packet-switched
networks.

Comprehensive Software

The UNIX operating system provides
an excellent environment for business
applications.

The System 8000 comes with an
impressive collection of more than
300 utility programs and development
tools that make it easy for both end
users and OEMs to develop new
applications quickly.

High level programming languages
for scientific and industrial applica-
tions are offered, including Pascal, C,
and Ada.

CPU
- High-performance 16-bit Z8001

CPU, 11.1 MHz, with 32 KB cache
memory

Memory

- Minimum: 512 KB
- Maximum: 2 MB
- Management: Three High-

performanceZ8010 MMUs
- Error Handling: Parity or Error

Checking and Correcting (ECG)

52 MB Winchester Disk

- Disk Size: 5'/4 inches
- Rotation Speed: 3,600 rpm
- Average Seek Time: 30 msec
- Data Transfer Rate: 5 Mbits/sec

Cartridge Tape Drive

- ReadlWrite Speed: 30 ips
- Rewind/Search Speed: 90 ips
- Tracks: 4
- Recording Density: 6400 BPI
- Capacity (unformatted): Up to

21.3MB

Options

- Up to 16 users
- Up to 18 serial ports,

2 parallel ports
- Up to 2 MB memory
- Second Winchester drive
- ICP 8/02 Intelligent Communica-

tions Processor
- Two slots available for board

options

Physical

- Height: 66 cm (26 in.)
- Width: 20 cm (8 in.)
- Depth: 46 cm (18 in.)
- Weight: 43 kg (95 pounds),

approximately

Electrical

- Phase: Single
- Frequency: 47 to 63 Hz

Nominal
Selectabfe
Voltages ± 10%

Maximum
Sustained
Current

Maximum
Current
Surge

Environmental

- Operating Temperature:
10°C (50°F) minimum,
40°C (104 OF)maximum

- Relative Humidity:
20 to 80% (Noncondensing)



System 8000
Series Two: Model 22

Zilog Product
Brief

• UNIX operating system with en-
hancements, including the full
screen vi editor, record locking
andC-ISAM

• 11.1 MHz CPU with 32 KB cache
memory.

• Twice the operating speed and
efficiency of original System 8000
family members.

• Media and software compatibility
with complete System 8000 family.

• Up to forty users.

• Up to four integral 52 MB disks.

• Up to 4 MB of memory.

• Integral 21 .3 MB cartridge tape
drive for disk backup.

• Optional industry-standard 9-track
tape drive.

• Optional Intelligent Communica-
tions Processor which supports
popular protocols.

• Optional IEEE 754 hardware Float-
ing Point Processor which exe-
cutes double-precision, extended
multiplications in 3.28IAsec.

• Support of multiple industry-
standard languages.

The System 8000 Series Two Model
22 is a high-performance, multi-user,
UNIX supermicro computer system
designed for today's demanding
business applications. Up to forty
users-from novices to sophisticated
programmers-can work on the same
system with each user simultaneously
performing a different task. Sharing
files and transmitting messages is
easy.

Model 22 is one of the fastest and
most efficient members of Zilog's
System 8000 family, which has en-
joyed years of trouble-free operation
by thousands of satisfied users. Pro-
grams developed on any System
8000 model can be transferred to,
and executed by, Model 22 and all
the other models. An extensive selec-
tion of excellent software tools, serv-
ice, and support programs
accompanies the System 8000 family
of products.



Configurations

The UNIX operating system, with
Zilog and UC Berkeley enhancements
including the full screen vi editor,
record locking, and C-ISAM from
Relational Database Systems, Inc., is
standard on all System 8000 super-
micros.

Memory configurations (RAM) from
512 KB to 4 MB are available.

A sealed, 5'/4-inch high-performance
Winchester hard disk provides eco-
nomical and highly reliable on-line
data storage. This disk has an excep-
tionally fast 30msec access time and
offers 52 MB of total storage space.
Up to three additional 52 MB disks
may be added at low cost. Model 22
is designed to contain and support
four of these disks for a storage
capacity of 208 MB.

A cartridge tape drive, which stores
up to 21.3 MB, is used for disk
backup. The basic Model 22 comes
with one cartridge tape drive and can
be configured for a second, optional
unit. An industry-standard, half-inch
9-track tape drive is optional.

Up to forty-two serial ports and five
parallel ports are available. These

ports are used to connect the system
with input/output devices such as
CRT terminals, printers, and commun-
ication modems. Up to forty users are
supported by the system. Communi-
cations protocols such as IBM 2780/
3780 bisync and X.25 can be
implemented with the optionallntelli-
gent Communications Processor (ICP
8/02) board.

System Architecture

Model 22 uses field-proven, state-of-
the-art VLSI components. Foremost
among them are Zilog's 11.1 MHz
Z8001 16-bit High-Performance CPU
(HPCPU) board, with 32 KB cache
memory, and three high-performance
Z8010 Memory Management Units.
These high-performance components
are specially selected for their superior
speed.

Intelligent controllers, for the Winches-
ter disk and the cartridge tape, free
the operating system from low-level
device handling functions. The Win-
chester disk controller contains a
dedicated Z8001 CPU with 16K bytes
of local memory which substantially
increases system performance.

The optional FPP 8/01 Floating Point
Processor is a high-speed, bit-slice
technology implementation of the
IEEE Standard P754 Draft 10. Double-
precision extended multiplication, for
example, executes in only 3.8 /oIsec.

The optionallCP 8/02 Intelligent Com-
munications Processor contains a
Z8002 CPU with 128K bytes of dual-
ported memory and DMA-supported
I/O ports that allow communication
over both asynchronous and synchro-
nous lines, such as IBM 2780/3780
bisync and X.25 packet-switched
networks.

Comprehensive Software

The UNIX operating system provides
an excellent environment for business
applications.

The System 8000 comes with an
impressive collection of more than
300 utility programs and development
tools that make it easy for end users
and OEMs to quickly develop new
applications.

High level programming languages
for scientific and industrial applica-
tions are offered, including Pascal, C,
and Ada.

CPU

- High-performance 16-bit Z8001,
CPU 11.1 MHz, with 32 KB cache
memory

Memory

- Minimum: 512 KB
- Maximum: 4 MB
- Management: Three High-

performance Z8010A MMUs
- Error Handling: Parity or Error

Checking and Correcting (ECG)

- Disk Size: 5'/4 inches
- Rotation Speed: 3,600 rpm
- Average Seek Time: 30 msec
- Data Transfer Rate: 5 Mbits/sec

Cartridge Tape Drive

- ReadlWrite Speed: 30 ips
- Rewind/Search Speed: 90 ips

- Tracks: 4
- Recording Density: 6400 BPI
- Capacity (unformatted):

Upt021.3 MB

Options

- Up to 40 users
- Up to 42 serial ports,

5 parallel ports
- Up to 4 MB memory
- Up to four Winchester drives
- ICP 8/02 Intelligent

Communications Processor
- FPP 8/01 Floating Point Processor
- Five slots available

for board options
- Industry standard 9 track tape

(1600 bpi)

Physical

- Height: 84 cm (33 in.)
- Width: 48 cm (19 in.)
- Depth: 61 cm (24 in.)
- Weight: 114 kg (250 pounds),

approximately

Electrical

- Phase: Single
- Frequency: 47 to 63 Hz

Nominal
Selectable
Voltages ± 10%

Maximum
Sustained
Current

Maximum
Current
Surge

Environmental

- Operating Temperature:
1QoC (50°F) minimum,
40°C (104°F) maximum

- Relative Humidity:
20 to 80% (Noncondensing)

Ordering Information is available at
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for addi-
tional documentation.



System8000
Series Two: Model 32

Zilog Product
Brief

• UNIX operating system with en-
hancements, including the full
screen vi editor, record locking,
andC-ISAM.

• 11.1 MHz CPU with 32 KB cache
memory.

• Twice the operating speed and
efficiency of original System 8000
family members.

• Media and software compatibility
with complete System 8000 family.

• Up to forty users.

• Up to four integral high perform-
ance 168 MB disks.

• Up to 4 MB of memory.

• Integral 21.3 MB cartridge tape
drive for disk backup.

• Optional industry-standard 9-track
tape drive.

• Optional Intelligent Communica-
tions Processor which supports
popular protocols.

• Optional IEEE 754 hardware Float-
ing Point Processor which exe-
cutes double-precision, extended
multiplications in 3.28IAsec.

• Support of multiple industry-
standard languages.

The System 8000 Series Two Model
32 is a high performance, multi-user,
UNIX supermicro computer system
designed for today's demanding
business applications. Up to forty
users-from novices to sophisticated
programmers-can work on the same
system with each user performing a
different task simultaneously. Sharing
files and transmitting messages is
easy.

Model 32 is the fastest and most effi-
cient members of Zilog's System 8000
family, which has enjoyed years of
trouble-free operation by thousands
of satisfied users. Programs devel-
oped on any System 8000 model can
be transferred to, and executed by,
Model 32 and all the other models.
An extensive selection of excellent
software tools, service, and support
programs accompanies the System
8000 family of products.



Configurations

The UNIX operating system, with
Zilog and UC Berkeley enhancements
including the full screen vi editor,
record locking, and C-ISAM from
Relational Database Systems, Inc., is
standard on all System 8000 super-
micros.

Memory configurations (RAM) from
512 KB to 4 MB are available.

A sealed, 8-inch, 168 MB Winchester
hard disk with Storage Module Disk
(SMD) controller is standard on the
Model 32. The SMD hard disks, with
their 20msec access time, provide the
best performance in the System 8000
family. Their field reliability record is
superb. Up to three additional 168
MB disks may be added at low cost.
The Model 32 is designed to contain
and support four of these disks for a
total of 672 MB of storage.

A cartridge tape drive, which stores
up to 21.3 MB, is used for disk
backup. The basic Model 32 comes
with one cartridge tape drive, and can
be configured for a second, optional
unit. An industry standard half-inch 9-
track tape drive is optional.

Up to forty-two serial ports and five
parallel ports are available. These

ports are used to connect the system
with inpuUoutput devices such as
CRT terminals, printers, and commun-
ication modems. Up to forty users are
supported by the system. Communi-
cations protocols such as IBM 2780/
3780 bisync and X.25 can be
implemented with the optionallntelli-
gent Communications Processor (ICP
8/02) board.

System Architecture

Model 32 uses field-proven, state-of-
the-art VLSI components. Foremost
among them are Zilog's 11.1 MHz
Z8001 16-bit High-Performance CPU
(HPCPU) board, with 32 KB cache
memory, and three high-performance
Z8010 Memory Management Units.
These high-performance components
are specially selected for their superior
speed.

Intelligent controllers, for the SMD
Winchester disk and the cartridge
tape, free the operating system from
low-level device handling functions.
The SMD controller contains a dedi-
cated, customized bit-slice-based
processor which provides extremely
high-performance, optimized to UNIX
support.

The optional FPP 8/01 Floating Point
Processor is a high-speed, bit-slice
technology implementation of the
IEEE standard P754 Draft 10. Double
precision extended multiplication, for
example, executes in only 3.8Ilsec.

The optionallCP 8/02 Intelligent Com-
munications Processor contains a
Z8002 CPU with 128K bytes of dual-
ported memory and DMA-supported
I/O ports that allow communication
over both asynchronous and synchro-
nous lines, such as IBM 2780-3780
bisync and X.25 packet-switched
networks.

Comprehensive Software

The UNIX operating system provides
an excellent environment for business
applications.

The System 8000 comes with an
impressive collection of more than
300 utility programs and development
tools that make it easy for end users
and OEMs to develop new applica-
tions quickly.

High level programming languages
for scientific and industrial applica-
tions are offered, including Pascal, C,
and Ada.

CPU

- High-performance 16-bit Z8001
CPU, 11.1 MHz, with 32 KB cache
memory

Memory

- Minimum: 512 KB
- Maximum: 4 MB
- Management: Three High-

performance Z801 0 MMUs.
- Error Handling Parity or Error

Checking and Correcting (ECG)

168 MB SMD Winchester Disk

- Disk Size: 8 inches
- Rotation Speed: 3,600 rpm
- Average Seek Time: 20 msec
- Data Transfer Rate: 10 Mbits/sec

Cartridge Tape Drive

- ReadlWrite Speed: 30 ips
- Rewind/Search Speed: 90 ips
- Tracks: 4
- Recording Density: 6400 BPI
- Capacity (unformatted):

Upt021.3 MB

Options

- Up to 40 users
- Up to 42 serial ports,

5 parallel ports
- Memory expansion up to 4 MB
- Up to four SMD Winchester drives
- ICP 8/02 Intelligent Communica-

tions Processor
- FPP 8/01 Floating Point Processor
- Four slots available for board op-

tions
- Industry-standard 9 track tape

(1600 bpi)

Physical

- Height: 84 cm (33 in.)
- Width: 48 cm (19 in.)
- Depth: 61 cm (24 in.)
- Weight: 114 kg (250 pounds),

approximately

Electrical

- Phase: Single
- Frequency: 47\063 Hz

Nominal Maximum Maximum
Selectable Sustained Current
Voltages ± 10% Current Surge

100-115 VAC/60 Hz 7.5A 20A
220·240 VAC/50 Hz 4.0A 10A

Environmental

- Operating Temperature:
10°C (50°F) minimum,
40°C (104°F) maximum

- Relative Humidity:
20 to 80% (Noncondensing)



Software
DevelopmeDt
Products

Zilog





The Zilog Software Directory (doc-
ument #00-5292-03), is a compre-
hensive list of software packages
supported by Zilog and independent
software vendors. In fact, users will
find full support for Zilog micropro-
cessors on a variety of popular host
computers and operating systems
such as:

• Zilog System 8000 with UNIX
System III

• Digital Equipment Corporation
VAX-11 running either UNIX or
VMS operating systems

Running on these hosts are cross-
software packages that enable com-
plete code development and
debugging capabilities. These in-
clude high-level languages (C, FOR-
TRAN, and Pascal), cross
assemblers, symbolic debuggers,
object file utilities, and various
libraries.

A recent addition to Zilog's com-
plement of languages is Ada. Written
by Irvine Computer Sciences Corpo-
ration (ICSC), the compiler produces
Z8001 and Z8002 target code from
either the Zilog System 8000 or VAX
hosts. The Ada compiler's full valida-
tion, in line with the Ada Joint Project
Office (AJPO) testing standards, is
scheduled for Spring 1985.

Complementing its array of
languages and utilities, Zilog also
supports a wide range of operating
systems. Foremost among these is
the UNIX operating system provided
by AT&T Technologies. The UNIX
operating system was designed for
multi-user, multi-tasking program
development. Utilities are provided
for text processing, file management,
and communications. Furthermore,
Zilog is supplying UNIX System V
port support to Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEMs) as part of its
continued commitment to UNIX
leadership.

As part of Zilog's suite of system
software for the Z8001 and Z8002,
CP/M 8000 is a multi-user version of
the popular CP/M operating system
with its wide variety of languages
and debuggers. Similar support for
the Z80 is available with Personal
CP/M, upwardly-compatible with
CP/M release 2 with additional fea-
tures and higher performance .

Pricing and ordering information
are available from the Components
Division, Software Marketing Depart-
ment.





Z800TJI

Cross-Software Package

Zilog Product
Description

The Z800 Cross-Software Package is a complete
development environment that provides all the necessary
software routines and utilities to generate and debug
programs for the Z800 MPU. Programmers will use the
asm800 Z800 Cross-Assembler to develop and debug
programs, and the Universal Object File Utilities to handle

program linking and loading. Actual program execution
occurs on a Z800-based target system with download and
upload utilities included to manage the host-to-target
communications. The package runs on either a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAX-11 or Zilog System 8000 with
the UNIX operating system.

The Z800 Cross-Software Package consists of the following
tools:

• asm800 Z800 Cross-Assembler. Relocatable macro
assembler with conditional assembly and floating point
support.
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• Universal Object File Utilities. UNIX object utilities
provide processor-independent linking and loading
across the full address range of the Z800 MPU as well as
upload/download to or from target systems.

• Documentation for each tool in the package.
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asm800 Z800 Cross-Assembler

The asm800 Z800 Cross-Assembler utilizes the expanded
Z80 mnemonics and addressing modes to assemble and
generate object modules in a universal file format. The Z800
Cross-Assembler is both fast-assembling at least 1,000
lines per minute-and efficient-consuming no more than
128K bytes of code and data space. Additional features
include macros, conditional assembly, and relocation. The
Z800 cross-assembler is upwardly compatible with Zilog's
own Z80 assembler and Microsoft's MACRO-80 assembler.

The cross-assembler supports the complete list of opcodes
in the Z800 MPU Technical Manual (document number
03-8224-01), plus the instruction set of the Z8070 Arithmetic
Processing Unit (see the Z8070 APU Technical Manual,
document number 03-8226-01). All Z80 opcodes,
pseudo-ops (pseudo operation codes), and the commands
supported by the Z80-RIO assembler are also supported.
Constants supported by the cross-assembler include
integers, floating-point numbers, characters, and character
strings. In addition, asm800 handles arithmetic expressions
using up to 80 bits of precision.

The Z800 cross-assembler supports these Z80 addressing
modes:

• Register

• Immediate

• Indirect Register

• Direct Address

• Indexed

• Short Index

• Based Indexed

• Stack Relative

• PC Relative

In addition, two types of macro facilities are included in the
Z800 assembler: MACROs and PROCs.

MACROs are compatible with those found in the RIO or
Microsoft Z80 assembler. Parameters are separated by
blanks or commas with substitution into the macro body as
strings.

PROCs are call-by-value macros. Parameters are
expressions, separated by blanks or commas, with
substitution into the macro body as values.

Additional pseudo-ops are provided for conditional
assembly, data definition, object code generation, and to
extend macros. A command-line option specifies a third
pass for generating a cross-reference listing showing the
use and definition of all symbols in the program.

Universal Object File Utilities

The Z800 Cross-Software package includes a number of
machine-independent utilities for processing object
modules created in a universal format (see the Universal
Object File Utilities User's Guide, document number
03-8236-01). Because address size and byte ordering are
specified in the object module, the object file utilities can be
used across Zilog's entire product line.
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The Universal Object File Utilities package lets modules be
divided into any number of independent relocatable
modules. This gives the programmer flexibility and control
over how code is mapped in memory. In addition, object
modules can be stored in either ASCII or binary formats.
While ASCII format is useful for downloading across serial
communication links, binary modules require less file space
and allow faster processing.

For linking and loading object modules, two utilities are
provided: mlink and mload. The first, mlink, takes universal
object file-formatted modules generated by asm800,
resolves external references among modules, relocates
addresses, and combines these modules into a single load
module. Furthermore, mlink can perform arbitrary integer
arithmetic with up to 80 bits of precision. The second,
mload, utility downloads an object file from the host system
to the intended target system. Both utilities can send or

receive object files in either Tektronix hex format, Intel hex
format, or ASCII universal object file format (MUFOM).

In addition to mlink and mload, there are several other
functions handled by these utilities:

mconv converts an object module from ASCII to binary
format, or binary to ASCII.

mdump dumps an object file in hex format along with
relocation information; object header information
is also displayed.

mnm prints the name list (symbol table) of an object
module.

msend uploads the contents of memory from a target
system and creates an absolute universal object
file module on the host system.

Ordering Information is available at your local Zilog Sales
Office.

Refer to the Literature List for additional documentation.





Z80,OOOTM
Cross-Software Package

Zilog Product
Description

The ZBO,OOO Cross-Software Package is a complete
development environment that provides all the necessary
software routines and utilities to generate and debug
programs for the ZBO,OOOCPU. Programmers will use the
asmBOk ZBO,OOOCross-Assembler to develop and debug
programs, and the Universal Object File Utilities to handle

program linking and loading. Actual program execution
occurs on a ZBO,OOO-based target system with download
and upload utilities included to manage the host-to-target
communications. The package runs on either a Digital
Equipment Corporation VAX-11 or Zilog System BODOwith
the UNIX operating system.

The ZBO,OOO Cross-Software Package consists of the
following tools:

• asm80k ZBO,OOO Cross-Assembler. Relocatable macro
assembler with conditional assembly and floating point
support.
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• Universal Object File Utilities. Special UNIX object utilities
provide processor-independent linking and loading
across the full address range of the ZBO,OOOCPU as well
as uploadldownload to or from target systems.

• DOGumentation for each tool in the package.
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asm80k Z80,OOO Cross-Assembler

The asm80k Z80,000 Cross-Assembler utilizes the
expanded Z8000 CPU mnemonics and addressing modes
to assemble and generate object modules in a universal file
format. Additional features include macros, conditional
assembly, and relocation. The Z80,000 cross-assembler is
upwardly compatible with Zilog's own Z8000 assembler
(cas).

The cross-assembler supports the complete list of opcodes
in the Z80,000 CPU Technical Manual (document number
03-8226-01). Constants supported by the cross-assembler
include integers, floating-point numbers, characters, and
character strings. In addition, asm80k handles arithmetic
expressions using up to 80 bits of precision.

Two types of macro facilities are included in the Z80,000
assembler: MACROs and PROCs.

MACROs are compatible with those found in the current
Z8000 assembler. Parameters are separated commas with
substitution into the macro body as strings.

PROCs are call-by-value macros. Parameters are
expressions, separated by blanks or commas, with
substitution into the macro body as values.

Additional pseudo-ops are provided for conditional
assembly, data definition, object code generation, and to
extend macros. A command-line option specifies a third
pass for generating a cross-reference listing showing the
use and definition of all symbols in the program.

Universal Object File Utilities

The Z80,000 Cross-Software package includes a number of
machine-independent utilities for processing object
modules created in a universal format (see the Universal
Object File Utilities User's Guide, document number
03-8236-01). Because address size and byte ordering are
specified in the object module, the object file utilities can be
used across Zilog's entire product line.

The Universal Object File Utilities package lets modules be
divided into any number of independent relocatable
sections. This gives the programmer flexibility and control
over how code is mapped in memory. In addition, object
modules can be stored in either ASCII or binary formats.
While ASCII format is useful for downloading across serial
communication links, binary modules require less file space
and allow faster processing.

For linking and loading object modules, two utilities are
provided: mlink and mload. The first, mlink, takes universal
object file-formatted modules generated by asm80k,
resolves external references among modules, relocates
addresses and combines these modules into a single load
module. Furthermore, mlink can perform arbitrary integer
arithmetic with up to 80 bits of precision. The second utility,
mload, downloads an object file from the host system to the
intended target system. Both utilities can send or receive
object files in either Tektronix hex format, Intel hex format, or
ASCII universal object file format (MUFOM).
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In addition to mlink and mload, there are several other
functions handled by these utilities:

mconv converts an object module from ASCII to binary
format, or binary to ASCII.

mdump dumps an object file in hex format along with
relocation information; object header information
is also displayed.

mnm prints the name list (symbol table) of an object
module.

msend uploads the contents of memory from a target
system and creates an absolute universal object
file module on the host system.

Ordering Information is available at your local Zilog Sales
Office.

Refer to the Literature List for additional documentation.





Z8070 Floating-Point
Emulation Package

Zilog Product
Specification

• Provides high-quality floating-point arithmetic
capability for l8000 series CPUs.

• Executes the same instruction set and simulates the
architecture of lilog's l8070 Arithmetic Processing
Unit (APU). The same application software can use
either this emulation package or the l8070 APU
without modification.

• Conforms to the proposed IEEEStandard P754 Draft 01
10.0 for binary floating-pointarithmetic.

• Provides routines for the conversion of binary in- i!
teger and Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) to and from fi
binary floating-point formats. _

i
The Floating-Point Software Emulation Package (also
referred to as the Emulator) provides floating-point
arithmetic capability in accordance with the proposed
IEEEStandard for binary floating-point arithmetic.

The proposed standard is designed to facilitate the por-
tability and increase the precision and reliability of
numerically oriented programs. The Emulator's ability to
handle various numeric formats makes it amenable to
commercial as well as scientific applications. Because
the Emulator simulates the Z8070APU, it is an ideal tool
for systems that may later include the Z8070 chip.

The Emulator is written in PLZlASMstructured assembly

language and is fully operable on the Z8000 series
CPUs. It can be run in either segmented or
nonsegmented modes and in either Normal or System
modes. It is available with lilog's Real-Time Software
(ZRTS)and lilog's System 8000.

The Emulator uses the l8000 CPU's Extended Process-
ing Architecture (EPA). The EPA function provides the
capability for flexible hardware and software expansion
by the addition of ExtendedProcessing Units or software
trap handlers. When the EPAbit in the CPU's Flag and
Control Word is zero, the CPUtraps to the Emulator upon
encountering a floating-point instruction.

The Emulator consists of a small system-dependent
module involved with memory accesses, and a system-
independent body. The system-dependent module
comes in PLZ/ASMsource form, whereas the body is in
object code. Two versions of the body are provided: one
assembled for segmented operation, the other for
nonsegmented use. The Emulator can, consequently, be
run in either segmented or nonsegmented mode. The
Emulator uses no privileged CPU operations, and most
operations finish in under one millisecond on a 6 MHz
CPU, including the trapping and typical operating system
overhead.

The system-independent body is called by the system-
dependent module, using Zilog's calling convention. The
system-independent body consists of approximately

5000 bytes of code and requires fewer than 30 words of
stack space for operation. After an operation, the body
returns a status code, indicating whether or not a trap
should be taken.

In the system-dependent module, the most important
aspect of the Emulator is its method of accessing the ad-
dress spaces of the process that generated the EPA
trap. A small set of assembly language interface routines
that can be tailored to the host system is provided in
PLZ/ASMsource form. These routines are fUlly general
in that they permit trapped processes from either
nonsegmented or segmented operating modes and from
either Systemor Normal operating modes. Host systems
not supporting some of these combinations can simply
ignore them.



A user with an average mathematical background
should be able to attain precise results with the floating-
point arithmetic supported by the Emulator, because the
software simplifies the development of accurate pro-
grams. The Emulator accepts numbers in any of several
data formats, operates on them in the very precise Ex-
tended format, returns results to any of the formats, and
indicates any exceptions that may arise.

Exceptions, as defined by the proposed IEEE Standard,
include detection of invalid operands or results, attemp-
ted division by zero, and overflows or underflows caused
by exceeding the limits of the data format. Exceptions
can be handled by user-controlled traps, or can be dealt

with in an automatic manner by the Emulator. In addi-
tion, the Emulator records historical information on ex-
ceptions for later evaluation. This creates a flexible en-
vironment in which the user can tailor exception hand-
ling based on the needs of a specific application.

The capabilities of the Emulator are of use wherever
consistency of results, precision of results, manipulation
of a wide range of numbers, or generally increased
arithmetic processing capabilities are required. Such
widely divergent applications as guidance systems,
financial data processing, process control, graphics and
robotics can be enhanced by increased arithmetic
capabilities.

There are eight 80-bit data registers, two 32-bit status
registers, one 16-bit and one 32-bit control register, and
two 80-bit floating operand registers in the Emulator.
This software architecture is designed to simulate the
Z8070 APU.

The Emulator has a data register file of eight 80-bit
registers labelled FO to F7. This format corresponds to
the Double Extended format in which the Emulator per-
forms all of its internal numeric operations. Figure 1 ill-
ustrates the data register file.

There are two 32-bit status registers known as the Pro-
gram Counter register (PC1) and the Flags register. PC1
(Figure 2) holds the address of the instruction that
generated the trap. The Flags register contains historical
information on detected exceptions (sticky flags) and the
Emulator's Compare and Remainder flags (Figure 3).
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Flags Register. Four fields provide information on ex-
ceptions and results. These fields are:

Sticky flags. Eight flags are set when an exception oc-
curs, and remain set until they are cleared by the pro-
grammer. These flags are:

INV-Invalid
FOV-Floating-point Overflow
UN-Underflow
DZ-Divide-by-Zero
INX-Inexact Result
DE-Denormalized number
NAN-Signalling NaN
IX-Integer Overflow

Previous Operation flags. These are the same as the
sticky flags, except these bits reflect the exception of the
previous operation.

Compare and Remainder flags. These status flags cor-
respond to the H, D, PIV, S, Z, and C flags in the Z8000
CPU's FCW.

FOP1 E. These bits are the two most significant bits
(MSB) of the exponent of Floating Operand register 1
(FOP1).

FOP2E. These bits are the two MSBs of the exponent of
Floating Operand register 2 (FOP2).

There are two control registers in the Emulator: the
System Configuration register and the User Control
register. The System Configuration register is accessible
only to privileged users in System mode; it contains in-
terrupt controls and EPU information (Figure 4). The
User Control register (Figure 5) is accessible to Normal
mode users; it sets arithmetic modes and enables traps.



System Configuration Register. Ten fields provide in-
formation on instructions and interrupts. These fields
are:

Interrupt Vector Number. Identifies the source and
cause of an interrupt.

SV. Shifts the Interrupt Vector left.

VIS. Is set to include status information in the Interrupt
Vector.

NV. Is set when no vector is to be returned.

IUS. Is set when an interrupt is under service.

Interrupt Pending (IP). Indicates a pending interrupt.

Master Interrupt Enable (MIE). Enables all interrupts.

Used (U). Indicates that a floating-point instruction has
been executed.

ID. Indicates the number in the 10 field of EPU instruc-
tions to which the Emulator will respond.

Invalid ID. Specifies which 10 fields in EPA instructions
should cause a trap to be generated.

User Control Register. Three fields enable traps and
determine arithmetic modes. These fields are:

Rounding mode (RM).
00 Round to Nearest
01 Round toward Zero
10 Round toward Plus Infinity
11 Round toward Minus Infinity

Trap Enables. The setting of these bits enables the trap
associated with each exception listed below.

INV-Invalid
FOV-Floating Point Overflow
UN-Underflow
OZ-Oivide-by-Zero
INX-Inexact Result
OE-Oenormalized number
NAN-Signalling NaN
IX-Integer Overflow

In addition, the Emulator contains two aD-bit floating
operand registers labelled FOP1 and FOP2, which con-
tain the input operand (FOP1) and result (FOP2) for use
by trap handlers (Figure 6).

FLOATING OPERAND 1 (INPUT OPERAND)G EXPONENT

L 15 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS OF
EXPONENT (2 M$B's IN FLAGS REGISTER)

FLOATING OPERAND 2 (RESULT)GJ EXPONENT

L IS LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS OF
EXPONENT (2 MSB's IN FLAGS REGISTER)



The Emulator supports the data types shown in Figure 7.
All formats are automatically converted to the aO-bit
floating-point format for internal operations and can be
returned to any of the formats. The S bit is the Sign bit
specifying a positive (0) or negative (1) number. The
negative or positive floating-point number is equal to:

significand x 2(exponent-bias)

The Emulator also supports extensions to the floating-
point arithmetic. Infinities are represented, and numbers
that cannot be represented in normalized form (I.e.,
where the most significant bit of the significand is a
binary 1) can be represented in a denormalized form
(I.e., with leading Os in the significand). In addition, cer-
tain values for NaNs (Not-a-Number) are defined, which
are useful in causing traps or providing diagnostic infor-
mation.

In the following description of the binary floating-point
formats, 's' is the sign, 'e' is the exponent, 'f' is the
significand (or fraction), and j is a 1-bit integer part. The
integer bit is implicit in single and double formats.

31~ ~~ 0
~~ l

The value (v) of the 32-bit Single Precision Binary format
is determined as follows:

• If e = 255 and f *- 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 255 and f = 0, then v = (-1)s(infinity).

• If 0 < e < 255, then v = (-1)82e·'27(1.1).

• If e = 0 and f *- 0, then v = (-1)82-126(0.1).

• If e = 0 and f = 0, then v = (-1)SO,(zero).

The value of the 54-bit Double Precision Binary format is
determined as follows:

• If e = 2047 and f *- 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 2047 and f = 0, then v = (-1)8(infinity).

• If 0 < e < 2047, then v = (-1)s2e-1023(1.1).

• If e = 0 and f *- 0, then v = (-1)S2-1022(0.f).

• If e = 0 and f = 0, then v = (-1)SO,(zero).

~~ 52~ 0EJ===I I
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For the 80-bit Double Extended Precision Binary format,
the value is determined as follows:

• If e = 32767 and f "* 0, then v = NaN.

• If e = 32767 and f = 0, then v = (-1)8(infinity).

• If 0 < e < 32767, then v = (-1)82(e-16383)(j.f).

• If e = 0 and j = f = 0, then v = (-1)80, (normal
zero).

• If e = 0 and j or f is nonzero, then v =
(-1)82-16383(j.f).

Floating-point instructions are of the form:

FXXX [S,D,L,Q,BCD] rnd dst,src

The suffixes for floating-point binary formats [Single (S),

Double (D), or Extended (no suffix)], for binary integer
formats [Long-word (L) and Quad-word (Q)], and for
decimal format (BCD), refer to the size of the CPU
register or memory operand. The suffix "rnd" refers to
the rounding precision, or the degree of precision used
in internal Emulator operations; SGL is used for Single
precision, DBL for Double precision, and no suffix for Ex-
tended precision.

Addressing modes used include Emulator register (F)
and multiple register (FF), CPU register (R), Index (X), In·
direct Register (IR), Direct Address (DA). Also permitted
are addressing of Emulator Control registers (FCTL) and
portions of the Control registers (FSEL, traplist, flag list,
modelist).

The floating-point instruction set provides the following
types of instructions:

• Primary arithmetic operations

• Load and store operations

• Compare and examine operations

• Secondary arithmetic operations

• Control operations

Mnemonic Operands

FADD dst,src
FADDS
FADDD
FDIV dst,src
FDIVS
FDIVD
FMUL dst,src
FMULS
FMULD
FREMSTEP dst,src src: F

dst: F

Operation

Floating Add

Floating Remainder Step

dst - dst src
FCW - flag

FSQR dst,src
FSQRS
FSQRD
FSUB dst,src
FSUBS
FSUBD
FLD dst,src
FLDS
FLDD

src: F,R,IR,DA,X
dst: F

or
src: F
dst: R,IR,DA,X



Load and Store Operations

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FLDBCD dst,src dst: F Floating Load BCD Integer
src: R,IR,DA,X

or dst - Float (BCD_src)
dst: R,IR,DA,X dst - BCD (floaLsrc)
src: F

FLDIL dst,src dst: F Floating Load Binary Integer
Long Word

src: RR,IR,DA,X
or dst - Float (src)

dst: RR,IR,DA,X dst - Fix (src)
src: F

FLDIQ dst,src dst: F Floating Load Binary Integer
Quad Word

src: RO,IR,DA,X
or dst - Float (src)

dst: RO,IR,DA,X dst - Fix (src)
src: F

FLDM dst,src,n dst: F,FF Floating Load Multiply
src: R,IR,DA,X

or dst - src
dst: R,IR,DA,X
src: F,FF

FLDTL dst,src dst: RR,IR,DA,X Floating Load and Truncate to
Integer Long Word

src: F dst - Int (src)

FLDTQ dst,src dst: RO,IR,DA,X Floating Load and Truncate to
src: F Integer Quad Word

dst - Int (src)

Compare Operations
FCP dst,src dst: F Floating Compare
FCPS
FCPD src: F,R,IR,DA,X dst - src, set flags

FCPF dst,src dst: F Floating Compare and Transfer
Flags to FCW

src: F dst - src
FCW - flags

FCPFX dst,src dst: F Floating Compare, Transfer Flags to
FCW, and Raise Exception if

src: F Unordered

dst - src
FCW - flags

FCPX dst,src dst: F Floating Compare and Raise
FCPXS Exception if Unordered
FCPXD src: F,R,IR,DA,X

dst - src, set flags
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Compare Operations (Continued)

Mnemonic Operands Addressing Modes Operation

FCPZ dst dst: F Floating Compare with 0, and
Transfer Flags to FCW

dst - 0
FCW - flags

FCPZX dst dst: F Floating Compare with 0, Transfer
Flags to FCW, and Raise Exception
if Unordered

dst - 0
FCW - flags

Secondary Arithmetic Operations I
FABS dst,src dst: F Floating Absolute Value ~

0
FABSS

iFABSO src: F,R,IR,DA,X dst - Isrcl

FCLR dst dst: F Floating Clear

dst - +0 'I
FINT dst,src dst: F Floating Round to Floating Integer i
FINTS iFINTO src: F,R,IR,DA,X dst - Float [Int (src)J

FNEG dst,src dst: F Floating Negation
FNEGS
FNEGO src: F,R,IR,DA,X dst - (-src)

Control Operations

FLOClL dst,src dst: FCTL Floating Load Control
src: RR,IR,DA,X

dst - srcor
dst: RR,IR,DA,X
src: FCTL

FLOClLB dst dst: Fsel Floating Load Control Byte

FCW - flags

FRESFLG src dst: FFLAGS Floating Reset Flag
src: flaglist

FFLAGS (flaglist) - 0

FRESTRAP src dst: USER Floating Reset Trap
src: traplist

USER (traplist) - 0

FSETFLG src dst: FFLAGS Floating Set Flag
src: f1aglist

FFLAGS (flaglist) - 1

FSETMOOE src dst: FMODE Floating Set Mode
src: modelist FMODE - modelist

FSETIRAP src dst: USER Floating Set Trap
src: traplist

USER (traplist) - 1
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Condition Codes

A set of condition code mnemonics are provided for
evaluating the results of floating-point comparisons
when the results have been transferred to the CPU's
Flag and Control Word. Tabie 1 shows the floating-point
mnemonics, the equivalent 28000 condition code
mnemonics, and their meanings.

Floating·
point CC Z8000 CC

FEO EO
FNEU NE
FLT ULT
FLE ULE
FGT GT
FGE GE
FLU LT
FLEU LE
FGU UGT
FGEU UGE
FORD NOV
FUN OV

Equal
Not equal or unordered
Less than
Less than or equal
Greater than
Greater than or equal
Less than or unordered
Less, equal or unordered
Greater than or unordered
Greater, equal or unordered
Ordered
Unordered

Programming Example

An example of a FORTRAN program and its possible
compilation is provided below. The example calculates
an average, using floating-point instructions and
Emulator registers as well as CPU instructions and
resources.

The FORTRAN segment assumes type REAL is a single
precision number. The possible compilation of the FOR-
TRAN segment assumes that the compiler optimizes
variable usage in DO loops-it does not emulate full
FORTRAN DO loop conditions. PLZ/ASM is the code pro-
duced.

FORTRAN Program Segment
REAL SAMPLE(100),AVERAGE
INTEGER INDEX

AVERAGE = 0.0
DO 100 INDEX = 1,100
AVERAGE = AVERAGE + SAMPLE(INDEX)
AVERAGE = AVERAGE/100.0

Possible Assembler Compilation

SAMPLE ARRAY [100 LONG]
AVERAGE LONG
K100 LONG = 100.0

FCLR
CLR

LOOP FADDS
INC
CP
JR
FDIVS
FLDS

!REGISTER ASSIGNMENTS!
!INDEX-R2!
!AVERAGE - FO!
FO
R2
FO,SAMPLE(R2)
R2,'4
R2,'400
LT,LOOP
FO,K100
AVERAGE,FO



Zilog

ZRTS
Zilog Real-Time Software
for the Z8000® Microprocessor

Product
Description

• Real-time Multi-Tasking Software
Components
o Synchronization of multiple

tasks
o Interrupt-driven priority

scheduling
o Real-time response
o Dynamic memory allocation

• Modular and Flexible Design
o Efficient memory utilization
o 6K byte PROM able kernel
o Support for Za001 and Za002

16-bit microprocessors
o Configurable via linkable

modules

• Versatile Base for zaooo System
Designs
o Segmented/non-segmented

tasks
o System/normal mode tasks
o Uses standard Zilog calling

conventions

• Easy-To-Use System Generator
o High-level configuration

language
o Supports a wide variety of

hardware configurations
o Easily changed control

parameters allow system
optimization

o Eliminates the requirement for
intimate knowledge of system
internal structure

Zilog's Real Time Software (ZRTS)
provides of a set of modular software
components that allows quick and
easy implementation of customized
operating systems for all members of
the zaooo 16-bit microprocessor
family. In effect, ZRTS extends the
instruction set of the zaooo, adding
easy-to-use commands that give the
zaooo the capability for managing
real-time, multi-tasking applications.

The ZRTS package consists of a small IN
real-time, multi-tasking executive ;
program, the Kernel, and a System _
Configurator. The Kernel provides
synchronization and control of
multiple events occurring in a real-time
environment. All major real-time
functions are available-task
synchronization, interrupt-driven
priority scheduling, intertask
communication, real-time response,
and dynamic memory allocation .

These functions greatly simplify the
tasks of the designer, allowing
development efforts to be
concentrated on the application,
instead of on real-time coordination,
task management problems, and
complicated system generations.
ZRTs provides a modular and flexible
development tool that serves as a
versatile base for zaooo system
designs. The Kernel requires only 6K
bytes of either PROM or RAM
memory, thus allowing configurations
for a wide variety of target systems,
while producing a memory-efficient,
cost-effective end product.



ZRTS is both easy-to-Iearn and
easy-to-use. Only a few simple
concepts need to be understood
before designing begins.

Tasks. Tasks are the components
comprising a real-time application.
Each task is an independent program
that shares the processor with the
other tasks in the system. Tasks
provide a mechanism that allows a
complicated application to be
subdivided into several independent,
understandable, and manageable
units.

Semaphores. Semaphores provide
a low overhead facility for allowing
one task to signal another.
Semaphores can be used for
indicating the availability of a shared
resource, timing pulses, or event
notification.

Exchanges and Messages.
Exchanges and Messages provide
the mechanism for one task to send
data to another. A Message is a buffer
of data, while an Exchange serves as
a mailbox at which tasks can wait for
Messages and to which Messages
are sent and held.

The ZRTS Kernel. The Kernel is the
basic building block of ZRTS and
performs the management functions
for tasks, semaphores, the real-time
clock, memory, and interrupts. The
Kernel also provides for task-to-ask
communications via Exchanges and
Messages. All requests for Kernel
operations are made via system call
instructions with parameters in
registers, according to the standard
Zilog calling conventions.

Task Management. One of the main
activities of the Kernel is to arbitrate
the competition that results when
several tasks each want to use the
processor. Each task has a unique
task descriptor that is managed by
the Kernel. The data contained in the
descriptor includes priority, status and
other pertinent information. ZRTS
supports any number of tasks, limited
only by the memory available to
accommodate the task descriptors
and stacks.

TASK MANAGEMENT

T_Create

T_Destroy

T_Lock

T_Reschedule

T_Resume

T_Suspend

T_Unlock

T_Wait

T_Whoami

SEMAPHORE MANAGEMENT
Sem_Clear

Sem_Create

Sem_Destroy

Sem_Signal

Sem_Test

Sem_Wait

CLOCK MANAGEMENT

CILDelayJbsolute

CILSet

CILTime

MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Mem_Census

Alloc

Release

M_Create

M_Destroy

M_GeLDescriptor

M_Read

M_Receive_Wait

M_Release

M_Reply

M_Write

lC-Create

Creates a task dynamically.

Removes a dynamically created task.

Allows a task to take exclusive control of the CPU.

Changes the priority of a task.

Activates a suspended task.

Suspends another task.

Releases exclusive control of the CPU for other tasks.

Suspends task execution.

Returns the name (address) of the task making the
request.

Clears semaphore queue and reinitializes a

semaphore.

Creates a semaphore dynamically.

Removes a dynamically created semaphore.

Signals a semaphore, increments the counter.

Tests a semaphore for a signal.

Causes a task to wait until a semaphore is signaled,

decrements the counter.

Places a task on the clock queue waiting for absolute

time.

Places a task on the clock queue waiting for passage

of an interval of time.

Sets the real-time clock.

Reads the clock.

Provides status of the memory resource.

Dynamically allocates memory.

Releases allocated memory.

Gets a message from an exchange pool and assigns a

destination or a reply exchange to it.

Assigns a new source and destination to an existing

message.

Creates a message dynamically.

Removes a dynamically created message.

Gets message's descriptor information.

Reads the message data.

Waits to receive a message from an exchange.

Returns a message to the exchange pool.

Sends a message back to destination exchange.

Changes message data.

Dynamically creates an exchange with a pool of

messages.

Removes a dynamically created exchange.



processor time. The highest-priority
task that's ready to run gains control
of the CPU; other tasks are queued.
Tasks can be prioritized up to 32,767
levels, with round-robin scheduling
among tasks with the same priority.

Tasks can run either segmented or
non-segmented code, in either normal
or system mode. The numerous
operations that may be performed on
tasks are listed in Table 1.

Semaphore Management. The
Kernel provides semaphore
management for synchronizing
interacting tasks. A typical use of
semaphores is to provide mutual
exclusion of a shared resource. When
a resource is to be used by only one
task at a time, a semaphore with a
counter of 1 controls the resource.
Every task requiring the resource
must first wait on that semaphore.
Since the counter is 1, only one task
will acquire the resource. The others
will be queued on the semaphore and
suspended until the semaphore is
signaled that the resource is once
again available. At that time, the first
task on the semaphore queue will be
made ready to run and can use the
resource. After all tasks have acquired
the resource and signaled the
completion of their use, the
semaphore returns to its original state
with a counter of 1. Counters greater
than one are useful when there are a
number of similar resources, (i.e.,
three tape drives, four 1/0 buffers).

In ZRTS, a semaphore can count up
to 32,767 signals. The commands
provided by the Kernel to manage
semaphores are listed in Table 1.

Clock Management. ZRTS operates
with a real-time clock that generates
interrupts at a hardware-dependent
rate. It is used for timed waits,

EXCHANGES

INITIALIZATION

Defines the characteristics of application exchanges.

Specifies routines that are to execute prior to beginning

execution of the first task.

Associates an interrupt routine with an interrupt vector or trap

and system call-handlers. Provides the facilities to specify an

NVI interrupt-handler that will be called from the system NVI

handler routine.

Defines sections or segments that contain code, initialized data,

or uninitialized data and specifies the location in memory where

it will be placed. The files to be included in the configuration are

also defined in this section in conjunction with the

section/segment definitions.

Defines the characteristics of application semaphores.

Allows flags that control the system generation operation to be
set.

SEMAPHORES

SWITCHES

timeouts, and round-robin scheduling.
All times are given in number of ticks.
The clock may be manipulated by the
set of commands provided by the
Kernel that are listed in Table 1.

Memory Management. Storage for
ZRTS data structures is allocated
either statically at system generation
time, or dynamically at run time.
Dynamic allocation occurs via a
system call that specifies the attributes
of the structure to be created and
returns a name that can be used to
refer to the structure. Memory is
allocated in 256-byte increments, and
can be released using a system call.

The storage allocator can also be
called directly to obtain blocks of
memory up to 64K bytes long, which
can be used by the task for any
purpose.

Interrupt Management.
Interrupt-handling routines are
provided for system calls,
non-vectored interrupts, and a

hardware clock. The user must
provide interrupt routines for whatever
other vectored interrupts are included
in the target system.

ZRTS :::answitch control to a task
waiting for an external event within
600-microseconds after the
occurrence of the event. This is a
worst-case time for a system using a 4
MHz Z8001 CPU and is based on a
Sem_Signal system call awakening a
higher priority task that is waiting on a
semaphore; this causes a task switch
to occur.

Inter-Task Communication. The
Kernel provides the capability for
tasks to exchange information. This
communication process occurs when
one task sends a Message to an
Exchange and another task receives
the Message.

A Message contains a length
indicator, a buffer with a variable
amount of data, and a code that



identifies the Message type. The
Exchange is a system data structure
tat consists of a queue for Messages
sent but not yet received, a
semaphore on which a task can wait
for a Message, and an optional "pool"
list from which Messages can be
obtained quickly.

ZRTS provides several commands for
inter-task communications. These are
listed in Table 1.

Logical 110. ZRTS includes an
optional module which provides a
device-independent mechanism for
interfacing between tasks and
customer-written 1/0 device drivers.
Sample device drivers are included
for terminal and disk-type devices.

ZRTS Configuration. Since ZRTS's
modular design leads to so many
different configurations, a simple
facility for generating the target
operating system is a critical part of
the ZRTS package. ZRTS provides an

easy-to-use means for generating the
target system. The designer can
specify hardware information,
software parameters, linage
information, and system data
structures in high-level terms.

Development Environment

The application or system generated
can be downloaded into a Zilog

Z8000 Development Module or a
customized target system.

An interface package is provided for
making ZRTS system calls from
programs written in C, Pascal, or
FORTRAN. Register usage by the
system calls is compatible with Zilog's
calling conventions.

Ordering Information is available at
your local Zilog Sales Office.

Refer to the Literature List for
additional documentation.



18000 Ada Compiler
ANSI/MIL·STD-1815A for
Z8001/Z8002 CPUApplications

Zilog
Preliminary
Product
Specification

• Produces fast, efficient execution modules from Ada
source code.

• Fast compilation speed, up to 3200 lines per minute on
the System 8000 Model 12.

• Zilog support for software updates and phone
consultations.

• Supports separate compilation of packages and
subprograms.

• Produces segmented Z8001 and non-segmented
Z8002 object modules.

• Hosts on the Zilog System 8000 UNIX, DEC VAX VMS, or
DEC VAX UNIX computers.

• Includes Ada source code for run-time modules.

• Offers Ada pragmas (compiler options) for calling
routines written in other languages, and for assigning
variables to specific memory locations.

• Zilog/lrvine Computer Science Corporation (ICSC) Ada
is compatible with existing Z8000 development tools.

• Code developed on the System 8000 can be executed
on the System 8000.

• Zilog training is available for Ada and related Z8000
development support tools.

• Increased program reliability; Ada traps exceptions to
program variable definitions allowing the program to
recover from bad data.

• Increased program maintainability; Ada is a well-defined
high-order programming language.

• Increased programmer efficiency; Ada is easy to code
and read.

Ada, developed and specified by the U.S. Department of
Defense, is a high-level programming language designed
for use in embedded applications. Ada, as defined by the
ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A, offers features and benefits to
reduce costs and increase performance. The Zilog/lCSC
Ada compiler is a production quality implementation of the
Ada language designed for building applications on the
Zilog Z8001 and Z8002 CPUs. The current version of the
ZilogllCSC Ada compiler implements about 90% of
ANSI/MI L-STD 1815A. Full implementation and validation is
planned for spring of 1985.

Developed by Irvine Computer Sciences Corporation
(ICSC) of Irvine California, using the System 8000 as its host
development computer, the Zilog/Ada compiler is available
from Zilog for both System 8000 and Dec VAX hosted Ada
program development environments. Either host can
produce Z8001 segmented memory object code or Z8002
non-segmented memory object code.

The Zilog/lCSC Ada compiler implements features desired
by system designers in a proven, production quality
language implementation. The compiler is fast in
compilation speed, as fast as 3200 lines per minute on a



System 8000 Model 12. The compiler output object
modules execute efficiently because the compiler generates
efficient assembly code. Typical execution time and code
expansion ratios are less than 1.5 times the time and code of
a parallel assembler language program. The compiler
comes with the source code for the run-time input and
output modules. The source code of the run-time modules
can be modified to produce your own custom I/O packages,
or redefine design dependent variables like the system
clock.

The Zilog/ICSC Ada system development environment is
the same as environments for most other programming
languages. This means that programmers only have to learn
Ada. You can use your favorite text editor to write the source
code, and compile the source using Zilog/lCSC Ada
because the Ada source code resides in standard text files.
The compiler supports a comprehensive library scheme for
maintaining program files. Since the compiler supports
separate compilation of subprograms and packages, large
programs can be broken down into smaller source files and
compiled separately. This reduces the time to recompile a
large program because only the changed portions of the

program need to be recompiled. The compiler also
enforces date-of-change controls on programs that include
separately compiled subprograms or packages.

Compiler extensions allow for include files. Files that contain
program fragments, such as record formats, can be
included into a program rather than coded and maintained
in each program. And finally, the compiler supports
conditional compilation which is useful when several
versions of a program would otherwise be created to meet
different application requirements. For instance, conditional
compilation can be used to control which code is generated
for two different target systems. In one case the target might
be the System 8000 with conditional compilation of
text-error displays. The other case might be targeted to an
embedded application; in this case the text-error display
code would not be compiled.

The Zilog/Ada compiler has already proven itself in real
embedded application. The McDonnell-Douglas Corpo-
ration used the Zilog/lCSC Ada compiler to build the digital
flight control system for the F15. This Ada has proven it has
the right stuff to be used in mission-critical applications; it
flies!

DEe VAX
SERIES HOST
RUNNING VMS

OR UNIX

EMS 8000
MICROPROCESSOR

DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

Programmer terminal for source code editing and
program compiles.

Programmer terminal for source code editing and
program compiles. This configuration allows the
programmer to download code developed on the
VAXinto EMS 8000, and execute the code to test the
targeted hardware and software.



SYSTEM 8000
ASYNCPORTS 0CPU
---<~

TAPE AND
DISK DRIVES \'-..

-
- 0EMS 8000

MICROPROCESSOR

lDEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

\'-
I -

8000DMOR
YOUR TARGET
Z8000BASED

DESIGN

Programmer terminal for source code editing,
program compiles, and host based testing of code.

Programmer terminal for source code editing,
program compiles, and host based testing of code.
This configuration allows the programmer to
download code developed on the System 8000 into
EMS8000, and execute the code to test the targeted
hardware and software.

Unlinked separatelycompiled
object modules.



Compiler and three months free maintenance including
released updates. Single CPU license.

07-3014-01
07-3015-01
07-3016-01

Description

ZilogllCSC Ada
Zilog/lCSC Ada
Zilog/lCSC Ada

Host

Zilog System 8000 UNIX
DECVAXVMS
DECVAXUNIX

Target

Z8002
Z8002
Z8002

Compiler software maintenance agreement includes
update releases and phone consultation for Ada compiler.
The compiler must be covered by a software support
agreement in order to receive software updates. Failure to

maintain a software support agreement will require
repurchasing the compiler to restart the software support
agreement.

Part Number

07-3014-05

Description

Ada System 8000 software update service for PIN 07-3014-01
12 months coverage.
Ada-VAX VMS Host software update service for PIN 07-3015-01
12 months coverage.
Ada-VAX UNIX host software update service for PIN 07-3016-01
12 months coverage.

Prerequisite

System 8000 UNIX

Software delivery within four weeks of receipt of a valid
customer purchase order and a signed Red End-User
Software License Agreement.

The ZilogllCSC Ada compiler enables cost-effective
utilization of the language features described in the
language reference manual, ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A.

Features defined in ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A that are not
implemented in Ada version 3.1 are indicated with an '.

Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 2. Lexical Elements
Character set
Lexical elements, separators and delimiters
Identifiers
Numeric literals
Decimal literals
Based literals
Character literals
String literals
Comments
Pragmas

Include files and conditional compilation
Reserved words
Allowable replacement of characters

Chapter 3. Declarations and Types
Declarations
Objects and named numbers
Object declarations
Number declarations
Types and subtypes

Type declarations
Subtype declarations
Classification of operations
Derived types
Scalar types
Enumeration types
Character types
Boolean types
Integer types
Operations of discrete types
Real types
Floating point types
Operations of floating point types

• Fixed point types
'Operations of fixed point types
•Array types (single dimension arrays only)
Index constraints and discrete ranges
Operations of array types
String types
Record types

• Discriminants
• Discriminant constraints
Variant parts
Operations of record types
Access types
Incomplete type declarations
Operations of access type
Declarative parts



Chapter 4. Names and Expressions
Names
Indexed components
Slices
Selected components

'Attributes
implemented = FIRST, LAST, RANGE, LENGTH,

POS, VAL, PRED, SUCC, IMAGE, VALUE, BASE,
ADDRESS, SIZE, COUNT, CALLABLE,
TERMINATED.

Literals
Aggregates
Record aggregates

'Record aggregates discriminant and variant
Array aggregates
Expressions
Operators and expression evaluation
Logical operators and short-circuit control forms
Relational operators and membership tests
Binary adding operators
Unary adding operators
Multiplying operators
Highest precedence operators
Accuracy of operations with real operands
Type conversions
Qualified expressions
Allocators
Static expressions and static subtypes
Universal expressions

Chapter 5. Statements
Simple and compound statements-sequences of

statements
Assignment statement
Array assignments
If statements
Case statements
Loop statements
Block statements
Exit statements
Return statement
Goto statements

Chapter 6. Subprograms
Subprogram declarations
Formal parameter modes
Subprogram bodies
Comformance rules
Inline expansion of subprograms
Subprogram calls
Parameter associations
Default parameters
Function subprograms
Parameter subprograms
Parameter and result type profile-overloading of

subprograms
Overloading of operators

Chapter 7. Packages
Package structure
Package specifications and declarations
Package bodies
Private type and deferred constant declarations
Private types
Operations of a private type
Deferred constants

'Limited types

Chapter 8. Visibility Rules
Declarative region
Scope of declarations
Visibility
Use clauses
Renaming declarations

exception renaming
subprogram renaming

'object renaming
'package renaming

Package Standard
Context of overload resolution

Chapter 9. Tasks
Task specifications and task bodies
Task types and task objects
Task execution and activation
Task dependence and termination of tasks
Entries, entry calls, and accept statements
Delay statements, duration and time
Select statements
Selective waits
Conditional entry calls
Timed entry calls
Priorities

In tasks
'In main

Task and entry attributes
, Abort statements
'Shared variables

Chapter 10. Program Structure and Compilation
Issues
Compilation units-library units
Context clauses-with clauses

'Subunits of compilation units
'Automatic reordering of compilation
The program library
Elaboration of library units
Program Optimization

constant folding and address folding



Chapter 11. Exceptions
Exception declarations
Exception handlers
Raise statements
Exception handling
Exceptions raised during execution of statements
Exceptions raised during elaboration of declarations
Exception raised during task communications
Exceptions and optimization
Supressing checks

RANGE_CHECK and INDELCHECK
'Other check supression

Chapter 12. Generic units
Generic declarations
Generic formal objects
Generic formal types
Generic formal subprograms
Generic bodies
Generic instantiation
Matching rules for formal objects
Matching rules for formal private types
Matching rules for formal scalar types

'Matching rules for formal array types
'Matching rules for formal access types
'Matching rules for formal subprograms

Chapter 13. Representation Clauses and
Implementation-Dependent Features
Representation clauses

, Length clauses
'Enumeration representation clauses
'Record representation clauses
Address clauses

, Interrupts
Change of representation
The package system
System-dependent named numbers
Representation attributes
Representation attributes of real types
Machine code insertions
Interface to other languages
Unchecked programming

'Unchecked storage deallocation
Unchecked type conversions

Chapter 14. InpuLOutput
External files and file objects
Package sequential_io
Package direcLio
Package texLio
Package io_exceptions

, Low_level_io
'Fixed_io
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Zilog

Continuing to respond to our customers' need for technical
training and information, 2ilog's Training and Education
Department is offering an exceptionally wide range of
courses in 1985. Whether your need is introductory
exposure, product evaluation, or detailed design
information, 2ilog's technical training seminars provide the
knowledge you want in the easiest, most efficient manner.

Each course is designed to meet the educational needs of
computer professionals by combining lecture presentations
with "hands-on" laboratory exercises. In addition to the
scheduled sessions held at 2ilog's modern facilities in
Campbell, California, courses may be arranged at your
company's·site.

Why waste valuable time and effort with weeks of self-study?
Why risk expensive errors during product development?
2ilog's technical training seminars can give your designers
the knowledge necessary to take full advantage of 2ilog's
innovative state-of-the-art microprocessor components and
microcomputer systems.

The 2ilog Training Center is located at:

1315 Dell Avenue
Building C, Mail Stop C1-2
Campbell, CA 95008
Telephone: (408) 370-8091

Current detailed brochures, including dates and prices, are
available from your local 2ilog Sales Office or the Corporate
Training Center.

Microcomputer Basics and Concepts Three days

This basic introduction to microcomputers is intended for
non-technical personnel. The course discusses
microcomputer fundamentals and capabilities. Topics
include:

• Definition of a microcomputer

• Microcomputer organization

• Purpose and operation of peripheral devices

• Microcomputer operating procedures

• Overview of 2i1og products

There are no prerequisites for this course.

Microprocessors: A General Introduction Three days

This seminar is an introductory course in microprocessor
technology for engineers, programmers, and other
technical personnel. Microprocessor fundamentals and
capabilities and the basics of microcomputer design are
described. Topics include:

• Microprocessor architecture and organization

• Instruction execution

• Central processor units, memories, support devices

• Overview of 2ilog microprocessor products

A background in digital logic, including binary and hex
number systems, is suggested as a course prerequisite.

ZS Component Family Three days

The 28 is 2ilog's powerful single-chip, 8-bit microcomputer.
This seminar is designed for hardware and software
development personnel who are familiar with
microcomputer system design and who are interested in
learning 28 architecture, capabilities, and supporting
systems. Some of the topics covered are:

• 28 architecture and timing

• 28 assembly language programming

• Interfacing memory and peripheral devices

• 28 software development tools

• 28 Development Module and other supporting products

Designers interested in using the 28090 UPC Universal
Peripheral Controller should also attend this seminar, since
the architecture of the UPC is very similar to that of the 28.



This basic course on Z80 components is designed for
hardware and software development personnel with a
modest background in microprocessors and assembly
language programming This course should be taken by
anyone interested in effectively using the Z80 family of
products. Some topics covered are:

• Z80 architecture and timing

• Z80 assembly language programming overview

• Z80 interrupt processing

• Z80 PIO Parallel 1/0 Controller

• Z80 CTC CounterlTimer Controller

• Z80 DMA Direct Memory Access Controller

• Z80 SIO Serial 1/0 Controller

This course offers a "hands-on" approach to learning by
doing. As each chip is covered, students measure their
progress by programming a single-board computer in the
laboratory.

This seminar is for programmers needing to learn the Z80
assembly programming language. The course includes
class presentation and hands-on programming labs that
allow the students to write their own assembly language
programs. Some of the topics covered are:

• Language structure and syntax

• Z80 instruction set

• Z80 CPU flag and register utilization

• Macros

• Subroutines

The Z800 family of high-performance microprocessors are
object-code compatible with the Z80 microprocessor. This
seminar is intended for hardware and software personnel
interested in designing with Z800 family processors.
Students are assumed to have some familiarity with
microprocessor architecture and assembly language
programming. Some of the topics covered include:

• Z800 CPU architecture: Z8100 and Z8108

• Memory and peripheral interfacing

• Z800 assembly language programming

• Use of the on-chip cache, memory management, and
peripheral devices

• Software development tools and other supporting
products

ZSOOO Processor Family Four days

Zilog's basic course on the Z8000 family processors is for
hardware and software development personnel who are
familiar with microprocessor system design. Design and
interface techniques of the Z8000 CPUs and CPU support
chips are covered in detail. Anyone interested in effectively
using the Z8000 family processors should take this course.
Some of the topics covered include:

• Z8000 CPU architecture: Z8001, Z8002, Z8003, and
Z8004

• Z-BUS Memory and peripheral interfacing

• Z8000 Assembly language programming

• Z8010 MMU Memory Management Unit

• Z8015 PMMU Paged Memory Management Unit

• Z8000 Software development tools

• Z8000 Development Module and other support
products

ZSO,OOO Processor Family Four days

The Z80,OOO is a 32-bit microprocessor that is object-code
compatible with the Z8000 family of 16-bit processors. This
course provides hardware and software personnel with the
background needed for design, development, and
debugging of Z80,OOO-based systems. The Z80,OOO
Processor Family course is recommended for engineers
already familiar with microprocessor architectures and
assembly language programming who are interested in
effectively using Z80,OOO family processors. Some topics
covered are:

• Z80,OOOCPU architecture

• Memory and peripheral interfacing

• Use of the on-chip cache and memory management
device

• Z80,OOOassembly language programming

• Software development tools and other supporting
products



EMS 8000 Emulation System One day

This seminar details the use of the EMS 8000 emulator
during development and debugging of Z8000-based
systems. The emulator commands and their operation are
fully described. The EMS 8000 emulation system is a
powerful development tool for the hardware and software
engineer. Some of the topics covered include:

• EMS 8000 hardware design

• Use of triggers as breakpoints or trace qualifiers

• Mapping EMS memory to the target system

• Performance measurements for benchmarking
applications

• Linking EMS systems for multiprocessor emulations

• Building user-definable macros of EMS commands

This course is recommended for all engineers interested in
using the EMS 8000 Emulation System to analyze and
debug Z8000-based systems. The Z8000 Components
family course or equivalent experience is recommended as
a prerequisite.

An introductory course in data communications, this
seminar provides the engineer with a thorough background
in the terminology and operating concepts of this
ever-expanding field. Topics include:

• Data transmissions modes and formats

• Data link controls: HDLC, SDLC, Bisync

• Packet switching: X.25, X.75

• Open systems interconnection

• Z8030lZ8530 Serial Communications Controller

• Local area networks

• Future trends

A background in digital electronics and a general
microcomputer course or equivalent experience is
recommended as a prerequisite for this course.

UNIX for Non-Technical Users is a lab-oriented presentation
of the file generation and maintenance utilities in UNIX. This
course is intended for users with little or no computer or
operating systems experience. Topics include:

• Introduction to UNIX

• The hierarchical file system

• File generation and manipulation

• The 'vi'screen editor

• The C shell environment

Lectures are supplemented with lab exercises using the
Zilog System 8000.

The UNIX User's Seminar is a comprehensive overview of
the powerful multiuser, multitasking UNIX operating system.
It is intended for programmers, engineers, and other
technical personnel with little or no knowledge of UNIX.
Some topics covered are:

• The kernel, shell, and file system

• The C shell environment

• File management tools

• Editors and text processing

• Program development tools

The lecture is supplemented with lab sessions using the
System 8000 microcomputer. As a prerequisite, students
must have a general understanding of computers,
operating systems, and simple programming tools such as
editors.



A detailed examination of several topics introduced in the
UNIX User's Seminar, this course is recommended for
programmers using a UNIX system for software
development. Topics covered include:

• The 'awk' processor

• The 'make' file processor

• Advanced shell programming

• Networking with UNIX

• Advanced document formatting

Lab exercises using a System 8000 microcomputer
supplement the lecture. The UNIX User's Seminar or
instructor approval is required as a prerequisite for this
course.

UNIX System Administrator Three days

The UNIX System Administrator course is designed for
persons responsible for maintaining and administering a
UNIX-based system. Some topics covered are:

• System organization: kernel, shell, and file systems

• System start-up and shut-down

• File system checking and repair

• Adding and deleting users

• System reconfiguration and upgrades

Lectures are supplemented with lab exercises on the
System 8000 microcomputer. The UNIX User's Seminar or
instructor approval is required as a prerequisite for this
course.

The C programmi·ng course is for programmers interested in
learning C, a high-level systems programming language.
The course includes class presentation and hands-on
programming labs that allow students to write their own C
programs on a System 8000 microcomputer. Some topics
covered are:

• Program structure

• Data types, data structures, and pointers

• Program flow control

• Program development on the System 8000

• System calls on the UNIX Operating System.

Some high-level language programming experience is
suggested as a course prerequisite.

Advanced Peripherals Course Three days

This course is an in-depth study of the 28000/28500 family
of peripheral devices, with emphasis on the 28030/28530
SCC, 28036/28536 CIO, and 28038 FIO.

Introduction to Ada Programming
This introduction to the Ada programming language is
intended for programmers familiar with high-level
languages.


